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PREFACE 

The Rhetorlogue is devoted exclusively to the cultivation of 
the spoken word. Its primary object is to save the reader 
time in individual research by presenting an exhaustive work, 
both in theory and practice, of expression and eloquence. 

As reasoning constitutes the chief element of a speech, it is 
suggested that the Digest of Argumentation (pp. XXXI.
XLII.) be read fi.rst; and as poetry contributes to a 
conception of rhythm which is so necessary m speakmg, and 
Oratorical Styles to the formation of a good style so vital in 
delivery, that these subjects be read next (pp. 523-628), to
gether with Useful Hints to All Speakers (pp. 505-6). 

Afterwards, IDEAS-the Emotions and Passions, with 
management of the feelings of the hearers, pp. 637-789, may be 
taken up ; then Forms of Ora tori cal Expressions, pp. 1-441, 
practising on them, chiefly in a pure, clear, resonant tone : 
pure, when properly produced, unmixed with breath, and 
directed towards the front of the mouth; clear, when voice is 
emitted on the open vowels; and resonant, when directed 
against the hard palate as its sounding board, enlarging 
thereby its waves and making it ring. 

Beneath the photos of celebrated orators appearing in th1s 
work will be found the most striking Figures used by each. 

The treatment of each of the pnncipal Forms or Figures lS as 
foilows: Definition, Example, Use, Caution, and Delivery. 

Should there be any error in quotation, omissions or 
failure to acknowledge due credit, the author apologises and 
will be pleased to rectify same in another editiOn; and 
should any criticism arise on this work, he hopes that it will 
be in the character of a stimulus to further research. 

As all the arts and sciences have technical names, so 
l,as Eloquence, the noblest of the arts and sciences. At fi.rst 
15lancc these names may seem difficult, but a few perusals 
will make them familiar. A.n easy pronunciation of them i.~ 
given in the Index of "Forms of Oratorical Expression," 
which also has thei,r corresponding common names for use 
of those not desiring to use the technical. Full explanation of 
terms will be found in "Forms of Oratorical Expression." 

" All eloquence relates to the transactions of human 
life. Every man refers what he hears to himself, and the 
mind easily admits what it recogmses as true to nature.'' 
-QuinWlian. As eloquence is accomplished speakiug or art of 
expressing thought with fluency, rhythm, force, and propriety, 
so as to appeal to the reason or move the feelings, the author trusts 
that he has covered these points and that his work 'rill be service
able to all deyotees to this, the noblest of arts. 

London, 1924. 



PART I 

FORMS OF. 

LOGICAL EXPRESSION 

A SPEECH-Its successive Order or Stages. 

ARGUMENTATI¥E FORMS & TF.RMS. 
HECKLING, REPAHTEE AND RETORT . 

• 
D I G E S T 0 F A R G U M E N T A T I 0 N. 

PROPOSITION 
PROOFS-REFUTATIVE 

PROOFS-CONFIRMATIVE 
FIGURES USED IN ARGUMENT 

ORATORICAL STYLES IN ARGUMENT. 



INTRODUCTION 

.At the outset let us define a Figure of Thought and a 
F1gure of Language. The Greeks called a Figure of fhought 
t1X1JfLUTa Lltavoiar; lScheme Dian~as), that ts to say figure 
of iorce, vel1cmence, v1vac1ty; m a word-dynamic, the 
moving power from behind. In the "Her 1 agoras uder 
Elernente d~r Rhetoric " it ~ppears thus: Figur die Sinn; 
translated hterally means F 1gures of Sense, of feelina, of 
arousement, etc. They are of exceeding great valu~ to 
speakers. J ullus Rufmianus, the Latin rhetorician, gives 
the following : "H~c figura fi.t proprie cum proponitur non 
id quod fieri oportet sed quod fit. Vergilius: Furor anna 
mimstrat." (Trans.-" This figure is properly formed when 
one states what is actually being done, not what is to be 
or ought to be done, as in this example from Virgil: (and 
sticks and stones fly through the air and) 'Fury still arms 
doth find.' ") 

Figure of Thought Defined. 
A Figure of Thought "consists in the suggestion of an 

idea which is itself artificial, havmg for its object, not orna
ment, .but Ethos or Pathos-moral persuasion or the excite
ment of emotion. If the speaker preface a statement by 
asking the question which he is himself about to answer: 
if he feign perplexity for the sake of giving greater effect 
to his own solution: if, instead of relating what other 
persons have said, he introduce those persons as speaking 
with. their own mouths: if he imagine his adversaries as 
raising an objection which he goes on to .refute-the~e and 
the like devices are Figures of Thought. ... Unlike Figures 
of Language, these Figures of Thought are independent of 
any form .of words; the form of words may be changed 
without affecting them. Th.eir general tendency is to give 
animation. . . . Aristotle op~ns his treatise with the observa
tion that whereas there are three instruments of persuasion 
-the ethical, the pathetical and the logical- ... the logical 
proof is the very body of rhetorical persuasion, everything 
else appeals to the feeling, attractive portrayal of character 
and so forth is from the scientific point of vtew only apprn
dage. This is essentially the modern, especially the. mo_df~n 
Teutonic theory of oratory, and the modern practice 1s m 
harmony with it." (See Fig. Enthymema.) 

Figure of Language Defined. 
"The Figure of Language is a combination of words .(each 

of which may be used in its normal sense) for the artdicial 
expression of an idea, as Antitheses. The object of sue~ a 
figure is rhetorical ornament, and if the form of express:on 
i3 changed the Figure of Language is destroyed. 1 he 
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Figure of Thought depends on no special combination of 
words, Lut on an assumed attitude of the speaker's mind
as. Irony" ( cf. R. C. J ebb's "Attic Orators" and R. Volk
mann's "Die Rhet. der Griech u. Rom."). The Figures of 
Language are called by the Greeks G"X~fl-aTa A.€gew~ (Scheme 
of Words). Cicero calls them "Ornamenta sente:atiarum ., 
(Ornaments of Thoughts) . 

. Definition of a Figure. 
By the term "Figure" is meant form, and as given by 

Bain it is any deviation from the plainest form of statement 
-e.g., ordinarily we say "That is very strange," as a 
figure we say " How strange! " And as l!iven by " The 
Garden of Eloquence " a figure is a for~ of words or of 
one or more sentences made new by art, differing from 
the ordinary manner and custom of writing and speaking. 
It gi,·es the following example as to an eloquent person 
under the Fig. Homccuteleuton: 

"He is esteemed eloquent who can invert wittily, 
remember perfectly, dispute orderly, Ii.gure diversely, 
pronounce aptly, confirm strongly and conclude directly." 
The foregoing Homccoteleuton is a figure of language in 

which the words h2.ve similar termination: ' wittily, perfectly, 
01 derl y," etc. 

Cicero's Rhetoric. 
"The constituent elements of a speech should consist of 

the in ·.rent ion of arguments (lnventio), of their arrangement 
(Dispositio); of the form of expression (Eloqtiutio); of clear
ne~s of perception and tasteful preseptation (Memona); of 
the delirery, including modulation of the voice and gesture 
(Pronunctiatio). Not until such matters have all been settled 
should the orator proceed to arrange his exordium or mtro
duction; his statement of his case; his explanation of the 
manner of handling- it; his array of arguments in support 
of his position; his refutation of the arguments of his 
antagoni<sts; his conclusion or peroration. 

"The precepts with regard to the speaker are then 
arranged under fi.re heads-lnrentio, Collocatio, Eloquutio, 
Actio, ~nd Memoria; while the precepts with regard to the 
speech Ibiielf are also arranged under five heads-Exordium, 
:\ arratio, Confirmatio, Reprehensio, Peroratio. The whole 
of the art of rhetoric is therein arranged under three heads: 
the. £rst tre.ating- of the subject in reference to the speaker 
(V1s Oratons); the second, of the speech (Oratio); the third, 
of the case (Questio)." -Cicero. See further an excellent 
account in :'Cicero, A Sketch of His Life and Works," by 
Rev. Hanms Taylor (pub. in 1916). 

. On the following pages a complete diagram of how a sp~ech 
1s made up, and some argumentative forms and notes are given. 



vi SPEECH 

A SPEECH-Its successive Order or Stages. 
(The Forms, etc., may be abridged to suit the orator's purpme.) 

I.-PRCCIMION (See Exordium) must be good; Ethos or Pathos, p. 258, 264, 421, 424. 

II.-DIEGESIS (see Exordium, Narratio, Prrecthesisl-lucid, brief credible; 25&, 264. 

III.-THESIS (see Prothesis, Propositio)-subject and predicate clear and definetl. 

I\'".-PIS~EIS 
'---v--"' 

I 
I 

(Argument)-1. BE)breosis (confirmation); 2. Lusis (refuta tion1. 

INDUCTIVE- ANALOGICAL- DEDUCTIVE. 

(a) Speaker's own opinion, the ipsz dixi, p. 110, or custom-p. 37± 
(Examples: Paradigm, 3i6, proportional, comparative, 20!, :207. 

I 
Gnome, 282. It may be in poetry or poetic prOSE 

(Method of agreement, :Meth. of Difference, Joint jfet} 

I I 
of A gr. & Dif., Met h. Concomitant Yariation, iiieth o 
Residues, Expeditio 279, and page viii. 

(o) In- • Enthymemas-Confirmative, ~ee list, 208-210, Word 
ductive i

1

. Prob- I that introduce enthymemas, page 205. Gnome. 
able i Analogical-Probable, pages 209, 210, 373. 

I Ethos, Pathos, Kerdos, 375-377. 

I I 
Kerdos, i.e., pocket-book interest, pages 336. 337. 
Semeion, 377, old, young, rich, all classes. 333-335. 
Ieos, i.e., oratorical imager~·. 214; come-home-to-then 

\, \214, 306; emotion11, 329-332; Gnome, Epenthymeme, 37• 
(c) Analogical, p. VIII. 

(d) Deductive, viii. Gen. to Spec.-Definition, 208, 83;, Systror be. 43! 
Rhetorical Proof anywhere, parenthetically ; Asteismus, other torics 1 
relieve dry strain of reasoning, p 255, 378. Enthymente, p. 2118, Gnom 
Metabasis, 313. 

( (Epicheirema, p. ix, 110; Deictic, 146, 377, may b 
I . 1 used here and other parts of the argument. 

(e) ~ Exe~~515 i Ieos, Paradigm, Tecmerion, 376-7, cir. evid., ner. concon 
Proof 31 

I Enthymema, Gnome, or Cathalou, page 376. 
of l Semeion (prob. assn.) 373, 377, cir. evid., Elegchos 37 

I 
I· 

Facts j . { Doxatou Legotos 375, i\Iartyria 375. Ex-silentio, 37; 
1 E_PJ~e- Basanos. Oaths, adjurations, Apostrophes, appeals ~ 
\ tOI,3I5·6 Heaven, unsupported assertions, etc., 376, Metabas1 

r 

(Proceed forthwith. to the Just, you~ case to fran 

J 

That pronounced JUst by law, authonty or ~ustom .. 
What resembles it, what contrary, summarily apphe 

The) ust (i niv. notion of right and wrong (use great elofJuenct 

I I 
314 I Examples of same character, then Gnome, Enthymell!a. 

( ) l\Ietabasis of heads, if long; if short, sum up 111 

Fkacts I t Definition 208 337 · in same sentence start Expedien 
nown ' • • , 

proofs ~ ( ~ through proofs to support your recommendati~ 
unnec., I then summarily show, with Gnomes and En~hymems. 31 

The Ex· J or Figures, the inexperience, injustice. d1sgracefulnee 
dient difficulty' etc., not to ?o as rou prop~se. . . 

I 
pe

3 
.. 4 Contrast this summanlv w1th the JUStice, exped1enc 
1 I honou. r and pleasure that would f_ollow )·our co~J~s, 

After sufficient Gnomes or gen.Pmaxims, g1Ye Defimt10 
\ \208. 337, of your recommendatiOn in conclu~ion. 



SPEECH vii 

A SPEECH-Its successive Order or Stages. 
(The Refutation and Epilogue.) 

-PISTEIS (Argument).-Cot~ti1wed. 
·--.,----' INDUCTIVE- ANALOGICAL- DEDUCTIVE. 

ril 
·;;; 

~ 

r 

j 

I 

I 

r 

(g) ( 
Inductive l 

Examples, to contradict proposition, 202, 204, 373, 380. 
Probable : in most cases it falls out otherwise, 202. 
Enthymema-See Refutative list, page 202, 203. 
Apparent Enthymemas, page 203. 

(h) 
Analogical 

(i) 
Deductivt: 

{J) 
Procata

lepsis, 374 

Proposition essentially similar to another prop. mani· 
festly absurd (see Free-trade and Baptist) p. 203. 
False analogy, no connection, two things are not alike; 
(1) differ in a number of essential particulars, (2) essen-
tiaJ particulars are unknown. 

( Deduce or draw out another proposition that contradicts 
~I. it or is absurd as logically deducible from it (see vote11 

for women and catholic husbands, p. 203). 
Opponent's arguments anticipated to minimise them, 
same time magnify yours, Figs. Prolepsis, Hypobole, 
Hypophora : most perfect form with Lusis p. 291, anti
cipating opponent 295, with " and " 383; Hyperbole, 
)lceosis, Auxesis, Asteismus, Ironia 378; Syllogism w 
show untruth and fallacy; Elegchos, 377; Tecmerion, 
376; Hypophora again: very \'ivacious form, 292 begun 
with " if," 300, most vivacious form " it is cruei." 300, 
301; Enthymemata, 201, 205, "Heaven forbid " 206. " I 
marvel," " I wonder," " Monstrous," "Clever'' etc., 
211, 302. 
Opponent's false reasoning and fallacies, 116, 120, 121. 
His shifts and dodges, 122, 123; proved too much, ix ; 
Dialogismus, 374, Apologismus, 374, either Asyndetic In
terrogatio (see Demos. 309, 310, 379) or mixed Polysyn-
deton and Asyndeton, 383, 1~8. Proreresi11, 3i5. 

I (k) ( Anliparabole : contrast your and opponent's arguments 
374. " He said so-and-so and I so-and-so," 232; Op

i' ponent ill-disposed to audience, Demos., 233, "He omitted 
I this," Cic. 246, Gods invoked 246, Alban Hills 108. I 

I 
I 

(/) 

Diabole 
154 

-EPILOGCE<' 

Amplificatio 
35 

Amplify and diminish, 232, Auxesis and :MCllosis; Hyper· 
bole, " \Yhat Charybdis. . ? ocean itself. ." Cic. 249. 
Greatest eloquence here, 35, 36, 42, 43; Arsis and Thesis. 
Rhythm us : sublime, 401, " If ever we stood in need," 
403. roll and richness, 407, 403, Period, 366-7, Parallelism, 
" He exceeded all .. " 341, Parison, " Oh! eloquent and 
just . . '' 351, The " head, heart and hand . .'' 352; 

I 

I 

(m) Epistatis ~ 

(tt) Paraineti· 
con, 327 

(o) Peroratio 
371 

{ 
( 

Polysyndeton for the grand, numerous, magnificent. 

Excite hearers: 232, 236, 237, revenge, indignation, 358. 

~fen are alive to-329-335; oiJjut lauded, (great elo
quence used) " Keep the Faith," 337, means proven, 336, 
action, " Do something," 237, Exhortation, 240. 
'Cniform tone, 247, syllables long, less sonorcus, 249, 
Anacephaleosis, 46, or Aparithmesis, 88; also see 369. 

:\orE.-Ethos may be used anywhere in a speech; Pathos chiefly at the beginning and end. 
Any number of figures may be used. 



viii 

ARGUMENTATIVE FORMS & TERMS. 
THE MAJOR PREMISE is a statement of some law or principle. The 

.MINOR is the application of that law or principle to the case in question. 
DISTRIBUTION of TERMS means taking the matter universally and 
11eferring to all its parts. INDUCTION infers a fresh proposition which is 
more general than the first one, e.g., This and that orange is round , •• (there
fore) all oranges are round. DEDCCTIOX is an inference from universals. 
Newton, seeing an apple fall, argued deductively that this power of gravitation 
must affect all bodies , •• the moon must fall towards the earth. To reason 
~ffectively, one must comprehend well the predicate; e.g., What is decreed is 
decreed: the second "is decreed " has a different meaning. DIALOtiSl\ltS, 
in logic, is a disjunctive conclusion inferred from a single (expressed) premise, 
e.g., Gravitation may act without contact; either some force may act without 
co1\tact or gravitation is not a force,-d. Webster's Die. 

RELATIVE SYLLOGISM: the major must be relative, e.g., As is the 
government so are the employees; but the government is \Yeak, so are the 
employees. SYLLOGISTIC FORM is better for deduction, gen. & spec., 
for greater clearness, certainty, e.g., All men will die; Jones is a man ,', 
Jones will die. 

ANALOGY: Argument from analogy is by resemblance, contrast or com 
parison. Whatever is true of a thing is true of that which essentially resembles 
it, a,g., This letter essentially resembles a letter which we know Brown wrote, 
.'.Brown wrote this letter. The conditions of good analogy are (I) the t\\'O 
things compared must be well known ; (2) the points of similarity must be 
more than those of dissimilarity. Rea9oning by analogy : "\Vhen a country 
that sends out colonies is termed the :\!other-country, the expression is analogi
cal, signifying that the colonies stand in the same relation to her in which 
children stand to their parents. And if any inference be drawn from this 
resemblance of relations, as for instance, that obedience or affection is due 
from colonies to the ~lather-country, this is called reasoning by analogy." 
John Stuart Mill. 

METHOD OF AGREE:\!ENT: To find cause, use method of agreement, 
e.g., Several persons became ill, the only point in common was that they all 
ate fish, , ·• fish caused the illness. To show cause false, show the operation 
of other causes, e.g., The prosperity of England has greatly augmented during 
the last fifty years, due to free trade. The objector assigns other causes as 
coal, iron, insular position, ~rc. From cause to effect: A drought, • ·• a 
scarcity of food. He is industrious, ,', he will be well-off. 

METHOD OF DIFFERENCE: ·To find the effect, use method of differ
.ence, e.g., Eating pork caused indigestion, omitting to eat it indigestion ceased, 
,', indigestion was the tffect of eating pork, as this made all the difference. 
The effect of this law is general misery, remove the law and see if effect 
remains. Public measures are denounced according to their effects. Seek out 
the original cause. 

JOINT METHO_D OF AGREEl\IE~T Al'\D DIFFERENCE: To increase 
probability, use this method, e.g., Those who ate fish were ill, those in the 
same company who did not eat fish were not ill. This difference and agreement 
increase the probability of the fish being the cause. Also called positive and 
negative. 

METHOD OF CONCD:IIITANT VARIATIONS: To find connection, 
e.g., Disorders and assaults increased in a certain period, drinking also .in
creased in that period ; they both decreased at the same time, ,'. a connectton 
existed between them. 

METHOD OF RESIDUES : To find effect of the remainder, e.g., We 
know the liberal and labour members voted for the measure, ,',it was the 
con9€'1'vatives, the remaining members of the committee, that rated against it. 

CHAIN OF ARGUMENT: To find out a mystery, use chain of argument; 
much used by d.:tectires who start with a theory. The stre~gth of the chain 
depends on the weakest link. Attack the weakest link. 
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.-\D RE~l : is the real point or issue in discussion. Ignoratio Elenchi is 
10 keep away from the Ad Rem, i.e., to argue. to another conclusion, e.g., 
"· Instead of proving that the taller boy had a nght to force the smaller boy 
to exchan<'e coats with him, you prove the exchange would have be-en advan
tageous to"' both. "-\\'hately. Fallacies in general are to dodge or cloud the 
Ad Rem. 

E~DIERATIO~: must cite all known cases, otherwi!:Je it will be an 
extr~me case, e.g., " If everybody did so, nothing would be done." One 
workman out of a thousand, who is educated, raises himself above his class, 
:. education is bad for the workman, which is erroneous. What happiness i~, 
enumerate all the things which contribute to make up happiness. 

PRO\'E TOO ~IL'CH : other points untenable would be established if 
the proposition is carried out, e.g., If a loan is made to Japan, she might 
employ it in a war against a certain country, • ·• a loan should not be made 
to Japan. By parity of reasoning: any dealing with Japan would increase 
her finance, .. •• all trade whatsoe\·er with Japan must cease. This would be 
untenable. -

TU QL'OQUE: You· charge us with robbery, it's you who robbed; 
because your political party robbed, you think our party robs. (See Demos. 
v .• -Eschincs, p. 282.) 

DILDBI.-\: To ref1.1te, attack the minor, which is the weakest point, 
show that the alternative does not exhaust all possible cases, e.g., If he likes 
reading no stimulus is requir~d, and if he dislikes reading, stimulus will be 
~f no sm·ice; either he likes reading or he dslikes it, :. stimulus is needless 
and of no use. Like and Dislike are not the only two alternatives, for there 
may be some who neither like nor dislike reading and to them a stimulus 
would be highly beneficial. Rebut diremma by starting another dilemma 
which leads tu a contrary conclusion, transpose and deny consequents; reduce 
complex destructi\'e to constructi\·e, coll\·ert major premise by juxtaposition,
cf. Hawkins. 

EPICHEIRDIA is giving proof to the major or proof to the minor, or 
proof to both before drawing the conclusion. It is much used in writing and 
public speaking. As the speech proceeds each premise is put out of question 
or doubt. Great eloquence, Cicero says, is required for the major. In the 
"Pro ~lilone," p. 100-102, Cicero proves his major: " It is lawful for one 
man to kill another," then his minor : " Clodius laid in wait for Milo . . " 
then draws his conclusion: " It was lawful for ~lilo to kill Clodius." 

PROOF, POI;\TS NECESSARY: (!) The reason or principle should be 
known or admitted as true, e.g., "\\'hy docs a live fish in water increase 
weight while a dead fish does not? " Is that a fact? (2) The reason or 
principle should imply truth of Thesis. 

GE:t\ERAL OBJECTIO~S TO ARGU:\1El\'T: (I) :\rgument is beside 
the question, i.e., Ignoratio Elenchi; (2) begs the question; (3) some important 
fact o\'erlooked. 

CO~CLl:SION should contain major as predicate and minor as subject. 
The middle term must be distributed at least, and not ambiguous . 

. C.-\l'SE TO EFFECT.: Refute by denying (1) " the actual or possible 
ex1stence of some fact or Circumstance ; (2) that such fact or circumstance is 
the a~equate c~use of the effect in question; (3) that no othet· agency is 
operating or w1ll operate to prevent the effect. The most prolific source of 
fallacy is overlooking counteracting causes. From cause to effect there are 
two principle objections. !st. Fact alleged has not been proved to be an 
adequate cause of the effect, as, a wound will be cured by applyin<1 salve 
to the weapon which inflicted it. 2nd. Has not been shown that th~re are 
counteracting causes tfiat will prevent the effect in question." E. Bdl. 

ARR.\l\'GEMEr\T OR ARGU;'11ENTS: should be fmm ABCDE, i.e., 
strongest to weakest, and recapitulate from EDCB, concluding with :\. (See 
Whardy.) ABO~'E ALL, LET SPEECH BE CHIEFLY Al\'L\lATED 
CO~\'ERS.\TIO~ 0~ A BIG SCALE, and RHYTHJf BE OBSERYED. 



X .SPEECH TO THE PEOPLE. 

The Deliberative (National Assemblies or to the People). 
1. Proremion (see Exordium): To gain favour of audience 

by Icos, arouse attention. by ~inting importance, dignity, 
novelty, and remove the1r preJud1ces or prepossessions so 
a:; t~ make them amenable to persuasion; refer to self (Ethos, 
Eg01sm), course of adversary and his character; warn them 
-beware of his eloquence! The Deliberative Proremion 
says Quintillian, should be short. ' 

2. Diegesis: Facts and Truths, order of circumstances, 
statement of any external circumstances referring to the 
subject. Aristotle says the Deliberative Diegesis should be 
concise, being only to recall what has past that hearers may 
judge better of the future, the orator praising or reprehend
ing them; but these are really examples, and as such are 
proofs. The Diegesis, also, is to refresh the memory of the 
hearers. 

3- Prothesis (see Propositio): The Issue; the thing to 
be done or not to be done; the real point upon which the 
people are to act. . 

4· Pisteis: Aristotle says that for popular assemblies thP. 
topics for the Pisteis or argument are seven: Religion, Laws, 
the Constitution of the State, Alliances (treaties, commercial 
and otherwise, with foreign states), War, Peace and Revenue. 
Cicero says: Clemency, justice, benignity, fidelity, fortitude, 
what is honourable or dishonourable, necessary or unnece:;
sary, fame among posterity, and what is of the greatest 
utility. Examples must be got out of these, after examples 
Gnomes, then Enthymemas: Passion and Reason umted. 
·other topics thrown in to relieve the dry stram of reason
mg; Contrad1ctory Examples or Analog1es, H.eductio ad 
absurdum, and Deductio, to refute opponent. Ethos, being 
the language, tones, suitable expressions, asservations, etc., 
may be used in any part of the speech., Cicero says: "Lan
guage should be grave and simple, magnificent, if the subject 
is magnificent 11

; Style, walking measure. (See page> 403.) 
· 5. Epilogue: (r) Diabole, (2) A~p~ificatio, (3) Ep.istatis, 

Prosopopreia, Apostrophe, .etc. Qumtllhan says that ~n th1s 
more than in any other kmd of speech are the passiOns to 
be excited; people slighted, injured, ~tc. (4) Paraineticon, 
dissuading or persuading; ( 5) Perorat10. 

The Deliberative or Speech to the People. 
As ·the orator has most calls to address popular meetings, 

a few brief remarks are here given respecting the Deliberative 
or Speech to the People, leavmg the res.t, al~o the Epideictic 
and Forensic, to be gathered elsewhere m th1s volume. Prof. 
Albert f. Winans in his "Public Speaking 11 says that the 
mob does not think, is conservative, so appeal to what 
exists, to institutions, party. college, family; ~nd as no ~ew 
idea can enter, appeal to the old, the estabh!.hed. It hkes 
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flattery, likewise is cowardly, and may be put to flight by 
crying fi.re! or police; but can be heroic under the right 
leader. It admires courage, so must be faced boldly. ·Any 
sign of weakness, any attempt to beg it to be good will 
be derided. If they suggest revenge, say a greater revenge. 
By any means get delay, for in most cases mob feeling does 
not last long. Lead up to the point by indirect proot, then 
strike on main point. Do not antagonise at the outset. 
Convince or persuade by identifying the opinions or course 
of action which you wish to be adopted with· on,!'1 or more 
of their £.xed opinions or customary course of action. The 
mob thinks in images, the speaker must control it by vivid 
imagery. Liberty, equality, fraternity, honour, patriotism, 
the rights of man it likes, also big phrases and big vague 
sentiments put in the most unmodified· form: Explain 
nothing, but affirm and repeat; make use of the names of 
its heroes. Do not say u You are wrong," for you will get 
a rebuff. Gen. Garfield, cowering ·the mob at City Hall 
Park, stepped forward and said: u Clquds and darkness 
are round about Him. Righteousness and judgment are the 
habitations of His throne. Fellow Citizens! God reigns, and 
the Government at Washington still lives! " This familiar 
sacred truth caught the mob, and held them long enough 
to receive the assurance that the Government did not fall 
eren with the belm·ed President. The above was .delivered 
just after the assassination of President Lincoln, and when 
Seward was lying at death's door. ,Prof. Bailz says: u Ora
torical flattery is administered through such ohrases as 'the 
natural equality of men,' ' the natural goodness and dignity 
of human nature,' 'the good sense of the common people/ 
'the admirable instincts of women.' ... The impassioned 
form of eg-oistic imoulses is called ambition, to which human 
nature, especially youth, is easily inflamed by examples of 
men elevated lo fame or power. Napoleon stimulated his 
troops by layins::r open the highest rank to the hopes of the 
common soldier." 

Cicero gires the following: u Clemency, justice, benignity, 
fidelity, fortitude in common dangers, are subjects agreeable 
to the audience in panegyric; for all such virtues are thought 
bent:ftcial, not so much to persons who possess them as to 
mankind in general; also wisdom, that greatness of soul 
which reg-ards human affairs mean and inconsiderable; 

, eminent power of thought and eloquence itself, as they excite 
admiration. The nopular assembly appears to the orator 
to be his most enlarged scene of action; he naturally is 
excited in it to a more magnificent species of eloquence, 
and he cannot be eloquent without a numerous audience." 

Qui.'ltillian says: To clap the hands together, stamp the 
f?ot, strike the breast and thigh, make a wonderful impres
SIOn on an Judience of the lower classes. 
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Figs. of Thought and Language make one Natural. 
In bearing in ~ind nature's forms, the speaker invariably 

addresses ~n audience nat,urally, as the ordinary man would 
talk, that IS as to natures tones, but becominO' a cultured 
man. Cicero, in des~ribing eloquence, says that he is 
eloquent who speaks m such a way that his hearer would 
say to himself "that is the very way I would deliver it "· 
but if he tries he cannot do it. ' 

One must kno'w forms to speak well. 
If a person· w_ishes. to exp~ess himself effectively in public 

he should acquamt himself with those forms that are suitable 
for public expression. People often say they do not need 
to study any forms or their delivery, as they can get up 
and say what they want to without them; but this is an 
erroneous idea, as the results are painful to their hearers; 
and those who appear to be so-called natural speakers have 
generally attained this facility by frequent association with 
trained orators or by constant attendance on public meetings. 
In any case they have learnt it, for "Poets are born, orators 
are made." Public speaking is not a natural condition, there
fore one is liable to make errors and failures unless he has 
some form or guide to assist him, whereas conversation, 
being natural, no such forms for delivery are needed. A 
speaker, not having studied the forms of oratorical expres
sion, is likely to commence in the upper register, which is the 
one generally used in conwrsation, and in doing so he 
strikes a high key or abounds in rising inflections, thinking 
thereby to make himself heard; but this not only pains his 
hearers but tires his voice; he then drops into a lower tone, 
which he fi.nds unnatural, because he is not accustomed to 
it, and, as one writer says, fi.nishes with a growl. Cicero 
says that the voice gains in strength and pleasing quality 
by constant variation of tcne and pitch. John Hullah, 
Director of the Orchestra of the Royal Academy of Music, 
London,. says that speaking in the lower or second register 
appears at first unnatural, but one should persevere in it 
until it becomes natural. He further says that in conversa
tion the fi.rst or upper register is used, while in speaking 
the second or lower register is chiefly used. R. W. Cone, 
in his " Speaking Voice," remarks: " Speaking, if well 
modulated and effective, must be maintained in the middle 
or lower portion of the voice with appropriate inflections." 
Unless a person practises speaking, or bears in mind the 
forms of delivery, he is likely to use the rising inflection 
too much and to forget that one of the fundamental forms 
of public speaking is the predominant falling inflection. 1 
do not mean the falling ;nflections of a cadence in which 
the tones gradually fall into a repose at the end of a period, 
but those deep mellow tones of the falling inflection within 
sentences and periods that make public speakin~ so attractive 
and pleasing and express such fi.naltty and character. 
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Difference between Conversation and Public Speaking.:\ 
In conversation, the weaker muscles, such as those of the 

throat and larynx, are employed, whereas in public speak
ing the more powerful muscles, such as those of the 
diaphragm and intercostals, are used, the diaphragm being 
continually pressed down so that the lungs may always be 
full of air in order that a clear, pure tone w1th carrying 
quality may be produced. In conversation one can look at 
another and note the effect and concentrate his attention on 
that one point, while in public speaking one not only has 
to direct his eyes upon the audience, those on the right, 
(see page 226 how \Vhitefield singled uut one person) 
those in the centre, on the left, in the rear and near the 
platform, but must keep his mental eye on the central idea 
of a' sentence as well as lrok a little ahead to his next 
idea. In the :fi.rst case the direction of the eye upon the 
audience at different distances has the effect of automatically 
increasing and diminishing the voice as well as preserving its 
quality and strength, and m the case of concentrating the 
mental eye upon the idea and looking a little ahead, it has 
the effect of banishing nervousness and making one fluent. If 
one has a clear idea and becomes absor"bed in it, it is practi
cally impossible to become nervous, as nervousness is due to 
giving too much attention to words, which is unnecessary 
from the fact that the idea brings up all the words that 
relate to it. Again, m conversation one has an opportunity 
to stop and explain anything not understood or misunder
stood, whereas in public speaking the orator has but one 
opportunity to impress his audience and make himself. 
understood, in which case he uses Synonyms of words, 
Synonyms of sentences, Repetit10n, Amplification, Climax, 
Anaphora, Polysyndeton, and other Figures or Forms of 
Oratorical Expression. The passions and emotions require 
a certain amount of diffus·~ness to sustain them, . otherwise 
the expression will become, as Aristotle styles it, as stiff 
as a beam. 

Although the author ha~ given the Delivery of the prin
cipal Figures, especially those of Demosthenes, still the 
speaker should consult a good voice trainer or elocutionist. 

As a good grammarian, having learned the rules of 
grammar so well that he speaks perfectly without knowing 
that he does it, so a speaker should know the Forms ot 
Oratorical Expression so well that he does not know them. 

In order that the speaker might better study his own 
&tness in comparison with other men, we have given photos 
of some of the world's famous orators with a description of 
the manner of delivery of each, his person as to facial 
expression, his voice and how he trained it, his eye, 
physique, etc., in fact everything to enable one to form a 
clear picture ~£ the orator as if standing before him actually 
addressing an audiencP.. (See page 263 re Dr. Hall.) 
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ANTHOLOGY AND MEMORABILIA 

. A~THOLOGY and 11~~10RABILIA: "Men delight in 
hste_nmg to w~at they easily understand, and are prejudiced 
~gamst what 1s obscurely said, dying as it is spoken, as 
~f the ~peaker ~,new n.ot what ~c ~aid, or. was afraid of having 
1t un~erstood. -Anstotle.. Smce umversal knowledge is 
unattamable, do not acqmre too much, as it will distract 
your thoughts .... Devote yourself chiefly to the 'improve
ment of your natural talent for oratory. Writing is a good 
modeller, it eats down superfluities. Write the Exordium 
last, so that good, solid forecasting matter may be presented. 
. . . It should be well finished with thoughts, and happy 
in expression. Variety and progression throughout all the 
notes will strengthen and preserve the powers of the votce 
and add agreeableness to ~elivery.":-Cicero. "By writing, 
resources are stored up, as 1t were, m the sacred repository, 
whence they may be brought forth in emergencies. Dictation 
is no good, the hand of the writer is necessary, as in dicta
tion you cannot have those gestures which stimulate the 
imagination, 'nor thump his desk ' as Persius satirises, 'nor 
taste his bitten nails.' By a lone lamp, in the silence of 
seclusion, with mind fresh and vigorous, is the best kind 
of retirement. Meditation is aided by darkness. In speak
ing, our mind must stretch in advance, and we must drive 
our subject before us. One must study hard to succeed, and 
this is why one orator outshines another. 

' Where virtue dwells, the gods have placed before, 
The dropping sweat that springs from every pore.' 

Repeat in a low tone, as a kind of murmur, for the memory 
becomes excited by the voice; thus the speech is committed 
to memory. Stand with the inside of the foot constantly 
presented to the tribunal or people~ as we look toward them. 
Keep the shoulders down .. Hold the head horizontally."
Marcus Fabtus Quintilwnus. "Sententiola, or little sentence, 
requires the falling inflection, but in a higher tone than the 
preceding words, as if you . had finished a part of what' 
you had to say; and a period, or falling inflection, in a 
lower tone, as if you had nothing more to say. Nothing 
will so powerfully work on the voice as supposing ourselves 
conversing at different intervals with different parts of the 
audience." -1 ohn Walker. " If you wish to improve your 
voice, make up your mind to practise fi:!teen minutes twice 
a day at least. Do not practise when tired out, nor when 
the mind is not alert, no~ where, if possible, to be over
heard· for to practise vocal exercises with an effort to .keep 
them subdued may injure the voice. Crowd the audience 
together that they touch each other (says Beecher). Twe1ve • 
p~ople touching each other is a crowded auditnce."-fames 
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Albert Winans. "Fixing the eye on the farthest point, you 
will endeavour mechanically to pitch the voice there. Dis
putes arise from terms not being clear and precise; use term 
in one sense and steadily adhere to it."-Thomas Sheridan. 
" The danger is, urging too forcibly what the hearer is not 
yet prepared fully to receive." -A.lex. Bain. "It is un
natural to say comedy like tragedy, or for an educated, 
sober-minded man to talk like an illiterate enthusiast:' (see 
"natural manner")-Whately. "It is important to defim:-e.g., 
• ought we always to tell the truth to everybody?' Define 
everybody, that is, everybody that has a right to know. 
You would not tell one pursuing another to kill him, where 
he is. Disarm your opponent, not by starting out with 
abusiYe or provocative language, rather assume that your 
antag-onists are actuated by good motives as your own, and 
that they would 'agree with you if they had only given due 
weight to the argument you are about to advance."
u Success Publishinf{ Co." "The highest art is to condense 
a whole scene into one inflection. We are moved only by 
one sentiment at a time, hence it is useless to multiply 
gesture. But one gesture is needed for the expression of 
an entire thought. Do not omit the stroke of gesture, which 
is the culminating point, the flourish made like the last 
stroke of the German • D.' "-Delsarte (by L' Abbe Delau
monse and Angelique Arnaud). u All sounds must diminish 
in proportion to their distance from the centre of expression." 
-A.ngelique .4.rnaud on u Delsarte.'' u An orator seldom 
uses more than four kinds of gestures; the supine, the prone, 
the index, and the clenched.''-Robert I. Fulton and Thomas 
C. True blood. 11 A reserve of breath gives the audience a 
reciprocal feeling of confidence. Hold the chest steady and 
the lungs will thereby £.11 themselves to their utmost capacity. 
This gi\·es a secondary resonance to the voice and fortifies 
the carrying power of the tone." -H. Curtis, M.D. "The 
voice should always be in liquid lines, even in anger; want 
of food in the stomach makes the voice thin and hollow. 
Apples, oranges, nuts, astringents, harden the voice.''
Morell Mackenzie, M.D. u Do not stoop, as it impedes 
breathing. Do not throw voice down on the ground in front 
of you, thus making yourself inaudible at a short distance. 
Hold cold water in the mouth until it becomes tepid, repeat 
this ten or fifteen minutes, and wash the back of the throat 
with cold water. Speak two hours after meals, for an hour 
after the stomach is fullest ~nd the lung capacity is smallest. 
Hot fluids cause relaxation of the throat; flabby muscles 
retard circulation, and too much exercise fatigues; both react 
on the voice. Cleanse the teeth and wash the mouth after 
food and before using the voice. Pastry, suet puddings, 
melted butter, sauces and excess of fat meat, and jam (not 
.marmalade), malted liquors, should be excluded; they im-
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pair .vocalisation. Fat o~ pork, salted provisions, nuts oJ 
all kmd~ shoul~ ~e . avmded. All hot pepper, hot pickle~ 
a_nd curnes are InJUrious, as they lead to artiftcial stimula
tion of the mucous membrant1 of the throat with the effect 
of relaxation and reaction."-Lennox Brown, M.D. "Clean 
teeth help to produce clear tones." -Rupert Garry. " IJ 
~nterrupted, always be courteous and good-tempered, for 
If you become cross and angry, it is all over with you. Do 
not make speaking difficult by leaning forward over the 
~ible. Stand upright,. get a firm position, and then speak 
hke a man. S~ams and shows will have no mercy from 
a street gathenng. Say ·.vhat you mean, out it plainly, 
boldly, earnestly, courteously, and they will hear you."
C. H. Spurgeon. "Lungs partially full produce blood 
~pitting after long and loud speaking. Vocal exercise, with 
lungs full of fresh air, promotes decarbonisation, which is 
salutary."-/. E. Carpenter. "Good articulation im·olves 
several qualities : the contact of the right organs for each 
sound, the firm attack and the sharp release of the initial 
and final consonants, and an easy transition from one articu
lation to the other."-Louie Bagley. 

It only remains for the author to add a few remarks: 
The importance of taking care of the digestion is frequently 
overlooked by orators. The least indigestion impairs the 
brilliancy of tone, so that one should be cautious in cf10osing 
such food as suits his own digestion. He should constantly 
breathe through the nose, as mouth-breathing dries the vocal 
organs, dulls the tone, and makes the brain inactive. The 
voice should be brought well forward in mouth. Cold 
water is good locally, as it braces the soft palate and thus 
gives a good tone, but should not be taken into the stomach. 

True eloquence leads to the grandest of triumphs, and 
brings eminence, fame, power and great wealth. The writer 
hopes that the following Forms of Oratorical Expression, 
apart from whatever they may contribute towards the en
couragement of oratory, may help to keep foremost the idea 
of merit, in that there is something higher in man than the 
metalised ambition of pounds and pence, dollars and cents; 
that they may inspire the Y?uth to high ideals, the love of 
country, the love of humanity; that they may arouse the 
public-spirited to defend on the hustings, the rostrum and 
the platform all that is good, noble and useful in political 
institutions; and also help the orator ever to stand a bra\:e 
sentinel of the people's liberties, the mouthp!ece. of therr 
traditions, their wroncrs, their hopes and aspiratiOns, and 
to guard the sacred portals of free though~ that thev may 
never be shut on the progress of mankind-in a \Vord, that 
they may serve to make our good men great and our great 
men good. 

THE AUTHOR. 



Forms of 
Logical Expression. 

Logic is highly beneficial in that it makes us mentally 
independent, frees us from feelings, fickleness, temperament, 
and credulousness, and makes us test our senses to see if the 
eye ear, nose, touch, taste have erred or reported truth· 
fully (see "Analogy," p. 209), if our. consciousness or inwa~d 
perception has properly responded, If we. have neglected m 
our reasoning intuitive or self-evident truths, and if the 
witness has truly, or falsely testified. The first requisite 
of logic is truth upon which a correct judgment can. be 
formed. The logician requires every sentence-optative, 
imperative, exclamatory, or interrogative-reduced to the 
Indicative Form before he can treat it. Logic excludes all 
sentiment and feeling which so often cloud and mystify a 
question; for instance, a "mother's love hides a child'~ 
fault," which she sometimes even styles an excellence; envy 
makes our neighbour better than he is, melancholy sees 
other's condition better than our own; anger, hatred and 
revenge cause us to believe evil of others and make them 
worse than they really are. Logic asks, is it so? 

PERFECT KNOWLEDGE is " clear, distinct, adequate, and intuitive." 
-Leibnitz. " Never accept anything as true, which we do not clearly know 
to be so. (2) Divide each difficulty we examine into as many parts as possible, 
(3) Conduct our thoughts in an orderly manner, commencing with the most 
simple and easily known objects, in order to ascend by degrees to the know
ledge of the most complex. (4) Make in every case enumerations so complete, 
and reviews so wide, that we may be sure of omitting nothing. "-Descartes. 

The ENTHH!DfATIC FOR~f is the chief of all the forms of logical 
Pxpr~ssion in so far as the orator is concerned, see p.p. 201 to 219, because 
this is the natural form, the syllogistic being the artificial, e.g. All industrious 
men will become rich. John Jones is an industrious man. Then•fore, John 
Jones will become rich. This is an argument in the formality of a syllogism 
with its three propositions clearly stated. The orator would take the 
Enthymematic form which omits one or more of these propositions, and joins 
the conclusion in one sentence, thus: John Jones will become rich because 
he is an industrious man. When the orator leaves out the conclusion, this 
Enthymematic form is then called Syllogismus, see p. 433. Here the speaker 
in lr,aving the conclusion to be drawn by the audience, either scores in fixing 
a great truth, or carrying a convulsing witticism, e.g. " Those great sides," 
ronvulst·d the proplr at oncr, who knew what quantitif>s, Cicero referred to, 
th:~t Anthony could drink. "The wondrrful speech of Anthony over the body 
of C:esar in Shakcspear~ 's greatrst historical play, contains a series of 
syllogistic arguments of 11·hich the conclusions are only suggested. This 
o~cu_r~ in the. rasr: of ep.igrams or othr•r witty sayings, of which the very 
\I'Jt!JCJsm rons1sts tn mak1ng an unrxprcted truth apparent." Jevons. 

SI\IPI.E SYLLOClSTJC FORJI has three terms as the abo1·e "John 
Jones,"" become rich," and" industrious men," and the simple Enthymematic 
1s as abov.-. 

*To br rrnd of Oratorical Exprrssion." 
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COMPLEX SYLLOGISTIC FOR~! is when there are more than three 
terms, as, The Persians worship a senseless thing for they worship the sun, 
which are four terms, " Persians," " worship," " senseless thing," and 
" sun." This is a complex Enthymematic form, for the major premise is left 
out, the full complex syllogism being thus : " The sun is a thing insensible, 
the Persians worship the sun; therefore the Persians worship a thing 
insensible." 

It is necessary that an admiral should understand something about the 
art of navigation, but General Thompson understands nothing about the art 
of navigation ; therefore, it is not necessary that General Thompson should 
be an admiral. An orator would cast this complex syllogism into a Complex 
Enthymematic Form, thus: It is not necessary that General Thompson should 
be an admiral because he does not understand the art of navigation. Though 
the complex form is irregular in that it has more than three terms, ami 
cannot be proved by the rules of syllogism, yet it is a valid argument becau$e 
the premises do really contain the conclusion that is drawn from them, which 
is the infallible test of a true syllogism. 

CONJUNCTIVE SYLLOGISTIC FORM is two or more propositions 
united by a conjunction, e.g., " Grant that iron is impure, and it is brittle." 
They are conditional or hypothetical, disjunctive, relative and connexive. 
Conditional : " If iron is impure, it is brittle." This is a conditional 
enthymematic form as the speaker omits the minor premise-" but iron is 
impure," the full conditional syllogism would have been : " If the iron is 
impure it is brittle, but it is impure; therefore it is brittle." This is called 
constructive hypothetical. Another example of a constr. hypo. : " If Milo had 
plotted against the life of Clodius, he would not go out muffled up in his 
cloak, driving in a carriage, having his wife beside him. But he went out 
thus encumbered; therefore, he did not wish to kill Clod ius." Cicero pro 
Milone. Example of destructive hypothetical: " If it rains (antecedent), the 
ground is wet (consequent).. But the ground is not wet; therefore it does 
not rain." The rule in hypothetical syllogisms is: affirm the antecedent anJ 
deny the consequent. To break this rule is to commit a fallacy. To deny 
antecedent is an Illicit Process of the 1\lajor; to affirm consequent is an 
Undistributed Middle. The Disjunctive Form has, instead of a single pre
dicate, several alternatives united by the disjunctive conjunctive conjunction 
"or," any one of which alternatives may be affirmed of the subject: Those 
who killed Cresar were either assassins or defenders of liberty; they were not 
assassins; therefore, they were defenders of liberty. " The time of year 
must be either winter, auturrin, summer or spring; if it be not spring, summer 
or autumn it must be winter." If any alternative be denied the rest will be 
affirmed. The disjunctive does not follow the rule of an ordinary syllogism 
which requires a negative conclusion if a premise is negative, but the dis-
junctive having a negative premise gives an affirmative conclusion. The 
Relative requires the major premise to be relative, see example p. viii. The 
Connexive requires that the ideas be so connected in the subject or predicate 
of the major, that the denial or affirmation of any one in the minor, common 
sense will show the other to follow, e.g. A state cannot simultaneously he 
tyrannical and a licenser of the press ; but the British Government allows 
freedom of the press: therefore the British Government is not tyrannical. The 
Conjunctive Syllogistic Form may become Conjunctive Enthymematic by 
leaving out the conclusion. 

COMPOUND SYLLOGISTIC FOR~! is two or more single syllogisms, 
or can be resolved into them, and consists of the Epicheirema, Dilemma, 
Prosyllogism, and Sorites. For the Epicheirema see page ix. Th€' Dilemmntir 
Form is according to Jevon's made up of " two alternatives usually called 
the horns of the dilemma, and yet proves something in either case " ; accord
ing to Hawkins it is " a conjunctive or hypothetical major premise with more 
than one antecedent, and a disjunctive minor "; and according to Gil bart " is 
an argument which divides the whole into all its parts or members by a 
disjunctive proposition and then infers something concerning each part which 
is finally inferred concerning the whole, e.g. In this life we must either obey 
our vicious inclinations or resist them : to obey them will bring sin and 
sorrow; to resist them is laborious and painful : ther,fore we cannot be 
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perfectly free from sorrow or pain in this life." See Dilemma, pp. ix., 168 
and 210. The Simple Dilemma has no "or " or " nor " in the conclusio~, 
e.g. " If you are to recover medicine is useless, if you are not to recover Jt 
is equally useless ; you must either be destined to recover ~r not recover : 
medicine is useless." This is called simple constructive d1lemma. The 
Complex Dilemmatic Form is with the " or " or " nor " in the conclusion, 
e.g. " If a statesman who sees his former opinions to be \~rong does n~t 
alter his course he is guilty of deceit ; and if he does alter h1s course he IS 

open to the charge of inconsistency ; but either he does not alter his course 
or he does : therefore he is guilty of deceit, or he is open to the charge of 
inconsistency." The foregoing example is complex constructive. To rebut 
a complex constructive H.awkins says transpose and deny consequents, and 
gives these instances : " If death is an annihilation it is a gain; if it is a 
migration to a new world, it is a great good; either it is an annihilation or a 
migration:. it is either a gain or a great good." Rebutted thus : " If death 
is an annihilation, it is not a great good; if it is a migration, it is not a 
gain; it is either an annihilation or a migration;.it is either not a great good 
or not a gain." To rebut the Complex Destructive, reduce it to constructive 
by converting the major premise by contraposition, e.g. " If I do not buy 
a motor car, I cannot be rich; if I do not steal one, I cannot be dishonest; 
either I do not buy one or I do not steal one:. I am not rich or I am not 
dishonest." Rebutted thus : '' If I do not buy one, I am dishonest i if I do 
not steal one, I am rich: either I do not steal one, or I do not buy one;, 
I am not rich, or I am not dishonest." The Dilemmatic Form becomes 
fallacious when the alternatives are not well opposed, or not fully enumerated, 
in which case the major is false; and when what is affirmed of each alter
native is not so, in which case the minor is not true ; and lastly when it can 
be rebutted with equal force by a contrary dilemma, see page 210. The 
Dilemmatic Enthymematic Form would be to join the conclusion and the 
reason, e.g. I do not buy or steal a motor car because I am neither rich 
nor dishonest. PROSYLLOGISTIC FORM consists of a syllogism "which 
proves or furnishes a reason for one of the premises of another syllogism, and 
a syllogism which contains as a premise the conclusion of another syllogism 
is called an Episyllogism. "-Jevons. According to Gilbart a Prosyllogism is 
" When two or more syllogisms are so connected that the conclusion of the 
former is the major or minor of the following, thus happiness is the result 
of certain habits; man has the power of acquiring those habits; therefore 
man has the power of making himself happy: every wise man uses this 
power; therefore crery wise man is a happy man." Prosyllogistic 
Enthymematic Form combines the conclusion with the reason, thus: Every 
wise man is a happy man, because he uses the power of acquiring certain 
habits of happiness. SORITES FOR~I, see p. 432, is when the last 
proposition joins its pr~dicate to the first subject. E. C. Greenville :Murray 
on Mdlle. Mimi's dog Birhon. " Bichon governs Mdlle. Mimi, Mimi governs 
the Parisian public, the Parisian public governs Europe, Europe governs the 
universe, ergo Bichon governs the universe." A sorites perfect in construc
tion, but fallacious in reasoning, because the middle term " govern " is 
ambiguous. 

An argument stated in five different forms is equal to five different 
arg~~en~s, so held Charles J.ames Fox. Bell says: " Every general pro
position mcludcs or purports to mclude observed as well as unobserved instances 
the former being rvidence of the latter, so when the proposition is stated it i~ 
so to speak half pro\·ed. The following are the figures and modes out of 
which the orator may draw his Enthymemi"s, eleven of the modes are really 
\·alid, namely, AlL\, AAI, AEE, AEO, All, AOO · EAE EAO EIO · IAI 0:\0 I t I I I 

1st figure with four modes: Barbara, Celarent, Darii, Ferio. 
2nd figure with four modes: Cesare, Camestres, Festino, Baroko . 

. 3rd figure with six modes: Darapti, Disamis, Datisi, Felapton, Bokardo, 
Fenson. 

4th figure with five modes: Bramantip, Camenes, Dimaris, Fesapo, 
Fresison. 

A-all, 1-some, lrom the word "Affirm "; E-no or none, 0-some, from 
".Nt'go" deny. 



XX IST, 2ND, 3RD & 4TH FORMS OF ARGUMENT. 

Barbara: 
men die. 

1st Figure. 
(a) All animals die, (a) all men are animals j therefore (a) all 

Celarent: (e) " No patriots are actuated by party spirit, (a) all true 
statesmen are patriots,',(e) no true statesmen are actuated by party spirit." 

Darii : (a) " All unavoidable things are justifiable, (i) some wars are 
unavoidable things.".(i) some wars are justifiable." 

Ferio: (e) ~o vote buyer is a good citizen, (i) some politicians are vote 
buyers, therefore (o) some politicians are not good citizens. 

These four modes of the first figure are used for the disco\'ery or proof 
of the properties of a thing, and the middle term is the subject in the major 
and predicate in the minor. The middle term is the one which appears twice. 
All major premises are universal, all minor are affirmative. 

2nd Figure. 
The 2nd figure is suited to the discovery or proof of the distinctions between 

things, and the I!Jiddle term is predicate in both premises. All major premises 
are universal, one premise is always negative, and all the conclusions arc 
negative. 

Cesare: (e) No human beings subject to pain are always contented, (a) 
all persons are subject to pain, therefore (e) n.o persons are always contented. 

Camestres: (a) All perfect things are super-human, (e) no states are super
human, therefore (e) no states are perfect. 

"Cesare and Camestres are often used to disprove a statement."-Jevons. 
Festino: (e) No thieves are trustworthy, (i) some persons are trustworthy, 

therefore (o) some persons are not thieves. 
Baroko: (a) All tricksters are dishonourable men, (o) some lawyers are 

not dishonourable men, therefore (o) some lawyers are not tricksters. 

?rd Figure. 
The 3rd figure is suited to the disco\'ery or proof of instances, objections 

and exceptions, and the middle term is the subject in both premises. All 
minor premises are affirmatives and all conclusions are particular. 

Darapti: (a) All elements are metals, (a) all elements are gravitating sub
stances : (i) some gravitating substances are metals. 

Disamis: (i) " Some medicines are poisonous, (a) all medicines are drugs 
,'.(i) some drugs are poisonous." 

Datisi: (a) All medicines are drugs, (i) some medicines are poisonous; 
therefore (i) some drugs are poisonous. 

Felapton: (e) " No oblongs are squares, (a) all oblongs are plane figures 
.".(o) some plane figures are not oblongs." 

Bokardo: (o) Some A is not B, (a) all A is C; therefore some C is 
not B. 

Ferison: (e) " No unpatriotic persons are statesmen, (i) some un· 
patriotic persons are politicians,'.(o) some politicians are not statesmen." 

4th Figure. 

The 4th figure is suited to the discovery or exclusion of different species 
of genus, and the middle term is predicate in the major and subject in the 
minor. 

Bramantip (a) '' All metals are material substances, (a) all material sub
stances are gravitating bodies; therefore (i) some gravitating substances are 
metals." 

Camenes: (a) " All squares are rectan~les, (e) no rectangles are trianglrs 
,',(e) no triangles are squares." 

Dimaris: (i) " Some parallelograms are squares, (a) all squares are 
regular figures; therefore (i) some regular figures are parallelograms." 

Fesapo: (e) "No honest persons are rogues; (a) all rogurs are men,'. 
(o) some men are not honest. · 

Fresison: (e) " No statesmen are unpatriotic, (i) some unpatriotic persons 
are pollticians.".(ol some politicians are not statesmen." 

In speaking and writing the major coming before the minor premise is 
not always observed. 
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The second, third and fourth figures can be proved by re.ducing them 
to the first figure by following the indications of the letters m each one, 
thus: B, C, D, F, are the initials of the first figure, thus Ces.~re, Ca~estres 
and Camencs are reducible to Cclarent; Darapti, etc., to Dant ; Frestson to 
Ferio; and so on. Bramantip, Baroko and Bokardo are reducible to Barb~ra. 
The letter " s " shows that the proposition indicated by the vowel precedmg 
is to be converted simply, " p " that the proposition is to be converted per 
accidens, that is by limitation; " m " that the premises .are to be trans
posed, that is the major made the minor of. t~e ~ew syllogtsm, and ~he. old 
minor the new maj~r;" k." tha~ the proposttton IS t~ be .. pro.~ed by ~~~tre~~ 
reduction, or reductiOn to tmposs1ble. Take Bramanttp, a before m 
shows that the major has to be transposed, and that " i " before " p " must 
be limited by the word " some " in the conclusion, e.g. " All metals are 
material substances, all material substances are gravitating bodies," should be 
transposed thus : "All material substances are gravitating bodies, all metals are 
material substances," and the conclusion, " therefore some gravitating bodi~s 
are metals " should be converted thus : " therefore some metals are gravitating 
bodies." In this manne~ Braman tip is reduced to Barbara. Camestrcs 
reduced to Cclarent, e.g. ''All stars are self-luminous, all planets are not self
luminous, therefore no planets ar~ stars "; " a " is transposed as shown by 
letter " m," " e " converted simply, and "e " in the conclusion com·erted 
simply, thus: " No self-luminous bodies are planets, all stars are self
luminous, therefore no stars are planets." WHAT'S THE USE OF ALL 
THESE FIGL'RES OR FOR~IS? asks reader. First they train the mind 
to corrE'ct forms of reasoning; second, a person can throw the same argument 
into other correct forms which, of course, strengthens his position, for in
stancP, " Fresison " may be thrown into " Ferison " (see examples above); 
then into " Fe,lino " as: " No statesmen are unpatriotic, some politicians are 
unpatriotic, therefore some politicians are not statesmen "; and then finally 
into " Ferio " as: " No unpatriotic persons are statesmen, some politicians 
are unpatriotic, therefore some politicians are not statesmen " ; third, having 
thro11 n his argument into correct forms of reasoning, he can then discard 
the syllogistic form by casting it into the Enthymematic Form by leaving out 
one of the premises, or the conclusion, and in this, hurl forth his arguments 
without the slightest fear of contradiction, in that bold and confident tone 
which correct reasoning always inspires, and thereby make that deep 
impn·:;sion which is the ambition of all orators. 

DEDl.CTIYE FOR~! or syllogism (see p. viii), infers from a general 
principle to an individual case, rather a new proposition is drawn which is less 
grn(•ral than the original one ; compares two general truths and gets a less; 
takes a general law, rule, truth, or principle already acquired, and applies it to 
particular rases to acquaint ourselves with the subject, e.g. " All men are 
mortal, all historians are men, therefore all historians are mortal. Application 
of proverbs to special case is deductive. The INDUCTIVE form infers from 
particulars to generals, and draws a new proposition which is more general 
than the original, and concludes what is true of the individuals of a class is 
true of the whole class, e.g. " Mercury, Venus, Earth, etc., all move around 
the sun from West to East; Mercury, Venus, the Earth, etc., are all the 
known planets;. therefore all the known planets move around the sun from 
\\"~st to East." TRADUCTI\'E form draws a fresh proposition which is 
n(·Ithl'r more nor less general than the original ones, e.g. Paris is the largest 
c!ty in ~ranee, Paris is not so large as London; therefore the largest city in 
I· ranee IS not so large as London. PARITY of reasoning form is where 
like reasoning will establish like conclusion in all cases (see p. 208) ; in other 
1ronls, when one case has been demonstrated, other similar cases can he 
th·111onstrated by a like course of reasoning. CO~TRAPOSITJON form is 
tu~ning the_ proposition completely around to the opposite, e.g., all human 
U!·Ings are unp~rfect, equals : all perfect beings are not human beings. 

Rl'LES OF SYLLOGJS~lS: (I) Enry syllogism has thrr•e and only three 
tt·rm.;, majo~ •. minor a.nd middlr: (2) Ev:ry syllogism rontains threr and only 
three propositiOns, ma1or and mmor premtses, and conclusions. (3) The middle 
term must be d~str~~uted ?nee at least, .and rn~st not be ambiguous. (4) N~ 
term must be distnbuted 111 the conclusion wh1ch was not distributed in the 
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premises. (5) From negative premises nothing can be inferred. (6) If one 
premise is negative, the conclusion must be negative. (7) From two particular 
premises no conclusion can be drawn. (8) If one premise be particular, the 
conclusion must be particular. Exception to rule (7) if two particulars added 
together exceed the whole of the middle term a valid conclusion is often given, 
e.g. "!\lost Germans drink beer, most Germans are sober; therefore some 
Germans are sober." 

ANALYSING ARGUMENTS according to Bailey's rules: (I) Find the 
exact conclusion sought to be established, and state it briefly. (2) If the con
clusion is obscure or ambiguous, endeavour to find out what the author 
meant. (3) Find the reason or reasons assigned, and state them stripped of 
redundant expressions and irrelevant matter. (4) Examine the nature of the 
argument : (a) If it is direct, contingent reasoning, consider well whether the 
facts alleged are sufficient to warrant the general law, or, as the case may 
be, the. particular inference: if not sufficient, it is needless to proceed further. 
(b) If the reasoning is ostensibly demonstrative and in the form of enthymemes, 
it may be .well to make it syllogistic by supplying what is called the missing 
or suppressed premise. • • . \\'hen the argument has been brought into a 
definite form examine the validity of the syllogism, and if it is fallacious, in 
consequence of confusion or ambiguity in language or other cause, mark the 
fallacy, and your task is finished. (5) In both cases (a and b), since the 
premises are insufficient to prove the conclusion deduced from them. • • . 
what conclusion do they enable us to deduce. • . . they may bear some
thing short of it (the asserted conclusion). (6) Suppose, however, the inference 
to be valid, the next step whether the argument belongs to contingent, or to 
demonstrative reasoning, is to examine the truth of the premises, or, in other 
words, of the facts asserted in them. The conclusion is warranted by the 
premises, but are the premises themselves to be relied on. . . . (8) If you 
satisfy yourself that the premises are erroneous, and can point out the circum
stances which make them so, it will be useful to trace the source of the error 
in the mind of the writer. Nothing seems to give greater command of a 
subject than to be able, not only to see the mistakes which have been marie 
regarding it, but to ascend to their origin. (10) In order to guard against the 
obscurity, vagueness, confusion, and ambiguity incident to language, endeavour 
to conceive when practicable, the actual things represented by words ; and when 
the terms are complex decompose their meaning into its constituent parts. 
(It). • . • If the writer has furnished no definition. • . . form one for 
yourself, and use it in the same manner. (12) When abstract general terms 
are used in any proposition, translate the proposition into concrete language, 
and try how the argument in which the proposition is employed will be 
affected by the change. (Demonstrative is the self-evident, clear, intuitive, e.g., 
whole and parts, this portrait resembles two persons, therefore those two 
persons must resemble each other. Contingent reasoning is all else, e.g., a 
child has passed over the sands of the beach, for I see its foot prints). 

LOGICAL DEFINITION FORM gives the subject with the genus and 
species joined : first, comparing subject with other things of the genus to 
see wherein it agrees with them; and second, to note the difference, e.g., 
justice which belongs to the genus ethics, " justice is merited rewards and 
punishments "; next point out wherein justice differs from sobriety, patience, 
fidelity, and the other branches of ethics, and in the points in which it differs 
is the species. " Winter as to other seasons (season is genus) has the 
shortest days (difference, species). So winter is that season of the year wherein 
the days are shortest." Rules governing logical definition are : (I) A defini
tion should state the essential attributes of the species defined, i.e., the 
proximate genus and dit'ference. (2) A definition must not contain the name 
defined, as for instance when a synonym is used. (3) The definition must be 
exactly equivalent to the species defined, i.e., must not be wider or narrower 
than the species. (4) A definition must not be expressed in obscure, figurative, 
or ambiguous language. (5) A definition must not be negative ll'here it can 
be affirmative. This rule is not always binding. 

GENUS AND SPECIES FORM. This form of reas<lning indicates that 
certai~ species is properly classed under certain genus, tben what we may 
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al1irm or deny of the genus we are warranted in ~ffirmi?g or denying of. the 
species, e.g., all food sustains life (genus), bre~d ts a kmd of foo~ (spec~es), 
thrrefore bread sustains life. Fallacious reasonmg comes from putting thm~s 
under genus which do not belong to it. Application of maxims, P''?verbs ts 
from <1enus to species. WHOLE AND ITS PARTS, are closely alhed, e.g., 
A pic~ of blade found in the window fitted the broken part of a knife found 
in the thief's pocket, therefore the thief committed the burgla~y. I pulle~ 
the company through whenever it has succeeded, but whenever tt has fatled tt 
was the employees that did it. This is a misuse of whole and parts. 

Sl:BJECT AND ATTRIBUTE FORM. "The true gentleman. . • · 
carefully avoids whatcrer may cause a jar or a jolt in the minds of those 
with whom he is cast. "-Newman. This is a good engine because it is 
solidly built. " Gentlemen," and " Engine " are subjects, all the rest are 
attributes. Presence of subject, we infer presence of attribute, e.g., this 
industrious, actire man will thrive, because activity and industriousness are the 
attributes of those who thrive. The presence of similar attributes in two or 
more subjects induces the pr-obability of their corresponding in other attributes, 
same as analogy. Absence of attributes, we infer absence of subject. Error in 
reasoning accrues from not taking into consideration some one or more 
essential attributes, e.g. This is a good merchant, but we omitted to con
sider that he was given to speculating, and non·speculation is the essential 
attribute of a good merchant. 

CAUSE AND EFFECT FORM. The preceding related to the subject and 
its attributes, this form is the relation of the subject to other things. This form 
of reasoning is physical, moral, conditional, and final. (I) PhySICal, e.g., 
cause to effect, the sun has set, therefore it is night. (2) Moral, i.e., politics, 
e.g., business is good, because money begins to circulate. Effect to cause: 
he is embarrassed with debts caused by his imprudence and speculation. No 
effect existing, no cause: he delivers himself badly, therefore he could not have 
studied speech-making. (3) Conditional, i.e., jurisprudence and ordinary life 
is the circumstance necessary to produce an effect, but is not the active cause, 
e.g. He shook his fist at me because he is angry. From the sign we infer a 
state or circumstance. He fell off the wagon. It was a necessary condition 
to be on the wagon, but gravitation is the active cause of his falling. The 
rule in courts as to' circumstantial evidence is that, if the circumstance can be 
explained on any other reasonable grounds or theory, it establishes nothing. 
The circumstance must exclude all reasonable doubt. In ordinary life : Curtail 
this man's credit in this bank because his style of living is reckless and 
extravagant. Effect: Avoid a rogue or you might end in becoming a rogue 
yourself. (4) Final, i.e., the end. What was' the spirit of the law or measure, 
what was the motive of the murder? Assign a theory as political economists 
do respecting society, and build upon it, e.g., if man had been created a 
savage, he probably would have remained a savage. Teleology : Ml)n has the 
capacity for happiness because he was intended to be happy. If we wish to 
persuade and induce people to perform certain actions, we must endeavour 
to produce in them those feelings which are the causes of certain actions. 
Logic teaches us to use arguments that have effect upon the judgment and the 
understanding, but people are sometimes moved more by their feeliri<ts 
than by their judgment; so to persuade them, we must adapt our argumen~s 
to their feelings (see p.p. 255, 325, oratorical imagery p. 359). When the 
argument is addressed to the understanding it is called ad iudicium; to our 
faith, some convincing testimony being borrowed, is called ad fidem; when 
addressed to our professed principles, ad hominem; to some great men or 
~u.thority w: rev~~e: ad vericundiam ; an appeal to the people : " it's unenglish," 
tt s unarneman, IS ad populwn. IMPORTANT RULE' in Cause and Effect 
is, " \\'h1~n two or more instances of effect have only one antecedent in common 
and differ in all other antecedents, that one is probably the cause, e.g. If 
taking a part~cular medicine is followed by a particular effect, although other 
antecedents, t1me, season, food, state of health are different we conclude that 
the medicine is the cause." ' , 
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DISPROOF OR REFUTATION FORMS. As to Cause and Effect, 
assert that the public measure did not produce the alleged effect, by contend
ing that (1) one or both of the two events did not occur; (2) that they did 
not occur in the order of time; (3) that there was no adaptation in the one 
to produce the other; (4) that the alleged cause was really an actual obstacle 
to the effect, as to contend that commerce did not flourish as the effect of 
free trade, but that it flourished '' in spite of " free trade; or (5) we may 
grant that the event did happen, but we deny that the event was the result 
of that cause; or (6) we may proceed further and admit the event to be the 
effect of the cause, but assert that the effect was disastrous; or (7) ·we mny 
proceed yet further and grant that the effect was good, but assert that the 
identical cause produced other effects of a different nature, so that the bad 
effects more than out-weighed the good ones. DISPROOF as to the PRO
POSITIONS, there are three points: (!.) DISPROVE THE PRINCIPLE or 
major premise: (a) Inductively, by giving exceptions or examples which con
tradict it; (b) deductively, by drawing from the principlr another proposition 
that leads to an untrue or absurd consequence, see p. 203; (c) analogically, 
by showing that the principle or proposition is essentially like another pro
position or principle that is obviously absurd and untrue, e.g., a man's mind 
1is not transmitted to him but formed by imitation and instruction, " not so," 
exclaims the objector,·" some ill-tempered horses constantly breed ill-tempered 
colts, and the foal never has seen the sire, therefore there ran be no imitation,·· 
seep. 202. (II.) DISPROOF OF REASON: Thesis: the study of biology 
should not be encouraged (reason), because it does not bear on human life; 
(principle) studies that do not bear on human life should not be encouraged, 
disproved (a) inductively by citing examples and instances where the study of 
biology does bear on human life; (b) analogically, that the two things 
compared are not similar in the alleged particulars, that thcy differ in a 
greater number of essential particulars, that it is not known whether the t11!0 
things agree or disagree in essential particulars. DISPROOF of CAUSE and 
EFFECT, see page ix. (III.) DISPROOF OF ASSERTED HEL.:JTIO;V 
between reason and principle: (11) by showing that the reason is not implied 
in tlte priltciple, that it does not rest on something other than itself for proof, 
that it begs the question (word " begs " means to take for granted); (/J) that 
it is irrelevant and tends to prove something else, that is, it is Ignoratio 
Elenchi; (c) that it is fallacious in tlwt it proves 11 part of the thesis which 
takes in several distinct facts as a complrx proposition, e.g., the accused when 
a witness at a trial made a false declaration under oath, and the evidence 
adduced proves only that he made th(~ false declaration without showing that 
he did it under oath, or made it at a trial. 

ANALOG !CAL FORM is the type of all reasoning, says Jerons. 
" William the II. dismissing Bismark, is represented as ' dropping the 
pilot.' " The attributes must be essential and not accidental, e.g. OriJ, 
the poet, had a large nose, there goes a man with a large nose, therefore 
that man is a poet. A large nose is an accidental attribute. ~I ust have a 
majority of resemblances, if not will be false, e.g. As a paternal government 
which has the attribute of irresponsibility works well in family gorernnwnt, 
so ought a tyrannical government for the same reason. But this is false, 
because paternal government has other attributes as lol'c for children, 
superiority of parental wisdom, and greater experience. Analogy by contrast, 
e.g. Democracy succeeds in a new, sparcely settled country like America, will 
it succeed under the different conditions of Europe with her crowded popula
tion? . Enormous film companies with great capital succeed in California, 
therefore plant an enormous factory in England; failed, because plenty of sun 
in California, but scarcely any in England. 

PROBABILITY FORM. In sound logic, the words " more " and 
" most " hal'e no place, but quite sound probabl~ conclusions arr drawn from 
them-e.g., " In most cast's he who pmfits by a crim~ i~ the criminal; 
this man profited by a crime, therefore this man is the criminal." 

" ALL " or " SOME " SHOULD BE THE FIRST THING ASKED 
in an argument-e.g., Crows are black birds. Ask first if crows are " all '' 
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the black birds, or " some " of. the black birds .. General Rule: All}ffirm~~ 
tire propositions, whether umversal or parttcular, must have some; 
expressed or understood before its attribute-e.g., all men ~re mortal! .•.e. 
all men are some of the mortal things. Attributes of negat1ve propositiOns 
arc ah1·ays unircrsal : no mules are men. Assemble all the men in the world 
and none of them will be found to be mules. The word " all " is under
stood. The ~liDDLE TER:O.I must always be taken " unh·ersally " once 
at Jra~t either in the major or. minor premise; the ·reason is you must affirm 
or deny something of a whole class, which is the Dicta de onmi et nullo d 
Aristotle, that is " statements concerning all and none "-e.g., All Scotch
men are Europeans, all Frenchmen are Europeans, therefore all Frenchmen 
are Scotchmen. False because " all " cannot be inserted before the middle 
term " Europeans." DOUBLE AFFI R:O.L\ Tl\"ES take " all "-e.g., " Iron 
is the cheapest metal " means all iron is all the cheapest metal. " Virtue 
alone is happiness below." 

FALLACIES. 

Fallacy comes from the Latin fallere to deceive, closely allied to fail. 
It is that which misleads or deceives the mind or eye; is something which 
looks alright on the face of it, but when looked into fails or turns out all 
wrong. Logically it is an argument or proposition apparently right, but 
really wrong. The orator should know how readily to discover, quickly to 
d<·al with, and aptly to dispose of the following fallacies, see pp. 120-123, 
203: (!.) PL"RELY LOGICAL, which consist in the mere statement: 
(a) fallacy of quarternio terminorum or of four terms-e.g., " No ciYilians 
are generals, all generals arc soldiers :. no civilians arc soldiers." " All 
crimin;1l actions ought to be punished by law, prosecutions for theft are 
criminal actions, therefore prosecutions for theft ought to be punished loy 
law." The word " actions " being ambiguous makes four propositions of 
the fortgoing. This a breach of rule 1. (b) Fallacy of undistributd 
middle-breach of rule 3; (c) fallacy of illicit process, of major or minor
breach of rule 4; (d) fallacy of negative premises-breach of rule 5. 

(II.) SD!I-LOGIC.\L fallacies: (u) Equil.•ocation: you have no right 
to intrrfere with my business, you undersold me, therefore you had no right 
to do it. Here " interfere " has an equiYocal sense; (b) ampl1ibology: 
twice three and six may be 12 or may be 18, i.e., " twice " looks both ways; 
(c) paronyms: In unity th(•re is power, he is a unit; (d) compositi011, i.e. 
1rhole and part, see p. 120: All. the ducks in my pond weigh two pounds 
(uoes each <.luck weigh t1ro pounds, or do all the ducks together weig-h two 
pounds); (c) di'i.•ision, i.e. whole and parts: " The inhabitants of the town 
consi>t of men, women anu children of all a;;es, those who met in Guilc.lhall 
were the inh;1bit;mts of thr to11·n; therefore they consisted of. men, women 
and children of all ages " (the fallacy is that the middle term is take-n 
universally in the major and particularly in the minor); (j) accent: 
". . . sadule ~~ E the ass," the accent being placed on " me," they saddled 
him; (g) fallacy of speech, i.e. a11y conjusio11 of the parts of speech: " \\'hat
('\'(•r a man walks he tramples on; a man walks the whole day, thrrdore 
he tramples on the 11·hole day," which is an adverbial phrase used as a noun 
object. 

(Ill.) \1.\TERI.\L F.\LL.\CJES; as given by Aristotle, thc·re are seven: 
(I) F.ILL.ICl' OF .lCCIDE.YT, i.e. a dicto sccurtdum quid ad dicl11111 
simpli.citer, that is from. ~ statement under a condition to a statement simply 
or Without that condltJOn, sr:e p. 120: Appan·nt Enthvmem('s, accidC'nt 
rr~f<·rring to spc·cial time, place, pr·rson, or occa>ion, l'ndistributed \Iiddle 
and Illicit Procr·ss h<:re coming into U'><:. Thi,; is from a gr;m·ral rule to 
a special C<i>t-e . .E; •• p. 203, " During a country walk thtre is much to be 
seen, b~t a countr~ walk may br> t:tkf'n on a pitch dark night :. on a pitch 
dark mght thr-re 1s much to be sef'n." 12) CO.\TERSE FILL.lC}' OF 
.I CCI D EXT, is from a spr·rial ca,r· to :1 gr-neral rule-e.g., The por:t Odd 
had a la1 ge nose, therefore all mr:n with large nos0s are ports. This is ;1n 
~mpostor-beggar, therefore all charity should be withheld or condemned . 
• nder here may rnme FALLACY FRml OXE SPECIAL CASE TO 
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ANOTHER SPECIAL CASE-e.g., he struck him while carrying a ladder, 
he struck while fighting, the last being a violation, the former an accident. 
(3) IRRELEVANT CONCLUSION or Ignoratio Elenchi, see p. ix., that is 
instead of arguing the point at issue argue another one : the plaintiff's case 
is good, the defendant proceeds to ab,use the plaintiff's attorney or the 
plaintiff. Your advice is good but practise what you preach, without dis
cussing the goodness or badness of the advice. (4) PETITIO PRINCIPII, 
i.e. Begging the question, see p. 120, that is taking it for granted-e.g., 
this most unprincipled business must be stopped; " most unprincipled " has 
not been proven. (5) NON SEQUITUR, it does not follow-e.g., "What! 
Can I prove he forged his father's name? Of course I can; why, there 
stands the very house he used to live in." (6) NON CAUS:l PRO CAUSA, 
cause not the cause-e.g., the comet caused the epidemic, no the bad drainage 
did it; also post hoc ergo propter l1oc, i.e. it came after this, therefore this 
was the cause of it-e.g., immediately after my boasting, I slipped up on the 
pavement, therefore· I '11 never boast again while I live. He might ha1·e 
slipped on a banana peeling. I gave that poor beggar a penny, soon after
wards I feU down; I won't help another beggar while I live .. (7) PLURES 
INTERIWGATIONES, i.e. many questions so combined that no true answtr 
can be given, i.e., neither with " yes " nor " no "-e.g., Did you get drunk 
this morning? which contains two questions, " Did you get drunk? " and 
" Did you get drunk this morning? " So decomposed, the question can 
be answered by " yes " or '' no." The combined question " Did you get 
drunk this morning? " whichever way answered would incriminate. Decom
pose, says Aristotle, several questions into their several parts, see p. 121. 

FALLACIES IN GENERAL. 
The orator should be prepared immediately to expose as irrelevant all 

Ad Metum, Ad Odium, Ad Vericundiam Arguments, see pp. 122 and 123, 
such as the ghost·seer's argument, the " hydrophobia of innovation," as if 
what is good in use to-day was not an innovation yesterday, the idolator's 
arguments, " our wise ancestor or Chinese argument," that is all that's good 
of him is under ground, as if the present is incapable of handling the gre:lt 
machinery, immense armies, and world's affairs entrusted to each generation; 
all Fallacies of Authority, as AD IGNORANTIAM, i.e. " If I who am in 
authority don't know, how can you know?" or "You can't show the 
contrary," as if I do not know, no body else knows, therefore it is not so; 
AD SUPERSTITIONEM, i.e. " I vow it, I swear it by the Eternal," as 
if vows and oaths calling a supernatural power to witness were a guarantee 
that it is so ; as if by holding up the hand, or putting the hand over the 
heart, and solemnly and piously affirming a certain thing, that such solemn 
and pious manner proves it to be so ; also fallacy of irrevocable laws which 
shield certain interests, invoking them as fixed for generations and genera
tions to come, as if one generation can irrevocably tie up the hands of 
another generation, as if any reformer would want a good law repealed ; 
AD AMICITIAM or laudatory personalities, i.e., the great and good men in 
power have said nothing about it, therefore the measure is not good, as if 
a measure that is good could not stand on its own merits without hal'ing to 
call in the virtues of the ministers to support, as if a pro and con discussion 
of the goodness of the measure would not be the best criterion upon which 
to discuss it. All Fallacies of Danger, as AD ODIUM, that is Yituperatil'e 
Personalities, as the supporter of the measure is a person of bad design, 
bad character, bad motive, is inconsistent (what he said yesterday, he says 
the contrary to-day), his connections are suspicious (l10scitur ex sociis), from 
an identity of denomination (noscitur ex cognominibus), e.g. I don't like the 
measure because it is supported by the catholics because the catholics used 
to burn and torture people, as if a good measure becomes bad if any of the 
persons .above supported or voted for it, as if the inexpediency or badness 
of the measure could not be shown at once by reason whether it is good or 
bad; AD l\IETUM, or official malefactor's screen, " attack us you attack 
the government," " if you fail in your accusation you will be disgraced," 
" what's at the bottom? ,, " Look out, here it comes.,, The goblins I the 
ghosts ! as if the people were idiots and could not gaze on1 the question, and 
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mu>t be fricrhtcncd away, as if old things were not once innovations, as if 
croblins and

0 
ghosts were the issues under discussion to be proved. All 

fallacies of Delay, as AD QUIETU.M, i.e. everybody is quiet, n~ one com· 
plains, p. 122, as if silence and no complaint were the questions. to be 
proved, or CO~SOLATIO~ argument, or AD SOCORDIAJI, that ts pro· 
crastination argument, " this is not the time," or snail pace argument, 
or artful diversion : " Why not this measure instead of yours? This is a 
good one," as if these were the points under proof, and as if it were not 
lawful to do good at any time. All Fallacies of Confusion, as AD JUDI
CW~I, i.e. such as bewilder the mind, vague generalities in which nothing 
is asserted therefore nothing has to be proved, as " law " and " order," 
" licence and liberty " (the cloak of tyranny), zeal and persecution (cloak 
of fanatics), our matchless system, the glorious revolution of the people 
(what people-you?), the balance of power; all AD CAPTANDUM, i.e. to 
catch the crowd, to catch popular favour and applause (AD POPULlll\1)
a powerful weapon of rhetoric whose receipt Aristotle gave: all SWEEPING 
CLASSIFICATIONS, as " the crime of kings," instead of proving Louis 
xn. 's guilt; " crime of catholics," instead of proving the guilt of this 
special catholic; All SHA~I DISTINCTIONS, as gallantry for adultery, 
personal liberty for licentiousness, instead of giving the real name, e.g., 
instead of saying corruption say influence: All AD SUPERB lAM arguments, 
as popular corruption without intimating the particular nature of it : Why 
reform the people, they are corrupt, " Let the swine squeal, does their 
lungs good," " Got the government they need, 11 

" Reform your own house
hold, and you '11 find plenty to do, 11 as if reforming your own household 
were the issue of debate, all said superbly, and to confuse, and confusion 
is the aim; all AD HOMINEM, 1.e. to confuse the opponent or discredit 
him; all ANTI-RATIONAL fallacies, such as to call a measure " specula· 
tive, theoretical, utopian, too good to be practicable, good in theory, bad i11 
practice," which are the pronouncements of all stupid men, lazy men, idle 
men, ignorant men, interest-holders, who cannot reason out the question or 
do not want to be bothered with it; ALL AD INVIDIAM, that is confusion 
of terms, " men not measures " or " measures not men," whichever suits; 
ALL ENDS JVSTIFY !\lEANS, see p. 123, instead of good means for 
a good end; ALL USAGE OR CUSTG:\1 invoked to support a measure 
instead of reason, which is utility and greatest happiness to greatest number; 
ALL THE INS do is wrong, all THE OUTS right, as if the government 
should not be of all the citizens, i.e. of the people, by the people, and for 
the people (see Universal Parliamentary Representation, p. 8). In a word, 
ALL THAT DOES NOT BEAR ON THE QUESTION is a fallacy. Upon 
this point I quote the advice of that eminent advocate, 1\lr. Erskine: "Avoid 
... everything however interesting or important in itself which does not 
directly bear on the question at issue." 

HECKLING, REPARTEE, AND RETORT. 
To Heckle, according to Murray's Dictionary, is " To catechise severely 

with a view to discover the weak points of the person interrogated. Long 
applied in Scotland to the public questioning of Parliamentary candidates." 

":~e Nat.ion •: of N.ew Yo~k, Nov. 19th, 1916, on" Real Heckling," 
says: Hccklmg ts obv10usly mtended not to confuse a speaker, but to 
draw him out. In America it is the heckler and not the speaker who is 
on the defensive. It is to England that we look for heckling as an estab
~ished pro.cedure, and it is England t~at furnishes the classical example cf 
lt. Is. thts brca~se we ha\'e the feehng that the heckler puts himself in 
the. attitude of bemg ab~\·e the .rest of us and upon equality with the speaker? 
Is 1t that we regard hun as Interrupting the performance we ha\'e come to 
see? " Heckling, howe,·er, has extended rapidly, in later years, in America. 
FOCR Rl'LES FOR. HECKLI~G whether. the speaker does the heckling 
or. whether somrone 10 the aud1ence does 1t. These were prescribed by 
Anstotle (see rules, p. 307), and examples are gi,·en by him, some of whkh 
are as follows: (I) e.g. of a question DRAWING OUT AN ABSURDITY 
\\:hich is happiest when a~ admission has been made in such a way that ~ 
smgle further ques.'lon bemg put, an absurdity occurs. Pericles addressed 
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Lampon thus: " That it was not possible for him (Lampon) an uninitiated 
person to hear it," and later on he asked " \\'hether he knew himself? " 
\\'hen he said he did, Pericles subjoined, " And how do you know who 
are uninitiated? " Hobbe, analysing this passage, puts it thus : " \\'hen 
of two propositions that conclude an absurdity, he has uttered one, we would 
by interrogation, draw him to confess the other." (2) An example of 
EST.IBUSHING 'iOUR CONCLUSION BY A QUESTION. This is, 
says Aristotle, the crisis when, of two points, one is clear and it is manifest 
to the party putting the question that his adversary will conclude the other ; 
for one ought, after having ascertained by inquiry the one proposition, not 
to interrogate further respecting the point which is clear, but state the 
conclusion. Just as Socrates, when l\lilctus denied that he believed in the 
gous, askeu " \\'hcthcr he asscrteu the being of any demon? " \\'hen he 
allowed that he had, Socrates asked " \\'hether these demons were not either 
sons of gods or something of a divine nature? " And when he allowed 
this, " Is there then," he said, " one who thinks that the sons of the gods 
exist and not the gods themseh·es? " Hob be's analysis gives this passage 
thus: " \\'hen of two propositions that conclude an absuruity, one is manifest 
of itself, and the other is brought out by question ; then the interrogation 
will be seasonable, and the absurd conclusion is presently to be inferred 
without adding that proposition which is manifest." For rule 3, i.e. 
Jl.IK/.\'G TilE OPPO.\'E.VT CO.\'TH.IDICT Hl.l!SELF, and rule 4, 
i.e. REDUCING THE OPPOXHT TO SOPHISTJC.IL :l.VSll'EHS, sec 
page 307. HO\V TO .\~S\\'ER, Aristotle gives three rules, see page 308, 
Plures Inter. 121. Rule (I) This Hobbc analyses brictly thus: " To 
EQL'li'OC.IL QL'ESTIOXS, a man ought to answer fully and not be too 
brid," anu gives this example in illustration " as our Sa,·iour to the captious 
question of the Pharasees, ' \\'hat thinkcst thou? Is it lawful to gire tribut~ 
to Ca:sar or not? ' :\latt. xxii. 17-22." Rule (2) Hob be comments on Aristotle 
thus : " To interrogations which we foresee tcml to draw from us an ::ms\\H 
contrary to our purpose, we mwa, together with our answer, I .11 .11 ED I
.!TELl' Gli'E :l.V ..I:VSli'EH TO THE OBJECTIO.V JJ'HICH IS I.l!PL/E[) 
IN THE QUESTIO.V. That is an explanation by anticipation. Rule (3) 
Bl' EX.PL:IN.ITIO.\'. ,\s to the party drawing his conclusion, if his 
4uestion prouuce that conclusion, you are to assign tile cause: e.g. as 
Sophocles when questioned by Pisanuer, " \\'hcther it had been his opinion 
as it had of the other commissioners to establish the four hundred," acknow
lcdgcu that it haLl. '' But how," rejoined thr other, " scemrd it not to 
you to be wrong? " He said it did. " Did you not then uo what was 
wronj:!? " '' \' rs, forsooth," he n•plicd, " for I had no better alternative." 
To the Laceda!monians : " \\'hether the rc"t appeared to him to ha\'e 
pt'rished justly," saiu they uid. " Then,'' retorted the oth~r, " did you not 
exact the same thing as they? " And when he acknowledged that he ha(l, 
" Would you not also," asked the other, " justly perish? " " No, indeed," 
said he, " for they did this on a bribe; I did not, but merely from judg
ment." The foregoing is taken from the translation of " Aristotle's Treatise 
on Rhetoric," by Theodore Beckley, B.A., Christ's Church College, Oxford. 

DIFFERENT \\'.\ \'S OF H.\\'DLI:\G HECKLERS : Some speakPrs 
ha\'c a TIJIE OR SECTIO;V for heckling, or for asking questions, which 
is usually at the end of the speech; then questions are asked for, strictly 
on what the speaker has said; some speakers answer " ll' . .JIT, B r .-1.\' /) 
BY I 'II answer your question," and that " by and by " he takes care sh;dl 
nc\·er turn up; it, howc,·cr, stays ofT the question and gives the speaker ;1 

chance to prrpare his answer; some speakers turn from the heckler and 
:IDDliESS :IXOTHER P.IRT of the audience, thus lea\'ing the heckler to 
drown himself in his own noise or perhaps the hissing of the audience or 
yells to be quiet; some with a LOL'D J'OICE so drown or bear down tfw 
heckler, that he ceases to hrcldr hc·cause the speak~r is far the superior 
in the vocal contest (see p. 133, Chatham in a voice of thunclrr orerwhrlm
ing an opponent); some speakers reply THRE,ITE.\'1.\'G THE HECKLER, 
saying : " I'm up to the game ; don't try to question me; I 'II gi\'e you 
more than you want; I 'II make a fool of you before• this audience "; 
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some hurl back the 1DEN1'JC,!L QUESTION TO HECKLER (see " Tu 
Quoque,'' p. ix., " Antistrophc," p. 75), thus upsetting the .~e:klcr,. who .~s 
not expecting to answer his own question, hence have the btter bmen ; 
Spur<~eon says that a little MOTHER JVIT will oftentimes triumph; and 
some" speakers turn hecklers themselves, if no one in the audience heckles 
them, because HECKLING DR;11VS ,1 BIG CROWD, and a big crowd, as 
Cicero says, is the orator's enlarged scene of action, and that it is here he 
becomes his best, as the big audience fires him to big oratorical triumphs 
and achie\·ements. The famous ethical orator, ~lr. C. E. Ratcliffe, in a 
Jetter to the author, gives the following USEFUL POINTS ON HECK
LI~G: " Generally speaking, I avoid retort or repartee which might be 
resented. I rarely meet a question I can't answer IF IT APPERTAINS 
TO THE SUBjECT, as I only speak upon themes I thoroughly under
stand. \\'hen questions are beyond human knowledge, or outside my radius, 
I say ' I don't know,' that generally suffices. If, ai has happened, I am 
told I ought not to occupy the platform (when I admit 1 I don't know ') 
I reply that I shall be very willing to make way and give up the platform 
to the heckler if he DOES know. Invariably there is 1 nothing doing.' The 
heckler as a rule is welcomed and encouraged. I turn heckler and put 
questions and get an audience. When hecklers become nuisances I wildly 
remonstrate and sometimes break off into a STORY GETTING AT THE 
HECKLER. Of course, I ' wrap up ' the inuendo and sweeten the pill, 
often telling. the nuisance that I'm not referring to him, etc. It is a great 
mistake to score by cleverness and Jose a potential convert, hence my methods, 
but sometimPs I ' fall from grace ' and hit back spitefully somewhat." 

After an address on " Ethical Principles," Mr. Ratcliffe gives the follow
ing: "Q. Do you agree with the principles of \Vat Tyler? A. (memory 
being rather rusty) Partly! Q. Do you think he was right in doing what 
he did? A. \\'hat particular action do you refer to? Q. \Vhy, leading a 
rebellion. A. I agree with the spirit which prompts any man to rebel against 
injustice, but I think that constitutional methods are safer and better. Q. Do 
you think the end justifies the means? A. Not if it means swinging on a 
rope end." 

After an address on " Secularism ": " Q. (half-intoxicated one trying 
to score) How do you know you are right? A. By the same means that 
I know others are wrong. Q. Smart! Don't you think you are a bit con
ceited? I should think you like I<? hear your own voice. A. I do. I always 
did enjoy listPning to a good speaker." 

IN SHORT, let the orator POST HIMSELF ON BOTH SIDES, he 
well up on the pros and cons, do his best and let hea\'en do the rest. (See 
C. J. Fox, p. 194, also shifts and dodges, p. 122). 

REPARTEE AND RETORT. 
~epartce comes from the Latin re, meaning again, back; and partir, 

meamng to part, also dart off, burst out laughing; pllfs, a part, and ie, 
little; a little part sent back, to burst out laughing. This word has more 
reference to wit,; humour, as when one returns wit for wit; retort takes in 
the bitter kind, the sarcastic. Both of these words " pay one back in hi> 
own coin." A true repartee has the element of self-aefence in it and is 
t~e rct~rning in kind which ~~uts off. all conversation and makes any further 
dtscusst?n unnecessary:-e.g., Rt::dskm cast his tomahawk at Natty Bumppo, 
1rho swtftly stepped astde and caught the glittering weapon as it fl<'w through 
the air, and with unerring aim hurled it back to sink into the brain of his 
supple enemy." That was a true repartee of the backwoods says Brander 
!\latthews in his "The Art of Repartee·' in "The Century •·' of 1884, from 
\\'hom I take a few examplrs: '' \\'hat ship are you going on? " " I am 
sailing on the Keltic." " Don't say that or you will have a hard C dl 
the way over " (though not a true repartee yet felicitous, as it lacks the 
c!ement of self-dde~ce); the rrpa;tee is almost always an ingenious varia
lion of the O:l'erlastmg retort " \ ou are another! " It is contained in its 
simplest form in the ancient and honourable dialogue which begins " You're 
no gentl(·man ! " ~nd 1rhich ends " You're no judge! " A puny male 
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interrupting a lady's eloquent address at a suffrage meeting with tlie irreJe. 
vant query," Wouldn't you jolly well like to be a man?" and the champion 
of the fair sex instantly proved her superiority by the counter-question, 
"Wouldn't you?" Sheridan is a great model of repartee, as his repartees 
were good-natured and left no heart wounds. A dispute between Sheridan 
as manager of a theatre and the author of a play : " I 'II make a big bet," 
exclaimed the author, " I bet you what you have made by my play! ". 
"No," reparteed Sheridan, "I'll make only a little bet. I'll bet you what 
your play is really worth." 

THE USES OF REPARTEES. They are useful to CHECK PRE
SUMPTION and IMPERTINENCE, also to GIVE VIVACITY to a dis
course. Some of the world's best literary treasures are repartees. Examples 
to check presumption : " What do you mix your colours with? " asked the 
coxcomb of Opie, the painter. " With brains, Sir! " It also shut up his 
mouth, for it is obvious there was nothing more to be said. Emerson says : 
" To answer a question so as to admit of no reply, is the test of a man 
-to touch bottom every time." " It requires alertness of intellect, and a 
capacity for applying oneself to the circumstances, and for seizing the weak 
point of the adversary," says S. C. Richards on " Repartees " in " The 
Month," London, January, 1899, from which I reproduce some of the follow
ing: A lady going to Falkirk to spend the day was asked, " You are not 
going to Falkirk, you are going to hell," to }>hich she replied composedly, 
" Well,( anyhow, I have got a return ticket." Louis XIV. at a levee cried 
out loud enough to be overheard, " That gentleman is the most troublesome 
officer in the whole army." "Your l\lajesty's enemies have said the same 
thing more than once," was the reply. " There are many repartees famous 
not so much for their wit as for THEIR HEROIC NATURE," e.g. "The 
Persian host will be so numerous as to darken the sun," to which the 
Spartan soldier at Platrea replied, " We shall then fight in the shade." 

In the New Testament we often find the expression " and Jesus 
answered and said," where the answer is not to anything previously said 
but TO THE LOOK OR GESTURE OF THE BYSTANDERS, or to 
some event that has just happened or some deed performed. They are not 
repartees in form, they are such in substance. Themistocles at a banquet 
said, when it came his turn to play the flute for amusing the company : " I 
do not know how to play a flute, but I do know how to make a small city 
into a great one," alluding to his having built the walls of Athens. A 
Scotchman who had just built a railway, in imitation of Themistocles, said : 
" I cannot make a speech, but I know how to build a railway." 

TO TURN AN UNTOWARD CIRCUMSTANCE TO ADVANTAGE. 
Lord Ashley mixed up in words in his speech, and recovering from his 
confusion said : " For if I who had no personal concern in the question 
was so overpowered with my own apprehensions that I could not find words 
to express myself, what must be the case of one whose life depended on 
his own abilities to defend it? " This happy turn helped the Bill for 
trials in cases of high treason. 

FROM GOOD OR BAD OMENS. Timoleon, the Corinthian, landing 
in Syracuse with an army, met a train of asses laden with parsley. As 
parsley was used at funerals, the soldiers were alarmed, but the general 
turned it to his own advantage, saying: " To the Corinthian parsley was an 
omen of victory, inasmuch as the victor's crown at the Nemean games was 
made of parsley." 

RETORT. 
Retort has the sense of violence in it. It is ill-natured. It is from the 

Latin re, again, and torquere, to twist: to twist back. Murray's Dictionary: 
" A sharp incisive reply, esp. one by which the first speakrr's statement 
or argument is in some way turned against himself, or met by some 
counter-charge." See Antistrophe, p. 75. " To return as an argument, 
accusation, censure or incivility. "-Web. A reply in kind, censure for 
censure, insult for insult. " Seldom said of a friendly word or deed."
Standard Die. Sec retorting, page 208, for example. There is the clement 
of quickness in retort, as that of one making a shat'f, quick twist, and 
must go back to the originator. 
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CHAPTER 111. 

D I G E S T 0 F A R G U M E N T A T I 0 N. 

Strictly speaking, this Digest is of the art of arguing, but 
may be considered a Digest of THE RHETORLOGUE. 
It will be devoted chieHy to political argumentation. 

The first thing in arguing is the QUESTION. Does it 
concern the hearers? It may be (a) Conjectural (see page 
335), that is, whether a thing is or 1s not, can or cannot b~; 
(b) Qualitath·e-what ·hnd? Is it reprisal? Define 1t. 

·(c) Quantitative-hov.: great, how little; (d) Legal! i.e., ~a.w
ful, e.g., Is taxat10n w1thout representation JUSt_? lhe 
second thing is the HEARERS. Are they free to decide and 
act? If not, a speech to them is useless. Are they honour
ably inclined? A bandit argues forcibly when he shows 
bandits the safety of a robbery and ease of escape ... The 
third is the SPEAKER, pp. 335, 612. Is he a good reasoner, 
a political asset? 

PROPOSITION. 
After a suitable Exordium and Diegesis (pp. 165, 279, 319, 

387, 390, 397, 437) state the Proposition, wli1ch Quintillian 
says " is the beginning of the proofs." 

EXPOSITION OF THE PROPOSITION is made by (a) 
Stating tlte Principle. Everyone desires something fixed to 
start from, so a general principle is laid down, e.g., "The 
rotundity of the earth is indisputable." As generalities are 
not clear, it is necessary to g1ve particular instances to make 
them intelligible, e.g., round objects and some not round, 
etc., are given to expound "rotundity." Analysis, showing 
the constituents, may be necessary. (b) Restating the Prin
ciple in different forms, as in synonymous words and ·sen
tences, p. 437. (c) Obverse restatement, by giving the oppo
site of the predicate, e.g., ''This man is a Citizen" obversely 
stated is " This man is a foreigner." Obverse restatement 
often discloses error, especially when the predicate is vague. 
" Might is rir;ht." If wronrz is meant, no one would hold 
that might is never or rarely used in support of wrong. 
(d) ExamPLes or particular instances are· best for expounding, 
e g., "Of the perseverance of motion give examples, as a 
top spinning in a vacuum, or a pendulum. If the proposition 
is, " ~fan is mortal," give a r>articular instance, e.g., Is Cicero 
living now? (e) Illustration, as, the eye is the sentinel of 
the body. (f) Positive Proofs, such as drawmg inferences, · 
deductions, corollaries from principles and making applica
tion of them, help to render the proposition clear. See pp. 
567/8 respecting general statement, particular statement and 
application, also the story of Ariosto in th~ exposition of 
" Liberty." Th~ Proposition must be amplified, e.g., if 1t 
i5 hatred, show if it arose from envy or ambition, jf old or 
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recent. Do not define too subtly, as an error in a ~word 
might lose the whole cause. Do as Cicero d1d, set them 
fonh, but not in terms ot exactness. (c L, <.Juintilhan.)- lt 
audience is unfavo:.uable do not state proposition at once, 
use the mductive or indirect method (pp. 203, 379/80). lt 
the proposition, " Ballot box stealing must be stopped/' is 
offensive to hearers, state it thus: ·• Is ballot box stealing 
effective? " 

PROOFS-CONFIRMATIVE. 
Generally speaking, two things must exist before an argu

ment can proceed (p. IX., Proof, points necessary). I. '!he 
facts or principles must be conceded as true or admitted, and 
be sufficiently believed by the hearers. There must be re
course to something certam, something that does not require 
proof itself, or is self-evident, or taken for granted. Certam
ties are such as are perceived by the senses, admitted by 
general consent of mankind, established by law, and what 
are proved, or not disputed by the opponent (p. 373). 
II. There must exist, or be admitted to exist, a certain 
similarity between the facts or principles and the point to be 
established. Proofs and Disproofs may be summed up into 
this expression : similarity and dissimilarity. 

The weaker arguments go in the middle, the stronger stand 
out at beginning and end, each singly, so as not to be 
obscured by surrounding matter. The weaker may be ad
duced in block under the Cumulative Form (p. 145), as thus 
they mutually assist each other, e.g., " You expected to 
succeed to the inheritance, a large inheritance it was; you 
were poor and greatly harrassed by your creditors; you 
offended him to whom you were heir, and knew he intended 
to alter his will." They weigh a thunderbolt brought to
gether. (c f. Quintillian.) 

Argumentation is resolvable into one word-Persuasion, 
which is not begging, as " please do this or that," nor a com
mand " do this or that '' ; but it is an inducing to belief and 
action by presenting cogent reasons (p. 338); is threefold:-

1st, ETHOS, that is, suitable Forms of Expression, e.g., 
11 I am an honest man, I cannot misrepresent facts " (pp. 
269-278, X), and particularly the following forms :-(a) 
De.scription, picturing scenes that arouse the passions (p. 359), 
e.g., Burke's description of the Carnatic (p. 151), !Eschines' 
description of the misfortunes of the Thebes (p. 304, also 
p. 276), Demosthenes' ruin of the Phocians; (b) Na11ation, 
as of events favourable to the speaker's side; (c) Exposition, 
as Dewey on the Slave Trade (p. 358/9); and with examples 
and Systrophe (p. 439), as Demosthenes' definition of law 
(o. 536), and of a straightforward adviser and truckler. In 
fine, such as portray felicity arising- from good conduct 
grouped on one side; and misery resulting from bad on the 
other; fhe one to charm, the other to create revulsion (see 
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passmg from mild trope to acrimonious, p. 591), with the 
pleasmg on the one s1ae and the acnmomous on the other. 

2nd, .t'ATHOS or oratory ot the teelmgs (see pp. 236jl), 
appeal to the motives, the will (pp. 237;~). There. can be 
no persuasion Without appeahng to passiOn (see ·· .t'hllosophy 
ot Khetonc,'' pp. 336 and b11). The rule IS to proceed 
trom the weaker to the stronger, from the mdirect to the 
direct (p. 361).- Webster's rule was to keep the grounds and 
provocatures of emotion in advance. Uemosthenes nursed 
nis thunderbolts into being by suitable preparatory passages 
(p 19). :,ee oratoncal 1rnagery lPP· 214f5), in Which the 
orator touched the chords ot teelmg of all, called by the 
Greeks /cos (pp. 306, . 376, 329-334; see also pocket-book 
interest called Kerdos and disputable good, p. 328). All 
these the speaker must make h1s major prem1se or prmciple, 
and his theme the minor or applicatiOn. They mostly take 
the Forms Pathopreia (pp. 35i-362), Emphasis (.lofty appeals) 
(p. 187), etc., Epilogue lPP· 240 and 245). .Proofs by appeal 
to passion are subject to tallacy, chiefly the a~ populum (p. 
121), which appeals to popular prejudice and summons to Its 
aid the vox populi vox Dei, but it must be fi.rst proven that 
the people freely and fairly voted for such vox populi at an 
honest election. The next is ad verecundiam, which appeals 
to the feeling of reverence for certain persons or objects, e.g., 
"It is foolish to say Aristotle erred''; ad hominem to the 
interests and passions of the man (pp. XXVII. ·and 123). 

3rd, PROOF PROPER, called by the Greeks Pisteis. 
We come now to the burden of this Digest. For Deliberative 
Proof see pp. 371/2 , persuading (p. 335). All reasonings 
of the orator, says Anstotle, are .. derived from four sources, 
Probability, t:xamples, Positive Proof, and Signs. 

Probability is reasoning from what is usual or what appears 
to be so. Very strong probability is what generally happens, 
e.g., '' Parents are loved by their children"; somewhat in
clmed to uncertainty, e.g., One in good health to-day is 
almost certain to be in good health to-morrow; not incom
patible with belief, e.g., A robbery in the family was com
mitted by someone in the family; presumptive or from mere 
anpearances, e.g., He was at the democrats' banquet, so 
presume he is a democrat. Every certain instance respecting 
a particular case implies that there is a law of nature abso
lutely uniform applying to that case, e.g., It is certain every 
grown-up man now livmg will be dead 150 years hence. '1n1s 
rests on a natural law venfi.ed by experience, but it is not 
certain that one born in 1923 will be dead in 2023. The test 
of proba~ility is e.xceptio probat regulam-exception proves 
the rule, 1.e., tes~s 1t. If more cases are against the rule than 
for it, the rule IS useless (p. XXIV.). - -

Examples (p. ~36) are inferences drawn from similar cir· 
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cumstances. If of two things similar one be possible, the 
other which is similar will also be possible (see Socratic 
examples, p. 216, fables, p. 204). .t.xamples are best for an 
orator. 

Positive Proof is what is inferred from what is necessary 
or a fact: (a) because one thing is, another is not, e.g., " lt 
is day, theretore it is not night"; (b) because one thmg is, 
another is also-" The sun is above the earth, therefore 1t 15 

day"; (c) because one thing is not, another is-" It is not 
night, therefore it is day; (b) because one thmg is not, another 
is not-" He is not a ratiOnal being, therefore he is not a 
man." (d. Quintillian.) 

Signs, fallible and infallible, conclusive and inconclusive, 
called by the Greeks semeion (pp. 377, 203, 329/30), are 
inferences from what does or does not hold good universally 
or particularly, e.g., " The flag flying is a sign that the 
House is in session." Fallible, though not sulticient of itself, 
is weighty with something else, e.g., "The suspect's clothes 
were stained .with blood, he was an adversary of the person 
killed and had previously threatened his hfe." Infallible 
sign (see tecmerion, p. 377), is where a conclusion w1ll neces
sarily follow, e.g., "There is a harvest, therefore seed must 
have been sown." It expresses itself thus: "It must be or 
it must have been, it cannot be or cannot have been.'" 

ENTHYMEMS are confirmative and refutative; confirma
tive is the deducing a conclusion from acknowledged pre
mises, and the refutative is the deducing an inference which 
is not admitted (pp.201-208). · This is a form of proof (pp. 
376/7). Apparent Enthymem is a semblance of proof (pp. 
120, 203), and consists in asserting the last proposition with 
the air of a conclusion, e.g., " So~and-so is assuredly the 
case, necessarily, therefore, so-and-so is." (cf. Aristotle.) 
An Enthymem is a proposition with a reason, and the best 
kind is that with a reason subjoined to a proposition, dis
similar or antithetical, e.g., "For if any of the violators of 
laws had been condemned, you would riot have written this; 
and if you are condemned, no other will write anything 
similar."-Demosthenes. (cf. Quintillian.) The foregoing 
Enthymem is called Enthymemata (pp. 201, 213). A sen
tence with a reason added becomes a conclusiOn, both together 
make an Enthymem. The following is an Enthymematic 
sentence-" Diamonds are valuable jewels.'' The full syllog
ism would be-" All jewels are valuable, diamonds are jewels, 
therefore diamonds are valuable jewels." A single proposi
tion without giving a reason is good sometimes, e.g., "Laws 
are silent amidst arms.'' Some call assumption or minor 

-proposition the reason. Some commence with the reason, 
then draw a conclusion, e.g., "If the twelvt tablets allowed 
a thief to be killed, then he who killed him should be 
punished." Do not crowd a speech with ,t.picheirema and, 
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Enthymems, as it will more resemble a dialogue and dispu
tation of logicians than oratoncal pleading. ·1 he people must 
be pleased, their feelings excited, to impress what is JUSt and 
true (pp. 207f8, 216). 

Confirmative Proofs-Inductive, Analogical, Deductive. 
INDUCTIVE, which is drawing the proposition from a 

comparison of preceding particulars, e.g., •· The Athenians 
were prosperous while they abode by the laws of Solon, the 
Laced:emonians, by the laws of Lycurgus, the Thebes; while 
the magistrates were men of learning; therefore nations 
everywhere are prosperous while they abide by the laws of 
good and wise men." The Inductive, except in few. cases, 
1;; not proper rhetoric ......... Aristotle. I hen, therefore, etc., 
usually mark the Inductive (p. 201). The Inductive is also 
called contingent, when from particulars observed or ad
mitted we prove by the medium of nature's uniformity other 
particular unknown or not admitted. (d. Bain.) The law 
of the uniformity of nature is that the same cause will always 
produce the same effect, that what has happened once will, 
under similar circumstances, happen again, and as often as 
the same circumstances recur. - " Where antecedents, con
comitants and consequents, cause and effect, sign and thing 
signified, subject and adjuncts are necessarily connected, we 
may infer causes from effects, effects from causes, ante
cedents from consequents, as well as consequents from ante~ 
cedents, etc., and thereby be pretty certain of many things 
past, present and to come."-Watts. Where the connection 
lS uncertain, we can only come to a probable conclusion. In 
Moral Causes, the reasoning is more difficult because the 
effect is often produced by various causes, e.g., "The fall of 
a state may be the effect of the united operation of a 
tyrannical Government, a seditious people, encroachments 
of a foreign enemy, pestilence or famine. A man's failure 
rna y be attributed to several causes." ( cf. Gil bart.) Do not 
confound the active cause with the conditional (p. XXIII). 

Method of Agreement founds the conclusion on the uniform 
companionship of two facts through a great variety of cir
cumstances which conduce to their being considered cause and 
effect, e.g., People are debilitated in extreme heat of Africa, 
Asia, etc., and are of different races and occupations; there
fore extreme heat everywhere causes debilitation (pp. VI., 
VIII). 

Method of Agreement and Difference or of presence or 
absence (p. VIII.), increases weight in establishing cause, 
e.g., "Combine a case of agreement on presence with agree
ment on absence. The effects of political liberty are more 
fully certified by comparing countnes where it exists with 
countries where h does not exist." -Rain. 

Method of Difference (p. VIII.) shows tlie absence of other 
• 
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causes except one, and ascribes the effect to that one cause . 
alone which remain$- operative. According to Bain, this 
method is a more decided proof of causatiOn, hence more 
resorted to m argument and abused, being put forward in · 
cases not reduced to one single circumstance alleged. If the 
effect may have been produced by several causes and we 
prove the absence of all causes except one, this fixes the 
effect on that one cause, e.g.-A fever broke out in an English 
town, ,in a street where people are well housed and in com
fortable circumstances. Overcrowding and poverty, the two 
sure causes of this disease, could not have operated. The 
main cause of the ·attack was polluted water for domestic 
purposes. A series of analysis proved this to be the case. 
(cf. Gilbart.) 

Method of Concomitant Variations (p. VIII.) is another 
variety of the Method of Difference. It is also proportional 
(p. 204), e.g.-Cromwell and his Puritan otficers .in con
ference reasoned m this method: '' That so long as they 
maintained an uncompromising opposition to the king, theu 
military operations prospered, but in proportion as they 
entered into diplomacy, with a view to reconciliation, Pro
vidence was against them in the field." 

Method of Residues :p. VIII.) is the subtraction of all 
effects known to proceed from certain causes or persons, the 
remaining effect can be ascribed to the cause of persons un
known.-See Expeditio, p. 279. 

Intermixture of Effects, or conjunction or concurrence of 
causes, as the course of a cannon ball is determined by the 
joint action of explosive force of the powder propelling it, 
resistance of the air, and gravity whtch .makes it fall to the 
ground. (cf. Hawkins.) 

Examples, pp. 204, 207, Fables, Custom, i.e., usually seen, 
Speaker's Own 0 pinion and others mentioned in diagram 
under Inductive (p. VI.), are used for inductions. See 
fables, "The bat,'' p. 117, Agrippa, p. 204. Speaker's 
own assertion is good, e.g., " It is not likely a wounded man 
would accuse other than the guilty person,'' "You told me 
this," and such affirmations should not be wanting. (cf. 
Quintillian.) · 

ANALOGICAL is the second general form of confirmative 
proof. When· two things essentially resemble each other in 
one or more respects, a proposition true of one, is true of 
the other (p. r73). Analogy is based on relation (p. 209), 
e.g., The mother punishes her child, so can the mother 
country her colonies, for such is the relation between mother 
and child (pp. VIII., XXIV). When we argue from one 
man to another on any common property as their birth, 
r:.rrowth, etc., we reason inductively, they beii1g the same in 
kind; when we reason from man to animals, far removed 
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from them in structure, or to plants, we reason analogically; 
there is the sameness, but accompanied with a vast amount of 
uitference. Analogy contams the f?unda.tion ctrcu~s~ance ~f 
all reasoning, but the accompanymg dtspanty h.mtts thetr 
applicatiOn. (d. B~in.) l'anty ot . Reasonmg ts another 
form of the analogical, e.g., '' Seemg that we naturahse 
strangers for their virtues, why should we not banish them 
for their vices?" (pp. XXI., 208, by ratio p. 317, p. 376). 

DEDUCTIVE is the third general form (pp. VI., VIII., 
XXI.), and is when a general statement is advanced as evi
dence of a particular statement included in it (p. 567), e.g., 
"We shall die, for all men are mortal." See Aitiology, p. 2. 
For, because, since, i/,_etc., usually mark the Deductive (p. 
201). The form of Deductive is the prevailing type of argu
mentative reasoning. The mode of expressmg it is a kind of 
inverted exposition, instead of a general doctnne taking the 
lead of particular examples, etc., the particular case is given 
first and the principle is adduced as proof of it. (cf. Bain.) 
Gilbart gives it as forming a theory and makmg facts bend 
to it, e.g., " Theory of population." 

Gnomes, Proverbs (pp. XXI., 282, 336), serve as weighty 
proofs because they have not been invented for particular 
Gases and are said by impartial minds, are got up for com
mon good concerning all that is to be desired or avoided, 
e.g., "Where there are friends there is wealth." 

Persons, Things, Places, Time, Causes, Means, Definition 
(pp. XXII., 110), serve for deduction. (a) Persons, e.g., 
That person is of bad character (particular), because his 
ancestors were bad (general principle); his designs are evil. 
She is libidinous because she is beautiful. Be said so and 
so because he aspires to be powerful, desires to be rich (pp. 
329-334). He is no good, his name is a jest. (b) Things: 
e.g., His actions are good for his motives are good. (c) 
Places: as near, distant, becoming, e.g., People go naked in 
that. place because it is hot. (d) Time: e.g., He committed 
the. deed, because he fled immediately afterwards. (e) 
Causes: pp. VI., IX., XXIII., as what is done is inferred 
from what does, e.g., A body casts a shadow in the light; 
something is done because something else will follow or be
cause something was done before, e.g., " He was extravagant 
because he wasted his patrimony." As a consequence: 
" What is proper to learn is proper to teach "; relatively con
sequent: p. 210, i.e., to prove same by opposite statements, 
e.g., \Vho says the world was produced says it will come to an 
end; cause and effect of necessary consequents: "A good 
man acts uprightly, accordingly one who acts uprightly is 
good." The cause of an event is the circumstance that must 
have preceded, it in order that the event should happen. 
(/) Means: This is a clear cut because done with a sharp 
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knife. (g) Definition: p. 110, genus and species, difference, 
property. Man is an amma! 1s not suttic1ent oehmt10n, 1t 
should be '' Man is an animal that laughs, reasons and 
speaks "; peculiarity or property, e.g., " tie acts justly be
.cause it 1s the property ot a JUSt man to act so; trom a 
beginning, end mferred, I do not expect a house when a dog 
kennel is started; from similarity, parity of reasomng (pp. 
XXI., 208), e.g., " If a guardian ought to give a secunty, 
so ought an agent; from division, whole and parts (pp. 
XXII.-Ill.), Your knife opened this window because this 1s a 
piece of its blade. The Deductive concerns Aristotle's dicta 
de omni et nullo (p. XXV.). 

PROOFS-REFUTATIVE. 
Refutative proofs are Inductive, Analogical and Deduct

ive. A refutation is the deducing an inference which is not 
admitted. It is also called disproof, see Lusis (pp. VII., 
XXIV.). It is more difficult to defend than to accuse. The 
accuser sets forth what he ha.s meditated, and it is sufficient 
if it has the appearance of truth. The defendant has to 
oppose the unexpected, excuse, extenuate, avert, affect con
tempt, ridicule, and a thousand thrusts and artifi.ces. Elo
quence must support refutation and proofs, simple statement 
is not good enough, must insist strongly (pp. 111, 216), and 
urge with extraordinary vigour, particularly from all causes 
in which we blame and praise any action, showing it just or 
unjust, making it appear greater or less, worse or better, 
than it is. 

There are two forms of negation, e.g., "The matter in 
hand did not happen," or " What did happen is not the 
matter in question." If it cannot be justifi.ed or set aside on 
point of law or defi.nition, then simply deny it. Attack 
singly. Argument from motive should be denied in block. 
Compare our arguments with the opponent's if there is a 
probability of making ours appear stronger. Modes of re
futing are by conjecture: (1) whether they are true, (2) defi.ni
tion, whether they properly concern the cause or not, (3) 
quality, whether they are honourable, dishonourable, unjust, 
vindictive, etc. 

As to Precedents: Show that they are inapplicable, for it 
is impossible for two cases to be alike in all respects. If all 
fail, show that the fact adduced as a precedent or example 
was not justifiable. Charges of opponent with proofs should 
not be repeated nor any point in them amplifi.ed, unless to 
ridicule or weaken them. 

Bad Cause: must be supported by the artifi.ce of intro
ducing something foreign as "Verres was accused of extor
tion," but was defended for having bravely and actively 
defended Sicily against pirates; by introducing anything 
incredible; by disputing the indisputable, by taking a centro· 
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verted fact for an acknowledged one, for it is mc1dent to an 
mcauuous speaker to aggravale a cnarge wnen H 1s Sllll to oe 
iJLUvea; OisjJute aoou~ <:ul act when H Is aoout an agent; 
::,peaK or pany lll=>~eau 01 we cau~e; say tne quesuon wmcu 
1:> heru niu5Heu IS JU=>t: oegu.n; aLcnoute LO Lfilugs me raun::; 
u1 per=>OH::i; comramct wnat IS ev1uem, ta.Ke lL m anowe£ 
:,en:>e w wnat tne opponent mtenaea, wse s1gnt or the mam 
pomc, 1epry to soruewmg that 1s not asseiLea. ~cr. l.,dum
~uuan.) vo not be too anx10us to rerute au the opponem 
says lP· btl). vve shoula 1magme wnatever may be xavour- · 
aore to the opponent's s1de as well as our own lPP· 44ts). 
uladstone ( 4), b 10 Hradlaugh l under Hesant). 

11\JiJUCl!VE Refutation 1s c1tmg an mstance to the con
trary lP· V 11.). 

ANALOGICAL Refutation is exposing the defectiveness 
ot the similarity. (ct. Bam.) .::>ee ralse analogy lPP· 
121, XX! V.). t'robabllity IS reiutea by showmg tnat m 
most cases it turns out otherwise m expenence. ln Delibera
tive Disproof, show where opponent told a falsehood else
where (p. 372). For nd1cuhng bad arguments, Irony IS best 
for the orator (p. 378). See turther d1agram lP· V 11.). 

DEDUCTIVE Kefutatwn Is brought about by drawmg a 
parallel case in contradiction from a familiar subJect, as m 
common parlance, .. \V hat IS sauce tor the goose is sauce for 
the ganaer," "lt is a poor rule that does not work both 
ways.'' See Phillips (p. 203). 

'fo reduce to absuraity, It is sufficient to show the un
soundness of the statement, e.g., ·· Man is not free to decide 
between conflicting· motives.'' lhis is false, because we 
know from consciOusness that he 1s free (p. 121). Objection 
by Contrary Fact: " The good man benefits his fnends," 
obJector·-" But the bad man does not hurt his "; by Simili
tude or parity of reasoning, e.g., " All men that are injured 
hate those who injured them," objector, " All who receive 
bendits should be grateful to their benefactors." -Aristotle. 

The Major is refuted by producing exceptions to the 
general affirmation, or other admitted principle contradicting 
it. A single example is sufficient to show It not necessary. 
The refutat10n is effective in proportion as these incompatible 
facts and principles are well known and un-derstood, e.g., 
'' All stimulants are bad, but brandy is good in case of sick
ness." " The evidence was insufficient agamst them. Be it 
so. But so was the evidence against Sidney, against Cornish, 
against Alice Lisli, yet it sufficed to destroy them." (cf. 
Bain.) The Minor is refuted by showing its irrelevancy (p. 
120), that granting the principle we refuse the application, 
that it is not jmplied in the principle, is ignoratio elenchi, 
e.g., He stole. my watch . . . , he is guilty any way 
because he drmks. See p. XXIV. Citing contradictory in-
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stances always disproves (p. 381). Deny the premises if form 
of reasoning cannot be objected to. Attack the matter, but 
not on plea of inconclusiveness. 

Cause and Effect, see Refutation, p. IX.: (1) Show effect 
appears in absence of cause; (2) that effect tails to appear 
when alleged cause is present and no counteracting cause 
operating; (3) that search has not been exhaustive; L4) that' 
there has been an intermixture of causes and eltects; (5) 
that there are counteracting causes; (6) that there is a plurality 
of causes and effects. See fallacies (p. VII., XXV., XXVI., 
116, 120, 121, 202, 208-210, 302), 

Having concluded the main obJect of this Digest, it remains 
for the orator to give his Epilogue, a summary description of 
which see p. VII. Below will be found a few notes on styles. 

FIGURES USED IN ARGUMENT. 

In addition to those mentioned on pages VI. and VII., the 
following are worthy of note: 

Apoplanesis (p. 90) is for evading the Issue; Diallage 
(p. 503) for establishmg one point wnh several arguments; 
lJeictic (p. 146) for n:;taking arguments clear; Emphasis (p. 
181) for impressing the understanding; Enthymem (p. 201); 
Enumeratio (p. 219) for recapitulatmg the heads of argu-

. ments; Epiphonema (p. 266) for clmchmg an argument; 
Ethopceia (pp. 269 and 272), for character and motives; 
Ethos, a favourite of Charles James Fox m ethical per
suasion; Exetasis (p. 376); Hyperbole for comic effect (p. 
289); Hypobole (p. 289) for stating opponent's arguments; 
Hypophora (p. 290), in which Demosthenes was unsurpassed; 
Hypothesis (p. 203); Metonymy (pp. 318/19) for cause and 
effect; Orcas (p. 324) for conhrming (see Socratic parable, 
p. 426); Parenthesis (p. 348); Paromology (p. 354) for con
ceding a point to strike a heavy blow; Pause (p. 364) before 
hence, etc.; Pistets (p. 37,1); Procatalepsis (pp. 374, 386); 
Prrecthesis (p. 387) for supportmg credibility in assigning 
causes and motives for facts, etc. (see also Cicero, p. 320); 
Prolepsis (p. 390); Prosopodosis (p. 392); reasoning to each 
proposition or order of same; Prosopopreia (p. 392) to con
firm and confute after argument is exhausted; Protasis 
(p. 397) or premises; Protrope (p. 397) for exhorting with 
reasons; Pysma (398) for confirming and confuting; Sermo
cinatio (p. 412) to confute; Simile and Similitude (pp. 426-

. 430) to persuade and ftx on the mind; Soliloquy (pp. 430-1) 
to refute and complain; Sorites (p. 432); Syllogismus (p. 433) 
called rhetorical, in which the conclu$ion is omitted, called 
by the Romans Signifrcatio, and Ratiocinatio because only 
the reasons are stated, also Emphasis because uf the bringing 
out of an argument omitted; Symphoresis (p. 434); Syn
choresis (p. 435) for ironically conceding. an argument; 
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Syngnome (p. 43i) a kind of accusation, e.g., ".God forgive 
him .... "; Synreceosis (p. 437) for opposmg com~on 
opinion with reason; Synonymia (pp. 437/&i) f~r expou~dmg 
t11e proposition; Systrophe (p. 439) for defmmg, which 1s 
different from the logical detinillon on page XXII. 

ORATORICAL STYLES IN ARGUMENT. 
Full details of each style are given on pages 523 to 618. 

Generally speaking, all matter th~t is for the .intell~ct. or 
judgment, i.e., intellectual and ummpass10ned, IS dehvered 
through the interval of the third note. If charg~d with 
passion or emotion, it is then dehvered in the pecuh~r note 
of that emotion (p. 322), and every nerve, accordmg to 
Ouintillian, is strained Jsee feet, p. Ill), also oratorical 
1~nagery is used (pp. 214-15, 325). The appeal to the will is 
usually made from cause to effect, from analogy, from the 
indirect to the direct, thereby preparing the mind for con
viction (pp. 359, 361). The :Major premise should be the 
loves, hates, interests, etc., of the hearers (p. 336), and the 
~Iinor, the orator's theme. 

Where there is a plurality of arguments, excepting in case 
of weak ones that generally take the Cumulative Form, do not 
enumerate them by saying 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc., as such cools 
the ardour, but do as the Greeks did, say again, once more, 
etc. (p. 364), and conclude them with a brief summary, sharp 
epithet, or Epiphonema (p. 266), as Demosthenes did to 
engrave them on the mind (p. 309), e.g., "Consider, 1 be
seech you, . . . " 

I. PLAIN STYLE (p. 523) is used for setting forth 
arguments, the proposition, proof of facts, giving informa
tion, divisions, classifications, simple proofs, i.e., not 
attended with emotion or passion, stating enthymems, 
narrating things in their order, as giving objections first, then 
their repudtations, arguments, then their solut10ns, and ~llu
strations from which one soars to the lofty heights of elo
quence. 

IJ. SUBLIME STYLE with its Subordinates: (a) 
Harsh Style (p. 542), for invectives directed against opponent 
or people (p. 5~3); _(b) Vehement Sty?e (p. 546), reprehension 
agamst those m h1gher rank, especially those whom the 
hearers dislike; (c) Splendid St'}'le (p. 550), for giving lofty 
and noble reasons; (d) Vigorous Style (p. 556), for refuta
tion combined with the Harsh and the Vehement, for posi
tiveness of refusal, demonstrative force and argument; (e) 
.4.mplification Style (p. 560), for extending arguments by 
adding definite to indefinite, differences, consequences, etc., 
assuming ~ fictitious case (p. 561), by showmg the quality 
and quantity of an act, in which the orator, as Quintillian 
says, must reigrt supreme and score his triumph. Demosthenes 
was unsurpassed in this. 
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III. BEAUTIFUL STYLE (p. 569), is for symmetrical 
constructions, especially of antithetical reasoning or Enthy
memata (p. 570), e.g., "To receive the gifts . . .'' 

IV. CELERITY STYLE (p. 574), is for refuting argu
ments we discard, for brief objections and bnef repudiations, 
short, parenthetical refutations. 

V. CHARACTER STYLE (p. 579), with its Subordi
nates: (a) Simple Style (p. 580), for giving detailed circum" 
stances (p. 581), e.g., John Bright's "iuxine Sea" (p. 458), 
for making simple affirmations or oaths to confirm or refute, 
attributing arguments to animals and giving reasons of un
sophisticated persons; (b) Charming Style (p. 583), for 
fables, ascribing human reason to animals, plants,· etc., e.g., 
dog laughs at the argument (p. 584), poetical quotations, 
especially Gnomes or maxims in verse showmg character (p. 
586), . .tEschines; (c) Acumen and .1aimony Style (p. 589), 
for ridiculing arguments, for repartees, retorts, mock heroic, 
parody, etc.; (d) Equitable Style (p. 593), for slurring over 
one's rights, and mitigating heat against opponent (see 
Paralepsis, p. 595); (e) Gravity Style (p. 597), for ironical 

·taunting, e.g., "You crowned this unworthy man . . ." 
(p. 597). 

VI. SINCERITY STYLE (p. 599), for asyndetic removal 
of objection, indignation (p. 600), confidence m speaking, as 
this does not appear to lack something and is the sign of a 
good cause, decisive judgment (p. 606). 

VII. CLEVER STYLE (p. 608), is skilfully presenting 
all the proofs, speaking gravely, austerely, etc. (see list, p. 
tHO), well applying political oratory (pp. 611-12), balancing 
periods, etc. (p. 614), dis~uting volubly (p. 613), and in 
proving strongly, not hemmmg and hawing, for which reason 
Quintillian says: " The ignorant often seem to speak with 
more force than the learned because they attack more boldly, 
and being not afraid of failure they pour forth everything, 
hence appear copious, while the learned, using selection and 
moderation, are cautious, but they cannot choose judiciously 
or prove with effect." 

Having discussed Forms of Logical ExpressiOn which con
stitute the real speech, we shall now take up the traopings or 
ornaments of speech under Forms of Oratorical Expression. 
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PROLEGOMENA 
No better introductory discussion or prolegomena of 

FORMS OF ORATORICAL EXPRESSION found in 
pages. l to 441, can be made than the succinct exposition of 
the Ftgures of Thought, and of Words by Cicero, thus:-

"Dwelling on a single circumstance often has considerable effect · 
illustration and exhibition of matters should ·be as if transacted 
before the audience, passing before their eyes. Opposed to this is 
Rapid Transition over a thing, which is also to be practised. There 
is also Signification, that more is to be understood than you have 
expressed; next Distinct and Concise Brevity j Extenuation, and what 
borders on this, Ridicule,· Digression with a happy and elegant re
turn; Proposition of what you have to say, a transition from what 
you have said, and retrogressionj Repetitionj APt Conclusion of 
reasoning; Exaggeration or SurPassing of the truth for the sake 
of amplification or diminution; Interrogation and akin to this, as it 
were, Consultation or seeming inquiry followed by the delivery of 
your own opinion; Dissimulation, the humour of saying one thing 
and signifying another which steals into the minds of men in a 
peculiar manner and which is extremely pleasing when well managed, 
not in a vehement strain of language but in a conversational style; 
also Doubt,· and Distribution; and Correction of yourself; Premonition 
with regard to what you are going to· prove; Transference of blame 
to another person; Communication or consultation, as it were, with 
the audience before wbom you are speaking; Imitation of the manners 
and character either with names of persons, or without, and adapted 
to conciliate the feelings even in the utmost degree and often to 
arouse them; the introduction of fictitious characters, the most 
heightened figure of exaggeration; Description, Falling into Wilful 
Mistakes/ Excitement of audience to CheerfulneSS/ Anticipation.: 
Comparison and Example, two figures which have very great effect; 
Divtsion,· Interruption/ Correction,· Contention/ Suppression,· Com
mendation,· a certain Freedom and even Uncontrolledness of Language 
for the purpose of exaggeration; Anger/ ReProach,· Promise/ Depreca
tion,· Beseeching/ Slight Deviation from your intended course but 
not like digression which I mentioned before; Expurgation/ Con
ciliation/ Attack/ Wishing,· Execration. Such are the figures 
with which THOUGHTS give lustre to a speech. 

As to WORDS themselves, as of arms, there is a sort of threaten
ing and attack for use, and also a management for gracf' 

Reiteration of words has sometimes a peculiar force and 
sometimes elegance, as well as the Variation or Deflection of a word 
from its common significance; and the Frequent Repetition of the 
same word in the beginning and Recurrence at the end of a period: 
Forcible EmPhasis on the same word; Conjunction (symploco); Ad
junction (several words connected with the same verb); a sort of 
Dzstinction as to some word often used; the R ecalt of a word ; the 
use of words also which End Similarly. or have similar cadences, 
or which balance one with another, or correspond to one another. 
There is a certain Gradation/ a Conversion (antithetic position of 
words); an elegant Exaggeration of the sense of words; there is 
Antithesis/ Asyndeton,· Declination (antimetabole); RePrehension/ 
Exclamation; Diminution (use of same word in diffe1ent cases); the 
Referring to what is derived from many Particulars to each Particular 
singlyj Reasoning subservient to your Proposition, and Reasoning 
suited to the order of Distributionj Concession,· Introduction of some· 
thing unexPected/ Enumeration,· Cmrection,· Interruption; Answering 
your own Questionj Imagery/ Disjunction; Division,· Continuation,· 
Order· Relation· Digression; and Circumscription. These are the 
figure;, and othe;s, which adorn language by :t:eculiarities in thought 
and structure of style." 



Forms of 

Oratorical Expression 
(Figures of Thought and W oni~) · 

and theif Delivery 

A 
ACCUMULATION. 

ACCUMULATION: D~rived from the' Latin cumulus, a 
heap; ac-to; accumulare-to heap up, to amass. 

This is a most beautiful figure and is very effective when 
delivered properly. By this hgure phrases or sentences more
or less of the same tenor are heaped up. 

Example: "What did your sword, Tubero, do that was 
dra'Wn in the field of Pharsalia? At whose body was the 
point of it aimed ? To what were your thoughts, your 
eyes, your hand directed? What ardour inspired your 
breast? What did you wish or demand ?..._;.Cicero pro 
Ligario. 

Use: The use of the figure Accumulation is for the pur
pose of riveting a thought on the mind of the· hearer by 
ampli£.cation, and to please the ear by symmetry of construc
tion in phrases and sentences. 

Caution: Do not heap up too many phrases or sentences 
as it' becomes distasteful; also see that the clauses be of 
different lengths, excepting where isocola are used for variety; 
and that the clauses end with different feet, so as to avoid 
mrmotony. ~See clause ending in selection " Character of 
King William" under Fig. Parison.) 

Delirery: As the phrases or sentences which go to make 
up the Accumulation are more or less on a par with each 
Nher as to meaning and importance, the voice, in delirering 
tlH:-m, does not .increase in force step by step as it does in 
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the figure Cumulatire or Anabasis, but it ascends and 
descends with a separate inflection on each and a subsequent 
pause, as if each stood independently, just as a person 
tra\·ersing a series of rolling hills ascends and descends each 
one separately. In the Accumulation of direct interrogatin'~ 
sentences the voice commences and ends ,vith a rising inflec· 
tion, but in the cas_~ of assertive interrogative, as in the 
above example from Cicero, it rises towards the centre and 
falls at the end. It should be borne in minrl. that a falling 
stress should be laid on such interrogative words as: wlzat, 
u•lzose, who, tdten, u·here, u:hy, houo, etc., and their com
pounds, when they stand at or near the beginning of inter
rogative clauses or sentences, and they should be pronounced, 
as it were, shot out by the voice~" 

AITIOLOGY : From the Greek alTia cause; and A.i:yw 
to speak, is a figure or form of speech whereby the speaker 
adds a reason or cause to a proposition or sentence uttered 
as an authentic seal thereon. This figure is of great strengtn 
in speech, for it seems to lead to a confirmation or refutation. 
George Puttenham, in "The Arte of English Poesie," pub
lished in I sSg, calls Aitiology the "tell cause," and says. 
that in many cases we are driven for better persuasion to 
tell the cause that mores us to say thus or thus; or else 
when \ve would fortify our allegations by rendering reasons. 
to every one. This mannn of speech is al·,,·ays commenced 
with these words: for, because, and such other confirma
ti,·es. Aristotle was most excellent in the use of this figure. 
for he ne~er proposes any allegation or makes any surmise 
but he yields a reason or cause to fortify and pro,·e it, 
which gives it great credit. 

·Examples: "In rain it is to water the plant, the root 
being perished." "Happy in wanting little because not 
desirous of much." The errors of his nature were excused 
by reason of the greenness of his youth. The following
examples from the Bible are given by E. W. Bulling-er, 
D.D.-Rom. I., 13, :J.lso verses 15, 16: Rom. III., 20; I\'., 
14, r 5, and all other passages where the word "for" points· 
out the reason or "therefore " shows the caust'. Examples 
from Demosthenes: -" If anyone should kill an~ther in a 
contest, the judge would decide that he did no wron~: on 
what ground? He would not look to what happened, but 
to the intention of the act. 'But \vhat is that?' To 
conquer a man alire, not to kill him." Demos. rs. Arist~
crates,, p. 63j. "Is Philip dead? No, !ndeed ~ but he 1s 
ill. What matters it to vou? For, eren 1£ he were to come 
to grief, vou would q~ickly make for yourselres another 
Philip." Demos. vs. Philip, Phil. I., 43- . . 

Use: This figure is used to confirm, to fortify a proposl
tion by adding- a reason or cau!3e. It is· alsOt used to reduce 
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to certain belief what may appear dubious, ty adducing a 
brid and pithy reason. (Cf. Rutilius Lupus, Lib .. II.) It 
is employed as a yery graceful figure when we, as 1t were, 
respond to someone asking us a question and give a reason : 
"I wish to know if you have killed a man?-' a robber.' " 
Thus the defence anticipates the confession. (Translated 
fiom "Liber de Figuris Sententiarum et Elocutionis" by 
Julius Rufi.nianus.) u Have you seized on any estate?
' ~Iy own.' " Quintillian. .c\itiology is often introduced by 
a question, giving a reason for a statement we have made 
as in the t\VO quctations from Demosthenes in examples 
a bore; and as in the following:-" I bolted the door against 
him. Why not? Because he is a thief." 

Caution: Be careful that_ the reason added be a good 
and sufficient one. 

Deli'C·ery: There should be a pause before and after the 
cc,njunction "for," "because," etc. The pause before the 
con junction is to allow an occlusion, so that the vocal chords 
may ad just themselres for the inflection and pitch which 
are to indicate a change in the continuity of the thought. 
The pause after the conjunction is to enable the orator to 
concentrate his mind upon the idea following, and to allow 
the lungs and Yocal organs time to arrange themselves for 
the utterance of the whole subsequent phrase as if it were 
(J!!C oratorical word. The pause also prepares the hea-rer to 
receive and to appreciate the~ force and weight of the cause 
or reason. S. S. Curry, in his "Vocal Expression," says 
that pitclz manifests the variation in thinking; pause, the 
spiritual weight of the idea. If the conjunction is not 
expressed, there should be a pause to supply the ellipsis. 
(See Fig. Enthymema for further details.) 

Aitiology being one of Demosthenes' faYourite figures, it will 
not be irrele\·ant to consider the life of this great man from an . 
oratorical standpoint, before proceeding to other figures. 



DEl\IOSTHENES 
His 0Rc\.H·RY, DELIHRr, A .. '\D S·)~IE X·)TES T .. u:r:x FR·:·:.r 

E~!!XEH Co;.;rnrPC%\.RY .. \SD S:.:r:sE~Lr.:xr CRrncs. 

Of all the orators, annerrt and modem, Demosthenes IS 

t.he gre-atest, and still holds uncor:tested the throne of 
eloquence. Cicero says: "\Ye are told that when Demos
thenes was to plead, all ingenious men flocked to .-\thens 
from the rr1osf r:."mote parts cf Greece as to the most ce le-
brated c·f the world.'' 

His .~!u;mer of Dehay. 
Respectir.g Dt.mosthenes' manner of deliwry, David Hume, 

in his " on Ekquence," says: "It is rapid harmony, 
exactly adjusted to sense; it is ,-ehement reasoning without 
any ap;>earancc- d art; it is disdain, anger, boldness, free
dom, imc.h·ed in a cc.ntinued stream of arsument; and of all 
human productic·ns the oraticons of Demosthenes present to us 
th.e modds which appr0ach the nearest to perfection." 

F vm:j His O:m Style. 
D~onysius gi,·es t~e bllowing: "Demosthenes, then fmdmg 

the art of puLEc speaking in this state so nri·:>usly de\·el•)ped, 
and comi11g, as he did, after men of such excellence, did 
not condescend to become an imitator cf am· one stYle or 
person, concemr.g them all to be half-artists· and 
uafini~hed speakers, but sel?Cting from all the frnest and 
most useful qualities of each, he c·:>rr~·Jir.;:d tl1er.1, and cut 
of numerous mode-ls wrought a style c•f sublime 
yet ; redundant yet concise; yet fai:niliar; 
declamatory yet n2.tural; digni5.ed yet hely; ne:rrous yet 
towing; pleasant ye-t pungent; sententi·)us yet impassi.:med; 
i::nbued. in short, with all the \·er:oatik,· of Pro:teus, cele
brated bv the poets of old for his ab1Et,: to assume without 
effort en:"ry u;iety of form." · 

The fc•llowing, frc•m H. jf. \\"il~ins, :.\L\., F clL,..r, :'.I~:rton 
College, Oxford, is relerant: "The p::.thos and eleratiiJn of 
preceding passages, t.l:le graphic descripti~1n of the jeal,:.u.sy 
and distrust that rankled between Tht~es and .-\thens p:e-
Yious to the battle of Cheronea, the 1,:-ftv t·) national 
hoi!ou::, and the deeds of their ances~:-rs, prepare the 
reader for tl1P subEme im·ocation of the manes of the heroes 
of }.farathon a.11d Salamis. 

Hi.i Fligl:t::, His J!t-!.lfl:or.r: ,n-1 s.:n::z,·j·. 
"The neighbouring air sustained t1e eagle wing and nursed 

it for higher flight :\either prose nc.r poetry boa~t a m.:)re 
graceful ornament than an apt metaphor. Logically speaking, 
it ca.·mot proYe, but it often the proof; it is no argu
ment, only an allusion to a.n arsument; i:1 no ot~er way, 
howeyer; could sc. much argument be so suggested 



DEM.OSTHE rES. 
From " C reek and R om an Portraits," by A. Heckler; by kind penu1ssion 
of publisher , ' Villiam H einem ann , London. 

Principal Forms of Oratorical Expression used b y Demosthenes. His m aster
figures are those in italics : 
Accumulatio, Aitiolog)', Allegory, Alliteration , Am.plijicatio, Anabasis, 
An acolouthon , An adiplosis, A napho••a, An astrophe, An t ithesis, Aposiopesis, 
Apostrophe, Arsis and Thesis, A syndeton, Circle , Descriptio, Diatyposis, 
Erphonesis, E mphasis, Euthymem.a., Eperotesis, E pidiorthosis, Epilogue, 
Epitimesis, Ethopoeia , E thos, Exuthenismus, H iatus, H ypophora., H ypo
thesis, Optatio, Orco, Parallelism, Pa.ralepsis, Parec hesis, Pare11lhesis, Pari son , 
Paronomasia, P is'feis, Palysyndcton, Prodiorthosis, Prosopopoeia, RhJ'Ihtnus, 
Sennocinatio, Simile, Syllepsis, Syntheton. 
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in a few words. ('Mills' Logic,' Vol. IV., p. 427-) 
Demosthenes, whatever his defects in wit or humour, might 
in this branch of ornament have passed the critical tribunal 
of the Stagyrite. Aristotle commends similes in prose if 
sparingly employed. They are drawn from the rich fund 
of common experience and daily life. Such is the com
parison between the apparent prosperity but inherent weak
ness of ~Iacedon and the human system into which some 
old disease has crept, which, quiet in a healthy state 
of the body, breaks out the moment any accident 
happens and seizes on the weak point: 'Success,' says 
the orator, 'throws a shadow over the vices of Philip 
and the weakness of Macedon now ; prosperity is clever in 
hiding blemishes like these,· but on any miscarriage they 
will be fully exposed. For, as in the human body, a man 
in health has no troublesome sense of partial ailments, yet, 
whenerer illness occurs, they are in activity, whether it he 
a rupture, a sprain, or some other unsoundness of the system. 
So with States and despots; so long as they are engaged 
in a foreign war their weak points are invisible to ·most 
men, but the close grapple of a frontier war reveals them 
all.' Of a similar nature is the comparison between bor
rowers at high interest who, after a brief accommodation, 
lose their estate, and the Athenians who were buying a 
little present self-indulgence at the terrible expense of a 
conflict with the foe at their own doors. The reader will 
remark upon the homely sphere from which these two simili
tudes are drawn. It betrays the speaker's insight into 
character, insures popular appreciation from the familiarity 
of its source, and enlists itself effectively in support of the 
argument. It suggests the orator's desire to persuade his 
audience that it was dangerous to tamper with political as 
well as personal interests, since ruin or prosperity in either 
case obeyed the same laws. 

Gnomes of Demosthenes. 
" In the same- mould are cast the general maxims inter

woren with the thread of argument. (See Fig. Gnome.) 
In the maxims of Demosthenes there is no ostentation of 
profound reflection or philosophical remark; they are valu
able, chiefly, as shrewd and pregnant summaries of current. 
social, or political experience; and their principal merit lies 
in the fact that they are not far-fetched; that they are 
1ievcr platitudes; that they appeal successfully to the common 
sense and feeling of mankind; that they are the natural 
fruit of discu~sion; the effluence, in short, of that fine judg
ment-the qumtessence of the various discipline of life-which 
rhetoric cannot form. Such, for instance, is the fine passage 
in the Second Olynthiac, in which the orator describes the 
slippery foundation of ill-gotten power~ 
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Exordiums and Perorations of Demosthenes. 
" The modesty and truthfulness to nature which mark 

Demosthenes show themselves, also, in the structure of his 
speeches, especially in his use of those two oratorical weapons 
the Exordium and the Peroration. (See full details under 
the5e fi.gures.) The great speech for the Crown concludes 
with a prayer of singular animation, beautiful both in rhythm 
and ideas; the address on the Embassy terminates in a 
strain of powerful declamation; the oratory in defence of 
the Rhodians has a highly-wrought conclusion." 

Whence Arose his Eloquence? 
Demosthenes' ambition to speak in public is said to hare 

originated on this occasion : -Callistratus, the orator, after 
gaining the day in the celebrated Oropus trial, was escorted 
by the crowd and congratulated on every side. Demosthenes, 
struck with the power of such commanding eloquence that 
carried everything ·before it, forsook the studies and exercises 
in which boys are engaged, and applied himself with great 
assiduity to declaiming, in the hope of being one day 
numbered among the orators. (Cf. "Greek Lives from 
Plutarch," by C. E. Byles.) 

Why Demosthenes Prepared l1is 5 peeches. 
Many of the demagogues used to chaff him about preparing 

his speeches beforehand, and one, Pythias, remarked jestingly 
that his phrases smelt of the lamp. "~ly lamp and yours, 
Pythias," retorted Demosthenes with aspt·rity, "assist at 
very different proceedings." "He maintained, howerer, 
that for a man to prepare his speeches was the mark of a 
good democrat showing respect for the people; while to be 
indifferent as to their reception of a speech was a sign of 
oligarchial tendencies and a reliance on force rather than 
persuasion." He followed Pericles as his model only m 
respect to his action and delivery, and his decision not to 
make it a habit of speaking extemporaneously or on any 
chance occasion; having concluded that his greatness was 

, due to this fact. Nevertheless, he did not entirely neglect 
his reputation as an impromptu speaker, for Eratothenes tells 
us that in extemporaneous harangues he often spoke as from 
supernatural impulse. 

lJ.ccount by Demetrius. 
Demetrius the Phalerean, a rhetorician and contemporary of 

Demosthenes, relates the personal defects of the latter and his 
determined and constant efforts to overcome them. He says 
that Demosthenes told him in his old age how he corrected 
his hesitation and stammering in his early days by practising 
to speak with pebbles in his mouth, strengthened his voice by 
running or walking up hill, at the same time reciting some 
passages of an oration or a. poem, and prar:tised before a 
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looking glass in order to correct his gestures while declaim
ing-_ Demetrius also states that, although the action of 
D emosthenes electrifi.ed the populace, men of refi.ned t aste 
thoug-ht it mean, inelegant and unmanly. In an address 
to the people he tells how Demosthenes, like a man inspired, 
pronounced the follO\ving oath in verse: - " By earth, by all 
her fountains, streams, and fioods ! " 

Demosthenes' fi.rst attempt to address the people from the 
Bema (orator's platform) was not successful, as he was ridi
culed and laughed at by the crowd. At another time when 
his speech was not well received and he :-,vas returning home 
much dejected, Satyrus, the actor, a friend of his, met him 
and accompanied him. - Demosthenes complained to him that 
" though he was the most lab.orious of all orators, and had 

F•om Byles' "Greek Lives from Plutarch," by kind. permission of 
Edu:.1rd Ar11old, Publisher. 

alm0st sacrificed his health to that application, yet he could 
gain no fa your with the people; but drunken seamen ( it is 
suppu;cd that Demades the orator, ,,-ho was a common 
mariner, is meant ;• and other unlettered persons wer.: heard. 
and kept the Bema, while he was entirely disregarded." 
"You are right," said Satyrus, "but I \vill provide a remedy 
if you ,,-ill recite to me some speech of Euripides or 
Sophocles." After Demosthenes had fi.nished, Satyrus 
deli,·ered the same speech in tones of voice, accentuation and 
gesture, which were so suitable and natural, that it seemed 
quite another s;i)eech. 
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Delivery above All. 
From this Demosthenes concluded that delivery was the 

most essential point to be considered and that it was useless 
to_ make a speech without proper articulation of words, the 
observance of suitable tones, and the making of appropriate 
gestures. He accordingly set himself to put into practice 
these principles, built a subterranean chamber for this purpose 
and eventually, after much toil, became the greatest of orators. 

It was the Bema, together with rival democracies, that 
gave Athens the mastership of the world's oratory. Imagine 
on Pnyx Hill, a surging, seething, heckling democracy, 
hissing or applauding the speaker on the "orator's platform"; 

. imagine, too, after this orator, or orators if several had to 
speak, has spok~n, the herald, if the mass did hot immedi
ately approve what has been said, calling out in a loud Yoice: 
"Let any one above frfty years old, who wishes, speak; and' 
then the rest of the Athenians in order"; Imagine this one, 
now that one, ascending the Bema and addressing the multi
tude, pointing to the orator whose opinion he favoured most; 
imagine the multitude being called on to vote, now holding 
up their hands, 6,000 votes the minimum necessary to pass 
any measure; imagine now one of these orators receiYing a 
majority of the votes adopting his measure, and his face 
beaming with ~atisfaction as he hears the verdict to which 
all the aims, and all the efforts, and all the labours of his 
oratory were directed ; imagine further Demosthenes from 
the bema, fiercely attacking Philip, and with his over
powering eloquence, dominating the refractory multitude, 
causing them unanimously to hold up approving hands and 
to shout, "Let us march agamst Philip" : you wjll then have 
a key to· the superiority to all ages of Athenian eloquence. 
The Roman had his rostrum, but he never had a bema. In 

· the palmiest days of the Roman republic Cicero had only 
the Rqman senate to vote his measures, consequently his style 
of eloquence was different from that of Demosthenes, in 
that it was smooth, soft, gentle, insinuating, fluent, senatorial, 
lofty, "slow and steady as the tread of Nemesis." The 
nearest approach in modem times to Pnyx Hill was Tara 
Hill when Daniel O'Connell, in his hill-side stormings, 
haranguing the greatest multitude ever assembled to listen 
to an orator, very closely bordered on the Athenian's 
inimitable fire. But Tara Hill had not the power of Pnyx 
Hill. It is the absence of the condition of a stimulating 
bema that makes it impossible for the modern CJrator to excel 
Demosthenes, or even to approach the Athenian's sublime 
eloquence; but it is thought that the democratic tendency 
of modern times towards universal Parliamentary represen
tation, especially in America, may create a somewhat similar 
condition that will bring fo~th another Dem9sthenes. 
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.-\ rery interestincr comment of modern times on the or.atory 
of Demosthenes is to be found in the "Edmburgh Rev1ew," 
vols. 33 (r82o) and 36 (1821-22), parts of which are here 
cited. 

" It will thus be found that there is not any long and 
close train of reasoning in the orations, still less any profound 
obserrations, or remote and ingenious allusions; but a constant 
succession of remarks, bearing immediately upon the matter 
in hand, perfectly plain, and .as readily admitted as ~a~ily 
understood. These are intermmgled w1th the most stnkmg 
appeals, sometimes to feelings which all were conscious_ of, 
and deeply agitated by, though asham~d to own; som~tlmes 
to sentiments which every man was pantmg to utter, delighted 
to hear thundered forth-bursts of oratory, therefore, which 
either orerwhelmed or relieved the audience. Such hits, 1£ 
we may use a homely phrase (for more dignified language 
has no word to express the thing) are the principal glory 
of this great combatant; it is 'by these that he carried all 
before him, and to them that he sacrifices all the paltry 
graces which are the delight of the Asian and the Italian 
schools. Suppose the audience in the state we are figuring; 
it is evidence that one sentence, or parenthesis, or turn of 
expression, or single phrase-the using of a word or pro
nouncing a name, at the right pl~e and in the just sense, 
may be all that is wanting to rouse the people's feelings, or 
to give them vent. 

No Long, Close Reasoning. 
"Now in this way, and not by chains of reasoning like 

mathematical demonstrations or legal argument, it is that 
Demosthenes carries us away; and it is not otherwise that 
an assembly at the present day is to be inspired and con
trolled. Whoever among the moderns has had great success 

. in eloquence, may be found not perhaps to have followed the 
Grecian master, but certainly in some sort to have followed 
in his track. Had he studied correctness equally, the effect 
would haYe been heightened, and a far more excellent thing 
would have been offered to our deliberate admiration, after 
its appeal to the feelings had been successtully made. Who, 
for instance, can doubt that the A EYE TO •••• 1\afllov is a burst 
of the very kind most adapted to electrify the House of 
Commons' Indeed, we may go further; for change Macedon 
~nto Co~sica, and substitute Europe for Greece, the passage 
Itself 1mght. ha~e been pronounced at any time during the 
late war, :v1th mfalh?le success, or perhaps, in the present 
day, we mrght apply ~t to the Calmuck members of the Holy 
All1ance. After sho\\:mg the ~anger_ous t~ndency of Philip's 
proJects, and the evils ~£ lettmg hrm bnng war near their 
country, he brea~s out mto a rehement inculpation of the 
Athrmans for thm numberless nealicrences and follies in the 
conduct of thei,r affairs. b b 
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PoZt.er/ul Repetition. 
" This passage has all the characteristic fire and rapidity 

and point of the oration; it affords, too, an example of a 
very fine repetition,* in which the same \vords are used a 
second time with the most powerful effect, and the whole is 
brought to bear full upon the question of Diopeithes, which 
is first introduced by a skilful parenthesis. The orator's 
favourite frgure of Antithesis is not spared; and the original 
is as sonorous to the ear as it is striking, by the sense which 
it is so over-enforced. 'You neither chuse to contribute your 
money-nor dare to serve in person-nor bear to sacrifice 
your shares m the distributions-nor do you furnish 
Diopeithes the appointed supplies-nor give h1m credit I••r 
supplying himself, but vilify him for .what he has done ;. nd 
pry into what he is going to do: but you go on lauding t;y 
your words those whose councils are worthy of their country 
while, by your actions, you are straining every nerve for 
their antagonists. Then you are perpetually asking of each 
other who appears-what is to be done? But I would fain 
ask )'Ou-what is to be said? For if you will neither con
tribute, nor serve, nor sacrifice your shares, nor furnish 
Diopeithes his supplies, nor suffer him to supply himselt, 
nor attend to your own affairs, I know not what is to be 
said; for if you will give· such license to those who are sifting 
and calumniating his conduct that you must lend an ear both 
to their predictions of what he may hereafter do, and to the 
positive charges on which they ground these predictions, 
what can any one say? ' This wonderfully condensed and 
most spirited exposure (in the last clause) of the unbearable 
injustice practised towards the general must remind every 
reader of many passages of Mr. Fox's speeches; one in parti
cular we recollect upon the conduct and consequences ot the 
war, in the debate on Parliamentary reform in 1797. 

In passages of the same effect the th1rd Philipp1c especi
ally abounds; in fire and variety, indeed, it is surpassed 
by none of the lesser orations, and by some preferred to 
all the rest. The argument against trusting Philip's fnends, 
and gi,·ing up those orators who had steadily opposed him, 
drawn from the example of ot4er states who had fallen into 
his snare, as Oritum, Eretria, and Olynthus, merits atten-
tion. Fine Outburst of Irony. 

"Nothing can be finer than the burst of irony at the close 
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of that part beginning KaArw y'w 7TOAAot. 'A noble (fine or 
pretty, the literal translation expresses th~ sense completely 
but is too colloquial) return have the Ontans met w_1th for 
betakino- themselves to Philip's creatures and abandonmg the 
Euptra:~s. A noble treatment have the- Eretrians r_eceived 
for dismissing your ambassadors and surrendenng to 
Clitarchus-they are now enslaved and tortured and 
scourcred! Nobly have the Olynthians fared for giving the 
comm~=>and of the horse to Lasthenes while they banished 
A.pollonides ! ' Now every ~arne here pronounced . awake~ed 
in the audience the recollections of events deeply mterestmg 
to them : and the few words applied to each were sufficient 
to bring up the most lively idea of those circumstances on 
which the orator desired to dwell. 

Splendid Description. 
"It may suffice the classical reader of the powerful descrip

tion o£ Philip where he contrasts his conduct with that of 
the Athenians and presents him wounded and maimed, but 
cheerfully abandoning to fate any of his limbs provided 
what \vas left might live in honour and renown; the exposure 
of lEschines' inconsistency in ascribing to fortune the favour
able resijlt of a mere statesmen's councils, while he imputes 
to those councils the disasters that arise in the operations 
of war; ... the bitter description of the Athenian populace 
which he puts into the mouths of his adversaries, but seems 
to have wrought as highly as if he meant to adopt it; the 
appeal to his own services which had, for the first time, 
obtained for Athens the extraordinary honour of a crown 
from the other states of Greece, the question now whether 
the ordinary honours of the civic crown had been tightly 
decreed to him; with almost eYery other sentence of that 
long and most wonderful passage which immediately follows 
his Theban Decree, and more especially that part beginning 
e; 'Y~P Tn~Ta."-" Edinburgh Review," vols. 33 (1820) and 30 
(!821-22). 

"As others of them were themselves eminent in speaking, 
and could readily see through all the common artifices of 
oratory, these he effects to despise; appears only solicitous 
to be understood. Yet, as it were without design, he raises 
the utmost admiration and delight, such delight as arises 
from the clearness of evidence and the fulness of conviction. 
And as all, ev~n the lowest part of hearers, were acquainted 
wtth the beauttes of poetry and the force of harmony, he 
could ~ot admit of anything rude· or negligent; but with 
the stnctest attention laboured those compositions which 
appt"ar so natur~l and unadorned. They have their orna
mt"n~s, but ~hese are austere and manly, and such as are 
co~ststent \~'Ith. freedom _and sincerity. A full and regular · 
senes of dtffusi\'e reasomng would ha\'e been intolerable in 
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an Athenian assembly. He often contents himself with an 
imperfect hint, a sentence, a word, even his silence is some
times pregnant with meaning; and this quickness and vehem
ence flattered a people who valued themselves on their acute
ness and penetration. It is, indeed, insinuated by his enemy 
(lEschines vs. Ctesiphon) that 'he was more solicitous about 
rounding a period than preserving his country. A modern 
reader is struck with some particular argument or topic; he 
is disappointed to :find that it is not extended and enlarged. 
But, it is possible, nay, very likely, that the disposition of 
those who heard it required b11t a single hint; a minute detail 
would have tired and offended. But here we seem to confine 
our regards to our own sentiments, our own passions and 
our own situations. \V e argue from our own feelings to those 
of other persons, in circumstances totally different."-Thomas 
Leland, D.D., Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin (IiJO). · 

The Person of Demosthenes. 
11 Nature, in truth, seems to have stinted him in all the 

requisites of a great orator; his voice was poor, his utter
ances lisping and bad, his lungs weak, and his action almost 
ludicrous by an ungainly_ :figure and extreme nervousness. 
But within the thin, weak body dwelt a heroic spirit and 
an indomitable will."-Percy Scott Whelan, ~LA., T.C.D., 
Warden and Orator of St. Columba's College. 

" He had some natural defects very incompatible with the 
profession he embraced-a thick, restive tongue, hardly pro
nouncing the letters that required emphasis or pliantness of 
the organ; a trembling voice given to interrupt the most noble 
expressions; in :fine, an outside void of that eloquence which 
takes the eye, and prepares the way for persuasion. How
ever, perseverance and application surmounted all. 

His Instructors· in Eloquence. 
11 !socrates, Plato, ·and Isaeus initiated his eloquence, but 

action being according to his judgment, the chief or rather 
the only art of an orator, he had three masters (Neoptolemus, 
according to Phocius; Andronicus, according to Plutarch; 
Satyrus, according to Quintillian) to instruct him in the 
comeliness of gesture, justness of motion, and graces of pro
nunciation. To these foreign censors he added a domestic 
one, if the expression may be allowed, that nerer failed him; 
I mean his g-lass which he made use of to let him know what 
others would not tell him, or at least were weary of repeating 
to him. Sometimes to fortify his voice and accustom it to 
the noise of a tumultuary audience, he would declaim upon 
the sea shore and harangue the wares-a lirely image of 
a popular assembly." * 

*From the "Preface for ~lonsieur Tonrreil in Several Orati0n' of Demo,thenes." by 
M. Topham, Lord Landsdowne, Col. Stanhope and Others," Publi:ched in 1702-liH. 
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".4. Comparisorc between tlze E loquence of D emosthenes 
and Cicero." 

13 

"Cicero had the advantage of being incomparably better 
educated than Demosthenes. At the age of sixteen ~ears old 
he (Cicero) wrote the poem of Glaucus Pontms m 1m1tat10n 

L E COM TE OU N OUY. P INX . 

o f Eschylus. D emosthenes, whose d es ires after knowled ge 
were more confined, applied himself wholly to the reading 
of Thucydides, whom he made almost his whole study, that 
he might get the style and writing of that historian. Cicero 
spent more time in the universal study of all sciences, both 
in reading Plato, Aristotle, and all that wrote after them 
that had any r,elation to eloquence. Both devoted themseh ·cs 
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to the common good and with zeal to the interest of the1r 
country. 

Demosthenes choleric, Cicero c;·ery complaisant. 
·'For if to persuade 'tis necessary to please ... Cicero 

may be said to surpass Demosthenes. It is obsen·ed that 
Tully was very neat in his clothes, and in all h1s dress, even 
to affectation, that he lored perfumes and a splendid table, 
and he was rery pleasant in conversation; he was very 
complaisant with his friends; his raillery was smart and neat. 
Demosthenes had not the taking way in his conversation; 
his behaviour being more reserved made his_ discourses fi.tter 
to be listened to, and to be receired as oracles. Demosthenes 
vvas of a choleric, melancholy temper; the heaviness which 
proceeded from his melancholy made him obstinately perverse 
in anything he had undertaken, ana his choler inspired him 
with vigour and all his abilities necessary to bring it to 
perfection. Though his temper made him something pee\·ish 
and cross, yet it did endue him with that serious humour 
which so much conduced to the great reputation he at length 
obtained. For it was partly from his temper that his great 
severity of manners, which gained him the name of so 
virtuous a person in his country, proceeded. .\nd, indeed, 
he added to his natural vehemence such lively exterior actions 
that it was impossible to hear him without feeling at the 
bottom of one's soul sensible effects of his action. 

Demosthenes' ,Afan•ellous, Piercing, Sparkling Eye. 
"Valerius Maximus tells us he had a marvellous, piercing, 

sparkling eye, and that he made good use of that natural 
advantage to express diversely in his face such emotions as 
his subject required, but, above all, to make him seem terrible 
and dreadful when it was requisite he should be so. 

Demostlmzes' roice, Action and Figures. 
"He let _his Yoice fall so properly where it ought, gave 

his words such a tone, and a graceful air to all his action, 
that it made every ·one that heard him admire Fiim; so that 
action was almost the chief quality wherein his eloquence 
consisted; and he himself used to say it was the fi.rst, second 
and third part of it, meaning that it was all in all to pro
nounce well what one had to say; and that all things are 
to be esteemed according to the manner they are delirered. 
Besides his action, \vhich ga,·e life to all he said, he improved 
all he had to say with proper expressions, lirely descriptions, 
touching passages, and representations, that affected and 
made strong impressions on the mind. In fi.ne, all his dis
course was full of expressive fi.gures, of those frequent 
apostrophes, and reiterated interrogations which add so much 
,·igour and do so animate a discourse, as Longinus obserres. 
So that one may truly affirm that ne,·er any orator raised 
his anger, hatred, indignation, and all his passions to that 
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hcicrht as did Demosthenes. What shall I say of that sharp 
st\ lc wherewith he stirred up the winds of all the common~ 
w~·alth against Philip, without any regard of. his q.uality? 
Of those passages where he is transported agamst .tEschmes 
in the oration for Ctesiphon? And of all those frequent 
imocations of the gods? those apostrophes to the sun and 

-stars? of those oaths, by heaven and earth, by the fountams 
and ri,·ers, according to the maxims of his religi~n? of those 
strange, forced fi.gures, and other violent passwns all h1s 
discourse abounds with? To all of which he added a pro
nunciation and tone of his voice more thundering than that 
of Pericles, whom he had taken for his pattern. And his 
Hhement action joined to that of his expression are things 
\Yhich chiefly make up the character of that powerful eloquence 
unto which nobodY. beswes him ever arrived, as Longinus 
assures us. He haa a particular talent in representing things 
exactly with all their circumstances, which is of no small 
moment to \\-ark belief in the people to whom all things 
seem much more probable from circumstances. 

Demosthencs' Description, Turns, Zeal and Reasoning. 
"He had· also so exquisite an art of describing all things 

naturally, that the merest fables as he related them would 
persuade much more, by ·reason of that plam, natural way 
he delivered them in, than the most solid truth alleged by 
another. We are told by Dionysius of Halicarnassus that his 
eloquence was very subtle and artificial. He could turn and 
wind about, and follow the most untrodden paths, to come 
more surely to his proposed end. And this is the case in 
the oration about the fleet that was to be sent out against the 
king of Persia, by representing to the people the difficulties 
they would find, if they went about such an enterprise without 
engaging all Greece in the same design : he made the thing 
appear so difficult as he represents it, that though he seems 
to persuade them tQ. it, yet he dissuades them from it in 
reality as he at fi.rst designed. But his Yehemence was the 
chief quality in his eloquence, so Photius assumes, in that 
those orations he made to the people had much more of it 
in them than those he made to the senate. There is, never
theless, in all this austere kind of eloquence, very much solid 
and judicious reason which had in it nothing that was either 
superficial or weak; and his reproaches, however severe, were 
ah·:ays taken in good pait because he backed them with such 
weighty reasons and arguments as were irresistible. His 
~ang.uage was ordinary, having nothing far~tetched or sought 
ror. m It; but he ha:J the art of puttmg mto language, as 
plam as 1t was, and mto all his words, all the life and vigour 
that he pleased by the rehemence of his action. 

Cicero .4f/ccting on Patlzctic Subjects. 
" T l1e C lzaracter of Cicero's Eloqucnce.-But after all, the 
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chief perfection of his eloquence was h1s admirable talent 
of affecting the heart upon pathetic subjects by that wondertul 
art of moving the passions, the ground of which he had from 
nature, and which he so well improved by his constant 
studying of .-\ristotle's Rhetoric. He arrired at this per
fection chiefly by his naturaL temper; for he had a very 
tender soul and a soft, passionate air in all he did; and 
besides, his graceful delivery and his excellent pronunciation 
gave him a ,·ery easy admittance into the hearts of his 
audience, who, finding themselves surprised by so many 
channs, were not able to make any resistance. 

Cicero Jfore Learned; His .1rt of Syllogising. 
"It is also probable that the art of syllogising which 

Cicero had so carefully learnt in Aristotle's logic was not in 
use in Demosthenes' time, whose frgumentation, being only 
plain enthymemes, was more natural and agreeable to his 
\"ehement pressing way; as that art of deducing particular 
consequences from unirersal prmciples, which .-\ristotle 
reduced into a method, and which Thomas Freigius has so 
well picked out of Cicero, is much more insinuating and 
suitable to his manner of writing. 

Tlze C/zief Differences betu-een Them. 
"These are the chief differences we can find between them. 

Demostlzenes is more passionate than Cicero and more gra,·e; 
he sets upon his business resolutely and pursues things 
roughly without having any respect of person (for instance, 
calls Philip ' the fellow of ~Iacedonia ') . . . and his choler 
and peevish humour were visible in all he said, so he gare 
himself up so much to the impetuous current of his temper, 
that it was but wrv seldom that he was cool and without 
passion when he spoke. Cicero is much more master of him
self and all his pasSIOns, he more gently manages his auditors' 
minds and regards whom he speaks to, he has nothing that 
is harsh or surly, is pleasant even in his anger and indigna
tion, and has the art of pleasing still whaterer he speaks 
of. Demosthenes fi.nds out in all the reasons he thinks, 
all that is in them either solid or substantial, and has the 
art of representing it in its full strength; but Cicero, besides 
the solidity which nerer escapes him, does likewise lay hold 
on all it has in it of pleasing- tal.;:ing, and never fails of his 
aim in the pursuit of it. The torrent of Demosthenes' dis
course is so ,·iolent and rapid, his argumentation so close, 
his whole manner cf writing has in it a height so like that 
of craggy rocks and precipices, as Longinus expresses it, 
that it is difficult to follow and keep pace with him; whereas 
Cicero carries his auditors along with him or makes them 
go before him; he turns and wir..ds the minds of his hearers, 
and touches their hearts so that they g-uess beforehand wh<1t 
he has next t0 say ... one may affirm, methinks, that 
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Demosthmes, by the impetuousness of his ~emper, th~ force 
of his arauments and the vehemence of h1s pronune1at10n, 
was mor/' pressing and fo~cible than. Cicero,. as Cice~o by 
his soft and gentle way, h1s smooth, msmuatmg, pass10nate 
touches, and all his natural graces, did more affect and 
move. The Grecian breaks out like thunder, the Roman 
warms and inflames like a great ftre. But \vhen it was 
necessary to go to the very heart and .insmuate oneself into 
the mind, by all those charms and dehcate strokes of wh1ch 
eloquence is capable, then it is that Cicero's art is triumphant, 
and that his diffused, enlarged discourse succeeds far better 
than Demosthenes' more close, concise way; and the one 
has not more power in the surpr.ising strength of his reasoning 
than the other gains by the \varming and affecting emotions 
he raises. Plutarch says that Demosthenes is everywhere 
concise and close, and his arguments very pressing without 
any ornament or beauty, whilst Cicero scatters many graces 
throughout his discourse, and is everywhere pleasing. 
Though Cicero was generally insinuating and affecting, yet 
he could likewise, when it was requisite, add to his natural 
sweetness as much passion and indignation as his subject 
required or the most transported spirit was capable of. 
Demosthenes is likewise not so absolutely given to be violent 
and passionate, but that he can sometimes make use of the 
other softer way, as it appears in some passages of his 
Olynthiacs, and that of Ctesiphon and the oration against 
~Iidias, though the greater part of this last be very vehement. 
And it is doubtless as much for this reason, as out of his 
inclination, that Demosthenes dealt more in accusation than 
Cicero, for he hardly undertook the defence of anyone, and 
Cicero accused but few persons for his nature was more 
inclined to sweetness and pity, ana it was against his will 
if he accused any man. It is this taking air which accom
panies all he says and constitutes that sweet, obliging kind 
of eloquence \vherewith all souls are charmed. 

Persuasion of the Heart, and ~~ the Understanding. 
"The _perst.tasion o.f th~ understanding is effected by a kind 

of dazzlmg h~ht wh1ch.1s darted forth, and a violent impulse 
of reasons wh1ch the mmd cannot resist; it works in a certain 
elevated manner, and with such force as surprises and con
founds the faculties, as Aristotle observes (book 1, cap. 2, 
Rhct.); the persuasion. of the .heart is produced by those 
graces and charms which captivate the will and draw her 
after them so delightfully, that she is pleased in forsaking 
her resolut!ons, and in giving away her liberty. For the 
understandmg doE's not assfnt unto anythinD' but the evidence 
~f rea.son,. and .to that which enlightens h~r. so neither can 
tne \\'Ill y1~ld Its~lf to anythin~ but the allective of good, 
etc., \\hat 1s takmg and pleas mg. Though there be some 
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minds on which nothing will work but the force of reason, 
and who must be convinced before they can be persuaded, 
yet I esteem it not convenient to be always urging of 
arguments. 
Demosthenes Dazzled the Mind, Cicero Captivated the Heart. 

" One dazzles the mind by the splendour of his lightning 
and surprises the soul by the mediation of the amazed under
standing, b~t the other by pleasing and taking, would slip 
into the very heart and had a way of insinuating himself 
into, . and making use of the. interests and inclinations, 
passions and opinions of those he speaks to. 
More Glorious and Lasting, Eloquence of Understanding. 
"Nevertheless that eloquence which works upon the under

standing is more glorious than that which wins the heart. 
·A heart that is affected is no subject for the triumph of an 
orator, as a convicted mind; and that which strikes the mind 
makes a more lasting impression because that reason which 
gave the stroke shll continues the same, but that which 
touches the heart vanishes with the heat of that passion which 
produced it, because all things that proceed from passion 
are . very transient. Finally, inasmuch as the resistance ot 
the understanding is more difficult to be overcome than that 
of the will, so is passion less powerful to persuade than 
reason. This tempestuous eloquence, which Aristotle says 
~troubles our minds, by overturning our opinions and subduing 

our reason, never does anything but openly and so as to 
be taken notice of, her strokes stun and dazzle like lightning 
and smite like thunder; she is like those whirlwinds which 
overturn the tallest trees with the same facility as the 
trembling reed. Such was Demosthenes' eloquence, who 
had the art of governing and mastering the minds of the 
most fierce, light and untractable people that ever was. This 
masterless rabble which was so jealous of the merit of any 
one that made himself remarkable in their commonwealth, 
did submit their reason to that of Demosthenes, who forced 
them to bend under the weight of so irresistible a power. 
The truth is Cicero's eloquence charms the mind, but 
Demosthenes' astonishes it; the former makes itself loved, 
the latter feared and obeyed. If I-were to speak to persons 
c.bove me, I should choose to speak like Cicero; but if to 
people below me, I would frighten them like Demosthenes. 
Demosthenes was so positively affirmative that he would 
always be thought to be in the right, but Cicero was content 
to make it appear he was so. Demosthenes was but seldom 
known to aim at wit, but it was so natural to Cicero to 
be facetious that he was pleasant in adrersity. 

The /!ppearance of Cicero and Demosthenes. 
" The Roman was of a very personable presence, had a 

comely face and a good, clear, loud voice. The Greek was 
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not unhandsome, but the earnestness of his action recom
pensed for the other exterior qualities which he wanted. The 
truth is, he spoke with more heat and. rigour; Cicero, more 
gracefully and pleasingly. Demosthenes' au is more majestic 
than that of Cicero. But it is probable that Cicero under~ 
stood the intrigues of man's heart better than Demosthenes, 
haring learnt it so well from Aristotle ... whose Rhetonc 
... Demosthenes never saw, for it is eriderit that Aristotle 
\\Tote not that book till he was pretty well in years, and 
after baring studied above twenty years under Plato. And 
in this Cicero had the advantage over Demosthenes, for he 
drew all that perfect knowledge he had in those matters 
from that copious spring. 
Best passages are led up to; Must not be separated from rest. 

" Those admired passages cannot be taken out from the 
rest of the discourse without being spoiled or stripped of 
their beauty, which many times consist only in that exact 
preparation and suitableness they hare with the other parts. 
This may easily be seen in that admirable passage of 
Demosthenes which is so cried up by all the great masters 
of eloquence where he says: '~o, it is not so, I swear it 
by all the ashes and manes of those brare men that \vere 
killed in the battle of Salamis and :\larath'on,' ·etc., where 
the orator sets forth all that is great and glorious in eloquence. 
But it is not the same thing when it is taken out of its place 
a:1d looked upon by itself without being concerned or having 
rJ:1e's mind prepared by what goes before; for so, _the depend
rr.ce of it and proportion to the rest which makes up all, 1ts 
beauty appears not."-" A Comparison between the Eloquence 
of Demosthenes and Cicero" (translated out of the French)~ 
R. Oxford. Published I6i2. 

Demostlzenes in a Milder Clzaracter of Oratory. 
"His Leptinea is of a milder character, employed wholly 

in com·incing rather than exciting the audience; and possesses 
D')t the force and grandeur of language and sentiments which 
we admire in the Philippics and some of the rest. Here 
en'rything is calm, gentle, distinct, with a kind of uniform 
flow. This is the highest attainment of an able orator, to 
know how his style is to be diversified.''-" Oration of 
Dfmosthenes against the Law of Leptines," by Rev. B. \V. 
BeJtson, ~LA., Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge. 

T lze Great Oration on the Crown. 
The following are the three points at issue: "First, because 

it \'.-as unlawful to make false allegations in any of the state 
documents. 

"Secondly, because it was unlawful to confer a crown 
U;J1:>n any person \\'ho had an account to render of his official 
CCJnduct; and Demosthenes was both a conserrator of the 
w2.1ls and the treasurer of the theoric fund." 
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"Thirdly, because it was unlawful to proclaim the honour 
of ~ crown in the theatre of the Dionysian festival, at the 
pertormance of the new tragedies; the law bein(J' that if the 
council ga,-e a crown, it should be published in° the council
hall; if the people, in the Pnyx at the popular assembly." 

"The interest excited was intense, not only at .-\thens, but 
throughout all Greece; and an immense concourse of foreigners 
flocked from all parts to hear the two most celebrated orators 
in the world. A jury (of not less than fi.ve hundred) was 
impanelled by the archon; and before a dense and breathless 
audience the pleadings began." 

.. This has justly been considered the greatest speech of 
the greatest orator in the world. It deriYes an additional 
interest from the circumstance that it was the last great 
speech delivered in .-\thens." 

"His rival, .. £schines, opposed this measure as unconsti
tutional, and the trial of this celebrated cause before the 
assembly of the people was postponed until 330 ).c.). The 
oration of Demosthenes, 'On the Crown,' which was really 
a defence of his entire public career, is undoubtedly his 
masterpiece, and the most perfect specimen of eloquence 
that was ever produced. Demosthenes triumphed, and 
./Eschines was banished. Jlore than four-fifths of the 
numerous judges in bs trial ,-oted against .!Esc hines."
£pofford's "Library of Historical Characters and Famous 
Events." 

"The real issue, as we ha,-e seen, in the prosecution was 
not an issue of points disputed in national law or national 
history; the issue was whether Philip's opponents at A.thens 
could or could not be crushed; Demosthenes once o\·erthrown, 
the rest of his party would prove easy Yictims. But .£schines 
had overrated his own abilitv and influence. The fiery 
rhetoric of the reply shrivelled ·the accusation to atoms. The 
blow he had aimed at Demosthenes was suicidal to himself. 
True the speech of .£schines has many points that are 
brilliant But it is inferior in Yigour, inferior in dexterity, 
inferior i11 its indignation, and inferior in its pathos. The 
one speech has a genuine ring of patriotism and courage 
about it; the other rings like debased metal, coated owr 
thickly enough with an affectation ut hig-h principle, but 
still transparent to the naked eye as coin that will not pass. 
We ha,·e the two orations to compare in their last, most 
finished shape. net as they were actually spoken, but . as 
theY were corrected and polished, with a ,·iew to pubhcatwn 
by ·their authors in permanent manuscript torm. To conclude, 
if we cannot wholly appro,-~ the. moral tone of the _Spee~h 
en the Crown, we can pra1se w1thout reserre or stmt tne 
rr.a~ifrcent style of its language. The orator's exquisite 
chcice d ".\"C·rds a~d their still more perfect arrangement, 
the splendid roll of its long periods, the deli.cate bahnce of 
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the antitheta, the superb grammatical fi.nish pervading the 
whole-these are unmistakable indeed; there can be but one 
opinion about it. .4.nalysis of the argument: It was, in fact, 
what all the judicial orations of Demosthenes were, emphati
cally an ar gu}nent constructed on a well-considered and wisely 
ordered plan, having a beginning, a middle, and an end.· 
The skeleton or framework of the argument is concisely as 
fullows: The fi.rst eight sections constitute the exordium, 
or introduction, in which modestly but earnestly he claims 
his right to make his own defence in his own way, and 
with marrellous skill sweeps away all the ci.mnmg contriv
ances of his prosecutor, and clears the ground for a fair 
frght. The next forty-four sections (9-52) are occupied with 
some preliminary and extraneous matters m reply to assaults 
partly on his private cparacter and partly on p'LJ.blic measures 
on which lEschines ·had dwelt at great length, but for which, 
being prior to the administration of Demosthenes, he was 
in no way responsible, or which, in legal terms, were wholly 
impertinent to the indictment. In the next seventy-three 
sections (53- 12 5) he takes up the charges in the very order 
of the indictment: first, defending his public policy during 
the period in which he took a leading part in the affairs 
of the state, 'and the difficulties under which' the Athenians 
laboured in their contest with Philip. Coming to the events 
which brought on a renewal of the war, he shows how Philip's 
ambitious projects and encroachments in every part of Greece 
made it necessary to oppose him, especially for the Athenians 
who were menaced at home as well as abroad by his aggres
sions in Thrace, Eubrea, and Megara. He pursues these 
topics until he has carried with him the feelings of his hearers, 
which must have been strongly on his side when he dilated 
on the glorious issue of the campaigns in Eubrea and the 
Propontis, and read to them the decrees of the Byzantines, 
Perinthians, and Chersonesites in honour of Athens, all of 
which were due to the vigorous measures of his own adminis
tration. Having thus secured the goodwill and sympathy 
0f his iudges, he proceeds to discuss the legal charges 
a~ainst Ctesiphon'; secondly, justifying the proposal of 
Ctesiphon that he should be crowned for his patriotic services 
while he was still in office and his accounts had not yet been 
audited; and thirdly, showing that it was lawful that the 
crown should be proclaimed, as Ctesiphon proposed, in the 
theatre at the Dionysian festivals. ( . . . he throws the 
merelv technical and legal points wherein his own weakness 
and the strength of his opponent lay into the mtddle of his 
oration, as Nestor advised Agamemnon to drive into the 
middle his poorest troops, while the beginning and end and 
main portion are so ablaze with the glory of his public policy, 
which his judges and hearers had adopted and still cherished 
8S thrir O\m, that if they gave any consideration to these 
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nice points of law, they could not but regard them practi
cally of no account.) 'Dwelling on them but a short time, 
he plunges into a personal attack upon lEschines, holding 
up to ridicule the meanness of his birth and parentage, and 
retorting-on him the same coarse and opprobnous language 
which had been used toward himself.' This terrible invectire 
occupies the next thirty-tour sections (126-159). Having 
thus disposed, in passing as it were, of some of the strongest 
points in the argument of .tEschines, he returns to a narra
tion, rapid and graphic, of the course of events in the last 
great struggle of Grecian liberty against the supremacy of 
Macedon . . . . 'A graphic description is given of the 
consternation at Athens on hearing that Philip had seized 
Elatea. The meeting of the people, the advice of ,Demos
thenes to them, his embassy to the Thebes, the,.success of 
his negotiations, and the conclusion of an alliance between 
Thebes and Athens are briefly recounted, Demosthenes 
forcibly pointing out the advantage of his measures, con
tending that the" \vere not to be judged by the mere event 
of the battle, and that it was far more glorious for his 
country to be defeated in a struggle for the independence 
of Greece than it would have been to keep aloof from the 
contest. He made that noble ad juration which has in all 
ages been admired, appealing to his countrymen by the 
deeds of their ancestors, of whom they would have acted 
most unworthily, had they without a struggle abandoned 
the post of honour bequeathed to them' ... and he puts 
forth that world-renowned, matchless justification, or rather 
glorification of his policy which, though it led to the disaster 
at Chaeronea, was the only policy which Athens could hare 
adopted consistently with her ancestral glory, and of which 
the Athenians themselves, after their defeat, expressed their 
unshaken and hearty· approval by choosing Demosthenes 
to pronounce the funeral oration over those who had fallen 
in the battle (100-290). In the remaining sections (291-324), 
which are of a more general nature, the orator portrays the 
ideal statesman and · statesmanship which Athens required 
for those times, and shows how he himself had ans\vered 
to that ideal, in contrast with the baseness and treachery 
of JEschines and his fellow hirelings and traitors in all the 
Grecian States, concluding with that magnificent prayer an~ 
imprecation which the best translators haYe confessed their 
inabilitv to render adequately into any other language. 'He 
(.tEschines) never came forward to assist her counsels when 
she needed them, but only to censure others who had giren 
their advice because it had not turned out as well as was 
expected. It was a signal proof of his malignant disposition, 
that he had expatiated on the late disastrous events as If 
they were a subject of triumph to him, without shedding a 
single tear, without any faltering in his voice, without betray-
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ina the least emotion or symptom of grief. Attachment 
to b his (Dcmosthenes') country and earnest anxiety for her 
welfare had been his abiding motives of action; throughout 
his whole life, in the day of power, in the hour of trial and 
adversity, those feelings had never deserted himi that was 
the test of a good and honest citizen; by ~hat he ought to 
Le judcred. Demosthenes stood before h1s country repre
sentmg ball which remained of Athenian dignity and glory. 
During the progress of his address such thoughts rushed 
upon their minds with greater and greater force, hll they were 
elevated above themselves, and all the spirit of their ancestors 
was, for the moment, regenerate within them. They felt it 
was impossible to fi.nd him guilty without passing sentence 
upon themselves, without condembing the policy which 
Athens had for a long series of years consistently pursued.' " 
(Remarks in single quotation from C. R. Kennedy.)-" The 
De Corona of Demosthenes," by Arthur Holmes, 1\I.A., Senior 
Fellow of Clare College, Cambridge. 

"Demosthenes to a great extent regards the concourse of 
vowels as a fault, and avoids it accordingly. Again, it is 
only very recently that attention has for the :fi.rst time been 
drawn (by Blass III., 99-104) to a subtle law of rhythm 
whereby Demosthenes, as far as possible, avoids the con
secutive use of three or more 1 short syllables, except where 
the syllables are included in the same word or in combina
tions virtually equivalent to a single word-for example, a 
noun preceded by an article or preposition . . . it is to this 
rule-, the general result of which is to give a preponderance, 
to long syllables in consecutive words, that we ascribe the 
steady and stately march that characterises the prose of 
Demosthenes as compared, for instance, with that of Plato." 
-John Edwin Sandys, M.A., Public Orator in the University 
of Cambridge, r885. 

Regarding the magnifi.cent Arsis (see Fig. Arsis and 
Thesis) of Demosthenes, "Not with stones nor with bricks 
did I fortify Athens: nor is this the ministry on which I 
most pride myself . . . , " Lord Brougham says: "The 
fame of this noble passage is great and universal. It is 
of a beauty and force made for all times and all places; 
its effe-ct with us may be imagined by supposing Mr. Pitt 
to have heen attacked for his Martello towers, the use of 
which was far more doubtful than Demosthenes' . walls, 
trenclzes,* and. to have indignantly and proudly appealed to 
the other ser\'lces he had rendered and the other ciutv.·orks 
he had ere~ted for. our internal protection against foreign 
ar.d doJ?estJc enemies. One seems to hear him nobly pour 
fc,rth. h1s magmficent periods, alike majestic in structure 
and m tone, upon ~he 'lin~s of circumvallation far mightier 
th<:n any f.ortress, lmes v.:h.lch the energy of a united people 
2!1d the wisdom of a BntJsh parliament had drawn around 

''\\"::11;," "are Grttk in the l'rou.cham text. 
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our glorious constitution, placing it in proud security abo\e 
all the assaults either of an insulting enemy from without, 
or a more desperate foe at horne,' and ' desinng that his title 
to the gratitude of his country should be rested on founda
tions like these, far more imperishable than anv works which 
the hands of man could raise.' Or would he haply have 
spoken figuratirely of the loftier towers which he had raised 
in the people's hearts, and the exhaustless magazines of their 
lonltv and valour? " 

·In "a more recent comment touching upon the disputed 
questlon as to whether or not the orations of Dernosthenes 
were mere abstracts, S. S. Curry, Ph.D., in his "The Prorince 
of Expression" comba!s it thus: ":.Iany men hare con
tended that what has come down to us as the orations of 
Demosthenes are merely abstracts, because they are too 
concise for public oratory. But this is the modem, pen·erted, 
abnormal id_ea of oratory. Looked at from an ideal pomt 
of riew, the literary style of perfect oratory must be more 
concise than the st)le of what is simply to be read. There 
are many things which the tone of the voice can say better 
than words. ~\ motion of the hand, an action of the eye 
or of the face, can supply an ellipsis which the essapst or 
nO\·elist must gi\·e in words. One of the most familiar illus
trations of this is the difference between the drama and the 
nowL All will agree that the amount of thought is as 
g-reat in Hamlet as in a great norel-as, for example, in 
Da,·id Copperfield-though Hamlet co,·ers only a few pages 
and Da,·id Copperfield takes sereral rohimes. This differ
ence is due to the fact that the drama is to be presented 
through the liYing languages of man and be both seen and 
heard, while the no\·el is only intended to be read in an 
easy chair. The principle is shown by Dickens himself. 
In a facsimile of a page from the readings as arranged by 
him from his nO\·els for his recitations, I counted the words 
which were erased. In the original no\·el there were one 
hundred and ninety-three words, and of these one hundred 
and nineteen were marked out. Yet no important idea was 
omitted that Dickens could not readily supply by a look 
or a tone or some combination with the words .... So that 
all ideal oratorv must be concise, or at least its stde must 
differ from the. essa\· as the drama does from the novel, or 
the poem from history.'' 

In Blair's "Essays on Rhetoric, 11 under "EloCJuence, 11 a 
most ,-aluable appreciation of Demosthenes' oratory is made. 
After treating of eloquence as of three kinds or deg-rees, 
he place Demosthenes' at the head, his treatment beinc; 
gi,·en thus: "The first, and most inferior, is that which 
endea\·ours only to please the hearers. ·Such. in !;eneral, is 
the eloquence of paneg-yrics, inaug-ural or funeral orations, 
addresses to grea_t men. . . . :\ second' and a superior 
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dc9Tee of eloquence is when the speaker proposes, not 
me~ely to please, but likewise to inf~rm, to i~struct, to c_on
vmce · when his art is employed m removmg preJudiCes 
acrain'st himself and his cause; in selecting the most proper 
a~guments, stating them with the _greatest force, ?isposirig 
of them in the best order, expressmg and deh venng them 
vvith propriety and beauty; and there?y preparing us to 
pass that ju~gment, o! favour t,~at. s1d~ of the cau~e to 
which he des1res to bnng us. Vhthm th1s degree, ch1efiy, 
is employed the eloquence of the bar. Yet there re~ains a 
third, and still higher degree of eloquence, by whlch we 
are not only convinced, but are interested, agitated, and 
carried along with the speaker; our passwns rise with his; 
we share all his emotions; we love, we hate, we resent, as 
he inspires us; and· are prepared to resolve, or to act, with 
rigour and warmth. Debate in popular assemblies opens 
the most extensiYe fi.eld for the exercise' of this species of 
eloquence, and the pulpit likewise admits it. It is necessary 
to remark that this high species of eloquence is always the 
offspring of passion. By passion; we mean that state of 
mind in which it is agitated and fi.red by some object it 
has in view. Hence the universally acknowledged power 
0£ enthusiasm in public speakers affecting their audience. 
Hence all studied declamation and laboured ornaments of 
style which show the mind to be cool and unmoved are so 
incompatible with persuasive eloquence. Hence eve~y affecta
tion in gesture and pronunciation diminish so much the 
merits of a speaker. Hence, in fine, the necessity of being, 
and of being believed to be, disinterested and in earnest, 
in order to persuade . . . take a view of the great Demos
thenes, by whom eloquence was brought to tbe highest and 
most unrivalled splendour. Not formed by nature either to 
please or persuade, he struggled with, and surmounted, the 
most formidable impediments. He practised at home with 
a naked sword hanging over his shoulder that he might check 
an ungraceful motion to which he was subject. 

Incentive to Students. 
"Hence the example of thi~ great man affords the highest 

t>ncouragement to every student of eloquence, since it shows 
how far art ana application could avail for acquiring an 
excellence which nature appeared to have denied .... Hts 
orations• are strongly animated and full of impetuosity and 
ardour of public spirit. · 

Short Exordium, and Straight to Speech. 
"He seems not to attend to words, but to things. He 

has no parade and ostentation; no studied introductions· but 
is li.ke a man full of his subject, who, after preparing' his 
aud1ence by a. sentence or .two, for the reception of plain 
truths, enters d1rectly on busmess. His action and pronuncia-
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tion are said to have been uncommonly vehement and ardent; 
wh1ch from the manner of his writings, we should readily 
believe." 

Appreciations of Demostltenes by Distinguished Men. 
"Our orator (Demosthenes) owing to the fact that in his 

vehemence, aye, and in his speed, power and intensity
h~ can, as it were, consume by fire and carry away all before 
h1m-may be compared to a thunderbolt or flash of lightning. 

Longinus on the Sublime. 
" Cicero, on the other hand, it seems to me, after the 

manner of a widespread conflagration, rolls on with all
devouring flames, having within him an ample and abiding 
store of fire, distributed now at this point, now at that, and 
fed by an unceasing succession ... but the great oppor
tunity of Demosthenes' high-pitched elevation comes where 
intense utterance and vehement passion are in question, and 
in passages in which the audience is to be utterly enthralled. 
The profusion of Cicero is in place where the hearer must 
be flooded with words, for it is appropriate to the treatment 
of commonplaces, and to perorations for the most part and 
digressions, and to all description and declamatory passages, 
and to writings on history and natural science, and to many 
other' departments of literature." 

Quintillian on Demosthenes and Cicero. 
" 0£ their great excellencies, I consider that most are 

similar; their methods, their order of partition, their manner 
of preparing the minds of their audience, their mode of proof, 
and, in a word, everything that depends on invention. In 
their style of speaking, there is some difference; Demos
thenes is more compact, Cicero more verbose; Demosthenes 
argues more closely, Cicero has a wider sweep; Demosthenes 
always attacks with sharp pointed weapons, Cicero often 
with a' weapon sharp and weighty; from Demosthenes 
nothing can be taken away, to Cicero nothing can be added; 
in one there is more study, in the other more nature. In 
art, certainly, and pathos, two stimulants of the mind which 
have great influence in oratory, we have the advantage. We 
must yield the superiority, however, on one point, that Demos
thenes lived before Cicero, and made him in a great measure 
the able orator he was; for Cicero appears to me, after he 
devoted himself wholly to imitate the Greeks, to ha\'e 
embodied in his style the energy of Demosthenes, the' copious
ness of Plato, and the sweetness of !socrates. Read first 
Demosthenes and Cicero, and afterwards erery writer 
according as he most resembles Demosthenes and Cicero. 
Demosthenes has been almost the sole model for oratory." 

Cicero on Demosthenes ... 
"Therefore this' great man whom we call so superior to 

all the rest in that oration of his in defence of Ctesiphon, 
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which is by far the fi.nest of all his speeches, begins modestly 
at fi.rst then when he argues about the laws he becomes 
more ~imated; afterwards, proceeding gradually as he saw 
the judges become excited, he gave himself ~ore .license 
and spoke with more boldness. And yet even m th1s very 
man so carefully weighing the value of every word, .IEschmes 
finds something to reprove and to attack him for; and, 
}auahincr at him, he calls them terrible, odious and ip.toler· 
abl~ ex~ressions. Moreover, he asks him (Demosthenes had 
called him a beast) whether these are words or prodigies; 
so that eren Demosthenes himself does not seem to £schines 
to be speaking in the pure Attic style. . . . And though 
there are many kinds of orators of this sort, still the people 
among us \vho affect this style have no suspicion of the 
existence of more than one. For they think that a man 
who speaks in a brusque and fierce manner, provided only 
that he uses elegant and well·turned expressions, is the only 
.:\ttic speaker." · 

.'lttic Oratory and its Service to Modern Eloquence. 
Having now treated extensively on Demosthenes, the 

greatest of the Attic orators,· let us observe to what service 
and application the Attic is to modern eloquence. 

Prof. Jebb on Attic Orators. 
For this purpose let us note a few remarks of R. C. J ebb, 

Litt.D., Professor of Greek and Fellow of Trinity College, 
Cambridge, and ~I.P. for the University (date of publication 
I 893). In the time of Demosthenes there were ten Attic 
orators at Athens, who were Antiphon, Andocides, Lysias, 

Isaeus, Demosthenes, Lycurgus, lEschines, 
Hyperides, and Deinarchus. Prof. Jebb, in his u The Att1c 
Orators,'' says: " The superiority of the Greek oratory to 
the Roman, in deliberative and forensic branches alike, has 
been recognised by the best critics as well as by the most 
competent practical judges. Brougham says: 'In all· his 
(Cicero's) orations that were spoken (for, singular as it may 
seem, the remark applies less to those which were only 
written as well as the Verrine, except the first, all the 
Philippics, except the first and ninth, and the Pro Milone). 
hardly two pages· can be found which a modern assembly 
would bear .... Now, it is altogether otherwise with the 
Greek masters; changing a few phrases, which the difference 
of religions . and of manners might render objectionable
moderatl~g, m .some degree, the Yirulence of invectiYe, especi· 
ally agamst pn:·ate charact~r, to suit the chivalrous courtesy 
(1£ mo?ern h?st1hty, there IS hardly one of the political or 
~oren.sJ~ orati?ns of the Greeks that might not be delivered 
111 sun1lar mcumstances before our senate or tribunals.' 
Brougham . . . observes. that in anciel'lt oratory there 
are scarcely any long chams of elaborate reasoning; what 
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was wanted to J?Ore, to rouse, and to please the hearers, 
was rath~r ~ copious stream of plain, intelligible observations 
upon the1r mterests, appeals to their feelings, reminiscences 
from history, especially recent history, of their city, exposi
tions of evils to be apprehended from inactwn or from 
impolicy, \'indication of orator's own conduct, demonstrations 
of the folly which disobeys, of the malice which assails 
him. , He impresses upon the student of rhetoric that a 
speaker must eren remember that he is addressing the 
vulgar; he must not expect them to be capable of a far
reaching ratiocination, he must not string syllogism to 
syllogism, he must administer his logic temperately and 
discreetly. ('Dissertation of the Eloquence of the .\ncient.') 
Cicero's speech for Archias, which is exquisitely composed, 
but of which not more than one-sixth is to the purpose, 
or his speech for Publius Sextus, in which the rele\·ant part 
bears a yet smaller proportion to the whole, could not hare 
been deliYered in a British court of justice. 

The First Clzaracteristic of Modern Oratory. 
"Still this logical ,-igilance (the modern exaction of con

secutive and intelligent reasons) with a comparatire indiffer
ence to form, is, on tne whole, the nrst characteristic of 
modern oratory, and has, of course, become more pronounced 
since the system of reporting for the press has been per
fected; as it is now, in many cases, far more important for 
the speaker to conrince the readers than to fascinate the 
hearers. 

"The Next Clzaracterzstzc-Speech be Extemporary . ... 
"The characteristic which comes next in degree of signi

ficanc~ for our present object is the habitual presumption 
that the speech is extemporary ... the fact of J.'erbal prepara
tion must be kept out of sight . . . and a contempt is 
generated for those who design to labour beforehand on 
words that should come straight from the heart. 

Modem Oratory-The Greatest Triumplzs Tron by 
Sudden Bursts. 

" The most memorable triumphs of modern oratory are 
connected with the tradition of thrills, of electric shocks, 
giYen to the hearers at the moment by bursts which were 
extemporary, not necessarilv as regards form. It was for 
such bursts that the eloquence of the elder Pitt \vas famous; 
that of :\Iirabeau, and that of Patrick Henry owed its highest 
renown to the same cause. Sheil's retort in the debate on 
the Irish ~Iunicipal Bill in 1837. to Lord Lyndhurst's descrip
tion of the Irish (in a phrase borrowed from O'Connell) as 
" Aliens in blood, language and religion," was of this kind. 
Erskine, in his defence of Lord George Gordon, produced 
an astonishing effect by a protestation-which would have 
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Lce:n yiolent if it had not been solemn-of personal belief 
in his client's innocence." . . . . ·' . 

It will be noted from the numerous authonhes quoted, 
that the great Athenian, though he ~vrote his speeches, he 
cast them in forms so natural, that 1s to say the form m 
which a criyen thought or feeling customarily or naturally 
takes and deliYered them in tones and with gestures so 
accordant with the respectire thought or feeling as expressed 
in actual life, that they appeared as impromp'tu or extem-
poraneous. This is the goal of all oratory. . 

It will also be noted that Demosthenes dtd not get up 
on erery occasion to speak, but held himself in reser\'e; 
that though he eschewed ornament, yet he rarely expressed 
a thouP·ht that was not cast in some form or fi.gure; that his 
Similes

0 

and Gnomes. were taken from daily life, that his 
repetitions were not due to carelessness, but introduced 
with new matter and new illustration, his Antitheses 
perfect, his Arses magnifi.cent, his bursts of Irony 
\~·ithering, his Description natural and masterful, hts 
Enthymemes irresistible, his Apostrophes spirited, his 
Eperoteses or reiterated interrogations rapid and quick-fi.ring, 
his Orcos-" by earth, by all her fountains, streams and 
fl cods . . . , " " by the manes . . . "-sublime and 
transporting, his Hypophoras animated and annihilating, 
his Ecphoneses electric and stunning, his Rhythm beautiful 
and majestic, his Exordiums brief, and his Perorations 
highly wrought; that delivery-i.e., proper gesture, proper 
tones of roice, proper accentuation, proper articulation~stood 
fi.rst and abore ererything else in successful public speaking; 
that he formed the style which was best suited to himself ; 
that he practised before a looking-glass in order to correct 
any a'.•;kward or ungraceful gesture, and betook himself to 
a subterranean chamber where he could practise his elocution 
and speeches without having his attention distracted by being 
orerhead; that his speeches were delivered in the abstract 
form handed down to us, because the soul of powerful oratory 
is conciseness ; that he practised on the seashore to accustom 
himself to the noise of a heckling, tumultuous assembly; 
that his rye was terri!Je and penetrating, like rays of light
ning, it flashed and darted to different parts of the audience 
as he rolled forth thunder after thunder; that his impetuosity, 
rehemence, and impassioned oratory made him appear as 
one mspired; that his imectives, howerer terrible, and his 
Epitimenses or rt?proaches, however scathing, were neverthe
less receirt?d in good part as he sustained them with power
ful rc::\sons and arguments; that his eloquence consisted in 
the c~nquest of the understanding, wh1ch eloquence is always 
dazzlmg and secures more lasting and glorious triumphs; 
that his affirmations were so positiYely made that they always 
br)re the stamp of truth, making him always thought to be 
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in· the right; that he has been almost the exclusive model 
of higher eloquence; and that whoeyer expects to attain 
success in the highest degree of eloquence must follow to 
a great extent in the steps of Demosthenes. 

We shall now pass on to the consideration of Figures. 

ALLEGORY: Greek, a"AA.TJ"top[a a descnption of one 
thing under the image of another ; a\Ao~j another i and 
a"f0p€V€t'V to speak. An allegory is a trope whereby a 
sentence must oe understood otherwise than the literal inter· 
pretation shows. One thing appears in words and another 
in sense. It is an extended simile with the comparatire word 
left out-in other words, a metaphor in detail 

Quintillian says: "An allegory presents one thing in words 
and another in sense, or sometimes a sense quite contrary 
to the words-e.g., "0 ship, shall new wa,·es bear thee back 
to sea? 0, what art thou doing? .Jiake resolutely for the 
harbour." Horace puts slzip for the commonwealth, waves 
for ciYil wars, harbour for peace and concord. 

Puttcnham calls allegory the ringleader and captain of all 
the figures of false semblance or dissimulation, either in the 
poetical or oratorical sense, as we speak otherwise than we 
think in earnest or sport, under corert and dark terms, m 
learned or apparent speeches, in short sentences and by long 
ambages. Calling storms wars, and councillors mariners are 
metaphors because of an imersion of a smgle word, but 
allegories are a series of metaphors. 

Lovely lady, I long full sore to hear 
If ycu remain the same as I left you the last year. 

The answer is an allegory :-
~.Iy loving lord, I will well that ye wist, 
The thread is spun that ·neYer shall untwist. 

~leaning that her lore was so steadfast a11d constant toward 
him that no time or occasion could alter. 

"Allegory was a favourite method of deln·ering instruction 
in ancient times; for what we call fables or parables are no 
other than allegories. By words and actions attributed to 
beasts or inanimate objects, the dispositions of men were 
feigned; and what we call the moral is the unfeigned sense 
or meaning of the allegory." (English Grammar by Lindley 
jfurray, published in 1853-) 

"Allegory metaphors continue still, 
Which with new graces e\'ery sentence fill." 

-Langley's ".Jlan. Figs. of Rhetoric." 
.\ metaphcr may be compared to a star, but an allegory 

likened to a constellation or compam· of many stars-e.~ .• 
"Shall we suffer the monstrous crocodile to come out (•f ):' ilus 
and to break into our fold, to oYercome our shepherd, to rent 
off our skins with his griping paws, to crush our carcasses with 
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lm renomous teeth, to fi.ll his infallible paunch with our flesh, 
aDd to wallvw at his pleasure in our w~l? " . 

Bv this alleo-orv our enemies are descnbed \vho, e1ther by 
ope~ force orb secret conspiracy' . are. befl:t on capturing and 
destroying the people w1th. the1r ~1bert1es, and to possess 
their dv,·elling places and enJOY the1r \vealth. . 

Examples: "Rub not the scar, lest you open agam the 
\\·ound that is healed and so cause it to bleed afresh." 

"There is a tide in the affairs of men, 
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune; 
Omitted all the voyage of their lives 
Is bound in slzallows and in miseries."-Shakespeare. 

"Did I but purpose to embark with thee 
On the smooth sur/ace of a summer's sea, 
While gentle zephyrs play with prosperous gales, 
.:-\nd fortune's favour fills the swelling sails, 
But would forsake the ship and make the shore 
When the urinds whistle and the tempests roar? " 

Allegory of common conversation: e.g., to set foot to foot; 
aim at the throat. 

" And other seeds fell into good ground and brought forth 
fruit a hundredfold." 

The olin' leaf represents the gospel, for m Luke x. 34 it 
is evident oil signifi.es mercy and peace. 

0' s e : An allegory is used to engrave likely images and to 
present them to the contemplation of the mmd, wherein wit 
and judgment take pleasure and the resemblance receives a 
lasting impression. It is employed chiefly in the forcible and 
in the elevated styles; also may be used as designated above 
by Puttenham. It may be used eren to the extent of an 
entire book, as "Pilgrim• s Progress," where, under the guise 
of a journey from the City of Destruction to the Celestial 
City, are portrayed the spiritual conflicts and ultimate victory 
of the faithful Christian. Philosophically, the use is, as 
Herbert Spencer styles it in his "Philosophy of Style," to 
economise mental energy both in perception and conception, 
that is, the orator uses less words when he conceires an 
alleg-ory for presenting his thought, and the hearer having 
fewer words to hear, uses less energy. in perceiving. It is 
therefore a compound metaphor which enables us to retain 
the brevity of metaphorical form eren when the analogy is 
intricate. This is done by indicating the application of the 
figure at the outset, then leaving the reader or hearer to 
cnntinue the parallel. In prose the allegory is mixed chiefly 
with plain phrasenlogy, and rarely rure as Cicero says. The 
plain or natural ones intimate the sense, the metaphorical 
ones, the beauty: e.g., 11 I wonder men are so eager to destroy 
one another as even to make a leak in the ship in which he 
himself is sailing" (Cicero). It is the most ornamental 
where comparison, allegory and metaphor are united, and it 
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enables us to speak of melancholy things in words of a more 
cheering nature, or to 'signify our meaning for some good 
purpose, in language at variance with 1t. With regard 
to force, Demetrius, the rhetorician, says that the saymgs 
of Demades . . . possess a certain force which they owe 
to innuend-o, to the employment of an allegorical element, 
and lastly to hyperbole-e.g., "Alexander is not dead, men 
of Athens, or the whole world would have scented the corpse." 
The use of "scented" II) place of "perceived" is allegorical 
and hyperbolical alike; and the idea of the world perceiving 
it suggests the might of Alexander. Further, the word con
veys· a thrilling effect which is the joint result of the three 
causes. And every such sensation is forcible since it inspires 
fear. Of the same character are the words, " It was not I that 
wrote this resolution, the war wrote it with Alexander's 
spear." Respecting the elevated, Demetrius says that there 
is a certain kind of impressiveness in the use of allegorical 
language. This is particularly true of such menaces as that 
of Dionysius: 11 Their cicalas shall chirp from the ground '· 
(ravage the Locrian land). Any darkly-hinted expression is 
more terror-striking, and its import is variously conJectured 
by different hearers. On the other hand, things that are clear 
and plain are apt to be despised, just as men when stripped 
of their garments. Hence mystenes ar~ revealed in an 
allegorical form in order to inspire such shuddering and awe 
as are associated with darkness and night. The Laced<e
monians conveyed many of their threats. by means of 
allegory, as in the message "Dionysius at Corinth" addressed 
to Philip (meaning Dionysius is deposed and now li\'ing an 
humble life at Corinth). 

Caution: The real meaning should not be discovered, but 
left to the imagination, judgment or conjecture; if it is dis
closed it will then cease to be an allegory (Puttenham). 
11 Where a riddle is not intended, it is always a fault in 
allegory to be dark. The meaning should be easily seen 
through the figure employed to shadow it. However the 
proper mixture of light and shade . . . so as not to lay 
the meaning too bare and open, nor to cover and \nap it 
up too much; has ever been considered as points of nicety." 
(Murray's Grammar.) 

Be careful not to mix the metaphors, that is, if the 
allegory starts off with metaphors relating to a stream, do 
not finish it with metaphors relating to a tree. Excess must 
be avoided "lest language becomes a riddle ·in our hands." 
Hermogenes says: "The dignified expression indulges in 
definite statements, it is true, but it is fond of the allegorical 
and symbolical." 

Delivery: As this figure is used chiefly in the forcible and 
elevated styles, its delivery may be first in the forcible style, 
and consequently may abound in short, sharp phrases or 
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sentences, short Saxon words prevailing, the tones being 
those of admonition, warning, menace, revenge, or of the 
sentiment at the time operc.rting. The tendency of the tone 
is largely guttural. (See resp~ctiYe tones and g~stures under 
Fig. Pathopceia.) Secondly, m the elevated, where the sub
ject is grander, the rhythm slower, the phras~ and sentences 
larger, the words longer and more. polysyllable, and the pre
dominating tones are orotund, w1th vowels full, pure and 
sonorous: e.g., "0 ship shall new waves . . . ? '' For 
delirery of questions see figs. Interrogatio, Eperotesis, 
Serrnocinatio. 

ALLITERA TIO~: Latin, as if from ad literam, i.e., 
according to the letter. It is a repetition of letters. "Allitera
tion is pleasing to the ear and helpful to the memory. 
Prorerbs and epigrams derive their force from their allitera
tive structure. It consists simply in a succession of accented 
syllables that begin with the same sound, although by 
different letters: Young Phelim felled the cunning kangaroo." 
(~ossiter Johnson.) See figures Homceoteleuton and Pan~
mlon. 

The Greeks call this figure " Homceopropheron," which is 
a repetition of successive words beginning with the same 
letter or syllable. 

A.lliteration intentionally or purposely made.-Painting by 
means of letters lies in the nature of all primitive speech. 
Alliteration is an essentially popular element of speech, 
therefore it does not unfrequently appear in the messenger· 
speeches of the Greek tragedies. It served in ancient times 
for what is now replaced by rhyme, which retains the 
emotions aroused by certain letters. 

Demosthenes, who had so oftf'n heard the same facts-for 
instance, the terrible destruction of Olynthu·>-in the most 
moring manner from the orator's bema, and had himself 
often pronounced the same there, will have Pttrfectcd the 
artistic form eren in the separate syllables, e,·en though the 
idea is never placed after the contents. In his case, as in 
that of Sophocles, sarcasm and bitterness are especially 
dereloped in letter painting. (Rehdantz-Blass. Demosthenes' 
ncun Philippische Reden: Rhetorischer.) 

Examples: Blass, after calling attention to the repealed 
and str?ng a_lliteration in Demosthenes as likely to escape 
our not1ce, g1res an example from him wherein alliteration 
serres solely for the sharpening of the contrast, therefore the 
!hou.ght directly, just as other Paronomasia. Example of an 
1romcal colourmg, as against JEschines in the embassy 
sneech, 248: "Bidding a long farewell to the s~i,;e Sophocles," 
the alliteration in Greek being 11 sopho Sophocles." Another 
rx2:nple from the 11 Oration on the Crown" 3I7 · »'Your 
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conduct was that of those tlzat then calumniated these men." 
A further example from Leptines 26. From the great 
American orator, Henry Clay: · 11 I was born to no proud 
patrimonial estate; from my father I inherited only in±ancy, 
ignorance, and indigence." 

Use: Alliteration is used principally in pleasantries, irony, 
mockery or sarcasm. Wherever an ironical and mockery 
colouring occurs, these :figures of sound are in their place, 
especially the kind of Paronomasia where no sharp contrast 
of meaning is present. It is also used to please the ear. 
Bain says there is something naturally pleasing in such con
junctions, which is evident ±rom their frequency in the 
current sayings and proverbs; for instance, 11 life and limb," 
41 watch and ward," 11 man and mouse, 11 far fowls have tair 
feathers." 

Caution: In pathos and gravity everything of alliteration 
should be avoided, excepting 'such assonance as does not 
attract attention. Cacophony and too many alliterations 
should be avoided. 

Delivery : For the most parts the voice in the pleasantries 
has a sly playful arch; in the ironical portions, it barely 
raises itself above the level tone (see Saintsbury on rhythm 
of irony), in mockery and sarcasm it takes the circumflex, 
a double kind of accent which well denotes the double· 
meaning or quibbling attitude of the mind (see S. S. Curry's 
Found. of Expr.); in bitterness, it takes the sharp acute 
or grave accent. See respective passions under Fig. Patho
p<fia. 

ALLUSION: To hint at. Latin alludere, to laugh at; 
al-ad to; ludere-to play. It is a species of comparison 
in which the represented object is still made the leading theme 
though the comparative words are omitted, as 11 The sel±· 
seeking will betray his friend with a I udas kiss." Rossiter 
] ohnson says: " This is the :finest of all the rhetorical :figures, 
partly for the reason that it most directly compliments the 
readers' intelligence and education. It assumes that he is 
familiar with the story, passage, character or fact alluded 
to, and that he will see the resemblance without having it 
pointed out to him or explained. It often enables the writer 
to 'suggest a great deal with a word or two or a short 
sentence. Thus: u Every man has his own Boswell" would 
evaporate if Dr. Holmes, instead of putting it tersely as an 
allusion, were obliged to say: "The reader may remember 
that one I ames Boswell in the eighteenth century made him· 
self the intimate friend and follower of Dr. I ohnson, noted 
his daily actions and words, and :finally published them; 
thus producing from his very toadyism one of the finest 
biographies in: existence. Putting these ideas together, the 
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reader may think of the present writer as reco.rding hi~ own 
sayings from day to, day ... '.' The followmg cau~zon 1s 
giren bv T ohnson: ' The alluswn (I) must have pomt by 
reason of an evident similarity in the circumstances, charac
ters or relations that are compared; ( 2) it must ~~ude . to 
something the reader may be supposed to be fam1har w1th 
or at least to have heard of-e.g., The Gospel of Christ is ~he 
Rosetta Stone of the universe, is good rhetoric to a graduatmg 
class who know that it \vas a slab of black basalt discovered 
near Rosetta in I 799 with its inscription in three languages, 
giving thus a key to the hierog_lyphics ?£ Egypt. . But It 
one of those young divines were to use It before h1s rural 
cono-regation it would be a bad allusion." Other examples 
whi~h are comprehensible to all: "Blowing hot and blowing 
cold." "Run with the· hare and hold witli' the hounds." 

A\IPLIFICA TIO: Latin amplus, large, spacious; ampli
ficare-to make larger, wider, fuller. Amplification is in the 
terms as to say he was beaten, was murdered; or extenuates. 
as-that one who beat another touched him. "We have 
brought before your tribunal not a thief but an open robber; 
not a simple fornicator but a violator of all chastity .... " 
(Cicero.) Amplification is fourfold: (1) by augmentation. 
(2) by comparison, (3) by reasoning, (4) by accumulation. 

As Defined by Quintillian. . 
By augmentation: e.g., "It is an offence to bind a Roman 
citizen, a crime to scourge him, almost a treason to put him 
to death; and what shall I say that it is to crucify him? '' 
(Cicero.) Words are wanting to express what is beyond the 
highest crime, which is treason. Another way of augmenta
tion is not by steps, there being- no more and most, but by 
hastening at once to the summit, not by climbing but at the 
utmost speed, without any breaks, but in one continuous series 
and course, something greater always following: e.g., Cicero 
reproaches Anthony with his vomiting· "in an assembly , ... f 
the people of Rome, when holding a public office, when 
\laster of the Horse." Another speaker might have distin
g-uished these steps and dwelt upon each of them. (2) By 
comparison: e.g., "Did that illustrious man and chief Pontiff. 
Publius Scipio, kill, in his private character, Gracchus when 
:he was making only moderate changes in the commonwealth, 
and shall we consuls bear with Cataline who is seeking to 
rlerastate the whole earth with fire and sword?" (Cicero). 
Here Cataline is compared to Gracchus; the commonwealth 
to the v.:hol~ e~rth; moderate ch~nges to slaughter, fi.re and 
?erastatt.on;. p~1vate character w1th consuls. (3) By reason
~ng: whKh 1s mtroduced in one place and produces its effect 
m another: e.g., We again use Cicero's reproach to Anthony 
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on his exces5es : 11 You with such a throat, with such sides, 
with such strength in your whole body fi.t for a gladiator," 
etc. Throat shows capacity to drink, sides what he could 
hold, etc. Scipio is magnified by dwelling on the military 
excellencies of Hannibal. Greeks and Trojans fought tur 
years over Helen. We reason how beautiful she must have 
been. One thing inferred from another: " Y. ou might have 
seen the couches of slaves in their bedrooms decked with 
Pompey's purple quilt." What great luxury 1s inferred, 
must have been that of Mark Anthony. A cyclop used a 
pine tree for a walkirig stick and slept stretched in a cave; 
we infer how huge he was. By extenuating: "These are 
but trifli..TJg charges against such a criminal" (Cicero). (4) By 
accumulation-of a number of thoughts or words having 
the same signification, for they do not ascend step by step, 
yet they are heaped up, as it were, by coacervation: e.g., 
11 What did your sword do, Tubero, that was drawn in the 
field of Pharsalia? At whose body was the point of 1t 
aimed? 'What was the object of your appearance in arms? 
To what were your thoughts, your eyes, your hands directed? 
What ardour inspired your breast? \Vhat did you wish or 
desire? " (Cicero.) This is similar to the Greek's Syna
throismus (see fig. in list), but in the Greek there is an 
amassing of many things, whereas in this figure there is an 
aggregation of particulars relating to one thing. 

De.ftnition from Rehdantz-Blass' 11 Rhetorischer und 
Stilistischer Index." 

Rehdantz-Blass defines Amplificatio as an Idea or thought 
which· is so deeply or heavily felt that it takes np a larger 
space than is usual in the soul of the speaker, and will 
endeavour to ·find corresponding breadth of expression. The 
simplest form of this breadth (amplification) is repetition: 
e.g., "never, never, never," "be friends, be friends, be 
friends" (Schiller); "Oh, horrible, horrible, horrible" (Shake
speare). This will, \vhen a justified overpowering pathos 
(passion) breaks forth, have a sympathetic or corresponding 
effect Hpon the hearers. The repetition becomes more artistic 
when in different passages; this idea again and again break3 
forth, in the Traductio and Anaphora, or where the feeling 
is softened by Epizeuxis. \Vhen the logical identity thus 
predominates, the figure is called Pleonasm us; but an actual 
Pleonasmus does not occur in a good author; it appears as 
such, regarded from the point of view of unusual language 
and the calmer mood of the reader. ( 1) To this belongs the 
combination of an idea wit.h its negatiYe antagonistic prin
ciple. ·should the latter (negative) precede, it becomes the 
Fig-ure Arsis and Thesis (see this figure); should it follow, 
it would be the Figure Arsis. 

(2) The connection of two synonyms also appears pleon-
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astic, but only with correctness in such .Places as the speaker 
himself neither thinks nor feels anythmg, and the added 
word thus remains void or empty. . . . Such combinations 
fail from a want of ricrht feeling, in which the matter itself 
experiences an increas~ of sensibility or emotion and ideal 
and thereby excludes a similar increase in the strength at 
f11e expression, only we must not take our way of feeling and 
understand as a strange (irrele,·ant, not to the point) 
thing and our speech as a standard; it is false·;· owing to a 
want of logic when incompatible ideas and emotions are 
joined together. 

Examj:les from Demosthenes by Rehdantz-Blass. "Very 
much," says this author, "is to be admired in Demosthenes, 
the addition of an exoti,c or tropical expression, sometimes 
only created at the moment by him,. or first used in this 
manner, which explained what is present (compare ix. r8) in 
an ordinary and intelligible manner, but shed a fuluess of 
sensuous life on the contemplation of what has passed av,·ay." 
Demos. YS. Philip III. I 8 : " What, if anything should happen, 
is the risk you run? The alienation of the Hellespont, the 
subjection of Jlegara and Eubcea to your enemy, the siding 
of the Peloponnessl[s with him. Defend yourselves instantly, 
and I say you will be wise; delay it, and you may vvish in. 
nin to do so hereafter. So much do I dissent from your 
other counsellors, men of Athens, that I deem any discussion 
about Chersonesus of Byzantium out of place. Succour them 
-I adrise that-watch that no harm befalls them, send all 
necessary supplies to your troops 'in that,quarter; but let your 
deliberations be for the safety of all Greece, as being in the 
utmost peril" . 

Example of the more energetic idea following. Rehdantz 
states that apart from the difficulty of fixing with certainty 
the greater and lesser standard of sentient life, which in the 
time of Demosthenes still inspired the single expressions, 
there appears reasons at once rhythmical and euphonic for 
the placing of these ideas, that the longer and more difficult 
should be put in the second place, and, having become 
lcgJCally the standard, the more energetic part or idea of 
kmd should be placed after the ordinary idea or conception 
of species as well as after the effect of the cause. Both sorts 
!he rhythmical and logical reasons (grounds), meet surpns~ 
mgl,r ofte_n, e.g., Demosthenes on the Liberty of th~ Rhodian~. 
I : I thmk, men of Athens, that on a consultatwn of such 
moment you. ought to g-rant liberty of speech to erery one 
:)f ,_·our ad\'lsers. For my own part, I ha,·e nerer thought 
1t ~1fficult to make rou understand right counsel; for, to speak 
rlamly, you seem all to possess the knowledge of yourselves
but to persuade you to follow it, I haYe found difficult; for 
dwz any measure has been \·oted and resolYed, you are then 
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as far from the performance as you were from the resolution 
before." In quite exceptional cases, affirms .Rehdantz, such 
amplifications are opposed to one another in German 
examples, as "Conquered and beaten, the brave army." 
Examples of Demosthenes from Rehdamz-Blass' Rhet. Stil. Ind. 

Examples of synonymous substantives, adjecti~·es and 
adverbs (I limit myself to such combinations as are analogous 
to the above, or which appear to us to be more or less tauto
logical, and to a few which appear foreign to us): Demos
thenes on Chersonesus, 13 : "Then be sure, Athenians, now 
that all the rest is talk and pretence, the real aim and 
·contrivance is that while you remain at home and the 
country has no force abroad, Philip may· accomplish what 
he pleases without interruption." 

Another example from Cor. 308: "Withdrawing himself 
from public life when he pleases (and that is often) he watches 
for the moment when you are tired of a constant speaker, 
or when some reverse of fortune has befallen you, or any
thing untoward has happened (and many are the casual~ies 
of human life). At such a crisis he ·springs up an orator, 
rising from his retreat like a wina, in full voice, with 
words and phrases collected, he rolls them out audibly and 
breathlessly, to no advantage or good purpose whatsoever, 
but to· the detriment of some or other of his fellow-citizens 
and to the general disgrace." 

Another, Demosthenes on the Embassy, 63: "And again 
it says that the Phocians shall deliver up these cities to 
Philip; not to the Thebans nor the Thessalians, nor any other 
people. Why? Because this man reported to you fhat Philip 
had come to save the Phocians. To him they trusted for 
all; to him they looked for all; with him they concluded 
peace. Now for the rest. Look ·what they trusted to and 
what they got. Was it anything like or similar to this 
man's assurance?" The foregoing is with the interrogatire, 
and the following is with " or " : Demosthenes on Embassy, 
270: "Thus there is always need for judgment, and a wise 
judgment is not a whit more. troublesome or irksome than 
a foolish one . . . . " 

Examples by a combination of synonyms. Rehdantz state~ 
that the more important is the amplification, by the combina
tion of synonyms of the following kind, but it is more con
cealed as the tone is directed elsewhere. Demosthenes on 
Embassy, .~ r6: "Let me now recapitulate to you in what 
manner Philip outmanreuvred you by getting these abomin
able men to assist him . . . ; but after we ambassadors 
had been with him, he engaged the defendant's sen·ices 
directly to second and support the beastly Philocrates and 
to overpower us whose intentions were honest; and he com
posed a letter to you, through which he mainly expected to 
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0Ltain peace? " .-\nother exa~ple from Philip, line 52_: 
" They heeded not his epistles, fo_r they understood h1s 
intentions in writing them ... those mtentzons they seconded 
and strO'i.'e to forU'ard." -

Example of · A.naphora \vhere it is at th~. same time .~up~ 
ported by syn.onyms. Demosthe~es vs. Phtl.tp I I, 24: Hy 
Jupiter, I satd, the_re are .rr:amfold contnvances for the 
guarding and defendmg of ohes, as r~mparts, walls, trenc~es 
and the like · these are all made wtth hands and reqmre 
expense j but there is one common s~eguard in the natu~e of 
prudent men, which is a good secunty for all, bu~ espec1al.ly 
.icr democracies against despots. What do I mean? 1\hs
trust. Keep this, hold this, preserve this only, and you can 
nerer be in jured. What do you desire? Freed om. Then 
see ye not that Philip's very titles are at variance there· 
with? EYery king and despot is a foe to freedom, an 
antagonist to la\x.:s. Will ye beware, I said, lest seeking 
delirerance from war, you fmd a master? " 

Example U.'itlz A.lliteration. "Alliteration so frequent in 
German," says Rehdantz, "points to the touch of kindred 
between two partial ideas. It is subordinate in three synony
mous ideas-e.g., Demos. vs. Phil. I, 36 : " Nothing is left 
uncertain or undefi.ned, whereas in the business of war and 
its preparations all is irregular, insecure, indefinite.". Another 
example from Phil. III., 40: " For as to the ships and men 
and revenue and abundance of other materials, all that may 
be reckoned as constituting national strength-assuredly the 
Greeks of our day are more fully and perfectly supplied with 
such advantages than Greeks of olden times. But they are 
all rendered useless, unavailable, unprofitable." 

Example with every idea amplified. See Demos. vs. Phil. 
III., 22: "That Philip from a mean and humble origin has 
grown mighty, that the Greeks are jealous and quarrelling 
among themselves, that it was far more wonderful for him 
to rise from that insignificance than it would be after so 
many acquisitions to conque·r what is left; these and similar 
mattFrs which I might dwell upon I pass over. 

"But I obse~re tha~ all peo~le, beginning with you, have 
conceded to h1m a nght, whiCh in former times has been 
the subject of contest in every Grecian war. And what is 
this? . Th~ right of doing what he pleases, openly fleecing 
and p11lag1'1g the Greeks, one after another attackinO' and 
en~la ring thf'ir cities. You were at the head of the Greeks 
f,,r seH·nty-three years, the Lacedi>monians for twenty-nine, 
and the Thebes had some power in these times after the 
llattle of Leuctra. Yet neither vou my countrymen nor the 
Tl ·1 . J ' • ' .ll".nns, nor Laceda:momans were ever hcensed by the 
Grcc>ks to act as you pleased; far otherwise." · 

Example in .which a thought is amplified by the de~'elop
mmt of each zdca to a sentence. Phil. II., 6: "First, men 
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of Athens, if any one regards without uneasiness the might 
and dominion of Philip, and imagines that it threatens no 
danger to the state, or that all his preparations are not 
against you, I marvel; and would entreat you every one 
to hear briefly from me the reasons why I am led to form 
a contrary expectation, and wherefore I deem Philip an 
enemy; that if I appear to have a clearer foresight, you may 
hearken to me; if they, who have such con:fi.dence and trust 
in Philip, you may give your adherence to them. Thus then, 
Athenians, I reason what did Philip :fi.rst make himself master 
of after the peace? Thermopylce and the Phocian state. Well, 
and how used he this power? He chose to act for the ·benefit 
of Thebes and not Athens. Why so? Because I conceire, 
measuring his calculations by his ambition, by his desire ot 
universal empire; without regard to peace, quiet, or justice, 
he saw plainly that to a people of our character and prin· 
ciples nothing could he offer or give that would induce you for 
self.interest to sacri:fi.ce any of the Greeks." 

Summary of Rehdantz-Blass' Amplification. 
S. S. Kingsbury sums up Rehdantz ampll:fi.cat10n thus : 

including (1) Arsis, (2) the linking of synonyms, (3) Fig. 
wlzoll and parts, (4) the expansion of a substantive by a 
sentence. (See further examples of Ampli:fi.catio under l' igs. 
Pleonasm, Periphrasis, Hyperbole, Hypothesis, and others 
in dassi:fi.ed list.) 

Use of Ampli:fi.cation: Hermogenes says that Ampli:fi.cation 
should be used in the Lamprotes, that is Brilliancy of Por
trayal, and in the Peribole, that is the Amplitude of the 
Portrayal. Demosthenes has made great use of Amplitude. 
The 'opposite of this is the Purity mentioned before. Ampli-. 
:fi.cation shows itself in the thought when, in addition to that 
of which it is 'a question, somethin~ from outside is added, 
as the genus to species, the unde:fi.ned to the defined, the 
v,:hole to the part! Such additions may also add to clear· 
ness, ho"Yever opposed the latter may otherwise be to the 
ampli:fi.cation; further when the things are not announced, 
but with due regard for the Peristatica (surroundings), and 
by bringing in all kinds of amplifying additions, as if the 
matter in question would not have taken place, as well as 
which has not taken place~ Of the :fi.gures, all those are 
suitable for amplification, such as the Synonymia, the 
piling up of synonyms; as the Epimone, the long dwelling 
on, also the repetition of one and the same :fi.gure; those in 
which to a single thought others are brought together, there
fore enumerations, divisions, construction of parts and e,·ery
thing similar, the taking up again of a l:nread which has 
oeen broken by an interpolation, hypothetical di,·isions, 
dependent participial construction, the Fi.r;. Arsis and Tliesis, 
which in other words is to say a "but" after a preceding 
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neaation, parenthesis. (See further under Anthology and 
;d~morabiha, Hermogenes' "Concerning the Idea.'') 

Use: by Longinus "On the Sublime." 
Lon gin us on the Sublime gives the following. most interest

ing paragraph, throwing much light on the use of Ampli
ficatio: " This figure is employed, when the narrative or 
the course of forensic argument adm1ts, from section to 
section, of many starting points and many pauses, and 
elerated expressions follow one after the other, in an unbroken 
succession and in an ascending order. And this may 'be 
effected either by way of the rhetorical treatment of common
places, rather topics, or by ,,·ay of intensification (whether 
erents or aguments are to be strongly presented), or by the 
orderly arrangement of faCts or of passions; indeed, there 
are innumerable kinds of amplifications. Only the orator 
must in erery case remember that none of these methods by 
itself, apart from sublimity, forms a complete whole, unless, 
indeed, where pity is to be excited or an opponent to be 
disparaged. In all other cases of amplification, if you take 
away the sublime, you will remoYe, as it were, the soul from 
the body. For the rigour of the amplification at once loses 
-its intensity and its substance when not resting on a firm 
basis of the sublime. Sublimity is often comprised in a 
single .thought, while Amplification is universally associated 
with a certain magnitude and abundance. Amplification is, 
to sum up the matter in a general way, an exaggeration of 
all the constituent parts and topics of a subject, lending 
strength to the argument by dwelling upon it, and differing 
hereirt from proof, while the latter demonstrates the matter 
under inrestigation. And it is in these respects that Cicero 
differs from Demosthenes in elevated passages; for the latter 
is characterised by sublimity which is for the most part 
rugged, Cicero by profusion. (See "Longinus " under 
~'Appreciations of Demosthenes by distinguished men.") 

"The profusion of Cicero is in place when the hearer must 
be flooded with words, for it is appropriate to the treatment 
of commonplace, rather familiar topics, and to perorations 
for the most part, and digressions, and to all descripti\·e and 
de.clamatory passages, an~ to u7itings on history and natural 
mence, and to many other departments of literature. But 
Demosthenes' high-pitched eleration comes where intense 
utterance an~ re~ement passages-aye, and in his speed, 
pm~·er and mt~ns1ty-:-are in question, and in passages in 
wh1ch the aud1ence Js to be utterly enthralled. Althouah 
Plato thus flows on with noiseless stream, he is none the 1:ss 
elevated. 'Those,' says he, 'who are destitute of wisdom 
and goo?ness, and are erer present at carousals and the like, 
are earned on the dmmward nath it seems and wander 
throu6hout their life. They ~eve; look up~\·ards to the 
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truth, nor do they lift their heads nor enjoy any pure and 
lasting pleasure, but like c~ttle they haYe thm eyes ever 
cast downwards and bent upon the ground and upon thm 
feeding-places, and they graze and grow fat and breed, and 
through their insatiate desire of these delights, they kick 
and butt with horns and hoofs of iron and kill one another 
in their greed.' (Pl. Republic, 56Sa.) Accordingly it is well 
that we ourselres also, '<1J1en elaborating anytbng which 
requires lofty expression and elevated conception, should 
shape some idea in our mmds as to how, perchance, Homer 
v;·ould hare said this very thing, or ho\v it would hare been 
raised to the sublime by Plato or Demosthenes or by the 
historian Thucydides. For these personages presenting them
seh·es to us and inflaming our ardour and, as it were, 
illumining our path,, will carry our minds in a mystenous 
way to the high standards of sublimity which are imagined 
within us. And still more effective will it be to suggest 
to our thoughts 1 what sort of hearing would Homer, had he 
been present, or Demosthenes, ha,·e given to this or that 
when said by me, or how would they lia,-e been affected by 
the other? ' A greater incentire still will be supplied lf 
you add the question, 1 In what spirit will each succeeding 
age listen to me who ha,-e written this? ' " 

Use: b)' Demetrius, Aristotle and Quintilhan. 
Amplication is used for imposing effect. On th1s ·point 

Demetrius on Style has the following interesting matter: 
"_-\mplified beginnings hare an imposing effect. 1 But, lo, 
when they came to the ford of the fair-flowing rirer' (Homer;. 
If the poet had said, 'But when they arri,·ed at the ford 
of the river,' he would have seemed to be using tririal 
language and to be describing a single occurrence. The 
particle (of:, no:J.•, alread)', zdzat is more, do but, only, fust 
so, exactly so, etc.) is often used with a touch of feeling. 
'0 Zeus' seed, son of Laertes, Odrsseus of manv an art, is 
it so that home to thine own de~r land thou ·art fam to 
depart?' (Homer). Remo,-e the particle, and you will at the 
same time rem ore the feeling com·eyed by the. !me:. In 
general, as Pra:xiphanes says, such particles are used to be 
employed in place of meanings and laments, as 1 .-\h, me! ' 
1.-\las!' and 1 Oh! what is it? ' " 

.-\ristotle says: 11.-\mplification is more proper for demon
stratire, i.e. panegyrical or declamatory eloquence. Here the 
fact is admitted, and it remains only to compare it to 
embellish it or depreciate it." It is on the honourable or 
dishonourable. Quintillian says: ".-\11 the resources of oratory 
are for Amplification, language of the greatest thought and 
magnificence. Here the highest effort of the orator is brought 
forward to show the aualitv of an act. It is here he is to 
mgn predominant and tri~mph; on th~ quantity, that is, 
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how great an offence has been committed. As demonstrative 
oratory is for display, and the object is for the pleasure of 
the audience, all art and pomp of language are to be used
the speaker strikes to gain applause. The orator's chief 
power lies in exaggeration and extenuation, extenuation pur
posely done, as where he extenuates the most atrocious to 
make charges following more enormous; e.g., 1 The captain 
of a ressel from a most honourable city, purchased exemption 
from the terror of scourging by a sum of money; another 
that he might not be beheaded sacrificed a sum of money: 
this was but an ordinary occurrence. These are but trifimg 
charges against such a criminal.: (Cic. vs. Verres.) Cicero 
reasoning thus : If these are ordmary charges, how enormous 
must the offence charged b~. Again, in Amplification where 
we speak of things inferior to others they are made to seem 
of greater importance. This may be done by one step or 
sereral, to the highest point and sometimes beyond; e.g., 
" It is an offence to bind a Roman citizen, a crime to scourge 
him, almost treason to put him to death, and what shall 1 
say that it is to crucify him! " (Cicero.) Offence is the 
smallest, treason the greatest, and beyond that, crucify. Less 
eYidently amplifi.ed, and thus more effectively, as in one 
continuous series; e.g., ". . . when holding a public office, 
when master of the horse." Some speakers might have dis
tinguished these steps and dwelt on each, but Cicero hastens 
to the summit at once, not by climbing, but at the utmost 
speed. Use: indicated by Cicero. 

Amplifi.cation, Cicero says, is the greatest glory of elo
quence, that is, to exaggerate a subject by embellishment 
which has the effect of amplifying and extolling anything 
in speech to an extraordinary degree, also in extenuating it 
and making it appear contemptible. Panegyric and satire 
afford room for the greatest effect in amplifi.cation. The 
orator must have ability to perform both of these in an 
cffectire manner. Respecting virtue, duty, justice and equity, 
dignity, utility, honour, ignominy, rewards and punishments, 
the orator should hare the spirit and. talent to speak on 
either side." 

Caution: Demetrius cautions against usina expletive par
ticles aimlessly, and says that "those who 

0 

use them thus 
resemble actors who employ this exclamation and that 
casually, as fhough one were to sav: ' Calvdonian so1l is this, 
whose fertile plains (alas!) look o'er the narrow seas to 
Pelop's land (ah, me!).' (Eurip.) For as in this passage 
the ' ah, me! ' and fhe 1 alas! ' are merdv dragged in so 
in. the con~;cti,·e, wh~n it is inserted canilessly a~d i;dis
cnrnmately. Demetnus further says: "Amphficatwn must 
be kept m bound, e.r;., 'For the Archelous flowing from 
?·.Iount Pi::dus, near the inland city Stratus, 'discharges into 
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the sea/ We ought to break off and give the hearers a rest. 
thus.; For the Archelous flows from Mount .Pmdus, and 
discharges itself into the sea. This is far clearer than the 
other. It is with sentences, as with roads. Some roads have 
many resting-places and many sign-posts. But a dreary road 
\vith no sign-post seems hard to track, however short if may 
be'' · 

The orator must remember that if you take away the 
sublime from Amplification, except in cases of pity to b~ 
excited or an opponent to be disparaged, you remove, as it 
were, the soul from the body. 

Delivery of Amplification: The most effective place for 
Amplification is in the Epilogue. The fact having been 
admitted, as Aristotle says, it only remains to compare it, 

·embellish it, or depreciate it. The nonourable and dishonour
able, as Quintillian styles it. Here the highest effort of the 
orator is brpught forward to show the quality of an act. All 
the resources of oratory are for Amplification, language of 
the greatest thought and magnifi.cence are welcomed because 
here the audience has been worked up to this point and is 
ready to receive and to appreciate the glones of eloquenc~. 
It is here the orator, says Quintillian, is to reign supreme 
and triumph; and as the demonstrative oratory is for display 
and the object is to please the· audience, all art and pomp 
of language are to be used:_the speaker strike:; out to gain 
applause. It is here one can appreciate Cicero's remarks 
that Amplifi.cation is the greatest glory of eloquence, for it 
is· here that virtue, duty, justice, equity, dignity, utility, 
honour, ignominy, rewards and punishments are amplified. 

Delivery: as indicated by Hermogenes. 
As Hermogenes says: Amplification should be employed in 
the Lamprotes, the Brilliancy of Portranl, wherein the 
thoughts are brilliant, to which the speaker can give utter· 
ance with a certain confi.dence, because he knows he can 
reckon on the applause of the auditors. In this portrayal 
Herm'ogenes says the harshness and vehemence are rendered 
somewhat milder (than fhe trachutes, which is the rough and 
abrupt). The conclusion must be dignified; trochaic rhythm 
can, however, appear in it. After Brilliancy comes Amplifica
tion in the Peribole, the Amplitude of portrayal, which 
is the II Grand and Dignified" in detail. 'The delivery in 
the grand and dignifi.ed is slow and impressive, and 
measured, the elevated passages following one after another. 
Where the passages ascend, as Longinus states, they are 
pronounced as a Climax, rather Incremtntum (see these figs.), 
and where they are common or familiar topic.s of more or 
less the same importance, the Fig. Accumulation 1s the best, 
each clause having an independent inflection and pause. 
Where the amplification consists in the piling of synonyms, 
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if the idea amplified is impressive and to be engraved on 
the minds of the hearers as "keep this, hold this, preserve 
this '' (see fuller information under_ Asyndeton, example " a 
wife-a mistress-unemployed"), 1t should be dehberate, 
slow, and with the rising inflectiOn on "hold" and a pause 
after each comma. If the synonyms occur in anger, then 
delivery is quick; if with alliteration, as '.'irregular, insecure, 
indefinite," delirery somewhat fluently and smoothly; as 
in the expression 11 useless, unavailable, unprofitable" the 
delirery is in a low, quick, ironical or sarcastic or a~gered 
tone. Where there is a similitude or comparison, or parti
cipial clauses, they all take the rising inflection till the turn 
of the roice where the assertion starts (see example and 
delirery under Fig. Simile). Where there is a parenthesis, 
the voice is lower and quicker; a Hypophora, it is sudden 
and quick; where the interjection-0 h ! for instance-ex
presses a feelmg, it takes the emphasis, but if it is a part 
of an apostrophic phrase, then the interjection Oh! is pro
nounced like an, unaccented syllable of a word, the object 
or person apostrophised taking the emphasis. As to the 
delivery of the Antithesis, Parison, Parallellism and other 
figures used in Amplification, see respective figure for same; 
and as to the delivery of the figure .4.rsis and Thesis in the 
followin;:; exam~l~ fr~m De.mosthenes, all the _ne~atives take 
the Ars1s, or nsmg mfl.ect10n. up to the word but," and 
from this word on they take the falling mflection (there 
are two Arses and Theses up to the synonyms). Demos. ,-s. 
Aristogiton I, 52: 11 His mind is not occupied in promoting 
any political good; he attends not to any trade or husbandry 
or other business; he is connected with no one by ties of 
humanity or social union: but he walks through the market· 
place like a viper or a scorpion with his sting uplifted, 
hastening here and there, and looking out for some one 
whom he may bring into a scrape, or fasten some calumny 
or mischief upon, and put in alarm m order to extort money. 
~e does not frequent any one of the harbers' shops in the 
Clty, or the perfumers' or any other such establishments; 
but lte is ~nappeasable,_ undo!niciled, unsociable, having no 
fe~lmg of kmdness or fnendsh1p, nor any other which a right· 
mmded man has. He goes about with those companions wrth 
~\·hom p~inters represent. t~e impious in Hades, namely, with 
1mprecat10n and maled1ctron and envy and dissention and 
discord." Rehdantz quotes Shakespeare as following the 
synon;·m after the stylE' in Demosthenes: "Unhousel'd, 
unanomted, unanel' d " (Hamlet). 

In the .following exam?le from Dl:'mosthenes' Olynthiac I I, 
0-IO, whtch Rehdantz g:Jres as one illustrating his statement 
that all lhe principal ideas in periods, which to a certain 
degree, form the h.'11otty point of the whole speech, are 
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doubled: "But if any among you through agreeing in these 
statements think that Philip will maintain his power by 
baring occupied forts and ha\·ens and the like, this is a 
mistake. True, when a confederacy subs1sts by good will, 
and all parties to the war ha\·e a common interest, men are 
willing to co-operate and bear hardships and perse..-ere. But 
when one has grown strong, like Philip, , by rapacity ~nd 
artifice, on the first pretext, the slightest reverse, all is over
turned and broken up (1). Impossible is it-impossible, 
Athenians--to acquire a solid power by injustice and perjury 
and falsehood. Such things last for once, or for a short 
period; maybe they blossom fairly with hope (2); but in time 
they are discovered and drop away (3). As a house, a ship, 
or the like ought to have the lower parts firmest, so in human 
conduct, I ween, the principle and foundation should be JUSt 
and true. But t.1is i:s not so in Philip's conduct."* 

AjiPHIDIORTHOSIS: According to Bullinger this 
figure is a double correction. It has reference, not merely 
to \rhat has been said, but to the feeling of the hearer, so 
that the correction is on both sides. In argumentation it 
is called Prodiorthosis, which is mostly preparmg that there 
should bt no shock; but AmpbidiorthoSlS prepares for 1 

shock that comes. I Kings xw. I4: " ... that day; but 
what? ewn now "-as if the prophet meant (being led by 

·the spirit) to say, fi.rst "that day," and then to add shock 
upon shock by going on, "But what am I saying? 'that 
day?' eren now." I Cor. xi. 22: "\\'bat am I to say to 
you? commend you berei.'1? no indeed." 

.-\~ACEPH.-\LEOSIS: From~- the Gre\k J~·a, up, back; 
xe¢aA.['\, a head, chapter, dirision; a summing up of ch1ef 
points or marshalling of the heads of a discourse, is a figure 
or form of expression used in the Epilogue of an oratwn. 
The Epilogue contains three parts: the Anacephaleosis or 
recapitulation, rather enumeration; Deinosis or indignation; 
-~Iiseratio or excitement of pity, etc. 

C se: It is used for the purpose of refreshing the memcry 
of the judge or of an audience by briefly going o\·er the 
chief points of argument-proof and refutation-accordmg 
to their order, and to bring the whole matter before their 
eyes at a glance. It Is also used to a certain extent in 

* fl) C. R. Kennedy says that Demosthenes is ,·ery high-flown in his lantiuage here, passing 
from one meta;:>hor to another. 

121 •• Such is the stare of mln: to-.iay he puts forth the tender leaves of hope . . ... _ 
Shakespeare. 

31 Like the leaves of a flower, pursuing the last metaphor. so sars ~!oore in "The Last 
Rose of Summer." 

The rassa•e is finished with a beautiful Simile. the first part of which takes the risi:J,: 
inJ!ection. from·· a.s" up to .. sc:' and the rest is delivered with the falling, and a cadence. 
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e\-ery transition (see Fig. 1Ietabasis). When there ar~ many 
divisions and when the defence rests on several pomts ot 
proof, it' may be used with advantage. Demosthenes, _in his 
s;Jeech on the Embassy, uses an AnacephaleoSlS m th~ 
middle. 

Caution: £yerything repeated in the Anacephaleosi~ must 
be said in a rery few words, and must only be cons1dered 
with reference to the principal points. What is enumerated 
must, howeYer, be said with emphasis in which suitable 
sentences should be brought into a suggestire form and 
adorned with Figures, for a bare naked repetition or enumera
tion is unpleasant. There are many thing which, on account 
c£ their brerity and simplicity, do not need a recapitulation. 

Dcli'"v·ery: DeliYery should .be smooth and flowing, vowels 
not too pronounced and sonorous. The enumeration can be 

· dirided into Synthetons with a balanced inflection, or 
Trithetons (threes) with harmonic inflections; or it may take 
the Asyndeton, which is the most usual, or the Polysyndeton. 
(See foregoing Figs., also Epilogue.) 

A~ACCEXOSIS: From the Greek ava, which; Kotvow, 
to make common, make a sharer in, communicate; is a 
form of expression by which the speaker appeals to his 
hearers or opponents for their advice or opinion on a point 
in debate, also when he deliberates with tlie judge or 
acquaints him or his hearers with some part of his counsel 
and adrice. Rossiter Johnson says it is the speaker's appeal 
directly to h1s hearers for an opinion or acknowledgment 
of the justice of his claim or proposition, or of a supposi
titious case assumed to be analagous to the one under con
sideration. 

"Anacrenosis, sympathy to awake, 
Bids us another's case our 0\\11 to make." -Langley. 

Examples: • 1 

"Tell me, fair lady, if the case were your ov-.11, 
So foul a fault would you hare it be knO\m? " 

-Puttenham. 
"Question your royal thoughts, make the case ;~our own; 

Be now the father and propose a son; 
Hear your own dignity so much profan' d; 
See your most dreadful laws so loosely slighted; 
Belzold yourself so by a son disdained 
And in your pow'r so silencing your son. 
Afte-r this cold consid'rance, sentence me; 
And, as you are king, speak in your state· 
\\'hat hare I done that misbecame my place, 
~fy p~rson or my liege's sorereignty."-Shakespeare. 

"I speak as to wise men; judge ye what I say " ( 1 Cor. x. 
r 5; also I sa. \". 34). -
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ANABASIS: From the Greek ava, up; [3a{vw to go. 
In Latin this figure is called Incrementum and is used to 
express. a~ increase or an ascent from a weaker to a stronger 
express10n. When the ascent is made from word to word 
it is called Climax, e.g., Ps. i. 1, "Blessed is the man that 
walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly, nor standeth m 
the way of sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful." 
This is a triple Anabasis taking the form of Parallelism. 
Ezek. xi. 6. " The Anabasis," says Bullinger, " is to impress 
upon us that whatever opposition we may encounter we are 
to speak and give forth the word of God." (See Fig. lucre
mentum.) 

ANAMNESIS : From the Greek ava, back; p.v/jutr; memory, 
is a figure whereby a speaker calls to mind matters past, 
whether of sorrow, joy, etc., and makes a recital of them 
for his own advantage or for the benefit of those who hear 
him. It is an expression of feeling by way of recalling to 
mind a matter that might have been stated simply as a fact. 
It may also be taken as a kind of correction, as if something 
which had been o\·erlooked was suddenly called to mind, 
as in the following example : " Hitherto in this discourse I did 
I;Ot sufficiently bear in mind one momentous consideration 
peculiar to our subject-it flashes on me nozu. \\'hen I 
addressed you about Abraham or Moses-he of whom I speak 
is absent; when I speak of God, He of whom I speak is 
present, to see with what heart I speak of Him." 

It must not seem to be a pretended forgetting, as it wculd 
appear to the hearers a sham for the sake of effect. 

Ps. cxxxvii. I : " By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat 
down; yea, we wept when we remembered Zion. . . ." 
Luke xv. I 7 : ''The prodigal son, when he came to _himself, 
said: how many hired servants of my father's house hare 
bread enough and td spare, and I perish with hunger? ~ ,~·ill 
arise and go to my father," etc. An example from VIrg1l: 
"Oh, happy and over happy had I been, if ne,·~r T~ojan ship, 
alas, my country those had seen '' (words of Dido JUSt before 
she died). 

ANACOLOUTHON: From the Greek a, not; KOAOv8ov, 
following, is a figure by which the. orato~ for the sake of 
energy drops the grammatical form w1th which .he comm.ence~, 
and adopts another not syntactically recone1lable w1th 1t. 
Kennedy's Latin grammar defines Anacolouthon as the 
passing from one ~onstruction t? another bef?re the former 
is completed. Bullmger styles 1t as a breakmg off of the 
sequence of thought, and gives ~s 'f!-xamples: (I)' An accusa
tion standing alone at the begmnmg of a sentence. Luke 
xxi. 6: " These things which ye behold "-and then He turns 
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off and says: 11 There wiil come days," so we 'must add 11 as 
to ,, these things, etc. (2) Sometimes the leading proposition 
is interrupted by a parenthesis; and when the suoject is 
resumed, the grammatical connection is changed (John vi. 
12-24). (3) Sometimes the construction suqdenly changes 
without a parenthesis, by a change of persons; or tram parti
ciple to finite \·erb, or from singular to plural, vice versa. 
2 Cor. \'. 6, S: "Being confident-we are confident and con
tent rather to be from home." (4) Sometimes the construction 
is broken off altogether and not completed at all. :Mark xi. 
32: 11 But if ye shall say, of men; they feared the people." 
Here the reasonings of the rulers are broken off and the sense 
must be supplied. (5) Sometimes the change consists of a 
sudden transition from the indirect to the direct form of 
speech. ~lark ri. 9: 11 But being shod with sandals; and 
j·ut not on two coats." (6) Sometimes from the direct form 
it passes into the indirect. John xiii. 29: 11 By those things 
that we hare heard of against the feast, or, that he should 
ghe something to the poor." 

Examples from Demosthenes by Rehdanz-Blass. 
Rehdantz-Blass states that added participial definitions 

often cause Anacolouthon; for instance, .Demosthenes on the 
Embassy, 266: " ... when things proceeded thus far and 
corruption got the ascendency, ·although they possessed a 
thousand horse and were more than ten thousand mercenaries 
and fifty galleys and four thousand citizens besides, all 
of it could not save them; before a year of the war had • 
expired the betrayers had lost all the cities in Chalcidice; 
Philip could no longer· be at, the call of the betrayers, and 
was puzzled what he should first take possession of." In 
the foregoing example Rehdantz says that such emphasis is 
laid on the same (participial clauses) that they become the 
subject instead of the all of it could not which replaces 
them. Compare Demos. vs. Phormia, 3, in which the subject 
quite changes place: "But, as many people reproached us, 
and especially the merchants who were in Bosporus with 
Phormia, who knew that he had not lost his money in the 
wreck, we thought it would be cowardly not to seek redress 
for the wron;; which the defendant had done us." Rehdantz 
gi\'es an example in which the second part of the period 
(Apodosis, or conclusion) is missing in the form proper, or 
its absorption is indicated: Demosthenes on· the Chersonese, 
2 5: " You like always to ask the speaker-what must we do? 
I wiil ask you this-what must I say? For if you will neither 1 

<:ontribute nor take the field, nor abstain from the public 
funds, nor give supplies to Diopeithes, nor let alone what 
he ftnds for himself, nor be content to mind your 0\\11 busi
ness, I hare nothing to say." In the foregoing example it 
anpears as independent in a somewhat different form, or its 
absorption is indicated i and in the following example there 
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is absolutely no trace of the Apodosis: Dernosthenes on the 
~rown, I 26: 11 Since, therefore, the righteous and true verdict 
IS made clear to al~ ~; but I must, it seems-though not 
naturally fond of ra1lmg, yet on account of the calumnies. 
~ttered b:f my opponen.t-in reply to so many falsehoods, 
JUSt rnent1on ~orne leadmg particulars concerning him, and 
show who he 1s and from whom descended that so readily 
begins usi~g hard words-and what langu~ge he carps at, 
after uttenng such as any decent man would have shuddered 
to pronounce-why, if my accuser had been Acacus or 
Rhadarnanthus or Minos, instead of a prater, a hack of the 
market, a pestilent scribbler, I don't think he would have 
spoken such things or found such offensive terms, shouting 
as in a tragedy, '0 Earth! 0 Sun! 0 Virtue! ' and the 
like: and again appealing to Intelligence and Learning, by 
which the honourable is distinguished from the base-all 
this you undoubtedly heard from his lips-Accursed one ! " 
The Anacolouthon, as in the original, is preserved in the 
translation preceding, by Kennedy. • 

Example of another sort of Anacolouthon, which Rehdantz; 
says is a sudden, voluntary breaking off, as in Demos. YS. 

Phil. I I I, 70: 11 And we, likewise, 0 Athenians, whilst we 
are safe with a rnagnifi.cent city, plentiful resources, lofty 
reputation (I )-what must we do? l\1any of you, I daresay, 
have been longing to ask-well, I will tell you ... " Smead 
remarks (I) here on the adroitness of the orator, who, instead 
of applying the simile of the ship to the administration of 
the state, which he felt his quick-minded hearers had already 
done, suddenly interrupts himself with a question which 
naturallv would occur to the audience. 

Example from Demos. on the Embassy, 44: "I, when I 
heard the defendant making sue-h rnagnifi.cent promises, being 
quite certain of their falsehood_:_and I will tell you \\hy: 
:first, because when Philip was about to swear the oath of 
peace, the Phocians ... ; secondly, because Philip's ambassa
dors used no such language, nor Philip's letter, but only 
the defendant." 

Another from Demos. on the Embassy, 264: 11 When they 
had only four hundred horse and were not more than fi.ve 
thousand alto{lether in number, the Chalcidians, not yet bein~ 
all united, although the Lacedcrrnonians attacked them with 
a considerable army and fleet (for, of course, you know that 
the Laceda=rnonians had command, so to speak, both of sea 
and land at the period), 1Zotwithstanding the attack of so 
mighty a force, they lost neither their citv nor a single 
fortress, but even won many battles, and at last put an end 
to the war upon their own terms." 

• Leland fo!lowin~ Wolf. infers from this passa~e that there must have been some ~cclama
tion in the court. which D~most~enes affects to consider as the ~eneral voice of the iu~v. 
Brou~ham hc1lds that this is not a necessary inference from the text, where the connectiOn wtt!:t 
what goes before is plain and easy. 
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A fine example from Demos. vs. Timocrates, 166: 11 After
wards, when we sailed, not to attack any fort or district in 
Thrace-for this cannot be said, • True, we did some damage, 
but it was in self-defence '-nothing of the kind; we went 
to no part of Thrace, but against Alopeconnesus, which is 
i'1 the Chersonese and belonged to you ; it is a promontory 
Jutting out towards Imbrus at a great distance from Thrace, 
.and was full of pirates and corsairs." 

Examples from Demostlzenes by Blass. 
Blass' 11 Demosthenes " gires this example from Corona, 

2ii: "And in addition to other things, just as if he had 
deli\·ered his sentiments with simplicity and good feeling, 
be ad vises you to guard against me, and to take care that 
I may deceire you or lead you astray, styling·me a powerful 
spt:aker, an imposter, a sophist, and such like; as if, when 
any person may impute his own qualities to another (it would 
follow) that the fact must be so, and as if the hearers would 
not inquire who the person is that says so. I am sure that 
you all know him, and that you consider these qualities to 
be much more attached to him than to me. And this I know, 
that with regard to my oratorical talents-for be it so. 
Though I am sensible that the hearers are, for the most 
part, the disposers of oratorical talent; for the reputation 
of an orator depends on the manner in which you may 
receive and be favourably affected toward each; but if I 
possess any such experience, you will all find that it was 
exerted in public affairs for your interests, and on no occasion 
.against you or for my private interest. His eloquence was 
otherwise employed, not only in speaking in behalf of the 
enemy, but likewise, if any one offended or opposed him, 
against this person.'' 

An example of a participial construction taken from Blass, 
Cor. 249: "Afterwards, when those who were bent to do me 
a mischief, conspired and brought indictments, audits, im
peachments and the rest of it against me, not at first in their 
own persons, but in such names as they imagined would most 

·· effectually screen themselves (for you surely know and 
remember that every day of that first period I was arraigned, 
nrither the desperation of Sosicles, nor the malignity of 
Philocrates, nor the madness of Diondas and 1Ielantus, nor 
anything else was left untried by them against me); on all 
tlwse occasions, chiefly through the gods, secondly through 
you and the other Athenians, I was preserved." 

Use of Anacolouthon: Hermogenes places this figure under 
Alethia, that is, the stamp of truth and fervour, therefore 
it the portrayal the expression of earnestness. And to 
gin· the stamp of truth to what the orator says, Hermogenes 
t>numerates the following: the removal of objections, rather 
H ypophora, introduced asyndetically, the designed A naco
loutlwn as a consequence of strong emotion, the bringing in 
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of something, ~ if one had. almost forgotten it, or as if it 
?Cc~rred to o~e JUSt at the nght time. ln a word, it is used 
m the express10n of strong emotion. 

Caution: The Anacolouthon should come in as it were~ 
says Hermogenes, of itself. There must be no announcement 
of it. For instance, Hermogenes points out that iEschines 
h~d, in ~ommo? with Demosthenes, the Paralepsis, and the 
vigour with wh1ch the orator, while in the midst of uttering 
his thoughts, suddenly stops and draws back; and that he. 
is not capable of portraying in a vivacious and convincing. 
man?er the momentary movements of the soul. Only strong 
passion can warrant it nowadays, as it seems to imply such 
a degree of emotion in the speaker as to destroy the recol
lection of grammatical form; in other words, the emotion is 
so great as to make the speaker forget how he began his. 
sentence-i.e., "If thou beest he-,-But, 0, how fallen! n 

(Milton). "But-ah !-Him! the fi.rst great martyr in this 
great cause !-How shall I struggle with· the emotions that 
stifle the utterance of thy name? " (Daniel Webster). This 
is an effective fi.gure of speech when used in the above sense, 
but becomes a solecism when it lacks grammatical sequence 
or coherence in a sentence or sequence of tenses, emotional 
feeling being absent-e.g., "Going down the street the sky 
grew dark." The sky was not going down the street. " His 
(Whitefi.eld's) person was unusually graceful and imposing,. · 
and, like Chatham, the piercing glance of a singularly 
brilliant eye contributed in no small measure to the force of 
his appeals." Rossiter Johnson says Lecky means that 
Whitefi.eld's eye was like Chatham's eye in its piercing glance,. 
but that is not what he says. 

Delivery of Anacolouthon should be in a different tone 
from what has preceded. If the clauses going before it are 
rising in nature, the Anacolouthon should be lower, forcible, 
quickj if it is a parenthesis being pronounced in a lower and 
quicker tone, the breaking off should be sudden as it is in 
all cases, and what follows in a higher, strong and quicker 
tone. The new construction to which the speaker goes before' 
he has completed the construction of the one he has broken 
off from and left incomplete should be caught up or taken 
up quickly as if it were a surprise, as if it, w~re a pr~cious 
idea that one had forgotten, suddenly thmkmg of 1t, he 
expresses it, leaving eve~ything else for the mo~ent for ~ear 
the idea mig-ht escape him. The Anacolouthomc expr~sswn, 
be it a word, a phrase, or clause, should always be dehvered 
forcibly. 

ANADIPLOSIS: Greek ava, again; St1rXow, double, 
reduplication; is a figure whereby the last word or sound 
of the fi.rst clause is repeated in the beginning of the next, 
or a repetition of the last word or any prominent word in 
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a sentence or clause at the beginning of the next with an 
adjunct idea-e.g., 11 He retained his virtues amidst all his 
misfortunes-misfortunes \vhich no prudence could foresee or 
prevent." It is also a fi.gure in which the ending of a 
sentence, line or clause is repeated and emphasised at the 
beginning of the next-e.g., "Upon her trembling knees she 
held a book-a comfortable book for them that mourn.'' 

" \\"hen the repetition of the same \Vord or words is in the 
middle of successive sentences it is called Mesodiplosis; "Meso,') 
middle; middle repetition. 2 Cor. iv. 8, 9: 'We are troubled 
on every side, yet not distressed; we are perplexed,· but not 
in despair; prosecuted but not forsaken; cast down but not 
destroyed.' "-Bullinger. , 

Julius Rufi.nianus defi.nes Anadiplosis thus: 11 
• • • est 

ejusdem rerbi continuatim repetitio, ut: '0 Corydon, Cory
don quce te dementia cepit ' " (Eel. ii. 6g). (Anadiplosis is 
a successiYe repetition of the same word-e.g., 0 Corydon) 
Corydon what frenzy has possessed you ! ) 

The Liber de Schematibus et Tropis Badce Venerabilis 
(The Book of Tropes and Figures of the Ven. Bede) gives it 
as follov.;s : 11 Anadiplosis is a repetition of a word in the last 
part of the preceding line so that it becomes the fi.rst in the 
following," e.g., 11 Our feet shall stand within thy gates) 
0 Jerusalem. Jerusalem that was builded as a city."
Ps. cxxii. 2, 3· 

11 Anadiplosis ends the former line 
With what the next does for its first design." -Langley. 

Examples: Bullinger remarks that Anadiplosis is the fi.rst 
fi.gure employed in the Bible, and gives the following: 
" Gen. i. I, 2 : 'In the beginning God created the heaven 
and the earth. And the earth ·became without form and 
\'oid.' The repetition of earth directs attention to the fact 
of a subsequent period of unknown duration, and the ruin 
it had fallen into." 

11 Amidst the flashing and feathery foam 
The stormy petrel fi.nds a !tome-
A home, if such a place may be 
For her who lives on the wide, wide sea."-B. Cornwall. 

" It was free-
From end to end, from cliff to lake 'hvas free! 
Free as our torrents."-Knowles. 

\\'ith death, death must be compensated. 
On mischief, mischief must be heaped. 

Isidorus gives an example from Cicero (Cat. I, § 2) showing 
the successive repetition of a word: hie tamen vivit, vivit? 
etiam in Senatum \'en it. (Still he lives, li\·es? he even comes 
into the Senate.) The speech of Demosthenes versus Meid, 
Ii4, contains a successive repetition of the word horse: "And 
when he was hipparch, what will you think of the rest) 
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when I tell you this; why, not even had he the spirit to 
buy a horse, a horse, thi.s 1llustrio?s and. wealthy man." 

use : !he figure. ha~ 1ts place m pass10nate and vigorous 
decla!llat10n, also. m. s1mpl~ and calm speeches, but not in 
sus tame~ a_nd. d1gmfied d1sc?urse. The repetition usualiy 
occurs w1t~m the colon, that Is member, although exceptions 
·occur, as m the sentence of Demosthenes against .!Eschines 
imbassy, 97: "For .!Eschines is not only accused on account 
of the peace, but peace on account of .!Eschines was rendered 
odious.:' T~e o~~e eo-n" (it cannot be) is often repeated 
success1vely m the preferred formula, seldom in a single 
word; e.g., Demosthenes' famous adjuration, Cor. 208: " But 
it cannot be, it cannot be, Athenians, that you have acted 
wrong in encountering danger for the liberty and saiety of 
Greece." The passionate form of speech supports and 
demands so much that, should one desire to repeat in greater 
measure, then, as Aristotle says, he must at least change 
the expression (Arist. Rhet. III. 12). Demetrius on Style says 
that Anadiplosis is used in the forcible style, and enumerates 
it among- such figures as contribute to force, as short com
parisons, striking compounds, mordant wit, etc. It not only 
adds pleasantness of sound, but a certain increase in the 
second member. It is also called the rhetorical echo, for it 
carries the resemblance of a re-doubled or iterated sound. 

Caution: The word repeated should not be in a weaker 
clause, nor without new matter. Aquila Romanus cautions · 
thus: "rarum apud oratores figurce genus, frequentius apud 
poetas; si quando tamen et in civilem orationem incidit non 
mediocrem dignitatem habet." (This class or kind of figure 
is rare among orators, more frequent in the poets, but when 
it occurs in an oration it has no mean dignity.) Volkmann's 
Hermagoras gives Anadiplosis as one of the figures of words, 
the use of which contributes to the Deinotes. 

Delh,ery: As Demetrius places Anadiplosis in the forcible 
style and among such figures as short comparisons, etc., and 
as force implies brevity, the delivery should be sharp and 
quick, with an increased volume or force of voic.e put on. ~he 
repeated word, in the character of an Emphatic Repeht10n 
(see under Fig-. Emphatic Rep.). 

"Anadiplosis is not employed by an orator of reserve 
. . . , but is suited to liveliness and energy of style. The 
repetition of the negative after less emphatic words tends 
to enhance their force."-W. W. Baden, B.A. 

Impassioned Delivery: In the expression of force and stron~ 
feelings, the orator, says Quintillian, m.ay step forward, 1f 
the movement be brief, moderate in quiCkness and not too 
frequent. The noted American orator,· Daniel Webster, u~ed 
this movement in his eulogv on Adams and Jefferson. Com111g 
to the climax of his description of John Adams' orator¥, he 
raised his body, brought his hands in front of him with a 
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swing, and stepping to the front of the stage, said, \vk .! a 
broad swell and an imperious surge upward of the gruff 
tone of his voice, "He spoke onward, right onward." He 
threw into . that single word " onward '' such a shock of force 
that several auditors, who sat directly in front of the stage, 
found themselves involuntarily half-rising from their seats 
with the start the words gave them. .The effect was· the 
greater because exceptionaL The orator had been speaking 
calmly, and rose from the level of a passionless delivery. 
(From Parker's" Golden Age of American Oratory," as cited 
in 1Iathew's "Oratory and Orators.") Thus was the fore
going \Vebsterian Anadiplosis delivered with such powerful 
effect. The second "onward'' is an echo of the fi.rst, and 
is increased in force by the ::~ r1 clition of the word "·right," 
the " right onward " tah. o also the Emphatic Repetition 
(see this Fig.). The Anadiplosis was one of Whiteneld's 
favourite figures for expressing emotion. Take the following, 
containing Anadiplosis, :Membrum, Apostrophe, Antithesis, 
Interrogatio and Parisen: "0 admire, admire the rich and 
free grace which hath brought you to this relation; is not 
this an instance of the greatness of love, that you should 
be the spouse of the Lord Jesus Christ? You that had no 
beauty, you that had no comeliness, that were full of sin; 
that he should embrace such as you and I are; that we should 
be taken into the embrace of this Lord Jesus. 0 infi.nite 
condescending kindness! 0 amazing love.! Reverence, 
re~·erence, I beseech you, this Lord Jesus Christ." " ... and 
Christ will be yours, then happy you that ever you were 
born! But if you die before this espousal unto the Lord 
Jesus Christ, then woe, woe unto you . . . ." " Strive, 
stri<:e to enter in at the straight gate, that ye may be borne 
to Abraham's bosom, where sin and sorrow shall cease." 
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lESCHINES 
Hzs ORATORY, DELIVERY, AKD So~IE NoTES FRo:-.r E:-.uxENT 

CoNTDIPORARY AND SuBSEQUENT CRITics, 

£schines, who was chosen one of the ten public orators 
of Athens, was, in po~nt of vocal development, perhaps the 
fo~emos~ of orators. Like ?-11 great _actors, he had a splendid 
VOICe with full compass, highly tramed and well modulated. 
I~t w~s on this point o~ vocal training that Richard Brinsley 
Shendan surpassed Pitt, Fox, Burke, and all his other 
contemporaries. JEschines was a political opponent and great 
rival of Demosthenes. 

His Splendid Voice. 
" It appears from the testimony of ancient writers, as well 

as from the sneers of Demosthenes, that JEschines had a 
remarkably fine voice; and was not a litfle proud of it. 
A good voice must indeed have been a great ad\"antage 
to an Athenian speaker, who had to address thousands of 
people in the open air. But 1Eschines not only possessed 
a voice that was loud and clear, but had a wonderful ease 
and fluency of speech, in these natural gifts surpassing Demos
thenes himself."-" The Oration of Demosthenes on the 
Crown, with notes," by Charles Rann Kennedy. 

" JEschines was a man that came into life under all the 
disadvantages that are the common dead weight upon the 
hopes of ·rising- in the world, namely a mean parentage, a 
stinted education, and a narrow fortune. A loud strong 
voict first recommended him to the stage. With this circum
stance Demosthenes perpetually upbraids him-the noisy 
player, the stalking buskin, and tragic pomp. At last, partly 
from the seeds of education and partly from being a constant 
auditor of the eloquence of the court, he sets up for an 
orator. He succeeded so well that he was chosen one of the 
ten public orators of Athens. 

/Eschines compared with Demosthenes. 
"It may suffice to observe that they all generally agree 

in this, that the manner of J'Eschines is softer, more 
insinuating and more delicate than that of Demosthenes i 
but that the latter is more grave, forcible and convincing. 
The one has more address, and the other more of strength 
and energy. The one endeavours to steal, the other to force 
the assent of his auditors. In this they both agree, the 
harmony and eloquence of their phrase, and the strength 
and beauty of their epithets; but with this difference, that 
the figures of the one are fine, of the ~ther bolder: Both of 
them thunder and light~n. but .IEschmes does 1t oftener, 
and Demosthenes longer; it being the temper of the on~ to 
.flash. and of the other peroetually to bu.rn." -"The Or~~10ns 
of :tEschines and Demosthenes concernmg the Crown, by 
Thomas Dawson, LL.B., Dublin, 1732. 
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From" Greek and R oman Portraits," by A. Heckler; by kind permission 
of publisher, William H einemann, Loudon . 

Principal Forms of Oratorical Expression used by kschines. His m aster
figures are those in italics : 
Auaphora, Apost rophe, Desuip tio, Dialogism us, Diasyrmus, Diatyposis, 
Ecplumesis, Epanalepsis, Epanaphora, Epidiorthosis, Epiphouema, E rotesis, 
Ethopoeia, E thos, Figura Et)•mologica , H yperbole, H ypophora, H ypotiposis, 
Mehphora, Orco, Paralepsis, Polysyndeton, Protrope, Rhytbmus, Sermo
dnatio. 
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The Exordium of kschines. 
" The Exordium of .tEschines has very great beauties; and. 

we may say conforms to all the rules of the art. According 
to the rules of eloquence, an exordium ought to have three 
qualities: (I) it should make the audience favourable,.. 
(2) attentive, (3) tractable. Each of these is found in the 
exordium of !Eschines. The orator gains the goodwill of 
the judges when he declares that he confi.des entirely in the 
laws and in them, and that the interest of the state alone 
obliges him to speak; he excites their attention by the long. 
list of disorders that certain persons had introduced into the 
Republic; and fi.nally he renders them disposed to enter into. 
what he is about to say, by showing the importance of 
reforming these abuses, and by declating his object to be 
no less than to preserve that popular government and the 
liberty of the people now in danger. Some rhetoricians blame 
this introduction as too pathetic, and call it a peroration, 
rather than an exordium But if they reproach JE.schines for 
this supposed fault, with greater reason should they blame· 
Demosthenes, who addresses all the gods and goddesses at 
once, as if he wished his prayer to interest alL Olympus in 
the quarrel. 

·The H ypophora of kschines. 
" We cannot but admire the skill with which :.tEschines 

anticipates the arguments of his antagonist. ' He will ask 
me ... ' (see full passage, etc., under the Fig. Hypophora). 
We should almost be tempted to imagine that he had already 
read the speech, or that some one who had heard Demos
thenes read, had given him an exact account of it; otherwise 
we must attribute to .tEschines an almost supernatural sagacity. 

The Grand Peroration of kschines. · 
"It is beautiful, magnifi.cent, and grand, and at the same· 

time very touching and pathetic. .tEschines brings before us 
Solon, Aristides, Themistocles, all the heroes who on the 
plains of 11arathon and Plat;:ea sacrificed their lives for the 
Republic. He calls them forth from their tombs to witness 
the ·sentence presently to be pronounced. He calls upon the 
earth, the sun, upon virtue that universal reason, that celestial 
light which illumines every mind and makes it distinguish 
good and evil. In a word, he omits nothing- to engage all 
nature in his contest, to raise heaven and earth, gods and 
men against Demosthenes. 

The Sublime Peroration of Demosthenes. 
" Demosthenes terminates his speech as he began it, by 

invoking the gods with a confidence which nothing but a 
good conscience can give. There can be nothing more 
touching- or more patheti-c than this whole peroration. We 
s:1y that it is in every point according- to the rules which 
rhrtoricians give us, or rather that rhetoricians have drawn 
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their. rules from. this masterpiece of eloquence."-" The 
OratiOns of JEschmes and Demosthenes on the Crown " by ' 
Alexander Negris, Boston, 1829. ' · 
~~Fox (Kranzrede des Demosthenes, p. 214), indeed, main

tam~ that we are fully justified in behevina that in the two 
oratiOns on the crown, in their present fo~m we have not 
merely in the ~ain, but in detail, the very orations pre· 
pared and comm1tted to memory before the trial and delivered 
at the trial with the addition of a slight amount of extem
poraneous matter. As an orator, .IEschines is a brilliant 
amateur. He is a spiritual brother of Andocides, and seems 
to have recognised the kinship. As an amateur he touches 
~opics on the surface, without fee~ing the necessity of search
mg them to the bottom. A cham of argument with proofs 
.at. every st~p is something which he hardly understands. 
L1ke Andondes, he tells a story well, and will never, if 
he can help it, abandon narrative for argument If carping 
.criticism could have won the case, he would have been 
victorious. 

His Epiphonema and Features o/ltis Style. 
" His skill in putting the worst construction on Demos

thenes' acts, and makmg . his discourse interesting wh1le 
enforcing each point with some brilliant epiphonema (see 
this Fig.), has led Leopold Schmidt to call him 1 eine 
diabolisch natur.' In the legal part of the discourse, when~ 
he had the advantage of Demosthenes, he is not at home. 
Here he presents a fault alien to his nature; he lacks lucidity. 
The whole treatment is so laboured that Demosthenes, with 
a keen eye to his own advantage, gives it the most withering 
answer possible: 1 Neither by the gods, do I suppose you 
understood his arguments, nor was I myself able to under
.stand most of them.' Among the features fairfy characteristic 
of the style of JEschines may be mentioned: (I) Diatyposis, 
a vivid presentation of a picture; (2) Apostrophe; (3) Inclina
tion to digression (see lines or sections of the oratwn 7 7 and 
I 30, I 32- I 36; it is also difficult to find any thr~ad of con
nection in the epilogue), which justifies the verd1ct of Qum
tillian; (4) exaggeration (d. 212, 25, 9); (5) a fondness for 
-the figure Etymological (d. 2, 4), his most striking super
ficial characteristic. In a less striking degree than Dem?s
·thenes he exhibits: First, the art of dramatic representatwn 
-i.e., the carrY.ing on of a discussion with questions . and 
answers (cf. 20-22, 178, r86); secondly, the use ~f a pair of 
words to express a single notion (cf. 132, 2), mamly ~or the 
purpose of dwelling- lon!!er on the thought. He .. Is n?t 
~ltoaethet indifferent to Hiatus, and some transpos1t10ns m 
the ~atural order of words are made, with a view to ~roi~ing 

·it. The use of the Figura Etymologica of every vanetv 1s a 
fa,·ourite mannerism of £schines. His fine form, and t?at 
,·oice which so excited Demosthenes' enYy, were a cap1tal 
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out of which he was clever enough to profit."-" £schines 
against Ctesiphon on the Crown,'' by Rufus B. Richardson,. 
Professor of Greek, Dartmouth College. 

" The Exordium is an artful insinuation that Demosthenes~ 
by his cabals and intrigues with a party of men, would set 
aside the laws; and therefore bespeaks the assistance and 
farour of the people against such seditious and arbitrary 
proceedings. lo alarm them the more, he (LEschines) 
represents him as having already rendered himself formidable 
by such practice."-" The Oration against Ctesiphon and 
Demosthenes de Corona" by Andrew Portal, published in 
Ii55· 

" Scarcely more than Andocides did :.tEschines possess the 
art of speaking; but in a far greater measure than Andocides,. 
the practice, which even without art can do much to serve 
the need of the hour, this practice including both the habit 
of composition and skill in declamation. Lastly, he had in 
an extraordinary degree the third and supreme requisite
faculty. His natural gift was most brilliant. 

Conception of Himself as an Orator. 
" If we look to that conception of himself as an orator 

which LEschines puts forward when he desires to appear at 
the greatest advantage over Demosthenes, we shall find that 
it has two chief traits: (I) First, £schines gives it to be· 
understood that he is the man of spontaneous eloquence, 
while Demosthenes is the laborious rhetor. (2) Secondly, 
LEschines piques himself on his culture, meaning partly by 
this his familiarity with standard poets, such as the old 
tragedians; partly a general sense of propriety on refinement 
which, for instance, leads him to imitate the decorum of the· 
old masters like Solon or Pericles-by speaking with his 
hands within his robe, instead of using vehement action
and which helps guard him, again, from such faults of taste
in expression as he imputes to his rival. 

His Training, His Style and Voice. 
, " LE~r:hines had no systematic training. One account, 
indeed, made him a pupil of !socrates and Plato; others that 
he had imitated Leodamus, or studied Alcidamas (Demetrius· 
the Phalereus). 

"His style has not finish, purity, or beauty of rhythm; 
it is blatant, inartistic, headlong, easily betrayed into coarse 
abuse ill-becoming an orator; but it has a stamp of power 
and of facility such as would come of nature and of private 
study, not under a master. When the Rhodians asked him 
to teach them rhetoric, he said that he did not know it him
self. If, however, iEschines was no rhetorical artist, he 
brought to public speaking the two-fold training of an actor 
and a scribe. He had a magnificent voice, under perfect 
musical control: • He compares me to the sirens,' says 
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£schines at his trial. As tritagonist, he had often to play 
showy parts, such as Creon, Cresphonte, Thyestes. As a 
scnbe, he thus learned thoroughly the forms o( public busi
ness, and . gained that kno\vledge of laws and recorded 
.decrees wh1en, next to his natural eloquence, was his chief 
weapon. \Yithout the intensity of Demosthenes, JEschines 
has a certam fluent vehemence; his diction when neither low 
nor turgid, has that splendour which b~th Dionysius and 
Cicero recognised; and if his descriptions are sometimes 
tediou~ or pointless, he is certainly strong in exposition and 
narrative. 

The Person of !Esclzines. 
. ".tEschines was about fifty-nine when the De Corona trial 

took place. Fifteen years earlier, when he spoke against 
Timarchus, he says that he was already grey, and looked 
more than his age. He was not tall, but exceedingly hand
some, and of a robust frame, in contrast with his rather 
.Younger' rival (Demosthenes, now fifty-four) who, as a youth,· 
had neglected the ordinary physical education. With his 
splendid voice, his trained elocution, and his practice in the 
statuesque manner which best suited him, .tEschines must 
have had an advantage over his opponent in many accessories 
of effect. Near him in the court stood a group of men who 
came to speak for him or to support him by their presence; 
1 oligarchs,' as the other side called them-leading members 
-of the J\Iacedonian party. Round Demosthenes were gathered 
friends and advocates of the opposite politics-chiefly generals 

·Or men distinguished in other offices of the state. The dicasts 
\vho formed the court were probably at least a thousand in 
number. There was besides a throng of Athenians and other 
Greek spectators. 

Failure of the Peroration. 
".lEschines as accuser of Ctesiphon opens the case. The 

peroration is notable in the history of oratory: 1 Remember, 
then, that the city whose fate rests with you 1s no alien city, 
but your own ... ' (see full peroration under Figs. Peroration 
and Epilogue) ' ... that they will utter a voice of lamenta-
tion if he who covenants with barbarians to work against 
Greece should be crowned? ' This was the true clima.x. 
But .tEschines felt the pressure of the Attic rule. He must 
not end thus. The storm must be laid in a final harmony. 
And so he passed on to the most tremendous failure that 
e\'er followed so close upon a triumph : 1 0 Earth and Sun· 
lirrht! 0 ye influences of Goodness, of Intelligence, of 
that Culture bv which we learn to distinguish things beauti
ful or shamef~l-I have done my duty, I have finished. 
If the part of the accuser has been performed wep and 
adequately to the offence, then I have spoken as I wished
if defecti\'ely, yet I have spoken as I could. Judge for 
yourselves from what has been spoken or from what has 
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been left unsaid, and gire your sentence in accordance with 
justice and with the interest of Athens.' 

Fatal lVeakness of the Speech. 
".Apart from all faults of form, the hearers must have 

felt tnat the speech had one signal fault of matter. .!Eschines 
had not dared to show his colours. · He had not dared to 
say, 'I maintain that it was expedient to be friendly with 
~\lacedon, and therefore I derly that Demosthenes was . a 
patriot.' He had tried to sare appearances. He had dealt 
m abuse and in charges of corruption. But he left the essence 
of Demosthenes' policy absolutely untouched. 

Denzoslh~nes' Reply and the Paorations Compared. 
"The tone of the speech: The nobility of this great speech 

declares itself not least in this, that the inevitable recital ot 
personal services never once sinks into self-glorification. It 
is held abO\·e that by the speaker's proud consciousness that 
he has wroug-ht, not for himself, but for Athens and Greece; 
not for ambition, but for sacred things, for duty and for 
honour, and that he can show this by proofs the most 
triumphant. In relation to the Attic theory of eloquence, 
it is most instructire to compare the perorations of .!Eschines 
and Demosthenes. .!Eschines, not being a true artist, stands 
in awe of the art. He does not renture to be original and 
to stop at his real climax. He must needs conform with the 
artistic usage of a final harmony; and he mars all. Demos
thenes, the master, can make the art obey him. With true 
instinct he feels this to be the rare case which the rule does 
not fit. The emotions of the hearers have been stirred beyond 
the point of obedience to the pulses of an ordered music. 
His intense appeal to the memories of his countrymen ends 
in a storm of imprecation and prayer. Two thousand years 
hare challenged a tradition which lires and will always live 
\\·hem·er there is left a sense for the grandest music which 
an exquisite languag-e could yield to a sublime enthusiasm
that when Demosthenes had ceased, those who had come 
from alLparts of Greece to hear that day tFie epitaph of 
freedom which they had lost, and a defence of the honour 
which they still leave to their children, had listened to the 
masterpiece of the old world's oratory, perhaps to the supreme 
achie,·ement of human eloquence.''-11 The Attic Orators," 
bv R. C. Jebb, Litt.D., Professor of Greek and Fellow of 
Trinity College, Cambridge, and ~I.P. for the University. 

"As to the speech itself, its construction is loose and 
irreg-ular, and does not, contain any narrative passages as 
lirely as in the same orator's speech on the 'Falsa Legatio.' 

Spcult had no Prothesis or Regular Divisions. 
" The lengthy and somewhat conventional procemium was 

criticised adn"rseh· by the ancients; there was no regular 
5tatement of the subiect of the indictment (Prothesis, see this 
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Fig.). Su.ch as there is, gives only an imperfect enumeration 
of the pomts. But also the regular divis.ions of the speech 
are not well observed. The main .body of it, the Narratio 
et D~monstratio, extends f~om sections 13 to 176; and all the 
rest 1s, as Blass says, Ep1logue, in the widest sense of the 
term i yet from I 70 to 2 30 there are matters which more 
properly belong to the previo~s division, and technically the . 
~pllogue does not begm until 230. Finally the peroration 
1s unduly long, and weakened and spoilt by the final section. 
'I have spoken my utmost in behalf of all that is hiahest 
and ~est., }t r~sts wit~ you, 0 judges, now to vot~ for 
the nght. .:...... T. Gwatkm, I\LA., Late Fellow of St. John':. 
College, Cambridge. 

The Style of JEschines. 
" !Eschines was an orator whose style was full, diffusire 

and son~rous. He was a stranger to the glowing expressions 
and darmg figures of Demosthenes, which he treats with 
contempt and ridicule. But though more simple, he is less 
affecting, and by being less contracted, has not so much 
strength and energy. But if we would view his abilities to 
the greatest advantage, we must not compare them with those 
of his rival. Then will his figures appear to want neither 
beauty nor gnndeur. His easy and natural manner will then 
be thought highly pleasing; and a just attention will discorer 
a good degree of force and energy in his. style, which at 
first appears flowing and harmonious."-Thomas Leland, 
D.D., Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin. 

11 JEschines, in the speech against Cte?iphon, would hare 
furnished a remarkable exception to this rule, had he finished 
with that truly magnificent passage in which he calls up the 
illustrious dead of Athens, and plants them round himself, 
and bids his hearers listen to the groans that the crovming 
of the man who had conspired with barbanans draws forth 
from the tombs of those who fell at Marathon and Plat<ea. 

Fine Peroration Badly Finished. 
11 So fine a peroration is not in any languag-e to be found; 

it probably suggested to his great rival the celebrated oath 
which has long stood, by universal consent, first a~ong the 
remarkable passages of perfect eloquence. But JEschmes was 
obliged to compose himself after this burst; and he added 
the two .sentences, one of which has even been both extraYa
g-ant and absurd, and was, indeed, attacked as such. by 
Demosthenes-the invocation to a series of natural obJects 
and abstract qualities; and the other be~omes ~till more fee.ble 
than it naturally could have been by 1ml!led1ately fol~owmg 
that lofty but clumsy flight. The result 1s a total fal.lure
one of the most remarkable in the history of rhetonc-an 
attempt which is violent and overstrai!!-ed, rather than 
vehement, yet heavy withal and cold-beanng the character 
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d the worst declamation-and succeeded by a mean common
place without any felicity whatever, either of conception or 
executwn. This failure-this sudden reverse of fortune-this 
total defeat in the very moment of the most prodigious 
success-a transitiOn from one of the grandest tnumphs or 
tne art of oratory to nearly the most signal discomfiture upon 
record, must be ascribed entirely to a compliance with that 
harsh rule as regulating the Greek peroration, and which the 
Judgment of succeeding ages, both ancient and modern, has 
repealed."-" The Edinburgh Review," Vols. 33 (1820) and 
j6 (182!-1822). 

/Esc/tines' Clear Voice, Stately Delivery and Flowing 
Sentences. 

" As regards his style, it is worthy of note that while 
.tEschines repeatedly refers to the artificial diction and studied 
antitheses, and above all, the rhetorical skill of Demosthenes, 
the latter constantly ascribes the oratorical success of his 
opponent to his natural powers, and to his strong, clear and 
carefully cultirated voice. In contrast to the passwnate gesti
culations which JEschines criticised in his rival, his own 
dcliYery appears to have been more solemn and stately. In 
the absolutely indispensable qualities of correctness, clear
ness, and terseness of expression, he is distinctly inferior to 
Demosthenes; but as a set-off to these defects, he has many 
merits of less essential order; a certain pomp and splendour 
of Yocabulary (section no), sometimes even a poetic beauty 
of diction, and a command of strong and emphatic language. 
His sentences though generally free and flowing, are often 
oYercharged and redundant, having neither the compact force 
of Demosthenes, nor the elaborate clearness of !socrates. 
Strong in the rhetorical figures of diction and thought, it is 
nerertheless in tlze latter alone that he is to any degree a 
worthy rival of Demosthenes (Blass, I IIB, 197-218)."-John 
Edwin Sandys, ~LA. 

The T lzree Celebrated Apostrophes. 
" ,:\mong the most celebrated oratorical Apostrophes may 

be mcntir·"led that of Demosthenes to the manes of the heroes 
who fell at ~Iarathon, that of h:.schines to the Thebes, and 
that of Cicero in his oration against Verres in which he 
describes the crucifixion of a Roman citizen."-" Oratory and 
Orators," by William Mathews, LL.D. · 

"The attack of !Eschines is a powerful one, only inferior 
to the defence made by Demosthenes, and we must examine 
[t briefly bdore passing- on to the greater oration. In so 
11ei~hty a cause much depends upon a happy introduction
<md ..Eschi.nes makes more than one good point in the opening 
of his address-he clearly identifies the prosecution with the 
cnnstitutional rig-hts of the people. After calling attention to 
certain grare results of unpunished illegality, he says: 'One 
dement cf the Constitution still remains (if I happen to be 
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right in my opinion)-prosecutions for the violation of the 
laws: ~ut if you will abolish these also, or sanction those 
a?ohshmg them,. I forewar!!- you that yo~ ~ill .imperceptibly 
yield 'your const1tut10nal nghts to certam mdlViduals. . . • 
Let none of you, therefore, be ignorant of this fact but 
let each clearly understand it, that when he comes int~ the 
court to decide a prosecution for violation of the laws on 
t~at very same dav he is about to pass a decision res~ting 
hts own freedom of speech."-" The Making of an Orator., 
by John O'Connor Power. ' 

V! e shall now make. a: brief survey of LEschines. That 
which stands out prommently is his well trained voice and 
this served him well in addressing the multitudes' that 
assembled around the Bema He was short in stature, but had 
a robust frame, which he kept fi.t by physical exercise. His 
elocution was perfected by strict training, and his vocal 
powers maintained in a healthy state by the proper production 
of the voice. The proper production of the voice has its 
influence on health, because the voice to be properly produced 
is the result of deep breathing, and deep breathing not only 
calls into play the muscles of the stomach as well as the 
intercostals, but inflates the lungs to their fullest capacity, 
which inflation causes decarbonisation and a greater purifrca
tion of the blood. Whitefreld, when a little indisposed, used 
to say that a good pulpit sweat would put him right. 
Although JEschines asserted that he was a man of spontaneous 
eloquence and that Demosthenes was the laborious rhetor, yet 
it must be remembered that the aim of the orator is, as 
Aristotle says, " to do his best but not seem to do it," to 
pose as a spontaneous speaker whose words come straight 
from his heart, and to claim that he is no orator as is his 
opponent. (See Whately's "Elements of Rhetoric," and 
Anthony's speech: "I am no orator as Brutus is.") It must 
also be remembered that JEschines laboured considerably 
despite the contention that he was a natural orator. He 
wrote his entire speech against Ctesiphon, excepting some 
extemporaneous matter, and committed it to memory. He 
was master of the Figures of Thought, .and in this did not 
yield the palm to D~~osthenes.. . No man ever . used . so 
variously and so effectively the Figura Etymolog1ca, which 
is so charmincr to audiences even to this day. He was master 
of Dialogism~s, Diatyposis, Descriptio, and in the adroit 
manaaement of these he did not concede an iota to Demos
thene;, He wielded the Ethopreia, the Epiphonema a~d 
Ecphonesis, the Diasyrmus, Ironeia and Exeuthenismus with 
<llmost as deadly effect as Demosthenes; and emploved the 
Hypophora, not as expertly as Demo.sthenes, still th~ forr:n 
in which he did use it was almost with superhuman mtelh- , 
vence. He displayed no mean ability in the handling of 
the Anaphora, ~fetaphora, Polysyndeton, and Apostrophe. 
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All these facts, together with his good rhythm, solemn, flowing 
.and stately sentences, statuesque , delivery so lofty and 
sonorous, and the splendour of his diction, betray an orator 
of considerable study. 

It is unfortunate that in his speech against Ctesiphon he 
obserred too closely the Attic rule, by concluding the same 
with a tame Peroration instead of terminating it with that 
magnificent passage wherein he bids his hearers listen to the 
groans that the crowning of a man who conspired with 
barbarians would draw from the tombs of their ancestors, etc. 

In short, we learn this valuable lesson from JEschines : that 
.a roice well trained; capable of inflection and modulation 
so to respond at will to the most delicate shades of feeling, 
that whaterer forms of speech or rules he may have learned: 
ererything appears to come from the heart spontaneously, is 
a capital asset to any speaker. This is the goal of oratory, 
reached through the channels of trained elocution. 

ANAPHORA : Greek ava ; again, back ; ¢€pw, to bring, 
bear, carry; is a figure by which several clauses_ of a sentence 
are begun with the same word or sound; in other words, a 
repetition of a word or words at the beginning of successive 
clauses or sentences-e.g., Cicero: "A witness is Italy, which 
Lucius Sylla, being victor, confessed was by that_ ·man's 
counsel delivered; a witness is Africa, which being oppressed 
with great armies of enemies, was flooded with the blood of 
slain men; a witness is France, through which a way was 
made with great slaughter of Frenchmen for our armies in 
Spain; a witness is Spain, which hath very often seen that 
by this man many enemies have been overcome and van
quished." 

Anaphora, together with some of the figures of repetition, 
appears in the following symbol given by W. H. Kitk in his 
" Demosthenic Style":· . 

Epanadiplosis a, a. 
Anaphora a-, a-. 
Ar.~istrophe -b, -b. 
Symploce a-b, a-b. 
Cycle a-, -a. 
Anastrophe -b, b-. 

Rehdantz-Blass,' 11 Rhetorischer und Stilisticher Index," 
says that it is the carrying over of the expression anaphorically 
to the smoothly recurring construction of the sentence, usually 
called parallelism of sentences, because it is the necessary 
further development from the word anapher .... The relation 
nf the single corresponding ideas to one another is plainly 
expressed in a sentiently distinctive manner, and the requisite 
rombinations for comparing them are already accomplished. 
If a feeling of agreeable repose is easily called forth by 
harmonious arrangement of homogeneous parts, so an un· 
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troub~ed spi~itua~ life springs up where the anaphoric form 
c~ntams antithetical con~ents, thus: two things are the most 
d1fficult to keep . up; m1strust in oneself when everything 
appears to be gomg on well, and trust in God when every· 
thmg appears to be going badly. 

" Anaphora elegantly begins · 
With the same word or phrase, successive lines." 

-Langley. 
"When we make a word, as they say, lead the dance to 

many verses."-Puttenham. 
Examples: From Corona 48: "When Lasthenes was styled 

Philip's friend I until he betrayed Olynthus; I when Timolaus, 
I until he destroyed Thebes; I when E udicus and Simus the 

Larissa:ans, I until they surrendered Thessaly to Phil1p." 
As another example take the famous Anaphora of .IEschines 
in his speech against Ctesiphon, which Dionysius of Hali
carnassus pronounces as a sentence of great· celebrity : " You 
summon him against yourselves, you summon him against 
the laws, you summon him against democracy." By Rufus 
Choate: "When he passed his cheque to my clients, he knew, 
gentlemen, that he was a bankrupt; he knew that he was a 
drowning man catching at straws; he knew that he was not 

· worth the shirt he stood in; that, had he died at that moment, 
his estate would not have yielded enough to defray his funeral 
charges." Bullinger says that the Scriptures abound with 
Anaphora, which adds great importance to many of its solemn 
statements, and that the repetition of the same word at the 
beginning of successive· clauses adds weight and emphasis 
to statements and arguments by calling special attention to 
them-e.g., I John i. 1-3: "That which was from thf 
beginning. Which we have heard, which we have seen with 
our eyes, which we have looked upon, that wlzich we have 
seen- and heard declare we unto you." Hos. iii. 4: " For 
the children of Israel shall abide many days without a king 
and without a prince, and without a s~crifi.ce, and .wi~~out a.n 
image, and without an ephod, and wtthout teraph1m. Th1s, 
fi.gure emphasises the present desolation of Israel. 

" Dear lost companions of my tuneful art! 
Dear as the light that visits those sad eyes, 
Dear as the ruddy drops that warm my heart, 
Ye died amidst your dying country's cries."-Gray. 

" Thereby to see the minutes how they run, 
HL1w many make the hour full complete; 
How many hours bring about the day; 
How many days will fi.nish up the year; 
How many years a mortal man may hve. 
When this is known, then to divide the times:
So many hours must I tend my flock; 
So many hours must I take my rest; 
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So many hours must I contemplate; 
So many hours must I sport myself; 
So many days my ewes ·have been with young; 
So many weeks ere the poor fools will wean ; 
So many years ere I shall shear the fleece: 

. So minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, and years, 
Pass over to the end they were created, 
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Would bring white hairs unto a quiet grave." 
-Shakespeare. 

Use: The Anaphora is used "when the force is concen
trated in one word which, by reason of its importance, 
oc(upies, the first place" (Baden) .. "The logical element 9f 
this figure is subordinated to the plastic (see under Parataxis). 
Wh;:.t is its effect and where is its proper place? As through 
the anaphoric construction, the position of the single idea is 
rendewl parallel m the sen:ences, the mind of the hearer 
is freed from the trouble of giving his attention to the con
stmction of the second sentence which already has been 
indicated in the first. The sensations which are thus aroused 
and renewed aga.in in the same order remain deeply imbedded 
in the mind because they come without exertiOn: 'And so flee 
my days restlessly as the waters of the fountain; and so 
fades my youth as the flowers of the garland wither away.' " 
-Rehdanz-Blass. It is used to economise the mentcJ energy 
<Jf the hearer, thereby becoming a source of. pleasure. (See 
Spencer's Philosophy of Style.) As to this figure being used 
by all the great orators, Aquila Roman us says: " Hc:ec figura 
vel frequentisime et Demosthenes, et M. Tullius et omnes 
vehementer oratores utuntur: quando prc:ecipue et ipsi coril.moti 
videri volunt, et judicem commovere." (Demosthenes, Cicero, 
and all vehement ora.tors use this figure, especially when they 
desire to show themselves moved, and to move the judge.) 
41 It is used to add charm and grace to speech (Hermogenes 
II, 335), and sometimes vigour and emphasis combined with 
pathos (Tiberius III, 73; Hermogenes I, c.).''-W. W. Baden, 
B.A. Demetrius on Style says that sometimes Sappho ma.kes 
graceful use .of the figure Anaphora, e.g., 

"0, Evening' Star, thou bringest all that's best: 
The sheep, the goat, thou bringest home to rest: 
The child thou bringest to the mother's breast." 

Here the charm lies in the repetition of the phrase " thou 
bringest," which has the same reference throughout. Volk
mrum's "Hermagoras" says that the Anaphora, especially 
the Asyndeton, contributes to the "Deinotes " (force, vigour). 
Hermogenes, under the heading of Gorgotes (vivacity of 
portrayal) says that the figures by which speech gains in 
telling passages are especially the commatic Asyndeton, 
commatic Enumeration of names, commo.tic Epanaphora (same 
as Anaphora); and under " Kallos " (beauty of portrayal), the 
Epanaphora at the head of the Kola: (colons or members), 
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the Antistrophe at the end, the Apanastrophe and such like 
~he Climax, ~ut to be ~~ed .in moderation. " The Anaphor~ 
1s much more frequent e1ther m Asyndeton, which is decidedly 
th,e strongest f~rm, .or wit? the connective, usually 11-€v - ~€ 
p.ev as a particle 1s equivalent to "truly,'' "indeed,, etc., 
and used with. de becomes adversative, as "although (men) 
... yet de; as well ... , as ... 11 Sometimes Demos
thenes uses several, one at the beginning of each cola, without 
any corresponding oe, till the last clause. Ana.phora with 
the particle is frequent both in Demosthenes and Isa:us. 
Baden says that the absence of this £.gure from !socrates 
indicates that it belongs rather to the sphere of everyday 
language. Demetrius on Style says that Anaphora is used 
both in the elegant as well as the forcible· style, and Epana
phora in the elevated style. Blass says that !socrates scarcely 
used the Anaphora; at all, but that Demosthenes used it in 
profusion-e.g., Cor. 72: "Officious have I been in speaking 
of such transactions; officious has the state been in being 
advised by me"; stronger through Asyndeton, as \veil as 
through the Parechesis, which increases the repetition and 
f~rther increases the empha.sis which the Anaphora already 
gives. 

Caution: Be careful not to use too many Anaphora. 
Moderation is the best guide, say two or three, or four 
Anaphora (see Cicero: "A. witness is Italy . . .''); Blass 
remarks, in such parallelisms (see "When La.sthenes . . . ") 
in which that which is not identical closely corresponds to 
the same, for the most part have not only great oratorical 
power but also· beaaty; the orator has ta.ken care that this 
does not become showy ornament, by abridgment of repeti
tion. Put the main word at the front or near the front. 

Delivery: First let us take an example from Demosthenes 
as given by Longinus "On the Sublime," that is on lofty 
speech. ·He prefaces the delivery with these rem<:rks: "A 
powerful effect usually attends the union of £.gures for a 
common object, when two or three mingle together as it were 
in partnership, and contribute a fund of strength, persuasive
ness, . and beauty. Thus in the speech against Meidas, 
examples will be found of Asyndeton interwoven with insta.nces 
of Anaphora and Diatyposis-e.g., ' For the smiter can do 
many things, some of which the sufferer cannot even descnbe 
to another, by attitude, by look, by voice.' (Then, in order 
that the narrative may not as it a.dvances continue in the 
same groove, for continuance betokens tranquility, while 
passion-the transport and commotion of the soul-sets order 
at de£.ance, straightway he hurries off to mother .Asyndeta 
and Repetitions.) ' By attitude, by look, by voice, u•lten 
he acts with insolence, when he acts like an enemy, wizen 
he smites with his £.sts, when he smites you like a slave.' 
By these words the orator produces the same effect as the 
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assa.ilant-he strikes the mind of the judges by the swift 
succession of blow on blow. Starting from this point again 
as suddenly as a gust of wind, he makes another attack. 
'lVlzen smitten with blows of fists, when smitten upon the 
cheek. T lzese things stir the blood, these drive men beyond 
themselres when unused to insult. No one can, in describing 
them, convey a notion of the indignity they imply.' So he 
maintains throughout, though with continuo..l variation, the 
essential character of the Repetitions (Anaphora) and Asyn
deta. In this way, with him order is disorder, and on the 
other hand, disorder contains a certain element of order. 
Come now, o.dd if you please in these cases, connecting 
particles, after the fashion of the followers of !socrates: 
Furthermore, the fact, too, must not be overlooked that the 
smiter may do many things, first by attitude, then by looks, 
then again by the mere voice; yo1.1. will feel, if you transcribe 
the passage in this orderly fashion, tha.t the rugged im
petuosity of passion, once you make it smooth and equable 
by adding copulatives, falls pointless and immediately loses 
all its fire: Just as the binding of -limbs of runners deprives 
them of their power of rapid motion, so o.lso passion, when 
shackled by connecting links and other appendages, chafes 
at the restriction, for it loses the freedom of its ad vance and 
its rapid emission as though from an engine of war.'' (See 
"Longinus on the Sublime," by W. Rhys 'Roberts, Litt.D.) 

\\'hen the subject-matter is of the grc.ceful and beautiful, 
and therefore of the elegant style, e.g., Sappho's "Thou 
bringest ... ," the ~8o~ (gentler feelings) prevails, the 
vowels are pure but gentle and soft, and the parallel members 
are pronounced with an independent inflection as if each 
stood alone in the sentence, o.nd with a subsequent pause 
(see Accumulation). If the subject-matter is that of force 
(1ra&o~ ), e.g., Demosthenes' "by attitude, by look, by voice 
... ," being commatic and asyndetic, it should be Incre
mentus (see this Fig.) with rising inflection as in counting 
numbers, each with corresponding modulation, and the whole 
deli,·ered in tld! aggregate with greatest speed up to the top. 
If in the elevated, it should be slow, and the anaphoric word 
giren with full, smooth, or subdued median stress, according 
to the nature of the matter-e.g., "But, ah! Him! the first 
great martyr .... Him! the premature victim. . . . Him! 
the head of our civil councils .... Him! cut off by Provi
dence ... " (see Webster's Bunker Hill address). In all 
these styles keep the diaphragm well pressed down so that 
th lungs may be kept full of c:.ir, that the tones may carry 
well, and that the gentlest or strongest touches may be 
properly made on the vocal chords. 

See further details under Fig. Epanaphora and Figures used 
by Demosthenes. 
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ANASTROPHE: Greek ava, again, back, backwud; 
qrpe¢(1), to bring, bear,. carry; is a figure whereby the natural 
order of words is inverted. What should come first is put 
last and that last first-e.g., "Homeward directly he went." 
"Echoed the hills, for the hills echoed." 

The Ven. Bede defines Anastrophe thus: 11 Ana~trophe est 
verborum tantum ordo prc.eposterus." (An inversion of the 
order of the words, so that what is last comes first.) 11 I 
would seek unto God, unto God would I commit my cause." 

Examples: Blass' Demosthenes says that in Anastrophe 
the final word of a clause again becomes the opening word 
of the following-e.g., Cor. 13: 11 For he c~not prosecute 
Ctesiphon on my account; on my account, nevertheless, he 
would have proceeded with the prosecution, if, indeed, he 
thought he could have convicted me." The Latin version of 
this figure of Demosthenes is thus: Ctesiphonten enim 
persequi judicio no protest propter me, me scilicet ipsum si 
a se posse convinci confideret no accusasset. (For it is not 
possible to prosecute Ctesiphon on account of me, I me would 
he not have accused, had he thought conviction possible.) 
Elsewhere Blass says it is simpler as in Cor. 35: 11 But an 
identity of interest; interest equally to Philip, to the Phocians 
and to all, to be relieved from the stupidity and insolence 
of the The bans,'' where the figure serves after a lengthened 
pause to a smooth connection and continuation of wh;;.t 
follows. Df the same. nature is F.L. 97: 11 For JEschines is 
not only accused on account of the peace, but peace on 
account of £schines was rendered odious," an antithesis of 
importance. Then the climax belongs to this set, which, 
however, only appears once in Demosthenes, Cor. 179: 
ovo€v OVIC Ei7TOV p.€v ravra, OVK. erypaya b€, ovo erypa'fa p.i:v, 
OVIC E7Tp€a/3€UO'a o€, avo' E7TpE0'/3€uO'a p.iv, OVIC E7T€tO'a Of 81Jf3alou~. 
(I did not speak thus, yet not move the resolution; not move 
the resolution, yet not serve the embassy; not sen·e the 
embassy, yet not convince the Thebans.) The Clima.-x, as 
Hermogenes remarks, is a piled· up Anastrophe of the first 
rank. 

11 Anastrophe often by pleasing change 
Gracefully puts last the word tha.t first should range." ' 

-Langley. 
" Whose turf, whose shade, whose flowers among, 

Wandering the hoary Thames along 
His silver winding V:ay."-Gray. 

11 On a sudden open fly 
With impetuous recoil and jarring sound, 
The infernal doors, and on all their hinges 
Grate harsh thunder." -~Elton. 

Use: "Such repetition lends beauty to the speech, and may 
serve as a smooth transition to what follows, the word repeated 
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being emphasised by chiastic arrangement."-W. W. Badent 
B.A. . 

Caution: Be careful not to use too many anastrophic 
climaxes, because it is a most excellent figure if not intro
duced often in an address; nor make the anastrophic cla.uses 
too long, nor too numerous. Demosthenes only used it once 
in the oration on the crown, and then only two anastrophic 
repetitions-i.e., '' not move the resolution,'' " not serve the 
embassy." Hermogenes counsels great moderation in its use. 

Delivery: The repeated word is emphasised, being wha.t 
Quintillian styles an Emphatic Repetition (see this Fig.). In 
the Greek text it will be seen that me, before the vertical line 
in the example, "For it is not possible ... , " is a grave 
accent, and the repeated me, just after that line, has the 
acute accent. The first me has the downward inflection, and 
the second the rising; in other words, the voice rises with 
increased strength above the middle pitch. When the repeated 
word serves as a transition to what follows, the voice, after 
a lengthened pause, is given a slight elevation on that word, 
some\vhat after the modulation for the commencement of a 
fresh sentence. (See special list of Figures used by Demos
thenes.) 

AN ATHE:MA: J. W. Macbeth says this figure is a form 
of condemnation hurled at crime, and can be grandly em
ployed. Throwing aside his papers, walking from side to side 
of the pulpit, lifting his heart and voice to Jehovah, the speaker 
can cry to God so as to shake the entire audience. 

ANT ANACLASIS: Greek anti, against; ana, again; 
KAa~Tw, break; is a figure (1) when the same word is repeated 
in divers, if not in a contrary signification; in other words, 
where a word has two significations and one of them is con
trary or at least unlike the other, e.g., "Care for those things 
in your youth which may in old age discharge· you of care." 
Here the same .:vord is repeated in a different sense, as also 
in this example: 'c Learn some craft when young that when 
old you may live without craft." Craft in the first means 
science, occupation; in the second means deceit or duplicity. 
~Iatt. xxri. 29: u I will not drink henceforth of this fruit of 
the vine, until that day when I drink it new in my Father's 
Kingdom." The first " drink" is literal, the second, meta
phorical. John i. ro: u The world was made by Him and the 
u:orld knew Him not," etc. The first u world'' means 
unirerse, the second, the unbelieving men in the world. (2) The 
same word may be repeated in a contrary sense, e.g.," lV orthy 
of supplication, should be worthy of punishment." (Quintil
lian.) (3) The same word may be repeated at the beginning 
of a sentence after a long parenthesis, e.g., u Sltall that heart 
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(which not only feels them, but which has all the notions of life 
placed in them), shall that heart, I say ... ? " 

" Antanaclasis in one sound contains 
Jiore meanings which the various sense e=-..ulains '' 

Examples: - -Langley. 
"\\nile we liz e, let us li..,·e." "Kiss the lips that felt no kiss." 

-:\Iontgomery. 
":\Iethqught I heard a voice cry, Slup no more! 

}Iacbeth doth murder sleep, the innocent sleep 
Sleep that knits up the raYell'd sleere of care." 

-Shakespeare. 
"Proud wish and vain! I cannot gire 

The word, that makes the dead to he-
Thou art not dead-thou could'st not die." 

-:\Iontgorr,ery. 
· Caution: It is essential to this furure that the two words 

be the same in spelling. \\"hen the ~Declaration of American 
Independence was being signed Hancock said, "\r1·e must be 
unanimous, there must be no pulling- different \Yays." "Yes," 
said Franklin, "we must all hang together, or most assuredly 
we shall hang separately." 

A...\TAX..--\GOGE: is a figure which consists in answering 
the charge of an ad,·ersary by a countercharge, or by charging 
him with some other crime; the meeting of an unanswerable 
accusation by a counter-accusation, or if not able to answer 
adversary's acccusation we return the charge by loading him 
with the sa: ..1e crime. 

AXTHYPOPHOR.-\: Greek ant, against, lrrr-o, under; 
<fi€pw, bring, carry; is a figure which signifies a contrary illa
tion or inference, and is when an objection is refuted or dis
proved by the {)pposition of a contrary inference. .-\ kind of 
Prolepsis, in which an opponent's possible objection is c:.ntici
pated and answered, thus prerenting his use of such an 
adrantage. 

Examples: Thi:; figure is used when we grant ar1 objection, 
bringing in another thing which makes the same objection 
tolerable, e.g., "I grant there are great labour and mru'1}' perils, 
yet by painful trarel and raliant adrenture therein, they 
ensure immortal glory!' "I cannot deny but that the way 
to learning and wisdom is long and painful, the ascent steep 
at"'ld slippery, the season dark and misty; false turnings many, 
besides stops and many other kinds of discouragemer;.ts; yet 
bv labour and constance cnce attained, it bringeth with a 
pientiful harvest, a means beth of profit and pleasure." \Iatt 
x:xi 23, 2~, 25: ''The chief priests and elders of the people 
came unto Christ as he was teaching and said, By what 
authoritv doest thou these things? and Jesus answered and 
said unto them, I will ask you one thing, which if ye tell me, 
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I in likewise will tell you by what authonty I do these things. 
The Baptism of John, whence was it? from heaven oro£ men," 
etc. " And they reasoned with themselves, saying, If we shall 
say from hearen, he will say unto us, why did ye not then 
beliere him? but if we shall say of men, we fear the people," 
clc. . 

According to Bullinger this figure is so called because, not 
only is the objection anticipated; but it is stated, and the 
answer also is given. This figure is so called because by 
stealth, we take our opponent's objection and substitute it for 
our own. Isa. xlix. }4: Zion's objection is not merely antici
pated in this verse, but is answered in the next. "But Zion 
: • • '' 

11 Can a woman forget her suckling child ... ? Yes, 
they may forget, yet will I not forget thee." I Cor. xv. 35, 36: 
"But some man will say, How are the dead raised up, and 
with wh·at body do they come? Thou foolish man! that 
which thou sowest is not quickened except it die." 

Use: Anthypophora is used very effectively in argument, 
to moderate extremities and to arbitrate between comparative 
contentions, and to amplify. 

Caution: The latter part should be made stronger than the 
first. 

ANTICATEGORIA or TU QUOQUE: Greek anti, 
against; agoreuo, to speak; is a figure when we retort upon 
another the very insinuation or accusation he has made against 
us. It differs from Antistrophe in that it~has to do, not with 
any general kind of words, but with a particular accusation. 

Examf'les: Ezek. xviii. 25, 11 Yet ye say the way of the 
Lord is not equal. Hear now, 0 house of Israel, is not my 
way equal? Are not your ways unequal? " Also verse 29 
and xxxiii. 17. This would be Anteisagoge were it not a 
simple question instead of an accusation.-E. W. Bullinger. 

A~TICIP ATION: Lat. ante, beforehand; and capere, to 
take; anticipare, to take beforehand, prevent; is a figure by 
which objections are anticipated or prevented; where we fore
see an objection and confute it or present one to knock it down. 
It is the same as Prolepsis. It also takes the form of announce
ments wherein interest is stirred in one to look forward to 
know the result, e.g., "~fore revelations to-morrow." "My 
text is at the end," saio the preacher, so each should fix upon 
an appropnate verse of the scripture. " We look forward with 
pleasure to know the outcome." -Prof. James Albert Winans, 
" Public Speaking." 

"Anticipation is of great effect, especially in the exordium.'• 
-Quintillian. 
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ANTHJET ABOLE: Greek avrt, against; p.era back· 
wards; j3a"X'"Xoo, to turn; is a figure in which the s~e word 
or ideas are repeated in an inverse order, e.g., "Be wisely true 
in order to be truly wise." "A wit with dunces and a dunce 
with wits." -

" The Garden of Eloquence" says: "It is a sentence inverted 
or turned back, or it is a form of speech which inverts a ~en~ 
tence by the contrary, and is used frequently to confute by 
such inversion. Also a figure when words in the same sentence 
are repeated in a divers case or person. A change of words by 
contraries or turning of a WQ_rdJ in a sense, upside down." 

Examples: 11 It behooveth thee to eat that thou mayest live, 
and not to live that thou mayest eat." " If for love of honour, 
or honour of love." 11 That as you are the child of a mother 
so you may be the mother of a child." 2 Cor. xi1. 14: "The 
children ought not to lay up for their parents, but the parents 
for the children." 11 In peace children bury their parents, in 
war parents bury their children." ·· 

" Antimetabole at effect will strain 
And words and terms revers'd employ agam" 

· -Langley . 
. "A poem is a speaking picture; a picture is a mute poem." 
"Zion shall lamentation make with words that weep and tears 
that speak.', 

"The morn that usher'd thee to life, my child, 
Saw thee in tears, whilst all around thee smiled; 
So live, that sinking. to thy last long sleep, 
Sweet may'st thou smile, when all around thee u•eep." 

-Sir William Jones .. 
" If Anthony is consul, Brutus is an enemy; if Brutus is a 
preserver of his country, Anthony is an enemy." (Quintillian.) 
Job xv. 76: " You have not chosen me, but I have chosen you.'' 
Rom. vii. 19: "The good that I would, I do not; but the evil 
that I would not, that I do." Matt. ii. 27: 11 The sabbath· 
was made for man, not man for the sabbath." 

Use: It serves properly to praise, dispraise, distinguish, 
but most commonly to" confute by inversion of the sentence. 
It opposes one thing to another and contrasts two or more 
things. 

Caution: Be sure that the inverted parts are not false, nor 
perversely put contrar~ to the truth. 

' ANTIMETATHESIS: Greek, meaning a transposition; 
is a figure by which a repetition is m!J.de in an inverse order 
of the members of an antithesis. It chiefly results from a 
-reverted arrangement in the last clause of a sentence of the 
two principal words of the clause preceding, much the same 
as Antimdabole, e.g., " A poem is a speaking picture, a 
picture is a mute poem." (Crabbe.) 
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"It is a transposition of one thing over against another, 
especially of one person over against another; as when the 
writer or speaker addresses the reader or speaker in the second 
person as if he were actually presenL Rom. x1. 18: 'Boast not 
against the branches. But if thou boastest (know thou that) 
thou bearest not the root but the root (bearest) thee.' "-Bul
linger. " Longinus on the Sublime" says that the interchange 
of persons produces a vivid impression and often makes the 
hearer feel that he is moving in the midst of perils, makes· him 
more excited, more attentive, and full of active participation 
if you keep him on the alert. (See Diatyposis.) 

ANTIP ARABOLE: Greek anti, against; para, alongside; 
bole, to put, hold, to hold alongside, to compare; is a form 
of speech whereby the opponent's views and arguments are 
compared. The opponent's arguments and views take the 
weak emphasis or rising inflection generally, and yours the 
strong emphasis, that is the assertive and falling inflection. 
The delivery corresponds to the two members of an Antithesis. 

ANTIPHRASIS: Greek avn, opposite, against; ¢pa~(l) 
to tell; is a form of speech whereby a word expressed signifies 
the contrary. A word or speech to be understood to the con
trary, a kind of irony, and is where in one sense the same 
word has· a contrary meaning, or a meaning contrary to its 
original sense. "The difference between Irony and Antiphrasis 
is that Irony indicates by the pronunciation alone what is to 
be understood, whereas Antiphrasis not only signifies a con
trary thing by the tone of the voice, but also by the words 
themselres of which the original is the contrary." (De Tropis 
Bed a.) 

Examples: This opposite sense or signification may either 
be in humour, satire, or irony, e.g., " It was a bold Antiphrasis 
that gave the name Greenland to the icebergs of Iceland." 
" Court of justice; (ill it court of vengeance." 

Use: The use of this figure is to reprehend vice, mock folly, 
by bringing the sharp edge of comparison between virtue, 
what he ought to be and what he is; between what he l1as done 
and what he ought not to have done. 

A~TISTROPHE: Greek avT{, against, one against the 
other, mutually; crrpe¢w, tum, turn back or about, to retort; 
1s a figure (a) which repeats the words in an inverse order. 
" The ma<tcr of the sen·ant and the servant of the master." 
It is chiefly a change made between two terms that depend 
one upon the other, as in the foregoing example. It m'ay also 
be the reciprocal conYersion of the same words in con;ecutire 
clauses or sentences. (b) A retort or turning of an ad\'ersary's 
plea against him. 11 Had I killed him, as you report, I had 
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not stayed to bury him." (c) Also when succeeding clauses 
or sentences end with the same word. 
~xamples: Demosthenes, Cor. Ig8, "Is anything affected 

wh1ch appears to you to be expedient? Silenf is 1Eschines. 
Has any unfavourable circumstances occurred? Forthwith 
comes i£schines.'' See an example from Cicero under Fig. 
Symploce, commencing thus: "Who are they that have broken 
their treaties? the Carthagenians. Who are they that have 
waged . . . ? the Carthagenians." 

From Whitefi.eld's sermon on "The Lord our Righteous
ness " : "You need not fear the greatness of the number of 
your sins. For, are you sinners? .so am I. Are you the chief 
of sinners ? so am I. Are you a backsliding sinner ? so am I." 

Bullinger gives a Biblical example of the turning of the 
wo~ds of a speaker against himself in the following: " The 
woman of Canaan used this_ fi.gure in her reply to Christ. He 
had said, '.It is not meet to take the children's bread and to 
cast it to dogs,' and she said, ' Truth, Lord; yet the dogs 
eat of the crumbs which fall from the master's table,' and thus 
turned His words against Himself." (Matt. xv. 26-27-)" 

"I call it counterturn because it turns counter in the middle 
of every verse; for to make them finish, it would hinder the 
rhyme, 

She shuns my love and after by a train 
She seeks my love. so lightly won and lost: 
I longed not for her love, for well I thought, 
Firm is the love, if it be as it ought."-Puttenham. 

Use: 11 The opposite of Anaphora, the Antistrophe, in which 
the like word stands at the end, is equally usable in 
parallelisms. The position of the repeated word at the end 
in long combinations does not result in such freedom of style 
as is the case when it is placed at the beginning to which the 
parallelisms of the thought an-d the emphasising of the idea 
lead naturally, and in this way the Antistrophe is also seldom 
to be found in Demosthenes, but it is combined with a more 
or less ironical colouring." -Blass' Demosthenes. It is used 

· with almost the same force as the Anaphora. 
11 In artistic composition this figure is productive of beauty. 

Hermog. I I, 335· If the clauses are short, the repeated word 
gives energy and vivacity to the discourse. Hermog. II, 36 ." 
- W. W. Baden, B.A. 

Caution: Hermogenes in his Il€pl 'ISu;JV (Teaching of the 
Idea) advises the use of this figure in moderation, that the 
kola (clauses) be of moderate length, and that the Hiatus be 
carefully avoided. When several kola. are connected w1th one 
period, the last must be longer than the preceding one. Mode~
ation in the Hermogenean caution, is not to pass four Anti
strophes as in Cicero's" The Carthagenians," which are lim~ted 
to four in number. This makes a forcible and energetic penod. 
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Delic·ery: If the thoughts are of the invective, ironical, 
mockery, or sarcastic class, the delivery should be in the 
Patlzos (swift, forcible, riolent) abounding in the forcible style, 
with the acute and grave accents in the invectives, and the cir
cumflex in the ironical, sarcastic, etc; and the ;mice should rise 
in force on each successire Antistrophe, reaching its fullest on 
the third if the period contains four Antistrophes or clauses 
(or on tlu second Antistrophe, thereby balancing the four), 
as in "The Carthagenians," and on the fourth Antistrophe 
a full falling inflection. If two~ as in Demosthenes, the fullest 
rise is on the frrst "JEschines," the second, falling inflection. 
If the sentiment is of the beautiful, graceful, etc., the Ethos 
(gentle, assuaging, calming) should pre\·ail, the style being 
the Elegant; tones soft and pure, each antistrophic clause 
like Accumulation with an independent inflection and a pause, 
as if standing alone in the sentence. (See Figs. used by 
Demosthenes.) 

AXTITHESIS : Greek avri, against, opposite, one 
against the other; rt87Jp.t, to place, to set; is a £.gure which 
consists in bringing contrary ideas or terms, words or sen
tences, in close opposition, e.g., "\Vhen our vices leaz:e us, we 
flatter ourseh·es that we leac.•e them." An opposition of ideas 
or phrases, e.g., "Fire is a good sen·ant, but a bad master." 

·It may be a simple balancing, and as J. C. Robertson, M.A., 
says, where two thoughts are not antithetical, and are ex
pressed in a form which would lead one to expect antithetical 
thoughts, it is then called a false antithesis. Here the simi
larity in the structure of the clauses is such as would be appro
priate, and naturally suggests opposition of thought, which, 
howerer, is lacking. Bain says: "Antithesis derives its force 
from the fact that the mind is affected by change, as in 
passing from rest to motion, from cold to heat ... ; end the 
greater and more sudden the change, the stronger is the effect." 
Quintillian says: "There is commonly a repetition of the 
ftrst word of the phrase, e.g.,." You awoke by the cro\\ing 
(!£ the cock, he, by the sound of the trumpet." The middle 
corresponds with the first or beginning, e.g., "Thee Anguistas 
grore deployed, thee Fucinus with crystal stream." The 
beginning and the end, e.g., "Many severe afflictions for 
parents, and for relatives many." The middle with the end, 
e.g., " This ship laden with spoil being itself a portion of the 
spoil." 

Anaximines defi.nes Antithesis as consisting (I) in words; 
f2) in thoughts; (3) in both words and thoughts. The latter 
part d Anaximines' de:fmition has been adhered to as giving 
a ~ood norm for comparison. Volkmann approves of it, 
saying- tl:at as a real rhetorical £.gure, only those antitheses 
should be considered, which combine opposition in words with 
c•pposition in thoughts.-\V. \V. Baden. 
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Aristotle gives us as the best sentence, c;me that contains an 
Antithesis, . a Metaphor and a Personification. Julius 
Rufmianus, in "Liber III. de Figuris Sententiarum et Elocu
tionis," says that Antithesis, rather Syncrisis1 is a Figure 
of Words, and that it is "comparatio rerum atque personarum 
inter se contrarium, ut: tu delinquis, ego arguer." (A com
parison of persons and things opposed to each other-You 
committed the offence, I made the accusation.) 

11 The Garden of Eloquence" says: 11 This is the most 
excellent ornament of eloquence, it gives light by opposition." 

" Antithesis opposing things to things, 
· Oft from the contrast strength and beauty brings.'' 
Examples: -Langley. 

" A hero perish or a sparrow fall, 
Atoms or systems into ruin hurl'd 
And now a bubble burst and now a world." -Pope. 

" Sweet harmonist! and beaut!/ul as sweet! 
And young as beautiful! and soft as young! 
And gay as soft! and innocent as gay! 
And happy, if ought happy here, as good! " 

"Death entombs the body, Life the soul."-Young. 
Demetrius on Style gives· the following examples (1) of 

Antithe,sis in thought: 11 Sailing across the mainland and 
marching across the sea"; (2) 'Verbally contrasted: "To the 
man He gave a laborious and perilous life, while He caused 
the woman's beauty to be admired and coveted." Here article 
is opposed to article, connective to connective, like to like, 
from beginning to end: " caused " to " gave," " admired " 
to "laborious," 11 covetous" to "perilous." The correspond
ence of one thing with another, of like with like runs through
out. An example of antithetic form, by no real opposition: 
"One time in their midst was I, another time beside them I." 
Example of a symmetry o£ ·members: 11 This implies that 
neither those who'are asked disown, nor those who care censure 
the occupation." (Thucydides.) Example of H omoeoteleuton, 
i.e., members which have a similar termination: " You are the 
men who, when he was alive, spoke to his discredit, and now 
that he is dead', write to his discredit "; or they may end with 
the same syllable. 

Use: On the use of Antithesis, Herbert Spencer on 
" Philosophy of Style " remarks that the opposition of two 
thoughts which are the reverse of each other in some prominent 
train, insures an impressive effect, and does this by giving 
a momentary relaxation to the faculties addressed. If, after 
a series of ordinary images exciting in a moderate degree to. 
emotion of reverence, or approbation, or beauty, the mind has 
presented to it an insignificant or unworthy, or ugly image; 
the structure which yields the emotion of reverence, or appro
bation, or beauty, having for the time nothin~ to do, tends 
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to resume its full power; and will immediately afterwards 
appreciate anything vast, admirable or beautiful better than 
it would do otherwise. Com-ersely, where the idea of 
absurdity, due to extreme insignificance, is to be produced, 
it may be intensifi.ed by placing it after something impressive; 
espec1ally if the form of the phrase implies that something 
still more impressive is coming. Everyone knows that a paten 
of black on a white ground looks blacker, and a patch of 
white on a black ground looks whiter than elsev.-here. The 
effect is due to visual antithesis. But this extension of the 
general principle of economy ... to effecti,·e composition, that 
the sensitiveness of the faculties must be husbanded, includes 
more than has been hinted ... that certain juxtaposition of 
connected ideas are best ... irrespecti\'e of logical cohesion. 
Rossiter Johnson says " the man that has no vices usually has 
precious few virtues," as if the absence of vices were not in 
itself a great virtue. Here is the danger if it becomes a habit, 
as after a time we tell absolute untruths because we can put 
them antithetically and epigrammatically. "He has travelled 
farther and seen less than any man he ever knew," an untruth, 
but it caught on and people remembered it. 

Referring to the use of Antithesis, Blass says that in addi-
, tion to the \'arious forms of Alliteration comes the whole mass 
of the Parecheses and Paronomasias connected 'li/ith rhythms, 
which are of the most varied kind, now weak and hardly 
noticeable, though always effective in a certain measure, now 
stronger and more striking, especially in passages of a mocking 
character, and sometimes at a moderate distance, and then 
of course, not weak, sometimes in close proximity where they 
may be weak. Cor. 145: "Although your generals <:arried 
Qn an unsuccessful! and a ba~ly managed ·wru· against him : 
yet he suffered nurp.berless annoyances from the war itself I 
and from the pirates." 

The" Edinburgh Reriew," Vols. 33-36, gi\'es some splendid 
- · examples of the Antithesis as used by Demosthenes. Nothing 

can be fi.ner, it says, that the burst of irony: 11 A noble return 
ha\'e the Oritans met with for betaking themselves to Philip's 
creatures and abandoning the Euptraeus! " It may suffice 
the classical reader of th~ poU'erful description of Philip, 
where he contrasts his conduct with that of the Athenians ... ; 
the exposure of lEschines' inconsistency ... ; the bitter 
description Of the Athenian populace, which he puts into the 
mouths of his ad\'ersaries. Inculpation, reprelunsion, in-..:ec. 
/z~·e. See under 11 Demosthenes " the powerful and skilful use 
c.f the Antithesis respecting Diopeithes, where the orator 
•• b~eaks out into a ,·ehement inculpation of the Athenians for 
thm numberless follies in the conduct of their affairs. This 
passage has all the characteristic fire and rapidity and point 
.of the oration; it affords, too, an example of a Yery fine 
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repetition ... the orator's fa\-ourite figure ~-\r,tithesis is not 
spared, and the original is as sonorous to the ear as it i5 
striking." The .-\ntrthe:sis is used in .Yatration, when it is 
called ~-\ntidiegesis, in 0 :rymo1on, and in a number of other 
figures. 

. Antithesis is used in the symmetry of members, largely to 
grYe charm and beauty. Demetrius giYes this example: " I 
went from .-\thens to Stageira because of the great king, and 
from Stageira to Athens because of the great storm." li you, 
he says, take away " great" rn either case, you will at the 
same time destroy the charm. The reason is that such mem
bers, like many antithetical of Gorgias and !socrates, tend 
to heighten expression. So there are cases in which symmetry 
of members is useful (See W. Rhys Roberts.) ·• Things 
opposed by being placed side by side, become very clear, and 
there is ·awakened in the hearer the agreeable feeling of easy 
perception." -Aristotle, I. I3i· All Antiphon's efforts were 
engaged in in\·enting and contrasting ideas in order to bring 
out the arguments. "Both orators (Isaeus and Demosthenes; 
depend upon the exact significance of·words to express the1r 
ideas. Both delig_ht in bringing their contrast::. forcibly before 
the minds of. the judges, but in so doing often round off the 
clauses so as to produce good periods, assisted by the outward 
graces of Parison and Homoeoteleuton. Antithesis and Pari-. 
son: Isaeus I, 20, 26, 3S, 43; II, 15, 26, 30; 3, 6o; Demos
thenes 27-1, 22, z..;., 36, 51, 5-1-i 2S-12, IS, z..;.; 29-5, S, -+3· 
45. sS; 3D-J, II, Ig, 25, 28, 33. 37i Antithesis, Parison and 
Homoeoteleuton :-Isaeus: 1-29, 40; ;-29, 43, 44; Demos
thenes: 27, 47, 55, 6..;., 65; 2S, ;, 9· 24; 29, 2, 5, g. .-\bout 
one-half of the Antitheses in Isaeus and Demosthenes sho\\' 
a_periodic structure more or less exact Both orators are fond 
of contrasting the conduct, feelings, etc., of the opposite 
parties. Chiastic _-\ntitheses are very forcibly used by Isaeus. 
Although Demosthenes does not use such Antitheses so fre
quently as Isaeus, he has some examples: 2;, 20, 26; 2S, IO, 

12; 31, 1 I. The particles men (just as) de (so) attack dif
ferent members of the Antithesis with a chiastic effect." \\". \\". 
Baden, AB. Chiasm in Antithesis is where both sides of the 
Antithesis are emphasised. For its effect see Hermogenes I I, 

· 2.p. On a rounded periodic conrtruction of .the A .. 1itithesis, 
Demetrius says that the very nature of the subJect-matter con
strains us often to construct sentences which are rounded, 
indeed, but forcible too, as in the following passag-e of Demos
thenes: "Just as you would not have made this proposal if 
any of the former parties had been convicted, so if you are 
CO~\·icted now no one will do so in the future." This par
ticular arrangement obviously ~rew out of the subject, and 
the order of the words e\·oked it ParonomasiJ and Pare
(nesis used in .intitl:.?sis, J. C. Robertson, :\L\., states that 
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the figure (Paronomasia) is more artistic the sharper the 
contrast in meaning between the words which sound alike. 
The height of design is reached in cases like: Bio'i, life ; 
{3to!l, bow; here the words are different in meaning, and m 
the latter case the Parechesis contributes to a sharp J\ntithesis. 
\\'here the design is plain, the tone is apt to be ironical and 
scornful (Blass Demos., pp. 140-3). lhe Antithesis and 
Parallelism employed by certain English writers, e.g., ~Iacau
lay, haYe been recognized as among the chief sources of their 
rhetorical strength. " In all earnest th~nking there is a ten· 
dency to place one idea over against another. Contrast is 

' 'the soul of oratory.' The force of Antithesis may be realized 
by taking some simple sentence and giving each word succes· 
si\'ely as the centre of attention. ' He never said that ' " 
("Foundation of Expression," by S. S. Curry). 

Demetrius further says that the H omoeoteleuton is ill-suited 
for \·igorous declamation, since artifi.ce and study which they 
inrolre, impair the energy of discourse, e.g., "Men-slayers
in nature, they were men-harlots in life; they were called com
rades but were concubines."-Theopompus. The similarity 
in the members, a.t"1d the Antithesis between them, impair the 
rigour of the expression through the trick of art. For indig
nation needs no art; in such invectives the words should be 
simple and, in a manner, impromptu. Such devices as I have 
shown do not contribute to the· vigour of style. 1 hey . are 
not appropriate to the outbursts of passion, or to the delinea
tions of character. Simplicity and naturalness are the. mark 
alike of passion and of character-drawing. In the treaties of • 
Aristotle on " Justice." for instance, a speaker laments the 
fate of Athens. If he asks " what city they had taken from 
their enemies as great as their own city which they had 
destroyed," he will hav~ spoken with feeling and from the 
heart. But if he makes the members of the sentence sym
metrical : " what so great city from their enemies had they 
taken as their own city which they had forsaken," you may 
ciepend upon it t4at he will not excite pity or compassion, 
but rather the so-called " mirth amid tears." For ill-judged 
ingenuity of this kind in emotional passages is no better than 
the proverbial "jest at a funeral." In the Forcible Type, 
Antithesis and rhyming termination will be avoided. Robert
~on says that a short Antitlzesis is effective in pathos; but 
that the Grc:ek rhetoricians do not justify assuming Antithesis 
within a single colon, or at any rate, a single corr.ma; for 
instance, such brief compass as married, unmarried.• 
Robertson ·further states on the effect of the Antithesis, that 
besides injuring the general effect in passag-es which involve 
feeling, the straining- after Antithesis may lead to a sacrifi.ce 
of concisrness, as in the case of Gorgias; or, of clearness and 

expressions make the Fig. Oxymoron. 
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purity, as in the case of Thucydides. If Chiasm is employed 
it prevents the symmetrical position of the two particles at 
the end of their cola. Hdt. I I I, 32. 

Hermogenes is especially noteworthy in his praise of Demos
thenes for a voiding monotony in the use of the Homoeote
leuton, by shifting the fmal syllables which would g1ve an 
assonance, or by mserting extra clauses. (Hermog., pp. 325-
5.) Bla~s' '' Demosthenes " remarks that these ftgures of 
.sound (Parechesis, Homoeoteleuton, and Paronomas1a) are in 
their place, especially the kind of Paronomasia where no sharp 
cvntrast of mr.aning is present; but in pathos and gravity, and • 
everything of that kind, they must be avoided, except such 
assonances as do not attract attention. (See F.L. 146.) Blass 
also says that. Hermogenes shows very well m what manner 
the orator knows how to avoid, in different ways, the too 
.exact correspondence of the form, that is to say, whether the 
.one part will be broken up by interpolations, or transpositiOn 
of words, or by the whole clause corresponding to the whole 
.clause, and not the parts corresponding to the parts, 
e.g., Cor. II9: 11 Then while you acknowledge that the 
fact of receiving favours is consistent with the law you 
accuse as being illegal a return for them." We shall close 
the use of the Antithesis with some extracts from Blass' 
11 Demosthenes." This is a figure which JEschines lay'.i 
stress on in Demosthenes, and which as a fact is exceed
ingly valuable and indispensable to the orator. For, as 

. Aristotle says, contraries appear very clear when placed 
in juxtaposition, and the Antithesis is like a syllogism, as 
in this also, opposites are often placed together, so that by 
this means the ple:tsing idea of understanding is easily awak
ened in the hearer. In the speeeh referring to the trierarch 
wreath, though the Antitheses are numerous, the Homoeote-
1euta are rare, and a painfully accurate matching not sought 
Single Parison and H omoeoteleuton are found in all the 
speeches because the latter comes in unasked, e.g., Cor. 104: 
"

1 themselves little or nothing spending, but the imp.overished 
-of the citizens grinding." · Demosthenes employed sharpness 
and accuracy· in the formation of his Antithesis, which in the 
individual examples are exceptionally great, e.g., Lept. 26: 
AI For the expenditure upon the choragiae I the gratification is 
afforded to tho?e of us who are spectators for a small portion 
.of a day, lbut by the abundant su~ies of the means of 
war, I is secured the safety of the wh.ole., commonwealth for 
all time." Irony and Paronomasia used in 'Antitheses against 
lEschines to sharpen the contrast, e.g., "thinking his un
favourable time a favourable time for you." An expression 
used by O'Connell in this form ("England's need, Ireland's -
opportunity"). Another witty play on words ~gainst 
~tEschines: ". . . fit for freemen, lit for destruction of 
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freemen." Another, with sarcastic contrast, Cor. II: "Ill
natured as you are, you entertain the good-natured notion, 
that is, simplv to fancy that I should forego the arguments of 
my actions a~d public conduct, and tum to your vi~uperation." 
All t/iis is used for the ends of mockery and jeem;g, as also 
the long row of small Antitheses in the same speech on the 
Crown, 265: 

'ESi6aa-KEii' "/PUfi.f.UlTa, J~j?» 6' €¢o{Twv. ETE'Mu;, f-tw o' ETEMv· 
P.TJV. Jxopwe;:;, f[W o' JxopYr!ouv. ~,pap.}J-<l'TEUE}, E"fW o' 1JKKATJ• 

! ~ t f ') \ ~\ '8 I )tl J \ f'\t ; .I 

a-ta~ov. erptra•twvu:rret\, €"fW o € ewpovv. €c;,€7WiT€\, E"fW c €01/· 

pl1TOV. {nrf.p TWV JxBpwv 71'f'ITOAiTEUG"at 71'a~7a, ~/W o' Vr.f.p T~~ 
7iarpioor;. 

(You viere a teach~r, I a scholar; you an initiator, 
I an initiated; you a clerk, I a public speaker; you a third· 
rate actor, I a spectator; you failed your part, I hissed; you 
were derated to the interest of the enemy, I to that of my 
country.) \\". S. Tyler, Professor of Greek in Amherst College, 
says: " This passage has been unirersally admired by a host 
of critics from Hermogenes downwards; but I canr.ot myself 
admire it at all, except for the neatness with which the 'Anti
theta' are balanced. It mav be heterodox for me to sav so, 
but this Antithesis seems to me studied and unnatural,· and 
not consistent with the honest indignation which Demosthenes 
affects. But no doubt it would be ,·erv effectiYe as oraton·." 
Returning to Blass, he says that if "these were other than 
mockery, then one would han~ to acknowledge that Demetrius 
was right, when he finds fault with the passage as being 
artificial. jlilton's 11 Apology for Smectymnuus" imitates 
this passage: " They thought themselres gallant men, I thought 
them fools." 

Caution: Demetrius says that Antithesis and Exact Paral
lelisms of words in periods should be a\·oided, since in place 
d fnrc~ they render the style laboured and often frigid. 
Theopompus, for example, when inreighing against t~e inti
matiGn of Philip, enfeebled his im·ectire. by the following 
Antithe5is: "men-slanrs in nature, thev were men-harlots in 
life." The hearer ha,:in;; his attention fixed on this elabora
tion, or rather affectation, forgets to be angry. Excessire 
Antithesis is out of place eren in Demosthenes' 11 You were 
initiating, I was initiated; you taught, I attended classes; you 
t,::ok min0r parts in the theatre, I was a spectator; you broke 
dO\m, I hissed." The elaborate parallelism of clauses pro
duces the effect of false artifice; of trifling-, rather than the 
hone~t indignation. Series of uninterrupted periods, although 
c?propriate to other styles, is fa:'ozuable to force. These 
massed periods should, howe\·er, be short 'of two members, 
~ay\ since many-membered periods will produce the feeling 
c,f beauty rather than cf force. 
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Quinhllian says: "Antitheses add grace to style, but too 
many soon offend. Who would bear a speaker raging, lament
ing, supplicating in studied Antithesis, balanced clauses and 
similar cadences ? '' 

-Robertson says: "Where pathos is demanded, and the 
occasion is of a serious practical nature, the Antithesis must 
not be too artificial; a short Antithesis, then, is more effective 
than a long one. But where display is the object, Antitheses 
may be longer; they may be accumulated and each cut up into 
subordinate Antitheses, and the effect is then rather heightened 
than diminished by calling in the aid of other Gorgianic 
:figures, especially the Parisen."· 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus in "De Compositione" remarks 
-referring to austere composition: " It makes the clauses not 
parallel in structure or sound, nor is a slave to rigid sequence, 
but noble, brilliant, free. It wishes to suggest nature rather 
than art, and to stir emotion. It uses no supplementary words 
in order to round off periods . . . is marked by flexi
bility in its use of the cases, variety in the employment of 
figures, few connectives; it lacks articles, it often disregards 
natural_ sequence; it is anything rather than florid, it is aristo
cratic, plain-spoken, unvarnished." 

Delivery: If the two antithetical words are not expressed, 
then the one that is expressed should take the strong emphasis, 
that is the falling inflection, if the opposite idea is denied or 
excluded, e.g., -"I am tortured even to think of the proud 
victor." The strong emphasis on " think" denies the use of 
"speak " of him. This is what is called single emplwsis; 
and double emphasis where the two antithetical terms are ex
pressed, e.g., "Must we, in your person, crown the author of 
our calamities, or must we .destroy him."~ (£schines.) 
" Crov.n ".takes the· rising inflection, as it is the fi.rst of the 
Antithesis, and the second term " destroy,'' which is its oppo
site, takes the falling. This is the double emphasis, in other 
words, delivered as Saintsbury styles, "antiphonic and anti
thetic," that is, the tones take an opposite course or sound, 
and the words are antitheti.c. If time terms of the Antithesis 
are expressed, which is treble emphasis, the delivery should 
be thus : II In peace chlldren bury their parents, in war parents 
burv their children." This is also called " Balanced structure 
with Antithesis.'' In case the contrast consists of a delivery 
in what is called General Emphasis, then redundancy of 
sound as well as words are necessary to express the Antithesis. 
and the falling inflection or strong emphasis must b~ giyen 
on the auxiliary verbs, etc., to exclude or deny the antithetical 
idea of 11 appearance, falsity," e.g., "If-Rome-must-fall, then 
we are innocent." "Perdition catch me, I do love her.'' The 
falling inflection on "do " denies the idea of "appear" to 
1nm> 
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" Richard Brinsley Sheridan delighted especially in Anti~ 
thesis, Apostrophe and rhetorical exaggeration.'' -~Iathews. 
Russell says that the distinctire slide (a downward of the third 
interral, unimpassioned emphasis) is used in the deliYery of 
contrasts or exactly balanced words or phrases, as " I would 
neither be rich nor poor." 

In the delivery of tlze Parison, where the Antitheses and all 
consp1re to beauty, tLe balancmg members may with elegance 
be broken into grouj)s, and there is a perpetual paring and 
balancing (see examples under Parisen), also a continuation 
of the inJ:iection of the roice is necessary, including ascent and 
descent through the various successive notes. '!his is very 
suitable in the delivery of - marked co1ttrasts and highly
wrought rhetorical climaxes, e.g., "By thine agony and bloody 
sweat j by thy cross and passion; by thy precious death and 
burial; by thy glorious resurrection and ascension. . . ." 
The roice is smooth and flowing, no clashing sounds, the anti_: 
thetical words pronounced with opposing tones, but the inflec
tlOns not too deep or high. The successive antithetic cola, or 
the two clauses that make it up, may be pitched on a slightly 
higher tone to add to the beauty of the composition. (See 
delivery of Parisen). In the delivery of the Forcible A.nti
tlzcsis, that is of the brief, sharp, opposing ideas, the emphasis 
becomes sharper and stronger. As force requires brevi.ty, it 
likewise requires emphasis to bring out the meaning. In the 
famous Antithesis of Demosthenes, which Tyler said no doubt 
would be Yery effecti\·e ·in oratory, so it is, the cola, as will 
be noted from the Greek text, are concise and sharp. There 
are six antithetic cola, each one baring a dcuble emphasis 
with a tinge of contempt on each of the different occupations 
of .cEschines. The six cola may be divided into two groups: 
group 1, to be of four cola, the ftrst colon low, the second 
higher tone, the third still higher, the fourth low tone with 
circumflex in "actor "; group 2, fifth colon lower tone, sixth 
colo" higher tone with a fietce inredive, terminating with a 
s~rong, rising inflec~ion, which marks tte tum of the Yoice for 
the cadence, the rest in a strong, falling inflection, e.g., "You 
,,·ere a teacher, I a scholar; you an initiator, I initiated .... " 
rs~ under use of this Figure for full marked passage, also 
Fig. Patl:10poeia.) If this passage is delirered with the proper 
tones, the effect is powerful 

AXTITHETA: The same deriration as Antithesis; is a 
f1~ure whereby the orator joins the parts in opposition by a 
t\urd contrary, e.g., "The one has obtained glory, the other 
nches; both by my benefit." The Antitheta, says Aristotle, 
are therefore acceptable, because not only the parts appear the 
better for the opposition, but also carry with them a certain 
appearance of enthymeme which leads to impossibility. This 
pleases, as well as has the form of Reducio ad absurdum. 
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AXTITHETOX: Derivation same as Antithesis· is a 
figure by which ~ contrast or contraposition is made, n~t only 
between one particular, but between several preceding and suc
ceeding partrculars, e.g., "A law not learned, or acqurred, or 
read; but imbibed and deriwd and receiwd." Bain says: 
""In knowledge there is a shock of transition. Light is known 
by passing out of the darkness. Conflicting statements are 
sometimes made to e.xcite wonder. The contrast of great 
results fio,\ing from small agencies excite wonder in the 
highest degree-the sentiment of power or the sublime. Con
tradictory things are brought pointedly together to increase 
the oratorical effect, e.g., 1'\\'ho is the man that has dared to 
call into civilized alliance, the <.i.·ild and inhuman saracre of 
the woods? " In this figure "the contrast is implied i~ the 
meaning of any term or description," as to be a blessing and 
not a curse. 

According to Aristotle, the refutatire element IS from con
sideration of contradiction, as from times, actions, words. 
either of the adversary or the speaker. or of both; e.g., of the 
ad,·ersary: "He says he Jo,·es the people, yet he was in the 
conspiracy of the thirty tyrants "; of the speah.<er: " He tells 
you that I am litigious, but is unable to pro.-e that I brought 
any action into court." " The refutative is more palpable to 
the audience than confirmatire entllymeme, because it sets 
contraries briefly together. Putting things in contrast makes 
them see them better, also leads to impossibility, and produces 
the greatest effect when, on l1e commencement of their enume
ration, men anticipate the conclusion, yet without being super
fi.cial to the _hearers, they feel a pleasure in themselres in 
ha,-ing anticipated it" 

Use: Antitheton is used ,-ery suitably for amplifi.cation, and 
is a ,·ery pleasant figure. Puttenham calls it the quarreller, for 
" so be all such persons as delight in taking the contrary part 
of whatsOeYer shall be spoken." !socrates made full use of 
this figure. 

According to "De Rhetorica Isidori," contrary thoughts 
placed in juxtaposition produce great beauty and in ornament 
of speech are Yery becoming. The following passage is given 
from Cicero as most charming and effectire: ''. . . . if, 
I say, omitting all these things, we choose to compare the 
causes themseh·es, which are opposed to one another, we mar 
understand from that alone how thoroughly prostrate they are. 
For on the one side are :lighting modesty, on the other wanton
r:ess; on the one side chasti tv, on the ether uncleanness: on 
the one side honesty, on the other fraud; on the one side piety, 
on the other wickedness; on the one side stability, on the 
other frenzv; on the one side honour, on the other baseness; 
on the one side continenCP, on the other lust; in short, equity, 
temperance, fortitude, prudence, all Yirtues contend af;ainst 
iniquity, luxury, indolence, rashness, against all vices; lastly. 
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abundance contends against destitution, good plans against 
baffled designs, wisdom against madness, well-tounded hope · 
against universal despair. In a contest and war of .this sort, 
even if the zeal of men were to fail, will not the immortal gods 
compel such numerous and excessive vices to be defeated by 
these most eminent virtues? , 

Dcli<:ery: Is the same as in Antithesis, the first part or mem
ber takes, as a rule, the rising inflection, and the second part 
the falling inflection. 

A~TOXQjlASIA: Greek, avrt,· for, instead; ovop.a name; 
to call after another name; is a fi.gure whereby the 
orator or speaker puts one proper name for another, or uses 
an epithet or name of some office, dignity, profession, science, 
or trade, instead of the proper name of the person, e.g., (1) 
the orator speaking of the king, says His jfajesty, to a noble
man, Your Lordship, Your Honour, etc.; (2) instead of name, 
use title, as Hon. Judge, Sir; (3) the author by the name of his 
profession or science, as when they say 11 the Roman orator" 
for Cicero; (4) a man by the name of his country, as 11 the 
Persian," " the Britain," " the American "; (5) when we give 
to one man the name of another for the affinity's sake of their 
manners or conditions, etc. Or on th_e surname; " not the King 
of Spain, but say the Western King, because his dominions 
extend further west than any other Christian king.,-Putten
ham. In praise; as when we call a grave man" a Cato,, a just 
man" an Aristides," an eloquent man" a Cicero," an eminent 
philosopher 11 an Aristotle." In dispraise, call a tyrant " a 
~ero/' a voluptuous liver" an Epicure." Bain says: "Anto
nomasia puts an indi,-idual for the species, e.g., 1 E\·t:ry man 
is not a Solomon. He is a Crresus (in wealth). Speciality or 
concreteness reaches the utmost point in the individual, e.g., 
'Some ,·illage Hampden here may sleep.' " 

":\.ntonomasia proper names imparts 
From kindred, country, epithets and arts." 

-Langley. 
"The mighty Stagyrite (Aristotle) fi.rst left the shore 

Spread all his sails and durst the deep e:11:plore." 
-Pope. 

"The Swedish sage (Linna:ns) admires in yonder bowers 
His winged insects and his rosy flowers." 

Use: This Figure helps much in praising or dispraising the 
equal comparison, and serres for rariety .. 

Caution: Do not gire a less name than the dignity require!!, 
as Your Worship for King; nor ridiculous, as to call grand
father greybeard; nvr amorous or indecent terms, as sweet
heart. 
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APARITHMESIS : derive~ from the Greek, meaning 
to count, reckon up, number; 1s a fi.gure which " consists in 
enumerating particulars in such a way as to produce a cumu~ 
lative effect and· som_etimes a climax. This is a fayourite 
and effective fi.gure in philippics. Burke's peroration of the 
Warren Hastings' trial is a notable example."-Rossiter John
son. Aparithmesis is a description by the enumeration of 
parts or particulars. 

APHAERESIS : Greek apo, from; air eo,- to take; is a 
fi.gure by which a letter or syllable is taken away or cut off in 
the beginning of a word. "Aphceresis or front-cut: 1 Down m 
'Frisco." '-Bret Harte. "Why, he'd sharpen a knife upon 
his father's tombstone to kill his mother."-]. W. 11acbeth. 

APOCOPE: Gr~,ek apo, away, off; kopto, cutting; is a 
fi.gure whereby the last letter or syllable is taken away or cut 
off. (I Apocope, end-cut: 1 Go in th~ pi-, go in the pi-, go 
in the pious throng.' "-J. W. 11acbeth. 

APODIXIS : Greek, a71'0, forth ; Od!CVVJU, to show 
forth, to prove that a thing is; is a form of speech by which 
the _orator grounds his sayings upon general experience. It 
differs from Martyria-which is where the speaker confi.rms 
what he says by the testimony of his own knowledge. In 
Apodixis he infers his· reason or confirmation from known 
principles, which experience proves and no man can deny. Of 
all the forms of speech this is the most apt and mighty to 
confirm or confute, because it is grounded upon the strong 
foundation of experience, confirmed by all times, allowed in all 
places, and subscribed to by all men, e.g., "Trust not the 
horse's heels nor the dog's tooth.'' "Fire and water have no 
mercy." Many proverbs arise as the above. " Can the rush 
grow without mire? '' " Can the flag grow without water? '' 
-Job viii. I I. " Can a man take fire in his bosom and his 
clothes not be burnt? Can one go upon hot coals and his feet 
not be burnt? "-Prov. vi. 27- Henry Clay, the American 
statesman, used this figure thus: "Is the fact not indisputable 
that all essentia,l objects of consumption affected by the tariff 
are cheaper and better since the Act of 1824 than they were 
several years prior to that law? I appeal for the truth to 
common observation and to all practical men. I appeal to the 
farmer of the country, ·whether he does not purchase on better 
terms his iron, salt, brown sug-ar, cotton good.; and woollens 
for his labouring people. And I ask the cotton planter if he has 
not been better and more cheaply supplied_ with his cotton 
bagging?" 

Caution: It is a fault when the facts are not commonly 
known or generally received. 
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~\PODOSIS: ami, back; 'Ubwfl-£, to gire, to giYe back 
.·what is due; is a const;.quent clause, or result, an after saying . 
.Kossiter J onnson says: " Apodosis in a sentence is that made 
up of dependent clauses, those that set forth the conditiQns 
form the Protasis, and those that state the resulting conclusion 
form the Apodosis, e.g., "When all the world's a dream, we'll 
go to sea no more." The first clause is a Protasis (fore
saying) and the second .Apodosis (after-saying). Sometimes 
a speaker produces a strong effect by purposely omitting an 
Apcdosis, or by uttering an unexpected one, e.g., "C;:esar had 
his Brutus, Charles the First his Cromwell, and George the 
Third "-(Treason ! Treason ! )-11 rna y profit by their ex
ample."-Patrick Henry. 

APOPHASIS: Greek, a1ro, away, from; ¢7Jp,{, to speak; 
is a figure whereby the orator pretends a suppression; which 
is done in such a manner as to indicate it; he formally declines 
to take note of a point, but does take note of it It is a kind. 
of irony whereby we deny what we say or do, that which we 
especially say or do, e.g.: 

11 \\'hat need I mention those inclement skies, 
Where, frequent o'er th~ sickening city, plague, 
The fiercest child of X emesis diYine, descends., 

-Thompson. 
Apophasis, according to Quackenbos, is the pretended sup
pression of what one is all the time mentioning, as "I say 
nothing of his re£kless extra\·agance, nothing of the notorious 
profligacy of his character, notlzi1tg of the disgusting intemper
ance which has caused him to reel in the streets, but I aver 
he has exhibited neither probity nor ability in the important 
office which he holds." 

" Apophasis, affecting to conceal; 
What it would seem to hide, will yet reveal" 

11 Ill would it suit your gentle ear, 
Ye loYely listeners to hear 
How to the a.xe th~ helms did sound, 

-Langley. 

And blood poured down from many a wound; 
For desperate was the strife and long, 
.-\nd either warrior fierce and strong. 
But \\-ere eaclz dame a listening knight, 
I well co!!ld tclllzow U'arriors fight; 
fc,r I haYe St'en war's lightning flashing, 
Seen the Claymore with bayonets clashing, 
Set'n through rt'd blood the war-hor~e dashing, 
:\nd scorned amid the reelin2' strife, 
To yield a step for death or life.'' 

-Scott. 
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Use: 11 Apophasis or insinuation is used when, professing t; 
suppress certain matters or ideas, the speaker proceeds to add 
the insinuation negatively; for instance, "I will not mention 
the matter, but . . ," or, " I will not mention another argu
ment, which, however, if I should, you could not refute." 
When the matter is actually added the fi.gure is then called 
Cataphasis or affirmation-addition by insinuation of reason
ing: . lri this ca~; the insinuat~on is ~ot added negatively but 
pos1tlvely; e.g., I pass by h1s dece1t . . . etc., and this 
adds the insinuation to his deception."-E. W. Bullinger. 

APOPLANESIS: Greek ar.o, away, from ; 1r'Aavaw, to 
lead; to lead away from, stray; is a kind of aversion or 
turning away, and is when the speaker leads away the 
minds of his hearers from the matter propounded or question 
in hand, which makes much against him. In some Latin
American countries it is called " Armar un bochincho,'' 
that is to stir up a big fuss, noise or disturbance, to draw 
the minds from the point at issue. 

U se.-lt is used to make an evasion from. the difficulties, 
, or hard objection, or when the cause of the orator is weak 

and not able to abide the bitterest trial. The other is to 
assuage sorrow by leading the mind of the mourner from 
the matter of grief to new objects, i.e., to cause forgetful
ness of sorrow. 

APORIA: Greek d, privative ; 1ropo~, way; to lack a 
way; is a fi.gure of speech whereby the orator shows that 
he doubts either where to begin for the multitude of matters, 
what to say or do in some strange or doubtful thing, and, 
as it were, argues the case with himself-e.g., "Whether 
he took from his fellows more impudently, gave them a 
harlot more lasciviously, -removed them from the Roman 
people more wickedly or altered them more presumptuously, 
I cannot well declare." -Cicero. " What shall I do? 
Whither shall I fly? Whom shall I blame? What shall 
I pretend? I know not what to term it: folly or forget
fulness, ignorance or wilfulness." 

"Aporia oft in doubt and fear will rest, 
And reason with itself what may be best."-Langley. 

Eiamples: 
" What should he do? or seek his old abodes? 

Or herd among deer and skulk in woods ? 
Here shame dis~;uades him, there his fear prevails, 
And each, by turns his aching heart assails." 

-Addison from Ovid. 
11 :Me miserable! Which way shall I fly, 

Infinite wrath and infinite despa tr? 
Which way I fly is Hell; myself am Hell."-Milton. 
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[/se: The use of this &gure is to show perplexity of mind. 
Caution: Do not put too many doubts, nor doubt where 

there is little need, or none at all; lest the speaker show 
himself to be simple, ignorant, stupid. 

APOSIOPESIS: Greek a ?To, from j UL6J7Taw, to hush, to 
be silent; to cease from saying a-thing, as when a sentence 
i5 broken off; is a &gure of thought, whereby an orator 
breaks off suddenly as if unwilling to state, or unable to 
say what was in his mind-e.g., "I declare to you that 
his conduct-but I cannot speak of that here." It is also 
a form of speech \Vhen, through ,·ehemence, the course of 
a sentence is stayed and thereby some part of the sentence 
not being uttered, may be understood'; also when the 
speaker, through some affection, as sorrow, bashfulness,. 
fear or anger, breaks off his speech or sentence before it all 
be ended · or when speaking of a thing we yet seem to 
conceal it, though indeed by this means we aggrarate it. 
Quintillian says that Aposiopesis attests some pass_ion or 
anger, a kind of self interruption of what we were saying 
before we came to the natural conclusion of it, as if to say, 
"\rhy should I say more." It is where the feelings of 
the speaker induce him to interrupt the expression and 
lea re the sentence incomplete. This &gure, by its direct 
address to the imagination of the hearer, says Webster, 
is often one of great power. 

11 Aposiopesis leaves imperfect sense;. 
And sometimes such a pause speaks eloquence." 

-Langley. 
Examples: Blass' 11 Demosthenes" says that we &nd the 

Aposiopesis, in which the speaker, to the astonishment of 
his hearers, does not say what he has apparently wished 
to say. In the example of the 11 Speech on the Crown " 
there is a convincing- reason gi,·en for this silence, and 
the speech gains essentially in direct 7-·italit:v through this 
&gure. Cor. 3 : " For it is not the same thing for me to 
lose your affection, and for him to gain his suit. As to 
me indeed-but when commencing my defence, I do not 
wish to say anything ominous; but he accuses me without 
any risk" Examples from PuttC$1ham: Interruption or 
silence-
From fear: 

"He said vou were-! dare not tell you plain 
For words once out nerer return a()'ain." 

From shame, or indecent to tell: o 

" And did ve not come bv my chamber door 
And tell him that-go to, I say no more." 

From anger, menace, or moderation of U'ratlz: 
" If I take vou with such another cast 

I swear by J ore-but let this be the 1 ast." 
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From sudde11 occasion: 
" He told me at large-lo, yonder is t.1.e man. 

Let him tell the tale that best can.'' 

" Audacious winds ! from whence 
This bold attempt, this rebel insolence? 
Is it for you to raYage seas and lat.1.d, 
Unau~oris' d by my supreme command? _ 
To ra1se such tumults on the troubled main? 
Trhom /-but :first 'tis fi.t the billows to restrain, 
And then you shall be taught obedience to my reign." 

-Dryden's Yirgil. 
11 Hearen and Earth! 

~Iust I remember? why, she would hang on him, 
As if increase of appetite had grO\m 
By what it fed on: and yet -within a month-
Let me not think on't-Frailty, thy name is woman! " 

• -Shakespeare. 
Bullinger gip•:; the following examples from the Bible: 

(I) Promise.-Where some great thing is promised, too 
great to be com·eyed in we res. Ex. X.'\..Xii. 3 I-32: "And 
:\loses returned unto the Lord ... Yet now, if thou wilt 
forgi\·e their sin-; and if not . . ." Here it seems that 
).Ioses was about to promise something on behalf of the 
people; but neither knew what promise he could make for 
them, nor how far he could answer for its fulfilment by 
them. His sudden. silence is solemnly eloquent. 2 Sam. 
v. S; I Chron. iY. 10. (2) .i.nger and Threatening.-Gen. xx. 
3: " Behold thou art but _a dead man-for the woman which 
thou hast taken; for she is a ma."'l's wife." Here we must 
supply, if thou dost not restore her, her husband will slay 
thee. Gen. iii. 22: ". . . lest he put forth his hand and 
take also of the tree of life and eat and li,·e for erer
Therefore the Lord God sent him forth from the Garden 
of Eden ... " Here the exact consequences of eating of 
l1.e tree of life in his fallen condition are -left unrerealed, 
as though they were too awful to be contemplated. (3) Grid 
and complaint.-Ps. Yi. 3: "Jly soul is also sore ,·exed: 
but thou, 0 Lord, how long--? " The words are drowned 
in grief. " How long shall I be sore ,·exed? How long 
(before thou wilt arise)? " Luke X\'. 2 I; Luke xix.. 42. 
(.~).Inquiry and deprecation.-John \-i. 62: "If ye shall 
see the Son of Jfan ascend up where he was before-? " 
(will ye then belie\·e? to be supplied). Acts xxiii. g. 

·cse: Aposiopesis is used in the elc~·atcd style. Demetrius 
says that in certain cases Aposiopesis produces eleYation, 
since some things seem to be more significant when not 
e:\"Pressed but only hinted at. It is used in the forcible 
strle accordine: to the same writer, who remarks that 
Aposiopesis will also make e:\-pression more forcible. 
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Blass' "Demosthenes" gives the following, showing 
Demosthenes using the Aposiopesis as being unable to find 
a suitable word. (I) Against lEschines, Cor. 22 : "0 you. 
-by what name shall I rightly call you? " (2) Philip 
I II, 54: " But, you have arrived at such a pitch of folly 
or madness or-I know not what to call it; I am tempted 
often to think that some evil_ genius is driving: you to 
ruin." In (I) the speaker acts as if he were seeking a 
sufficiently strong expression, and can find none, so that 
the figure Diaporesis to a certain extent appears, though 
more distinctly in third Philippic. (2) S. S. Curry in his. 
"Vocal Expression.'' under the heading of Pause, states
that Daniel Webster, in Faneuil Hall, once gave a certain. 
word for an idea, but it did not satisfy him; he hesitated, 
and gave another, hesitated again, and gave still another, 
and when after four or five trials he found the adequate 
word, the audience broke forth into applause. He united 
the action of the minds of his auditors .to his own; both. 
laboured together for a: grander and more adequate con
ception of the idea, as well as for its highest expression. 

It serves to stay the vehemence of our immoderate aff~c-· 
tior.s proceeding to some excess or outrage; or to dignify 
by the half what the whole mean5, that is, to raise a 
sufficient suspicion without danger of the adversary. " It 
is used to call our attention to what is being said or written~ 
for the purpose of impressing us with its importance, so that 
the mind may be aff~cted by what is too wonderful or 
solemn or a-wful for words; or when a thing may be, as 
we sometimes say, better imagined than described.··
Bullinger. 

Caution: Avoid length of wordiness. Demetrius cautions. 
triYiality as a result of over-worded Aposiopesis. If the 
se::~tence be broken off too ·soon, it leaves the sense most 
uncertain: contrarywise, if it be continued too long it makes 
that manifest that should be secret and shadowed with 
silence. If said in malice, it commonly leaves the venom 
of some false~suspicion behind it, all of which faults are 
in wisdom and charity to be avoided. 

Delh·ery: Volkmann in his "Hermagoras " or "Elements. 
of Rhetoric," says that Aposiopesis contributes to the 
peinotes (force ?f delivery) i. and Hermogenes places 
11 under the headmg of Alethe1a (the stamp of truth and 
fen·our) i. that is to say the inward participation of the 
speaker m what hf' says. The expression of the Aletheia 
must be harsh. violent; it mav contain words formed by 
onesrlf .. All the figures of the Sphrodrotes (vehemence of 
expre~s~on) m.a.;: be ~mployed here; further Aposiopesis, 
Eptcnsis, Eptd10rthos1s, and Demetrius gives, in 'certain 
c~scs, the ele\'~ted. It follows that the deliverv may be in 
etther the forczble or the ele1:ated, with this difference, that 
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in. the form~r the expression is concise and the delivery 
qutck, and m the latter the expression is grand and the 
delivery comparatively slower. Take the example of Demos
thenes-Phil I I I, 54-the voice rises in vehemence force 
and rapidity, making a climax, but breaks off just' before 
the last step in the climax is taken-e.g .. , "madness or-"· 
after ".or " the voice ?reaks off, and quickly takes a lowe: 
tone, JUSt the oppos1te ~o that before the breaking off 
and then, as "Schemata Dianc:eas " indicates, hastens off 
to s?mething else. Take the Aposiopesis in the case of 
,Pan1el Webster, whom Curry styled as floundering about 
m search for an adequate word, which floundering would 
appear to the writer to have been made in a lower and 
ouick_er tone than that preceding the interruption; and at 
the n~ht n:oment, hastemng to. the adequate word, pouncing 
upon 1t w1th that force of vo1ce for which he was noted 
he elicited that tremendous applause aforementiOned. . "1 h~ 
Aposiopesis was .thus dellverect in the same form or style 
in which a man naturally would say it, in the same mooa 
{)f mind, to another person. Alexander Bain in his "Ele
ments of Rhetoric" says that floundering and perplexity 
were much used ."by Demosthenes before announcing some
thing of great emphasis and import, thus giving to a medi
tated expression the effect of an impromptu. 

The author remembers pearing the Rev. Sam Jones use 
this figure very effectively in his attack upon the liquor 
traffic in an address to a large American audience. After 
fiercely attacking the trade and charging it with the woes 
.and sorrows and poverty it had caused humanity, he ex
claimed, "Who permits this terrible traffic? " and suddenly 
breaking off· into silence pointed his finger to the audience 
.on hi.s right. The imag-ination immediately supplied the 
phrase with wbich the preacher would have, himself, replied, 
viz. : "You whom I am now addressing." He then forth
with made an onslaught upon the saloons, bar-rooms and 
·public houses, and ·cried out, "Who is responsible for this ? " 
and again broke off into silence and pointed his finger to 
those in the centre of the audience. The imagination not 
only supplied the preacher's answer but seemed to delight 
those on the right that the centre was accused of as great 
or g:reater charges. Immediately he poured forth a merci
Jess denunciation against dives, dens and gambling hells, 
debauchery and crime, as a result of liquor, and again 
exclaimed, "Who allows this debauchery and crime, these 
dives and gamblinP' hells?" and breaking off into a sudden 
silence pointed his finger at those on his left. As before
said,"'the imagination was left to supply the answer, besides 
delighting all the rest that those on the left got, if any· 
thing, the greatest share of the rebuke. 
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From " Greek allCl R um an P ortraits," by A. H eckler; b y kind permission 
cf Pul>lish er, \\ 'illiam H einem ann, London. 

P rin cipal F orms of Orat orical Expression used l>y Cicero. His m aster
fi t: nn·s are those in italics: 
.-i cr ltlltlllatio, .-1 Jlttf>lt •ll'a, Antithesis, Aporia, .rl postruphe, Argume.ntnm, 
.-I stcislltlt s, .-1 S\'lltl<i"", Co111 har , Correctio, Diatyposis, Digressio, 
Ecphouesis. E m phatic R epetition , E numeratio, . Epilogue, Epipho11ema , 
Epizeuxis, Frcq ucnt atio, H orismos. Hl '/Hrbolr , illlcrroga tio, l ro11ia, l\lempsis, 
)l et abasis , Optat io, l' a ivd. Plocc, Polysyndeton, Prosopod osis, Prosopopoeia, 
P rotropc, Pysma, 11/n·thlltlls, Serruocinatio, Simile, Syllogismus, Symploce, 
Syuuuy111 ia, Syn chorcsis, Zeugma. 
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MARCUS TULLIUS CICERO 
CICERO: HIS ORATORY, DELIVERY, AND SOME 

NOTES FRO~i E~IINENT CONTEMPORARY 
AND SUBSEQUENT CRITICS. 

1\Iarcus Tullius Cicero, the most celebrated orator of Rome, 
has e\-er been the undisputed model in delivery for Senaforial 
and Parliamentary eloquence. His vast learning, refinement 
and culture, his slow, deliberate and magnificent style of 
speech, his well-trained· voice and graceful gesture, have 
erer been the en\'y of subsequent ages; and his phraseology 
so beautiful, harmonious and tender, the standard for the 
pulpit and the lyceum. 

"In his early youth, Cicero's father put him under the 
care of the poet Archias, who came to Rome with a high 
reputation for learning and poetry. Unc;ler this master he 
applied himself chiefly to poetry, to which he was actually 
addicted. Molo, the Rhodian, one of the principal orators 
of that age, and the most celebrated teacher of eloque,nce, 
happened to come to Rome, and Cicero presently took the 
benefi.t of his lectures and resumed his oratorical studies 
with his former ardour. . 

First Inspiration, His Labours, Studies. 
"But the greatest spur to his industry was the fame and 

splendour of Hortensius, who made the fi.rst fi.gure at the 
bar, and whose praises fi.red him with such an admiratwn 
of acquiring the same glory that he scarcely allowed himself • 
any rest from his studies, either day or night. Yet with all 
his attention to logic, he never suffered a day to pass without 
some exercise in oratory-chiefly that of declaiming. 

Taught by .Molo and Minippus. 
"~Iolo, the Rhodian, came again to Rome to solicit the 

payment of what was due to his country . . . which gave 
Cicero an opportunity of putting himself a second time 
under his di~ection .and perfecting his oratorical talents by 
the further mstructwn of so renowned a master . . . to 
q.ualify himself, therefore, particularly for this (the reputa
tion of an orator), he attended the pleadings of all the 
spe.akers of his time; heard the daily lectures of the most 
emment orators of Greece, and was perpetually composing 
somewhat at home, and declaiming under their correction· 
and that ~e might neglect. not~ing which could help m any 
degr.ee t? 1mp:ove and pohsh h1s style, he spent the inter\'als 
of lus lmure m the company of ladies; especially those who 
were remarkable for. ~ po~1tr.ness of language, and whose 
fathers had been d1stmgU1shed by a fame and reputation. 
of eloquence. 
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"From Athens he passed into Asia. ~Iinippus of Stra
tonica, the most eloquent of all the Asiatics, attended him 
... his (Jlolo's) greatest trouble with him was to restrain 
the exuberance of a juvenile imagination, always ready to 
<Overflow its banks, within its due and proper channeL 

His Jocular Nature. 
"But he was really a lover of cheerful entertainments, 

being of a nature remarkably facetious, and singularly 
turned to raillery; a talent which was of great sen·ice to 
him at the bar, to correct the petulance of an adversary, 
relie,·e the satiety of a tedious cause, divert the minds of 
the judges, and mitigate the rigour of a sentence, by making 
both the bench and the audience merry at the expense of 
the accuser. Yet of all his sarcastic jokes which are trans
mitted to us by antiquity, we shall not observe any but what 
were pointed against characters either ridiculous or pro
fligate, such as he despised for their follies, or hated fo~ 
their vices. · 

True Glory by Cicero. 
"According to his own definition of it, is a wide and illus

trious fame of many and great. benefits conferred upon our 
friends, our country, or the whole race of mankind; it is not, 
:as he says, the empty blast of popular fa\·our, or the applause 
of a giddy multitude; but the consenting praise of all 
"honest men, and the incorrupt testimony of those who can 
judge of excellent merit which resounds always to virtue 
as the echo to the voice; and since it, in the general com
parison of good actions, ought not to be rejected by good 
men. 

"That those who aspire to this glory were not to e.xpect 
· .ease or pleasure, or tranquility of life for their pains; but 

must give up their O\m peace to secure the peace of others; 
must expose themselves to the storms and dangers for the 
·public good; sustain many battles with the audacious and 
the wicked, and some even with the powerful; in short, must 
beha,·e themselves so as to give their citizens cause to rejoice 
·that they had e\·er been born. 

Eloquence for the Multitude. 
u This was the genuine eloquence that prevailed in Rome 

as- long as Cicero lived: his were the only speeches that 
were admired by the City; while those Attic orators, as 

, they called themselves, were generally despised, and fre
quently deserted by the audience in the midst of their 
harangues. But after Cicero's death and the ruin of the 
Republic, Roman oratory sunk . . . and became properly 
only for the occasion on \vhich it was employed-the making 
of panegyric and sen·ile compliments to their tyrants. But 
the superiority of Cicero's eloquence, as it was acknowledged 
by the politest age of free Rome, so it has received the most 
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;wthe:ntic confirmation that the nature of things can admit 
from the concurrent sense of natwns; which neglecting the 
productions of his rivals and contemporaries, have preserved 
to us his inestimable remains as a speCimen of the most 
perfect manner of speaking to which the language of mortals 

, can be exalted."-" The Life of M. Tullms Cicero," by 
Cunyers ~Iiddleton, D.D., Principal Libranan of the Uni
wrsity of Cambridge.* 

His Feature tlie Period and Musical Constmction. 
"Cicero's fulness largely depends on his use of the Period. 

This is the feature of his style which is most easily carica
tured, and its use bv unskilful Imitators has led to much 
preJudice. The justification of the Period is that it is an 
attempt to express in language the complexity of thought. 
(See Fig. Period.) Further, a carefully constructed sentence 
must be not only logical, but also musical. This brings 
us to the inmost secret of, Cicero's prose, that its music ts 
more perfect than that of any other writer at any period.. 

Cicero's Influence upon the Pulpit. 
"St. Jerome tells us that ... he sinned by reading Cicero 

eyen on fast days. The Siren's song never ceased to haunt 
him, and he was taunted with perjury by a rival, who 
said, 'Whence comes your fluency, your brilliancy ot 
thought, youL power 0f expression? If I am not mistaken 
you still read Cicero in secret.' Jerome rephes that his 
promise was only £or the future. He cannot blot out of his 
mind what he has learnt: to do this he must drink water 
d Lethe of which the poets tell. St Jerome was once seized 
1\ith a ferer and given up for dead. Wh1le lying unconscious 
he was, in a vision, brought before the Judgment Seat and 
asked, ' \\'hat art thou? ' He replied, 1 A Christian.'· The 
':c.icc came back, 1 No, thou art not a Christian, but a 
Ciceronian, since where thy treasure is, there is thy heart 
also.' Then he fell on his face and swore that never agam 
.. ,·ould he keep or read books containing \VOrdly wisdom . 
.-\ft~r this _promise he .ral.lied a~d was cured of his malady 
(Eplst. XXll. w). It 15 ImpoSsible to read the speeches of 
Chatham, Pitt, ~heridan, Fox, and Burke, without recog· 
nizing their debt to Cicero and Demosthenes." 
'' Ciceronianism," by A C. Clark, Oxford (pub. 1912). 

The Rhetorical Form of the Catilinarians . 
. ";\ccording to the rhetorical system most in vog-ue in Cicero's 

tnne .. a speec~ is made up of five divisions: (I) Exordium, 
tht> mtroduct10n; (2) Narratio, the statement of the case; 
( ~' T ractatio, the proofs: (4) Refutatio, refutation of the 
c,r;xll1cnt's argument: ( 5) Perorati::>, the peroration. Narratio 
mJy be absent, the fact being well known. Refutatio may 

Life d Cicero" 11'3> a fa,·ourite study of William Pitt, the ycun~er. 
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also be absent, the opponent not having made any state
ment. In all the speeches 'in Catilinam,' this division (Dis
positio) into Exordium, T ractatio, and Peroratio is clearly 
seen, though, of course, owing to the peculiar circumstances. 
of their delivery, they do not show the studied rhetorical 
technique of Cicero's most elaborate speeches, such as the 
'Pro Manila' or 'Pro Murena.' Tne first speech was 
spoken, in the main, extempore. Cicero could not expect 
that Catiline would have the effrontery to appear in the 
Senate . . . the first (Cattlinarian) is the fierce inrectiYe 
which drove Catiline from the Senate after a vain attemot 
at defence. The following is an analysis of the rhetonc~l 
disposition of the first speech: § § I, 2 inclusive, Exordium .. 
The object of an exordium is, according to the rhetoricians, 
ut a.uditores (a) benerolos, (b) attentos, (c) dociles habeamos. 
§ § 3-31, Tractatio,· proofs. 3-27, proof of Catiline's guilt: 
(a) argued from his former plans, his present dangerous. 
attitude, his mode of life. 3-18, §9, I I, 1-10, digression: 
the attitude of the Senate. (b) Argued from other sus·p1C1ous 
circumstances, the libera custodia, the Senate's decision, the 
fact that Catiline intends to join his army, not go into 
voluntary exile, § S2i-31; proof of Cicero's rignt-minded
ness ;n acting as he has done, § §27, 28; Cicero acted 
humanely, and allowed Catiline to leare the state, § §29-3I; 
this he did, not from fear, but in order to bring the matter 
to a head, § 32. Fin. Peroratio--all will end well if Rome 
does its duty and the gods grant the aid which Cicero now 
implores. According to rhetoricians, the object of the 
Peroratio (conclusion) was: Recapitulatio, summing up the 
facts; Amplificatio, amplification of them; Communicatio, 
appeal to the ,emotions: this latter being the main feature 
of the epilog-ue, and most prominent certainly in Cicero's." 
-" Cie:ero in Catilinam," by H. W. Auden, M.A., late Scholar 
of Christ's College, Cambridge. 

His Delh·ery Slou' and Measured. 
'"Contrary to what we might have expected, his deli\·ery 

was slow and measured-at all events in his later years
and Seneca compares it to the action of a slow-stepping 
horse. 'Cicero quoque noster, a quo Romana eloquentia 
exstitit, gradarius fuit. '-Epist. 40. But however opinion 
may differ as to his oratory, some thinking him too florid 
and diffuse, and, to use a homely term, long-winded, there 
can be but one opinion of his merits as a writer. He created 
a style which has been the model and the despair of succeed
ing writen. Niebuhr says: 'The predominant and most 
brilliant faculty of his mind was his wit. In what the 
French call esprit-light-unexpected and inexhaustible wit
he is not excelled by anv among the ancients.' He would 
have been a match for Talleyrand at a repartee. It was 
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-'.:mly in the later years of his life that he indulged in a 
siesta after meals. He also took sufficient quantity or 
exercise daily, and by these means, notwithstandmg a 
naturally weak constitut_ion, he enjoyed upon .the . whole 
excellent health. There IS no authentic bust of C1cero. The 
emperor A.lexander Sererus possessed one, but it is not known 
to be in existence now."-·" Life of :Marcus Tullius Cicero,'· 
by William Forsyth, 1I.A., Q.C., late Fellow .of Trinity 
lvllcge, Cambridge. 

Personal ApPearance. 
"As a young man we know that he was thin, so tlnn 

that his friends tnought him in danger of decline. Simple 
.in his habits of life, he enjoyed good health, but always 
remained some\vhat thin and haggard; the fuller presence 
\\e see in some of his busts came only when he was con~ 
siderably adranced in years. The bust in l\1adrid is believed 
by many to be a contemporary· portrait. It has been 
described by Baring Gould: • The head is very much that. 
of an English parson, intellectually able, who is on the look~ 
out for a deanery, and is careful to avoid· pronounced 
opinions, can tell a good story, preach a good sermon, like9 
tc associate with titled persons, loves his glass of port, 
but will preside at a temperance meeting.' 

The Period: Its Use by Cicero. 
"The Rcmans had a fondness for rxpressing many facts 

in one well-balanced sentence. In such a compound or 
Period there were one or more subordinate clauses, the prin
cipal clause usually being last. Thus the meaning of the 
whule sentence is kept suspended till the close (see Fig. 
Periodicity). (See also classification of the simple and more 
complicated oratorical period, Apodotic or responsive, the 
fl.'atures of which are symmetry and exact balance of clauses 
with an elaborate correspondence of Protasis and Apodosis, 
under Fig. Period.) The Period is employed by Cicero in 
dignified, sonorcus passages, in calm, unimpassioned narra
iire; as for instance, in the introduction of his speeches and 
the statement of the case. He avoids monotony by employ
ing a more detached paratactic style in lively arguments, 
passionate description, ,·ivid narratiw.* His speeches show 
an attractive rariety, well-balanced periods, enlivened bv 
short, curt, incisire statements of facts. The Procemia and 
perorations of his speeches afford the best examples of well
l:alanccd writing; they should be carefully studied, read 
aloud. and if possible lea111t bv h~'art. 
-"Cicero in Cati1inam," by H. \V. Auden, J\I.A., late 
Schehr of Christ's College, Cambridge. 
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Pro Milone, a Perfect Technique. 
"As a piece of composition this orat10n is interestmg 

from the perfection of its technique. All the rules laid down 
in the text-books upon rhetoric are stnctly observed. I 
append the following analysis of this speech: I. Exordium. 
The objects aimed at in this are three in number, ut attentos. 
ut dociles, ut bene,·olos auditores, habere possimus. In order 
to make the hearers attentos, it is necessary to dwell upon 
the gravity of the subject; to make them dociles, one must 
state the summJ. causce; to make them benez·olos, one should 
appeal to personal considerations. The exordium m this 
speech is one of those where the speaker calls attention 
to the unusual circumstances attending the triaL After fi.rst 
(a) securing the attention of the jurors, Cicero makes every 
effort to gain (b) their goodwill: (1) a sua persona, his own 
fears; (2) ab auditorem, Pompey, the army and the multi
tude; (3) ab adYersariorum, the character of the Clodiani; 
(4) a rebus ipsis, the patriotic policy of jlilo with ,,·hc;:n 
Cicero associates himself. (c) He then rapidly sketches the 
summa cattS(i} in order to secure the docilitas of his hearers: 
namely, insidias ::\Iiloni a Clodio £aetas. Before, however, 
entering into a discussion of the facts, it 15 necessary to 
remore three suppositions fatal to his client. 

Prc2judicia. 
"II. Prcejudicia: (a) the self-confessed shedder of blood 

is condemned already. This is so, since homicide is some
times justifiable: ( 1) from legend, the story of Horatius; 
(2) fro'.TI history, the execution of the conspirators; fro;:n 
fiction, the murder of his mother by Orestes; (4) from recent 
e,·ents, the soldier who killed his officer; (5) rrom hom1clde: 
in self-defence. (b) The Senate has decided that the murder 
was contra rem publicam. The riolence in a free state is 
contra rem publicam, eYen ,·iolence in the course of order. 
The Senate agreed with Cicero in wishing for ru"l inquiry 
into th~ facts, but did not contemplate these nO\·el proc~ecl
ings. (c) Pompey has condemned jiilo already. Pompey 
has done nothing except order an inquiry. He did this 
not because th~ death of Clodius differed from tnat of ct:1?r 
men, but in order to show his impartiality. He has sho\\"!1 
the ,·erdict he desires by puttinl:; on the box the stronge~t 
men in Rome and Domitius himself on the bench. .-\ftcr 
this clearing of the ground, he proceeds to state the facts. 

Narratio. 
" III. Narratio 24-29. In this three thing-s are necessary· 

ut brevis, ut dilucida, ut reri · similis sit. Further it should 
be told in such a way as to the points afterwards 
taken up in the tractatio. The narratio here is: (a) brez·f.-, 
since Cicero plunges into the subject and uses all possible 
compression; (b~ dilucida, since he obserres the proper 
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sequence of erents; (c) ~·eri similis, ~s a model of artful · 
simplicity. The language employed 1s that of good con
rersation, never attemptmg to soar, but ne1ther vulgar, nor 
bald. 

Constitutio Cause£ and Proposztio. 
"The Narratio leads to the constitutio causce, 30, 3 I. Was 

Milo riglzt or wrong in killing Clod ius? This depends upon 
the antecedent question uter utri insidias fecerit. The 
accuser says it was Milo, and the defender, Clodius. .The 
conflict of these two statements gives the point at rem qual 
in judicium venit. It is usual to state the point at issue 
earlier in a speech, but Cicero postponed it to the narratio, 
since the defence depends upon the colour to the facts. 

Tractatio, 
''IV. Tractatio: The parts of this are probable, collatio, 

signa, argumenta consecutio, approbatio. The probable falls 
into two parts-ex causa,· and ex vita 32-34 ex c.; 36-41 
ex v. (1) The propositio, that he hoped to profi.t by Milo's 
death; ( 2) the ratio, that bad men are tempted even by a 
trifling gain; (3) the confi.rmatio, that if .1\Iilo were killed 
Clod ius would control the consuls; (4) a striking exornatio 
in the shape of a dramatic appeal to Sextius Clodius to 
produce his portfolio of laws. (b) Ex Vita. Clodius had 
used violence against Cicero, Pompey and others: the dagger 
he inherited from Catiline had never rested, l\Iilo only used 
violence after he could not fi.nd a legal remedy, and then 
only in the cause of order. The Collatio succeeds 41-43. 
Again such an act agrees with the past life of Clodius, 
not with that of ::\Iilo. The Collatio is the process of showing 
how the allegations fi.t or do not fit the person accused. 
Signil and A.rgumenta are proofs taken from the place and 
time and of the deed. Argumentum is evidence drawn from 
the bcha\'iour of a person before, during or after the act. 
An argumentum against Clodius is that three days before 
he said to Favonius that 1~ilo had only three days to live. 
This leads one to consider (a) tempus: (1) the day, (2) the 
hour; (b) locus-53, 54 up to 63- Consecutio, the behaviour 
of ~Iilo since the event shows h1s consciousness of innocence 
his trust in the people, in the Senate, and in Pompey. ' 

.1rgument Wound Up by Spirited Apostrophe. 
"The argument is wound up by a spirited appeal to 

Pompey-6i-7I. .Apostrophe or aversus a judice (sermo), 
to ~a,·e an .old fnend whom he may some day need. Pom
pey s face IS supposed to change; a cry of triumph breaks 
~orth from t~e advocate, and the fi.rst point of the defence 
IS ended. Ctccro now passes from the Constitutio juridicialis 
absoluta, and occupies. his second line of defence. 

Pars A.dsumpth:a. 
"\'. Pars adsumptiva, or extra causam: 72-9 r. This is 
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resorted to when it is necessary to strengthen the defence 
by a fresh argument In the pars absoluta Cicero argued 
jure fecit; in the pars adsumpti\·a the position is ' eren if 
Milo did murder Clodius, still \Ve must consider the meum
stances which qualify the act' Various methods of con
ducting such defence are prescribed by the text·books. The 
one chosen by Cicero is termed comparatio or compensatio. 
In this the act is acknowledged, but it is urged that the 
benefit of the state outweighs the offence. lie saw, how
ever, that the position could not be maintained, and there
for.e soon shifts his ground-82-93-and declares that it was 
Providence which was at work, so that Jlilo cannot claim 
the glory. It ,,.as Hearen that tempted Clodius to his fall, 
and it was before the shrine of the goddess whom he out
raged that he receired the fatal blow. But for the inter
position of Proridence, ruin final and complete must hare 
ensued. The object of the pars adsumptiva has been to 
kindle the jurors to passion, the method being that of 
Amplificatio. The next and final task is to excite pity. 

Epilogue. 
,; VI. Epilogue: cp-end. The orator proceeds by Com

miseratio. The usual course is to awaken the pity of the 
jurors by the tears of the accused, and by the description 
of the ruin \vhich condemnation will entail. In the present 
case the demeanor of ~filo makes it impossible to appeal 
for mercy towards him, and so Cicero pleads for pity upon 
himself. The framework of the peroration consists of a 
series of Prosopopa;ia (see under Fig. Prosopopoeia), or 
imaginary dialogue of Milo with defender, those being 
especially appropriate in this place. The tears of the orator 
are now supposed to haYe spread to the jurors. The ' psycho-
1ogical moment ' has come; in short, broken sentences he 
makes a last appeal to their courage, and ceases before the 
tears have time to dry."-"~L Tulli Ciceronis, Pro T. Annio 
1filone ad Judices Oratio," by Albert C. _Clark, Fellow and 
Tutor of Queen's College, Oxford. 

"Some few of Cicero's perorations appear to be formed 
upon the Grecian model. But the pathos of the anti
penultimate period in the Pro jfilone is somewhat in con
trast with the last two sentences (Oratio Pro Ligario and 
Pro Archia). But many of his finest orations break off 111 

bursts of highest eloquence, as the first Catilinarian, the 
exquisite oration for Flaccus and Cluentius, and that Pro 
Domo Sua which he himself prized so highlv and which 
he tells us he laboured so carefully."-" Edinb~rgh Review," 
Vols. 33 (1820) and 36 (I821-1S22). 

Defectire in Action. 
"It is said that he. was as defective as Demosthenes in 

action, and that accordingly he carefully deYoted himself 
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frrst to Roscius, the comedian, and then to /Esopus, the 
tragedian. Cicero derived no small power ot persuasion from 
his action. He used scoffingly to say of the orators who 
bawled loud, 'that because of their weakness they had 
recourse to shouting. 

His Sarcasm and Sharp Sayings. 
"His readiness at sarcasm and other sharp sayings was 

considered well adapted to courts of justice, and clever, but 
bv over use of it he gave offence to many and got the 
cl1aracter of a malevolent person. Upon Cicero saying some
thing to him in an oblique way, and Hortensius replying 
that he had no skill in solving enigmas, Cicero answered, 
' And yet you have a sphinx at home.' 'Did you not lately 
praise me in the same place? ' asked Crassus, to which 
Cicero replied, 'Yes, for practice' sake, exercising my elo
quence on a mean subject .. .' Yet there are some who 
pretend to be imitators of Demosthenes, dwell on an 
expression of Cicero, which is used in a letter to one of his 
friends, that Demosthenes sometimes nodded in his speeches. 
Seeing that there were still many members of the conspiracy 
standing in the Forum, who did not know what had been 
done and were waiting for the night, supposing that the 
men were still alive and might be rescued, Cicero said to 
them in a loud voice, 'They have lived.' In these terms 
Romans used to speak of death."-"Plutarch's Lives of , 
Ca:sar and Cicero," translated by A. Stewart, M.A.,' and 
George Long, l\f.A. (pub. 1913). 

Cicero Speaking in the Senate against Catiline. 
" How long, 0 Catiline, wilt thou abuse our patience? 

... Has not the nightly guard of the Palatium, has not the 
watch kept in the city, has not the fear of the people, has 
not the unanimity of all men of honour, has not the fortified 
place of the Senate, have not the countenances and looks 
of those present produced any effect upon you? " T awards 
the end of his speech, directing himself to the senators~ 
Cicero pronounced the following eloquent passages·: "To 
you your parent country, beset with the brands and the 
weapons of impious conspiracy, as a suppliant stretches 
o.ut her hands; to you she recommends herself; to you, the 
h\'es of all he~ sons; to you, the tower and the Capitol; 
to you, her domestic images; to you, the everlasting fire 
of Vesta; to you, all the temples and altars of the gods; to 
you, the bat~lements and ro.)fs of this city. This day you 
are to pas~ Judgment upon your own lives, upon the souls 
of your w1ves and children, upon the general interests of 
all, uoon your property and your homes." 

The followinP" are some extracts of Cicero's orations 
ag-ainst Catiline, and some comments taken from Cl The 
~laking of an Orator," by John O'Connor Power. The 
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author has indicated in these extracts the pnncipal figures 
trsed by Cicero. 

I~ redundancy of :vords is a defect, amplification of the 
subject-matter, as this eloquent passage shmvs, is a source 
of power and beauty: 

* "~appy country, could it be drained of the impurities 
of th1s c1ty ! To me the absence of Catiline alone seems 
t~ h.ave given ~t fresh bloom and beauty. (') W lzere is the 
v!llamy, where IS the guilt, that can enter into the heart and 
thoughts of .man that did not enter into his? (>)In all Italy 
:what prisoner, what gladiator, wltat robber, wlzat cut-throat 
what parricide, what forger, what rascal, what ruffian u·hat 
debaucher, is there found among the corrupted, amo~g the 
abandoned of our country, that did not own an intimate 
familiarity with Catiline? . . ." . 

"The Fourth Oration (vs. Catiline) is a study of Parlia
mentary tactics, for Cicero was now at the height of his 
popularity. He deemed it prudent to throw upon the Senate 
the responsibility of determining the penalty to be awarded 
to the conspirators, wqile undertal<ing, as Consul, to carry 
out unflinchingly its orders. This he manages with a fine 
balancing of arguments, which conceals, under an appearance 
of the utmost impartiality, the subtlety of a master of words 
. . . the end of this oration : 

"You have a leader mindful of you, unmindful of himself 
-a happiness not always to be met with. You have every 
order, every man, the whole body of the Roman people, 
unanimous and united in their sentiments-a circumstance 
which, in a civil case before this day, we nerer knew to 
happen. tThink, think, 0 Romans! with what toils that 
Empire was reared; on what virtue that liberty was founded ; 
by what munificence of the gods those intere~ts were im
proved and heightened, which in one night had almost been 
abolished. This day you are to provide that such treason 
shall never again be executed-nay not so much as. designed 
by citizens; and all this I have spoken, :tnot to quicken you 
(for your zeal has almost got the start of mine), but that 
my· voice, which ought to lead in matters of goYernment, 
may appear to have discharged the duty of a Consul. Now 
before I proceed, Conscript Fathers, to take the sense . of 
the House I must drop a word as to myself. I perce1Ye 
that I am' now to encounter a multitude of enemies, equal 
in number to the conspirators, which you see is very great; 
but these I judge to be §scandalous and impotent, deserted 
and despicable. But if ever, through guilt and frenzy of 
anyone, that faction shall get the better of your and the 
public dignity, never, Conscript Fathers, shall I repent of 

. . * Fi~. Ecphonesis. (]\ Anaphora. (~) Amplificatio. Anaphora. + Epizeuxis .. \naphora. 
Apostrophe. t Arsis and Thesis. Parenthesis. § Syntheton. 
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what I ha\·e done, and of what I have devised. *For death, 
with which they may perhaps menace me, awaits us all; but 
that pride of life with which I am dignihed by your decrees 
has, hitherto, been equalled by none. To others you have 
decreed thanksgivings for the successful management, but to 
me alone for the auspicious preservation of the Republic. 
tJ.lllw1zour to Scipio! the Scipio whose counsels and courage 
forced Hannibal to return to Africa, and to depart from 
Italy. ~lay every distinguished glory await the name of 
Africanus \vho destroyed Numantia an~ Carthage, those two 
cities the inveterate enemies of Roman sway. For ever 
renO\mtd be Lucius Paulus, whose chariot was graced by the 
captivity of Perses, a once powerful and glorious monarch! 
May :\Iarius enjoy immortal honour, who twice delivered 
Italy from invasion and the dread of slavery! But above 
all these let Pompey be distinguished, whose actions and 
,·irtues are bounded by no other climes or limits than those 
that regulate the course of the sun! Yet amidst all their 
extent of glory, some corner must be reserved for my renown, 
unless you suppose that there is more merit in opening pro
vinces to which we may retreat than in taking care that our 
absent countrymen may have a place to which they may 
return in triumph. But in one circumstance the consequences 
of a foreign victory are preferable to those of a domestic, 
inasmuch as foreign enemies reduced by arms are submissive. 
I£ received upon terms they have a grateiul sense of favour; 
but citizens who from base degeneracy commence to be the 
enemies of their country, if you disappoint them of accom
plishing the pu&lic ruin, no force can restrain,. no kindness 
can reconcile. I see, therefore, that I am to wage eternal 
war \l.:ith desperate citizens-a war which I hope I shall 
easily repel from me and mine, through your and every 
man's \vorthy assistance, and by the remembrance of so many 
dangers which must cleare, not only £o this delivered people, 
but to the tongues and minds of every nation on earth. Nor, 
indeed, can any power be so formidable as to penetrate and 
shake the union of your order with that of the Roman knights, 
and this pt>rfect harmony of all well-affected citizens. 
+There/ore, Conscript Fathers, instead of a command; instead 
of an army; instead of a prorince; instead of a triumph and 
other distinctions of glory, which I slighted for the preser~ 
,·ation of you and this city; instead of my clientships and 
prO\·incial appointments, which, with my fortune in the city, 
I labour as much to support as to a(quire-for all these 
srn·iccs, for all the instances of my zeal in your behalf, and 
for the nain of which ye are witnesses, in behalf of the 
rrrcm·ation d the Republic, all I require of you is the 
cnmmcmoration of this juncture and ()f the whole of my 
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co~s.ulate; "":hile that shall remain in your minds, I shall 
thmK myself surrounded witn an impregnable wall. But 
should my expectations be disappointed by ruffian violence 
to you I recommend my little son. Sufficient shall be hi~ 
guard, not only t? preserve but to show him honour, if you 
shall remember him to be the son of the man who at hi:; 
own peril, preserved you all. ' 

."Now! then, Conscript F~thers, as you propose determine, 
wtth qutck.ness and resolution, in an aftair that conce~ns 
your very being, and ~hat of the people of Rome-*your u•i:·es 
and children, your religion and property, your fanes and 
lemple~. the roofs and mansions of all the city, your Empire, 
your hberty, the safety of Italy, and the whole system of 
your constitution. You hare a consul who without hesitation 
will obey your orders, and while he breathes will in his 
own person charge himself wit..lJ. the execution and defence 
of whatever you shall decree." .. 

In recapitulation it will be seen that ~!arcus Tullius CicE'ro, 
in order to arri,·e at the supreme height of eloquence which he 
did, was very asiduous in the pursuit of his oratorical studies, 
that he incessantly laboured, declaimed frequently at heme, 
and that he took lessons from the most accomplished masters, 
notably among \Vhcm were Roscius the comedian, lEsop the 
tragedian, ~linippus, -famed for eloquence, and ~Iolo, the 
most celebrated in oratory of that day. His use of the figure 
Asteismus, with its witticisms, jocular turns, etc., which 
always make a speech so catching· and piquant; and his use 
of the Period, which was so sonorous and well balanced, so 
musically and rhythmicallv constructed, and which some 
moderns, either because they do not know how to breathe 
properly, or how to deli\·er it, criticise and condemn, was 
never excelled by any orator. To such critics these Ciceronian 
periods must be chopped up into short sentences to be agree
able. The ending of successi,·e clauses with different feet, 
to avoid monotony and gratify the ear, was neYer more 
effectivelv done by any public speaker. He was a perfect 
master of the Figures of Thought and Words (see Cicero's 
classification under " The Classification of Figures ''). The 
l\liloniana, which was the product of Cicero's most finished 
period, has alwavs been regarded at the bar as a. master
piece of legal defence, both in argument and rhetoncal con
struction. He was the founder of that elegant style of 
·writing which has been the em·y and ambition of all writers. 
He was a master of rhvthm, which is the third great requisite 
Aristotle prescribes for a speech, and was the connecting 
]ink between Grecian and Roman eloquence. The greate~t 
Senatorial and Parliamentarv orators have always adopted his 
deliberate, measured. steady and fluent elocution. It was 

• Enumeration, Syntbeton and Peroration. 
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adopted by William Pitt the younger in his speech, particu
larly the peroration, on the " Rejection of the Overtures of 
Napoleon," and in his loity, majestic panegyrics of the British 
Constitution. It was adopted by Henry Clay, and brought 
to perfection by him in the American Senate in his sublime 
and magnificent appeals for the preservation of the American 
Union. His tenderness, gentleness, and sweetness of dis
position whtch belied the Roman nature, his pathos and senti
ment, his high concept of justice, of right and \\-Tong, his 
g-rand ideal of glory, which was to subserve the many, and 
his death in the cause of the Republic have endeared him to 
all patriots and true citizens. 

APOSTROPHE: Greek tt?To, away from; (np€¢w, to 
turn; is a form of speech by which the orator turns suddenly 
from the previous form of his speech to another; .that is, 
when he has been speaking of some person or thing he leaves 
speaking of it and speaks to it, which is nothing else than. 
a turning f10m a third to a second person. The diversion 
of speech is made (I) to God, ( 2) to angels, (3) to men in 
their several ranks, (4) to adversary or opponent, (5) to 
hea\'enly bodies and meteors, (6) to earth and things. in it~ 
(7) to sea and things in it, (8) to beasts, birds and fishes, 
etc., (9) to inanimate things. 

11 Apostrophe a bold digression makes, 
Moved by some sudden thought the theme awakes." 

· -Langley. 
Tiberius I II defi.nes it as when the speaker turns from 

the judges to the opponent. 
Examples: Blass gi,·es the following from JEschines 

against Demosthenes: " Do you not remember his vile and 
incredible expressions, which how did you, 0 hearts of iron, 
endure to hear?" 

Example, turning to the jury: "My father's will, men of 
the jury, contained a specification of everything he left and 
a direction to the guardians to let the estates. . . " 
Demosthene~ vs. Aphobus I I I, 42. 

Turning to opponent: 11 Among all these witnesses who 
appeared against you, tell me, Aphobus, which have you 
sued for false testimony? You cannot mention one." 

"Shut now the volume of history; and tell me, on any 
principle of human probability, what shall be the fate of this 
handful of adventurers. Tell me, man of military science, in 
how many months were they swept off by the thirty savage 
tribes enumerated within the early limits of New England~ 
Tell me, politician, how long did this shadow of a colony, 
on which your conYentions and treaties had not smiled, 
languish on the distant coast? Student of history, compare 
for me the baffled projects, the deserted settlements, the 
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abandoned adventures of other times, and :fi.nd the parallel 
of this."-Edward Everett on "The Pilgrim Fathers." 

"0 Caledonia! Stern and wild, 
Meet nurse for a poetic child! 
Land of brown heath and shaggy wood . . ." 

-Scott. 
Use: The use of . an Apostrophe is to make a pleasant 

variation; it is very apt for vehement objections and grierous 
complaints, and sometimes to praise. Herbert Spencer justl
:fi.es the Apostrophe on the principle of economy, that in the 
direct address, intermediate forms or words are economised, 
which gives pleasure to the hearer as he himself :fi.lls up the 
words omitted. It is used in the Philippic of Demosthenes, 
where the orator warns the Athenians, repeating the words 
he did to the ~Iessenians and Argives-Phil. I I, I9. In 
Or. 55 (versus Callicles) S·i and 29, the .1postroplze is 
infused with expostulation." \V. W. Kirk. Ex. Callicles 5: 
"Surely, Callicles, when you saw the watercourse stopped 
. . ." Demos. vs. Cal. 29. Rhetorical questions: The Apos
trophe is used in these also ( cf. S. S Kingsbury). According 
to Hermogenes, the Apostrophe is used with advantage in 
the Sphodrotes (vehemence of expression), also in the question 
addressed to the opponent, at the same time pointing at him 
with the :fi.nger; and also in the Gorgotes (rivacity of por
trayal), by which a lively personal element is introduced. 

Bain says it is frequently employed for comic effects, as 
in Burns' "Tam o' Shanter ": "Oh Tam, Oh Tam, ye'll 
get your fairin! " He also says it is a liberty taken with 
exalted objects and persons, to address them with familianty, 
as the result is degrading, thence ludicrous. This latter point 
is illustrated in a letter, signed " Iconoclast," in " The Essex 
Standard" of April 18, I855, wherein the Rer. C. H. Spur
geon was attacked as talking "to ~Iilton or Locke as slares," 
and saying "come down here." Quintillian says: ".-\pos
trophe is also used in an imploring air in order to throw 
odium on the opposite party' or thing-e.g., " 0 Persian 
laws ! " and digressing to invoke: " I appeal to, I call to 
witness, you, 0 ye lzills and groz·es of Alba! rou tlze 
demolished· :1lban altars! ever accounted holy by the Romans 
and coeval with our religion, but which Clodius, in his mad 
fury, ha,·ing first cut down and le\'elled the most sacred 
groves, had sunk under heaps of common building5: I 
appeal to you, I call you to witness whether your altars, 
your divinities, your powers, which he had polluted with 
all kinds of wickedness, did not avenge themselves when th1s 
wretch was extirpated~ and thou, 0 Jupiter! from the height 
of thv sacred mound, whose lakes, groves and boundaries 
he had so often contaminated with his detestable impurities: 
and vou, the other deities, whom he had insulted, at length 
opened your eyes to punish this enormous offender. By you, 
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by you, and in your sight was the slow but righteous and 
mented vengeance executtd upon him !"-Cicero. This apos- . 
trophe to the Alban Hills is one of the most eloquent, if not 
the most eloquent in any language. • 

Caution: fhe aversiOn should not be too abrupt and 
violent, and the matter not less important or less vehement 
wh1ch is spoken to the second person, for it is a fault to 
speak more behind the back than before the face. Hermo
genes cautions against the use of Apostrophe in the Semnotes 
1, dignity), as the dignified method indulges in definite state
ments, and its expression requires a certain breadth. and 
fulness. · 

Ddi·very: The delivery is generally quick, vivacious, which 
is the character of tile Gorgotes (vivacity), and vehement, 
which is the stamp of 'the Sphodrotes (vehemence of ex
pression). The Apostrophe, being pronounced, is preceded 
by appropriate preparation, in which the feelings are gradu
ally worked up, as it were, a founoation laid for the coming 
po~·erful outburst of impassioned eloquence. 

}I a thev"·s gives a fine Apostrophe of Henry Cia y to John 
C. Calhoun, thus: "The honourable senator from South 
Carolina," said Clay, "says I was flat on my back, and 
that ne wrote home to his friends in South Carolina half-a
dozen letters stating that I was flat on my back and couldn't 
mure. Admirable evidence this in a court of law! First 
make an assertion, then quote your own letters to prove it ! 
But the honourable senator says that he was my master on 
that occasion! " As he said this, the- speaker advanced 
1 (_)uintillian says in attacking we advance) down the aisle 
dmctlv in front of Calhoun, and pointing to him with his 
f]Uirering finger, said in tones and with looks in which were 
(C<nCentrated the utmost scorn and defiance: " He my master! 
He my master! " he ccntinued in louder tones, with his 
finger still pointed, and retreating backward, while his air 
a:1d manner indicated the intensest abhorrence. "HE my 
macter! " he a third time cried, raising his roice to a still 
higher key, while he retreated backward to the \'ery lobby; 
then suddenly changin~ his roice from a trumpet peal to 
almo~t a whisper, which yet was distinctly audible in e\'ery 
ncJok and corner of the senate chamber, he added: " Sir, I 
wculd not own him for a slaYe ! " For an instant there was 
a breathless silence; then followed a tempest of applause, 
which for a while checked all further debate, and came near 
C<'usin!! an expulsion of the spectators from the g-alleries. 

The impassioned Apostrophe of the Rev. George Whitefield 
to tl1C' :\ng-d Gabriel, near the close of his sermon, is described 
by Darid Hume thus: "After a solemn pause Whitefield 
said: c The attendant ane-el is about to leaYe the threshold 
and 2scend to heayen. Shall he ascend and not bear the 
news of c,ne sinner among all this multitude reclaimed from 
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..11e error of his ways? ' (To give greater effect to this ex
clamation he stamped with his foot, lifted his hands and 
eyes to heaven, and with gushing tears cried aloud: 'Stop 
Gabriel! · Stop Gabriel! Stop e're you enter the sacred 
P.Qrtals of heaven and yet carry with you the news of one 

. smner ~onverted to God 1.' He then in a most simple and 
energetic language descnbed what he called a Saviour's 
dying love to sinful men, so that almost all the assembly 
melted to tears. ' This address was accompanied with such 
animated yet natural action that it surpassed anything I 
ever saw or heard from any other preacher." In the fore
going two Apostrophes, the greatest intensity of emotion is 
discernible. 

ARGUMENTUM: Lat. A.rguere, to make clear, prove~ 
apryo'l, white shining, to make clear by a fixed standard. 
An argument, according to Quintillian, is a process of reason
ing affording a proof, by which one thing is gathered from 
another, and which establishes what is doubtful by reference 
to what is certain. It is from persons, things, places, and 
time (of which we distinguish three parts, the preceding, the 
coincident, and the subsequent); from manner, that is how 
a thing has been done; from means, that is what instrument ~ 
from definition, that is genus, species, differences, peculiari
ties, removal, division, beginning, increase, completion, simt
laritv. dissimilarity, contraries, consequences, causes, effects, 
issues, connection, comparison. Of the Epicheirema, Cicero 
makes at most fi.ve parts: a reason to the major (two), a 
proof to the minor (minor and proof equal two), and a coJ?
clusion-e.g.: " Those things are better managed which are 
regulated by some plan than those which are constructed 
without any fixed design." The first part, says Cicero, to 
be established . by various reasons and the most copious: 
eloquence possible; the second, assumptiou or minor: '' But 
if those things are better managed which are regulated by 
a plan than those which are conducted without a plan, and 
if of all things, nothing is managed better than the world '' ; 
third, conclusion: " It follows therefore that the world is 
regulated by plan." Cicero calls this five, but Quintillian 
three. Lord Chatham did not argue, says l\lathews, with 
his opponents, but asserted; he wrested their weapons out 
of their hands by main force. The ipsi dixi, the "I affirm,n 
"I am readv to maintain," "I pledge myself to proYe," 
constituted all his logic. In this respect Quintillian says the 
assertion of the orator is worth much, and that assertion 
should not be overlooked. It is sometimes more effecti\'e 
than proof. "It must be so, from the way he spoke~" Winans 
says that before the mob on~ must assert, must not prove, 
must declare, must affirm. 

Caution: Do not prove too much; either you convert a 
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JJu~lic meeting into a disputation meeting, or prove your 
Ilearers of little comprehensiOn, or yourself a babbler. 

Dcli;.ery: See full details as to delivery under Enthy
mema. ."\rguments that are of a spirited and rapid descrip
tion will require feet suited to their qualities, but among 
them they must not admit tribachs which give quickness, 
but not force; they should be composed of long and short 
syllables, they should not admit more long than short. The 
delirery, Quintillian says, of argumentation should be lively, 
animated, and spirited e,·en in our actions; it generally 
requires gestures, impressire and animated. We must insist 
stronaly in certain passages, and our words must appear, as 
it we~e, in close array. The voice rouses itself and strains 
to speak with every nerre. It may take, as Russell says, 
the upward concrete of the fi.fth. Austin says that argu
ments, when sharp, subtle and rehement, require gestures 
suited to their expressions. In such as unite strength and 
rapidity, the deliYery requires more frequent gesture. 

In adrancing proof, the action may be various and diversi
fied, and sometimes we may offer our demonstrations in a 
strain d raillery and mimicry. " Arguing requires a cool, 

attenti,-e aspect, and a clear, slow and emphatical 
accent with muclz demonstration by tlze hand; it assumes 
somewhat of authority, as if fully convinced of the truth 
of what it pleads for, and sometimes rises to great vehemence 
and energy of assertion. The voice is clear, bold, distinct, 
and firm, as in confi.dence. In affirming, the voice is low and 
:oolemn; but if mingled with rage or resentment the roice 
is more open and loud, the· words quicker, and the counten
ance has all the confi.dence of a strong and peremptory asser
tion.-"-Walker. In the calmer arguments, the hand more
ment is directed chiefly from the elbow, but in the spirited 
and animated, the arm, \\-hich is the whole oratorical weapon, 
15 disclosed, and the morement is then chiefly from the 
shoulder . 

. ARS!S ~KD THESI?: Arsis, Gr.e~k a!pw, to lift, to 
ra1se; fhesJ.s, Greek Becru;, propositiOn, statement, thing 
1atd down; Is a form of speech by which negations are placed 
fir:>l, followed by the word " but," and a denial of the 
opposite ne~a~ion. Hermogenes' 11 Per Idion," by Volkmann, 
states tha~ It IS to s~y but after a preceding negq.tion. Arsis 
and Thes:s are not~mg but degrees of intensity of the roice. 
The pG5Iti\·~ pr~cedmg the negatire, according to Rehdantz
Blass, cons1sts m t.h~ strengthening or widening of an idea 
by placmg the pos1tJre expression before its proper necratire 
cpposite, a figure wbich is especially faroured by Hero~>dotus 
and greatly admired by tne highest rank of orators. 

Examples: II .\"ot with stones 120T bricks did r fortify 
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Athens; 11or is this the mmistry on which I most pride my
self."-Demosthenes on "The Crown," 2r;J). 

From Charles James Fox: "But, Sir, the high sheriff was 
threatened-and how: Was it by threats ot assaultinO' h1m? 
Xo. \\"as i~ by h?ldi_ng up the fear of dang@r to him b)· mobs 
or no~s? :\ o. \\as 1t by a menace of taking away his O()Oks, 
breah.~g the pe~ce_ of_ the hus~ings, and mterrupting him m 
the discharge ot h1s d.uty? .\ o, nv; but it was by \\arnin;;r 
him of the consequences of unjust partialities, false or corm;>~ 
decisions.'' 

The followmg is a magnificent .-\rsis and Thesis ir1 the
peroration of Daniel \\'ebster's famous reply to Robert \"(lung 
Hame: "\\'hen mv eves shall be turned to benold for the 
last time the sun ~ h~asen, may I not see him shining on 
the broken and dtshonoured fragments of a once gbri)u~ 
C nion; on states disse,·ered, discordant, belligerent; on a 
land rent with civil feuds, or drenched, it mav be, in fraternal 
blood ! Let their last feeble and lingerir:ig glance ra~her 
behold the gorgeous ensign of the Republic, now known and 
honoured throughout the earth, still full high advanced. it~ 
arms and trophies streaming in their original lustre, nat :1 

stripe erased or polluted, nor a single star obscured, bearing 
for its motto no suclt miserable interrogatory as 1 What 13 

all this worth? ' nor tltose other words of delusion and follv, 
1 Liberty :first and C nion afterwards ' ; but erer)'wltert, spread 
all over in characters of li,·ing light, blazing on all its ample 
folds, as thev float owr the sea and over the land, and 
in e\·erv wind under the whole hea,·ens, that other sentiment, 
dear to every true American heart-Liberty and C nion, now 
and fore,·er, one and inseparable! " 

Deli-ttrJ': In Arsis the voice rises to the culminating point, 
at which point it takes a level progress; in Thesis it gradually 
descends from that level progress, terminating in a cadence 
on the last sentence. 

Rehdantz-Blass says that, although an idea has been logi
callY exhausted bv the positive expression, it is not only 
reta"ined bv the added opposed negative, but an independent 
tone is plated on it 
"A sentence has three rllttllmical di:zrisions: (1) a graduai 

rise to a pause or culminating point called Arsis; (2' then, 
a period of reposeful or lr.:el progress; :3) then, a cadenu 
or graduated solution. Such graceful management ~f sen
tences in prose of the more pedestrian type mar tmpart 
much of the sense of rhvthm, even when the balanced rhythm 
of clause and phrase ·is less marked-.!.g., " When ~ is 
done, human life is at the greatest and best, but hkt' a 
froward child (arsis) that may be played with and humoured 
a little to keep it quiet till it falls asleep (le¥el progress\ 
and then the care is over ( cad~ce). "-Saintsbury. 
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The following diagram. illu~trates ' the ·Ar~is · and Thesi!!-
on a full octave:- ' 

\ 121 LEVEL PROGRE~S I OF,, T,HE ~OICE : 

~Ilion; • bur 

l~e . 

l~e 
·. aod justice 

,. 
.. \ ,·' .~·, " 

.,'. ~ .. 

'! ! wllh monan and rreac~es,. feace~u1 cionages, '- , , , , 

ly . Jy : ~adcace • , ,; 

• :""Nat wirh bri,ki aad 111011e1, ~umane beans ..-e sa~l\;.~ .•. 

The above words forming the Arsis, tevel J>rogiess · of th~· 
Voice, which are in italics, and Thesis in the preceding-musical 
scale read thus: Not with bricks and stones, not with ·niortars 
and trenches, not with diums and. bugles a~d ·bayonets,· not 
with Zeppelins and Gothas, ·not ~th "Berthas,". not .with 
submarines and 'U '-boats, not with Gatlings nor. dreadnoughts, 
is achieved, the greatness of a nation ; but- ~here · vir.tue tnd 
honour and ju_stice and citizenship, where freedomand..education; 
peaceful cottages, human hearts are sacred and' supreme •. ' . : , · .. 

-· Recite each clause commencing from the lowest note,. going 
up one note on each fresh clause until the .. top ' Is .'reached,~ 
when the voice takes the level progress, th~n descend in the 
same way, finishing 'with a cadence as shown; pronounCing 
distinctly each syllable, each final cqnsonant and every word. 

~ \ .. ' ~ w ' ) • • • 

· ARTICULUS': Lat. ,articulus, a joint; literally~<:a .1ittle 
joint; is . a figure which sets one word from another_ ·'bv 
cutting the sentence, thus : " We·' fight for.· our religion, i9r 
our wives,~ our children, our gods, our liberty, our lives· and 
our country, either to die with honour or live with renown:" 

Use : The use. of this figure is for pleasant. brevity, · and 
fit to express any vehement affection. It is likened . to thtck 

· 'and violent strokes in fight, or to a thick and thundering 
peal of ordnance. · 

Caution: It is not convenient to use words having many 
syllables, for long words are repugnant .to. the swiftness 
which it requires. 
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ASPHALIA: Greek d, priv~tivc, not; u¢a\w to make 
totter, reel, to f~Il, to disappomt, make to tall; is a form 
of speech ~y whiCh the speaker persuades a security and 
safety to his hearers by otfering a surety for the confi.rma~ 
iion of his warrant. 

The following ~s an· Asphalia of Lord Chatham: " £ say 
we must necessanly undo these violent oppressive acts· they 
I_J1USt be. repealed; you will repeal them; I pledge mys~lf for 
.zt; I wlll consent to be taken for an idiot if they are not 
.finally repealed." 

ASTEISMUS: Greek auTeto~, of the town, witty, neat, 
.courteous. A kind of irony, consi~ting of a pleasant and 
harmless jest; polite irony or ridicule; a witty setting in a 
.civil manner. Cicero says: "It becomes an orator to excite 
laughter, because mirth itself attracts favour to him who 
replles, and sometimes in him who attacks, or because it 
overthrows the adversary or hampers him, or makes light 
.of him, or discourages and refutes him, or because it proves 
the orator himself to be a man of taste or learning or'pohsh, 
but chiefly because it relaxes gravity and severity, and often 
.by a joke or laugh breaks the force of offensire remarks 
which cannot be overthrown by- argument." Asteismus con
·sists in wit, humour, bulls and blunders, wilful mistakes, puns 
and conundrums, riddles, paronomasia, bon-mots, paradoxes 
.and unexpected turns, simulation and dissimulation, hyper
bole, etc. They are generally based on false reasoning, as 
Quintillian says, not only what is said wittily, but done 
foolishly, angrily, etc. Asteismus also abounds in parody, 
:travesty, mock-heroic, burlesque, humorous poetry, etc. 

Dr. Isaac Barrows says: " Wit sometimes lieth in a pat 
allusion to a known story, or a seasonable application of 
.a trivial saying, or in forging an apposite tale; sometimes 
·it playeth in words and phrases, taking advantage from the 
ambiguity of their sense, or the affinity of their sou_nd; some
times it is wrapped in a dress of humorous expre~swn; some
times 1t lurketh under an old similitude; sometirr:es it is 
]odO'ed in a sly question, in a smart answer, in a quirkish 
n:a~on, in a shrewd intimation, in cunningly diverting or 
cleverly retorting an objection; sometimes in a b~ld scheme 
.of speech, tart irony, a lusty hyperbole, a plausible recon
ciling of contradictions, or in acute nonsense, c_ountcrfettmg 
speech, mimicing gesture, look and speech ; som_etlm~3 aff_ec~ed 
simplicity, sometimes presumptious bluntness giYes It; htttmg 
on what is strange, 'vrestling obvious matter to a purpose, 
·surprising in conceits." 

liccount br .1ristotle. 
Aristotle says: "An oratio~ is graced by deceiving the 

bearer agreeably-e.g., 1 He proceeded wearing under his 
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feet-clzilblains.' The hearer expected sandals to be the last. 
word, but was deceived. The hearer has learnt somethmg 
from meaning being opposite. to what he expected, and says. 
' How true 1s this-! however was wrong.' Wit is more 
striking and approved when the words are fewer and contain 
an antithesis, as information by means of the antithesis is 
fuller, and by means of brevity more rapid." 

Cicero on 1Vit, Humour and Mimicry. 
Cicero: " Compared with Crassus, the other speakers ought 

to be fed on hay " (a Ciceronian bon-mot put in Catulus' 
mouth on dry speakers). There are two kinds of jokes, one 
by tlzings and the other by words--e.g., Crassus said in a 
joke, " ~Iemmius had eaten a piece of Largius' arm because 
he had a quarrel with him." Throughout Terracina, he 
added, these letters were on every wall: " M.M. L.L. L.," 
which an old man of the town on being asked the meaning 
replied: " Modacious Memmius Lacerates Largius' Limb." 

~Iimicing or imitation is another sort of jesting from things,. 
as in a narrative of some kind in which the manners of 
mankind are described; the characters introduced may be: 
better understood by throwing in a bit of mimicry, they may 
be convicted of some impropriety remarkable enough for· 
ridicule. Do not o~·erdo the imitation, as the audience must 
concei\·e more than they can see represented. 

B)' Words: They must not be scurrilous buffoonery; they 
are scurrilous when they • attack those you do not mean to
hit. The orator should not be a jester, as a jester amuses 
to no purpose; but a speaker 'must always have a purpose. 

Jokes in urse, either as it is, or with some little alteration, 
or it may be some part of a verse, tl:h1ugh most of the fore~ 
going jokes lie in a single word. If is also an excellent joke 
whrn you take any part of another person's words in a 
different sense from that which is intended; saying things 
absurd, which, on the very account of their absurdity, makes 
them amusing. It is a happy stroke, too, when he who has 
uttered a sarcasm is jested upon in the same strain in. which 
he has attacked another. Explanation of things also are 
amusing which are given from conjecture in a sense far 
different from that which they are intended to convey. Con
cede humorouslv to your adversary when he wishes to detract 
from you, as Caius said when a man told him he was un
worth~· of his ancestors: "By Hercules, ypu are worthv of 
yours." Things which are impossible are often wished for 
with much wit, a_s. Lepidus, whfn lying on the grass when 
;;thers_ were. exermmg on thC' Can; pus Martius. rxclaimed : 

I w1sh th1s were labour " (that IS he wished that labour 
were as easy). ' ' 

A. Rfmmen: Jokes which lie in the subject are, though 
infinite in rarie"ties, reducible h a few g-eneral headincrs · for 
ir is by decei\'ing expectation, by satirising the tem~r~ of 
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·Othe~s, by. playing h~morously upon ?Ur own, by companng 
a thmg w1th so~.ethmg worse, by d1ssembhng, by uttering 
~ppar~nt absurdities, and by reproving folly, that laughter 
~s excited; and the graver and more serious a person is, as 
m the case of Crassus, so much the more humorous do thP 
sayings which fall from him generally appear. ~ 

Quintillzan on Jocular Stories and .lbsurd l<.easoning. 
" A jocular story best becomes an orator, and what the 

orator adds himself should be most humorous. All modes 
of ar.guments furnish facility for jests--e.g., Definition as 
1 
He IS not a dancer but an interrupter of dancing '; Distinc

tion as 
1 

You cannot have my cloak, for if it does not rain 
you will not want it, aud 1f it does rain I shall want it 
myself '; all the Figures as Hyperbole, Irony which is said 
gravely, etc., in Figures of Thought, as we make some 
-remarks as if in cornpas3ion, and others as if in anger, etc." 

Sidney Smit/1 on Sarcasm, Humour and Bulls. 
"So great an essential in wit is surprise that no wit will 

bear repetition. It must be a surprise .. in the relation ot 
ideas. To discover a gold watch hanging on a bridge IS 

not witty, because it is a mere relation of facts and not 
a relation of ideas. 1 Did I not give you I os., then Iss., 
now 20s. a week to be sorrowful (at funerals); the more 1 
give you the gladder you are ' -here is a relation of ideas, 
the discovery of which is an emotion of surprise and hence 
wit, for he should have been more sorrowful, but it was the 
.contrary. • Sarcasm must not be a direct assertion (imectiYe) 
but something established by inference and analogy. 
Humour is incongruity, an unusual combination of objects 
and of no particular utility, as to tumble m the mud, the 
gay attire with mud on it, his hat flying one way and be 
shouting his wrath at passers-by-harmless \\'rath, all go to 
1ncrease laughter. A little child or an old woman falling 
down would not excite laughter, as they are weak and nenr 
falling. Surprise is as essential to humour as to wit. Bulls: 
Wit discovers real relations that are not apparent, bulls adm1t 
apparent relations that are not real. It is an apparent rela
tion of ideas leading to complete inconsistency-e.g., ' C:esar, 
Cicero, Demosthenes, Shakespeare, etc., and e,·ery man who 
has made a distinguished figure in the House of Commons.' '' 

Alexander Bain says: ". . . among the causes of laugh-, 
ter . . . are the special elation of p<nver and supenonty, 
or an unexpected diversion of the mind. To throw down 
anything from a height is a signal ~anifestatio.n of power, 
and as such gratifies the agent and h1s symnath1se:rs. 
'Behold a lan-d of sixty religions and one sauce.' T~e _puttinq 
of relig-ion and sauce together partly degrades rehg1on. It 
is humour \vhen the degradation attaches to somethmg that 
a man does not pride himself upon. We may without offence 
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ndicule the bad handwriting of anyone not pretending to 
write well." 

Examples:-
Oj a double meaning: "What will you take, Diogenes, 

for a knock upon your pate? " .. I'll take a helmet." 
:1 smart ansU'cr: " If I am ejected from my house I know 

not where to hide my head." Answer: "Hide it in your 
cap." 

Lusty lzyperbole: "Let him shed tears big as plum pud
dings.'' 

/:Jul~s and Blunders: A bull: "Let u~ burn the notes of 
his bank and make him poorer" (to the contrary, it would 
make him richer, as he would not have to redeem them). 
Blundu: "The Rev. John ~lc~eilleft Liverpool on Saturday 
for Toronto, where his future work in the leading. Presby
terian Church in that city is to lie." 

Pw-..:erbs: "Let someone pick him up that knows him.'' 
" He's awfu' big ahint the door." 

Fables: "I wonder if l\Ir. Valentine ever read lEsop's 
fable of the bat. There was a great battle between the birds 
and the beasts, and the bat kept running about the beasts 
pretending to be on their side against the birds, and then 
it fluttered about like a swallow and pretended to be helping 
the birds. But when the battle was over, both the birds and 
the beasts agreed in being ashamed of it, and ever since 
the bat has hid in holes and hollow trees, ashamed to show 
it~elf in daylight. That is where Mr. Valentine will be 
after the election."-Sir \V. Lawson. 

Bon·mots: "Point of order, jfr. Speaker," exclaimed 
Sheridan just as a. long winded speaker in the House stopped 
to take a glass of water. "What's your point?" All won
dc:red what the point was. " I think, Sir, it is out of order 
fnr a windmill to go by water." · 

Of cpitaplz: 
" Here lies I, because I'se be dead, 

:\ waggon wheel ran over my head." 
"Of tlzings absurd, amusing on the 'i:ery account of tlzeir 

abnmiity."-Cicero. Very apt for the orator, says Cicero. 
" E rery lane was thronged with this comical procession, com
pdling one to remember the old riddle about St~ Ives: 

"As I was going to St. Ives 
I met £.fty old wires; 
E rery wife had £.fty sacks, 
£,·ery sack had £.fty cats, 
Erery cat had £.fty kittens, 
Kittens, cats, sacks and wives, 
How many were going fo St. !Yes? " 

" If all the seas were one sea, 
What a big sea that would be; 
If all the trees were one tree, 
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What a big tree that would be· 
And if all the axes were one ~xe 
What a big axe that would be· ' 
And if all the men were one rdan, 
\\'hat a big man he would be : 
And if the great man took tl1e great a..xe 
And cut down the great tree, 
And let it fall into the great sea, 
\\"hat splish splash that would be." 

-C. H. Spurgeon_ 
11 Supposing you had six baboons, 

And made them dance a dozen jigs, 
Hov; many pairs of pantaloons, 
\\' ould equal fifty sucklin~ p1gs ? 
If e\·ery dog had fifty barr.s, 
And eYery bark bad eleven bites, 
How many children's Koah's arks 
Would equal two electric lights. 
If seYen senses are confused 
By whales 6oo acres long, 
Why shouldn't people be amused 
At this my idiotic song? " 

-Walter Parke 
' Things impossible often U'ished for: 
" Said a youth to the cloud as he turn' d up his eye's, 

How I wish soup and pudding were rain'd from the skies. 
Oh! how charming 'twould be, ready cook'd if 'twould fall •. 
So that one might dine with no trouble at all." 
" How I wish little branches gre"· out of the backs of little· 

picrs, and on eyery branch hung big sausages." 
Parody. With apologies to Gray's Elegy: 

11 SaYe that in yonder cobweb-mantled room, 
Where lies a student in profound repose, 
Oppress' d with. ale, wide-echoes thro' the gloom, 
The droning music of his Yocal nose." 

With apologies to :\Irs. Hemans : 
" The same fond mother whipped them all, 

As mothers should know how? 
She wiped each blessed cherub's nose

Where are those young 'uns now?" 
Of felicitous stroke of bm:ity, witty for this reason only; 

"What is mind? " 'Ko matter.' "But what is matter? " 
'Kever mind.' 

Jokes in 'i.'erse: Cicero recommends, they soften and s~othe-· 
the pride of the wounded sufferer and his sympath1sers. 
Respecting the whale swallowing Jonah, the secularist wound. 
up his poem thus: 

" Do you belieYe that story to be true? 
There are a lot of fat-heads who do." 
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The wit lying m a momentary flash, its only ingredient: 
41 Kiss her and kiss her till you raise a bhster, 

And then go and kiss her sister." 
Humorous play on one's self: Regarding laying the side

·~valk around St. Paul's, Sidney Smith said: 41 If we put our 
_"heads together we can do it." Anyone else telling the people 
to put their heads together on the ground, it would have been 
repugnant. 

Puns and Paronomasia: " A pig success" (at a pig show). 
Proposal to erect a hotel at Bull Run to commemorate the 
battle there, Lincoln said: 11 There was a hot(h)ell there 
before." "When I went to school, said Bones, I studied 
·George GraYey (geography), Jimmy-nasty-sticks (gymnastics;·, 
and Robinson Corkscrew (Robinson Crusoe)." " Gladiator 
~Glad-I-ate-her)." · 

Riddles anrf Conundrums: What's the best tune of all? 
-Fortune. What's the most dangerous robbery i-A safe 
robbery. What nation has the most marriages ?-:-Fascination. 
" In wh,lt ink should a marriage certificate be written?
In-violate" (C. H. Spurgeon). Why are ladies bad gram
marians ?-Because but few can decline matrimony. 

:1 jocular story, says Quintillian, best becomes an orator, 
and, as Sidney Smith says, there are a thousand little 
dirersities that can be added when repeated as gesture, look, 
manners, etc. 11 Poor old Tim is dead, and won't there be 
a rousing fire when he is cremated. Always full, Tim was." 
"'Hare you been to see the doctor, to have him look at your 
throat? What did he say? Give you any encouragemen_t? 
" He couldn't find what I wanted l11m to find: I asked h1m 
to look down my throat for the sawmill and farm that had 
gone dov-.n there." "And did he see anything of them? " 
'' ~o, but he ad\'ised me if I ever got another mill 'to run 
it by water." If there be no suitable story, make up one 
as Cicero says Crassus did regarding Memmius' arm, or as 
Dr Barrow, forge an apposite tale. 

Similitude: "His legs were like parsley-stalks, so crooked 
were they.'' · 

Contrary to expectation create the most laughter; also 
deceiving expectation on last word, as Aristotle observes. 

""' ~Ir. Policeman, my watch has gone . . . , please help 
me find it" "What? Your watch gone? Why, watches 
were made t0 go." · 

Conceal suspicion of ridicule: The Sicilian who, when a 
friend lamented to him that his wife hung herself on a fig 
tr("(", said, "I pray you, send me some shoots of that tree 
that I may plant them." 

11 Did my speech arouse pity? " asked a bad speaker of 
Crassus. " Yes, there was no one so hard-hearted that your 
spff'Ch did not apoear pitiable to him." 

Charles James Fox was happy in his climaxes, and full 
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of wit and ~umour ~n holding up to ridicule the absurdttits 
an~ we~ pomts of his opponents. Richard Brinsley Sheridart, 
Jo~ Bnght ll:lld Spurgeon were also full of wit and humour. 

[ se: J.stezsmus may be used in all the Figures, both 
·rerbal and those of thought-e.g., " \\"haterer a man walks 
he tramples on; he walks the whole day, therefore he trample~ 
Of! the whole day." The foregoing, of the ligure Antiptosis. 
F 1g. of Emphasis: " Saddle me the ass and thev saddled 
him.'' "Thou shalt not bear false witnes~ against thy neiah
bour "-but you can against anybody else's neighbour. ~>In 
the Yerbal ligures: Paregmenon (Paronym): "All desianin:r 
men are untrustworthy; this man is a designer." Qu/bblej~ 
or rerbal fallacies: "John Owen, rope maker, makes and 
sells, r~pe." You_ don't make ropes, your workmen do; you 
don t mtend to gn·e. them away. Fig. of Syllogismus: String 
the heads of syllogisms together and assert the last one in 
brief words as a conclusion, and with the air of one-e.g., 
" Gree.:e was the foremost in learning, Greece produced the 
greatest orators, Greece had a well trained army, etc., etc. 
Greece sawd the world." It is ludicrous to sa\' that Greece 
Sa\·ed the world, follows from the prerious assertions. Quin
tillian says: "Combat ligures by asking opponent to use 
plain language." \Yhy don't you use plain English-words 
people can understand? 

False Reasoning Source of Lauglt!er. 
In all the modes of argument, says Quintillian, Asteismus 

may be used, and that laughter generally arises from false 
reasoning. The ligure Asteismus is one of the orator'5 
greatest and most powerful weapons. It is most especially 
sen·iceable in refuting attacks. E rerything that is not 
relevant to proYing the point in debate can be made the 
subject of wit or humour-e.g., (I) Beggi11g tl:e question: 
"~lama, why does the grass grow? " Puzzled parent, no~ 
desirina to be bothered: "It grows, because it grows, that's 

~ . "h "I' ,, . " the reason." Question-beggmg ep1t ets: t s un<-.mencan, 
" It's against the Constitution," " It's an undeniable truth," 
"\\nere is the proof," "\\-ork of a simpleton," etc. 
(i, Tme dic,ided, false 'i.i.'hen united: "He knows the letters 
of which the rerse is composed, therefore he k?ows the ,-e~sc 
for it is the same thing." -Aristotle. One 1s confirmatn·e 
and the other is refutati\·e. 7 and 6 are eYen and odd; i and 
6 are I 3; therefore I 3 is e,·en and odd. (3' .4. pparent 
Enthrmeme, i.e., asserting what is conditic•nally so, but not 
statincr it absolutelv or non-abso!uteh·. "\\"hat is unkno\\·n 
is kn;wn for it is ·known as unkno\\:n." Aristotle says this 
i:; sophistical because of the omission of circumstanc_e of 
e~ient, relation and p1ace·. Also ~i'l:m and ~:o::.· are ?m1tt~d. 
This apparent Enthymeme has only a place m rhetnnc. 1 he 
omhsion of extent, rrlrTtien, fl,zcc, l:n:•· and ~i'h-01 mak_e the 
imposition in rhetoric, and can be made the butt of .-\ste1•mus 
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, "The poor are happy because they sing and dance 
m temples, for all who do that are happy." The silly 
ass<.rter has lost sight of the fact of the omission of the cir· 
cumstance that the poor have to do it for a living. (4) Plures 
wtcrrogationes (two questions or more in one). "Did you 
beat your wife this morning? " This s.hould be re.solve~ into 
two questions, for there are two propos1t10ns contamed m the 
one. ', 5) Cause wlziclt is not the cause. " The ~ock crew, 
immediately after the sun rose, therefore the crowmg of the 
cock is the cause of the sun rising." (6) A.pparent compari· 
sons to be az·oided. "A new ship is better than an old one, 
therefore a new friend is better than an old one." " lf 
another woman's gold is better than yours, would you like 
hers ?--Yes." "If another woman's husband is better than 
\'ours, would you like her husband better? '' Proper answer: 
''I would prt>fer that my husband was as good as yours." 
i) :ld populum argument. When case is weak, the opponent 

resorts to exciting the passions of the people to prevent a 
fair judgment on the matter or point under debate. This is 
a great weapon, says Bain, in the hands of the rhetorician. 
Offset this fallacy by retorting w1th an opposite, as opposite 
passions destroy the effect of each other-e.g., a lawyer 
holds up a crying child (which perhaps has been pinched) 
to the jury and carries it around to each one to incite pity, 
in that it was crying for its father. The opponent destroys 
the effect thus: " GiYe the child a cake, that it may leave 
off crying. What can I do? I can't carry my client (a big 
fat man) around." If opponent is serious, create laughter; 
if he is humorous, destroy it by the serious, etc. (8) False 
analogy. The secularist said there is a multitude of religions 
and thev all can't be leading to heaven, with one opposed 
to the other. The opponent replied : 11 There are numbers 
c)f railroads leading to Liverpool from London, operated by 
cliff erent companirs, one perhaps fighting the other,· still we 
all get to Liverpool." The secularist retorted: " Your 
analog-y is false; one is material and the other immaterial; 
the one is proren by people who have gone,to Liverpool and 
cnme hack to Londrm; in the other, those that have gone to 
the' unknown have never come back to tell us." Aristotle 
sa~·s retorts and refutations are most amusing and interesting 
where the people can see a little something of what is coming, 

· l:ut not too much. (9) By contrarJ... A voung fellow dis· 
misst>rl bv the Emperor: 11 Go home and tell your father that 
the Emperor displeased vou." (10) Reductio ad absurdum 
(popubrly known as driving an argument home). Daniel 
\\'f'.bster v. Havne: " The States have a constitutional right 
tn mterferE" and annul the laws of Congress is the proposition 
nf the honourable gentleman. I do not admit it . . . it is 
tht> sm·ant of four and twentv masters of different wills and 
d ifffrent purposes and yet bou-nd to obey all. This absurdity, 
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fo~ ~t seems. no less, arises from the misconception as to the
ongt~ .of tht~1 gove~nment and its true charact~r." (II) By 
detmztzon. He 1s not a dancer but an mterrupter oi 
dancing." (12) Jocular refutation; as denial. "I didn't say 
I. sold old shoes, but that you bought old shoes." Extenua
~ron of d~fen~;, as " You ate up your patrimony," "I thought 
tt was mme, and other false arguments. " Who rules over 
freemen should himself be free."-Dr. Johnson. "I do not. 
agree, who drives fat oxen should himself be fat." 

Shifts, Dodges, Tricky Defences Grounds for Wit. 
Those are subjects of Asteismus (wit, humour, ridicule, 

etc.), all catching at straws, shifting of grounds, dodging the 
qaestion, clap-trap, and all tactics to keep away from the 
Ad Rem-i.e., the real point at issue; all tricky defences to 
prevent questions being asked, etc., as " What do you 
mean? " 11 You are dealing in verbal CJ._uibbles or verbal 
refinement, instead of taking a broad and sensible view '' ; 
or " Your question is aimless and irresponsible such as any 
fool can raise about a piece of wisdom "; " We are not deal
ing with an exact science; all important kinds of business 
in life are of necessity carried on by means of rules and 

' notions more or less vague "; " People who press for definite
ness are of small experience and capacitv '' ; '' \Vhat an 
absurd question; any sensible person knows' what it means; 
you ought to look up the rudiments of the subject "; and 
lastly, 11 You are mistaken," and dogmatically refuse to hear 
him. This brings a deadlock-A. Sedgwick. 

~Fallacies Good Source of Wit, Humour, Ridicule, by 
Bentham. 

All those fallacies described by Jeremy Bentham are 
fruitful sources of Asteismus (which can be mixed with some 
of the other figures, as Diasyrmus, Exuth.cnismus, etc.), a 
few of whicl:l are the following: (a) Self-authority, as " I am 
not prepared to say"; then what presumption must be in 
the conclusion formed by anyone else. Fallacy, exposure. If 
not prepared, ask for more time to study question. (b) Men 
and not Measure..>, whichever suits. "He /is a bad man, 
therefore the measure is bad." Fallacy and exposure is an 
ad-hominen argument-what has the man's character got to 
do with the measure? " Bad men steered into the harbour, 
therefore we steered clear of harbour and went on the rocks.'' 
(c) Ad Metum arKument or Hobgoblin: "Here it c~mes!" 
"The innovation! " Fallacy and exposure: financially or 
socially interested, therefore -~o no~ attack i.t. (d) ~c~rer' s 
Device, back of the reasons given, 1s the des.tre to mhmrdate 
so that charges may not, b'e made. (e) Ad Quzetum argument: 

Nobody complains, therefore nobody suffers. Fallacy and 
exposure, there is no chance to make a complaint, or fear _of 
attacking great interest, or being resented. (f) C onsolatzon 
argummt: "Look at the people over there. How much better 
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·-:Jff you are than they. You have your well-being, etc." Fallacy, 
the people '' orer there '' are not the point oi discussion, and 
l1a\e nothing to do with us; try to pay your taxes with the 
well-being of others as an argument. (g) Procrastination 
ar rumcnt: " \\' ait a little, this is not the time." Fallacy 
and exposure, is not good welcome at all times? 11 Is It 
not lawful to do ~ood on the Sabbath day? " They are 
against the propositiCin. (h) Snail Pace argument: 11 One 
thing at a time," "~ot too fast," 11 Slow but sure." Fallacy 
c.nd exposure, it is an excuse to leave things undone. Try 
this in home affairs. (i) A.d Verecundiam: 11 Why this? " 
\Yhv not this or that? The fallacy is to turn the obnoxious 
measure aside for one more beneficial. (j) Ad fudiciam: 
":\o one thinks so." No one thinks the earth revolves, 
therefore Galileo is wrong. (k) Ad lgnorantiam: 11 No one 
knows to the contrary, therefore this is correct." (1) lm 4 

poster's Tmn.1, that is, use the best term to disguise-e.g., 
" The licentiousness of the press, or the liberty of the press," 
whiche,·er term best suits the purpose. (m) End justifies the 
Jlieans. Fallacy and exposure, note same if good and proper 
means are omitted in the following: A loaf of bread is good 
for hunger. The acquisition of a penny loaf is the end 
I am at; the goodness of this is indisputable. If by the 
goodness of the end I am justified in employing any means 
to obtain the loaf, the absurdity is patent. I give a pound 
for the loaf, justified on the ground of prudence, or I may 
cut the baker's throat and get it for nothing, justified on 
the ground of benevolence and beneficence. In brief, the 
person using the above fallacies, his bluntness, confident tone, 
arrogance, etc., can all be jested upon; how his eye so expert 
(made so by golden light) can take in a single glance a 
whole question that has taken years for others to study out; 
and see at once the obnoxiousness of it; how his vast experi
ence and wcnderful talents enable him immediately to fathom 
the bottom of any issue (that is not convenient to his interest) 
2nd pronounce it forthwith as theoretical, visionary, romantic; 
hr)w he instantly classifies every proposal, and browbeats the 
sl i;;htest gainsaying or opposition. 

Cmtion: The less offensive jokes, says Quintillian, are the 
hest, and Cicero advises never to tell a storY that has no 
application, nor jest except to a purpose. " To joke scurri-
1•)usly and passionately is unbecoming a respectable man." 
As the g-reat Roman orator says: "Jesting and mimicry 
should be attt>mpted cautiously, and mimicry only for a 
mnmf'nt, else it does not become an educated man; th(>y 
ch(luld nc·t be indulged in without cause or reason, nor be 
fn-fetched. Do not overdo imitation, as the audience 
must concrire more than thev can see represented b\' the 
( ratr,;. He should giYe proof of his modesty by a\'oiding 
f'n'rrthir.g offcnsi\·e or unbecoming in word or. action." 
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Al~ough Asteismus is of greate~ adrantage to the one 
refutmg the charges or assertwns ot the opposite party, he 
should be careful not to make too earnest a refutation, or 
elaborate ~n argument,. when one refutation might perhaps 
hare com·mced, ?therw~se the opponent. may ridicule it as 
doubt£~~ because It requrres so much argument, or ~s \Yhately 
says: They _see the respondent plymg artillery and 
musketry, brmgmg up horse and foot to the charcre. lt must 
be of great strength what he is attacking." b 

Delii:ery: "One of the most efrectiz·e z;,:ays of deli:·erincr a 
j~st. is by a Pa,~entf1esis." \\" alker, the g_reat English el;cu· 
twn~st, says: \\hat can add greater torce to a pathetic 
sentiment than a thought, as it were, in the middle of a 
sentence arising out of _the ~ulness of the heart; .greater poign
ancy to a sally of 'ii'l! w1th least premed1tatwn, sprinaincr 
from the luxuriance of the subject; greater importance to ~ 
transient thought, than saying it in the negligence of an 
interrening member? For we esteem it more in proportion 
as the author seems to esteem it less.'' (For the tone of the 
,-oice, etc., see Fig. Parenthesis.) In the dehery of cheerful 
subjects, says QuintilEan, the roice should flow in a clear full 
tone, and is itself, as it were, cheerful. Bain sars that the 
trochaic measure is frolicsome and gay. · 

ASY.\DETO.\ : Greek a, prirative ; auv, together ; 
~€w, to bind, to connect, not connected together; is a figure 
by which energy of style is secured by the omission of ti1e 
connecti,·es, also to express great rapidity of action. " There 
i3 no time or leisure of combming With conjunctions. Demos
thenes summarises arguments in a long series of asyndetic 
clauses; the clauses are short and hare a keener thrust." 

"Asyndeton the copula tire denies; 
And sometimes haste, and rage scmetimes implies." 

-Langley. 
Asrndeton as defined br Aquila Romanus is when wr 

pronounce words and sente~ces as. if t~er were separat~ ~nd 
independent, lea,·ing out the conJunctwns and prepositiOns 
bv which the\· are connected. 
"Tulius Rufi.~ianus classifies Asyndeton among the schemata 

lexeos (Figs. of Words), and gi,·es as Asyndeton by separate 
words the following: "Ha::c eaden ..Enea, terram, mare, 
sidera juro" (E,·en so, .£neus, do I s:rear by stars, sea, 
land'· as bv a number of members whiCh the Greeks call 
cola 'thus: ·" ~ uba ca,·a speculantur Amicti. qua:: fortuna 
Yiri~, classem quo litore linquant, quid ,·eniant." _;JEn. (They, 
surrounded b,· mist, endearour to discern what fortune betldc
their fellows,- on what shore they linger, whence they. had 
come~. . . , " 

Examfles: Calm e.rammatzoJ! rr rcz·zc:;.•: Blass Demos-
ther:es " says that a rather simple character bears the Asyn-
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deton of the sentences in the Exetasis (a searching out, a 
renew, inquiry), the calm examination of a matter, m which 
the single moments are to be sharply differentiated, and for 
that \'ery rc ason the connection is missing; for instance, in 
Ph1l. 1 I, I 7 : Demosthenes: " Consider. He desires 
empire; he conceires you to be his only opponents. He has 
been for some time wronging you, as his own conscience 
!Jest informs him, since by retaining what belongs to you, 
he secures the rest of h1s dominion. Had he given up 
Amphipolis and Potid~a. he deemed himself unsafe at home. 
He knows, therefore, both that he is plotting against . . . , 
he thinks you must hate him; he is alarmed, expecting some 
disaster, if you get the chance, unless he hastens to prevent 
rou. Therefore he is awake." 
• Example in N arrath·c : Blass continues: " Expressing 
especially brevity and haste, as in the story of the Timocrates, 
in which the conjunctions are absent from beginning to end: 
Demosthenes \'S. Timocrates, I I, 14: 'Aristophon moved a 
decree in the assembly that inquisitors be appointed, and 
that whoerer heard of any one having in his possession any 
sacred or public propertx of the state should give informa
tion to them. After this Euctemon gave information that 
Archebines and T ysithides, who had been trierarchs, had in 
their posse~.sion the proceeds of a cargo from Nancrates 
. . . . He communicated with the council, an order was 
drawn up; an assembly was thereupon held .... Euctemon 
got up and explained in the course ot his speech how the 
ship was taken . . . how the people to whom the cargo 
bdvnged presented their petition, and how you rejected it 
on the ground that the cargo was not friendly. He then 
reminded you . • . that irt such a case the property must 
IN confiscated. You all thought that what he said was just. 
Anclrotion, Glaucetes and ~falanopus ·jumped up, and (pray 
watch if I am speaking the truth) they poured out a torrent 
of complaint and abuse, exonerated the trierarchs, and .... 
You heard what they said, and as soon as they had done 
bawling, Euctemon adrised-nothing could be fairer-that 
You should ha\·e recourse to the persons who had it .... 
Th('\' indict the decree; it came into court; to cut the matter 
shnrt, ,t was c0nsidered to ha\'e been legally moved, and 
the i!1clictmer,t was in its fav-our .... " 

Example in DescriNio11: Asyndeton "has an artistic effect 
whrn DemosthenfS describes the rapid aavance of Philip's 
mirrht in unu,nneckd, mostlv short clauses. Olvnfhiac r, 
I 2: 'Wherefore, Athenians, 'we must be exceedingly careful 
of further measures, that bv amendment therein we mav 
rffacr tl1e shame of the past. Should we abandon these men 
too, and PLilip reduce Olvnthus, let any one tell me, what 
is to prerent him marchin~ where he pleases? Having just 
t~kcn Amphipolis, tht:n Pydua, Potid;:ea next, ~fethone 
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.afterwards, he invaded The~saly. Having ordered matters 
at Ph~rce, Pagasce, Mag~esta, everywhere exactly as he 
pleased, he departed for 1 brace, where, after disolacino- some 

.kmgs and establishing others, he fell sick· ao-ani reco~ering 

.he lap~ed not int~ mdolence, _b~t insta~tly attacked tn~ 
~lynthta~s. I omtt the expedition to Illyria and Pceonia, 
tnat agamst Arymbas and some others. . . . 1f it be hts 
_principle ever to do more than he has done, and yours 
to apply . yourselves vigorously to . nothing, see what the 
end promises to be. heavens! whtch of you is so simple 
.as . not to know that war yonder will soon be here, if we 
are careless. And_ should this happen, I fear, 0 Athenians, 
that as men who thoughtlessly borrow on large interest, after 

.a brief accommodation, lose their estate, so will it be with 
us: found to have paid dear for our idleness and self
indulgence, we shall be reduced to many hard and unpleasant 
shifts and struggles for the salvation of our country., 

Example in Parallelisms: The omission of the conjunction 
is disproportionately more vigor~us than the placing of the 

. same, especially when the subordinating con junction is also 
omitted. Cor. Ig8: " Is anything eftected which appears 
to you to be expedient? Silent is lEschines. Has any un

: favourable circumstance occurred? Silent is £schines." 
Example in Participial Clauses with Asyndeton in Demos

.thenes vs. Aphobus III, 55-7, in the Epilogue wherein there 
.are nine participial clauses without connectives: "Having 
shown that he refused to examine as to the truth of the 
disposition . . . ; that his brother lEsius deposed . . . ; 

·that Aphobus himself when he was called by me as a witness 
against Denon . . . ; that my mother was willing to make 
an oath . . . ; that I tendered for examination all the rest 
of my servants . . . ; that .he has not sued for false_ testi-

. mony a single one of the witnesses . . . ; that he dtd not 
produce the will nor let the estate . . . ; lastly, that when, 
by swearing a solemn o~th after myself . . . I de~lare to 

·heavoo, I could not dev1se a surer method of provmg my 
case than the one I have adopted." 

Example in Irony: The following is the. p~eparatotl part 
·leading up· to the great outburst of asyndebc Irony : Many 
rights did the people surrender at last, not fr~m. an;.: such 
motive of indulgence or _ignorance, ?ut submtttmg m the 
belief that all was lost, wh1ch, by J uptter and Apollo, I fear 
will be your case, when on calculation y~u see that nothing 
can be done. I pray, men of Athens, 1t may never come 
to this ! Better die a thousand deaths than render ho~age 
to Philio or sacrifice any of your faithful councillors." 1 hen 
comes that famous asyndetic ironical outburst: " A noble 
recompense have the people of Oreus got . . . " (see hill 
number of clauses under "Delivery of Demosthene~ "). W. H. 

-Kirk amon'J' other participial clauses in asyndettc sequence, 
, I:)' 
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cites an example where the construction, occurring at the 
end of a long Polysyndeton, gives a strong effect or increas. 
ing warmth and vehemence which is hergntened by the 
hammerin~ beat of the Homceotcleuton: Demos. vs. Aphobus, 
r 1, 4S: " HaYing shown him also to have disposed of the 
will surreptitiously, to have sold the slaves dzshonestly, to 
hare managed the whole estate so ruinously as not even the 
bitterest enemies would hare done, I cannot conceive it 
possible to convict him more clearly." 

" Through life, whate'er my lot may be
l lived-dared-suffered-but for thee." 

-~1iss J esbury. 
I Cor. xiii. 4, 5, 6, 7: " Charity suffereth long, envyeth not, 

raunteth not itself unseemingly, seeketh not her own, is not 
easily provoked, thinketh no evil," etc. 

Use: The use of this figure is to avoid tedious repetition. 
partly for sound, partly for expedition, and it serves to utter 
thing-s of like nature. Quintillian says the Asyndeton is the 
absence of connectives, is aptly used when we have to 
express anything with vehemence by making the particulars 
appear more nurnerous-c~g., " Those I ordered to be sum
moned, to be kept in custody, to be brought before the 
senate; it was in the senate that they were arraigned."
Cicero. (( ... and thus we saw a revolution brought about 
by affidavits; an army employed in executing arrest; a town 
besie~Ted on a note of hand; a prince dethroned for the 
balanc~ of an account." -Sheridan on Warren Hastings. 

Asyndeton is to be used "when we make haste, or are 
to be in earnest."-Puttenham. It is used in the forcible 
st)'le, for Dem~trius states that " above ;:tll figures, Asyndeton 
is the handmaid of force-e.g., 1 He passes through the place 
o! assembly, puffing out his cheeks, raising his eyebrows, 
walkin~ in step with Pythocles.'-Demos. F. L. 442. If th~ 
words be coupled by conjunction, the effect will be tamer." 
Asyndeton is for summing up, a certain vigour is giYen by 
the ftg-ure, and a pause when the conjunction is omitted, 
so that full signification of each word and its relation to the 
whole is more readily and deeply grasped (cf. J. E. Hardy's 
Lept. Or. of Demos.). Blass says that this figure may be 
emplo)·ed in all other forms of speech except in th, 
Prooimium, and that it has its place in passionate and vivid· 
spC'ech, also in simolc and careless speech. but not in sus
tain<:d and dignified discourse or speech. Hermogenes, under 
the head of Gorgotes (li\·ely portrayal, vivacity) asserts that 
the figures by which the speech gains in telling passag-es are 
especially the c0mmatic asyndeton, commatic enumeration of 
n;:mws. According to Rehdantz-Blass, the Asyndeton is 
mostly the m~l e of expression of tltose who are excited, in 
wh0m the enormous amount of pressing matter lean's neither 
time nor repose for connection. In Demosthenes it happily 
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expresses the restless many-sided activity of t~e opponent, 
!he unsettled . state of the Athemans; also . Asyndeton 1s used 
m the analysis of the precedmg general idea or thought mto 
its parts, and in summarised narrative there and where m 
t~e preceding, through su~h words as " th~ following/' a 
hmt ~f w~at Is yet to be said or given, we put a colon, wh1ch 
explams It (asyndetic explanation). It is further used m 
longer, more ordinary argumentation, Exetasis (a searching 
out), with short, principal sentences, and in the more emo
~ional forms of sho~tened hypothetical sentences. Kirk says 
lt may lend the air of haste to the utterance of a series 

. .of substantives-'-e.g., Demos. vs. Bceotus I, 9: " How if 
any of her functionaries impose a public charge-for example, 
the Archon, the King's Archon, the Umpire of prizes-what 
sign will distinguish the person intended ? '' Herbert 
Spencer, in "Philosophy of Style," writes that extreme 
brevity is a trait of passionate language. The sentences 
are generally incomplete, and frequently important words 
are left out. Excited persons are given to £.gs. of speech 

"Away with him, are the cries of the angry citizens at 
a disturbed meeting, crash went the ropes, down came the 
mast." The vituperation of the vulgar: "Brute, cut-throat, 
villain ! " Great admiration does not vent itself m a precise 
proposition, as " it is beautiful," but in the simple exclama
tion " Beautiful ! " 

Caution: The great fault that may be committed in this 
.figure is when it utters contraries, as if one should say: 
pleasure, pain, peace, war, life, death. Blass' " Demos
thenes" says that the Asyndeton is not to be used in sus
tained or dignified speech. Rehdantz-Blass ,J;emarks that 
the £.ne artistic perception of Demosthenes found moderation 
and limit in the Asyndeton, having alternated it with the 
Polysyndeton, and that there is danger of unrestraint in this 
iigure bv adding a corresponding general idea or thought 
to the enumerated particulars, which, besides, appears to 
cover quite a number of unspoken particulars. Demetrius 
states that in the Plain Style, strange compounds, as well 
as coined words and Asyndeton, are to be ayoided. Pro
longed form of expression represents coolness, which is not 
the ch1racteristic of Asyndeton. " He \vho, when rcadmg 
a lawyer's letter, should say 'Vile rc.scal! ' would be thought 
angrv; while 'He is a vile rascal,' would imply comparatl\'e 
-coolness.'' -Spencer. 

Delh•ery: According to Aristotle, quotes Rehdantz-Bl~ss, 
Asvndeton belongs to argumentati,·e speech and requ1res 
dramatic delivery, alternating with Ethos (mild) and T oJ?os 
(force, intensitv). 

The emotion placed on the first word absorbs th.e con
necting particle. " The emotions that hare from tJme to 
time been produced by the strong thoughts wrapped np m 
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these forms (asyndet1c, etc.) are partially aroused by the 
forms themselves. These create a preparatory sympathy, 
and when the striking ideas looked for are reached, they 
are the more vividly pictured."-H. Spencer. (Compare 
Delsarte on pantomimic expression as disposing the mind 
to reproduce the correspondmg emotions.) J. E. Harry, on 
the Leptinean oration of Demosthenes, describes the orator's 
asyndetic recapitulation as delivered so rapid, the tone so 
confident, that the sweeping statements do not have the 
semblance of falsehood. Longinus on " The Sublime " : 
'' The words issue forth without connecting links and· are 
poured out as it were, almost outstripping the soeaker him
self. 'We pass, as thou badst, Odysseus, midst twilight 
of oak-trees round. There, amidst the forest-glens, a beauti
ful palace found.'-Odys. For the lines detached from one 
another, but none the less hurried along, produce the im
pression of an agitation which interposes obstacles and at 
the same time adds impetuosity." This figure acquires 
greater weight when it is made cumulative by the asyndetic 
sequence of se,-eral clauses or words. It may then convey 
the effect of rapidity, and may be strengthened by Anaphora, 
especially in the rery elaborate example in 28, 20 (Demos. 
vs. Aphobus 1 I, 20 ), which shows a heightening of the force 
bv an accumulation of words cognate in meaning, a figure · 
which is also described as a form of E panaaiplosis (Blass I I I, 
147): " Succour us then, succour us for the sake of justice, 
for your own, for ours, and our deceased father's sake. Save 
us, have mercy on us, since these our relations have shown 
no mercy. To you we come for protection. I pray and 
beseech you by your wives and. children, by all the blessings 
you possess; as you hope to enJoy them, do not abandon me, 
do not cause my mother to be deprived of all her remaining 
hopes in life, or to suffer distress unbecoming her condition. 
!\ow, poor woman, she expects that I shall return home to 
her restored by your \·erdict to my rights, and that my sister 
will not remain portion less; but should you decide against 
rn~" (which heaven forbid), what think you will be her feelings 
when she beholds me, not only stripped of my inheritance, 
but also deprired of my franchise, and my sister wholly 
dfstitute without a chance of e\·er obtaining a suitable 
establishment." 

Being used in the forcible style, and the forcible implies 
bre\'ity, the delivery is for the most part quick. But when 
there is very strong feeling, also emphasis, each word stands 
out, the delivery is slower, and each important word followed 
hy a pause so as to rivet the same on the mind of the hearer, 
the pause 2 bsorbing, as Rhedantz~Blass states, the connec
ti\'e-e.g., "A ,,Jfe-a mistress-unemployed-do thls-and 
you tread on Greek and Roman glory." Deliver the first 
thrre cumulatiYe, and the fourth with falling inflection as 
marked. 
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ATTITUDE: Lat. aptitudo, aptitude (attitude is a 
doublet of aptit~de), position, posture; is a Figure of 
Thought. Accordmg to J. V. Macbeth, all expressions such 
~s cannot be. done justice to ex~ept by throwmg the body 
mto some attitude, fall under th1s head; as when speaking 
of some famous individual whom you knew in early hfe, you 
say proudly, "I knew him when he was so high," where
upon it behoove~ to elevate the outspread palm knowingly 
to the proper attitude. 

Examples: Lord Chatham frequently disconcerted his 
Dpponent by a look or glance. The following are a few 
.of his attitudes: With an attitude of defi.ance he exclaimed, 
" Is there an Austrian among you? " and that look when 
he said, "As to the late ministry ... ," and with a look 
of inexpressible derision he uttered these words : '' Whenever 
that member has nothing to say, I recommend him to say 
nothing." (See full expressions under "Lord Chatham, his 
oratory, delivery, etc.") An example of the attitude of the 
younger Pitt in the House of Commons while Erskine was 
making his maiden speech, as described in Croly's "Life 
Df George IV.": "Pitt, evidently intending to reply, sat 
with pen and paper in his hand, preparing to catch the 
arguments of his formidable adversary. He wrote a word 
or two. Erskine proceeded, but with every additional sen
tence Pitt's attention to the paper relaxed, his look became 
more careless, and he obviously began to think the orator 
less and less worthy of his attention. At length, while every 
eye in the House was fi.xed upon· him, with a contemptuous 
smile he dashed the pen through the paper and flung them 
on the floor. Erskine never recovered from the expression 
of disdain; his voice faltered through the remainder of h!s 
speech, and he sank into his seat dispirited and shorn of h1s 
fame." Gladstone, when interrupted by an opponent, is 
said to have directed a terrible askance look at him. 
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Principal F orms of Oratorical Expression used by Lord Chatham. His master
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THE EARL OF CHATHAM 
HIS ORATORY, DELIVERY, AND SOME NOTES 

TAKEN FROM E.MINENT CONTFMPORARY AND 
SUBSEQUENT CRITICS. 

Lord Chatham was the most renowned, the most eloquent~ 
and the greatest of British orators. 
- " Tall and slender, his figure genteel and commanding~. 
he had cultivated all the arts of grace, gesture and dramatic 
action. Graceful in motion, says his reluctant nephew, 'his 
eye and countenance would have conveyed his feelings to 
the deaf.' All authorities dwell on the magic of his eye. His 
eyes, said his grand-daughter, presumably on family tradi
tion, were grey, but by candle light seemed black from the 
intensity of their expression. ' He spoke more to your 
passions than to your reason.' Grattan says: 1 He was a 
man of great genius, great flight ot mind. He was very great. 
and very odd. He spoke in a style of conversation, not 
however what I expected. His gesture was always graceful. 
He was an incomparable actor. His tones were remarkably 
pleasing. I recollect his pronouncing one word, "effete," in 
a soft charming accent.' Lord Camelford said : 1 His voice 
was clear and melodious, and capable of ev:ery variety 
of inflection and modulation . . . his diction flowed like a 
torrent, impure often, but always varied and abundant. He 
deviated into a thousand digressions, often reverted back 
to the same ground . . . . ' 

Brief Description of Him Speaking in the House. 
11 \V e can imagine him rising in the House . . . his opening· 

is solemn and impressive. Then he warms to his subject. 
He states his argument. He recalls matters of history and 
his own personal recollections. Then with an insinuating
wave of his arm, his voice changes and he is found to be 
drowning some hapless wight with ridicule. Then he seems 
to ramble a little; he is marking time and collecting himself 
for what is coming. Suddenly the rich tones swell into, full
ness of a great organ and the audience find themselves borne 
into the heights of a sublime burst of eloquence. Then he 
sinks again into a whisper full of menace which carries some 
crurl sarcasm to some qui\'ering heart. Then he is found 
playing about with his subject, pelting snow-balls as he pro
ce-eds. If the speech is proceeding with his satisfaction, it 
will last an hour or perhaps two. Its length perhaps will 
not improYc it, but no one can stir. There may be ineffective, 
tedious, obscure passages, but no one knows what may be 
coming-these \'apours often precede a glowing sunburst. So 
all through the speech men sit as though paralysed, though 
many are hFated with wine. He will not finish without some 
kfty declamation which may be the culminating splendour 
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of the effort. His action, his inflection his vehemence are 
no doubt at least as good as Garrick's. '· 

Tones Musical, Action H armdnious even when Excited 
~' Pitt no doubt ~ad trained hm{self to be graceful . in 

ammatwn, had studted and enhanced the beauties of his 
voice, .so th~t when ex~ited his tones were always musical 
and hts actwn harmomous. He might not, indeed have 
studied his gestures at the moment, but that was bec;use he 
had been ~tudying gestures half his life. He appropriated 
the dramah~ way of doing things till it had become a second 
nature to htm; thus what would have peen acting in others 
w~s nat.ural to him. Mrs. Siddons would give her orders at 
dmner m the awful tones of Lady 1facbeth. This was not 
acting, but nature, trained unconscious nature. 

Attains Fame only Late in Life, 
" He is forty-eight when he attains anything like pov .. ·er. 

He contended against poverty, disease and contempt. From 
this point of view· his career is pathetic. But through these 
long impatient years he was being trained, hardened, one 
may almost say baked in the furnace. In silence and bitter
ness the force was being accumulated that was to electrify 
the Empire."-" Chatham, His Early Life and Connections," 
by Lord Rosebery. 

" His oratory was unlaboured and spontaneous. He 
rushed at Ollce upon his subject, and usually illustrated it 
rather by glowing language and original conception than by 
cool reasoning. Anon, however, he coula descend to the 
easy and playful. His voice seemed scarcely more adapted 
to energy and to terror than it did to the melodious, the 
insinuating and sportive. Lord Chesterfield said he possessed 
' a most happy tum for poetry.' "-" History of the Life of 
William Pitt, Earl of Chatham," by William Godwin' (pub
lished in 1783). 

JC When he first appeared in Parliament, his voice, even 
when it sank to a whisper, was heard to the remotest benches, 
and when he strained it to its fullest extent, the sound rose 
like the swell of the organ of a cathedral, shook the House 
with its peal, and was heard through lobbies and d?wn the 
:;taircases, to the Court of Requests and the precmcts of 
Westminster Hall. His plav of countenance was wonderful; 
he frequently disconcerted a' hostile orator by a si.ngle g.lance 
of indignation or scorn. E~·ery tone from. the zmpasszo1!ed 
cry to the thrillint aside was perfectly at hzs con;mand. H;e 
did not succeed either in exposition or. in refu.tation, bu.t .h1s 
speeches abounded with lively 11lustrabons, stnkmg 
apothegms, well-told anecdotes, happv allusions, passi?nate 
appeals."-" Essay on Pitt," by T. B. J\facaulay (pubbshed 
in IOOI). , 

""'Shakespeare especially 'Henrv IV.' and 'Henry V., 
he loved, and V:as fond in later life of reading aloud. . . . 
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Plutarch's L1ves \Vas a favourite w1th him, especially the 
account of .t'ericles, whose speech in part he translatea from 
Thucydidcs. 

His Startling Anamnesis-" It strikes me tzow." 
·' i he Rhone and the Sa6ne speech (which was full of 

mtcrrogat10ns and interjectwns) exhorts as follows: ' ... 
But there are parts of the address that do not seem to come 
from the same quarter with the rest. 1 cannot unravel the 
mystery-but yes! (he cries, clapping his hands suddenly 
to his forehead) I too am inspired! 1t strikes me now! 1 
remember at Lyons to have been carried to see the conflux 
of the Rhone and the Sa6ne > this a gentle, feeble, languid 
stream, and though languid, of no depth; the other a bois
terous and oYer bearing torrent-but they meet at last; and 
long rna y they continue to be united to the comfort of each 
ether, and to the glory, the honour and happiness of their 
112.tion.) )) -II Life of \Villiam Pitt, Earl of Chatham," by 
I:asil \Villiams (published in 1913). 

" One of the fairest specimens which we possess of his 
lordship's 0ratory is his speech (Ij66) for the repeal of the 
Stamp Act. In this speech they should have seen the look 
of mc:ffable contempt with \vhich he surveyed the late Mr. 
Grenrille, who sat within one of him and should have heard 
him say with that look: 'As to the late Mmistry, erery 
r?.Pital measure they hare taken has been entirely wrong.' 
They should also hare beheld him when addressing himself 
to jJr. Grenville's successors, he said: 'As to the present 
gentlemen, those at least whom I have in my eye' (looking 
at the bench on which 1fr. Conway sat) ' I have no objection 
... pardon me, gentlemen ' (bowing to them), 'confidence 
is a plant of slow growth.' 

His Skilful Use of tlze Figure Attitude. 
" Those who remember the air of condescending protection 

with which the bow was made and the look given when he 
spc,ke these words will remember how much they them
s~::hes were delighted and awed. . . . It seems quite evident 
that it was the manner, not the words, that did the wonder. 
This, howe\ er, used to escape the observation of his hearers; 
they were quite blind to Lord Chatham's manner and 
ascribed the whole to what he said. ' Commons, Lords and 
Kings. Bring them to me' (in a voice of thunder!. ' 1 
meant nothing-! Indeed, I meant nothing! . . . ,' said 
tbc other. Chatham said: 'I do not \vish to push the matter 
any further' (in a voice little above a whisper, then in a 
b:;hcr ton<• 'the moment a man acknowledges his error, 
hc> ceases to be g-uilty. I have great regard for the honour
al>]e member, and as an instance of that regard I give him 
this advice' (a pause of some moments ensued, then, assum
ing- a look of unspeakable derision, he said in a kind of 
cnllorjuial tone)-' whenerer that member means nothing, I 
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r~commend him to say nothing.' When the Pruss1an sub
Sidy! an unpopular measure, was in ag-itation in the House 
?£ Commons, Lord Chatham justified it with infinite address; 
msens1bly he subdued all h1s aw:hence, and a murmur ot 
apurobation was heard from every part of the House. Avail
ing himself of the moment, his lordship placed himself in an 
~ttlt~de of stern defianc;, but perfect dignity, and exclaimed 
m h1~ loudest tones : Is there an Austrian among Y.OU? 
Let h1m stand forth and reveal himself.' "-' • Remimscences 
of Charles l\iurray," published by John Murray in 1~22 

u The keen lightning of his eye spoke the high respect 
of his soul before his lips had pronounced a syllable. There 
was a fascination in his looks when he eyed one askance. He 
had the verba ardentia (the bold glowing words)."-" lvfis
cellaneous Works of Hugh Boyd " (published in 18oo). 

His Speeches Elevated, Rapid, Conversatzonal. 
" It would not be difficult to fi.nd points of resemblance 

between the great Athenian and the great Englishman. Each 
was a mighty master of invective, each an impassioned 
patriot. Mr. Lecky says: ' His speeches usually took the 
tone of a singularly elevated, rapid and easy conversation.' 

His Ecphoneses and Stunning Outbursts of Eloquence. 
u His invective and sarcasm were terrific. Perhaps no 

English orator was ever so much feared. ' I rejoice that 
America has resisted ! '-what lightning flash is there. ' In 
a good cause on a sound bottom, the force of this country 
would crush America to atoms.' ' If I were an American, 
as I am an Englishman, while a foreign troop was landed 
in my country, I never would lay down my arms, never! 
never! never! ' The Duke of Grafton in his memoirs says: 
' But in his reply to Lord Suffolk's inhuman position he 
started uo with a degree of indignation that added to the 
force of the sudden and unexampled burst of eloquence which 
must have affected any audience, and which appeared to 
me to surpass all that we have ever heard of in the celebrated 
oratory of Greece or Rome.' Then followed the amazing 
outburst which critics will estimate according to their tem
perament. The appeal to the tapestry, some critics may 
venture to doubt the sobriety and good taste of this cele
brated outburst."-" Lord Chatham as an Orator," bv Henry 
Montague Butler, D.D. A Lecture at the Sheldonian Theatre, 
1912. . 

"He crushed to ;;etlzer proof and statement in the same 
sentence, and reached his conclusions at a single bound. 
Chatham turned and returned the pages of Demosthenes into 
Encrlish. He did not argue with his opponents, but asserted; 
he ~rested their weapons out of their hands by main force. 
The ipsi dixi, the "I affirm," "I am ready to maintain," 
"I pledge myself to prove," .constituted all his logic. 
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Clzatham' s D A.udace, Asphalia and l!;pimone. 
"Like Danton, he relied on l'audace, as in the famous · 

passage where he declared, 1 I rejoice that America has 
resisted,' and when, with even more defi.ance, he said, 1 I 
hope some dreadful calamity will befall the country, that 
rna y open the eyes of the Kmg.' He bore down all by his 
intens1ty, by re1terating blow upon blow, as upon an anvil. 
1 I say we must necessarily undo these violent, oppressive 
acts. They must be repealed. You will repeal them. I 
pledge myself for it that you will in the ena repeal them. 
1 stake my reputation on it.. I will consent to be taken for 
an idiot, if they are not fmally repealed.' 1£ ever a man 
was born with great oratorical powers, and could afford to 
dispense with all helps to success, it was Lord Chatham. 
Yet e\'en he, the king of British orators, did not trust to the 
gifts of which nature had been so prodigal, but, as we have 
already seen, laboured indefatigably to improve them by 
study and discipline."-" Oratory and Orators," bY. \Villi~m 
:\Iathews, LL.D. (1879). 

" His ~peech, his action, full of grace .... 
And all his country beaming in his face.'' -Cowper. 
Studied Elocution ·and is tlze Best of Models. 

u Garrick was not a greater actor than the elder Pitt was, 
and no man probably since the days of Cicero submitted 
to such drudgery. His gestures were energetic and vehement, 
his eloquence was of a strongly excited feeling peculiarly 
fttted for the broad and rapid combination of oratory. His 
power lay in his sudden burst of passion: They were his 
greatest charm. 'Sugar' (smile in House). 1 Sugar! 
Sugar! ! Sugar! ! ! Who will laugh now at sugar? ' He 
studied considerably elocution, and is the best of models." 
-Breton's " Complete Orator." 

It is unnecessary to make extensive comment on this great 
English orator, for his oratorical abilities are too well known. 
Suffice it to say that his tones were clear and beautifully 
raried, his lowest whisper being distinctly audible, and in 
the height of his impassioned outbursts they were always 
pleasant and musical. His sentences were well turned and 
his gestures graceful. He was well on to :ftfty before he 
attained anything like fame, and no man ever went through 
such drudgery since the time of Cicero to equip himself for 
thr highest eloquence, nor has any Englishman yet surpassed 
him in his g-lorious oratorical triumphs. He has always been 
the best of English models. Henry Clay, the greatest of 
American orators, in varietv of delivery and in arousing the 
sfntimrnts and passions of his countrymen, adopted Lord 
Chatham's stvle. 

The principal Figures used by Lord Chatham are marked 
in the following :-
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Lord Chatham's Address on the Speech from the Throne, 
November 20th, Ifi7· (Taken ±rom Hugh Boyd's Mrs
cellaneous Works by L. D. Campbell.) 

" It is a shameful truth that * not alone the power ~nd 
strength of this coun~ry are wasting away and expiring, but 
her well-earned glones, her true honour, and substantial 
di{!nity are sacrifi.ced. F ranee/ my Lords, has insulted you; 
she has encouraged and sustained, America,: and whether 
America be , wrong or right, the dignity of this country 
ought to spurn at the oflicious insult of French interference. 
The ministers and ambassadors of those who are called rebels 
and. enemies are in P~ris, 2 in Paris they transact the recipro
cal mterests of Amenca. 3 Can there be a more mortifyina 
insult ? Can even our ministers sustain a more humiliating 
disgrace? Do they dare resent it? Do they presume even 
to hint a vindication of their honour and the dignity of the 
State bv requiring the dismissal of the plenipotentiaries of 
America?, Such is the degradation to wllich they haYe 
reduced the glories of England! 4 T lze people whom they 
affected to call contemptible rebels, but whose growing power 
has at last qbtained the name of enemies; the people with 
whom they have engaged this country in war, and against 
whom they now command implicit support in every measure 
o£ desperate hostility; this people disposed as rebels or 
acknowledged as enemies are 5 abetted against you, suppiir'd 

_with military stores, their interests consulted and their am
bassadors entertai.JZed by your, inveterate enemy ! And our 
ministers dare not interpose with dignity or etfect. Is this 
the honour of a great kingdom? Is this the indignant spirit 
of England, who 'but yesterday ' gare law to the House 
of Bourbon? 

11 l\I y Lords, this ruinous and ignominious situation, where 
we cannot act with success nor suffer with honour, calls upon 
us to remonstrate in the strongest and loudest language of 
truth, to rescue the ear of ~Iajesty from the delusions which 
surround it. The desperate state of our arms abroad is in 
part known. 6 ] know the valour of your troops; I know 
the skill of vour officers; that in a good cause on a sou!1d 
hottom, the force of this country can crush America to atoms. 
I know thev can achieve anvthine;, except impossibilities; 
and I know that the conquest of English America is an 
imoossibility. ' 

" You cannot, J yenture to say, conquer America. Your 
armies last war effected everything that could he effected; 
and what was it? It cost a numerous armv under the com~ 
mand of a most able general, t now a lord in this House. 
a long and laborious campaign to expel s,ooo Frenchmen f~om 
French America. Lords, cannot conquer Amenca. 

Asrndetorr 
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. .::\s to the conquest, thereiore, my Lords, I repeat it IS Im
pos:,w!e: you may 1 swdl every expense and every ettort still 
mure extravagantly; piLe ana accumulate every assistance you 
can buy or borrow; tra!lzc and barter with every little pitlful 
German prince that sells his subjects to the shambles of a 
foreign prince; your etforts are forerer in vain and impotent; 
doubly :,o from this mercenary aid on which you rely,~ for 
it irritates to an incu:able resentment the minds oi your 
CJ1cmies to overrun them with mercenary sons oi rapine and 
plunder, deroting them and their possessions to the rapacity 
o! hireling cruelty ! If I were an Amencan as I am an 
Eng-lishman, while a foreign troop was landed in my country 
I never would lay down my arms, 3 never, never, never! But, 
mv Lords, who is the man that in addition to these disgraces 
and m1schiefs of our army has dared to 4 authorise ·and 
associate to our arms the tomahawk and scalping knife of 
the sa rage; to call into -;-ivilised alliance the wild and m
human sa rage of the woods; to delegate to the merciless 
bdian the defence of disputed rights; and to wage the 
horrors of his barbarous war agamst our brethren? ~ly 
Lcrds, the enormities cry aloud for redress and punishment; 
unless th0roughly done away with, it will be a stain op our 
national character; it is a \'iolation of the constitution. 1 
bcliere it is against law. It is 5 not the least of our national 
misfortunes that the strength and character of our army 
are thus impaired : 7 infected with the mercenary spirit of 
6 robbery and rapine, familiarised to the horrid scenes of 
<,araETe cruelty, it can 110 longer boast of the noble and 
generous principles which dignify a soldier; no longer sym
pathise with the dignity of the royal banner, nor feel the 
nride, porno and circumstance of glorious war, 'that makes 
ambition virtue! ' What makes ambition virtue? The sense 
rA honour. 6 But is the sense of honour consistent with the 
spirit of plunder, or the practice of murder? Besides the 
murderers and plunderers, let me ask our ministers, 9 wlzat 
other allies hare they acquired? W lzat other powers hare 
they associated to their cause? Have they entered into an 
alliance with the king of the grpsies? N'othing, my Lords, 
is too low or too ludicrous to be consistent with their ,counsels. 
11 :Vet fz;_·e tlwusand troops in Englmzd! Hardly three 
tlwusand in Ireland! What can you oppose to the combmed 
force of our <"nemies? Scarcely twrnty ships of the line fully 
2nd sufficiently manned that ;my admiral's reputation would 
permit him to take command of. The ri,·er of Lisbon in 
pnssession of 0ur enemies! The seas swept by American 
pri,·atC'ers-our channel torn to pieces by them! In this 
complicated crisis of danger, of weakness at 11 /!0me and 

.cin 121 Aitinhty 131 Ecrh<'ne'i' with treble ntc"tion 14\ Mctlll"!tJlatio 
1:1 lrt .\l'i•erotio~ 17) Thesis and Arsi; wit~ a posith·e a;;tn'on prtcediPg. folhwtd 
h a r• ~-,,;.-n ''' Hq,•·rrora 101 lnterrocatio with t·.,·o asstriYe int~·r.:."ati,·es ar.d two direct 

t'nl Ec;•r: ·ne<is or imp:~s;ior.ed outburst cf eloquence Ill) Antithesis followed by 
'' ith ir.tt:-rr,· :.:.ative proncuns. 
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calamity ab1oad, terrifi.ed and insulted by the neighbourmg 
powers, unable to. act m Ame~1ca, or actmg only to be 
destroyed; where 1s the man w1th the forehead to promise 
?r hope for success in s~ch a situa~ion, or irom perseverance 
m measures that have dnven us to 1t? Who has the forehead 
t~ do so? 

1
., Where. is that man? I should be glad to see 

h.1s face. · In a JUSt and necessary war to maintain the 
nghts or honour of ~y coun~ry, 1 wc.uld strip the shirt from 
~y b~ck. to support ~~; but m such a war as this, unJust m 
Its pnnc1ples, Impracticable in its means, and ruinous in its 
c?nseque~c~s, I would not. contribute a single effort nor a 
smgle sh1llmg. I have lard before you* 1 the ruin of your 
P?W~r,. the disgrace o~ your reputation, the pollution of your 
diSCiplme, the contamznatzon ot your morals, the complicatio;t 
of calamities, foreign and domestic, that overwhelm your 
sinking country. Your dearest interests, your own liberties, 
the constitution itself totters to,. the foundation. All this 
disgraceful danger, this multitude of misery, is the monstrous, 
unnatural war. We hare been deceived and deluded too 
long; but let us now stop short : this is the crisis of time 
and situation to give us a rossibility of escape from the fatal 
effects of delusion. But i 2 in an obstinate and infatuated 
perseverance, we meanly echo back the peremptory words this 
day presented to us, nothing can save this devoted country 
from compkte and fi.nal ruin. We madly rush into multi
plied miseries and 3 

' confusion worse confounded.' I shall 
therefore, my Lords, propose to you an amendment to address 
to his l\1ajesty, to be inserted immediately after tne fi.rst 
paragraphs of congratulation on the birth of a princess:· to 
recommend an immediate cessation of hostilities and the> 
commencement of a treaty to restore 4 peace and happiness 
to America, strength aud lzappi1less to England, security 
and permanent p1osperity to hoth countries. This, my Lords, 
is yet our power; and let not the wisdom and justice of 
your Lordships neglect the happy and perhaps the only 
opportunity. · By the establishment of irrevocable laws, 
founded on mutual rights and ascertained by treaty, these 
glorious enjoyments may be :fi.rmlv perpetuated. 5 l\Iy Lords, 
to encourag~ and confi.rm that · innate inclination to this 
country, founded on every principle of affection as ~ell ~s 
consideration of interest, to restore that favourable disposi
tion into a permanent and powerful re-union .with thi? country, 
to revive the mutual strength of the Empire, agam to awe 
the House of Bourbon, instead of meanly truckling, as ~ur 
present calamities compel us, to every insult of French capnce 
and Spanish punctilio, to re-establish our commerce, to re
assert our rights and our honour, to co~fi.rm our interests and 
renew our glories· forever-a confirmation most devoutly to 

(I2l Arsis and Thesis. 
* (!) Anabasis (2) Parenthesis (3) Gnome W Syntheton (5) Peroration with Parison, 
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be endearoured, and which I trust may yet arise from recon
ciliation with America-! have the honour of submitting the 
following amendment, which I mO\·e to be inserted after the 
two first paragraphs.'' 

C\ TACHRESIS : Greek Ka-ra, against ; xp1}uu;, use, 
to misapply, to misuse, to twist from its proper use; is a 
form of speech whereby the speaker or writer, wanting a 
proper word, borrows the next or the likehest to the thing 
that he would signify. By the license of this figure we give 
names to n:::.any things which lack names, as when we say 
the water runs, which is improper, for it Is proper to those 
creatures which have feet, and to many things which lack 
proper names. It is also used to designate an object, idea, 
or act to which it can be applied only by an exceptional or 
undue extension of its proper sphere of meamng-e.g., "To 
take arms against a sea c,f trouble."-Shakespeare. To 
" st0ne (pelt) a person with bricks. 11 A palatable tone: to 
display our horsemanship riding a mule. 

" A Catachresis tenns abused receives, 
And epithets and attributes improper gi,·es." 
"The peacock spreads -Langley. 

His e\·ery colour'd glory to the sun, 
And swims in radiant majesty along. '7"_. Thomson. 

Deut. xxxii. 14: "The blood Guice) of the grapes did'st 
thou drink." 

Use: This figure serves chiefly in time of need to yield 
a necessary supplv for the want of a proper word. By it we 
gire horns to snails, feet to a stool, etc. 

Caution: It must not be too far-fetched, nor used too 
c,ften-e.g., "He threatens me a good turn," "The elbow 
of his nose." 

CATACOS:.IESIS: Greek KaTa, against, down from; 
KOO'Jl.EW, arrange in order down from the top or head; is 
a tgure by which the worthiest word is set first, which 
ord:r is the natural one--e.g., God and m<L'1, men and women, 
~un and m0on, life and death. The artificial way is whrn 
the worthiest and weightiest word is set last. 

Use: The use of this figure is for the purpose of ampli
fying. 

CHARIEXTIS~fCS: Is a form of speech or trope, which 
mitigates hard matters with pleasant words-e.g., " He 
stvpoed a tullet 11 (he was killed). " Alexander the Great 
a~ked an arrested man why he railed agai:1st him so. He 
sa1d: 'Had not the wine failed me he had fared worse,' 
signifying- that thc,se words proceeded rather from the wine 
than malice, by which free and pleasant cc,nfession, he 
a;suaged Alexander's great displeasure and cttained re:nis
Sion." 
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. CHIASMUS: ~lacing crosswise; from the Greek letter X; 
IS a figure by wh1eh the speaker inverts the order of words , 
or phrases when- repeated or subsequently referred to .in a 
sentence-e.g., "If e'er to bless thy sons, my voice and hands 
deny, these hands let useful skill forsake, this . voice in 
silence die."-Dwight. It is also a contrast by parallelism 
in reverse order, as "We live to die-we die to live." 

" Chiasm emphasises both sides of an antithesis." 

CHRONOGR~PH_IA · Greek xpovoG', time ; 'YPu¢w, 
sketch, draw, pamt; 1s a figure by wh1ch the orator describes 
any time or season for delectation's sake, as the mornincr, 
the evening, midnight, the dawn and break of the day, the 
rise of the sun, the setting of the sun, summer, winter, etc. 
n The M ornzng: When break of day had drawn the curtains 
of heaven; when the morning had won the field of darkness; 
when the morn's fair cheek had not yet lost her tears. T lze 
Evening: When the stars begin to give forth their light 
which they borrow from the sun; when the night's black 
mantle o'erspreads the sky; when candles begin to inherit the 
sur(s o,ff)ce; when night clad in black mourns for the loss 
of the da.'y; when the labourer forsakes the fields, birds betake 
themselves to their night-boughs, and when the silence of 
all creatures .is increased bv the desire of rest. A.utumn: 
When trees are widowed of their leaves, etc. By like observa
tion of circumstances are all descriptions of time." 

Use: This figure serves to give plenty of matter, and 
pleases the mind of the hearer. · 

Caution: He who uses this figure ought to be skilful in 
the knowledge of all, or at least of the most effectual circum
stances belonging to the time desCiibed, for otherwise the 
description will be imperfect and unpleasant. 

CIRCLE : Greek . K{nc'Ao~ ; is a figure by which the second 
clause ends with the initial of the first, according to the 
following formula as given by W. W. Kirk: A-, -a. Circle 
arises, according to Hermogenes 252, "Whenever any ~ne 
ends with the same noun or verb with which he began with
out a change of case, person, tense or number." Blass' 
'' Demosthenes" gives it thus: "\Vh~n the sentence r~turns 
at the end to its first word, the figure ·Is called Cycle (circle\ 
of which the ancient rhetoricians give an example out of ~he 
Leptinean oration, in which a story of Them1stocles begms 
and ends with legatai." (It is reported, the story goes.) 

Examples: Demosthenes versus ~eptines, 73 :. ·"Many of 
his achieverr.ents are worthy of pr2.Ise, 0 Ath.emans, and on 
all accounts vou are bound not to annul their rewards; but 
the noblest of them is the restoration of our walls. You may 
judge bv comparing how. Themistocles,. the most re~owned 
man of his day, accomplished the feat. The story IS that 
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he desired his countrymen to begin building, and instructed 
them to detain any one that should come ±rom Laced~mon; 
he went off himself as ambassador to the Laced~monians, 
and at a conference with them, it being reported that the 
Athenians were building their wall, he aenied it, and bade 
them to send ambassadors to inquire, and when they did not 
return, he advised them to send others. And how be tricked 
the Laced~monians, you doubtless have heard from the 
story." . 

From the Embassy Speech of Demos., 289: "It alarms 
me not, whether Philip is ali\"e, but whether the abhorring 
and punishmg of criminals are dead in the commonwealth. 
If all is sound with you, Philip alarms me not." 

Bullinger classifies Circle under the heading " Cycloids," 
a circular repetition, and says: '' It is so called because the 
sentence or phrase is repeated at intervals as though -in 
regular circles. If as a refrain or burden as in poetry, it is 
called Amceb~on. 2 Sam. i. 19, 25, 27, where we have 
the burden of the lamentation three times, ' How are the 
mighty fallen?' Jer. iii. 12, 22. Ezek. xxxii. 20, 21, 22, 
23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32-twelve times we have 
the expression repeated, ' slain with the sword,' at intervals, 
irregularly, but twelve times to denote the judgment as being 
executed by Divine government. Amceb~on, or Refrain, is 
used in the repetition of the same phrase or sentence where 
it occurs in poetry, at the end of successive periods. Cycloids 
may occur at the beginning or middle or any part of the 
circle, but Amceb~on only at the end. Rev. ii. 7, I 1, 17, 29; 
iii. 6, 13, 22. Seven times at the end of each of these 
epistles is the solemn burden repeated: 'He that hath an 
ear, let him hear what the -spirit saith unto the churches.' " 

Cautian; Be careful not to exceed two periods or full 
stops, nor make the clauses within them too long and 
numerous, otherwise the force of the Circle will be lost sight 
of, the extremes unobserved, and their beauty unappreciated. · 

Delivery: The Circle should be treated as an Emphatic 
Repetition; on the word or words at the beginning, the voice 
rises in force to call attention, and on the same word or words 
at the fnd it falls with somewhat additional force than the 
usual cadential repose. 

CIRCUMLOCUTION: Latin circum, around; loqui, to 
speak; to speak in a round-about way; is a round-about 
~peech. It is a figure of words by which the orator expresses 
m a round-about way what he cannot plainly say, or what 
decency forbids him to say-e.g., "For the necessities of 
nature." Sallust. '' It will take a lot of talking to make 
me belie\·e that," which is equivalent to saying: " I don't 
belie\·e that " 
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CLIMAX: Greek, KA~a~-ladder, staircase; is a figure 
by which the orator so distinguishes by degrees, that the 
word which ends the clause going before begins the next 
following, as "The empire of Greece was the Athemans, the 
Athenians \\<ere conquered by the Spartans, the Spartans 
were vanquished by the Thebans, the Thebans were O\U

come by the Macedonians who joined Asia, being subdued 
by war to the Empire of Greece." " His arm no oftener 
gave blows than the blows gave wounds, than the wounds 
gave death '~ 

" Climax by steps advancing onward goes, 
Higher and st1ll more high to an impassion' d close." 

-Langley. 
Climax, as defined by Hermogenes, is a heaped up Anas

trophe of the first kind, see Fig. Anastrophe. Julius 
Rufinianus gives it as a Figure of Words; and "De Rhe
torica," Isidori, says: "a climax is a gradation in which 
we begin with a word inferior in· sense, and terminate with 
one superior, rising, as it were, by steps or degrees. This 
figure may be made not only by single words, but by con
nection or v.eaving of words.'' 

Examples: " A young man of great beauty, beautified 
with great honour, honoured with great valour. 11 

" Add to 
your faith virtue, and to virtue knowledge, and to know
ledge temperance, and to temperance patience, and to 
patience godliness, and to godliness brotherly kindness, and 
to brotherly kindness love." 

Use: It is used to enable the hearer to appreciate the less 
weighty as well as the weighty thoughts. Herbert ~Spencer: 
11 Immediately after looking at the sun we cannot perceive 
the light of the fire, while by looking at the fire and the 
sun afterwards we can perceive both; so after receiving a 
brilliant or weighty or terrible thought, we cannot properly 

· appreciate a less brilliant, less weighty or less terrible one, 
though by reversing the order we can appreciate each." 
Volkmann's 11 Hermagoras oder Elements of Rhetoric": 
" Among the figures of words which especially contribute to 
the Demotes (force) is Climax." Hermogenes also puts 
Climax under his heading 11 Kallos 11 (beauty), which beauty 
shows itself in the symmetry of the construction of its parts 
and divisions, in connection with an agreeable colouring. 
He enumerates this figure as one which adds to beauty as well 
as Deinotes. Demetrius on 11 Stvle 11 designates Climax as a 
figure for the Forcible style, denominating it also as the 
handmaid of force. 

Caution: Hermogenes warns against too free a use of 
the Climax, and enjoins that moderation be used in its em
ployment. Be careful not to make a Climax a mere recital 
{)f events; for instance, Demetrius cites the famous Climax 
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of Demosthenes : '' I did not speak thus, yet not move the 
resolution; not move the resolution, yet not serve the embassy; 
not serve the embassy, yet not convince the Thebans," and 
observes that if it were written thus: " Having expressed my 
views and moved a resolution, I acted as an envoy and con
vinced the The bans,'' it would be a mere recital of events 
with nothing forcible, about it; whereas in the above Climax 
the sentences seem to climb ever higher and higher. 

Dclh:ery: The repeated word or words must be treated as 
an Emphatic Repetition, the first repeated word or words 
on a somewhat moderate scale with a double emphasis, that 
is the voice rises on the first part and falls on the new 
matter introduced, and so on rising higher and stronger with 
each successive repetition, giving always the double emphasis 
until you get to the last repetition, which should be the 
highest and strongest as well as the most Important word; 
for it is here the climax is marked, and the turn of the voice 
makes the cadence. As the climax is used in the forCible 
style, its delivery is somewhat quick, having regard to beauty 
in the symmetry of the parts; hence making the voice not 
only cumulative, but flowing and rhythmical. 

COACERVATION: Lat. coacervare, to heap up; IS a 
figure by which the orator heaps up words, phrases or sen
tences without increase of force. 

COjDIORATIO: Lat. com (cum), together; morare, to 
tarry; is a form of speech by which the orator, knowing 
whereon the whole weight of his case depends, makes often 
recourse thereto and repeats it many times· by variation. 
There are two kinds: (r) expresses one thing with many words~ 
which is like synonym-e.g., "And shall so great a virtue 
be expdled, thrust out, banished and cast away from the 
citv ": (2) declares one thing with divers members. divers 
clauses, divers effects, and divers reasons. 

CO:\IPAR: Lat. com (rum), with; par, equal, on a par 
with: called also Isocolon and Parisen. It is a form of speech 
whereby the parts of a sentence consist almost of the like 
number of syllables: or when the words match each other 
in rank or parts, and accord in a fit proportion; which is 
when the former part of a sentence is answered by the latter, 
and that by proper words respecting the former-e.g., " He 
left the city garnished, that the same mie-ht be a monument 
of victory, of clemency, of continencv; that men might see 
that he had conquered-what he ha·d spare, what he had 
1Pft."-CirPro. If you compare the parts of the latter clauses 
with the former you will find that thev are fitly matched. 
" An innocFrt, although he be acc~sed, he may be acquitted; 
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but the guilty, except he be accused, he cannot be con
demned." Here contraries are connected. 

Use : The use of this figure is. chiefly for causing delecta
tion by virtue of proportion and number. 

Caution: Inequality of form and number should be avoided 
and do not use this figure in grave and serious causes. ' 

COMPARATIO: Lat. comparare, to adJust to set 
together; is a figure or form of speech whereby the speaker 
makes a: comparison, from greater to less, equals to equals, 
less to greater, and from contraries-e.g., (I) of like thino-s 
as: " Camillus. by his virtue drove away the barban:n~, 
and set up agam the Roman Empire, being sore oppressed 
and almost brought to utter destruction; even so Lamentms 
Valla restored the Latin tongue to. the former punty wh1ch 
through ignorance of the barbarians was corrupted, sup
pressed and almost quite extinct." ( 2) U nhke thmgs : 
" Brutus put his sons to death for conspinng treason; 
Manlius punished his sons for their virtue." (3) Contraries: 
" Marcellus restored to the Syracusians, his enemies, their 
<Jrnaments; Verres took away the same from his friends and 
·Companions." (4) From the less to the greater: " 1f Goa 
doth clothe the grass of the field, shall He not do much 
more for you? " (5) From greater to less: " If the shepherd 
be not able to resist the wolf, much less are the sheep able." 

Use: This form of speech is used in praising or dispraising, 
accusing, reprehending, confuting, confirming, moving affec
tion, persuading. It is a mighty force and power to move 
by example and to persuade by· reason, as likes and likes, 
unlikes, and unequals and equals are brought together as in 
a balance. It is used very effectively in Amplification. 

Caution: In a like or equal comparison, take care that the 
parts be not unlike or unequal, and not to offend. As Quin
tillian says,· " Comparisons are of greatest effect between 
those nearly equal-e.g., 'The body can make no use of the 
limbs, nerves, blood, without the mind, so a state is power· 
less without laws.' " 

Comparison is one of the most powerful means, says 
Whately, of exciting or heightening any emotion-viz., by 
presenting a parallel between the case in hand and some 
other that is calculated to call forth such emotions; taking 
care, of course, to represent the present case as stronger than 
the one it is compared with, and such as oug-ht to affect us 
more powerfully. 1\fen feel, naturally, more indignant at a 
sli!!ht affront offered to themselves or those closely connected 
with them, than at the most grievous wrong done to a 
strang-er: if therefore vou would excite their utmost indigna
tion in such a case, 'it might be by comparing it with a 
parallel case that concerns. themselves-i.e., by leading them 
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to cons1d~:r how they would feel were such a~d such an injury 
done to themseh·es, and on the other hand 11 you would lead 
theP..1 to a just sense of their own faults, it must be by leading 
them to contemplate like faults in others. 

CO~IPOU?\'D \VORDS: is a form of speech by which 
the speaker uses a plurality of epithets. Anstotle says that 
these are appropriate to one who speaks under the exc1tement 
oi some passion, for one has a fellow-feeling with another in 
callino- n1s wrongs "Hea\·en-measuring," "prodigious." 
\\'he; one is master of his audience, and has wrought them 
up to an enthusiasm either by panegyric or invective, by 
excitement of anger or friendly feeling; as !socrates, near the 
conclusio:1 of the Panegyric: " 11en who had the spirit," 
" The record and remembrance." For a speaker in a trans
port of enthusiasm gi\'es utterance to such expressions, and 
the audience similarly affected re-adily welcomes them. This 
i-:> whea we employ poetical expression, and poetry is the 
language of enthusiasm or irony. Abstain from compound 
vr outlandish words unless speaking passionately, and you 
hare already inebriated the hearer; or when ironically. 

It is also called "Combination," and 1Iacbeth gives the 
following example by Lamb : '' How-do-ye-do-George-my
boy" and " Go-to-meetin' coat," taken from ''New Eng
land." " In nick-names, O'Connell was especially happy, 
as in his 'Scorpion Stanley' and 'Spinning-jenny Peel'; 
the smile of the latter was ' like the sil \'er plate on a 'coffin. 1 

" 

"Compound words lend vigour, as is seen in those which 
usage often forms so forcibly 1 as ' earthward-hurled,' ' slant
shelring,' and the like." They" derire a certain quality and 
grandeur from the fact that they are composite, also a certain 
pith as well. One word will stand for an entire phrase."
Demetrius. 

CC:\IULATIVE: Lat. cumulare1 to heap up; is a form 
of speech by which the speaker arranges his words and clauses 
su as to produce an aggregate effect, startina with the lowest 
in irnp?rtance an~ rising step by step to the highest, at the 
same t1me mcreasmg the force of the roice with each respec
tlre word, phrase, or clause. See Accumulation. 

CCRlOSITY: Lat. cura, attention, and ous, full of; is 
the form of language adopted by the speaker to arouse atten
twn, to. make the audie~ce curious-e.g., '' \Vhat's coming: 
Tc:Ily F1sh and Equal R1g.hts." As "Public Speaking," by 
\\mans, says: " The tnck of holdin~:; up a mysterious 
document and not refer to it, hints of notable disclosures; 
but tl~e S!Jeaker must interest the audience in something else, 
ebe , the cry. of wolf! wolf! " Also suspense to know the 
hero s .fate m a nowl. The uncertainty should arise from 
snmethmg one cares about. 
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DEICTIC : Greek O€iKVU~J-L, to point out, to show~ 
i:; a form of speech used to make clear by pointing out 
certain statement~, arguments or transitions. \V. H. K1rk on 
'' Derilosthenic Style " gi,·es the following: " As lucid argu
ment and :firm construction are among the recognised excel
lencies of Demosthenes, it will be worth while to enquire 
into the mechanical means by which he achiered this clear
ness and solidity. Two particles seem of special importance 
as constructive elements: the Greek toinun (so then, there
fore) and oun (consequently, accordingly, therefore, to mark 
the result of _what has been said; also, when a speech has 
been interrupted, 'to resume'). Both are employed to mark 
the introduction of ·an important statement, a new instance, 
or a fresh link in a chain of reasoning; they sen·e in a formal 
way to call attention to what is about to be said. The 
hearer's attention is engaged and :fixed upon a desired point 
by a free use in emphatic positions of the demonstratire: 
autos (the same, idem), toioutos (such as the foregoing, of 
such a state, kind, quality), tosoutos (so much, so far, so 
large), ekeinon (that person, that thing or in tfiat way, that 
manner). A more open demand is made upon them by the 
employment of verbs and verbal phrases. Thus we :find point
ing fonvard deixo (I shall point out, I shall explain~, gnow·tJic 
(you are acquainted with ... ) ; the imperatiYes skepsastlze 
(note, romider ... ) ; a,lcousate ~gi,·e ear to ... ) ; the 
phrases 'you will bear witness to,' 'it is erident,' 'it is 
open to view,' 'it is well known.' The introduction of testi
mony is often prefaced by ' so thus,' 'I frankly say'; and 
in the same connection a summary of facts is often giwn." 

"In oration 27, sections 1 to 59 are taken up with the 
statement of the case, and here we :find men oun (ay indeed, 
rather, nay rather) nine times, taut on ~the same, that) twenty 
times; and some two dozen demonstrati,·es and as manv 
monitory rerbs. So the mo\·ement of the speech 1s deliberat·e 
and regular. At the beginning of section 6o he reminds the 
judges of what they hare heard, and then putting aside 
:finally all such restraints on the flood of speech, mores on 
to the close in a rapid torrent of crowding sentences which 
breathe mingled denunciation and entreaty. And since in 
this passage we :find none of the Deictic utterances noted 
abm·e, it becomes plain where fheir province lies; they belong 
to demonstration, and are expelled by the intrusion of passion. 
The lore of clearness is especially observable in the careful 
deliberateness with which the orator passes from one to another 
of the main divisions of the speech . . . from narrative to 
ar~;ument, or any shift of topic, is with Demosthenes habitu
ally marked and emphasised." (See further details under 
Et:J.thymema, J!etabasis and Pause.) 
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DESCRIPTIO: Lat. de, fully, down, out; scribere,. to 
w1ite; serif/itS, p.p. to copy; ion-:-io nom .. case. ~at.-mg, 
act of, state of being, that which: IS the act of wntmg down, 
wpying or drawing out. It i~ a form of spe~ch whereby 
the orator, by a diligent gathermg together of Circumstances 
and by a £.t and natural applicatwn of them, expresses and 
sets forth a thing so plainly and lively that it seems rather 
painted on canras than declared by words, that t?,e hear~r 
rather thinb he sees them than hears them-e.g., l\len m 
their countenances and habits, some grave, some smiling, 
some angry, some weeping, some young, ~orne old, some 
asleep, some dead; also in their degret:s: prin~es, su~jects, 
rich and poor; men of art and occupatiOn, lad1es, ma1dens, 
cld women, kinds of persons, face, gesture, apparel, etc." Its 
mo\·ement is of two kinds: (I) rapid, which consists in gmng 
the outlines; (2) slow, which goes into details. 

Description of a 
11 Thing." 

Quackenbos giYes the following brief rules for description 
of t/zings: (r) Circumstances under which seen, as at sun
rise, noon or moonlight. (2) Natural features of the scene, 
as le,·el or undulating, fertile 01 barren, vegetation; trees, 
mountains within view. (3) Improvements in art; whether 
v. ell culti,·ated; building or other productions of human 
industry. (4) Living creatures that animate the scene, human 
beings. (5) Neighbouring inhabitants, peculiarities, etc. 
(6) Sounds; murmur of a strt~am; nois~ of a waterfall; rustling 
leaves; lowing of cattle; barking of dogs; singing of birds; 
cries of children; noise of machinery. (7) Distant prospect. 
(8) Comparison with other scenes. (9) Historical associa
tions. (10) Feelings awakened in the mind. 

Description of a 11 Person." 
For the description of persons: (a) Form: athletic, tall, 

short, fleshy, or thin. (b) Face: features, hair, beard, ex
oression, etc. r c) 11anners: digni£.ed, graceful, awkward, 
haughty, or affable. (d) Dress. (e) Any peculiarity of 
appearance. (f) Character, disposition, mental abilities, etc. 
Of biography: (1) Birth. (2) Early education. (3) His 
enemies. (4) His losses and reverses. (S) His character, 
learning, piety, habits. 

Central Point and Particular Moment. 
Bain says the Description should be made, first from a 

~entre. or main trunk.. Many towns afford this nat~rally, as 
m a m·er, a valley, .ndge. Someti~es the point of departure 
may. be a \'ery promment ~entral ob;ect, as an ele\'ated castle, 
or ~1tadel, or a great public building. A 'description is more 
eas1ly and fully realised when made indi\·idual, that is pre
sented under all th«' conditions of a particular moment of 
time, as the sea is rippled or piled up in storm-breakers; the 
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animal in some posture or performing some act, characteristic 
of the momtnt. As our mental conception of the visible world 
i~ a compound of Form and Colour, these must be sufficiently 
g-iven in any d~scription, as a brown visage, a deep bl~e sea. 
Next to colour 1s posture or att1tude, or the momentary aspect 
of the thing described, as from " The Odessey" : 

" He ceased: the whole assembly silent sat 
, Charmed in ecstacy with his discourse 

Throughout the twilight hall.'' 
Some accompanying action also gives individuality: 

'' Her feet beneath her petticoat 
Like little mice, stole in and out." 

An interior is more viridly pictured when a moment 1s 
chosen, and the characteristic attitude and movements pomted 
out. 

"For them no more the blazing hearth shall burn, 
The busy housewife ply her e'vemng care, 
No children run to lisp their sire's return, 
Or climb the knee, tke emried kiss to slzare." 

Associated circum~tances are an aid to description, as the 
solitary peaks, comfortless den, comical face . . . the acts, 
feelings and thoughts of an observer, real or supposed, have 
an individualising effect in description. 

Subjective Description. 
The Description of the feelings and the thoughts of the 

mind may be effected by means of a proper vocabulary of 
the mind, as pleasure, love, rage, fear, etc .... and of 
the feelings : (I) By ·their outward expression; as a smiling 
countenance, a dark frown of anger. (2) By their known 
occasions, c~uses or provocations; as on hearing of some great 
provocation we recall the emotion of anger. (3) By the 
resulting actions or conduct. (4) By external scenes, objects, 
and circumstances that are in harmony with them, as " Fresh 
as the month of May "; " In the seventh heaven"; " Life 
softened anJ mellowed as with sunset glow." 

Indirect Description, by Whately. 
Regarding- Indirect Description, Whately says : " It is not 

always advisable to enter into direct detail of circumstances, 
which would often have the effect of wearying the hearer 
beforehand with the txpectation of a long description of 
something in which he probably does not, as yet, feel much 
interest; and would also be likely to forewarn him of the 
design against his feeling. Rokeby, describing the prowess 
the buccaneer had displayed, does not particularise any of his 
exploits, but alludes to the terrible impression they had left. 
(See 'Panama's Maids.') The first of the dramatists, who 
might have been oerhaps the first of orators, has offered some 
excellent exemplifications of this rule, especially in the speech 
of Anthony over Ccesar's dead body." 
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Things suitable for Description in the Sublime. 
The jublime are those (I) associated with ideas of dange~,. 

as the howl of a storm, report of musketry, the howl of a 
wolf, because it is dangerous, being different fro~1 a dog's 
howl, which is domestic and harmless; ( 2) assoc1ated -w1th 
great power actiYely exerted, as. noise of a t~rrent,_ fall. of 
a cataract, cracking of conflagrations, the dashmg of waves; 
(f1 associated with ideas of majesty, solemmty, deep melan~ 
choly or profound grief, as the sound of the trumpet ~nd 
other war-like instruments, the notes of the organ, the tollmg · 
o£ the bell, etc.; (4) those that awaken emotions of grandeur 
known to proceed from strong and ferocious animals, as of a 
lion, growling of bears, howling of wolves, the scream of 
the eagle; (5) sounds of human voice that indicate serious 
emotions, sorrow, terror and the like, especially the loud; 
grave, lengthened and swelling. Battles are amongst the 
sublimest of spectacles, darkness, obscurity, difficulty, great 
heroic acts of men, also feeling. Moral Subtzmity: The most 
fruitful sources of this are the following: (a) fi.rmness in the 
cause of truth and justice; as " Socrates did not avail him
self of the means of escape as it might imply his guilt"; 
death of Christian martyrs, tortures amid the flames, rack, 
etc., rather than go back on their faith. (b) Gracious self
sacrifice on behalf of another; as " Mother, thou hast saved 
Rome but le-st thy son." (c) Self-possession and fearlessness 
in circumstances of danger, as about to turn back in a storm; 
" \Vhat do you fear, you carrv Ccesar "; " Sc~vola thrusting 
his arm into the flame till co~sumed," to show contempt for 
torture; thus unmo\'ed, the enemy sued for peace. (d) Exalted 
patriotism; as \Volfe's death scene. " They fl. y, they fl. y l" 
"Who?" "The enemy." ''Then I die happy."
Ouackenbos. 
- Thzngs in the Beautiful apt for Description. 

(I) The regular in form ; i.e. , in curves, waving lines, ai 
a lady's ringlet, corkscrew, and other graceful lines. 
( 2) Smoothness; as flowers, coats of birds and animals, 
polished surfaces. (3) Motions; as undulating-e.g., " The 
curling smoke, gentle as a bird gliding through the air." 
( 4) Smallness and delicacy, as they capture our love and 
sympathv, in which case we use diminutives, as a lovely little 
flo~<:>r, the. fragile violet, the modest forget-me-not, much of 
wh1ch quahty (sm~llne~s and delicacy) belongs to a woman's 
beauty. (5) Combmat1on of means to an end; as the beauty 
of the hand wherein its parts are adjusted to form a member 
unequal in streng-th, flexibility and usefulness, arches, doors, 
~cstoons, etc., that are ~f a useful end and unity of design 
m formmg one symmetncal whole. (6) In sound; the ones 
tha~ are simple, those marked by sweetness, softness and 
dchcacv, and are associated with beautiful animals, as 
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warbling birds, the minuteness of their form, as well as their 
delicacy, and -those of domestic attachment. (7) The human 
.countenance whereon are indicated amiable qualities, intelli
gence, frankness, benevolence, etc. (8) And all that is 
descriptive of tranquility, composure, serenity, complacency, 
peaceful activities, etc.-Quackenbos. . 

Descriptive Prose and Picturing Power. 
Genung says that in descriptive prose (Imaginative style 

whose field is naturally descriptive), the tendency to rhythm 
is more marked in measure, but not enough to impair the 
integrity of the prose tissue. It freely draws on poetic 
resources, especially epithet and word painting; also allitera
tion, balancing language, etc.-e.g., Ruskin's master descrip
tion, ''Stones of Venice." (1) Epithet: terraced gardens, 
rainy green, into the blue sea. (2) Word painting: sleepwg 
in the sun, the great peacefulness of light, tormented by 
furious pulses, the flaky veil of the mist of the brook. (3) 
Alliteration: bossy beaten work, mi:red among masses of 
laurel and orange and plumy palm, bites thei; peaks into 
barrenness. No less masterly than these sounds are the deli
cately varied combinations 'of sounds both vowel and con
ionants. (4) Rhythm encroaching on metre: 

" Here and there an angry spot of thunder, 
w;th bossy beaten work of mountain chains 
Spreading low along the pasture lands, 
By furious pulses of contending tide ... " 

The picturing power is strongly in evidence. The adjectzzoe 
and adverb in prose are for fulness of meaning and for the 
roundness of phrase.· They convey warmth and colouring 
to the imagination. They give richness and depth to the 
austere -outline of verb and noun. Word Painting consists 
(1) of epithets, as "languid air," "weary dream," 
11 shadowy pine '' ; ( 2) of the picturing verb, as 1

' The moun
tain wave will roll us home," "The slumbering stream 
along the cl1ffs, to fall and pause "; (3) of the flow and sound 
of words, as " The slow dropping veil of thinnest lawn "; 
(4) of elaborately wrought pictures. Word painting employs 
epithets as its chief source, added to it, on occasion, the 
picturing power of the verb and noun, harmony of phrase, 
and descriptive beauty of imagery skilfully elaborated. Cicero 
savs that description is most effective which sets the things 
before the eyes as if actually happening. 

Aids to, and Description by Negative. 
Aristotle remarks, respecting, for instance, pity, that the 

greatest effect is produced by those characters which are got 
up with the aid of the voice; gesture and dress; for thus it 
sets the evil before our eyes as being on the eve of taking 
olace, or having happmed, and makes it appear close at 
hand, as displaying the garments of those who have suffered. 
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One notable example of this is Anthony's dtsplaying of 
Cesar's robe. According to Aristotle, description by nega
tives is a most cffecti~·e beauty-e.g., lyreless. Just as one 
builds up by the affirmative, " There. is a little hill aro~nd 
which the wmd ... ," so we may butld up by the negahve. 

In Cope's "Analysis," Aristotle says that this mode ot 
treatment, namely, that the things are not there (or that .the 
object of praise or censure has them not) may be apph~d 
to things good and bad. Example: " And there, nor ram~ 
nor snow, nor breath of frost, nor blast of fi.re, nor rush of 
rattling hail, nor fall of rime n.or scorching,heat of sun, ~or 
lasting cold nor drought, nor wmter shower.... The foregomg 
is a translation from an old Anglo-Saxon p1ece. 

Examples: Dyer's "Granger Hill". is considered one of 
the best descriptive poems in the English language: 

"Now I gain the mountain's brow, 
What a landscape lies below! 
No clouds, no vapours intervene, 
But gay, the open scene, 
Does the face of nature show 
In all the hues of heaven's bow; 
And swelling to embrace the light; 
Spreads around beneath the sight. 
Old castles on the cliffs arise, 
Proudly towering in the skies! 
Rushing from the woods, the spires 
Seem from hence ascending fi.res! 
Half his beams Apollo sheds 
On the yellow mountain heads; 
Gilds the fleeces of the flocks 
And glitters on the broken rocks." 

Burke's Umurpassed Description of the Carnatzc. 
" When at length Hyden Ali found that he had to 

do with men who either could sign no convention, or whom 
nc treaty <md no signature could bind, and who were the 
determined enemies of human intercourse itself, he decreed 
tc make the rountry possessed by these incorrigible and pre
destinated criminals a memorable example to mankind. He 
resol\'ed in the gloomy recesses of his mind, capacious of such 
things, to leare the whole Carnatic an everlasting monument 
of rengeance, and to put perpetual desolation as a barrier 
between him and those against whom the faith which holds 
the moral elements of the world together was no protection. 
He became at length so conftdent of his force, so collected 
in his might, that he made no secret whatever of his dreadful 
rl'solution .. Having- terminated his disputes with every-enemy 
and every ri\'al, who buried their mutual animosities in their 
rommon detestation against the crfditors of the Nabob of 
Arcot, he drew from every quarter whate,·er a savage ferocity 
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that could add to his new rudiments in the arts of destruction, 
and compounding all the materials of fury, havoc and deso
lation into one olack cloud, he hung for a while on the 
declivities ot the mountains. \\"hilst tne authors of all these 
e\·ils were idly and stupidly gazing on this menacing meteor, 
which blacktned their horizon, it ~uddenly burst and poured 
down the whole of 1ts contents upon the plains of the Carnatic. 
1 hen ensued a scene of woe, the like of which no eye had 
ever seen, no heart conceived, and which no tongue can 
adequately tell. All the horrors of war before known or heard 
of were mercy to that new havoc. A storm of universa.l :tire 
blasted every fi.eld, consumed every house, destroyed every 
t~mple. _The miserable inhabitants flying from thm rlall)ing 
villages m part were slaughtered, others without regard to 
sex, to age,· to the respect of rank or sacredness of functiOn; 
fathers torn from children, husbands from wires, enveloped 
in a whirlwind of cavalry and amidst the goading spears 
of driYers and the trampling of pursuing horses, were swept 
into caoti\"ity in an unknown and hostile land. Those who 
were able to evade this tempest fled to the walled cities, but 
escaping from sword and exile, they fell into the jaws 
of famine. 

" For eighteen montbs without intermission this destruction 
raged from the gates of :Jiadras to the gates of Tan JOre, 
and so completely did these monsters in the art, Hyden Ali 
a.11d his more ferocious son, absoh·e themselves of their impiod 
YOW, that when the British armies tra\·ersed, as they did, 
the Camatic, for hundreds cf miles in all directions, through 
t.~e whole line of their march they did not see one man, 
net one woman, not one child, not one four-footed beast of 
any description whate\·er. One dead uniform s-ilence reignd 
over the whole region." (See Demosthenes' descriptron of 
Philip's rapid march, under Asyndeton.) 

Use: Description may be used in all other kinds of com
position, narrative of events, campaigns, battles, etc., apart 
from the \·arious uses pointed out in the foregoing examples, 
also to set Yi\·idly before the hearers things, circumstances, 
persons, etc. 

Caution: Do not use too many picturing adjecti\·es and 
ad\·erbs, as it then becomes a blemish. Quackenbos says: 
"In the description of sublime objects be sure to use a clear, 
stronQ", concise and simple style, as the greatest thouf;hts 
must be presented in the fewest words-e.g., ' I love God and 
little children.' In what more ele\·ated terms could lo\·e for 
sinlessn-:ss and innocence be expressed. It is grand because 
strikincrlv condensed." Currv savs: 11 If the mind of the 
reader "'accentuates the subtletie-s or essentials, then the pictorial 
energy of the r:1inds of the audience will be stimulated." 
Do not commit a similar blunder as Theopompus. When 
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Theopompus had dressed out m man·ellous. fashion the 
descent ot the .t'ersian king upon Egypt, he sp01lt the whole 
by some petty words. I:ie runs oft ±rom the more elevated 
to the more lowly, whereas he should, on the contrary, have 

. mot /:zgl~t'i all(i lliglter. W1th his wonderful description 
of- the whole outfit he mixes bags and condiments and sacks~ 
and corl\·eys the impression of a confectioner's shop! 

'' In loity passages we ought not to descend to sordid 
and contemptible language unless constrained by some over
powenng necessity.''.-\V. Rhys Roberts' translatwn of 
Longinus on the Subhme. 

Ddi~·crr: Description should be in the middle tone, as 
Bell directs; and in the diatonic melody, according to Dr. 
Rush, which '' consists of a simple rise through the concrete 
of tone, raried by an occasional downward tone, the radical 
oitch rla_ring in its several phrases; and the termination of 
the melody by a descent of cadence, which diatonic melody 
is used in plain narrative and description." It is also flowing 
m strle in all that is of the beautiful. Russell says it is in 
the Distincti,:e slide of the third interval, downward-e.g'., 
'' The dazzling summits of the snowcapt mountains in the 
dzstance, threw an air of enchantment over the scene." 

Pathetic description is in the diatonic scale, as in the 
tone of "Fire! " "Alas! " "Well a day! " "Ah, me! " 
•· Farewell! " The deli';ery of moral observations and 
description adopt a diffuse and flowing style. 

The following descriptire prose is delirered in the poetic 
monotone (a distincti,·e second which gives its peculiar melody 
to prose and rerse when not marked by emphasis or im
passiun•:d force, as contrasted \vith the partial cadence of 
complete sense in clauses, pure tone, moderate force): "In 
t!>e calm Spri!'lg evenings, what delightful hours the cottager. 
soends in his little garden, . . . for as the shades of the 
night fall darkly on the scene, he leans upon his spade, and 
lir:gers to breathe the odorous air, to hear the faint murmur 
of his wearied bees now settling for the night, and the glad 
notes of birds dying melodiously away in the inner woods." 
The words in italics should be delivered with the poetic 
rr;onotonc-.-Dr. Rush's 11 Orthophany." 

Animated, but opposite to the poetic description, median 
expu1SI\'C, the accents more pronounced. Early risincr: 
" O,e whir:e~ and purrs about him, another frisks and cape~s, 
docs ererythmg- but speak, the stern mastiff, the plodding 
~x, ~he nohl~ horse, harmless sheep, prating poultry, each 
m h1s own way expresses JOY when he (man' first appears." 

Examoles of the Sublime (The Ocean I: 
" Thou glorious mirror! ... In aU time, 
C~lm or conrulsed-in breeze, or gale, or storm, 
/em{' the pole, or in torrid clime 
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Dark heaving, boundless, endless, sublime, 
The image of eternity."-Byron. 

In the above the orotund voice is used, force impassioned, 
and pitch low. The italics with vowels full and prolonged, 
stress median, and pauses long. A vessel on the ocean, awe 
and horror (pathetic description): " . . . in the awful storm, 
ingulfi.ng seas, the shivering vessel ... "-Everett. · 

Mount. Blanc, description by Coleridge: " . . . 0 sovran 
Blanc! Th-:: Arve and Arveiron at thy base rave carelessly: 
but thou, most awful form! risest from forth the silent sea 
of pines, how silently! Around thee and above, deep is the 
a.ir and dark-substantial black-an ebon mass : methinks 
thou piercest it, as with a wedge! But I look again; it 
is thine own calm home, thy crystal shrine, thy habitation 
from eternity ! 0 dread and silent mount ! . . . " 

"From peak to peak, the ratling crags among, leaps the 
live thunder, not from one lone cloud, but every mountain 
hath found a tongue." -Byron. 

(See Figs. Diatyposis, Hypotyposis, Topographia, Topo
thesia, Pragmatographia, Chronographia.) 

DIABOLE: Greek oca{3oA.~, accusation, slander, calumny; 
is a fo~m of speech wher~by a !?an is se~ against~Jis neigh
bour, mfluencmg a hostile feelmg agamst t' the ·opponent, 
raising prejudice against him, or his course or policy, against 
his past conduct, character, or circumstance, that he is un
friendly to hearers, against their interest, favours their 
enemies, so as to make audience angry with him, that he 
is undeserving, to make them envious. It :s used in the 
Proremium, in that part called the D1egesis and Epilogue 
(see Exordium). 

DIACOPE: Is from the Greek and means to cut, to cut 
into, to break through. It is a figure by which the orator 
repeats a word, allowing a word or a few words to come 
;in between-e.g., 11 My heart is £.xed, 0 God, my heart is 
£.xed. 11-Psalm lvii. " I have sinned, 0 Thou my Maker, 
I have sinned: what shall I do? " 

Use : It serves to express affection; is most fi.t for sharp 
invective or exprobation, as " Thou knowest not, foolish man, 
thou knowest not the price of virtue 11

; it is also an apt 
ornament for meditation: "Thou art my portion, 0 my God, 
thou art my portion. 11 

Caution : Do not repeat a wanton or idle word. Too 
short a word m~es an ill sound. 

DL.£RESIS: Greek Su:i, through, right through, asunder, 
apart ; l.itpecnr;, a taking. As a figure of words, it is when 
one syllable is divided into two parts, and as a form of speech 
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it is when a general kind is dirid~d into ~ special kind, 
yet not in a dialectical form, but m rhetoncal manner for 
ampliti.cation's sake-e.g., Job. xii. 7-S: "Ask the cattle 
and the\· shall inform thee; and the fowls of the_ a1r and they 
shall tell thee; the mcrease of the earth and 1t shall show 
thee · or the ftshes of the sea and they shall declare_ unto 
the-e.'•' Here Job ampliftes the gross ignorance of hts fnends. 

Usc: This ftgure is an apt and ready form of SPffi:=h to 
open the bosom of nature; to spread out at la:ge ~oth ,-~rtues. 
and nces in their kinds, whereby the oration ts ennched 
with copiousness and garn~shed with \·ariety, w~ich occupy 
the mind of the hearer \nth a pleasant beholdmg of new 
matter. , 

Cautiou: Do not number too few kinds, nor too many 
to be superfluous. Th.e divisio!l is. much deformed. if ~hings 
of another kind are mmgled w1th 1t, for by the mmglmg of· 
manv kinds too-ether it falls into an odious confusion. 

• b 

DIALOGIS:OIUS: Greek ow, across, one with another, 
two ; "A.o~tov, word, conversation; is a ftgure whereby, or 
when one is discussing a thing with himself as if he were 
talking \vith another; asks the question and makes the ans••er; 
or where the speaker feigns a person to speak to whether 
it be much or httle, somewhat like Prosopopreia with this 
difference: when the person feigned speaks all himself, it is 
Prosc•popa:ia; but \vhen the speaker answers now and then 
to a question or objection which the feigned person makes 
to him, it is Dialogismus. It is a form into which with 
much effect an argument or burst of feeling may be thrown 
-cf. J. \V. j!acbeth. \rhen the Dialogue uses animated 
auestions and answers in de,·eloping an argument, it is called 
Diancra, from the Greek Dianoia, a re,·olvino- in the mind 
-cf. E. ~V. Bullinger. It is also called Socratic Disputation 
-one whKh seems to ha,·e excited the emulation of ~£schines 
and Plato in no common degree. It puts a proposition into 
an interrogatiYe form, as Demetrius gi,·es it, somewhat as 
fc,lJows: " ~! ~ dear .lad, how much property has your father 
Jc.ft you ? L It considerable and not easily assessed? " ' It 
is con-siderable.' Socrates: "\\'ell, now, has he also left 
,-ou the kn~wledze whic~ will use it rightly? " In this way 
Soc:at~'i dnYes the lad mto a comer; he reminds him that 
he IS Ig-norant: he urges him to o-et instruction and all this 
naturally and in perfect taste. ~:~ ' 

Examths: (r) .i st1tement introduced and a reply thereto, 
fr~·m De>mostht'nes. "He who reproaches me with intimae\' 
\', Ith. Alex~nder! I reproach th~ ~·ith the intimacy of 
Ale~ander ·. How couldst thou obtam tt' How couldst thou 
a~o1re to tt '. _I could ne,·er call thee Philip's friend nor 
A~e:o.:ar.der's mt1mate, I am not so insane; unless we are to 
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call the menial servants, who toil for their wages, the fnends 
and intimates, of those who deign to hire them." 

(2) Examples between othe1 pe1sons than the speaker, the 
speaker not taking part: Fox's great speech on the rejection 
of the pvertures of Napoleon : ·' . . . But if a man were 
present now at a field of slaughter and were to inquire for 
what they were fighting-Fighting! would be the answer; 
they are not fighting, they are pausing. Why is that man 
expiring? Why is that other writhing with agony? What 
means that implacable fury? The answer must be : You are 
quite wrong, Sir, you deceive yourself; they are not fighting; 
do not disturb them; they are merely pausing ! Th1s man 
is not expiring with agony, that man is not dead, he is only 
pausing! Lord help you, 'Sir, they are not angry with one 
another; they have no cause for quarrel; but their country 
thinks that there should be a pause. All that you see, Sir, 
i 3 nothing like fighting; there is no harm, nor cruelty, nor 
bloodsh"!d in it whatever; it is nothing more than a political 
pause! It is merely an experiment to see whether Bona
parte will not behave himself better than heretofore; ar.d in 
the meantime we have agreed to a pause in pure friend-
ship! ... " . 

Sheridan's famous Begum· speech against Warren Hastmgs: 
11 If we could suppose a person to have come suddeniy into 
the country, unacquainted with any circumstances that had 
passed since the days of Siyah Ul Dowlah, he would natur
ally ask, 1 What cruel hand has wrought this wide desolation, 
.what barbarous foe has invaded the country, desolated its 
fields, depcpulated its villages? ' He would ask, ' What 
disputed succession, civil rage, or frenzy of the inhabitants 
had induced them to act in hostility to the works of God 
and the beauteou~ works of man?. ' He would ask, 1 What 
religious zeal or frenzy had added to the mad despair and 
horrors of war? ' The ruin is unlike anythincr recorded in 
any age; it looks like neither the barbarities of men nor the 
judgments of vindictive heaven. There is a waste of desola
tion as if caused by fell destroyers, never meaning to return 

·and makincz short period of their rapacity. It looks as if 
some fabled monster had made its passage through the 
country, whose pestiferous breath had blasted more than its 
voracious appetite ·could devour." 

John Campbell in "The Life of Spurgeon," says Spurgeon 
was a master of dialogue. The following is an example: 
" I think if you walked up to the top of that hill of Calvary 
and asked one of those men who cried out ' Crucify him, 
crucify him,' 'What do you say that for? Is he a bad 
man? ' 'No,' he would have said, ' he went about doing 
g-ood.' 'Then why do you say crucify him? ' 'Because 
Rabbi Simeon gave me a shekel to help the clamour.' So 
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the multitude were much won by the money and in:huence of 
the pnests. '' . . . 

The foregoing are dialogues between persons, m W~lCh the 
speaker takes no part, but it may also be between hfe and . 
death, conscience and passion, etc. 

(3) Example dialogue between the speaker and justice, etc., 
or the preacher and eternity : '' 0 dread eternity, I ask t?ee 
to tell how can man live in safety on earth? And etern1ty, 
looking down on me from heaven speaks and. says, '_Despise 
the bribes of sin! give not up thy soul to thmgs penshable! 
IJ'ive God the chief place in thy heart! ' " Example between 
~he speaker and another person: From Demosthenes: "For 
I "-thus he addresses JEschines-" and all those with me, 
call you a hireling, first of Philip and now of Alexander I 
If you doubt, ask these present; 9ut I will rather do it for 
you. Does it seem to you, Athenians, that JEschines is a 
hireling or guest of Alexander ? Do you hear what they 
say? ''-cf. J. W. Macbeth. Further examples see Isa. lxii1. 
I-6 and Isa. xiv. 16-24. 

Dialogue from Gurney's "Shorthand Sermons of White
field ": " ... Even though the body is removed in sleep, 
the soul is gone where it shall be sorrowful no more. 0, 
says one, ' I will fly to the mountains.' 0 silly fool, silly fool, 
fly to the mountains-they are themselves to be burnt up and 
moved. 0, says you, ' I will flee to the sea.' 0 you fool, 
that will be boiling like a pot. Will you fly to the moon? 
-that will be turned into blood. Will you stand by the 
stars ?-the1 will fall away. I know but one place you can 
go to-that is to the devil; God keep you from that." 

Use: Dialogismus is used to introduce a conversational 
element intJ discourse, and, as Curry says, has the educa
tional value of developing self-control, and that it teaches 
command of thought, of imagination and passion, and makes 
us realise the nature of expression, its subjective processes 
and its direct relationship to other minds. This figure has 
also the important use of aiding one to keep himself in a 
conversational stvle. 

Caution: Care. must be taken that the speech be suitable 
to the person feigned or introduced. , 

Delivery: Its delivery is conversational, tones natural; and 
wh~n que~tion~ and answers .are animated, the conversational 
dehvery hkew1s~ becom~ ammated. This form of language, 
says. Macbe.th, IS admirably fitted to give energy and im
oas.sJOned !1£7 ~o. oratory or argument. Demetrius says that 
their very Simih~ude, their vividness, their nobly didactic 
~-harac~er, met With great success in the days of their first 
mve~t10n, or rather they took society by storm. (See further 
drta1ls under Figs. Sermocinatio, Anthypophora and hypo
phora.) 
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RICHARD BRINSLEY SHERIDAN 
RICHARD BRINSLEY SHERIDAN: HIS ORATORY, 

DELIVERY, AND SOME NOTES FROM EMINENT 
CONTEMPORARY AND SUBSEQUENT CRITI-CS. 

Richard Brinsley Sheridan was a contemporary of Pitt 
and Fox, but, unlike these eloquent men, besides being a 
splendid orator, he was a great playwright and Shakespearean 
actor.. He possessed the best trained voice of all his contem~ 
poranes. 

"In pers01i he was above the middle size, of a robust con
stitution, well limbed~ inclined a little to stoop, and deep 
in the chest. Sir Joshua Reynolds said the pupil was the 
largest of any human eye· he ever painted. He was the last 
o£ that hemisphere of talent by which this country was 
adorned in the period between 1770· and I8IO, a period 
unexampled in British history for senatorial eloquence .... 
He joined to the higher attributes above spoken, the natural 
advantages of a clear and melodious voice, a distinct, 
emphatic and unaffected utterance, and a manly and becom
ing action. Of his divine oration on the Begums in Parlia
ment only fragments have come down to us."-" Memoirs of 
the Life and Death of R. B. Sheridan," by W. Howe (pub. 
1816). 

11 Mr. Sheridan's style is neat, simple and unaffected. His 
wit new, vivid and original, hapJ?ily associates with his argu
ment, which at once is clear, vtgorous and impressive. In 
his studied speeches every species of eloquence is powerfully 
and luminously exhibited. His ridicule is pleasing, pointed 
(when he chooses), severe and sarcastic, and is often blended 
with such inimitable strokes of comic humour as justly make 
him the delight and favourite of the House. His speech on 
the motion for impeaching W. Hastings was the most im
passioned, brilliant and eloquent that was ever delivered in 
Parliament." - 11 Characteristic Sketches of Some of the Most 
Distinguished Speakers in the House of Commons smce 
1780," by C. ?-nd R. Baldwin (pub. 1808). 

Begum Speech without a Parallel. 
11 

••• In this state Sheridan brought forward Feb. 7th, 
1787, in the House of Commons the charge relative to the 
Begum Princesses of Oude, and delivered that celebrated 
speech whose effect upon its hearers has no parallel in the 
annals of ancient or modern elc,quence. The effect of this 
speech, added to the line taken by the Minister, turned the 
balance against Hastings and decided the impeachment. The 
verbatim report of any speech must always appear diffuse and 
ungraceful in the perusal. The very repetitions, the redun· 
clancy, the accumulation of epithets, which give force and 
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momentum in the career of delivery, weaken and encumber 
the march of the style when read. ' Sheridan wrote the best 
comedy (School for Scandal), the best opera (The Duenna, 
Beggar's Opera), the best farce (The Critic), and deliv~ed 
the best oration (the famous Begum speech) ever conce1ved 
or heard in this country,' so said Lord Holland. 

Sheridan's Industry as an Orator and Writer. 
'' A striking character of Sheridan as an ?rator .and .a 

writer was the degree of labour and preparation wh1ch h1s 
production in both lines cost him. · The showier passages 
were generally written two or three times over (often without 
any material change in their form) upon small pieces of paper 
or on cards. To such minutice, even to the precise place to 
come in 'Good God, Mr. Speaker.' While the world gave 
him credit for being asleep, he remained many hours during 
the day in bed laying the framework of his wit and eloquence 
for the evenmg. Still he had quickness of readily replying." 
-'' Memoirs of the Life of the Rt. Hon. Richard Brinsley 
Sheridan," by Thomas Moore (1825). 

His Fluency, Yoice, Gesture and Vivid Conception. 
'' In flow of diction, Mr. Sheridan yielded not to Pitt. 

Every quality of the orator was united in him; the' mind, 
the eye, quick, sparkling, penetrating, matchless almost for 
brilliancy and expression-attitude, the gesture, the voice. 
Sheridan and Burke were taught by the philosophy that a 
degree of belief attends vivid conception; and to arrest the 
attention of men 1s a great step towards their conviction. 
Both soared with epic freedom into the boundless regions of 
fancy, and made the most energetic appeals to the passions.'' 
-" Sheridan, by a Constitutional Friend" (pub. in 1816). 

" Sheridan possessed in the highest degree- the gift of the 
orator-namely, that of exciting the emotions and rousing 
the passions of his auditors.''-" Great Orators: Richard 
Brinsley Sheridan," by Henry James Nicoll (r88o). 

Description of the Famous Begum Speech. 
".Sir Gil~ert ~aid there was not a dry eye in the ;ssembly 

dunng Shendan s great Begum Speech, that he himself never 
cried so on a. public occasion. The close was very pathetic; 
he ~ell ?ack mto the arms o~ Burke as if exhausted (some 
ascnbe It to stage effect). His speech moved :Mrs. Siddons 
to tears and caused .11rs. Sher_idan to faint away as she felt . 
her own husband ha1led as an mcomparable orator. Sheridan 
excel~ed a~ an orator by geniality of his tone, the excellence 
0f . h1s vmce .and manner, happiness with which he made 
r?m~s. and hts shrewdness in knowing how to make an end. 
Shendan had an eagle eye for the ridiculous side of an 
cpponent. 
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He Excelled all Orators in Dialogue. 
~~ As an orator Sheridan excelled all his contemporaries m 

casting his thoughts into the form of a. dialogue. 'We ask 
Middleton whether any battle was fought anywhere? None, 
he owns, that ever he heard of. ' Did any one man, horse 
or foot, march to suppress this rebellion? ' ' None.' ' Did 
you ever ,hear any orders for any troops to march to suppress 
it? ' ' None.' The rebellion seems clearly to have died a 
natural death, though raised certainly for a most unnatural 
object.' He possessed a nne and flexible voice; used appro
priate gestures, manner insinuating. In short, he was a con
summate actor. 

'' The most memorable mention of Sheridan in the House 
of Commons during the life time of the present generation 
was by John Bright, who quoted what he styled ' the beauti
ful language of Sheridan ' ; he said that his ideal for the · 
country was the advent of the time depicted by him, when 
'•Content sits basking on the cheek of toil,' and the House 
warmly responded to the invocation of the greatest of its 
past members by him whom it as fervently admired and as 
highly esteemed."-" Biography of Sheridan," by W. Fraser 
Rae (1896). 

"Long shall we seek his likeness, long in vain, 
And turn to all of him which may remain, 
Sighing that nature formed but one such man 
And broke the die in moulding Sheridan."-Byron. 

"His manner was theatrical, but full of life and energy. 
He dehghted especially in antithesis, apostrophes, and rhetori
cal exaggeration. His practice in great emergencies was to 
rise at four in the morning, light up a prodigious quantity 
of candles around him, and eat toasted muffins while ~·. 
worked."-" Oratory and Orators," by William Mathews, 
LL.D. 

The foregoing comments on the oratory of Sheridan amply 
portray his powers of eloquence. We shall limit ourselves to 
indicating some of the most strikmg Forms of Oratoricai 
Expression in the celebrated Begum speech, and to these 
remarks-that he was like the Greek master :IEschines, in that 
he had a splendidly cultivated voice, tones diversified and 
gestures graceful, and that he excelled in Dialogismus, 
Descriptio and Asteismus. He was master of all the forms 
of oratorical expression, and he had the art of well rounding 
a. sentence or period. He held that vivid conception induces 
5elief. 
' Extracts /rom the famous Be,~;um Speech of the Rt. H on. 

R. B. Sheridan. 
11 But had Mr. Hastings the merit of exhibiting . either of 

these descriptions of greatness even of the latter? He saw 
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I n0tl1il/g great, nothing magnanimOUS, nothing open, nothing 
direct in his measures or in his mind. On the contrary, he 
had too often pursued the worst. o~jects by the w?rst means. 
His course was an eternal dev1atlon from rectltude. He 
tyrannised or deceive.d; ~nd was by turn.s a Dy~nisius 
and a Scapiu. In his mmd all was shuffimg, ambiguous~ 
ciark, insid1ous and little; nothing simple, nothmg unmixed: 
all affected plainness and actual dissimulation, a hetero
geneous mass of contradictory qualities, with nothing great 
but his crimes; and even those, contrasted by the littleness 
of his motives, at once denoted both his baseness and his 
meanness, and marked him for a traitor and a trickster. 
N a v, in his style and writing there was the same mixture 
of ~icious contrarieties; the most grovelling ideas were con
reyed in the most inflated language, giving mock consequence 
to low cavils, and uttering quibbles in· heroics; so that his 
compositions disgusted the mind's taste as much as his actions 
excited the soul's abhorrence. Indeed, this mixture of char
acter seemed by some unaccountable but inherent quality to -
be appropnated, though in inferior degrees, to everything 
tbat concerned his employees. . . . Alike in the political and 
military line could be observed ~auctioneering ambassadors 
and trading generals; and thus we saw a revolution brought 
about by affidavits; an army employed in executing an arrest; 
a town besieged on a note of hand ; a prince dethroned for 
the balance of an account. Thus it was they exhibited a 
government which united the mock majesty of a bloody 
sceptre and the traffic of a merchant's counting house, wield
ing- a truncheon with one hand, and picking a pocket with 
the other." ("The description of the desolation of the pro
Yinces of Oude by the misgovernment of Col. Hanny and of 
the insurrection at Goruckpore is perhaps the most masterly 

ortion of the whole speech." · See under Examples.). 
Sheridan's Highly Wrought Rhetorical Kuklos or Circle. 
3

" State Necessity; No, my Lords; that imperial tyrant 
State Necessity is yet a generous despot, bold is his 
demeanour, rapid his decisions and terrible his grasp. But 
what he docs, my Lords, he dares avow, and avowing, scorns 
any other justifi.cation than the great motives that placed 
the iron sceptre in his hand. But a quibbling, pilfering, pre
raricatini; State Necessity that tries to skulk behind the skirts 
of justice; a State Neces'sity that tries to steal a pitiful justi
fication from widespread accusations and fabricated rumours. 
?\o, my Lords, that is no State Necessity: tear off the mask 
and. you see coarse, vulgar avarice-you see speculation 
lurkmg u!ldtr the gaudy disguise, and adding the guilt ot 
lthC'lhng the public honour to its own private fraud. My 
Lnrds, I say this because I am sure the managers would 

Ill DescriJ,tio b) :\c.c.1tilt:s (2) Accumulatio with Antithesis (3) 1\t•klos or Circle. 
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make every allowance that State Necessity could claim upon 
any great emergency. If any great man m bearing the arms 
of this country; if any admiral, being the vengeance and 
the glory of Britain to distant coasts, should be compelled 
to some rash acts of violence, in order, perhaps, to give food 
to those who are shedding their blood for Britain; if any 
great general, defending some fortress, barren itself perhaps, 
but a pledge of the pride, and with the pride of the power 
of Bt:itain; if such a man were to ... (reporter threw pen 
awav in despair) ... while he himself was ... at the 
top, like an eagle besieged in its imperial nest; would the 
Commons of England come to accuse or arraign such acts 
of State Necessity? No. · 

"And yet, 4 my Lords, I am asked to, prove why these 
people arose in such concert. There must have been machina
tions, 5 forsooth and the Begums' machinations, to· produce 
all this! Why did they rise? Because they were people in 
human shape; because patience under the detested tyranny 
of man is rebellion to the sovereignty of God; because allegi
ance to that Power that gives us the forms of men commands 
us to maintain the rights of men. And never yet was this 
truth dismissed from the human heart, never in any time, 
in any age, never in any clime where rude man has had 
any social feelings, never was this one inextinguishable truth 
destroyed from the heart of men, placed as it is in the Yery 
core and centre of his Maker, that man was not made the 
property of man; that human power is a trust for human 
benefit; and that when it is abused, revenge becomes justice, 
if not the bounden duty of the injured. These, my Lords, 
were the causes ¥ihy those people rose! 

" 
6 I do say that if you search the history of the world, 

you will not find an act of tyranny and fraud to surpass 
this; if yo~t read all past histories, peruse the annals of 
Tacitus, read the luminous page of Gibbon and all the 
ancient or modern writers that have searched into the de" 
pravity of former ages to draw a lesson for the present, you 
will not find an act of tre<!~herous, deliberate, cool cruelty 
that could exceed this. 

His Magnificent Epilo,~ue. 
" 

7 But I will ask your Lordships, do you approre of this 
representation ? Do you feel that this is the true image of 
justice? Is this the character of British justice ? Are these 
her features? Is this her countenance? Is this her gait or 
her mien? No. I think even now I hear you calling- upon 
me to turn from that vile libel, this base caricature, this 
Indian pagod, formed by the hand of guilty and knarish 
tyranny, to dupe the heart of ignorance, to turn from this 
deformed idol to the true rna jesty of Justice here. Here, 

(4) Apostrophe (5) Hypophora (6) Deictic (7) Sermocinatio. 
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indeed, I see a different form enthroned by the sovereign hand 
of Freedom, 6 awful without severity, commanding without 
pride, vigilant and active without restlessness or debasement, 
nor arrogantly scorning to stoop to the voice of afflicted 
innocence, and in its loreliest attitude when bending to uplift 
the suppliant at its feet. 

" It is by the majesty, by the form of that injustice, that 
I do conjure and implore your Lordships to give your mind~ 
to this great business; that 9 I exhort you to look,· not so 
much to words which may be denied or quibbled away, but 
to plain facts, to \veigh and consider the testimony in your 
minds : we know the result must be inevitable. Let the truth 
appear and our cause is gained. It is this I conjure you: 
Lordships, for your own honour, for the honour of the nation, 
for the honour of human nature, now entrusted to your care, 
it is this duty that the Commons of England, speaking 
through us, claim at your hands. 

His Beautiful Peroration. 
'' 

10They exhort you to it by everything that calls sublimely 
upon the heart of man, by the majesty of that Justice which 
this bold man has libelled, by the wide fame of your own 
tribunal, by the sacred pledge by which you swear in the 
solemn hour of decision, knowing that that decision wiil then 
bring you the highest reward that ever blessed the i1eart :>f 
man, the consciousness of having done the greatest act of 
mercv for the world that the earth has ever yet received from 
any hand but Heaven." 

DIAPHORA: Greek dia, across; phero, to carry; to carry 
across, with a difference. This figure is much like the figure 
Ploce, but differs from it only in this: that Ploce repeats a 
pro"'er name, and Diaphora a common word-e.g., "What 
man is there living but will pity such a case: if he be a man." 
~Ian repeated signifies humanity or compassion proper to 
man. 

DIAPORESIS: Greek dia, thoroughly, completely; a, 
privative; poros, way; to be completely without a way, to be 
at a loss. It is when the subjects are of equal worth, the 
orator doubts where to begin; is a form of figurative doubt 
in which a speaker represents himself as hesitating what 
course to take, whether to proceed or remain silent, what 
to say, where to begin or end, or the like. 

DIASYR~fUS: Greek di:z,_ through; suro, to drag; to 
tear to pieces, to dtsparage; IS a trope by which the argu
ments of the adversary or opponent are either disproved or 
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rejected. T~is_ ~gure is for the mo~t _part made either by 
some base similitude, or by some nd1culous example with 
which th~ ~PPO?ent's object_io!l or argument is compared, 
whereby 1t 1s e1ther made nd1culous or at least much dis
graced. " It is a figure of rhetoric expressing disparagement 
or ridicule," Phillip says, "in which we elevate any person 
or thing by way of derision." (See Rich. III., Act I, Sc. I. 
W. Dodd.) 

DIA TYPOS IS : Greek Sui, through, straight through, 
completely; rv'TT"ow, stamp, impress, outline, sketch; is a 
figure when we have spoken of a thing in general, we descend 
to particulars; when a thing is described by more words, 
that it may seem to set it, as it were, before the eyes. It 
is also " a form of speech by which the orator commends 
certain profitable rules and precepts to his hearers and to 
posterity " ; is used as by law makers, those in authority, 
parents. to children, old to young, by apostles, magistrates, 
etc., and should not be used in false counsel. 

I 

Diatyposis, according to Aquila Romanus, is defined thus: 
Descriptio vel deformatio, ubi rebus subjectis personisque et 
formas ~psas et habitus describimus et exprimimus (trans. : 
Description rather delineation, by which we describe and 
express the forms themselYes of a person and his habits, and 
things, as near and actually passing before our eyes)-e.g., 
from Cicero: " Put before the eyes Rulus being put up to 
public auction by his handsome surveyors, even in the camp 
of Pompey." He gives a further instance as the delineation 
of Milo with a cloak around him, sitting down with his wife, 
and Cbdius on his horse leaving the villa. . 

Examples: This figure is also employed by Demosthenes in 
·many ways, as in the Midiana; Demos. vs. Midias, 22 I : 
1

" Midias hates me perhaps, and some one else hates each 
of you. Would you allow those who hate you to haYe the 
power of doing each to the object of his hatred what 11\dias 
has done to me? I should imagine not. Then don't leave 
me, 0 Athenians, to the defendant's mercy. (The Diatyposis.) 
Only see. Presently, when the court rises, everyone of you 
sooner or later will return home, not heeding nor caring nor 
troubling himself in the least whether a friend or an enemy 
will cross his path, whether a big or a little man, a strong 
or a weak, or anything of the kind. Wherefore so? Because 
he is sure in his mind of this, having a firm reliance upon 
the Constitution, that no one will lay hands upon him or 
assault or strike· him. Thus walking in security yourselv~s, 
will you leave me not equally secure? " The above quotat10n 
i'5 in the Epilogue of his speech. 
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From .tEschines: Blass says that as an orator he is in these 
descriptive fi.gures Prosopopceia, Ethopceia, . Diatyposis and 
so forth indubitably powertul, and not less nch than Demos
thenes. 'With Diatyposis, he depicts imaginary legal process 
on the ground of a formal contract of love or 1mmorahty not 
kept by one partv-e.g., iEschines vs. Timarchus, 162. 

A further example : '' If you desire that 1 ma~e you .a 
Diatyoosis or lively description of the nature of Des~re, 1 ~1ll 
tell you : It is a strange country whereunto the prodigal ch1ld 
went when he forsook his father's house to undertake a banish
ment; a country where corn is still in grass, vines in buds, 
trees perpetually in blossom, and birds always in the shell; 
you neither see corn, fruit nor anything fully shaped: all 
i:; in expectation; a country where the inhabitants are never 
without fever, one is no sooner gone out but that another 
comes into its place; where time looks on you from afar off 
and never comes near you, but shows you an enchanted 
looking glass wherein you see a thousand false colours which 
amuse you. Here at best you have nothing to dinner but 
~moke and expectation." 

Use: Diatyposis is used to make past things as present. 
Demetrius says: " If you introduce things which are past 
as present and now taking place, you will make your story 
no longer a narration, but an actuality. Xenophone furnishes 
an illustration: ' A man has fallen under Cyrus' horse, and 
being trampled strikes the horse with his sword in the belly; 
he rears up and unseats Cyrus, who falls.' In like manner 
the interchange of persons produces a vivid impression, and 
often makes the hearer feel that he is moving in the midst 
of perils-e.e., 'Never in that month launch thou forth amid 
lashing seas.-' " 

Caution and Delivery are much the same as in the frgure · 
Hypotyposis, as Diatyposis is synonymous with it. See the 
delivery of iEschines' magnificent Hypotyposis: " Since 
you were not ~rese~t in person, in imagination, at least, 
c?ntemplate their m1sfo~tune. Fancy that you behold their 
CJty captured, the burnmg of their walls ... and when at 
the close of this defence . . . imagine that you behold 
standin9.' where I now addrt>ss you, the benefactors of th~ 
state arrayed against the villainy of these men. Solon . . . " 

. DIEGES.IS: Greek . oui, though ; ~'f,Of.Lat, to go before; 
IS a narrative of the circumstances which are required to be 
known about a case; a Prothesis is a statement of the points 
you are a?out to prove. The object of the Diegesis, accord
mg to Anstotle (see Cope's Analysis), is to prove something; 
so ''OU cannot p;ove witho~t stating what you mean to 
prove,. o~ ~tate w1tho~t p~ov1_ng your st~tement. According 
to Qumtilhan, tJ1e D1~gesis ts a narratiOn, a statement in 
dcta1!, or narratn·e rwtal of all the preceding circumstances 
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which are necessary to the full understanding of the case, 
mcluding sometimes lhe case itself. In the Delibera!t~e 
speech the Diegesis, if introduced at all, is a re\·il'!w of past 
transactions to call the facts to the memory of the assembly, 
arid to enable them to judge better the future course of pohcy 
which the orator is enforcing; it is to refresh the memory 
of the hearers, to excite preJudice, or to praise; but m this 
the deliberative orat•jr i:; not doing his own work :\this bemg 
the work of Demonstratire oratory> The deliberatire oratory 
is for the puolic, and national assemblies. 

The · should be brief, clear, and plausible; clear 
that the hc:arers may thoroughly understand what is stated; 
concise, that ther mar remember what has been said; 
plausible, that the st~tements may not be condemned or 
rejected by the audience at fi.rst sight before they hare been 
substantiated and confi.rmed by e\·idence and arguments. 

The F or.:nsic Diegesis concerns the existence or non
existence of and here rigorous demonstration is more 
possible, for the past has precision, and enthymemes are more 
suitable. Itt the Dcliberatire, someone has to be brought 
in to be praised or blamed; or policy, etc. 

Dili.-cery: The statement of facts, which is the Diegesis, 
requires a slower, and if I may use the expression, says 
Qui.t"ltillian, more modest feet, and in general a mixture of 
all kinds. The of this is commonly graYe, but som~
times assumes deration. Its object is to inform the Judge 
and fix the particulars, and this is not done by hasty 
speakers. To me the whole narratiYe part of a speech (the 
Diegesis) admits of longer members but should be confined 
within shorter periods. When anything is introduced, not 
to iiJ.form the judge, but to embellish, the periods should be 
gentle and :flowing. 

In the E pideictic or Dcmonstrati;'e. dc)qunzce, the ht:arcrs 
are those who go to be amused or interested bv the show 
speeches, funeral orations, burlesque, or where\:er there is 
a display of skill in composition without practical interest. 
The Diegesis should be a di\·ision of u goods " into those 
who reside in virtue and those who reside outside of it. 
These are wisdom, justice, courage, reputable pursuits and 
habits, which are the objects of a panegyric; those of birth, 
wealll:J ,- strength, beauty must be smuggled m indirectly, 
for strong, handsome, well born and wealthy ought to be 
cong-ratulated, not praised .... If not of high birth, say: 
" T nre nobility depends on virtue, not birth " ; u ~I any 
sons ha\·e turned out unwcrthv of their fathers," etc.; "The 
ma!l, c.nd not his ancestors.'" (See further details, Figs. 
Xarrati'J and Prcecthesis.) 

DIFFeSEXESS: Lat. dif, dis. apart; fund ere, to pour, 
to shed abroad, to pour around, to spread, to scatter; r.esr 
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:Anglo-Saxon, ncs), a state or quality 
1
0f being. It is a 

ilgure of thought ara1l~d of by. ~he_ spe~Ker for the purpose 
(,f sustaining any passton by. dtffusmg _It through a_ number 
of Synonyms, Pleonasms, Ctrcumloc~t10ns o: Penphrase~, 
Repetition, e~c. Just a~ a pretty .Ptece of ?ance muslC ,Is 
r~peated agam and agam to sustam the enJoyment of tne 
tune. . ~ 

Quintillian says: " A more diffuse style is for eulogising, 
also is of great effect in Epilogue." . 

On the matter of diffuseness, Aristotle treats on the dtffer
mce between written and spoken style thus: Written is pre
me and appears jejune whe~ delirered at disputations: They · 
are for the closet and qmet perusal, therefore exclude all 
superfluous matter. They are the tmpress of character, the 
spoken, that of feeling. Spoken or declamatory when read 
appear ridiculous; and when abridged of their declamation 
produce no effect, being shorn of their connectives and repeti
tions, which written style explodes. \Vhen repeating, vary 
the expression, which opens the way for declamation-e.g., 
" This is he who robbed you; this is he who defrauded you; 
this ts he who, at least, endea,·oured to betray you." "I 
came, I met, I besought him." One must give these passages 
with declamation or become like the proverb, " Stiff as one 
carrying a beam," and must not enumerate it with the same 
manner and tone as though simply saying one thing. 

_ DIGRESSIO: Lat. di, dis, apart; and gradi, to step; 
D;gresS>..ts, p.p. of digredi, to go apart; is a form of speech 
used by the orator wherein he digresses for the purpose of 
p1aising or dispraising, delighting or exciting passion. 
Example~: Quintillian gires an example of Cicero making 

a digression in connection with a statement of facts as 
follows: " Oh, incredible wickedness of a woman," and 
states that Digressions should be short as if hurried into by 
ftrength of feeling. 

Use: D_igression is a Yirtue whereby the oration is ampli
fied, g-armshed and well commended; otherwise it is a vice 
and defo~ms an oration by, as it were, patching it with 
broken ptec~s. It is ~sed to inveigh against ingratitude, 
when spealcmg of servt_c~s rendered to an opposite party, 
to prepare for a proposition or argument, to excite passion, 
etc. 

Lord_ Chatham (William Pitt the elder) frequently made 
digressions. Lord_ ~amelford, a contemporary of Lord 
Chatham, and an mtJmate but merciless critic, says: " His 
~loquence was supported by erery advantag-e that could unit"" 
m. a perfect actor .... He deviated into a thousand 
di!!~essJons, ofte~, rever!ed b~ck to the same ground ... " 

C:1~ero ~ays: A d~g-resston may be made by way of 
amphfirat10n or embellishment after stating the case, after 
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propounding the question, after confirming what makes f~r 
us by arguments' and reasonings, and arter refuting what 
makes for the opponent, or in all." Rufus Choate, the 
greatest of American forensic orators, followed Cicero respect
mg Digression for embellishment and amplification, and, 
according to William Mathews, he " scattered the flowers of 
fancy along the pathway of his rapid and vivid speech, with 
his teeming fancy fortitied every proposition and illustrated 
eyery theme. . . . '' . 

Digression should he short in the middle of a speech and 
return to the subject be soon, and, as Cicero says, both 
shoulJ be happy and elegant. To make a digression from 
what we have proposed, and are discussing, is advantageous 
to arouse the passions. For· the purpose of making a digres
sion in deliberative oratory, bring in some person to praise 
or dispraise, as !socrates did, accusing Charles in the speech 
about alliance. 

Caution: ( r) Let there be a cause why we should digress, 
and contribute to the cause in some way and not to a strange 
purpose. ( 2) Do not stay out too long and be careful to 
make a fit return, that is, to your subject. (3) Take care 
not to darken the main cause or principal matter. We darken 
it if we dig-ress abruptly,. tarry too long from the subject 
or point, tell. strange things distant or disagreeing from the 
purpose, or return to the cause over-thwartly. 

Delivery: Quintillian says that in an oratorical digression 
the voice is flowing and of a tranquil clearness. 

DILEMMA: Greek dia, two, double; lemma, assumptiOn,. 
two-horned; is a horned or double argument, whichever way 
convinces, and consists of two propositions which conclude 
both ways, wherein, whichever of the two you grant, your 
opponent will take hold of or reprove you-e.g., "If he 
be a good man, why speak you ill of him? If he be naught, 
'\\hy do you keep his company? " 

DIPLASIASMUS: Greek dia, double, twice, two; plasso, 
tc mould, fashion; is a figure of words by which the orator 
makes a repetition of a word or name for the sake of 
emphasis. An immediate repetition with added emphasis : 
"0 swallow, swallow, flying, flying south."-Tennyson. 
Also a repetition after one or two words intervening: "Again 
and again''; 11 On, Stanley, on."-Scott. 

ECPHONESIS: Greek €K, out ; · ¢wv€o to call, to cry; 
to call out, to cry out, to call upon; is a form of speech 
whereby the orator through some vehement affection, as of 
love, hatred, gladness, sorrow, anger, marvelling, admiration, 
fear, or such like, bursts forth into an exclamation or outcry 
signifying the vehement passion of his mind. It is ex-
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pressed or understood by an ad.verb of cry.i~g, out, as ()_ h, 
al11s, belzold, etc., which are the s1gns-e.g., Pyrocl~s seemg 
the mild Philoclen innocently beheaded, burst forth mto th1s 
exclamation : ' 0 tyrant heaven and traitor earth, how is 
tim done? How is this suffered? Hath this world no 
cron:rnment? ' '' '' Ah, poor confidence! Uh, glorious 
triumphs over unarmed captives ! " " Oh, admirable clemency 
and mercy! 11 

" Bravo! 11 
" Dreadful! 11 

Examples: Patrick Henry: " ... The war is inevitable; 
and let it come! I repeat it, Sir, let it come! It is vain, 
Sir, to extenuate the matter. Gentlemen may cry 'Peace, 
peace! ' but there is no peace! The war is actually begun! 
The next gale that sweeps from the north will bring to our 
ears the clasb of resounding arms! Our brethren are already 
in the field ! Why stand we here idle? What is it that 
gentlemen wish? What would they have? Is life so dear, 
or oeace so sweet, as to be purchased at the price of chains 
and slarery? For bid it, Almighty God! I. know not what 
course others may take; but for me, give me liberty or give 
me death! " 

George Whitefield, near the closing part of his sermon on 
" Jacob's Ladder" : " When we come before the great Judge 
of quick and dead, while I stand before him, God grant 
you may not part with me then, to go into the fi.re, to be 
amonp- the devil and his angels; God forbid it! God forbid 
it! God forbid it! 

" Bv Ecohonesis straight the mind is raised 
When by a sudden flow'd passion seized."-Langley. 

" Leans o'er the humble gate, and thinks awhile
Oh! that for me some home like this would smile, 
Some hamlet shade to yield my sickly form, 
Health in the breeze and shelter in the storm." 

-Campbell. 
William Pitt's anti-Sla\·e Trade speech: "If when we feel 

that this perpetual confinement in the fetters of brutal ignor
ance would haYe befallen us; if we view the grat;tude and 
exultation the contrast between the peculiar blessings we enjoy 
and the wretchedness of the ancient inhabitants of Britain; 
if Wt> shudder to think of the misery which still would have 
o.n-rwhelmed us h~d Great Britain continued to the present 
time to be a mart for sla\'es to the more civilised nations of 
the world through some cruel policy of theirs; God forbid 
that we should any longer subject Africa to the same dreadful 
scourge .... I answer, if this is as criminal as it is asserted 
to .be, or if it has the thousandth part of the criminality 
:"'h1ch I and ~thers, after thorough investigation, charge upon 
1t,. Got.i forbu!. th~t \ve should hesitate in determining to 
relmqu1sh so IniQUitous a traffic .... God forbid, however, 
that \\'e should fail to do our utmost toward inducincr other 

b 
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countries to abandon a bloody commerce which they have 
probably been in good measure led by our example to pursue; 
God forbid that we should arrogate to ourselves the glory 
of' being singular in renouncing it.'' 

Lord Chatham. "Is he (an American) represented by any 
knight of the shire in any county in this Kmgdom? Would 
to God that respectable representation was augmentect to a 
greater number ! Or will you tell him that he 1s repres~nted 
by any representative of a borough-a borough which perhaps 
no man ever saw .... " 

Charles James Fox on the 01 Rejection of the Ovi:!rturts 
of Napoleon by W. Pitt'': '' Oh! pity the condition of man. 
Gracious God, and save us from a system of lTialevolence, 
in which all our old and venerable prejudices are to be done 
away, and by which we are to be tau&ht that war is the 
natural state of man, and peace but as a dangerous and 
difficult extremity! And all this because you may gain a 
better peace a year or two hence. We must keep Bonaparte 
for some time longer at war as a state· of probation. Gracious 
God, Sir, is war a state of probation? Is peace a rash 
system? Is it dangerous for nations to live in amity with 
each other? Cannot this state of probation be as well under
gone without adding to the catalogue of human sufferings? 
But we must pause! What! must the bowels of Great 
Britain be torn out, her best blood spilt, her treasure wasted, 
that you may make an experiment? Put yourselves, 0/z! 
that you would put yourselves in the fi.eld of battle, and learn 
to judge of the sort of horrors that you excite! " 

Example from Wm. Russell: Ecphonesis of A.dmiration, 
downward concrete of the fi.fth : " Oh, the depth of the 
riches, both of the w1sdom and knowledge of God ! How 
unsearchable are His judgments and His ways past finding 
out! " 

Ecphonesis of Exultation, downward fi.fth on the italics: 
"Sing, 0 ye hea'vens,' for the Lord hath done it. Shout, ye 
lower parts of earth~ break forth into singing, 0 mountains, 
0 forest, and every tree therein! 

Dr. Rus~1 says that exclamatiOns may be regarded as 
elliptical. The design of these broken phrases is to effect 
a quick and forcible expression of thouglit or feeling, and 
this is done with brevity which requires additional means of 
intonation. They generally take the downward or falling 
interval. 

The Plaintive Ecphonesis is produced by the rise of the 
semitone continued into the descending third, fifth or octave. 
The direct wave of the fi.fth is the proper intona'tion ci£ the 
following: 

" 0 Banquo, Banquo, our royal master is murdered ! ". 
Imperative Ecphonesis takes downward interval or direct 
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wave, aspiration and guttural grating add to the degree o£ 
force and authority. Macbeth to Banquo's ghost takes the 
fifth or octave downward throughout: "Hence, horrid 
shadow, unreal mockery, hence! " In the Imperative ques
tion, the command overrides the real inquiry : " Why sinks 
tlze cauldron and what noise is this?" -.Macbeth. A strong 
downward intonation must be given to the words in italics. 
Exclamatory Question: " I live with bread like you, feel 
want, taste grief, need friends; subjected thus, how can you 
say to me, 1 am a king?" The sentiments of reproof, dis
pleasure, surprise and conclusive denial require no answer 
and take the downward concrete and direct wave. Derisive 
Ecplzonesis of Gabriel to Satan is by the natural form of the 
fifth, that is by stress on the radical or opening portion, and 
the vanish dwindling away in its descent. 

11 Courageous thief ! 
The first in flight from pain." 

" ra " in italics is made by the natural and unaltered radical 
and ranish of the falling fifth. · 

Thomas Sheridan, in his "Lectures on Elocution," remarks 
thus: 11 Do not omit the aspirate, as several of the emotions 
are strongly marked by it, as by this method, words are shot 
out with full breath, as lV hat! 1V hen ! Where! Why! How! 
Hark! in exclamations, and all interrogative words, adverbs, 
as H'hztlzer? Whence? and the like, should have their phrases, 
clauses or sentences end with a falling inflection." 

Walker says: 11 1f the exclamation point be placed after 
a member that would have the rising inflection in another 
sentence, it might have it in this; if after a member that 
would have the falling, likewise; or if an exclamation- is 
mingled with a question, it requires the same inflection the 
question would have required unless it be echoed, which 

• alone takes the rising inflection-e.g., Whither shall I turn ? 
wretch that I am ! To what place shall I betake myself? 
Shall I go to the capitol? Alas! it is overflowed with my 
brother's blood! Or shall I .return to my house? Yet there 
I behold my mother plunged in misery, weeping and despair· 
mg.'-Gracchus. Every distinct passage may be truly said 
to be an exclamation; 1 whither ' an interrogative word; 
• that I am,' rising like a member of incomplete sense; 1 go 
to the capitol,' like a rising interrogatory commenced with 
a verb; I alas I is falling. I In what soil grows?' I vVhere 
;:rows? ' is echoed, and takes a turn into admiration, and 
is equal to 1 Do you ask where it grows? ' (rising inflection)." 
. Use : The Ecphonesis serves to move affections in others; 
z.c., by the vehemency of our voice and utterance to express 
th~ greatness of o~r affections an~ passions. Ah is used 
chwfiy to express ptty, regret, surpnse, etc., as in the twelfth 
century (a wah) it was "woe! " and in mid. English denotes 
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satisfaction or irony, being formed of a and ha, alza! Ex
clamation: ·• Aha! the fox."-Chaucer. Oh! tor triumph~ 
admuation, also pain. Can be 0 ! Marsh, m his '' Lectures 
on the English Language," says: "It is related of Whiteii.eld 
that his -interjections, his Ah! of pity for the unrepentent 
sinner, his Oh! of encouragement and persuasion tor the 
almost converted listener, formed one of the great excellencie!> 
of his oratory, and constituted a most effective engine in 
his pulpit oratory. :Much depends upon the right articulatiOn 
and introduction of this el~ment of speech, It is thinking 
aloud. It is the mother tongue ot passiOn. Farewell! 
Heaven forbid! " 

Caution: Ecphonesis is not to be used without some great 
cause for it. It is folly to e.xclaim on small occasions and 
for light causes; nor should it be too often used as it becomes 
odious. 

Delh·er}' : As this figure is used to express some sudden 
emotion interjectionally, as joy, sorrow, fear, wonder, mdig
nation, anger, or impatience,· in the form of an exclamation, 
question, or other form of words, there is always, as Foster 
says in his "Ten Lessons of Elocution," the general panto
mimic condition preceding (such as are the usnal signs in 
the face, etc., which the respective emotions awake), which 
pantomimic condition predisposes the vocal organs to sym
pathise with the respective emotion and express it properly; 
and after the exclamation or interjection, there should always 
be a brief silence and start again suddenly as if we had hit 
upon the right word, which gives the effect of extempore 
thinking. Sounds must decrease in proportion as they becoml" 
distant from the centre of expression. The exclamatory word 
takes the rising inflection and the clause after it the falling 
inflection-e.g., " Awake! Arise! or be forever fallen." The 
centre of expression is on "arise," the clause Immediately. 
succeeding should be of the falling inflection; awake and 
arise, the exclamatory words, have the rising inflection 
followed by a short pause. 

Delsarte says: " Exclamations are abrupt, loud, im
passioned sounds and improvisations; that 1 ah 1 is the mother 
vowel 1 a,' with the acute accent becomes a ras in at), which 
is eccentric-: with the grave a (as in awe), which is con
centric.* The eccentric vowels are suited best for quickness, 
quick passions and weak emphasis, etc. : the normal, which 
bring the full clear orotund, is for the noble, moral, spiritual, 
and grand. In this comes the 1 Oh ! 1 of which Marsh speaks 
as having been used to such effect by Whitefield; and in the 
concentric falls the 1 Ah! ' of pity which he says Whitefield 
used for the unrepentant sinner. The 1 Ah' is said farther 

• The eccentric vowels are a, e and I; the normal a. o. au; and the concentric a,~. eu, u. 
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back in the mouth; the ' Oh' is more forward, and in the 
cup of the palate. 11 

'' 0 '' is an exclamation addressing a person or personified 
object; alsv is an emotional or impassioned expression of 
fear, desire, grief, etc., sometimes followed by " that " with 
ellipsis of " l wish "-e.g., " 0 (I wish) that Ishmael might 
live before thee! '' "Oh" and " 0 " express various 
emotions according to the tone and manner, especially sur
prise, sorrow, anxiety, shame, disapprobation or wish. 
"Ah 11 is an exclamation, expresses pity, surprise, complaint, 
entreaty, contempt, threatening, delight, triumph, etc., 
according to the manner of utterance. Skeat, in his " Etymo
logical Dictionary," says: " There is no particular reason 
for the spelling ' Oh,' which is not old. Some make a dis~ 
tinction in use between ' 0 ' and ' Oh '; this is merely arbi
trary.' • " \V e stretch our hands out in Exclamation, as in 
that of Gracchus, '\Vhither shall I flee, etc ... .' "-Quin
tillian. 

\\'e shall now give a brief account of William Pitt the 
younger, who adroitly used the Figs. Ecphonesis, Amplifi~ 
catio, Rhythmus, Sarcasmus, etc., to such good effect. 
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THE RIGHT HON. 

\VILLIAM PITT, THE YOUNGER. 
THE RIGHT HON. WILLIAM PITT THE YOUNGER: 

HIS ORATORY, DELIVERY, AND SOME NOTES 
TAKEN FROM EMINENT CONTEMPORARY AND 
SUBSEQUENT CRITICS. 

)Villiam Pitt was for twenty-three years Prime Minister 
of Great Britain, and was the greatest exponent of the oratory 
of Cicero in the Empire. He read and re-read Middleton's 
"Life ·of Cicero." His sentences have the genuine Ciceroman 
ring in them, and as· a Parliamentary orator he stands with
out a rival. His eloquence was " state papers on fire," and 
the principa~ characteristic of it was its fluency. 

"Sir Nathaniel Wraxall says of Pitt: ' In formation of 
his person, he was tall and slender, but without elegance 
or grace. In his manners, if not repulsive, he was cold, stiff 
and witho11t suavity or amenity. From the instant Pitt 
.entered the doorway of the House of Commons, he advanced 
Hp the floor with a quick and fi.rm step, his head erect and 
thrown back, looking neither to the right nor left, nor 
favouring with a nod or glance any of the individuals 
seated on rither side.' Pitt was asked how he acquired his 
.admirable r~adiness of speech, his aptness of finding the 
right word without pause or hesitation. He replied, his 
father bade him take up any book in some fon:•ign language 
with which he was acquainted, in Latin or Greek espec~ally, 
and read out a passage in English, stopping where he was 
not sure of the word to be used in English till the right 
word came to his mind and then proceed. The tones of 
William Pitt were by nature sonorous and clear; and the 
further art of how to manage and modulate his voice to 
the best advantage was instilled into him by his father w1th 
exquisite skill. Lord Chatham was pre-eminent in that art. 
To train hi:s son in sonorouselocution, Lord Chatham caused 
him to recite day by day in his presence passages from the 
best English poets. The two poets most commonly selected 
for this purpose were Shakespeare and Milton, and Mr. Pitt 
continued through life familiar with both. Immediately 
after his arrival (at Cambridge) we fi.nd him attending a 
<:ourse of lectures on Quintillian. He studied Quintillian 
and Thucydides. He was fond of Middleton's 'Life of 
Cicero.' His sentences, however long, and even when 
catching up a parenthesis as they proceeded, were always 
broug-ht to a right and regular close, a much rarer me:it in 
a public speaker than might be supposed by those who JUdge 
Parli.amentary debates only by the morning pape~s. De 
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· Oratoribus Pitt translated as follows: ' It is with eloquence 
as w1th a flame. 1t requires fuel to feed it, motion t? ex.cite 
it, and it brightens as it. burns.'. Ma~na eloquentla s1c~~ 
rl.ama materia alitur et motlbus exc1tatur et urendo clarescrt. 

"Life of the Right Hon. William Pitt," by Earl Stanhope· 
(pub. r861). . 

'' Pitt and Fox both were verbose. Mr. Fox by repetz
tions, Mr. Pitt by ltiJ amplifications. Hume compares the 
' sublimity of ancient eloquence with the temper of modern,' 
in which he cites Demosthenes' oath by the manes ... and 
the traO'ic terms in which Cicero describes the crucifixion 
of Verr~s. Hare there not been moments when Mr. P'itt 
and }Ir. Fox might have hazarded in some parts of their 
speeci1es with success still bolder figures, still bolder appeals 
to tne rmagination, still bolder addresses to the passions of 
thm nearers? A want of these appeals, of these bold figures 
and apostrcphes, may be thought to give the speeches of 
the GreeK ana 1:\oman orators a superiority over those of 
I\Ir. Pitt and Mr. Fox; but surely those daring flights of 
oratory would be well received by the House and attended 
with the greatest effect."-" Butler's Reminiscences of Pitt, 
Fox and Burke." 

" T lze style of his eloquence was characteristic of the man, 
pre-eminently lofty and dignified. Coleridge, in describing 
his style, ha~ spoken of the ' architectural pomp of his sen
tences.' "_,. Great Orators,, by Henry James Nicholl (pub. 
r88o;. 

" As a Parliamentary orator, Pitt's powers were various. 
In statement he was perspicuous, in declamation animated. 
If he wanted to arouse a just indignation for the wrongs of 
the country, he was rapid, vehement, glowing and Im
passioned. And whether his discourse wa~ argumentative 
or declamatory, it always displayed a happy cho1ce of ex
pression an-:1 a fluency of diction which could not fail to 
delight his hearers. He seldom was satisfied with standing 
on the defensive in debate, but was proud to contrast his 
own actions with the avowed intentions of his opponents. 
These intentions, too, he often exposed with tbe most pointed 
sarcasm, a -.~;·capon which perhaps no speaker ever wielded 
v.ith more dexterity and force than himself. He admired 
much in Fox, the happy effect with which he illustrated his 
uguments by the application of well-known anecdotes, or by 
passages from modern authors; but he did not imitate him 
in this respect; on the other hand, he used to condemn his 
habit of repetition. Mr. Pitt's love of amplification has 
bren sometimes urged as detracting from his excellence as 
an orator; but it was his own remark that every person who 
addressed a public assembly, and was anxious to be distinctly 
unclerst.ood, and to I?ake an impression upon particular points, 
must e1ther be cop10us upon those points, or repeat them. 
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and that as a speaker he preferred copiousness to repetition." 
-"A History of the Political Life of the Rt. Hon. William 
Pitt," by John Gifford, Esq. (pub._ in 18og). 

Pitt and Fox Compared. 
"The force of Fox's reasoning flashed like 'lightning upon 

the minds of his hearers; the thunders of Pitt's eloquence 
gave irresistible effect to his powerful and convincing argu
ments. Bursting in frequent but often unconnected successiOn 
from his fertile mind, they (Fox's flashes) electrifi.ed when 
they did not convince, and always left a sense of admiration 
at their acuteness and splendour even when their light was 
eclipsed in the glare of subsequent flashes. Mr. P1tt's elo
quence, op the ~ontrary, proceeded with all the majesty of 
sound and all the force of fire; uniting the rapidity of the 
flash with the awful solemnity of the peal, it enveloped its 
auditors in the light of conviction and made the impression 
indelible by the irresistible energy with which he urged it." 
_ .. My Recollections of C. J. Fox," by B. C. Walpole (pub. 
in r8o6). 

11 He had, indeed, been carefully trained from infancy in 
the art of managing his. voice, a voice naturally clear and 
deep-toned .... At a later period, the wit of Brookes's, 
irritated by obsen·ing night after night how powerfully Pitt's 
sonorous elocution fascinated the rows of country gentlemen, 
reproached him with having been ' taught by his dad on a 
stool.' He had less amplitude of mind and less richness of 
imagination than Burke, less wit than Sheridan, less perfect 
mastery of dialectical fence, and less of that highest sort of 
eloquence which consists of reason and passion fused together 
than Fox. The speeches of Fox owe a great part of their 
charm to that warmth and softness of heart, that sympathy 
with human suffering, that admiration for everything great 
and beautiful, and that hatred of cruelty and injustice which 
interest and delight us even in the most defective reports. 
No person, on the other hand, could hear Pitt without per
ceiving him to be a man of high, intrepid and commanding 
spirit, proudly conscious of his own rectitude and of his own 
intellectual superiority .... Pride, indeed, pen·ades the 
whole man, was written in the harsh, rigid lines in his ±ace, 
was marked by the way he sate, in which he stood, and 
above all in which he bowed. Such pride, of course, inflicted 
many wounds. Pitt's oratory resembles Cicero's in copious
ness, polish, fluency and correctness. He could pour forth 
a long succession of round and stately periods without e\·en 
pausing for a word, in a voice of silver clearness and with a 
J:!ronur1ciation so articulate that not a letter was slurred over." 
~~~The Life of William Pitt," by Thomas Babington 
Macaulay (1902). 

u The action of Pitt in public speaking was not such as 
might pernaps be guessed from his ever self-possessed and 
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stately st) le. It was very vehement. So it was described 
by Lord Lyndhurst, who often heard him. He would some
times bend forward eagerly, and so far that his figure almost 
touched the table. This account well agrees w1th the state
ment of Francis Horner, who in 1796, then very young, but 
eYen then a very intelligent eye-witness, used to attend the 
gallery of the House of Commons: ' Of the grea~ Parlia
mentary rivals,' he observes, 'the one (Mr. F?x) ~aws the 
air with his hands, and the other (Mr. P1tt) w1th hts whole 
bodv.' "-Earl of Stanhope. , 

"'He would generally swallow a bottle of port wine before 
JOining in any debate. Once, saxs \Vraxall, 'h~ ~as url:able 
to manage the debate.' "-"A Btography of W1ll1am Pttt,'· 
by Edward Walford, 11.A. 

"Fox's style was 'dashing' and 'vivacious'; but Fox 
had not ever at command that copious supply of well-turned 
periods that Pitt had. The magic effect was produced by 
his unbroken· flow, which ne\·er for a moment left the hearer 
in pain or doubt; and yet not the mean fluency of mere 
relaxation, requiring no effort of the speaker, but imposing on 
the listener a heavy task. Pitt said, ' Take care o/ the 
ihoughts, and the words will take care of themselves.' His 
greatest speech, universally considered so, was against the 
sla re trade, r 792. For twenty minutes, Wilberforce said, ' he 
r{'ally seemed to be inspired.' H -"William Pitt, His Career 
and Contemporaries," by Walter S. Shirley, ~LA., Barrister
at-Law (188r). 

"His sentences, which fell from him as easily as if he had 
been talking, were stately, flowing and harmonious, kept up 
throughout to the same level, but though his language was 
sonorou,;, pure and clear, it lacked fire; his intonation was 
n: onoto11ous, and his gestures passionless. . . . The barber 
who attended him, on approaching the oak door of his room, 
oYer heard him declaiming to himself."-" Oratory and 
Orators," by William Mathews. 

" Pitt is excellent in the selection and collocation of his 
words, h_is periods flowing and harmonious, pleased the ear 
;:;nd captivated the House. The same glittering verbosity, the 
~arne monotono~s cadence, the same tumid pomp of language, 
t~e same unvaned a~r~ngernen~ of phrase was equally exhi
bltt>d on the most trma 1 and Important topics."- 11 Charac
teristic Sketches of the House of Commons " ( r 8o8). 

From the foregoing it will be seen that William Pitt the 
younger was a finished Parliamentary orator. He was pot'ished, 
cool and deliberate. lJ1 sustained and measured thunder he 
hurled forth his vehement denunciations aCTainst the enemies 
;>.f his. countrv, and in harmonious and fl~wing periods the 

arch1tectural pomp .of his language" rolled on as he pro
nounced those magmftcent and sonorous encomiums on the 
greatness of the British Constitution. 
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His ·fluency: The secret of his fluency lay in the fact that 
Pitt attended to the idea, for he maintained that the words 
would attend to themselves. If the idea is clear, fluency will 
result. 

His happy choice of U'ords: * This was attained by the rules 
of rhythm, by the help of translations, and by the training 
of his father, Lord Chatham. 

His well-tumed periods: t This was drilled into him by 
Lord Chatham, who laid great stress on the proper turnmg 
of a period as the means of convincing. He was noted for his 
clear enunciation, his well-turned periods and his mellow 
cadences. Daniel O'Connell said that he :fi.rst learned from 
William Pitt how to throw off those lovely deep tones at the 
end of a sentence, with which Pitt rounded otf his periods, 
a.i1d so much charmed the House. 

Lmgth of his period: Though Pitt generally conformed to 
the Ciceronian rule of four members to a period, he frequently 
used more. Some of his contemporaries objected to the 
length of hi::; periods, but one of h1s biographers says it was 
more because they envied him, and had not the iungs to 
deliver them nor the ability to produce them themselves. If 
one is well acquainted with the rules of rhythm and with the 
:fi.gure Arsis and Thesis, also knO\vs how properly to produce 
the ,·oice, the periods of Pitt are easy of delivery as well as 
beautiful and sonorous. 

Pitt, Jike Cicero, lo\'ed glory, loved power tor power's sake 
He cared nothing for \Vealth or title, for upon some he con
ferred the highest of titles and on others the greatest cf 
wealth, but himself died poor and heavily in debt. 

Extracts, with the figures noted therein, of the address 
of ?IIr. Pitt on " The Rejection of K apoleon's • Orertures of 
Peace." 

" 
1 If under such circumstances we ~nd them giving proofs 

of their unalterable perseverance in their principles; if there 
is every reason to believe that the same disposition prerails m 
many other extensire prO\·inces of France; if erery party 
appears at length equally wearied and disappointed with all 
the successive changes which the Revolution has produo:d; if 
the question is no longer between monarchy and e\·en the 
pretence and name of liberty, but between the ancient line 
of hereditary princes, 2 on the one hand, and a military tyrant, 
a foreign usurper, on the other; if the armies of that usurper 

• A good axiom in rhythm is to write down the idea in its energetic form reeardless of the 
words, then take a dictionary of smonyrns and substitute th~ words which are better and more 
harmonious in sound. without detracting anythint1 from tbe idea, inserting the proper feet; that 
is, if t~e i~ea i~ stately in>ert gene•ous feet: if of aneer, tribachs; if grand and stately. feet 
accordingly. If the substituted words are harmonious to the ear, and the original energy of the 
idea retained. the words are happily chosen. 

t A Period is well turned when the last member but one takes the rising inflection prepara. 
tory to descend on the last member and fall into a gradual repose in a cadence of three accented 
svllables at the end; or at the end of the second member where there are four. (~ee F1gs 
Rhythm us, Arsis and Thesis. Period and Periodicity.) 

(t) Hypothesis and Protasis (2) Antitbesi<;. 
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are likely to hnd sufiicient occupati.on ~n th~ frontiers, and 
to be forced at ~ength to leave t.he mtenor ot th~ ~ou~try at 
liberty to mamfest 1ts real feelmg and d1spos1tlon, what 
reason hare we to anticipate the restoration of monarchy under 
such circumstances so impracticable? 4 

I 
1 In addition to these grounds of reliance on our own 

strength and exertions, we have. seen the consummate. skill 
and valour of the arms of our al11es proved by that senes of 
unexampled successes in the course of the last campaign, and 
we have every reason to expect a co-operation on the Con
tinent even to a greater extent in the course of the present 
year. . . f . . . h 

'' • If we compare th1s v1ew o our own situation w1t 
everything we. can obserre of the state and condition of our 
enemy; if we can trace him labouring under equal difficulty 
in finding men to recruit his army or money to pay it; if 
we know that in the cQurse of the last year the most rigorous 
efforts of military conscription were scarcely ~ sufficient to 
replace to the French armies at the end of the campaign the 
numbers which they had lost in the course of it; if we have 
seen that that force, then in possession of advantages which 
it has since lost, was unable to contend with efforts of the 
combined armies; if we know that even while supported by 
the plunder of all the countries which they had overrun, those 
armies were reduced, by confession of their commanders, to 
the extremities of distress, and destitute not only of the 
principal articles of military supply, but almost of the neces
saries of life; if we see them now driven back within their 
own frontiers and conhned within a country whose own 
resources have long since been proclaimed by their successive 
governments to be unequal either to paying or maintaining 
them ; if we observe that since the last revolution no one 
substantial or effectual measure has been adopted to remedy 
the intolerable disorder of their finances, and to supply the 
deficiency of their credit and resources; if we see through 
large and populous districts of France, either open war levied 
a!!,ainst the present usurpation or evident marks of disunion 
and distraction, which the first occasion may call forth into 
flame;. if, I say, Sir. this co!llparison be just, I feel myself 
authonsed to conclude from 1t, 6 not that we are entitled to 
consider ourselves certain of ultimate success, not that we 
are to suppose ourselves exempted from the unforeseen vicissi
tudf's ?£ war, but that, considering the value of the object 
for whJCh we are contending, the means for supporting the 
contest, and the probable course of human events, we should 
be' excusable if at this moment we were to relinquish the 
struggl(' on any ground.s short of entire and complete security; 
that from perseverance m our efforts under such circumstances, 

(~I Turn of Period I•) Erotema, Th••is and Cadence (51 Peroratio in form of Periodicity 
•6) Arm and Thests withm a member of the Peroratio. 
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we have the fairest reason to expect the full attainment of our 
object; but that at all events, even if we are disappomted 
in our more sanguine hopes, we are more likely to gam than 
to lose by the continuation of the contest; that every month 
to which it is continued, even if 1t should not in its effects 
lead to the final destruction of the J acobin system, must tend 
so far to weaken and exhaust it as to give us at least a 
greater comparative security in any termination of the war~ 
that, on all these grounds, this is not the moment at wh1ch 
it is consistent with our interest or our duty to listen to any 
proposals of negotiation with the present ruler of F ranee; but 
that we are not therefore pledged to any unalterable deter
mination as to our future conduct; that in this we must be 
re!;ulated by the course of events; and tha,t it will be the duty 
of his :Jiajesty's ministers from time to time to adapt their 
measures to any variation of circumstances, to consider how 
far the effects of the military operations of the allies or of 
the· internal disposition of F ranee correspond with our present 
expectations; and on a view of the whole, to compare the 
difficulties or risks which may arise in the prosecution of the 
contest with the prospect of ultimate success, or of the degree 
of advantage to be derired from its further continuance, and 
to be goremed by the result of all these considerations in 
the opinion and advice which they may offer to their 
sovereign." 

ELLIPSIS : Is a figure whereby the speaker leaves out 
something so as to stir the imagination of the hearer, in which 
respect it is akin to Aposiopcesis; or some part of the gram
matical construction for brevity, etc., as in the case of 
Brachilogy-e.g., "I can not iniquity-I cannot bear 
iniquity.'' 

Ellipsis, says Bain, conduces to brevity and is a sign of 
strong feeling. It suggests and leaves the mind to fill up, 
and is more effective than a full sentence. Walker says that 
vivacity and force depend on brevity, and brevity borders on 
.obscurity, emphasis supplies the Ellipsis of fulness and 
tardiness. 

E:MPHASIS: Greek Jv, on ; ¢a!Tt,, an appearing; an 
appearing on; is a Figure of Thought whereby the orator 
places stress upon a certain part of a sentence for the purpose 
of impressing the understanding. 

Emphasis, according to Quintillian, signifies more than is 
said-e.g., " The Greeks descended into a horse by a rope 
let down " ; " descended " shows the vastness of the horse 
and the height of it. 

There are two kinds of Emphasis-the strong and the weak. 
Walker says that the strong emphasis, which takes the falling 
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mfiection, arnrms something with emphasis and demes what 
l:i opposed to it in the anuthes1s; the weak emphasis, which 
takes the rising inflection, affirms only and does not. deny
t.e., affirms sometlung in the Emphasis without denymg w~at 
1s opposed to it in the antithesis-e.g., strong emphaszs: 
''I'll be in men's despite (falling inflection) a monarch"~ 
this excludes the idea that he will be a monarch in men's. 
fa• our, which is the antithesis of despite. Example of weak 
emplzasis: " I would not turn aside from my least pleasure 
though all thy (risincr inflection) force were armed to bar ill}' 
way. ' This affirms that Horatio's force was too insignificant 
to restrain him, but it does not deny that the force of others. 
cannot restrain him. Strong emphasis always excludes . the · 
opposite or antithetical meaning: " I am tortured even to 
t/;ink (falling inflection) of the proud victor." It excludes 
'· to speak of." l'nder these two headings there are the 
(1) smgle emplzaszs, whee the two emphatical words are 
expressed, or one is expressed and the other is understood; 
~2) the double, where there are two antithetical members; 
(3) where there are three. The Single Emphasis: All good 
speakers finish negatire sentences with the rising inflection 
as opposed to the positire, which is affirmatire and falling. 
Ir. the following example, the antithetical words are implied: 
" Obserre then, ..tEschines, our ancestors acted thus in both 
these instances; not ti.at they acted for their benefactors, 
not that they saw no danger in their expedition. Such con
siderations never could induce them to abandon those who 
fled to their protection. Ko, from nobler motives of glory 
and Wi07i'.'Z (falling inflection) they deYoted their services 
to the distressed."-" Demosthenes on the Crown." The 
inferior moti\·es implied are excluded bv the falling inflection. 
But if it is a mere comparison, and 'the speaker wishes to 
declare with emphasis the priority or preferableness onlv, 
then the strong emplzasis should be on the comparatire word, 
and the weak with rising inflection on the word compared 
-e.g., John is greater than James. 

\\'alker says that in Double Emphasis the first member 
should rise and the second should ha\·e the falling inflection 
·-e.g., "They are not so gross as those of sense (rising 
mflect10n), nor so refined as those of the understanding." 

The Treble Emphasis: In this emphasis there is a much 
greater sacrifice to sound than in the Double Emphasis 
-r.g.: 

"He raised a mortal t0 the skies, 
She drew an angel d(nYn." 

In lhl' Corm:! Emphasis, when• the composition IS ani
n:;:tcd and approaches a close, and where the emphasis is 
r heed on se\·eral. succ:ssiYe words emphaticallv, the anti
thr~tc or C•pposttJOn ts appearances, similitude, or least 
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possible, diversity. The General Emphasis then has ident:ty 
and reality as its objects-e.g., "The very man who 
received." Stress on man would give force, very will con
siderably increase the force, and on the will give it the 
utmost pitch. Tne-very-man. To give this contrast, the 
mind to express itself strongly uses redundancy of sound 
as well as words, .as own and self-e.g., " This book 15 

mine; this is my own book." The mind for the same end 
uses auxiliary verbs to express action or passion in a shorter 
way, pe:ttlaps, than in any other tongue. "Nay, more, for 
justice some devote themselves, yet there is one-step-left 
above their history, above their fable, a wife-bride-mistress 
-unemployrd. Do that and tread upon the Greek and 
Roman glory." Pronouncing "one" and "step" with the 
falling inflection, and "left '' rising, with considerable pause 
.after each, snatches a grace beyond the reach of wit; then 
. with falling inflection, pause, and increasing force on the 
four successive words wife, bride, mistress, unemployed, 
crowns the whole climax with a suitable force and harmony. 

Intermediate or Elliptical Member: Emphasis derives as 
much force from pronouncing those words which are not 
emphatical with a peculiar inflection as it does from saymg 
the emphatic words with a suitable inflection and greater 
force-e.g., " Must we, in your person, crown the author of 
our public calamities or must we destroy him? "-./Eschines. 
The italics must be pronounced with the rising inflection like 
·.crown; but in· a feebler and higher tone nearly approaching 
a monotone. Another example: " It is not he who hath 
strengthened our fortification, who hath digged our intrench
ments, who hath disturbed the tombs of our ancestors, that 
should demand the honours of a patriot minister: but who 
bath procured some intrinsic service to the state."-Demos
thenes. The intermediate member in italics agrees with the 
negative part of the sentence, and must be pronounced •with 
:a rising inflection, same as ancestors, but with a feebler 
and higher tone as the above example. This is also called 
~·flight of voice" or Emphatic Tie. 

The rationale of flight is to allow the least possible lapst' 
·of time between related words. 

11Emphasis of Pulsation is that by which a word or emotion 
1s enforced by some bodily impulse or action. Its expressive 
quality may be seen in the glance of the eye, the nod of 

the head, gesture of the hand, stamp of the foot, and the 
physical act· of the vocal organs in the light and heavy 
syllables of rhythmical language "-e.g., "My answer would 
be a blow.''-Grattan. "Inhuman wretch, take that, and 
that, and that--." "l\fethinks I see him stamp his foot 
thus, and call thus, 'Come on, you coward:..' "-Shakespt'are. 
{cf. Fulton and Trueblood.) 
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E.rJn;ple: 11 Why do you move for this class?" ""Why," 
asks a critic, 11 don't you move for all working men? " 
•· Because while Daniel Webster gets forty thousand dollars· 
}or arguinf tlte Mezica11 claims, there is no need of anybody 
movmg for him. Because while Rufus Choate gets five 
thousand dollars for making one argument to a jury, there
is no need of moving for him or for any man that works with 
his brains, and does highly skilled labour, invents and writes 
books. The reason why the labour movement confines itself 
to a single class is because that class of work does not get 
paid, does not get protection. Mental labour is adequately 
paid, and more than adequately protected. It can s/uft its 
channels, it can vary according to supply and demand."
Wendell Phillips. The above is as emphasised in " The Art 
of Public Speaking," by J. Berg Esenwein. 

Use: The use of Emphasis is chiefly to enlighten the 
understanding, to which it especially appeals. 

Caution: Be sure to place the Emphasis on the accent~d 
syllable of the emphatic word, to pause before the emphatic 
word-t:.g., "The paths of glory lead but to the-grave." 
Foster says this oratorical pause before a word or words of 
importance giYes the idea that the speaker 1s for the moment 

· of speech, being overwhelmed by the greatness of 
thought or sentiment. The silence (before the word grave 
or other word) aroust>s attention and often moves the hearts 
of tht> hearc·rs: If the Emphasis comes on a word with the 
acute accent, be sure to make it acute, and not draw, the 
acute syllable or vowel out to a sort of drawl, which ts a 
fault among some speakers-e.g., the stdte; do not say tlze 
sta-a--te. Do not forget that Emphasis should not be 
placed on small words, as particles, prepositions, conjunctions, 
and things the hearer is supposed to be pre-acquainted with, 
also ideas which have already been introduced-all of which 
~hould be passed over obscurely and feebly, in' other words 
pronounced like unaccented syllables of one long word-e.g., 
" E Yen an indifferent constitution ... 11 are sounded like an 
eleven svllab!e word with the accent on the fifth syllable; 
that ~ubstantives, verbs and more significant words (adverbs, 
adircti;;es, etc.) are firmly and distinctly pronounced, and 
that the emphatic word is forcibly pronounced.-Walker. 

Ddhwv: Dr. Rush, also Behnke's 11 Mechanism of the 
Human .Voice," stat~ there must be, before pronouncing an 
Emphasts, an occlus10n of the voice, that is a shutting off 
or !itopp~ge of the breath, so that the vocal cords may assume 
tlw posJlton necessary for utterance of the Emphasis (which 
amounts to a pause). Delsarte says that " the initial con
S~l'rtnt should be articulated distinctly, that the strength 
r:f the word lies in it. 11 Stebbins, of the Delsatian school, 
san that " it would be better to say the initial consonant 
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of the root. 'One of the secrets of expression is the time yo\ 
hold the initial consonant of the root or of the accentec 
syllable of the emphatic word before articulation." flhe roo 
fth d " . ,. \ o e w?! constructiOn. 1s struct, as " con " is only ; 

prefix. 1 he word struct IS from the Latin root struere S( 

that the initial consonant to be held would not be ': c ' 
in con, but ". s ". in st~uct, the accented syllable; " ion" 1 

~ suffix.) Th1s s1lence 1s the father of the word and Justine 
lt. 

Few Examples (II the Deliury of Emphasis: (r) Radica 
Emphasis-i.e., sharp radical stress on the first svllable 
thus: Victory. (2) Median stress, made on a simple rise 
but more frequently on a ware; for instance, the intonatio1 
of the word sole is through the wave of the second: " Wende 
not, sov'reign mistress, if perhaps thou canst, who art soJ 
wonder." (~\ Vanishing Emphasis or final, as a symbol o 
angry impatience in one case, and threatening in the othe 
-e.P., "Oh, ye Gods! ye Gods! . must I endure tms 
Oh! that I hadilim .. .'' "I won't! " "You shan't!' 
(4) Compound stress. (5) Thorough stress. (6) Intermitten 
stress. 

Radical Stress Cut~ the Air and adds' Charm to Speech. 
The Radical Stresr: This is the T rocha1c foot - "' an( 

corresponds to the weak emphasis, whereas the Iambic cor 
· responds, as it were, to the strong emphasis. This long foo 

is the beginning of the first p<eon - ... ... ... , which Aristotl 
prescribes as a good one to open a sentence, and whicl 
Saintsbury says is to summon the ::tttention. Fulton an< 
Trueblood, in "The Essentials of Public Speaking," sa. 
that " The Radical stress is that in which the force is applie' 
on the first part of the sound or syllable. It is heard i: 
the tick of a clock, tap of a drum, the clapping of the ha.."'ld~ 
the report of a gun, and in animated conversation. Tb 
radical stre'is gives clearness and brilliancy to vocal utterance 
it gives a clear-cut edge to worrls, makes them penetrate spac 
and fall with precision and force upon the ear of the audienct 
It is the most commonly used of the stresses, and by it 
definiteness and clearness in impressing the ear, it adds grea 
charm to conversation and to a public speech. Example c 
radical stre'is, animated exhortation :-

" Look forward to the triumph that awaits you. Fig!.· 
the good fight, finish your course, keep the faith, there 1 

·laid up for you a crown of righteousness. . . . What, tho' i 
the naviaation of life vou have sometimes to encounter tb 
war of ekments? Wha't tho' the winds rage, tho' the wate1 
roar and danger threatens around? Behold at a distance t1 
mountains appear, ... already the feast is prepared ... 
No tempests assail those blissful regions which approach 1 
view ... "-Modie. . 
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The italics take the radical stress. Russell says that in 
animated conversation, whether narrative, descriptive or 
didacti\·e, the pungent and piercing effect of awa~eni~g and 
kindling the emotion~ is lost to the ear by substltutmg the 
ffiedian for the radtcal stress wtth proper acceleratiOn ot 
movem~nt. The radical has two stresses, the expulsive and 
explosive. B, v, d, g, z, f, q, p, t, k m~ke good explosives; 
1, m, n, r, h, th ~:as m them), s, c (as m cease) make good 
exoulsives. " Expul~ive orotund nses from the forc1?le 
action of the abdommal muscles added to full expanswn 
of the chest and deep inspiration. It belongs to earnest and 
vehement declamation. The eloquence of Demosthenes, 
Chatham, and our own contemporary, Webster, if divested 
of its full expulsive utterance, would be ridiculous in its effect 
upon the ear . and the imagination. Depth, energy and 
fulness of tone form one powerful asserr. blage of effects in all 
~1r. Webster's utterances on great and exciting occasions." 
-Rush. Example of expulsive: 

'' Sink or swtm, live or die, survive or perish, I am for 
the declaration. It is my living, and by the blessing of Godt 
it shall be my dying sentiment: Independence now, mdepend
ence forever. ... All that I have, all that I am, all that 
I hope in this life, I am now ready to stake. . . . "-John 
Adams. 

Final Stress, like Iambic Foot, the Greatest. 
The Final or r anishing Stress is the most important of all 

the stresses. It corresponds to the Iambic foot .- - which 
is the chief of all the feet, the others being noble and generous 
as they in their composition approach the Iambic. Aristotle 
places )t in the p<:eon minori " .... " - which he gives as the 
test foot to dose a sentence. Ccero gives the cretic .- -. 
The Spondee -- - is a grave, slow, majestic foot, the 
Bacchi .- - - for strong and solemn sentiments, the Cretic 
- ~ for bold and eager ideas, the Molossus - - -
for sublime and stately, and the Anap<:est .... .... - is rapid 
and vehement, and is adapted to martial, songs, etc. It 
was in this the Roman generals were wont to harangue their 
men, as nothing is better fitted to excite the passions. • 

This Vanishing Stress or Emphasis ends with a heavy, 
violent sound w~ich leaws off instantly and abruptly. It 
expresses determmed purpose, earnest resolve, stern rebuke, 
fiercest and obstmate will, dogged sullenness of temper, 
stubborn passion, etc.-language of protest. Daniel Webster 
on " Freedom of Speech " : " On such occasions I \Vlll place 
myself on the extreme boundary of right, and bid defiance 
to the arm that dares push me from it." This determined 
purpose and. high n:sol\'e was delivered, says Russell, in a 
pect9ral qualtty and declamatory force. In the following the 
stress IS more deltberate: " Let the consequence be what they 

' \V~·'IJ ;Ep;:-!the ,.'fie ro-ut, 

APd d~al dtdth in tach tl0w." 
Martial ~ir, e.g.," Th~ daub!~ double beat 

Of th~ thund~ring drum.'' 
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will, I am determined to proceed . . . to sacrifice estate, 
health, ease, applause, and even life at the sacred call of my 
country ! "-Otis. 

"Thou slave, thou wretch, thou coward! strong on the 
stronger side." 

" Once more to the breach, dear friends, once more, 
Or close up the walls with the English dead, . . . " 

Medzan Stress /or Pathos, Repose, Solemnity. 
The M edzan Stress: A£ter the principal stresses, Radical 

and Final (Vanishing), comes the ~Iedian. This stress cor· 
responds, as it were, to the Amphibrach foot .., - ", which 
foot, Saintsbury says, " has an undulating and rockina 
movement." :\ledian stress is made up thus-by commencing 
softly and swelling out earnestly and afterwards diminishing. 
The middle or swelling may be gentle or intense according 
to the sentiment expressed. It has the effusiYe form only. 
It is heard, as "Essentials of Public Speaking" says, m the 
howl of the dog, the moaning wind, groan of a child .... 
It is the stress used to express solemnity, reverence, weakness, 
indifference, whining, awe, secrecy, etc. In the Median stress, 
strive for smoothness and evenness of tone, and for swelling 
notes, not abrupt. 

" But a dove perch' d upon the mast 
Did mourn, and mourn and momn. 
0 fair dove ! 0 fond dove ! . . . '' 

Pathos-i.e., pur'e tone, moderate, soft and subdued utter
ance : " . . . and shall I see thee start away, and helpless, 
hopeless, hear thee say, Fare well ! we meet no more ? " 

Solemnity: " How still and peaceful is the grave, where 
life's vain tumult's past, the appointed house, by Hean:n's 
decree, receives us all at last." The Poetic monotone in 
descriptive prose: Pure tone, moderate force, median stress, 
low pitch. " The thought is sweet to lay our bones within 
the bosom of our native soil. The verdure and the flowers 
I love so well will brighten around my grave; the same trees, 
where plea~ant murmurs cheered my living ears, will hang 
their cold shadows over my dust; and the eyes that met 
mine in the light of affection will shed tears o,·er the sods 
that cover me, keeping my memory green." (This starts like 
-a verse in ordinary poetry; the starting of the sentence, 
as Quintillian says, is like the end of a verse, and the Yoice 
in the poetic monotone slightly rises to the second.) The 
above words in italics are Median stress. 

Compound: the Ironical or Double-/aced Stress. 
(4) The Compound Stress is the force placed on the first 

and last parts of a sound. It may be expulsive and explosive. 
" It is heard in mimicry, mocking laughter, taunt, or where 
one is impelled. by satyrical motive. It is a double-faced 
stress and expresses also irony, sarcasm, ridicule, dension. 
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.\ few words in compound stress will tinge with irony or 
sarcasm the whole selection "-e.g., "I don't rise to fawn 
or cringe to this house .... You call it court-martial-a 
mere ;;ic k name; I stigmatize it as a revolutionary tribunal.'' 
--Daniel O'Connell. 

Tlzorough Stress: Lofty Appeals, Prolonged Emotions. 
(5) T lzorough Stress " is the force applied throughout the 

sound or syllable with nearly uniform intensity. It may be 
expulsive or explosive. It is heard in the crowing of the 
cock, the lowing of cattle, the call of herdsmen, and the 
shout of victory.'' It is for prolonged calling, lofty appeals, 
apostrophe, and a cry of rage or alarm. _ Rush says it is 
the natural mode of utterance in powerful emotions of that 
which seems, as it were, to delight in full and swellin~ ex
pression, and dwells upon and amplifies the sound of the 
,-oice. It is said to fill the soul, swell the bo~om; fire the 
heart, and delight and charm the fancy. It is found in all 
l'ehement declaration in which emotion is sustained by 
respective sentiment, as in the excitement of virtuous mdig
na\ ion and high-souled contempt. It is the highest weapon 
of oratory, but becomes vaunt and disgusting mouthing if 
used indiscriminately and ineffectively. 
; Lofty command, orotund, expulsive, powerful and pro
knged thorough stress, sustained calling: Satan's call: 

" Princes! Potentates ! 
Warriors, the flower of lieaven .. :Awake! 
Arise ! or be forever fallen ! '' 

\• ehement indignation, expulsive, orotund, declamatory 
force: Chatham's rebuke: " I call upon that Right N.everend 
Bench, these holy ministers of the. Gospel and pious pastors 
of our church; I con jure them to join in the holy work, and 
\ mdicate the religion of their God; I appeal to· the wisdom 
and the law of this learned Bench, to defend and support 
the justice of their country; I call upon the Bishops, to inter
pose the purity of their ermine, to save us from this pollu
tiC'n; I call upon the honour of your Lordships, to reverence 
the dignity of your ancestors, and to maintain your own; 
I call upon the spirit and humanity of my country, to vindi
cate the national character; I im:oke the genius of the con
~titution. From the tapestrv that adorns these walls, the 
immortal ancestor of this nobie Lord frowns with indignation 
at the disgrace of this country. . . . " 

The Thorough Stress is equal, as it were, to the noble 
<r.~ generous feet, the Spondee (- which is grave and 
maJestic; and to the 1Iolossus (- - - ), which is sublime 
<;nd statt>ly. Three or four Spondees are used to fix an 
1m pression. 

"0 Tiber! Father Tiber, 
To whom the Romans pray, 
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A Roman's life, a Roman's arms 
fake thou in charge this day.''-.Macaulay. 

Russell states that in the orator's exclamations of lm
passioned excitement, he will distinguish the Thorough .Stress 
not by a vague and general loudness, but by a well marked 
.and highly charactensed utterance, which lays an obvious 
stress on the beginning, the middle and end of every emphatic 
word. 

Intermittent Stress: for Deep Patlzos, Great Joy, Horror. 
(6) The Intermittent Stress, according to " Essential 

Elements o£ Public Speaking,'' is that stress in which the 
main force is applied in alternating impulses throughout 
the sound. It is effusi\·e, expulsive or explosive. Riding in 
a wagon over a rough street, one would vocalise in unavoid
able intermittent stress. It is used to express tenderness, 
deep pathos, ecstatic joy, deep reverence, feebleness, whim
pering, rage, horror and intense fear, according to the 
quality and form used. The Intermittent is the broken, 
tearful voice of grief or other great excitement. The tremor 
or Intermittent in the semitone increases the force of a 
plaintive expression-e.g., 

" Pity the sorrows of a poor old man, 
Whose trembling limbs have borne him to your door, 
Whose days are dwindled to the shortest span, 
0 give relief and heaven will bless your store." 

Here, says Rush, th& tremor may be applied on every syllable 
capable of prolongation except " pity " and " shortest.'' 

" It is not the tremulo which arises from the weakness of 
the diaphragm, but the tremulo under the control of the 
speaker, which is one of the chief ornaments of speech '' ~see 
Behnke's "Mechanism of the Human Voice"). 

"Thou art the ruins of the noblest man that ever lived 
in the tide of times." The tremor on the fi.rst svllable 
of noblest, given in the wa\·e of the third or second,· giYes 
\local consummation to the feeling prompting the praise. 
The Downward Third in Moderate Impassioned Speeches. 
Emphasis of tlze· Downward Third (the downward second 

having no emphatic power), which is the raising of the voice 
three notes above the level to descend to it, is used on 
emphatic words of conditional, concessiYe and hypothetical 
phrases, as if, granted-e.g., ''It I rr.ust contend; tlun when 
I am your captive talk of chains; though heaven's king ride 
0n thy wing; except created things, naught valued he .... " 
The Third, fi.fth or octave may be used on the emphatic 
syllables of such sentences. The minor third (a tone and a 
half) can..not be used on them, for the minor third is for 
olaintive expressions. The rise and fall must not be abrupt. 
The third may be used in moderate interrogations and un
impassioned speeches. 
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The Fi!tlt for Dignified A.ppeals (lnd blleTTogations. , 
Emphasis of tlte Fi/tlt: The Fifth is more dignified. The 

Downward Fifth is less emphatic than the octave. .. But 
·rapture and beauty, they cannot recall" Beau. is raised 
· through the fifth, and ty is brought down to the p1tch of the 
current melody. The fifth is more dignified in its appeals 
and interrogations. 

' Tlze Octave for Taunti1zg, Afirtlzful Appeal and lntensest 
Feeling. . . 

Emphasis of tlte Octa1:e: The interval of the Octave when 
set on a long syllable is the highest degree of Emphasis
e.g., u So frowned the mightv combatants, that hell grew 
darker at their frown. •: The· downward octave on " hell ., 
brings out hell's darkness, deep and black. Nothing but 
the strongest feeling or passion justifies an orator carrying 
u~e voice through e1ght notes or the. octave, and in interro
gation it carries the spirit of quick taunting or mirthful appeal 
or mquiry. It is not used in calm, serious, dignified ques
tions. The fifth is more dignified and is not subject, there
fore, to these objections. The Octave has the power of 
raillery, of quaintness, and of mockery. · 

The Emphasis of the Tltird, Fi/tlt and Octave iri their 
deliberate use falls on a long quantity vowel in the syllable 
of the accented one of the emphatic word. The simple rise 
bas not the solemn and d1gnified character which belongs 
to them when doubled into a wa,·e. 

Tile Falling Tltird, Fifth a1!d Octave for Com..'iction, etc. 
The falling Tlmd, falling Fifth and falling Octtn•e denote 

positiveness and a settled conviction on the part of the 
speaker, hence they are given to the phrases signifying 
authority, command, confiaence and satisfaction. They also 
are used as signs of ~urprise, astonishment, wonder, and 
amazement. 

.A.spirated and Guttural/or Earnestness, HoTTor, Execration. 
Aspitation of the tone indicates also emotions of earnest

ness, curiosity, surprise and horror. The unequal wave does 
r.ot carry the full measure of scorn, contempt, and sneer, 
as when. c9loured with the aspiration. When the Guttural 
Emphasts 1S added to the aspiration, combined with vibration 
it produces. the most impressive blast of speech. The senti: 
ments of dt~gust, execration and horror gi\'e their expression 
to an emphatic word, thus: " Nothing I'll bear from thee 
but nakedness, tl10u detestaLle to\\'11!' The S}llable "test" 
takes the aspirated emphasis on t"owel " e " of the accented 
svllable. (See Figs. Ara, Apostrophe and Pause, also 
Rhythmus.) 
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~ji.P?ATIC ~EPETITI9N: Is given as a fi.gure by 
Qumtllhan-e.g., ·I ha,·e hUed, I ha,·e kllled, not Spunus 
~I~lieus. "-Cicero. The fi.rst " I have killed" merely asserts 
the act. and the sec~nd conf1rms the assertion. An example 
expressmg p1ty: Ah, Corydon, Corydon." Emphatic 
Repetition after a parenthesis, which adds force to the same: 
" I have seen the property, unhappy that I am! (for thouO'h 
my tears are spent, grief still dwells fi.xed in my heart), the 

· property, I say, of Cneius Pompey, subjected to the cruel 
~orce of the· public crier." -Cicero. Sentences are sometimes 
commenced, to gi7H them spirit and energy, with the repeti
tion of same word or "·ords, " Has not the nightly guard 
of the Palatium, has not the watch kept in the city, has not 
the fear of the people, has not the unanimity of all men of 
honour, has not the fortified place of the Senate, haz·e not 
the countenances and looks of those present, produced any 
effect upon you? "-Cicero. In Antitheses or Comparisons 
there is commonly a repetition of the first word of each phrase 
alternately so as to correspond, as " You awoke in the night 
that you may giYe answers to your clients; he that he may 
arrive early with his army." A Repetition which recurs to 
things or pt rsons mentioned before for the purpose of distin
guishing them: " Iphitus came and Pelias came w1th me: 
lphitus slow with age, and Pelias lame as wounded by 
Ulysses." 

ENALLAGE: Greek en, in; allus, another, exchange; 
allasso, pass; to be exchanged; inversion, turn upside down; 
is a fi.gure whereby the number or gender, mood, person or 
tense is exchanged or one put for another. 

ENANTIOSIS : Greek €v, in ; U.vr{, opposite, contrary, 
against ; wt:;, adv. so, thus. It is a figure \\·hereby the 
orator states negatively what should be understood affirma
tively-e.g., "He is no fool." "Were there no graves, none 
in our land, that thou hast brought us on the deep to d1e? " 
" Earnest in idle things " (meaning idle in matters of earnest
ness). "Could not look on " (meaning kept looking on, 
or would not look off). 

-------
We come now to Entlzymema, the greatest and most useful 

of all the fi.gures for the orator. This is the backbone of a 
speech, ''the theory of modern oratory" (see J ebb under Intro
duction). It was the skilful use of this figure \vhich Demos
thenes, the greatest orator \vho e\·er }i,·ed, entrenched behind 
the bold Figures of Thought, "Pathos," and so disposed 
at will the fi.erce " democratie of Athens." It was this figure 
that ~a,·e the palm of eloquence to the great Athenian ov~'r 
the Roman orator; that ga\·e Charles James Fox the m~
challenged position of the greatest Demosthenean orator of 
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Entam, and of Lemg the most brilliant and accomplished 
ckbater, as Burke says, the world erer saw; it was this 
figure that established Webster's fame as the foremost of 
,\merican orators and made all the difference between him 
and Henry Clay. Clay could outstrip Webster in arousing 
the feelings and passions of his countrymen, but Webster 
outdistanced h1m in the greater and more enduring conquests 
of eloquence, those of the understanding. Enthymema secures 
the grandest triumphs of eloquence and causes the orator to 
lire, not only in the hearts of his countrymen, but of genera
tions to come. 

Feelings may raise mortals to the sky, 
But Enthymem will never let them die. 

Before taking up the defmition, delivery, etc., of the Fig. 
E.nthymema, we shall give a brief description of Charles 
James Fox's oratory, his use of this fi.gure, and -his manner 
of deli ,·ery, etc. 
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THE RIGHT HON. 

CHARLES. JAMES FOX 
I 

THE RIGHT HON. CHARLES JAMES FOX: HIS 
ORATORY, DELIVERY, AND SOME NOTES 
FROM EMINENT CONTEMPORARY AND SUB
SEQUENT CRITICS. 

Charles James Fox, for forty years Member of Parliament, 
V~as Prime Minister of England, her greatest Demosthenean 
orator, and the most accomplished debater of h1s day". 

'' Fox from his mother's side was related to the then 
~eigning royal family. In person and manners he somewhat 
resembled the sage of Ithaca; he was short and corpulent; 
his chest, capacious; his shoulders, broad; his hair, dark 
and thick; h1s eyebrows, black and bushy; his complexion 
tinged with a yellow hue."-'' Memoirs of the Life of the 
Rt. Ho!l. C. J. Fox, the l\Ian of the People," by Gateshead. 

" In vehemence and power of argument, Fox resembled 
Demosthenes; but there the resemblance ended. He possessed 
a strain of ridicule and wit which nature denied the Athenian, 
and it was the more powerful as it always appeared to be 
blended with argument and to result from it. He was heed
less of method, having a complete command of good words; 
he never sought for better if those which occurred expressed 
his meaning clearly and forcibly; he paid llttle attention to 
their arrangement or harmony. This detracts from the merit 
of his speeches when read; but when delivered, it 'perhaps 
added to their effect as it tended greatly to make the' 
hearers believe that he was above art and spoke from con
viCtion. . . . When he had stated the argument of his adver
sary with greater force than he had done, and he seized it 
with the strength of a giant and tore and trampled on it 
to destruction; if he at this moment had possessed the power 
of the Athenian over the passions or the imaginations of his 
hearers, he might have disposed of the House at his pleasure, 
but this was denied him; and on this account his speeches 
fell very short of the effect which otherwise they would have 
produced. "-Butler's " Reminiscences of Pitt, Fox and 
Burke." 

"Mr. Fox's elocution was striking and peculiar, rapid, 
copious and impressive. The logic of rhetoric was never dis
plaved with such energy, si]nplicitv and precision."
, Characteristic Sketches of the House' of Commons." 

"He was the son of Lord Holland and Lady Georgiana 
Carolina, eldest daughter of the second Duke of Richmond. 
On his mother's side he inherited the blMd of the Stuarts 
and Henrv of Navarre. From the earliest youth he was 
encouraged to deliver his sentiments with freedom on all 
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subjects ... · . This naturally produced a h~bit of th~ing 
freely and_ speaking with -readiness at all tunes and- m <ill 
places, and probably con~ributed not ~ little to .that facility 
of comprehension and qu1ekness at rep1y for which 1k Fox . 
was afterwards so pre-eminently distinguished in the H?use 
o~ Commons. His orations were the spontaneous effus1ons 
of his own noble mind, delivered without any· affectation of · 
superi?~ attention ~o. the,su~ject, w~thout the least pride 9r 
supercilious dogmatism. - :Memmrs of the · Rt. Hon. _ 
Charles James fox," by R. Fell (p~b. in.J8o8). · 0 

. " FOX was rapid in his delivery' raising his voice at times 
almost screaming in his emotion, but still pressing his argu
ment and keeping in view his object. Sir James Mackintosh 
said: 1 He forgot himself and everything around him; he 
thought only of his subject. His genius warmed and kindled 
&s he went on; he darted fire into his audience; torrents of 
impetuous and irresistible eloquence swept along their feelings 
arid convictions. He certainly possessed· above all modems 
that union oj reason, simplicity and vehemence which formed 
the prince of orators. · 

Fox compared with Demosthenes. 
11 1 He was the most Demosthenean speaker since Demos

thenes.' Lord Brougham says : 1 For whtle Fox, in the 
simplicity and vehemence of his reasoning might bear com
po.rison w1th Demosthenes, a speech from Demosthenes 
resembles a beautiful Greek temple; it is composed of elegant. 
diction, of appeals~ to patriotism, and public spirit of his 
hearers. Take, for instance, the great speech on the rupture 
of peace of Amiens. The general doctrines against an over
bearing power, and the examples of Switzerland and Holland,· 
might have found their counterpart in a speech of Demos-. 
thenes against Philip; but when we come to the illustrations 
-Mulev Muloch in Ius scarlet robe, Almanzar in a play of 
Dryden, and various allusions to da£sical literature and to 
Demosthenes-we see how great is the distance between th€l 
finished performance of the Greek orator and the -nst a.'ld 
various 0 topics of the British statesman.' He declaimed 
argument, says Henry Walpole. Shorthand, secured from 
imperfections, could have perpetuated the lustre and effect 
?f so rapid and vehement ~locution. His great effects . were 
m sudden, unforeseen occasiOns. He always took lzis station 
il.· s01~e fixtd, im.Julnerable prinaple. The grand principle 
o~ ~\'htc~ Fox opposed . the American war was tts in justice. 
\V h1lst mstead of seekmg afterwards to enforce them (his 
ideas) by cold_ premedita~ed illustrations or episodes, which, 
howe\'er beautdul, only dtstract attention he was accustomed 
to· repa~s his s~bjt;et not methodically, but in the most 
tmseen and fascmatmg review,• enlightening every part of 
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it and binding even his adversaries in a kind of a spell, 
for the moment involunlary assent. Fox, with great powers, 
had likewise great defects. His action was ungraceful, and 
he frequently recurred to a topic on which he had already 
dwelt Fox's Advice to a Young Orator .. 

'' Fox said the best rule for a young orator is contained 
in the lines of ' Odessey ' which Homer puts m the mouth 
of ' Minerva ' : 

But him the Goddess answer' d, azure eyed : 
'Telemachus, thou wilt in part thyself ' 

Fit speech devise, and Heav'n will give the rest.''' 
-"Charles James Fox," by Earl Russell (pub. in r866). 

'' His eloquence was plain, nervous, energetic, vehement; 
it simplified what was complicated. It came home to the 
sens~ and feelings of the hearer. And to crown all, this 
astonishmg eloquence was uniformly exerted in the cause of 
liberty and justice, m the defence of the oppressed and perse
cuted, and in vindicating the rights, the freedom and the 
happiness of mankind."-A discourse by Thomas Belsham 
on the death of the Rt. Hon. Charles James Fox, at the 
Unitarian Church, Essex Street, October 12th, r8o6. 

"His orations were digested, l tlzink, in a few moments 
of silent rapid reflection, and they then gave him no further 
anxiety. He had a powerful memory. ~lr. Fox rose in the 
summer between six and seren, and a little before eight 
in the winter. Breakfast between 8 and 9 in summer, and 
a little after nine in the winter. After which he usually read 
some Italian author with Mrs. Fox, and then spent the time 
preceding dinner in his literary. studies, in which Greek 
ooets bore the principal part. The evemng he dedicated 
to walking and conversing till tea time, when reading aloud 
in history commenced and continued till near ten. A light 
supper, and at 10.30 the family were gone to rest."
" Memoirs of the Latter Years of the Rt. Hon. Charles 
James Fox," by John Bernard Trotter, Private Secretary to 
Mr. Fox. 

" Charles James Fox sat under Dr. Barnard, the great 
elocutio'nist of Eton, and his pulpit manner was much admired 
perhaps rather in consequence than in spite of its haste and 
vehemence. This same description applies to his pupil; but 
long before he sat under Barnard he could get quite as many 
words into a minute as the conditions of human respiration 
would allow. Charles could always run up to the. House 
when an interesting question was on. The head master, 
Barnard, attended carefully to the rhetorical training of boys 
who had boroughs waiting for them as soon as they came 
of age, and Fox with his repertory of fa,·ourite passages 
from dramatists and his passion for an argument was always. 
to the front in the speech-room and the debating society. 
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His 1Fords Flowed Rapidly, His Oratory Charmed and 
~~~dd. ' 

" Charles Fox had great facility in speaking, his words 
flowed rapidly; he had nothing of Burke's variety of lan
guage or correctness, nor his method. His eloquence was 
tor use, not for show. Fox moved, charmed and persuaded 
because his oratory was the ~aithful. reflection ,of his. ardent 
and sagacious nature .... P1tt, Porson says, conce1ves h1s 
sentences before he utters them; Fox throws himself into the 
middle of his and leaves it to God Almighty to get him 
out.' There probably never was such a famous and attrac
tive orator who gave so much care to the substance and so 
little care to trappings. A Prussian clergyman said, as to 
his hearing Fox in the House of Commons: ' It is impossible 
for me to describe with what fire and persuasion he spoke, 
and how the speaker in the chair incessantly nodded appro
bation from his solemn wig, and innumerable voices inces
santlv called out "Hear him! hear him! " and when there 
was the least sign of his intending to leave off speaking 
they no less vociferously exclaimed " Go on ! " and he con
tinued to speak in this manner for nearly two ~ours.' 11

-

" The Early History of Charles James Fox, 11 by Rt. Hon. 
Sir George 0. Trevelyan, Bart. 

" His acquaintance with dramatic literature was very 
extensive. He excelled most in tragedy. No doubt his 
practice of acting was useful to him in the modulation ot 
his voice as an orator. It is said that ~is deep tones, when 
speaking in Parliament, had the most~ thrilling effect and 
could scarcely have been attained by one who had not dis
ciplined his mind to such a purpose by the recital of sublime 
or impassioned passages of poetry. 

His Open Countenance .and Twinkle of Fun. 
11 Fox's countenance was manly, open and benevolent. His 

eyes twinkled with fun and good humour, and his whole 
appearance betokened one who lo\'ed mirth and jollity. His 
complexion was !!warthy. He spoke with such fiery vehem
ence that Lord Eversley, when takeri to the House of Com
mons to hear him speak, asked his father, 'What is that fat 
gentleman in such a passion about? ' "-" Great Orators," 
by Henry James Nicoll (pub. in 188o). 

" Fox did not merely address words to his audience. 
Every tone, and look, and gesture, and flash of the eye, 
every-one knows not where to stop, the whole man spoke 
to ¥?u. In a wo.rd, the secret of h~s success was sympathy." 
--\1 :1ltcr S. Sh1rley, ~LA., Barnster-at-Law (a lecture in 
1 RS1). 

11 His ht:rried sentence, the involuntary exclamation, the 
w hcment gesture. the sudden start, the agitation-every 
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peculiarity of his manner--indicated an eloquence that came 
from the very depths of his soul. . 

He united Natural Passion witlz Schol,zstzc Reasoning. 
'' It ~s true that he had in the highest degree the oratori

cal teinperament, and, as Bulwer has remarked, in union ot 
natural passion with scholastic reasoning excelled all others 
who have dignified the British Senate. He always spoke 
as if he were in a passion; his gesticulation was extravagant 
and graceless; his whole manner ungainly; his voice husky; 
and his articulation, in spite of all his efforts to improve 

it, so indistinct as to be at times 
unintelligible. When about to begin 
a speech, he ad\'anced slowly, with 
a heavy, lumbering air, to the 
table, and began fumbling awk
wardly with his fingers .... But 
this very awkwardness of manner
his entangled, broken sentences. 
the choking of his voice, and the 
scream with which he deliYered his 
vehement passages-only deepened 
the interest with which he was 
listened to, because they were. 
regarded as proofs of his absolute 
sincerity. Fox was indefatigable itt 
his efforts to perfect himself, till lze 
rose, as Burke said, to be the most 
brilliant and accomplished debater 
the world ever saw. At times his 
tongue faltered and his face was 
bathed in tears (see the sad rupture 
with Burke, hrs life-long friend). lt 
has been justly said that in hrs 

Sketd1ofaStatueio Hou.;eofCommons. climaXeS he WaS especially happy . 
. . . Hardly less surprising was his wit-the wit which holds 
up. to ridicule the absurdities, inconsistencies, or weak points 
of an opponent's argument-which he had m a rare degree. 
Both Pitt and Canning pronounced him the wittiest speaker 
of his times." - 11 Oratory and Orators," by William 
l\Iathe'<'•s, LL.D. (I Si9). 

-------
His characteristic attitude \vas the uplifted fist. \Vhen 

Fox warmed up all his defects disappeared, and he became 
supremely majestic. The eloquence of Charles James Fox 
combined passion and reason, which were the chid qualities 
of the great Athenian. It was reason entrenched behind 
passion that made it so effectiYe. He spoke fluently; point 
came upon point, reason upon reason, his countenance beaming 
and his eye twinkling with fun as he held up to ridicule 
some fallacy of his opponent; now a sudden outburst, now 
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a happy climax, but pressing on.' his ideas prominent .before 
his eyes, and his wo~ds, hke qu.lCk evolut10n of soldiers, fell 
rapidly and automatically mto hne. 

He spoke impressively, h~ving deep ~ones and charming 
rr.odulation, which he acqU1red from . his early study a?d 
training by reciting dramas and tragedies. He was a master 
of the figures of Asteismus and Hypob~le! an~ used. very 
much the figures Epimone and MetabasiS m . his repetitions 
and in repassi"ng over what he had already said, for he held 
that an argument stated in fi. ve different forms was equal to 
five arguments. He also largely used the figure Pathos, for 
he frequently spoke with great veh~mence, and ~thos,. for 
his face was often bathed m tears m the expression of his 
humanitarian and benevolent sentiments. His eloquence was 
Pisteis Ethica, that is Ethical persuasion. 

Summed up, the charm, persuasion and magnetism of Mr. 
Fox's eloquence arose from the lofty sentiments and noble 
principles which fired his heart, and up~:m which he founded 
his arguments. These principles become doubly sublime when 
we consider that they were uttered by a man whose early 
days had been surrounded by the terrible influences of Spa, 
and that everv effort, as we are informed, had been exerted 
to make him i' a finished rake " ; also when we consider the 
atmosphere in which .Mr. Fox was born and reared, which, 
as Trevelyan, his biographer, says, abounded with pages 
and pages of the same dismal story of gout due to drink; 
when cards shuffied and rattled at every society gathering, 
and it was gallant freely to bet and handsomely to lose; 
when a statesman of the Georgian era "sailed on a sea of 
claret from one official heavtn to another "; when every office 
was f11led two deep; pensions and sinecures were numberless; 
and when men were old at forty-seven and 'were stuffing 
thcmseh es with Morello cherries to bring the gout to a crisis. 
" Such was the atmosphere," continues T revdvan, " in which 
Charles James Fox was born and lived, the only British 
state.sman who le~t a reputatio? of the first order, acquired 
nnt m vffice, but m an almost hfe-long opposition, who cheer
fully sacrificed all he had been taught to value for the sake 
of principles at which he had been taught to sneer. So that 
to une wh~ .b~gan his course weighted and hampered by the 
worst trad1t!Ons of the past we owe much of what is highest 
and purest in om recent political history." 

" Characteristic Sketches of the House of Commons " says 
that " the mo~t profound and just opinions on government, 
freedom and nghts of people, the most liberal sentiments on 
rc li;:;ious toleration and. ethic;;, .fell from Fox's lips." Mr. 
Fox declared the followmg pnnoples on government: "Every 
one c)v,tdd. ha\'e a share in the gorernment that the humblest 
m::\· han" 1ts success at heart." "The people are sovereign 
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in every state, and by a convention speaking the sense of 
the people, have a right to change the form of gorernment 
and cashier their governors for misconduct." " What is good 
government ? That which secures to every individual of a 
nation the highest possible happiness." Respecting American 
independence, he declared: " The British had no right to 
levy taxes on the Americans without their consent, or that 
of their own chosen representatives sitting in Parliament, and 
that upon this point resistance was justifiable." 

No man can be truly eloquent unless his themes are noble 
and sublime, and the eloquence of Mr. Fox teemed and 
burned with such lofty themes as these : The American Inde
pendence, the French Revolution, the Emancipation of the 
Catholics, the Impeachment of Warren Hastings, the Aboli
tion of the Slave Trade, and the Reforms of Parliament. 

Though badly beset with unfavourable and demoralising 
circumstances in his early life, still the goodness that was 
embedded in him always showed itself. All recognised it, 
all felt it. Though his entire life was grand, the last eight 
years of it were truly sublime; for he had quitted forever 
the gaming table, he had become Prime Minister of .England, 
he had brought peace to his country. His closing days were 
like those of the sage of Ithica. He discoursed on the 
immortality of the soul and the indisputable existence of 
God, and in his closing hours he said. "I hare injured no 
rine, I have laboured for the happiness of millions, I ha\·e 
not professed myself a Christian and embroiled the human 
race." His last words were: " I die happy." And so he 
did. Surrounded bv those he most loved, no groans of 
incarcerated victims assailing his ear, no curses of the 
oppressed molesting his mind, no shades of murdered citizens 
troubling his sweet repose, no wounds nor famished eyes 
staring at him in his last hour; but in peaceful slumber he 
passed away, his countenance serene and sublime, his face 
calm and bright, the transcript of a guiltless mind and ot 
a soul that had done all it could to alleviate human oppres
sion and suffering, and bring peace to an afflicted world. 
For twenty-five years afterwards, Macaulay says, those who 
knew Fox could not speak of him without tears in their eyes. 

We shall note a few figures in Fox' reply to Pitt's address 
on ''The Rejection of Napoleon's Overtures of Peace." 

" 
1All the topics which have so often misled us, all the 

reasoning which has so invariably failed, all the lofty pre
dictions which have been falsified by events, all the hopes 
which have amused the sanguine, and all the assurances of 
the distress and weakness of the enemy which satisfied the 
unthinking are again enumerated and Rdvanced as arguments 
for our continuing the war. What! 2 at the end of seren 

(I) 
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vears of the most burdensome and the most calanutous 
strugale in which this country ever was engaged, are. we 
agamz:, to be amused with notions of finance and calculatiOns 
of the exhausted resomces of the enemy as a ground of con
fidence and hope? Gracious God ! 2 were we not told five 
years ago that France was not only on the bnn_k and m th~ 
jaws of ruin, but that she was actually sunk mto the gulf 
of bankruptcy? Were we not told, as an unanswerable 
argument against treating, ' that she could not hold out 
another campaign, that nothing but peace could save her, 
that she wanted only time to recruit her exhausted finances, 
that to grant her renose was to grant her the means of again · 
molesting this country, and that we had nothi'ng to do but 
perstrere for a short time, in order to save ourselves forever 
from the consequences of her ambition and her J acobinism? ' ~ 
\\'hat! 2 after ha~'ing. gone on from year to year upon assur
ances like these, and after having seen the repeated refuta
tions of every prediction, are we again to be gravely and 
seriously assured that we have the same prospect of success 
on the same identical grounds? 3 And without any~ other 
argument or securitv, are we invited at this new era of the 
war to conduct it uoon principles which, if adopted and 
acted upon, may make it eternal? • If the right honourable 
gentleman shall succeed in prevailing upon Parliament and 
the country to adopt the principles which he h_as advanced 
this night, I see no possible termination to the contest. No 
man can see an end to it; and upon the assurances and 
predictions which hare so uniformly failed, we are called 
upon 4 not merely to refuse all negotiations, but to counten· 
ance principles and views as distant from wisdom and justice 
a~: they are in their nature wild and impracticable. . . . 
They ha\'e imitated the practice of their great prototype, 
and through their whole career of mischiefs and of crimes 
ha\'e done no more than servilely trace the steps of their 
own LoUis XIV. 1 If they have. overrun countries and ravaged 
them, they ha\'e. done . it upon Bourbon principles i' if they 
ha\'e even fratermsed With the people of foreign countries and 
pretended to make their cause the1r own, they have only 
followed the Bourbon example. They havt> constantly had 
Louis, the ~rand ~Ionarque, m their eye .... a What has 
there ?een m ~he ~ond uct of the F ren~h to foreign powers; 
what m. the nolat1~n of solemn treaties; what m plunder, 
de:,·astatwn, and dismemberment of unoffendina countries· 
what in t~e horrors. and m~rders perpetrated upon the sub~ 
clued nct1ms of thm rage m any district which they have 
o,·errun, worse than the conduct of those great powers in 
the m1serable, deroted and trampled-on kingdom of Poland; 
and who hare been or are our allies in this war for 
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and social order, and the rights of nations? Oh! 3 but you 
regretted the partition of .Poland! Yes, regretted! You 
regretted the violence, and that is all you d1d. . . . 1 lhe 
.hero of Poland, Su,;warroff, perhaps was merciful and mild! 
He was as much superior to Bonaparte in bravery and in 
the discipline which he maintained as ·he was superi0r m 
virtue and humanity! What do we understand to have 
been the conduct of this magnanimous her::> with whom 
Bonaparte is not to be compared? He entered the suburb 
of Praga, the most populous suburb of Warsaw; and there 
he let his soldiery loose on the miserable, unarmed and un
resisting people. Men, women and children-nay, miants at 
the breast-were doomed to one indiscriminate massacre ! 

. Thousands of them were inhumanly, wantonly butchered! 5 

And for what? Because they had dared to join in a wish 
to meliorate their own condition as a people, and to improve 
their constitution which had been .confessed by their own 
sovereign to be in want of amendment. And such is the 
hero upon whom the cause of religion and social order IS to 
repose! And such is the man whom we praise for his disci
pline and his virtues, and whom we hold out as our boast 
and dependence; while the conduct of Bonaparte unfits him 
to be even treated with as an enemy! ... Oh! G pity the 
<:ondition. of man, gracious God, and save us from a system 
.of malevolence, in which all our old and venerated pre
judices are to be done away, and by which we are to be 
taught to consider war as the natural state of man, and 
peace but as a dangerous and difficult extremity ! And all 
this because you may gain a better peace a year or two 
hence. \Ve must keep Bonaparte for some time longer at 
war as a state of probation. 3 Gracious God, Sir! ~ is war 
a state of probation? Is peace a rash system? ls 1t 
dangerous for ·nations to live in amity with each other? 
Cannot this state of probation be as well undergone without 
.adding to the catalogue of human sufferings? 2 But a we 
must pause! What! must the bowels of Great Britain be 
torn out, her best . blood spilt, her treasure wasted, that 
you may make an exoeriment? Put yoursflves. Oh! 6 that 
you would put yourselves in the field of battle, and learn 
to judge of the sort of horrors that you excite! But if a 
man were present now at a field of slaughter and \Vere to 
inquire for what they were fighting-Fighting, would be the 
answer; they are not fighting 7 (see full passage under Fig. 
Dialogismus). And is this the way, Sir, that you are to 
show yourselves the adYocates of order? You take a system 
calculated to uncivilise the world, to destroy order, to trample 
-on religion, to stifle in the heart, not merely the generosity 
of noble sentiment, but the affection of social- nature; and in 
the prosecution of this system you spread terror and deYas
tation all around you." 8 
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E~~THY~~IE.JIA: Greek EV, in ; evjJ-O\, mind. ls where 
one proposition rs carried in the mind, or one of the premises 
1s understood. Bullinger says that Enthymema is the oppos1te 
of Syllogismus, that in Enthymema. the conclusion is stated 
and one or both d the premises om1tted; that both are ahke 
in being an abbreviated Syllogism; also that it is related to 
Hypocatastasis in that it is an implication-e.g., " We are 
dependent; we should therefore be humble." Here, he says, 
the maJor premise is omitted-" derende.nt persons should be 
humble." 

The words for, because, since, therefore, consequently, 
inasmuclz, hence, etc., which shows that an mference is being 
drawn, denote Enthymema or reasons without the formality 
of a syllogism. 

Rehdantz-Blass, defi.ning Enthymema, states that Aristotle 
limited the expression to such thoughts as pronounce a Judg· 
ment, while giving, at the same time, the proof on which 
i~ is supported; and comprising the Enthymema among the 
imperfectly expressed syllogisms peculiar to rhetoric. He 
says that they, at all events, contain the judgment and tlte 
proof, already the most essential parts of the syllogism, which· 
in its f11llest atid strictest exposition, with its two premises 
and conclusion, neither speaker nor audience could long 
support. Demetrius in his defi.nition says that an Enthymema 
i.; a thought expressed either controversially or consequenti
ally. A. word in proof. In general, the Enthymema is a kind 
of rhetorical syllogism, while the Period is not reasoning at 
all, but simply a combination of words. Nor is this the 
only point of distinction. W.e use Periods in every part 
of discourse-for example, in the exordium-but we do not 
so use Enthymema. The Enthymema is an additional utter
ance, while the Period is an independent utterance. 

Enthymemata or Antithetic Entlzymema: Rehdantz-Blass' 
" Rhetorischer und Stilistischer- Index" says that these " ex 
CrJntrariis ccnclusa " arc mostly called iv8uf.L1l!J-ara (Enthy
memata}, that is conclusions from contraries. 

All grt>at orators use Enthymemas. Demosthenes abounded 
in them-e.g., " .tEschines, each of these was accountable 
for the office which he discharged, but not accountable for 
the actions for which hf was crowned; therefore, neither am 
l; fer certainly I ha,-e the same pririlege as others in similar 
circumstances." -D~mnsthenes on the Crown. "F 01 if you 
~fndf' ag-amst Ctrsmhon ?n the ground that my administra
tion was not_ good, yuu will appear to have acted wrong, not 
t 1 ha\'e suffered a defrat bv the ficklrness of fortune."
nl mr ~thrncs or Corona. Gil bart savs that com·ersationai 
reason in~ i5 chic~," by Enthymema. «"Is it g-oing to rain?" 
~;ntcrr.o:z,~ti\e; I shall take my. umb~ella, for I thmk It 
'~ ::1 r;1:·1 -Enthymeme. The mmor 1s most commonly 
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expressed because it has more particular reference to the 
question to be proved; except where the minor is very evident 
it is omitted, and much stress is laid on the maJor, as: 
11 Every tyrannical king deserves to be deposed by his 
subjects, therefore Nero deserves to be deposed by the 
Romans." The minor " Nero was a tyrannical king " is 
omitted. Aristotle says that the elements in the Enthymema 
one argues from must be certain and determinate, and its 
assumptions must not be too remote, for they will be obscure; 
nor too plain or common, as it would be a waste of words; 
but must be inherent and peculiar, as: " To praise Achilles 
because he is a man, one who made war against Troy," 
etc., is the same as thousands of others did, hence such is 
vague; but to say: " He -slew Hector, the bravest of the 
Trojans," is peculiar. 

The Refutatzve Enthymema the Best. 
Aristotle says that Refutation is better than Confirmation, 

because the former proofs produce reductio ad absurdum, and 
please better than the direct, as the opposites are set by 
each other, and are more clearly recognised because, from 
the comparison of contraries, truth and falsity, the force ot 
the syllogism better appears. 

The Refutative Enthvmema is from consideration of con
tradiction: (r) From time, actions or words; (2) from ex
planation; (3) from cause and effect and vice versa; (4) from 
fact that he could have done better-e.g., "He didn't do 
it for h~ could have thereby bettered himself"; but this 
may involve the fallacy that it was not clear to him at 
the time, but was too late hGw he might have bettered him
self at the time; (5) from the incompatibility of the thing to 
be done-" If she is goddess, then do not sing a dirge; if 
a human being, .do.,not make a- sacrifice"; (6) from pun on 
u•ords-·" Steel m truth you are and bear the name "; 
(7) from equwocation of terms, and all tho:;e mentioned under 
Asteismus, as the refutative apparently reduces to absurdity, 
and absurdity 1s ridiculous or ludicrous. The Refutative 
Enthymema is more' palpable to the audience than the Con
:lirmative, as it sets contraries briefly together. (See Anti
theton.) 

Refutativt: The Enthyrnema may be confronted ra) by 
the probable, for the most part it falls out otherwise; (b) 
examples: object to it by offering an instance in contra
vention and it has been answered to show that it is not 
necessary, we must contend that the present case is not the 
case in point, or its application is not in pomt, or that it 
has some difference at all events; (c) analogy : that the pro
position in question is essentially similar to another proposi
tion th:.tt is_manifestly ab.mrd and untenable-e.g.,* "To 
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sar that when the policy of the government is changed by 
ari election from protection to free trade, everr book-keeper 
and letter-carrier and messenger and porter m the public 
offices must be a free-trader, is as wise as to say that if a 
merchant is a baptist erery clerk in his office ought to be a 
belie,·er in total immersion." -Geo. \V. Curtis. · 

Refuting a Deducti'ue Entlzymema_consists, says Edwin 
Bell, in drawing out or dec!uci!lg from the proposition in 
question another proposition that contradicts it; or in other 
words in reducing it to absurdity by showing that a proposi
tion manifestly absurd or untenable is logically deducible 
from it. Thus said Wendell Phillips: " Let women vote. 
Cries one : ' Why, our wives and daughters might be demo
crats, while their fathers and husbands would be whigs. It 
\\ould nerer do. It would produce endless quarrels.' This 
self-satisfied objector thinks he has settled the question. But 
if the 'principle be a sound one why not employ it in a still 
more important instance. Difference in religion breeds more 
quarrels than difference in politics, yet we allow women to 
choose their own creeds, although we thereby run the risks 
of wives being episcopalians · whilst their husbands are 
methodists, daughters being Roman Catholics whilst their 
husbands are Calvinists. Practically this freedom in religion 
has made no difficulty, and probably equal freedom in pohtics 
would make as little." 

Apparent Enthymemas. 
Apparent Enthymemas are from (1) diction: as to repeat 

seYeral sentences with the last one brought in as a conclusion, 
short and concise, or to strmg' heads of syllogisms together 
-e.g., " That he preserved some, avenged others, emanci
pated the Greeks "; (2) from similarity of names: " The 
mouse is excellent~" referring to the mouse of the rite; 
(3) from what is true divided to what is false Joined; (4) from 
exaggeration and amplification: 11 The crime is too great 
to supnose him to have done it"; (5) from a sign to draw 
an argument, as to conclude a fact from the manner of one's 
life: " Dionysius is a robber for he is a wicked man," is 
illogical, for every wicked man is not a thief, though every 
th1ef is a wicked man; (6) from accident or chance of a 
thing: " \\"hat you bought yesterday you eat to-day; you 
boul!ht raw meat yesterday, s.o you will eat raw meat to-day"; 
(7) from assertmg as a lo~JCal property that which is not, 
or as a consrquenre: 11 The poor are happy because they 
smg- and dance in. the temple "; (8) from asserting as a 
cause tLJt whiCh ts not; (9' from the omission of some 
particulars or circumstance-i.e., u.~lzen, manner how where· 
(ro~ frc·m }hat p~obable in s~me cases to wh~t is probabl~ 
~1mplv: He ~~d not do tt because he suspected they 
\\ould su-pect h;m," etc. (See Asteismus.) 
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Enthymemas from Examples are Best for Orators. 
This is the great field for the orator. Aristotle says 

examples are best suited for deliberative oratory (reasoning 
from what has happened that a like will probably happen). 
This is the oratory for the masses. Reasoning from examples, 
says Gilbart, is the subject in relation to other things. " To 
destroy the false idea of genius, as idleness, adduce eminent 
orators, statesmen who haYe worked as dictionary makers 
and are superior to other men as they have taken more pains." 
'

1 Gibbons was at his desk at si_x, . Cicero nearly d1ed by over 
work, Pascal died by study."-Sidney Smith. We induce 
f10m examples-e.g., " I see that a horse has four legs; l 
~sert (induce) every horse in the world has four legs." 
Enthymemas are best suited to forensic oratory, as they 
respect what is or is not a matter of fact and refer to things 
past, from which we conclude necessarily and require Enthy
mema; but examples refer to things to come, and we must 
needs adduce examples out of \vhat has been. " It snowed 
three Christmases, therefore it will snow every Christmas," 
are not enough examples to prove it. Examples may be from 
analogy, from similitude or proportional; as one is to ten 
so ten .is to a hundred, " As an enemy so is a bad citizen." 
The greatest effect is from comparison between those that 
a.re nearly equal, ".The body can make no use of the limbs, 
nerves, blocd, without the mind; so a state is powerless 
w1thout laws." Examples from fables, which please the 
masses, especially the illiterate and rustic. Agrippa recon
ciled the people to the senators by the fable, 11 The body 
revolting against the belly." 

Examples from similars: 11 Dionysius requested guard for 
his person and made himself a tyrant. Pisistratus secured 
absolute power in the same manner." From dissimilar 
points: 11 Since any one compelling me to quit my house 
by force I· should haw• a ground for action, shall I have 
no ground for action if a man prevents me from entering 
it? , From opposite points: " There is no reason a marriage 
should be valid if made by mutual consent without license, 
for it would be to no purpose if with a license and no mutual 
wnsent." Another ot similitude from Aristotle, based· on 
some action past : 1

' Darius came into Greece after conquering 
Egypt, Xerxes also conquered Egypt, one ought therefore 
to hinder the king of Persia from conquering Egypt." A 
fable: " The horse wanting to drire the stag out and ha,·e 
the who1e pasture to himself, asked .a man to help; the man 
said if he let him put this bit into his mouth, he would 
mount with his dart and drire it out; eYer since the horse 
has been a slaYe. So if Pharlaris says 1 put yourseh es under 
me and take my bit, I will a\·en~e your enemies,' you will 
become his sla,·es past reconry." 
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1rojds wlzi(tl introduce t.W Enthymema. 
The most useful form of these Enlhymemata ex contrariis, 

te; which apo elattuno.l ,_from the inferior) or ek tou mallon 
kai Jwiton (from the worse or weaker) also belong (see 
example below, g, 13), is that by which the. words aTo1rov 
(s/range, absurd~, EVTJ8E\ (silly, simple), omov (marvel
lous, clet'er\ alrrX,PoV (base, infamous, shameful), trx€rA.wv 
(aucl, merciless, a?omi11able, .~hocking,· lzardy, unftinchmg), 
and such like, are introduced in the question how, how 
slwuld tlzat be, for it cannot be ·tizat ... ? as if sometning 
had gone before; 'ZA/Jiy not, certainly (see examples below, 
6, 27; 20, 12; 21, 120, etc.); or with is it not? not therefore? 
110! tht·n? then, therdore, accordingly (see example below, 
5. 25); or with and indeed, and yet, altogether, certainly, 
at any rate, ;-et, hou;e;;er,, still, nevertheless, used to mark 
an objection; .for truly, for confirming a proposition wh1ch 
of itself is tolerably certain; but, while, on the other hand; 
m truth, ,·erily, to strengthen or conf1rm; and m interroga· 
tive sentences, what, pray, or can zt be?; 7Vould ha~·e, a 
conditional assertion; conditional part ide, if; or such llke 
v.ntagonistic principles. Although ... bttt ar~ often Joinea 
by if, where tlle interrogatire contrary is still to be realised 
and is, therefore:>, up to this place hypothetical ( 19, 337, see 
example below, also 5 I, 9); or the second statement is inten
tionally presrnted as hypothetical, which is indeed when the 
bitter conclusion is addressed directly to the hearer, a clever 
means of mitigation-i.e., Demos. \usus B~otus II (40, 31): 
"And further, all the persons who were before the arbitrator 
ha\·e !>tated to you in evidence that B<rotus was himself 
present when the arbitrator decided in my favour, and that 
he did not appeal to t!JP. court, but acq~1iesced in the award. 
It would be strangr, I take it, wh,~n other men, who consider 
themselres wronged, carry the most trifling causes on appeal 
to vou, that this man who sued me for a marnage portion 
t"l recon'r a taknt, and had an award m the suit against 
him, as he himself sa)'S, uujustly, should acquiesce in that 
award. Oh, hut perhaps he is a quiet sort of person, not 
fond of litigation." 

lllusl~ation /rom Dcmo1thenes by Rekdantz-Blass. 
Ex. 9, 13, or Philip III. 13- "~fallon" (from worst): 

., Pec.plt> who would ne\er ha,·e harmed h,tm, though they 
m1ght hare adopted m.::asl!res of defence, he chose to deceive 
r:J.thcr than warn them of j.j<; attack; and think you he 
would declare war :1~ai.nst yuu before he began it, and that 
,.,ht!e you wrre w1llmg tv be deceiYed? Impossible! '' 
"Ouk01o;" (t!1en\: Thr? Democ:;thPne:m pasqge in Phll. 1. 25 · 
commences thus : " It were folly 1 hrn, utter absurdity, after 
dealmg thus w1~h eacl! p3rty sinf;ly on matters of rital moment 
to ours('hcs, to battle now with them al! fvr a shadow of 
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Delphi." "Men'' (if, when); u de" (but): Demos. on 
the Embassy, 337: "About his voice, too, it may be 
necessary to say something; for I hear that upon this also 
he very confidently relies, as if he can overpower you by 
his acting. I think, however, you would be committing a 
gloss absurdly if, when he played the m1series of Thyestes 
and the men at Troy, you drove and hissed him olf the 
boards, and nearly stoned him to death, so that, at last, 
he desisted from his playing of third rate parts; yet now 
that, not upon the stage but in public and most important 
affairs of state, he has wrought infinity of e~il, you should 
pay regard to him as a fine speaker. Heaven forbid! Do 
not you be guilty of any foliy, but consider: if you are 
making trial of a herald you shou~d see that he has a good 
voice, but if of an ambassador and an undertaker of public 
duties, that he is honest, tl1at he demeans himself with spmt 
a:.; vour representative, like a. fellow-citizen towards you; as 
I (for example) had no respect for Philip, but respected the 
prisoners, delivered them and never !line/zed; whereas the 
defendant crouched before him and sang pa:ons, but you he 
disregarded." " Demosthcnes' Oration on the Chersonese " : 
" For if Philip were to a~k, ' Which would you prefer, that 
these soldiers of Diopithes, whatever be their character, 1 
dispute not about that, should thrive and have credit at 
Athens, and he reinforced with the assistance of the state, 
or that they should be dispersed and destroyed at the instance 
of calumniators and accusers? ' I think he would say the 
latter. And what Philip would pray to the gods for, certain 
persons are bringing about; and after this· you ask how the 
state is ruined? " Demos. on the Chers. 44: " None of you 
surely is so foolish as to suppose that Philip covets those 
miseries of Thrace, for what else can one can· Drongilus, 
and Cahyle, and Mastira, and the places which he is taking 
and conquering now? " 

Further l!lustrations from Demosthenes. 
" The Thessalians, again, th:nk ye, said I, when he 

ejected their tyrants, and gare back ~iccea and Magnesia, 
they expected to ha,·e the decemvirate, which is now estab
lished ·or that he who restored the meeting· at Pylae would 
take away their rerenues? Surdy not. And yet these things 
occurred as all mankind ma.v know " Or in the instance of 
Demos. vs. Phil. II, 13: "Well, it may be said, he knew 
all this, yet he. so acted not from ambition or the motives 
which I charge; but because the demands of the Thebes were 
more equitable than yours ... " Or the Parataxis m_il.y be 
as a relative sentence, as in I4, 36; 20, 8; or with whenso
ever, when, at one time, at anollter time, whenever, if as a 
conditional particle. Take Demos. vs. Phil. 44: n For it 
is impossible-aye, impossihle-fot nne man to execute all 
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) our wishes; to promi~e, a.nd assert, a~d accuse this or that 
person is possible; but so you~ a~ am are rumed. The 
general commands \Het~hed unpaid hirelings; here are persons 
easily found who tell hes of his conduct; you note at random 
from what ~~ou . . . ; what then can be expected?" And 
take Demos: rs. Halonneus, 43 : " And here they are right; 
ht· did so allege, and, on my indicting him for an unlawful 
measure, you acquitted him, and thus he has caused your 
title to the land to be contested. But if you could bring 
yourselves to refer this dispute with the Cardians, whether 
the lands be yours or theirs, whv should not the other people 
of the Chersonese be dealt with on the same principle? " 
P.nd also Demos. vs. Leptines, 8 : '' And further should 
you bear in mind, that by the present laws, which have long 
been in fora, and the propriety of which even my adversaries 
will dispute, each man takes the public offices every other 
year, so that he is exempt for half of his time." These 
subordinate sentences may also, as R.ehdantz-Blass says, take 
the second place. Bullinger gives the following example from 
the Bible (11att. xxvii. 19): " Have thou nothing to do with 
that just man." Here the fire, feeling and urgency of Pilate's 
wife is all the more forcible in that she does . not stop to 
fo~mulate a tame, cold argument, but she omits the major 
premise, which was greatly emphasised by being left for 
Pilate to supply. The complete syllogism would have been: 
( 1) It is very wicked to punish a just or innocent mao. 
(2) Jesus is a just man, (3) Have therefore noth,ing to do 
with punishing him. 

Argument by Enthymema and Examples. 
Use and examples: Aristotle says where an Enthymema 

j., wanting put examples, similitudes and fables, also facts; 
first to sen·c as proof by induction. It is best to put examples 
at the end to come in as testimony, and one witness is 
C\'idence, if a .credible one. If pln.ced at the beginnipg, it 
rf'quires to cite many. In "Principles of Argument," by 
Edwin Bell, it is gi\'en as the best use in case of the audtence 
being fairly favourable or if no opposing speaker; it is best 
not to put them into a critical frame of mind by laying down 
a proposition and setting out to com·ince hearers of 1ts truth, 
l1Ut best to use homiletic speaking or the expository method. 
" State a subject, set forth facts, and leave it to those to 
draw the conclusion for themseln'·s." They come in as 
partners to the arg~ment and are more apt to be convinced 
and not svspend Judgment to hear the other side. To 
announce a proposition first is more weighty, and examples 
t? follow .. as hearer's mmd is enlisted thus in thinking of 
s1mllar mstances to . confirm the conclusion. First gii.;e 
e.ramplrs tllilt arc obt.·zous and near at hand, or more recent; 
then tbosC' that are more remote, as the mind is arrested 
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by those that are obvious, and curiosity is satisfi.ed by refer
ence to those that are more remote, that Is, not thought oi 
m that light before. Argue from cause to· effect, ±rom 
analogy, from example, because it prepares the mind for 

·conviction by showing antecedent probability of the fact to 
be proved. ... Dead men cannot rise again, dead states cannot 
restore themselves.,- " The conqueror decides the state of 
the conquered. They inust come in as new states or remam 
as conquered provinces." The Indirect Argument First, then 
the Direct. Reverse this ordet: or form and the effect is bad. 

Enthymemas are used to confi.rm and refute. To Confirm 
(I) from contraries; the contrary quality must be mherent, 
a~ " Temperance is good because intemperance is bad." 
(2) Relative: " If it be not base for you to sell them, 1t 1s 
not ba~e for us to buy them." " If the patient has suffered 
justly, so the agent has acted jnstly." There may be room 
for a fallacy-for if he did suffer justly, has the agent the 
right to inflict the suffering? (3) From Comparison: (a) a 
fortiori, ~rom the relations of the greater to the le~s : '' lt 
the gods do not know, less should I "; (b) a minori : " If 
the less probability exists, the greater will also"; (c) by 
parity of reasoning: " If Theseus committed no wrong, 
neither. did Paris"; " Suppose· Hector did slay Patroclus, 
Paris slew Achilles." (4) From Time: ''If to have a statue, 
will you not then grant it to me, now that I hare achieved 
it? " Modern example: "Then you were men, nor time, 
nor place did adhere; and yet you would make both : they 
have made thct.oselves, and that their fitness now does 
unmake you."-Shakespeare. (5) From retorting: Derived 
from what opponent says of himself, and is of great service. 
"Would you, Aristophanes, have betrayed the fleet? " 
11 }J"o." 11 Then," retorted Iphicrates, " if you who are 
Aristophanes would not have betrayed the fleet, how shall 
I who am Iphicrates? " · Generally it is absurd when one 
chides in another what he does, or would feel inclined to 
do, or exhorts him to· do what he himself would not do or 
be induced to do. (6) From definition: The inferences are 
drawn from the points ascertained or defined. '' The spirit ' 
i.:; either God or the creature of God, therefore he denies not 
a God that cc:nfesses there are spirits." -Socrates. (7) From 
the number of meaninl{s of the term or distinction of an 
ambiguou·s word. (8) From Division: "If all men do what 
they do from one of three ca.uses whereof two are impossible, 
and the accuser charges not the third, it follows he has not 
done it." (9) From Deductio11: "Those who ill protect the 
sdfety of others are not to be trusted with our own." ( 10) 
From Authority or former decision; as Sappho insisted that 
to die wa3 an evil, the gods having so decided; had it 
not been so, thev themselres would hare died; or death is 
an evil for the gods ·ha,·e judged it so in making themselres 
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irnmc,rtal. (rr) From Different Motives, as men will call a 
thing just and honourable in public, but expedient in private. 
The orator should take the one which suits best his purpose, 
for this element is of sovereign use in exposing anomalies 
d c'pinion. (12) From .4nalogy; deducible from analogy ot 
results, as " Iphicrates held, when to gire up his son who 
was under the age, but tall, that if they esteem great children 
•as men, then assuredly they will_ vote small men to be 
children." Gilbart says that the reasoning from analogy 
is- from the resemblance of one thing to another. Any bad 
observation will ,·itiate the conclusion (see Illustration), for 
analogy is not based on identity but upon a relation-e.g.~ 
'· The practice of passing bad money off for good on· some 

lees are perfectly strai~bt 
•·'·'<'r.,,d lrom pa~e on level 

w1•h tl·t eyes. lnoccuracies also 
J'l"' c"d from other s•nses, as in 

lie.:rsay ev1dence, etc. 

one else because we have taken it 
for good, is much the same way 
as if one robbed on the highway 
should imagine it right to reim
burse himself out of the pocket ot 
the first traveller he meets."
Paley. It is the type 'of all reason
ing where two things resemble each 
other in one or more respects. 
Sedgwick says that argument by 
analogy i:; the most disputoble ot 
all, because the parties '' feel m 
their bones '' more than what they 
clearly express The thin end of 
lhe wedge in, the objector- claim~ 
that the two cases are widely apart, 
while the proposer of an innovation 
claims they are analogous, and 
that there is no difference between 
them. The objector says: " 1f we 
once begin to feed the school 
childr~n, there is no telling where 
we w11l end; by and by we will 
have to clothe them, next house 
them, then they w11l grow up de
pending on the state, and loss ot 
independence will result, and 
relin·ing the parents of their 
rtspc,nsibility. Bell says that in 
the probable arguments from 
analogy, what is ·true of one is 
probaLlv true of the other if the 

prq> nclcr:Jting numllcr of esscr.t;al particular5 resemble each 
c,t 1

:t r. "The planet ~Iars has an atmosphere, clouds, mists, 
~- ;'t~d hnds. etc .. like tht> earth, therefore it is inhabited." 

I-I 0\\ i-::in~. Rut if the t\vo cases are alike in ::11l material 
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points, it ceases to be an argument by analogy aod becomes 
an imperfect induction. (13) From enumeration of parts; as 
of the soul, it is either of this or that description. (Regarding 
Socrates): "Toward what temple hath he been guilty of impiety? 
Whom of the gods hath he not honoured?" (14) From 
C omequent or consequences: This consists (since in the 
generality of instances it happens that under s.omewhat the 
same circumstance is consequent whether good or enl) m 
the exhortation or dissuasion by means of these consequences, 
the accusation or defence, the blaming or praising-e.g., 
" On education, envy is consequent, which is an ev1l, or It 
is good to be wise "-whichever suits your point. :1 5) From 
Dilemma or two co11sequences: " 'Tis not good to be an 
orator, because if he speaks the truth he will displease men, 
if he speaks falsely he will displease God." The retort may 
be: " If you speak the truth, you will please God, If an 
untruth, you will please men, therefore by all means be an 
orator.'' (r6) From Similarity of consequents, as where 
one result is the same as another : " They are equally 
guilty of impiety who assert that the gods were produced, 
as those that assert that they die, for in both cases 1t happens 
at some time or other, the gods do not exist."-Xenophanes. 
{17) From Inconsistency of Men,· that men change their minds; 
another deduced from the circumstance; that the same person 
does not choose the same thing subsequently as before, but 
.contrarywise: " If when in exile we fight to get back, now 
that we are back, we take flight in order that we may not 
fight." The other leaves the country to avoid fighting. 
(18) From a Possible for the Real Reason, assumed; as 
"' Diomedes chose Ulysses to go with him, not as the more 
valiant, but that as one who would partake less of his 
glory." (19) From Considering Motives and Causes which 
stimulate or retard men; as " If the undertaking be easy and 
possible, or beneficial either to the person in question, to 
himself, to his friends, to his enemies or kinsmen, or entail~ 
ing loss on ·them; or if the loss be less than the object pro
posed. The orator must exhort on the foregoing and dissuade 
-on their opposites.'' There is also, as Gilbart says, the Final 
Cause-the object or purpose for which the thing came into 
being. This generally refers to ethics and theology, and in 
the administration of laws, being the interpretation, the inten
tion, the spirit or object of the act. Object of a measure: 
': If death would prevent the spread of crime and satisfy the 
demands of justice, then impose it, otherwise more regard 
is shown for the life of the murderer than for that of the 
innocent." Also Assign a M olive, then build upon what 
political economists do sometimes, when they assume mankind 
were originally savages-i.e., so created; if so, they probably 
would ha\·e remained saYages, they would ha\'e formed no 
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· idea of sidisation, etc., etc. The doctrine of fmal causes 
enters largely in our reasonings on the nature and character 
of the human mind, and Circumstances .surroundmg ns-::
e.g., " :\lan has a capacity for bemg happy; we infer. he 
was designed to be happy; man. has a facultx for acqumng 
knowledge; we infer he was des1gned to acqmre knowledge • 
man has feelings and capacity to live in society; we infer 
he was designed to li\'e in society." From the animal 
creation we infer the design and final cause of thw creation 
-e.g., "The gift of scent to the hound, swiftness to the 
greyhound, and the sagacity of the pointer deno'Le the use, 
hence manis justified in using them tor hunting." 

Enthymema is also used to incite the hearer to think out. 
tlze logical conclusion for himself, which always is a source 
oi pleasure to the hearer, as it seems to be a compliment to 
his abilities, as well as a gratification to himself, in that he 
perceives easily the logic of the statement. To facilitate this, 
Rehdantz-Blass, under the heading " Parataxis," says: 
'· The Greek arranges by para tactic formation (parataxis, 
according to Webster's Dictionary, is the mere ranging of 
one proposition after another without indicating their con
nection or interdependence), so that, on the one hand, the 
expression does not /appear as a reflection, corresponding to 
the emotion; and on the other, the logical contrast appears 
more strikin5 through the equalisation of the form, and thus 
incites the hearer to think out this logical relation for himself. 
Such parataxis have·, properly speaking, their places in Enthy
rnemas full of emotion; usual! y in the form : ' men,' on the 
one hand,- ' de,' on the other,· after BavtJ.asw (I ,;zarvel, I 
Z1.'onda, etc.), as in Demosthenes' second Olynthiac, 24: 'I 
marvel n~t at that, the contrary would ha,·e been marvellous, 
If we, domg none of .the duties of war, had beaten one doing 
all.. But thzs surpnses .me, that formerly, Athenians, you 
resisted the Laceda:mom~~s for the rights of Greece, and 
rc ;ectmg many opportumt1es of selftsh gain to secure the 
nghts of e:thers, expended your property in contributions 
and bore the brunt. of th.e battle; yet, now you are loth to 
serre, slow to contnbute m defence of your own possessions, 
and though yon hare often saYed the other nations of Greece 
c• ·llcctin ly and indi\'idually, under your own losses you sit 
stdl 'i 11/ler ' Deiuon' (monstrous, clt7'er, etc.), as in Demos. 
''· :\ausu11achus, r8: 'Y.ou hear t~1e law, men of the Jury, 
d·~:)anng posJtJrely that If they brmg no action within five 
yc;m, their right of action shall be barred. Well we com
mrnce acti?n; they may say, 11 Yes, and you settl~ it too." 
It would, 111deed, bt molt's~rous, when for the original injury 
the law dot'S not. allow a~t10ns to be brought after fi\'e years 
br < ·rphans .agamst thm unreleased guardians, that you 
<].nuld 111 •\\', m the twentwth year maintain action aaainst us 
the children c.f your guardians, upon matters upon ~hich yo~ 
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gave· them a rel~ase.' After j aisclzron' (shameful, etc.~, _as 
m Demos. v. Anstocrat~s, 143: ' Thersagoras and Execestus 
came to Lesbos and res1ded there; had any of the friends or 
childret;t of Philiscus laid hands upun either of them, he must 
have gtven them up, by virtue of their decree. Would not 
your conduct haz·e been shameful and dreadful, 0 Athenians, 
if, whil~ you set up in brass and reward with the highest 
honours those '~ho have performed such a feat at Athens, 
you had pwscnbed as outlaws men of other countries who 
showed the same devotion to their fatherland? ' After 
1 

atopon' (absurd, etc.), as in Demos. vs. Leptines, 147: 
' Bes~des, i: 'Would be a most gross absurdity, if on that 
oceas10n the deeds of Chabrias had more influence with you 
than the words of Leodamas; yet, when you have these deeds 
.and the deeds of your other benefactors added to them, they 
should altegether be weaker than the words of this man.' 
.After ur.Ep~ve~ (monstrous), as in Demos. on the Embassy, 
267 : ' And the perpetrators of all this were not ashamed to 
lnok at the sun or at the earth on which they stood, or at 
the temples or sepulchres, or at the infamy that upon such 
doings was sure to _follow. So mad and senseless, 0 
Athenians, are people rendered by taking bribes! You, 
therefore, you the people, must b~ wise, and not permit such 
practices, but punish them by public sentence. It would, 
indeed, be monstrous if having passed so many resolutions 
against the betrayers of Olynthus, you should fail to punish 
criminals in your own country. Read me the decree concern
ing the Olynthians.' After 'Schetilion' (cruel, etc.), as in 
Demos. vs. Timocrates, 31 : ' Is it not shameful that a man, 
who knew the statutes which you have just heard to be in 
force, who knew also of another statute declaring that no 
decree, even though it be legal, shall be of greater force than 
a law, should frame and propose to you a law in pursuance 
of a clearer, which itself he knew to have been illegally 
moved? Is it 1tJt cruel, that when the state has secured us 
all against the suffering of wrongs or grievances at this period 
by the institution of a holiday, she should herself have 
obtained no such security against Timocrates, but ha,·e 
suffered on this very holiday the most grievous wrong? For 
how could a prirate indi,·idual more deeply .have injured the 
state than by overthrowing the laws by which she is 
~ovemed ?' :liter 1 Hypomeneite' (71'ill you endure), as in 
nemosthenes on the Embassy, 280: I How say you, then, 
0 Athenians? Under these circumstances, you being the 
descendant'i of those men, yourseh·es being some of them still 
living, -;;.•ill you endure that Epicrates, the benefactor of the 
people and the liberator from Pirceus, should be deg-raded 
nnd punished? that again Thrasvbulus ... should ha\·e 
incurred a penalty . . . ? and that the descendants of 
Harmodius and Aristogiton and men who hare conferred 
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benefi.ts . . . and that neither mercy, nor pity, neither 
weeping children named after your benefactors, nor. anything 
else should have helped them? and shall the son of Atrometus, 
the pedagogue, and Glaucothea (the assembler of Bacchanals 
for performances for which a.r1other priestess has died) shall 
he, when you hare caught him, be let off, he the issue of 
such parents, he that in no single instance has been useful 
tv the state, neither himself, nor his father, nor any other 
d his family? ' '' 

The following, which were a fa,·ourite scheme with Edmund 
Burke, afford a good source. of supply for Enthymemas: 
:.1:henu, u:h;-, to i.i.olta/ end, witlt i.J.•Izat means, and 'ii.'lzal 
usult. 

Caution: Do not forget that the Entltymemalic Jntithsis 
is formed independently, and the conclusion is added inde
pendently, as in Demosthenes rs. Phil. 11, 15: "All this he 
intends and will intend, I dare say, but to attack the Lace
da:monians on behalf of ).fessene and Argos he does not 
intend; he actually sends mercenaries a..'l.d money intg the 
country, and expected to go himself with a great force. Tlte 
Laad(£JIIOnians, ulto are enemies o/ Thebes, lte o~·ertltrows; 
I he P ltocimzs, o.chom lte !tim self before destroyed, will lte now 
pnser•;e? " Compare Demos. rs. Phormio, 26-27: "And 
to the creditors who lent on the voyage out, you could 
scarcely pay their principal, though they were at sea with 
you and continually pressing you; yet to this man, who has 
not prc:,sed, you not only returned his principal and interest, 
but also paid all the penalties of the agreement, when you 
were under no necessity .. (2i) And you did not for these 
persons to whom their agreement ga,·e the rie:ht of demand
ing payment in Bosporus; yet pretend to ha,·e regarded the 
claim of this man who alleges that you defrauded him in- the 
nry outset by not shipping his money's worth of goods 
according to your agreement from Athens ! And now that 
you are come to the port where the loan was ad,·anced, you 
do not scruple to cheat the lender; yet you pretend that you 
did more than justice in Bosporus where you were not likely 
t) be punished! " Do not omit tlzc /act that the Parata.xis, 
as Rehdantz-Blass says ~"men ... de," altltouglt •.. 
Jet;, is delirered when the (established) first sentence is 
f,::.rmed participially, for instance as in Demos. on the Peace, 
2;-26: "And to Philip now (altltouglt) that we haYe ceded 
Amohipolis by treaty, and allowed the Caridians to be 
rxcepted from the other people of the Chersoncse; and the 
Carian to Stize the islands Chios, Cos, and Rhodes, and the 
Byzantinrs t•) dftain our ressels, e,·idently because we think 
the tral"Jquillty uf peace mc.re beneficial than strife, and con
tfst abr:ut ~uch que-stions: (J a~ it were fdl\' then and utter 
;::hsurdity, dtcr c!c-aling thus with each part singly on matters 
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of rital importance to ourselres, to battle now with them all 
for a shadow at Delphi." 

In drawing the l::.nthymema from examples, fables, facts, 
etc.~ ." do not string Enthymemas together, for they prore 
an mJury to one another, and hinder and confuse the hearer; 
blend them by the way, nor should the speaker seek after 
Enthymemas for ererything, lest he prores the known from 
what is less known "; nor indulge in logical niceties as if 
he were addressing a disputation society instead of the people 
or masses; nor bring up too many proofs, nor prove too 
much; just sufficient else the wedge rna y be knocked out. 

" A good orator should have in readiness the choicest 
particulars of whatever he foresees he may speak of, not 
making assumptions out of every subject, but from those 
circumstances that are inherent in each question; for this 
reason uneducated men hare more persuasive influence over 
a mob than those of high acquirements, because they speak 
in a manner that comes horne to them.'' -Aristotle. 

Deli<xry: As the home of the Enthymema is in argument, 
therefore everything bearing on the question of argument is · 
germane here, for the Enthymema is a rhetorical syllogism, 
rather a pronouncement of a judgment with a proof sup
porting it. The Protasis with the hypothetical "if," "sup
posing," or with participial clauses, takes the rising inflec
tion, each one being pronounced as Accumulation, or if 
arrane-ed according to the importance, with the least im
portant frrst and the most important last, it should be as 
an Incrementum, as in counting, one, two, three, four-the 
last being the highest and strongest. In the equalisation of 
form, the delivery is rhythmical;· it becomes argument con
cealed under symmetry and beauty of form, for such Para
taxis, as R.ehdantz-Blass says, have their place in Enthy
memas full of emotion. The emotion in which the Period 
is cast should stand out well, thus concealing the argument 
within it. They are usually in the form of Enthymematic 
Antitheses following after such expressions as " it is 
rr.onstrous," " it is cruel," " it is shocking," " it is shame
ful," "will you endure," etc. (see examples above). These 
powerful emotions give persuasion, for thus a man ~xpresses 
himself in ordinary life when speaking under the mfluence 
of certain emotions and passions, therefore the speaker 
addressing an audience in like manner appears to mean what 
he says. Longinus on the Sublime, speaking .of " Oratori~al 
Imagery," declares that the best feature IS always .Its 
reality and truth. u \\'hat, then," he says, "can orat_oncal 
imagery effect? W_ell, .it is able ·in n;any ways to mfuse 
Yehemence and passiOn mto the speaker s words, wh1le m?re 
particularly, when it is combined with argumentative 
passage:>, it not only persuades the hearer, but . actually 
makes him its slave. Here is an example. Hypendes, on 
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being accused, after he had proposed the ~ibera~ion . of the 
sla\·es subsequently to the great defeat, sa1d: Th1s pro.: 
posal was framed, not by the orator, but by the battle of 
ChJ:roneia.' The speaker has here at . one and. the s~me 
time followed a train of reasoning and mdulged m a tlzght 
oj imaginalzon. He has, therefore, P.assed the.; bounds of 
mere persuasion by the boldness of h1s conceptiOn. By a 
sort of natmal law in all such matters, we always attend to 
\\hat possesses superior force . whenever it is. that we are 
drawn away from demonstration pure and s1mple to any 
startlino- image within whose dazzling brilliancy the argu
ment l~es concealed. And it is not unreasonable that we 
should be affect~d in this way, for when two things are 
brought together, th(: more powerful always attracts to itself 
the virtue of the weaker." 

And in regard to figures, Longinus gives the example of 
Demosthenes' powertul demonstration of the fact that the 
Athenians did " no wrong" under the cover of the frgures 
Orco and Apostrophe, " when however, as though suddenly 
inspired by heaven, and as it were frenzied by the god of 
prophecy, he utters his famous oath by the champions of 
Greece (' Assuredly ye did no wrong; I swear it by those 
v.ho at 1farathon stood in the forefront of danger') in the 
public view, by this one figure of Adjuration, which I here 
term Apostrophe, he deifies his ancestors. It is said indeed 
that the germ of the oath is found in Eupolis: 

For, by the fight I won at Marathon, 
No one shall \'eX my soul and rue it not. . 

N'ow in the passage of Eupolis there is nothing but the mere 
oath, addressed to the Athenians when still prosperous and 
in no need of comfort. F urtherr11ore, the poet in his oath 
has not made dirinities of men in order to create a worthy 
conception of their \·alour, but ha:. wandered away from thos~ 
who stood in the forefront of the danger to an inanimate 
thing-the fight. In Demosthenes, the oath is framed for 
vanquishfd men with the intention that Ch~roneia should 
no longer appear a failure to the Athenians. He gires them 
at one and the same time, as I remarked, a demonstration 
that they have done 'no wrong,' an example, the sure evi
d rnce of oaths, a eulogy, an exhortation." (See Rhys 
Robrrts' Translation.) 

A clrli\'ery of the Enthymema,. when couched in appro
pnate figures and concealed w1thm the proper emotion or 
pa'islOn, has the stamp of truth, ~arnestness and reality. 

Dtll~·ery · All the Enthymemat1c words, that is words 
wh1ch show that an inference is being drawn, such as 
tl:nt"jo•r, !u1, itlt1.11111iclz ai, because, since then hence con
s~ 'tutntly, etc, should hare a pause b~fore them, ~hich 
md1catt s th·~ change in the mental riew, a pitch and a pause 
:·ftvr tb'?m, :1s they dcnvk, according to Delsarfe, an ellipsis; 
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it is also to permit adjustment of the vocal chords to pro
nounce the clause following. Delsarte gives a pause of 
9 degrees to follow '' if" (hypothetical or conditional), 
''then" (condusire), "for," etc. This is one of the highest 
degrees of pauses-e.g., "This might be one of your kind, 
/o1-you would not think of sparing me." Suppress the 
silence after " for," he says, and there would be no effect. 
Bell says "for" as a conjunction has the full eighth vowel 
sound, and is longer than the " for " which 1s a preposition. 
" The Essentials of Public Speaking " says the "third " 
may be used, that is the voice going over three notes; that 
it gives distinction and character to the accented and 
emphatic syllable, and is used for conversation, wit, argu
rrentat10n, description, and oratorical thought. Rush says 
L1e second is used though the illati\·e conjunction may take 

-a wider interval-that is, the roice rises up to, say, three 
notes on the accented syllable and comes back immediately 
to the level of discourse. 

In argument and pleading, the speaker, says Quintillian., 
must use a thousand and one figures, and make his language 
appear to grow and spring naturally-e.g., " \Vbat is the 
object of om weapons? (major) which certainly we were not 
to have (minor) if we were to make no use of them." Elo
quence must support refutation and proofs. Simple state
ments are not good enough, but must be urged by extra
ordinary_ vigour by those who use them, particularly arising 
from the cause in which we blame or praise any action 
showing it just or unjust, or make it appear greater or less, 
worse or better than it really is. The index finger pointing 
down toward the ground and moved up and down two or 
three times is for insisting strongly. The Socratic method, 
as if conversing with your opponent, is very good in the 
proof by examples, but the orator propounds and answers 
his own questions-e.g., "What is the most noble of fruit? 
the best I should suppose. What horse? that assuredly the 
swiftest. 1 hen he is the best of men who excels most, 
not in nobleness of birth, but in merit." As to digressions 
tn make illustrations, embellishment, fire the passions, see 
fig. Digression. Aristotle says: " Passions may be aroused 
only in maxims, for proof possesses neither an air of char
acter nor deliberate choice--e.g., maxim: ' Injured though 
I be, yet I do not repent, for the gain is on his side, but 

-justice is on minf'.' Here he speaks to excite passion. In 
exciting- passion, leave off Enthymema, for either it will 
expel the passion or the Enthymema be uttered to no pur
pose; one or the other will be feeble, if they happen at the 
same time. Thev mutuallv destrov each other. If YOU haYe 
no oroofs or Enthymemas·, conrey an impress of your char
acter, for a good man is as acceptable as accuracy of speech, 
If vou ha,,e proof, prore strongly." 
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Tlzc /oJ;e oj voice 211 Delin:ry: Gany says that the middle 
tone should be used for calm reasoning, and a moderate 
tllnc ! sec Fig .• \rgumentum). What is affirmed· takes the 
fallmg inflectwn, a;ld what IS denied the nsing. · . 

~Farm rcasunmg: 11 By my wh1te beard, you offer h1m, 
If tlm be so, a wrong, something un£.hal, reason my son." 

Ccslzaes ujcd in dclh·ering i'.lztlqmemas. The hand is 
supreme in this. Delsarte d1vides the arm into three parts, 
the upper arm (part attachrd to the shoulder, w.hic~ is vital), 
the fore-arm, which 1s moral, and the hand, wh1ch 1s mental; 
and in the hand the index finger is supreme. With the index 
finger we define, the hand moving up and down, with its 
side to the earth. The movement of a single finger mdicates 
great finesse. ~Iathews, in speaking of its eJ:fect, makes 
the f1)1lowing- reference to Daniel \V ebster: 11 In speaking 
uf the Buffalo platform in rS48, he said: 1 It is so rickety 
1bat it will hardly bear the fox-like tread of 1Ir. Van Buren.' 
A::, he said ' fox:like tread,' he held out the palm of his left 
hcnd, and with the other played his fingers along his 
c:-.tended arm down to the hand, with a soft running motion, 
as if to reprt'scnt the kittm-like ad ranee of the foxy advocate 
t1pon his rickety platform. A shout of laughter testified to 
the aptness of this sign teaching." When the hand is raised 
<1nd turned towards the shoulder, it affirms by a small 
inclination. \\'hen the index is turned to the earth and 
pointinz downward, it is urgent. For simple affirmation, 
• ~~ ~ use the hand prone at about 45 

, ,. ) )~~ Jeg.; as per illustration with 
-:::::;/ /" the fingers at the extremities bent 

/. .............._.._ ~~ u~ward~ it is a more forcible 
// ..::;..// ~ affirmation, as: 11 I. disclose ; I 

affirm ; YOU cannot Cloubt me ; I 
open my heart; behold me." The 
supine is appropriate in affirmation, 

:;~~~·esslon, appeal. The s~pine afflrms, the prone denies. 
) he prone 1s an emphatic declaration " (cf. Bell). To 

aflum strongly, 11 the hand makes movement of affirmation 
up and down "; a~d to deny, 11 the hand, palm down, makes 
n1orcmen~ of negatwn from side to side (see illustration under 
f1(!. OmmatJO); a~d ~o affirm in spite of ercry observation, 
m, sp1te of all ,objectwn, say whatever you will, I affirm 
\\nether. or no -extend h.and p~lm outward. The degree 
()f ~ntamty m the affirmatJon vanes, accordmg to Delsarte, 
Wltll the angle the forearm forms with the arm. As the 
hand ~;ccnds: '

1 

This is proren "; 11 I ha,·e proof in my 
Lands. 1 be hand and fore-arm at right angles with the 
.~rm (upptr part) simply ~fflrn~s; if raised higher, it is cer-
1:11!1; and lngher stlll, 1t 1s. en dent, the hand being sup me; 
.Jnd wnh the han_d prone-z.e., palm toward the earth, and 
munn;,; dc·wn-s1gnifies 11 Perhaps it is so"; lower, u I 
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doubt if it is so " ; lower still, " It is not probable " ; lower 
further, 11 It is not possible, it is impossible." The following 
diagram from Delsarte will aptly illustrate the movement up 
and down of the forearm and hand. The highest to which 

the hand can go is '' abso
lute truth." Here the 
equality plane is, they say, 
the plane of direct address. 
It ranges vertically through 
an arc of about 30 degrees, 
with the shoulder as · the 
centre. It is the normal 
zone in which men deal with 
their fellow-men. Gestures 
of calm reasoning, ordinary 
public address, direct ap
peal, description, didactic 
thought, are in the plane 
of equality-e.g., " Do we 
mean to submit to the 
measures of Parliament, 
Boston Port Bill, and all? '· 

Gi Positive assertions: the 
~ hand always rises: (1) hand 
~ level with shoulder-line at 
s right angles to the upper 
"" arm, is simple assertion7' 

evidence, certainty and absolute truth are the three positives 
'\\hich rise from the shoulder line; the five negatives fall 
from the shoulder line, namely, probability, possibility, im
probability, negation (it is not so) and impossibility. The 
gesture coincides with the stress of the voice which falls on 
the accented syllable of the main or emphatic word. The 
reasoning gestures are from the elbow, the oratorical are with 
the' arm bent at the shoulder. The elbow is not to be pinned 
to the ·sides (this represents one in fear). These gestures, 
Austin says, are like the flights of domestic birds, short, are 
frequent, resting after short and rapid flights; and the 
oratorical gestures are like the great seafowl, whose flights 
are magnificent, and which glide so gracefully. Whence, 
but, and, etc., standing at the head of a sentence or 
beginning of an important clause, should always have a 
pause after th~m-e.g., "For-death is the close of life to 
all men, even though one should keep himself shut up in a 
cage, but-it behooves good men always to aspire to what 
is noble, proposing to themselves favourable hopes, and to 
endure with fortitude whate\·er Providence rna y allot them." 
-Demosthenes on the Crown. "Then-when I saw our 
state voluntarily engaged in so many and such dangerous 
contentions for the interests of others . . . " " Wherefore-
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I do not appear to be either the mover nor the au~hor ~£ the 
£rst peace . . . " " Why ?-because you had d1scontmued 
all nreparations for war .... "-Demosthene~. (See further 
references under Figs. Argumentum and P1ste1s.) 

E:\'U~IERA TIO: Latin c, out, fully; and numerare, to 
number; io, incr, act of; the act of reckoning up; is a figure . 
used bv the or~tor to di\'ide a subject into its accidents, the 
matter· into antecedents, the effects into causes, and things 
annexed, ar.d following after. It is also that part of the 
peroration which recapitulates the heads of an argument. 
Enumeratio is also numbering and rehearsing the effects and 
consequents, showing those which go with i.t .and follow after 
it, as: " Anthony was the cause of the ClVll war, of those 
slain armies of the Roman people, of the death of many noble 
citizens, of orerthrowing the authority of the Senate, and, 
finally, of all erils whatsoerer. "-Cicero. 

The use of this figure serves greatly both for garnishing 
tne oration with variety and_ also to enrich it with plenty 
(amplitude). 

Deli;:ery: The clauses or members are pronounced with a 
falling inflection, excepting direct questions, but not with the 
\'Oice falling into a repose as at the close of a period (see 
Fig. Accumulation). At the end of each clause or member 
there should be a slight pause. -

EPAGOGE: Greek hri, on, upon; a:yw, to lead, to 
bring; to kad on or upon. It is a number of particulars 
m examples brought forward to lead to a general conclusion 
or induction; also wherein like things are compared. " You 
have a cold, you did not take your umbrella, got wet boots; 
your family says it's your own fault because you do not take 
care of yourself ; this is cause and effect: but you observe 
a number of friends with a cold and you induce it is an 
unhealthy season." "Under the operation of the American 
system, the objects which it protects and fosters are brought 
to the consumer at a cheaper price than they commanded 
prio: to its !ntroduction, or than they would command if 
1t dtd not ex 1st. (Examples.) The average price of flannels 
m 1826 was 38f, 1827 tariff at 46 it was 38, 1829 was 36, 
18~0 32 cents. Brown sugar: 1792 to 1802, duty If cents 
a lb., arerage 14 cents; 182o-I830, duty 3, average only 
~~ cents a pound." Argument used by Henry Clay.-E. Bell. 

EP ~NALEPSIS : Greek hrl, on, up; ava, ao-am, 
A.af1,3al·w, to take: to take up again. It is a figu~e by 
"htch the orator uses the same word or clause at the begin
mng and at the end. of the same sentence. Symploce makes 
us<: (l the s<J.me but m several sentences. It is a figure when, 
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for eleganc~1's sake, a sentence is begun and ended with the 
same word or sound-e.g., "Severe to servants, to his 
children severe." " In sorrow I was born, and must die 
in sorrow.'' 

'' E panalepsis words will recommend 
The same at the beginning and the end."-Langley. 

Examples: 
" Who does the tender heart subdue, 

Tell me, my Sappho, tell me who? " 
-Ambrose Phillips. 

'' There honour comes a pilgrim gray· 
To bless the turf that wraps their clay, 
And freedom shall awhile 1:epair 
To dwell a weeping hermit there."-~ollins. 

Use: It serves to place a word of importance in the 
beginning of a sentence to be considered, and in the end to 
be remembered; also it has sweetness in the sound of the 
repetition. It is also a resumption after a parenthesis or 
digression. 

Caution: Do not use too manv words between the 
beginning and the end, as it drowns the repetition of the 
first word and thus loses its .. grace; and not repeat too soon 
lest it return,; barren and empty, and thus also have no grace. 

EPANAPHORA: Greek epi, on, upon; ana; again; 
phero, bring., bear, lead; is a form of speech which begins 
divers members with one and the same word. 

(1) In long periods-e.g., "A witness is Italy .... , a 
U'itness is . . . , " etc. --Cicero. (See full sentence under 
fig. 'Anaphora). 

(2) By most periods: " The Lord sittest above the water 
floods; the Lord remaineth King forever; the Lord shall give 
strength to his people; the Lord shall give his people the 
blessing of peace.'' 

(3) Bv commas: "Whom they lored, whom they served, 
whom they ran after, whom they fought and worshipped." 

(4) By interrogation: " Where is the v.'ise, where is the 
scribe, where is the disputer of this world? " 
'(5) By double anaphora in antithesis: "The covetous man 
is ever poor, the contented man is always rich; the covetous 
man is an enemy to himself, the contented man is a friend 
to others; the cm·etous man is full of care, the contented 
man is full of comfort.'' 

(6) By certain increase in the clauses: '' I desire you for 
the love I have borne to you, for· the love you hare borne to 
me, and for the lo\·e. which our good God doth bear to all, 
that you will remember these my last words, uttered \vith 
my last breath." Epanaphora is also the same word or 
group of words repeated at the beginning of two or more 
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clau~cs, sentences or \-erses in immediate succession or m the 
s<J.me pa::,sage (see examples). 

" On words repeated Epanaphora plays 
Or the same sense in other words conveys."-Langley. 

Examp.les: 
"Fallen, /allen, fallen, fallen, 

Fallen from his high estate, 
And weltering in his blood." -Dryden. 

:\ little school-girl said this repetition was to get in all 
the syllables.) · 

In the 29th Psalm this figure is used three ttmes in the 
fn:::t two n:rses: " Gi,·e unto the Lord"; "The voice of 
the Lord '' occurs seven times in verses 3-9. It is also an 
Epanaphora when synonyms or words of similar meaning 
are 5ubstitutcd for those words or word to be repeated-e.g., 
synonymous words: " You mozmz, 0 Romans, that three of 
your armies have been slaughtered by Anthony; you lament 
the lo~s of your most illustrious citizens-:::-they were torn from 
you by Anthony; the authority of this order is deeply 
-u·oundrd-it was wounded by Anthony. In short, all the 
calamities we have ever since beheld (and what have we not 
beheld?), if we reason rightly, have been entirely owing to 
Anthony. As Helen was of Troy, so the blame, the misery, 
the destruction of the state is Anthony. "-Cicero. 

Use : This figure is used to repeat a word of importance 
and of an effectual signification. It serves also pleasantly 
to drlight the ear, both with respect to the repetition and 
also the rariety of the new clause. 

Caution: It must not be too often said; the repeated 
word should not be the weakest. 

LP AXODOS: Greek i1ri, opposite, upon against; al'a, 
again; o'Cc~r;. way ; is a figure by which a repetition of 
persons or things is made in an inverse order-e.g., "0 
more exceeding loYe or law mQre just, just law mdeed but 
rrore exceeding lore." A repetition or recapitulation of item 
by i\cm <,ften with conditional discussion, especially in an 
inw·rse order. Quintillian says: "A kind of repetition 
v. h ich recurs to things or persons mentioned before and dis
tin::;uishcs them, as Iphictus and Pelias came," etc. (see 
Emphatic Rrprtition). 

Usr: Th•,' use of this figure is to enrich the oration by 
r::.rtltJc·n 0f the wh<:•Ie, and also to garnish the same b}· 
nncty (.[ se\ er:Jl d1fterences. 

EPAXORTHOSIS: Greek epi, upon, opposite or 
2;:tinq, in addition, one C•r another, orer and a bore; ana, 
a;:;~ in, to the Sl~IFc> (,f streng-thening; orthno, to set right; is 
0 fF•we when m our 5pfecb something that went before is 
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called back and corrected. ( r) When the word is corrected 
before it is spoken; is the same as Prodiorthosis; ( 2) when 
the word is corrected after it has been spoken (correctiOn 
meaning ha,·ing used a word of sufficient force, yet pretend
ing greater strength of meaning, rejects it and supplies the 
place with one of more extension; see Epidiorthosis). There 
are four ways: (I) by comparison, (2) by comparison o± 
greater and less, (3) by doubting, (4) by signs o± repenting 
-e.g., "Joseph was amongst his brethren: did l say 
.brethren?-nay, tiger-like monsters." "For this shameful 
and accursed fast, what shall I call thee, a wretch? _t-.;ay, 
a beast; nay, a poisonous serpent." 

" Epanorthosis _oft a phrase corrects, 
And feeble words, for stronger terms rejects.'' 

-Langley. 
e.g., "What is it, then, can gire men the heart and courage 
-but I recall tlzat word, because it is not true courage, but 
fool-Jzardiness to out-brare the judgment of God." flllot
son. 

Epanorthosis js also a repetition of a term to call attention 
tL' it, as " Most brare! brare did I say-most heroic act." 

EPEROTESIS : Greek hri, upon, on, one on another; 
€po;uu, to ask, to ad rise of, consult; is a question on top 
of a question. It is a figure whereby the rhetorical question 
is asked for effect rather than 'with an expectation of an 
answer; the question or questions are used without expecting 
an answer from another person in order to express astonish
ment, or to suggest to the minds of the hearers an answer 
favourable to the speaker's cause, especially the use of an 
unbroken se1 ies of rhetorical questions-e.g., " Is not F ranee, 
the most polished, in many respects the most distinguished 
state of Christendom, Catholic? Is not Flanders, the most 
populous part of Europe, also Catholic? Are the Catholic 
parts of Switzerland and of Germany less prosperous than 
those which are Protestant?" -Henry Clay. 

EPIDIORTHOSIS: Greek €r.t, after, upon, or after an 
event ; opBow, to make straight, to set right, to correct 
or set in order aftenvards. Alexander III. I 5 defines Epld!
orthosis as a subsequent explanation of an assertion to prevent 
offence to judges. 

Examples: Blass' " Demosthenes " gives as a genume 
Demosthenic Epidiorthosis an improving or strengthening 
of the expression just used: Olynthias II. 2: " It must then 
be our care, Athenians, that we are not more unkind to 
ourseh·es than circumstances ha,·e been; as it would be • a 
foul, a most foul reproaclz to have abandoned not only cities 
and places that once belonged to us, but also the allies, and 
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advantages provided by fortune." An ~example strange~ shll, 
Cor. 130: .. Accordingly I shall pass over these circum
stances ; I shall commence with the actions of his own life. 
For he was not a person of ordinary rank, but of those 
whom the peoole txecrated. For lately-lateLy~ do I say?
'Yesterday, and very recently, he became at once both an 
Athenian and an orator: and by addmg two syllables he 
transformed his father from I romes to' Atrometus . . . . " 

Example from £schines vs. Ctesiphon, 106: ·" I come now 
to the third period, or rather to that bitterest' period of aLL, 
in: which Demosthenes brought ruin upon our state, and 
upon all Hdlas, by. his impiety toward the shrine at Delphi 
and by making an alliance with the Thebans,· an unjust 
alliance and utterly unequal.." · -

Use: Epidiorthosis is used. to correct what we have pre-, 
Yiousl y said, or explain something gone before so as not 
to give offence, or to place matter of less weight at the 
beginning of the figure so as ·to· build· up stronger ·matter 
thereon, thus calling forth a similar increase of feeling in 
the hearer. For instance, the "Embassy Speech )I of Demos
thenes, 234: "Now let me·speak of the entertainment and 
the decree: I had nearly forgotten what was most material· 
to say to you ... when nothing either spoken or . done 
Y.,rongly by these persons, I, according to customary usage,· 
commended and invited them to the. City Hall. And what 
i'i more, I entertained Philip's ambassadors, and very splen~ 
didl v too . . . the defendant will bring the. matter forw~!d 
and say, 'Demosthenes himself commended us, ,himself 
feasted the ambassadors,' not distinguishing the when. lt · 
was before the country had sustained an injury, before it 
had been discovered that these -men had sold themselves; 
when the ambassadors had just arrived for the first time, 
and the people had to hear what they proposed, and it was· 
not vet known that the defendant would support Philc1crates, 
or. that he would make such a motion. If he shou~d bring 
thts forward, remember the dates; they were earher than 
the offences: since that time there has not been the slightest 
connection or communion between these men and me." 

Take another instance from Demosthenes, . Cor. 180: 
"Now, JEschines, .in what character am I to consider you 
on that day, and m what character myself? Do you wish 
~hat I shout~ consider my~elf a Battulus, as you call me 
m your abust\·e and mahc10us language? and you a hero 
of no ordmary rank, but one of those heroes from the stage, 
a Crespho!ltes, Creon, or an <E~1o~aus, whom you murdered 
fotr!lerly m Colottus by Y?Ur mtserable acting? At that 
penod, then, I, the Pa:aman Battulus, appeared of more 
'~lue to my country than yon to the Cothocian CEnomaus. 
\ ou w~re useful on no occasion; I, on the contrary, did 
ererythmg that became a useful citizen." 
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The Epid1orthosis 15 used, according to Hcnnogene::;, m 
the :ilet/zei·l (the stamp of truth and fen·our, that 1s to say, 
the inward participat10n ot the speaker m what he says), 
and that htre all the :fi.gures of t11e S plzodrotes ( rehernc:nce 
ol expression), further Apos10pesis, EpKnsis, £p1diorthoS1S, 
.are employed. 

Cauticn: The Epidiorthosis appear too abrupt 1t 
a stronger expression, as Blass says, be added frotn the 
beginning, and is likely to displease the hearer, as he cannot 
accompany the speaker as he would do if there 1s an 
increase gradually of the. thought and fcehng. Be sure to 
obserre the clima.'i: of thought and feeling to be explained or 
unran:lled. Also take note that it is a climax of thought, 
not of words or sentences which' arise one c•ut of the other 
lJ,- stens. (Xote Olyn. III. 15, a good Ep1diorthos:s.;: Be 
careful uct to amzozwce your feeling bejNdwnd, for Hermo
genes warns against this, also Aristotle, who says that one 
i:; not permitted to do this although he can with effect 
annotpKe the fact that he is going to reason or establish the 
matter by proofs, etc. Blass' "Demosthenes , states that 
this ,·ery warning or announcement awakens oppc.sit1on 
instead of impressing us, and, as Quintillian affirms, puts 
one on his guard. Blass gires some instances where ?.::schmes 
riolated this, namely in " Timarchus " 70: "Shall I J ie:l,L 
to the temptation to use language somewlwt more expliczt 
tlzan my (/i.i.'ll self-respect allows? Tell me, tellow-citlzens, 
when a man has defiled himself with Hegasandrus, does 
that man seem to you to haYe prostituted himself to a prosti
tute? In what excesses of bestiality are we not to imagme 
them to hwe indulged when ~hey were drunken and 
alone ... " Another from JEschmes on the " Embassv," 
B7: "Is it not tlzerefore, an outrage, gentlemen, if one di;TtS 
utter such lies about a man who is his own-no, I hasten to 
correct myself, not his own, but your-fellow-citizens, when 
he is in peril of his life? " Here Blass states that the 
passi011 is distinctly broken by the addition of" if one da;es 
Jo utter such lies ... "; and generally Epidiorthosis, full 
of life as it is, is out of place here (see .tEschines rs. Ctesl
phon, 106, under examples abore), and shows more malice 
than inner anger. 

In cautioning not to use a too :trong expression from 
the begin,-'ling of the figure, as it might appear too abrupt, 
Blass cites Demosthenes' Olynthiac III. 15, thus: "Little 
or nothinl{ ... "; but in this way it is harmonised, and 
immediately the expression of life and direct feeling is 
brought into the speech which also calls forth a similar 
increase of sensibility in the auditors: "Another thing, too, 
rou should obserYe, Athenians, that a decree i5 worth 
~othing without a readiness on your part to do what you 
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ddt.:rmine. If decrees could of themselves compel you to 
perform your duty, or execute what they prescnbe, neither 
\\'ould you with many decrees hare accomplished little or 
not/;mg, nor would Philip have insulted you so long. Had 
it depended upon decrees, he would have been chastised 
long ago.'' 

!Jdzi-'C!J': In a simple correction, hke "I declare that 
they were thieves-no, robbers,'' it should be pro.nounced 
suddenly and quickly, with an increased force of voice. As 
a subsequent explanation or unfolding of an assertion it 
should be, according to Hermogenes, in the Aletheia, that 
is, have the stamp of truth about it, be fervent and vehement, 
quick and forcible; the voice growing stronger and stronger 
as it pronounces each stronger and more important clause. 

Before taking up the next Figure-Epilogue-which calls 
forth the greatest resources of oratory, we shall precede same 
by a brief description of the eloquence of the Rev. Ge01ge 
Whitefield, who, in concluding one of his famous epilogue~ 
with "Awake, oh, north wind! and come thou south; blow 
upon this garden that the spices thereof may flow out . . . '· 
caused many people to follow him into adjacent towm. 
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. THE REV. 

GEORGE \VHITEFIELD, ~f.A. 
DESCRIPTION OF HIS ORATORY, DELIVERY, 

AND SOME NOTES TAKEN FROM EMINENl. 
CONTEMPORARY AND SUBSEQUENT CRITIC~. 

From the authorities quoted below, the reader w1ll be 
able to appreciate the extraordinary ability of the Rev. 
George \Vhitefreld, whose great eloquence shook both hemi
spheres for over a quarter of a century. 

" One hundred and fifty years ago dramatic educatiOn 
was an important part of the education of the public schools 
of England. He was early taught in h1stnomcs. H1s 
sonorous voice, action, . facial expressions, mtonations gave 
astonishing effect to his discourses. A frne h1ghly ornamental 
style, he eschewed. He had an ur.equalled voice and ot 
wonderful versatility. One moment he would thunder on 
Mount Sinai, and the next whisper m~rcy on Mount Calvary. 
He was a man of middle stat 1m, of slozder body and ot 
comely appearance, sprightly temper, and acts and moves 
with great agility and life. He spoke entirely w1thout notes, 
had a ready memory, wit quick and piercmg, imagmation 
lively and florid, a clear and musical Yoice of whici1 he had 
v.onderful command. He used much gesture, but with great 
p1opriety. Franklin said: 'His delivery of a sermon was 
so unproved by frequent repetition that every accent, erery 
emphasis, every modulation of the voice was so perfectly 
well turned and well placed that without being interested in 
the subject one could not help bemg pleased with the dis
course.' Rev. William Cooper (Boston) said : ' He is a 
holy, fervent youth, but I think has too much action with 
his fervour! ' Johnathan Edwards' wife wrote: 'You have 
already heard of his deep-to11ed, yet clear and melodious 
voice.' Whitefield usually singled out one person of a yast 
audience and directed his tremendous power and appeals to 
llim, which accounts, in great part, for his great influence 
over the congregation. He was full of ejaculations and inter
rogations, made use of anecdotes or illustrations in the most 
serious passages, even relieved them by jest. Often, the 
audience strung to a high pitch, he would suddenly make 
a lopg solemn dmmatic pause. He had great \'ariety ot 
gesture and intonation."-Rev. L. Tyerman. 

" Whitefrdd was not a flighty orator, but spoke the words 
of soberness and truth with di,·ine pathos and floods of tears, 
declarative of his sincerity. "-Re\·. Fletcher, \'icar ot 
1Iadeley, 

" Professed orators might object to his hands hring llfted 
up too high, and it is to be lamented that in that attitude, 
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rather than in others, he is represented in print. The atti
tude was rery transtent, and always accompanied by expres- • 
sions which would justify it. Sometimes he wept exceed
inalv stamped loudly and passionately, and was frequently 
sob ~,:ercome that nature required some little time to com· 
pose itself. His style was now (in ~is advanc~~ years) collo
quial, with little use of motiOn, patient expos1tlon w1th SUlt.:. 

able remarks all comprehen~ed. within an h9ur. Some con
sidered the familiar and obJectlOnable style usea by Whlte
fi.elC:. at the close of his public ministry as notably inferior 
compared with that of the commencement of hts career. These 
late day ones \vere free and easy talks intermixed with 
anecdotes, personal reminiscences and quaint quotations."
Cornelius Winters. 

" These extracts are not particularly eloquent nor instruc
tive, but they show the declamatory and colloquial style 
used by Whitefi.eld in the latter part of his ministry. H1s 
sermons were earnest talks, full of anecdotes and ejaculatory 
prayers."-Joseph Gurney's Shorthand Report of White
field's Sermons. (Whitefield was then about 48.) 

Winters says that Gurney's reported sermons were those 
of the Wednesday e\·ening r,except last two), when he was. 
worn out and fatigued. · 

" Though \\'htteiield's sermons were repeated again and 
again m his tra\els, even for the hundredth time, yet no 
spt>aker was ever quicke_r to seize upon any passing mcident 
and turn it to account. In the art of rhetoric, apostrophe 
and personification, which quickened the coldest abstractions 
into life, he held the fi.rst place." -1fathews' " Oratory and 
Orators." 

" \Vhitrf1dd was not only tbe orator of nature but also 
c·f art. He studied oratory; he drilled himself; he copied 
the fi.r.e<:t models. He sought out acceptable tones, gestures, 
an? looks, as well as acceptable words. Every accent of his 
\0JCe sp0kc to the ear, e\'ery feature of his face, every motion 
r,f hi~. ln.nds, en"T)' gesture spoke to the eye, so that the 
n1< •St dJ·;s1pated and thoughtless found their attention in-
' oluntarily. fixed._ Th~ gra.nd .source of his eloquence were . 
a•1 excerd1ngly ll\rly 1magmat10n and an action still more 
li<·dr."--Dr. Gillirs. 

" \\'hitefit-ld's 1·oice was loud and clear, and he articulated 
'it firr!s so ft rfcctlv that he rnicrht be heard and understood 
at a grrat distance, espf'cially "'as his auditors observf'd the 
mnst pfrfect Sllence."-Benjamin Franklin. 

Garrick s;1id he would gi,·e a hundred P"Uineas if he could 
nnly say "0" like \Vh1tefield, who could"'make his audience 
~' fl'P or tr~mble by nrying his pronunciatiOn of the word 
.'Jl'sopotarma. 
, " T.amcs r·f Birmingham has occasionally reminded me 

r: \\ h'tt'flcld, of lllS alternate bursts of tenderness and 
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Pri:tcipe1l F .JntH of Orabrinl Es:;>re>sion use::l by the R ev. Geo. \\ hitefield. 
H is nnster-figures a re t hose in it3lics : 
A nadiplosis, A naphora, Antistrophe, A pos troph~ . Arsis and Thesis, 

_-\syndeton, _-\itiology, Di'llogismus, Ecphon~s is, Eperotesis, Epidiorthosis, 
Epilogue, Exordium, H ypophora, H ypothesis, H ypotyposis, M etabasis , 
Ominatio, Parenthesis, P arisQn, Parrhesia, P athopoeia, P ause, PerQratio, 
Polysyndebu. 
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rather than in others, he is represented in print. The atti
tude was very transi~nt,_ an~ always a~companied by expres- · 
sions which would JUStify lt. _Sometunes he wept exceed· 
inO'ly, stamped loudly and passionately, and was frequently 
sob overcome that _nature required some little time to com
pose itself. ·His style was n?w (in ~is ad van~~ year~) co~o
quial, with little use of mohon, patient expos1tlon w1th SUlt.::. 
able remarks all comprehended within an hour. Some· con
sidered the familiar and objectionable style ·usea by White- · 
field at the close of his public ministry as notably inferior 
compared with that of the commencement of his career. These 
late day ones were. fr~e and .easy talks intermixed with 
anecdo_tes, p~sonal reminiscences and quaint_ quotations:"-
Cornehus W mters. c · : • 

" These extracts are not particularly~ eloquent nor instruc
tive, but they show the declamatory and colloquial style 
used by Whitefield in the latter part ·of his ministry. His 
sermons were earnest talks, full of anecdotes and ·ejaculatory
prayers."-Joseph Gurney's Shorthand Report of White
held's Sermons. (Whitefield was then about 48.) -

Winters says that Gurney's reported sermons were, those· 
of the Wednesday evening (except last two), when he was 
worn out and fatigued. / · · . _ 

" Though Whitefield's sermons were repeated again and 
again in his travels, even for the hundredth time, yet no 
speaker was ever quicke_r to seize upon ~y passing mcident 
and turn it to account. In the art of rhetoric, apostrophe: 
and personification, which quickened the coldest abstractions 
into life, he held the first place."-Mathews' 11 Oratory and. 
Orators." · - . 

"Whitefield was not only th~ ·orator of nature but als() 
of art. He studied or at OIJ; he drilled himself; he ~opied 
the finest models. He sought out acceptable tones, g~stures, 
and looks, as well as acceptable words. Every accent of his 
,-oice. spoke to the ear, every feature of his face, every motion 
of h1s. _ha_nds, every gesture spoke to the eye, so that the
most d1ss1pated and thoughtless found their attention in- · 
,-oluntarily fixed. The grand source of his eloquence were 
a~ exceedingly .li~·ely imagination and an action still more · 
hn'lv."-Dr. G1lhes. · 

11 Whitefit>ld's 'l'oice was loud and dear, and-lte articulatetf 
u ord s so putcctly that he might be heard and understood 
at a great distance, especially as his auditors observed the 
most perfect stlence."-Benjamin· Franklin.-. · 

Garrick said he would give a hundred guineas if he could 
only say 11 0, like Whitefield, who could make his audience 
weep ·or tremble by varying his pronunciation of the word 
~Iesopotamia. · 

" Tames of Birmingham has occasionally reminded me· 
of Whitefield, of his alternate bursts of tenderness and 
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terror, in all but their rapidity. Whitefi.eld made no secret 
of his attention to deliwry. He was not ashamed to quote 
Sheridan's lectures in remonstrating with Durell. He lett 
nothing to accident that he could regulate by care in his 
delivery. Practiced speakers could tell whenerer he deln·ered 
a sermon for the first time. Dr. Southey said the sahent 
points of his oratory were not prepared passages-they «me 
bursts of passioJz."-Robert Philip, "Life and Times o± 
\Vhitefi.eld." 

" The 7-'eTY tame exordium used by Whitefi.eld, which was 
so excellent, did not presage the power that was to come. 
As he went on he warmed up. .An old man who heard h1m 
said he did not know whether it was his voice or his coun
tenance that spellbound him. His face was like a canvas 
on which the preacher printed e\·ery passion that stirs the 
human breast. It was at one moment terrific as if the funes 
v.ere enthroned on that dark brow, and the next, by a dis
solving view, sweet as from hearen it would come forth. 
In gesture no man e-..: a equalled him, they were unstudied. 
A single mon:ment of his finger \vith the accompanying 
expression of his face would thrill an audience or dissolre 
them into tears. The radiance of his face we felt often before 
a word was spoken. As his face alternated with tears or 
smiles according as the subject was pensive or Joyful, how 
the audience· responded in sympathy, wept or rejoiced: His 
voice u·as smooth and -:.•ariable and clear. \\'hen it swelled 
in thunder peals it tingled erery ear and made every heart 
tremble. He rebuked those at. Oxford for their neglect of 
its study (oratory), pro\-ided for it in his orphan asylum, 
and recommended it to the American colleges."-J. B. 
Wakeley's "Anecdotes." 

"Whitefield lzad an open beaming countenance and a voice 
of rich_ compass, and was a consummate actor. Just as 
crowds went to Hamlet and ~Iacbeth to see the powerful 
passions displayed, they did to Whitefield to hear his 
hundredth repeated dramatic passages." -Breton's " Com
plete Orator." 

Whitefield was undoubtedly the greatest Demosthenean 
pulpit orator. He was a highly learned diYine with the 
degree ~LA., ha,·ing graduated fro:n Pembroke College, 
Oxford. In all the bold Figures of Eloquence he stood 
supreme, and has ne,·er been surpassed by any other preacher. 
Among the greatest features of his oratory were the fi.gures 
Pa.ttse and Ecphonesis. He was an ardent student of oratory 
and strongly recommended its study, likewise Sheridan's 
'· Lectures on Elocution," but with all his reading he neYer 
allowed him::elf to become affected with what Sheridan called 
'·book deli,-ery," which so much mars the speaking d 
many learned men. He kept himself constantly imbued w1th 
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the natural forms o£ that heart language which made him 
so popular with the masses. The Rev. C. H. Spurgeon 
took \\'hitef1eld as his model. 

In early life \\"hitefield was of slender appearance, but 
m lns later days he became somewhat corpulent. H1_s 
countcnanc.; was generally beammg and pleasant, though 
at times, when he was greatly excited and 1ued up, his eye 
would dart with lightning rapidity among his ..congregation, 
and at moments he would appear ahnost stern in h1s con
dCJn:1ation, but the next melting in tears. He was very 
cc.rdul as to his diet, eating only such food as was suitable 
to his digestion in order that -his YOICe might be kept clear 
and him5elf in nt condition, for he was famed for the clear
ness and resonance c,f his ,·oice. He retired to rest promptly 
at 10 o'clock, that his body might become thoroughly rested, 
as he knew full well the disastrous effect of the reflex action 
of tired muscles, especially on the ,·oice. He, howe,·er, arose 
early and commenced his dav's work, for on one occasion 
he told his congregation he ·prepared that sermon at four 
o'clock that morning, while most of them \Vere asleep. lt is 
unn...,;essarv here to describe his nst audiences and his extra
ordinary eloquence, as they are well known to all com·ersant 
with historical characters of sacred history; so I shall sub
JCin a few extracts of one of his famous sermons, with the 
F H!Urcs noted therein, preached by him in Philadelphia. 
V.S.A., on Sunday, August 24th, 1746, when he was about 
thirty-two years of age and in the height of his early 
minis~ry: "Britain's :\Icrcies, and Britain's Duty." 

" ·~Ien, brethren and fathers, and all ye to whom 1 am 
about to preach the kingdom of God, I suppose you need 
not be informed that, being indispensably obliged to be 
absent on your late thanksgiring day, I could not show my 
obedJence to the gorernor's proclamation, as my own 
inclination led me, or as might justly be expected from, 
and demanded of me. But as the occasion of that dav's 
thanksgirin.; is yet, and I trust e\·er will be, fresh m your 
memory, I cannot think tha't a discourse on that subject c·an 
eren now be altogether unseasonable. . .. 

" ~appy art thou, 0 England! 1 Happy art thou, 0 
Amenca! who on erery side art thus hicrhly faroured! 2 

But, 3 alas! how soon would this happy sc;ne hare shifted, 
and a melancholy gloomy prospect hare succeeded in its 
room, had the rebels gained their point, and a popish 
ah1Ured Pretender Leen forced upon the British throne! 
• Fc.r, suppn,ing his birth not to be spunous, ~(as we hare 
great reason to think it really was\ • u.1wt could we expect 
fw:n one dvsccnded frr.m a father who when Duke of York 
rut all S,·,:tbnd into confusion· ' ' 
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crowned King of England, for his arbitrary and tyranmcal 
government, both in church and state, was justly obhged 
to abdicate the throne, by the assertors of Brittsh liberty? 
••• 

7 But, alas! what an inundation of spmtual mtschtei 
would have overflowed the church, and what unspeakable 
danger should we and our posterity have been reduced to, 
in respect to our better parts, our precious and immortal 
souls! 8 How soon would swarms of monks, dominicans, 
and friars, like so many"locusrs, ·have overspread and plaguea 
the natiqn; ~ with what winged speed would toreign tnular 
bishops have posted over, m order to take possessiOn of 
their· respective sees? 8 How quickly would our universities 
have been fi.lled with youths who have been sent abroad 
by their popish parents, in order to drink m all the super· 
stitions o± the church of Rome? What a speedy penod would 
have been put to societies of all kinds, for promoting Chris· 
tian knowledge, and propagating the Gospel m toreign parts' 
How soon would our pulpits everywhere have been tilled 
with those anti-Christian doctrines, free-wtll, meriting by 

·works, tramubstantiation, purgatory, works of supereroga
tion, passive obedience, non~resistance, and all other abomi
nations of the whore of Babvlon? How soon would our 
Protestant charity schools in England, Scotland and Ireland 
have been pulled down, our Bibles forcibly taken from us, 
and ignorance everywhere set up as the mother of devotion ! 
How soon should we have been deprired ot that invaluable 
blessing, liberty of conscience, and been obliged to commence 
(what they falsely call) Catholics, or submit to all the tortures 
which a bigoteQ: zeal, guided by the most cruel principles, 
could have possibly invented! How soon would that mother 
of harlots have made herself once more drunk with the blood 
of saints! and the whole tribe, even of tree-thinkers them
selves, been brought to this dilemma, either· to die martyrs 
for 10 (although I never heard yet of one that did so), or, 
contrary to the most avowed principles, renounce their great 
Diana, un·as:.isted, unenlightened reason! ... 

" If we take a distinct view of this notable transaction, 
and trace it in all the particular circumstances that have 
attended it~ I helieve we must with one heart and voice 
confess that 11 if it be a mercy for a state to be delirered 
from a worse than a Catiline's conspiracy, or a church to 
be rescued from a hotter than a Dioclesian persecut10n; !/ 
it be a mercy to be delirered from· a religion that turns 
ploughshares into swords, and pruning-hooks into spears, 
and makes it meritorious to shed Protestant blood; ij it 
be .a macy to have all of our present invaluable privileg-es. 
both in church and state, secured to us more than ever; zj 

17) Hypophora an<i Eperotesi~ (S) Anaphora with Eperotesi~ and Ecphon• sis (9\ lnterrc· 
gatio (to! Parenthesis (II) Hypothesi-, Protacis, AnaJ>hcra and Arsis 
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1: te a mercy to hare these great things done for us, at a 
season when, for our crying sins, both church and state 
deser\'e to be orerturned; and ij zt be a mercy to have all 
tlm brought about for us, under God, by one of the blood~ 
rc·yal, a prince actiTig with expenence tar beyond h1s years; 
,. zj any or all !Iiese ate meTCies, 13 then hare you lately com~ 
memorated one of the greatest mercies that ever the glorious 
God rouchsafed to the British nation. . . . 

" )lay 1 appeal to the most refined reaso11er, 14 wlzether 
the religion of Jesus Christ be not a social rehg10n? whether 
the moral law, as explained by the Lord Jesus m the gospel, 
has not a natural tendency to promote the present good 
and happiness of a whole community, supposmg they be 
()Ledient to them, as well as the happiness of every mdt
vidual? 14 F r~Jit w/zence came wars and iightmg amoi1g us? 
From 'ii'/wt fountain do all those evils, which the present 
and past ages have groaned under flow, but from a neglect 
of the laws and statutes of our great and all-w1se law-giver 
Jesus of .::\ azareth? Tell me, 15 ye men of letters, whether 
u Lycurgus or Solon, 16 Pythagoras or Plato, Anstot!e, 
Seneca, Cicero, or all the ancient law-g-irers and heathen 
moralists, put them altogethr:r, ercr published a system of 
tthics any \ray worthy to be compared with the glorious 
cy~tcm laid down in that much despised book (to use Sir 
Richard Sted's expression), emphatically called the Scrip
tures; Is not the Divine image and superscription written 
upc,n ewry precept of the Gospel? Do they not shine wtth 
a nati\·c intrinsic lustre? 17 A1id, though many things m 
thf'm are ab(:n:·, yet is there anything contrary to the stnctest 
laws of right reason' Is not Jesus Christ, in the Scripture, 
stvled the Word, the Log0s, the Reason? 17 And is not 
His sen·ice a reasonable serrice? \\'hat if there be mysteries 
in his rfligion? ~~Are they not, without all controversy, 
great and glorious? 18 Are they uot mysteries of godliness 
and worthy of that God who reveals them? 19 Nay, is it 
not t!te ~rea/est mystery, that men, who pretend to reason, 
<md call themsehes philosophers, who search into the 'arcana 
natura',' and consequently find a mystery in every blade ot 
e-rass. should vet be so irrational as to decrv all mysteries 
1n rrli[!ion? ·where is the scribe? Where' is the. wtse? 
\\'here is th<' disputer against the Christian revelation? Does 
nnt f'rerrthing withc·ut and within us conspire to prove its 
rli1·ir.r nri~in . . '" 

EPILOG C"E : Greek f:r.!, upon, besides in the sense 
d ~trer,gth·nir.g; A(;..;o:;, 8pt'ech, a speech o'n a speech; IS 

'c Ce with ri>~n~ inrlrctiGn at 1be end for turn of •·oice 
it.;) Asyndtton with Asvndetto Eperotesis :.ftcr tbe m·Je 

11•1 Apos<ro;te iiGt Synrberon 1171 l'ol)syndeicC~ 
J..·tr.::~tctne-s (:o1 .'>syndeton (1~, Er.idt~rtbosi>. 
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a form by which the orator recounts the principal matters 
or recapitulates them; a conclusion; an appeal by the speaker 
to the feelings or passions; the closmg part oi a dtscourse 
in which the principal matlers are recapitulatt:d. This hgure 
is the greatest glory of eloquence. 1t 1s here the orator 
strikes out for ali that is subhme and magnificent. The rule 
laid dowr1 by Aristotle is very good, and is as follows : 
(r) Getting the heaters favourable to one's self and Ill
disposed toward the opponent, for after showing yourselt 
in the right and your opponent m the wrong, and havmg 
said all resFecting the cause, it is the best season to praise 
or dispraise the parties, to blame and give the last hn;sh, 
aiming especially to show that he is good relatively or 
absolutely to the audience, and that the opponent is bad 
relatively or absolutely to them. (2) We must now ampLziy 
and diminish, as the facts must need be acknowledged 11 
one is about to state their quality, for the increase of quan
tity or bodies is from substances previously existing. When 
it appears what is good or evil, then is the time to show 
how great or how little that good or evil is. (3) We must 
excite the hearers. When it is manifest how great the good 
or evil is, jt will then be opportune to excite or move the 
anger, love, hatred, envy, emulation, indignation, and con
tentiousness. (4) We must awaken memory, by a recollectwn 
of what has been before stated. In the exordium we state 
the case in full so that it-may not be unknown to the hearer~ 
upon what the subject turns, but in the peroration merely 
the means by which it has been proven, and that summarily. 
(a) The commencement of the Epilogue will be that one has 
made good what he undertook, and how. (b) By means of 
the juxtaposition with his opponent's statements or in com
paring his argummts one by one with his opponent's, as. 
11 He on this subject said so-and-so arid I so-and-so "; or 
by interrogation, 11 What would he do had he proved this 
point and not the other?'' "What has not been proven 
on my side or what has this man established?" (c) Or 
state his reasoning as it was originally stated, or state that 
of his opponent's speech if he pleases. (d) For the close, 
the style without connectives is becoming in order that it 
may be a peroration and not an oration. " I have spoken 
-you have, heard--the case is. in your hands-pronounce 
your decision." 

In numbers 2 and- 3 all the powers of eloquence must 
be brought into play, all the resources of oratory, all th<" 
language of greatest thought and magnificence must now 
be marshalled. Here the orator is to reign supreme (see hg. 
Amplification). Here all the master figures must be called 
into service, the Apostrophe, Ecphonesis, Prosopopceta, 
H ypotyposis, Interrogatio, etc. 
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As, for mstance, where the policy of aiding or detendlilg' 
an mdiVIdual state, to persuade to this w1th the three feel
mgs, love, gratitude and pity. Dissuading: that the adver
sary's proposed reasons are unjust, disgraceful, ~nexped1ent, 
and everything else mean and wrong; that 1t 1s labonous 
and impossible. Magnify the course of your adviCe. Un 
the d1ssuasire side, show they deserve anger or envy or 
l':atred; that those you are addressing have suffered a 
'"slight" or mjustice; that they deserve envy because ot 
their undeserved prosperity; or that they deserve ammosity 
by showing that they have been ill-treated, either themselves 
or their friends. 

Examples: It was m the Epilogue that, after working up 
his audience, , WhitefieLd delivered his wonderful apostrophe 
to the angel Gabriel (see fig. Apostrophe), and in the last 
sermon but one he preached on earth he uttered this most 
tuuching Epilogue: "I go," he cried, " I go to my ever
lasting rest; my sun has arisen, and by aid from Heaven 
has given light to many. It is now about to set torever
na y, it is about to rise to the zenith of immortal glory. 
I have outlived many on ·earth, but they cannot outlive me 
in heaven. Oh, thought divine! I soon shall be in a world 
where time, age, pain and sorrow are unknown. My body 
fails, my spirit expands. How willingly would I live for 
ever to preach Christ! But I die to be with Him." 

Demostht:nes' famous Epilogue on the Grown, in which 
he shows himself favourable to the Athenians and his oppo
nent against them : (The inflections are as marked by the 
great tlocutionist, Walker, wh') says the Epilogue com-
mences witn reasoning plain, simple, middle tone. The . 
vertical lines represent the accentual groups.)_ 

I ' 

"There are two I distinguishing I qualities. Athenians I 'vhich 
the virtuous I dtizen f should erer I possess, I I speak I in general 
terms I as the least I inddious method I of doing justice I to my. 
S<~lf, I a zeal I for the Mnour I and pre.eminence I of the state I 
in his official conduct, 1 on an 1 occitsions 1 and in all 1 trans. 
actions I an affection I for his cbuntry.l This, ! nature can 
bestow, I ab]lities I and sucdss I depend upon another power. I 
(Str·11g asr;ertion, firm, loud, and lower tone.) And in this I 
aff,'·ction I you find I me I firm I and im·ariable.l (En11me1·ation 
'·f particulars; firm, loud, lon•cr t(!ne, rising in stre11gth on each 
tn the 1 nd.) \"r~t I the sc~lernn I demand I of my pi:rson, I not 
the \ engeance I (d the .\mphictyon ic I council I \Yhich tlley 
dt>n.'.unce.J against me, I not the t1:rror I of their tbreittenings, I 
1H1t th<:~ 1: .. ':ttt:ry I (;f their prl1mises, I nl;, l nor the fury I of those 
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accursed I wretches I whom they roused I like wild be~lSts I 
against me, 1 could ever I tear 1 this affection 1 from my breast. 1 

(Higher tone, and not so loud). From first I to last, I I haYe 
uniformly 1 pursued I tlie just I and virtuous course I of conduct; 1 

assertion 1 of the hOnours, 1 of the prerogatives, 1 of the glory 
of l my country; I studious 1 to support them, 1 zealous 1 to 
advance them, I my whole I being I is devoted I to this glorious 1 

cause. I (Reproach, sneering, middle t01te). I I was never 
known I to march I through the city 1 with a face of joy 1 and 
exultation I at the success I of a foreign power, I embracing I 
and announcing I the j~yful I tidings I to those l \\'hO l sup
posed 1 would transmit it 1 to the proper 1 place. 1 I 1 was never 
knO\Yn I to recei'i'e the successes I of my own country I with 
tremblings, 1 with sighings, 1 with eyes 1 bending to earth, 1 

(Indignation, higher toue) like th6se I i~pious men I \Yho are 
the defamers I of themselves, I who look I abroad I and when a 
foreign I potentate I hath established i his power on the cali!m
ities I of Greece, I applaud I the event, I and tell us I we should 
take every 1 means 1 to perpetuate his power. .. 

11 Never, 0 ye gods, may those wishes be confirmed by 
you ! I£ possible, inspire even in these men a better sense 
and ·a better feeling! But if thC'y are indeed incurable, 
destroy them by themselves; exterminate them by land and 
sea; and to us who remain grant a ::,peedy rescue from our 
present fears and a lasting deliverance." 

Lord Brougham says: " The music of tlus passage 1s 
almost as fine as the sense is impressive and grand, and the 
manner dignified and calm." 
"If you h:tve tears, prepare to shed them now. 

You all do know this mantle. I remember 
The first time ever Cresar put it on ; . . . 
Look! in this place ran Cassius' dagger through: 
Through this, the well-beloved Brutus s'abb'd; . 
0, ·what a fa 11 ·was there, my countrymen! . . . 
Here is himself, marr'd, as you see, with traitors."-Slzakespeare. 

folm BJiglzt's Impassioned Epilogue at lJurlzam. 
" I hare seen the freemen of your city looking disconso

late and sad. . . . . . I hare seen their wives, too, w1th 
three or four children about them-one in the cradle and 
one at the breast. I hare Sffn their countenances. I have 
seen the signs of their sufferings ....... Aye! and 1 
h;n·e seen those little children who, at no distant day, w1ll 
be the men and women of the citv of Durham. I hare sefn 
tJleir poor little wan faces and. anxious looks, as if the 
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furrows of cld age were commg upon them before they had 
e~cap<-d from the age of childhood .. : ... You have seen 
in all probability, people from my ne1g~bourhoo~, walk1ng 
your streets and bcggmg for bread whJCh the Corn Laws 
would not allow them to earn. 

" Bread taxed wearer! let us see 
\\'hat hath bread tax done for thee, 
And thy children, vilely led, 
Singing hymns for shameful bread, 
] ill the stones of eYery street 
Know their little feet." 

This is what the Corn Law does for the weavers of my 
neighbourhood ~nd for the weav~rs and artizans of yours. 
Yes! :\len of Durham! Yes, treemen and electors! 1 
implore you on my bended knees, I would ask you tor 
your sakes, uot mine; for persoually, it is not to me the 
''alue of this piece of paper which way the election ends; 
upon principle, I ask you to claim for yourselves and for 
your families the right to have that cheap and wholesome 
food which a merciful and wise God has supplied for both 
p.:,or and rich, and upon which they might have been happy 
and comfortable if His wise laws had not been infringed 
by human power; I ask you before it is too late-now that 
you ha\·c :m opportunity-now when your countrymen from 
the farth(st ends of the Empire are turning anxious looks 
to the accounts rcceired from this ancient and renowned City; 
-I ask you, on behalf of yourself and your houses, on behal± 
of millions of suffering families-on behalf of the principles 
d Justice and humanity--I ask you, I implore you, to cast 
a\\'ay all p;;rty f,·rling, t0 come forward to the poll to· 
morrow, to register your \'otes in a cause on which, 1 believe, · 
hangs the salration of our common country and by which, 
if you are but true to it, and to yoursehes, you will strike 
a blow which may be followed up by many other counties, 
;md citit>s, and boroughs of the Kingdom, and the cloud 
'~hich at th1~ moment overhangs our social horizon be swept 
away fore:er. And as at this moment, those clouds which 
5oar abo\'e us trmpo~arily obscure the rays of the glorious 
sun, so the clouds whKh now 0\·erhang this unhappy country 
shall be di~pellrd, and the radiant beams of that glorious 
r·rb of commercial freedom which gives life and health, and 
)''" to all, shall shine again upon the people of th1s country, 
;;nd [ngland shall once more be great, and happy and free." 
In :\'os. 2 and ~ mthrmemes must not be broucrht in as 

• -~ .I b ' 

.\mtc·tle says, to exclude the passion. Here you pro\'e 
J~r·thmg, but assert and affirm, and if \'OU are addressing 
the mob, rather the masses, then ririd imagery must be 
cmplr-yed. (See , Pntler Introductic.n ~ " Speech to the 
Pec·ph•." 
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Oratory of the Feelings, for Persuasion, Exhortation, etc. 
On the matter of exciting the passions, wh1ch is the special 

feature of the Epilogue, Prof. Bain devotes m his " Enghsh 
Composition and l{hetoric " some interestmg pages on 
" oratory of the feelings," from which I here make a few 
extracts. lt is supposed that in all persuasion there are 
some feelings or human susceptibilities to work upon. lt 
w1ll be sufficient to address the feelings under three heads. 
(I) Our own pleasures and pains constdered. as remote. 
(2) Sympathy wit!t others. (3) I he emotions or passions. 
I st. To induce belief that a certain course ot future pleasure 
or pain will ensue, it is requisite to appeal to something 
parallel in the experience of those addressed, or fire the 
imagination by means of lively description. lhe incentl\·e 
to industry are future comfort, ease, independence, opulence 
with all its train. 1 o health, are temperance, exercise, due 
remission of labour, etc. Knowledge; esteem, converse w1th 
the greatest men of all times. Wealth, power and tame, 
that place men on glittering pinnacles, belong to the impas
SIOned ends. Virtue, being just, tends to make others JUSt. 
2nd. Sympathy with the pleasures and ·pains of otlzers. The 
orator presents a strong and intelligible case of distress, 
misery or sorrow, those of universal sympathy being hunger, 
cold, disease, poverty, danger to life, loss of obJects ot 
affection, public shame. The pleadings of philanthropy tor 
the poor, the outcast, the neglected, the degraded, the 
enslaved. 3rd. The emotions or passions, as fear, love, sell
esteem, power, anger, ridicule, <esthetic emotion1 rehg10n, 
moral sentiment. (a) Fear, terror or dread. Terror is made 
use of in governments, religion and education. The passiOns 
are excited by the prospect of unknown dangers, uncertain
ties, and vast possibilities of evil in matters keenly felt by 
the hearers. .History furnishes many examples of polltical 
oratory succeeding through the excitement ot terror. It 1s a 
usual device of rhetoric to paint future possibilities in cases 
where there is no proof of any great immediate evil. 

'' As his kind grow mischievous 
And kill him in the shell.'' 

(b) Love, .tenderness, affection, admiration, esteem. The 
orator joins commendation of the sufferer to the recital of 
his sufferings. The speech of Anthony is a skilful union 
of both modes of appeal. Love of country is addressed and 
inflamed by political oratory ; esteem, respect, admJratJOri., 
or re\-erence. , In England, it is enough for ensunng a 
fa,·ourable disposition to any measure to cite Pitt or .Fox, 
Wellington or Peel. (c) Lmity, pride and sentimem o/ 
power. The orator appeals to the people by compliments, 
praise or flattery, through phrases as "the natural goodn~·ss 
and dignity of human nature," "the sound· judgment and 
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fre:hngs of the heart," etc. By the intoxicating idea ot 
glory many in_ all ages hare bee?- tempted to incur hazards 
oi the professiOn of arms, the mfiammg examples of men 
elevated to fame or power fi.re the ambition, especially of 
youth. (d) .4.nger, indignation, hatred, antipathy. By 
attributing to persons bad qualities, the speaker arouses 
agamst them the angry feelings of the audience. Wendell 
P Lillips was unsurpassed in force of invective; speaking ot 
Daniel Webster, he said: " .... N'o man since the age ot 
Luther erer hdd in his hand so palpably the destimes and 
character of a mighty people. . . . . He had but to uphold 
the cross of common truth and honesty, and the black dis
honour of two hundred years would hare been effaced tor 
erer. He bowed his vassal head to the temptations of the 
rlesh and ot lucre. He gave himself up into the lap ot the 
Delilah of slavery for the mere promise of a nominatwn, 
and the greatest hour of the age was bartered away for
not for a mess of pottage, but for the promise of a mess 
ot pottage, a promise, thank God ! \vhich is to be broken. 
I say, it is not often Pro\·idence permits the eyes of twenty 
millions of thinking people to behold the fall of another 
Lucifer, from the rery battlements of Heaven, down into the 
lower deep of the lowest cieep of hell." The most favourable 
aspect of the vindictire feeling is termed moral or righteous 
indignation, such as Burke, Fox, and Sheridan in the Im
peachment of Hastmgs. (e) Ridicule, demion, contempt. 
Seeking out the mean and despicable side of an opponent 
with a riew to weaken and destroy his influence, the orator 
brings to bear upon it a flood of degrading illustration. 
Comic and satiric poetry is used as an oratorical weapon 
often more powerful than speeches. (f) The emotzons of ftne 
a1ts. The elements of poetry may be introduced to hetghten 
the effect of oratory. The laws that regulate the appeal to 
the feelings in an oration are: I st. To proceed from gentler 
to the stronger effects in the manner of a climax; 2nd. To 
alternate tl~e different emotions or kinds of interest. (g) The 
moral sentzment. It is a specie of flattery, indirectly, m 
which we assume in the hearers a greater sense of duty than 
perhaps actually belongs to them, there being no serious 
care or endearour on the nart of the hearers to adapt their 
cc,nduct to the h1gh-toned precepts of the orator. 

Action, the great aim of Epilogue. 
\\'e COfi!(' no\\' to the next cardinal point in the Epilogue, 

and that IS tlze appeal to the u.ill. The point where Spurgeon 
s2.ys: "Bre-thren, do something, do something." After 
exCltmg the passwns, the next is "A deed, a \'Ote, a ver
dict. The thoucrht informed, the emotions awakened now . 11 1 , n. t 

pr,::J.ctlCJ.J,_1' cm~'ct 1t to produce some result." Genung says 
(I rlf'ful tc the Wlllmdutctlr, for direct appeal is arbitrary 
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compulsion, not persuasion. Base your plea on some motive, 
hence place the proposed action before him so as to comClde 
with h1s own des1res, interest and standard of hfe. So domg 
what the speaker wills, he does \vhat he himself wills. (2) n 
higher and lower motive, not good and bad, for men do not 
like to be charged with bad motive. ~lake appeal to highest 
for effect. The lower starts with self-interest, pront, ammtion 
to rise; the fmer with prudence, integrity, self-resp~ct, duty 
to self, then to dependants, to law, custom, society, to 
country and to God. Benevolence, working in philanthropy, 
self-abnegation, self-sacrilice, lore of humanity. There are 
three ways: (a) The motive is named, and proposed action 
identifi.ed with it. (b) Presence of the motive may be taken 
for granted. This is effective with educated audiences. 
(c) Form of str01;g invective. Appeal in the negative as you 
appeal to justice, honesty, etc., so em·eigh against wrong. 

Winans says that those things · are of interest which 
engage one's time, thought, labour, also give him pleasure 
and enlist his emotions. Life and health first, acqmring 
property; pocket-book interest is the surest to which to link 
a theme; . acquiring power, reputation, also honour, social 
welfare, good of country and righteousness, the education 
of offspring sports, drama, music, literature, and all that 
give pleasure. An old idea in new clothes, as audience likes 
to identify the familiar in a new guise, to find that accepted 
principles have application hitherto unknown, gire it a new 
material or treatment' or both. (The late ex-President 
Roosevelt often did this.) Something sensational mterests, 
as "Hell in the church to-night," to catch attention. 

Impelling motives are, first, personal interest; second, 
appeal to social duty; third, appeal to religious duty 

The Epilogue should secure action. No greater illustra
tion of this can be found than in ~lark Anthony's speech; 
Anthony aimed at action, and at the end of the epilogue 
he so aroused the passions of the people that they cried : 
" Revenge! About! Seek! Burn! Fire! Kill! Slay! 
Let not a traitor live! '' 

Caution: ~L Bautin advises that the peroration be not 
too long, to avoid being fed up, and after its delirery rest 
the head and nervous system so wrought up. This is most 
5uitable adrice, and it would be adrantageous for all 
speakers to heed this caution, that is those who make use of 
passionate appeals and perorations or epilogues. ln gesti
culating, do not cut the perpendicular, that is, make all 
gestures on the right ~ide with the right hand, and on the 
left side with the left hand. Tames Rush sa\'s that the 
sentence should finish in the kemote or the octa,·e nearest 
to -it. The key-note is the first' of the succession, and the 
mtlody is unfinished if the last sound be not the key-note 
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or octave nearest to it. In arriving at this key-note on the 
finish do not drop the mice toq abruptly at the close of th~ 
sentence; do not gtre last syllaule wtth a tune or note ot 
sonrr, which is styled " preacher's cadence"; do not turn 
pla~1 discourse intq pathos by placing a semitone on the 
last note; do not make a cadence where the thought 1s not 
final, as is sometimes done in saying poetry. John Walker, 
the great English elocutionist of the· time of G~rrick, g~ves 
some examples with a description of the respective passt?ns 
suitable for Epilogue :see full details under Fig. Pathopce1a). 

Deli'ZWJ': In the impassioned mode. of address, the lan
guag<:> becomes strongly rhythmical, approaching to poetry; 
and is accompanied by the music of the voice and the arts 
of elocution. 

The uneducat~d ate easier swayed by pathos, humour or 
impassioned phrase. (See delivery, Fig. Pathopceia.) The 
educated require more moderate, subdual of emotion. 

Delivery as to Gesture. 
Delsarte remarks: "We are moved by one sentiment at 

a time, hence it is useless to multiply gestures. But one 
gesture is needed for the expression of an entire thought, 
since it is not the word, but the thought that gesture must 
announce. When the intelligent man speaks, he employs 
great morements only when they are justified by great exal~ 
tation of sentiment which should be stamped upon his face. 
Let it be carefully noted, the expression of the face should 
make the gesture of the arm forgotten. Where there are two 
gestures, one must come before the proposition and the other 
in its midst. The gesture should be retained, but the face 
expression changed. If the double change takes place there 
will be no unity; while the speaker is under the influence 
of one and the same sentiment, the same inflection and 
gesture must be retained." 

Gesture of tlze Magnificent and Sublime. 
The arm creeps up spirally or in a sort of waving line, 

a~ the " C:~ircn:::>m1a " says, coming back upon 1tsclf as the 
mcumlocut10n and pomp of language proceeds, making pre
p;uat\on ancl parade, the grander the idea the more ma<Yni
ficent the ruadc- till it grts to the culminating or emph~tic 
~,·ord t h:J.t reprC'sents the whole thought, then it accelerates 
1ls mot_IOn to the ~t~oke on the accented syllable of that 
<·mphatJc word TI11S stroke consists of a spring of the 
0and, or a turn briskly or quickly of the wnst as the stroke 
1s m2rlc r·n the accented syllab~e, and is the fmishirg touch, 
a~ 1t w·.orc, to the g<:>sture. Thts stroke of gesture and Yoice 
:l~ree on the accentf'd syllable of the emnhatic word. It 
shnuld r.c,t he <·mitted, as it is a f!reat orr.;Jmf:'nt and shows 
g-rr3.1 finec:::e. It is. rl.S De!sarte sars, like the last part of 
the G\:m3.t! " ~1." The stroke may· he a strong percussion, 
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mere turn of the hand, a change of pesition, arrest of gesture 
in transit, etc., and should be held till the close of the 

, cadence of the sentence. This gesture is of the Epic plane, 
whtch plane contains the highest and 
grandest of the gestures. The centre ot 
motion is the shoulder, and the whole arm, 
as the oratorical weapon, is disclosed. In 
these gestures of magnificence the action 
is flowing and unconstrained, the prepara
tions are made .in some graceful curve, the 
transitions are easy. The motions ot the 
head ase free, . and the inflections of the 
body manly and dignified. The action of 
the lower limbs is decided, and tonstderable 
. space is traversed with firmness and with 
~ force. See fig. 117 of the Chironomia, here 
reproduced, representing .Mrs. Siddons in 

1 , the '' Grecian Daughters.'' '' This arm 
<"~:'1.:· ~j , shall vindicate a father's cause." The 
' .. ,~~ );(

1
, hands are over the shoulders, the gestures 

\ · ranging ,through an arc of 40 or so degrees 
\11 . ,' . describing the lofty and magnificent, 
\\, ''J/ (\~~""' bespeaking hope, beneficence, patriotism .. }'.~,it~~\~; ~nd triumph, inspiring liberty, and appeal-

... ~l, mg to heaven. 
'' For bid it, Almighty God ! I know not what course 

others may take; but for me, give me liberty 1 or give me 
death."-Patrick Henry. In Exhortation, Quintilhan says 
the hand is presented in a hollow form with the fingers 
apart and raised with some spirit above the top of the 
shoulder, not tremulous, for this is theatrical. In panegyms 
(unless they be funeral orations), in giving thanks, in exhor
tations, and in subjects of similar nature, our action should 
be animated or grand or sublime. In funeral orations, 
speeches of consolation and the greater part of criminal 
causes, the gesture should be grave and staid. In the Senate 
the gesture should be grave, but in a speed1 to the people 
it should be dignified. 
Passional Gestures-for Anger, Envy, Hatred, Indignation, 

etc. 
After the Epic, come the passional gestures. These do 

not make the grand parade and preparation of the epic. 
They go straight to the point and represent the vital, while 
the epic represent the spiritual or moral. These take straight 
lines and belong to what Quintillian denominated the Pathos 
which is violent and refers to passions. This kind of 

, eloquence is eng-aged wholly in exciting anger, hatred, envy, 
or pity, etc. What is generally regarded as inconsiderable, 
by Pathos we make appear intolerable. In these passions 
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Dcmosthene<:. showed his extraordinary power. In order to 
mo\ e others vou must be moved yourself. To appear like 
the truth let ~s assimilate our feelings to those who are truly 
af1ected, and our language will accor~ingly excite the same 
in others. Will the hearer be angry 1f orator s~ows. no hke 
feding? To mo> e the compassion, we must 1roagme our
:,eh·es to be those very persons for whom we lament as havmg 
suffercfl grievous, undeserved and pitiable treatment, feel 
for a time their sufferings, and say them as 1£ ourseh·es 
belie\'e the evils complained of as actually having happened 
to ourselves, and be so convinced. It is well to note Cicero's 
remarks regarding gestures for the o:ator, which are: " The 
proper gesture to attend all the t>rnotwns are not the gestures 
of thc> stage, expn::·ss1re of mere words, but one s/zowmg t!te 
zi!lzule force and meaning of tlze passage; not b,v gesticulation 
tut by emphatic dfliwry, by a strong and mrmly exertion 
of tlze lungs, 1wt imit1Ited /rom tlze tlzeatre and the players; 
but from the camp a:ul t!zc' palestra (gym:tasium). ·rhe 
stamping (\f thf> fl)ot should be used i·, the most vehement 
rfforts at thrir comrnencem<"nt or conclusion." 

Russ(ll, in " Pulpit Elocution," says the- up-and-down 
mrl\'fmer.t is the preYaknt mode of sp~?aking, more or iess 
dirrct t1ccwding to thl? form of thc> sentiment. Thr rnergetic 
chrl.r<lctrr of tlJ<.' descent of tlw arm is in a str('ng assertioi1; 
ascrnding gcstu•·r i> lofty and associated with ekration and 
<;uhlimitv, f'f'"tic i:1cludes loftiness of epic description, 
ri\·ichess of lyric emotion and graphic effect of drama. The 
or<1b>r sckkm u~es more than four kinds of g-r:->turrs---the 
sunine, thr prone, tht' indc>x and the clrnched. The supinr: 
Thr D:Jlm is turrt'd upw;nd: it is re\'f'latory in charactC'r 
anrl n~rd in wrh·mr. presenting, solicitmg-, appraling, con
reeling-, submitting, humbling- and such Iikf'. The jmmr: 
P:1lm downward. ranging about 40 or ~o dc>grees below tht> 
k"E'l of the shoulder; is for negatire ideas, denials, the had, 
the low, the contemptible, malc>rolt'Pt, hatrful. glQomy and 
horrihle-e.f., "What a rash and hloodv dt'ed is this! "
Shakrspt'arr. Thc> index: Wht>n used in oathos or im
passioned deliw"ry is of e-reat forcr, with thf' whole arm 
f'Xtrnd<'d. It thrn indicatt's inH·cti,·e. and is emolmwl for 
indisrnation, reom<Jch, rebuke, srrious warning and (Om
mand. When hrld \'ertical and slig-htlv shaken backward 
and forward it warns: admnnishrc;, arcusrs and rPmonc;tratPs. 
With thr h~mri prone, the index finQ'er extc>nded horizonhllv, 
great rmphasis is given to a direrti\'e gesture-e.g., u For 
along from n<"ak to peak ... leanc; the Ji,·e thunder."
B vron. u You knc>w, none so well. none so well as vou. 
of mv claue-hter's nlisrht. "-Shakespt'are. The indt>x moved 
from side to c;io<:', the n:1lm nf thf" h;"tnd anrl finP"Fr<; clown 
indicates rl:"irction, drnial, rt'fusal, etc. (see Fig. Ominatio): 
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The clmclted or synthetic: The fingers bound together by 
the thumb mto a solid mass, is tor enforcmg of strong 
passion, and signifies resolution and force of will. lt denotes 
great physical energy, courage, deiiance, hate, anger ana 
revenge. All great orators use it to enforce a thought with 
considerable energy and power. Delsarte says tne nngc1:>, 
which are the representative of the mental in the hand, are 
synthesised or drawn from the service of mentahty Lmuer 
the thuwb, which is vital; It say::, " remark this well ! ' ( See 
plate o1 the Right Hon. David Lluyu George; a gestun: also of 
ex-Pres. Roosevelt and Hon. C. E. tfughes, Am. S c. of State). 

Gesture for Ethos, the Calm and Flowing. 
Quintillian says that a moderate extension ot the arm 

with the shoulders thrown back and the fingers opming as 
the hand advances is a kind of gesture excellently adapted 
to continuous and smoothly flowing passages (see illustration 
under Parallelism). But when anything finer and fuller t11an 
ordinary is to be exoressed, as " Rocks and deserts respond 
to the voice of the poet," it moves toward the side and the 
words and gesture expand themselves. 

Delivery as to Tone. 
Leaving gesture, we shall now take up tones. Delsarte says 

that the highest art would be to condense a whole scene into 
one inflection. A mediocre man will employ 20 or 30 tones. 
Mediocre speakers are always seeking to enrich their inflec
tions; thev touch every range and lose themselves in a multi
tude of intangible effects. Arthur Lovell gives an. excellent 
illustration in "The Last Rose of Summer," in which he 
says the dominant idea is the horror, the sadness of being 
left alone, all its companions gone; the horror 0f loneliness . 
.This one culminating thought must receive the inflection so 
that the horror of loneliness may be brought dtstinctly to the 
mind. The magnetic voice is the emotion which pours forth 
itself and suffuses the voice for the time being with the 
warmth and tenderness peculiar to the emotion. The good 
speaker will arouse the kindred emotions, and the bad one 
will qo on using words full of sound and fury signifying 
nothing-. As to tone, Delsarte laid down this principle: 
the teeth are mental, that is they correspond to the rational 
in mind, and the tones placed just behind or at the teeth 
are those used for arguing, reasoning, etc.; that the palate 
or cup of the palate is moral and corresponds to all the 
elevated, spiritual, and emotional parts of the mind, and 
that the tones placed in the forward part of the palate, or 
the cup of the palate~ are those for high, noble, spiritual, 
moral.. cJmpassionate and elevated feelings, which are 
e~nressed chiefly by the orotund voice, produced bv the 
dJ;:Jnhrag-m well pressed down and the lungs full; and that 
tJlzann.r is the vital. that tones placed there are used to 
exprt>ss chirfly those of hatred, anger, envy, reproach, 
aversion and all the baser idea!!. 
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Aristotle says: 11 The Pathetic (passionate) renders an 
audience sympathetic! as in th~ case ~£ an _assault, the style 
of feeling is that of ~ man m pa~s10n; if ~oathesomen:ess 
and impiety, that of d1sgust and painful ~a~t10n; of praise, 
that of exultation; of pity, that of submiSSIOn _.and so on: 
for the mind is thus cheated . into the persuas10n th~t the· 
orator '"is speaking with sincerity because under such cuc~m
stances men stand affected. Thus the orator expressmg 
himself feelingly bears. do~ his hearers kindred in_ feeling, 
tjwugh he· should say notl:tmg to the purpose, but_ m storm 
of passion." This is one of the devices to lead people away 
from the idea that l~e speech is all got up and " cooked ''' 
for them, which makes an audience chary about things which_ 
seem got up, specially made for them,- and which have none 
of the appearance of those things commonly seen in the 

· general course of mankind. · -
I ones as Gh:en by Citeto. 

Respecting the tones to be used, the -following are note
worthy. Cicero says: II Auget assumes a particular tone 
of voice, acute, vehement and with. frequent breaks-e.g., 
• Does any one perceive this? ·Bind him.' Lammtatio11 and 
bewailing assume a flexible, full, interrupted tone, in a voice 
of sorrow, as 'Whither shall I now tum myself? What road 
shall I attempt to trea·d? ' '0 father, 0 my country, House 
of Priam! All these did I behold env;rapt in flames, and 
life from Priam tom by violence.' F ea7 has a desponding, 
hesitating, abject ton~-e.g., • In many ways am I encom
passed round! By sickness, exile, want; and terror drives 
all judgment from my breast; deprived of sense! One threats 
my life with torture and destruction, and no man has so 
nrm a soul, such boldness, but that his- blood shrinks back-
ward, and his .look grows pale with timid fear ' (Ennius ). 
Violence has a strained, vehement, im'j>etuous tone with a 
kind of forcible excitement : 

'Some greater storm, some greater ill by me 
1Iust be excited, that I may confound 
And crush his. cruel. heart.' 

Plta.ture, unconstrained, mild. tender, cheerful, languid. 
Trouble, a sort of grarity without lamentation; oppressed 
a~ it were, with one heary uniform sound." ' 

Dap Totrt:s lor Deep Feeling; Uppa lor Attack; 
Monotone, Solemn. 

Fif~h or ~tare denote strong appeal, surprise, exclamation 
?.nd ImpassiOned querulousness. A fall through these inter
~·als 4enot<>s strong confidence, \\ilfulness, petulance and 
ImpassiOned command. · 
~ow 01 da_p to11es are those that express fear, secrecy, 

gnef, sol_emmtr, -p_rofound feeling, gloom, melancholy, 
concentration c•f passton, etc. 
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High or upper toms expre~s elevated and Joyous feelings, 
strong emotions, impetuosity, passion, rage, invective, 
earnestness, threat, animated description, vigorous narrative. 
The low or deep tones slow time; the high or upper tones, 
-quick time. · 

The monotone is for solemn or elevated parts and for awe 
and sublimity. It corresponds to the spondee foot (- - ), 
and the molossus foot (---); where special attention is 
to be drawn and the fixing of an impression is desired, 
three or more spondees may be used. 

The Rising Inflection and the Falling. 
The rising inflection directs the mind to what follows: lt 

is for hesitation, conciliation, for questions that can be 
answered by yes or no; it is appellatory, hypothetical, and 
for clauses of incomplete sense, as "Wretch that I am "; 
and for preparing the close of a sentence by placing the 
rising inflection on the penultimate member and at the end 
of a sentence on th<; .P.enultimate foot of a cadence. 

The falling inflection directs the attention to what has 
been stated and shows determination, positiveness and 
finality. The first member of an antithesis takes the rising 
and the second the falling inflection; and when two mem
bers are connected by " or," the first member takes the rismg 
inflection and the second the falling. The exclamatory word 
or words of an Ecphonesis take the rising inflection and 
the balance of the clause the falling, as " Hark! hark! the 
clash of arms." -

T lte length of the inflection gives emotional colouring to 
the expression. A semitone, which is the slide of the voice 
over a half~interval of the musical scale, is used in sadness, 
plaintiveness, tenderness, pity, grief, etc., as " Ah, cruel 
fate! Better that I should die." The fifth is the slide of 
the voice over five notes of the musical scale. It is heard 
in the exultant or indignant outburst or Ecphonests of the 
orator, and in giving vent to strong feelings, joy,· delight, 
anger, surprise, defiance, lofty command and earnest interro
gation-e.g., "The Sun of Liberty."-Victor Hugo. "We 
are in Russia. The Neva is frozen. That trestlework which 
has just been swallowed up is the throne! and this other 
trestlework which is going off it is-the scaffold ! And for 
this immense engulfing, and for this supreme victory of life 
O\'er death, what has been the power necessary? One of 
thy looks, 0 Sun! One of thy rays, 0 Liberty! " (See 
Fig. Emphasis for other slides of voice.) 

Tlze 01otund-Master Tone of the Epilog/(e. 
A few notes from Dr. Rush and William Russell's " Ortho

phanv '~ are here giren :-
The Orotu11d is the distinctire quality of grandeur and 

power. It is round, full, resonant, combining the purity 
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of the tones of the hard palate with the reverberation of 
the chest. Ore-rotundo: It is clear, that is free from nasal 
murmur and aspiration; smooth, free from all reedy and 
guttural harshness; ringing, resemblmg the resonance . of 
certain musical instruments; it allures, catches the ear with 
1ts music, gives delicate attenuation to the vamsh; its pure 
\ocalit)' gires distin~t artic~l~tion;. it fills· the ear. and makes 
the speaker feel he IS energlSmg his full power;. 1t c.an. make 
the long quantities better and the. trem~lous; 1t d1m1mshes 
fatigue of voice exertion, at same t1me gives out a. clear and 
agreeable sound; and it spares the lungs by throwmg vigour 
into the voice. 

The explosh·e orotund is by an abrupt exertion of the 
abdominal muscles acting on the diaphragm, and this dis· 
charging a large volume of air, the breath being dashed 
acrainst the glottis causes a loud and instantaneous explosion, 
a~ in the abrupt exclamation of high·wrought courage, in 
the eruptive curse of anger, the sudden alarm of fire. Laugh
ing in its fullest and strongest sense is another natural form 
of the explosi\·e orotund radical stress-e.g., courage: ex· 
plosive shouting. 

'' Strike for the sires who left you free! 
Str;ke for their sakes who bore you! 
Strike for your homes and liberty, 
And the Heaven you worship o'er you! '' 

" To arms ! they come! the Greeks, the Greeks ! " (Terror.) 
Expulsiz;e orotund, which raries from forcible action of the 

abdominal muscles, added to full expansion of the chest and 
deep inspiration, belongs to earnest and ,·ehement declama
tion, impassioned and poetic excitement of emotion, and to 
any language in the form of shouting or exclamations. The 
eloquence of Demosthenes, Chatham, and our own contem
porary Webster, if dirested of its full expulsi,·e utterance 
of deep and powerful emotion, would be ridiculous in its 
effect upon the ear and the imagination. The body must 
be perfectly erect, chest fully expanded and projected, 
shoulders drpressed, to maintain a vigorous play of the 
abdominal muscles. Examples of declamatory style and 
force ( dt>clamatory force in elocution means a full, bold style 
of oratory;: " Sink or swim, li,·e or die, survive or perish, 
I am for the Declaration ... " Emphasis). Webster 
c•n the " Slare Trade": " I hear ... , I see the smoke 
. . . I sre the risa ges of those who hv stealth and at mid
n;~bt bhour in this work of hell ... '1 In callmg the voice 
-,:~c~uld be kept .perfectly smuoth, and purest tone, as m 
t: 1e k·uciest smg-mg m 1ts gradual and skilful swell-e.g., 
"Tl II ld' " "R . · . ;e t.'ra s mess:1g-e, ejotce ye men of Ang1ers! 
Rm~ rour bells, open rour gates and crire the victor swav." 
-Shake'pcarc. The> fe:regoi~g example of calling should 
r:r•rr b•'i.Y,f!1l' alm:ptly expk·~Jre, but intensely effu5I\·e. 
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Shouting and calling, the strongest swell of which the 
voice is capable, the note prolonged: 

"Liberty! Freedom! Tyranny is dead! 
Run hence! Proclaim, cry about the streets." 

. Cassius: 11 Some come to the pulpit, and cry out liberty, 
freedom and enfranchisement ! " 

The Tremor (tremulous or intermittent stress) is a brief 
succession of jets in which the human voice is said to 
tremble-e . .~;·., extreme pity, pure tone, impassioned utter
ance: " Oh! I have suffered with those that I saw suffer! 
A brave vessel that had no doubt some noble creatures in her, 
dashed to pieces. Oh! the cry did shock against my heart i 
Poor souls, they perished! " 

If one stands upright, weight on forward foot, shoulders 
down so that the diaphragm may have good play and be 
easily pressed down, a slight curre in the lower part of the 
spinal column, the head horizontal so that the chm does not 
fall on the chest to make the \'oice low, nor unduly raised 
so that the voice becomes thin, the lungs w1ll automatically 
and instantaneously :fill themselves or keep themsehes sup
plied, the orator, of course, duly observing the rhetorical and 
grammatical pauses for inhalations. 

ForemicEpilvgue, by Quintillian. 
I quote this high authority in concluding the treatment 

of this most ·important figure, Epilogue. in /ore_nsu elo
quence, Quintillian says the object of the Epilogue is to 
refresh the memory of the judge, and what is recapitulated 
should be set forward with some emphasis, enlivened by suit
able remarks, varied with different fi.gures; for nothing is 
more offensive than a straightfonvard repetition, as if you 
distrusted the memory of the judge. " If your father him
self were judge, what would he say when these things were 
proven against you? " subjoining, as Cicero did, in the 
enumeration of particulars; then in the same speech he 
enumerates, invoking the gods, all the temples spoiled by 

_ Verres in his prcetorship. " \Vhat hope can the accuser ha \·e 

when our case is so fully established? He omitted this point 
in the caus~ or he made it his object to oppress us with 
odium. He had recourse to entreaty, and not without reason 
when he knew ... " To excite the feelings' the accuser must 
arouse them with greater earnestness; the accused must allay 
them. It is possible to excite jealousy, hatred or indig
nation in the Epilogue more than anywhere else, as if the 
accused be arrogant, contumacious, or full of assurance. 
Accuser shows the heinousness of the charge, makes pitiahk 
the condition of the party seeking redress. 
· The .4ccused must allege his dignitv or manly pursuits, his 
wounds receired in the \\'ar, or nobilitr of birth, or services 
of his ancestors may be suhjects to recommend him, allusions 
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may be made to the public good. Pi~y produces the most 
powertul ~n1press10n _on tl<e _Judge. . \\hat the accused h_as 
suriered, or what he 1s actually suitenng, or what awa1ts lum 
1i condemned, doubly enforced if we show the condition from 
whiCh he has fallen and the one into which he will fall. To 
th0se conditions sex may be added, objects of affection as 
children, wife, relatiYes: Prosopopceia-i.e., fictitious 
addresses ddi\'ered in another person's character-is ~uitable 
to Lotl1 prosecutor and defendant; as one seems to hear the 
aft11cted one's roice, as Cicero says of 11ilo. "0 labours 
undertaken by me in ,-ain! 0 deceitful hopes! 0 thought 
cherished by me to no purpose! " The pity should not be 
long, for nothing dries sooner than a tear; cease as soon 
as the feelings are raised to the utmost, as persons will not 
long bewail another's misfortune. 11od~::; of exciting pity 
or tears, not only by words, but by acts; such as exh1biting 
bl1)Gd-stained garments (as Ccesar's robes, in Shakespeare) 
make the crime seem to be actually occurnng; wretched 
appearance of the person introduced, piece cf fractured bone, 
as the wound seems to be seen. 

The Epilogue must excite as well as allay compassionate 
emotions; dispel either by act, speech or some jocous remark. 
All resources of oratory are called forth here, and as ampli
fication forms the greatest part of an Epilogue we may use 
language and thought of greatest magnificence and elegance. 
The st) le" to accus~ is close, and for eulogising, and in 
Epilogue it is diffuse. In expressing the vehement feelings 
thf' roice should rise, and in calmer ones it should fall. 

In exciting the iudge and jury, as also in speech to the 
Pfopl\?: there should be many Yarieties of tones. The 
highest and loudest tones a speaker can adopt are prop~r 
for the following: " \Vhen war was begun, Ccesar, and 
eren in a great degree ad\'anced," for he had said pre
viously: " I will exert my Yoice as loudly as possibk that 
thC' pec~ple of Rome may hear." A tone somewhat lower 
and ha,·ing something pleasing in it for this: "\Yhat was 
yc•ur sword doing, Tubero, in the field of Phasalia?" A 
tr,1w still fuller and consequently more agreeable : " But in 
the asscmbl/ of the people of Rome. and when holdina an 

" etc. Here e~.cry S()und may be prulonged, the r~wels 
e:--.:tt":Jdt'd and the" Jll•)uth \\ell open, yet the words "Ye 
,,I.,Jl,an H1lls and Gro\'C"s," etc., sh(Juld flow in a still stronger 
stream. 

A ['li!/i;•IJI I on,' is required in tht' Peroration for the 
C• nt JP\lc,us enumeration c,f particulars. If to soothe, the tone 
c~:lls fc:r 5monthness; if to mO\·e to pity, it calls for a kind 
<,f nn:;Jc:,] c:Jdence and pbintiu~ swee-tness rJ ,-oice bv which 
~Le mind is strc,ngly afiected, and \\'hich is extremely 
n;:t ur:l. There 13 one m1xed with indignatic,n, as in con-
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demnation, and another in a lower tone accompanied with 
deprecation. Since there may be something of scarcely per
ceptible music in the delivery of the words, " But m the 
assembly of the people of Rome," for Cicero did not utter 
them in a tone of invective; and in that exclamation, "Ye 
Alban Hills," etc., for he did ·not speak as if he were 
invoking or calling them to witness, yet the following must 
have. been spoken in a manner infinitely more modulated 
and harmonious: " Miserable, unhappy man that I am," 
and " What answer shall I give to my children?" " 0 
miserable afflicting duty of my voice! " " Unhappy man," 
n poor creature," must be uttered in a low and subdued 
tone, and " robbers " in a more elevated tone, courageous 
and vehement. Do not study too many niceties, stops, 
pauses and inflection of tone to move the feelings, for oratory 
must not be seasoned too much because it consists in serious 
pleading, not in mimicry. 

Persuasion depends greatly on assertion, which· s~metimes 
has more effect than proof : " Would these statements have 
been. made or delivered in such a way if they had not been 
true." ' ' 

Chin on breast. Gne should not press the chin on the 
breast, as it makes the voice indistinct and gross, from 
the throat being Compressed; nor stretched up, as the voice 
is weakened and exhausted, also has tension put on it. The 
shoulders should be kept down, countenance grave, not 
anxious, stolid or languish. . 

Styles: The two styles which come into the Epilogue are 
the Florid,_ and the Majestic or grand. The florid is for 
pleasing-i.e., conciliating; it will abound more with meta
phors and be rendered more attractive by the figures of 
speech; it will seek to please by digressions; it will be elegant 
in phraseology, with perfectly natural thoughts, but flowing 
gently like a clear stream overshadowed on either side by 
banks of green wood. (Aristotle's directions on elevation of 
style come in very aptly here-that is, employing definition 
instead of noun; plural for the singular, as the '' Grecian 
Heavens," though they be but one; distinct particle to each 
word, as "this man,, "this woman"; drawing expressions 
from absent qualities by negatives, as " There is a certain 
little hill visited by the winds , ; for thus it could go on 
to infinity; so this would hold good in the qualities that 
are negative: "Thou drunken but not with wine," "A 
trumpet is a lyreless harmony," also the poet's "stringless," 
etc., as they build on privatives.) The Majestic or Grand 
style is for moving the feelings for which energy is needed, 
as gentleness of manners is for conciliating. It is like the 
impetuous torrent which carries away rocks, disdains bridges 
and makes banks for itself. It will impel the judge, though 
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he strl\CS agaimt it, whithersoerer i~ pleas~s, a~d oblige 
him w· take the cours~; into which It hurnes hun. 1 he 
orator who employs this styl~ will wake the dead, __ his 
countrr will lament and sometimes call upvn 1t, as Cicero 
did a..:amst Catilin~ in the Senate; he will elevate his oratory 
with~> amplification, and rise into hyperbole: ~~ What 
Chan Gdis was erer as insatiable?" and " The ocean itself 

' " etc. Such an orator will bring down the gods 
themselves to form portion of his audience, and almost to 
take part in what he says : '' For you, 0 Alban hills and 
grores," etc. Such an orator will inspire his hearers with 
rage and pity; he wiil say: "I:Ie sav.: you, ~alled upon _you 
and wept," and the Jndg.e, excited w~th van_ety of emotiOn, 
will follow the speaker hither and thither without requmng 
any proof of what is stated. The Florid and the Grand are 
also used in the speech to the people ::see "Introduction"). 

Rhyt/zm and Feet used in Epilogue. 
We now come to one of the most important parts of the 

Epilvgue, namely Rhythm. Quintillian says what is sublime 
should march majestically; calm, adrance leisurely; spirited, 
should run; and what is tender should flow: using spondees 
and iambics for tumour, e.g.: 

" Lo, I rule Argos; Pelops to me left his scepter." 
Sereral chorei (trochee) and pyrrhic for comic, as they run: 
'' \ Yhat therefore shall I do, not go '' ; iambics for the rough 
and contentious : " Who can endure to see, who suffer this, 
except a rake, a glutton, a cormorant? " A speaker ceases 
to please when he turns his attention from his matter to 
niceties of sound. T Jze Feet: The elevated portions require 
lrJng and sonorous syllables; they like the fulness of the 
dactyl, also of the pa::on. The Peroration and more subdued 
parts should call for syllables that are long, indeed, but 
less sonorous. The numbers must be free and flowing for 
all demonstratire or laudatOry eloquence; judicial and 
deliberate, a proportionate rariety. Vowels and feet: gra\'e 
for sublime, and for demonstratire subjects long syllables 
are necessary; in calm subjects, lengthening of the vowels; 
5ubhme and showy ones, fulness in pronouncing them. (See 
Rhrthm for more parti~ulars.) Begin your sentence, says 
Qumt!lllan, ~s a verse m. poetry ends. (See further details 
on the pass1ons or emotions under Figs. Pathopceia, Em-
phaSIS, etc.) ' 

:\fter adrisi_ng-. that. th.e .em?tio~al passages be composed 
ch1cfly .of the 1omc maJon, 1omc mmori and pa::on; the grand 
<nt'S w1th th~ dactyl, the anap<l:'st, cretic and iambic; those 
th;;t art> to 1mpress, to fix th~ attention •. with the spondee 
;u:d mvlossus; and the necess1ty of endmg each clause or 
mc:nbcr of a Sfntt>nce with a different foot so as to avoid 
rnC'ncto!'ly, and after adrising that the proper rests and 
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pauses be observed, as eloquence consists as much in using 
proper pauses as in proper words, all of which . ,\·ill be 
found fully detailed under Rhythmus, and after adrising 
to use a proper cadence at the close of each complete sentence 
or period, which should be with three accented words, as 
Walker says, we close this Figure with an Epilogue from 
Daniel Webster's speech on " The First Settlement of New 
England." The stops or rhetorical rests, accentual and 
pausal sections, are taken from William Russell. 

u Oratorical Apostrophe to Future Generations." 

I ' They J ;;;:; are in the ! distant I regions I ;; of f u- I turi • 
-ty I , J - I they I ;; ex- I ist I ~;;; I only in the I all-ere- ! 

ating I power I ;; of I God I , 1 - I ;; who shall I stand I 
here I, I ;; a I hundred I years I hence I , I ;; to I trace I , ! 
;; through I us I , I ;; their de- I scent from the I Pilgrims I , I 
;; and to surM I vey I , I ~ as I we have I now sur- I veyed I , j 
~ the I progress of their I country I , I during the I bpse of 
a I century I .' I "1;; I ~;;;; I ;; ~ I ;; ' On the I morning of I 
that I day I , I~~ al- I though it I will not dis- I turb I us j ~ 
in our re- .I pose I , I Vi the I roice I Wi of I accla- I mation I 
~ and I gratitude I ; I ~ com-1 mencing I ~on the I Rock I ~ 
of 1 Plymouth I , I ~ shall be trans- I mitted I Wi through I mil
lions I ~ of the I sons I ~ of the I Pilgrims I , I ~ till it !lose 
itself I ~in the I murmur I ;,;;; of the Pa-l cHic I seas I·' I w.;,;; I 
~~li1WiiW1WiliWiWil ' 

1 ~ 'Ad- 1 vance 1 , 1 ~ ye 1 future 1 *gener- 1 ations 1 ! 1 

Wi;,;;; I ~;,;;; I ~ We would I hail you I , I Wi as you I ri~e I ;,;; in 
your jlong sue- I cession I , I ;; to I fill the I places I ;;I which 
I we I now I filii , I ~ and to 1 taste the I blessings I W: of ex·! 
istence I , I ~ where I we I ~rare I passing I , I w: and I soon I 
;; shall have I passed I , I ..., our I human du-1 ration 1·1 ;;;; ;; I 
;; ~ I w;;;; I Wi We I bid you I welcome I ~ to I this I plea~ant I 
land I ;;;; of the I .Fathers 1·1 ;; ~.I Wi Wi I_, 1Ve I bid you I wel-

come I ;,;;; to the I healthful I ~kies I , I Wi and the I verdant I 
fields I~ of I New England 1·1 ;j~ I Wi;;ii I Wi We I greet 
your ac- I ces8ion I ;;;; to the I great in- I heritance I;,;;; which I 

we I ;,;;; have en-l joyed I . I ~;,;;; I ;; Wll W; We. I welcome you I 
~ to the I bleesings I ;; of I good I government I ii1 and re-I 
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ii~ious !liberty I . I ~ ~ 1 ;;; ~ 1 "1 'Ye I v.eicome you I ~to 
tLe ! treasures of I sder:ce l , I and the de- jlights of jlearn
in~ ! • I ;;; ;;: I ~ ~ I ii1 \'{ e I welcome you I ;;;; to the tran- I 
scer:da::t ! sweets I ;;; of do- I mestic jlife I , I w; to the I hap
pin<:~s I ;; of I kindred I , I Wi and I parents I , I ;;; and I chil
dren ! . I ;;; Wi I ~ i.Ol I ;;; Vt;--e I welcome you I WJ to the im-1 
mcn3urable I blessings! W1 of I rational ex-1 istence j., I Wj the 
irr:t- j mc,rtal I hope I :;; of Christi- I anity I , I :;; and the I 
light I~ of I erer-llasting I Truth I ! ' I ~;;; I Wi;.;; I :;; Wi-l 
~ ;;;, ! ~ ~ ! ;;;; Wi I ~ ;; I ---

*,The initial half accent, in·wards analogous to the above, is 
assumed as the equiYalent of a full accent ;-the time of half 
accent being equal to that of accent, although the force is not. 

The initial rest represents the slight interval between the 
fu st bar and the preceding utterance whatever that may be. 
True rhythm not only extends itself from clause to clause, 
but from sentence to sentence, from paragraph to paragraph, 
c\·en to the long pause which is the close of a piece or dis
course. Paragraph pauses are usually double the length of 
those of periods. Double paragraph pauses are the proper 
distinctions of the heads of discourse, and these ought to 
be: doubled if referred to as a defmite measure. · 

A fault, says Russell, is the businesslike despatch of a 
minister in passing from the last word of his sermon to 
the formula that follows, as if his purpose were to obliterate 
as quickly as possible the effect of his discourse. 

There is no more fitting place than this for a description 
of the oratory and manner of delirery of the eminent Ameri
cz,n orator, Daniel Webster, who stands almost without a 
ri·;al in the skilful and effective employment of the Figure 
Er:lllr;:;ue. 
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DANIEL WEBSTER 
HIS ORATORY, DELIVERY, AND S0~1E NOTES 

FROM El\IINENT CONTE~IPORARY AND SUB
SEQUENT CRITICS. 

Daniel Webster was the greatest and most renowned orator 
America has ever produced. He was for many years United 
States Senator, representing the State of 1Iassachusetts, wh1ch 
among the American States is considered the forEmost in 
karning. He was Secretary of State under the administra
tion of President ~lillard Fillmore, when he concluded the 
famous Ashburton-Webster Treaty, by which the 1\orth
Western Boundary question and other differences between 
England and America were settled. 

The greatest speech ever delivered on the American Con
tinent was that delivered by Webster in his reply to Hayne 
in the American Senate, when he was forty-eight years of 
age. This speech is described below by Charles \V. l\Iarch, 
who was present on the occasion; and I also give, among 
others, some notes by Henry Cabot Lodge, the present U.S. 
Senator for the State of Massachusetts, taken from his book, 
" Daniel Webster," which are of great interest. 

" He never rose on an ordinary occasion to address an 
ordinary audience more self-possessed. There was no tremu
lousness in his voice nor manner; nothing hurried, nothing 
simulated. The calmness of superior strength was visible 
e\·erywhere~ in countenance, voice- and bearing. Much cf 
the instantaneous effect of the speech arose, of course, trom 
the orator's deli·1ery-the tones of his voice, his countenance 
and manner . . . ' Of the effectiveness of Mr. \V ebster' s 
manner in many parts,' says 1\fr. Everett, 'it would be in 
vain to attempt to give any one not present the faintest 
idea. It has been my fortune to hear some of the ablest 
speeches of the greatest living orators on both sides of the 
water, but I confess I neYer heard anything \vhich so com
pletely realised my conception of what Demosthenes was 
when he delivered the oration for the crown.' The variety 
of incident during the speech, and the rapid fluctuation of 
passions, kept the audience in continual expectation and 
ceaseless agitation. There was no chord of the heart the 
orator did not strike as with a master hand. The speech 
wa~ a ro~plete drama of comic and pathetic scenes; one 
v~ned exCitement; laughter and tears gaining alternate 
v1c~ory. A grea~ portion of t~e ~peech i,) strictly argumen
tative; an. exposition . of .constitutiOnal law. But grave as 
such portion n~cessan_ly IS, severelv logical, abounding in 
no fa~cy or ep1sod.e, It. engrossed throughout the undivided 
attention of everv mtellw·ent hearer. Abstractions under the 
glowing genius of the o~ator acquired a beauty' a ritality' . 
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a power to. thrill the blood and enkindle the affect~ons, 
awaktnincr mto actmty many a dormant faculty. His 
ponderou~ syllable.s had an .energy, a vehemence of meanmg 
in them, that fascmated while they_Jtartled ..... There was 
a sense of power in his language-of power withheld and 
suggestion of greater power-that subdued as by a spell of 
mystery the hearts of all. As the orator carried the moral 
of ~Iacbeth, and prored by the example of that deep~ 
thinkmg, intellectual, but insanely ambitious character, how 
httle of S\: bstantial good or permanent power was to be 
secured by a devious and unblessed policy, he turned his 
eyes, with significance of expression, full of prophetic revela
tion, upon the Vice-President, remmding him that those who 
had foully removed Banquo had placed·-

• A barren sceptre in their grip . 
Thence to be wrenched by an unlineal heir, 
No son of theirs succeeding.' 

Every eye of the whole audience followed the direction of 
his own, witnessed the changing countenance anci visible 
agitation of 11r. Calhoun. Within a few months the political 
fortunes of the Vice-President had sunk so . . . as none to 
do him ren:rence. 

'• Ah ! who can erer forget that was present to hear the 
tremendous, the a·-u.:jul burst of eloquence with which the 
orator spoke of the Old Bay State! or the· tones of deep 
pathos in which the words were pronounced: ' Mr. President, 
I shall enter no encomium upon 1Iassachusetts . . . ' But 
now as he alluded to Massachusetts, their feelings were 
strained to the highest tension; and when the orator turned, 
intentionally or otherwise, his burning eyes fell upon them
they shed tears like girls. Assuredly Kean, nor Kemble, 
nor any other masterly delineator of human passions ever 
produced a more powerful impression upon an audience, or 
swayed so completely their hearts. This was acting not to 
the life-but life itself. No one ever looked the orator as 
he did. Hi<:. countenance no less audibly than his words.' 

T lze 1rebsterian " Tilt-lzammer " Gesture. 
" His m~nner. g~ve new force to his language. As he 

stood sw~ymg hts nght arm, bke a huge tilt-hammer up and 
down, hts swart~y countenance lighted up with excitement, 
he apprared am1d the smoke, the fire the thunder of his 
eloqucnct>, .like \' ulcan in ~is ar~oury f?rging for the gods! 
The trllltzn.:: ruslz of jeclzn~ wzth wluch he went throu~k 
~he .Po.uratzun,"' threw a glow orer his countenance, like 
ImplratJon. Ere, brow, each feature, erery line of the face 
s~emed. touched as with celestial fire. The swell and roll of 
~1s \'OJCe stmck up?n the ears of the spell-bound audience 
m dctp and mtlodzous cadence, as the 
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of the 1 far-resounding ' sea. His Yoice, exerted to its utmost 
power, penetrated every recess or corner of the Senate
penetrated even the ante-rooms and stairways, as he pro
nounced in deepest tones of pathos these words of solemn 
significance· 1 When my eyes shall be turned to behold . . . ' 
In the evening (after this great speech was made) General 
Jackson held a leree at the White House. It was known 
in advance that 11r. Webster would attend it. Before this 
evening the General had been the obserred of all observers . 
. . . Mr. Webster, it was whispered, was in the East Room, 
and thither the whole mass hurried. . . . Some on t1p-toe, 
and some even mounted on chairs of the room. . . . One 
would ask his neighbour, I Where is Webster?' 1 There, 
don't you see him-that dark, swarthy man, with a grea.t 
deep and heavy brow-that's Webster.' No one was obliged 
to make a second inquiry."-" Reminiscences of Congress," 
by Charles W. l\larch (published in 1852). 

" The boy Webster preached love of country, the grandeur 
of American nationality, fidelity to the constitution as the 
bulwark of nationality, and the necessity and the nobility of 
the union of the states, and that '\vas the message which the 
man Webster delirered to his fellow-men. 1Ir. Webster was 
a man of slow growth, not reaching his highest pomt untii 
he was near1y fifty years of age .... The Plymouth oration: 
Mr. Ticknor says: 'In speaking of the oration, the passage 
at the end, where, speading his arms as if to embrace them, 
he welcomed future ·generations, and the great inheritance 
which we hare enjoyed, 1 was spoken with the most attractire 
sweetness and that peculiar smile which in him was always 
so charming. The effect of the whole was very great.' 

" Reply to H a)'ne. This great speech marks the highest 
point attained by Mr. Webster as a public man. He. never 
surpassed it, he nerer equalled it afterwards. It \Vas his 
zenith intellectually, politically, and as an orator. His fame 
grew and extended in the years which followed, he won 
ample distinction in other fields, he made many other 
splendid speeches, but he ne,·er went beyond the reply which 
he made to the Senator from South Carolina on January 26, 
1830 .•.. The reoly to Hayne- was the zenith of Mr. 
Webster's life, and it is the place of all others where it is 
fit to pause and study him as a parliamentary orator and 
as a master of eloquence. In the midst of the hush of 
expectation, in that dead silence which is so peculiarly 
oonressire because it is possible only when many human 
beings are gathered together, ~Ir. \V ebster rose ... and 
as he rose and stood forth, drawing himself up to his full 
height, his personal grandeur and his majestic calm thrilled 
all who looked upon him. \Vith perfect quietness, unaffected 

it) See Fig. Epilogue for full passage. 
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apparently by the atmosphere of intense fe~ling about him, 
he said in a low, erm tone: • :\lr. Pres1dent, when the 
manner ... ' This o pcning swtcnce u:as a pzece of con
mmlllate art. The s1mple and appropria~e image, the ~ow 
'<'&ICC, tl:e calm mam1er, reliered the strame1 excitement of 
the audience which might ha,·e ended by ~:hsconcertmg the 
~pcaker, if it had bem maintain~d. Ereryone was now at 
ease ... with breathless attention they followed h1m as . 
he proceeded. The str~ng, masculine. sentences, the sarcasm, 
the pathos,· the reasonmg, the burnmg appeals to lore of 
state and country, flowed on unbroken. As his feelings 
warmed, the frre came into his eyes, there was a glow on 
his s\\'arthy-cheek, his strong right arm seemed to sweep 
away resistlessly . the whole phalanx o~ his. opponents, a?d 
the deep and melodious cadences of h1s rmce soun<_led hke 
harmonious organ~tones as they E.lled the chamber w1th thm 
liJUSIC. ••.. 

Bursts of Fecliug joined witlz Con-z·incing Argume1lt. 
'' Throughout there were bursts of eloquence skilfully 

mingled with statement and argument, so that the listeners 
\\ e:re nerer \\'earied bv a strained and continuous rhetorical· 
display; and yet, wliile the attmtion was closely held by 
the crm flow of lucid reasoning, the emotions and passions 
\Hre frc,m time to time deeply aroused and strongly excited. 
In many passages of direct retort, ~Ir. Webster used irony, 
which he employed ahvays in a perfec;tly characteristic way. 
He had a strong, natural sense of humour, but he never 
made fun or descended to tririal efforts to excite laughter 
against his c.pponent. He was not a wittv man or a maker 
of epigrams. But he was a master of the use of a cold, 
dignified sarcasm; which at times, and in this instance parti
cularly, he used freely and mercilessly. Beneath the measured 
sentences there is a lurking smile which saves them from 
being merely sarage and cutting attacks, and yet brings 
h.c,me a keen sense of the absurdity of his opponent's posi
tion: . . . Logical Yigilance and long chains of reasoning, 
ar01ded bv the ancients, are the essentials of our modern 
nratory. )fany able men hare achieved success under these 
conditions as forcible and convincing speakers. But the 
E;Trl!ld eloquence of modern times is disting-uished by the 
CNI.'!.s of /eelmg, of ima;ery, or of im·ectiz'e, joined wzth 
con: mn!IJ: arpanent. This combination is rare, and when
:'u we hnd a man who possesses it, we may be sure that, 
Jr. a greater or less de;:;rt:'e, he _is one of the great masters 
d do~ucnce, as we. un~erstand 1t. Webster was, of course, 
es,cntJJ]]v m'Jdern m h1s oraton·. He relied chiefh on the 
~~Jst_a;nrd a~nral to th~ understanding-.... At the same 
t1:nt· Jfr. \\ er1ster was m scme resprcts more classical, and 
rc~•,r.i 1 kcl PYre clc.r::e]y the mr.dcls (,f antiquity than any of 
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those who have been mentioned (Chatham, Burke, Fox, 
Sheridan, Erskine, Mirabeau, Vergniand, and Patrick 
Henry), as belonging to the same high class. He was wont 
to pour fort.h the copious strea.m of plain, intellig1ble observa
tions, and mdulge m the vaned appeals to feelmg, memory 
and interest, which Lord Brougham sets down as charac
teristic of ancient oratory. Dr. Francis Lieber wrote: ' To 
test Webster's oratory, which has erer been very attractive 
to me, I read a portion of' my favourite speeches of Demos
thenes, and then read, always aloud, parts of Webster, then 
return to the Athenian; and \Vebster stood the test.' Apart 
from the great compliment which this_ conyeys, such a com
parison is, very interesting as showing the similarity between 
Mr. Webster and the Greek or'!tor. His style was vigorous, 
clear and direct in the highest, and at the same time warm 
and full of vitality. 

Personal A,ppearance and Voice. 
11 He was :fi.ve .feet ten inches in height, and m health 

weighed a little less than two hundred pounds. He had a 
swarthy complexron and straight black hair. His head was 
large, the brain weighing, as is well known, more than any 
on i'ecotd, except those of Cuvier and of the celebrated bock
layer. At the same time his head was of noble shape, with 
a broad and lofty brow, and his features were :fi.nely cut and 
full of massive strength .... His voice was in harmony 
\\ith his appearance. It was low and musical in conversa
tion; in debate it was· high but full; ringing out in moments 
of excitement like a clarion and then sinking to deep notes 
with the solemn richness of organ-tones, while the words 
were accompanied by a manner in which grace and dignity 
mingled in complete accord. Webster was, of course, tJze 
greatest orator this country ltas ever produced. Patrick 
Henry's fame rests wholly on tradition. The same is true 
of Hamilton, who, moreover, never had an opportunity 
adequate to his talents, which were unquestionably of the 
:fi.rst order. Fisher Ames's reputation was due to a single 
speech, which is distinctly inferior to many of Webster's. 
Clay's oratory has not stood the test of time; his speeches, 
which were so wonderfully effective when he uttered them, 
seem dead and cold and rather thin as we read them 
to-day. Calhoun was a great debater, but was too dry 
and hard for the highest eloquence. John Quincy ·Adams, 
despite his physical limitations, carried the eloquence of 
combat and bitter retort to the highest point in the splendid 
battles of his congressional career, but his learning, readi
ness, power of expression, arguments, and scathing sarcasm 
were not rounded into a perfect whole by the more graceful 
attributes which also form an essential part of oratory. But 
in these college days . . . he lored to speak, to hold the 
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attention of a listening audience. He practised off -hand 
speaking, but he more commonly. prepareq h1~.self by med1~ 
tating on his subJect, and makmg note5, wh1ch, however, 
he never us(d. He would enter the class-room or debatmg 
society and beD"in in a low voice and almost sleepy manner, 
and would the~ gra~ually rouse ~imself like a lion and pour 
forth his '"'ords unt1l he had h1s hearers completely under 
his control and glowing with enthusiasm."-" Damel 
\Vebster," by Henry Cabot Lodge. 

"He was not so tall as Clay, but he was much larger and 
more mnssive in every way. He had broad shoulders, a deep 
chest and a large frame, and when one heard him. speak, 
he found that Webster's voice was exactly the kind of voice 
that such a looking man ought to have. It was deep, 
resonant, mellow, sweet with a thunder roll in it which, 
when let out to its full power, was awe~inspiring. In ordinary 
speech its magnifi.cent bass notes rolled forth like the rich 
tones of a deep-voice organ; but when he chose to do so, 
he could elevate his voice in ringing clarion tenor tones of 
thrilling pO\ver. 

Hzs Power of Magnifying a Single Word. 
'' He also had the faculty of magnifying a word into such 

prodigious \'olume and force that it would drop from his 
lips as a great boulder might drop through a ceiling, and 
jar the Senate chamber like a clap of thunder. Butler of 
South Carolina (Calhoun's colleague) became very angry and 
indulged in a fierce and vituperative attack on what he 
called the l::ad faith of the North. When Butler sat down, 
Webster wao, seen to be getting up. I use this form of 
expression because the getting up of Daniel Webster was 
not a mere act, it was a process .... After Webster got 
upon his ftet, he slowly rocked himself back and forth for 
a few m~ments, with his head bowed and his hands clasped 
behmd h1m. Then he ·looked up and around, and fixed his 
gaze up.on Butler. The suspense was intolerable ... Slowly 
unclaspmg lus hands and letting them fall by his side, and 
speak.mg m low, deep, musical, metallic tones, surcharged 
"1th mtens1ty and power, Webster said: ' Mr. President, the 
honourable member from South Carolina, who has just taken 
h;s seat, says that he is orepared to say boldly that the 
.:.:ortlwrn States have not observed but have broken the com~ 
pr?mJ?f'; of the Constitutirm.' 1lr. Butler (in his seat): '1 
sa1? 1t. Mr. We?ster: 'Yes, ~fr. President, he said it. 
Ir IS no duty o~ m.me to take up a glon~ that is thrown to 
:1,U the world; 1t IS no duty of mine to accept a general 
Cliallrnzr: . But 1£ thr honourable' member shall sfe fit to 
].,~ ~o.obl 1 gmg as to infom1 the Senate in m:' hearing on what 
c lC:lSIOn the state, whose representatiYe I stand here has 
f,,rhc·rne to Gbsen·e c~r hrokn1 the compromises of the' Con-
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stitution, l:e ~;.·ill find m Jil~ a CO :\IBAT AXT on that ques
tion.' Ser.ator ~Iangum, of X orth Carohna, subsequently 
said that the word' ' combatant ' weighed at least forty tons; 
and, as it fell from \Yebster's lips, he took a step towards 
Butler, his bronze complexion glowing as with inward fire, 
his brow clothed with thunder, his eyes blazing lightnmg, 
both arms raised, and his huge fonn towering in all its 
majesty. 

Master of Exordium and Diegesis. 
"Webster was a master of Exordium, as witness the 

exordium of his Plymouth Rock oration, of his oration on 
laying the corner stone of Bunker Hill jlonument, or of 
any of his great speeches, and especially the exordium of 
his reply to Hayne. Quintillian considers the Statement of 
Facts of paramount importance, and says it must be lucid 
in order that it may be 'easily understood; brief that it may 
be easily remembered; cred1ble that it may be readily 
believed.' AnYone who has read manv of jfr. Webster's 
speeches must ·hare been struck \vith the predominance of 
those qualities-lucidity·, brerity and credibility, in his state· 
ment of facts .... His demonstration of his statement, his 
reply to his opponents, and his peroration were equally 
admirable. His complexion was dark bronze. When he 
became animated, his complexion would glow, so that his 
c.ppearance made one think of a transparent bronze statue, 
brilliantly Eghted from within, wit.1 the luminosity shining 
out through his countenance."-" Great Senators of the 
United States, Forty Years Ago" (rS.tS-1849), by Oliver 
Dyer. 

" \\'hererer his \·olume of speeches there his statue 
and his portrait ought to go. In his and form, taken 
together, he was doubtless the most impressive figure of 
American. if not of modem times. That rich complexion 
. . . those sad eyes so black, so reposeful, so soYereign, not 
large, but looking large from the cavernous sockets in which 
they were sunk; t.~at broad face, erery feature and lineament 
of which had its own power and beauty: that head Thor
v'aldsen thought was nobler than any Eurof>fan or even 
antique head; . . . and beetling o\·er all the cap<.:.cious. .dome 
of that ,·ast brow, which has become a national ideal of 
personal gra..11.deur, and frrst created the epithet 'Websterian ' 
-these all combined with his build of body-blending the 
Herculean with a statelier grace, to encompass that grand 
mortal with his own maiest\·. His head, his bust, his statue, 
his portrait, his medallion: hare been multiolied for ewry 
citv and almost e\·en· house in America. Webster was em
phatical~y the orat-::r· of the understanding. The hold that 
Cia\· had up•:Jn t:1c- heart of his countrymen, Web~Ler had 
upon t:1e American mind. Probably no ma..Tl erer heard or 
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read a leading speed~ o~ Webster's wi~hout ~eing impressed 
with the tone of majestic grandeur with_ whiCh 1t seems t? 
resound. This was partly the effect. of his ur:equalled physt
cal presence and his nobly deep vmce, but It was also due 
to the elevated range of his ideas. 

His Closing lnvocatzon equal to Demosthenes'. 
" How widely charged with all the passionate fervour of a 

deep nature, sounds that splendid invocation to his l\iaker 
and his country with which he rounded off and ended ..the 
imm'1rtal speech in the Senate for New England .and the Con
stitution; that final prayer worthy to stand with the great 
' oath ' of Demosthenes when he swore to the Greeks ' by 
Jlarathon, by Salamis,' that prayer that hi~ last lingering 
glance. might rest upon the gorgeous ensign of his country. 
. . . That prayer shall echo forever around this whole con
tinent. 

" Webster's temperament was the bilious and phlegmatic, 
the temperament for endurance and for the tardiest but most 
consuming passion .... His swarthy complexion and 
sluggish mo\'ement alike indicated it. . . . This is the 
temnerament to wield that lost power of oratory, that terrible 
energy, that absolute sovereignty oYer others, despotic, 
de£.ant, deadly, which the Greeks called the awful power: 
Dei notes. 

'' It has been maintained that none of the other vaneties 
of temperaments can attain it at all, especially that no blue
eyed Saxon man can own it. They say it 'takes black eyes 
for that.' But this can hardly be true, for Henry Clay was 
not black-eyed, nor was Mirabeau, nor Chatham. 

The Secret of His Eloquence and His Gestures. 
" '' The loftiest reach of the Attic arts was to express the 
mtensest pass10n and struggle combined with the most 
absobte self-control; to umte external war with internal 
peace. In this principle lurked the \Vebsterian secret. His 
exe~tion wa~ always power in repose, power half leaning 
on 1~s. own nght .arm; the athlete conquering without a strain 
or. \'JSJb!e contorti?n· In the most energetic and high-wrought 
thmg-s he eYer sa1d, there was a tone of moderation. 

'' His. g_estures were the gestures of enforcing rather than 
of descnbmg ;_ ... the ?Pe? palm of the hand, the pointing 
n.ng-fr! the ngorous bnngmg down of the arm, the easy 
s1devnse w~re of all; the?e ~'ere pretty much his variety. 
He see:ne? m no way bookish m speaking. He had the broad, 
deep nngmg tone of a son of the soil. 

" In _correcting the Hayne speech, he corr~cted and cor
rected t11l he really weakened and debased its original sturdy 
en:rgy. There was one senten.ce of rel?orseless severity which 
b;. ."tanders. repor~ed at the ttme, which never appeared in 
pnnt: 

1 
Str,' satd Webster, in words jarringly grumbled 
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forth, like the rumblmg of chariot wheels, ' the Senator said 
he should carry the war into Africa-if God gave him the 
power. But, Sir,' glowering down upon Hayne with the 
look of Agamemnon upon Hector, 'God has not given h1m 
the_ power. I put it to the gentleman, God has not given 
him the power.'"~." The Golden Age of American Oratory," 
by Edward G. Parker (published in 1857). 

,1- Tauglzt Elocution Early by His Father. 
"'Colonel Webster was a man of strong natural talents, 

and is said to have had an intuitive knowledge of the prin
ciples of elocution. His voice was loud, clear and musical, 
and his reading and speaking were of natural oratory. The 
books he dtlighted to read aloud for the gratification of his 
family and others were the Bible, Shakespeare and Pope's 
Essay on Man. With an inherited taste and capacity for 
elocution, and the lessons of his father added to those oi 
his teachers, Daniel Webster was the pet of the travellers 
(his father kept an inn in addition to his occupation as a 
farmer, a calling which in those days was held in high 
repute) who stopped at the mn . . . the teamsters were wont 
to say, ' Now let us go in and headittle Dan read a Psalm.' 
In variety of style, pathos, satire, ponderous argument, light 
raillery, animating apostrophe, Mr. Webster never on any 
occasion exceeded his reply to Colonel Hayne. 

"'The Bunker Hill Monument is finished. Here it stands. 
Fortunate m the high natural eminence. . · . . That powerful 
speaker stands motionless before us ! ' (see also passage under 
Fig. Pause). Here Webster paused, and pointed m silent 
admiration to the lofty pile; the assembled thousands burst 
into long and loud applause. When the echoes of that 
mighty shout died away, the orator proceeded: ' It is a 
plain shaft. It bears no inscription . . . who, with heroic 
devotion, have sacrificed their lives for their countrv.' "
'·The Young American's Library," ' 1 Life of Webster" 
(published 1853). 

" His famous exordium of the tempest tossed mariner is 
a masterly stroke of genius. The notes from which Webster 
spoke (the Hayne reply) were made on a few sheets of 
paper the preceding night, when tradition says his anxious 
ftie~ds were hangi~g about him, alarmed by his seeming 
m~1fference. But h1s whole life had been a preparation for 
th1s e~ent, and he was serenely conscious of his power."
': Dam~l Webster, the Orator," by Albert Pillsbury (pub-
lished m 1903). · 

"It is quite evident that Mr. Webster matured rather 
slowly; that his efforts made before the age of fifty were his 
most popular because the most impassioned efforts· but that 
his productions dated beyond the age of fifty, thouah less 
fiery, are g-enerally more indicative of his unsurpasseJ abili-
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ties as a man of deep, penetrating, far-reaching and compre
hcnsi\'e mmd. His mind, mdced, seemed to grow clearer 
as he ad\·anced in years; and the very latest speeches, though 
not so striking to the superficial hearers, will be regarded 
hereafter, by close and competent readers, as the most finished 
of all the productions of his tongue and pen. 

His Style, Slow, Dignified, Conversational. 
" It is to be hoped that his style of elocution, calm, slow, 

dignified, natural, unambitious, and yet direct and powerful, 
wilLtake the place of that showy, flowery, flashy, fitful and 
boisterous sort of speaking, which seems to be becoming too 
common, which breaks down the health of the speaker, and 
which is, nevertheless, most likely to strike the feelings and 
corrupt the judgment of the young .... What he had to 
say, he said as easily, as naturally, and yet as forcibly as 
possible, with such a voice as he used in common conversa
tion, only elevated and strengtlzened to meet the demands 
of his large audiences. Let me say here plainly tha~, having 
heard ?IIr. \V ebster speak very frequently, on almost every 
variety of occasion, I have never heard him, even when most 
excited, raise his voice higher or sink it lower, or utter his 
words more rapidly than he could do consistently with the 
most perfect ease, and with the utmost dignity of movement. 
So intent did he seem· to be, so intent he certainly was, in 
making his hearers see and feel as he did, in relation to the 
subject of the hour, that no one thought of his manner, or 
whether he had any manner, till the speech was over. That 
is oratory, true oratory. . . ."-" The Speeches of Daniel 
Webster and His ~Iasterpieces," by B. F. Tefft, D.D., LL.D. 
(published in 1854). 

'' In debate Webster was quick at retort. If it was a 
personal insult that roused the slumbering lion, his roar of 
rage was appalling, and the spring and the death-like blow 
that followed were like lightning in their suddenness. 

How He Prepared His Speeches. 
" Commonly he prepared himself with conscientious care 

for all his speeches, not by writing them out, but by thinking 
over and over what he had to say, all the while mentally 
facing his audience. In many passages, no doubt, the very 
language was pre-chosen, and selected with the nicest dis
mmmatir•i1, and the closing paragraphs, in which were con
d(:nsed ~he rcry p~th and .marrow of his entire argument. 
\\ cLstcr s manner m speakmg was usually calm, quite the 
oppos1tc r;f Clay's orCalhou~'s. Except in moments of high 
exotemr·nt ht' ha~ httle action:-an occasional gesture with 
the hand bcmg all. In his law arguments he was still 
mc)re ~p~nng r,£ gestures; his kee.n,. deep-set eye gl~ncing, 
r11s spt3"mg countenance and dZJtznct utterance, with an 
0cca~·or;~l} emphatic inclination of the body, being the only 
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means by which he urged home his arguments. The VC).St 
mass of th~ man did much to make h1s words impressive. 
Clay had a more electric or magnetic nature, and showed 
far keener sagacity in divining public sentiment, and in 
sweeping the strings of popular feeling; but in sheer intel
lectual might-in that comprehensiveness of vision which sees 
all sides of a subject and judges it in all its relations-in 

· that largeness and weight of utterance 'which give the greatest 
impressiveness to e\·erything that one says, and in hard 
logic, which links conclusion to conclusion like a cham ot 
iron-neither Clay, nor Calhoun, nor any other American 
was ever equal to Webster. He was emphatically the orator 
of the understanding, and spoke to the head rather than to 
·the heart, because his qualities were those imperial ones that 
compel admiration rather than win love-he was never a 
favourite of the populace. He did not .dart to his conclusions 
with the swift discernment of the eagle-eyed Cia y, but wou 
them by sheer force of thinking. Daniel Webster was a 
prodigy of physical and intellectual endowment; but his 
greatest gift was a prodigious capacity for hard work. l\Ir. 
\Vebster once told his friend Peter Harvey that his great 
speech in reply to Hayne, which was generally supposed to 
have been without preparation, had been substantially pre
pared long ·before, for another but not dissimilar occasion, 
so that when he was called upon suddenly to defend the 
honour of New England against the fiery Carolinian's attack, 
he had only to turn to his • notes tucked away in a pigeon
hole,' and refresh his memory with his well-weighed argu
ments and glowing periods. As he himself said, he had only 
to reach out for a thunderbolt and hurl it at him. ' If Hayne 
had tried,' he said, ' to make a spetch to fit my notes, he 
could not have hit it better. No man is inspired by the 
occasion; I never was.' "-· u Oratory and Orators," by 
William Mathews, LL.D. 

Daniel Webster is the most conspicuous figure in the 
history of American eloquence. On account of his magnificent 
physique, massive head and commanding look, he was called 
" God-like Daniel." In polish, rhythmical roll, partition 
of spee(;h, combination of passion with reasoning, concen
tration of enormous force into a single expression, in 
Ecphonesis, Sarcasmus, Apostrophe, Pause, in the bold 
rhetorical and ornamental figures, and in many points of 
delivery, he is. one of the nearest approaches to the great 
Athenian since the days of Demosthenes. But he lacked the 
fire and rapidity of Demosthenes. The difference between 
the two can be noted by taking a spirited Hypophora of 
Demosthenes. On this particular point, the great English
man, Fox, approached nearest to the Athenian. However, 
it must be borne in mind that Webster was a larger built 
man than Demosthenes. Like the latter, though endowed 
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with .the highest talent, he trusted nothing to chance_, for he 
prepared his speeches; even the Hay!le. reply, ~htch was 
thought to be extemporaneous _(and this 1s oratoncal art to 
deliver a prepared speech as 1£ extempor~neous), was pre
pared for another occasion, and is the epitome of previous 
years' study and thought. Although his reply to some 
members appeared to be extemporaneous, still Webster had 
long before he rose revolved the questio!l in _his mind and 
debated it with himself. Webster's articulatiOn was clear, 
his cadences melodious, and his voice full and deep-toned. 
We ~cannot all have a voice as deep as that of. Daniel 
Webster, nor speak in his slow, heavy style_, for these 
qualities are natural for a Herculean . frame . hk~ tha~ of 
Webster, who weighed 200 lbs. and was 5ft. 10m. m hetght ~ 
nor can we all have the mellow depth of voice and the 
diversifi.ed oratory of Henry Clay, who was slender, 6ft. Iin., 
with a long neck, which also gives extra vocal resonance; 

· but we can develop those qualities of our own voice, parti
cularly the tones of the lower register,_ to their greatest 
capacity, so that our own depth, mellowness and sweetness 
of tone, suitable to our own nature, will be just as telling 
upon our audience as were those of Webster or Clay upon 
their respective audiences. 

Spurgeon says: "We cannot censure John Gough's mar
vellous gesticulations and perambulations, for he would not 
have been John Gough without them. Now this was right 
enough for John Gough; but if you, John Smith or John 
Brown, commence these perambulations, you will soon be 
likened to the wandering Jew or to the polar bear at the 
zoological garden. Be natural in your action. Your own 
clothes, though homespun, will fi.t you better than another 
man's, though made of the best broadcloth." 

Mathews tells us of the famous English preacher, Robert 
Hall, having tried, when in his early days, to imitate Dr. 
Robinson's style, his 'musical voice and intonations, and then 
tned the elephant}~e manner of Dr. Johnson; but finally 
concludu1g thus: I ought to have known that for me to 
speak slow was ruin. You know, Sir, that force or momentum 
is conjointly as t~e body an~ velocity; therefore as my voice 
IS fe~ble, what 1s _wanted m body must be made up in 
Yeloc1ty, or there will not be, cannot be, any impression." 

It is a strange coincidence that the great Demosthenean 
o~ator of. Eng-Ian~, Fox, and the great Demosthenean orator 
o. Amenca! Dame! Webster, resembled each other in many 
chara_ctenstiCs. B~th appealed to the understanding in con
JunctiOn. With passiOn, both were slow in development, both 
were ammate~ by lofty sentiments, both laboured for peace 
be>tween Amenca and ~ngland (the recent centenary of peace 
betwN'n the two countnes dates from the Webster-Ashburton 
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.Treaty, 1820), and both passed away in a very similar 
manner-Fox during his last days discoursed on the immor· 
tality 'of the soul and Webster on death. It was the wish 
of the latter to retain his reason until the last moment that 
he might find out what death really is. In an apparently 
semi·conscious state he exclaimed, "Life! life! death ~ death ! 
how curious it is ! " Soon after, Doctor Jeffries repeated to 
him, "Though I walk through the Yalley of the shadow 
of death ... ," and Webster immediately reJomed, " The 
fact! the fact! that is what I want ! " He then lapsed into 
an unconscious condition, but again revived, and, surprised 
at finding himself still alive, said " I still live." These were 
his last words. Still li\·es! vea, li\·es in the hearts of Ameri· 
cans, as Senator Lodge sa):S: " The grandeur of American 
nationality ... and the nobility of the er.ion of the Stlltes :" 
-liYes in the memory of all as a cham:~"ion of justice a.'1d 
freedom, whose oratory was spent not in behalf of tyranny 
and despotism and oppression, but in behalf of the human 
race, its peace and happiness; and in eloquence will live 
not as an American legacy, but as a glorious international 
heritage. 

Extracts from .the "Reply to Hayne." 
11 Mr. President,-*When the mariner has. been tossed for 

many days in thick weather, and on an unknown sea, he 
naturally avails himself of the first pause in the storm, the 
earliest glance of the sun, to take his latitude, and ascertain 
how far the elements have driven him from his true course. 
let us imitate this prudence, and before we float farther on 
the wa\'es of this debate,- refer to the. point from which we 
departed, that we may at least be able to conjecture where 
we now are. I ask for the reading of the resolution. . . . 

" 
1 We have thus heard, sir, what the resolution is which 

is actually before us for consideration; and it will readily 
·occur to every one that it is almost the only subject about 
which something has not been said in the speech, running 
through two days, by which the Senate has been now enter· 
tained by the gentleman from South Carolina. E Yery topic 
in the wide range of our public affairs, whether past or 
nresent-ererything general or local) whether belonging to 
national politics or party politics-seems to ha\·e attracted 
more or less of the honourable member's attention, save only 
the resolution before the Senate. He has spoken of ewry· 
thing but the public lands; they hare escaped his notice. To 
that subject, in all his excursions, he has not paid even the 
cold respect of a passing glance. . . . 

" 
2 The honourable member complained that I had slept 

on his speech. I must hare slept on it or not at all. ... 
~< Sir, let me recur to pleasing recollections; let me indulge 

in refreshing remembrances of the past; let me remind you 
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that in early times no .states cherished greater h~ony, both 
of principle and fee1mg, ·than Massachuse~ _and' 5ou~ 
Carolina. ~ Would to God that harmony mt.ght- .·, agam 

·return! Shoulder to shoulder they went through. the revolu
tion, hand in .hand they stood round the a~istiation of 
Washington, ~d felt ~ o~. gr~ arm ~ean _on··them ~or 
support .• Unkmd feelmg, if. 1t exiSts, alienation and ~IS: 
trust are the growth, unnatural to such soils, of fa.J.:;e. pnn
ciples since sown. They-are weeds, the seeds. of whtch that 
same great arm never sca~tered., • Mr. Prestdent, · I· shall 
en tar on • no encomium upon Massachusetts; she it~ none. 
There she is. Behold her, and judge for yourselveS.· There 
is her history; the world knows it by- heart. · The; past, at 
least, is secure. There· is Boston,_ and Concord, and. Lexing
ton, and Bunker Hill; and ·there they will remain for ever. 
The bones of her sons, falling in the gi-eat struggle- for 
independence, now lie mingled with the soil of every state 
frtm New England to Georgia; and there. they . will lie. for 
ever. And, sir, when American liberty raised its- first voice, 
and where its youth was nurtured and sustained, there it still 

·lives, in the strength of its manhood and. full of its original 
spirit. If discord. and disunion shall wound · it, if · party 

·strife and blind ambition shall hawk at and tear it,. if. folly 
and madness,· if uneasiness under salutary and .. necessary. 
restraint- shall succeed in separating it ·from . the . Union~ by 
which alone its ·exiStence is made sure, .it will 'stand :in the 
end by the side of.that aadle in which its infancy was rocked; 
' it will stretch . forth its arm with whatever of vigour jt may 
still retain over the friends who gather round it; and it' will 
fall at last, if fall it must, amidst the proudest monuments 
of its own glory, and on th~ very SI_JOt of its origin ••• 7~ .: • 

" 'I have not allowed myself, str,'. to look beyond· the 
Union,. to see what might lie hidden_ in the dark· receSs 
behind. I have not coolly weighed the chances of preserving; 
liberty whe-t the bonds that unite u~ together shan be broken 
asun.d~r. I ~ve . not accustomed myself. to hang over· the 
prectplce of dtsun~on, to see -whether, with my short ·sight, 
I can fathom the depth of the abyss below; nor coUld I regard 
him as a safe counsellor in the affairs of !)lis government 
\\'hose thoughts should ~ mainly bent on considering, not 
h~w the Union sh~~d be best presen·ed, but how tolerable 
m1ght be the cond1hon of the people when it shall be broken 
up .~d destr<?yt:<f. While the Union lasts, we .have high,. 
ex~1tmg, grati£}1Dg prospects spread out before us and ..>ur 
~hildren. Beyon~ that I seek not to ·penetrate the veil 
.God grant that m my day, at least, that curtaia may not 

nse! .God ~ant that on my \-ision never may be opened 
!'hat hes behmd ! When my eyes shall behold ~ · . one and 
mseparable ! " (For full passage He Pig. Arsia IUI.d Th~.) ·' -

(ll C.I!Ka•oo Ul Apc15tropee (SI Parale!Jllll J;, Artis 11D11 Tbesis, Pvi10a (11 Paaaldpsia. 
(1) Apoatropbe. , . . 

1 
. 
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EPIMONE: Greek epi, upon; meno, to tarry, to linger, 
to stay at home; is a figure whereby the speaker dwells upon 
and persists in a former conclusion, or the same cause, much 
after one form of speech, but repeated in other words more 
plainly; by some it is said to be when the speaker, knowing 
whereon the greatest weight of his matter or cause dep~~nds, 
makes often recourse thereto and repeats it many times by 
variations. 

Use : In the use of this figure the greatness of desire is 
signified: to warn effectively; twice may be remembered when 
once may be forgotten. 

r 

. EPIPHONEMA: Greek epi, upon; phono, to speak out; 
is a figure by which the speaker makes an exclamatory 
sentence or a striking reflection which sums up to conftrm 
or conclude an argument, description, narrative, etc.-e.g., 
" I have had power to save, and do you ask whether I •can 
destroy." An Epiphonema is a concluding attestation to 
something already related or proved, not as a proof, but 
as a triumphant blow at the close of a penod, to the adverse 
party, as " . . . Such was the task to found the Roman 
State." Epiphonema, or Striking Thought, as Quint1lhan 
states, are those introduced chi eft y at the close of periods. 
It relates sometimes to a thing, as "nothing attributes more 
to popularity than goodness.'' 

"Ep1phonema for a final clause 
An inference strong by sudden impulse draws." 

-Langley. 
Example: 

" She loved me for the dangers I had passed, 
And I loved her that she did pity them. 
This only is the witchcraft I have used: 
Here comes the lady; let her witness it." 

Shakespeare. 
Use: The use of this figure is also to signify content, 

liking or admiration of the speaker in respect of the· words 
uttered or matter anproved of, and may thus be called the 
rhetorical pause. It ends with the amplifying of honest./. 
wickedness, shame, dignity, profit, loss. 

Caution: Brilliant thoughts should not be too crowded, 
as they interfere with one another and make style too curt. 

EPIPHORA: This is a figure by which the orator makes 
a repetition of a word at the end of ~everal sentences, to 
add force and impressiveness to the matter; a figure which 
ends divers members or clauses with one and the same word. 

Examples: " When I was a child I spake as a child, I 
understood as a child, I imagined as a child." "AmbitiOn 
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seeks to be next to the best, after that to be equal to the 
best, and last to be chief and above the best." (See.Fig. 
Circle.) · 

Use: This figure is much esteemed as a~ orn~ment of 
great eloquence, yet it should be used spanngly_ m grave 
and severe causes. It serves to leave a word of Importance 
in the end of a sent<:>nce that it may the longer hold the 
sound in the mind of the hearer. 

EPISTA TIS: Epistatis is that part of the speech or 
oraticn which appeals to the passions: For full ~reatment. 
of figures used to appeal to the passi~ns or emotl0n'5,_ see 
Figs. Epilogue, Nos. 2 and 3, Emphasis and Pathopcxia. 

EPITHETON: Greek epi, on, in addition to; ·tithemi, 
to place, to put; an apposition; is a figure or form of speech 
which joins adjectives to those substantives to which they 
pro peri y belong, and that either for the purpose of praising 
or dispraising, amplifying or extenuating. 

Examples: To praise: " Oh, wonderful clemency! Oh, 
most holy discipline! Gracious princes, honourable judges, 
reverend fathers, prudent councillors, etc." To dispraise: 
Wicked counsel, rash consent, and cursed slaughter; evil 
counsellors, unnatural parents, disobedient children. To 
Amplify: Glorious fame, heavenly music, insatiable avarice, 
mad drunkenness, horrible fear. To Extenuate a small fault, 
a feeble excuse, momentary time. Among all the forms cf 
eloquence there is no ornament either more general or more 
excellent than this figure. 

Examples: " ... it is the alliance of God and of nature 
-immutable, et<>rnal-fixed as the firmament of heaven."
Chatham. " ... in his mind all was shuffling, ambiguous, 
dark, invidious, little; nothing simple, nothing unmixed.'' • 
-Sheridan. Rufus Choate, the greatest forensic American 
orator, says Mathews, not only multiplied. but sometimes 
repeated adjectives with telling effect, and " drove his sub
stantive and six," as " a safe, sound, substantial, suitable, 
second-rate, second-hand harness." 

For ddivery o£ Epitheton, see "Harmonic Inflection." 

El'lli\IESIS : Grtek €1ri, upon ; Tt!J.t1w, value the 
amuunt of punishment,_ to lay , an estimate on, reproof or 
c~n~ure; 1s a figure wluch encouches an epiplexis, a castiga· 
t1on or censure. Bullinger classifies it as " an expression 
of fl'chng by way of cens_ure, reproof or reproach," and gives 
as an e;ample Luke xx1v. 25: "Then he said unto them, 
0 fuc!b, and slow of heart to belie\·e all that the prophets 
have spc,:~cn! " This figure was much used br Dernosthenes. 
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EPIZEUXIS: Greek i1ri, on, upon, one upon another; 
tevgta, a yoking, after the manner of oxen ; is a figure 
bv which the ?rator rep~ats a word .for emphasis or greater 
vehemence, which repetition has nothmg between and is said 
commonly with a swift pronunciation. The Epizeuxis may 
be accumulated-e.g., "Alone, alone, all, all alone, alone 
on the wide, wide sea." -Coleridge. Bullinger says it is 
a repetition of the same \vord in the same sense. 

Examples: 11 Oh! trust Him, trust Him, trust Him,, trust 
Him.' '-Spurgeon. 

" And my kingdom for a little graYe; 
A little, little grave, an obscure grave." -Shakespeare. 

Cicero to Anthony: " Thou, thou, Anthony gavest cause 
of. civil war to Cesar." 

Use : The use of this figure is to express the Yehemence 
of any affection or emotion, whether it be of joy, lore, 
hatred, admiration or any such; in respect of pleasant 
affections or such like, it may be compared to a quarter m 
music; in respect of sorrow, a double sigh of the heart; 

· in respect of anger, to a double stab with a weapon's point. 
Cauti:m: Words of many syllables are unfit for this repeti

tion, for if one repeat " abomination " it would sound UTI

favourably, also take a long time to say, as the difference 
is great between saying " 0 my son, my son," and " 0 
abomination, abomination." The one . has brevity and 
beauty, the other prolixity and deformity. 

Delivery: An Epizeuxis is to be delivered quickly, the 
repetition being a sort of Emphatic Repetition (see this fig.), 
the fi.rst word being the assertion, the second or repeated 
being as a confirmation. The \'Oice is more forcible on the 
second or repeated word or words. The pronunciation is 
swift and the vehemence is great. 

· EROTESIS: This is a figure by which the orator makes 
a strong affirmation in the form of an earnest interr?gation; 
an oratorical question implying the rererse of what Is asked 
-e.g., "You believe that story, do you?" A figure con
sisting in the use of a question or questions for oratorical 
purposes. It is a rhetorical question. " Is life so dear, 
or peace so sweet, as to be purchased at the price of chains 
and slavery? "-Henry. 

Exat;tples: The a;ffirmath·e interrogation is a vehement 
denying; and a negath•e is a vehement affirming. A negative 
1nterrogatioi1 sometimes \·ehemently commands, and an 
affirmative interrogation in like manner forbids. 

Velzement Negation: "\Vho can understand his errors? " 
is the same as no man can understand the depth of them. 
Also to diminish and abate: " Who art thou, oh great 
mountain, before Zerubbabel' " is the same as " Thou 
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lookest very bi2' and great, but who a:t t.hou? ;; To raise 
and lteiglzten the sense by way of admiratiOn: Oh, Lord, 
our Lord, how excellent is Thy name in all the world! '' . 
To expostulate and complain: " Why died I not from the 
womb . . . ? " 11 ~Iy God, my God, why ~ast ~~ou for
saken me?" EmpJwtical and strong affirmatzon: If thou 
do well, shalt thou not be accepted-hare I not commanded 
them~'' 

11 By Erotesis, what we know we ask 
Prescribing for effect, a needless task."-Langley. 

·~And thou, 0 silent mountain, sole and bare, 
Who sank thy sunless pillars deep in earth? 
Who f11led thy countenance with rosy light? 
Who made thee father of perpetual streams? 
And you, ye five wild torrents, fiercely clad, 
Who call'd you forth, Night and utter Death?" 

-Coleridge. 
Use: It is used to declare a conviction, express an indig

nation, or Yindicate an authority by putting it in the form 
of a question without expecting an answer. 

Dcliz:ay: This highly wrought, figurative form of speech 
u:ually abol!nds in the Epilogue (see this Fig. Nos. 2 and 3), 
and pre-supposes great energy of feelings; it is therefore not 
dcliYered calmly. The interrogative words or pronouns 
which as a rule bc~in the question (who, what, whuh, why, 
u·limce, lzow, etc.) should, as Thomas Sheridan in his 
"Lectures on Elo~ution" says, be shot out of the mouth: 
The clause or member takes the falling inflection like a 
declaratire sentence. They do not take a rising inflectiGn 
at the end, as does a simple inquiry or question for informa
tion. 

ETHOPCEIA: Greek , i]BM, custom, habit, disposition, 
temper, usual haunts of w1ld beast first, then of men; p11!eo, 
to make, produce, represent; is a figure of rhetoric in which 
there is a feigning of certain words accommodated to certain 
persons either to their praise or reproach. 

Some define Ethopceia as a direct quotation. 
Julius Rufinianus deiinrs it thus: EtiiOiJa?ia is the imita

tion of the di~position, habits and words ·whatever sort one 
may wi.sh,, of others, for the purpose of reprehension. In 
Latm 1t 1s c2.1led fig-urationf F ortunatianus classifies it 
among the Schrmata Dian(l>as-+-i.e., Figures of Thought. In 
" De Rhetorica Isidori " the following is given: 11 We, in 
fact, call E~hopce1a that in which we present the person of 
a human bemg for the purpose c,f expressing his disposition, 
state of mmd or body, as to his period of life, his study, 
h1s fortune, h1s delight, stx, his laml:'ntation, his insolence, 
audacity, cc•urage, presumption; for example, as when wr-
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present the person of a pirate, his speech would be abrupt,. 
insolent, audacious; when we simulate the speech of a woman, 
it ought to be suitable to her sex; as also that of a youth, 
an old man, a soldier, an emperor, and a parasite, and a 
rustic and a philosopher; it ought to be as each respective 
person would say it. (2) In another manner, in fact, it must 
be said joyfully, if the person is so affected; angrily, if 
injured, in which kind of speech they are for the most part 
as if meditating what one may say, before whom, from \Yhom, 
where, and in \vhat time; what he will do or what should 
be done, or what he would suffer if he should neglect this 
advice. 

Examplef of a direct quotation, or directly related, such 
as in .tEschines, who in this respect is more frequent, freer 
and simpler than Demosthenes (cf. Blass' ":/Eschines," 
p. 244), in the following example, in which there is arowedly 
a play of fancy; vs. Timarchus, I75: "So I do beg you 
by all means not to furnish this sophist (Demosthenes) with 
laughter and patronage at your expense. Imagine that you 
see him ~-hen he gets home from the courtrroom, putting 
on airs in his_ lectures to his young men, and telling how 
successfully he stole the case away from the JUry: r l carried 
the jurors off bodily from the charges brought against 
Timarchus and set them on the accuser, and Philip and the 
Phocians, and I suspended such terrors before the eyes of 
the hearers that the defendant began to be the accuser, and 
the accuser to be on trial, and the jurors forgot what they 
were to judge and what they were not to judge; to what 
they listened.' '' 

A direct qut?tation with an . apostrophe; .tEschines vs. 
Timarchus, 121: "But I will suggest to you, Timarchus, 
a different line of defence, which is honourable and fair, and 
you will adopt it if you are conscious of having done nothing 
shameful. Come, dare to look the jury in the face and say 
that which a decent man ought to say of his youth : 1 Fellow
citizens, I have been brought up as a boy and youth among 
you; how. I haYe spent my time i~ no secret to you, and you 
see me w1th you in your assembhes.' '' 

Directly related speech with Diatyposis, see in examples 
under this figure; .tEschines Yersus Timarchus, I66. See also 
example of .tEschines vs. Ctc>siphon, 2 I I, as instance of wlwt 
the speaker ouglzt to haz'e said: " ... he ought to have 
come before the Assembly and said: 'Fellow-citizens, l 
accept the cwwn, but 1 do not approre the time at which 
the proclamation is to be made.' " 

Example from Demosthenes, Embassy, 209:. " ... l 
should have expected language like this from him, if he 
had not sold himself: 1 Men of .i.t,~ens, deal with me as you 
please; I believed, I was deluded, I was in error, I confess. 
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it· but beware of the man, 0 Athenians; he is not to be 
tt·~sted he is a Juggler, a villain. See you not how he has 

. treated' me? how he has cajoled me?' I hear no language 
of this kind, nor do you. \Vhy? Because he was not caJoled 
or deceived, but had hired himself and . " 

And this fine example of what the jury should say to 
..tEschines, Emb. 335 : " But if any general has injured you, 
it has nothing to do with the present inquiry. For what 
general has lost Halus, or who has destroyed the Phocians? 
Who, Poriscus? Who, Cersobleptes? \Vho, the sacred 
mountain? Who, Thermopyl~? Who has given to Philip 
a road all the way to Attica through the territory of friends 
and allies? Who has alienated Coronce, Orchomenus, 
Eubc:ea? Who nearly .Megara lately? \Vho has made the 
The bans powerful? Of all these important matters, none 
was lost through the generals, none has Philip yielded to 
him at the peace with your consent; they have been lost 
through these men and their venality. If therefore he shirks 
from these points, if to lead you astray he will talk of 
anything sooner than them, meet him as I suggest: ' We 
are not sitting in judgment upon a general; you are not 
tried upon these charges. Do not tell us who else has caused 
the destruction of the Phocians, but show that you are not 
the cause. Why, if Demosthenes did any wrong, do you 
mention it now, but did not accuse him when he rendered 
his accounts? For this reason you have deserved to be 
punished. Do not tell us that peace is a ·fine thing or an 
advantageous thing, for no one charges you with the states 
having concluded peace; but that the peace is not a shameful 
and injurious one-that we hare been cheated in many ways 
and all was not lost after it-this you may tell us. For all 
these consequences are proved to have been brought upon 
us by you; and how is it that up to this day you praise 
the author of such things? '-if you keep watch upon him 
thus, he will have nothing to say, but will raise his voice 
and have exercised himself in spouting all to no purpose." 

Example of certain hypothetical cases which Demosthenes 
. invents; for instance, as in the speech on the Chersonese, 
34·37: "By Jupiter, if the Greeks call you to account for 
the .oppo~tunities which you have indolently lost and ask you, 
saymg: ~Ien of Athens, you send us ambassadors· on every 
occasiOn and assert that Philip is plotting against us and all 
the Greeks and that we should take precaution against the 
man, and more to the same effect? (We must admit and 
acknowledge it, for so we do.) ' And yet, 0 ye wretchedest 
of 111ankind, though , Philip has been ten months away, 
~nd by Illness and wmter and wars prevented from return
mg- home, you have neither liberated Eubcra nor recovered 
any c.f your dominions. He, on tl1e contrary, whilst you 
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were staying at home, at leisure, in health (if men so acting 
may be called in health), established two rulers in Eubcea, 
one like a hostile fortress opposite Attica, another threaten-, 
ing Sciathus; and these nuisances you hare never got nd 
of; not even this would ye attempt; you have submitted, 
left the road open to him clearly, and made manifest that, 
if he died a hundred times, you would stir never a step 
more. Then, wherefore seud embassies and make- accusation 
and give us trouble? ' ... If they asked this, what could 
we answer or say, men of Athens, I really cannot tell." 

Use: The reproduction in them, as Baden states, brings 
out more clearly the motive of those who are represented as 
speaking, and lends great freshness and Ziiz·acity to the dis
course. It was probably borrowed from the speech of people 
who arc fond of dwelling on particulars and details. Hence 
Andocides, the natural orator, delights in the figure, while 
!socrates in his court speeches does not indulge in it. ... 
Demosthenes only makes use of these expedients when they 
are specially suited to his purpose. T lze H ypot lzt'tical 
Ethopa:ia is used to gi\·e the speaker an opportunity of 
mentioning Jzis merits with less offence, to bring out the 
feelings into st1ong light, and also to produce an entlzymeme 
of extraordinary effect ( cf. Blass' " Demosthenes "). Blass 
says that the recital of the speeches in an imitative manner, 
a_<; Demosthcnes in the Embassy, 242, confers great nracity; 
as the strongly marked speech of the opponent forms a strong 
contrast to that of the speaker. As an instance, he gives 
Demosthenes on the Chersonese, 70: " ... If I were to be 
asked to declare what service I had done the state, although, 
ye men of Athens, I could mention services as ship-captain 
and choir-master, payment of contributions, ransom of 
prisoners, and similar acts of liberality, I would mention 
none of them; I would say that I espouse a different course 
of politics from these, that although others accuse and bribe 
and do everything which these men do, I have never engaged 
myself in such a task, never been induced either by avarice 
or ambition; I continue to offer counsel by which I sink below 
others in your regard; but if you followed it, would be 
exalted. So perhaps might one speak without offence.'' 

As used in a supfosed case, take Demosthenes vs. Timo
crates, 208, a passage Blass says is rery highly praised, 
with respect to the proposal of Timocrates, who partly 
abolished pumshment by imprisonment: " lVlzy. suppose 
just now you were to hear a noise close to the court, and 
then some one told you that the prison had been opened and 
the prisoners were making their escape; . . . For what is 
the use of them, when persons sentenced to imprisonment 
are released, and if you sentence any one hereafter you are 
none the better for it." 
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In brief, Ethopa:ia is used, as Romanus says, to acc~m
modate words to certain persons for ~he purp~se of s~oWI~g 
their iniquity or dignity; a1:d as Juhus Rufimanus gives It, 
for the purpose of repreh~nswn. It also gives ~ne an oppor
tunitv, as Aristotle adnses, to show forth without offence 
his own character. It is like what J. \V. :\Iacbeth calls the 
ftgure Egoism, which he say~ is an intro.duction of, one's 
own opinion, wants or expenen.ce; th.e bnngmg one s s.elf 
individually before the audience IS at times necessary to give 
an air of life to oratory; or to show befittmg earnestness: 
" I have ~iead with astonishment,'' said the energetic Lord 
Brougham, '' and I repel with scorn the insinuation that I 
had acted thr part of an ad,·ocate, and that some of my 
statements were coloured to serve a cause. How dares any 
one skulking- under a fictitious name to launch his slanderous 
imputation from his covert ! I come forward m my own 
person. I make the charge in the face ?f ~ay. I ~rag the 
criminal to trial. I openly call down JUStice on his head. 
I defy his attack. I defy his defenders. I challenge investi
gation." 

"I defy them as I eYer did."-Henry Clay. 
Caution: In the matter of imitation, the orator should 

be moderate, taking care not to O\'er-do it, and to avoid 
evervthing offensi\'e, lest he might commit something un
becoming to the dignity of an orator. See Cicero's caution 
in this respect under the· figure Asteismus, also Quintillian's 
observation, where he said that it is " the orator I wish to 
form " in this, that the orator should not encroach upon 
the actor. The imitation of any peculiar words or actions 
should be brief so far as the orator is concerned. 11 Inst. 
Oratori;:e " Sulpitii Victoris observes that ethopa:ias are for 
the most parts excluded from the narration of extreme danger 
or critical circumstances, which, if they are introduced, ought 
to be few and brief. Be careful that the word:; be suitable 
to the character. 

Delivery: As EthopU":ia is, according to F ortunatianus, a 
figure of Thought, rather Diana:as (feeling, force, etc.), 
1t fullows that it should be deliYered in a lively manner. -'It 
i~ in this way that it gi\'es vivacity and freshness to a speech, 
S1mi!ar to what Hermogenes indicates in his fifth idea called 
Etlu_~s, in which he says that all the mythical narratives 
(Dcmosthenes' Aristocrates, 65 ff.) are charming, only the 
spcd:er must, when making use of them, deliver them in a 
some\\:hat hYely mai1ncr, thus proriding them with Gorgotes 
~vivac1ty). As to the gesture and z-oice, the words we put 
mto the mouth of the person introduced into our speech, some 
of them ~ay be giYen in the· peculiar \'Oice and accent or 
prom:nc1atJon of that particnb.r persrJn, te:aether with a few 
of l11s characteristic gestures; if the perso~ is cultured, the 
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extent of imitation must be left to judgment of the speaker 
but if a rustic, a pirate, a dandy, etc., he should narrat~ 
or describe, delivering only a very few words m the charac
teristic style of that person, with a slight gesticulative imita
tion, principally those words which illustrate the point the 
orator wishes to make. . The audience should imagine more 
than they see. Accordmg to Halm's "Emporii Oratoris," 
if the speech is of an angered person, it should commence 
thus and follow an angry style; if timid, timidly; if happy, 
happily; if joyous, joyfully; vain, tumidly; precipitate, brief 
and quick; if of a meretricula (prostitute), blandly and 
rr.eretriciously; of a parasite, facetiously, wittily; of a 
miserable or poverty stricken person, humbly, making long 
and many circumlocutions; of the orator, culturedly and 
decorously. In fact, the speaker should deliver the speech 
in the same style of feeling; if JOY, then in a joyful manner; 
if sad, then adopt a sad tone, etc. 

ETHOS and PATHOS:* ~ HBo~ Kal 11d8o;;- : These are 
two Figures of Thought, the form of expression in the one 
being mild, and in that of the other violent. " Lib. de 
Rhetorica," Cassiodori, gives the following very adequate 
definitions: " Of these two dispositions or mental states, 
which the Greeks call Ethos and Pathos-Pathos are those 
states that are violently moved, rapid, swift, passionate, 
ardent; Ethos, in fact, are the composed, quiet ones. In 
the latter, the emotion is gentle, mild; in the former, it is 
violent, vehement. Pathos is that which commands, Ethos 
that wh1ch persuades; these prevail towards perturbation, 
those to benevolence. Pathos is temporary; Ethos is, as it 
were, permanent, and may appc.ar throughout the whole 
speech. As to the nature of each, Pathos is the greater, as 
in love, desire, ardour; Ethos, the less, as in respect, high 
esteem, regard. Pathos stirs up, excites, shakes, arouses, 
spurs on; Ethos checks, stops, appeases, allays, quiets." 

Volk!nann's " Hermagoras" defines them thus: "Pathos 
is a temporarily excited mood; the Ethos, on the contrary, 
i::l the equable, calm attitude of the emotional nature, depen
dent on certain qualities in the character." 

Hermogenes gi,·es Ethos as his Fifth Idea, and explains 

• Mn. E. Pankhurst, the great protagonist of the woman's suffrage movement in England, is 
full of sentiment and bas a very sympathetic voice. She is deliberate, but more inclined to 
Ethos. Her articulation is exceedingly clear, which quality gives considerable carrying power. 
The writer was greatly impressed at one of her meetin~s. held at the London Pavilion, by the 
very effective way she delivered the words "Women have done so well." The last word was 
pronounced in such a full and sympathetic voice that it conveyed a far deeper meaning than 
when spoken in an ordinary tone. The mellow falling inflection on the word "well" and the 
resonant way in which she pronounced the" II" were so forceful as to create a sympathy among 
her listeners with what women bad done. At another address, delivered at the Royal Albert 
Hall in celebration of the Parliamentary Act accordin~ women the vote, she was extremely 
impressive, Her voice seemed to be the voice of tears as she recounted the trials and suflerings 
women had endured to arrive at such a triumph, and recalled bow some of those women who 
bad taken part in the great struggle had passed away and could not rejoice with them in the 
victory. The whole passa~e was highly pathetic, sentimental and sublime. 
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it thus: one might say the character portrayal or demonstra~ 
tion. It may be equally di,·ided over a whole speec.h, but 
may also appear mixed among the other I~eas. It 1~ .pro~ 
duced bv fpieikeia (fairness, mildness, equity, the spmt of 
the law as opposed to the letter, reasonableness) and ~P4eleia 
(simplicity, plainness), and in the true and close endzatheton 
(from the heart) which appears in them. The. barutes (gravi!Y 
of m~.nners, harshness) also belongs to this, to a certam 
extent i it can, however, only appear in combination with 
other' kinds of ethical portrayal or representation. The 
cplieleia is tr.at which we designate naivete. The thoughts 
are homely and simple, childish; indeed, they may almost 
border on the trivial. Examples from the animal world, 
especially those taken from nature, are naive. Everything 
else coincides with the katlzarotes (clearness, purity). The 
combination of naivete and beauty lead to glykytes (sweet
ness), to the charm and loveliness of the portrayal, which 
does not diffet from the abrotes (delicacy) and the wpa.'io~ 
(the word in due season or at the right time). Thoughts 
are also "charming," in which lifeless_ things and those 
without will are treated as having a soul and a will, as the ' 
nai\'e statement of Socrates in the Platonic Ph<fdrus, or the 
address which Herodotus puts into the mouth of Xerxes, 
which the latter addressed to the sea chastised by him; and 
also when animals have human feelings ·and sensibilities. 

Examples of Ethos: We shall gi\·e some examples from 
A::schines, who was a master of Ethos. Blass says that in 
general . .tEschines is less happy as a practical than 

1 
as an 

ethical speaker, that the Procemium of the speech against 
Ctesiphon is full of moral dignity and worth. In the speech 
on the Embassy, where he allows the Ethos to shine through 
in the whole bearing of. the speech, and in many single 
passages, he impresses on us with great effect, as in the 
Embassy, 152: "You try to bring into contempt Ipicrates, 
Phtlon's brother j but who ever saw him behaving in an 
indecent manner ... This suggestion I will' put to you, for 
I ask, fellow-citizens, whether you belieye that I would have 
betra~·ed to Philip not only my country, my personal friend~ 
ships, and my right under the shrines and tombs of IllY 
fz:thers, but also these children, the dearest of mankind to 
me." 

Example of the Ethos of a witness. ./Eschines shows also 
the Eth.os of his witness: Aristophanes of Olynthus, excel
lently, 111 the answer whtch he makes him gire to Demos~ 
~!1rres' at.tempt at bribery or corruption. Embassy, 155: 

But Anstophanes answered him as .he himself told the 
stor~·. 'tlu1t so far as lzis exile and present 11ecd were con
cerned, Demosthenes' aim had not heen wide of the mark
indeed, no aim could han" been closer-but that he had 
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entirelv misiud,f!ed his clzaracter; for he could do nothing of 
the sort.' To testify to the truth of what I say, please call 
Aristophanes . . . " 

The examole of /Eschines vs. Ctesiphon, i7: Blass says 
the whole section is a masterpiece of cunning, throwing 
suspicion, while JEschines generally attacks, calumniates, 
scorns openly; but he thoroughly understands how to change 
his tone, to call up varied colouring, and to speak now with 
simple or dignified Ethos, now with mockery and irony, 
now earnestly and weightily. For instance, after he has 
exposed Demosthenfs' flattery toward the Macedonian am
bassador, he digresses with: ''Now this man it was, fellow
citizens, this past master of flattery, who, when informed 
throuf:Th scouts of Charidemus that Philip was dead, before 
any one else had recei\'ed the news, made up a vision for 
himself and lied about the gods, pretending that he had 
received the new.s, not from Charidemus, but ~from Zeus and 
Athena, the gods by whose name he perjures himself by day, 
who converse with him in the night, as he says, and tell 
him o~ things to come-(caricature and mockery w1th sharp 
and bitter attack)-and altlzough it was but the seventlz day 
after the death o/ lzis daughter, and though the ceremonies 
of mourning were not yet completed, he put a garland on 
his head and white raiment on his body, and there he stood 
making thank-offerings, violating all decency-miserable man 
who had lost the first and only one who called him 
~Father! '-(Ethos with mockery)-not tlzat I reproach hzm 
/or his misfortune, but I am probing his character. For the 
man who hates his child, and is a bad father, could never 
become a safe guide to the people; the man who does not 
cherish the persons who are nearest and dearest to him will 
never care much about you who are not his kinsmen; the 
man who is wicked in his private ~elations would never be 
found trustworthy in public affairs; and the man who was 
base at home was never a good and honourable man in Mace
donia, for bv his journey he changed his position, not his 
disposition.'' 

In the oration against Timarchus, on the contrary, the 
Ethos consists in the affectedly honourable attitude, and in 
the human forbearance which gladly overlooks even \'ice, 
of which it is here a question, except in the case of Timarchus 
and those who take his side. 

Use: Ethos is used to manifest .character, whether it be 
of one's own or that of p.nother person. 1'he modest equit
ableness (the epieikeia) is· used or shows itself when anyone, 
instead of exacting- his full rights, contents himself, in con
sideration· of mitigating circumstances, with moderate 
demands, when the speaker puts himself on the same le\'el 
as his hearers, when he shows that they would hare acted 
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in the same manner as. he himseH, when he emphasise~ .~e: 
point that he .is to a cert~~ extent forced bf the. oppo.ne~t 
to take up hts legal pos1t1on. - On · the o~t;r·: ~~d, t~e. 
accused may al.so say that he has. only: ~n.;p~~ mto· thts .. 
position b..acause he could not make, ~P hts DUlld, t~· .ta~e.
harsh measures. The Ethos is used, ,or rather pre_vaz_ls,. m 
tlte judicial or /orensic addresses. .In ·the' ju_dicial.-proper,·; 
where character is important, abound ,~ · apheleza . an~ . 
.epieikeia; arid the harutes (gravity of .manners,. etc.) retires.; .. 
in the deliberative speeehes,· z.e., those to th~ people, .etc.,· 
Ethos retires and the• Idea of Greatness prevails;. the. great
ness lies in the prolixity of 1he !bought'·, Accordmg .. to 
Hermogenes, Ethos doe5 not figure much, if_ any;· in pan~ . 

. gyri cal addresses. • In· the panegyrics proper,_ the ~ greatness 
comes to the foreground, with the exclusion of harshness and 
vehemence, also vtvacity of portr«!yal disappea.Fs in the· same.~, 
Ethos is used to git'e charm an¢. beauty .to speech~ _where;. 
for instance, simple words or sayings. are put into· the' mouth 
-of an animal Or SOme part .Of nature showing character 1 and 
poetic words introduced into pro~ though. not. equal· to· the 
express quotation of a poetic passage. ·.. . · ·. · · .. , " .:· ·. ·· . :. 

Caution; Do not forget tl~at Ethos 'is. chiefiy· . .mild and. 
gentle, assuaging; and particularly in manifesting~ones~o~n 
character, it should be modest and inoffenstv~; an~: .that; it 
is the equable, calm attitude of the emotional nature,' deperi
dent on certain qualities·in the character, Care must be taken' 
not to annou~ce _the utterance of. an. emoti~n. whereby- th~ . 
whole effect w11l dtsappear._ · · · ... · . ' , · _ ... · . 

Delit.•ery: · Generally speaking, Ethos is the ianguage ·used 
hv the speaker as to suitable 1 tones. suitable expressions,· 
.asseverations, assertions, etc. - Cicero says the language·· 
should be simple, graye or magnificent'.: if the: subject· is·· 
magnificent. · It is the tones and manner which characterise·· 
certain em?tio?s or mental states. In this respec::t the ·-Ethos 
may be dtStnbuted through the . whole. speech, but Pathos 
(passion) may appear in the .Exordium; howev~r, its .chief 
place is in the Epilogue, in that part 'called Epistatis,- which 
is deVoted to arousing and firing up· .the passions. Sped-/ 
fically speaking, the delivery of Ethos. is mud,., gentle, com-. 
posed, quiet, the opposite of Pathos (passion), .which is
rapid, swift, ~rdent It is that delivery which c~ecks, allays, 
assuages, qmets, persuades,· and gives the ·impression of 
benemlence and amiable character, just the . contrary of 
Path~s •. which stirs up, spurs on, . exciteS, shakes, an~uses, 
and 1t as of a .. tempotarily excited mood i the Ethos, on · 
the contrary, is the equable, calm attitude of the emotional 
nature, dependent on certain qualities in the character." A 
good modem instance· of the de1ivery of Ethos is found in 
the oratory of Jo~n Bright.· C .. A. Vance .says Bright's 
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oratory was . . . sentimental, emotional and sympathetic. 
The appeal to the Ministry to stay the war (which took 
victims from the mansions of the rich and the cottages of 
the poor and lowly, etc.) was made in a slow and tremulous 
voice, but with a manner dignified and solemn. Russell 
says: " He spoke very slowly. It was extremely effective 
because it conveyed the impression of considered and pro
found conviction." John O'Connor Power describes h1s 
delivery thus: " Mr. Bright . . . spoke in the tone of 
friendly conversation. . . . The purity and simplicity of h1s 
diction, for which his oratory is remarkable, . form in my 
view the best groundwork of a good style; and the per
suasive moral force by which his arguments are sustained 
indicate a sense of personal responsibility in the speaker 
which cannot be too highly commended.'' Bright had a 
" strong and beautiful voice, clear rather than loud, rich 
and sympathetic in tone, and so well controlled that he 
could produce a fme effect by a very slight increase in the 
volume of sound or force of utterance in passages of denun
ciation, or by a very slight fall in pitch for humour or irony." 
In speaking of oneself, Hermogenes says: " The method 
consists in speaki:1g with a certain modesty of oneself, and 
willingly to slur over one's good qualities, and to mitigate 
that which has to be said with heat against the opponent, 
without exclusion, howeYer, of irony. The orator speaks 
cautiously, with doubt and within limits. The figure of 
Paraleipsis is good in this respect. (See Demosthenes, 
Embassy 242 and Chersonese JO, as good instances; in 
speaking of the deeds he had done, he says~ ' I would 
mention none of these.' See full passage under Ethopreia.) 
The epieikeia, fairness, equity, is in other respects the same 
as the katharotes, clearness, and apheleia, simplicity." 

Respecting the delivery of mythic~! narratives, to give 
them charm and beauty (see Demos. vs. Aristocrates, 65 ff.), 
the speaker must1 says Hermogenes, when making use of 
them, deliver them in a somewhat lively manner . . . also 
thoughts in which lifeless things and those without will are 
treated as haring soul and will, thus providing them with 
gorgotes, vivacity. 

The delivery of Charles James Fox, according to a noted 
critic, was "pisteis ethica " (see Fig. Pisteis). 

Note the incomparable beauty of the Ethos in Robert G. 
Ingersoll's epilogue of his lecture on Shakespeare, commencing 
with '' He exceeded all the sons of men in the splendour 
of his imaginations"; in the deliYery of which, Garret P. 
Serviss, on "Eloquence," states that Ingersoll's charm of 
voice and manner had the effect of a strang-e music which 
fascinated every hearer. (See. epilogue under fi.g. Parallelism.) 
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EXPEDITIO: Latin e.r, out; fedi, foot; e.rpedire, to 
extricate the foot, release, to make ready; is a figure when 
many parts or reasons of an argument being enumerated 
and touched upon, all are destroyed saYe that only, upon 
which the speaker intends to conclude, stand to, or rest 
npon. Compare Jiethod of Difference, ~Iethod of Concomi· 
tant Variations, and DiYision; _ 

EXPOLITIO: Latin expolitio, a polishing; expolitus, 
polished, smooth, refined. It is used in th~ee ":ays: the 
tirst is by shift ancf change of words, wh1ch IS called 
Synonymia; the sec end, by altering the pronunciation, that 
is, when the orator repeats the same words, he alters hrs 
voice and gesture-e. g., n Sextius Roscius is com-icted that 
he slew his father." Xow this is said with a plain pronuncia· 
tion; "Did Sextius Roscius slay his father?" is said with 
an interrogation, which the orator says in a hot and vehement 
speech; he may repeat it again with cool and quiet words. 
The> third, by altering the handling, as when the orator 
cvnYeys · his speech either in a Prosopopre1a, Sermocinatio, 
Exuscitatio or any other such figures. 

Use: It is one of the principal ornaments of eloquence 
both in respect of great copiousness of words and matter. 
and also of the dirersity of pauses and pleasant variety, and 
is very apt for any great and weighty cause. 

Caution: Genung says: "It will not do to let the sense 
of literary exertion iron down the speech into flat propriety 
and regularity like a book, for it is no longer sparkling, 
but a recitation." Some teach se,·en ways in speakmg one 
thing. 

EXORDIUjf: Latin exordiri, to begin, to begin a web, 
t·.J wea,·e; ex, out, a beginning; is also called Proremium. 
It 1s a form of speech used by the orc:.tor in opening his 
address. Cicero says that the Exordium should be u!ritten 
~1:1 so that good solid forecasting matter may be presented. 
\a The commencement ought at once to propitiate and 
ul!ract the attention of the audience; (b) should be well 
,ru::.rhed. 'i.t"l/lt lhouglzls, and happy in expression, accurate 
and JUdicious; for our earliest acquaintance should be good, 
c..:1d. 1ts first recommendation to our notice; (c) it should be 
muJ.aa:c, as nothmg m nature springs entire instantly into 
~em,;. It should ,·ery seldom be rehement and pugnacious. 
J hf·re shuuld be somethmg ornamental too, like restibules 
ar;d appro<tches to houses and temples. The Greeks recom~ 
f!icnd to make the hearers at the ury commencement attenll':-'e 
,.u::! dtwc:.J fur wform,ztiJil. The hearers should onlv 
rtct:l,·e a slight impube at the outset so that the re5.t of th~ 
spnxh may cc·me with full force upc·n those who are already 

in your fa ruur. · 
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On Cicero's point (a), Genung, in his "Working Principles 
of Rhetoric," has the following also: " The public speaker 
must make his meaning intelligible at once, must arrest the 
attention and arouse the interest of the audience from the 
outset of his discourse, and not let the attention slip." 
Aristotle says, respecting the exordium, that the most neces
sary business of an exordium is to throw light on the end 
for which the speech is made. ( 1) The speaker must show 
himself a person of clwracter, for to such the people give 
heed, must be reputed good; the hearers are more attentive 
at the beginning; the orator must make appear his probity. 
(2) He must conciliate the hearers' good"-·ill or inflame them, 
attracting their attention or the reYerse; for which reason 
many endeaYour to induce them to laughter, which makes 
them more tractable. (3) The subject: If to get attention, 
say that the matter in hand is of great importance, concerns 
the hearer, is· new, strange, also pleasing, concems you 
more than me. If not to get attention, the object is foreign, 
trifling, not important, is of no concern to them, is disgust
ing. Favourable to spea.ker: The audience must be Im
pressed to love the speaker or pity him. Common to all 
parts of the speeclz to arouse attention: "Lend me your 
whole attention, for the question does not affect me more 
than you." " I will tell you something strange, wonderful, 
ne,·er heard before." Compliment the audience, either them
selves or their manners; what they love; dispraise, including 
their enemies, and what they hate. " Praise Athenians 
before Athenians is not difficult, but to do it before an 
audience of Laced~monians." (4) Ha\'e an exordium that 
speech may not appear hastily got up, and hint what the 
speech .concerns. · 
- Topics /or remoz:ing imputations to your prejudice: (1} By 
recu.rring to those topics by means of which one does away 
with surmises prejudicial to him. (2) By contradicting the 
points; 11 it is not the case," or not hurtful, not of much 
importance, not unjust or not considerable, though hurtful 
yet it was honourable, though painful yet it was beneficial. 
(3) By extenuation or excust>, arguing that the action is 
merely a fault or error, or that it was necessary, as Socrates 
said "he trembled not at his calumniator but of necessity, 
that his So rears did not overtake him of his own choice." 
(+) By raisi~g a counter prejudice against the calumniator: 
" It is absurd; if the man himself is unworthv of credit, his 
words obtain it." (5) Impeach elsewhere, this is not the 
place. (6) Disclaiming against calamity itself, as " how 
great an ed it is," or because it produces decisions foreign 
to the point; that it relies not on the strength of its own 
case. (i~ Praising little and blame much, suits the accuser; 
after bestowmg a short praise, to censure at great lfngth; 
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putting forwa~d great virtues bri~fty; or v_ery. ma~y wli.ic~·· 
are not relevant, then to censure m one pomt bea.nng upon . 
'the case (good at races,, good at pi~g-pong, b_ut 11ot to. run,; 
a state); this is crafty and ~ost mahgnant, for they .. attem~t: 
injur~ by means of _one's v1rtu<;5 bemg .bl7nded w1ili:.the1r., 
failings. (8) By takmg the motive that s~1ts yout purpose; 
that is interpret to the best when to pra1se or purge, and ~ 

· to th~ worst when to· incriminate-e.g., _ Ulyssf!~ ··said~ -, 
•• Diomodes chose him for . his companion as· the bravest of' 
the Greeks to aid him in ·his exploits P·; but his., adversary . 
said "he chose him fo1" his cowardice, as the. most .unlikely 
to rival him in honour."· .· · · · · ~, .; ;'.; · 
.. Quint~llian says, ·~especting Exord.ium; that:.it _should not.· 
appear msolent, mahgnant, overbeanng, or reproachful. ·We· 
must secure the hearer's goo:iwill and attention tci make. him 
desirous of further information. · · The 'Opponent .can. be 
referred to sometimes· witk honour, :as tu fear his' eloquenc~ . 
and influence so as to render. them objects of suspicion~ very 
rarely with-contempt. Modesty in tkaughis, ~tyle,· tone- and 
look are pleasing, the confidence of. the oratot beit:tg not too ~ 
plainly .displayed; not proJ,Dising tffi? .. much either in wo~ds 
or looks, but wear the appearance of unaffectedness and 
simplicity. UnostentatioUs mode· steals most' success£ully ·on 
the mind of the hearer. Memory in speaking should notfaiL 

. him, nor fluency of speech at the commencement, , a,s . no- ' 
where has it ·a worse effect. Length in ·proportion· ·tp _ the 
cause, but not a head of disproportionate size, lest that which 
ought to prepare hearers should weary them: Figt~res :tnay · 
sometimes. be employed, a simile provided it be short, ~d 
a. metaphor and other figures. Impress them that . you~ come 
to plead for the highest' and· most honourable motive,. free· 
from meanness, hatred and ambition; and conceal art. ~ · 
. Delivery, say~. Quintillian/ is generall~ calm, :for''nothing 
1s more attractive than modesty· to gam. us a faVourable. 
hearing. M. Bautin says that the Exordium should be_spoken 
low . and softly, as there is always a moving~~ coughing, · 
settlmg, etc.; and as men esteem what they have not,"" and 
dread. losing words they diq no.t catch, they , are · more 
a~te~tlVe, hence hear the low (which should' be pronounced· 
dtshnctly and clearly). Softness enlists audience's sym· 
pathy, as you do reverence to them, and it shows no' arro-- · 
gan~, .which is so objectionable. Austin. says a gentle 
mchnatton of the body t6 either side is good.'· Mathews' 
sa ~s : " We are .told by some of the ancient writers that he 
(C1cero) began hts speeChes in a low quivering voice, just as 
a schoolboy, a~raid of not saying his ~essons perfectly enough, 
to escape wbtppmg.'' (See beautiful Exordiums. under 
~· Henry Clay" and "Daniel Webster'.'') . 
. Spurg~on says, in ·open air speaking, where the audience 
ts changmg, a man must from beginning to end be intense, 
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and for that reason he must be condensed and concentrated 
in his thought and utterance. Foster says that the Exordium 
should begin with a low voice; it argues modesty, and is 
best for the voice, as it enables it to nse gradually and feel 
its way to its natural pitch and force, with a tendency to 
slowness. .Rer. E. J. Bidwell says: "\\'hen lowering the 
Yoice, speak more slowly and clearly." 

EXUTHENISl\lUS: This. is a rhetorical figure in which 
there is an extenuation or speaking contemptibly of a person 
or thing. It usually takes in the Delivery the compound 
inflection expressive of sneer, contempt, irony-e.g., "How 
like a fawning publican he looks"; i.e., " a scorning ex
clamation with an unequal wave of the rising fi.fth and the 
falling octave under a slight degree of guttural aspiration, 
and the rest of the sentence w1th a falling £.fth and like 
aspiration." -Rush. " Dost thou come here to whine? " 
The radical stress is placed on " i," which sets forth the 
~hre~tening rage, and vanishing stress on " n" denotes the 
mqmry . 

.P,xamples: "A calumniator, men of Athens, is a monster, 
a vile monster, in every respect malicious and querulous; this 
despicable wretch is eren a brute by nature, one who from 
.the commencement nerer did any act that was good or 
liberal-a theatrical ape, a rustic CEnomans, a blundering 
orator . . . no one could equal you in howling; but in the 
day-time, leading your noble bacchanalian choirs through 
the streets crowned with fennel and with poplar, grasping 
those snakes (called parece), and raising them over your head 
and crying out Evoe, Saboe, and performing the dance 
called Hyes Attes, Attes Hyes (an Antimetabole, see fig.), 
being styled leader, and director, and ivy-bearer, and van
bearer, and such like epithets by the old women, receiving 
as wages for these services, tarts, and biscuits, and new
baked crusts; in consequence of which \vho would not justly 
congratulate both himself and his fortune? . . . but hiring 
yourself out to those deep-groaning tragedians . . . you 
acted third characters, gathering figs, grapes, olives, like 
a fruiterer, from the grounds of others, receiving more 
wounds in consequence of this than from the battles which 
ye fought for life. For there was an interminable and 
irreconcilable war between you and the spectators, from 
whom, having receired many wounds, you naturally deride 
as cowards those inexperienced in such things." -Demos
thenes rs. lEschines. 

GXO)IE: Greek "fl'WfLTJ, opm10n of wise men, maxims. 
Gnome becomes a figure when applied to a f:Urpose. It is 
a ma.xim, it is some excellent, pro£.table, anti remarkable 
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sa) in(T it is a pearl in a discourse. Gnome is a figure 
b' . f 

\\hen we brincr in a maxim of such remarkable saymg o · 
another, and ~pply it. It is a saying pertai~ing to the 
manners and common · practices of men, which declares 
by apt bre\'ity what in this our own life ought to be done 
or left undone. (1) Universal maxim-e.g., "Evil gotten 
goods are evil spent." (2) A single maxim: 11 Necessity 
hath no law." " A contented man is very rich." (3) Double 
sentence or maxim: ·" Flattery gets friendship and truth, 
hatred." " In worldly .. matters something ever lacks and 
nothing long endureth." "The beginning of every action 
is easily seen; but'the sequel is uncertain." (4) A maxim 
without showing a reason: " Young men ought to reverence 
their elders." " Silence does well beseem womankind." 
(S) A maxim with a reason: '' He that doth evil, hatest lest 
h1s deeds should be reproved." " It is good so to live that 
the rehearsal of all our lives may not make us ashamed." 
(6) A maxim containing contraries: " By concord small 
things increase, by discord great riches are soon consumed." 
(7) A maxim with divers things: " Death is not to be feared 
but the way and passage of death.'' (8) A maxim showing 
what happens in life: " Pride goes before and shame comes 
after." "Prodigality is the mother of poverty." "To-day 
a king, to-morrow dead." (9) A pure maxim, not mixed 
with any figure, as: " 'Tis good to be merry." 11 He is 
happy that takes warning by other men's' harms." (10) A 
max1m of equity: "Do as thou wouldst be done by." (I I) A 
figured maxim and as such is as many as there are figures, 
and then it bears the name of figure. Bullinger. defines 
Gnome as " a quotation without giving the name of the 
author." 

Use: This figure must be sparingly used or sparinglv 
sprinkled in an oration, and that only in consideration o'£ 
thrir beauty and brightness. They should be esteemed as 
pwc1ous pearls and as the most beautiful of flowers . 
. Caution: The.maxim.must not be false, strange or low, 

l1ght, w1thout ptth or 1mportance. Not often said. It is 
permitted to a philosopher, but not so much to an orator, 
for an orator ts the handler of matters, and the philosopher 
the instructor of life. 

HIATUS: Is a gap •. a chasm; especially, a break, a 
~pace where somethmg IS wantmg, the concurrence of two 
'owels m two success1ve words or syllables. 

UJc: It is used in the Forcible style. Longinus on the 
SuLhme says: ~· In the passage which describes Dirce tc,rn 
away by the bull: 'Whitherso'er he turned, swift wheeling 
round, be haled and hurled Wlthal, Dame, rock, oak, mter-
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shifted ceaselessly·; the conception itself is a fine one, but 
it has been rendered more forcible by the fact that the 
harmony is not hurried or earned, as it were, on rollers, 
but the words act as buttresses for one another and find 
support in tl1e pauses, and issue in a well-grounded 
sublimity." Demetrius says that the clashing of letters, 
as a rule, is unpleasant to the ear, Lut here the rery excess 
brings out the greatness of the hero: " And Aias the mighty 
at Hector the brazen-helmed, eYermore was aiming his lance. 
Thucydides almost imariably aroids smoothness and eren
ness of composition. He has rather the constant a1r of a 
man who is stumbling, like trarellers on rough roads; as 
when he says that ''from other maladies this year, by 
common consent, \•;as free." It would hare been easier and 
pleasanter to say that " by common consent, this year was 
free from other maladies." But this would hare destro,·ed the 
effectireness of the sentence. Demetrius further states', under 
his heading " Forcible " style, th.at ,-iolence nen com·eys 
a certain impression of energy in composition ( aroiding all 
fashioned traits, both of character and rhrthm \ Yes, in 
many passages harshness gires all the effect o( ,·ehemence, 
ac; though we were jolted on rough roads. Demosthenes' 
words are a case in point : " He has deprired you of the 
bestowal-you of the prerogatire." Cicero says: " The 
Hiatus and concourse of open rowels has something soft in 
it, indicating not an unpleasant negligence, as if the speaker 
were more an.xious about his matter than about his words.'· 
Hermogenes points out that the semnotes (dignity) in com
position is not too particular about the Hiatus. 

Caution: Hermogenes declares that in kallos (beauty of 
portrayal) the Hiatus should be carefully a..-oided. 

Ddh·ery: As the Hiatus is used both in the elevated and 
the forcible style, chiefly the latter, the delivery of the parts 
containing them should be quick, energetic, vehement. ' It 
is as Dionysius of Halicarnassus remarks respecting the 
Austere composition, " which does not shrink from using 
harsh clashing sounds. It wishes to suggest nature rather 
than art, and to stir emotion. It uses no supplementary 
words to round off periods; it often disregards natural 
sequence; it is aristocratic, plain-spoken, unvarnisheci." The 
home of the Hiatus 1s, strictly speaking, in the austere 
composition as described by Dionysms, and in the forcible 
strle. Here a Hiatus is a break, a pause, then an onward 
rush like a pent-up, or a suddenly-interrupted stream; o: 
like- the description of the charge of the bull abm·e in the 
examPle from Longinus. \rhP.n it occurs in the snm:,;fc.' 
:dignity), the dehwry is slo·,rer, as the concurrence of the 
\·owels and consonants retard ,·ocal mo,·ement, t.l,.us giYing 
an ele,·ated impression as in the case Q£ " And Aias, the 
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mi,rhtv hero ... " quoted above, and in the case of AJax 
rollin; the heavy stone up the hill. (See Rhythmus for 
furth;r information.) 

HOMCEOPTOTON: Greek homois, like; ptoton, case; 
pipi·lv, to fall, to leare off. This is~ figu.re whereby divers 
clauses end with like cases, or end ahke w1th the same letter 
or syllable-e.g., "He came .into .Cilicia and spie~ .o~,t 
Africa and after that came w1th h1s army to Sar4znza. 
" In acti,·ity commendable, in wealth profitable,. a~d ~n war 
terrible." " Art thou in poverty, seek not pnnc1pahty but 
rather how to relieve thy necessity." It may exhibit a 
correspondence either in begmnings with beginnings, middles 
with middles, or terminations with terminations, or there 
may be an interchange so that the middle of one phrase 
rna y answer to the beginning of another, or the conclusion 
of one to the middle of the other. 

Use: This figure gives excellent reception and facility to 
certain proverbs and brief maxims-e.g., "A friend in need 
is a friend indeed." The use of this adornment tends chiefly 
to delight the ear by the like fall and the similitude of the 
sound. wherein the nature of that sense takes singular 
pleasure. 

HqJ1CEOTELEUTON : Greek Of.LOt'i, lik~ ; T€A-€w, 
to bnng to an end or ending i is a figure whereby the orator 
makes dtvers parts or members of a sentence end alike for 
the. most part with a verb or ~dverbs. It is a figure 'con
sistmg m the use of a successiOn of words or clauses con
cluding with the same sound or similar endings or same 
syllable. ' 

Examples: ·~No marvel though wisdom complains that 
she 1s e1ther wtlfully despised or carelessly neglected; either 
openly scorned or secretly abhorred." George Puttenham 
~n " fhe Arte of English Poesie," says : " Homceoteleuto~ 
1'> the llke~loose, where clauses finish in words of like tune 
by usmg hke cases, tenses, or other poip.ts of assonance: 

'' Long beards heartless, painted 
Hoods witless, gay coats graceless, 
~fake all England thriftless." 

. Cse: Its use is chiefly to p~ease t~e ear, as the ear partly 

.mt1opates the sJm1lanty, wl11ch reheves the mind of some 
lal.K!ur m perceptwn, also which makes the relation of the 
words clearer, so the mind is delighted with the ease and 
clearne~3 of perceptwn. • 
}-a, D~·ch Venerabile says that poets and orators frequently 
n,~h the of tll!S fig-tue, and that Pope Gregory is found to 
han' used 1t wry frequently, and lo ha\'C considered ex-
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pressions of this mode to be those which Geronimus called 
elegant declamations of rhetoric. This figure g1ves delecta
tion to the ear and perspicuity to the sense. 

Caution: Avoid excess and too great affectation. Deme~ 
trius on " Style " cautions the following: " They are ill
suited for vigorous declamatwn, since artifice and study 
which they involve impair the energy of discourse.'' (See 
Antithesis.) " We must be careful, however, not to assume 
Homceoteleuton unless rhetorical design is plain " ( c£. J. C. 
Robertson). 

Delivery: Let us take the famous passage of lEschmes, 
the Greek text of which is as follows : Errt <iurov KaA.Ei'>, 
E7ii rot!') VOJ.LVO'> Ka"A€t'>, ml r~v OryJ.LOKpartav K:aA.et') and the 
cumulative force in the. delivery of the same as pointed out 
by Demetrius, who says: " Here the figure in question is 
threefold. ' Against yourself, you summon him; against 
the laws, you summon him; against the democracy, you 
summon him.' It has already been termed an Epanaphora, 
because it is the repetition of the same word (or words) 
at the commencement of each clause; Asyndeton, because 
of the absence of conjunctions; and a Homreoteleuton, 
b~cause of the recurring termination 'you summon him.' 
And force is the cumulative result of the three figures. Were 
we to write ' Against yourself and the laws and the demo
cracy you summon him,' the force would vanish with the 
figures.!' The words which compose the Homreoteleuton 
should have a little more force of voice put on them than 
the rest of the sentence so as to bring out the same and make 
them salient, but not too much. 

The author is of the opinion that the famous expression 
of ..tEschines would have increased in fluency and force had 
the Homreoteleuton been omitted, and the expression con
fined to the figures Anaphora and Asyndeton, thus: You 
summon him against yourself, you summon him against the 
laws, you summon him against democracy; and delivered 
as Arsis and Thesis with " You summon him against the 
laws " as the level progress of the voice. 

HORISMOS: Greek api~w, to make out by boundaries, 
lay down, limit, define ; opLG'J.LO'; boundaries, fiontiers, 
definitions; is a figure whereby we declare what a thing is, 
fix its terms or delineate the nature of it. It is often used 
when we should show a difference between two words
namely, by defining both-and is very useful in arguing. 

Example: Cicero: " This is not fortitude but temerity, 
for fortitude is a contempt of perils by honest reason; 
trmerity is a foolish enterprise of perils, without respect to 
virtue." 

By this adornment also a word ol action is eloquently 
distinguished in degrees by certain general words. 
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. HYP A~LAG.E : , Greek /typo, i~,_ ( comp.) ,0~ · t.he m1x~n~' 
ot one thmg w1th another; allos, another, other; 1s a . figure 
when the natural order of the word is changed,, as wh~ two 
words change their cases, .or .whe_n W?r~s are altered a.~oBg. 
themselves, or the usual construction 1s mver~ed-:-;-e.g. ,' Ctcero 
to his little boy playing with .his toy, _sword: ~!Who has. 
tied my son to that sword?_" • . . -.. .'· ·- . . ' 

IIYPERBATON:. G~eek.iyp~r,· ov~r, .by,' b~yo~d~:.:b~i~~,: 
go:. is a figure whereby ·wor~ are for eleganc;y a~d. v~netr: 
transposed ,from . the ngh.t order of construction. (wh1ch" 1s 
the plai~ grammatical order), into .another .handsomer: and. 
more tit or~er-e.g., "·And. yo~, hath; He quiclcene~ ·.who .. 
were dead m trespass and' sm. · • · It· 1s a .. transposmg ,· or. 
inverting th~ natural order,·.chiefly. for emphasi~e.g.~ 
" Echoed the hills, for the htlls echoed!' In oratory' they 
are passages of an .earnest. and passionate charad~r.·, .Bain 
says: "The Hyperbaton (much .. used, it is said, 'by. Demos
theries) ·is purposed invf!sion, · ~ounder~ng , ~d pe~plexity' 
before announcmg Somethmg . of great. emphasiS- ana. 1D1p.Prt,. 
thus giving to a meditate~ expression . the 'effect . .' of · an 
imp1omp1u." '. ~ ~ 1 • , • • • • • •• •. 

, • '- ...... , ' 1 . ' ' ~~. ' . 

HYPERBOLE : . Greek v1r~p, over;. beyond ; . Ba:>.tA61 · 
throwing; is a figure whereby the orator amplifies the great~ 
ness or smallness of things by excreding si'militude. Hyper
bole sometimes fXpresses a thing, in the highest • degree . of 
possibility, beyond the truth, that we may descend thence_ 
to find the truth; and sometimes in flat impossibility·, that 
we may. rather conceive_ the unspeakable than ~~.truth of 
the relat10n. . . . · 1 · ' : · ,~ ; ·. · · 

, ~yperbole is of two kinds : ( 1) . Auxesis, from the' .Grrek . 
auEIJa'Cd, to make grow, to exalt, 1S used to place a .greater 
":'ord th_an the occasion requires i as to ~all a proud , man. 
' a Lucifer," a patient man 11 Job." (2) M~osis, and here 

· il is when we _'Use· a lighter and 'more easy word or. term 
than the matter requires, as when we ·call .a wound' ~~a 
scratch.,. In Ma:os1s, take care not to fall mto ·that fault 
of speech called Tapinosis (humility),. as· to call the ocean 
a stream; to the king, ~·May it please your masters~iP: ·~ . -

This form of speech is either Simple or Compared. 
(1\ Simple, as to call the belly of a glutton ,. bottomless" i 
he that is most hasty in his fury, ·~brainless." (2) Hyper
bole is ComfJaud in two ways: Fi1st, hy equality of com-· 
parison, as to call a beautiful virgin an " angel " ; a shrew,: 
a 11 devil": a drunkard, a· "swine"; an extortioner, a 
"wolf." Suondly, by the Comparative Degree: (a)·From 
like thin~s, as 11 swreter than honey " • ., swifter. than 
thought " ; "lighter than smoke"; " hea~ier than lead." 
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(b; From liYing things or creatures : " Swifter than the 
swallow " : " slower than the snail " ; " more loYing than 
the turtle." (c) From feigned and false gods, as 11 mightier 
than Zeus," " fairer than \.en us," " swifter than Pallas." 
(d) From persons feigned in fables: "Thriftier than Tan
talus, more chaste than Penelope." (e) From persons in 
comedy : " Jlore glorious than Thraso, more coYetous than 
N itio." (f) From persons ;n histories, as " jiore enrious 
than Zoilus, richer than Crees us." (g) From nati0ns: 
" J!ore cruel than Scynthians, more false than a Cretian, 
more wanton than a .Jliletian." (h) From dignities, offices 
and conditions of life: "jJore stately than an emperor," 
"more ,-ig-ilant than a watchman," "more base than a 
swineherd." " more nin than· a kite," " more hated than 
a hangman.'' • 

Hyperbole on the Frontiers of Impossibility-e.g., 
" Though a thousand deaths followed it, a_nd erery death 
v.·ere followed with a hundred dishonours." " \V ords and 
blows came so thick together, as the one seemed a lightning 
to the other's thunder." 

''Hyperbole soars too high, or creeps too' low, 
Exceeds the truth, things wonderful to show." 

-Langley. 
Examples: Cicero against Anthony (who drank so): 

"\Vhat Charybdis was erer so voracious? What Charybdis, 
do I say? If such a monster erer existed, it was but one 
animal, but the whole ocean, by Hercules, would scarcely 
have been able, as it seems to me, to have su:allou:ed up 
so many things, so widely dispersed, and lying in places so 
distant, in so short a space of time.'' 

11 Having mentioned these things, he gives the secretary 
a decree to read, longer than the Iliad, more frivolous than 
the speeches which he is accustomed to deliver, and than 
the life which he has led, but full of hopes never to be 
realised, and of armies never to be raised."-lEschines vs. 
Demosthenes on the Crown. 

11 \Vhy, man, he doth bestride the narrow world, 
Like a Colossus, and we petty men 
1Valk under lzis huge legs, and peep about 
To find ourseh'es dishonour able graves." 

-Shakespeare. 
Use: Hyperbole is used for praise and dispraise. They 

suit the young from their rehement temper; those in anger 
most frequently use them, as Achilles in his wrath said : 
"Though bribes were heap'd on bribes in number more than 
the dust in the frelds or sands along the seashore." They 
are used with more grace by those in anger, but are not 
comely for old men. Regarding this figure, Bain says: 
" E rery strcng pass10n magnifies whaterer concerns it. 
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Love, hatred, fear. exaggerate their . ~veral objects .. ~ pro
portion to their intensity .. Affection is always penrutt:ed to 
enhance its object far above its reality.-· Fear. exag:~a~ 
danger, hatred ~ntensi~ and even a~a~ . bad· quali!•~ ~~ 
the person or thmg hated. Human 4esue 1s naturally'~~~
able, hence. whatever · pleases, . as: m poetry, -~ generally IS 
magnified as far ,es can be done wtthout-offendmg our sense 
of reality 2.nd truth. ·Exaggeration is _largely · resort~ ~ 
for comic effect, as the lud1crous requues that a . certam 
Qbject should be depreciated in l>me. mode or other-e.g~, 
.. The English gained tw~ hours a day by clipping w(>rds." 
~-Voltaire. : ,. ... ~ , _ . : . ~ ; · 

Caution: (1) Hyperbole ·should have regard ·to w~ _lite 
lt.tarer is disposed to· admit ·iii the way of. departure from 
the known re~ity, and-his feelings must be sufficiently_ strong 
to come up to the hyperbolical expression. ' The hyperboles 
()£love are admissible onlr with lovers. (2) Hyperbole should 
be sparingly· used. (3) ~hould ·not be trite, originality is 
indispensabl~ to hyperbole. ·.A mere exaggeration, i~ easy; 
the kind that yields pleasurable surprise must be · reconi-. 
mended by novelty, grandeur and pomt. · Horace speaks of 
a man ., Striking the stars with ais sublinie head.'-' ~ ~
' Delive1y: . Hyperbole bordering on wit _should: be smart 
and brief, as "brevity is the soul of wit "~.g:, •• His·tears 
were as big as plum puddings." · It should be in a smooth, 
flowing, light, playful style, _voice in the Dii4dle with ten-: 
dency toward the upper -t9nes. : . ·_ - ~ _ . · · · ; " 

In boasting hyperboles, they- exaggerate three · appear~ 
an~; by loudness, blustering, and swaggering,- the voi~e 
swrUmg mto bombast. _ · _ - · · 

. . . .. ;- ; : ~ 

. HYPOBOLE: Greek ltyptt, ~dd~·,bauo, thr~w or' put 
under, hence to put under, as a foundation; to repl.r, retort. 
This is a figure in which several things are mentioned· that 
seem to make for the opposite party, and seemingly against 
themselves, but each of which is refuted in order. It is 
used in the section ·of argument, Chiefly that of l'efutation, 
wh~le the oppone~t's arguments are compared. and refuted. 
Th1s was a famunte method of President James A. Garfi.eld, 
who was wont to present the opponent's reasons in such a 
str~ng light as to make his supporters fear and tremble . for 
the1r own s_i~e. then ~e would destroy them in turn, reducjng 
the propcmtlon. of hlS .opponents to nullity. Charles James 
F me used effectl\·ely thts figure. · · 

. HY~OC~ T AST ASIS: According to llacbeth , this fi~re. 
·~ 2!1 tmplied resemblance or representation-i.t., an, implied 
S!m!le or metaphor. If a metaphor is· more forcible than a. 
Slmtle, then H ypocatastasis is more forcible than a metaphor, 
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and expresses, as it were, the superlative degree of resem
blance-e.g., "You are like a beast." This would be a 
simile tamely stating a fact. If, howeyer, he said, " You 
are a beast,'' that would be a metaphor. But if he said 
simply "Beast! " that would be Hypocatastas1s; for the other 
part of the simile or metaphor (" You are ... ") \Vould be 
implied and not stated. · 

" Rising above the deluge of years," whereby is implied 
that years sweep o;·er the loftiest edifices of the past, as did 
the flood over the mountain reaks. '' Honour and selfishness 
are never found in the same sack." 

Hypocatastasis is of great importance to the orator, because 
it concentrates in one or a few words a whole scene or course 
of action. It is very effective, especially in popular assem
blies. 

HYPOPHORA : Greek v;;f.p, under : ¢€ow. to carry : 
i5 a form of speech by which the orator answers to his own 
question. It propounds an objection, and IS the stakrnent 
of the opponent's objection or of an argument which might 
be urged against the speaker's or writer's position. The 

_ Hypophora is followed by the ,answer or counter-argument 
called the Anthypophora. Hypophora and Anthypophora 
frequently take the form of a series of questions and ru"'lswers. 
Hypophora is sometimes used as an equivalent to Eperotesis. 
It is a statement intended to forestall an objection or argu
ment that will or may be use_d by the opponent. 

It is a rejoinder which the speaker pronounces himseU 
in order to repudiate it immediately. Not unfrequently 
where a point is put, as 1f it is conceded and a new one 
contradicting it appears (cf. Rehdantz-Blass). "Hypophora 
is a sort of debate in which the spea.ker represents both 
sides. Demosthenes was fond of this figure. He argued his 
side, then bids . the jurors to look at the other, the fallacy 
of which he examines and destroys."-J. E. Harry on 
"Demosthenes' Leptinean Oration." 

Hypophora is one of the farourite methods of surpri~e. 
by which the ordinary course of the speech is interrupted 
and a li,·elv com-ersational or clramatic element introduced. 
·The frgure is productive of beauty and energy. Tiberius III. 
i7 says: '' The most artistic form of Hypophora occurs 
when the speaker, who wishes to make a general refutation, 
brings forward the particulars one after the otber in the form 
of a question, and then rejects them." \\'. \'/. Baden notes 
that Isa:us, like Lysias, raises continued H ypophora for the 
purpose cf rais,ing numerous obiections which he immediatelv 

- di3poses of. Special points of an argument are thus summed 
up in a Yigorous and energetic manner. A series of rhetorK2l 
questio:1s frequently precedes. Like Isa:us, Demosth:'n:.' 
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precedes (the Hypophora2 by a ~e;ies. o(rh~to~ical ,q~~;ti~ns>_ 
.and follows them by an. asyndebc. obJection wtth- ·a>,.Mi _(but) 
at the end of a question, which,.is akin to Hypophora;~and: 
introduces more or less -dramatic element (Demos. :;;28,-- ~8). 
''·Artis. Rhet.,'' ·for~unatiani, defines the differe~ee between 
H ypophora . and Anthypophora · thus : -. :· Q~a. :. ~1~er~, hypck . 
pho~a and anthypophora? <E:Iyp~ph~~a est .mte!lt~o ~dv~rsce;: 
parbs, anthypophora· respons1o. eJus. , .. (What .. 1s , th~ . ~i~~-:. 
ence between hypop~ora- and ~n~~pophora? :' Hypopho!a. _15, 
the charge, accusation or. obJ~tlon -of the a,dverse party;· 
anthypophora is the response t~ . it o~ _refutation· of it:) -~- :· ; 

Examples:· With. rhetoricat' quesiions-'ireceding,.·· 'Dernos~:._ 
28, 18-i.e., vs. Aphobus n, ·18: '~Have ~ not been :deeply 
wronged from .the beginning,· and· ~·I not still pers¢cuted · 
by them because I seek to -obtain'_ re?re~s? oJs. there. o~e ~of-, 
you who does not feel an· honest .,md1gnabon _ agamst· the
defendant· and compassion for· me, seeing th~t · he!· .. bes~des.: 
an estate of more than_ ten· talents which h~.mher1ted,· has. 
got another of equal amount belonging to me, :whik I hav~· 
not only lost my patrimony, out am, by the. villainy.'(:,fth_ese 
men, deprh·ed of the trifle which they returned. to me[ .. To, 
what am I to have recourse' should you ·come to- ail ~averse;., 
decision? To the property. mortgaged ·to: creditors !.;:..hut; 
that belongs to the mortgage_es.· To surplus remaining after.~ 
payment ?-but that will go to the de}enitant if by _your' -sen ... : 
tence I am decreed to pay _:a· sixth -·parf of the· damages. 
I entreat you, .. men of the jury, do not entail upon. us. so 
h~avy a calamity; 'do not. allo_w ·my-.mother, mxseit ~d ~Y, 
stster to be reduced to unmertted misfortune.'.'._,· :. · . . .. 

Example of_ the most· perfecJ /omi of Hyp_opho~a;···which·: 
contains four parts, according to Iremogenes ·j; ~ 108 (see ' 
Rehdantz-Blass): (t) A ptotasis-:-e;g.,-. tf>l'A.t'11'.7tOI;.·, ._· P_hilip
h~gi~ts. about Halonneus,~saying it ~elongs to:hU;n, but he· 
gtves tt to you.. He demes your cla1m to r~t1tut1on,. as he 
neither took it from Athens nor· detains it· from· her.· · He. 
addressed the like argument t~ us. on our·. Embassy' __ to. 
Macedon; that he had won the_ tsland~ from ptrates and it · 
was proper)y his own: (2) Hypophora: It i~ not .difficult to 
depnve htm of · thts argument. by_ showing .'lts fallacy.: 
(3) Antiprotasis: All pirates seizing places wrongfully,· and·. 
fortifyine- themselves, make excursions among other. people .. 
One who has chastised and va.nquished the pirates · surely 
cannot urge with reason thq.t what they- robbed the owners 
of _becomes his prol?fl'ty., (4) Lusis (refutation): ·11 you grant. 
tim, tlfen, supposmg that pirates seize a place in Attica,, 
or Lemnos, or lmbrus, or Scyrus, and some· persons· dis- · 
lodge? the pirates, wha~ is to prevent that place where . 
the p1~ates w~e, and whtch belon~ed to us, . from inst~tly -
becommg the1r property who chasbse~ the puates ? . Philip ~ 
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is not ignorant of the injustice of this plea. He knows it 
better than anyone; but he expects you to be cajoled by a 
set of men who, baring undertaken to manage things here 
as he desires, are performing that sen·ice now."-7, 2. Phil. 
II. 2. This most perfect form is suited to calm, conscious 
demonstration of the proof. 

Example of one somewl~at more ~·iz·u.cious than the perfect 
form. Demosthenes vs. Aristocrates, 187: ''Per/zaps I may 
be asked, how it happens that, having such an accurate 
knowledge of these things, having closely traced some of 
his delinquencies, I let him alone and neYer made any 
opposition either when you created him citizen or when you 
gave him a Yote of honour-in short, took any notice of him, 
until after the passing of this decree. I, men of Athens, 
will tell you the whole truth. I knew his unworthiness, and 
was present when these dignities were conferrd upon him 
and offered no opposition: I confess, and why? Because, 
men of Athens, I thought, in the first place, that a mult1tude 
of persons, telling lies about him without scruple, would be 
too strong for me simply speaking singly the truth; and in 
the next place . . . for in your crowning and making him 
a citizen, !JC)th these things were in\'oh·ed." 

Example of one rendered very ·;;h·acious by interrogation 
and counter-interrogation. Demosthenes vs. Aristocrates, 38 : 
•· It is monstrous then, when there are so many causes for 
which it is lawful to kill another man, that Charidemus 
should be .the only person in the world, eren for these causes, 
it is unlawful to kill. Suppose it should happen to Chari
demus, as doubtless it has to others before now, that he 
should quit Thrace and take up his abode in some city, 
where he does so many things forbidden by the laws, he 
will be driYen to make the attempts by force of habits and 
desires : won't people be obliged to submit to his outrages 
in silence? At least it will not be safe to kill him or to seck 
redress which the law affords of this decree. II I a;:z Jih"! 
with the objection, ~:here can such things take place? what 
preYents me also saying who can sby Charidcmus? " 

Example of Protasis appeamzg m the forms : {(Jw;;, per
haps. "Alla (But) it may be said, we hare resolved that 
succours are necessary, and we will send them; tell us only 
how."-01. III. 10. Another, D.:mos. Olynthiac III. 19: 
" But if any one can let alone our theatrical fund, and 
suggest other supplies for the military, is he not clever? 
It may be asked. I grant it, if this \Vere possible; but 
I wonder if any man ever was or will be able, after wasting 
his means in useless expenses, to find means for useful." 
Demos. vs. Leochares 55: " ... how then, can you mam
tain any longer that this is a rightful act according to the 
statute? Oh ... because lu: has been registered as the son 
of Archiades! Yes, by the violent act of these men done 
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only the other day." * Demos. Olynthiac I, 19: " If you 
assign this to your troops, you need no further supply; 
otherwise, you need a further, or rather you have none. at 
all." In single cases: " How then? some one ma:y ex.clazm, 
do vou move that this be a military fund? Venly, not I. 
My' c,pinion is ... " The forms appear before the Hrpo
phora in calm tones, but when more . 11_z~ved by emot10n, 
bttJ:t_·en or after the same; the former pos1hon also frequently 

. in the form, Demos. vs. Phil. III. 47 : " There is a foolish 
saymg that Philip is not as powerful as the Laceda:monians 
w~re formerly ... " The Hypophora may also appear 1n 

the vivacious interrogative. form, see aboye examples, . Olyn
thiacs III. 19 and 1. 19; and further wzthout Protaszs and 
·Antiprotasis, as in this example, Demos·. on the Peace, 24: 
"Must we then do as we are bidden for fear of conse
quences? And do you recommend this_? Far fr~m it. 1 
advise you so to act, as not to compromtse your dtgmty, to 
aroid war, to pro\'e yourselves right-thinking, just-speakmg 
people." Or it is simply and naturally introduced by at.Ni 
(but) without protasis. 

Examples o£ the popular form, especially Kat v~ Ma. 
emphasising the answer to the hearer's question (and as such 
used seriously by Demosthenes). Phil. III. 70: 11 And we, 
likewise, 0 Athenians, whilst we are safe, with a magnificent 
city, plentiful resources, lofty reputation, what must W£; do? 
Many of you, I dare say, have been longing to ask. Well 
then, by Jove, I will tell you; I will move a resolution: pass 
it." This form is used more frequently than by any other 
orators, and to such an extent in rejoinders (objections) 
which' are repudiated, that the commentator says "exag-
gerating." ~ 
. Ex,Impl:, ~£ emp(zasising the antithesis; Demos. v~. Lep

ttnes, 3: af.t-.a '~''! ~~a (but, by Jove). But, posstbly, he 
may reply t.hat he framed the laws so, because the people 
are easl] y misled." Phil. I I. I 3 : "af.f.y a~ llt' E7TO£ ·m ~v 
Well, it may be said, he knew all this, yet he acted 
S(J not. . . . Of all the pleas, this is the least open to him. 
lie that bids the Laced<emonians resicrn Messene how he 
pretends, when he delivered Orchomeno~ and Coro~ea to the 
ThcLans, to hare acted on a conviction of justice! " 

E~ulllp/1' with Protasis following which is elsewhere 
m;,.s:ng-. Demos. rs. ~Tidias, 160: Alla ne Dia ... "Oh, 
but he gaye a ship of war: I am certain he will boast of 
tllls, and say 'I ga\'e you a ship.' Now, men of Athens, 
L1kc my advice .. If he gave the ship from patriotic motives, 
h' th;Jnkfu! to h1m, requ1te him as he deserves for his kind-

~r happen~d to be prPSfnt at a big labou, d"mOl•'lration of Ioo.oco peoplE more or 
· "'"· l.ot~d•jll, recent])·. and beard Tom Mann, Sec of tbe Amal2amated Ass. of 

skilfully use the roopnlar fcrm of Hvpopbora. A•tbeendofh,seloquentand 
:rns be was carr,td ;!,o~IJer L1~b an.1d chtenng and Sll!gtr.g. 
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ness; but don't permit him to be msolent: that should not 
for al).y consideration be allowed." 

Example with the Antiprotasis following. Demos. on the 
Cheronese, 9: A.ll1 ne Dia (but by J o1,·e) "Here, it will be 
granted, they are shown in the wrong: but mercenaries 
make bad work of ravaging the Hellespontine coast, and 
Diopeithis has no right to detain vessels, and we must not 
allow him ! \V ell, be it so ! I am content.'' 

Example of where the lusis (refutation), «.'ith all,1 (but, 
why) is mostly introduced. Demos. vs. Leptines 7 5 : A.lla 
ne Dia. · '' lV ell, let us allow the son of Chabrias to be 
depnved of the immunity which his father j11stly receJYed 
from you and bequeathed to him. Why, I scarcely thmk 
any man in his senses would think this proper." 

Example of the strengtlzening of the pithy word of the 
Hypophora by the position between " but" and " by 
Jove." Demos. vs. Phil. II. I4: " He that bids the Lace· 
dremonians resign Messene . . . a conviction of just1ce! 
a'XA.' f./3wu81J. But, forsooth (by Jove) he was compelled 
-this plea remains-he made concessions against his will, 
being surrounded by Thessalian horse and the Theban 
infantry. Excellent! . . . " In the preceding example the 
raising up by means of the followmg " by Jove " regularly 
takes place when the speaker himself proceeds to address 
strong or off ens ire questions to the opponent or hearer, and 
then adds the answer belonging to the same in that manner 
(without "but "): 38, I 1. Contrariwise, howerer, the 
" but " rna y appear after the " by Jove." 

Example of the n but 11 after " by J o1:e." Demos. de 
Corona I. I 7 : " Did I hold office? Yes; and I have rendered 
an account of my official acts, not of my bounties. .Ve Di 
alia (Oh, but) I was guilty of malpractices in office! And 
you were present when the auditors brought me up, accused 
me not? " Although the 11 but " in the example just pre· 
ceding follo\vs immediately after the cc by Jove, 11 still it 
may be separated from it by a protasis, as in 23, 64; mostly, 
however, the cc but 11 immediately follows, as in Cor. II 7. 
Always without the Protasis and Antiprotasis, and with 
"but 11 introduced by "lusis " (refuhtion), Demos. vs. 
Aristocrates, 166: "'Tis true he did some damage, but 1t 
was in self.defence; not/zing of tlze kind: we went to no part 
of Thrace, but against Alopeconnesus, which is in Cher
sonese and belonged to you.'' 

E.rample of a stiffened transition, where, as in other 
places, no really proper objection is made, but the Hypo· 
phora has become a stJffened form of transition. Demos. 
\'5. Leptines, 58: "Then, when we need a sen·ice, shall 
we allow any one that likes to render it; and after we ha\·e 
recei,·ed it, shall we inquire into the merit of him that 
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sen·ed us.? It will not_he righteous .•. :; Bid, poluzp~ 
those are the only men who will be~_so _treat:t:d• and ~ J;Dy 

th also ... -.~ .. · .. 
argument roncems em . ~ · . · . _ . : .. : .= .-· .. 
. Eu.mple with lftgalive &_on.strucltolf_,- ~-. w~idl a po~t. ~ 
conceded and a new one_ contradtctm.g lL Demos .. · VS7 . 

Androtion, 6g : .ciUA 11q Ala.. 'Ti1Vra. . 'TMTOVr~. · · '! But• 
ptr ktips,. notu'iJitstandin g the poli~cal Jaults .. th~e. are o!}ler: 
things which he has managed credttably._ Nay; h~ behav10~ 
to you in everything else has-been such ~at w~a~.you __ "hav~. 
heard are the smallest grounds for detestmg hun. ·. .. : .. ·, 

.IEschines agairist Demosthenes · in· .his oration .delivers. 
various H ypophoras anticipating . opponent's argument, ... as· 
follows: ."Now in reply to the. unanswerable' argument,. ClS'. 
Demosthenes calls it, I wish to premise·~ fe'! remarks._· For: 
this man will say,: I am director of the. works; I acknowledge 
it, but. I have voluntarily-·giveo. to" the state one hundr~ 
miu, and the greater pi>rbon of ~e __ work has bee~ (:om
p!eted; for what then am I· res~nstble, .'unless there 1s ·some 
responsibility for generosity? · In· answer tQ this evasion; 
hear me urging. what is both ·just and advantageous~., 
Another example ~rom· JEschines =~ ,. But I shall· endeavour_ 
to express myself with- more· clearness c:oncerning. his· public 
acts of injustice. For I hear that when leave of speaking' 
is granted to him, Demosthenes. intends.to·enumerate.to you-

, that there are forsooth four periods, in .. which he. has been 
in public administration.. . . • · After · having· enumerated 
these, as I hear, he intends to call upori .me, and to' ask me 
for which of the four periods I accuse. him._.··:. J ~IY. that 
I ~~~ y~u for _all_ these four periods :which you : diStin-. 
gutsh. , _ , ·. " ..... _ · 1 • '· 

" ... And, by Jove, as' I hear, _he _intends to ask. me 
why I censure the general tenor- 'of his administration; but 
I neither hindered nor impeached each. separate act~ but 
brought my accusation after an interval ·of time,_ and when 
I wa.s not much engaged · in public affairs." ~JEschines. 
versus Demosthenes in the De COrona Trial.:· .. · · ·.. . -

U st : The use of this- fi.gure is. an txcellent ornament". of 
spee_ch and very convenient to garnish eloquence,' for it 
r~ams the attenti~n as well with the . grace of s~ · as 
wtth the ~atton of the reason. and ·answers ensuing.: 
It has the tmportant ~~ of making the opponent's argu
ments common, that IS, 1t _robs them of their novelty or 
newness and ~eshness when presented by the opponent.-. The 

. argument havmg a.!re~dy been stat~ takes away the· zest 
CJf the hearer when 1t as presen~d aga.m. · Hermogenes treats. 
the Hrpophora undo: the headmg_ of :•corgotes ~· (vivacity 
o! portray~) •. and gtves short obJections· and their- ~ually 

. sho~ r~pudtation as among the. tell~ passages of a $peech, 
so 1t ts ·used largely for VIvacous expression. Blass• 
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" Demosthenes " says that the speaker used it to arouse 
and direct the attention of the hearer, especially in the ex
planation of the laws, by the continued addressing of ques
tions to himself, as in Demos. vs. Aristocrates, 30: 
'' ... and what says he? That it shall be lawful to kill 
or take into custody. Does it mean the captor's own house 
or as he pleases? No such thing. How then? As is 
directed in the tablet, he says. And what is that? \\"hat 
you . all know. The judges have authority to punish with 
death those who are in exile for murder .... " The usmg 
of such form at once arouses from the very beginning, as 
Hermogenes remarks, the confidence of the hearer, for who
ever asks himself must be sure of his facts. Contrariwise., 
the question or questions may be addressed to the hearer 
or the opponent, and the answer may be in the form of a 
rejoinder (Hypophora) which the speaker causes to be made 
to himself, from which procedure there is a far greater 
appearance of a dialogue than in the former case, as in 
Demos. on the Chersonese, 17: "Then if the present army 
be kept on foot, it will be able to defend that country and 
attack some of Philip's dominions; but if it be disbanded, 
what shall we do if he march against the Chersonese? Try 
Diopeithes, I suppose. And how will our affairs be bettered? 
But we shall send succour from Athens. And suppose the 
winds prevent us? Oh, but he won't come! And who wlll 
insure that? Do you mark and consider, men of Athens, 
the approaching season of the year, against which certain 
persons desire to gef the Hellespont clear of you and deliver 
it up to Philip? Suppose he should leare Thrace, and 
without going near Chersonese or Byzantium (I beg you also 
to consider this), he should invade Chalcis or Jiegara as 
he did Oreus, think you it is better to resist here and 
suffer. the war to appr~ach Athens, or to find employment 
for h1m yonder? I thmk the latter? " Lysias frequently 
used the repeated Hypophora, which is simpler, where a 
concentrated refutation results; here the rejoinder appears 
much more as a question addressed to oneself. Demos. rs. 
\fidias, 148: "Let us compare the cases. \\'ho is 1Iidias 
and who are thev to whom he demeans himself) Rest 
assured, men of Athens, that besides being dishononrable, 
it would be unlawful and unrighteous in you, the descen
dants of such a people, when you hare got in your power 
a rascally and outrageous bully, a mere nobody and the 
son of nobody, to accord him either mercy or pity or farour. 
Why should you? For his sen·ices as general? \\"hy, eren 
as an indiridual soldier, he is not good for anything, much 
less as a leader for others. But for his speeches. But for 
his speeches? In none did" he erer utter a word for the 
public good, but he abuses erery one's prirate charactrr. 
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For his familv's sake peradventUre. (Ans. as a quest} :.A.~ 
whick of you is ignorant of his mysterious birth, resembl~~ 
what one SteS in a tragedy?. Two: of the most_ oppos1te" 
have befallen him .• /'; Deinosthenes did noLalways .use 
the Hypophora as Lysias,_bJ always intro_ducing. the cl_auses 
with aUa, "but." Here the Hypophora u. used as an_ allt-:
gation and the answer as ·question. Demos~ . vs. · Ti:oiocrates; · 
99 : ''.What shall we do during the eight presidencies? I ell 
us Timocrates. Shall we cease to meet .and deliberate. in case 
of need?. Then shall we s~~ be living ~ndei a fr~ govern~. 
ment? Shall th€ -rom:ts clVll and cnmmal not ·stt? , And. 
what security· will there be for people- who : suff~r · Wrong 2 
Shall the council not .attend to transact their. constitutional · 
business ? And what remains for .·us . but. dissolution. of 
th_e government? · But . ~rhaps ·we_ · ~re to do . ~ese things 
w1thout oay. Would tt not. be monstrous_thal{ through. a: 
law which you have ·been paid ·to propose, the· assembly. 
and the council and the "courts should. b(unpaid ?_,-Surely, 
T imocrates, you ought to have·.inserted a clause . :_. /• .. J'he 
use of the H ypophor~ _is mult.iform; it ~ay · be use~ even 
for the purpose of gzvzng notzct of a r_eJomdef :whtch.:the 
speaker really expects, or. notice ··of one .already· made, in 
order tht:!n to refute it, as in. Demos.· vs. Leptines; ,I2Q.: 
.. I believe that Leptines will u,rge .thi~ .argument too~- lh:at, 
the law does not take~statutes an~ mamtenan~ from partieS. 
who have received them, nor from the .state the power of_ 
honouring worthy men . . . In regard to, what he will· say 
he lea\·es to the state,· I must observe that if you_ take ·away·· 

. anything that you have given a man before,--r you. will I,ender 
all your remaining gifts insecure. For how .will the grarit 
of a statute or of maintenance. he more secure than . the 
grant of immunity. when it will appear you have given_ that 

. to persons formerly and taken :it.- away? ·~ · Especially· 
·popular is HJ'popkora when used as a form. ofleadi,;g:o,' 

or ol transition, for which self-questioning is also used else-
, where (see Phil. I. ;4), _and in this application·the~formei 

becomes a directly. fixed form, since it is not always correctly 
ob~rved wheth~r. the objection could be· raised -as such; 
as m Demos. vs. Leptines iS: ''Well, but leJ it /Je allowed 
t~e son of. Chabuas ~o be deprived ·of the_ immunity _which 
hts father Justly recel\·ed from you and bequeathed to him.: 
aU.' oi.Uv. Wky, I scarcely_ think any man in· his senses 
would say this was pro~r .. : ." Demos. on Em~assy. 
272: "You may see the.n as it appears from this that your 
f~refathf"r~ ~ere anxious to prevent even. strangers being 
h1red to mJure Greeee: whilst you make no provision :even 
to pre\'ffit vour fellow citizens doing wrong to· the .state. 
(Transi~ion.) iil' ,;, all' ~.,.~~. Oh, hut tltis inscn;tion 
stands m some ordinary, place.! No. Whilst the whole of 
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yonder citadel is sacred and of considerable extent, it stands 
· on the right by the great bronze statue of Pallas, which 

the Republic offered up as the chief memorial of their war 
with the barbarians, the_ Greeks having given the money." 

Use of the Hypophora by /Eschines. Blass says that the 
!::trict Hypophora, which so frequently calls up those systems 
of questions and answers m Demosthenes, is rare in 
JEschines; for he is not at home in the province of dialectics, 
and so the ancients describe him, not altogether wrongly, 
as not vivid, nay as monotonous and soporific (Hermog. 
p. 4n). Hypophora serves him occasionally for transitions, 
and here sometimes, as in Demosthenes, a fixed form. 
JEschines vs. Timarchus I 13: " I beg you, fellow citizens, 
therefore not to present the spectacle of showing resentment 
toward the Senate . . . and I beg you not to preserve for 
the popular assembly a public man who has proved useless 
to . the Senate. (Transition.) But you say, though such is 
his record in the offices filled by lot, he has been a better 
man in the elective offices. Why, who of you have not heard 
of his notorious conviction for stealing ? '' 

Hypophora is a Figure of Thought, and according to 
Blass the mobility called forth by these figures Schemata 
Dianreas (figs. of thought) cannot be equally in view in all 
the divisions of the speech, and least of all in the ProremlUm; 
the principal place for this is the proof and the refutation 
(Hermog. p. 413). 

The Hypophora is used to increase animation, according 
to Rehdantz-Blass' " Rhetorischer Stilistischer Index." 
11 The Hypophora is everywhere a figure which powerfully 
increases the vivacity of the expression which, in those 
passages where several Hypophoras and 'lusis ' (refutation) 
follow one another in ready repartee, rises into dramatic 
vivacity." * 

Fortunatianus says: "Are there not other modes of intro
ducing the Anthypophora? There are: either when the 
objection is obscurely put or when the opponent has said 
something rather for the sake of pleading than of proving; 
or when by Hypophora we make a step in our argument, 
or turn the adversary's argument to our own side; or when 
we treat the first question by putting a second. When shall 
we do -this? Either when we seek the charm of variety or 
when the first question makes strongly against us, and IS 

not to be put in the first place. Do we always introduce a 
Hypophora? Not always; for it is an elegant style some
times to dissemble it. Can we introduce a Hypophora by 
way of an answer? We ccan: when the argument is a 

* Used by Charles James Fox:-" Oh, but you re~retted the partition of Poland' Yes 
regretted! You regretted the violence, that is all you did." See also another form by Fox, 
under Fig. Arsis and Thesis. And by Whitefield: One says, 'he wiil fly to the mnon.' hut that 
will be turned into blood. Another, ·he will fly to the stars,' but the elements will be dissc·lrtd. 
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captious .one and -the ~swer··. is ~o. be_,mde· t~-- a·:~omew~at 
strong opponent, as .m. the D1vmat~one, ljf ~ tpe ~ Y~:·· 
orations., · 1 • .. ~ ·:_';.' :, _.. • i .·_ -:_- __ ., 

In short; .llypophora' is used )or vivacitf_ (",Goigqtes ;•J,·.~ 
for forestallinv the- argument of tlle opponent . and· ~e~utmg 
it, for mak~n_g a rejoin~et·-~r givm~ _noti~e. of ~ .teJ~md~·-

. for emphas1smg ~n ~htheslSr. for . mtroductng. ~' d~~~tl~ 
element, for arousmg the attention o~ the _heaters, for g1vmg-· 
variety to the spe~h, for making a simple or stiffened transi-::: · 
tion, and for making with ·th~ Anthypophqra-~ clim:ax.:. ,_--::: 

Caution: Respecting w_hat. should be ~avoided_· as ·to .the · 
· H ypophora, '~ Artis Rhet. F ortunatiani11 obsenies :- u ·What. 
are the cautions in respect of: Hypophora? That_ they should_ 
neither be toofull nor too many;·but·we may here· and'there 
produCe them from two causes or .~ources. either :_on' a~unt . 
of laughing at ot ridiculing· the· cause of· the, opponent, if 
to increase this an exaggeration _may be made, no questio~ 
in this case being asked i or when,w~ show what_.is ~iscrepan~·.: 
or inconsistent." ~ · -.. · · · · - · -- . -·- , · .. : . 
• See that. the questions ·are necessary and ~ot 'neeclle~,.:-~d ~ 
the answers . direct and furnished· with ·.sufficient' ~reasons I__· 
therefore, both in invention and _also in~ the 'use·.of:,.this .. 
ornament, there necessarily requires bath wit. and judgment·~ 
lest it falL into a barrenn.ess Clf matter· and want of due form .. ~. 

Do not forget that the form of the·Lusis (Tefutation) JD.ay~ 
also be much varied. ·. Although the following form -is used~ : 
Rehdantz-Blass ·says it. is. unusual; Demos. -vs. Phil.).- 44~ ,
,.One thing is clear, he will ~ot stop.;unless one. opi>ose 
him. And shall we wait 'for this ~ ., And if. you despatch ' 
empty galleys and hopes. from this or -~at. per?Qn: think ye . 
all is well? Shall we not· embark? -~Shall· we ·not sail with . 
at least a part of our nation-al forces? Shall we ·not: make_. 
a descent upon his coast? \\'here shall·we land?:- Some-: 
ont may' ask. The war itself, men_of.Athens, will discover. 
the rotten parts of. his empire, if 'We: make-. a .triali' but if 
we sit at home, hearing- orators accuse and . malign one • 
another, no good can ever be achieved." · . ·~. ~-- .,·. \ .• . 

Delh:ery: The delivery o£ the Hypopkora ·and· At~iltyp~; 
plt_o1a: In the Hypophora the inflections are mostly upwt!rd;
bemg- ~he weake~ empha~is, ·_that i~, w~_th_ the ris.ing inflection,· 
exceptmt! quest1ons begmnmg ·w1th mterrogahve words, ·as · 
pronouns and adverbs, which take the falling- inflection- as··· 
a d~la~ative. sentence; iri ·other words, it is like an anti· 
theSIS, lD wh1ch the _first. m~ber t~kes the rising inflection 
and lhe sec~nd the ~allmg inflecho~ .The · Anthypophora 
or ~sw~ Wit_~ followmg argument, if any, should take the 
fallmg mfiectlon and strong emphasis, for it is 'here the 
orator asserts his own position; as Aristotle says, " he ·who
proves ' must prove strong I y, and. ~sinu_ate the impress of 
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his character and manners." Here the falling inflections 
should be of full force, and points carried home with that 
slow and powerful delivery, pauses properly observed, and 
with an effective cadence that will rivet the Anthypophora 
firmly on the minds of the hearers. Spondee, molossus, 
and other strong feet may be used. ' 

The delivery of the Hypophoric word alia (but), yet, or 
some similar sign of objection, is pronounced with a quick 
rising tone as that of surprise, and sometimes to mtensify 
it the interjection " Oh ! " precedes, as in the example of 
Demosthenes on the Crown, 1 I 7 : " 0 h ! but I was gmlty 
of malpractices in office"; or an inter..sifying word may 
follow, as in Demosthenes vs. Leptines, 3: "But, by ] ove 
(or But, possibly ... ), he may reply that he framed the 
laws so because the people are easily misled." Intensifying 
words, like "possibly," "indeed," u by Jove," etc., should 
be pronounced as Rehdantz-Blass states: '' Certum est, says 
Franke, uno tenore vocis pronunciata esse " (It is certam 
that it is pronounced in one tenor of voice). In Demosthenes' 
First Olynthiac, 14, which runs thus: ''Why, it may be 
said, do you mention all this now? '' should be pronounced 
in the same tenor or drift of voice; that is to say, if the 
voice is drifting upward, the tone on these words should 
likewise be upward. Walker says that such short phrases 
as n said he," '' said one of the frogs," should be said 
in a higher and feebler tone of voice, than the rest, if the 
preceding member breaks off with the rising inflection, and 
if it breaks off with the falling inflection, they should be 

. said in a lower and feebler tone. (See asides, under Fig. 
Parenthesis.) 

In calm, conscious demonstration of the proof, the Protasis 
i;; delivered mostly in the upper or higher tones of a ques
tioning nature; the Hypophora, with its quick surprising 
tone of objection, voice increasing in force. The Anti
protasis takes the slower, lower and falling !ones, for it 
is the speaker's position which he approves, and, as Hell 
points out, "what one attacks, he speaks in a higher and 
quicker tone, and what he supports, he affirms or asserts 
in a slower and lower tone." The Lusis, or refutation, may 
commence with the word "if " in the opening phrase, as 
,; if you grant this," which. phrase takes the rising inflec
tion, and the hypothetical clauses, with " supposing " or 
similar word, which clauses also take the nsing inflecti~n, 
thus: " Supposing that pirates seized a place in Attica . . . 
and some persons dislodged the pirates " ; but the· Lusis 
proper, as in '' what is to prevent that place where the 
pirates were from instantly becoming their property ... , " 
must commence with a strong falling inflection on the word 
at the very beginning-for instance, on ~he word " what" 
_iust preceding-. (See full passage under Examples.) 
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Where a lively conversational or .dtamatic. element is · intr?-
- duced; interrupting·, the ordinary c9urse of the· speech,;: Jt 

savours of a dialogue, and the tones ar~e e~a~tly .lik~ those 
used in conversation on!y they are on ·a . bigger scale~~ so 
as to . be' heard by an audience~ and the accents .the . same. 
as in a conversation. · : ~· . . . · --~ " ·. ~ ~: ~ · ~- .... ~ 

The Hypophora used ·as a -transition, .as· when _rt but.'_1 

. · or the like stands at the head of a new sentence o.r. paragraph, 
takes the . rising infi~ction; ~s~ if ~rreSting ~e atte~tion, :and 
then followed by a pause, .m whtch' the mn:td. adjusts. ttself 

·for the conception and delivery of the. clause following. '. ·-, · 
·We cqme now to the ~' Gorgotes ''·(vivacity) and-shall start 

with the .delivery of (lte rhetorical. questions. in .-which the 
· particul3!s ar~ brought in .. one after. the. o~er .in the form 

of questiOns, and then rejected; the questions . should~-~ 
take the ,ising .inflection both 'at_ the beginning· and t~e· 
end, if they are .direct questions, .as in _the ~xample :: "Shall 

' we inquire intq the merit or him that served 'US?_'',· But if' 
they are of an assertive- natnre,. in which ·case they~ usually 
begi!_l with an interrogative pronoun or/· so~e su~4 .. word~.'· 
e.g:,·" To what am I to .have recourse, ~shoulq ·you come 

· to an adverse decision "-.they take the · falling)n,fiection · 
exactly as a declarative sentence ... The .questions. may' be 
pronounced as an Accurp.ulation (see this· .Fig.} or ·an ln,cre-, 
mentum, and are all. in a quick ai)d vivacious tone, -as- all 
questions, as a rule, are .. _ The Lusis ·or refutation· takes the. 
falling inflection of an assertion or affirmation~ as ·the,.Lusis, 
to th1s question : .. To. the property mortgaged: to. the 
creditors? _But that belon_gs. to ·the mortgagees.'' . ~, ·· · ...... 

The delivery of. the most · t•z1~atious ·form:·, Tliis .. usuany 
()pens fire with some such expr~ssion as-, f' it js mons_trous," 
" it is disgraceful;" ·'~ it is cruel;"_ u if is shocking u ·(see 
full details under Fig: Enthymema); _and ·abounds. with 
interro~ations . and · counter-.interrogations, .with. Hypophora 
and Anthypophora rising, as~ a rule, into a climax, and 
fini~hing up with i sweeP,ing,.: powerful: lusis or refutation., 
It •s hke -the duel of artillery, the opposing fues 'coming. 
quick, one answering the other; finally a big o~ance sweeps 
~he whole into silence-this- is the Lusis. '_The questions are_ 
m one tone, usually those of the higher, as also. are. the 
attacks,. !he objec_hons and answers another tone, sharp 
~nd dectstve. To tllustrate the whole better, take the follow~ 
mg- parts of · Demost~enes' speech a?aipst Aristocrates, 38 ' 
and 211, the .latter wtth a cbmax: ' It is monstrous, then, 
when. there are so many causes for which it is lawful to kill 
~nother man, ~hat Charidemus .should be the· only. person 
m the world, e\'en for these causes it is unlawful- to kill? 
• • • ( 211) • • • and deliberating whether she_ (the state) 
must guJrd the person of Chandemus I Charidemus! alas 
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the day! Aud yet tltis is not the cruel part of it, that we 
deliberate less wisely than our forefathers, whose ments. are 
transcendent, but that we are worse than any people. Is it 
not disgraceful, when the JEginetans, inhabiting so small ·an 
island and having no reason to be proud themseh·es, have 
not even to this day made a citizen of Lampis, who is the 
largest shipowner in Greece and who has embellished the1r 
port, but haYe with much reluctance granted him exemption 
from the alien law-when the accursed Megarians so well 
maintained their o\vn dignity ... -and when the Orites, 
inhabiting the fourth part of Eubcea, hare so treated this 
very Charidemus . . . after conferring other honours, should 
give him this also in addition? For what reason? What 
ships did he erer capture for your bene.fi.t, that he is plotted 
against by the losers? What city has he ever taken and 
deli\'ered into your hands? What perils has he encountered 
for your sake? \Vhat enemies of yours has he adopted for 
his own? None-can say." 

HYPOTHESIS: Greek inro, under; TL81JJ1t, to place, 
to place under, as a foundation, a ground work, that laid 
down as a rule of action; is a figure in the form of an argu
ment, or matter whereon one may dispute; or it is a condi
tional proposition. By rhetoricians it is, in its peculiar 
signification, said to be a finite question. Of questions 
there are two kinds: (I) infmite or endless; 1,2) finite or 
limited. The finilt' is called Hypothesis, which is, as it 
were, a conditional proposition. When the speech is only 
hypothetical, it concludes nothing-e.g., " If these should 
hold their place, the stones would immediately cry out." 
It will not hence follow that there was some inclination in 
the stones to speak. 

" If , is the same as grant, allow, or suppose-that iron 
i; impure, it is brittle. A proposition is Conditional or 
Unconditional. Any circumstances which must be grahted 
before the assertion becomes applicable is a Condition, and 
they are hypothetical or disjunctire. E. L. Hawkins says, 
respecting Hypothetical syllogism, that if the major is hypo
thetical, the minor is categorical 'unconditional)-e.g.' " If 
it rain the ground is wet; it does rain, therefore it is wet.'' 
This· is constructire hypothetical. " If it rain the ground 
is wet; the §!round is· not wet, therefore it does not rain.'' 
This is destructire hypothetical. Gilbart says the condi
tional form is used for e~ressing arguments, ha,,ing no 
reference, howen~r, to the relation of conditional cause and 
effect. This form is adopted because it is a more forcible 
way of stating arguments (no condition or contingency being 
intended:. 

Example from Demosthenes de Corona: " For if I deli
berated concerning matters, with full powers \'ested in my-
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self,. then it rested ~~th-. y~u, th;: other public speaker~~:~ ta: 
accuse me; but If you were always P!esent in· all the ~em
bli~, if the state proposed that ·we should_: in :;COIDID<?ll 
deliberate on what was expedient; and · if . these :measures_ 
appeared to an· at that t~e to be the ~st, ~d p~icularly 

·to you (for not from ··motives of affectiOn di~·;·you; !=<>nce4e 
to me the hopes, the .applause, the honours, · wh1ch.. ~ $e~e 
attached to my conduct at the time;·. but be~;:wse··you· w~e, 
forsooth, overcome by truth, . and because ·you had, n9thmg. 
better to o~er) i do you not act:.:.u~justly- and. outrageously. 

'. in arraigning those measures now you couJ~ not . then .. addtJ¢ 
better?"· ': ·.. . . ~ :.: , .:-. 

Deli~ery: Rush says- that the -hypothed~al takes .the third 
interval (that is, the- vojce rises ·three ·notes up _and'-t~mes 
down to the level of the discourse)' on~ the'" if ~·.:..-e:g.~ ·"II 
I must conten9,'' said he, . " best· witb the ·best, the ·se.rider; · 
not the sent." The rising- inflection. terminate(:where _¢e. 
Hypothesis. really' ends, ra_ther the_' hypothetical clause.· .. ·If 
climatic, a pause should be ·'3.fter each . " if ~~-.- tQ make the, 
increase ·of voice easy" and to ·supply the ellipsis:: :.Clauses, 

· ~hrases,. or sentenc~s. whi~h express doubt,- conditi01i ·or- con.;. 
tmgency take the "nsmg m.fiectJon-: . ··. ~ ·.; :. '-.; , . ; 

.. . ~ .. • ""'p . ·- . - ~ . ' ' •• 

HYPOTYPOSIS ;, Greek· hypo, ·t:inder; below;J_heneath;~ 
IJ1foo, to impress,. stamp; is· a. figure whereby. the\ orator· 

· draws a lively effigy of a llJ.ing or describes "'a :sc~e as: 
thoug-h . it were present before the eyes of the audience~ -Ail · 
oratorical word painting or· picture;·· a _vigoro~s· ·picture .~f 
events. To. produce. it, . says f:ienung, ."it js: necessa!Y . to. 
have a subject ~hat. admits .of 1t,.. then: a happy ,chmce· o~ 
words with sh~rt . sentenc~s -and rapid movement~ ]t i~. alsa 
called word-pamtmg--e.g., _ ~. . · . _. ....... ··_ · ·-· . .::. 

,. 01_1 Prague's proud arch. the fires ·of ruin glow;.:.~-~ ... 
H1s blue-dyed wate~s murmunng far below,~ ·-: ': .·. ·: ·: 
The storms prevail, the ranfparts yield away,~]:_" :, 

. Burst the. wild cry of horr~r and disll!ay." ·: ~ ~. > \ 
It .1s expressed m words so that· 1t seems to be seen rather . 

. than heard, as: " He himself,. inftamed with · wickedness , 
and furr, came int~ the forum, his eye5. · glared, ·. cruelty · 
showed Itself over b1s whole countenance."-Cicero. : · -- · 

u Hyp~t.):'p~sis persons, things, events.- . · · 
In VIVId language to the eye presents." -Langley; . 

Examples: Whitefield's picturing_. power was ·~r~at.: No 
preache~ erer used th~ Hypotyposts more effecbvely;~ and · 
n~ne w1th s.uch .~plend1d result. Whitefield's pictures were 
faithful. dehneahons of nature; they were truthful.· His 

. dram~tJc . p~wers were .o~ a high or.der, enabling hun to · 
. de~nbe mc1dents so vJVtdly as to appear almost real. as. 
testJfie~ b_v Lord Chesterfield respecting \Yhitefield's descrip· 
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tion of the blind man, the votary of sin being presented 
under the Hypotyposis of a blind begger led by a little 
dog. " The dog breaks his string. The old man, with 
his staff between both hands, unconsciously gropes his way 
to the edge of a frightful precipice. Step by step he ad
ranees; he feels along with his staft·; it drops down the 
descent; too far to send back an echo; his foot trembles on 
the ledge; another moment and he. will fall headlong into 
the valley below " (when up starts the peer, crying out in 
an agony, as he springs forward to sare him, "Good God! 
he is gone! ") \Vhitefreld kept nature's volume open before 
him. Peter's Denial: Says Whitefreld, '' :\1ethinks I see 
him wringing his hands, rending his garments, stamptng 
on the ground ., . . '' 

Hypotyposis was a great feature of Henry \\.ard Beecher's 
eloquence. Spurgeon, too, was a master of Hypotypos1s. 
" The Popularity of the Rev. G. H. Spurgeon," or " Why 
was Spurgeon so Popular," by a Doctor of Divinity, says, 
regarding Spurgeon's picturing power: " Characters, vices, 
virtues, personified, pass before us as the 'dramatis persona:' 
on the stage, and gire an exceeding ''iracity to truths and 
exhortations, which in plain didactic form would arrest no 
more than ordinary attention." 

An example from !Eschines vs. Demosthenes: '' But smce 
you were not present in person, in imagmation at least 
contemplate their misfortunes; fancy that you behold thetr 
city captured, the lerelling of their walls, the burmng of 
their houses, their wives and children dragged off to slavery~ 
their aged men and aged matrons unlearning liberty in their 
cld ag~, weeping, supplicating you, incensed not agamst 
those who took wngeance on them, but on those who we-re 
the authors of thes': calamities, making a dymg request of 
you by no means to crown the scourge of Greece, but ev•?n 
to guard against the eril genius and the curse that follo'vs 
the man. For neither state nor prirate persons ew r ratllr. 
off well, who follo\ved Demosthenes as their adviser." 

" ... And when at the close of this defence, he shall call 
on the accomplices of his corruption as his ad,·ocate5, 
imagine that yuu belwld in this gallery, where standing 1 
now address you, the b~nefactors of the state arrayed against 
the villainy of these men; Solon, who adorned the constitu
tion with the noblest laws, a philosophe-r and an excellent · 
law-girer, entreating you modestly, as became him, by no 
me-ans to regard the speeches of Demosthenes n·.o~·e tlt;m 
your oaths and the laws; Aristides, who prescribed their 
respectire subsidies to the Greeks, whose daughters, aftt>r 
he had died, they portioned off, indignant at the insult 
offered to iustice and asking you, are you not ashamed that 
your fathers were rer)· near putting t•) dt'ath .-\rthmius the· 
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Zelian, who had brought g~ld_ from the Medes. intq Greec~-; ·-. ·: 
being a sojourner in. ~he state, connected by 11e~ . o( _h?spF · 
tality with, the Atheman people, 'and. by p~oclamati?n . ex- . 
eluded. him from the state, and from the terntory .. which·· the ' 
Athenians command; and are about to honour with a golden .. 

. crown Demosthenes, who did- not bring gold from the Medes; 
but received bribes and possess~s them even now? .. A~d, do 
you think that Themistocles and t~e . heroes wpo ·_ died· at. · 
Plata!a and Marathon; do _ you · thmk the :very ~om~s·. of 
your ancestors-will not send ·forth 

1
{,roans if a :~an: w~o,, 

by his own confession, ~as eve~ been- conspm!J.g w1t~. · 
barbarians to ruin Greece be- crowned ? . " , , ·" . 

Delivery: As the orator. makes . a lively. portrayal, the 
delivery is. much the same .as Animated Description.~. 'When · . 
tiJ emb'!llish, Quintillian says, the description (hypotyposis) ·· 
should be of a diffuse and flowing style. .The dochmius .. 
(a five syllable foot), preon, and ionic come much into play. : 
Fosler says: 1

'· When a mental· picture is introduced you·:· 
·will mentally picture the scene; .locate each. object ·in it, and. : 
use the fore-finger of the right hand to point ·them . ouf to . · · 
your hearers." In this imaginative ··style the tendency . is · 
to a marked rhythm without destroying its·· prose ·tissue. . 
This style, as Genung 5ays, r " draws freely on poetic
resources, especially epithet and won~- painting, also allitera..:. 
tion, .balancing, language,· etc., the· picturing,. verb-:-e.g.,· .. 
' will roll us home,' '-the slumbering stre~m along 'the cliffs. : 
to fall.and pause';· the sound and flow of words good_;' the 

. rolling-. slumbrous sheet of foam/ ' the slow dropping .veil 
of thinnest lawn'; euphonious words, as '-Albion ·for Eng· 
land,' 1.Erin1 for Ireland'; the polysyllabic. words. are 
alternated with the -short ones. The intense identification. 
of the writer's soul with the subject matter~ and. its occasion , . 
which ·produces these effects fervid· and imaginative, wherein-· 
prose diction approaches that of poetry,· require a greater . 
degree according to the loftiness of the occasion. .'In cold.· 
b_lood, poetic effects cannot be _manufa~tured by a manipula
tion of word, phrase or figure. Emotion and art must fuse 
thoroughly. The lofty or emotional figures come in 4 .J3ehold 
hc.w altered.' Exclamatory: '.The same heavens are mdeed 
over your heads, the· same ocean· rolls at your feet; but · all · 
else, how changed ! ' Interrogation : 1 How shall I struggle · 
with the emotions that stifle the utterance of thy name? ' · 
The Apostrophe and other bolder figures. 'There' is the 
rhrthmKal roll of words and construction: 'Venerable men,' . 
' former generatio~,' _ 1 roar of hostile cannon,' · ~ the heights 
of ronder metropolis,' 'your country's means of. dis$tction · 
and deft'flCf, 1 

C 'ere YOU Slumber in the grave I I this IDOnU~ 
~ent may moulder away,' and others; also c~nstant balanc
mg of elements, as 1 l~t head of our civil council and Jhe 
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~ion· of· the blind man, the votary of sin being prese;:tted 
under the H ypotyposis of a . blind begger led by a. little 
dog.,· ''The dog breaks his string. The old man, with 

: his staff between both hands, unconsciously gropes his way 
· to· the edge of a frightful P!ecipice. Step by. step he ad· 

vances;_ he feels along with his staff; it drops down the 
descent;· too'far to send back an·echo; his foot trembles on 
the )edge; -another ·moment and he. will fall· hea~long in~o 

, the: .valley below " (when up . starts the peer, · crymg out m 
.' an· agony, as he springs forward to save him, u Good God! 

he is gone~ ~') ·.Whitefield kept nature's volume open before 
him~ Peter's Denial:~ Says _Whitefield, '' Methinks I see 

·. hitp .wringing- his hands,. rending his garments, stampmg 
·on the ground ·~ .. " · · · _.. · . . 
. -?ypotyposis ~was a grea~ feature of Henry Ward Beeche~'s 

eloquence. · Spurgeon,· too, was a master of H ypotypos1s; 
,_.,The 'Popularity of the Rev: G. H. Spurgeon,, or "Why 
was Spurgeon.so Popular," by a, Doctor of Divinity, says, 
regarding Spurgeon's· picturing. power: .. Characters, vices, 

· virtues, personified, ·pa.Ss befQ!e us as· the ~dramatis personoe' 
on the stage~ ·and give an exceeding vivacity to truths and 
exhortations, which in plain didactic form would. arrest no 

. more_ than ordinary attention.'~. -. . - . . ' 
:· ... An example .from· lEschines .·vs. Demosthenes.: 11 But since 

yo_!l were . not prese!lt in person, in· imagination at least 
contemplate . the1r 'misfortunes ; fancy · that you behold the1r 

-city ' captured,- the levelling or thelr walls. the bqming of 
their houses, thei~ wives_and children dragged off to slavery; 
their aged men .. and aged matrons unlearning hberty" in their 
_old- .age; weeping, supplicating ·you, incensed not agamst 
~those who took vengeance on· them, but ori those who were 
the· authors _of. the!Y! calamities, making a dying request of 

·you by • n~ means to crown the scourge of Greece, but even 
to guard against- the- 'evil genius and the curse that follows 
the. man.· For neither state -nor private persons. ever ('ame 
off _well, wht. followed Demosthenes as their adviser.u · 

. " ; -:~ '. And when at the close of .this defence, he shall call 
on . the:. accomplices of his corruption as his advocatec;, 
ima_gini that yott behold. in this gallery; where standing J 
now address you, the benefactors of the state arrayed against 
the villainy ·of. these men~ Solon, who adorned the constitu· 
.tion .with the noblest laws, a philosopher and an _excellent 
law-giver, entreating you modestly, as became him, by no 
means to· regard the speeches of Demosthenes n;o!·e titan· 
}'Our ·oaths. and the laws; Aristides, who prescribed their 
respective ·subsidies ·to the Greeks, whose daughters, after 
he ha~. died, they .. portioned off, indignant at the insult 
offered. to justice and asking you, are you not ashamed that 
your fathers ·~~re very" near putting to death A~hmius the • 
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destined leader of our military band.' " The abore show 
the necessity of delivering each figure according to its own 
tone. 

ICON : Greek EtKW, to be like, to seem like; Et'Kwv, an 
image, likeness, a semblance, simile; is a form of speech 
whereby the orator points out the image· of a person or 
thing, by comparing form \•.rith form, quality with quality, 
and one likeness with another. 

Example: " The cart of covetousness is borne upon four 
wheels, pusillanimity, incourtesy, contempt of God, and 
forgetfulness of death; it is drawn with two cattle in one 
yoke; greedy catching and false holding; to these there is 
one driver, vehement desire of increasing. This driver, to 
move speedily- forward, uses two sharp whips; greediness 
of getting and fear of losing. This rice, as you see, has 
but one sen·ant because he is loth to hire many." 

Goodrich in "British Eloquence" says respecting Edmund 
Burke: "The association of resemblance was one of the most 
actire principles of his nature. He traced out contrasts, 
analogies, for his beautiful series of associated thoughts. 
To this he added cause and effect, thus: \Vhv? Whence? 
By what means? For what end? With what results? These 
two principles were the origin of Burke's inexhaustible rich
ness and im-ention." Icon is also the touching of a hke 
cr similar chord of feeling or sentiment of the hearer by the 
orator. 

Use: Its use is to praise or dispraise. 

IKCRE~IENTU?II: Latin in, in, on; cresco, to grow, to 
come forth; is a form of speech by which our saying grows 
bv.. an orderly placing of words, making the last word always 
exceed the former in the force of signification, contrary to 
the natural order of things, \vnich always puts the worthiest 
words and the weightiest first. 

Use: The use of the Incrementum is to beautify speech 
and to amplify the matter; for in form, it is near the Arti
culus, and in force, to Comparison; the orator's ladder by 
which he climbs to the top of comparison. 

It is a Catabasis to descend from the highest to the lowest 
-e.g., "\\'ho being in the form of God, thought it no 
robbery to be equal with God: but he made himself of no 
reputation and took on the form of a servant, and was 
made like unto men and was formed in the shape of a man; 
he humbled himself and became obedient unto death, eren 
the death of the cross." 

r:¥ 

INTERROGA TIO: Latin inter, among, between, 
thoroughly; ro gare, to ask; is a form of speech by which the 
orator makes a confident assertion presented under the form 
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oE an inquiry or question. : Th~re .are. two ki~ds of interro
gation: First, the one wh1ch IS s1mple or dtrect, as when 
we ask a question with a desire to receive an ans'~er; s~cond, 
the one which is figuratire, when we ask a question wtth no 
mtent to recei\·e an answer, but only because we would wtsh 
our speech to be more sharp and vehement. . 

Use: Intcrrogatio serves aptly to express any affection or 
emotion. ( 1) Lo7.'e: " How fair art Thou? " 

11 
Oh! how 

sweet art thy words? " (2) Hatred: "Why wilt thou hate 
th v brother? " (3) Desire : " How long tarrieth thou, 
L;rd' " (4) iiuger: "How long, Catiline, wilt thou abuse 
our patience? " (5) Admiration: 11 What is it 'that the 
greedy hunger .of gold does not compel mortal man to 
attemnt? " (6) Doubting: cc What shall I do, whither shall 
I go, to whom shall I flee for succour?" (7) Wishing-: 
" Shall I not see him before I die? I would I might." 
(S) Sorrow or Pity: cc Why died not I in my birth, why set 
they me up(JI1 their knees and give me suck with their 
breasts? " (9) Despair: " Alas! what ground, what sea 
may me (now a wretch) receive?" , · 

James Rush says: 11 Interrogations are purely questionary, 
appealing, argumentati·ve, exclamatory, and imperative." 

'' A certain p1tch of excitement is requisite to justify the 
bddness of this figure." 

Austin Phelps says: "The interrogative style is the 
dc:ctric wire which carrie~ to the hearer the sign of vivid 
connctwn. You can't drawl a question. Men scold in inter
rogatives. The common people, when aroused, spring to the 
inkrrr,gative. It requires an animated delivery." 

Aristotle prescribes the following for asking questions or 
use uf the Interrogatio : (I) Interrogation to be employed 
when an absurdity will result. (2) When your conclusion 
\I:J!l be established by it. ~3) \Vhen the opposite party must 
crJntradict himself, as when a man would make· 'it appear 
that his adversary does contradict himself, or speak some
what n:rolt ing to general opinjon. (4) When we reduce our 
0pponcnt to sophisticated answers, making him take such 
~h1fts as these: That in some sort, 'tis- so; in some sort, 
'/1 s nut so; that it is, and is not; or partly is and partly 
H not; or one wa:;: it is and another way it is not; the hearer 
hrjr)ts !11m off, bemg at a loss for his meaning. 
. C autzun: Aristotle cautions not to make or attempt an 
mhnogation under any other circumstance, fer should the 
party interrogated start an c1bjE'ction to the question, you 
m1ght appear t? ha\'e been O\ercome. It is not possible to 
put m~nv quest10ns by reason of the imbecility of the hearer, 
r1n wh1ch account we ought to, as much as possible, compass 
nt·n r,ur mthymemes. (He whose question succeeds not, is 
tit ,·an11uished.) 
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Aristotle prescribes the following as How to answer Equz
vocal Questions: (I) By distinction and not concisely. 
(2) By anticipation, and to what seems a contradiction by 
offering immediately an explanation, before the interrogator 
can put the next succeeding question, or draw the inference 
he aims at. (3) By explanation, that is when we see that 
our answer will conclude against us, we must immediately 
with our answer give an explanation and distinguish or 
assign a cause. 

The Success Publishing Co. on '' How to be a Fluent 
Speaker," says respecting Interrogation: " 'Tell me this?' 
' You dare not say that,' 'Everybody knows,' ' Nobody 
can deny,' are challenges for an answer, and if you get it, 
blame yourself. It is all right in the pulpit, where no one 
is expected to answer, or where the audience is sympathetic." 

Delivery; " When we pronounce any sentence in doubt 
or ignorance, and with the desire of assurance or informa
tion, we terminate it with a rising inflection, more or less 
strong, in proportion to the degree of our earnestness to 
bf' assured or informed." TT'hen? lrlzy? 1!'/zo? How? take 
a tone which is generally falling as expressiye of the assured 
certainty as to the fact. (I) Does the clause com IIlli Jurate 
the speaker's will or knowledge? If so, /all; if not, nse. 
(2) Does the clause appeal to the hearer's will or knowledge? 
if so, rise; if not, fall ( cf. Bell). · 

John Walker gives the following: In the declarative 
sentence the common order is that of placing the rismg 
inflection towards the middle and the falling at the end. 
The interrogative inverts the order by using the . falling m 
the m1ddle and the rising 'on the last word. A question 
terminating with the rising breaks the chain Df the discourse 
grown heavy oy its length, and rouses the auditor from the 
stupor or languor of attending to a continued series of 
arguments, and excites fresh attention by the shortness, 
briskness, and novelty of the address. 

Walker gives the following rules respecting the use of the
Interrogatio: Rule (1) ·when the interrogative sentence com
mences with any of the interrogative pronouns or verbs, w1th 
respect to the inflection, elevation or depression of voice, it 
is pronounced exactly like a· declarative' sentence. Rule (2) 
Interrog.atire sentences commencing with interrogatire words 
and consistinrr in a series depending necessarily on each other 
for sense are to be pronounced as a series of members of 
the same kind, in a declaratire sentence. 

As to questions 7ilitlwut Interrogative_ Words: Rule (I) 
When interrog-ative sentences are formed without the inter
rogatire words, the last word must have the rising inflection. 
Rule (2). \Vhen the interrogatiw sentences connected by 
" or " succeed each other, the first end with the rising 
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inflection and the rest with the falling-e.g., " Shall we in 
your person crown t~e ~~thor of. these public calamities, 
or shall we destroy h1m? -lEschmes. Rule (3) lnter.roga~ 
tive sentences without interrogatire words, when cons1stmg 
of a ranetv of members necessaril v dependin~Y on each other 
for sense, ·admit of erery tone, pause, and inflection of the 
roice as other sentences, prorided the last !?ember o~ which 
the whole question depends has th<j peculiar elevation and 
inflection of the voice which distinguishes this species of 
interrogation-e.g., "But can we beliere a thinking bei~g, 
that is in perpetual progress of improvements, and travelling 
on from perfection to perfection, after having just looked 
abroad into the works of its Creator, and made a. few dis· 
coreries of His infinite goodness, wisdom and power, must 
perish at her first setting out and in the rery beginning of 
her inquiries? "-" Spectator." Placing the falling infl.ec~ 
tion without dropping the roice on " improrements " and 
" Creator " will prevent the monotony apt to rise from too 
lon!! a suspension of the roice, but enforce the sense by 
enumerating, as it were, the sereral particulars of which 
the question consists. Rule (4) Interrogative sentences, 
formed without interrogatire words, and consisting of mem
bers in a series which form perfect sense as they proceed, 
must ha \ e erery member terminate with the inflection of 
voice peculiar to this interrogation-e.g., ''And with regard 
to the unhappy Laceda::monians, what calamities have not 
befallen them for taking only a small part of the spoils of 
the temple? They who formerly assumed a superiority over 
Greece, are they now not going to send ambassadors to 
Alexander's court, to bear the name of hostages in his train, 
to become spectacles of misery, to bow the knee before the 
monarch, submit themselrfs and their country to his mercy, 
and receire such laws as a conqueror, a conqueror they 
attacked first, should think fit to prescribe them?"
A:.schines on the Crown. 

If the que5tion does not end the paragraph, but is either 
an~:·;ercd directly br the speaker, or followed by something 
so Immediately connected with it as to remo\'e the suspense 
d waitmg for an answer; if this is the case, let the train 
of questions be erer so numerous, it seems quite necessary 
to cnncludt• with the rising inflection, thus: "Consider, I 
lJeseech you, what was the part of a faithful citizen? of a 
prudent, an actire and an h(J11CSt minister? Was he not 
tn secure E u ba:a as c,ur defence against all attacks bv sea? 
\\'as he nrJt to mil ke Bcctia CJUr barrier on the midland side? 
tL(' citi•'s bMdering on Pelupunnesus our bulwark on that 
quar.ter' Was he r.r)t to attend with due precaution to 
the Imnortatv·n d cern, that this trade might be protected 
thrr.t:gh all Its prr.g-rf% up to c1ur own harbours' Was he 
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not to cover those districts which we commanded by season
able detachments, as the Proconesus, the Chersonesus, and 
T enedos ? to exert himself in the assembly for this purpose? 
while with equal zeal he laboured to gain others to our 
interest and alliance as Byzantium, Abydus, and Eubcea? 
Was he not to cut off the best and the most important 
resources of our enemies, and to supply those in which our 
country was defective?, And all this you gained by my 
counsels and my administration! "-Leland's "Demos
thenes.'' In pronouncing this passage we find no method 
so proper as that of annexing the rising inflection to every 
single clause, and as they· are not final but closed by a 
sentence with the falling inflection, the whole comes forc1bly 
to the mind and agreeably to the ear, instead of that hiatus, 
both in sense and sound, with which the former sentence 
concl~des when we finish it with the rising inflection. 

" vVas he not,, makes the Anaphora, a fig. much used by 
Demosthenes. 

Caution: Walker says: "When these questions reqmring 
the rising inflection are drawn out at any length, they are 
apt to carry the voice into a higher key than is either suit
able or pleasant; too much care cannot be taken to keep the 
voice down when we are pronouncing the former parts of a 
long question and the commencing questions of a long series 
of questions; for as the characteristic pronunciation of these 
questions is to end with the rising inflection, provided we 
do but terminate with this, the voice may creep on in a 
low and almost sameness of tone till the end, and then, lf 
the voice is not agreeable in a high key, which is the case 
with the gen~rality of voices, the last word of the whole 
may be pronounced with the rising inflection in nearly the 
same low key in which the voice commences." 

IRONIA: Greek Eironeia, an ignorance purposely affected 
to provoke an antagonist, used by Socrates against the 
Sophists, a dissimulation. It is a figure by which the 
orator seem'i to praise that which he really condemns; a 
figure whereby one thing is thought and another is spoken; 
signifies also ta~nting speeches or speaking by contraries. 
It has near affinity to Antiphrasis, which consists in the 
contrary sense of a word. Irony, the contrary sense of a 
sentence. It is censure with pretended praise, or to praise 
under the appearance of censure-e.g., 11 Most upright man, 
he had no entry in his books,'' etc. 

" Irony saying what it ne'er intends, . 
Censures with praise, and speaks to foes as fnends." 

-Langley. 
Examples: "\Ve are fools, ye wise; we nothing, ye all." 

" Cry aloud for he is a god, either he is talking, or he 
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is pursuing, or is on a journey; peradventure sleepeth and 
must be a\\ akened." " When the Persian army was at 
variance among themselves, Phillip of jiacedon, their utter 
enemy, said he would send his army. to make them friends." 

Use: The use of Ironia is chiefly to reprove or rebuke, 
also to jest and more mirth by opposing contraries. 

Delh·cr;·: As Irony is the opposite of the words used, 
this meaning must be brought out by gesture or the tone 
of the voice. 

Cicero says: "Dissimulation, or the humour of saymg 
one thing and signifying another, which steals into the minds 
of men in a peculiar manner, is extremely pleasing when 
well managed, and said not in a vehement strain of language. 
but in a conwrsational style." 

Prof. Saintsbury says that the rhythm of irony is quiet
ness, absence of emphasis, the clauses are neatly. balanced, 
but not obtrusively. There are no sharp pulls-up· or varia-· 
tion of final sound. The whole glides along in a smooth 
and deadly flood. If there is too much cla~our of sound 
or flamboyance of colour, the sting into the ~nemy's body 
and the inner meaning slips the reader's mind. Swift does 
not raise his voice in the most withering passages of 
Gulli,·er. Fulton and Trueblood say that the nasal tone 
often gires special pungency to irony, sarcasm, sneer, and 
contempt. 

ISOCOLO~: Greek isos, same, same as, equal; kolon, 
member, clause, limb; is a ftgure in rhetoric which consists 
in the use of two or more clauses in immediate succession 
haring the same length or number d syllables. If the 
equality is approximate, the figure is properly called Parison. 
It is also a period containing successire clauses of equal 
length. · 

Exumples: " Ko one could giYe to another in matrimony 
except him in whose hands is the patrimony." 

The foregoing example is also Homreotelcuton and Parono:
masia united .. Rush. says th~t the measuring process occa
slOnally may gm~ ranety to discourse. 

" Here and there an angry spit of thunder, 
\Yith bossr beaten work of mountain chains 
Spreading-low along the pasture lands ' 
By furious pulses of contending tide." 

The foregoing example is prose encroaching on metre; 
the first two members form a perfect Isocolon, as they hare 
JUSt an equal number of srllables, but the second two are 
nearly equal, and would therefore technically be_ called a 
Pamon (d. Genung). 

Caution: It is a most delightful figure and cames great 
dd('(taticn to the ear. It should be sparingly used, as it 
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Y<ill nauseate if too much in evidence. If used sparingly 
or as a variety, it is of the greatest effect. 

LEPTOTES (or Lit<{l:es): Amro',, small, insignificant~ 
i" a figure by which the orator makes a diminution or 
softening of a statement by contrast with the moderation 
shown in the form of expression-e.g., "A citizen of no 
mean city/' which means " an illustrious city.'' 

V se: It· tends most usually to praise or dispraise, and 
that in a modest form or manner. Dispraise another : '' He 
is not the wisest man in the world '' is the same as he is 
not wise at all. This is more modest than to say he Jacks 
wit. Commend l1imselj : '' I was not the last in the field 
against the enemy of my country, neither have I been the 
least esteemed or worst accounted of in the love and favour 
of noble men." This is more modest than to say I was the 
first or one of the foremost in the field. · · 

MEMBRUM: Latin membrum, member, joint, a limb, 
one of a community; is a figure which in few words ends 
the construction, but not the sense-e.g., '' Thou light of 
our eyes, thou comforter of our life, thou hope of our 
generation." 

Use: It is used as a pleasant and excellent ornament. 
A Membrum or Member, says Quintillian, is a portion of 

thought completely expressed but detached from the body 
of the sentence and establishing nothing by itself, as " 0 
crafty man ! '' separated from the rest of the period has 
no force. 

MEMPSIS . Greek JJ-€JJ-'[tOJ.Lat, to blame, find fault 
with; is a form of speech by which the orator makes a 
complaint and craves help. 

V se: It is to move compassion; it tends to complain ot 
injuries suffered and tQ pray for succour and redress .. 

MERISMUS: Greek meros, parts; merimos, a partition, 
a dividing of the whole into parts, distributing; a repetition 
of parts, a disposition of se\·eral things in their proper 
places, as, for example, " The body: the eyes for tears, 
the hands for grasping, the stomach . . . " It is the whole 
separated into its parts, giving to each its maximum office 
of sen·ice or utility. " It is a figure very apt for orator~ 
or eloquent persuaders, and is when we may conveniently 
utter. a matter in one entire expression or proposition, but 
rather do it piecemeal and by distribution of every part for 
amplification's sake-e.g., 'A house was outrageously 
plucked down·.' The orator would say it thus: ' They first 
undermined the ground-sills, they beat down the walls, they 
unfloore? th·~ lofts, they.untiled and pulled down the roof.' 
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"Example: 
'Set me where'er the sun doth parch the green, 

Or where its beams do not dissolve the ice; 
Intemperate heat where it is felt and seen, 
In presence prest of people mad or w1se; 
Set me in high or low degree 
In longest night or ~hortest day; 
In ~learest sky, or where clouds thickest be, 
In lu~ty youth or when my beards are grey; 
Set me in heaven, in earth or else in hell, 
In hil~ or dale, or in the foaming flood: 
Thrall or at large, alive whereso I d~ell, 
Sick or in health, in evil fame or good: . 
Her's will I be, and only with this thought, 
Content myself, although my chance be nought.' 

All of which might have been said in these two lines: 
' Set me wheresoe'er you will, 

I am but ~vith you still.' "-Puttenham. 
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METABASIS: Greek p,en'-, composition, participation, 
commumty; reversely, back again ; {3alvw, to pass, go; to 
pass over from one to another; is a fi.gure whereby the parts 
of an oration are knit together, as when we are briefly put 
in mind of what has been said and what is further to be 
said. This ornament conduces to eloquence and attention; 
to the understanding and remembrance of the things handled 
in a speech.* 

Caution: Care ought to be taken (a) to be brief in 
rehearsing the matter already said and likewise of that which 
shall next follow ; (b) to provide that the matter which follows 
be neither less important nor less plausible than the matter 
going before, for a long rehearsal is tedious and quenches 
attention, and turns away expectation. Metabasis is made 
/rom the equal: "The matters which you have already 
heard were wonderful and those that you shall hear are 
no less marvellous "; /rom the like: " I have hitherto made 
mention of bis noble enterprises in F ranee, and now I will 
rebear9e his worthy acts done in England "; /rom the con
barr: " As I ha\'e spoken of his sad adversities and misery, 
~o I, will spc·ak of his happy prosperity,. which at length 
cnde(J as the Lnght day does the dark mght "; from con
sc /U('lds or from things relating to something precedent: 
"\'ou ha\e heard what kindnesses I conferred on him; 
now what return has he made me of those favours, attend 
ye. \'c,u haYe heard how he promised, I will tell you how 
he performed," etc . 

._ :.t 1 ~ An:ll ... B~':-.1nt i~ unl)lJt-stionn1~1v the n'r•st accornol,shed 
f' ~. 1:' ~~ L't'~lera,Jv d~dhc:.rate ~tl'~ f~~s a ':!rit )!I~ nthTHlf'f Sl:nJ,II3r!Siin~ 

1:' ifr d 11 Hrr 5tlttfu(eS ftavt· t-\Cci!tt~t rnnbm 
r(£tii.L,t! Her c!·tef pcwcr lies in tile b~CUft ~.lttaLast~. 
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Deli-very: Delivery of the transition or i\Ietabasis should 
be, says Foster, with more rapid movement and in_ a higher 
tone. On the introduction of a new thought there is gener
ally a change in the attitude of the body. W. H. K1rk in 
his thesis on the " Demosthenic Style " says that whenever 
Demosthenes made a transition from narrative to argumentt 
or any shift of topic, he habitually marked and emphasised 
it for clearness. Bell says there should be a change of modu
lation or key at all changes of style, beginning of para
graphs, at the beginning of a new subject or division of 
subject, from narration to description, from literal to figura
tive language; any marked change in the style of composi
tion. The degree of modulation changed to a higher or 
lower key must depend on the speaker's judgment. 

Whitefield frequently used secondly, thirdly, fourthly, etc. 
In summing up what has been treated on in the paragraph, 

the summary should be by Asyndeton-i.e., without con
nectives; brief, somewhat quickly delivered, the inflections 
harmonically arranged or placed, and pronounced in free 
and flowing' numhers, good and generous feet, not too 
sonorous, nor containing jarring sounds, as this figure is 
not only .an ornament of eloquence, which must please the 
ear, but enlighten the understanding. 

METALEPSIS: Greek fL€'ra, following in partictpatwn; 
"AaJLf3avw, to take; is a form of speech whereby the orator m 
one word expresses or signifies another word or thmg 
removed from it by certain degrees. This figure is a kind 
oL Metonomy, signifying the effect of a cause far off by an 
effect nigh at hand. 

Examples: Virgil, by ears of corn, signifies summers, by 
metonymy of the subject; by summers, years, by a synecdoche 
of the part. So many moons signify so many months. 

MET APHORA: Greek meta, one to another, change of 
olace, condition, etc.; phero, to carry; a transferring of one 
~ord to the sense of another. It is the friendly borrowing ot 
a word to express a thing with more light and better note, 
though not so directly and properly as the natural name ot 
the things meant would signify. It is a form whereby the 
orator tells not what a thing is like, but what it is. If one 

-sees a caterpillar eating the tender buds and blossoms of a 
plant, and sees a man living on the spoils of another man's 
labour, he is inclined to call him a caterpillar. When the 
property of one thing is transferred to another, as to say: 
" God is said to repent," here the property of man is trans
lated to the Omnipotent. A metaphor is pleasant, for it 
enriches our mind with two things at once, with the truth 
and a similitude; and there is nothing in the whole universe 
whence a simile may not be taken. 
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· Bain says: "By dispensing with the. phra_s~~ ~.fc~p~i~ 
son, like, as, ~c., it has the advantage_ of·he~ng_ bnef. a .. nd 
of not disturbing. the· s~ructu~ .of. the compos1t1~n ... He: w~s 
a lion in combat. L1ke similitudes,· they ·generally .. :may 
(I) .a.id the unders~anding, (2) deepen.-~e ~pression _.~n.. the. 
ieelmgs, and (3) g1ve an agreeable surpnse. . ' · . · ~. · · . ~-

The principal sour.ces from which- metaphor·:· is =•dr(!wa:, 
. (1) From sight, which chiefly. refers to the underst~~ing; 

you look for muCh and lo it comes to ·little i u look for ~·- ·is 
equivalent to 11 hope for." . "He put)1is hand to-the plough 
and looked back,"; is equal to' .wavering; high lo-ok~ is same 
as pricfe; winking, partiality or circumspection; loQkiri~f.away, 
displeasure; looking ·down, discomfort. -~·Gifts bhnd·lhe 
wise,". i.e., obscures the ·understanding::· 11 The· blind .leaa· 
the blind,",means_both. are" destitute of .kno~ledge~an4 .are 
ignorant. ' . . . · ,: ~: ·· -.. ~- . , c·:': · -· · -· .. •· . 

. (2) From ·!zearing; which principally-refers to· the:· affectiOn, 
that is they are not so much to express· the powers of the 
mipd as to express the affections ~I the heart-e.g., -·~.Hear 
the complaint of the fatherless and t~ widows-dcCthem 
justice, .pity them, -and tend their. distresses.'.'- >J':Lheard 
thee-granted thy petition." :The translation 'is: taken:·to 
signify pity, compassion, succQur,· consent, obedience~.-. atten
tion a~d ~ra!lting.. By the -privation of this sense,. th~:~on;. 
trary 1s s1gmfi.ed, as- they are deaf, they: are .obdurat~,: they 
are hardened. - _ c • ·, • • • ; : , • · • • -, , 

(3) Fr?m smelling_, which chiefly. regards things. p!eas1ng 
to the mmd, also w1se and prudent, as smell, pften· fmds ·out 

. before the eye;, hence its. prominence ~ foresight,··a~--~~-s~ell 
out the ungrac10us practices.~'- A sacnfi.ce of sweet savQur....:. 
one acceptable to God. . . . . . · , _' .' . 

. (4) From feeling or louclzing,. refers. to 'imderstanding/also' 
pierce, plague, etc. God hlls -touched me, smitten me. ~:They 
were pricked in their. hearts, pierced with sorrow and:..repent
an~; feeling, und~~tanding; prick; re~orse. of conscience j 
rentmg, extreme gnef i smoothness, fairness of_-speech or 
Battery: coldness, want of affection; heat, · vehement' dis-
pleasure or fervenr zeal;· dynness, defect.. . . . 

(5) From tasting,, ~efers chiefly to experience:_ suffermg, 
. to try, prove. Man IS born to taste as well the sorrow· ,as 

the sweet-to_ suffer adv.~rsi~y as well as enjoy prosperity~ 
Br sweetness, we may s1gmfy pleasure; bitterness, grief_ of 
mmd.' or cruelty of speech; sorro~-severity,. "There are 
certam of them who stand here shall not taste··_ death:'' 
'' Tasted heavenly gifts." · . ·. . . . 

(6) From the mtnd to tlte 6ody, as pitiful· eye/ malicious 
tongue. · , · ·. 

(7) .From living utaturts witlzoul reason· to man, that par~ 
takes of reason-e.g., a ·man without reason is called ~ br~te. 
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In praise,. as- to call the innocent " a dove." From the 
particular_ qualities of these animals, as stinging-secret 
mischief; ·by- aowmg--proud. swimmirtg-abundante; roar-: 
ing7""i:mpatient misery; · hissing-terrible threatening; bitter 

.,-'-Olrling; fawning~flattering; hovering-attending oppor-
. tunity~ ·.' . 
· .- (8) From ma11 to -lm1tt creation, as the mourning do\·e, Lhe 
proud· peacock, circumspect cat, mistrustful toad, wise ra\·en. 
diligent spider. They sh~w how nelJ,I these creatures come 
to· man. .., ·, '".- · · _ · 
.~(9LFrom the."livi11g. ~ things w_ithout li/e, as t}le sea 

swallows;the_wind rages, ground thirsts, water roars, fortune 
. is fleeting, love_is blind. ~~I~taphors from lt.eTI a:re-.copio~ts 
~for ora/QJS attd poets. . -
' . (io) From things witltoutli/e to thitigs Aati11g life, as for a 
·man of renown, _say ·shine; -~tony h~, ·green; leaden wit, 
. raw youth, bitter people. • ·- - -

_, (II) From things stnseltss to things' }e,ueless, vice buds, 
beauty~-withers, eril words corrupt good manners, flowing 
speech,...storms of ad,·ersity. ··. _ . 

_· (12) Frqm offices and actio11s of me11, as "Judge not and 
ye shall not ~ judged,.. ..._Wrestle not against faith:' 

·"Tread pot ~the··poor under thy feet," to pull down, to build, 
to SqUare, to register. ·. . · 
· (13) From substalftives, as " Thy word is a lantern "; 
the night'is past,·_the day has (:ome; is a gate to all miseries; 
hypocrisy is covered under the cloak of religion. · 

(14) From: the· ek~ntRts: (a) Fire~ as "an Inflamed mind" 
(b) Au; as ·~The. tyrant never ceases to thunder out in most 
dreadful threatenings.•• H~ venomous breath blasts-· the 

·green. - The ~ · tempest of sedition, the whirlwind of 
trouble. (c) llate1, ·as -u Wedlock is a sweet shower"; 
stri\-e not against the stream; v.-aves of trouble; men ebb and 
flow. (d) Eartlt. · This gi'"es aJarge field for translations·: 
•· a .mountain· of wealth," wilderness of- doubts. path of 

-pleasure, val::! of misery, etc .. 
·" ,-from God to 11ft11, as He is God. From ntt11 to God, as 
the Lord of Hosts. 

Use:- The Mttaplto;a serves to gi,·e light; move the affec
tions; they ·are pleasant ; . they are forcible lo persuade; they 
are remembered.·- . ' 
: "-C t:utio11 : · Take heed that there be no unlikeness, as " the 

.bull barks, •! which is \"en· unlikeh•; not far-fetched, that 
is: stnnge and ·unknown· to ·the hwers, as parts of a ship 
and apply. them among husbindmen who ,have newr been · 
to sea, thus obscuring what should be made evident .-\void 
unchaste·. significations. See that the similitude be not 

. greater than the matter requires, and contrariwise. 
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Aristotle says that· men like. things out of the comm~n, 
as they do foreigners ; on wh1ch account you should g1ye 
your ohrase a foreign air, and the metaphor gives a foreign. 
air because it gives two ideas for one; besides, the metaphor 
is perspicuous, novel and , sweet. There are three. rules. for 
the use of metaphors. (1) From the petteT class 1£ to e~
bellish, as he has u taken" for he has 11 stolen~·; and. 1f. 
to debase, from a lowe, class, as·call an·" error" a-!.~ crime." 
They must be constructed on the , principle· of analogy or .. 
similitude. . J.'hey should be Euphonious, that. is they m~st · 
be of a pleasmg..-sound. _ ~· 

( 2) They must not be far-fetched, that is .they must be 
perspicuous, for receiving information with ease is the funda-. 
mental principle; anq if a thing is not clear it is not pleasing;~ 
nothing is more delightfu.l to. man th~ · . to fi.nd that he . 
apprehends and learns easlly; 1t necessarily ·follo~s ~at thos~ 
words are most grateful to the ear that make a man seem ·, 
to see before his eyes the . things signifi.ed. Foreign ~words 
are unpleasant because obscure,. plain words because they a_re 
too manifest; making us learn nothing. new;. but metaphor 
ii in the highest degree pleasing because it b~gets in us. by·· 
the genus or some . common . thmg to that w1th another, ·a . 
kind of science,. as when an old man is called a,." stubble"; . 
a man. suddenly learns that he grows up, Bourisheth and 
withers like grass, being put in ·mind of it by the qualities.· 
common1 to stubble and to old men .. - Men hearken to those 
whom they easily understand. . . . ··_; 

(~) MetaJlhor should be from the most beautiful and noblest 
lAings: " Better rose fi.ngered than· red fi.ngered,,·, Pne 
word repre&ents the object under different circumstances, and. 
on this principle we may lay it down that <>ne word has more . 
or less of beauty and inelegance than another. We are to 
deduce our metaphors from these sources-from. such~ as are . 
beautiful either in sound, in meaning, or in the· image. they 
present to the sight or any other sense. . . . 

The metaphors. should be from terms that are.appropriate. 
yet. not too obz·ro~s: Those f:!letaphors ·are: most graceful 
wh~ch are the analo gt(al and whtrh are constructed on similar 
rabos, as: '' Mcerocles said he was no fnore a knave than 
the other, since that person indeed played the rogue at'-' 
the r.ate of 30 per cent., .bimself. at merely 10 per cent., •• 
meamng that he was less villain in the same ratio in which 
to P:f cent was less usurious than· 30 per cent. We ought 
to atm at three things-metaphor, antithesis, and personifi
cation. If therefore in th~ same sentence there -occur both 
"11'/af'hM and ferson_ifica/ion, tS.nd also antit/ttsis, it COftnfJf 
hut be twy jrau/ul. . · ~' · · 

Dl'!i7.wy: Delin·rr. of, the Metaphor a depends- on the 
rmotton or passion; tf to e!Jlbe~lish, it is-graceful and smooth, 
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both in voice and gesture; but if to debase, it takes the 
lower, harsher tones, and gesture in the lower plane. Aris
totle says we must conceal our art and not appear to speak 
in a studied manner; but naturally (that is, the manner in 
which one naturally delivers himself under the influence of 
a similar passion); for the one is of a tendency to persuade, 
the other is the very reverse because people put themselves 
on guard as though against one who has designs upon them, 
just as they would against adulterated wine. And th~ deceit 
is neatly passed off if one frame his nomenclature upon a 
selection from ordmary conversation. The orator rna y con
struct his style in a foreign air and use the art of oratory 
to elude observation, and will have the advantage of clear
ness. 

METONYMIA: Greek meta, change, over and above, 1n 
common with; onoma, name; to call by a near name. This 
is a form of speech whereby the orator puts on~ thing for 
another which by nature are nigh knit together. It is an 
exchang-e of names between related things. 

"Metonomy does new names impose -
And things for things bv near relation shows." 

-Langley. 
" Laying the iron " means the rail of the railroad; 

~-Serving with the colours " means the flag. 
Metonymia is used in four ways: (1) When the Cause is 

put for the effect; (2) when the Effect is put for the cause; 
(3) when the Subject is put for the adjunct; (4) when the 
Adju11ct is put for the subject. Under the name of Cause 
and Effect are contained: (a) the· Efficient: "The sword 
without, pestilence and famine within." By pestilence and 
famine is signified death, the effect of those causes. (b) The 
Inventor for the thing invented; Bacchus for wine. (c) The 
Commander for the commanded, the Governor for the 
government. " Hannibal was defeated by Scipio," meaning 
his army. (d) The Instrument for its effect: u He learned 
his arguments from Aristotle and his eloquence from Tully" 
-out of Aristotle's works and out of Cicero's works. -
·Second, Effect for the cause: "Death is pale," "wine • 

is bold "-that is, death makes pale, wine makes bold .. "I 
am the resurrection" (Christ)-! am the cause of the resur
rection. 

Third, Subject for the adjunct is when the subject is put 
for the adjunct or that which belongs thereto; the subject is 
that which contains and the adjunct the contained, as "the 
cup" for the wine; "the jlzme '' for the money therein; 
" the city" for the inhabitants contained in it. (a) The 
possession for the thing possessed. (b) Time for the things 
done in that time. I hare considered the days of old and 
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years past-I.e., the pe~ce and p:Osperity-. of. those:~ays.'. 
(c) Place forth~ things it c?ntain~.: "G~eece· for)earn~ng/" .. _' 
the people in ·1t. •_c They mvade t~e oty·.oppress~d ::-W!t~:~: 
sleeo," the people .. (d) T~~ ~ontatller}or. the···C?ntame~r · 
(e) Place' for the actions done. m 1t-e;g~.• 7 The h~~r._ls ~one,.,>~ 
actionsinthehall, ·-~ .' .. · ·· · · ·· ~"·~, --.,.,_,,·>···: 
. Fourth, the 4djunct for. the ·subje~t ~. Rig~teotis~ess looked>_ 
down from heaven....-i.e., G9d.-· There ts n~ truth; ;no mercy:- · 
in this land-few ·or~ none possess . these~ aqjunc~s;": >:When:·. 
the adjunct or that··which belongs-. to a, :_thmg ts·:·put: for·;· 
the subject or- thing to· which it belongs. or. is -~djoined .. ~; 

... Set thy house. in order ,. _,:.:i.e~, househol~ affairs ... ·.' · : · ·_;,: 
Metonymy JJ/. matter is ~-whe_n the.. _name ·of•the_ma~t~ .~~- · 

put for the thin~ . .mad~. of the -same,_ a.~ I. ~ant .s1~ver--•~e •.•. : 
money. Setd-t.e., chtldren .. Ear~h-u., man;:·. f~ey eat : 
the finest wheat and drink ·the sweetest_-grape~i.e;~.bread: ·: 
and grape wine,. ' . •: ._' .' -'\ .;: .. ··~ 1 • •. r· 

Metonymy ol Adjuncts, ·a~ ·weapons,,'arms,. ~igriify war..,·< 
keys, power;, villainy fo~ vill.ain-:-i.e;;- qu .. ality ,adjp~ct."'~ J.ake • 
heed young .1dleness mean!ndle youth. The._days are-.evtl..,;.., ·: 
men are evil, which is .the'adjunct of time-put ~or the""'persons ·.: 

. or things subject thereto. -~The names of virtues .are. put,Jor~ 
men, vices for evil men, and divers other· n-ames f<?r. persons:: 

· to whom they are adjoined or pertain, as justice Jor, a~. just ' 
man i books for library o_r _study;· a ·play; 'for a~ playhouse;- • 

·Antecedent is put fot the. .consequent,~ as to }lear ·is-_ to 'obey;· 
thev have...lived.-.i.e., they are: aead; the- sword ·is" drawn:-.. -
i.e., the ensuing ·slaughter: · ·ccns~quenL£or .an.tecedent;- as· 
the guec;ts have riS'en-:#.e., have supped.·.· When-- all "tkinJ$< 
going togetlter, one is put for another: Joshua overcame''_tl).e-. 
Canaanites-i.e., he and .his aimy. . .> ·.: , : · .. '>'.. :, : 

M tto_nymy of the end:· When the end is -put ·for the mean!i; 
-e.. g. I '.' Sod om. and Go~orrab were set. forth _for' examples" ·. 
-t.t;, were pumshed for exarriple's .. sake.:_, ... < ' ' r·,,._._.' 

~lelo11ym_y of form:- When the form is put for the .thing t_o: 
. y.'h1ch jt gives a- being; art ·is put for artificer; ·modesty· 
ttself_,,e,, some one ·verv modest. · · .' · ~· ·.· ·· : · 

, ., . ,.. ' ~ .. :..:: ~ ...._' .. < .... - : 

· NARRATIO (i~ Greek called Diege~is): · i~t~ nar~~tifl;) 
a tale; narrare, to relate,- tQ tell; · narus, which is another. 
form of gnarus, knowing! ~cquainted . with; lit., . to ' make ~ 
(~te) .known (narus). T~ts 1s a· _figure whereby. the orator·· 
gtv~ an account of the real or imaginary. facts or· events: 
It ts mostly personal, respecting the proceedillgs accidents 
or adrentures of individuals. · , · , ! · · 

Aristotle ·says: (1) ·The._ ~a~~ation~· in~· dem~nsb-ative ·. 
~peeche~ (panegyrical) is not- givel} in continuity but scattered 
m porttons. From some, ilien, establish· the character for 
coUTllgt; from others, for· wisdom;. from others, justice~ 
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because to relate them successively would be difficult to 
remember. If facts are well known you have only to awaken 
the recollection. (2) Narrate enouglt to make the subject 
clear. (3) Bias the audience in your favour. The orator 
should narrate such incidents as conduce to his own excel
lence, as cc I all along used to instruct them in what was 
just, bidding them not to abandon their children." .:'Tis 
good to insert something commendable to one's self and 
blameable in his adversary, as " I advised him, but he 
would take no counsel.'') (4) The Defendant,· narration 
brief. He should state that it has not taken place or is not 
hurtful, or not of such importance if the fact be acknow
ledged, but its injustice disputed. (S) It should convey an 
jmpress of character. The narration ought always to be in 
S\ICh words as argue the manners; that ts, some virtuous 
or vicious habit in him who speaks, although it be not ex
pressed, as "Setting his arms akimbo he answered ... ," 
by which is insinuated the pride of him that so answered. 

Let the Na11atiu be Pathetike (passionate), that is, draw 
your narrative out of those things which are indicative of 
the passions, narrating both their attendant circumstance:. 
and those which the audience know, and which attach pecu
liarly to the speaker himself or his adversary: " He, having 
scowled at me, departed," and as .IEschines said of Cratylus, 

-"that whistling and snapping his fingers "; for they have 
a tendency to persuade, therefore those things which they 
know become indices of what they do not know. 

Let the Narrative be Ethike (characteristic), and forthwith 
insinuate yourself as a person of a certain character in order 
that they may look upon you as one of such a description, 
and your adversary as the reverse; but beware of observation 
as you do it. 

Narration should be least in the Deliberative speech.. A 
narration of things past may be made that men may Letter 
deliberate on the future, but that is not narration, but proof, 
for 'tis example. It may also be narration in deliberations 
in that part where criminations and praise come; but that 
part is not deliberative but demonstrative. (See Diegesis, 
also exam ole under " Daniel Webster.") 

Cicero says: A narrative referring to various characters 
and intersected by dialogues is very gratifying; and that 
which vou report to have been done becomes more probable 
when you describe the manner in which it was done. 

Quintillian says: " In the statement of facts an account 
is g-iYen of circumstances, persons, occasions, places and 
moti\'es: as Cicero, in describing the scourging of a Roman 
citizen, not only touched all the feelings, ga,·e the condition 
of the sufferer, the place of the outrage, the nature of the 
in:flicti8n, but extolled the spirit he bore it-e.g., ' \\'hen 
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he was lashGd with rods, uttered no groans, made no suppli
cation, but only exclaimed that he was a Roman .citizen.' 
Svme fin-urcs may be used, but they must be burned and 
short a~ if hastened into it out of our right course by 
stren~th of feding, as Cicero's digress.ion: '0 incredible 
wick;dness of a woman! ' " 

Alexand..:r H,1in, "English Composition and 'Rhetoric," 
says: 11 Narrative composition applies to a succession of 
,·iews or things changing from one' to another, and to the 
stream of events. Such pre-suppose the means of descrip
tion, as are the movements of armies and the occupation of 
new countries, the larger processes of industry, the busy .lif:
of cities, _the workings of nature on a great scale, the VlCISSI

tudes of the seasons, geological changes, the evolution of 
verretable and animal life. Narration may therefore have to 
put on the guise of descriptions . . " 

(1) The first principle of narrative is (a) to follow .the 
order of events, that is, to place the events before us as we 
should have witnessed them. It is also the order of cause 
and effect. (b) To assign the date of every transaction and 
to int1mate one bond of vital action between it and other 
transactions. To fix up a year and to assign the things 
transacting within all the countries historically known is ·a 
favourite theme with Macaulay.· (c) For the better explana
tion of events a backward reference may be r.ece5-Sary. A 
short summary of the previous transactions that bear on the 
special point. (d) It is liometimes best to commence by 
describing a state of tl1ings more familiar to the persons 
addressed, and then point out what previous steps were 
amved at. It corresponds to a rule in teaching science. 

(2) It is necessary to provide for the narration ot concuvin,g 
stream of events. Many narratives may be under the simili
tude of a tree, as of colonisation, spread of languages, etc. 
Concurring 5treams of nearly equal importance, as in the 
h1story C!f Grt'W", in which may exist a plurality of histories, 
a<; :\thrr~s, Sparta, Argos, 11edes, Corinth, etc. 

(3) T!Jc details of events should be relieved and assisted 
by summaries-e.g:, "The narrative, after many turnings 
and wmdmgs, in the difficult narig-atiDn of affairs at the 
court, h;}s now come t~ that point where Las Casas, having 
cunqt.:nrd li!S trou}Jk:s tn Spam, was now ready to start for 
tetra-firma.'· "Great Britain imposed an obnoxious tax 
on her American colonies; they resisted, fought, and made 
tiH'mse!n:s mdeprndent," is an easy abridgment of several 
years. 

(4) i\arration requires that erery fact CJr event should be 
made to gro~J.' out of something pre'vious. 

Deli: ery: Quintillian says ,that in the narrative part the 
dclm'ry should be full and e.rpressive, and where to em· 
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hellish, it should be gentle and flowing, and in all demon~tra 
tive eloquence (eulogistic and panegyrical) the numbers 
should be free and flowing, the nar~ation, as Austm says, 
proceeding equably. 

Narrative style takes the distinctive slide downward of 
the third interval, as " The Conspiracy of Catiline, as 
related by Sallust, was cne of the most ... "-Russe-ll, 
·" Pulpit Eloquence." 

Rush says: Where the narrative represents things as they 
.are in themselves, without reference to our relationship to 
them on the point of pleasure or pain, desire or aversion, 
interest and injury, they are in the plain, unobtrusive 
interval of the second. \Vhen those are absent' the current 
melody is diatonic-i.e., rise and fall, radical change of 
tone. 

Didactic, Russell says, includ~s slight· uses of the open 
hand and the discriminating finger in m0derate emphasis. 
The distinctive slide, which is not for the purpose of emo
tion or passion~ but for the understanding and judgment, 
which may be termed intellectual and not impassioned ex
pression, us1:1ally extends through the third interval. It is 
used in Didactic style in introducing a person, or an event 
in narrative, also in the mere designations, as in the an
nouncements of a subject or topic, or an object in the 
descriptive style, thus: " The duties of the citizens of a 
republic- formed the subjert of the orator's address." 
"Among th~ mrn of the period of the American Rerolution, 
Benjamin Franklin held a conspicuous place." 

The u Chironomia 11 says that narration will require the 
hand to extend more boldly (than in. the exordtum), the 
gesture marked, the tones of the. voice nearly those of 
common conversation except that· they should be louder; some 
passages, simplicity of tone; the affections, whether vehement 
·or tender, require an expression of voice peculiar to them. 

Foster says, respecting the delivery of the narration, the 
voice should be a little higher than in the exordium. ~Iatters 
of fact should be related very distinctly, and proper emphasis 
laid on each circumstance. The manner easy and familiar. 
If you call particular attention to some portion of the narra
tion, proceed in a slower and more impressire manner, and 
move the index ·fi.ng~r up and down continually so as to 
mark every accent w1th a gentle stroke. 

Russell's " Orthophany 11 giYes a good example of ani
mated narrative: (Pure tone, moderate force, vivid radical 
stress. The vividness of effect in this style raises the pitch 
above that of serious narrative; the prevailing note, how
ever, is still, as in conYersation, near the middle of the 
5'cale.) 

II Julius c~sar," by J. s. Knowles: II To form an idea 
of Ccrsar's energy and activity, observe him when he is sur~ 
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pri~ed by the .:\ervii. I:Iis soldiers are_employed in pitchir:g 
their canF)S. The ferocious enemy sallies forth from conceal
ment, puts the Roman cavalry to rout and falls upon the 
f.J0t. Ererything is alarm, confusion and disorder. Every 
one IS doubtful what course to take, every one but Ca:sar ! 
He causes the banner to be erected, the charge to be soundedt 
the ~oldiers at a distance to be recalled-all in a moment. 
He runs from place to place; his whole frame is in action;. 
his words, his motions, his gestures, exhort his men to 
remember their former valour. He draws them up and 
causes the signal to be g-iven-all in a_ mom~nt. Tpe co~test 
1s doubtful and dreadtul; two of h1s legwns are entirely 
surrounded. He seizes a buckler from one of the private 
mtn, puts himself at the head of his broken troops, darts 
mto the thick of the battle, rescues his legions, and over-
t!·Jrows the enemy." (See Diegesis.) · 

O~UNA TIO: Latin ominari, to presage,. to divine by 
omen. This is a form of speech by which the orator warns. 
or foretells the likeliest effect to follow some evil cause. 
\\'hen taken in good part it is Euphemismus. Cicero against 
Anthony: " If you follow these purposes beliere me you 
cannot long continue." " Therefore thy porerty cometh 
upon thee as one by the way, and thy necessity like an 
armed man." By this fi.gure the orator foreshows begaary 
to the slothful, shame to the proud, mischief to the quarr~ller, 
and gallows to the thief . 
. Deli7:ery: \Valker gires the following respecting admom

tJOn, warnmg, etc. It assumes a grave air, borderina on 
severity, the head sometimes shaken at the person"' we 

admonish as if we felt for 
~~ the miseries he was likely to 

• bring upon himself. The-
":. . ~ right hand is directed to th. e 

W, 1 person spoken to, and the 
forefi.nger, TJrojected from 

~~~- the rest, ~eems to point out 
1 -::: _ more particularly the danger 

'\"'"" we gire warning of; the 
\'Oice assumes a low tone, 

L(Jrd~nng on a. monotone, with a mixture of se\'erity and 
svrr:~thy, of p1ty an~ reproach-e.g., To act justly: "Re
m· :nDz'r ~.!arch, the 1des of 1!arch, remember! "-Shake-
sp:'arc. _ 

Exi1Htflt (lowest descent of the fallinrr inflection or down
v.ard :lid~ or concrete of the octan·, Russell): "\\'oe unto 
~.L···m that call enl good, and good eril, that. put darkness 
· •r and light for darkness, that put b1tter for sweet 
:1.11 d 'Wftt f()f b1tter! " 
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ONOl\fATOPCEIA: Greekonomato, name; pCEeo, make; 
to make up a name; is a figure whereby the speaker imitates 

):he sound or voice of that which it signifies. It is to make 
a sound, especially to express natural sound. In rhetoric, 
it is the use of imitative and, naturally suggestive words 
for rhetorical effect, as the win'd went whu-u-u-u-oo; " I heard 
the whiz o£ the bullet by my head, and its thud as it struck 
the mark. Gee whiz ! " 

(r) By imitating sound, as to say a "Jmrliburly," signi
fying a tumult, vproar, also rattling, creaking, lumbering, 
etc. 

(2) Bv imitating voices, as the-roaring of a lion, the bellow
ing of bulls, the bleating of sheep, grunting of swine. 

(3) By composition, as when we put two words together 
and make one, · as orator-like, scholar-like, and also when 
we call a churl, thick-skin; a flatterer, a pick-thank. 

(4) When we signify the imitation of another man's pro-" 
perty in speaking or writing, as " I can't Italian 1t.'" 

OPTATIO: Latin optare, to wish; also Greek optao, to 
roast, burn, bake, boil, met ph. to burn (of love); is a form 
o£ speech by which the speaker expresses his desire by wish
ing to God or men. 

Examples: II. Philip : 11 I could wish I were not con
jecturing aright. But I fear that the event is much nearer 
than even what I said."/ And at the close of same: 11 0 all 
ye godsj let it not be that the e\'ent shall have been foretold 
only too accurately.''-Demo~thcnes. \ 

11 I would to God they· were spared you." 
Use : The use of Optatio is to signify· our desire· by wish

ing what we cannot accomplish by our power. 

OR COS: Greek op!COW I to bind by oath, to make one 
swear, to swear ; opKo~, the witness of an oath, the power 
or object adjured, as "by the Styx,." "by the .Gods"; 
,opKto~, that which is sworn by, ~djured as a w1tness to 
an oath. A form of speech by w!nch the speaker expresses 
an oath for the better confirmation of something affirmed 
or denied, which both necessarily require a sure and high 
ttstimony. Webster defmes an oath as a solem~ appeal_ to 
God, or in a wider sense to some person, supenor sanctiOn 
or a sacred or re,·ered person (as the temple, the altar, the 
blood of Abel, the Koran, a trib~l superi?r, e.tc. ), for the 
truth of an affirmation or declaratiOn, or m wttness of ~he 
inviolability of a promise or undert~king, also the affirmatiOn 
or promise or. the ~1ke. s~pported oy the oath, or the brm 
of'expression m whKh__tt 1s made. 
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Examples: 
·' For, by the sacred radiance of the ~un, 

The mysteries of Hecat'a and the mght; 
By all the operations of the orbs 
From whom we do exist and cease to be, 
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' Here I disclaim all my ~paternal care." 
-Shakespeare. 

J. W. Macbeth says that this figure is greatly desirable, 
as if a mighty preacher wer~ to cry: " By yon heaven, the 
home of the righteous, I adJure you ;

1 
~nd ~y hell, self~ma4e 

dungeon of the impure! you w11l pensh 1£ you pers1st m 
this crime ! '' 

Paul: " For God is my witness whom I serve in my 
spirit that without ceas~ng I make mention of. you always 
in my prayrr." Somettmes the speaker uses 1t to confi.rm 
his saying by swearing by his faith, credit or truth, or S?me 
such form of confirma~1on. 

1 
_ 

Use: Orcos serves most aptly to confirm matters etther 
by high and divine testimony or by the gauge of the speaker's 
faith and credit, and therefore it is best becoming a gra~e 
man who is imbued with age and credit. 

In the great Orros, " By the manes of those who fell al 
1hr.athon and Plata:a," L•esides the figure Orcos, the 
following fi::!ures, according to Blass' u Demosthenes " are 
employed: Epanaphora, Po1ysyndeton, and :6.nally Apos
trophe, ina~mur.h as the speaker turns suddenly to absent 
persons. But as the orator, says Lord Brougham, continues 
t0 emphasise in his hrilliant exposition, the latter (those who 
fell at Ch~roneia) are placed in a similar position to the 
.r,cds by the formula of the oath, and further, as it is always 
the· battle and not the victory which is designated, those 
also who have not conquered are included in the oath and 
the Apotheosis, and therefore the combatants of Chceroneia 
must share the same honour; this raises and strengthens the 
~ptrits of the hearers in a wonderful manner. '"" , 

Dain says :"In connection with oratory we quote the 
crlclJrated adjuration of Demosthenes in the speeth on ··he 
Crown; probably the greatest effort ever made to soothe and 
reconole men under calam1ty and <iefeat. Demosthenes had 
himself been the chief adviser of strenuous resistance to 
Phil1p; the resistance had been unsuccessful, and he claimed 
honour for the intentions and the exertions of those engaged 
m 1t. The orator here has skilfully touched the most power
£~~ chords .in the minds of his audience, and trusting to the 
t ll ,·cts of l1lS address has dared the highest fl.iaht of fi.aurative 
boldness." b o 

Ca:dion: Sw~ar not to deceive or to confirm an untru~h 
as c!id ~\n!inchus to the Jews, thereby to deceive them, o; 
as Peter d1d when he swore he knew not the man. (Mark 
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xiv. JI : " But he began to curse and to swear, saying, I 
know not this man of whom ye speak.") 

That we use not this form of confirmation often, for 
often swearing cannot be without sin; it becomes odious to 
the hearer, and diminishes the credit of the speaker. 

Delivery : CamP. bell's \V ar Song of the Greeks, the Ortbo
phany gives the delivery thus: Orotund quality, impassioned 
force, vehement vanishing stress: 

" We've sworn by our country's assaulters, 
By the virgins they've dragged from our altars, 
By our .massacred patriots, our chil'dren in chains, 
By our heroes of old, and their blood in our veins, 
That living, we will be Vlttorious, 
Or that dying, our deaths shall be glorious." 

The following is the celebrated Orcas of Demosthenes, 
rhythmically divided by Blass, in the Greek text (see vertical 
lines in the delivery below): 

'AA.A.' oillc EuTtV, OVK fuTtV ihrwr; ~f.UlfJT€1€, avOp€<; 'ABr;va'iot, I 
TOV {nrl:p TYJ<; a7rllVTWV r.\wBr.p[ar; Kat (J'(J)Tr;p{ar; Ktvovvov apap.€VOL, I 
11-a rovr; ~'lapaBwvt 7rpo1avovvevG"avrar; rwv 7rpO"fovwv 1 Kat rovr; b 
ITA.a'Tatat\' 1rapara~afk€vov<; I Kat rou<; ev "iaA.afktV~ vavfkax/wavra~ 

I ' ' 'A I , I I '\'\ \ ' . I ) ' ~ teat rovr; €7T · prcfktG"L9_) Kat 7TOI\I\OV'J en pout; rov<; t.v rotr; or;fko· ~ 
ulot<; fkVTJfi'aG"t K€tfklvovr; a'YaBov<; avopar;, I ot" Cl7Tavra() OfkOlW() ~ 
'TrOAtt; ri}<; avr~<; a~U.VG"aG"a Ttfki)r; €Ba~€V, AlG"xivr;, I ovx£ TOV'; 
KaTopB(ouaVTM airr&>v ovo€ TOV~j Kpan/G"avrat; fkOVOVr;. 

Translation: "For if you now pronounce that my public 
conduct hath not been right, Ctesiphon must stand con
demned; it must be. thought that yourselves have acted 
wrong, not that you owe your present state to the caprice 
of fortune. But it cannot be, it cannot be, mv countrymen I 
that you have acted wrong in encountering danger bravely 
for the liberty and safety of Greece. 1 No! By those 
generous souls of ancient times who were exposed at Mara
thon! I By those who stood arrayed at PJatc.ea! J By those 
who encountered the Persian fleet at Saiamis! who fought 
at Artemisium ! I By all those illustrious sons of Athens, 
whose remains lie deposited in the public monument! I All 
of whom received the same honourable interment; not only 
those who prevailed, not only those who were victorious, and 
with reason, since all did the work of brave men, though 
each had the fortune that the Supreme Director of the World 
dispensed to each." 

Walker says that the last two members of the first sentence 
adopt the specific inflection, that is, falling inflection on the 
word" wrong, and rising on " fortune," as it is negative. 
(See Fig. Hypophora.) 

OXYMORON: Grerk o~u~. sharp, piercing, pointed, 
keen ; fkwpor;, dull, heavy, stupid, foolish, a remark that 
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">Ct ms to contradict itself; is a figure in which an epithet 
of a contrary signification is added to a word,. as cru~l 
kindness laborious idleness. It is used tor eptgrammattc 
<.ffcct, a~d Kinsbury says " is produced by a juxtaposition 
vf words of opposite meaning and has the efte~t of producmg 
.a sharp antithesis." By this figure contranes are acutely 
.and discreetly reconciled or joine~ togethe~ so that at fir~t, 
sight it seems to be spoken foohshly, wh1ch afterwards ts 
.acknowledged to have been hidden under a notable and , 
excellent wittiness. 

Examples: ' 
"How rich, how poor, how abject, how august, 

How complicated, how wonderful is ,man! " . . 
If the\' are silent,· they say enough. That somethmg ts 

nothing: A man is no man. Seeing and not seeing. In the 
lirrht and not in the light. 0 heavy lightness. Do make 
h;ste slowly, A wanton modesty, proud humility) knowing 
ignorance, a numberless number. Job xxii. 6: " Thou hast 
-stripped thr naked of their clothing." 

"At fond sixteen my roving heart 
\Vas pierc'd by lov~'s delightful dart: 
Keen transport throbb' d through every vein, 
I never felt so sweet a pain."-1Iontgomery. 

" And Pity, dropping soft the sadly-pleasing tear.'' 
· -G•ay. 

P ARADIASTOLE : Greek para, alongside, besides; dia, 
.n comp. one against another, or one with another, asunder; 
Jtello, to arrange, set in order; is a form ot speech whereby 
we note a difference, or dilate or enlarge on a matter by 
interpretation. It is also a contrast of similar things, as, 
for euphemism, for prodigality say liberality; a distinction 
hy which things that ha"·e some similitude are distinguished, 
as when you call yourself wise instead of cunning, brave 
mstead of presumptuous, frugal instead of miserly. It is a 
f1gure when we grant one thing that we may deny another. 

Examples: "Truth may be blamed but not shamed." 
" And untn the married I command, yet not I, but the 
Lc.rd . , . " 

PARAGOGE: Greek 1rapa, beyond, past;, 'a·yw, to lead; 
to lead past or beyond; is a figure of words whereby a letter 
c,r sy~:tblt> is added to the end of a word-e.g., The culpnt, 
tm·d nf bemg harangued and of having his back exposed to 
tht cold, rxclarmrd: " If you floggee, floggce; if you 
preachet>, pteachee; but no preachee and floggee both." 

PARAI!\ETICOK: Greek 7Tapa, from one to another (in 
<ompositi011) beyonJ : £iLI'Ew, to speak, to tell, speak in 
pa~sc c,f, <1pprove, advise, recommend; is a form of speech 
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by which the orator makes an exhortation, that is, urges by 
strong argument;- as to a good deed, etc. (Webster's Diction
ary gives- Para:nesis, a shorter tefm for 1 Paraineticon, as
meaning advice, an exhortatory composition.) Aristotle says_ 
that Exhortation' and Dehortation (profitable and unprofit
able) in Deliberative oratory refer to time to come. For 
these purposes the orator must be ready in the other prin
ciples, namely, of what is done and not done; possible and 
not possible; what is the greater good and what is the lesser. 
The orator exhorts and dehorts on these subjects and ends : 
(1) Business of the State, as levyi,ng of money, of peace and 
war, of safeguards of the country, of proYision, of making, 
laws. So that to speak in a council of st_ate, the orator. must 
know historv, sight of wars, travel, knowledge of rev~nue, 
expenses, forces, havens, garrisons, wares, and provisions in 
the state he lives in; and what is needful for the state to 
import or export. (2) The orator in exhorting always pro
pounds P elicity, or some part of felicity, to be attained by 
the a~tions he exhorts, and in dehortatlon to the contrary. 

Felicity is commonly meant, prosperity with virtue or co~
tinued content of life with surety; many and excellent friends, 
wealth, good offspring, good old age; honour and good 
fortune; virt'ue and its constituents, prudence, courage, justice 
and temperance. 

Th'e elements in the Deliberative Oratory are common 
opinions concerning good and evil, and are absolute or com
parative. The absolute are disputable and indisputable. Tlze 
indisputable are: (I} Good which we love for Itself; (2) that 
which every man with reason dictates; (3) that which satis
fies; (4) to take good and reject evil is good; (SY greatet.
good than lesser; (6) lesser evil for the greater; (7) pleasure; 
(R) all things beautiful; (9) justice, valour, temperance, mag
nanimity, magnificence. health, beauty, strength, riches, 
friends, honour and glory. The disputable are: ( 1) Whose 
contrary our enemies are glad of; (2) upon which much labour 
and cost have been bestowed; (3) what is suitable; (4) what 
we are fit for. On questions of good and expediency we 
must deduce our means of -persuading from hence. The 
comparative are: The greater good (a) must be of the same 
species, as frve g~intas are greater than one; (b) plurality _is 
a greater good than I one or few; even one object separated 
into the\r several constituents hare an air of superior great
ness (',' In this detail of- circumstances Sheridan's celebrated 
speech against Warren Hastings abounded"): (c) that which 
is conducive to a greater -number of uses; (d) that which is 
accompanied by less pain; (e) that which is- held dear is a 
g-reater good; (f) the greatest part of what is great, "!5 
Pericles said, " The youth were swept away from the city 
just as i£ spring were to be withdrawn from the year " ; 
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(g) that which men of practical wisdom, or the majority of 
pcrS'J1lS would lun.-e pronounced, or haYe to be the greater 
good. From these sources_ we ~educe our me~ns o~ persuad
mg in exhortation and d1ssuas10n. The dehberatlve orator 
must know governments. 

In the Dcmonstrati<:e oratory (rice and virtue; honourable 
and dishonourable) these are the objects of the orator- who 
praises and blames. The ~onomable is that whi~h _we love 
for itself and that good whrch pleases us because 1t 1s good. 
The constituent parts of virtue are justice, courage, temper
ance, magnificence, magnanimity, liberality, placability, 
wisdom. Those virtues are the highest which are most 
beneficial to others. 

Amplification is more proper to demonstrative oratory than 
any other. For here the actions aze confessed, and the 
orator's part is only this-to contribute unto them magnitude 
and lustre. Examples suit deliberative oratory, because we 
there decide by arguing of the future from 'what has gone 
b~ore. I 

DeliberatiYe and DemonstratiYe oratory hare one point in 
common-for whateYer we would sugg~st to a man in giving 
adrice, that, by change of diction, becomes an encomium. 

Points men are alic·e or are insensible to·: An audience 
gires credit to a speaker that appears to possess these three 
qualities-prudence, moral excellence, and the lza6ng our 
interest at lzeart; for men are fallacious in what they alle~e 
c.r advise; either from, want of ability they do nQt rightly 
apprehend the question, or rightly apprehending it, from 
depravity they do net tell ) ou what they think; or being 
men of ability and moral excellence, they have not your 
interest at heart and do not advise you what is best, 
though they know fully V.·hat is best. The feeling our 
intere;,t and of friendliness are "slzown in the emotions' or 
r~wions; for instance, anger, pity, fear, ·etc., and their 
<'pposite>s. Aristotle describes all the passions with which 
an orator must be well a<tJuainted if he hopes to exhort or 
dthort effectirelv. (See figs. Pathopcria, Emphasis and 
E oilog-ue for full details.) ~len are alive or sensible to: 
,·,) Sltame: The thing:. they are ashamed of: (a) cowardice, 
as to throw away arms, run away, etc.; (b) sign of injustice, 
as to deny that entrusted to one's charge; (c) sign of 
:Netchcdness, as to borrow, and so to praise as,if to ask; 
(d) s1g-n of intemperance, as cohabit with whom, when and 
where he ought not to; (e) flattery, to praise one's virtues 
too much and slur over their vices; (f) hankering after lucre, 
as to gain from paltry sources, as from the poor or from 
the dead; (g) sign of effemznacy, as unable to endure such 
U.lo:.m a5 tl:ose e!Jers or inferiors do ; (h) pusillanimity, 
.JS to be lJeholden to another; (i) sign of arrogance, as to be 
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one's own which belongs to another; (j) sign of zanily, as. 
to ".~low. one_'s trumpet"; (k) sign of disgrace, as the non
partiCipation m those creditable qualities which either every
body has, or all our equals, or a greater part of them par
~a~e, as not being educated; and (l), sign of depravity when 
tt IS your fault.* 

The orator must not overlook the fact that thinas do not 
show themselves in the same light to persons a{fected by 
love, by hatred, by anger, and those disposed to placa
bility; also (1) how men are affected; (2) toward whom; 
and (3) for what. Persons who are angry-i.e., who seek 
reven~e because' they or some of theirs have been neglected 
or slighted-are those who have been treated with con
tempt, that is considered little as compared to themselYes, 
treated with contumely, that is disgraced or made fun of 
for pastime; and have been crossed, that is hindered without 
profit to the hinderer. In short, they are angered against 
such as mock, deride, and jest at them, contradict th('m, 
underrate what they are interested in, look indifferently on 
what they have put labour and study upon, more against 
friends, as they are disappointed at evil from them; such 
as do not look up to them, such as should help and neglect 
to do it, jest when we are serious, forget our names, and 
announce evil tidings. Sick men, poor men, lovers, and 
generally all that desire and attain not, are angry at those 
who stand by unmoved. It is necessary for an orator to 
work . up his audience by his speech into such a frame of 
mind as that under which men are prone to anger, and his 
opponent, too, as one to be angry with. Men wlio ' are 
placable are 'those in a frame of mind opposite to feeling 
angry-i.e., when in amusement, in mirth, festivity, amid 
rejoicings, success or glorification, or, in a word, when in 
a state of freedom from pain, amid chastened pleasure and 
virtuous hope; those who have laid aside their anger because 
they have got victory, or offender has suffered or been 
revenged by another; offender dead or msensible. The 
orator must appease the audience by working up the hearers 
themselves into feelings as described; and those with whom 
they are enraged, either as objects of fear, or as deserving 
reverence, or as persons who have benefited them, or as 
having been involuntary agents, or as now exceedmgly 
pained at what they have done. 

Toward whom men entertain friendly feelings- or liatred. 
and wliy :' we feel friendly to those who participate in our 
joy, are pleased at our good fortune, and are aggrieved at 
our sorrows, but not from motire; those who . are friends 

· • Dr. Johnson refuted the argument of those opposed to the e.t~cdtion of the p or on the 
ground that it would rai!e thfi• ideals above their sphere in life, Sa) ing that if only a few be 
educate· I it is a di;tinction. and tbe contrary will result if education be made general, it would
thereby destroy the distinction and make it a shame not to be educated. 
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and foes to the same. persOns, 'those who . suffer, th~ > ~ame '· 
evil. those who are liberal and· brave,' the: just, ,thQse }yhof, 
&re pleasant companions, not quarrelspme · . or , content~ou~; :1 

who have a happy tum ~ p~sing .a'joke/w.ho ·~r~~s .~eatly; 1 
who imitate us but not nval us, or· get thetf' 'tvelihood out · 
-of the same profession,· as . "potter hates potter.~'· tbooe ~ho ·•' 
do not inspire us •with. fear.· · The causq .olr'frie.ndship, are 
gratuitous benefit!,: the. ren~e~ing' of setvlce. unsol~cite4; aJ1d : ... 
pri\;a~ely. The orator mus~ pro~e th~se fo .. be .fr~~ds·.!Jlld, 
enemtes · whQ are really so, and dra~ over. ~ho~e-',W~o, are.-, 
hesitating a., t6 ~hether. an. act lwas.· dofl:e: .. fro~·:n;to~tve~.fbf :. 
anget or. hatred. .(Anger· 15 temporary;· and :15 . cure4 . by.,:· 
time; hatred is··P,fl'mane.n:t/is :incurable, ~n4·.seek,s':the~ tx~.· 
tinction of the obJect of ·11s .hatred.) .. · ~ . .' . ~ .:.·. \j /'·; · .• ~ .. ··::·· '' 

T !tin gs OJtd, m~n · 1 () he )eaied: ·. an . irreparable .: ertor: by: 
on~5elf, except by an· epemy,. ~d ... the :.approaCh:·.otdange~ ;; 
-u., the nearness of the evil .feared; men .. to. be .fea.red
are such as_ know. our faults and our;.:weaknes5es, .· ~S' catlA!>~ 
us harm,- those whQ have been ':Vronged ·o~. conc~1ve ... ~em- · 
selves, wronged,·· for they: are -on ~he look-<>ut~ to ,'r~talia~~ ;- .~ 
th?Se. who have·, wro~~~d others, who are:, compe~lt.or,s.~,~ m·:; 
thmgs · that. cannot satisfy both 1- those feared 'by. men\ mo~e · 
powerful than we are; those '·who,.- have·. attacked'·:· :thetr. 
inferiors, and those 'who s~ak 'their 

1
minds freely' ot·pass1o~~ 

ately.. If the orator desires to put fear/ into hi$' audie~e~:. 
he must .set .them. off as persons,liable. ~o 'suffer/a~ 9thers_·, 
greater than .they have suffered; that,the!r equals· have.been . 
. exposed to suffering. and at ,~e h~ds of, tru.?se lther)~ii:S~·. 
thought, and ata tlme.least 1magmed. · , .. :, ...... :";·. •· 

Tltose wlto are'.not afraid .are thostwh~~expe~t'~o e:V:il~ 
or not now. or. not th1s, or not from those;· those. whOse' 

·feelings have ·been _chilled as to:· 'what 'awaits theni{>'those · 
Y;·ho have alrea~y be~n on. the rack.' · .. : ·. ·-,.· ,· ~~ : · .. -,':.. ·· ·., ~ 

Thou who are confi/Jenr are those who hope' things:.help--:
ful near at hand, and from whom evil· i~ .far off~ those who 
.attack first,' as . they. think' they will succeed. at last r those ' 
who.h~ve means of recovery_ f~om· or aver~ing loss; who. have 
n.ot lDJUred ~t}lers, Of been ~DJUred them~e}ves j have DO greaf. 
ravals, or, 1f great, are fnends whom' we have1 benefited; 

! those _who have often escaped danger, and not suffer~d! who \ 
ha\·e .mostly succeeded. well; who. have never exp~neneed. 
,calam1ty; who see thetr equals are not afraid; •and'· those. 
v:ho hue wherewith to· make themselv5 feared,· as wealth,.' 
strength, friends •. territory, and warlike, preparations.~ either·. 
all or the most tmportant of· them; the innocent who have 
wronged no one: or not many, br those ·of such character 

· as are to be apprehensi\'e <tf; in a word, whose 'account 
.stands well an c heav.m ( cf. Aristotle, transla1!ed by Theodore 

1 .Buckley,,B.AJ , · · 
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:Jien are ~~nsible t~ sham~ ( 1) when they are suffenng or 
about to sutter anythmg whtch tends to loss of self-respect, 
or loss of esteem, or is disgraceful, or lendina oneself pei
sonaliy in any action where there is an ide~ of sufferincr 
insult. (2) Be/ore_jhose «:e r£Spect, those that admire u~ 
and those whom we admire, whose opinions we do not 
contemn; (~I ashamed before old and u•ell-bred men; (4) those 
we liz·e with always; (5) those not guilty of the same fault; 
(6) those that reYeal our faults, such as are injured and on 
the look-out to retaliate, tatlers, jesters, scoffers, comic poets; 
(7) of those before whom we ha\-e had al"'J.·ays good success, 
of such as desire our friendship, of our familiars that know 
none of our faults . 

. Men are affected and feel shame when the world is lookincr 
on, when discredit may attach on their conduct or that ci 
their ancestors, or any 'of those they are closely connected 
with. • 

:\Ien are insensible to shame in the pre~ence of those whose 
judgment most we despise, or w~ose opinion they hold cheap. 
for no one feels shame before children or brutes. 

The orator must dispose his audience to gratitude, or pity, 
or indignation, or even· to en1·y, if he does not desire his 
adversary to prerail. 

)Ien feel gratitude to\vard such as bestow ·a benefit, not in 
return for something or to accrue to the object. 

Those who feel pity are those who hare passed through 
suffering, old men, weak men, timorous men, educated 
people, those that· hare parents, wife, and children. Those 
who feel indignation are those deserving to hare the highest 
goods and those, not their equals, getting them, the ambitious 
who do not obtain what the undesen·ing do. Those who 
feel em:y are those who feel that erery man is carrying cif 
what belongs to them, those esteemed on account of their 
.wisdom, and narrow-minded men, as to them everything 
aopears of consequence. Tho.se who feel emulation are those 
who desire to acquire those things which are held in honour 
and which admit of one's gaining them for himself; it is 
not like envy which wished to dispossess the good others 
hare, but to acq1lire it for themselves, such as wealth. 
number of friends, office, etc., for men feel emulous of such 
goods. Objects of emulation are things that tend to. benefit 
others as well as aid them. Persons who are ob;ects of 
emulation are those who ·possess courage, wisdom, sove
reignty, for these ha,·e the power of benefiting many; 
generals, orators and all who hare abilities, those whom 
manr wish to resemble or admire, who ha,·e many friends 
and· acquaintances, those whom poets, praise, etc. The 
orator has this as one of the means of ezcitin< and all1ying 
the passions in the breast and of persuading. The young 
and high spirited are mostly affected by emt:lati~n. 
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For the purpose of effectively per_suadi_Iig, Exhorti~g and 
Dehotting, the orator should have m mmd ~he habzts a::Jd 
passions oi the old, the young and the _ mtddle-aged, for 
each, Aristotle. says, welcomes an address worded to the1r 
o\vn disoosition. 

Tl.e ['Jimg, Aristotle says, follow impu~se, are changeable, 
fastidic.us, Yiew everything in a good hght, as they ha,-e 
not seen much deprarity; sanguine, for they _are w~rmed 
bv r.ature JUSt as old men are warmed by wme, bemg a 
kind of natural drunkenness; they are full of courage and 
hope, for they ha,·e years to come, and have little memory; 
they lore and hate to excess, and have too great .earnestne_ss;, 
they overdJ everything and know everythmg-, once havmg 
given their opinion they are obstin~te; they are fo~d o! boon 
compan0ns, fond of jests; they p1ty e\·ery one, judgmg by 
their own innocence, the sufferer undesernng; they are apt 
to violent anger and want to execute i~ with their own hands ; 
they long ftrvently and are soon satisfied; want victory and 
superiority J for superiority i& a kind of victory J and love 
honour more than proh and money; are easily deceiYed, etc,. 

The Habits and Passions of tlze Old are all contrary to 
these of the youth; they neither asseYerate anything, nor 
determine anythmg; they are doubtful, they always suppose 
but know nothing, questioning eve~ything, always subjoining 
"pcrL:1ps " or ''possibly "; do thmgs less whcmentlv than 
fit, they err in everything, more on the side of defect than 
the:c ought; view everything on the dark side; look on the 
dark sicle, are pee,·ish because. t~ey interpret everything to 
the worst; are distrustful and tlm'd; keen orr ererythincr that 
supports life, as little of life remains to them, and we

0 
value 

mrJ~t t::at which we most lack; look more to profit, covetous 
ar.d _iiliLeral, knowing how easy it is to lose money. and how 
hard It IS to get it; hope little, as their expectations have 
often tumed ?ut wrongly; t~lkative, fer they live on memory 
wh:ch t!1ey hKe to reca~l; d1shke appearances; they live more 

rc2son and calculatwn than honour; they pity misrortune 
. they are weak and the same might befall them; are 

con~ plammg because. they think evil is nea~; they trespass 
aM ,n_n:re on the s1de of mahce, a:1d not m contumely as 
lLt:- ~·outh; they are the reverse of fondness for mirth because 
of th~'ir infirmity . 
. Persc.ns of Middle Age or Prime of Life are of a disposi

t;,un, ~~~t:rmedtate between the old an~ young, subtracting 
Le c'.ce::oscs d f_ach; they are not rash m too great a degree, 
nor too much g-1ven to fear, neither dare nor fear too much, 
~ut whz,t 1s f.t; they do not believe all nor reject all, but 
JU? J'~ CC•I1f•1rmabJe tO truth; neither do ther lire with a \·iew 
sok:_1; to \':hat is honourable nor soldy to ·what is expedient 
o~. ~cr p:~·t~. but b:lth; r.e1~her coretous nor prodigal, but 
"L.,J IS L.ttmg; neither eas11y angered r.or too full tJf hope 
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or_ desire, nor yet stupid, but between both;. they are spirited 
w1th coolnes.s, the young being spirited with intemperate 
.rashness, while the elderly are of a chastened or chilled spirit 
and are timid. In a word, whatever advantages youth and 
age have divided between them, the middle age possesses 
both, and in whatever they are in excess or defect, it holds 
.a mean and what is fitting. The body is in prime about 
from 30 to 35, and the mind about 49 years. · 

Those of High Birth; they are more ambitious than others, 
for when any possession is realised to them, they are wont 
to accumulate upon it; they are liable to indulge m contempt 
upon those whose ancestors are not so good or do not go 
sq·far back as theirs, and afford a ready plea for arrogance; 
generous when they have kept up the family quality, not 
degenerated, that is not become stupid or blockish or mad. 

Character of the Rich .is overbearing and insolent from 
being tainted in a certain way of getting their wealth; they 
are contumelious and proud, this they have from riches, for 
seing everything may be had for money, having money they 
think they have all that is good; they are effeminate, 
affectedly delicate and purse-proud, fastidious, and violate 
the rules of good breeding; boast of their wealth, and speak 
in high terms foolishly; they think themselves worthy of 
command, having that by which men attain command and 
office; they are delicate on account of their luxurious lives 
and the display they make of their prosperity. In a word, 
the. disposition of the rich is that of a fool amid prosperity. 

The Recently Rich (nouveau riche) are different from the _ 
rich of old; the former have all these faults in a greater· 
degree, and are inexpert in wealth; are, as it were, apprentice 
in wealth. They are guilty of offences, not of a malicious 
nature, but such as are of contumely or intemperance; for 
instance, in the case of assault or adultery. 

Disposition of Men in Power: Those in power resemble 
the rich, but they are more ambitious, more manly; they 
have a greater sense of honour than the rich; they are more 
industrious., for power is sustained by industry. They are 
the less given to trifling business, because from a necessity 
of looking after their power they are constrained to a diligent 
attention; they comport themselves with a dignity which is 
conciliatory rather than repulsive, a softened and grateful 
sedateness, and when they do injuries they are great ones. 

Prosperous Men or the fortunate: Their manners. are com· 
pounded of those of nobility, the rich, and those in power. 
Prosperity in children and goods of the body make men 
desire to exceed others in the goods of fortune. ille~ who 
prosper have this ill, that they are more proud and mcon
siderate than others, are overbearing in consequence of pros
perity ... The fortunate are religious in consequence of the 
good accrued to them from fortune. 
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~fanners of poor ~n, obscure men, men without: po~er .. 
and men in adversity may be collected from. the. contrary)£ 1,' 

what has been said. I . ' ··: ·. · ~· ... ·.I .• ' ·-t i,; .. : .. :.:·. 
The speaker ~ndeavours to ·arrive at a deci~i~n by. e.thori•(_ .. 

ing or dissuadtng, because what we have dectded on there.: 
is no further need of 1 an' oration. In· addition" to' the~" fore-· . 

·going, which· serve. as ·means of exhorting· or 'et:rsuadip.~,-~· 
ther~ · is ·.the ... chief question, P.ossible. and imposs1bl~ ;' !o~ : ~ ·· 
a thmg ts not posstble. there ts al$o no. -need of an ~o~abon" 
as no one desires ~he impossible.. :· 1• '. . < > . : · ,:} -l 1~ ,.··· ' ; , . 

Cice~o, respectmg the "'Para~netzcon. OJ::; exhortation •... ci:Dd.~, 
regqrtlmg the speech to the· people.·· says: .t" For pers1:1admg" 
there is nothing more desirable than wortlr., . which' is _of,:the' ·.: 
greatest utility. He wiU exhort, his audience to 'honou~ b)'·· 
. collecting examples of <Yiir ancestors which. may 'be lriiitated J • 

with glo~y though attended with din;ger; he . w~llexp~tia~e /_ 
on the unmortal fame among· postertty; he· Will. mamtain: · . 
advantages arising ,from honour and that W is ·always coho: ', 
nected with worth. What is possible or impossible,'. neces-i ~. 

1sarv or ~nnecessary ·are questions of the greatest momr:_nt,- "~: 
not possible all debate ends. . As' the coricerns of the Repubhc 
are of most importance,· and as the commotions of tht multi-i. 
tude are· of extraordinary . violence, a more grand ·.and· im; ' 
posing method seems necessary to adopt, 'and the. greatest;'-, 
part of the speech is· to be devoted to the excitement of the: : 
~eelings either. by Exhortation_ or. th~ commemoration ~f' soll_le .. '~· 
illustnous ~~bon, or by, movmg ·the people to hope; or Jear · ., 
or to ambttlon or desrre of glory: and often; 'also,' to ·dis, 
suade them from temerity, from rage, from ardent expect<I.: · 
tion, .fr~~ injustice, !rom envy, from· crue~ty .... >. ·. : _.:.~ . • :·· 

Oumhlhan . says: · f o. persuade ~d 4•ssuade; · thete·: are', ~ 
three: what IS the subJect for dehberatlon ?. who are· tllose· · 
that deliberate? what is the character· of· him· that. would ". 

-..influe.nce their deliberations? (I) 11,1s it certain 'o(uocertairt 
that 1t ~an be done, can th~ isth~us be cut through? ~~ · ·If 
no~ conJectural, then the dehberahon mayi be on some ·other: 
pomt, as what is lzonourable, what is useful, what is neces- ;_ 
sary for persuading; or .what is easy, impo~ant, ple~in~·,. 
or fre~ from da~ger, wh~ch bel?ng_ t.o expediency,:· as' 1t, 1S 1 

exped1ent but dtfficult, . ts of httle ~portance, unpleasmt: ·' 
or dan~erous. (2) Who those that 'deltherate ~re: to recom· :, 
mend honourable meal!ures to those who are honourable : is · 
e~sy, but to t~e unprincipled,, th_ey ·must not. be reproached 
wtth th~ oppos1te n~ture. of theu lt\'es. (3) Htr1t wlr.o t{lr.ortr · 
or adVIses: what ts hts authority, credit, 1 age, experteii.cet 
etc. · 1 , .. 

, M~ans_, which is ~ne of' the powerful. element~· in.' 'tb~ 
Parametlcon, supposes power 1 as . we suppose · the ' smiller 
number was kille~ by the larger number, weaker by the: 
strcnger, unsuspectmg by the well prepared; also. instruments, . 

- I . 
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resources, etc. Presumptive evidence arises from instruments, 
as a sharp weapon was found sticking in his body. 

Examples are of most effect in deliberative oratory. Camp-
. bell, in his " Philosophy of Rhetoric,'' says there is no 
persuasion without appeal to the passion, that the coolest 
reasoner always in persuading addresseth himself to the 
nassions some way or other. The .first is to excite some 
desire. or passion in the hearer· and the second is to satisfy 
their judgment that there is a connection between the action 
to which he would oersuade them and the gratification of the 
desire or passion which he excites. TillS is _the analysis 
of persuasion. ' · ' 

There are two things, sars Whately, regarding persuasion, 
, necessary to influence the will: First, object proposed should 

appear· -desirable; sencond, means suggested should be pw::ed 
conducive to the attainment of that object. which depends 
upon the process of reasoning. Persuasion depends on the 
(II argument to prove the expediency of the means pro
posed; (2) exlzortation-i.e., excitement of men to adopt those 
means by representing the end as suff1ciently desirable. 

Bain says: Political oratory may be defined as the art of 
persuadmg some society or body of people or a nation at 
large to adopt, for the good of society, some- one line of 
policy rather than another. 

"Pmdential E.tlzortatio1l must proceed by vividly depicting 
the good or evil consequences of actioas to the agent's own 
self." Bain recommends that one should have a systematic 
scheme of man's nature: To what extent the feelings common 
to human beings are dcwloped in the particular class he has 
to deal with; whether disposed for action prinClpally or 
emotion, for love or hatred, veneration or self-esteem; for 
fine arts or fer dutv I studious acquirements or recreative 
sports; their specific loves a:1d Yeneration, party ties, objects 
of respect; their practical maxims, education, experience, 
principles of aCtions; their individual and sooal ends, the 
prevailing opinions and sentiments (allowing for party differ
ences) relating to the mode of conducting public affairs 
(livelihood, actirities,, e,tc. ), etc. -:-these are the data of the 
orator and his medium of persuasion, these are the major 
premises of his reasonings, the minor are the applications. 
11 Just before you, are generous " is a maxim with a number 
of followers; another, '' ~Ian must live for something higher 
than him~clf ": " The earth has been a~si-e;ned by its Creator 
to each generation of men in tum for their support, a!1d any 
dominton a man is allowed to exercise must be bounded by 
the interest of succeeding generation." Inattention to the· 
character of the persons addressed will render nugatory the 
oratorical efforts of the highest genius. 

The Jfecms of Persuasion: "It may be based on simple 
..i::om.municatio~; description of scenes that arouse passion, 
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1~arration, as the chain of erents that favour the speaker's 
s1de; besides the recital of facts, persuasive touches may 
be introduced, and exposition as a few examples and defint
tion may be highly. effective in oratoric~! stimulation, ~s 
Demosthenes' detimtwn of law; also h1s elaborate antl
thetical definition of two species of character. the $traight
forward adviser and the truckler, in <!lrder to point out the 
~:ont\ast between himself and his adversary." 

"Pitt's definition of a ' theatrical parr;' Hall's exposition 
of slavery to create a fe~ling/ of detestation; also . Similes, 
Metaphors, Antitlzeses, Epzgrams, balanced constructzon,. have 
all the effect of deepening the . hold of certain things upon 
the- mind and thereby increasing their fo~ce when used in . ,, _, 
persuasiOn. . 

Winans says: "Pocket-book interest is the surest to which 
.a theme can be linked. The audience likes to identify the 
familiar in a new guise, to find that accepted princi!:>les 
have application hitherto unknown." 

Co!nmenting upon the eloquence of the late ex-President 
RooseYelt, the " Daily News" of London said: " He had 
a gift of carrying his audience with him by his intensity, 
and of persuading them he was saying something profound 
when, as a matter of fact, he was only relating familiar 
truths." 

To recapitulate: \Ve have shown the character a~d disposi
tions of men, as all sorts enter a _public audience, as being 
necessary to know so as effectively {o exhort. We have shown 
1he necessity of identifying the speaker's theme with the 
interest of his hearers; the necessity of appealing to the 
passions, which makes this an exceptionally good figure for 
the Epilogue (~os. 2 <md 3); the necessity of bringing in 
the greatest eloquence riridly to set forth the object and end; 
and the nl'ccssity of arguing the means most suitable to 
effectuate the-·object. \Ve shall now pass to a few examples 
of ~he Deliz:ery of the Paraineticon. The delivery must be 
vanous because the figures are nrious, such as Antithesis, 
ealanced structure, Parisen, Simile, Narration, Description, 
and others according to the emotion or passion reigning at 
the t1me. 

Thr Tone 'rA roice: Walker says: In exhorting, encourag
m;;, and persuading-, the Yoice softens of lore, intermingled 
w1th the ~1rmness of courage, the arms sometimes spread as 
m entreatmg-e.g., "\\'hy look you sad? Be great in act 
as yr,u ha\·e in thought." -Kiner John. 

\\'11liam Russell directs a pwper union of the radical stress, 
and h\'t>ly movement in this example of Animated Exhorta
tion: u Look forward to the triumph that awaits you. Fight 
tLe gcc,d fight, fznislz your course, keep the faith; there is 
Lnd up fvr you a crown of righteousness which the Lord the 
R1ghkcus Judge shall gire unto you at that day. \\'hat, 
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thougll in the navigation of life, you have sometimes to en
counter the war of elements? What thouglz the winds raae, 
tlwuglz the waters roar and danger threatens around? Beh~ld 
at a distance the mountains appear, your friends are im
patient for your arrival, already the feast is prepared; and 
the rage of storm shall serve only to waft you sooner to the 
ha,·en of rest. No tempests assail those blissful reg10ns which 
approach to riew-all is peaceful and serene; there you shall 
enjoy eternal comfort; and the recollection of the hardships 
which you now encounter shall heighten the felicity of better 
days." -J!oodie. Nearly all the clauses in the foregoing 
example commence with the radical stress, and this passage 
illustrates the great principle of exhorting, that is, giring a 
reason. The reasons here are "a crown," "a feast," the 
"haven of rest," and without these reasons it would be a 
command pure and simple, which might be resented. The 
,-oice is strong- in Exhortation. 

Gestztre: Quintillian says that in Exhortation, and in 
giving thanks and in like subjects, our action should be 
animated. It is a gesture in exhortation when the hand is. 
presented in a hollow form with the fingers apart, and rai~ed 
with some spirit abO\·e. the top of the shoulder, not tremulous, 
for this is theatrical. 

To summarise, Quintillian also says that persuasio"- greatly 
depends upon the assertion, which sometimes has more effect 
than proof: "Would these statements hare been de!i\·ered in 
such a way if they had not been true? " Let confidence, 
therefore, and firmness be apparent in the orator's manner. 
The first part of the Paraineticon, which may be taken as 
it were the fi.rst part of an antithesis, is delin'red in the st~·le 
of fi.ne eloquence, magniticently and vividly setting forth the 
object and end; and the second part, antiphonic, assertiw 
and argumentative, showing the expediency, means, etc. 

PARALEPSIS: Greek para, beyond, besides, gomg 
beyond or by; leipo, leave, to leave on one side, leave un
noticed, as going by; is a fi.gure b)' which the speaker artfully 
pretends to pass by what he really mentions ?r really em
phasises. It is introduced by some such ~xpression as " Say
ing nothing of," "I let pass," "I am silent,'~ "I will_ leave 
out " "I omit., followed immediatelv b,- a bnef but eftecttre 
statement of a' strong- point. It is defi.~ed, as Baden. says, 
by Alexander III. 23 and Hermogenes IL 374· By tlm pre
tended omission the speaker really brings forward. all that 
he desires, and is sared from dwelling upon the less Important 
subjects, also is enabled to gire hints only, when fuller 
details would be to his disad,·antage. The more subtle: uses 
of Paralepsi'1 belong to practical oratory.· 

C. Julius Victor wr: .... fully defines Paralepsis t~us: " Para
lepsis is as when one deliberates, as it were, With the aud1-
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ence, or even with the opponent, for the purpose of describing 
the speech or manners of a man, to adumbrate something 
by silent mention, to turn the mind from what is discussed, 
to convert it into hilarity and laughter, to check an inter
rupter, to speak what we say we are reticent about, to fore
shadow what should be avoided, to irritate, to rebuke, to 
deprecate, to correct, desire, execrate, and similar to be 
discerned and not fully told. Paralepsis is one of the 
Schemata Dianceas, that is, Figures of Thought.'' 

Examples: From Virgil: " Quid repetam exustas Erycino 
in litore classes? "-tEn. ro, 36. (Trans.: "Why should I 
tell the tale of shiphost burnt on Erp1x shore? ") Example 
from Demosthenes, with the Paralepsis at the begznmng of 
tlte portrayal (a good form for personal tributes or eulogy), 
Leptines, ;6: "You know, perhaps, without my tellmg you, 
that Chabrias was a noble man; yet there is nothmg to pre
vent my briefly mentioning his performances. in what 
mrmner he took the field with you ·against all the Pelo
ponnesians at Thebes, and how he slew Gorgopas in .£gina, 
and how many trophies he raised in Cyprus,. and afterwards 
in Egypt, and how, traversing as he did almost every place, 
he nowhere disgraced the name of the commonwealth, or 
himself; all these things it is not easy to speak of as they 
desen)e, and it would be a shame that in my description they 
5hould fall below the opinion which you entertain of him. 
Those, however, which no language of mi1ie could degrade, 
I will endeavour to recall to your mmds. He vanquished the 
Laced;x-monians at sea, and captured forty-nine galleys; he 
took the greater number of those islands and delivered them 
up to you, and made them friendly, when before they were 
hostile; he carried to Athens three thousand prisoners, and " 
brought in more than a hundred and ten talents, the spoil 
of the enemy. To these facts some of the eldest among you 
can bear witness. And, bes1des, he captured above twenty 
galleys more, taking them one and two at a time; all of 
which he brought into your harbours. To sum up the whole, 
he IS . the only gent>ral who never lost a smgle city or post 
or ~h:p or soldier when he commanded you; none of your 
enemies has any trophy over you and him, while you have 
many O\'er many enemies under his command." In the fore
gomg example, Blass says that the figure at the beginning 
sen·es to emphasise what follows, while what has taken place 
already app~::ars as great. 1 

If ere the Paralepsis comes after: Demosthenes \'S. Meid, 
I 5 : " What troub.le he caused. ~e by oppos-ing the dis
rhar~e of my chonsters from mihtary duty, or by offering 
h1msdf as. supenntendent fur the Dionysia and requiring you 
to tlect h1m, or m other ways of that sort ... I shall pass 
by; for I am aware that, although to me, who was then 
annoyed and msulted, everv one of these affronts caused as 
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much irritation as 'the gravest injury could have done to you 
who are out of the affair, they would hardly appear worth 
while going to trial about. l will mention only that, the 
hearing of which will excite equal indignation in you all." 

An ez6mple of modesty in speaking of oneself (see also 
Emb. 242, under the Fig. Ethos), Demosthenes on the Crown, 
268: " Such has been my character in political matters. In 
private, if you do not know that I have been liberal and 
humane , and charitable to the distressed . . . I am silent,. 
I will not say a word, I will offer no evidence on the sub
ject, either of persons whom I ran.somed from the enemy, or 
of persons whose daughters l helped to portion, or anything 
else of the sort. For this is my maxim. I hold that the 
one receiving an obligation should ever remember it, the 
party conferring should forget it Immediately, if the one is 
to act with honesty, the other with meanness." 

An example from .tEschines vs. Demosthenes : " I pass 
over the forged letters, and the seizing of spies, and ~he 
tortures for crimes never committed, as if I, II!' conjunction 
with certain persons, wished to make innovations in the 
:state." ' 

Daniel. Webster, in his reply to Hayne, used this figure 
several times: ','I h11ve not allowed myself to look beyond. 
the Union to see what might be hidde:1 in the dark recess 
behind. . . . I shall enter no encomium upon Massachusettes_ 
She needs none. There she is-behold her., 

Use: Paralepsis is used for the purpose of commending 
without appearing lavish and sycophantic (see Lept. 76); 
it is used to speak modestly of oneself, as in the Emb. 242, 
and the Crown 268. t Aquila :f\omanus says that by means 
of this figure we are able to speak of things which if said 
directly would become envious, odious or vain-glorious. It 
is used, as Blass says, to emphasise what follows, which is 
really what has to be said; while that whic{l has taken place 
already appears as great, as in Phil. III. 26 and Olynth: 
l 13. The emphasis is increased by the imagination of the 
hearers in this respect, that if the things the speaker says 
he passes over or treats as if comparatively nothing, how 
terrible must be those which he omits, and how terrible would 
they appear if he said them directly. Volkmann's "Herma
,::roras " says that Paralepsis co11tributes to Deinotes (force). 
Demetrius, respecting force by rhetorical figures, points out 
that it tan be secured by figures conveying the speaker's 
thought-e.g., that which is called " prretermission, 11 as in 
~·I pass O\'er Olynthus, ::\lethone, Appollonia, and two-and· 
thirty towns on the confines of Thrace., -Demos. In these 
words the orator has said eYerything he wished,, while pro
fessing to haYe passed e\·erything over in his desire to proceed· 
to I weightier matte~ In a word, it is used in all the cases 
mentioned by C. Julius Victor in his definition abore; and 
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as Blass states, to make more effecti<·e what is. mentioned, 
which, like many other figures of tho~ht, SP,nngs from a 
certain shrewdness and clever calculation, wh1ch cleYerness 
comes in (see Baden) by giving hint.s, etc., only, \~hc!l fuller 
details would be !o the speaker's d1sadrantage: lf IS m?st 
fit to accuse and reprehend, and most usually m a negative 
form, and sometimes it serves to comrp.and. 

·cautioJt: This figure is m~st abused ~y malice, as. when 
it is applied in false accusatiOn or mallC!ous detractiOn or 
feigned praise. ' 

Delivery: As this is a figure of Deinotes (force), abounding 
chiefly in censure, rebuke, denunciation, etc., the delivery 
for the most parts would be forcible, that is quick in these 
matters of attack, therefore the Paraleptic expression, .. I pass 
over," "I say nothing about/' etc., should naturally be of 
the same strain. If the subject-matter be commendatory, 
panegyrical and the like, the delivery of the Paraleptic form. 
would be correspondingly smooth, rhythmic and flowing; 
likewise if the subject-matter is sad, or melancholy. The 
tone of voice which is characteristic of the passion or emotion 
which at the time affects the speaker should always be 
observed. In other words, if the subiect is one cf the Pathos 
(impassioned), the Paralepsis would -likewise be in the same 
tenor; and if one of the Ethos (mild/ gentle, etc.), it would 
accordingly be in the same strain. 

PARALLELISJI: Greek para, alongside, in comparison 
with; a/los, another; is a form of speech used by the orator 
in making a repetitjon of construction, that is the construc
tion a1read y applied to dements within the sentence. 

Examples: A splendid example_ of Parallelism is shown 
in the following lecture by Roht. G. Ingersoll on Shakespeare, 
which Garret P. Serrias in his " Eloquence " sa vs: " N' at
withstanding their exaggeration and their flights' of fanciful 
rhetoric, such sent<'nces cc,ming from a speaker of Ingersoll's 
charm of rmce and manner had the effect of a strancre music 
which fascinates every hearer." , 0 

Ingersoll's Parallelism. 
. '' He exceeded all the sons of men in the splendour of h~s 
U?agmat10n. To him the whole world p.aid tribute, and 
~ature poured her treasures at his feet. In him all races 
li\'ed again, and e\·en those to be were pictured in his brain. 

11 

He was a man of imacrination-that is to say of genius 
-and, harmg- seen a leaf and a' drop of water: he could 
construct th,· f,,n·sts, the ri\·ers, and the seas; and in rus 
presence all the cataracts would fall and foam the mists rise 
the clouds form and float. ' · ' 
. ~" If. Shakespeare knew one fact, he knew its kindred and 
1ts r.r1ghbours. Looking at a ccat of mail, he insta:1tly 
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imagined the society, the conditions, that produced it and 
what it, in turn, produced. He saw the castle, the moat, 
the draw-bridge, the .lady in the tower, and the knightly 
lover spurring across the plam. He saw the bold baron and 
the rude retamer, the trampled serf, and all the glory and 
the grief of feudal life. 

'' He lived the life of all. 
"He was a citizen of Athens in the days of Pericles. He 

listened to the eager eloquence of the great orators, and sat 
upon the cliffs, and with the tragic poet heard ' the multi
tudinous laughter of the sea.' He saw Socrates thrust the 
spear of question through the shield and heart of falsehood. 
He was present when the great man drank hemlock, and 
met the night of death tranquil as a star meets morning. 

_He"' listened to the peripatetic philosophers, and was un
puzzled by the sophists. He watched Phidias as he chiselled 
shapeless stone to forms of love and awe. 

"He lived by the mysterious Nile, amid the vast and 
monstrous. He knew the very thought that wrought the 
form and features of the Sphinx. He heard great )lemnon's 
morning song when marble lips were smitten by the sun. 
He laid him down with the embalmed and waiting dead, 
and felt within their dust the expectation of another life, 
mingled with cold and suffocating doubts-the children born 
of long delay. 

" He walked the ways of mighty Rome, and saw great 
Cc:esar with his legions in the fi.eld. He stood with vast and 
motley throngs,' and watched the triumphs given to victorious 
men, followed by uncrowned kings, the captured hosts, and 
all the spoils of ruthless war. He he3.rd the shout that shook 
the Coliseum's roofless walls when from the reeling gladiator's 
hand the short sword fell, while from his bosom gushed the 

, stream of wasted life. 
"He 'lived the life of savage men.' He trod the forest's 

silent depths, and in the desperate game of life or death he 
matched his thought against the instinct of the beast. 

11 He knew all crimes and all regrets, ·an virtues and their 
rich rewards. He was rictiJ!I and victor, pursuer and pur
sued, outcast and king. He heard the applause and curses 
of the world, and on his heart had fallen all 'the nights and 
noons of failure and success. 

'
1 He knezu the unspoken thoughts, the dumb desires, the 

wants and wavs of beasts. He felt the crouching tiger's thrill, 
the terror of the ambushed prey, and with the eagles he had 
shared the ecstasy of flight and poise and swoop, and ·he 
had lain with sluggish serpents on the barren rocks uncoiling 
slowly in the heat of noon. 

" He sat beneath the bo-tree's contemplative shade, 
wrapped in Buddha's mighty thought, and dreamed , all 
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dreams that light, the alchemist,· has wrough~ from1 dust .an.~~ 
dew, and· stored within the slumbrous poppy s _sub~le. blood~ .. , 

" He knelt with awe and dread at. eyery- sl&rme,, h«: o~ert.d. 
every sacrifice and every prayer, felt ~o.· consolab~n .and,~ 
the shuddering fear 1 mocked and .. worshipped. aJ.L the · g~ds,. · 
enjoved all heave~s, and felt the J>angs of every .. h.ell.: f.< ..... 

" He li·l'ed all hves, and through hlS blood1 and. bram there 
crept the shadow and 'the trhill of every peath·, and. hii ~uli · 
like Mazeppa, was lashed· naked·. to the wil4, horse .of .ev,ery : 
fearandloveandhate. · · ·:- ,· .. :. ~ "'·~.-· 1 ·.~·-':t:,' 
· .. The imagination h~d a stage ',in . Shakespelire~s 1b~~m,•: 
whereon were set all . scenes that he·. between:· the ··.morn: .. of. 
laughter and the night of tears, .an4 w~ere h~s 'players bodied'; 
forth the false .and true·, the Joys and' gnefs~ the~·.careless .. 
shallows and the Jx:agic deeps. of·universallife.. : .... : '.;. ·f ~\ .\ ': 

"From Shakespeare's brain ·there .poured a·,Ntagara . .of. 
gems spanned by Fancy's seven-hued arch. . He was ~.many...., 
sided as clouds are.many~formed. To hiin giving was hoard.:' 
ing-, sowing was harvf?t, and. \Vaste itself was the. source 'of . 
wealth. Within his marvellous mind were the· fruits. of all.· 
thought past,. the seeds of all ~ be. As'· ;t drop of .·dew .. 
contains the image of the earth and ·sky, ~ a.Il'Jhel'e.',is o( 
life was mirrored forth in Shakespeare's brain. ~ ,· :·> •· ~·· · 

.. Shakespeare was an intellectual · ocean, 'whos( waves: 
touch~ all the shores of thought~ within· which· were .all the· 
tides and wa\·es of 'destiny and ~ill; over• wh)ch swept .all· 
tlie storms of fate, ambition~· and revenge; upon: which, fell 
the gloom and darkness of---despair and death and all· the·. 
~unlight of co~ ten~- and love; and . within ,,which w~ the." 
m\·erted sky' ht with the eternal' stars-r-an tmtellectual ocean 
-towards which all rivers ran, ·and from ~hi~h .now the isles 
and continents of thought receive ¢eir dew. and'Tain.'' :. · ,·.: ' 

The subject an<£. predicate ~ 'the. above' are. italicised, not~ 
only to show their position, but. to give both the .advantage,· 
of an Empha_ti~ Repetition, the predicate being-",afte,r. the 1 

stvle of R~petihon bv Srnonym.. . ..; · •. ' · . · ~:: .... · ; 
Blass gJVes the followmg from Demostlienes, rh}'thaucally · 

divid~d, Chersonese 64: 11 From you all that has been. taken ; 
·l recount not; but in the ve~y making of peace, how have· 
you bft:n abused I how ~espoiled I . Of. Phocis, .Thermopyl<e,· 
places m Thrace 1 DorlSCUs, Sernum, Cersobleptes- · iq>elf! ... 
D~. be not now possess the city ~f Cardia and avow' it? ·, 
~rherefore, I say,. deals he thus with other people, and not' 
m tile-_ same. manner. '!lith ~ou ? Because yours. is the only · 
state ut whtch a prmlege ts· allowed a( speaking for the 
enemy, and an individual taking a bribe may safely adqress, 
the assembly though l'OU have been robbed of your dominions., 
It was not. safe at Olynthus to be Philip's ad\•ocate I unless·. 
the-,. Olrnth1an . comm,o?alty had shared the' acf.vantage · by 
possessmg Pohd;ra; 1 1t was not saft · in Thessaly to ·be 

' . . ' 
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Philip's advocate I unless the people of Thessaly had shared 
· the advantage I by :Philip's. expelling their tyrants and 

restorinJ; the Pyl~an Synod; I it was not safe in Thebes 1 

until yon gave up Bc.:eotia to them and destroyed the 
Phocians .... Yet at Athens, though Philip has deprived 
you of Amphipolis and the Cardian territory, nay is even 
making Eubrea a fortress to curb us, and advancing to 
attack Byzantium, it is safe to speak on Philip's behalf." 
Blass says the repetitions here are less limited than in Cor. 48 
and that the Anaphora increases tpe weight. . 

Use: The use of the Parallelism is to afford pleasure to 
the hearer, which arises from two sources, the facility of 
perception and economy of mental- energy. The hearer, 
having perceived the construction 'of the first sentence, easily 
perceives the following sentences which- are fanned on the 
same model, having thus perceived the similarity of con
struct.ion, he has nothing. to do but to attend to the new 
things that may be introduced, \vhich is less labour mentally 
than having to attend· both tp the .construcl~ons new and 
different, and the perception of the meaning. So the fact 
that he perceives easily at the least possible expenditure of 
mental energy becomes a compliment to his intelligence which 
affords. him the highest possible delight. 

Cautzott: Genung says that the sentences need constant 
testing, ·lest the Par~llelism becomes artificial. Be careful 
to see that the successive sentence deals with the same subiect 
of thought and that the subject be kept, in the foreground 
of attention and stress, that subordinate or digressive Ideas 
have a different tone from that of the principal ones, and 
that the voice of the verb be not changed-i.e., from active 
to passive-unadvisedly. (See Blass' remarks respecting the 
care of De~osthenes on Parallelism, page 68.) Demetrius 
says that exact Parallelisms should be avoided where force 
i3 concerned, for the hearer, having his attentio'n fixed to 
the form, forgets to be angry. Who would express his 
anger, wrath, etc. in Parallelism, balanced clauses and 
Antitheses? (cf. Quintillian). Parallelism 'belongs more to 
the charming, gentle (Ethos) than to the impassioned 
(Pathos). 

Bain says it does not violate the parallel construction to 
' place the main subject for the sake of emphasis at the end 

of the first sentence-e.~, " There is not a work of human 
policy so well deserving of examination as the Roman 
Catholic Church." Here "Catholic Church " is propotinded 
merely as a theme for consideration; they do n_ot yet affirm 
any of its important predicates. After the sub;ect has be~n 
propounded, it must take its proper position and be mam
tained in that position throughout: " The history o_f . tlzat 
Church joins together the lwo g:reat ages of h.uman c~vihsa
tion. No otlzer institution is left standing wh1ch carnes the 
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mind back to the times when the smoke of sacrifice rose 
from the Fantheon, and when camelopards\ 1 and tigers 
bounded in the Flavian amphitheatre. Jh~ proudest royal 
lzouses are but yesterdav when compared with the line of the 
Supreme Pontiffs. T l1~t line we trace back in ~n unbroken 
series, from the Pope who crowned Napoleon m the. nme
teenth century\ to. the Pope who crowned Pepin in the 
eirrhth " etc. The 'second and third sentences are contrast
ing or' obverse sentences, and their subject takes the ~-place 
corresponding to the main subject; by which means the 
Parallelism is maintained. 

The sentences, Quintillian says, must begin like a verse 
ends in poetry. 1 here must be an Arsis, then a level pro
gress of the voice, then a Thesis with a properly formed 
cadence with three accentual syllables if possible, and the 
voice allowed to fall into a gradual repose· to the end. Where 
there are antitheses the roice should rise on the first and fall 
on the second; negatives take the rising, except emphatic 
or assertive; the clauses that contain couplets .or Synthetons, 
each couplet should haYe the pause of voice at the end; 
although the pause is very slight, it. should be observed by 
the voice; at the end of each clause the voice should pause 
to about the length of a comma, and at the. -end of the 
sentence there should be a longer pause. The subordinate 
clauses or intermediat~ numbers must be pronounced in a 
sc1fter tone and little more rapidly. The principal subject 
which stands at the head of the new idea in connection with 
the subject should be pronounced, as Quintillian says, as an 
Emnhatic Repetition, but not too pronounced, as the pre
vailing. tone of voice in Parallelism is Ethos. In a word, 
the roJCe throughout must be smooth, clear and flowinr.r in 
a steady stream. o 

. Delz~·cry. as to Gesture: Thc.re are not ~o many gestures 
m the delivery of the Parallehsm; .the chief beauty lies in 
the charm and harmonious intonations of the voice. What 

' gestures there may be, as a 
rule, accompany the voice. 
Quintillian gives the follow
ing gesture as good : " A 
moderate extension of the 
arm, with the shoulders 
thrown slightly ·back, and 

j the fingers opening as the 
\.:l:!.J hand advances is a kind 

. , of · gesture excellently 
adapted tocontmuous and 5moothly flowing passag(s." On 
t:1e emphat1c repetition of the principal subject at the. head 
of a new idea, the index• finger may be slightly raised to 
llldic:J.te that the next amplification of the subject is about 
to be made, which eleYatic,n of the index must coincide with 
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the_ accented syllable d the principal subject. The author 
heard Col. Ingersoll delirer his lecture on Shakespeare, and 
in' his foregoing magnificent Parallelism Col. Ingersoll 
slightly raised his index finger at each "he" stanqmg at 
the head of each ne.w amplification, then the following clauses 
were delivered with a mellow charming roice, fluent and 
dear. 

PARAJIYTHIA: Greek para, alongside of, (in comp,) 
by the side of; mytlzeomai, to say, speak, tell; to address 
with soothing and cheering words, console, appease; is a 
form of speech by which the orator takes away or diminishes 
a sor:row conceived in the mind of his hearer. 

Examples: " Hath thou, with weeping eyes, comrnjtted 
to the 

1 
grare the child of thy affections, the rirtuous friend 

of thy youth, or the tender partner whose pious attachment 
lightened the load of life? Behold they are not dead. 
Thou knowest that they are in a ~better region with their 
Sariour and their God."-Finlayson. 

Delivery: The consolation is deliYered in a slo\v movement, 
but not dragging or drawling, with tones similar to those 
for tenderness, but more solemn. 

PARECHESIS: Greek para, alongside, from one to 
another; ec/;o, to hare, to hold. Parechesis is a figure of 
words, and is synonymous with Paronomasia, but Parechesis 
i~ from a different root and Paronomasia from the same root. 
According to Baden, Parechesis roots differ in a single letter, 
accent, or different words pronounced alike. Pareches1s is 
also a play on adjoming words. Paronomasia sharpens 
antithesis or juxtaposition, Parechesis intensifies 9ne idea by 
the use of two words in which the sound is similar, as " toll 
and moil." 

In Parechesis (I) the words differ in accent or in a single 
letter; ( 2) the words are combined in pairs; (3) the words 
are not in pairs, but may occur at a considerable distance, 
sometimes in different cola, the assonance being evidently 
designed. Paronomasia may contribute to passion when 
irony is not involved. This figure is most artistic when 
sharpened by contrast in the meaning between the words 
which sound alike; while the P arechesis contributes to a 
sharp antithesis. Parechesis, in this sense, is a figure of 
words, and is the sarrie as Homonym, which is a word haYing 
the same sound as another, but different in meaning, as 
bare, bea1. It delights the bearer because, although there 
is a repetition apparently. the repetition brings an entirely 
new idea. "Figures based on similarity of sound recommend 
themselres to the popular mind and popular ear, appealing 
not so much to the intellect as to the attention, imagination, 
2nd emotion."-Kingsbury. 
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Use: It is used chieflv in subjects that are not of a serious 
\ein, having. its greatest effect in ir~ny, ridicu~e, mo~kery, 
JOkmg, and the like: S~e other. pomt~ on thts par~tcu?ar 
under Fig. Antithesis. fhe posttlo~ m the. col~n IS un
essential· the definitions make no reqUirements m th1s respect. 
The Pa'ronomasia and Parechesis contribute to Kallos 
(beauty , according to Hermogenes. . 

Cautiou: Similarity of sounds is not conducive to force. 
The same caution in this respect as given under Homceo
teleuton, Antithesis, Paronomasia is applicable to this 6.gure. 

Deiirery: The delivery is ironical, sarcastic, ridiculing, 
according to the sentiment, facetious or jocular; if the beauti
ful, then fluently. 

P AREG jiEKON: Greek para, near, alongside, together; 
ck, out; men, strengthening particle, word. It is a figure 
of words, whereof one word is derived from another; where 
one word going before brings the word following. 

Use: It serves to delight the ear by the derived sound 
and move the mind with the consideration of a nigh affinity 
and concord of the matter. 

Caution: It is an abuse when one of the words is super
fluous, as if one should say merry 'mirth, mournful mourning, 
friendly: friendship, or when the derivation is inapt or not 
muse. 

Examples : " I will destroy the wisdom of the wise." 
" They have stumbled at the stumbling stone." " The 
first man of the earth was earthly, the second man was the 
Lord from heaven, heavenly." Sometimes a double Pareg~ 
mf'non in one sentence, as " He wished rather to die a 
present death than to live in the misery of life." 

PARENTHESIS: Greek 7rapa', passing by, alongside; 
EV, . in the miust ; B€(J'tr;, a putting ; is a form of speech 
w]n~h sets a sentence asunder by the interposition of another. 

Examples: ''Tell me ingeniously (if .there be any in
genuity m you) whether ... " "That what his wit could 
conwve (and his wit can conceive as far as the limits of 
reason stretch) was all directed to setting forth his . . . " 

\YzJkcr says, respecting Parenthesis, that it is a member 
of a scn!ence which is neither necessary to the sense, nor 
at a~! aftects the construction. What can add greater force 
to J p3thctJc sentiment than a thought nsing up from the 
fulntss of the !wart, as it were, in the middle of another 
5cntcnce- > \\'hat. can give gre~ter_ poignancy to a saJ.ly of 
Wit tlJan concel\'lng _1t as spnngmg naturally from the 
lu;un~nce ~~f the subJect without. the least effort or premedi
t~,lt 'll r \\ hJt can g1\·e such Importance to a transient 
t;cu;:;Lt, as producing it in the negligence of an intervening 
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member; and hew n1uch is composition familiarised and 
rendered natural and easy by the judicious introduction of 
these transimt unpremeditated thoughts! This manner of 
conveying a thought makes us esteem it the .more· in pro~ 
portion as- the author seems to esteem it less, The best 
·Parenthesis is the shortest. Rule 1 : The most general rule 
i5 that the Parenthesis alwa.ys terminates.· with"' the pause 
and inflection of yoice . with which the interrupted part of 
the sentence that precedes it is marked; for any closer -con~ 
nection between the Parenthesis ctJ.id the former part of the 
sentence would form a fresh member, compounded of the 
Parenthesis and the latter part, and by thts means leaves 
the former· imperfect. 

Use: A Parenthesis is often put in when the speaker, 
supposing that. the he~rer may demand. a reason or make 
some obJection to that which he says, prerents him by an 
interposition expressed before the sentence be ended, so that 
a Parenthesis is to confirm the saying by interposition of a 
reason, and to confute an objection by the timely prevention 
of an answer. Also where the sentence may seem dark or 
doubtful it puts in a short annotation or exposition to give 
light and to resolve the doubt. It is also to mterpose asides, 
sallies Of wit, sudden thrusts,* ridicule, or a pathetic senti~ 
ment. 

Caution: If the Patenthesis be long, it causes 6Dscurity, 
and should not be a needless interpositwn. 

Dclhwy: The T oJie: \\'alkrr says that it ought to have 
a moderate depression of the voice and a pause greater than 
a comma. The tone of Yoice should be interrupted, as it 
were, by something .unforeseen and, after a pause, the Paren
thesis ought to be pronounced in a lower tope of \'oice, at 
the end of which, after· another pause, the higher tone of 
voice, which was interrupted, resumed. It ought to O't! pro
aounced swifter than the rest of the period, as this better 
preserYes the broken sentence and distinguishes it from the 
rest of the text, for this i\ the case in conrersation. \\hat
ever is supposed to make our auditors wait gires an impulse 
to the tongue, in order to relie,·e them as soon as possible 
from the suspense of an interruption. \Vhen the member 
immediately preceding the Parenthesis ends with imperfect 
.rmse, or a comma, a1Zd tlze rising infiectiou (which is almost 
always the case), the Parenthesis ends with a comma, and 
the rising inflection likewise-e.g., " Know ye not, brethren 
(fer I speak to them that know the law), that the law hath 
dominion over a man as long as he lireth? " 

When it c11ds Z<:ith perfect sense, generally marked with 
a cololl, and consequently requires the falling inflection of 
\'oice (which rery seldom happens), the Parenthesis ends 

• Amo~gst the notable WOIIlen spealcer'lof ro.doy, Mrs. Drnmmcnd. who is very tlueut in 
delio.·ery, us•s tte Pareuthesis to great eftect, especially Pare•llher;cal tb,us:s. 
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·wi~h a colon and the falling inflection also-e.g., "_Then 
v:er,t the captai;1 with the officers, and brought them without 
riolcnce: (for they feared the people lest they should have 
Lcen stoned:) and \vhen they brought them they set the~ 
before the council." The following must be pronozpzced zn 
a lower tone o£ vo'ice, and conclude with the same pause 
&nd inflectiori which terminate the member that immediately 
preceded it-e.g., ":Notwithstanding all this care of Cicero, 
history informs us that young :Marcus proved a l!lere block
head; and that nature (who 1t seems was ev~n ':'Ith the son 
for ller prodigality to the Lither) rendered him mca.J?able ot 
improving by all the rules of eloquence, the precepts of 
philo;ophy, his own endeavours apd most refined conversa
tion of Athens."-" Spectator." 

When the Parent/zesis is long, not only must the voi-ce be 
lowered and the Parenthesis pronounced more rapidly, but 
be given by a degree of the mcmotone or sameness to the voice 
which will perhaps distinguish tl:e Parenthesi~ and keep it 
from mingling with what incloses it better than any of the 
other pPculiarities-e.g., " For these reasons, the Senate 
and the pec•ple cf :ltllfns, (with due veneration to the gods 
z.nd heroes, the guardians of the Athenian citv•and territory, 
w!wse aid they now implored; and with due,. attention to the 
virtue of their ancestors, to whom the ~eneralliberty of Greece 
\ras e·.-er dearer than the particular mterest of their stdte,) 
have resolved that a fleet of two hundred , vessels shall be 
sent to sea, the admiral to cruise within the straights of 
T hermopylc:e.' '-Demosthenes. 

Asides, etc. Under this article, perhaps, may be arranged 
as1de speeches in d~amatic w.orks, ~~d all intervening ex
plan~tory members m narrative wn~mg; ~or both these 
spwes of members, hkc the Parenthes1s, reqmre both a lower 
t:;ne d vo1ce and a more rapid pronunciation than the rest 
(•f the composition. Small mtervening members, as "say I," 
" says he," " continued they," etc., not only follow the 
~nDec~10n_, but the ton_e of t,he member which precedes them: 
thJ.t 1s, 1£ the p~ecedmg_ member breaks off with the rising 
mflt:ctwn, those mtervenmg lilembers are not pronounced in 
a lower tone, hke the other Parenthesis, but in a hi (!her and' 
fe~bler tone c~~~ voi~e than the rest-e.g., boys peltf"'ng frogs 
WJ,h stones: Cluldren1 says one of the frogs, you never 
cvns1der that though this may Le play to you, it is death 
trJ us.': When the it\er\'ening members go farther than 
these s1mple phrases ·: says one uf the frogs," they must 
;::!ways be pron(JUnced m a lower tone c.£ voice and terminate 
\\ 1th the rising inflection. 

Rult'. :! :. The ParentheS!S, like the member {mr.6ediately 
p:wcdm~ 1t,, almost ah\:ays terminates with the pause of the 
cc,mma and the nsmg mficction; the exccpttoil being \\1-len 
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the Parenthesis terminates with an emplzatic word, which 
reamres the falling irzf!,cctirm . 

.. Had I, when speaking i..n the .Assembly, been absolute 
and independent master of affairs, then your speakers m1o-ht 
call me to account. But, if ye were present, if ye were o all 
in general im·ited to propose your sentiments,' if ye were all 
agreed that the measures then suggested were really the best; 
if you, JEschines, in particular, were thus perst1aded, (and 
it was no partial affection for me that prompted you to give 
me the hopes, the applause, the honours, which attended 
that course I then adrised, but the superior force of truth, 
and your utter inability to point out any more eligible 
course:); if this was the Cjl.se, I say, is it not highly cruel 
and unjust to arraign those measures now, when you could 
not then pre pose any better? "-Demosthenes. 

Here the Parenthesis, finishing with two parts in opposition 
to each other, the first of them being negative and the last 
positive, the sense necessarily requires that " advised " 
should terminate with the rising inflection and " eligible 
course " with the falling; but as the member which immedi
ately precedes the Parenthesis is emphatical and takes the 
falling inflection, likewise in this case the general rule is 
not broken.· 

Rupert Garry says that parenthetical clauses are pro
nounced with quicker time and a lo,ver key, while explana
tory clauses are generally pronounced in a quicker tone and 
a higher key. 

PARISOX: Greek p~zr(z, nearly, near; isos, equai; almost 
equal; is a form of speech whereby the orator balances one 
clause with another; it is an almost enn balance between 
members of a sentence; a correspondence combined with 
vigorous thought; similarity in the members of sentences. 
Parisen is more natural when the cola express antithetical 
thoughts, and this explains many of the parisa of Thucy
dides. 

Aquila Romanus, in defining Parison, says that it is 
different from Isocolon in that Isocolon has the same number 
or words in the members, whereas. Parison has an addition 
of words either in the member preceding or in the one follow
ing, thereby excluding or a\·oiding the equality. The effect 
of Parison applies to equal cola as to single words.-Hermo
genes. 

Bain has the following respecting clauses which balance: 
";:a) \Yhen a succession of clauses is formed upon the same 
plan, a certain aid is .sh·cn to tlte memory. ',b) A further 
effect of the balanced structure is to cause an agreeable su1-
f•ise. Sameness of form in difference of matter communi
cates a pleasurable impression. (cl 'When a ne:u distinct 
t1h".n:_:,:g can be comeyed in nearly the same word:;, our 
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feding of surprise is all the greater, as .~This is true b~t 
not new, that is new but not true,' there IS a double apph
C<l.tion of the balance. First1 the sameness of sound in the 
contrasted terms, 1 true ' and ' new '; second, the employ
ment of the identical terms to convey a new meaning by 
mere transposition, 1 What is Hecuba to him, or he to 
Hecuba? ' (d) The balanced structure is frequently com· 
lined with antitlzcsis or contrast. (e) The purest torm of 
antithesis is the ob"·erse iteratzon. In an ob\'erse proposition 
the equiYalcnt fact is stated from the opposite side, as 1 To 
hu; in the cheapest market and sell in the dearest.' 
1
{) Sometimes the contrast of the balanced members is a 

species of epigram, as 1 When reason is against a man, 
he will be ag-ainst reason.' (g) ~Ierely to keep up tlze same 
liading term, under change of meaning, has the effect of 
the balance, as 1 The greatest happiness of the greatest 
number ' is balanced in sound, in gzammar, and in the 
n.:currence of the word 1 greatest' " 

Examplts: "~Ian proposes, God disposes." "Chronic 
di~eases must ha,·e chronic cures." 

.-\ Parison'with Antithesis, from Whitefield: 
" The spirit of the world is hatred; that of Christ is love: 

The spirit of the world is rexation; that of Christ is 
pleasure: 

The spirit of the world is sorrow; that of Christ is joy : 
The spirit of the world is eril, and that of Christ is good: 
The spirit of the world will nerer satisfy us, but the spirit 

of Christ is all satisfaction : 
The spirit of the world is miserv; that of Christ is ease." 

-Sermon, " Christ the Only Preserver." 
'' If they were unacquainted with the works of philo

~ophers and poets, they were deeply read in the oracles of 
God. If their names are not found in the registers of heralds, 
they were recorded in the book of life. If their steps were 
not accompanied by a splendid train of menials, legion of 
angels had charge orer them."-Macaulay's "Essay on 
~I ~l!c·n." This whole paragraph is highly rhetorical. . 

I he forward morement of thought is effected, not bv the 
~ucccssi\'e e~umrration of particulars merelv, but by the 
tafctual pau1ng and balance of elements (d. Genung). 
) ~rorg\, Sai11!sbur1', in his "History of English Pr?se 
r,h) thm. g1res, w1th a \'ery apt comment, the followmg 
l:t<lutiful exJmple: 

"b ~1Z)qu~nt, I just, I ~nd mighty I Death! 1 whom none 
'(\\lld ad\·~se, I them I h~st p~rsuaded; I what none I hath 
d~rc~, : thc·u I h;st done; I ~and whom all : th~ w(·rld 1 hwas 
!:Jt~tred, I thou onl)· : h;st cast out 1 ~f th; w(.rJd 1 'imd 
d~''P~"rd. ! Thou I hist drawn 1 t~•gether 1 ~11 th~e far-stretched 
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• - ..; '....1 - ..,; -. -"' ...., v . - ""' ;,./ ~ ¥ I greatness, I all the pnde, I cruelty I and ambition I or man, 
I ;nd cov~red it 1 all or~r 1 \\~th these 1 two narr~w 1 words 1 

Hie 1 Ja~~t. 1 . 

It is well worth notice h9w there is actually the strong 
and almost meticulpus\y arranged balance of euphuistic anti
thesis in clause; but how the euphuistic sing-song and snip,.. 
snap is entirely drowned in the marvellous rhythmic flow 
qf the passage, which ~ever trenches upon verse (even the 
consecutive anapa:sts do not, to my ear, produce anything 
like a metrical effectr, how' the abundant monosyllable Uet · 

• arrest and solemnise the cadence, while the anapa:sts them
selves, and not the rare pa:ons, prevent any dragging or 
mumbling." 

Saintsbury says that the first great instrument of rhythm 
is balance. The rhythmic sweep (balance or parallelism) is 
widep.ed, softened and moulded out into great undulating 

. sweeps of phrases, ·rising, hovering, descending with bird-
Eke motion. Note the good progression here : . 

" Th~ ·strong 1 flourish1ng I ;nd beautiful. 1 " 

The same author e-ires this beautiful selection with a Parisen 
of clauses from Donne, the absolute perfection of rhythm 
showing the central idea of the Parisen, ·which turns on 
difference, inequality, and variety: 

' II ••• th~u hive been I b~n1ght~d I till now, I w1nt~r~d I 
~nd froz~n, 1 cloud~d 1 ~nd ~cilpsed, 1 damped and 
b~num5ed, l smoth~red I ~nd stup~fied I t[llllOW, I now God I 

. comes t~ thee, 1 not 1 is In th~ dawning 1 ~£ th~ day, I not 1 

;s 1n th~ bud I ~£ th~ Spr'lng, I b~t I ~s th"e s'lm ~t\ noo_n I t~ 
!n~str~te 1 all 1 shad~ws, 1 as 1 th~ sheaves ~n han·est 1 to fin 1 

all I pen~ri~s." . I 

] ohn Mas on says that a foot that succeeds itself immedi
ately above three or four times becomes verse, which $oul? 
be avoided in prose. Other .feet ~hould be used. to thro_w 1t 
ottt of poetic measure; and he g1ves the followmg· Panson, 
which is a panegyrical description, fand which is generally 
drawn up in the prose-poetical style: 

II The Character of King \Villiam." II He was I b~t lS n~ 
more 1 th"e head, 1 heart ~nd hand 1 ~£ th~ 1 c~nfed~racy: 

Th~ issert~r I ~£ i!b~rty ,· I 
Th~ d~I1v~r~r I ~£ nati~ns, ,. 
Th~ s~pport I~£ th~ emp1re, I 
Th~ bulw~r~ 1 ~£ Hollind, 1 

Th~ r~duc~r I ~f frelind, I 
A~d th~ terr~r ~£ France. 
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-His thoughts ~~~ w1~,·. ~r~ne. a':td ~e;~ 
His ·words few ind fai'th£~1, . • · r. · • · .:· 

His act~ns minf- ~d h~roic; ; . ~·: ... . 
tw~ , - ~ · w • wt - - .., "' I .. 

Hrs governtnent without ty~anny,; .
1 
-~ ·• 

w - ,. .., - .-..... " ' • 
His jushce without rigour~. . .. · . . · .

1 ..... -' .,_ "" Ill',·..., V ·\1 T \1 

· And his religion ·without superstition~ · .... - . ; .'·,. '. 
He was · • ' .> · 

Mignanimo~s without pnde;' 
Vatia,i;t without Vi~Ie~ce, -· 
Victori~~s wtthoui:·tnmnph, 
Active wrthout ·wearrn~ss, · .. 
Cauti~us without fear,>. :, :. 1 _ •• 
'II' W W - \r 'W W -· ' ......., 

. . · . And meritonous without.. thanks. ~· . . , . . . .. ,. . . ~ 
The clauses in the above pfosaic poetry .are· mad~ :up._of a , 
variety of feet, and.this variety constitutes._the ~auty· of. a · 
good Parison. . · · . · . . . . : . · .. ' · .·,·. ·: . ..r .. · > .:· · 

CaMtion: Be careful ro:see that the: successive· clauses: have ~ 
different len~s: that there·be a variety in each~ member of~. 
the Parisa, and that each clause ends with' a 'wiferent foot,; . 
if possible, so as to avoid monotony· in the endings~ also , 
avoid the. immediate succession of .three ·or; four' feet t:?f· .the • 

. samnind in the·-same clause~· See dilferent 'endings ·as. to'' 
feet in foregoing example, • ~ The , -Character · . of ~- J(ing ~ · 
William." , - . \ · ·, · .. , · . · · ':····:·· .. ~ 1. • • 

Deliz.•ery:. First it requires euphonious .Janguage ~and . a: · 
<Smooth style. It is· almost entirely 1 in . the, tone pf_):thos . 
w~th a little Pathos now and then to give' m~re variety •... ' (See~. 
f•gs. Ethos an~ Pathos.) There ~u~t ,be a.coherente an~_; 
smoothness of · Junctures.-...:no · clashmgs. or ·few,··.~ of ·. seuu.t : 
vowels with semi-vowels, or mutes, 'or of· mutt;s .and· v7.wels .' 

• <me with the other, nor a juxtaposition of the same~·· Who.·. 
would not admit that the speeches of Demosthenes ·~.like·· 

• - the finest poetM and lyrics, · pai1icularly · his , harangues ·· 
against Philip and his pleadings in public lawsuits' .: ,·(·.'·. ·( .-· 
.. T~e accer:ts ·are generally between the acute ,and grave, and ·' 
tnt' mfiections not too·deep., . · - · .. . ' : • ,·; · 

• ~ •• ' " r • ' ,' ! I 

P.-\RCE~IIO~: Greek wapa, \\'eli-~igh,. alm~st ~~. ·n~r;. 
~JU),~;,. w~y. . Is a fig"Jre of soeech which ·begin$· dive~ · 

. words w1th the same letter, making a sentence more ready
1
'. 

for the tongue and more oleasant to the ear. - ~ . ' · : ·· 
. Eramples: It is 3: good figure in proverbs:"'" Hold .with . 

· the hare and run wtth the hounds." · "Let comfort .banish • 
care, and hope relieve heaviness." · ' ·• · · . · . 

U st: Its use is to1 give ·facility to the ton~e and delight 
to the ear, which takes pleasure .in renetition joined with 
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variety, that is, where the same letter brings wit:1 it a new 
word. 11 The artistic effect is increased combined with other 
Gorgianic fi.~ures, say Antithesis, Parison and Hotlceo
teleuton., -Robertson. 

Caution: It is a fault to be in excess in the repetition, 
also to use jarring sounds, called Casemphaton. Excess, as 
"This mischie\·cus money makes many men marrellous 
mad., Jarring-. as 11 In my drowsie and dreadful dream, 
methought I saw a dragon drinking blood." 

PARO:JIOLOGY: Greek para, against, contrary to; omos, 
one and the sa..rne, joint; OJitCJlolia, assent, admission, agree. 
to allow. This is a figure by which an orator concedes 
something to· an adrersary in order to strengthen his ow::1 
argument; to concede some point of an adversary to adi·ance 
some stronger argument against him. The " Garden .of 
Eloquence'' says that it is when the speaker grants many 
things to his adrersary worthy of commendation a:1d at 
length brings in some notable cnme which opposes and 
quenches all that was granted before. 
· Use: It is by the use of this figure that the speaker, i:1 

his conclusion, brings in something t1at was not looked for, 
or that which is contrarv or at least far distant from the 
premises-e.g., "Solomo~ rehearses the parts of his felicity, 
he mentions his riches, possessions, sumptuous buildings and 
pleasures; but suddenly concludes that all this is but vanity 
and vexation of spirit. The expectation was to hear what 
felicity followed all this wealth." He may be good at ping· 
pong, fine at football or baseball, but to run a state, never! 
Also used for confuting. 

Caution; Be careful not to grant t.1e great and infer l1.e 
less, or bring in one evil thing to sub\·ert and overthrow 
many good, or to i11fer small faults to disgrace and drown 
great virtues-e.g., Cicero for Flaccus: "Kotwithstanding, 
this I say of Lhe whole nation of the Greeks; I grant unto 
them learning, I grant unto them the knowledge of many 
arts, I take not from them the comely grace of speech, fine 

wits, singular eloquence . . . yet religion and faith that 
nation never fa\·oured. \\'hat virtue, what authorit", what 
weight there is of all this matter, they know not." · 

PAROXOJIASIA: Greek para, fer, by side of, besides, 
onomasia, name; is a figure of words, when by the 
of one letter or srllable of a word, the sio-nification is 
changed. Agnc~enation is a pleasant so

0

uTid of words or 
a small change of names. It is a figure by which the same 
word is used in different senses. or words srmilar in sound 
are set in opposition to each- other so as to give an anti
thetical force to Lhe sentence, especially one in whic!-1 the 
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: . . ' \•. '.I·-~· .. , ,.'·'>\.:·,, 
similarity · of sound . 1s t~e promment char.CI:C~er1sh~; ',or~ u~e 

1 
• 

of the same· word m dtfferent senses, as .m a: pun; .tt, ,1$, >. 

some resemblance or opposition' 'of · ~ords ~hie~: .attraf!s,'" ~. 
attention pf the hearers, as " a woman unsktlled. ·In ~very .. " 
thing, unhappy in everything.". In accordan~e witli Herm~: .:. 
genes', de~nit~on, which Robertson ~ regard~. · ~s \ ,\he. bes. t,, . · 
Paronomas1a 1s: ( 1) Word· the same but used zn, a dttferent, .: 

, sense; ( 2) word is followed immediate} y afta: . a s~ort iQterval · 
by same word in a· different. case, tor. \by the .. same rooq :. 
(3) the root. is the same, but words .vary. as!to ·p'refix~ (4) ·a:, 
word followed by, its negative,· either as. a negC+tive,. ?-dvetq \ .· 
or a negative prefix. being 'Used, ,or in,· ~uch.: ~·~way as .tq · ~ 
cause a rhetorical ·effect; (5) change Qf , v01ce m a 1verb w~ .. 
rhetorical effect·; (6) a WQI'd. is followed. at any,. 1inten:al bt,. ',· 
another word of the same root.· the ·.effect bemg destgned.". · 
P aronomasia . sh~rpens antithesis- by juxtapos~~io~_.: ·." \,. ~· .... ' ... · t ~· · , 

, Paronomas1a IS defi.ned by George Puttenham .. as the ~:' ntck .. ~·· · 
namer," being a figure by whic.h ·~you play upon~· a··coup.le···: 
of words or n3.Ules much resembhng, and becaus~· pne seems 
to answer the other-e.g;,' Nero, a great drinker,.' was ·called.· 
Caldius Bibero Mero instead of Claudius· .:Tiberius . Nero:. 1 

Erasmus they called Errans, mus. · ' 1. ' ·. i . .' .. · ·., ', .~.; . ~ . < : · . 
· . Prove m_e; madam, ere ye fall to reprove :\'· : I ·'(I,; i· .. • :. 

Meek mmds should rather· excuse than accuse'. , . .: . : .. · '·. 
Here ''prove " and "reprov~,'' "excuse~~ an,~ 

1
'
4 ,accuse.'~< 

pleasantly encountel\ and, as 1t. were; mock one another: py . 
'their; much resemblance, and this is. the figure." .. If;. ther are ' 

pro(Je, names, it is called Prosonamatia. ', , i. ·, : · ~ '· .~ ·.; : · · '<· 
Julius Rufi.nianus defines it as a schema,l~xeos.: ngm~·of .. 

words. .. · · : · , . . · '· . ,. , · ... , ·. · . , '. 
"Paronomasia to the s~nse allud~ ·i • • ~. 1 ~: -, ;·~ ~~.,· • ·: 

.When w?rds. but .littl~ ~aried. includ~s~., ~L~gl~y: '· 
(ln th1s figure Alltterabon, 1s mcluded, .. as ~~ ;By. blessing., 

beauty blest.") · , . . .· . ~- . :: . ·: . . ·, i, . 

·~xamples: Ptii. III .. 2, 3= "Beware of dogs, ~ware' oL 
e~~~ work~n, beware of the concision,. for ·we are the. ci1eum~ · 
Ctszon wh1ch worship God in the spirit· and rejojce in 'Christ , 
Tesus, and have no c?nfrdenc~- in the. fl~h."~ ~xamples fro~ · 
Demos.thenes. . A; w1tty .Paronomas1a.; m whtch' there. i! a 

1 . play on wor9s With me?l~m(purpose, mtend), and me/lei~ (to . 
delay): D~os. on Pb1hp, Or. 11, I 5: "All this he intends·.· 
and. w1ll mtend, I d~re say: but to· attack . the Lacedrej> '· 
momans on behalf of Messene and Argos he does. not intend; 1 

he a~tually ,sends mercenaries and money into the .country 
and lS expected himself with areat force." . , , · . . . ~' 

E.xample ~rom £schines : . 
0 

BliJ.SS says th~t ·. the. oration 
aga1nst Ctes1phon has also that Demosthenic paronomasia 
whe~e a word is used once in the actual sens~ and 1 then' in · 
a d1fferent sense. J£sch. vs. Ctes. 7: ·, ••• .• , 'But as each 
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man of you would be ashamed ( aisch ythein) to desert the: 
post to which he had been assigned in war, so now you 
should_ be ashamed to desert the post to which the laws 
have called you sentinels, guarding the democracy this day." 
' Demosthene?_ on the Chersonese, 30 ·_with an adjective): 
" Thus would men of discretion act; malignant and mis
chie·vous, would proceed as they do." 

Use: Hermogenes, speaking of Paronomasia under 
"Naivete," says: "Drimytes (wit) and Oxytes (penetra
tion) are conryected with the nai\'e, therefore are the thoughts 
in which a certain depth is \·isible on the surface. They 
lie, howeYer, more in the method and construction than in 
the thought, as, for example, the equivocal play with the 
different meanings of a word, the Paronomasia." 

It is commonly used to illude by the addition, change, 
or taking away-e.g., .A .. dded; "Before you trust his word, 
be sure of his sword." Changed; " A fit witness, a fit 
witless.'' Taken away; '' This is not stumbling,. but plain 
tumbling." General; "\Vine is the blood of the vine." 
" Hardly any treason is guided by reason." "You are 
likely to have a bare gain out of this bargain," etc. 

Caution: Its use should be rare both in respect of the 
light and illuding form, and especiallf in grave and weighty 
causes. Heed should be taken of whom it is used, and 
against whom it is applied. 

Deli-uery: As Paronomasia contributes to pleasing the ear 
and is classified under the nai,·ete and beautiful, which come 
under the general heading of Etlzos, its delivery should be 
of a kind of gentle raillery-i.e.,· flowing. 

PARRHESIA: Greek 7rapa', amiss, contrary t<J, against, 
besides ; pijrnr;, speech ; free spoken, frankness of speech, 
boldness of speech; is a form by which the orator speaks 
boldly or freely on things displeasing and liable to envy, 
or when in any case we show our confidence for the present, 
our fearfulness .for the future or our ability' to confute a 
false accusation; when we boldly acknowledge and defend 
a fault not prored against us, or when we venturously and 
confidently upbraid and rebuke others for their faults-e.g .• 
" 1Iay I with .your leave speak freely what I think? " It 
is a form of speech by which the orator, speaking before 
those he fears or ought to reverence, and having somewhat 
to say that may either touch themselres .or those whom they 
favour, presents the displeasure and offence that might be 
taken by cra\-ing pardon beforehand, and by showing the 
necessity of free speech in that behalf, or some other form 
of humble submission and modest insinuation, as " Pardon 
me if I be tedious." · 

Examples: From \Vhitefield's sermon, "The Day of Small 
Thin~s ": " I came, and I saw (you will not be offended 
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with me to speak the truth) the nakedness of the Ian~." 
Cicero: ''I speak with great peril, I fear, Judges, .atter 
what sort you may take. my_ words, but for my co~tm.ual 
des1re that I have to mamtam and augment your d1gmty, 
I prav and beseech you that if my spee~h be either bitter 
or incredible unto you at the first heanng, yet that you. 
would accept it with0ut offence, spoken of Marcus Cicero: 
neither t1iat you will reject 1t before I have plainly declared. 
the v:hole unto you." This speech of Cicero made an apt 
and ready pathway to his purpose, which was boldly to 
blame the Senate, and sharply rebuke the1r inconstance. 

Use: It serres to insinuate, admonish and reprehend. 
Caution: It best becomes a man of wisdom and gravity. 

Avoid rude boldness, which often causes malice against a 
speaker on the part of his hearers, and a contempt of his 
doctrine, sometimes a punishment of his person. 

PATHOP<EIA: Greek pathos, passion, suffering, any
thing that befalls one; pa?eo, to create, beget, produce; 
7TatTxw, to s1:1ffer, to be affected by anything. This. is. 
a figure whereby the orator mo,·es the minds of his hearers. 
to some vehemence of affection, indignation, fear, envy, 
hatred, hope, gladness, mirth, laughter, sadness or sorrow. 

Ex,wtples: 
'' Tranquilitr appears by composure of the countenance, 

general repose of whole body, without the exertion of any 
one muscle, countenance open, forehead smooth, mouth not 
just shut, cast of happiness which borders on cheerfulnes!> 
over the face."-\V alker. 

" Oh ! that this lovely vale were mine! 
The~ from glad youth to calm decline 
11 y years would gently glide, 
Hope rejoice in endless dreams, 
And memory's oft-returnmg gleams 
By peace be sanctified." 

Ru,sell says that the main object in the slow movement 
~~f'd i., !he. ordinary f.orms of solemn and pathetic language, 
tr' . de"cnptiOn, na~rahon an~ sentiment, is to presen·e the 
r01ce from a laggmg, drawlmg, formal or heavy effect on 
the one hand, and from a tone dry and unimpressive on the 
c~ther. 

[?c<;enge ".is ~ propensity and endearour to injure the 
c,ftrnoer, wb1ch 1t a.ttended with triumph and exaltation 
\\Lt'n the injury is accomplished. It expresses itself like 
m:J.lJce but more openl~, loudly and triumphantly." (~I alice 
,, exnressed thus-asp1rated, guttural, low pitch, vanishing 
stress, falling i_nflection of the fifth, slo\\' mo,·ement, long 
pauses, emphas1s and expression intense.) 
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,. There, there's Lucretia! Now, look ye where she lies! 
. . . 

Ask yon deserted street, where Tullia drove 
O'er her dead father's corpse, 'twill cry, Revenge! 
Ask yonder senate-house, whose stones are purple 
With human blood, and it will cry, Revenge! · 
Go to the tomb where lies his murdered wife, 
And the poor queen, who loved him as her son, 
Their unappeased ghosts will shriek, Revenge! 
The temples of the gods, the all-viewing heavens, 
The gods themselves shall justify the cry, 
And swell the general s.ound, Revenge! Revenge! " 
'~The Student's Elocution. Book," by L. Bagley and G. 

Goodes, give the above passage to be rendered as a climax, 
the last revenge being pronounced with an intense whisper. 

The mob admires courage, says Winans, so it must be 
faced boldly; any sign of weakness, any attempt to beg it 
to be good will be derided. If th~y suggest revenge, say 
a greater revenge. By any means get delay, for in most 
cases mob feeling does not last long. 

Deli;ht dwells on the pleasing object, tones same as joy, 
but less forcible and more permanent. Thus we gaze upon 
a pleasing figure or picture: 11 0 sweet Paulina! ~fake 
me to think, so twenty years together no settled sense of the 
world can match the pleasure of that madness." 

Entreaty: " Slightly aspirated quality, earnest but sub
dued force, tremulous stress, high pitch, fallmg inflection d 
the semitone and minor third, slow movement, feeble em
phasis, long pauses, plaintive and languid expression."-
11 Pulpit Elocution." 

" Cease, fond nature, cease thy strife, 
. And let me languish into life f " · 

Lame1!tation and wailing: II Assume a flexible, full, inter
rupted tone, in a voic~ of sorrow." -Cicero. (See Epilogue.) 

Delsarte says lamentation is produced by a voice loud, 
plaintive, despairing and obstinate, indicating a heart which 
can neither contain nor restrain itself. 

/ndignat.:on: " Orotund voice, pectoral, somewhat 
a::pirated, full force, sometif?eS . impa~sioned, low pitch, 
vanishing stress,, prevalent fallmg mflect1on, slow movement, 
pauses long, emphasis strong." "From East to West, a 
groan of accusation pierces heaven ! The wretch pleaded 
against us.,, 

Denunciation: Same as indignation, but moderated to 
more restrained and calmer mood, bv the in£! uence of 
solemnity and regref. " Slave Trade," by Dewey: " The 
world is full of wrongs and evils, and full of wronged and 
suffering men . . . the prowlir.g man-stealer ! He has torn 
men and women and children from their country and their 
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homes who never did him any wrong. . . Oh! it is the 
great felon act in human history! Oh! it is the monster 
crime of the world ! " 

Expostulation, also remonstrance: Ex~mple of ~he ~oldest 
up and down slides of the voice; the mterrogatlon m the 
form of remonstrance •or expostulation adopting the down
ward slide as do all other emphatic forms of language. In
dignant address: " Is it such a fast that I have chosen? 
a day for a man to afflict his soul? Is it to bow down 
his head· as a bulrush and to spread sackcloth and ashes 
under him?'' · 

Awe, sublimity, pathos (passion) with .sublimity: The 
orotund is the natural mode of utterance m all the deep, 
powerful and sublime emotions. It belongs accordingly to 
oratory and to the bolder forms of p~etry. (Russ~ll)-e.g., of 
vastness, sublimity-the orotund quahty, 1mpass10ned force, 
median stress, low pitch. 

" The Ocean." 
" Thou glorious mirror! where the Almighty's form 

Glasses itself in tempest: in all time, 
Calm or convulsed-in breeze, or gale, or storm, 
Icing the pole or in the torrid chme ... "-Byron. 

Gratity: " The speech is slow and solemn, the tone with
out much variety; it is as when the mind is fixed or deli
berating on some important subject; smooths the counten
ance and gives it an air of melancholy; the eye-brows are 
lowered and the eyes cast downward" (Walker)-e.g., grave 
deliberation on War and Peace: 

"Fathers, we once again are met in council, 
Ca=sar's approach has summon'd us together, 
And Rome attends her fate from our resolve. 
How shall we treat this bold aspiring man ? • . ." . 

-Addison's "Cato." 
Use: There are two kinds; ( 1) is when the orator, being 

inwardly moved himself with any of those affections (sorrow 
excfpted), bends and applies his speech to stir his hearers 
to the same. This kind is called Imagination or Oratorical 
Ima~ery, to which divers vehement figures belong, as 
Exclamation, Obtestatio, Imprecatio, Optatio, Exuc1tatio, 
Interrogatio, Orco, ard such like; and to move to mirth, 
such figures as Asteismus and others of similar nature. 
1!atters that fall into this figure ought to be great, cruel, 
horrible, odious, pleasant or marvellous, for the greater the 
cause is, the sooner the affectic1ns of the hearers are moved. 
(2) Another kind is when the orator, by declaring some 
lamentable cause, moves his hearers to pity and compassion. 
Lamentable histories are oftentimes used, likewise lively 
description of woeful suffering, pitiful miseries, and how 
they may be artificially expressed, poet's complaints give 
apt exampks. To pardon offences, the perorations of Cicero 
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are go~d prec~dents. A ~erious and ·deep affection in th~ 
-orator IS . a mtghty furtherance and help in this figure, as 
when he. 1s zealous and deeply touched himself with any of 
those vehement affections, but specially if he be mwardly 
.moved with a pitiful affection, he moves his hearers to the 
.same compassion and pity by his passionate pronunciation. 
The vo'ice must also lend to it. 

Caution: (1) Observe that the causes may be su}jicient 
to· move the minds of the hearers to affections and passions, 
for it must be effectual matter and not bare words that may 
·work so great" effects in the minds of prudent hearers. 
(b) That there be a discreet observation of necessary circum
stances, as in what causes, what affections are to be moved, 
for in funeral orations and such like, to move to laughter 
is opposed to so serious a cause. (c) When and where, that 
is time and place must be observed; mourning at marriages, 
joyful. time at funerals are not the· proper places nor time. 
(d) It is Ifeedful to shun the untimely and too hasty a change 

.9f affections, for first to move pity and weeping, and then 
· presently laughter, or contrariwise, makes the action absurd . 

.(e) It is prudent to observe a measure in moving affections 
lest he kindlb that which he is not able-to quench. (f) Avoid 
feigned matter, fond gesture and counterfeit pronunciation. 
Let the audience imagine more than yoq express both in 
gesture and words. , 

Delh•erJ': Move ourselves to mo~·e others: To appe'!-r like 
truth, let· us assimilate our feelings to those who are truly 
affected, and ou( language accordingly will excite the same 
in others. We must represent absent objects as if we see 
·them with our eyes .and have them before us. Whoeyer can 
best conceive' the ima~es will have the greatest p01i.'er in 

'moving the feelings. I complain of .a man being murdered; 
I must bring before my eyes everything likely to have 
happened when it occurred. 

Aristotle says: "The mere being in possession. of ~hat 
·one ought to say is not enouglt, but we must dehver 1t. as 
we ought. Three points are necessary-loudness of vozce 
fitness of Iones, and rhythm. One General Rule: If .the 
·words, tones, loudness of voice, gesture of body and counten· 
ance seem to proceed from ~one passion, then 'tis well ''pro
nounced, othfrwise not, for when there appear more passiOns 
than one at a time, the mind of the speaker appears uh· 
natural and distracted-as the mind of the speaker, so the 
mind of the hearer." 

Cicero says that thent must be a generous infusion of the 
blood. (In common nowaday parlance, 11 make the blood 
boil, flesh to crawl.") 

Genung's rhetoric on "Appeal to the Emotions": "Yhe 
speaker must consult wisely the taste, the culture, the fam1l~ar 
1deas of the persons addressed. Uneducated are more eas1ly 
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swayed by pathos, humour or impassioned phrase, at the 
same time more palpable and striking, more coarse-grained, 
the jokes must be of the knock-down kind, must turn not 
!IO much on words as on acts and situations. The emotional 
figures must be overt and emphatic, verging to declamation 
and rant. The Educated are less susceptible,· are moved by 
moderate means. There is a subdual of emotion. It is not 
less emotion, but emotion concerned with other objects, whic.h 
latter may be deeper and more vital though less demonstra
tive. The Signs of emotion in voice and manner, and to a 
great extent in style, aie better suppressed or rather subdued~ 
to understatement, in order that the grounds and provoca
tores of emotion may be kept in advance of them: Then if 
in spite of repressive effort they break bounds, they are 
exhibited to real purpose. It was a maxim of Webster that 
violence of language was indicative of feebleness of thought. 
... He kept his audience constantly in advance of h1m by 
suggestion rather than by strong asseveration, by calm ex
position of considerations which ought to excite feeling in 
the heart of both speaker and hearer, not by undignifi.ed 
theatrical exhibition of passion in himself." 

General rule, according to Bain, is to proceed froin a 
weaker to a stronger"'passion. 

Foster states: '' The appeal to the passions which combine 
the direct and indirect, making the latter the foundation upon 
which the direct appeal to the feelings rests and, is built, 
will be found not only- the rasiest and most practicable to
the 5peaker, but P10St telling upon his audience. This direct 
appeal to the passion.i is when the speaker by the mere 
force of his own \'ehement passion expresses himself in: 
burnmg words, in a passion that fi.nds expres£ion- in his 
flashing eye, in his quivering voice; in his earnest gestures. 
The i11direct appeal to the passions is more common, as Yery 
few men po~sess the faculty of acting directly and immedi
ately, without preamble or preparation, solely through the 
fern~ and intensity of their own strong feelmg, upon the 
hcnts of their fellow-men. The indirect brings before their 
mmd~, without any direct display of his own sentiments in 
vigr.:~·;us, ea:-nest and nervous language, those scenes, circum
~til:~crs or occasions which he deems fi.tting and calculated 
to :>waken in t!1e hearts of the hearers the passions which 
he s•:cks to excite." · 
. The argument from cause to effect, and from analogy, 
1llu-tratrs aq.;umentati\'ely the indirect appeal as prepanng 
thP mind for conriction (see Edwin Bell~s Principles of Argu
mr~lt) by showing antecedent probability of the fact proved: 
'' Dead men cannot rise again, dead states cannot restore 
thl·Insch es. The conqueror decides the state of the con
quered; the,· must come in as new states or remain as con
qu~red pro,~inces." Baden says: " Demosthenes is fond of 
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discussing each point of his case separately, beginning with 
an introduction and closing with a recapitulation in which 
he: frequently employed a series of questions" (Eperotesis). 
He thus prepared the hearers and made his powerful· direct 
appeals in the bold figures, Interrogatio or Eperotesis. (See 
Figs. D:ictic, Emphasis, Epilogue,. Ethos and Pathos.) 

PAUSE: Greek pausis, a stopping; pauo, I make to 
cease; pauomai, I cease; is a Figure of Thought. S. S. 

, Curry says: 11 It is the mind taking time to weigh and 
deeply reali::e the truth which it is to express. The absence 
of pause denotes superficiality and lack of feeling. The 
length and frequency of pauses show the intensity of think
ing. Pause is one of the most dignified modes of expres
sion. The concentration of the mind upon an idea or the 
reception of an impression during a pause causes the words 
which express it to be gathered into a single group and 
given with the unity. of one word. The words belonging 
to one idea cluster about it like filings around a magnet. 
A phrase expressing an idea has been called ' an oratorical 
word.' " Respecting the Rhetorical Pause, Rupert Garry 
says: " The grammatical pause refers to the synthetical 
structure of a sentence (appeals to the eye, as Thos. Sheridan 
remarks); the rhetorical is addressed to the understanding 
through the porches of the ear. Rhetorical punctuation is 
to keep together the groups of words between the stops and 
not mixing up a word of one group with the preceding or 
subsequent group. The stops are regulated by the nature 
of the composition, the conception, feeling and aim of the 
speaker. The finest effect is lost by omitting the pause, 
not those marked in print-e.g., 

' We fought and conquered ere a sword was drawn, 
An arrow from my bow had pierced their chief.~, 

Instead of : ' We fought and conquered-ere a sword was 
drawn.'" 

Examples: Dr. John Livingston's sermon: "Why are 
convulsed nations using a new and terrible form to exter
minate each other? Must the blood so long covered and 
forgotten by men now come in remembrance and be dis· 
closed? Must this generation-we forbear! Judge ye! " 
See Webster's effective pause in addressing the "Bunker 
Hill Monument," under "Daniel Webster," and Lord Chat
ham's, mentioned under " Lord Chatham." 

Whitefield's eloquence was noted for the pauses he .made. 
In the course of a sermon in Norwich (England), Whttefield 
broke off abruptly, paused for a few moments, then burst 
into a :flood of tears, lifted up his hands and eyes, and 
exclaimed with tremendous emphasis: 11 0 my hearers, the 
wrath to come! the wrath to come I u In " The Warning 
Voices," preached at Yorkshire, where thousands were 
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gathe:red, \Vhitefi.eld, with uplifted hands,. offered a most 
impressire prayer; then m a manner pecuharly solemn a_n~ 
nou:Ked his text: " It is appointed unto men once to dte, 
and after that the judgment." He pause.d for .a ID?ment 
before be proceeded, when !:uddenly a wild shnek ISsued 
from the centre of the congregation: ah immortal soul had 
just passed into e~ernity. 

Use: Thomas Sheridan says .lhat as the hearer is not 
pre-acquainted wit~ the meaning of the sentence, a paus~: 
before the emphatrc word shows exactly where emphasis; 
becrins and which words go with it. A pause before an im-· 
portant word or words. calls att~ntion, and after the word. ' 
is for the hearer to rummate on 1t. The hearer must be put 
to no trouble but attending to the meaning, and the ear must 
be pleased as it conveys it to the understanding. There
fore pause and tone should distiuguish members, tell whether 
one is to continue or stop. Use exact tones for the stops 
as one uses in conversation. The hearer must also be relieved 
of the fatigue of continuous sound, and have time during 
the pau:oes to di5tinguish members of sentences, whether 
sense continues in the same sentence or the next. 

" The law of Pause is : \V ords necessary to convey each 
idea of a sentence should be grouped together and separated 
from adjacent groups by pauses." Rhetorical Pauses should 
be made thus: (1) Pause Before: (a) Relative pronouns, who, 
which, what, that, in their various numbers and cases, both 
simple and compound .. (b) Conjunctive words-e.g., 
"Though He slay me-yet will I trust Him." (c) Preposi- ' 
tional phrases. (d) Before Infinitive phrases, Wlth excep
tions. 

(2) Pause Between: (a) Between a series of words, such 
as are of the sam~ part of speech. (b) Between whatever 
intervenes between the nominative case and the verb. 
(c) Whatever intervenes between verb and accusative. 
(d) Between words where the're is an ellipsis. {e) Between 
clauses. 

(3) Pause After: (a) A noun or nominative if compou.."ld 
-f.g., "The great and invincible Alexander-wept for the 
ftte of Darius." (b) Words or phrases used independently, 
or loose me~tbers. (c) After words of strong emphasis or 
emotwn, or m contrast, antithesis or apposition. Emphasis 
may even 

1
Separate the syll<lbles of ~ strong word, making 

wlnt 1S cJ.L:d an lntasyllabtC Pau.re m the word, as "chas
tiseme~t.~~ " He who reigns in the sky," a speaker could 
say th1s all in CJne breath, 'lut if he wishes to put emotion 
into it he would pause after each word, thus: " He-who
rergr.s-:-m-the~sky." (d) After the first constructive part 
cf a C.~rect penod. (e) After an inverted period: Every ill
,·erted penod consists of two principal constructive parts, 
and c.t the end of the first part a pause, which is where the 
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Jatter part begins to ·modify it (former). Yet (is 'understood 
at the beginning here): " Erery one that speaks and reasons 
is a grammarian and a logician-though he may be utterly 
unacquainted with the rules of grammar: or logic." (f) After 
.setf:rul ·ad jecth·es 'but the last, which iT joined to the noun. 
The pause represents an ellipsis of the noun after each 
adjective-e.g., "He was a great, good, and noble man." 
(g) After each adverb if before a verb: "Warmly, wis~ly 
rationallv and prudently to 10\·e." If they come after the 
veib, then a pause after each, thus: " To love wisely
prudently-and rationally is, in the opinion of lo\'ers, not 
to loi'e at· all." Also after each \·erb 1when coming before_ 
~he ad\'erb, except the last verb, thus: " To eat-drink
and sleep moderately." (h) After whatever is put in the 
ablative absolute or participial construction, must be 

~ separated by a short pause: " If a man borrow aught of 
his neighbour, and it be hurt or die, the owner thereof not 
being with it-he shall surely make it good." " The owner 
thereof not being with it " is absolute ablative, and like a 
parenthesis is to be separated. (i) After nouns in apposi
tion, or .words in the same case, where the latter is only 
explanatory of the former: "To send on earth Virtue
his darling child, designed . . . " If the two nouns are 
single,_ no pause: "King George"; if of many terms, thus: 
.. George.-King of Great Britain, Ireland, and Emperor 
-of India." j) After conjun.ctions.: First, cumulati~·e, after 
" and," which stands at tllf head of the list, also, yea, 
likewise, so, in like manner, first, secondly, again, besides, 
furthermore; moreover, further, yet another, once more; 
second, adversati~'e conjunction, pause after "but" (called 
arrestive), but then, still, yet, only, nevertheless, however, 
at the same time, for all that. An entire paragraph is not 
unfrequefltly devoted to arresting or preventing a seeming 
inference from one preceding, and 'is therefore appropriately 
opened by "but,~~ "still," ''nevertheless," etc. (k) Pause 
after each accentual group or word, the suspension is wry 
slight: " Like I children I for some I bauble i fair." 

(4) After tlze Exclusive, becatlse they indicate the exclusion 
<lf some circumstance that would otherwise be allowable; 
·"else, 11 11 otherwise," are the chief. (5) Altematiu-, pause 
after nor or or. When nor is used without neitlzer preceding, 
it is commonly in the sense of " and not." (6) After 
Illative, which indicates effect or consequence, and used in 
reasoning, as therefore, U1herefore, hence, whence, conse
quently, accordingly, thus, so, then, so tlzen, for, becm!se, 
and other con junctions such as hypothetical, conditional, 
as if, provided that, and in words of reference, "in this 
<:ase," " under these circumstances, 11 

" after what has now 
been said" (cf. Bain, Bell, Walker, Fulton and Tru,eblood). 

'.'It was my privilege to hear-(audience wonders who) 
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the. great evangelist...:_(people. wondered.~o which. e~ang~l~st). 
· Dwight L. Moody-4pause). · .I came to.,regard:. hm...:..~ 

(audience· held in ·brief suspense)· as' the· greatest,: p~eacher. 
of his day.~'-\V, J. Bryan: (The. dashes indicate pause':) ' 
An unskilful speaker' ~ould have rattled: off ... thi~· without; 
pause,· nor suspense;. and the senten~es ·would· .have ,fallen . 

· fiat upon the audience .. lt i~ precisely.· the'· applicatiqn\of.: 
1hese small things which makes the differen~e. between the.,; 
successful and 'Unsuccessful speak~. :'-J ~ B; Esenwein. ·: 1 ,

1 
·.! ; : ' 

Delaumosne ,says ~hat 'Iilenu ·.:is· .. a ",pow~rful· ·?rat~~~c~ :· 
.agent, that Chryso~t~me stopped and.the audienc~~Hurst:_I~~o j 
·sobs. It, gives. the o~ator. t1me to judge\ ·of: h1s, · pos1hon~; 
~ilence giVes gesture tune' to concent~a~ and ?o ·good· e'fe~ui~. 
110n. '·.. . : . ···~·:· · :,_ ~ ,··~-.' : ·.,/ ,· 

Caution: ·Avoid placing. the Pause' .in the· wrpng_part 9f . 
a phrase, as it rende~s the ~hrase. indisti~ct .or ob~ure~:no(: 
pay too, much att~nbon to rules :respechng. pauses; ,or ·t,h~· .. 
idea may be -sacrificed to form.' Curry remarks on this· point:': 
!' Mechanical rules; such as 1 pauSe. pefote a.. preposition'. or..: 

.. relative pronoun,' and the like,, are u~less. .They· ~re1 ,mor~.; .· 
;over, vicious, because they. concentrate the student's.·:attenti.on. 
upon ~'ccidentals· and may prevent ,enuine ~h~ing/~ · j:,:· · .. 

l)elzver'V: C. H.~ Spurgeon" on 1 Opt!n .Atr, freachmgt, 
says: " ln quiet country. crowds there. is much .fort:e ~ ; an I 

,-eloquent silence 1 nOW and then interjected; it :gjves .. pfwle ·: 
time to breathe, and also to 'reflect. : Do· not,· however,.·.: 
attempt this in a I London. street;. you must: go .; ahead,:. 'Of ( 

. 'Someone else may run off ·with your congregation;. , In .· 11 '. 
~tgular field sermon pauses ·are ver1 tff ective, and . ar~ ~se£ul · 
m several ways, both. to.· the. 'speaker and listeners~ . but: to 
a pas~ing C?mpany who are noV incli~ed ~or anything like·. 
worsh1p, qutck, sho~t, !_sharp. address· 1s ·most a~apted, '' · , ·. 
· J._,A. Hammerton, on "Actor's Art,'~ .says that pause.lznd . .' 

. trnpltasis give a speech its greatness ~or· mediocrity. ( One · 
· <Jf K~an's means of effect was to make long pause' between: 
n·rtam phrases:.:-e.[., "Wilford u.:_a pause;·;- in which' h1s 
face underwent" a rapid succession of expressions,~ fluently· 

' melting intO each Other and tending 
1 

t() ' One' cJimaX1 : thefl I 
the 4eer ton~s of ,"remember " cameJi~e muttered thuri~el'. ' 

· G.arnck s dehvery of the curse, the audience shrunk at: 1t- . 
b1!" preparation, throwing/ away .his crutCh, .grasping ··his 
hands, turning his eyes to heaven-inspifed a str()ng· fore-·· 
<:ast of terror; he set his teeth, his limbs trembling, broken . 

. tones of ang~r. with inward utterance: began, then 'louder~ 
and !ouder and quicker to the termination c;>n" ingratitude.''.·' 
Aust!? says Garrick paused twelve times· in the delivery of', 
tht . Sohloquy,•• sometimes as much as 3 ·3/5 seconds. 
~ustm further says that rhetorical pauses before and ·after 
!mportant matter le~v~ it str.9ngly impressed on ~he memory. : 
Jhough the !Mund 1s mterrupted in these pauses, the gest11re . . ·, ~ ·, .. ...' ' ' 
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a~td the countenance must express that something further is 
exp~cted. These pauses r:nake a person appear £ull of his 
subject and rather to wa1t for the expression; he appears 
to take time for reflection, to think, to doubt, to resolve, 
to be alarmed. It makes him appear sincere, whicb is the 
chief point of a speech. ]. Edgar Foster says an oratorical 
pause before a word or words of much importance shows 
that the speaker seems overwhelmed by the greatness of 
thought or sentiment, and is for the moment deprived of the 
power of speech-e.g., " The paths of glory lead but to 
the-grave." Silence arouses· attention. To thrdw e:1ergy 
into an address, increase a little the volume of sound i mal<:e 
clearer the articulation, increase the emphasis, also the 
intonation, and make the pauses longer. Rev. E. J. Bidwell 
says that a dead silence after a climax is very impressive. 

PERIODICITY: Derivation same as Period. It is a 
form of speech by which the orator puts the principal thought 
last. When a sentence is w short that the eye and thl! 
mind take it all. in at a glance, Periodicity is of little con
sequence. The following is one of the finest exarr:.ples of 
stately periodic sentences: " You who listen with credulity 
to the whispers of fancy, and pursue with eagerness the 
phantoms of hope; who expect that age will perform the 
promises of youth, and that deficiencies of the present day 
will be supplied by the morrow, attend to the history of 
Rasseles, Prince of Abyssinia." -S. Johnson. 

Delivery: As all tends to one important point it may be 
delivered either as an Accumulatio or Anabasis. 

PERIODOS: Greek 7i€p{, around; ooor;;, way, road ; 
periodos, making a circuit around, going around in a circle; 
a well-rounded sentence. 

11 \Vhat is meant by a rhetorical period? The Period is 
a structure in which the completion of the sense is sus
pended till the clos~. One effect of the periodic struct~re 
is to throw emphas1s upon the end. · Further, the penod 
satisfies all the expectation it excites. In the act of attendmg 
to the discourse, the mind of the hearer always gravitates. 
Besides, .the period permits the disclosure to the hearer of 
the growth of a thought. Here lies its chief advantage. 
A certain loftiness of imaginative thinking cannot be ex
pressed without a skilful and free use of the periodic struc-

~ ture. Short, dense, antithetic sentences will not do for it." 
-Austin Phelps. 

A Period, according to Quintillian, is of two kinds: 
simple when the thought is expressed in a rat.1er full com
pass of words; the otJur consisting of commas and members. 
A period must have two members i the ayerage number 
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2.ppear~ to be four, but it frequentlY. admits of more. Full 
penods. a:e very proper for. exor~i~ of i?lportant causes 
where It IS necessary to exC1te sohc1tude, mterest or p1ty. 
fhey are also ada~ted for moral dissertations or for any 
kind of amplifi.catwn. 

" A period must finish with the sense, for by dividing it, 
it is possible to understand the contrary of the fact. , A 
period is either of clauses or simple (a simple period consists 
of a single clause); of clauses, when the parts are perfect 
and distinct and can be easily pronounced at one breath
..:.g., 'I wonder you were not afraid of their ends (one 
part), seeing you imitate their actions (the other)'; and both 
make the penod. "-Aristotle. 

The following is a well-balanced Ciceronian. period, with 
!':kilful arrangement of words and clauses:-

• "Si non minus nobis jucundi atque illustres sunt ii dies, 
quibus conservamur, 

quam illi, quibus nascimur, 
quod salutis certa l<:etitia est, 
nascendi incerta conditio, 
et quod sine sensu na.scimur, 
cum roluptate servamur, 
profecto, quoniam illum, qui hanc urbem condidit, 
ad deos immortales benevolentia famaque sustulimus, 
esse apud vos posterosque vestros in honore debebit is, 
qui eandem bane urbem conditam amplifi.catamque 

servavit."-Cicero vs. Catiline, III. 2. 

H. W. Auden makes this division: (r) the single Historical 
Paiod, he gives as the various elements inserted between 
the subject and predicate according to their temporal rela
tions, the events in the order of their occurrence; (2) the 
Oratorical Period, as the exact balance of clauses, with an 
elaborate correspondence of Protasis and Apodosis. For 
example of the Historical Period, see Cresar, B.G.1 VI. 3 I, 
beginning with " Catll\·o!eus rex ... " and ending with " se 
cxanimaYit." Another example of an Oratorical Period: 
Cat. I. I 3, 3 I, commencing with "Ut saepe homines ... " 
and ending with " vivis ingravescet." 

There are the simply divided period, the antithetical, the 
antitheta, which joins the parts in opposition to a third 
contrary (see this fig.), and equipose, where the clauses 
are equal. 

Ca!ilion: Foster says: "Do not permit a weaker expres
Sion to follow a stronger. They must rise in energy and 

- AnJ if th~ days of our preservation are not less joyous or less illustrious. I 
we were born: I because the pleasure of deliverance is certain. 1 but the 

r·rec ... nous: I and Ltcause we are born unconscious of it, I but we are prestr\'ed 
I""· ~l!lCt h1m, wto founutd this city.! we have, bv our ~ratitude and vener

·'.'" n. tu ILdi•Cncl ~ods; I he ought, b)' )OU and )ourposterir·v. to be revered. I he, who 
'·.~ cty "·lL J..l ~~~ <iCtcs~J(:'~~ of ~trtn,:..:rh. and \lo·r.;al:h ha~ preH:rved :··1 for, by me were tbo~e 

..... :.l::- ..... J,tnu.i.- · Clctro 1n C111tlllllalll," f'44ltiz:ht11. b_~ U m.1Ji4i't:u.·Ml f!t S..rjJ~ 
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close with the strongest; the membeliS of a long period should 
go 01'11 lengthenmg and close with the longest. The best 
method is to mingle long and short sentences together. Let 
the period end harmoniously with• a word ot length or of a 
long syllable." 

Cicero says .. that the proper length of the members should 
be limited to about four hexameter, or the space between 
the times of taking breat~. 

' Delivery: " The rise and cadence depend on the nature 
and situation ot the members. In a penod of two members 
the turn of the voice begins 'with the latter member-e.,.R'., 
' If impudence prevailed as much in the forum and cou-rts 
of justice as insolenc~. does ip th~ C?untry and places of 
less resort; Aulus C~Cina wou1d subm1t as much to the im
pudence of Sextus Ebutius in this cause as he did before 
to his insolence when assaulted by him.' Here the cadence 
begins on Aulus C~cina. If the sentence consists of three 
members, the inflection is best made at the end of the 
second. Where there are four members, which is reckoned 
the most complete and perfect, the cadence begins with the 
third member, being equally balanced. In proportiOn to 
the time of raising the voice, space may be allowed for its 
sinking. In speaking, the turn of the voice should begm 
where the sense ceases' to be suspended. The cadence 
should be preceded by a considerabl~ pause, and the word 
immediately before the cadence should have an upward 
slide."-" Lessons on Oratory," by J. Edgar Foster. The 
upward slide of the voice is on the word •' resort." The 
Thesis commences with " Au! us Czecina," where the Yo ice
begins to turn for the descent, not a' sudden drop, into a 
gradual repose or cadence rcadere, to fall) of three accentual 
syllables at the end. The third or penultimate member may 
be arranged so as effectively to take the level progrex.ss of 
the voice. (See "If any or all of these are mercies," under 
•• Whitefield," his sermon "Britain's Mercies and Britain's 
Duty.,.) 

•• Having -alreadv shown how fancy- 'is affected by the 
works of nature . . . how they mutually assist each other 
in forming scenes as are most apt to delight the mind of 
the beh6ldet: I shall in this paper ... " The sense of th1s 
sentence is suspended till the word " beholder," and here 
are to be placed the long pa~se and rising i~fl.ection. . 

Bain says: .. AmonO' the hmges of the penod, one of )he 
most important is tht participial construction. This is one 
of the advantages accruing from the participle. The follow· 
ing period would be a very loose sentence, but for the sus
pension arising out of the participial clause. '_Accus_tomed 
to a land at home where eYerv height seen dtmly m the 
distance might prore a cathedral, a tower~ a church spire, 
a pilgrim's oratory, or at least a ways1de cross, these 
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religious explorers..must have often ~tr~ined their t~i~~t ~~~ 
order to recognise some object of a smular. c~aracter. :_ -~The· 
voice rises on 'wayside cross. • ~All the foregomg cond1t~o~al. 
5entences form the Protasis. and should take .. the · nsmg· 
inft~:tion as a rule:· · / \. · .. :· .. ;. •.. , ./ 

1 
·. ··,.: .' .''. · .-~. 

PERIPHRASIS~ Greek- wEpt, . around,· about~· 'beyqnd,·~ 
exceedmg; · ¢pa~w, to tell, ~- ded.are;. is. a~~~~~~-· speech .• 
whereby the orator declares and· _expounds w1tll_ ~any; w9~ds, · 
and in sundry- ,ways. that. ,whtch may be;.:;a1d w1th-_.one ... 
word. o~ at least with. very. few. W<?fds. · _ : :~ ·,;· '_,· .. :.". · ; ~' 

Examples: "Man goeth. to h1~ long h~l)le, .( Go;·.pul. 
off this tabernacle "..:..i.e.~ to die., :· '- · > ., t. · :. · ·: ·· · ~ 

· " If thou wc.mld view fair Melrose right,-.<· . 
Go visit it by the pale moonlight, . .·: · 
Far the gay beams of lightsOme -day· . · ~ .... 

'Gild but to flout the ruins away:·.·: · · · · 
When the broken arches are black in ·~ight: 

· And each .-Shafted oriel glimmers white;. .: · 
When t~e· cold light's uncertain_ shower; 
Streams on the ruin' d central ·tower; ·; , . 
When buttress and ·buttress, alteil).a~ely 

· Seemed framed of ebon and ivpry; · '\; · 
When silver edges. the .imagery · · • ~- · ·: . 
And'the. scrolls that t~~ch theeJo liv~ and'die';\ ~-' _·~ 

·When distant Tw~d.fs heard to~.rave,~·.·~ ·, · .. : .. 1 ~·. <_ 
And .the owlet to hoot o'er the. dead,man:; &raye;:· ~· 
Then go-bu~ go alone the ·.while-:-·,., ;,_-.' . _ -.-.:~ '· _· : 
Then view St. David's ruirled pilei'· . · . . -; ';, " , 
And, home returning, soothly swear ·. · ·· . ,. ~,.':. ~ · 
Was never scene 50 sad and fair."-....:,Walter Scott;~·< ·. 

Use·: First, of necessity,<. as'_ 'when we lack ~e. proper 
word; second, for copiousness and cleamess; third, '"'SO; as· 
to sltun obscenity and naked telling of bashful· matte~s: ... ·· 1 ·. , 

. Caution: Do not make the ~cuffilocuti?ri too long; as this.~ 
ornament serves only to gamtsh the ,Mationl .and· never.' 

- increases matte~ ' .. · ... ~ ~ . ,·, ~ ' ·.: 
"Periphrasis ~single .thought demands,.. . · · .. ' .• _··, · .. · 

And uses many words for what but few demands.~ ' ,' · 
· · · · · '. · . :-Langley .. 

Dtlh:ery: In oratory, it is chiefly an embellisbJnent and . 
therefo~e should be .delivered in _the ·smooth,' flowing_ style : 
and With correspondmg easy flowmg gestures. . . · · 

j • 

PERORATIO: Latin perorare, perorat~s; per, thr~ugh.;. 
and or are, to speak: to goo through -the oration. · It. is· a · 
form ?f speech employed for the closing of a speech. Strictly 
speakmg, the reroration is ~e last part_ -;>f an ep~logue~ 
~d the form o speech for th1s close, as gm~Q hy Aristotle,· 
IS asyndetic, ,that is· wi~hout connectives, . ",in order that.. 
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it may be a peroration and not an oration." The following 
example is given by Aristotle in closing his own work or 
Treatise on Rhetonc: " I have spoken-you have heard
the case is in your hands-pronounce your decision." 

Some make the peroration longer, that is composed of con
siderable clauses without connectives, forming a complete 
rounded sentence at ,the close. 

Gbdstoue introduc in;.; tile Secu n...! Hom t: Rule Bill. 
B1 i. ,!UI f t rmiJJ ion of 1/mrr Gnn•tJ f!l Ca. , T.tJ. 

In the above plate is shown one of those magn ifi.cent epic 
gestures with which "The Grand Old Man," rich in scholar
ship and felicitous in expression, pronounced those .fiery, 
incomparable perorations for whicl;l he was so dJstmgu,1shed. 
Sir T . Wemyss Reed, in his "Life of Gladstone," says tha't this 
was Mr. Gladstone's favourite gesture. (See ep1c gestures, 
pages 239 and 240.) 

ExamPle . "May God reward you for all your works 
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of faith, z.nd labours of lore, and make you abound more 
and more in eYery good word and work towards all men; 
m<Jy he truly convert all that have been co~vinced, and 
awaken all that are dead in trespasses and sms; may he 
confirm o.ll that are waYerin'g, and may you all go from 
one dcrrrt'e of grace to another, till you arriYe unto the 
measur;' of the stature of the fulness of Christ; and thereby 
be mnde to stand before 1hat God, ' in whose presence is 
the fulness of joy, and at whose right hand there arc 
pL:asurcs e\'crmore ' l Amen! Amen ! ''-Whitefield, on 
'' ~ersccution E'.·ery Christian's Lot." 

Ccution: Do not fail to rc:st the head and the body quietly 
immediately after the delivery of the Peroration, as the 
r.eryes ha\'e been wrought upon rery highly. A pause doubL~ 
that after a paragr2.ph is considered . suitable fo~ closi?g the 
rhythm of the whole S?eech or oration, and g1ves tne tm
prcssio!l of net wishing ha :ily to efface the effect of v:hat 
you hare said. Sinkmg fwm distress and fatigue, being 
expressed by the orator, has an extraordinary effect in a 
Peror::tion-c.g., "But there must be an end: for I am 
no lonhcr at.Je to spc:1k for tears." etc. (Shendan fell back 
into his ~cat at the trial of Warren Hastings, after he 
delin'rrd the last sentence or peroration of his famous speech.) 

Ddi7'f?J': Q1,1intillian says that the Peroration and the 
more subdued parts of a speech call for syllables that • are 
lou;4 _indeed but less sonorous. The Peroration requires a 
continuous enumeration of particulars in a uniform tone; if 
to soothe, it calls for smoothness and gentleness~ if to mm·e 
pity, a kind cf musical cadence and plaintive sweetness of 
Yoicc:, by which the mind is strongly affected and which is 
exlrLmcly natural. (See Fig. Epilogue.) 

PEnSO~IFICA TION: Latin posona, meanmg a char
acter, a person. It is a figu:e by which the orator gives 
the quz:litics of a person to things or animals, etc., that do 
net such qualities. This figure is the same as Proso· 
pnp:.eia ;::nd Hypotyposis. 

Amtctlc says that ser.tcnce is best which contains a 
mctJ pl:or, an antithesis and a Personification. 

PISfEIS: Greek r.t(J'7€t~w, to beheve, put faith in, con
fide i:1, to bdie-;e that, ft'el sure or confident that a thinr:r 
is; pisteis, faith, belief, trust in others, persuasion of ~ 
lhm::;! a means of per::.u2.s10n, an argument, proof. This 
IS a r~•rm of speech whereby persuasion or belief is mduced, 
m other words .probable arguments calculated to mduce 
p~·r~ua~10n or behd, whence the name " rhetorical proofs." 
1 h1s 1s th~ f~,rm (,£ all arguments, because, if a thing is 
known or t>chcred, there 1s no necessity of arguing any 
furt~er. In Dcldmatz~·e Nat or y, the proofs which must 
follow are of tlllS tenor: ( 1) a certain thing will happen, or 
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till not happen; (2) these things will result from adn·rsarr's 
policy,_ but are unjust; r3) they are inexpedient; (4) ~·ill 
result m a less degree than he says. Must see if he has 
made any false statement outside his immediate subiect, 
for such statements seem to justify the inference that he is 
misrepresenting his subject itself. The past_ facts are recalled 
for an explanation of present facts, and for the purpose of 
a comparison, and as guide for future course of actio11. 

The Deliberative proof, which properly belongs to the 
Forensic, may be raised in the shape of a denial (r) of the 
future fac~s-i.e., of the consequences which the speaker attri
·butes to the course of policy which he recommends; or 
admitting them, (2) of the justice, (3) expediency, or '(41 im-
portance of the liue of action suggested. I 

For popular assemblies, the P1steis or Argument there are 
seven topics: Religion, laws, the r;onstitution ol tlze state, 
alliances, treaties, commercial or otherwise, with foreign 
states, war, peace, and revenue. For instance, the alliance 
is unjust, has done the country wrong- at some former time, 
or assistance is remote. In popular assemblies the is 
deliberative, that is, the· chief object is to persuade or 
dissuade from a course of action and nothing more; also m 
public or national assemblies. (A distinguished writer says 
that the eloquence of Charles James Fox was Pisteis E thica, 
·that is ethical persuasion, that such and such a course was 
right or wrong, the procedure, etc.) 

:Most of the argument in the Demonstrative or E pideictic 
.is indirect, as the facts must be taken upon trust, and the 
orator very seldom tries to establish them by proofs; or only 
when they are incredible, or for some other reason. 

In Demonstrath•e or panegyrical oratory, first enumerate 
all the admirable points in character, pursuits, actions, etc., 
and apply to these the vanous topics of amplification; then 
compare the best with the worst of others; then gi\·e 
Gnomes and Enthymemes, and a brief summary; then pro
ceed to the moral virtues, justice first, then wisdom, last 
courage, if there be any. ·Instead of the Diegesis and 
Bebreosis of the deliberative speech or dicastic (forensic), 
the confirmation is replaced by Auxesis, whiCh figure see, 
also Amplification, Gnome and the ;Enthymeme; the state
ment of acts and virtues constitute the narrative stvle, in 
-the panegyrical, magnificence of language is aimed at, 
which is effected by multiplying our words, accumulating 
high sounding words in the individual sentences. Do not 
use indecent terms in describing foul actions for fear of 
setting ·in an unfavourable light your own character, or the 
character of the speech. They must be hinted at, enigmati
"(ally insinuated; irony and derision are good. In great 
crowds any common popular vulgar accusation will S('n·e 
for a topic of abuse; in private comersation, and with a few 
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listeners, the object should be to discredit him or bring him 
into contempt-of course, by serious argument. If you wish 
to add pomp and dignity to your style, as in an ordinary 
narrative, employ conjunction (Polysyndeton), and if you 
wish to give vigour and animation to your language, and 
to be concise, Asyndeton will often do it. 

Argumentation is the proving or attempting to prove the 
truth of a ~iven assertion. Inference is the process of reach
ing a conclusion from known or admitted facts or proposi
tion. (Some smoke infers lire.) Proof always demands a 
reference to some wider generality thar1 that which is to be 
proved. .:\rgument from example, cite twq or more instances 
where the tlfect in que:tion appears which agree in having 
one antecedent and differ in all other antecedents, we may 
argue that -one is the cause. Argument from analogy: what
ever is true of a thin~ is true of whatever essentially 
resembles it. Probable arguments from analogy: when two 
things resemble in a preponderating number of essential parti
culars, ¥>'hat is true of one is probably true of the other. 
Argument Ex-silentio is drawn from the absence of testi
mony or the silence of a witness to disprove a fact which 
if true would probably have , been mentioned. Argument 
from Association: when one thing is constantly associated 
with another we may argue from the latter to the former, 
althou~h they are not connected by any known_ law of 
causation. Reduction to Absurdity is by showing that a 
pn,position manifestly absurd i:. logically deducible from it 
either ty a deductiYe argument or by analogy. Disproof: 
there are three modes, Inductive, DeductiYe, and Analogical. 
lrducti\·e consists in bringing examples which contradict 
the proposition in question ; Deductive consists in drawing 
Gut or deducing from the proposition another proposition 
that contradicts it, or in other. words, in reducing it to 
absurdity by showing that a proposition manifestly absurd 
or untf'nable is lcgically deducible from it. Analogical di~-" 
proc,f consists in showing that the proposition in question 
JS rssentially similar to another proposition- that is mani
fr~tly absurd and nntenable, and it is closely allied tD 
d(·duct:q• proof.-" Prinriples of Argument " Edwin Bell 
LLB. l I 

The order of the Pisteis or Argument, as given by Ans
totle and elucidated in the 11 Analvsis and Introduction to 
~ristotle's Rhetoric," by E .. ~I. 'Cope, Tutor in Trinity 
College, Cambndg-e, and ed 1ted by J. E. Sand ys, ~LA., 
P~bl1c Orator m the V~ive~sity of Cambridge, is as follows: 
(1 Tl:.-: Bcb(rosz.r;, whJCh 15 the confirm.:Ition by argummt 
of what has l:X'e-n . statrd, prm·ing them, demonstrating their 
JUstice and exped1ence, and presented in a series, the most 
appropnate to puLlic speaking, are the evidence of custom 
m the conf.rmation cf the truth of a fact (that such things 
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are usual), examples and then enthymemes, and next epen
thymemes, which are supplementary enthymemes, as the 
speaker's. own opinion. ~ny other -kind of rhetOiical proof 
may be mserted parenthetically in the series. The order of 
suc~ess should be in the Beba:osis (a) the speaker's opiliion, 
or m default of that, custom, to show that what we state 
or something like it is usual; (b) next Examples, which we 
must apply (so as to show its analogy) to our statements. 
Select examples nearest to. the he~re~s in time and place, 
and that are most appropnate or mtlmately connected \Vith 
our facts; if none, then with the most striking and remark
able and the best known that can be found, (c) Gnome, cr 
a general sentiment in pomt; that is, we must adduce a 
gnome or general' sentiment in point, and also the parts 
which contain the arguments from probability and the 
examples which may be ended with enthymemes or gnome. 
Proofs of facts, when they are notorious, may be omitted, 
and their. place supplied by showing that they are lUSt, 
legal, expedient and the rest (universal notions of right and 
wrong come under just, or special enactments). Place your 
case in the forefront of arguments if just, then go through 
all topics immediately connected with it-that pronounced 
by authority or decided to be just, that which resembles. 
what is just, and that ·which is contrary to it-all of which 
may be summarily applied. Exaipples must h51ve the same 
character. Then conclude with gnome and enthymemes; if 
long, a concise recapitulation of its heads; if moderate, sum 
it up in a definition, and then immediately (in the same 
sentence) proceed to next topic, as expediency. When you 
have gone through all your proofs in support of your recom
mendations, then in a summary way, and with gnome and 
enthymemes, or figures, show that not to do as you propose 
would be unjust and inexpedient, and disgraceful and un
pleasant; and contrast this likewise in a summary way, the 
justice and expediency and honour and pleasure that will 
follow from complying with your counsel. And after you 
have enunciated sufficient general maxims, give a definition 
of what you have recommended by way of conclusion; and 
in this way we shall cor.fi.rm our pm·ious statements. Anci 
new we shall pass on to (2) Procatalepsis, wherein the 

· opponent's arguments or charges are anticipated for , the 
purpose of pullino- them to pieces, making them appear 

j:rifling, at the sa~e time magnify and gi\'e importance to 
our own. You may contrast your arguments and the 
opponent's singly (one to one) if yours be the stronger; or 
collectively compared (several to several); or one to many, 
or many to one; your own magnified~ your adversary's 
depreciated. When this has been gone ,through, _you. may 
recapitulate, employing any of the figures: D1alog1smus 
(di\·ision), Apologismus (enumeration, or statement of. 
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reasons\ Prcceresis (a deliberate choice, preference), a sum
mary t~ show the purpose or general intention of our state
me:--~t or arguments, E perotesis, Irony, etc. 

There are three modes {)! pro()/, namely Pisteis, Ethos 
and Pathos. ( r) Pisteis is by direct logical proof, by argu
ment; Ethos, the con\·eying of a favourable impresston 
by the exhibition of character in and by the speech that 
rou are an hcnest man, incapable of ·misrepresenting the 
fact!", il'!telligent enough thoroughly to understand them, and 
well disposed to your hearers and their interests. The orator 
.:nust study the rich, poor, young, old, well-born, the power
ful, so as to accommodate his tones according to each; also 
their respective age and conditions of life, as each are 
actuated by different motives. The next Ethos is impart
ing to your speech an air of truthfulness and fi.delity; 
(3) Pathos, by working on the feelings of the audience, so 
as to bring them to the state of mind favourable to the 
orator's purpose, to exc1te an angry or calm temperament, 
Joye or hatred, envy, jealousy, indignation, and so on. The 
moral character is imparted by the choice of language, of 
terms, of tones and expression. Hypocrisis, which is acting, 
includes the management of the voice, that of the 
features, arms, hands, and the entire body. Gnome, the 
opinions of wise men, maxims (often in metrical collection). 

The Direct Logical is divided into Pisteis proper, and 
Pisteis E pit hetoi, which is adventitious or proof outside 
what is properly logical. The Pisteis E pithetoi is divided 
into three: (1) Doxatou legotos, as given by Spengel, is 
".the speaker's own authority or opinion, which may be 
gm:n with advantage in arguing his case, prO\'ided he 
~hc,ws the hearers that he is thoroughly conversant with his 
subject and that it is to his interest to speak the truth; 
the adversary's opinion must at the same time be shown 
to be worthless as himself. If this cannot be done, he should 
point cut that even men of skill and experience (such as 
the adversary has been shown to be, or is known to be) are 
llaLle to error; if this, again, prove impossible, if you cannot 
::h·w that he is likely to be mistaken, say that it is against 
\:c·ur .opponent's interest to speak the truth." (2) ~.fartyria, 
t:-~at IS tcst1mony of one who was privy to th~ fact. This 
12xcludes all evidence but that of the living and present 
w1tne~s. one who shared in it. When the evidence is credible 
and the witness can be relied on, the evidence needs no 
concluding .summary, unless you like to fi.nish off with a 
conme sen~tment, a 11 Gnome " or Enthymeme for the pur
pose of gmng point and sentiment to it. (3) Basanos, which 
1.5 an mro1untary admission by a party to the transaction, 
c1r an acccmpli~e, or one priyy to 1t It is compulsory, 
\', !'l:le ~Iartyna 1s roluntary ev1dence. 
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Oa~s are ad,-entitious proofs, also magmfying, extolling,. 
enlargmg upon the advantage; or d1sparaamCT deoreciatmCT 
vilifying; a sta_teffi:ent unsupport~d or a~ a~~erti~n unsup~ 
ported by proof w1th an adJuration or appeal to heaven m 
attestation of it. 

_T_he Pisteis or Argumen.t is of two kinds: (1) Immediately 
ansmg out of the speech Itself, the circumstances of the case 
and the persons engaged-e.g., "Exetasis," for instance, 
or criticism of chafacter and conduct, and is conducted br 
the speaker according to rules of art; and the oth~r 
(2) "Epithetoi," added 'from without). Of " E:~etasi9" 
there are seven, which are as follows: (a', Icos, that 1s 
probable which when mentioned immediately suggests s·1m1lar 
or analogous cases to the mmds of the hearers-e.g., if a 
man hears another give utterance to a popular sentiment or 
maxim, or say he desires the greatness of his country, 
friends and comrades. and misfortune to the enemies, h~ 
thinks this probable because he is conscious of the existence 
in himself of the same or similar sentiments and wishes. 
We timst be on tlze look out in addressing an audience !u 
f.i::-! ij they -are srmpatlzetic or conscious of t.~e same senti
ments, for such will lend a willing ear. There are three 
species in the probable~ Patl1os, Etlzos, Kerdus .:which 
belongs to human nature;. , They must be employed in our 
speech. The Icos in the deliberatire branch is made nf 
" analogous cases " to make facts more probable. (b) Para
dim, which are examples or facts that ha,-e occurred simil<'-r 
or opposite to those we are now stating-. Examples ;~re 
brought in when the -topic of " probability " fails, as an 
e\·idence of the truth of an incredible or an improbable 
sta:ement bv the allegc:.tion of analogous-acts or e\·ents that 
b.\'e actually occurced. There are two species, first those 
in accordance with ordinary reckoning· or calculation, or 

_general rule-e.g., " The rich are less disposed to wrong
doing than the poor" ; the general rule or probability lz 
on our side, and examples are easy to support our assertion; 
second, the improbable or unexpected (exceptions to rule)
e.g., we want to prore tbt a rich man accep~ed a bribe 
to betray his country's interest, we must hnd mstances of 
excentions (improbable; to the general rule. (c) TamenJJl, 
which is the inconsistencY or incomo:::tibilit\· between facts 
a.'1d, the opponenes speech, or contr2.diction.s in the 
itself. From these contradictions and inconsistencieS most 
hearers at once draw a conclusion of the utter unsoundness 
bc·th of his word.: and actions, that one, must be false and 
the other wrong. (d': EJ:thrmcmes, which is a stat~ment 
with one of the premises left out, or a statement w1th. a 
reason ai,-en. See fJCTure Enth\·mema. (e) Gnome, whKh 
is an e~pression of p~n-ate opinions or things in ge~eral; 
" Catholou," which is "a general express10:1 of opm1on," 
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and is the usual definition. If counter to popular opinion, 
a reason must be brought forward concisely to a,·oid long
windedness aitd incredibilitv: the reason if short and pointed 
is more likelv to carry conYiction. :£) "Semeion" is where 
one thmg is. the sign of a~other, the ordii1~ry conc,omitant 
either before, or after, or ~1multaneously. Not only may a 
thing that has happened be the ~ign of something else that 
has happened, out also of somethmg that has not happened. 
In the " Semeion" thf' habits and associations of the audi
ence must be studied in the same way and the speech accom
modated to them. The " !cos " likewise which takes in their 
pr.esent mood of mind; contempt or terror, pleasure or pain, 
or any other emotion by which they. happen to be influenced. 
These the speaker ought to ascertam and to these he must 
;:.ppcal, and humc•ur them by his speech. ..:\nd the "Kerdos " 
their interests or profits in like manner must be appealed to. 
The " Semeion " is more the probable sign, and 
" T ecmt>rion" the necessary sign or concomitant. Every
thing when represented in these three ways-the /cos, the 
Kerdos, and the Semeion-will appear probable to the 
audience (d. E. ~I. Cope). (g) Elegclws, which is a contra
diction of opponent's conclusion, or a refutation by counter 
syllcgism or qthymeme. Cope adds: ''Any positive asser· 
tinn or statement that cannot be contradicted either in support 
of something we want to proYe ourselYes, or in refutation of 
;:;:-:~ argument of the adYersary.'' Spengel says that Elegchos 
<:t:-c· c:lwa ys fcunded U!"JOn some kind of eridence, as \vitnesses, 
torture, documents, contracts, common rumour. It corresponds 
to the Latin or Spanish law court proceedings called 

" that is positiYe proofs or proofs generally of 
a J~,cumcntary r)r written kind. 

Cu;i!iun: Aristotle says when you excite any passion or 
unr ~1 1 ·nJ do not employ an' enthymem, for either it will 
txpd the passirm or the mthrme.m will be uttered to no 
pu~pr~Se. ·.See Deictic and Enthrmem.'\ Enth,·mem should 

t ..J . • \ " • ~ .. 
nr·t ,{· u~cc; m a continued senes, for thev in iure each 
n!,ds fr•rce };•· confvunding the hearer. 'Foster savs: 
~' \ r' er fdll ~hcrt of the proposition, consider and. expiain 
1t from erery point of \'lew-e.g., ' Charity must be confined 
to ;;Jmsgiring alone.' This is falling short of the proposi
tlt•n.. Chanty must be considered in its proper acceptation 
-uni,·ersal loYe. ::\erer discour.se wide ot the proposition . 
. hc•1d emplr.ymg arguments \\h:ch can be applied to other 
suh1ects as wdl as to t!'!at. on which yc,u are arguir:g. Speak
Ir;z .. fc,r mstan\e, ?n lymg, and using arguments tqually 
a r>phcaLie to nee m creneral, would be to arcrue wide of 

' . . ,. b 0 
t:.c prr•pc·:"tlon. .,e,u use arguments that prore too little, 
tnt !ct U:em he- s~ch 25 warra!lt the conclusion-e.g. ' That 
rr.:m will 't:ffrr scrne great t-"mp:.ral punishment 
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i: ·· ~. 'is ·cruel and oppressive:~-' My .argument would prove too 
-· l~ttle; .~for great-. tyrants· ··have enJoyed great affluence and 
:·:as··m,ud1 go?d~fortune as ,this world is ~apabl~' of affot'di~g. 

Avmd .makmg, those terms· generaJ which cWlll. apply Wlth 
: -~r~th:.o~ly)n _parti~ul~r:places. r W~re: I to.say, :Philosophy. 
, IS !!.<::lverse -:to Ch'hstiamty, because Voltarre, Dtderot; .. and 
:~ .5everal· other;' philosophers· .were infidels,' I should prove 
~-: nothing tO ·~pe purpose; · It is not true that all philosophers 
~~re'jn:fi.del~; ,, ·.Let, yo~r ~arguments ·be s?ch that those-- which 

;··.precede::'wtU.thro~· hght_·.on those whtch follow, and thus 
::.form. such.· a . ~onnection' 'that,· .the . agreemen~ or disagreement 
· .~expressed, :iri'. the• · proposition .. shall . be made. mar,~ifest. · Po 
~ .. :'.no(, extend 1 yo~r; 'arguments; · ·a few well-chosen' words will 
",carry',a;1 great~r:- weight of tonvictiori than a great . number 
:(.of weak extended arguments can possibly do." . · 
:-'- .A.s with_ several facts in the Eptdeictic Diegesis,. so likewise 
, -;here~ i11 .t5 u.se of< argumentative proofs.' Aristotle recom
... mends th;:tt.~hey.'Pe not· all brought forward iri a string, but 
~-.interspersed .with other:'. topics so ·as to reli~ve the weariness 
· anq as$isfthe compr~hens1on of .an audience; for a long and 
conne~ed, chain o£ argum~:nts not only· puzzles and confounds . 
a listener I unaccustomed to .. continUOUS , reasoning/ but also 

, wearies': an~ ·overwhelms him ;"so. that . one argument coming' 
<upon ·anb'ther\before he• has· fully.·pew;ived the force of. the 
' preceding 'they ~~Clash'. together~ :ana '.the force and effect of 
':.the whole is. weakened and destroyed .. (See Webster's reply 
,)o',. H~yne 'where, ·~e: intro~t1c~ct ·passion ~d .. various. topics .. 

.-' .. to':reheve ,the stram of teasonmg.), In pamhng emot10n, or 
( ':wqrking.'upon' the fee~ings of the ~udienc::e, ·use no_ ar~umen_t., 
, • The ·effect. of the argument and feehng cannot co-exist m the1r 

.·;.minds; . bne. '''!Vill 'expel the othe~ or . else the. ·stronger. over· 
>power~·. the··,weaker; •. ,Nor .·when you are try~ng to g1ve an, 
· , ethical · character .-to ·,your. ·speech i for argument is indepen-
~: dent ·of .• charact~r:· and.· x.noral• purpose ... To. blame. or praise,. 
~·bring; '.In,· .o~tsxde,.'toplp~,· Gorgtas · m . hts u Art". says: 
:: ~~ Res?"or the ~ect "of y<;mr a~versary's · eame~t by Jest, or 
1

1 their, Jest ·by .earnest., • Irony' Is more apprppnate to a well-
; l>~ed', 'cultivated man 'th(\Il buffoonery, so he careful to select 
\''those: joke$ . which are suitable to. yourself and your own 
:, .·charac~er i '· buffo~ery/ looks' ~ ; the reward of the apt;Jause 

of the vulgar. ·. · ·. · , \·. :. : · . . ' · · · , · 
.-·r1. Delivery:· ·.The:· arguments of the- opponent, or the pro· 
. catalepsis, .should be. repeated very distinctly, so that they 
' ·may not appear to be concealed by the speaker, or the force 
· of them avoided. ·. If they are unworthy of serious attention, 
. the· {!esture. should be in a fadetious or jocular manner. . 
' .-.,The · ·great preacher; C. H. Spurgeon, · says regardmg 
pre~ching .. ou.tdoors : u Reasoning must be brief, clear and 
soon ·.done .. with. · The ·chain . of_ thought must be taken to. 

, pieces_~ and · ea~h. ~ink melt,ed . down and turned · into bullets 
, ~ . . . 
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... Come to the point at once, and come there with all 
ycJur mi~bt. Short sentences of words and short passages 
d thought are needed for outdoors. Long paragraphs and 
lor:g arguments had better be ltft for other occasions. In 
the streets a man must from beginning to end be intense, 
c.nd for that very reason he must be condensed and con
centrated in his thought and utterance." 

Foster, in his "Lessons of Oratory," gives the following 
as to the delirery of the Oration on the Crown: " The argu· 
ment implies feelings and opinions to be combated, the voice 
beccme-s louder and generallv higher than in simple narra
ticJn; the i!lflections are heightened; they move more within 
a greater LT1terval, going deeper into the grave and higher 
into the acute; the rate of the pronunciation is slow, moderate 
and rapid Ly turns; slow when a particular point requires 
steady attention, rapid when premises carefully collected 
pre~•ent a sudden irresistible conclusion. The preparation 
fur 1111 emphatic stroke is begun in good time, the elbow 
graciually ascending with the. current of pro:JUnciation, till 
at tbe mcm·j~r1t the action is wanted the hand is brought 
down with a ·sudden ~prir.g. For the extension to the 
£ront, the hand is brought \'cry near the mouth, that is 
the fingers, and the action completed by propelling the 
hand t0 the foro:nt, with the palm outward and .the fmgers 
poir:ting do'.vn." 

The prince of all orators, Demosthenes, worked himself 
up trJ t!:e ccnclusion of his arguments, whlch he made in 
•:::t!·~ywernatic, asyndetic interrogations, clauses being short 
and with a keen thrust, a m<:thod used bv the great Ameri
can m:<.tor, Henry Clay. Demosthenes, after speakincr about 
fr-,rtifymg the city not with bricks and stor.es, the esGmatiol1 
rA his fortiEcatiom in the cities and places and harbours and 
t ~~e bulwarks in defence uf ~ttica, about his not being 
ddc.1tcd Lv Philip's calcul2.titJ1iS, nor by his military pre
n:Jr~~·c~c'r's, but that the g-t'n::rds and forces of the allies were 
<J :L·:•tt d b:; fortune, concludes thus: "Tvhat are the proofs 
d tl"';r thir!~S? Th::y are clearly evident. Consider, I 
h('c( <rh ye;u, wh2t was t:1e part d a faithful citizi'n?" (see 
!1.l! p~c"Jr;e t:r.der Ddi\·ery of Fig. Interrogatio, also further 
P n! JC)~rs under Fi;;s. Ar;:;umentum, Enthymema and 
:\c·dvJdr,~l). 

\r, l>~::tler cauticJn can Le ~i\'en than tl!<1t in the "Elements 
' r Jll .•. r. ~ " 1 \"I t 1 1 . 1 h h p . . ''· -·":·''·:~ 1)' ;10.ey, \'.'11Cl_says tat t e ropos1tlon 
r,'.1) Lc <t2tc:d al c.nce 1f r,:Jthmg 15 p~:rt1cularly dfc:-JsiYe in 
1t, ;,r.rl th<~ prr)rl subjr,inrd; Lut if unhmi!i<:.: to the hearers, 
r'r l:::·.ly ''' k· un;JccrrJti1Lle. it shr,·J]d r:•Jt he ~tatc:d at the 
''~t,,t, Prt<in;; too muc!t: You either prove by contradictir:f!. 
t l:t· r n r,r Ly shr,wmg th;Jt :J.n absurd conclucion fc,Jlc,ws . 
. l.w·· I /r 1·:: rsl,lU!sl.t'tl pr{j:(l!ircs: T];e absurdity (Jf such 
j'l m t!:c clc0.rcst pun;t rJf ricw tc:nds to an opposite 
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he is cruel and oppress ire.' ~1 v argument would prove toe, 
little, for great tyrants hare ~njoyed great affluence and 
as much good fortune as this world is capable of affordincr. 
Avoid ma~ing th.ose terms general which will apply with 
truth only m particular places. Were I to say, 'Philosophr 
is adverse to Christianity, because Voltaire, Diderot, and 
several other philosophers were infidels,' I should prove 
nothing to the purpose. It is not true that all philosophers 
are infidels. Let your arguments be such that those which 
precede will throw light on those which follow, and thus. 
form such a connection that the agreement or disagreement 
expressed in the proposition shall be made manifest. Do 
not extend your arguments; a few \vell-choseu words \vill 
carry a greater weight of com·iction than a great number 
of weak extended arguments can possibly do." 

As with several facts in the Epideictic Diegesis, so likewise 
here in th~ use of argumentati,·e proofs. Aristotle recom
mends that they be not all brought forward in a string, but 
interspersed with other tonics so as to relieve the weariness 
and a-ssist the comprehffision of an audience; for a long and 
connected chain of arguments not only puzzles and confounds 
a listener unaccustomed to continuous reasc'ning, but also 
wearies and overwhelms him ; so that one argument coming' 
upon another before he has fully perceived the force of the 
preceding they clash together, and the force and effect of 
the whole is weakened and destroyed. (See Webster's reply 
to Hayne where he introduced passion and various topics 
to relieve the strain of reasoning.) In painting emotion, or 
working upon the feelings of the audience, use no argument. 
The effect of the argument and feeling cannot co~exist in their 
minds; one will expel the other or else the stronger over~ 
powers the weaker. Nor when you are trying to give an 
ethical character to your speech; for argument is indepen
dent of character and moral purpose. To blame or praise, 
bring in outside topic. Gorgias in his "Art " says: 
"Destroy the effect of your adversary's earnest by jest, or 
their jest by earnest." Irony is more· appropriate to a well
bred, cultivated man than buffoonery, so be careful to select 
those jokes which are suitable to yourself and your own 
character; buffoonery looks to the reward of the applause 
of the vulgar. 

Deli'Z·ery: The arguments of the opponent, or the pro
catalepsis, should be repeated very distinctly, so that they 
may not appear to be concealed by the speaker, or the force 
of them avoided. If they are unworthy of serious attention, 
the gesture should be in a facetious or jocular manner. 

The great preacher, C. H. Spurgeon, says regarding 
preaching outdoors : " Reasoning must be brief, clear and 
soon done with. The chain of thought must be taken to 
pieces, and each link melted down and turned into bullets 
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••. Com~ to the point at .once; and·. come·· there ;witb'';l#· 
your· might. _ Short sentences . of words and shor~ ·passages: 
of thought are needed for outdoors .. ' Long . para_gr~phs. and:. 
long arguments had better .. l?e, le~. f~r. other ·. occas1o~ .. ,::~ In , 
the streets a man must from · begmmng . to .:end· ~; mtense~ . 
and for tha:t very reason .. he ·must be condensed an<t::COn: 
centrated in his thought and utterance:'' · \~'., '>:l''t·;:'J: > ;·· . 
. Foster, in' his '-'Lessons 'of Oratory," gives' the follow;mg' 

1 a$· to the deliverY of the Oration on the Crown:.'~ Jhe argu.~ 
ment implies' feelings and .opinio~s to ~e co~bat~d·~ th~. ~oic~~ 
becomes .louder and generalh( h1ghe~ than. m. s1mpl~ na:n;ar 
tien; the inflections are heightene~; . they. move ~.more, ~ithiri 
a greater interval, going deeper mto the 'grave and . ~tgh~r1 
·into the acute; the rate of the pronunciation is ~low,· mqd~rate-
and rapid by turns; slow when . a particular · po4It,- 1eqtiir~: 
steady . attention, . r~pi~ 'when prerili~es _carefully ~ collf:~d. 
,prec..~ent a sud~en. 1r!es1s.tible. conc!usion.> ~T.he .. prep~atton~ 
for an emphatic stroke '1s' begun m good t1me, f the elbo~ 
gradually ascending· with .'the.' current· .6~ · pronunciatio.n; , till 
at tbe moment the . action js wanted the hand:. is 'brought~! 
down with a· sudden' ·,spring. · Fo( the extension.: tO'.::. the 
front, the hand is . broug~t ·very near · tlie . mouth; .· :tp.a~· is ·1 
the frngers, and , the. actton, _completed ·by : propellmg ~ , the· 
hand to the ~ront, w1th _tile palm· outward.· and ... the ~fingers .. 

' t' d )J •' 0 ,' ' '• I '>\, '•', <.. ' ' (· • ;•: ·, ,! ' pom mg .own.. ( .·· , ·.. .'." ·. · .,. ,:. :•. :~~ · .. 
· The pnnce of all orators, · Demosthenes,' worked huns~
. up to the conclusion pf; his . argumentsJ which he 'made. m. 
enth ymematic,. asyndetic interrogations, 'clauses .• being' snort 
and with a keen thrust,.· a m~~hod used· bv ·the gre?J; -,Amc;ri~~ 

. can orator, Henry Cia y .) DemostheileS). after speakmg ; ab(Jut 
forti~ying ~he ~ity · n;ot with; ~rick~: and stone~,' the estimatlon 
.()f h1s fortificatiOns m the clttes• and places' and harbours and 
the bulwarks in . defence . of :Attica, ahont .. his ·. not · being' 
defe~~ed by Philip's calculatibns, nor bx his milit~y .pr~ 
paraLtons, but that the generals and. forces .9£ ~e ·all~~ were 
defeated by fortune, concludjes thus: ·~-What are th¢ proofs 
of these things ? They · 're clearly evident : ~onsider ~ · l 
beseech you, what was the part of a faithful cibien? ~~ {see. 
full passage under DeFvery o£.Fig,, lnterro~tio, also.furUler: 
particulars under 1. F1gs. Argumentum, Enthymema' ''and' 
Asvndeton). · . , · . · . .-_,., ' , . ·., .. ~; 
~o better caution can be given' than that in the •c EteiilentS 

oi Rhetoric u, by Whately, which says that the Proposition 
;~ay be stated at once if nothing is particularly ·offensive in 
at, a.nd the proof subjoined; but if unfamiliar to the hearers~ 
or Jakely to be unacceptable. it should not be stated at the 
outset. l!rct:ilfg too mu:lt: You either prove by cqntradicting 

· the ~remases or by s~owmg that an absurd conClusion follows, 
At~tn~l /o~f! tslablzsked prejudius: · The. absurdity of such 

. preJudices m the clearest point of vieW tends to ~ opposite 
' ' ,,. 
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aim. ~s to m~ke one ashamed of .his folly o.£ beliering 5uch 
that 1~ so endent, ewn to a child, and will stop his ears 
to .argum~nt. They could hare, p~rhaps, borne to change 
the1r opm10n, but not so to change 1t as to take their former 
opinion with gross folly. They get angry with him and thus 
the triumphant force of reason adduced serves to hatden 
them agaimt admitting the conclusion. Those not prejudiced, 
or not strongly so, will be ready to admit it if supported 
by sufficient argument, but if very much beyond what is 
sufficient, will have their suspicions aroused-e.g., "Can it 
be possible that a thing so obvious should not hare been 
admitted, possible that eminent philosophers, divines and 
statesmen should have been all their lives under delusions 
so gross ?'' Hence they infer that he has mistaken the 
opinions of those he imagines to oppose, or has some subtle 
fallacy in his arguments. \Vhat is sufficient is not much 
more than ~o proye your c~ncl':lsion in the combating of deep
rooted prejudices, or mamtam unpopular and paradoxical 
truths. ~Iore probable, decidedly, your opinion is than your 
opponent's, for if you can satisfy men you will have carried 
your point more effectually than by a multitnde of forcible 
argun:!ents till you have affronted the esteem o£ some and 
awakened the distrust of others. Strike the wedge just suffi
ciently. It is more satisfactory to show whence the error 
arose than to disprove the proposition. It is often advisable 
to orove by instalments, as Aristotle first tells of what happi
ness does not consist, then one by one he establishes ~his 
several points on it; to prove after the style of resolutions 
in a public meeting which are proposed in series, each part 
carried, whereas 1f in a mass they might have been rejected. 

\Vhately also says: 11 Do not ~~ke t~o earnest a refuta
tion, which has the effect of gmng Importance to the 
opponent's argument, when one refutation might have sufficed, 
nor run the danger of being too forceful, as the hearer rna y 
not be prepared yet fully to recei\·e it." B~in .says.: 
" Chatham took care to show that he was not tnfenor m
zeal for the supremacy of the British Crown in arguing 
for conciliation with America. He (Chatham) said though 
he loved Americans as men prizing and setting the JUSt 
value on that inestimable blessing, Liberty; yet if he C?uld 
once bring himself to be persuaded that they ente~tam_ed 
the most distant intentions of throwing off the legislative 
supremacy and the great constitutional, superintending 
power and control of the British Legislature, he should be 
the very person himse~ who would . be the first filld most 
zealous mo\·er for secunncr and enforcmg that power by every 
possible exertion this cou~try was capable of making." Bai.t1 
also says: '' The strict handling of these questions, however 
desirabie in itself and useful to the speaker, is too round
about and abstruse for popular address; the rhetorician must 
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content himself with his usual resource, the stating of palpabl~ 
contradictions. The c~ting, of contradict?ry·.in~tances. always:: .. 
disproves and often ~1lence~ both bad mduc.hons :~4 ·. b~d,, 
defmitions:" ,· · . .' ,. · . :.· _;·. _:~. :

1

{·· .. ) .• ~; ;;·:?~!·~·:/n 
PLOCE: \ Greek 7r).f"w, t~ 'twine~ ~~~~e( .. ·;T~i~· i~·. a.:' 

figure of words when. a wor_d ~s ~epeated stgnify.~g., anotli<!f , 
thing i ·by way . of e~p~asts so .. ~epeated. that .. 1t. 'den?~~.; 
not only the thmg signified but the quahty of .. the .thmg.> 
It is a.; figute. ·by which .the. proper .t};ame of any; man~:well.: 
,known . bemg repeated S1gn1fies• the. nature.' and •,pern;um.ent·. 
quality of the man whose name it is ... I ·:. ·_. :.-:.:·; r: ~.;': ·.~ _.: · .. 

1
; • 

..£aut ion : The man · ought to . be well known~-whose ·: iuimi. ·. 
is repeated,. an~ likewise his manners_:~ :natur.~ incl~na~-i 
tion, otherwise tt must need~ be a· soundmg repetltton :w1th· . 
out sense--t.g.J '.'Cicero. continued -Cicel'o ,till his':'dea~ ~·;·; 
meaning a lover of his country and'. a. 'most' faithful" patron·~ 
of. the commonwealth; . '~ His wife's i, wife · ind~d;" .. ::Wif~ 1 

is repeated with refr.rence 'to a special significanc:e---:.i.¢','. he:r:. 
-attributes. If may _be formed . also by. a repeti~ion ~ oF~e:, 
same word or words in various forms ·in the same· sentence*· 
as " h then . to know in 1thee nothing 1 ·unless another: kr].ow; ~. 
thou know'st it?" "I do. not ,say .wnat l,know1· ·I ·;say. 
what I do not kn_?w,. I do not know what I say.'!_,. "Re•;iew-; 
o£ Re,·iews." 1 •• 'I .:. ·~ ••• •.• •• •. ·•· .;· ...... . 

I ' ' \ ' I' ~ 

I " ~ . "' :.~ .• v 

.. POLYPTOTON: Greek p~y/many,· oft~,·(ofteiit~~;:.
1

.: 
p1pto, to fall, leue off; ·ptosrs, a case, ~ !allmg .. · Thts: ~~·, 
a ngure of words by which the worq is. repeated . in, different· 
forms, cases, number; gender; etc.-e.g., H My· own heart's. · 
heart and ownest own, farewell. 1 '-T~rtnyson. · ·~ 1.

1 Govern~ ... 
ment of the/eople, by the people,.'and for.the'.people.'' .: 
.. ~ow shiel wit~ · shi~ld, with helmet; h~et' closed.'~ J 
Dt!ftrent taus or mftecbons of the· same context 1 · cc Vnless. 
the <1eath of death. had. brought death to death by· (His). 
death, the door of eternal life would have: been tlosed." r • \ 
. The Polypto~on i~ a repetition. of ~a word ?f the: s~'m~ .. 
hneaz~ that d1ffers often tn termtnatlon, and ts made.· by · 
changmg (l) the mode,.(2) the tense, (3) the pe1son. (4) the· 
tau, (S) the tftgttt, {{)) the· gende1, (7) the nu1Hbe1, (8)Ahe 
t,Jrl o/ speedr. . Exceeding exceeding] ·. In~ several eases: ·J 

' For fear concealed his fear." Same ad jectivt in several · 
comparisons: "Much may. be said., in_.iny defence, much 
mort for love, and most of all for that incomparable creature
whet hath joined me to love,,. .. "Vanity of vanities,· all is.' 
\·anity." "Thou, 0 King, art a Kin'g of'1dnLts. "' . -~ .: ' · 

"Polyptoton .still the same word ·places ;. · .. ~ · .. . 
If ... sense require it in two differ~nt. case~~~~~angley .. 

, I I 
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POLYSYNDETON: Greek poly, often, repeated, many 
times; syn, with; dev, to bind, tie; dctos, a band, bor..d. 
A fi.gure by which the speaker unites the different parts of 
his speech by many conjunctions. It is where dirers words 
2.re for their weightiness, and not v;ithout emphasis, knit 
together with many copulatires. Rhet0rically it consists of 
a number o! con junctions in close succession; <m introduction 
of all members of a series of co-ord5~:ate 'lilcrds or clcuses 
\Yith conjunction, usually the same conjunction (as, and, 
or, nor, etc.), to connect co-ordinate words or clause~
e.g., " Both house and household gods, c.nd arms, and 
::trrny cl<I:an dog, and c;_uirer, forrn'd of Cre~an make." The 
Polysyr.deton may also be of different conjunctions. 

Both the Asyndeton and the Polrsrndeton are accumula
tions of words, the only difference being the presence or 
absence of conjunctions. The source of them is the same, 
as they render what we say more vivacious and energetic; 
exhibiting an appearance cf \'ehemence and of passion burst
ing forth, as it were, time after time. The As:mdeton pro
duces an accelerated morement, ~olysyndeton a retarded 
movement in the sc:1tence. Asyndeton gires the effect d 
;J.ccumuh~tion and energy. Polysyndeton demands special 
o.rrd deliberate attention to each separate wo!"d and clause 
i:1troduced. -

"Carmen de Figuris Yel schc:natibus " d~::fmes Poiysp
deton as "multijugum, articulis quod pluri~u' ju!1go" (a 
multijunction, that is, with many copulati..-es or joins), as 
·' This one fails, but that one succeeds." 

"In Polysyndeton ccnju11ctior..s flow 
And every word its copula tire will sho'.'l. "-Lang!.:y. 

Examples: "For I am persuaded that neither death, nClr 
li~e. nor nor . principalities, nor powers, nor things 

to come, nor height, nor depth, ncr ar,y. 
0t!ler c::eature sc>puate us from the lo\·e of God ... " 

"_Cupid got his linger stung by a bee, 
Str2.ight h(? fills the air \vith cries-
TV eefs and sobs (!/:d 1/!J?S and " 

Tl:rzt as a Polrsrndeton: " Tr.ev co!1te:1ded that r.ot one 
C•f the offences alleged against him amOl:nted to hig-h t!'~O.SOll; 
t ':·1! an endea\·our to s'Jbvert this la·x or rek;icn or the 
rights of Parliament was not treason by any statute; and 
: ':r;t the description of an ofience so ,·agc!e and i::deter-
min;:;te n.:,t to be admitted." 

\V. W. Baden ·s2.ys Pdysyndeton d\i'rlls on par~iculars, 
2.:1d by the accumulation d particle;, giw·s mc.re deli'c2ration 
and impressireness, more judicial weight a!:!d cis;T1ity t·J the 
3;:;eecl1. It imparts a special ea5e and grace to diction, hence 
i~ we!l suited both to a rlaie1 a:1d solerr:.n spec:.ker. All 
orators employ Polysyndeton with abm.:t the ~ame range d 
con junctions. 
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'I 

Acts I. 13: "\\nere abode both. Peter, and J~es, and 
John, and Andrew, Philip and Thomas,' Bar~olomew _and 
1Iatthew, James the son of · Alpheus, ·and Sunon Zelotes,_ 
and Judas the brother of James!' .. · _ ',· -~ ;· .. ·. :·· 

Further examples of- Polysyndeton. see Demosthen~,' Phil..: 
III. 26, Demosthenes vs •. Midias 20, Demos~-~Chers. 23 (an 
e.-xample with ·nor, nor); .Demos. on the Etnbassy 1,204 (an, 
example with "and"), Demos. on the Empassy 219 (anothp: 
example with 11 and"), Demos. Cor. 44' (another type of 
construction with 11 aad "), .tEschines on the Embassy 92 
and 93· I • • . • • . • ' ~·· 

Another . example .from . £sChin~ withi "and".- 'Sta1f.t1ing 
at tlze /uad, also "or,". see ~oration, agamst. Ctes1phon ·52:, 
11 To review the private life'. of Demosthenes, it would, be 
a' work of tedious detail. And. why neeci I . tell .it no-iv? · 
tulzu the story of what ·happened to him orr. the indic~ent,, 
for the wound, when he brought Demomeles the· P~aman, 
his own kinsman, before the Areopagus; and' the cut on_. his. 
head; or the circumstances· respecting the expedition· under, 
Cephisodotus, anti the sailing .of the . .fieet to the Hellespont; 
or again, when Demosthene; being one of the. trierarchs, · a'lid. 
~tertaining th~ general in · his: ship, a~d b~queti~g with 
h1m, and sacnficmg and· offenng libations. w1th. btm~_. and. 
being considered worthy of 'these honour~ ' because he was 
his paternal friend, he did not scruple to become_ his prose-· 
cutor when tried for his life in consequence of imp~ach.ment·· 
And those affairs relating· to Midias, and· the buffets· .he 
received in the orchestra,. wheri manager; and· how he· tom~· 
pounded for thirty: mince bOth the insult offered to 1 himself 
and the sentence of condemnation pronounced by· the· people 
which they passed on Midias .in_ the · temple of Bacchus? 
I think I shall pass over those circumstances' and~ others · 
similar to them ...•. 'And, Ctesiphon, whether is it fit that, 
a person should be honoured w1th a golden aown . or be 
censured . . . ? and· whether is it right that you, daring 
to. propose false and illegal measures, shonld despise . the 
tnbunals, or that you should render satisfaction to the 
state? " · · . , · · : . ., . ·. .-, 

An example of anUtlt;r line of tlzougkt wit!t II and Jtl I at 
the /oTt/Toni, from .tEschines vs. · Ctesiphontt Jog; also one 
;,. tire /orm of a H1poplt.oTa with "and" at the head of. 
each particular, vs. Ctesiphon 215. · -. · · · : 

Use l\ It is used to knit many things of like nature together 
for the consideration of each, and to distinguish and separate . 
contrary. matters asunder. For this reason it may be called· 
the cham of speech, as e\·ery chain has {a ·conjunction of· 
matter and 3: distinction of lin~. The use of ~olysyndeton, 
alternated w~th. A~yndeton! gtves great effect and variety. 
~aden says ~t IS like the 1m perfect tense, it dwells on. par· 
llculars or gtves. the details of an enumeration, while. Asyn-
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·deton, like the aorist, gives the outlines. It is uJed for 
.dea~nes.s~ and Demetrius says: "Clear writing sh11uld shun 
.amb1gmt1es ·and make use of the Epanalepsis, which is the 
repetition of the same particle in the course of a long
sustained outbl!rst-:-e.g.,,' Ali Philip's achievements indeed 
-how he subjugated Thrace, and seized the Chersonese, 
and besieged Byzantium, and neglected to restore Amphi
polis:_these things,·· indeed, I shall pass over.' It mav be 
said that· the repetition of the particle ' indeed ' remmds us 
.of the prelude and sets us again at the beginning of the 
sentence. For the sake of clearness, the same thing must 
often be said twice orer. There is somehow more charm 
than clearness in conciseness. For men who race past us 
are sometimes indistinctly seen, so also the meaning of a 
sentence may, -owing to its hurried movement, be only inf-~ 
perfectly caught." Demetrius also says · that in many 
passages, however, the opposite figure to separation-viz., 
·Combination :Polysyndeton)-teuds to ele'i-·ation of style: 
"To war flocked both Greek and Carians and Lycians and 
Pomphylians and Phrygians." The repeated use of the 
same conjunction gi\'es the impression. of an immeasiaable 
izost. Blass' " Demosthenes," in referring to the use of 
the Polysyndeton, has the following: "Meanwhile ~he .Poly
syrideton has also a place : when by the repetition of the 
same conjunction the hearer is forced to concentrate e\·ery
thing into one unit, he gets, the impression of grar.deu:- and 
imposing fu1ness, although the movement· and pathos (im
passioned'- delivery) of the speaker and the Ii,·ely delirery 
are better suited to the Asyndeton." Respecting the use 
of Polysyndeton by JEschines, he says that it served him 
to emphasise wlzat he ltas heaped up, or even for -the digwty 
of the speech. See examples, JEschines vs. Ctesiphon 5 I -54 
and 109: " ... and why need I tell it now " "And 
sacred land with hand and foot· and voice and all their 
might." In the celebrated oath (1Iarathon, etc.) Blass notes 
the use of Polysyndeton. 

Caution: See Longinus on the "Sublime/' as to the 
weakening of the expression by t.ht:> insertion of Polysyn
deton, page 69, under Al1aphora: "Come now, ... ". 
Blass' " Demosthenes" says: 1'How exceedingly the inse.r-' 
tion of the conjunction would paralyse and weaken m 
pathetic (passionate! passages, the author has demonstrated 
in a specially striking manner." 

Deliury: As Polysyndeton is used to make :more 
numerous what is enumerated, or to give emphasis to what 
is heaped up, or to give elevation of style, also vastness, 
dignity and imposing g·randeur, or to maintain thf course 
of a long sustained outburst, it should tLerefore bl" del1'.·m·d 
in the strain in which these Bow, and as they 
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tend to a certain fulness, so shodd the Polysyndeton. The 
copulative words should be pro~ounced in all thei~ fulness, 
and this retards movement wh1ch naturally contnbutes to 
and is in keeping with the slow movement of the noble, 
elevated, imposing, grand sentiments, and the sustaineq 
outbursts, and the vastness of numbers. The Polysyndetic 
word, usually " and," "or," ·"nor," is fully and some
what slowly enunciated; in the " and" the letter " d" is 
wr.ll and fully pronounced and not shortened as 

1 

in, as it 
were, a preposition. For . instance, take the "and " in 
~£schines' Ctesiphon 52, and vs. Ctesiphon 109, it is pro
nounced fully as a conjunction. The words, "or " and 
" nor " have the letter " r " wit~ both its articulative and 
its vowel sounds as noted by Bell in his diagram as the 
eighth vowel, as if "or" were spelt "_or-er" and "nor" 
as "nor-er." "And," "or," "nor," etc., are P!Onounced 
as emphatic repetitions. By prolonging the "a" in "and " 
and a pause after " and " ihese give th~,effect of considera
tion required by this figure in enuirJ.erating like things, and 
the pause after "and " supplies an ellipsis of all that's 
said and done in the previous words. Care must be taken 
to give a loriger pause at the end of each link so .as to, 
distinguish it from the next link. Take, for instance, the 
words of \\' ebster : " There is Boston, and Concord, and 
Lexington, and Bunker Hill; and there they will remain 
f(lre\'er., There is Boston, a-nd (a slight pause for the 
ellipsis of I(· besides Boston and -~what they did there ") 
Concord (here a slight bursting forth, as it were, of passion, 
at the new idea, and a pause longer than the one after 
" and , to distinguish the link, also to give tin;te to ruminate 
on what was done at Concord), a-nd' Lexington (pause after 
" and," which fills up the ellipsis of " besides Boston and 
Concord,, and, what they did there, I proceed to tell yoll 
wh2.t thev did at-Lexington," the voice slightly stronger 
than c•n Concord), a-nd Bunker Hill. The last 11 and" 
enumerates all that has gone before and says, 11 I now 
prr.crl'd to tell you that the climax of all was Bunker Hill 
:1nd what they did there." Bunker Hill takes the greatest 
~orce and fnergy vf all the outbursts of passion or feeling 
m the preceding links. 

\\"hrre the links separate and distinguish coutrary matter 
('ach cc'nJunctivn is treated as an Emphatic repetition as 
"and," and the contrary matter or links deli\·ered as an 
Ant1thrm, the first with the rising inflection and the second 
the hlling, takmg care that the most important contrary 
sncu!J llppear in the seccmd link-e.g., There were cats 
<rnd dt gs, and mice and monkeys, and birds and snakes, 
ar.d h(',gs and horses, and fish and men--such a con
glc,merativn was nerer seen before. 
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PRAG}IATOGRAPHIA: Greek pragmatos, a deed, a 
thing, ~ction (battles), affairs; grapho, to sketch, to paint,· 
draw; 1s a figure whereby the orator makes a description 
of things by gathering together all the circumstances belong
ing to them, plainly portraying their image as if it were 
most livelv painted. out in colours and set forth to be seen. 

Examples: "If one say the city was overcome by assault, 
he would comprehend many fires and scattered flames upon 
houses and temples, the noise of houses falling down, a 
confused sound of many things and woeful cries, some fiyincr 
with great peril, others embracing their friends and bidding 
'them farewell forever, infants perishing, women bitterly 
weeping." (See 11 Eve of Waterloo," by Byron, h:schines 
on the Thebans.) 

Use: This figure serves to describe wars, tempests, ship
wrecks, conquests, triumphs, destruction of cities and coun
tries, murders, dearths and deaths; to present things or 
actions to the mind of the hearer. This figure or ornament 
helps to amplify, to dedare things plainly, and none more 
forcible to move pity. 

Caution: The principal effects and circumstances ought 
not to be omitted, and not preposterously placed as to 
rehearse that last which was first done, which fault is called 
Hysteron proteron. 

Delivery: As this is much the same as Animated 
Descriptio, Narratio, Hypotyposis, the same observations 
under these figures will serve here, only this figure is especi
ally used to describe great actions, things on a big scale. 
(See animated description ()n the " Phenomena of the Uni
verse-pure tone, moderate force, vivid median stress."
Russell.) 

PROCATALEPSIS: Greek pro, before, beforehand; kat a, 
down, against; lambano, to seize, to grasp, get; is a figure 
or form of speech by which the orator, perceiving aforehand 
what might be objected against him and hurt him, confutes 
it before it is spoken, as when the orator ·puts forth the 
same objection against himself which he thinks his adversary 
would, and then repels it by a reason whereby he provi~ 
dently prevents him. Something after the style of what 
Edwin Bell calls setting up an argament to knock it down. 

Example: Cicero says that he knows some will marvel, 
seeing he defended so many and hnrt none; he now comes 
to accuse Verres, then he shows this accusation against 
Verres to be a defence of their fellows. 

Use: This form of speech porperly belongs to confutation, 
and is also an ornament which greatly enriches the oration 
with a new increase of matter and occupies the mind of the 
hearer as well with the consideration of an objection going 
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.before as with att~ntion and- expectati~n of the·: ans~~ .. ··t~. 
follow, and makes stale or flat th~ opponent's ~gum~t~:by'_ 
anticipating him. : . . . . · <4 ·' .' '· t.h ' 

Cautitm: Take heed of, curious and :vain: objections, .. '.of': 
weak and· insufficient answer, for ·it is'~ easier,·~~tte(_to'· 
move hard objections than to .make suffic1ent"sol~bons;a~d ·. 
the orator commits a gteat absurdity · when . ~e, m~es . an 
objection he is not able afterwards to an~w~r ;·· ~n. which_ cas~·. 
he shows his adversary's ·strength and his ·own.•weakness.-

1
: 

• • : ' ' 1 l : I , , '!' .' • ~ • ,• ~' l,. ~' •'· .I 

. PRCECTHESIS: G~eek .pro, bef~re; ~k; ·b~d ,tilhe~i~ ·'td: 
· place, put. · Is a form of speech which is; as·. it ·_were •. · a. pre-·. 
exposition o~ a. speech, wh~rein that which .'comes: ~to, the' 
controversy lS•. I? resented t~. the. eye.-.~; The. · Prce~eslS,' takes .. 
m the Proposition (see· F1g. Propos1t1o) and the, .Statement 
of Facts. · · , · - · . 1 .• ·, ., : . . .,. . '1r ·. 

· In the Diegesis of the Epideictic,· the facts' :should .·not~ b~': 
given altogether, in a series one. after tlie .other,·· for to, draw·· 
inferences from them would lead to great ~6nfusion )n. the 
mind o( the hearer,. and be difficult to remember.;. We. must': 
distribute them over the speech, introducing actions' severally · 
by the way of Prothesis and .th~n put· upon. each, of ... them·· 
as it occurs, the required construction: • as . such' and such 
.ac~ions, show that our hero was _just,; and ku~h that' he:; \YaS 
wtse and brave and so on: G1 ve 1t · an ethical' cast,.· as .to
say of a man "he tal~d as h~ ~as walking:'.* this' ~h?ws.·. 
recklessness and contemptuous 1ndifTerence · to· the· op1mons,: 
and feelings of others. . . Throw. in Pathos also. in the narra• . 
ti_ve-i.e., ~eeling, emotion, pas~ion, as u hissjrig, and ~h,a.king" 
hts fist fiJ.nously" for such tra1ts are known;· : .. · .. , · '(1J'~ 

Delivery: See Diegesis-Statement of -~acts., ; . · ?-. ;.,:·~~ .· i 

Quintillian says the,Statement'"of Facts is·an·-a.ccount bf 
a thing done or supposed to have,been dane, ·or a ·nan:ativ~ 
to inform the .auditor what the· matt~r. in que$tian . is. , The 
commencement of the Prcrcthesis. or · statemenf'~·of facts. tan·' 
be by extolling some character on our side.: or can; be intra~· 
dUC~~ With descriptive Circumstances, as II man' he~d a ,.high; 
pos1tton. ". The F ~cts sh~uld be flear, that. is easily. .under
stood; brze/, that ts nothmg foretgn . to the cause, and not 
wholly unadorned or it becomes mere rudeness; credible,' that 
is ad"ance nothing- contrary to nature; assigning cause~ ahd · 
moti\'t:'S for the facts we detail, and persons of ·character 
according with the fact, as " the accused of theft is a 
C?retou.s man!' .we may t~uch ,on cha~acter, cause, place. 
t1me, mstrument and· occasxon m stating. facts . .'. F1gures · 
may not be excluded. Statement of facts should' display 
agruahlmess, something to excite surprise and expectation, 
utu.rpeiled tesults, C(lltt'ersatiollt between. diffe,ent peopk~ 
'and all the feelings of the mind i as Cicero, in a few. words, · 
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touches ~1~ the feelings in describing the scourging of a 
Roman Cltlzen. There should be no borrowed figures from 
poetry, nor similar terminations, similar phrases and similar 
constructions. To gratify tlte ear is to pnsuade, therefore, 
in speaking of a heinous crime, do so in tones of invectire, 
mournful occurrences, in a tone of pity. ficture circum
stances that audience may, as it were, actually see them
this has a powerful effect when subjoined to what is true 
really. Avoid studied art or suspicion of art in this part 
of the speech; all should seem to emanate from the cause 
rather than from the speaker. Close of the Statement of 
Facts should be on the point in dispute-e.g., "The decree. 
was made, was reinstated, a sum of money was deposited, 
and it is conc~rning this deposit that we must decide." 

PRODIORTHOSIS: pro, beforehand; dia, completely; 
orthoo, to set straight; defined by Alexander III. 14 as 
a :figure of thought (cf. \V. \V. Baden). Prodiorthosis will 
meet a reproach, a surprise,. or an erroneous view, caused 
by a subsequent statement It show~ a tree and confident 
style of argument. Aquila- Romanus defines it thus: "Pro
diorthosis is a precedent correction. This figure forewarns 
something that is necessary to b~ said that may be,unsavory 
to the hearers or odious to ourseh·es." Romanus points out 
that there are many examples in Cicero. See a good 
Ciceronian example under Fig. Parrhesia. 

Examples: Promise of bre~·ity from Demosthenes vs. 
Aphobus I, 3 : " I entreat you to give me a favourable 
hearing, and if you think I have been wrone-ed to give me 
the justice which I am entitled to. I shall compress my 
speech into as short a compass as possible, commencing with 
51 statement of those matters which will g1re you a clear 
view of the question." (This was ift the exordium · of the 
speech.) Example of a free and confident style of argument, 
Demos; vs. Aphobus, I, 8: " And I will produce witnesses 
to prore that they consented on my behalf to be taxed in 
the manner I have stated, and that my father, so far from 
leaving me an estate of only seventy minas, left me one so 
considerable that even those men were not able to conceal 
its value from the state. Take and read this deposition.". 

Caution: Blass' "Demosthenes " has the following in
teresting comment on this point: " On the other hand, 
according- to the same rhetorician (Hermogenes), Demos
thenes does not fall into the error of .tEschines, first to 
excuse his outburst of rage and then draw attention to it, 
by which all direct vitality is withdrawn and it becomes 
distasteful: the Deinarchic is also no Demosthenic Prodi
orthosis, Dein. I, I 5, as this self-reproach contains too 
much reflection, and its pathos (passionate nature) is des
troyed. There are Prodiorthoses in places where the speaker 
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wishes to say something harsh or offensive in a ealm and 
in a similar case, something of a softening nature can also 
be said later (Epidiorthosis), both had already been in 
frequent use by !socrates." Blass further notes m his com
ment on .tEschines that by this warning or announcement 

t (Prodiorthosis) the outbreak is revealed as prepared before
hand, and it awakens opposition instead of impressing. He 
gives as, an illustration of the forewarning in ..tEschines' 
address vs. Timarchus 70, and Embassy 8;-88 (see passages. 
under Fig. Epidiorthosis). See an example of a justifiable 
case nearing a Prodiorthosis under Fig. Aposiopesis, where 
the speaker acts as if he were seeking to fi.nd a sufficiently 
strong expression and can fi.nd none. According to Aristotle, 
a speaker is permitted to announce the fact that he is going 

· to reason on a point, but not to announce feelings or passions. 
Blass censures :IEschines' passionate outbursts previously 
announced, and concurs with Hermcigenes, who verifies this 
from a passage in the Embassy speech, where an ungovern
able outburst of rage is previously excused or justined, 
which passage is as follows, Em b. 88: 11 Will you then, 
fellow-citizens, pardon me if I call him a lewd rascal, un
clean of body, even to the place whenc~ the voice issues. 
forth, and' if I go to prove that the rest of his accusation. 
about Cersobleptes is false on the face of it?" 
' This caution must not be confounded with the Figure 
Climax or Incremebtum of thoughts. Those great outbursts 
of passionate eloquence, though one can see a great outburst 
coming from the thoughts following one another increasing:. 
in weight and importance, yet there is no excuse or begging 
pardon, whereas in Prodiorthosis there is a more or less 
formal warning. The outbursts of Incrementum are sustained 
by appropriate sentences or clauses leading up to them. (See 
excellent comment by the " Edinburgh Review" on how 
Demosthenes supported his great flights of eloquence, under 
'' ~fanner o£ Delivery of Demosthenes " in this work.) Blass 
criticises .JEschines for having made such passionate exclama-· 
tions or outbursts without any previous preparation made 
fur them, and cites the two following examples: .tEschines. 
on the Embassy, I s8; and :£schines vs. Ctesiphon, 137: 
" I think that not Phrynnondos and not Eurybatus, nor any 
other of the traitors of ancient times ever proved himself 
~ilch a ju;z-gkr and cheat as this man, who-:--Oh, Earth and 
H ea~·en, oh ;·e gods and men-if any men ,of you will listen 
to the truth-dares to look you in the face and say that 
Thebes actuall:-' made the alliance with you, not because of 
the crisis, not because of the fear that was impending- over 
you, not because of your reputation, but because of Demos
thenes' declamations! " 

Dt'h,·rry: Dclirery inclines to Ethos, and the words form-
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ing the Prod10rthosis should be as prescribed br Oumfillian 
n~ely: ''In :flattering, apologising, coniessmg, st:ppll: 

.catmg, the roice is gentle and submissire." 

P_ROLEPSIS: Greek pro, before, beforeha..r..d; lambano, 
~o take; to. t.ake. beforehand, ant~cipate; is a :Egure consisting
.m th~ aJ?-tlClpatmg an.d answenng or nullifying beforehz.nd 
of objectiOns o,r opposrng arguments. 

"Prolepsis makes objections, then replies, 
And wisely thus anticipates surprise." -Langley. 

Example: 
" Our fathers lov'd rank Yen'son-you suppose 

Perhaps, young men! our fathers had no nose. 
Xot so: a bucK was then a week's repast, 
... -\nd 'twas their point, I ween, to make it last."-Pope. 

PROOUIIO~ (or Pro~mium;: Greek pr.o, before; and 
·&'!flo\. a way, path ; means in mus1c, a p.:-elude, overt\.i.re; 
i.1 spee:hes, a preface, exordn:m; in law, a preamble; mt'ta
phoncally, any begi.:1..'1ing. This is a form of speech em
ployed for L'J.e C·:·mmencement of addres5es. It is the sa!:le 
as Exordium, and all obscrYations made under sa;:nf' are 
applicable to Prooimwn, for Prooi!'.lion is the Greek word 
for Exordium. In Cope's .\nalysis, a Prcoimion is a pre
liminary :flourish to conciliate the audience and to put them 
in geed hun1o1.:r. " For l1ere there is no re;;.l interest at 
stake, a::1d U:e c·rator is illowed a much greater Eberty m his 
choice of tcp:.:-s icr a;11us:ng \c.nd g2.1:1ing owr: the aud:ence; 
a license which would be ir.tJkra1::1e in a case of life an•i 
death, or in a suggestion d a cc•ur:::e of 2.ction wh1ch may 
involre the safety cr ruin of t!le state. Here the audience 
are too eager to cc·m.e to t..1e point to admit of any trifling 
with t~eir am.:1etv."-Cicero. ".\ Prc.::irnion is necessary 
1£ onlv for mere o:::namer.t's sa~e." sars Arist,·ltl~. "because 
witho~t it tbe speech has an off-hand, slo\·erJy air." The 
object of the Pwoi:nion is to make clear v.-l-lat the' end a:-;d 
obiect of the speech or story is, and therefore if t::e 
~the thing or matter ir1 hc.r..dl be alrec.dy clear ar;.d short ':of 
trifling importance' the Prccimion is net to be emp1oyed 
{on the end and c·b_iect of the _speech). . 

The orator must lead t.1e listener to suppose t~nt ~~" IS 

~ participator L'l t?~ eu!-=gr eit.~er pes.:mc.lly, o,r by his 
tamJ,· ~nd race, cr ln hz,~ns and pursu:ts, cr <:c·~e:l<)W. 

Th·e Proom:i,,n ~,.,-_! a;1 Er:.~t:c:.:( ·(demo:;stratire, panegyric, 
1audatorv or censurious' ::Deech (the c·rations were 
such as -frequently u3ed by_ t.":e Gr~ek . ciled ~et 
oratio:1s, or speeches fc·r d!sphy' rs deme~ £rem the f:].::;w
in:::r tonics-!ni.re, !:l.m:r:, iXL'rf,z:i:n:, disn.1sior., af,"dl 1,1 
he~,,-,;. Like t::e Prooim:cn of the Deliberatire, bs 2Jced 
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to those topics for attracting attention, the marvellous and 
striking. 

The speaker should infuse Ethos into his speech-i.e.,, set 
his own character and intentions in the most favourable light, 
make himself appear a worthy and respectable person, 
because pt'ople are always inclined to attend to those whose 
characters they esteem. This is good to make the audience 
" dociles," ready to receive the information he is prepared 
to communicate. 

The Prooimion of tl1e Deliberative speech (which, is for 
persuading and dissuading from a course of action and 
nothing more) is not necessary in recommending this or that 
measure to the assembly unless adversary has poisoned the 
hearer's mind against it ana its author, or some special 
reason; the audience is usually well acquai~ted with the 
subject. Prooimion and Diegesis are borrowed from the 
forensic when used in the Deliberative and Demonstrative 
oratory. J ebb says: 1' The proems of the forensic speech 
furnish those of the Deliberative, in which, however, it is 
naturally rarest: (I) Ra.ising and rebutting prejudice; 
( 2) amplifying or minimising the subject; (3) or an orna~
ment." See example under Daniel Webster. 

PROPOSITIO: Latin pro, forth; ponere, to set; to set 
forth; is a figure whereby the orator comprehends in a few 
words the sum of the matter of which we intend presently 
to speak. 

Use: It serves to beautify an oration. (1) The :first con~· 
clition is that it must contain absolutely whatever belongs 
to the cause. (2) That it be well divided. (3) That it be 
most suitable for the cause or subject. By this means the 
oration is not confounded with a mass of matters while the 
hearer has some certain thing to occupy his mind upon, both 
to remember and what to expect-e.g., Cicero: "I have 
nCJw to speak of the excellent and singular virtues of Pom-
pey." , 

Quint1llian says: Propositio is really the commencement 
vf the pronf. It is sometimes entirely bare, as 11 I charge 
with theft n; sometimes it Is with a reason, as 11 He is 
guilty of treason, for he read his own law." Semblance of 
Propositio-adding these words: '' It is upon these points 
that vnu are to decide." " A law has been enacted that 
wL(JS<)t'\'er mounts the wall should die; you mounted the 
waH there is no doubt; '"·hat rt'mains is that you undergo 
the per1alty." Di,·ision of tl1e Propositio is good where there 
arf' ~n er~d charges, as: " I shall show accused is not of 
~uch a character, I shall show he did not commit the murder, 
I 5hall show he had no motive, I shall show he was beyond 
the ~cas." \\'htit is admitted and what is disputed, may 
te ~hown. ~lust be clear. 
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'poster says make the subject and predicate clear, terms 
well defined. Make the members as concise as possible 
consistent with perspicuity. • 

Delivery: It should be delivered , with a very clear and, 
audible voice. \If it be divided into several parts, each part 
~hould b~ expressed very deliberately and distinctly. There 
1s very little room for gesture. See Thesis. 

PROSOGRAP~IA: Greek proso, person; grapho, to 
sketch, draw, pamt. Is a form of speech whereby. the 
speaker makes a picture or description of a person, as to 
his form, stature, manners, studies, doings, affections, and 
'SUch' other circumstances serying to the purpose so described, 
that it may appear a plain and li,·ely picture set before the 
-eyes of the hearers. The principal circumstances to be 
describep are these-parentage, nation, country, kind, age, 
education, discipline, habit of body, former deeds, apparel, 
etc. 

PROSOPODOSIS: Greek pro, from (prep.), forth, to, 
upon, therefore; apo, down from, again; dezknumi, to show, 
point out. Rustilius calls. it reasoning suited to the order 
of diptribution-e.g., in Caius Antonius: "But neither do 
I dread him as an accuser, inasmuch as I am innocent; nor 
do I fear him as a competitor, since I am Antonius ;'nor do 
I expect .anything from him as Consul, since he is Cicero." 
The foregoing example is what Cicero calls reasoning sub
servient to'your proposition. After t\vo or three points are 
laid down, the reasoning is applied to each\ in the same 
order. 

Many reasons are often subjoined to one observation-
e.g., .- . 

11 Whether from thence the lands a secret power 
And fattening nurture gain; or from the soil 
Its whole corruption is by :fire expell' d, 
And useless damp exudes; or whether pores 
More numerous and more passages unseen 
The heat expands, by "'hich sap may pass 

1 Up !O the tender he~b; or whether. more . , r· . 
It hardens and constncts the openmg vems. -\ trgil. 

PROSOPOPCEIA: Greek prosoton, face, person; pcreo, to 
make; is a :fiaure by which inanimate things a~e represented 
as animate: ;bsent _persons !ntroduc~d ~s speakmg, deceased 
as alive and speakmg. It 1S the fetgnmg of a person,. th~t 
is when the speaker impersonates another, _as wher~ 11tlo ts 
introduced by Cicero as speaking. through hts ow_n hps-e.r, 
11Attend, I pray, hearken, 0 Cttiz~ns: I have k11led Pubhus 
Clodius by .~his sword and by this nght hand I have kept 
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df his rage from your necks, which no laws, no courts of 
jurisdiction could restrain." It also attributes personality 
to inanimate or irrational things, representing them as 
c;peakir:g, etc., as Cicero in his first oration against Catiline; 
the Republic is made the speaker and addresses Cicero him~ 
self: " For if my Country, \\hich is dearer to me than my 
life, if all Italy, if the whole Republic should thus address 
me: ' ~.farcus Cicero, what are you doing? Are you suffer~ 
in;; him whom you have found to be an enemy, who you 
see is at the head of the war, whom you perceive our 
enemies \vait for in their <..amp as their general, who has 
been the contriver -of all this wickedness, the chief of the 
conspiracy, the exciter of the slaves and profligate citizens, 
to leare the city, which is rather to bring him in than 
let him out? Will you not order him to be imprisoned, 
condemned and executed? ' " The orator by _this figure 
makes the commonwealth speak, to command, to dispraise, 
to ask, to complain, also life and death, virtue and pleasure, 
honesty and profit, wealth and ~porerty, envy and charity, 
to contend and plead against another; and raises the dead 
to life and brings them forth complaining or witnessing what 
they know. Sometimes to cities, beasts, birds, trees, stones; 
weapons, fire, water, 'lights of the firmament, he attributes 
speech, reason and affection, to no other end than to further 
his purpose, and confirm and make his cause evident. For 
instanc~, if the orator wishes to commend virtue to his 
hearers, as truth or such like, he rnay,_ after he has suffi
ciently praised truth, feign it a person, and. bring it in 
bitterly complaining how cruelly she is oppressed and how 
little esteemed, how often outraged and how much abhorred, 
how many her enemies, how few her friends, and remaining 
without habitation. He may feign her complaining against 
false balances, weights and measures, against false testimony, 
lies and perjury, against wicked hypocrisy, etc., etc. 

It is j:,·afold-Imperfect and Perfect; imperfect, as when 
the speech of another is set down lightly and indirectly, 
as Da1·id bring-s in the wicked as saying unto his soul: 
-·Flee as a bird unto yon mountain"; perfect, as when the 
"lj(Jlc feigning of the person is set down in our speech with· 
a formal enterin~ into and a !caring off of the same. Prov. 8: 
u \\"isdom crieth at the gate .... Unto you, 0 men, I call, 
~n? my voice. is .to the sons of men," etc., where. the entering 
15 m the bcgmmng of the chapter, her speech m the latter 
part of it. 

Examples: " I see my words will not move you, but 
suppose some of your grare ancestors should thus speak to 
you: ' Childrtn, can we behold your manners without indig~ 
nat1cn, being- full of pride, effeminateness, etc.? ' If your 
a~ct3tc,rs .were now alive and saw you abusing yourself in 
mJ-;-s}!'ndmg your estate, by them providently gathered 
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together and conferred upon you, would they not say thus, 
etc. ? " 

Sir .Phi~ip Sidney gires sense and .speech to the needle 
and Silk m Pamela s hands. John XXIY. 27: " Behold this 
stone shall be a witness unto us, for it hath heard all the 
w?rds of the. Lord which He hath spoken unto us." The 
ohve tree will not leare his fatness nor the n:r tree its 
swee~nes~: but it is the bram?le that affects soYereignty and 
dommatwn, a base, scratchmg, worthless, fruitless shrub 
good for nothing but to stop grass and keep out beast~ 
from spoiling pleasant fields. 

An example of the simplest kind of Prosopopa:i:7, Demos
thenes: First Olynthiac, 2: "The pic:;ent juncture, 
Athemans, all but fruclilims cdoud that you must yoursdres 
take these matters m hand 1f You care for their success." 

E.xample of a lzypcl/,l;ctic form, simply referring,_ to the 
feelmgs of the dead, Demos. on the Emb. 66: " 1 he ruin 
which has £alien on the poor Phocians mav be seen not only 
by these decrees, but by what has actu.allr been done-a 
shocking and pitiable spectacle, 0 Ather..ian's! On our late 
journey to Delphi we were forced to see it all-houses razed 
to the g-round, walls demolished, a country stripped of its 
population, a few women -and little children and miserable 

· old men. Ko language can come up to the wretchedness 
now existing there. I hear you all say that once this people 
gare the opposite rote to the Thebans on the question of 
enslaving us. How think ye then, 0 Athenians? C auld 
;:uti! ancestors return to life, what vote or judgment would 
they pass upon you, the authors of this destruction? In my 
ouinion, thoug-h they stoned with their own hands, they 
\\:ould consider themselves pure. For is it not disgraceful 
-is it not, if possible, wor3e than disgraceful-that people 
who had then saYed us, who gave the Yote for our preser
vation, should have met with an opposite return through 
these men, and been suffered to incur greater misfortune 
than anv Greeks ever knew? \\"ho, then, is the author of 
them? \rho was the decei':er? .. £schines-who but he? , 

Another example of the hypotlzctcal form, see Demos. vs. 
Reotus I, 31. 

Blass g-in's the following from Demosthene:; as an ex.amplc 
of extrrwrdinary richess in the fon:1 C'f Etlzopccza a;:d Proso
/'J :.,·,-:l, Demos. vs. Aristocrates, :? IO: " These per.sons then 
become the heirs of your renown and your possessiOns; you 
hare net the least eniorment of them, but are Witnesses 
of the prosperity of 0the~s, and come in for nothing but to 
be cheated. How deeplr would be the groaning of those 
men who died for freedo~1 and for glory, who left memorials 
of ~;; 0 manr noble deeds, cc.uld thev see that Athens has 
acq;i:-ed the rank and strle of a dependent, and is deli-

. f rh 'd 1 beratir.g whether she must guard the person o '- an emus . 
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Charidemus! alas the day! ~f ... see. also~?~os·:·, .~~/.~phO:. 
bus I. 6g. . ' . . . . . . . . r .. . ' ' 

Take some examples from . .tEschines,~.who as.·ii.n· orator, 
Blass affirms, i~ in ·these descriptive figures, · Prosopop(Eia,: 
Etho~ia, Diatyposis, . etc? indubit~bly : power£~t~~. not 
less ncb than Demosthenes. -· · . · · ', .. · . ~ ·, : . · .. ·, ·, .. ... ·, ·t · 
Exa~ple from /Escltines iuitlt J$tlu;priia t'fnd:~P~osopqpq:ia~ 

, vs. T1marchus, 7I: u And, yet .. you.< will·presentlY'' see 
Hegesandrus and · his brother ·,.Ie~ping , on : ~o ... the' platforni 
here, and ~ost vehemently· and. e~oquently declarmt .. that 
what I say- 1s all nonsense. .They wdl demand that·ltp,resent 
witnesses to. testify. explicitly wher~ he did. it; .. how ,J:le ,did. 

· it, or who saw him do it;1 or· what. sort' of an:;act · itwas-:..:a 
shameless demand· I think.'! . Another ·from·, .tEschines ·.;'vs: 
Timarchus, 132 :• II But in the course of the.defence OJle·,~f 
the generals will, as I am told(: mount• the ·plaltorm,. with 
head held' high and a self-consdous·.air,"as~ on~:!whc)' should 

. say: ·'Behold the gtaduate of': the' wrestling, Schools·;· and 
the student of philosophy J, '· . And he will' nndertak~ to',throw 
ridicule upon the· whole. idea of • the· prosecution, ' assert~ 
that this is no legal process tha~ I. have devised, but the 
first step in the dangerous decline ·in·. the; culture:: ·c;>f our, 
youth. · He· will. cite first those benefact9rs ·of. yours, Har, 
modi us and . A~istogeiton, describing·, their' fidelity .: to~ t>ne 
another a~d telling how in \heir _case Jhis relationship, proved 
the sah•atton, of the _state." ; . ':· . • 1 · • ; • ,- , ~ , • .''; 

An example of an tzullent l'1osopopada 'f~om .IEschin,es,. 
as given by Blass, ·wherein he says jt. is the earlier great men 
of .Athens whom the speaker summons before our· eyes ·as his 
mediators, and . after he: has · ca~ed Solon and Aristides · to 
speak, he adds more .bold~y (JEschines· vs. Ctesiphon, :259): 
"And when at the close of this defence he calls on . the 
accomplices of his corruption as his. advocates,, jmagipe .tha~ 

' you behold in this gallery.~ .• .'\· .· ~ !" • '
1
•· • ..... ·, ' •. • 

1 
' 

• U u: It may be used m any. I> art of the speech.:, · Volk
maM's "HermagQras,", states: ·~ Naturally, the Pro.sopopreia 
may also appear in other partS of the speech as· well as in 
the Epilogue, as Dem6sthenes has done quite at the beg~ing 
of his first Olynthiac speech, where ' tlte · p1eient junctu'ti all 
hut proclaims. aloud' speaks in person.'! . Great ·~we · may 
also be con~ected with the figure Prosopopceia,' if. 9ne iritro~ 
duces the' hfeless or dead . a.s speaking and . feeling among 
others: It serves to complatn, to accuse, to reprehend, :.to 
confirm, to commend. The use ought to be rare and then, 
when the orator has spent the principal strength of his' argu· 
ments. An imaginary )peech is sometimes given to a: person 
not specified, as ., Somebody says" or ... Somebody. may 
sav." · . · · · 
. Cautio".: Volkmann's " Hermagoras" ca~tions the follow~ 
mg: " F~ally the person who speaks must always F, ~e.pt 
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i~ view. \~hat the ?rator says must always be suited to 
h1s personahty. Partlcular care must therefore be taken in 
the. preparation of Prqs?popreia, that is to say, of the speeches 
which are to be put m the mouth of a c~rtain person, to 
see how the historians used to deal with such person-a 
Cc:esar would persuade in one way, a Cicero in another, and 
again a Cato in another." Blass' '' Demosthenes" obsetves 
that Demosthenes is, however, very careful and temperate in 
this respect. His personifications are for the most part 
exceedingly simple (see example, Olynthiac I. 2), and he only 
refers \to the feelings of the dead in a hypothetical form. 
(See in examples, Ere. II. 3 I.) Thus it is in that magnificent 
passage of Aristocrates (see Ari,st. 210). But within these 
limits which moderation or restraint fixed for him, Demos
thenes develops extraordinary richness in · the forms of 
Ethopreia and Prosopopreia. 

Do {lOt forget that the figure. Prosopopreia is chiefly used 
in the Epilogue, and wherever used it should be after the 
principal strength of the speiiker's arguments has been spent. 

In th~ figure it is allowable to bring down the gods from 
heaven and evoke the dead, and give cities and states 
voices. Combined with Hypotyposis, we pretend at times 
and with good effect, that images of things and persons 
are before our eyes and th~ir various sound~ in our ears, 
and affect wonder that 'the same appearances are not per~ 
ceptible to our opponents, or hearers, or to the judges
e.g., 11 It seems to me," or "Does it not seem to you? 't 
Great power of eloquence is necessary for such efforts, for 
what is naturally fictitious and incredible must either make 
a stronger impression from ~eing \ beyond the real or be 
regarded as nugatory from bemg unreal. 

Delivery : As this figure is resorted to after the orator has 
spent the principal drength of his arguments, and is brought 
in to confirm and make more evident his cause, also to 
minister pleasure to the hearer; and further as great eloquence 
is necessary so that what is . fictiti9us and incredible may 
make a stronger impression, the orator must deliver the 

.emotions and passions which predominate at the mom~nt 
in the tones and gestures that correspond to that emot10n 
JQr passion, as such, says Aristotle, please the ear. In the 
Proscpopreia which Cicero introduces after he ~ad exhauste~ 
bis are-ument in the natural wav on the consp1racy of Cab
line, the passages: j( For If my Country' which is_ dearer 
to me . . . , " etc., roll on with intense Interrogat10, and 
the Anaphora "who," " whom" are given the Emph~tic 
Repetition. The Prosopopceia of Truth, which after _b~mg 
sufficiently praised, is feigned as a person ~o~plammg, 
supplicating (which takes a gentle and s~bm1ss~ve to~e), 
and in t~ accusing, reprehending, commend1pg, confirmmg, 
etc., with their corresponding tones and gestures. In a word, 
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the Prosopopreia . should be better both in . delivery,. and • 
phraseology · than . what pr~cedes ;t .oE the particulaJ: , poin~.·. 
under treatment at the moment.' ·· -..· · , · .·· ,. ·' · ·"- ·· \. : 

' ) - ' • ~ I ' ..,., ':: ·~ ~ "¥." • •; ' ~;~ •• ' 

PROTASIS: Greek 'pro,. forward; teino,: ~ bolo,\ put,-.; 
stretch; Protasis, that· which is p\!!)onvard/ (l•'preti1ise,.:a 
proposition. , In rhetoric it js,-as Rossit~r Johnson·says;·.tlie: 
.first clause or clauses . of· a· sentence wh1ch . usua:Ily, set .forth 
the conditions1 limiting or ''defining the assertion~ or~ qu~tion> 

· w~ich follows (VI{hich i~ the -:Apodosis}-:-e.g., :· ·~:Whe~ . th~-.· 
sk1es fall, we shall catch· larks .. '' · When the. · sktes. /all 1s. th~ 

.!Protasis. 11 If we run (P,otasis), we shall be;in. time.' for ·the1 
· 

train (Apodosis).". ; ·: ,· .. ·' . ·' :_. .. ,·: ·-· ·,",· ,' ·:~ ~< .\ · 
Delivery: /Takes .the rising. inflecton up Jo''the 'point; where.· 

·the conditions or condition ·ends:·, i '. :· :., . · .~ :·. ~ ''';; < , ':· :., , ' 
• ' • ~· \' '• ':' ' ' • : j ... • '.;.: ~ -~: ~ .-' _' • • '•' •• ~:. 

-PROTHESIS~ ~reek pro, before;.titkenzz;.to ·:place, 'to
set; to set before; 1s a form of speech used for sett'lng )orth 
a 'statement of what-you are~ gbing_· to prove.·'· If .is. the· same~ 

' as Propositio (which see),. a.nd the, obser:vatio~ 'respec:;ting _ 
delivery, etc., given under. Pr9positio ;will·equally' apply· to , 
Prothesis. See also Thesis. · :-- · ~- , ~ ·. ·- · , : ...... · :~.: -. ."r , > · 

~ . ,.~.\.'. < : .~/./·: ... ,/~'~.·-- .. :~:-: ~.:· .... :\ 
PROTROPE; _Greek' pro,· forward.~~ trepo; to' ~ur~, ·,behle' 

oneself, turn about ; Tpe7f6J,: to turn .. or :urge . · torward,' 
' exhort to, persuade .. It is a ~orm of speech: ~he.t:ebY.- .. ~e-~ 
.~rator exho~ts and persuades. hiS .hearers. to. do· S?meth~g:·' , 
' Use :· It 1 1s used to move,- fo~ when commandmg · s:~ot . 
force· nor · promises allure,. nor commination terrify i · aS:· alone< 
by themselves working in their ·single strengths, yet eXhorta"' · 
tion, having all t~ese joined in it, and also>sundry reasons· 
of mighty power as helping- .hands to force and move the 
mind forward to 'a_ willing consent, prevails to· the ·.purpo~ ' 

Caution: Every exhortation· or imperative mood is ·not an . 
. exhortation, as to say II Do this, do that, eschew 'evil and.' 

do good, seek peace and ensue it," etc., are not th~ Jonns 
of exhortation, but only bare commandments .witholl-t,·an( 
reason· annexed, the autbority of the comi_llan"der excepted. · 

f.xaHtple: 14 Have resp~ct ~nd regard, Judges; what 1!Ppel~ 
tams t~ your name~ esbmahon and safety of the' common, 
wealth. Wherefore, Judges (Senate), look:· to· yourselves,_·, 
your wives, your1children and~goods, maintain and uphold 
the re~own and saf~ty of . the . Roman people." -Ci.cero. \ · .. 
·. D~lzv~'Y:, As th1~ figure 1s the .same( practl~ally,: as 

Ptramettcon, the same rfltlarks under said figure will.,apply 
here. Pro trope· with an entreaty, from· :IEschines vers9s . 
Demosthenes: ., Do not, · li entreat you, in the name of · 
Jupiter and· of the pther gods, Athenians, do not erect a 
trophy against yourselves in the theatre of Bacchus; do not 
convict of mental aberration the Athenian . ~o~le in the 

. l • 
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sight of all the Greeks. Do not remind the wretched Thebans 
of their desperate and incurable misfortunes, whom, when 
exiled by means of this man, you sheltered in your city; 
whose temples, children, and monuments the corruption of 
Demosthenes and the king' s gold have destroyed." This 
mag·nifrcent passage or Protrope of /Eschines is d~livered with 
the arm moderately stretched forth at the Apostrophe 
11 Athenians," the voice taking increased force, and the follow
ing " do nots " each are treated as an Emphatic Repetition, 
with a stroke of gesture on ~ach one, the voice increasing in 
force, forming a climax, and falling into that most beautiful' 
cadence with three accented generous feet, "and the king's-
gold-have destroyed." 

PYSMA: Is a frgure whereby the orator demands many 
times or uses many questions in one place, by which he makes 
his speech very sharp and vehement. It differs from Erotesis, 
as that may be answered with one word either granting or 
denying, but Pysma requires many. It may also be dialogues 
displaying their... interrogatory parts with communicatively 
pysmatic and sustentative flourishes. 

Example: Cicero for Rosius : " In what place did he speak 
with them? With whom did he speak? Did he hire them? 
Whom did he hire and. by whom l Lo, with what end and 
how did he give them? " 

Use: This figure serves for complaining, for confirmations 
and the like. It is mighty to confirm, to confute, to provoke, 
to cause attention, to move affections, to insult, etc. 

Caution: It should not be used to deceiv~ the hearer by a 
multitude of questions, thereby to countenance falsehood and 
suppress truth, as does the fallacy or sophistry called Plures 
Interrogationes. 

RHETORIC : Greek pew, to flo·w, flow of .words, to 
stream; turos, voice clear, distinct; tureuo, to sing in a clear, 
piercing tone, or utter in a loud tone. In the hteral sens~, 
Rhetoric is a clear, smooth, flowing voice, and in this sense 1t 
may be considered that form in speaking wherein the orator 
applies the smooth, clear, distinct voice, gliding like a stream;* 
but Rhetoric in its derived sense is the art which consists m 
a systematic use of the technical means of influencing the 
minds, imaginations, emotions and actions of others by the 
use of language. Skeat's Etymological Dictionary gives it 
as coming from rhetor, an orator, and meaning the art of 
speaking with propriety and elegance. 

• Lady Astor, ~I. P., the first of her sex t·J 'enter Parlbment, unquestionablv. ell armed th~ 
House by the rhetorical and rhythmical qualities: flow of spe;,cli aud a c'ear, d>stlnct \'Oice; 
as the following extracts from tbe Press testify: "She bas a clear, /'le•<S·lllt vurcr, ard her 
elocution was so admil'llble that every woru was audible in every part of the crowde,l House. 
There were some wiuy sallies aud p•ssionate appeals. When Lady Astor resumed her seat she 
received quite an ovation hy the delighted House at her brilliant and inc1s1ve speech, hnd1ng 
expression in prolong~d applause. A solitary woman in au assembly cf men she ach1eved an 
unmi;takable success." "She had no manuscript, only a· few notes to which she rderred from 
time to time without a pause in tbejlaw of her rhetoric.'' 
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RHYTIDIUS: Greek puBf.Lor;;, measured motion, or time, 
or measured proportion; puB plt;w , to set to time, bring into 
measure; pvTor;, flowing, running, liquid. It comes from 
the base Rheo, to flow, like the beating of the pulse, movement 
in time. Rhythm is a form of speech whereby the orator 
txpresses his phrases, clau.ses, sentences. or other express~ons 
within certain lengths of ttme. Apart from lengths of time, 
meter requires times to be in a certain order, says Quintillian. 
Rhythm consists in having two parts equally balanced: the 
~pace from the raising of the voice to the lowering of it. 
Rhythm requires to be the same, and the rhythm flow~ en as 
it commenced as fii.r as the Metabole or· change to another 
kind of rhythm. The oratorical number, or ·rhythm, .is the 
regular flow of a period. We come now to the third requisite 
in a speech, which Aristotle pronounces to be Rhythm. Cicero 
says: " The thunderbolts of Dtmosthenes would not have 
vibrated with so much force, if they had not been hurled and 
impelled by rhythm." Dionys1us of Halicarnassus in " De 
Cornpositione" says that, in point of variety of rhythm,' 
Herodotus, Plato, and Demosthenes hold the foremost place. 

Saintsbury says: " The ~rst great instrument of rhythm 
is balance." Dionysius gives th1s example from .kschmes' 
oration versus Demosthenes: " You summon him against 
yourself, you summon him against the laws, you summon 
him against democracy "; a sentence of great celebrity 
formed of three clauses which could have been embraced 
in one, as follows: " You summon him against yourself, 
and the laws, and democracy "; but which has been divided 
into three clauses, the same expression being repeated not 
from any necessity but in order to make the rhythm more 
agreeable. Thus may clauses be expanded. 

\V e will now consider a few remarks by some of the prin
cipal authors on Rhythmus. 

Aristotle: Style must have rhythm but not meter, for 
meter has not persuasive efficacy since it appears to have 
been " got up," and at the same time draws off the atten
tJun, for it causes one to fix his attention on similantJes 
of cadence when they recur. The pceon is lor orator'], 
because meter c,annot be constructed out of it; therefore, 
the. orator will elude detection in employing it. There are 
two sorts of p~ons the orator employs; one is for opening. 
which consists of one long syllable and three short ones, 

~ ~ .. ; and one for concluding, which consists of three 
short syllables and one long, ., .., ~ -. 
w1t_?out discrimination, .and measures out the periods of his 

L W'ro: The unpract1sed speaker pours forth all he can 
speech not w1th art, but by the power of his breath; but 
the orator clothes his thoughts in such a manner as to com
pme them in a fiow of numbers, at once confined to measure 
yet free from restraint; for after restricting it to proper 
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modulation and structure, he gives it ail ease and freedom. 
by a variety in the fi01.v, so that the words are neither bound 
by strict laws as those of verse, ·nor yet have such a degree 
of liberty as to wander without control. Oratorical humbers: 
(Poetry cannot be constructed above three feet, above this 
oratory goes, and is therefore called oratorical numbers). 
Do not let the pceon or heroic feet alarm you, they will 
naturally come .into your phrases; they will, I say, offer 
themselves, and will answer \vithout being called; or.ly let 

_it be your care and practice, both m writmg and speaking, 
that your sentences be cqncluded \vith verbs and that your 
sentences comme1ice u·itlt 11Umbers that are long and free, 
especially the heroic feet, the first pa:on - .. "' .. or the 
cretic - " -, but let tlze c,7dence be raried and diversified, 
for it is in the conclusion of ~entences that sameness i;? chiefly 
noticed, and if these measures are obserred at the beginning 
and at the conclusion of sentences, the intermediate numbers 
!!lay be disreg~rded; only l:::t the compass of your senterfce 
not be shorter than the ear expects, nor longer than your 
strength or breath will allow. 1 For the tz1.•,) or three feet 
towards the conclusion are to be marked and noted, and 
these last feet ought to be ettlzer trochE:S - v or lmozc feet, 
or those feet used alternately,. or to consist of the lallo 
pCEon "' "' " -, which Aristotle approves, or what is equal 
to it, a uetic - "' -. The interchange of these feet will 
have the good effect that the audience will not be tired 
by an offensive sameness, and that we shall not appear to 
make similar endings on purpose. All people are mo\'ed, 
even the illiterate, ·by words artfully arranged, and by 
numbers and sounds of the \Cice. An illiterate man judges 
and admires a picture but cannot make it. 

Qui;1tillian: Oratorical number or rhythm is the regular 
:Bow of a period. Commench1g periods: The end of verses 
are suitable for commencing periods, not the beginning of 
a verse. Long syllables have impressi\·eness and weight i 
short ones are for lightness; short ones with long ones, run; 
feet that . rise from short to lcng v are more spirited; 
from long to short - ~ are more gentle. Long feet are 
for tcmrnencing with, as something of a similarity to partt· 
tion which requires soee.d, but we may sometimes very 
properly commence with a :;hort syllable. (Saintsbury s:l\ s 
that the beginni1tg foot summons the attention.) Rush, a1so 
Fulton and Trueblood, call a one-srllable word a Monad 
cadence, which is not the best-e.g.,·" My answer would be 
a blow." Duad cadence, with trochee: " They all fired 
at ran-dom." Iambic duad: "Let me not hinder, Cassius, 
your de-sire." Triad cadence or molossus, three long 
syllables: II Ah, good painter, you can't pamt sound." A 
Dactylic triad: ! ' The feast was bumz-ti-fd." Tetrad: 
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u The work was done: leau-ti-ful-ly.'' The Pentad: 
11 He was prompted by pure dis-in-ter-est-ed-ness." The 
lonR syllables are italicised, the others are short. The 
Tetrad and Pentad do not make ·good cadences. Hervey 
says verv long words do not conclude well, nor those with 
very :hort syllables, as "particularly/' nor should adverbs 
and prepositions be used for a close, as '' of, to, from •. by, 
with "; simple verbs are better than compounds to termmate 
members and sentences, as not "bring about," "come up ";. 
use instead thereto, therein, therewith, ar the close of mem
bers, etc. If four or five shorts succeed each other, put 
in a long one, thus: .. how-much-soever." A good cadence 
is made by a long and liquid monosyllable, as ease, same, 
Shine, etc. It is not necessary, says Quintillian, to take 
into account more than three feet /rom the eud as the result 
will be measure and not number, or fewer than two. Cicero· 
gircs also three "dissyllabic ~· feet from " the end," but. 
not more than two trisyllabic. Quintillian now takes up 
the best feet with which to close a period. One concluding 
foot may be a Dichoreus, that is a double trochee (ditrochee) 
- ~ - "' or a p<eon (trochee and pyrrhic) - "' ... ... (may 
be the second pa:on " - "' "' or the third "' ... - "') or 
it may be the proper one "' " "' -; or it may be a 
Doc!mzius, which is formed ot a bacchius - - " and an 
iambic " -, or formed of an iambic "" - and a cretic 
- ... -, which is a firm and grave foot for the close of a 
period. Cicero regards the p<£on and dochmius, which 
are four and fi. ve, as numbers and not feet,. and states that 
there should not be more than one dochmius in the con
cluding feet because it would make the close too numerous. 

Quintillain closes by saying do not f:ive too much atten
tion to feet, as it cools the ardour; practise writing, observ
ing due numbers, which will enable us to pour them forth 
in a similar manner. extemporaneously. It is not so much 
the feet as the general fiow of composition that is wanted. 
The ear must be the judge. Pauses hare great effect in 
oratvry, the ear must regulate them. 1Iany things cannot 
be taught by rule. Why they are harsh, the ear still must 
tell. In a few words he says: Rhythm of Language: \Yhat 
is. s!iblin:e should march majestically; calm, advance 
le1surdy; is sp:ritcd, should run; and what is tender should 
flow. The care is great, but that which is devoted to
thou~ht and delivery is greater. But all our care must be 
d1lwently co11cealo·d in order that our numbers may seem 
to flow from us spontaneously and not to be forced or 
stuJ:td. 

The fc,!lowing table and remarks are from John Masun : 
The g,·r:euus /at are: Iambic .. -, Spondee -,. 
Anar:t5t .. .. -,-, Cret1c - .. -, and ::-..Iolossus - - -. 
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The baser feel, i.e. low and feeble, are: Pyrrhic ~ • , 
Trochee- ", Tribrach "' " ~. Dactyl- "' .. , Amph1· 
brach " - ~ . The Dactyl is a grave and venerable foot 
when joined to the Spondee. 

Pyrrhic Trochee Tribrach Amphibt:ach Dactyl 
t1ti tumti t~tit1 dttimti tumt1t1 

Palimbacchi 
tlimttimtr 

The Generous fee( in this order : 
Cretic Iambic Spondee Bacchic 1Iolossus Anapa:st 

tumtitum titum tumtum t1tumtum tumtiirntiim dt!tiirn 
A good style is both expressive and harmonious, the 

former depending upon happy choice of words to convey 
our ideas; the latter upon a l1appy choice of numbers in the 
disposition of our words. Every sentence has a distinct 
and separ\l.te clause, and tvery clause where there is an 
apparent cessation of the voice should always end with a 
generous foot. 

Of the Mason rules I cite the following as of great interest. 
Rule VIII. Let your first care be a clear and strong expres· 
sion of sentiment, w9at is rough and harsh can be rectified 
afterwards. Rule II. When four or five or more short 
syllables come together, part them by inserting a particle 
containing a long quantity. Rule III. An ellipsis will often 
help the rhythm, as 'tis, don't, also some words can be 
left out providing no weakening or obscuring of the sense 
occurs, i.e., "that" or "the "-e.g.,·" I see nothing can 
be done to save either-man or horse." Rule X. This art ' 
of all others requires the greatest art to conceal it. An 
orator will certainly miss his aim if his hearers once suspect 
that by bribing their ears he means to make his way to 
their hearts. Besides, a good skill in the principles of 
numerous structure opens to us one chief source of ·that 
pleasure which in the style of a well·composed piece we 
have often tasted, but never knew before whence it sprung. 
Rule IV. The last syllable, being common, is often neg
lected and made no account of, especially if it be naturally 
short, and serves only to g1ve a grace or flourish to the 
preceding long one. 

The following is worthy of notice on Rhythm, taken from 
"De Comp. et de Metris Oratoris-Versus Rufi.ni: "There 
was at one time a dispute or debate as to what difference 
there was between the orator and the poet, as they both 
appeared in number and verse; now among orators, number 
itself has become strong. However it may be, it falls under 
some measure of thG ear, even it is different from Yerse
for verse is, indeed, a defect in oratory-it is called number 
what the Greeks styled rhythm. Orat. paragraph M." 
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Joshua Steele says, respecting Rhythm us, that the swing 
of the arm and other such motions made by pubhc speakers,. 
are derived from their instinctive sense of rhythm, and are 
in effect beating time to their .orations. Also cursing, s:vear
ing ar:d many other unmeanmg words so frequently mter
woven in common discourse are merely expletives to fill the 
measure and to round each rhythmical period. The " walk
ing measure,'' Steele says, is firm, slow and uniformly loud . . , 
He illustrates it with these lines from Demosthenes (the 
walking measure meaning that the duration of the whole 
quantity of syllables and pauses contained within two bars 
or vertical lines should be equal to the time of making one 
step of walking, which admits of the varieties of fLow, 
ordinary and quick walking: the next degree above which 
velocity is the running measure): . 

I I And I now I "1 if I ever we I stood in I need I of mature I 
·de-li-be 1 ra-t1-~n and 1 couns~l, 1 . i the 1 present 1 juncture I· 

calls I loudly I for them; I "1 i we must be I careful! not to· 
drive I those to ex I tre-mi-ties I i who are I now as I sem
bled I "'1 and I call them I selves I i the I council! ~ o£ am I 
phycty I ons." 

All discourse delivered to large audiences should be 
deliberate (largo e sostenuto) and the sound of each syllable 
as to loudness, continued uniformly audible to its just length 
or quantity. They should be supported to the full extent 
of their proper quantity with nearly a uniform strength of 
voice, and. not dying away or interrupted by rests after 
every syllable as if they were sighed out. There is a per
fection in the pronunciation of the best speakers (which was 
remarkable in the late Urs. Cibber, and is the fame in 
Garrick): they are distinctly heard even in the softest sound 
of th~ir voices; when others are scarcely intelligible though 
c ffcn::::l\·ely loud. This essential quality is chiefly owing 
t<) the speakers dwelling with nea~ly uniform loudness on 
the v- hole length of every syllable, and to confining the 
extent of the acute and grave accents within the compass 
c,f /our or five notes; and also in adopting in general a 
dclzbcrate instead of a rapid measure. For if a person pro· 
nounces from six to nine syllables in a second of time, as 
many people do, an auditor must be e.xtremely rapid, quick 
and attr'ltlre to be able to ktep up w1th so rapid an utter
an~c. But good speakers do not pronounce above three 
syLaLlcs m a second and generally only two and a half, 
t3.kll:;z m the pauses. 

W :dker, in his " Elements of Elocution " respecting 
Rhyt:m1, says that harmonious prose resolves itself into an 
arran;::('ment of accented syllables somewhat similar to versi-
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frcation. The return of the 'accented syllable at certain 
intervals seems the common definition-e.g., "We hear at 
the distance but a faint~echo of that thunder in Demosthenes, 
which shook the throne of Macedon to its foundation; and 
are sometimes at a 16ss for that conviction in the arguments 
<Of Cicero, which balanced in the midst of convulsions the 
tottering Republic of R6me." In the latter part of this 
:sentence we find the accented syllable at exactly equal inter
vals from the word " sometimes " to the word 11 midst." 

The conclusioq of Cicero's celebrated book, 11 De Oratore," 
is thus: 

''The best orator ... who is master of this 
Shall gain much greater applause," 

:should be pronounced with a harmonious cadence, the word 
"this'' must have a rising· inflection as at the end of the 

·first line of a couplet, and ,., .much greater applause" from 
the last of the second line. The rule therefore is this : When 
the last member ends with four accented words they are pro
nounced in this order of inflection: falling, rising, rising, 
_falling; and if of three accented words thus: falling, rising, 

. falling, or rising, rising, falling. Thus in the case of the 
four accented words, the cadence or rhythm is like the last 
line in this couplet : . 

" A brave man struggling in the storm of fate 
And greatly falling with a falling state.'' 

'This is called Harmonic Inflection (see Emphasis). 
And if there are three accented syllables, or words, such 
arrangement ought to be adopted as to give the last a falling, 
the penultimate a rising, and the antepenultimate either a 
rising- or falling inflection. Three accented words will be 
.enough to form a cadence. The. fore&-oing demonstrates 
how the rhythm of a cadence is to be delzvered, that cadence 
which comes at the end of a. sentence so necessary to gratify 
the ear of the hearer. In addition to the harmonic or 
rhythmic inRection, there is the gradual fall of the voice 
into repose. 
··James Rush in his A Philosophy of the Human Voice" 

.says, respecting Rhythmus: "The ear is cognizant of two 
kinds of proportions in the successions of sound : one 
.embraces the relationship of force, the other the durations. 
The ear is pleased with varied percussions and durations 
within symmetrical arrangements. The most impressive 
·me'ans of expressive intonation consists in the extended time 
.of syllabic utterance, a quality which Rush says he not.ed 
in listening to Mrs. Siddons. A person -with a qutck 
poetical ear and a free command of language will frnd no 
.dilficulty in carrying on for any duration an ext\mpore 
.rhyth1llttS of mere unrelated words or phrases. Besides the 
variety and impressiveness thus arising from stress and quan-
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tity, the rhythmic effect is further diversified by including 
.one or more accentual sections (which contain the accented 
syllable) from one to fi.ve' syllables, and these within the 
boundaries of pauses, called Pausal Sections, which <:ontain 
from one to twenty syllables." 

George Saintsbury, in his 11 History of English Prose 
Rhythm," says: In Pure Prose highly Rhythmed, instead 
of sameness, equivalence and recurrence, the central idea 
turns on difference, inequality and ·variety. William 
Tyndale founded the rhythm and cadence of the English 
Bible. Tyndale saw the advantage given by the Greek 
pronoun and grasped it; 11 Him that is weak in the faith 
receive unto you." (This Greek pronoun Daniel Webster 
employed to such great etfect in his " Bunker Hill " oration: 
·" Him! the premature victim of his own self-devoting heart! 
Him ! the head of our civil councils . . . Him! cut off by , 
Providence ... ") The Rhythmic sweep, the balance or 
parallelism, is widened, softened, and moulded out into 
~reat undulating sweeps_ of phrases, rising, hovering, 
descending-with a wing-like motion. A sort of keynote or 
dominant of the music is taken. The Rhythm swells out 
into p<rons, and some Dochmiacs. This foot often has the 
qui\·ering straightness ~nd onset of a lance in rest at charge. 
Dochmiacs (five syllables) make good- passages, also fine 
::md good rhythm. \Ve take a few of the 43 rules, axioms, 
etc., of Saintsbury, which are so important: (I) Rhythm of 
prose, like meter of verse, can be expressed in the foot 
system or a system of mathematical combinations of "long, 
and ·;short" syllables. (II) Monosyllable feet are of 
extreme importance as pivots for the turn, and stepping
stones in the progress of English prose rhythm. '(14) The 
begin~ing is of great Importance in summoning special 
attentJOn. (I 5) Neglect of the middle will deprive the 
structure of all claim to really numerous. (24) Sentences 
nr clauses follow in succession to each other, drawing them
~el\'es out, or ~hutting themselves up like slides of a tele
:c!'f'e, hke a flight of steps ascending or descending. (25) 
fhc~t arrangements are specially prominent in what is called 
the· balanced stvle; in which pairs or batches of clauses and 
~entences are aligned and opposed to each other with anti
thetic and even antiphonic effect. (40) In harmonious 
pas!agrs, especiall~ of a~ ~motion_al kind, a foot which may 
he m most cases either wmc,a mmore ... ..- - - or third 
p:~:on "' "' - "'. is present so frequently that it seems to 
te almost a specific. Cicero says: "There is in speaking 
a kmd of underhum c·f song." Do not slur over feet as 
some ora.tors do, so as to hurry on the emphatic word, 
upon wh1ch they pounce. Gire each foot its full measure. 

i · • Th(' chief tcuchstone of composition is the ear, both of 
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~electio~ of single words and ordonnance of phrases. It i~ 
Impossible to render an exact reason why one thing is right 
and another wrong. It is so: and there's an end on't."
Saintsbury. 

Chatham held cadence no trifling thing, for an orderly 
and sweet sentence by gaining our ear conciliates our 
affections. 

James Harris, in his "Philological Inquiries," says that 
syllabic quantity is more often determined by accent, 1t bemg 
enough to make a syllable long if it be accented, and short 
if it be unaccented, whatever may be the position of any 
subsequent consonants. The two pa:ons and the cretic may 
be called the feet for prose-e.g., Beauty m;y b~-lost m~y 
b~ for-years ~ut-I1ved-; but virtue remains the same, till 
life hself-is at an end. 

William Russell says that Rhythm implies a just observ
ance of pauses whether marked in punctuation or not, and 
these pauses become like rests in music, portions of the 
measure or rhythm. It is the last mentioned effect which 
renders rhythm so important to an easy, fluent and natural 
use .. of the voice. It is the time of regularly recurri::1g and 
exactly proportioned pauses, or regular returning quantity,. 
accent and pause in the successive sounds of the voice
abruot elements thereby being skilfully avoided, and the 
coincidence of emphasis with mutable and indefinite quanti
ties: but more particularly the exact timing or recurrence 
of accents at the end of clauses, and in the cadence of sen
tences, as these places are particularly adapted to sounds 
intended for effect on the ear. Some readers err on the 
extreme of marking time too r-rominently, and with a jerking _ 
accent, which offends the ear. A delicate marking o/rhythm 
is a genuine grace of cultivated elocution in the lanxuage of 
otatory or of sentiment. Rhythm imparts a smooth, agree
able and symmetrical effect to the voice;· it prescribes and 
facilitates a regular and easy breathing; it enables the reader 
or speaker to pronounce the successive clauses of every sen
tence with a regulated, easy, fluent style of accent, which 
renders the effort of utterance comparatively light; it pro
motes tranquility of the emotions, saves his own organic 
strength, and gives forth ·his language with a harmonious 
and pleasing effect to the ears of others. Every accented 
syllable in elocution is equivalent to the beginning of a bar 
in music, and may be so marked; the rule for markmg 1s 
simply place a bar before every accented·· syllable wherever 
found, and before every pause. Every accented monosyllable 
in elocutionary rhythm constitutes a bar. The. initial rest 
represents the slight interval between the nrst bar and the
preceding utterance, whatever that may be-e.g., 

" Pro I crasti I nation I "' is the I thief I "' of time. I " 
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Genung, in "The Working Principles of Rhetor~c/' says 
that R!tythm of Prose is the natural flow, the melodwus flow 
of c:loquent or well ordered speech. Rhythm has no ±~1r 
cpportunity in a short sentence, such as concentrates 1ts. 
power in a single word; it calls rather for some roll and 
tichncss of movement, and for the balance of clause and 
clause. Special care must be giwn to the treatment of mono
syllables in order to avoid the unwieldy congested effect 
of tumblin,r?. accented or weighty words in heaps together
e.g., "Good Lord give us oread now " : all the words but 
"us " are emphatic, and the enumeration is heavy. Poly
sJllables with their alternation of accented and obscure 
(unaccented) sounds, are the "phrases of nature's own 
making;" and, for this reason are very useful in the varied 
web of rhythm. 

We come now to one of the greatest and most essential 
parts of Rhythm, which is Pause. Genung says one of the 
most important principles coming into prosody from the 
rhvthm of music is that the Pause must be reckoned with. 
It ·bas a distincti,·e ,-alue expressed in silence; in other words, 
while the voice is waiting-, the music of the movement is 
going on. (See Fig. Pause.) 

The Rir.;ht H 011. John Bright was regarded as the greatest 
orator of the Victorian Age. Lord Salisbury said he was 
" the greatest master of English oratory that this generation 
has produced, or I may say several generations back." 
" The greatest English master of the oratory of sentiment," 
~v.rites C. A. Vance, " his chief artistic inspiration lay in 
his sense for the value of words and for the rhythm of 
W(Jrds and sentences. H!s, invariable quality is the choice 
of the right word or run of words: ' A small but exultant 
rn1r~ wit!1in me tells me that I shall not appeal in vain,' 
'Tll!S incapable and guilty administration,' 'Angel of 
Death,'.' The bt>ating of his wings'; Bright could no more 
~~an:, s~1d 'flapping-,' as Trevelyan in his 'Life of John 
J,r•;.;nt obserres, than Mr. Gladstone could haYe made a 
blse quantity." "No orator excelled him in rhythm," says 
Vance in his "Bright's Oratory." Bright was a popular 
orator, " although he would often use a Latin word for the 
sake c,f sound or rhythm." He would say constantly trepi
datum, profiij'ate, decorous, penurious, eradicate, assembly 
whrre> he might, except for sound or dignity have said 
•• f " " . 1 d " " 1 . ' car,. Wlcr::e , seem y," " stmgy," " uproot," 
"nwetmg-." _The italicis_ed words are rhythmical words in 
the u~e c,£. wl11Ch John Bnght and the great American orator, 
Damd \'. eh~tcr, were similar; of the latter, Genung cites 
from tl.1e " Dunker Hill Oration " some of the following 
rhrthm1cal wr.rds: ~.·enoable, bounteously, behold, metro
poiH, zow!!aable, combat, ere, slumber, strife, gloom, 
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endure; rhythmical constructions: umrable men, forma 
gweration, roar of /zostile cannon, lwgl;ts ot yonder metro-
polis, your country's means of di_r;tinction and defence, ere 
you slumber in tl1e gra•·e, this monument may moulder a11:ay; 
and the constant balancing of elements, as: tlte ltead of our 
civil council and the destined leader of our militan' bands. 
Vance says that instead of these rhythmical words: con
federation, main, freedom, refuge, race, clime, try the effect 
that these words would ha \·e in their place: confederacy, 
ocean, liberty, asylum, nation, climate, in Bright's memor
able passage on America: " I cannot believe that civilisation 
in its journey with the sun will sink into endless night in 
order to gratify the ambition of these men, who seek to 
' wade through slaughter to a throne and shut th~ gates 
of mercy on mankind.' I have another and far brighter 
vision before my eyes. IL may be- a vision, but I will. 
cherish it. I see one vast confederation, stretching from 
the frozen North to the South, and from the wild billows 
of the Atlantic westward to the calmer waters of tlfe Pacific 

·main; and I see one people, and one faith, and over all. 
that wide continent the hC'me of freedom and a refuge for 
the oppressed of every race and of every clime.'' One 
realises how much of the beauty of these fine passages i:. 
due to the artful disposition of the, acce-qts and of the long 
vowel sounds. Bright's reputation as the greatest English, 
master of oratory of sentiment may confidently be staked 
upon the last few sentences of this speech, sentences pure 
and unlabcured in diction, majestic in rhythm. "Bright 
spoke very slo\vly," says the Rt. Hon. George Russell, who 
heard him. " It was extremelv effecti,-e because it conYe\'ed 
the impression of considered_ 'judgment and profound con
viction.)) Sir Wilfrid Lawson says: "A fire-syllable word 
always fetches John Bull. There is nothing like a five
svliable word. Lord Beaconsfield knew that. \Vhene,·er 
any one proposed reform, he said, I \\"e will not A.maicatzise: 
our institution,' ap.d everybody went away and said '\Ve 
will not be .A.mericanised.' If anybody proposed to make 
peace without adding a g-reat deal of blood, they . were 
asked, 'Will you submit to the lwmiliation of the Empire' ' 
and e\·erybody said '\\'e don't want to be /:umiLztt'd.'" 
The charm of the fixe-syllable word (the Dochmiac foot) is 
hi~hly rhythmical, and is why it fascinates in an oration, 
mixed, hO\verer, with short or monosyllabic words. \' a.'lce 
adds the following respecting Brigltt's cadences:" To one 
who has caug-ht the sua,·ity r)£ Bright's cadences, the accents 
of ~facaulay sound like the stroke of a blacksmith's hammer, 
the sentences of Burke strike the ear like the tramp of a 
reg-iment, and the periods of Fox or Gladstone like the 
tumult of a hurrying crowd.'' 
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Dditcry: From "The Speaking Voice," by Behnke: 
"\\"hen the rhYthmical stress or beat does not fall on alternate 
syllables, but 'is diYided by two or t~ree small syllables 
or unimportant words, they are said qUickly, a_nd .thus the 
swing- of the rhythmical pendulum is evenly mamtamed. If 
on the contrary, the rhythmical word or syllable is .not 
followed by one or more short syllables, but a word which, 
from the sense of the passage, requires .. more stress, . a 
pause is made be~wccn these two words equivalent to the 
shc,rt beat; or the Yowel quality of one or both words is slightfy 
prolonged, and thus the time is made up. On this point 
of the right maintenance of rhythm·, even in rapid passages, 
G. H. Lewis wrote as follows: ' No sooner have they (actors) 
to express excitement or emotion of any kind, than they 
see-m to lose all mastery over the rhythm and cadence of 
thm speech. Let them study great speakers, and they will 
fmd that in passages which seem rapid there is a measured 
rhythm, and that even in the whirlwind of passion there 
is strict regard to ". tempo" as in passionate music.' Uni
\'ersal as is rhythm in speech, a number of persons trans
~ress its rules as soon as they commence tcf speak or read 
in public. Light syllables are strongly marked and heavy 
ones passed over lightly. Long · mwels are pronounced 
slwrt, ::md short ones are drawled out. These errors give 
an artdiciality to the language used, which is an offence 
against g-c•od taste. The more natural and flowing the 
diction, the more eYenly and regularly falls that pulsation 
to which the name of ' Rhythm' . is now usually applied. 
It is the erer-recurring action and reaction, the long and 
5hort, the hea''Y and the light syllable, which constitutes 
the measure of all speech. Almost eYery sentence has, or 
should hare, a different ke~·note; and ewry note or cadence 
should bear its proper relation to the keynote, as in a 
musical composition.'' " 

S. S. Curry in "~Iind and \'oice 11 sars: 11 When the 
rhythm c•f speaking is easy and natural, it co-ordinates with 
the rhythm of breathing in life; but whenever there is con
fusi()n one interferes with the other, sore throat and all sorts 
of in iuries to health result. 11 In his other work, titled 
"\"ocal Expression," he further says under the subject of 
nausing: " As the mind thmks by pulsahon, by rhythmic 
leaps, by action and reaction, so speech must hare the same 
charact:"ristics." He cites in Illustration ot these pulsatiOns, 
the act10n of a water beetle :n propelling itself after pausing. 
Hu5sel.l says that flO\nng speech causes thought to glide into 
the mmd. 

If we wi~h to express manv attracti1't things, we make 
many soher01dal gestures. What is called the culminating 
powt d a gesture must not be forgotten. This is a ring 
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in the form of the last stroke of the German letter .!J, which 
is made by a quick, electric movement of the wrist. , 

"Rh;,thm causes tJwughts to fiow freely into the mind." 
G. Bower Codling, in his "Public Speaker's Training 
Course,'' giYes the pausing and phrasing in the following :-

" It is natural I in erery man I to wish distinction; II and 
the praise o'£ those who can confer honour I by their praise, li 
is, I in spite of all false philosophy, I sweet to every human 
heart; II but, II as eminence can be only the lot of few, II 
patience of obscurity is a duty, I which we owe not more 
to· our own happiness, I than to the quiet of the world at 
large. llil Give a loose, if you are young and ambitious, 1 

to that spirit which throbs within you i II measure yourself 
with your equals; II and learn, I from frequent competition, j 
the place \vhich nature has allotted to you; II make of it no 
mean I battle, I but strive hard, I! I strengthen your soulj to 
the search of Truth, !I and follow that spectre of Excellence 1 
which beckons you on, II beyond the walls of the world, I! 
to something better I than man has yet done. li II It may 
be I you shall burst out into light and glory I at the last; 1 

but, I if frequent failure I convince you of that mediocrity I of 
nature which is incompatible with great actions, II submit 
wisely I and cheerfully I to your lot; II let no mean spirit 
of revenge II tempt you to throw off ybur loyalty to your 
country, Ill and to prefer a vicious I celebrity I to obscurity I 
crowned by piety and virtue. Ill If you can throw new light 
upon moral truth, I or, I by any exertions, I multiply the 
comforts I or con:fi.rm the happiness I of mankind, II this 
fame I guides you to the true ends of your nature; II but, I in 
the name of Heaven, [ as you tremble at retributive justice~ II 
and in the name of mankind, I if mankind be dear to 
you, I seek not that easy and accursed fame which is 
gathered in the work of revolutions: II and deem it better 
to be for ever unknown, II than to found a momentary 
name I upon the basis cf anarchy I and irreligion."
" l\Ieans of Acquiring Distinction," Sydney Smith. 

In resumen: Rhythm is timed moyernent of sound~ 
accelerated or retarded according to sentiment or emotion; 
and we close with these observations : The cadence is a 
gradual falling into repose at the end of a sentence or 
period. To be perfect it should haYe three accented syllables 
with a gradual fall on each one. The retardation is 
graduated to the amount of preparation or accelleration 
that has been made for it. In general, where a sentence 
does not seem to sound alright, a reduction of it to feft 
will often disclose where the harshness is, and will enable 
one to gire it smoothly and satisfactorily to the ear. Pause 
after an accentual group (rery slight, imperceptible); pause 
at~er a pausal section (rhythmical pause, taking ~'P to 20 
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syllables);· pause, to som~ length, after 'a ~entenc" or. period, . 
.and, as Walker says, to speak or read ~ell one.must pau~e · 

"On an a\·erage after every fifth or· s1xth . wor~. ;, \ _P1;1~l!c 
sp~ing requires pausing1 muc~ oftener.Jhan ~ony~ID,g _izt, 
pnvate. ·:. · · ·· . ,·, . ;- "-. ·-. -:· · 

• ,l ·.,., .:· • • • ·~f' "· ·.~ ~' ,,· •. •• J 

SARCASliUS : Greek . sarkazo, to . rend c»f. flesh .like. 
· dogs, to bite the lips in rage, to sneer; sarz~ .tlesb.,. :ls7a 
form of speech . by which' a bittet kind of 'ta~t' or oeris}~ 
is made, most. commonly ·11sed of an enemy .. Sarcasm. .JS 
vituperation softened in the· ou~ar4 expre~ston,. s~ys 'Bam,.. 
by the arts and. figures· of dtsgutse-e:pigram.;; .mnuen~o •. ' 
irony-and embellished by, the .fi.gur~ of illustratwn ... ·Jhere_ 
i!l irony amounting to sarcasm in Locke's remark upon Ans-' 
. totelian logic: :• God did. not 'make man, and .leave -it to"· 
Aristotle to make him rational!' · · ·_ 1 ' · .' • ~ . • .• ,: .• ' 

Examples: The Duke of Saxon, _eaptored in war/was -~a. 
fat, large, corpulent man. The Emperor; after. having ··seen 
the prisoners, said to· those about him : · "-I . have gone 
huntmg many times, yet never took I sucll a· swine. before/', 
" Behold the dreamer .cometh.., . ,. How glorious was .. the 
King of: Israel to--day ! "-that is, how contemptible .and 
inglorious.' " He saved others, himself cannot· save.~~ ;. : . 

Delivery: This is the bitterest irony, an~ has a guttural 
aspirating tone, compound stress, which see under Emphasis,. 
also the unequal wave; the falling inflectiOn Js · prevalenl; 
No stress or emphasis suits this ~gure better than tlie. double
faced stress of the compound. . . · · . ; · 1.. : ; • '· • • •• •• 

' Use : The most lawful use of this bjope is to repress proud. 
folly, wicked intolerance, pride and rud~ess. · • ·. ~.' 1 / 

. Caution: It should ·not be u5ed .without some great: cau~ 
deserving it, as. arrogance, · shameful · lechery, ridiculous 
avarice, etc. ~ , 7 , · · y- • ~ 

- I I .. ., \ .... ... I • ,.. .. !· ~~ . ..' I 

' 'I • ., ,· : .' ' ' .' _.,. \ • 

SCEMA TIS MUS : Greek · skeptomai, · to look about,: look 
~arefullv at, consider: skemmatos, a sub)ect for reflection: 
1s a form of speech whereby the ·orator propounds his 
meaning ,by a circuity of speech, in which he· would .have· 

· 1t understood by ~ certain suspicion what Jie does' not say. 
for three causes. (1) Safety's sake, as when it is dangerous 
to speak directly and o~nly. (2) For Modesty and good 
manners' sak~·~·: when it is' indecent to speak plainly. 
~3) For Delu/atzon s sake and grace of the hearer, ·as. when 
1t f:llay be a greater delight under this figure than by the 
plam report and OPel! show. In the (I) the .orator max use 
t~o matters: (a) by rtproving another person as a ruler, 
kmR", tyrant, etc., in whom the same evils . are or were 
while he li~·ed; (b) by tommendi11g' such persons in whom 
the contranes are. An evil . man, hearing their praises, , is . 

. , I 
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moved in mind and begins to covet commendation and. 
pr~ise. M qdesty' s sake: "Whose ~unt was delighted with 
,datly marnages " means " an unchaste life." 

SERMOCINATIO:. Latin sermoc-inare, to talk, to- dis
course; , is a, form o~ speech whereby the orator feigns a 
person and makes htm speak much or httle accordmg to 
comeliness; much like Prosopopreia; but in Sermocinatio 
the orator answers now and then the questions which the 
feigned person propounds to him. Webster defines Sermo
cination as- a form of Prosopopreia in which the speaker 
answers his mvn questlon or remarks immediately. 

Examples: The practice of questioning and answering to 
oneself is generally pleasing-e.g., Cicero: "Before whom 
then do I say this? Bdore him assuredly, who at a time 
when he had a full knowledge of what I have just said ... " 
Another mode: Cicero: "Some one will say, is this your 
moral discipline? Do you thus instruct your youth? If, 
judges, if any man was ever of such strength of mind,'' 
etc., etc. Another metht!d: "\Vas a house wanting to you? 
but you had one. \Vas ready money superabundant with 
you? but you were in want." In the foregoing you immedi
atelv g-iYe the answer. 

:£schines vs. Demosthenes : II Shall not the senate of the· 
Areopagus therefore receive a crown? No-for it is not 
usual for them (to do 'so). Are they not ambitious of 
honour? Certainly; but they are not satisfied merely that 
no one should commit a fault amongst them, but, if any 
person is culpable, they punish him .•. 0 Hercules!_ any 
one may say, 'Shall I not leare the country, because 1 
have been a magistrate?' No! lest after becoming a 
defaulter respecting the property or service of the state, 
you should have recourse to flight." , 

Demosthenes vs. JEschines: " ... but if I, as a senator, 
thought it necessary to introduce the ambassadors, he 
inreighs against me for this. \\'hat was right that I should 
do? Was I to move that those should not be introduced 
who came for this purpose, that they may confer with you? 
or to order the architect not to· give them seats in the 
theatre? They might have purchased seats for two oboli, 
if this decree had not been proposed. Was it necessary 
that I should guard the trifling interests of the state, and 
sell its main interests to Philip, as this man did? Certainly 
not. Take and read this decree for me . . . " 

Henry Clay on the Semi?ole War: :1 ~ow, I ask, did 
they come into our possessiOn? Was 1t m the course of 
fair, and open, and honourable war? No; but by means 
of deception-by hoisting foreign colours on a staff from 
which the stars and stripes should alone hare floated. Thus 
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ensnared, the Indians were taken on shore; and without 
ceremrJny, and without dday, were hung. When did this 
humane custom, by which, in consideration of their ignor
ance, and our enlightened condition, the rigours of war were 
mitigated, begin? At a time when we were weak and they 
comparatirely strong; when we were seeking, from the ,-ices, 
from the corruptions, from the religious intolerance, and 
from the oppressions of Euro_pe, to gain an asylum among 
them. And when is It proposed to change this custom, 
to substitute for it the bloody maxims of barbarous ages, 
and to interpolate the Indian public law with re,·olting 
crutlties? .-\t a tlme when the Situation of t.1e two parties 
is totally changed-when we are powerful and they are 
weak-at a time when, to use a figure dra\\11 from their 
c,wn sublime eloquence, the poor children of the forest ha,·e 
been driven by the great wa,·e which has flowed from the 
Atlantic Ocean almost to the base of the Rocky jfountains, 
and, orerwhelming them in its terrible progress, has left 
n0 other remains of hundreds of tribes, now extinct, lhan 
those which indicate the remote existence of their former 
companion, the mammoth of the new world! " 

Cse: It sern's to complain, to reprore, to confute, to 
excuse, to teach, t9 describe the nature or properties .lJf a 
part1cular person. 

Calltion: It is necessar\' that the words be aO'reeable to 
the person feigned and ;.ot otherwise than he :·ould use, 
also to consider the circumstances both of person and 
things, their estate, condition, kind, aae, disposition, 
manners, place, time, etc. Cicero, in this r~pect, was mar
n:llouslr cunning and most artful. He brouaht in ).filo 
5peakirg. nbntly, Anthony ar.rogantlJ:, Xeni~s wickedly, 
Erutms 1mpudcntly; erer frammg their speech according 
to the:r nature. · 

Sermocinatio being. one r::f Henry Clay's special figures, 
we wJl .pause to cons1der h1m from an oratorical standpoint 
c t t~.1s Juncture. 
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HENRY CLAY 
HIS ORATORY, DELIVERY, AND SOME. NOTES 

FROM EMINENT CONTEMPORARY AND SUB
SEQUENT CRITICS. 

Henry Clay, the great Kentuckian, for nearly half a cen
tury held th~ attention of the American people by the 
maJesty of h1s eloquence. Perhaps no voice ever raised on 
the American continent was so musical, so magical, so mar
vellous. He held the highest positions in the gift of his 
countrymen, excepting the Presidency, but he was twice 
nominated for this: first, in 1832, and was defeated by 
Jackson; second, in 1844, when he was beaten by Polk of 
fennessee, partly on account of his opposition to the 
annexation of Texas, which he held would bring about a 
war with Mexico and possibly friction with the Latin 
Republics, also an extension of slavery with all its evils. 
His defeat in '44 was a great disappointment, but Clay 
bore it well, and uttered that famous expression which has 
become proverbial in America as the synonym of the 
highest political ethics : " I would rather be right than be 
President." As to whether Clay was right, these facts speak 
for themselves: Texas was annexed, war took place with 
Mexico; Mexico not only lost Texas, but New J\lexico and 

'California; hence the present Mexican antipathy and of the 
expectativeness, jealousy and mistrust of the Latin States 
towards the Great Republic; slavery was extended, together 
with its evils, to such an extent, that on account of it in the 
'6o's the United States of America was nearly destroyed. 

11 Clay is a tall man, six feet and one inch, not stout but 
the opposite; always erect in standing, walking or talking; 
in debate still more erect. The temperament of Mr. Clay 
is sanguineous and mercurial, susceptible of quick, and in 
the presence of powerful causes, of high excitement. This 
constitutional excitability in Mr. Clay has always been with 
him a severe test of the power of self-government. (See 
Clay's Apostrophe to Calhoun, remarks by Oliver Dyer.) 

Clay's Wonderfully Modulated Voice. 
"The voice of Mr. Clay has been one of great melody, 

compass and, power. With a foundation of low bass, deep 
and strong, it has been capable of rising to the slzarp 
falsetto, every note in the scale, musical and far-reaching. 
Within this compass lies the power of expressing all human 
feelings and passions. In regard to the modulation of his 
voice for oratorical purposes, instructed by nature rather 
than by art, and employing his vocal powers chiefly for the 
practical uses of society, of the forum, and of public debates, 
Mr. Clay has always escaped the 'i.'ices of tune and song. 
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Prin ipal Ponn of Ora rical Expression used by lli. Clay. Hi master· 
fi ur are th in itali 
Anap a, A postroph , Astcismus, Apodixis, Asyndeton, Epa o e, 
Epuotesis, Etho , Exordiu1n, Parenthesis, Pathos, Pau e, Periodicity, 

arcasmus, s~rmccinatio. 
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Her.ce his elocution has been felt to be natural, and' has 
constquently been effectire. But the attributes. of 1~r. Clay:s 
eloquence extend to a wider range than his voice. His 
person, tall, erect, commandi~g; his coun~enance as ~ell 
as his voice, capable of expressmg every feelmg and pass10n 
of the human soul, pleasure or pain, satisfaction or discon
tent, hope or fear, desire or aversion, complaisan~e or con
tempt, love or hatred, joy or grief, ecstacy or angmsh, Yal?ur 
or cowardice, kindness or cruelty, pity or revenge, resolution 
or despair; his large mouth .and swo.llen upper lip w?rki~g 
quietly or in agony as occaswn requ1res; h1s ere restmg m 
calmness or beaming with lirely emotion or sparkling with 
strong feeling, or flashing with high passion like the thunder
bolts of hea\'en in the darkness of the storm. 

His Gestures a11d Attributes. 
" His arms now hanging easy by his side, now out

stretched, now uplifted, now wavmg with grave, or striking 
with the vehemence of passion; his finger pointing where 
his piercing thoughts direct; the easy or quiet or violent 
movements of his whole frame; the bending of his body 
forward or sidewise or backward; the downward or upward 
look; the com posed or suffused or impassioned countenance; 
the watchful, shifting glances taking in the field of vision 
and making one feel that he is seen or individually 
addressed; the theme; himself; his audience; his fame; his 
position on the subject in debate or under discussion; his 
relation to the assembly or body before him; the respect and 
esteem in which he is held by them; his dignity, courtesy, 
deference; his disinterestedness, his philanthropy; his 
patriotism-all these and many others that might be named 
are among the attributes of Ur. Clay's eloquence, and 
appertain to that accumulation and concentration of influ
ences which hare giren his popular harangues, his forensic 
efforts, his rarious public addresses and his parliamentary 
speeches so much power orer the minds, the hearts and 
actions of his countrvmen . 

. "In a c01wersati?n betwe~~ t~e. author and Mr. Clay about 
h1s reply to ~Ir. R1res of \ Irgmia, August to, 1841, touch
ir.g- ~1r. Tyler's veto of the Bank Bill, which was one of 
the impassione~ ~lass. of his speeches, 1Ir. Clay said: 'I do 
not know how 1t 1s w1th others, but on such ocrasions I seem 
to be unconscious of the external world. \\'holly engrossed 
bv t.he subject before me, I lose all s<:>nse of personal identity, 
of t1tne, N c.f surrounding objects.'"-" Life and Times of 
Henrv Clay," by Cah·in Colton (published in 1846). 

'.' ~Ir. Clay wa~ now (1815) in the z<:>nith of his popu
larity, ,and. the pnde. c:f h1s manhoo?. The. epithet 'furious 
c r:lt')T '' li!ch the Bnt1sh press apphed to h1m, referred onlv 
L' his energ-etic and zealous efforts against what he deemed 
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Lbuses, or in denunciation of what he considered unpatriotic or 
iangerous measures, declamations against -foes abroad or 
:rrors at home. The following description of his manner, 
~esture, and appearance is from an anonymous writer, but 
,trikes us forc ibly with its graphic distinction: 'Every muscle 
>f the orator's face was at work. His whole body seemed agi 
ated as if each part was instinct with a separate life , and h1s 
mall white hand, · with its Uue veins apparently disten ded 
Llmost to bursting, moved gracefully but with all the energy 
>f rapid and ,·ehement gesture. The appearance of the 
,peaker seemed that of a pure intellect brightly shin ing 
hrough the thin veil of fl esh that invested it.' ' :-" Young 
\merican's L ibrary" (published in 1852). 

T.Um frcm "Young Amtric~tn 's Librar; ," publisb~d in 18p.. .... 

H en-ry Clay, in his early days, practising speaking in a debating society· 
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" To feel the full charm of his lucid explanations, and 
his winning persuasiveness, or the thrill which flashed 
through the nerves of his hearers by the magnifi.cent su~
bursts of his enthusiasm, or the fi.erce thunderstorms of h1s 
anger and ~corn,, on~ ?ad to hear. that mu.szc~l v~ice, cajol
ing, fLatterzng, znspmng, ~ver~wzng, tem/yz~g zn ~urn-a 
voice to tlze cadence of which 1t was a physzcal deltght to 
listen; one had to see that face, not handsome, but glowing 
with the fi.re of inspiration, ~hat lofty mi~, that command
ing stature, constantly growmg under hts words, and the 
grand sweep of his gesture, majestic in dignity and full of 
grace and strengt~-the ~h~le man a superi~r being while 
he spoke. Survivors of hts t1me, who heard htm at hts best, 
tell us of the effects produced by his great appeals in the 
House of Representatives or the Senate, the galleries trem
bling with excitement, and even members unable to contain 
themselves; or in popular assemblies, the multitude breath· 
lessly listening, and breaking out in unearthly shouts of 
enthusiasm and delight, weepmg and laughing, and rushing 
up to him with overwhelming demonstration of admiring 
and affectionate rapture."-" Life of Henry Clay," by Carl 
Schurz (published in 1887). 

" It is said, of course, that a great part of Clay's power 
was in his incomparable voice, his facial expression, the 
movement of his graceful body; and there is truth in these 
observations, though he who emphasises them is in danger 
of conveying a false impression. These traits the oratbr 
had in a remarkable degree, but he never relied on them 
to the exclusion of the more substantial elements of success. 
He did not go into a contest without preparation, thinking 
to win by his natural gifts. There are in existence the most 
elaborate collection of notes and quotations which he made 
for some of his principal speeches. Mr. Harrison's estimate 
of ~Ir. Clay as a public speaker is of interest, as it 
comes from one who had long and intimate acquaintance 
with the great orator : ' A notion has been entertained by 
some who knew but little of his habits, or the loftiness of 
his t~mperament or character, that Mr. Clay was but. an 
impulsive orator, dashing and reckless, always ready for 
a speec~, a frolic, ·or .a fi.ght, an~ never taking time for 
preparatiOn, however difficult or weighty the subject or the 
occasion. Erery such notion is utterly unfounded and 
untrue. . . . You would see the emotion in his whole 
person as he slowly rose to his feet . . . his heart . . . 
V:'Ould manifest its emo~ion not only in the preliminary out
lme of f<~cts to be considered, but would occasionally mani. 
fest its .emotion even before he had uttered a word.' 'No 
such ro1ce was ever heard elsewhere,' wrote Hen Poore· • 1t 
was equally distinct and clear whetlzer at its highest' key 
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or lowest whisper/ rich, musical, captivating. He gesticu
lated all over. The nodding of his head, hung on a long 
neck, his arms, hands, fingers, feet and handkerchief aided 
him in debate. He stepped forward and backward, and 
from the right to the left with effect. Every thought spoke; 
the whole body had its story to tell and added to the 
attractions of his able argument.'"-" Henry Clay," by 
Thomas Hart Clay, his grandson (published 1910). 

"No orator's voice superior to his in quality, in compass 
and in management has ever, we venture to say, been raised 
upon this continent. It touched every note in the whole 
gamut of human susceptibilities; it was sweet and soft, and 
lulling as a mother to her babe. It could be made to float 
into the chamber of the ear as gently as descending snow 
flakes on the sea; and again it shook the Senate, stormy, 
brain-shaking, filling the air with its absolute thunder. 
That severe trial of a speaker to speak in the open air, he 
never shrank from. Musical yet mighty, that marvellous 
organ ranged from all levels from the diapason organ-tone 
to the alto shriek; from the fine delicacies of pathetic 
inflections to the drum-beat rolls of denunciatory intona
tions. And all the time it flowed harmoniously. In the 
very torrent, tempest and whirlwind of his oratory, he could 
beget the Shakespearean temperance which could give it 
smoothness and beauty. 

His Style in the Open Air., 
"Although, as we have !-aid, he spoke in the open air, 

his style was there also much the same as w1th chamber 
audiences. The sustained tumultuous frenzy of the Irish 
school of eloquence he was never urged on to, even by the 
shoutings of the· thousands in the open air. Even there 
beneath the blue sky and before the million, it was as 
unlike as possible to the rough hillside stormings with which 
we may imagine O'Connell used to meet and grapple with 
his monster gatherings. 

"His management of his body was very manly, dignified 
and graceful; whether flinging his arms about in the storm 
of passion, or passing in his course to take a pinch of snuff 
so indispensable, his movement was fit to be seen by a 
theatre audienc;e. His by-play as he went along in his 
speech was capital; and indeed, his whole expression, by 
face, form, fingers, and arms, added so prodigiously to 
the effect of what he was 5aying that the reporters would 
often fling down their pens in despair, declaring ' He's a 
great actor, and that's the whole of it.' That, however, 
was not the whole of it by a good deal . . . then, when 
his mind was full of broad thoughts, when his soul was 
acrlow with burning sentiments, when his bodily sensibilities 
w~re all up and reacting on his faculties, the rapid throb 
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of his pulse beating a reveille to all his powers-then, in
deed, for one moment you might fancy that Cicero's ?Plendid 
dream was realised; that in the Senate House RosclUs was, 
indeed, in action; that all combination of the ,statesman 
and the orator was standing right before you .... For 
H emy Clay had by nature much of Garrick's style of effect; 
E rerett follows Kemble; and Choate is of the passionate 
order of Edmund Kean. During the war of words between 
President Jackson and him, as the chief of the opposition 
in the Senate, he uttered a sentence which was never reported, 
but which is said to have been at once electric and pic
turesque. He was predicting dangers from the dictatorship of 
the "old hero : ' Yes,' said he, waving his hands out towards 
the Capitol gardens; 'Yes, and even in these sacred grounds 
some military chieftain with his nodding plumes shall dart 
lzis satisfied eye upon his troops.' The tragic intensity of 
the ' dart his satisfied eye ' was so true to nature, the 
Senators almost saw another Cromwell at the door counting 
his files with gleaming eye as they invested the inviolate 
Capitol. It is said of 11r. Clay that he used to utter the 
words 'The days that are passed and gone' w1th such 
melancholy beauty of expression that no man could hear 
him without a tear. His manner of speaking was eminently 
natural. It was natural, easy, graceful and dignified. He 
nerer seemed to be trying to do anything ... if Clay was 
furious, you felt that he ought to be furious . ... His usual 
delivery was quite deliberate; every word golden and clear
cut. His figure inclined pliantly and with dignified and 
courtly emphasis; though in the moments of vast passion 
it would bend almost double, and for an instant play up 
and down like the walking-beam of a North River steamer. 
His eye usually smiled, however, with an expression, at 
times, like a jet of flame .... And as he warmed, his 
words came faster and faster, yet still articulated har
~oni?usly; his .awkward arms began t.o sweep gracefully 
m ~1der and Wider sweeps; the prophetic expression of his 
feelmgs darted across his features in advance of his words· 
single words would be blazed out, yet still the generai 
level of the utterance was low and ·sweet; his uncomely face 
bea?led with animation and his homely mouth seemed to 
shnnk and curve in his passion, almost to a Grecian 
c?isellin~. His general level of speech was conversational, 
hke ammated tal_k, somethin~ like what the great Irish 
orator, Grattan, m one of h1s youthful letters, described 
~ord Chatham to have been. But even upon this level so 
stlYer-tongued we~e his tones, so easy and gliding their 
flow, and so vaned and delicate their inflections, that he 
held his auditors' attention fascinated and unflagging. 
WhE>n, then, he rose aboz:e that subdued level, the effect 
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was correspondingly powerful; and in every pitch of the 
scale that glorious voice was unbroken; he had never injured 
it by bad usage, he had never roared it into gruffness, nor 
growled it into hardness and an edgy coarseness, but always 
he was golden-mouthed-a modern Chrysostom in that part 
at least. He did not, like some quite popular declaimers~ 
indulge in violent contrasts of pitch; running along, for 
instance, for ten sentences on one level, and then abruptly 
changing to another and remote level; but maintained 
always the melodious general level of spirited conversation 
from which easily and gracefully and by gradations he rose 
and fell. Single words and tones, however, he would some
times give with great variety of modulation; for his voice 
was not only full and wide-ranging, but it was under the 
most exact command; from his low and sweet level tone, 
he would sometimes strike instantly a tone like an alarm
bell. We remember hearing him throw off the simple words 
1 railroad speed ' in such a manner that in an instant he 
made the whole express train under lightning headway dash 
across our mind. He had, too, the faculty of crowding, as 
by some hydrostatic pressure of oratory, an amazing weight 
of expression on to the backbone of a singte word. Some
times mounting from his easy level on one word alone, he 
would go through a whole pantomime of action; his form 
rises, his eye burns, his looks strike awe, when the final ejacu· 
lation of that much-anticipated word would burn into the 
very fibre of the brain, for an everlasting memory. In boy
hood, we heard him utter the word 1 Crevasse ' ; we did not 
even know then what a 'crevasse' was, but it was struck, 
as by some tremendous die, into our mind; and has been 
there eyer since, the type and synonym of evefything 
appalling."-" The Golden Age of American Oratory," by 
Edward G. Parker (published in I85i). 

"His voice was a marvel. ... It could range all the 
octaYes and command every pitch. It could whisper or roar, 
sing lullabies or shriek; it could be delicious, sweet, in
sinuating, or wild, terrible, denunciating, gentle as a breeze 
or fierce as a tornado. Its carrying powers were as remark
able as its quality. He loved to speak out of doors, where 
he could reach the multitudes by the thousands. This voice, 
Clay had under perfect control. He was never declamatory 
... He was an actor and spoke with his whole body. He 
was always dramatic. When he denounced Jackson for 
appointing his servile follower, Amos Kemdall, superinten
dent of the state bank, he ended with a withering accusa
tion by stretching- his arms full length, rising on tip-toe, 
and with a terrible ·frown and voice, thundering disgust 
to the Yaunted roof of the old Senate chamber and yelling: . 
1 J\n agent was sent out to sound the local institutions as 
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to the terms on which they would receive deposits, an agent 
was sent out ' and the Yoice rose to a sbr1ek, 'and suclz 
an agent.' ' Calhoun was distinguished for his logic, 
\Yebster for his argument, Clay for his eloquence.''-" Five 
American Politicians," by Samuel P. Orth (published Igo6). 

"In controverS\" he was logical, witty, humorous, forcible, 
sarcastic, eloque~t His style was vehement ~d impas
sioned. When he became excited in debate, h1s manner 
was peculiarly knightly, gamy, audacious, and sometimes 
arrogant. As he set forth proposition after proposition with 
increasing energy and fue, his tall frame would seem to 
grow taller with e\·ery new statement. Clay could tell an 
anecdote in a capth·ating way. There was a freedom, a 
sweep, an elegance in his c;necdvtal style which was very 
taking. 

His Beautiful Exordiums. 
"Clay's felicity in Exordium. He began a speech with 

the same masterly simplicity, directness and precision v.ith 
which Shakespeare begins a drama. His exordium exhibited 
all the Quintillian attributes. It was brief, it was in keeping 
with the subject and the occasion, and it predisposed the 
audience in fayour of the speaker and his cause. His lan
guag-e and his metaphors always exactly fitted the place, 
the rJccasion, the auaience and the nrcumstances." -" lireat 
Senators of the l;nited States Forty Years Ago (1848-49), 
with Personal Recollections and Delineation of Calhoun, 
Benton, Clay, Webster ... ," by OliYer Dyer ~published 
in rSSg). 

"It has been said by those who listened to !-.Ir. Clay's 
speech that his sarcasm upon the Federalists was over
whelming. The sarcastic tone, the withering look, and the 
scornful gesture-these have passed away with the occasion, 
and cannot be imagined by those who are unacquainted 
w1th tl1e manner of the orator. Although the day (when 
speaking on the impressment of American seamen) was 
extremely cold, so cold that ~Ir. Clay, for the only time 
in his life, was unable to keep himself warm by the exercise 
c.f speaking, there were few indi,iduals in the house who 
did not bear witness, by their streaming eyes, to the orator's 
control O\-er their sensibilities .... He is such a perfect 
master c.£ ~he language, tone, and look of passion, he 
ad.dresses h1mself to the deep~r feelings with such mysterioYs 
sk1ll, that opposing spirits feel the influence of his power, 
and, 'like kindred drops, are mingled into one.' ~Ir. Clay 
and ~Ir. \\"ebster, though ~thaps equal in strength, were 
\\ hc·lly unhke each other in the conformation of their minds. 
The arKuments of H'ebster u-ere pozurful weapons, which 
went toward their mark with a force that seemed irresistible; 
but they were weapons whose temper and character were 
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well known, and hence they could be guarded against with 
the more certainty. On the other hand, the contents of 
Mr. Clay's intellectual armoury, if not more massive, were 
at least more Jiz,ersified and fatal. ' The eloquence of Mr. 
Webster/ ~ays a gentleman, who was a spectator, 1 was 
the maJestic roar of a strong and steady blast pealing 
through the forest; but that of Mr. Clay was the tone 
of a god-like instrument, sometimes visited by an angel
touch, and swept anon by all the fury of the raging 
elements.' After having delivered his sentiments at large 
on the state of the question (the 1fissouri compromise\ and 
in those deep and solemn tones which had before s;unded 
through the house in the hour of his country's need, he made 
an earnest appeal to members of both belligerent parties to 
bring to the discussion minds ·prepared to harmonise.' His 
voice is deep, full-toned, and commanding. It has the 
almost magic power of controlling the feelings of those who 
listen to its varying cadences. His action in speaking is 
uniformly appropriate and graceful. His every gesture has 
its manifest meaning; and eYery change of his countenance 
its corresponding effect upon the audience."-" Biography 
of Henry Clay," by George D. Prentice (published 1830). 

"This sent us to the Senate chamber, where our attention 
was at once arrested by a voice that seemed like the music 
of the spheres. It came from the lips of a tall, well-formed 
man, with a wide mouth, a flashing eye, and a counten
ance that revealed every change of thought within. It had 
a wonderful flexibility and compass, at one moment crash
ing upon the ear in thunder-peals, and the next falling in 
music as soft as that of ' summer winds a-wooing flowers.~ 
It rarely startled the hearer, however, with violent contrasts 
of pitch, and was equally distinct and clear when it rang 
out in trumpet tones, and when it sank to the lowest whisper. 
Every syllable, we had almost said every letter, was per
fectly audible. 

He Spoke Deliberately and Steady. 
" There was not a word of rant, not one tone of vocifera

tion; in the very climax of his passion he spoke deliberateh·, 
and his outpouring of denunciation was as slow and steady 
as the tread of Nemesis .... Who could it be? It took 
but a minute to answer the question. It was-it could 
be no other man-than Henry Clay. He had just begun 
an attack on another giant of the Senate.* His eloquence 
was generally of a warm and popular rather than of a 
strictly argumentati\·e cast, and abounds in just those 
excellences which lose their interest when rlivorced from the 
orator's manner and from the occasion ~nat produced them. 
. . . Clay was chivalric, impulsive, poetic, enthusiastic
full of coruscations of wit and flashes of fancy. 1 Webster, 
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besides the Doric propriety of his diction, arrested your 
attention by the ponderous ring in his weighty sentence~, 
as they fell like trip-hammers upon the casques of h1s 
antagonists ... ' Clay's words, when assailing an enemy, 
were usually courteous and polished, while Calhoun's were 
fi.erce, blunt and rudely terrible. He attributed his .success 
not to sudden illuminations while speaking, but mamly to 
the fact that he began at the age of twenty-seven, and for 
years continued the practice of readi~g ~nd speakin7 upon 
the contents of some histoncal or sc1entlfi.c book. These 
off -hand efforts,' he says, '\Vere sometimes made in a corn
fi.eld, at others in the forest, and not unfrequently in some 
distant barn, with the horse and ox for my auditors. It 
is to this early practice in the great art of all arts that I 
am indebted for the primary and leading impulses that 
stimulated me forward, and shaped and moulded my sub
seque"lt entire destiny. Improve, then, young, gentlemen, 
the superior advantages you here enjoy. Let not a day 
pass without exercising your powers of speech.' "-"Oratory 
apd Orators," by William Mathews, LL.D. 

Henry Clay was a 'C'nited States Senator and Secretary 
of State in the administration of John Quincy Adams, and, 
according to records, was the greatest of American orators 
in the sense of inflaming and playing upon the feelings and 
passions of his countrymen. His voice ranged through the 
whole gamut of passion, from a bass foundation to a shrill 
falsetto, with wonderful modulation and delightful cadences. 
In his lowest tones, as well as those of terrifying denuncia
tion, he was clear and harmonious. His articulation, how
ever rapid became his words, was distinct. He kept his 
eye steadily on his audience while speaking, as if he 
addressed each person individually. He had the great 
art of holding the initial consonant of the root of an 
emphatic word, so as to throw a tremendous " hydrostatic 
pressure '' into it. 

His most admirable quality was naturalness-that is, if 
the passage called for fury he was furious; if facetiousness

1 

he was jocular; if gentleness, he was calm; and he knew 
well how to manipulate all the fi.gures embraced in the Figs. 
~thos and Pathos. His style gen.erally was subdued, slow, 
dd1berate, steady,. and conve~satlonal, or. it might better 
b~ classed as Ammated Talk~ng, and this, together with 
h1s naturalness, always kept h1m from tune and song. He 
stood e.rect so that his .lun~s could automatically keep them
selres mflate~, and h1s dtaphragm act freely, taking care 
not to ~oar htmsel£ hoarse, and saved his voice for popular 
assemblies, the forum and the Senate. In action he followed 
qarric.k, and i.n oratory Lord Chatham; and from the 
hghtmng of h1s countenance the audience divined the 
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appro~ching thun~er .. He was master of. the Figures 
Exordmm, Hypotiposis, Sarcasmus, Sermocmatio, Asteis
mus, Anaphora, Eperotesis, Pause, Periodicity and Epi
logue. 

To attain and keep his high oratorical acquirements, jlr. 
Clay constantly practised the art of speaking, and, although 
naturally gifted with eloquence he prepared his speeches. 
The author had the pleasure of visiting Clay's house at the 
Ashland Farm, and of being shown the room in which, he 
was informed, Clay wrote his great speeches. 

Mr. Clay formed the great Whig Party, and remained its 
leader until his death in 1852. Eight years after it was 
merged into the present Republican Party. He was ammated 
with the . tenderest feeling and the loftiest patriotism, as 
his efforts to remo\:e, with its consequences, the foul blot 
on his country's history, his eloquent pleas for the indepen
dence of the ~outh American Republics, and his sympathy 
for the Greek msurgents attest. 
• Extracts from 1Ir. Clay's speeches with Figures marked 

therein:- . 
1 

" I am an old man-quite an old man, but-(here he 
straightened himself up and his eyes :flashed)-it will be 
found that I am not too old to vindicate my principles, to 
stand by my friends and to defend myself. 

"It so happened that I have agam located myseil, m 
the practice of my profession, in an office within a few rods 
of one which I occupied when, more than ±orty years ago, 
I first came among you, an orphan and a stranger; and 
your fathers took me bv the hand and made me what I am. 
I feel like an old stag, which has long been coursed by the 
hunters and the hounds through brakes and briars, and 
o'er distant plains, and has at last returned to his ancient 
lair to lay him down and die. And yet the vile curs of 
party are barking at my heels, and the bloodhounds ot 
personal malignity are aiming at my throat. 

"I scorn and defy them as I ever did! (Cries and sobs 
and shouts hurtled in the air, and there was a fierce looking 
around for enemies of Henry Clay.) 

Ia 
11 If it were allowable for us, at the present day, to 

imitate ancient examples, I would invoke the aid of the 
:Most High. I would anxiously and fervently implore His 
divine assistance; that He would be graciously pleased to 
shower on my country Hi!:. richest blessings; and that He 
would sustain, on this interesting occasion, the individual 
who stands before Him, and lend him the power, moral and 
physical, to perform the solemn duties which now belong 
to his public station. 

(I) Exordium of a political speech to the people previous to his nomination for tloe ('.5. 
Presidency (1a) Exordium of a speech in the U.S. Congress, 1824, on the distress in the 
country-solemn and impressive, 



Henry Clay Speaking in the U.S. Senate. 

Note the erect posture w h·ich is the one most favorable for easy breathing 
and for> proper voice production . 
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2 7 " And now--(he almost screamed out)-what . whig 
would ,·ote for this man? What whig would promise to 
rote for this man? ~ \Vhat whig, having promised, would 
dare to keep that promise? 

* Plea for the Union. 
11 At a moment \Vhen the White House itself is in danger 

of conflagration, instead of all hands uniting to extinguish 
the flames, we are contending about who shall be its n~xt 
occupant. When a dreadful crevasse has occurred, which 
threo.tens inundation and destruction to all around it, we 
are contesting and disputing about the profits of an estate 
which is threatened with total submersion. 

"!1.lr. President, It is 3 passion, passion-party, party, 
and intemperance-that· is all I dread in the adjustment 
of the g-reat questions which, unhappily, at this time divide 
our distracted country. Sir, at this moment we have, in 
the legislati,·e bodies of this Capitol and in the States, 
t\Yenty odd furnaces in full blast, emitting heat, and passion, 
and intemperance, and diffusing them throughout the whole 
extent vf this broad land. Two months ago all was calm 
in comparison to the present moment. Ali now is uproar, 
cc,nrusion, and menace to the existence of the Union, and 
to the happiness and safety of this people. 'Sir, I implore 
Senators, I entreat them, by all that they expect hereafter, 
and bv all that is dear to them here below, to repress the 
ardcur of passions, to look to their country, to its 
interests, to listen to the voice of reason. 

" ~fr. President, I. have said-what I solemnly believe
that the dissolution of the Union and war are identical and 
iii separable; that they are convertible terms. D Such a war, 
too, as that would be, following the dissolution of the 
Union ! Sir, we may search the pages of history, and 
nor:e 6 so furious, so blood;·, so implacable, so exterminating, 
from the wars of Greece down, including those of the Com
m,Jr:wea.lth of Engla~d and the Revolution of France
' 11o11i', none of them raged with such \'iolence, or was ever 
cvnducted with such bloodshed and enormities, as will that 
war which shall fvllow that disastrous event-8 if that event 
ever happen-the dissolution of the Union. 

• "And ulwt would be its termination? Standing armies 
and na nc-s, drammg the revenues of each portwn of the 

15) Epizeuxis 141 Apostro1,be aud Protrope (5) Ecpbonesis (6) Ana. 
t hora ~~ncn1.n . 17 Epanal~psi' and Epiztux.is 181 Parenthesis §Clay baring he.rd 
et;ut a ~·ti~ pr~n1111ng to vote. tor tbe.conbrmauon of a democraL commenced his 1peecb 
"Lb.·ut t.\e tatl•lt\1 refe•ence totne !)toruts•. but revt,wtJ the a111moSity of the democrat to the 
"u·e p.trtv ,,.,J after (t hg. Attttcdc! here ely glaring round on the row ol Senators, he 
tl•unJertd f·•rtl1 t~t>e three tr~mendous tnterrogauons, gradually approacbin~r, with thret 
r.arrcll '"~ SY.<•r• d h1~ great arm, be turoed full front rn the ot>)P-Ct of his wrath and 
sto,,,j f,:r a ID0mt t 1:. F1g. Pause) before htm, glaring in his titS, be hurled with all his 
•ccuu,.J,<ttd c·:•l,cenaauon of power, the last thunderbolt seot<uce upon him as if be would 
''"'·< •1tatt, to h'' h;a.rt. The oratorical cannouade was too tremen taus to be endcred, Need-
1.-s; to .aJ.I the" h,c dtd not v0te for tne democrat's confirmatiou 1Edward G. Parker). 

• ~ •.. -r.uJ s "htsLttC;l Chuacters and FamOtiS E1·ents" gives thts speech as one of the: 
~reu t1ent> d Allienca. lj) ~crmoctnauo. 
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dissevered empire, would Le created; exterminatinf war 
would follow-not a war of two or three years, but o inter
minable duration-until some Philip or Alexander, some 
C~sar or Napoleon, would rise to cut the Gordian Knot, 
and solve the problem of the capacity of man for self
government, and crush the liberties of both the disseyered 
portions of this Union. 1° Can you, sir, lightly contem
plate these consequences? (an you yield yourself to a 
torrent of passion, amidst dangers which I have depicted 
in colours far short of what would be the reality, if the 
event should ever /zap pen? 

11 "I implore gentlemen-! adjure them from th('.. South 
or ~he North, by all they hol.d dear in this world-by a!.l 
their love of liberty, by all their veneration for their ances
tors-by all tlzeir regard for pcsterity-by all their gratitude 
to Him who has bestowed upon them such unnumbered 
blessings-by all the duties which they owe to mankind, 
and all the duties they owe to themselves-by all these con
siderations,' I implore them to pause--solemnly to pause-

, at the edge of the. precipice before the fearful and disastrous 
leap is taken into the yawning abyss below, from which 
none who take it will ever return in safety. 

12
" And finalfy, Mr. President, I implore, as the best 

blessing which Heaven· can bestow upon me on earth, that 
if the direful and sad event of the dissolution of the Union 
shall happen, I may not survive to behold the mclar.choly 
and heart-rending spectacle." 

SIMILE: ·Latin simile, a like thing; a comparison; is a 
form of speech by which the orator makes a compariso!l or 
likenin~ of two things having some point or points of resem
blance. It is a statement of the likeness in literal terms
e.g., "Man is like ~rass, Herod is like a fox." The meta
phor taxes the imagination by saying the first object is 
the second, or by speaking as though it were, as "All flesh 
is grass," " Go and tell tbat fox." Th~re are various 
combinations of simile and metaphor, as "We all do fade 
as a leaf "; the metaphor in these Cqses precedes. An 
Allegorv is the likeness wherein abstract things are usually 
personified at some length, as "Pilgrim's Progress" 
allegorises Christian experiences. A Parable is the likeness 
in a story that is or might be true, and is generally to 
teach some moral or religious truth, as a Socrates' story of 
the sailors who chose their steerman by lot, as suggesting 
a similar cour_se in choosing the helmsman of the state, is 
a fine example of a parable of civil life. A Fable is the 
likeness extended to improbable or impossible, being as a 

(IO) Eperotests and Apostroph&-.. (It) Paraineticon, Apostrophe and Auaphora (u} Peror • 
.11tion and Apostrophe. · 
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fact ; m making trees choose a king, beasts talk, frogs 
pra_1 to ] up1ter; and is ge~~rally s~ort and poi.nt~. to a 
homc:ly moral. Anstotle, respectmg S1m1le, also S1m1htude, 
says that they differ from metaphor in that they have the 
pa~ticles "as," "eren as," "so," "even' so,'' etc. It 
1s a metaphor with this trifling ditierence, as like a lion, 
instead cf "a lion he leaped on them." It is good in prose 
but must not be too frequent, for it carries with it the air 
of poetry, as Plato says: " Like young dogs which bite 
the stone without touchmg the person who threw it." They 
also do well in an oration, but must not be too -frequent. 
Paricles said: "Like so many oaks in a wood, they did 
nothina but beat one another." When constructed on 
si(IZililr'"' ratios, they ought always 'to admit of paying back 
the borrowed term-e.g., "Call a pilot the ruler of his 
vessel, so you may" call a ruler the pilot of the state." From 
spt'cics to species; for instance, " If a cup be called the-'/ 
shield of Bacchus, it is also proper to call a shield the cup 
of ~1ars." Similes are less pleasing, for they do not assert 
tlzis is that, and the mind does not pause to ascertain what 
it is like, but hurries to know what it really is. Quintillian 
says that the Simile should be plainer than that which it 
is meant to illustrate, and is adapted to entorce conv1ctlon; 
" As ground is made ,better and more fertile by cultivation, 
so is the mind by learning." This mutual comparison 
brings each object, as it were, under the eye. Short 
Similes, as "Wandering: through the woods after the 
manner of wild beasts," ''From which trial he escaped 
naked as from a house on fire,"' should be short, concise 
and plain. 

Bz:in says it is a comparison when the likeness is followed 
out in detail, and as a Simile quotes this: "As in the range 
of equidistant columns, the farthest off look the closest: 
so, the conspicuous objects of the past seem more thickly 
ch_I stcored the more remote they are." The characteristic 
elle~ts of these examples have been given by anticipation. 

l:.xl';mples: Demosthenes, Cor. 227; "Then he plays the 
Sc)Jhist, and says • You ought to disregard the opinion 
of us which you came from home with-that, as when you 
audit a man's account under the impression that he has. 
a surp!us, if it casts up all right and nothing remains, you 
::1.lbw It, so should you now accept the fair conclusion of 
the argument'; only see how rotten ih nature is such. For 
Ly tlus cunning- simile he l1as acknowledged that you are 
C<1Imnced that I adYocate the cause of my country, and 
he that of Philip. For he would not be anxious 'to alter 
your persuasion, if such were not your present opinion of 
each. ~,£ us. ~ow that he make~ an unjust argument, in 
requmnR you to change your mmds, I shall easily prove. 
nc,t Ly aid of figures, for 1t is not thus that an estimate-
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is made of public services, but by briefly rwtmg each 
particular, appointing you, my hearers, as my judges and 
witnesses. :My administration of affairs made the The bans 
join us and impede Philip's designs, instead of uniting 
with him in the invasion of our territory, as all expected 
would happen; and ,instead of the war being in Attica, 
(it caused) ·it to be seven hundred stadia from the city,, on 
the confines of Breotia; and instead of Philip's possessing 
the Hellespont by capture of Byzazntium (it caused) the 
Byzantines to join their arms with us against him. Whether 
then does the examination of facts appear like the calculation 
of accounts? Ought (those services) to be cancelled from the 
account, and ought we to consider how they shall be remem
bered for every age? I do not add to the account that it 
happened to others to experience the cruelty which, when
ever Philip has once become master of any persons, may 
be seen in his conduct, whilst you justly reaped the advan
tag-e of that humaneness which he assumed toward you, 
whilst projecting future schemes." W. S. Tyler gires the 
following summary of the notable simile: " I must notice 
here an. ingenious sophism of my opponent's. He says you 
ought to cast up my services and rewards arithmetically 
and see whether there is any balance in my favour; or rather 
he says you will see there is none. Now I deny that public 
services can be treated lzke sums in arithmetic. But vou 
may set facts against facts, set what happened against \\:hat 
would have happened hac! it not been done tor me. 1 am 
quite content to abide by that calculation.'' 

Use: The following is quoted from Herbert Spencer: 
"Simile is in many cases used chiefly with a view to 
ornament; but whenever it increases the force of a passage 
it does so by being an economy. But by the help of com
parison much of the effort otherwise required is sa red. The 
position of the Simile: what has been said about the order 
of the adjective and substantive, predicate and subject, 
principal and subordinate propositions, etc., is apphcable 
here. As whatever qualifies should precede whatever is 
qualified, force will generally be gained by placing tlte 
Simile before the object or act to which it is applied-e.g., 

'As wreath of snow, on monntain breast, 
Slides from the rock that gave it rest, 
Poor Ellen glided from her stay 
And at the monarch's feet she lay.' 

Inverting the couplet will IJe found to diminish the effect 
considerably. As putting the Simile first is advantageous 
only when it is carried forward in the mind to assist in 
forming an image of the object or act. it must happen, 
if from long complexity, it cannot be so carried forward, 
the advantage is not gained." 
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Simile is further used to elucidate abstract truths or ideas, 
as we take the known as an example to explain the un
known, for instance to explain a scientific point less clear 
-e·l·· to say ~~Like water acts in an ordina~y ha~d pump 
so docs steam m a reverse manner act on a piston. 

Caution: Spencer further says: 11 But a limit is put to 
the advantageous use of metaphor by the condition that it 
must be simple enough to be understood from a hint. Evi
dently, if there be any obscurity in the meaning or appli
cation of it, no economy of attention w1ll be achieved
rather the reverse. Hence when the comparison is complex, 
it is better to put it in the form o/ a Simile." 

In a word, the great use of Simile is to give pleasure, 
which arises from this: Economy of mental attenhon, and 
the perspicuity it affords which enables the listener to com
prehend clearly what is pres-;nted. 

Delivery: Walker says, respecting 11 as" and "so," that 
"as '' excites the expectation, and "so " answers it
e.g., "As in my speculations I have endeavoured to extin
guish passion and prejudice. (so understood) I am still 
de:.irous 0f doing some good in this particular " : the first 
part of this constructive sentence, wherein is the expectation, 
is to end with the rising inflection and to have a pause at 
the end; for instance, the rising inflection should be on 
" prejudice" and a pause 2fter same, so as to point out 
distinctly where the answer begins, or where the second 
part begins to modify the f,rst. In Walker's Rule V 11., 
for reading verse, Similes 5hould always be in a lower tone 
than that part cf the passage which precedes it-e.g., 

" ... shakes a guilty hanq 
Suclz as ojl.1te o'er pale Britannia past."· 

\V alker also ad vises Similes as good for gaining a habit 
vf lowenng the roice; as, for instance, in the following the 
W!lce 1s lowered twice on the two italicised similes, the last 
Leing pronounced in a lower than the former Simile, and 
b0th nearly in a monotone: 

'' ... His form had not yet lost 
All its original brigi1tness, nor appear' d 
Less than Archangel ruin' d and th' excess 
Of glory obscur'd; as wlun the sun new ris'n 
Looks through the horizontal misty air 
Shorn of his beams; or /rom behind tlte moon 
In dim eclipse disastrous twilicrht sheds 
On half th<:> nations, and with fear of change, 
Perplexes monarchs." -1Iilton. 

The Simile, as it is a beauty or ornament, should be 
dchvered, as a rule, in a ilowing and smooth manner. 
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SIMILITUDO : Latin, same derivation as Simile; is a 
form of speech much the same as Simile, and is that by 
which the orator compares one thing with another by a 
similitude pt to his purpose-e.g., C1cero: "Even as the 
light of a candk is oppressed with the brightness of the 

· sun, so the estimation of corporal things must needs be 
darkened, drowned and destroyed by the glory and great
ness of virtue.'' 

'Use: The use of the similitude is very great, yielding 
both profit and pleasure; profit by their perspicuity, and 
pleasure by their proportion. They serve to praise, dis
praise, teach, exhort, move, persuade, etc. Of all the forms 
of speech, they are best con(eived and longest remembered. 

Caution: Things compared should not be alike; they 
should not be. strang-e and unkno"v·n; by the one, there is 
absurdity, oy the other, obscurity. The same observations 
on Simile apply to Similitude. 

SIMULATIO: Latin similis, like; suffix ate, to make; 
also simul, together with; ~·imulare, td make like, to feign, 
pretend. It is that form d speech whereby the orator 
imitates a given passion or emotion; whereby we feign that 
we are angry, that we rejoice, or fear, or wonder, or griere, 
·or feel indignant, or wish, or are moved by any other 
similar affections. 1 , 

Aristotle says it is good to simulate a passion, that is, 
to put a wrong passion instead of· the one· proper for th; 
expression, or even to say a thing as it should not be, a:; 
it throws the hearer off from the idea that the speech ;s 
written or got up. However, this should only be done now 
and then in the delirery oj the whole speech. There is also 
a certain uncontrolledness of language ( cf. Cicero). 

~OLILOQUY: Latin soliloquium, a talking to oneself; 
solus,. alone; loqui, to' speak. A speaking to oneself.' This 
is. a form of speech by which one makes an address to 
himself or reflects alone. Austin Phelps says that it is a 
form of apostrophe, and is of effect 'when direct censure, 
etc., is difficult. Faster gives soliloquy as one of the five 
great figures of an oration. The Soliloquy is a concentric 
state wherein the mind of oneself turns itself upon itself. 
It is passive, it concentrates upon and withdraws to itself. 
The Soliloquy chiefly takes the forms of reflection, medita
tion, sorrow, regret, silent grief, pensive foreboding, remorse, 
melancholy, complaints, etc. It is called into service very 
much in Prosopopreia, in that part where the orator feigns 
a person and puts into his mouth words he would be likely 
to say in the way of complainings, etc., which complainings 
and other words attributed to him the orator mark; or 
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mimics. It is here a third person, as a speaker, may put 
Soliloquy to a great advantage, as he can refute what is 
soliloquised. , . 

Dclrc·ery: " Remorse, repent'ance, shame take the aspirated 
orotund, suppressed force, low pitch, prevalent falling in
iiection, sJ.ow morement., !ong pause, strong emphasis, 
Yanishing stress : ' How shall l behold thy face? Oh l might 
I here in solitude live a ~avage in some glade obscure. 
Cover me, ye pines, ye cedars, with innumerable boughs, 
hide me where I may never see thee more.' Melancholy 
takes lowest pitch, prevalent falling inflection, emphasis 
intense."-Russell. "Oh my soul's joy, if after every 
tempest comes such a calm . . . joy bordering on sorrow." 
Deep melancholy : " She nerer told her love, but let con
cealment, like a worm i' th' bud, feed on her damask· 
cheek . . . " Pensive foreboding~ " 11 y mother had a 
maid call' d Barbara. J She was in love; and he she lov~ 

· prov'd mad, and did forsake her. She had a song.of Willow, 
an old thing 'twas, but it express' d her fortune, and she 
dy'd singing it. That song to-night will not gd from my 
mind. I have wish to do but go hang my head all o' 
one side, and sing it like ooJr Barbara." -Othello. 

Grief .deploring happiness: 
'' 0 now for ever 

Farewell the tranquil mind; farewell content, 

Farewell! Othello's occupation's gone." 
The pensive takes well the Anapcestic foot: Genuncr says 

the Anapa:stic is adapted to oensive or meditative 
0 

senti
. mt-nts where the movement is quiet and subdued-e.g., 
It will come ! I suspect I at the end I of life. . 

Those that are sad take verv well the trochee - ... whose 
nature is d a bewailing character, says Saintsbury; arid 
the Amphibrach " - ... which is the gentle swell of the 
Yoice in the middle, for pity and sadness. 

"Remorse or painful remembrance of criminal actions and 
pursuits, casts down the countenance, and clouds it with 
anxiety; hangs down the head, shakes it with regret; just 
raises the eyes as if to look up and suddenly casts them 
dnwn a~ain with a sigh; the right hand sometimes beats 
the breast and the whole body writhes as with self-aversion. 
The Yoice has harshness, as in hatred, and inclines to a low 
and reproachful tone."-Walker. 

" In _cri~inal cases he (Daniel O'Connell) played the part 
uf an md1gnant lawyer to perfection; caught up his brief
LJ go m a seemmg fury, and dashed it against the witness
~able-frowned-muttord fearfully to lzimselj-sat down 
m a ra:;e, with a horrible scowl on his face ... " 

FaflcxitJ', irresolution, anxiety: "These emotions collect 
the body .together as if for tl;oughtful consideration; the 
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eye-brows contracted. the head hanging on b:ea~t, eyes cast 
dov;nward, mc·utJ shut. Suddenlv the whole bodv alters 
its aspect as if ha,-inz disco\·ered somethin~. then £3.lls :nto 
contemplation as before; the motions of the 'body are restless 
and unequal, sometimes moving quick ~d sometimes slow; 
the pauses in speaking are long, the tone of ,·oice uneven, 
the sentences broken and unfmished."-Walker. 

Example: Perplexity from unexpected events: 
" Hea,·en for his mercv! \\"hat a tide of wces 

Comes rushing on this \Vceful land at once! 
I know not what to do: I would to heav'n 
The King had cut off mv, head with my brothers'. 
\\'hat are t1.ese post despatches from Ireland? 
How shall we do for money for these wars? " 

The Meditation of Hamlet on Silicide is one of the most 
remarkable. 

SORITES: Greek sews, heap; is a form of speech used 
in argumentation, and is, according to J evons, '' a con
secuti,·e chain wherein each term except the first and last 
occur twice. 'Thev must all be uni,·ersal and affirmat1re, but 
Sorites may contain one particular premise provided it be 
the first, and one negative pa:mise pro,·ided it be the last. 
To have particular elsewhere would be to have an L'ndJs
tributed ~Iiddle." E. L. Hawkins says: "Sorites is a 
series of compressed syllog:sms of the first figure, the predi
cate of each proposition becoming the subject of the next 
-e.g., 'All sa\·ages are men, all men are rational beings, 
all rational beings can be educated, all who can be edu
cated can be civilised; therefore, all savages ca.n be 
ciYilised.' " 

The foregoing is called the Progressi;·e Sorite. The 
Retro gressi:·e is the m·erse order: " All who can be edu
cated can be ci,·ilised, all rational beings can be educated, 
all men are rational, all <:a\·ages are men; therefore, all 
savages can. be civilised." 

The_ Sorite may. be hypothetical or _categorical, li~e a 
syllogism; and var1ety rna y be · progress1 ,-e or regress1 ve. 

Deli:·ay: Sor:te, especially the progressi,·e, i:; ddivered 
s2.Ine as Clima.x or A.nastrophe. 

SYU..ABIFIC\ TIOX: Of the termination of ~~ ed," a 
mark being put over the "e," thus "lored." 

S\'LLEPSIS: Greek s;l!amba1w, to put together .. T~,is 
is a figure of words, or construction, as when the ~ommat1re 
case in the plural is joined to a wrb in the. s1~gular, a 
nominative sincrular to a ,·erb in the plural; or 1t 15 a com
prehension of the more umvorthy under the. more worthy 
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-e.t., ~~ I and rn \' father are safe; neither I nor you are 
wife. The king a~d queen be blest." The audience hear 
we;l. 

An Orat0rical Syllepsis consists in employing a \vord in 
two different senses at once, the one literal, the other figura
tn e. The first Philippic gi\·es. ~s a fme example: 11 lf. we 
send out galleys empty of mumtlons and empty hopes gtven 
us by some paltrv orator, think ye that all will be well?" 
Here the empty galleys were sent out against Philip literally, 
and the empty hopes figuratiYdy (cf. J. \V. Macbeth). 

SYLLOGIS~~n;s: Greek syllogizomai, to reckon all 
together, collect from premises; to infer by way of syllogism 
or reasomng. It is a form ot speech by whi~h the orator 
amphfies a matter Ly conjecture, that is by expressing 
sc.me sign or circumstances c,f a matter, which circumstar.ces 
are three: ( 1) going before 1t; ( 2) annexed with it; (3) follow
mg after it. This is rhetorical syllogism. 

· 1; Ctrwmstances going before tlze matter-e.g., 11 As the 
Lord God of Israel li\·eth before whom I stand, there shall 
mt be dew nor rain these years, but according to my word." 
Hereby Elijah signifies the great famine and dearth which 
shc·uld be brought by it. 

( :2. C/rc.•mzstances am:exed 7.iJith the matter: Virgil of.
Poliphemus said he held a pine tree in his hand to stay 
himself, and v:alked through the sea; by which we conclude 
\>hat a great body he had. 

(3; Cmumstances following the matter: David is described 
s.-:1rrowfully bewailing the death of his son Absolom, by 
which is collected how dearly he loved his son, notwith
standir::~ his e\"il inclinations. 

Syllogismus, according to Bullinger, is a.rt omission of 
the conclusion. The Latins ga,·e it the name Significatio, 
me::.ning ~orne-thing which is signified; also Ratiocinatio, 
because onlr the reasons are stated and not the conclusion. 
It is also ca.lled Emphasis, because of the emphasis which 
is gn en to the argument which is omitted. 1fatt. x. 30: 
"Eut the \·ery hairs of your head are numbered "-i.e., 
t~,r rdore how infinite must be the knowledge of our 
"F at!'ler"! 

UJt: The use of this figure is a very commendable orna
ment d eloquence, and is a r.eat form of speech to amplify 
any great 01 excellent matter. It is also used as a rhetorical 
t•r c-ratorical syllogism, where the premises, as V 0Ll<mann 
s:tys, are re~pectirely proved by argument before the speaker 
draw:; his conclusion . 
. C,,;t/ic 11: It is necessary to signify our meanmg by such 

wcumstances as may best amplify the matter and most 
clt·arl\' sig-nify our meaning, otherwise we shall speak "in 
the ck.uds," without profit. "Those great sides," etc.-
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Cicero's reference to Anthony as to the quantity of drink 
he could hold. 

Delh·e!y: The principal word or words, that are to sen·e 
as collection of something else, must be emphasised so as 
to bring out the thing understood; and a gesture that would 
represent the principal action of the thing understood or 
which we do not express-e.g., "Those great sides, c.nd 
throat "-a gesture- signifying drinking, if this be tl-le idea. 

SY:JIPHORESIS: Greek sym, together; plzero, to bear, 
bring; to bring together; is a form of speech b,· which the 
orator both multiplies and heaps many words togeL1er, signi-
fyin;.; dirers things of like nature. . 

EzampleH " Thus -all th:ngs were mixea together with 
blood, manslaughter, theft and deceit, corruption and U:J.

faithfulness, sedition, perjury, disquieting of good men, 
unthankfubess, defiling of fools, disorder in m2.rriage, 
adultery, and uncleanliness." 

Use: It serres to praise or dispraise, accuse, defend and 
<:onfute. In whement affection, it is like the riolent strokes 
of battle, but in mildness it may be compared to a plentiful 
shower in a time of need. 

Caution: Do not make too great a heap, and that of the 
same heap nothing be contrary one to another. 

SY~IPLOCE : Greek SJ'1il, together; pleko, to twine; to 
twine together. Is a form of speech which makes ma'::ly 
member~ or clauses following to haYe the same be~;-t.nmn£ 
a..!d the same ending; or when all our beginnings and cur 
endings are alike. 

Examples: Where the beginnin~ and end of each 
are alike: " Tr/10 are they that hare broken their treaties? 
the Carthagenians. Who are they that haYe waged war with 
the utmost cruelty? the Cartlzagmians. lFho are they that 
have devastated !tall'? the Cartlza[!enians. lrho are thev 
that importune for~i\·eness? the Cartlzagenia;;s.''-Cice!;. 
By increase of z;.·ord i;z dh·ers clcwses: " 0 cruel death! why 
hast thou taken awa\' mv father, mv dear father, my dear 
and most lO\·ing father,' and hid him in the dark where 
I ca..'lnot find him? " By increase of word in tlze cluuse 
following: ",Dido built Carthage, Dido built renowned 
Carthage.'' . . . 

Use: This figure seryes for any affection, and is a smgu
lar ornament, pleasant to the ear; which by some is called 
" Rhetorical Circle " and by others the musical . repetition . 
.It is so much the more pleasant, the more spanngly 1t 1s 
used. 

Caution: Too many members blemish its beauty and 
betray affectation, for this ornament is much deformed if 
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it be stretched with tenters of foolish fancy, as often it is, 
likewise many others. , 

" Srmploce sometimes" Anaphora will join 
\ \~ ith E pistrophe, and both in one combine." 

. -Langley. 
Dchcrv: As this is an ornament it should be delivered 

in a smooth, flowing style. It may also be delivered in an 
Icrementum style with the highest. or culminating point of 
the roice at the end of the third clause, or at the -end of 
the second clause, which latter would balance the four. 

SYXCHORESIS: Greek J)'1l, at once, complet~y, at the 
same time, along with, in company; choreo, to gire away, 
to make room for. This is a figure when an argument is 
ironically or mockingly yielded to and is then marred with 
a stinging retort upon the objector. This form of speech 
de:li;:;hts most, either whet( that which we grant is prejudicial 
to and stings the objector, as in controversies often happens, 
or when the argument granted brings no loss to him that 
grants it. 

'' Oft Synchoresis \vill a point concede 
That other points with greater weight may plead." 

Examples: -Langley. 
"And be it so. Let those deplore their doom 

Whose hope still grovels in this dark sojourn; 
But lofty souls who ~ook beyond the tomb, 
Can smile at Fate and wonder how they mourn . " 

-Beattie. 
J c1hn Adams, the American statesman, made great use 

uf thr figure Synchoresis. In a passionate appeal in his 
speech on .the Declaration of Independence, which is· com
menced with his accustomed directness and earnestness, he 
morcd his hearers frorq their_ seats: "Sink or swim, live 
~r die .... \Ve may die! die colonists·! die slaves! die, 
1t may be ignominiously on the scaffold! Be it so, be it so."' 

SYXC~:>PE: Is a figure of words by which a letter or 
syll::iiJ!e .1s cut away from the midst of a word, by which 
a word IS contracted. " We ne'er shall be at peace till we 
arc strong." 

SY:\CRISIS: qreek syn, along with, with; krino, choose, 
separate, d1stmgUJsh; is a form of speech by which the 
spc:1kcr makes a comparison of contrary things and divers 
persons m one sentence. 

SY~ECDOCI!E: .Greek [)'n, together with; ek, from, 
;nray fwm; dcciLqlllm, to take, receive, to choose i is a form 
c•f speech by wll!ch the orator signifies more or less by a. 
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~vord whic~ the proper .significat:on does nut express, c.nd 
15 by puttmg .the whole for a part or a part for the whcl::; 
when a part 15 understood by the whole, or tne whoLe by 
~he part; the general by t.1e special, and Yice Yersa; o:- 1t 
IS the exchange of the name of the part for the v::C.Cle, or 
of the name of the whole for the pa.rt-e.g., of a part f.::,r 
the whole; a kmd of metonrn::.v. ''A master empl.:,red nev.
luwds "-i.e., new men; a~d 'of the whole for a part: "1 
took t.1e train for Boston," mea..'lin(j a part. 

" Synecdoche, the whole for ao part '"ill take, 
Or part for whcle, just for the meter's sake." 

. . -Lar:gley. 
Use : Th1s figure gl\·es to speech which ot!mwise 

it would want, understanding of the hec.rcrs 
to a deeper consideratic·n of the se:~se and meanincr. 

C • ( ' \T .. h • f .::> autt'JJZ: I; 1.1e~ us;r:g a part or the \Yhc·le, see t~ot 
there be a di~cre>et ;::::d c.pt chc·ice d tl:e part-i.e. t~e 
roof is put for the hou~e. not the windo·ss r:c·r ti:e 
(2) that t.1ere be not a choice of the spc·ci:zl ki!!d w:1en tiJ.e-r 
Si!;lli£y the gt'i:el<ll, (3~ that it is net to [.e ursed in j:.:c.cial 
pleadings nor h"l e\·icler1ces; >'4' that it is ,-err unE.t a:rh;,r:cr 
ignorant people, al::o not to b~ 'u~ed cadlin'J' !::> 

who may pen·ert its tme meanir::g by 
0 

mockerv. 
Br t.Se zd:ole is meant tl:e whole of a qu2.11titv; t:.e 

kind is meant the r1ur21 n:.;.:::nber; the matter,· oi whlch t::e 
thing-s are made. (I) 1:·/.-r;,/e put for a far!: e.g., "All be 
world came to hec.r tl:e wisdom of t~e holr scriptures." 
(2) The general kind for the special kind:·" Pre.ach t:1e 
gospel unto all creatures." signifies to all men and net to 
any other creature. (3' The f'lural number for the si,l;:t!zr: 
Cicero to Bn:tus: " \Ye deceiYed t!'le people and seemed 
orators," meaning- himself. I. Pa1t exfussed is understood 
for the whole: " I am not worthy that thou shouldst enter 
my roof"; here, by roof is signi£ed the wble house. 
2. Special for the general: " ~Ian shall not lire by bread 
alone/' meaning all kinds of nourishment. 3· Singrdzr for 
the plural: " The Roman was Yictor in battle," understa."ld
ing the Roman hosts. " He liwd in such a century/' 
meaning he is dead now. "He swallowed L~e Thames," 
i.e. the water of the Tham~s. Bain sa\'S that the name of 
the passion is gi,·en for the c·b_iect tha-t impires it, as my 
loz:e, my joy, my ;.dmiration, my honour; u The sigh of 
her sacred soul " desi?Tiates that which is sighed for; the 
name of the person fo~ his fame, as .. the dreaded Demo-
gorgon." . . . 

Deli:ery: \\nere the Synecdoche IS Important or emphatic, 
a gesture representing t.'1e thing signified or to be ur:der
stood should be r.1ade, so as to give the Synecdoche greater 
force and impression upon the understanding. 
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SYNGNO~IE: Greek S)'1t, with; gignosko, to know, to 
understand; syngignosko, think with, consent, agree, hence 
have a fellow fcehng with; excuse, pardon, forgive. It is 
the same as the Latin itnocentia, and is a form of speech 
by which the orator, being a suff~rer of many and great 
injuries or of some one great and gnevous wrong, pronounces 
pardon and forgiveness to his adversary who was the author 
of all his miseries. ' 

Examples: "God forgive him." This signifies a kind of 
accusation, sufficiently to raise a suspicion and yet express 
nothing. · " Father forgive them for they know not what 
thev do." Stephen the martyr, at his death, cried with a 
lou.d voice: "Lord, lay not this sin to their charge." 

SYNG:CEOSIS: Greek syn, with; (f!keioo, to make one's 
own, to make a person orie 's friend; is a form of speech 
by which d11:ers things or contraries are conjoined; and by 
which common opinion is repugned with reason; things that 
are differer.t are reconciled. It is when contraries are attri
buted to the same thing. 

Caution: Special care should be taken that the latter 
clause or part of the sentence be not weaker than the former 
part, for if it be, then the former part remains single in itself 
and the oration is made very weak and feeble. Synceceosis 
is, in a word, a combination of statements seemingly con
tradictory-c.f., "A miser owns what he owns as little as 
what he does not own." " The covetous and prodigal arc 
both alike in fault, for neither of them know how to use 
their wealth aright-they both abuse it, and both get shamed 
by it." 

SY:NO~Yn1IA: Greek syn, with, together, like; onyma, 
name; like name, or ·like meaning; is a form of speech 
whereby the orator iterates one thing divers times, by a 
\anat10n and change of words that are of nearly the same 
st;.:-nification. " Called also ' Chain-shot ' from the similar 
e!Iect designed by the milit:uy and by the verbal battery. 
In lsocrat~s and Demosthenes the figure has been embellished 
by rhetoncal art, and the synonyms are with a view to 
produce climax or rhythm." -Kingsbury. " The beginning 
may be of dtfferrnt words vet of a similar signification
e J!.., ' I would have thrown ·him into every kind of danger, 
I would .ha \"e expos.ed him to treachery, I would have con
stg-ncd lllm to pubbc odium'; the conclusion: 'You deter
mmcd, you gave your opinion, you pronounced your judCT-
ment.' "-Cicero. o 

T!1cre arc two kinds: (1) Synonymia of words: e.g., 
" \\ l~dc,m m the poor man lies as a thinCT despised reJ'ected 

d 
, 0 I I 

oppresse , buned, and utterly extinct." (2) Synonymia 
rl so;t,·llrcs: "\Vho are more worthy of renown, honour, 
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and fcfme 'than Cesar? Who more worthilv esteemed 
beloved, reverenced and honoured than C~sar? Wh~ 
am?ngst men. was his equal in knowledge,_ understanding, 
pohcy and wisdom? Who may be compared to him, either 
in courage of heart, fortitude of mind, or magnanimity of 
nature? "-Cicero. Thus to describe a beautiful woman : 
" She hath a most winning countenance, a most pleasant 
eye, a most amiable presence, a cheerful aspect; she is a 
most delicate object, etc.; your beauty_ hath conquered my 

, reason, subdued my will, mastered my judgment." 
Use : This kind of figure is to be used as often as we 

see not enough in one word to signify the dignity or magm· 
tude of the thing mentioned. It· serves ~o amplify and to 
excite vehement affection and passion, also when from one 
thing many ways may be e~pressed, we fasten many things, 
as it were, in the mind of the hearer. This figure serves, 
further, to delight much both for the plenty of words and 
variety of sentences; but most of all for that it signifies 
the worthiness of a word or sentence, deserving repetition 
in a changed form or habit, whether it be in affection of 
praise or dispraise. Genung says that an important thought 
should appear more than once, to be impressed; but repeated 
in a different language, shade of meaning, as synonyms, etc. 

- Caution: It is not good td make too great a heap of 
words considering that there is no increase of matter, for 
in too great a multitude, long time is spent, and little 
matter expressed; and although the ears of the simple 
hearers are satisfied, yet their minds are little instructed. 
Secondly, it is requisite to regard that words or sentences 
be not unlike or rep!lgnant among themselves. 

Delivery: As this is an adornment, it is as an accumula
tion, with its own independent inflection and pause at the 
end; and as there is no increase of matter, the ear must 
be gratified, therefore the delivery should be smooth and 

- contain nothing jarring either in sound or consonants, the 
tones clear, the inflections harmonic. 

SYNTHESIS: Greek syn, with, together; tithemi, to 
place, put; to put together. It is a figure whereby two 
words are joined into one by a hyphen, as " The tempest
tossed seas," u The green-mantled earth," " The master
feather in the eagle's wing."-Chatham. 

SYNTHETON: Same derivation as Synthesis; is when 
two words are joined by a conjunction, as when we say 
"·end and aim," u time and tide," " rank and fortune." 
Gen. xviii. 27: u Dust and ashes." Acts vii. 22: j!oses 
was " mighty in words and in deeds." 
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SYS fROPHE: Greek uu, together; urpE¢w, to coil or 
twist; is a form of speech by which the orator ~r\ngs in 
manv definitions of one thing, yet not such defi.mt10m as 
decline the substance of a thing by . the general kind 1 and 
the difference which the art of reasoning prescribes; but 
others of another kind, all heaped together. 

Example: Cicero: " A history is the testimony of times, 
the Iiaht of verity, the maintenance of memory, the cheerful
ness ~£ life, and the messeng::r of antiquity." 

Use: This figure is an ornament of singular grace and 
eloquence, serving· aptly and most elegantly to commend 
virtues and dispraise vice. 

Caution: It is not good to use this ornament too much, 
nor too often, noc in using it IL.ake too many definitions 
of one thing. " 

Ddi<·erv: As this is an ornament of eloquence, and its 
phraseolo"sy is elegant, the deli,·ery should " flow," as 
described· by QuintilEan, "gently, like a clear stream." 

TAXIS: Greek tasso, taxo, to arrange, to put in order, 
to assign to a class; is a hgure or form of speech which 
distributes to every subject the most proper and natural 
adjunct. 

Use: This figure is a singular ornament of .eloquence, 
for it ministers a pleasant harmony to the ear. 

Caution: Take heed not to attribute improper adjuncts 
to the subjects, as it is al::;surd to attribute~ weeping to a 

·valiant captain, or to say that rich men are em·ied for 
their wisdom, holy men for their weatte. This ''jce is called 
Acyrologia. , 

THESIS: Greek tithemi, to place, fi.x, establish; is a ' 
form of speech by which the orator determines the positicn 
which he ptoposes to maintain. Webster's Dictionary says 
it is a position or proposition which a person advances and 
offers to maintain, or which 1s actually maintained by. argu
ment. 

This . is the same as Prothe~is, which is a setting forth 
or placmg forward. (For dehrery and other observations 
see f1g. Propositio, which is the same in Latin.) 

TRADL~CTIO: Latin tra, across; ducere, to lead; to 
kad ~cross; is a figure of words whereby, according to 
Qumttlhan, a transJtiOn from one sicrnifi.cation to another 
is made-e.g., .. A pest repressed for"' a time but ~ot sup
pressed fom'er . ., When the litt"ra) and figurative are joined, 
they ~;e ~f great effect, .as ''He purchased immortality by 
de~,th. . He d1d not ?~e un the embassy, but dwelt upon 
1t. It ts also a re>petltwn of the same word in the same 
srntence, as Ploce, which £~. see-e.g., "To the weak, I 
became weak to win the weak." 
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VISION: Latin 7.:idere, to see; visio, sight; is that form 
of speech which is called largely the imaginative, because 
it proceeds from a lively imagination. Qointillian s,ays: " A 
ma..Tl of a lively imagination vividly represents to himself 
th~ngs, voices, actions, :with the exa~tness of reality; and 
~his faculty may be readily acquired by others if they desire 
tt. When, for example, the mind is unoccupied and we 
are indulging in chimerical hopes and dreams, as of men 
awake, the images of which I am speaking beset us closely 
that we seem to be on a journey, on a voyage, in a battle, 
haranguing assemblies of people, to dispose of wealth which 
we do not possess, and not to be thinking but acting, shall 
we not turn this lawless pow::r of" our minds to our advan
tage? " Respecting this great power of· vision as concerns 

·the orator, Cicero says: " Memory is the business of the 
orator,· and it is order that gives distinction to memory. 
The following comes into play in Vision: (1) The Mental 
Eye; things to be well remembered must be recommended 
to our imagination by the mental eye. A kind of form, 
resemblance and representation might denote invisible 
objects, and are retamed by the aid of the visual faculty 
such as are in their nature from the cognizance of sicrht. 
By these imaginary forms or objects, as by those that c~me 
under our corporal vision, our memory is admonished and 
excited; but some place for them must be imagined, as 
bodily shape cannot be conceived without a place for it. 
(2) We must laney man)' plain distinct places at moderate 
distances, and such symbols as are impressive, striking and 
well-marked, so that they may present themselves to the 
mind and act upon it with the greatest quickness. An entire 
sentence may be called up frotn the symbol of a single word. 
(3) The memory oj things is the prope~ business of the 
orator. Words at the command of a practlsed speaker serve 
him to substitute any word forgotten, and thus we may 
be able to impress our audience by the creation of imaginary 
:figures aptly arrayed to represent particular heads, so that 
we may recollect thoughts by images and their order by 
place. (4) Those things are most easily retained in our 
minds that are imprinted otz it by the senses, seeing, hear
ing, etc. (a symbol is a sign, as of some place or thing seen, 
heard or felt, etc.). It 1s not true that memory is preserved 
by the weight of the representations, they must be connected 
with some place, some association to call them up." As 
Quintillian says, we imagine the sofa, for instance, with 
its place in the room. One scene will call up its associa
tions, and if a word is forgotten another will soon arise 
to take its place, if the srene be clear in one's mind. 
Wherever there is a clear scene before the mind there is 
fluency of speech. 
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ZEUG~IA: Greek tErl"tvv;u, to Jom, link together, to 
yoke; ~E u1or;, any pair or l()Uple; tw·;JJ.a, band or bond. 
It is a figure of speech whereby sc•me wurd is put in the 
fn~t clau:,e and is omitted in the following-e.g., Cicero: 
" h 1r neither art thuu he, Catilinc, whom at any time 
!>lmne cuuU call back from dishunesty; either fear, from 
peril; or n:ason, from madness." Here the verb " call 
back " is the common word which is expressed in the first 
clause and understood in the rest followmg. It is a figure 
of words or of construction when one wrb or adjective 
answering nearer to the divers nominative cases or substan
tives is reduced to the one expressly, but to the others by 
supplement. 

There are ,·arious kinds of Zeugma : Prozeugma, when 
the verb or adjective is IJlaced at the beginning; Meso
zeug-ma, when the verb or adjective is placed in the middle; 
HypozeuQma, when placed at the end; and Diazeugma, the 
zeugma throughout. 

Use: This is a very pleasant ornament, serving well to 
delight the ear regarding commendable brnity; whereby the 
tedious repetition of a word is artificially avoided. 

Ca11tion: Obserre a medium that there Le not too many 
clausfs lest the common word be obscured; for if there 
follow too many members after the first, it may be forgotten, 
and likewise of a worci in the midst; and if there be too 
many clauses put before the last clause wherein it is ex
pressed, it holds the mind of the hearer in too long a 
suspense. Avoid this figure in writing testaments and in 
evidence. 
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DANIEL O'CONNELL 
Daniel O'Connell, the most eloquent of the Irish orators, 

and founder of constitutional agitation for redress of popular 
grievance, was born in Carhen, August 6th, 1775. He was 
almost six feet tall, broad in proportion, and somewhat inclined 
to corpulency. 

His Training. 
He was educated at Louvain, and St. Omers in France. 

Akenside's " Pleasures of Imagination," Milton's " Paradise 
Lost," Shakespeare, Voltaire's tragedies, Blair's sermons, 
Paine's" Age of Reason," Godwin's" Political Justice" were 
his constant study. For elocution and vocal guidance, Pitt, 
the Younger, was his model. Pitt's grand, majestic march of 
language, and full melodious voice much impressed him. 
O'Connell said: " I learned from Pitt to throw out the lower 
tones at the close of my sentences. Most men either let their 
voice fall at the end of their sentences, or else force it into a 
shout or screech. This is because they end with the upper 
instead of the lower tones. Pitt knew better. He threw his 
voice so completely round the House that every syllable he 
uttered was distinctly heard by every man in the House." 

His Voice. 
He had a voice of full compass and great volume. It 

rollicked in wit; it became raging, defiant, and sarcastic, on 
Ireland's woes, loving as when he said ''my brave people"; 
it moved to tears and pity, when in accents soft and low, he 
described, as Dickens said, a widow seeking her only son 
among the peasants who had been killed by the military, and 
of a young girl shot on a similar occasion while leading her 
blind grandfather along the'lane. (Compare this with the Fig. 
Antonomasia, p. 87, Bright's" Euxine Sea," and Fig. Specific 
Terms, 504, Peristatica, pp. 459, 567); it could thunder 
Anathemas on those who had wronged his country. (Compare 
Figs. Anathema, p. JI; Ara and Faliero's Curse, p. 758); it 
could whisper appeals of yearning and pathos; it could con
verse with the audience as leisurely as at a fireside; it could 
glide from one key to another with utmost ease, from quiet 
to vehement, from humorous to impassioned outburst. James 
M'Cormick says: " In accents soft and low, he moves the pity 
of his hearers even to tears; at another it could sway by its 
rolling, majestic and pictorial language, depicting the green 
hills, the fertile valleys, and glad streams of his native land; 
it could enchain by its logic and convulse by its humour." 
In his 68th year his voice was clear, and as far-reaching. 

His Gestures. 
An American who heard him at his zenith says, respecting 

his gesticulation: " He threw himself into a great variety of 
attitudes. Now he stands bolt upright, like a grenadier. 
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Then he assumes the port and bearing of a pugilist. N?w he 
folds his arms upon his breast, utters so~e beautiful sentlm~nt, 
relaxes them, recedes a step, and gives wmg to the coruscations 
of his fancy, while a winning smile plays over his count_enance. 
Then he stands at ease, and relates an anecdote wtth the 
rollicking air of a horse-jockey at Donnybrook fair; qui_ck as 
thought, his indignation is kindl.ed, ~nd, bef~re s~akr~g a 
word, he makes a Yiolent sweep wtth IllS arm, serzes hrs wtg ~s 
if he would tear it in pieces, adjusts it to its place, throws hrs 
bodv into the attitude of a gladiator, and pours out a flood of 
rebuke and denunciation." 

~facaulay, describing him in the House of Commons, says: 
" .\t one moment he stands erect, his head and shoulders 
thrown well hack, and his arms folded upon his breast; the 
next, his body stooping orer the bench in front, or his right 
arm is fully extended. Again Loth arms are raised over his 
head, and his £.sts are firmly clenched, as if he were about to 
bring them down on the head of an argument which he was 
combatting, or an opponent whom he is denouncing. Then 
he lays violent hands upon his wig ... he would unloosen his 
cra\'at and fling it at his feet. This dramatic and illustrative 
gesticulation adds a tenfold grace to his eloquence." 

" One may be disappointed in his printed speeches, but 
what may appear vapid has, by a glance, a curl of the lip, or 
a change of the voice, produced an electnc effect on the listener. 
Thus when he said of the Tories: ' But they shall never suc
ceed.' Any man could say that, but not make the triumphant 
glance of the eye, the bold menacing attitude of defiance 
suddenly assumed." O'Connell was so years old when he 
took his seat in the House of Commons. 

His Figures. 
O'Connell was the greatest master in modern times, bearing 

close resemblance to Demosthenes, in his use of the Figures 
Ethos and Pathos, i.e., the emotions and passions. He had 
good knowledge of the Figure Rhythmus, p. 399, as will be 
seen in his criticism of Kemble on his visit to the Drury Lane 
Theatre, for his staccato delivery of these lines: " When glory 
like the dazzling eagle stood," as if they consisted of a number 
of disjointed half sentences. The lines contain a tissue of 
false, unmeaning or exaggerated images. There is indeed a 
smooth flow of numbers in them pleasing to the ear. To make 
them palat~ble, they should receire, says O'ConnelJ, from the 
!>peaker tim, the only beauty, they possess. He sometimes 
stammers slightly, called the Fig. Hyperbaton, see this 
floundering on page 287. He breaks off in the mrddle of a 
srnterJCt'. This is the impetuous Figure of Thought called 
Anaculc)uthon, ~ee p. 4R, as, in arresting hiiD''ielf suddenly in 
tl1c lllt<.bt of a fiery imrctm.', utter<> in a changed, softened 
tcJJI\': " But tl1c Rigl1t I lonuurablc Grntlcman l1as declared 
tl1at lnl.wd IS dear to him. . . . The man wlw can tell me 
tktt Irebnrl is dear to him ceases to be my enemy." The 
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effect was powerful. The Figures Asteismus, p. 114, with his 
rollicking and humorous stories; Attitude, p. I 30, with his 
glances, etc.; Gnome, p. 282, with his apt old Irish sayings; 
Sermocinatio, p. 412, in which he propounds his questions and 
answers them himself; the Figure Exuthenismus, p. i82, with 
his scathing personalities, such as "Scorpion Stanley," 
Figure Ecphonesis, also Orcos or oaths, p. 325, as " Peel and 
Wellington may be second Cromwells. They may get his 
blunted truncheon, and they rna y, 0 h .saaed Heavens! enact 
on the fair occupants of that gallery (pointing to ladies in the 
gallery) Cromwell's massacre of the women of Wexford," all 
marked his eloquence. He was a master of poetic expression, 
and often quoted these lines in his speeches, expressive of his 
de\·otion to Ireland : 

" Still shalt thou be my midmght dream, 
Thy glories still my waking theme! 
And every thought and wish of mine 
Unconquered Erin shall be thine." 

Choice Extracts Analysed. 
*"For 600 rears the iron hoof of misrule has trampled upon the 

green vales of my lovely land. Her soil is fertile to exuberance, 1for 
no summer sun scortches it to sterilitr. nor does the \\'inter chill it into 
barrenness. 2Fertile io •exuberance. are her vallies, lovely are her 
rivers as they rush from the sides of her mountains and flow through 
her green plains. •oh ! not to bear on their bosoms the products of 
her commerce, 5would to Heaven it were! Her sons wander over 
every land as the accursed of heaven and they are to be found in 
every country 6toiling for that subsistwce which is denied them at 
home, 6supported in their exile only by the exuberance of their native 
5pirits, and 6sighing in secret sorrow that they shall never more behold 
the land of their birth. (Great cheers.) 7\rhy is Ireland without 
commerce? Bl\fisgovernment. Why is she without manufactures? 
Misgovernment. Why are her sons starving among fields that teem 
with produce? l\fisgoremment."-Speech at Edinburgh. 

9'· I do not rise to fa'wn or cringe to this House. I do not rise to 
s~Jplicate you to be merciful toward the nation to which I belong,
toward a 3nation, 15though subject to England yet is di~tinct from 
it. .... I treat ~rith llscU'rn the !J~OY and JJ~Liful assertions 10that 
grievances are not to be complc;in~d of, that our redress is not to be 
a~itated! 

There are tiro frightful clau~·:s in this bill. 12The one which does 
;may with trial by jurr. and which I h;"·e called upon you to baptise : 
you call it a court-m~rtial.-a mere r.Y-:kname; I stigmatise it as a 
revolutionary tribunal? 4\Yhat. 14in the name of Heaven, is it, if it 
is not a revolutionary tribunal? 9] t annihilates the trial br jury; it 
deprives the judge from his bench,-13the man who. 14fJOm experience, 
could weigh the nice and delicate points of the case: 9\rho could dis· 
criminate bet1reen the ;;traightforward testimony and the 15suborned 
evidence; 1rho could see plainly and dearly the just ire or 15injustice 
of the accusation .... 

21 hare done my duty; I stand acquitted to my conscience and my 
country; I hare opposed this measure throughout; and I protest 
against it as 16harsh, oppressirc, unc::tlkd for, unjust,--2as establishing 
an infamous pn'cedent by retaliating crime al{ain~t crime,--2a~ 
tyrannous. 3cruelly and dndictivelr tyrannou;;. "-Speeclt on the Irish 
(oerciou Bill. 

*Epilo~ue: 1..\itiology; 2Parison; 3Anadiplosis; 4£cphonesis 
50ptatio: 6£pitheton: 7Peroratio with 8St>mo;inatio & Antistrophe 
9.\naphora; 10,\numul.Ltiu; llSarca~mus; 12[utrepi~mu~: U[panudu~ 

__ 14fareuthesis; 15.\ntithe~is; 16Syuouymia. 



WILLIAM THOMAS COSGRAVE, 
PRESIDENT OF THE 
IRISH FREE STATE. 

Having briefly reviewed. the life of Ireland's greatest 
o rator of the past, we shall now consider her most conspicuous 
son of the present- illiam Thomas Cosgrave. This eminent 
man , member for Kilkenny, of Dail Eueann, was Acting 
Chairman of the Provisional Government of Southern Ireland 
on the death of Arthur Griffith, 1922 ; Minister of Finance on 
the death of Gen. Michael Collins, 1922; and became, in 
that same year , Pres ident of the Executive Council, Govern
ment of Southern Ireland. 

H e is the first President of the Irish Free State-a State 
established by Royal Procl amation, December 6th, 1922, as a 

o-equal Member of the Community of ations forming the 
British Commonwealth, with all powers of Government, and 
all authority, legislative, executive and judicial, derived from 
th people in Ireland. 

The eloquence of thi s distinguished statesman is charac
t r i d by unassailable a rgument and sound reasoning, by 



beauty and symmetry of construction, by force, energy and 
felicity of expression. These qualities are discernible in the 
extracts of the following speeches:-

CHOICE EXTR.-\CTS AX.--\1 YSED. 

'' This great man laboured for thirty years to achie,·e that which 
he scarcelr lind to see. The 1rork to 1rhich he set his hand was 
a work which, in time, attracted the attention and mpport of the 
Xatioq. 1by reason of the earnestness, ''the ~incerity, and the selfish
ness of the effom which he made to achie,·e the destinv of the 
Xation which ga,·e him binh. He abhorred those magicians of 
political metaphysics who say one thing and ''mean another. .-\t no 
time during his life. during the period that anyone here knew this 
man, did he ewr say ·' ,·es " when he meant " no,'' or say 30 " no ,. 
when he meant "yes,·· and !when he signed the Treaty with the 
enemy, whom he had encountrrt:d and fought during the last thiny 
years, 3he mt:ant to keep it. 'His was his bond for the 
honour of the Xation on whose behalf had pledged his 1rord .... 

~This man was 6not merely a great patriot or a great d~mocrat; 
7he was a great man, and for the rest of the history of this country 
his name and his work will be a lesson and an inspiration to those 
who come after him-a 'iesson now in this time of easy indulgence 
when eYeJ!·body seems to think that the time for work is past. 
JThis man's life will be something to look back to, 1'something 
that people can re1·iew and realise what \T'Ofk had got to be done 
in order that we should aain· at this lJtriod in our ~arion's 
historY. . _ . 

'It is sad to lose him, but it is saddr.r still to see th<> state 
~f the country; and the mtssage we take from his graveside is a 
me;;;;age of hope inspired by truth, honesty and steadfastness, and 
as we separate let us remain unittd i '' sptrit. and 1"we may hope 
that the clouds will soon ha,·e passed, and the sun of happiness and 
prosperity rise on our belo1·ed land again.''-Speeclz, August, 19:22, 
<It the gr,wesiJe of Arthur Gri.if!tlz, oue of the Founders of tire 
Free Stute of Ireland. 

"In the name of <he !"Irish ~arion, and by the Irish ~arion 
<:ommissioned and empowered. we offer here :l. symbol 11of Ireland's 
rn-erence and z•sorrow. of Ireland·s pride and z•gratitude, to the 
memo!!· of two heroic men. 

1sScornful alike of glorification and of obloquy, .-\R THL"R 
GRIFFITH and ~UCH:\EL COLLI~S, 16 follo"·ing the path of dutr, 
led fonh their p.:ople from the Iar.d of bondage. 2\\'ith a judgment 
that was clear. 'because it was free from seltishness and ,-aingloJ!·, 
~ther recognised and grasped an opponunity so rare in time and 
circurmtances that it stands .out among the designs of Providence, 
and by an act of courag<>ous decision ther endo1red this ~at ion at 
~nee with libenr and with power to mstain it. . . . They 
died before the fruit of their labour and z•perils rould be 12tasted 
br them in this life. hut 13manr a patriot before them had gone 
bran:ly to death with less success in sight. . . . 14Personal vanity, 
assertion of the inC.i,·iduaL jealou~r. and the bitterness that springs 
from ~uch mentality, these are the great renders and destroyers, and 
:

7these have no place in the Ireland of Griffith and Collins. Their 
lives and example proclaim the lesson of work 15indefatigable, 10of 



WILLIAM T. COSGRAVE. 

sacrifice of s<'lf, of tolerance 15 wide and generous for disagreement 
in opinion, but 31 intolerance most stern of attack upon the safety 
-of the I\ at ion or upon the rule of the people. 

A year ago such an a.ttac~ brough~ I~eland26to the brin~ of what 
might have been her final rum as a ~at10n. But the Insh people 
stood true to the memory and counsels of their dead deliverers, 
~nd ~~•no\\·, with gratitude a.nd 20pride, .16if

2
;vith rev~rence a~d S?rrow, 

the Irish people call to mmd, and \nll 'call agam to mmd m the 
,·ears to come as long as Ireland is 29 Ireland, the wisdom and 
courage of th~se two men, Griffith and Collins, the architect and 
the master builder of our Nation.''-Speech, 13th August, 1923,. 
unveiling the Memorial to Arthur Griffith and General Miclwel 
Collins, Irish P,ztriots. 

" I n-ainm De. Don chomhdhail seo chumainn na naisiun, 
beatha agus slainte! Tosgairi sinn:ne o Shaorstat Eireann o'n 
Oireachtas agus o'n Rialtas a thainig in bhur nDail da chur i n-umhail 

·<iibh gur toil le Saorstat Eire ann bheith na ball do Chumann na N aisiun 
agus bheith pairteach i ndeaghobair anChumainnseo. D'aontuighabhair 
d'aontoil leis an eileamh san. Fuaramar failte agus feile uaibh go 
leir. Bheirimid buidheachas da reir dibh agus guidibmid gur fada 
buan a mhairfidh ar siothchain agus ar gcaradas. 

Ireland, 10 in ancit>nt times linked by bonds of culture and of 
friendly intercourse \\'ith every nation to \\'hich the ambit of travel 
·could carry her far-venturing missionaries and men of learning, has 
to-day formally, Ji yet none the less practically, 17 entered into a 
new bond of union with her sister nations, great and small, who 
are represented in this magnificent world concourse. 2After a long 
journey through many tribulations, 3an international treaty has 
brought to Ireland peace, "·hereby the hostilities and bitterness of 
the past 11shall cease to inspire hymns of battle and 11shall merge 
in the pages of history. To-dar, 16with all the nations whose 
spokesmen form this Assembly, Ireland joins in a solemn covenant 
to rxerci:-r the powers of her sovereign status in promoting 18the 
peace, ~ecurity and happiness, the economic and cultural well-being 
of the human race. 

Lofty ideals have inspired the best minds having faith in the 
power of goodwill and of joint international endeavour to operate 
for good thtough this Council of Nations. It is our earnest desire 
11 to co-opt-rate with our fellow-members in r.verv effort calculated 
to give effect to these ideals-0 to mitigate, and. \rhenever possible, 
to 1 ~to avert, the ancient evils of warfare and oppression· 11to 
encourage \rholesome and to 19discourage um,·bolesome rel~tions 
between nation and nation; 11to enable even the weakest of nations 
to lire th('ir own lives and make their own proper contribution 
to the good of all, free even from the shadow and the fear of 
e~ternal .riol~n~e, vicious. penetration, or injurious pressure of any 
kmd. \\ e 1\'lllmgly testify that the advocacv of these ideals has 
strongly attracted us towards the League of· Nations and 20if as 
ret, the mt>ans provided have not always proved fuJiy effectiv~ to 
i~cure thetr worthy ends, we are mindful of our national proverb, 
Bto~m gach tosnu lag (" E\·ery beginning is weak"), and we trust 

~hat. m ttmt' to rome adequate means and faithful use of them ,rill 
JUSttfy our common hopes. 

. lrel.and counts on ~a,·ing no enemy and on harbouring no enmity 
Ill the ttme t?. ~?me .. She counts also on bringing forth fruits worthy 
of hbenr. -· St to! Its ltbertatem. toll is dignitatem. These are the
words of a famous Irishman of the sixth and seventh centuries. 
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Inscribed on his tomb at Bobbio, in Italy, they met our eyes when, 
a few days ago, a happy conjuncture enabled the members of the 
Irish Delegation to assist at the celebration of the thirteenth centen~rv 
of St. Columbanus, pioneer of Ireland's moral and intellectual 
mission amongst the nations of \\"estern Europe. 

\\" e shall return to our o11·n country to take part with our 
owil patriotic people in the onerous \York of national 23construction 
and consolidation. BJhe kind welcome, the cordial \\"Ords of under· 
standing, that ha\·e greeted us here on the part of every nation 
whose representath·es we have met, will not be forgottt>n. Thev 
will cheer and 32~mstain us in that \rork, and they \rill remind 
us too that 24as the life of a man is bettered and fructified bevond 
measure in the harmonious 5ociety of men. so must the life of nations 
reach a much fullt>r liberty and a much fuller dignity in the 
harmonious society of nations.''-SPeeclz, lOtlz September. 1923, on 
tlte Admissio11 of S,zorstat Eireanrz to tlze League of .\'atious at tlze 
Fourth Plenarr .1/eeting of tlze FC1!rth Assembly of tlze Leaguf:> 
of .\"alimzs. 

with 
1.-\itiology; 2Protasis; 3A.podosis; ·1Epiphonen:a; 

6.-\rsi~; 'Thesis: 6.-\nadiplosis: 9Epilogue: 10Peroratw 
Anaphora; 12:\[etaphora: 13 Paramrthia: HHirmos or . 

9 
• 

15H\·perbaton: 16Parenthesis: 17Homcrteleuton; JSAccumulat1o; 1 Anti
thesis; 20Hypothesis: 21 Gnome; 22Epicrisis or Apomnemonsysis:. 2 ~.-\1-
literation: 2"Simile; 25 Polyptoton; 26 Syntheton: 2 i£mph~nc Repetl~Jon; 

21 Hn ophora: 29Ploce; 30.-\ntimetabole; 31 Epanodos; 3·Synonym1a. 



LIN OLN'. SPEECH AT GETTYSBL'RGH. 

Tlte Immortal Speedt, Yational Cemt'/ery , Gettysburgh. 

" F o ur <;core and se,·en years ago our fathe rs brought forth 
upon this continent a new· nation, conceiYed in Iibert \·. and 
dedicated to the proposition that all men are created- equal. 
Now we are engaged in a great ciYil war, testmg whether that 
nation, or any nation so conceived and so dedicated can long 
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endure. We are met on a great battlefi.eld of that war. We 
have come to dedicate a portion of that field as a final resting 
place for those who here gave their lives that that nation might 
live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this. 
But, in a larger sense, we cannot dedicate, we cannot conse
crate, we cannot hallow this ground. The brave men, living 
and dead, who struggled here, have consecrated it far above 
our poor power to add or detract. The world will little note, 
nor long remember, what we say here, but it can never forget 
what they did here. It is for us, the living, rather to be dedi
cated here to the unfinished work which thev who fought here 
nave thus far nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here 
dedicated to the great task remaining before us, that from 
these honoured dead we take increased devotion to that cause 
for which they gave the last full measure of devotion; that we 
here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain; 
that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of free
dom; and that government of the people, by the people, for 
the people, shall not perish from the earth." -DEDICATION OF 
GETTYSBURGH NATIONAL CEMETERY, NOV. IQTH, r863. 

November 19th, r863, at Gettysburgh, Pennsylvania, people 
from all parts of the loyal states gathered to participate in the 
solemn ceremony of dedicating, as the National Cemetery, this 
spot whereupon so many brave men had fallen to prevent 
General Lee's armv from penetrating the North. This battle 
ground was the turning point in the American civil war. 
Edward Everett, from Boston, the greatest of the American 
rhetoricians, a man who drank deep from the fountain of 
Greek eloquence, was chosen to deliYer the oration which, in 
metaphorical splendour, classical lore, elegant diction, magni
ficent sentiment, and clear reasoning, has not been surpassed. 
After Mr. Everett spoke, which lasted two hours, and the inter
lude of music by the band, Mr. Clark E. Carr says: " Lincoln 
began in those high, clarion tones, which the people of Illinois 
had so often heard, and to which he held to the close. His 
voice, when he made an effort, could reach a great multitude. 
Each sentence was slowly and earnestly pronounced. He held 
in his hand two or three pages of manuscript, toward which he 
glanced but once. . . . There was one sentence which did 
deeply affect me-the only one in which the President mani
fested emotion. With the close of that sentence his lips 
quivered, and there was a tremor in his voice which I can 
never forget. The sentence was: 1 The world will little note, 
nor long remember, what we say here, but it can never forget 
what they did here!' In magi:c spell, the words fell: ' Four 
score and seven years . . .' the notes rang clear : ' It is alto
gether fitting ... .' 'The nation, under God ... ' 'and 
that the government of the people. . . .' "-FRANCIS 
TREVELYAN MILLER. Robert G. Ingersoll, the noted American 
orator, said that the speech would haYe been perfect had Mr. 
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Lincoln eliminated " here" in one or two instances. The 
speech was altered Ly ~Ir. Lincoln in the course of delivery 
thu): the words " those who died here " were changed to 
"thQse who ga,·e their li,·es." "This we may in all propnety 
d(J " was altered to 11 It is altogether £.tting and proper that 
we should do this." This sentence, " It is rather for us the 
living, we here rJC dedicated to the great task remaimng before 
us " became two: " It is rather for us the living to be dedi
cated here to the un£.nished \WJrk that they have thus far so 
nr;b]y adranced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated to 
the great task remaining 1-.>efore us." "Shall hare a new 
birth of freedom " was altered to 11 shall, under God, have 
a new birth of freedom." These alterations by ~Ir. Lincoln, 
which, no doubt, were the result of his silent reflection during 
Jlr. En·rctt's oration, add r.>eauty and dignit\· to the speech, 
and round off its rhetorical completeness and rhythmic £.nish. 

The Gettysburgh address, though rery short, contams all 
the constituents of a £.nished oration, for it has an exordium, 
an argument, an epilogue and a peroration. The exordium 
is the first sentences, 11 Four score ... " to " ... we should 
do this." The argument, " But in a larger sense . . . " to 
" n(Jbly ad,·anced" reinforced thus: '' It is rather for 
us ... " to " full measure of de,·otion," epilogue, 11 that we 
here highly resohe ... " to " shall not hare died in vain," 
and peroration, 11 that this nation, under God . . . " to " shall 
not perish from the earth." 

-William f. Br)'an, the Great American Orator, 011 Lzncol11. 
"He possessed two things that are absolutely essential to 

effective speaking-namely, information and earnestness ... 
"He was master of statement. Few have equalled him in 

the ability to strip a truth of surplus verbiage and present it 
in its naked strength. 

" He was epigrammatic .. his reputation for wit lies in 
his ability to condense a great deal in a few words ... 
His Gettysburg speech is not surpassed .... It is the world's 
model in eloquence, elegance and condensation. 

"He was apt in illustration-no one more so. A simple 
story or simile drawn from everyday life flashed h<?fore his 
~earers the argument that he wanted to present. ... There 
IS strength in simplicity, and Lincoln's style was simplicity 
1tself . 

. " He understood the pou·er of interrogatory, for some of 
h1s most powerful arguments were condensed into questions. 

"He made frequent use of Bible language and of illustra
trons drawn from the Holv \\'rit. 

" His pou·er as a public. speaker u•as the foundation of his 
suc~ess . ... \Vith no military career to dazzle the eye or 
exc1te the imagination, with no public service to make his 
name familiar to the reading public, his elention to the presi
dency would hare been impossible without his oratory." 



COOPER 11~10~ SPEECH AND I~AUGURALS. 

CHOICE EXTRACTS ANALYSED. 
1" If sla\·ery is right, 2all words, acts, laws. and constitutions 

against it, are themselves wrong, ::tnd should be silenced and swept 
away. If it is right \\'e cannot justly object to 4its nationality-its 
universality; if it wrong, 3they cannot justly insist upon 4its extension 
-its enlargement. 4all they ask we could grant, if we thought slavery 
right; all we ask. they could as readily grant, if ther thought it wrong. 
Their thinking it right, and our thinking it wrong, is the precise fact 
upon which depends the whole controversy. Thinking it right, as 
they do, they are not to blame for desiring its full recognition as 
being right; 6but, thinking it wrong, as we do. Scan we yield to th~m? 
Can we cast our votes with their view, and against our own? In 
dew of our moral, social, and political re,ponsibilities, can we do 
this? \rrong as we think slaven· is, we can ret afford to let it alone 
where it is, because that much ·is due to th~ necessity arising from 
its actual presence in the nation; but can we, while our votes will 
pre\·ent it, allow it to spread into the X ational Territories, and to 
over-run us here in these Free States? 

" If our sense of duty forbids this, then 7let us stand by our duty 
fearlessly and effectively. Let us be di\·erted by none of those sophis
tical contrivances wherewith we are so industriously plied and be
laboured-8contrivances such, as groping for some middle bet\reen 
the right and the wrong, vain as the search for a man who should be 
neither a li\·ing man nor a dead man-9such, as a policy of ' don't 
care' on a question about \rhich all true men do care-such, as Cnion 
appeals beseeching true Union men to yieldtoOisunionists, reversing the 
divine rule, and calling not the sinner,, but the righteous to repent
ance-such, as invocations to \r ashington, imploring men to unsay 
what \r ashington said, and undo what \r ashington did. X either let 
us be slandered from our duty by false accusations against us, not 
lOfrightened from it by menaces of destruction to the Government, nor 
dungeons to ourseln~s. llLet us !Ja\·e faith that right makes might, 
and in that faith, let us, to the end, dare to do our duty as we under
stand it."- at Cooper Institute, February 2i.tlz, 1860. 

" I am loth to close. We are not enemies, but friends. \\" e must 
not be enemies. 12Though passion may ha\·e strained, 13it must not 
break our bond of affection. 11The mystic chords of memory_ stretch
ing from e\·err battlefield and patriot gra\·e to e\·ery living heart and 
hearthstone all o\·er this broad land, will yet swell the chorus of the 
Cnion, when again touched, as surely as they will be. by the better 
angels of our nature."-First Inaugural Address, 1861. 

" Both read the same Bible and pray to the same God; and each 
invokes His aid against the other. It mar seem strange that an~· 
men should dare to ask a just God's assistance in wringing their bread 
from the s\reat of other men's faces; but let us judge not, that we br 
not judged .... 14Fondlr do we hope, fervently do \\·e pray, that this 
mighty scourge of war may speedily pass a\ray. Yet if God wills that 
it continue until all the wealth piled by the bondman's two hundred 
and fifty rears of unrequited toil shall be sunk. and until every drop 
of blood drawn with the lash shall be paid br another drawn with the 
sword, as was said three thousand years ago, so still it must be said, 
' The judgments of the Lord are true and righteous altogether.' 

'· 11\rith malice toward none; \rith charity for all; with firmness in 
the right, as God gives us to see the right, 71et us stri\·e on 15to finish 
the work we are in: to bind up the nation's wounds; to care for him 
who shall ha\·e borne the b:lttle, and for his widow; and his orphan 
-to do all 11·hich rr.ar achieYe and cherish a just and lasting peace 
among our selve;,, and with all :1ations.''-Second Inaugural Address, 
1S&5. 

!Hypothesis: 2:\.ccumulatio: 3.\ntithe~i~: 4Compar: SEp~'rotesis; 
6Enthrmemata: 7Protrope: d.\nadiplosis: 9.\naphora; 10.-\rsis; 11Perora
tio: 12Protasis ; 13.-\podosis; 14Isocolon; 15Parison. 
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN 

Abraham Lincoln, the rail splitter, the sixteenth President 
of the United States of America, and one of the greatest of 
the American orators, was born in the humblest circumstances 
and most abject porerty, in Hardin County, Kentucky, 
Fel•ruarr 12th, JSCXJ, and in the spring of 1830 the family 
:-:.tttled riear Decatur, in ~lacon County, Illinois. ~lr. Lincoln 
"a~ 6ft. 4in. tall, and was slender, lean and wiry; his arms, 
lung; his hair, coarse and black; his forehead, high; eyes, 
grey, detp-set, and small; and his complexion, dark. 

His Training and Source of Oratorical lnspiratio1z. 
In his early days, the books which entered into his mental 

formation were: The Bible, £sop's Fables, Pilgrim's Pro
g-ress, \\'eem's Life of \\'ashington, Lrfe of Henry Clay, Life 
u f Ben jam in Franklin; later Blackstone's Commentaries, the 
~i-x Books of Euchd, Shakespeare and other poets, whose works 
he ardently read, and, in home circle, frequently recited, 
r~JXTrally his fa,·ourite poems like those of Hood. He wrote 
siJme rerse in his early days. Henry Clay's life stimulated 
him for politics and oratory, Euclid's six books trained him to 
correct thinking which characterised the swiftness and unerring 
directness with which he passed from his premises to his con
clu:;ions which no logician erer excelled; and the poets gave 
him that beauty and pleasing cadence and rhythm which so 
ll1ark Ins great speeches. 

\\'hen attending a murder trial at Booneville he heard one 
uf th<':' Breckinridges of Kentucky £peak so eloquently that his 
ambition became stirred to become a great orator. He prac
tr,rd extemporaneous speaking so as " to produce literature 
( ·n hi:; feet," and br the time he was 39 years of age he was 
an accomplished orator. 

His Manner of De/h:ery. 
I lis 'oicc. ~Ir. Lincoln had " a rich, silvery voice; he 

cnuncrated with great distinctness, and had a fine command of 
language"; his pronunciation " is slow and emphatic, and his 
'u1cr, though sharp and powerful at times, has a frequent 
tenlkncy to dwindle into a shrill and unpleasant sound." lt 
wa'- clarron-Eke. 

I I i::. gestures. He employed 14 but little gesticulation, 
! •Ut whl'n he desires to make a point, produces a shrug 
• ,j In~. :.h(JU!dcrs and an eJe,atiun of his eyebrows, depres
~~·-·11 ~·t L1~ lll(lUth, anJ a gcnl'ralmalformation of countenance 
~·) o:11:callr awkward that rt ne\~;r tail::. to bruw down the 
11·~·\h~." .. ' Tl·,e peculiar characteristic of his delinry is the 
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remarkable mobility of his features, the frequent contortion of 
which excites a merriment his words could not produce."
Illustrated Life of Lincoln, by T. B. Peterson and Brothers, 
pub. 1865. 

Mr. Lincoln, as he himself said, was superlatively ludicrous 
or very impressive. He was ready, fluent and precise. 

His Wit, His Figures. 
Despite his sad and melancholy look, Mr. Lincoln was one 

of the wittiest men in America. In this he scored over Douglas, 
especially in his replies and retorts. The following are some 
in that famous debate: " Has Mr. Douglas the exclusive right 
in this country to be on all sides of all questions "? " Judge 
Douglas is playing cuttlefi.sh-a small fish that has no mode 
of defending itself when pursued except by throwing out a 
black fluid which makes the water so dark the enemy cannot 
see it; and thus it escapes."-At Charleston, September 18th, 
1858. Respecting Douglas's sophism, he said it was "as thin 
as homeopathic soup that was made by boiling the shadow of a 
pigeon that had been star\'ed to death." A good humorous 
retort: "Fellow citizens: My friend, Judge Douglas, made 
the startling announcement to-day that the whigs are all dead. 
If that be so, fellow citizens, you will now experience the 
novelty of hearing a speech from a dead man; and I suppose 
you might properly say, in the language of the old hymn: 

' Hark from the tombs a doleful sound.' " 
His Figures. 

One of his favourite figures was Illustration, from whose 
simplicity he rose to sublime eloquence. Gnome, Paradigm, or 
apt stories and pithy anecdotes illustrated his points. He was 
unexcelled in the figure called by the Greeks, Enthymemata 
(p. 201 ), by which he drew conclusions from contraries, see 
below the Cooper Union Speech. Rhythmus occupied a high 
place in his speeches. 

Hi.r Language. 
As Mr. Lincoln nearly all the time spoke on high ethical 

questions, discussing right and wrong .in political administra
tion, his language naturally took the simple,. for such belon.gs 
to the Sublime Style, p. 535, whose dictiOn IS strong, concise 
and simple. His language was sometimes prosaic poetry. 
Richard Watson Gilder says that his agreeable cadence is not 
overdone except in a passage in the Second Inaugural : 
14 Fondly do we hope . . . ", which deflects into poetry and 
rhyme. In .all his great ~tterances .tinged .with .high hope, 
pathos, hero1sm and resolutiOn, there IS a stram which rcrnmds 
one of the Leitmotif, the lca.ding motive in symphony .anJ 
music-drama. 

Tlll'l strain runs thruugh hi:-; two lnaut:urals and tltc Gctly<o 
burgh Address. His Fir~tlnaugural dosed with great tender
ness and sublimity, " I am loth to close. " ~Ir. Seward, 
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his Sccrctan· uf State, drafted the passage thus: 11 I close. 
\Ve are not; we must not be, aliens or enemies, but fellow. 
countrymen ancl hrcthren. Although passion has strained our 
honds of affection too hardly, they must not be broken. The 
mystic chords which, proceeding from so many battlefields and 
so many patriot gra,·es, 1)ass through all the hearts and all the 
hearths in this broad continent of ours, \vill yet again 
harmonise in their ancient music when breathed upon by the 
guardian angel of the nation." Compare the passage with 
that in the First Inaugural given elsewhere, let the reader 
decide which is the more sublime. ~lr. Seward expanded too 
much for the Sublime Style. Note again the music in the 
closing paragraph: 11 With malice toward none . . . with 
all nations." And in the sublime, majestic phrases, from: 
" In a larger sense, we cannot dedicate, we cannot conse· 
crate . . . '' to . . . " perish from the earth." Though 
Lincoln \ras not a highly educated man, he studied hard the 
art of expression. 

The Great Cooper Uni01z Speech Described. 
The amphitheatre of the Cooper Institute was packed. 

William Cullen Bryant was chairman. One who was pre· 
sent said that he began by saying: " 1fr. Cheerman " 
(chairman), and faltering, with quaint pronunciation. This 
listener to himself said: " Old fellow, that may be alright 
in the wild west, but it won't go down in New York City." 
Another listener said that when Mr. Lincoln rose the audience 
silently giggled because he looked so quaint, his hair was 
dishevelled and stuck out like rooster's feathers, his coat too 
hig for him especially in the back, his arms much longer than 
the sleeres, and the trousers of one leg was about two inches 
ahore his shoes. ~fr. Lincoln was embarrassed. He held a 
manuscript m his hands. His first words were low and stam· 
menng. After reading three pages of his manuscript he lost 
his place on the fourth page, trembled and stammered, but 
could not find the place, so he threw it down on the table, 
straightened up his shoulders, mustered his power, and advanc. 
ing towards the audience, exclaimed with tones that rang 
throughout the building, quoting these words of Frederick 
Douglas: " It ts written in the sky of America that the slaves 
shall some day be free." ~fr. Russell H. Conwell said: 
" That settled the question that he was to be the next President 
of the l!nited States. The applause was so great the building 
tremhled, and I felt the windows shake behind me." His 
awkwardness, dishe,·elled hair, quaint appearance were for· 
gotten in the magntficent elCX}uence that followed through to 
the end. ~he speech he wrote, says ~Jr. Conwell, " is not the 
one he delivered as I remember it." 

Mr. Lincoln was 
" A tower of strrngth 

That stood full square to all the winds that blew." 



Recent Orators and Those 
of the Great War 

British and American. 

The Rt. Hon. W. E. GLADSTONE, M.P. 
HIS ORATORY, DELIVERY, AND SO~IE NOTES 
FROM EMINENT CONTEMPORARY AND SUB
SEQUENT CRITICS. 
William Ewart Gladstone, the most distinguished of British 

orators since the days of Charles James Fox, was bom 
December 29th, 18og, and died May 19th, 18g8. ~Iany who 
sat under the spell of his wonderful eloquence are now living, 
and recount with admiration the marvellous effects of his great 
speeches. He was four times Prime Minister, and up to the 
fa.mous Midlothian Campaign, when he· was screnty, he had 
served as a Member of Parliament forty-seven years, and had 
been a member of the Cabinet twenty years. At this ad\·anced 
age, due to proper cultivation and production, his roice was 
still clear and resonant. One of his distinguishing feature.~ 
was the piercing glance of his eye. Such an eye had Demos
thenes, Chatham, Whitefield and Clay. He was a great 
scholar, particularly in the Greek and Latin. In the former, 
a source from which British statesmanship has constantly 
drawn, he was well versed. 

Mr. Gladstone was a hard student of eloquence, anc 
devoted himself much to its practice. In his Homeric studies 
Vol. III., he observes that the work of the orator from its verx 
inception is inextricably mixed up with practice. He closel)l1 

applied himself to Quintillian and to Cicero's" De Oratore.'' 
The study of the ·latter, together with his earnestness an 
extensive knowledge of the subject he had under discussior 
largely accounted for his prolixity, notwithstanding h 
mastery of Aristotle and Thucydides. 

He gave six suggestions on the art of speaking, as follows 
(1) Study plainness of language, always preferring the simplt 
word. (2) Shortness of sentences. (3) Distinctness of artict 
lation. (4) Test and question your own arguments bcforehanc 
not waiting for critic or opponent. (5) Seek a thoroug 
digestion of and familiarity with your subject, and rei 
mainly on these to prompt the proper words. (6) Rememb+ 
that if you are to sway an audiencr you must, hesides thin] 
ing out your own mattrr, watch them all along. 

> These arf' splendid suggestions, hut John ~lorley in l 
11 Life of Gladstone"· savs that the first two hardlv fit hi1 
His Yo ice was remarka hlv well trainrrl, anrl hC' t;nclersto1 
its production sn thnroughl\' that hr could sprak for a rr 
ICing time without hoarseness, his voice hring as clt'ar at t 
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From a paint ing at 10 Downing Stree :. by S ,r John E . M ill a is, P .R .A . 

THE RI GHT li ON . W ILLI A:vl E. G L AD ST ONE , M.P. 

Principa l F orms of O ra torica l Express ion · used by the R ight H a n . Willi am 
E. Gladstone . His master-fi g ures a re those in italics : Aitiology, Amplifi ca ti on , 
Anadiplosis , .1napl10ra , Ant ithe is, Arg umentum, A rsis and T ll esis, At titude, 
Circumlocution, Compa r , D iffu seness , Digresio, Echo, Emp lr a tic R epe tit ion, 
Enumeratio, Epa na lepsis , Epanap l10ra, Epa nados , Ep erotesi.J, Epilog u e, 
Epiphonema, Erotema , Expoliti o, Gnome, H om ll' o leleulon, H yperba ton, 
H )•pop l1ora , H ypo thes is. Isoco lon , Pa ra !leli ;;m, Paren tl~esis , Parison , Pa rcemion, 
P a romology, Pa ronomas ia , P a tlr opll' ia, Periodos , P eroratio, Pistt is, 
Polysyndeton , Proca ta lepsis, Prooimio r1, Pro trope, RIJy tl111w s, Sa rcasmus , 
Scrmocina: io , Syn theton , Synonymia , Tritheton . 
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end as at the beginning. While speaking he stood perfectly 
erect. T he clearness, fulness, resonance, 
d epth and variety of his tones were the 
results of cultivation and practice. H 1s 
fluency , and as one writer styles it 
"super-exuberant rush of words,'' added 
strength to his eloquence, and over
whelmed his audience. H e understood 
so well the quantity of syllables that 
wri ter says it was impossible for him 
to make a fal se quantity, and be could 
use the largo e sostenuto to great 
effect, as seen in his Waverley speech , 
where his syllables and deep tones slowly 
and rhythmically rolled to ·the farthest 
limits of the great hall. H e was also 
master of A rs celare artem, in tha t the 
art was so concealed in his well-prepared 
speeche5 that it appeared natural, and 
he was the greatest exponent of the 
histrionic art as laid d own by Aristotle, 
in that his eye, mouth, voice and gesture 
all concurred to express the one thought 
d ominant in the mind at the time. H e 

" Ill us . London News." 
Phot., W alte r Wilson

R. T aylor & Co. 

was a good reciter, and largely interested * I t is in the name of 
in Homer, Dante, hymnology and poetry. the re ligion which the 
S ir Wemyss Reid said he remembered vast bu lk of u• believe to 
the solemn roll of his voice as he d e- be holy, which we beliPve 
claimed the last stanza of Scott's vers10n to be the g reatest and the 
of " Dies Irae. " on ly 1 

t r ue treasure · of 
His epilogues were magnifi.cent , beau- m ank ind , it is in that 

na me--' if I must fa ll 
t ifully composed, and d elivered with hack upon such a resource 
faultless accent, suitable emphasis and -though of course, it is 
graceful gesture. His perorations usually • primar il y, b r= dly, and 
ended in fi.nal harmony, appropria te and m ainly on the ground of 
effective tha t which we a re here to 

H is. eloq~ence reached its pinnacle d is~ u ss-name ly , const i· 
on religious and mora l subJ·ects, as the tut lOnal law a nd political 

Bradlaug h Relief Bill, where he ad·vo-
cated the admission of Bradlaugh to 
P a rliament on the g rounds of justice, 
the Bulgarian atrocities, etc. 

wisdom-• that 1 I As k 
y.ou to g ive your assent to 
the second reading of th i6 
Bill . " 

He was master of invecti ve , denunciation and impas· 
sioned speech. His "flight from the prosaic into the oratorical 
and the poetical " won g reat admiration, and his sust a ined 
eloquence, not the rhapsodical bursts with which D emosthenes 

• Gladstone'• pose in delivering the Peroration of the R eligious Disa bility 
Bill. 1 P:.rremion , ' Doub1e Pa renthesis , • H omreoteleuton , • Epanalepsis, 
• Protrope. 
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stunned the intellect, together with his wonderful personality 
his gleaming falcon eye and bell·like voice, his countenanc~ 

~\.. alert an~ mobile, his vehe~en~ g<:Stures, 
;,~~· .. i'·'t made his speeches full of msp1ratwn. 
~'?f.,_ Jo~n. Bright, ?is great contemporary 

~'f/J,'A_ and political as~oClate, defined the d1ffer· 
· - ~~ !' ...... , ;·· ence between h1s own oratory and that 

ff d / f: '~1 of Gladstone thus: "Here is the chart of 
! : !lrfr ~(\~1' an a~gument There are three or four 
l~·.\l.l' 1 ~ .. 1 promment headlands. I dwell on them at 
: ~. :I ; :. \ \~ . length, and so do you. But you go into 
i{ i':\ ;\ '\:··:' all the little creeks and bays and inlets, 
LJ' 11 0 and enlarge on them with equal detail 
~~ .. I· 11 and elaboration, ins~ead of bringing out 

~ 1 the great promontones of your argument 
·
1
, ~~ I forcibly, and so your audiences lose sight 
, ~l1 .1 of them. When you use so many small 
,\ (il :, arguments, people think you have no big 

ones. I leave out the creeks and dwell 
Drawn from a statue in on the projecting headlands only. If 1 

~ranchester. can convince a hearer of one of them, 
6 Excoriating the But- I have got him . But you dwell on small 
garian atrocities. and great arguments alike.'' 

The following are some extracts of Mr. Gladstone's speeches, 
with figures noted therein: 

His Earlv Oratorical Training-Studies Aristotle. 
" Gladstone was early trained in speaking in the Eton debating society 

. . . unless he happened to be travelling, and h~ resumed work in the 
evening. Eight o'clock saw him once more wgaged in a stiff bout with 
.4ristotle, or plunged deep in the text of Thucydides. . . . There were 
many directions in which Mr. Gladstone's energetic genius found vent, but 
perhaps none so appropriately as the ' Oxford Union ' Debating Society, with 
which he became closely connected. He was a strong belie<'er in this kind of 
practice to aid in the de"Velopment of oratory, and the last writing that is to 
be found under his name in the Eton Miscellany, was a strong appeal to 
Etonians to support the Debating Society to their utmost. Possibly the 
' Oxford Union ' was responsible to a large extent for the training of Mr. 
Gladstone as a Parliamentary orator."-" Life Pictures and Career of the 
Late Rt. Hon. \V. E. Gladstone," published 1898, by Simpkin, Marshall, 
Hamilton, Kent & Co., Ltd. 

His Eloquence, .Hanners and :!ppearance-1859. 
" l\lr. Gladstone is inromparably the best speaker in the House. . . . 

It must have been noticed by readers of the d~Cbates in Parliament that 
Gladstone seldom evokes either cheers or laughter. The reason why he is not 
cheered is that he seldom deals in sentiment. . . . He is a close reasoner, 
and close reasoning may hold the attention, but never evokes the cheers of 
the House. And, as to laughter, he never attempts a witticism. 

":\lr. Gladstone's manner when speaking is generally energetic. When he 
is very earnestly pursuing his argument, he throws back his right arm until 
his hand touches his shoulder, and then throws it out again. When he is less 
earnest-when he is introducing a fresh argument-his favourite position is 
bolt upright, with the finger of his right hand placed in the palm of his left. 

'' Mr. Gladstone is about the middle height. . . . He is now a little 
round-shouldered, and his legs are too slight for his bodily frame, which is, 
however, not massi\'e; . . . And, moreover, though his broad forehead is 

6 Gladstone us>ing the gesture of negation, see Fig. Ominatio, p. 323. 
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s till unwrinkled , and hi fine black ea rnest eyes a re undimmed, his face is 
deeply furrowed a nd careworn."-" Popular Life of the Right H onourable 
W. E. Gladstone," \ ' izetelly and Co. 

From " Popula r Life of the Right Honble. W. E. Gladstone," Vizetelly 
an d Co. Gladstone us ing the Synthetic-the most powerful gesture in tht 
conversationa l realm-in th e demolition of Dis raeli 's first budget, 1852. 

Gladstone Speaking in the Hou se of Commons. 
" Even to look at him when in the full fl ood of oratory wa s an insptnng 

-s ight. His eyes gleamed with m arvellous li~ht. Every muscle o~ his mobile 
face was in ac tion . Every turn of successtve sentences-and hts sentences 
were exceedingly sinuous-had its appropria te gesture. A favourite 
action in the frenzy of a rgument was to hold out his left hand palm, and 
l•ea t it wi1h his right, the resounding clap somet imes drowning the sound 
o f the very word he desired to emph as ise. I n the same mood he banged the 
brass-bound box wi th a violence tha t threa tened dislocation of the finger joints. 
F or the mos t pa rt Mr. G ladstone's oratory swept on a stately, now and then 
tu m ultuous flood, pitched on levels of lofties t heights. 

" When L ord R a ndolph had made an end of speaking, Mr. Gladstone 
spra ng up with ca tapultic celerity. For a momen t he held on to the box 
a t a rm's length, dra wing himself up to full es t height with a genial smile upo" 
his countenan ce. In half-a-dozen sentences of exquisitely m odulated 
speech Mr. GladSTone, played with Lord R andolph, and finally rolled 
him as ide , turning his a ttention, as he said, to more serious m a tters . This was 
a ll very well to begin with , but warming with his work , the Premier proceeded 
through a seri es of gymnastic exercises that would have left an ordinary man 
of half hi s years pa le and breathless. Watching him as he brought down his 
. tron g right hand on the Blue Book from which he had just quoted, new· 
comers unders tood th fervency w ith which Mr. Disrael i once thanked God 
that the table intervened between him and h is Ufelong riva l. Some· 
times with both hands ra ised rigid above hi s head ; oft en with left elbow 
leaning on the table and right hand wi th closed fist shaken a t the head of 

me inoffcnding country gen tlema n on the back benches oppos ite; anon 
s tanding ha lf a step back from the ta ble with left hand hanging a t his side 
and the ri " ht uplifted o tha t he might with thumbnail lightly touch the 
>hin ing crown of his head, he trampled hi s way through the arguments of 
~h e adversary as an elepha nt in a n hour of aggravation rages th rough the 
Jungle. . But in re pect of origina lity , multiplicity, a nd vehemence of 
gesture, . 1r . Gladstone, as in some others thi ngs, beat the record of human 
achievement."-" The R igh t H onourable W . E . Glads tone. A S tudy from 
Life," Henry W. Lucy; publ ished 1898 by W. H . Allen & Co., Ltd., London . 
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As a Budget Orator and D·ebater. 

" His Budget oratory is hard to describe or analyse. . . . The famourr 
Budget quotations of 1860-triumph for Free-trade. The speech contained 
many happy allusions and sentences. It was both an oration and a magnificent 
state-paper combined. The crowding ideas, the beautiful imagery, the accurate· 
sentences, the perfect wording and balancing of parts, the whole appearance of 
the man, combined to make the effort a remarkable one."-" Life and \Vork 
of Mr. Gladstone," J. Castell Hopkins, 1898. 

"With skill of an artist, :\lr. Gladstone marshalled his figure• and facts, 
each in its right perspective, bringing out the salient points with an emphasb• 
that prevented the auditor from losing sight of them. . . . He could make 
a budget speech as fascinating as a romance . . . and could draw lessons 
for the guidance of the human race even from the figures of our imports and 
exports. As a debater, he stands without a rival in the House of Commons 
. . . his pale face twitches, his magnificent voice quivers, his body sways. 
from side to side, as he pours forth argument, pleading and invective strangely 
intermingled."-T. Wemyss Reid. 

The following are some extracts of Mr. Gladstone's 
speeches, with fi.gures noted therein: 

* 1 " Surely, 2 if eloquence never excelled and seldom· equalled-if an 
expanded mind and judgment whose vigour was paralleled only by its sound
ness-if brilliant wit-if a glowing imagination-if a warm heart and an 
unbending firmness, could have strengthened the frail tenure and prolonged the 
momentary duration of man's existence, that man had been immortal ! ... .,. 

" And now I will grapple with the noble lord on the ground which he 
selected for himself in the triumphant portion of his speech, by his reference 
to those emphatic words, Civis Romanus sum. t He vaunted amidst the 
cheers of his supporters, that under his administration an Englishman should 
be, throughout the world, what the citizen of Rome had been. 3 What, then, 
was a Roman citizen? He was a member of a privileged caste ; he belonged 
to a conquering race, to a nation that held all others bound down by the 
strong arm of power. 4 For him there was to be an exceptional system of law; 
for him principles were to be asserted, and by him rights were to be enjoyed 
that were denied to the rest of the world, 5 Is such, then, the views of the 
noble lord as to the relation which is to subsist between England and other 
countries? Does he make the claim for us that we are to be uplifted upon a 
platform high above the standing ground of all other nations? It is, indeed, 
too clear, 6 not only from the expressions, but from the whole tone of thP.· 
speech of the noble vi5count, that too much of this notion is lurking in his 
mind ; 7 that he adopts in vain that conception that we, forsooth, have a mis· 
sian to be the censors of vice and folly, s of abuse and imperfections among 
the other countries of the world; that we are to be the universal schoolmasters; 
and that all those who hesitate to recognise our office can be governed by 
prejudice or personal animosity, and should have the blind war of diplomacy 
forthwith declared against them. 

''::: 9 You may drive us from our seats. You may bury the Bill, but 
we will write upon its gravestone for an epitaph this line, with certain con· 
fidence of its fulfilment: ' 1° Exoriare aliquis nostris ~x ossibus ultor.' 

"You cannot fight against the future. u Time i;; on our side. The 
great social forces which move onwards in their might and majesty, 12 and' 
which the tumult of our debate does not for a moment impede or disturb-

*From a speech at Eton College on Mr. Canning. 1 Hypophora. 2 Hypo· 
thesis and Parison. 3 Sermocinatio. 4 ipanaphora. 5 Eperotesis. 6 Arsis 
and Thesis. 7 Polysyndetic " that " and 8 Syntheton. t From a speech 
••ersus Lord Palmerston, who used the phrase Civis Romanus sum. \Vith 
this phrase Gladstone wrecked the Palmerston Ministry. ! Epilogue of the· 
speech replying to Disraeli's taunt on having left the Conservative Party. 
9 .Paromology. 10 Gnome. 11 Aitiology " for " understood. 12 Syntheton. 
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13 those "r• at social forces are against you; they are marshalled on our 
siue · anl'tbe banntr which we now carry in this fight, 14 though perhaps at 
~om~ momtnt it may droop over our sinking heads, yet it soon again will 
float inro the eye of heaven, and it will be borne by the firm hands of t~e 
united people of the thn:e kingdoms, perhaps 15 not to an easy, but to a certal'l 
<~nd to a not far-distant victory." 

" § Lookinl( forward lG I ask the House to assist in the work which we 
have undertaken, and to believe that no trivial motive can have driven us to 
it-to as;ist us in this work which we believe will restore Parliament to its 
di•'nit\' and legislation to its free and unimpeded course. I ask you to stay 
111~1 ~~.1.ste of public treasure which is involved in the present system of 
t;orernmr·nt and le~islation in Ireland ; and which is not a waste only, but 
~t.·bich demoralises ~·hile it exhausts. I ask you to show to Europe and to 
.~11urica tllat u•e, too, can face political problems which America twenty 
yiari ago faced, and which many countries in Europe have been called upon 
to face, and have not feared to deal with. I ask that in our case we should 
practrse with firm and fearless hand what we have so often preached-the 
doctrine ll'hich we have so often inculcated upon others, viz., that the con
cession of local self-l!on~rnment is not the way to sap or impair, but the 
way to strengthen and consolidate unity. I ask that we 'sl~auld learn to rely 
less upon merely written stipulations, and more upon those better stipulations 
which are written on the heart and mind of man. I ask that '!Ale spould 
apply to lrclar:d that happy experience which we have gained in England and 
in Scotland, where the course of generations has now taught us, 11 not as a 
dream or as a theory, but as practice and as life, that the best and surest 
foundation we can find to build upon is the foundation afforded by the affec
tions, the conYictions, and the will of the nation; and it is t.h.us, by the 
decree of the Almighty, that we may be enabled to secure at once the social 
peace, the fame. the power, and the permanence of the Empire." 

One of the greatest, if not the greatest, of Mr. Gladstone's popular ad
dres~es "'as that delivered in \\'averley ~1arket, Edinburgh, during the famous 
Midlothian campaign. The " Daily News " gives the following description of 
thi! !peech : " The intenening space for a mile was literally blocked by an 
enthusiastic crov.'d . . . everyone stood up, and, it is perhaps rather under
tstimating the fact that there were seYenteen thousand men present, for the 
mo>t put working-men. Thf' spacious galleries surrounding the marl{et were 
r~str\'ed for ladie~. and thE'se, with the occupants of the platform, would bring 
~he total to 20,000. . . . At length Mr. Gladstone came. , Cheers rose 
upon cheers in continuous peals . . . ·the crowd surged to and fro. . . . 

" At the tnd of a week of unremitted and unexampled speech-making, 
having just delivered an elaborate oration of an hour and a half in another 
part, he now, apparently v.ithout any painful effort, sent his magnificent voice 
rollin!! in full forrt over the heads of 20,000 people. His voice dominated 
the full Jent:th anti breadth of the hall." 

• Extract of the 11' a;•erley Speec/1. 
1

" ~!y Lord Rosebery, my lords, ladies and gentlemen,-There is nothing 
that I can say, or that much better and wiser men could say, to this meeting 
th:,L is one half as remarkable as the mee!ing itself. (Cheers.) It is no 
l:ght cause that has brought together, that has called off from their usual 
o•·•llpation, to stand in such a compressed mass before me, this ocean of human 
!iff. (Cheers.) I fear, gentlemen. vou must have suffered inconvenience 
-crie-s of 'no, no ')-notwithstanding the admirable order that prevails. 
But a although I can say to you nothing that can add to the interest of such 
a~ as~mblage, yet neither can I part from you without a brief interchange 
of s•·numtnts for a few moments on some of the questions in which our 
huns are alike eng:~ged. (Cheers.) l say, gentlemen, a an interchange of 

13 Emphatic Repetition, see also Epanaphora. 14 Antithesis. 15 Arsis and 
Thesis. § Epilogue and Peroratio to the Home Rule Bill. 16 Protrope and 
Fpanarhora. 17 :\rsis and Thesis 

• \lr. Gladstont> took "The Freedom of Nationalities" as his theme. 
The d~livery of the speech is for the most part largo e sostenuto (see p. 4D3). 
I PrrX1imion. 2 Hypophora and Antithesis. 3 .Emphatic Rep~tition or echo 
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sentiments, 4 for you have already expressed to me what your feelings are on. 
behalf of the working classes, as I am glad to see that you do not fear to call 
yourselves the working men of Edinburgh, Leith, and the district. (Cheers.) 
You have given me your sentiments, and I wish to echo them back. (Cheers.) 
An assemblage of this nature does not afford a place appropriate for minute
criticism. My strength would not suffice, your patience would be exhausted. 
(Cries of 1 no.') I will, therefore, avoid such criticism. I will fall back 
upon a positive principle and upon which I would hope there can be no 
difference of sentiment among you, even if there be within the limits of this 
hall some wh~se opinions are not wholly those of the majority, and whose 
opinions and feelings we should endeavour, upon so noble an occasion, 
scrupulously to respect." 

t Eastern Question: Who is to have the Succession of Turkey? 
" 5 That succession is not to pass to Russia-( a voice, ' no ')-it is not 

to pass to England under whatever name of Anglo-Turkish conventiol'l-(cheers 
and hisses}-or anything else it may be called-it is to pass to the peoples of 
those countries-(cheers)-6 to those who have inhabited them for the many 
long centuries, to those who have reared them to a state of civilisation
(cheers)-when the great calamity of Ottoman conquest spread like a wild 
wave over that portion of the earth and buried civilisation in its overwhelming 
forces. 

The Emancipated Provinces. 

".Those people, gentlemen, are already beginning the commencement of 
liberty. 7 Four millions or five millions of Rumanians who were formerly 
subjects of Turkey are now independent. (A voice : ' Lord Beaconsfield.') 
(Cries of 1 Put him out,' cheers and uproar.) Two million Servians who were 
once political slaves are now absolutely free ; 300,000 heroes such as Christen
dom cannot match-the men of Montenegro, § who, for 400 years, have 
never submitted to the insolence of despotic power, 8 these men have at last 
achieved not only their freedom, but the acknowledgment of their freedom, and 
take their place among the states of Europe. Bulgaria has reached a virtual 
independence ; and, gentlemen, let me say a word on another Province-that 
which was the scene of the terrible massacres and sorrows of 1876-9 the 
Province of Eastern Roumelia, inhabited by, perhaps, a population of a 
million. . . . Gentlemen, this is what I ca11 progress. 1o When you 
uproot slavery, 7uhen you put an end to 11 suffering and shame, whett you give 
security 12 to life, property and honour, which had previously only existed at 
the will of every representative of the Turkish power, 13 of everyone professing 
the mohammedan religion, you accomplish a great, a blessed work, in which 
the uttermost ends of the civilised world ought 14 to rejoice, do rejoice, and will 
rejoice. (Cheers.) l5 The end of it all is thus far that no less than ten 
millions of people, in one form or another, have been brought out of different 
degrees of political servitude and have been given virtual freedom. (Cheers.) 
Gentlemen, 16 I appeal to you to join me in the expression of a hope that under 
thf! yoke of no power whatsoever will these free provinces be brought. 

A Festival of Freedom. 
1

' ** I hope that I am right in saying that such is not a mere compliment 
to an individual or a mere contribution to the success of a party. Your 

(see also Epanados). 4 Aitiology. t Pisteis. Eastern Question ; Emancipated 
Provinces ; Russia, Austrian and English Schemes. 5 Arsis and Thesis, " but " 
understood. 6 Anaphora (see also Emphatic Repetition. 7 Parallelism and 
Enumeratio. " \Vho," he asked, 1

' was to have the succession to Turkey and 
the Balkan Peninsular?" " As he named the peoples just delivered from 
servitude the march of his rhetoric became more imposing. !' Four millions. 
. . . the men of Montenegro;' and then, with uplifted hand, the look of 
inspiration in the eye, and a leonine roar in his throat, he exclaimed : § ' Who, 
for four hundred years, have held the sword in hand, and never have sub
mitted to the insolence of despotic power.' " 8 Epanodos, Arsis and Thesis. 
g Emphatic Repetition. 10 Epanaphora. 11 Syntheton. 12 Tritheton. 
13 Emphatic Repetition. 14 Paronomasia (see part on verb). 15 Epiphonema. 

16 Protrope. **Epilogue. 
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gathering here to-day in almost countless thousands, I regard as a 11 festival 
of freedom-IS of that national freedom best knr.wn to us, which is essentially 
allied with order and with loyalty; and I. hope, gentlemen, that you will carry 
with you the determination 19 on the one hand to do all you can in your 
ciril and your social capacity for maintaining that precious possession for 
yoursel\'es and handing it down to posterity; and, on the other hand, for 
endeavouring by every lav.ful and honourable means, through the vast moral 
iniluence of this country, and through all the instruments 2o which may from 
time to time be conformable to the principles of justice, to extend that in
estimable blessing to such nations and races of the world as hitherto have 
remained beyond the r:mge of its beneficial influence. (Cheers.) •n Gentle
men, I thank you for the extraordinary kindness which has enabled me to 
cr•nvey the remains of a somewhat exhausted voice, yet even to the limits of 
this tnormous meeting-2t that kindness is only a portion of the affectionate 
reception--22 for I can call it no less-which ha:. been granted to me at every 
turn since my arrival in this country; and through you I desire, 23 I wiii not 
say discharge, for discharge it can never be, but at least 24 fully, truly, and 
cordially to acknowledge the debt I owe to the people of Scotland. (Loud 
cheers.)" 

See page 370 for epic gesture in following paragraph. 
The abo\'e gesture was also used in the Epilogue of the " Disestablishment 

of the Irish Church." See " Life and Times of William E. Gladstone," by 
John Clark Ridpath. "There is something in the idea of a national estab
lishment of religion, of a solemn appropriation of a part of the commonwealth 
for conferring upon all who are ready to recei\'e it what we know to be 
an inestimable benefit. . . . There is something in this so attractive 
that it is an image that must always command the homage of the many .... " 

17 ~letaphora. 18 Anadiplosis. 19 Antithesis. 
and Parison. 20 Parenthesis. .. •. Peroratio. 21 Emphatic Repetition or 
Echo. U .\aiology and Parenthesis. 23 Parenthesis and Aitiology. 24 Homre
oteleu!On. 



The Rt. Hon. JOHN BRIGHT, M.P. 
HIS ORATORY, DELIVERY, AND S0.\1£ NOTES 

FRO:\I EMINENT CONTEMPORARY AND 
SUBSEQUENT CRITICS. 

John Bright, " the Tribune of the People " was born 
November 16th, 181 I, and died ~larch 2ith, dsg. He was 
a member of th.e Gladstone Cabinet, and for many years 
member of Parhament. For over half a century his voice 
resoun~ed in the political arena for freedom, justice and 
human1ty. H~ ~as perhaps the greatest orator of sentiment 
that Great Bntam has produced, but he was not maudlin 
for he skilfully touched the chords ::>f human sympathy just 
enough to arouse compassion. He kept in advance the provo
'atures or effects (see signs of emotion, p. 36 I) that ought to 
enlist human interest.* He did not deal in logical finesse, 
but struck out from salient propositions and fundamental prin
ciples. His voice, as a rule, was pitched in the lower or 
second register, consequently his manner of speech was gener
ally slow and his articulation clear (see pp. 277, 278). 

His master-figures are Ethos, Rhythmus, Peristatica, 
Parison, Anaphora, Protrope, Anadiplosis, Emphatic Repeti
tion and Epilogue. 

His best and most magnificent speeches are those on the 
Russian war, and, as Vince says, "Future compilers of a 
:florilegium of British oratory will probably resort to these 
speeches for their specimens of his eloquence." 

Bright lived long enough " to see almost all the causes 
he advocated to become law," and the measures he cham
pioned become the cherished principles of the nation. 

" He was the greatest master of English oratory that this generation-! 
may say several generations back-has seen. I have seen men who have heard 
Pitt and Fox, and in whose judgment their eloquence at its best was inferior 
to the finest efforts of John Bright. "-Lord Salisbury. 

Bright's Oratory. 
" If it was robust and vigorous it was also emotional, sympathetic, senti

mental. It was by virtue of a well-tempered combination of what may be 
called the masculine and feminine elements of rhetorical persuasion that 
Bright claims the first place among the British orators of the century. . .. 
But those who heard him during this period (speeches in the days of the 
Anti·Corn-Law-League) of his career, described his speeches QS animated, 
impetuous and exhilarating, but as consisting of mere passionate declamation, 
disorderly in arrangement and amorphous in stvle, and anticipating but rarely 
the majestic manner of his latter orations. He almost invariably wrote out 
the concluding words and sentences. . . . lt was his custom to revolve his 
speech in his mind for some days. . . . He was afraid, not that he might 

4 " Burke would have laboured the picture of the dispossessed potentates 
until he had forced us to resist his pathos. . . . He might have introduced 
some of the oriental scenery of the tragedy ; we should have heard of 
Rannies and Zamindars, of diamonds and palanquins. Bright's appeal to the 
sentiment of compassion for fallen greatness, and to our sense of perplexity 
that follows the uprooting of institutions, is sufficient, and it does not over· 
shoot the mark. The mind is powerfully impressed with the sen>e that it is 
eaaier to conquer than to govern, to destroy than to reconstruct. "-C. A. 
\'ince. (See Bright's Epilogue and Peroration of speech on India.) 
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not say the ri,ht thing. but that he might not say it well. ••. He was, 
for the most p~rt, content to deduce his polit!cal conclusions from 11 very fe~ 
broad principle,;. . . . He had a most delicate sense of rhythm. In th1s 
1 espect no one of our admired orators has excelled him. . . • Th~ appeal 
to reason is ineffecti<•e unless it is followed by an appeal to the emotion; and 
of the emotion ... indig:~ation is that which is most readily excited. • • . A 
public mfeting never enjoys itself more thoroughly ~~~n when it is crying 
• shame!' .... Bright's manner filled all these conditiOns of success .•.. 
as ' incompetent and guilty,' another, as ' turbulent and wicked,' or \\'hen a 
;;t;;tesman of good repute is accused of ' haughty unwisdom.' But the 
populace rejoices to be told that it does well to be angry. 

His J'oice and Build. 
" Bright had a strong and beautiful voice, clear rather than loud. 

(See p. 278.) He relied for colour and emphasis almost entirely on choice of 
"ords and modulation of voice, making little use of gesture and action. He 
would call attention to a strong point by leaning forward and raising his 
right arm .... His bodily attitude in speaking was dignified. 

" Bright was a man of middl~ height and stoutly built . .•. mild blue eyes, 
the lip and chin shaYen. "-"John Bright," by C. A. \'ince, M.A., pub. 1898. 

" The sp~ech itself is always singularly clear and vivid, now rippling 
with humour, now imprefinated with earnestness and pathos. Mr. Bright 
is unquestionably a fine humourist ..• no other speaker of our time, with the 
exception, perhaps, of :\Ir. Spurgeon, has the same full, genial, and flowing 
humour. There haYe been few happier strokes of parliamentary humour in 
our time than :\Jr. Bright's comp:irison between Lord Beaconsfield and the 
quack at the country fair who sold pills that were good against the earth
quake."-" The Life and Spl'eches of the Right Hon. John Bright, M.P.," 
by George Barnett Smith. Pub. 1881 by Hodder and Stoughton. 

" It has been well said that at times when he has spoken there have 
been tears in his \'Oice. • . . The progression of his sentences is rhythmic, 
sonorous find majestic .... He has a fine vein of comic and satiric humour." 
-''The ~ational Portrait Gallerv." 

B,ight's Se11timent and Story-telli11g. 
" Jc)hn Bright delivered the following touching passages speaking of 

his bosom fril'nd, Richard Cobden, and the minds of his audience could not 
h~lp wander.ing to that peaceful spot in West La,·ington Churchyard where 
Cobden li~s mtHrr-d: 

" ' ~Iethinks I hear his mice! sweE>t as the breath 
Of balmy ~!round-flowers, stealing from a !pot 
Of !unshine sacred, .... 
To e1·erlasting spring.' 

" A po•.·tic Yilidnl''s ran throu;:;h his speeches, and his pm·ailing character
istic of oratory is pathos, and apparently with little effort affecting his audience 
to !Pars."-\Yilliam Robertson. 

The fore;:;nin~ indicatf's the touch of sentimt:>ntality that pre\'ailed in his 
~P't>Chf;;, t~• <tram nf whirh was reli;-wd by the use of Asteismus. (See this 
Fi;;ure.) " \\'hen hP is tell in:! one r,f hi~ b~st stories, or uttering one of his 
be't s;.yinc:<•. he h~rdly mol'f·s a musrle of his face, and seeminglv takes no 
>har• in thr· nwrrimPnt of his audir·nce. . .. And one pt'Culiaritv of his 
numr.ur !' that it always app~ars to be unconscious. The ston• of the old 
Frl•m,~n. fr,r in•tance, who U'ied to say that ' a hole wore Jon;:;Pr than a 
p.i!rh, and the Snian monk to whnm ' tPars were as natural as p~'>rspiration, • 
ijr• ~'">•1 exat;Jnlfs c.f his r~aoy. w·ir wi~h which hi:' supplil's every argument 
h~ emplr•;< With an appmpnate tllu>tratlon. "-T. \\'emyss Reid. 

Cnt>1ta•isnns ~et:L•eetl tl1e Oratory of Brir;ht and Gladstone. 
. '' J• h? R~ight ha~ the mPrits and defects of simplicity. G!adston~ven 
l!l thf \\h1rlw1nd of hli r.wn oratory, arms ov~r head and en'5 flashing-10·as 
alw:'·' a ri• 1·otr·r,. ';lr·ftin~ his r.pPoMnt's e\'l'ry ar;;um~nt, instructing his 
hud1encP, d:r·n "Xnrmg thrm o,·,.r the d~tails c,f some financial or )t>;;islarh·e 
mrJ•.urP. Pn,::ht, on thl" r.thfr. hand, for all that he nel't>r gave th~ reign 
11 lm p:•~•:r•n, n~,·~r S\\"un:;: h1s arm and scarcelv rai~d his YOic~ .••• 

frb·!stnne's omtivns ~uffer in the reading from a quality which made them 
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deligh tful to hea r, their dependence on the ski ll of th e speaker to effec t h is 
escape w ith_ g rammar intact. fron1 th_e maze of paren th eses- a n operation 
safely sus ta med on tha t mag n ofi cent ,·mce a nd by those dra ma ti c ges tures. 

Bright . . . . had never to shout in order tha t it 
(his voice) might thrill with its music the far thest 
corner of the la rgest h a ll. But he had no gestu re 
except to raise hi s h and, a nd tha t not above the 
lc,·el of his breast . Gladstone was e,·erything at 
once- ac to;. missionary, debater, exponent of Ieg is
la tl\·e deta ol-such a one neYer before or since rose 
to address an aud ience ; Bright excelled in pure ora 
tory in its s tr ictes t •ense. . .. 

Sileo;! Meditation a11d J-Jomely Il lu stration. 
" H e often lay awake o\·e r h.is speech : ' I find 

" 'hen in bed tha t my ideas come easily a nd fi x 
themseh·es on my mind,' h e writes in 1866: ' I s up
pose th e dim ligh t a nd the sile nce a re favoura ble to 
the imagination and memory . ' His chief artistic 
inspiration lay in his sense for the va lue of words , 
and for the rhythm of w rds and sentences . 
His g rea tes t passages arc those in wh ich hi s sense 
of poetry and f grandeur come closer to his vision 
of homel_v comm on li fe , which was to him , as it 
was to Wordsworth, the source of high thought a nd 
great in1np;ininf!s. Thus . ... he leads up to the 
death of Col. Boy le by telling how h e lately met the 

" Ill us. L ondon News." colonel :•t · \f r . 'v\"es tertons. ' the book-se lle rs, near 
Hvde Pa rk Corner, a pla,·e wP!l kno\\· n to the m em

be r! whom he was addressing, and how th eir late colleague had told him his 
f t::a rs a t going to war . T hen com t"'s th e thund f' rinf! d itn ax : ' th e stormy 
Euxine in his g rave ; hi wife a widow, h is children f"th erless '- (see full 
passages under extract) wh ich quite overpowered his h ea rer• . If Bright had 
been in the ha bit of u•ing adj ect ives f~ee ly, ' stormy ' wou ld h a ve carried less 
wr ight , bu t it was onr of his fir st principles to rs"hew ad jec tives un less they . 
mean t much. The ~I ilton ic ' E ux ine ' for th e ' Black SeO> ' also marks a 
solem n occas ion, and thr \vords l gether have ' a sound of the sea .' . . . 
.. I h::t ve e-ndeavoured,' sa id Bright, 'furth e r, e~ l ways to a bsLa1n from speak
ing on subjects wh ich T h a d not exa m ined and well considered .' " - " The 
Li ft> of J ohn Bright." by George l\f aca ulay T revelyan, pub. 1913. Cons table 
and Co., L td. 

" Purs uing the even a nd m ajt>s tic fl ow of his word• . h e played upon the 
souls of hi s audience as a mi n•lrd on his ha rp, now absorbing their at tention 
to some closely linked <tr~ument , then fl ushin~ their faces \Yi th laug hter a t h i• 
witty sa ll i ~s: here mrl l i n~ them into tear by h is exquisite pa th os , there 
causing thr111 to sp ri n~ to th Pi r fee t in a storm of indignant emotion. 

" )low he ha• pa>sPd, '"e mi-s th ~ glowin!: w rd. 
T ha t poke for pe:1ce, for freedom, and for righ t, 
The ea rnc t life, the patriot soul wh ich stirred 
F or other's needs . thP true and faithful kn ight 
Of thil t g ra nd ch iva lry which God sti ll leads 
And arms w it·h gt·ace a nd truth for noble deeds."-

" J ohn Bright: Apostle of Free Tra de," by J essee Page . pub. 1904 by 
S. W. Pa r tridge a nd Co. 

Extracts. 
The followin~ are extracts from some of . lr. Brigh t 's speeches with 

fi ~ures marked th erein :-
* " \ r a ll know hat we h ave lost in thi" H ouse. 1 H ere, sittin~ near 

noe, very often sat the m t> mbe r from Frome. I met him a short time before 
h e went out , 2 a t Westerton 's , the book-sell ers, ne:t r H yde Pa rk Corner. 
aske<.l h im whether h e "·as going out. H e an~wered. h e was a fra id, he was-

"Extracts from his R uss ian or Crimean \;\,Ta r speeches. 1 H ypotyposis and 
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n<'t afraid in thf' <r_;;;r of personal fear, he knew not that-but, he said, with 
a look and tune I ,hail ncn:r forget, ' It is no light matter for a man who 
h;1s a wife and tire little chihlren.' 3 The stormy Euxine is his grave, his 
wife i> a widow, hi' children fatherless." 

Epilogue. 
" I...t it not be ~aid that I am alone in my condemnation of this war, and 

of this incapable and guilty administration, and even 4 if I were alone, if 
mi;1e were a solitarY roicc raised amid the din of arms and the clamours of a 
,·tnal pre:;,;, ~ I wo~ld hare the c?nsolation to-nig?t-which I tr~st will be 
mine to the last moment of my extstence-6 the pnceless consolation lthat no 
word of mine has tendrd to promote the squandering of my country's treasure 
or th~ l'pilling of one single drop of my country's blood." 

,lppeal to Lord Palmerston. 

" The r Angtl of Death has been abroad throughout the land; you may 
iJlmost hear the s beating of his wings. There is no one, 9 as when the 
tlrst-l,orn were slain of old, to sprinkle with blood th(~ lintel and the two 
side-posts of our tloors that he may spare and pass on ; to he t9kes his victims 
from the lastle of the noble, the mansion of the wealthy, and the cottage of 
the poor and lowly, and it is on behalf of all these classes that 
I make this solemn appeal. I tell the noble lord that 11 if he be ready, 
'~ honestly and frankly to endeavour by negotiations about to be opened at 
\'ienna, to put an end to this war, 13 no word of mine, no \"Ote of mine, will 
t>e giren to shake his power for one single moment, or to change his position 
in the How;e. (H~ar, hear.) I am sure that the noble lord is not inaccessible 
to appeals made to him from honest motires and with no unfriendly feeling. 
H The noiJ!e lord has been fnr more than forty years a member of this 
Huuse. 15 Bdore I has born 16 he sat upon the Treasury Ben.ch, and he has 
~Fnt hi~ life in the sm·ica of his country. He is no longer young, and his 
life h:1s (•Xtend,.d al!nO;;t to the term allotted to men. ' 17 I would ask, I 
wou!d Pntrrat the noble lord to take a course which, when he looks back upon 
his whole political carrer-18 whatewr he may therein find to be pleased with, 
11 hat rver to r~gret-cannot but be a source of satisfaction to him. 19 By 
adopting that cour:;e 20 he would haw the satisfaction of reflecting that, 
~~ ha1·ing obtainf'd the obj~ct of his laudable ambition-ha\·ing become the 
foremost sul.•ji'<'t of the crown, the director of, it may be, the destinies of his 
CI•Untry, and the presidin~ genius in her councils-20 he had achieved a still 
h i~her and nobler ambition : 2 2 that he had returned thE' s\\•ord to the 
sc~bbard-that at his word.torrf'nts of blood had ceased to flow-that he had 
restw·d tranquility to Europe, and saved this country from the indescribable 
caJ,,mities of war." (See another epilogue, Bright's impassioned speech at 
Durham, p. 234.) 

\.,rratio. 2 Pnistatira (,;urrollnding circumstancPs or detail). 3 Pathos and 
l'.trison. " Some of the finest efft-cts of his eloquence were produced by the 
•uf.den tran~ition from some simple statement or some plain argument pre
>(·nted in pl:lin terms to a stroke of passion or imagination ...• The subdued 
to·1e of the introdurtory narrative, and the ood tril"ialitv, as of a conscientious 
"itnrss. in _thP details of the place whPre the speaker· met Boyle, add vastly 
to thr- trrrststtble force of the stroke of pathos. \\'hen the effective sentence 
rr rnes it net·ds only thl' ~lightest touch of art-the substitution of Euxine for 
th(· commoner Black Sea, and the addition of a sin~le ornameAtal epithet
:') gi"~ it ('le'·.ation. '' The rloqurnct> comrs like a flash of lightning, and fixes 
l!<c·lf forcwr 111 ~he memory; but it has obeyed the primary rule of pathetic 
l't\NJI\c!·<:, that 1! •hould be unlabourf'd and simple. "-C. A. \'ince, M.A. 
4 Sy~onymia and Protasis. 5 :\podosis. 6 Emphatic Repetition, see also 
\:w_dtplo;;J.;; and F.p~n[tk·p,;is. 7 '.!Ptaphora. 8 '.!rtalepsis. 9 Similt>. 10 Ethos, 
P.rn.;on and Polysyndcton. II Hypothf~is nnd Protasis. 12 Homreoteleuton. 
13 :\podnsis and Synonymia. 14 ~arratio. IS Protasis. 16 Apodisis. 17 Pro
tmp: and Sv~onymia. 18 Parenthesis. 19 Protasis. 20 Apodosis. 21 Paren
!h••>ts ~~~d :\n~rh()l"a. 20 End of :\podO<;is, 22 Exegesis and Anaphora. "The 
fin~ and ht·autiful, yr-t withal simple, simile with which Mr. Bright introduced 



Rev. CHARLES H. SPURGEON 
HIS ORATORY, DELIVERY, AND SOME NOTES 

FROM EMINENT CONTEMPORARY AND 
SUBSEQUENT CRITICS. 

The Rev. C. H. Spurgeon, the greatest English preacher 
si~ce the days of Whitefi.eld, was born June rgth, r834, and 
d1ed January 31st, r8g2. He took Whitefi.eld as his model. 
and no divine of modem times has excelled him. ' 

In his early days Spurgeon was a hard student; whilst 
other boys played he studied. He was excellent in poetry 
and a good hymn writer, which accounts for the fi.ne qualities 
of Rhythm noted in his sermons, his highest flights frequently 
verging on the poetic. In his preaching he was eminently 
natural and colloquial, speaking to his congregation as if 
conversing with them, and his language was of the plain, 
simple kind which is the fi.rst requisite of sublime speech. Like 
Whitefi.eld, he had a powerful voice and knew well how to 
use it. It has been said he could be heard a mile away. He 
was dramatic, but not theatrical, in that he used the Hypo
typosis in the most vivid form, and in the use of Asteismus 
no preacher surpassed him. 

A few hints taken from his book ''Lectures to my 
Students" will be found very useful: "Avoid cramped posi
tions, do not make speaking difficult by leaning over the 
Bible. Stand upright, get a fi.rm position, and then speak 
like a man. Say what you mean, put it plainly, boldly, 
earnestly, courteously, and they will hear you. Mannerisms 
should be avoided. If interrupted, always be courteous and 
good-tempered, for if you become cross and angry, it is all 
over with you." 

Spurgeon's most notable fi.gures are: Ecphonesis, Epero
tesis, Paradigm, Epicrisis, Paradoxon, Epiphonema,. 
Epizeuxis, Antistrophe, Anaphora, Parison, Isocolon, Hypo
thesis, Arsis and Thesis, Syntheton. 

His Gesture, Voice and Manner. 
" He was dramatic, but not theatrical. • , . It is the vivid picturesque

form that invests ideas with a living force. . . . their interpretation in 
voice and gesture that commands. Mr. Spurgeon, in his palmy days, preached 
all over; not violently, but composedly; not with affectation, but naturally."
" Spurgeon," by fl:eo. C. Lorimer. 

" ' I cannot stand like a statue when I preach. I prefer a wide range
both of thought and action.' Mr. Spurgeon, longo intervello, uses the greatest 
freedom of emotion of any modern preacher of cel~brity. His hands in the 
fervour of appeals traverse the hand-rail along the whole line of his semi
circle, so that when he finishes a sentence or a paragraph he is standing 
at a distance of five or six feet from the point at which he began it. His 
action is sometime veheme-nt, and his open palm frequently comes down with 
force upon the hand-rail. ... Among the secrets of l\lr. Spvrgeon 's success, 
his strong, clear, full-toned voice deserves prominent mention. To the educated 
and fastidious there seems to be a surplusage of power in this respect. In the 
largest building in the Surrey Music Hall, or in his new chapel, he seems 

his peroration, thrilled every listener. The appeal was made by the orator 
with slow and tremulous voice, but \Vith manner dignified and solemn, and a 
large number of the m!'mhers were visibly affected."-" Life and Speeches 
CJf the Right Hon. John Bright, M.P.~" by George Barnett Smith. 
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to speak louder than is needed. He is full of anecdote, tells a good s tory, 
=d does not object to the risibility it excites."- " An Account of the L ife 
and Extraordinary Preaching of the R ev. C. H . Spurgeon," by Thos. Wilks. 

" He was an omni,·orous reader and a keen observer, and be cultivated 
~he practice of turning everything to spiritual profit. . . . The smallest 
incidents--such as the doings of his dog, • Punch,' the habits of the birds, or 
the growth of the flowers-were constantly used to enforce divine truth. Often 
his illustrolclions were of a decidedly humourous character. In his early days, 
when he succeeded in filling one after another, Xew Park S treet Chapel, 
Exeter H all, and the Surrey Gardens Music Hall, his chief aim was to 
attract great crowds and arrest their attention to the claims of religion. 
Every art of oratory was culti,•ated, and the di."CCUTses were most elaborately 
p r10pared, but not delivered as it prepared. Many of these sermons were 
~xuberant in style. . . . in some he rose to heights of eloquence that have 
rarely been equalled in the history of oratory before o r since. In early 
life it was very elaborate, but subsequently his wide experience and unique 
_gifts enabled him to dispense with any long premeditation. The preacher's 
dtlivery was remarkable for nothing sa\•e its distinciness. Hf was careful 
to enunciate every syllable, especially the final ones. . . . and be bad a 
curious habit of emphasising the personal vronoun. The charm of his oratory 
lay in its perfect tHituralness. H e just • talked ' his sermons. . . . and 
... -hen warm to his subject his words flowed like a majestic floorl. When 
denouncing sin, his sarcasm could be. withering ; when pleading with sinners, 
his voice would be full of tears; when speaking of the \\•onders of di,•ine love, 
h is tones became musical in their graciousness. . . \\'hen we first 
h~ard him preach- many years ago>--he used to walk about the spacious pulpit 
and gesticulate freely. In latter days this entirely ceased, and he stood almost 

still, leaning with one hand on the back of a chair. 
With the exception of occasionally raising one of his 
arms, gesticulation was, as a rule, conspicuous by its 
a bsence. 

His Person, .4steismus, and Sermon P reparat.Wrt. 
" Person : Somewhat below the middle height, 

he in later years was very stout. . . . His features 
were heavy, and there was a curious inequality in 
his eyes. . . . There was a gleam of fun in almost 
every glance .... As a pu.nst.er, ... no pun was 
loo far-fetched or too utterly absurd to be per
petrated when he was in the mood He was very 
fond of asking riddles. (See pp. 118, 119.) His 
ttllld<! of sernwK preparat.Wns was peculiar. His 

Characte.-istic gesture Sunday morning sermons were usually prepared after 
in early ministry. 6 o'clock on Saturday e\·ening. His chief task was 

Pe,..,issi.on Jfess~s. to fis upon the texts. Sometimes these had been in 
.Jfarshall Bros. Ltd. his mind more or less definitely for a few days 

beforehand, but more often they came to him almost 
at the last moment. W~ethe; he had secured his text or not, Mr. Spurgeon 
a lwa ys shut btmself up m htS study at 6 o 'clock on Saturday e vening, and 
d1d not, as a rul~. leave it until Sunday morning sennan was ready T h e 
evenm~ c;>ne recetved m nch less preparation, only the general lines of tbotigh 
WPre dectJed upon, and the remainder was left for a quiet hour on S unda' 
aftt' rnoon. . . . finally his jottings were arranged in order and the outliri 
~f _the sermon neatly copied on a half-sheet of notepaper for pulpit use."-

Charles Haddon Spurgeon. By one who knew him wetl. " Andrev 
Melrose, I903. His N.Uuralness. 

·• -' lively imagination, som~;times rising to the region of poetry, but 
more !requently delighting in homely and familiar figures of speech; a free 
~l<>qu1al manner _of deli,·ery that goes directly to the understanding of the 
Simplest .... ThtS condemned humour is a part of that great merit of Mr. 
Spur.~.-on 's naturalness .... " - :• The F~eeman," February 27th, 1856. 

~e begg<:d them to a\'Otd speaking always in one unvarying tone, if 
they dod not wtsh to lull thl'ir hearers to sleep and also because the habit 
would be injurious to themselves. • It will be evident~ said an eminent 
physician, ' that continued spealcing in one tone is much ;.,ore fatiguing than 
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frequent alterations in the pitch of the voice; brcause by the former onr 
muscle, or set of muscles, is strained, whilst by the latter different muscles are 
brought into action and thus relieYe one another. In the same way a man 
raising his arm at right angles to his body becomes fatigued in five or ten 
minutes, because one set of muscles has to bear the weight; but the samP 
muscles can work the whole day if their action is alternated with that of 
others.'"-" Spurgeon, the People's Preacher." Walter Scott. 

His Flow of Speech and ad captandum. 
" Spurgeon possessed a flow of utterance that was quite unstudied. Many 

of his utterances are in the highest degree novel. Referring to the assump· 
tion of power on man's part, he says : ' Power does not lie with the king; nor, 
fer the matter of that, with the mob; it does not lie with the premier, nor 
with the cabinet, nor with the multitude. Britannia Rules the Waves! Doe5 
she? Put Britannia on the waves and see.' Spurgeon was a master of ad 
captandum touches, whether of pathos or humour. ... For ell:ample, .in 
the sermon on 1 I will give you rest,' which he treats in a staccato fashion, 
making of each word a separate peg for thought, we find the following pathetic 
touch : 1 If your mother-ah ! you have no mother now-were to g1ve you a 
little book with her name in it, you would not part with it for all its wtight 
in gold.' "-" The Prince of Preachers. "·-Jame> Dougl;As, i\Lt\., pub. by 
Morgan and Scott. 

'' He belongs to the peripatetic, or \\';..lker school, perpetually ,,·alking up 
and down as an actor treading the boards of a theatre." (''The Ess~x 
Standard," April 18th, 1855.)-" Like him (Whitefield), too, he has a powerfL•l 
voice, which would at times be more pleasing, and not less impressive, were it 
not raised to so high a pitch." (]lames Grant, Editor of " The Morning 
Advertiser," February 19th, 1855.)-'' His sermons abound with aphoristic and 
pointed sayings .... ' Bright-eyed cheerfulness and airy-footed love ' are fine 
phrases. 1 God puts our prayE-rs, like rose leaves, between the pages of His 
book of remembrance.' . . . 1 In England, a sovereign will not speak to l• 

shilling, a shilling will not notice a sixpent:e, and a sixpence will sneer at a 
penny.' " (" The Patriot," September 21st, 1855. )-" Of course, at times, there 
is a fluent declamation which the mob around takes for such (eloquence)." 
("The London Pulpit, 1857.). · 

Above from " C. H. Spurgeon's Autobiography," by his wife. 
Mr. Spurgeon's Suvtained Vocality. 

" Sustained vocality is the secret of good oratorical speech. Consonants 
may be softened to any degree, but vowels must be given fully and with 
swelling clearness. This quality has, perhaps, never been better illustrated 
than in the case of the Rev. Mr. Spurgeon, who with no apparent efforts, in 
the vast Agricultural Hall at Islington, made himself distinctly heard by an 
es!emblage of 25,000 persons. I got within 5 ft. of the speaker with the vie\\• 
of studying his management of his vocal bellows, but could discover no unusual 
labour or straining. All was easy and natural. A friend who compared with 
me notes was in the most distant seat. The nearest ear was not offended bv 
bellowing: the most distant lost no syllable. There could, of course, be no 
undue softening of the consonants in such delivery, nor, on the other hand, was 
any harshness or prominence of consonant-action perceptible even to the 
nearest auditor. Some coarseness of -effect in the immediate vicinity of the 
speaker is almost una1·oidable in order to secure an eiiect at a distancf'. "-
A. Melville Bell, author of " Visible Speech.'' 

" His <~oice . ... It is neither deep nor shrill, but somethin~ between, 
while it possesses marvellous compass, flexibility and power. It has, to an 
extent we never met before, a property which may be tmned lashing. . . . 
He conversed with them-he was one of them .... ' Is he abrupt, blunt, 
direct? It is his nature. Is he idiomatic, colloquial, playful, dramatic? It 
is nature.''-" The ~lodcrn \\'hitefied. Remarks on 1\lr. Spurgeon's Oratory,'' 
by John Campbell. 

His Style. 
" It was simple, direct, bold, c·arnest and dramatic; simple, all could 

understand; direct, like Whitefield and Dal'ies, he employs the word 1 Sirs ' in 
addressing his audience. He talks to the people before him: 1 Is it wisdom, 
0, my fellow creatures, is it wisdom to hate your creator?' Dramatic, 
character, vices, virtues, personified, pass before us as thr. dramatis personce on 
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-,e ta;:F ... 1 ee p. 304.) T ake the followin plea of the sinner with 
·u.tice. . . \\'e can almost see the scale .... and the stern frown upon 
:he facr: of justice. :'\ow. it · not e,·eryone who can emr>loy that tyle 
10 .,d,·amage; bu t ir must i>e acknowledge? that i~ g" rs the preacher 1mmense 
r --···r O\ ,r his .audi.·nce. · ·- ·· The Populann· of the R <"L C. H. Spur, eon," by 
b.1.1iel F. Oakley. · 

Extracts. 
The f i:o"·in are <X racts from some of ~~ r. purgeon 's mos t notable 

«·nnon<. "·i h figures mar ked therein. I ee foot -notes, p. 464. ) . 
• .. But. my friends, I a m inclined to think that ou r cla<s Sin" are the 

r't rie,·ous. Behold th is day the sins of the rich. 1 H ow are the poor 
'•;:·· -~ ::- H ow arc the need y do"ntroddcn ' In th' age there is many n 
~rear rna" who loo · - upon his fellow; as on ! stepping-Hones to wealth. 
! H~ t ui ld< a facton · a -; he would a cauldr0n. He i.; about to make a brew 
fo- his own wealth; > pitch him in ! He is only a poor clerk who can li,·e 

Re,· . .\1•. !' JOurl!eon preaching in the .\letropoliran Tabernacle, p. 401 . 
c Kind perm·--ion of .\fessrs. . \\'. Pa rtridge & Co., Ltd .) 

"" one hundred a year. Put him in ! There is a poor rime-keeper; he has 
a large family; it does nOl matter, a man can be had for less; in "'-'ith him 1 

H~:r~ are tht: tens, the h undred.;, and the thousands that must do the work . 
Put them in : • heap the fire : boil the cauldron ; stir them up ; ne,·er mind 
t~•-ir cri . The hire of the labourers kept back may go up to heaven ; it 
•' n't matter, the millions of gold are safe. The Jaw of demand and 
"'-'pply i -..·ith us. • \\'ho hall interl~>re ?" 

" Oh y - ! ' we ha ll ha,·e choice company in hea,·en when we get 
h~re. Th re -..·ill be no di tinction of r learned and unlearned, clergy and 

I i~ty, but -..·~ -hall walk freely one among another, we shall feel that 1 we 
.. r br~thr "· "'e shall it do-..-n with • Abraham and Isaac and Jacob. 
•• I ba\'e h~ard of a lady -..·bo ..-as visited by a minister on her death bed. 
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and she said to him : ' I want to ask you one question now that I am about 
to die.' '\\'ell,' said the minister, 'what is it?' 'Oh,' said she, in a very 
affected way, ' I want to know if there are two places in heaven, because 
I could not bear that Betsy in the kitchen should be in heaven along with 
me ; she is so unrefined.' The minister turned round and said : ' Oh ! don't 
trouble yourself about that, madam. There is no fear of that, for until you 
get rid of your accursed pride, you will never enter heaven at all.' ll 12 \Ve 
must get rid of our pride, we must come down and stand on equality in the 
sight of God, and see in every man a brother, before we can hope to be 
found in glory. 13 Aye, we bless GOO, we thank him that there will be no 
separate tables for one and for another. 14 The Jew and the Gentile will sit 
down together. The great and the small shall feed in the same pasture, and 
we shall sit down with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of 
heaven. Now shut the black book, 15 who wants to say any more about it? 
I have warned you solemnly. I have told you of the wrath to come ! 16 Oh ! 
and the even darkens with some of you. I can see grey-headed men here. 
17 Are your grey hairs a crown of glory or a fo,Jl 's cap to you? Are you 
011 the very verge of heaven, or are you tottering on the brink of your grave 
and sinking down into perdition? Let me warn you, grey-headed men, your 
enemy is coming. Oh. poor tottering IS grey·head, wilt thou take the last 
step into the pit? . . • \\'hat wilt thou do. with seventy wasted years to 
am;wer for, with seventy years of criminality to bring before God? God give 
thee grace this night to put thy trust in Jesus." 

§ " It is not generally a wise thing to tell out all your heart. Samson 
r('ached the climax of follv when he did this to Delilah. Yet if one could 
meet with a Solomon who. could solve all our difficulties, one might wisely do 
so. We have a greater than Solomon in Jesus. who is incarnate wisdom. 
The mi~chief is that with him \W are too silent, and with worldly friends too 
communicative. "19 

§§ 20 If you will remember the world's dire necessities-if you will ponder 
the tremendous value of a soul-if you will think about the dread immeasur
able eternity to which men are ha~tening-if you will recollect that the name 
of Jesus is every day blasphemed-if you will bethink you that false gods 
usurp the place of the God of the whole earth-and if, with these thoughts 
in your mind, you will go forth into daily life to propagate the faith as it is 
in Jesus Christ-if, with prayer, with holy livin~, with a godly example, and 
with earnest walking, you shall all of you be missionaries for Christ, 21 then 
I will be content, and unto God shall be the honour and glory for ever.
Amen." 

"From his sermon at the Crystal Palace, about 20,000 present. Lifting up 
his voice against the tyranny of mammon he cried. I Ecphonesis. 2 Parison. 
3 Ecphonesis, Synonymia and Antistrophe. 4 Isocolon and Parison. 5 Erotesis. 
t From a sermon on Hackney Fields, Sept. 4th, 1855: " The faces of the 
vast crowd turned as one man with deep interest towards the youthful 
speaker, moving them now to smiles, now to sobs of contrition, as he 
spoke of the raptures of heaven and the terrors of hell."-" C. H. Spurgeon, 
His Life and Ministry." Jes<:e Page. 6 Ecphonesk 7 Syntheton. 8 Epana
phora. 9 Polysyndeton. 10 Paradigm. 11 Epicrisis. 12 Anaphora. 13 Epi
phonema. 14 Parison, Metaphora and Polysyndeton. "Toward the close of 
this remarkable sermon, he pictured to the awestruck listeners the horrors of 
the lost .. , . Then, stretching forth his hands in earnest entreaty, he besou~ht 
them to flee the wrath to come. Now shut the black book he cried .... "
Jesse Page. 15 Erotesis. 16 Ecphonesis. 17 Eperotesis. 18 Synecdoche. 
19 Exordium. " As a specimen of skilful introduction we submit the follow
ing taken from Mr. C. H. Spurgeon's sermon notes. The merits of such an 
exordium are great. Its terms are clearly cut. It leads quickly and surely 
up to the theme to be considered. Already, ere the discourse can be said to 
begin, the main truth to be taught is applied and the conscience is convicted, 
while the mind is aroused to consideration. § Text: " She communed with 
him of all that was in her heart."-! Kings, x., 2.-James Douglas, M.A. 
§§ Peroratio from Spurgeon's De Propaganda Fide Lecture, Jan. 4th, 1858, 
to the Y.l\I.C.A. at Exeter Hall. 20Anaphora, Hypothesis, Protasis. 
21Apodosis. 
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Rt. Hon. DAVID LLOYD-GEORGE, M.P. 
HIS ORA. TORY, DELIVERY, AXD SO~IE XOTES 

FRO~,f E~~IIXEXT COXTE~IPOR.A.RY CRITICS. 

Befvre entering into the description of the oratory of the 
Premier, let us first take a cursory ,-iew of the country whence 
he hales. For orer a century Wales has been the centre of the 
world's great preachers. Decade after decade the succession 
of unriralled pulpit eloquence has been unbroken. Xo other 
country can boast of such a galaxy of eminent and remarkable 
dirines. It has resounded with such names as \Yalter 
Craddock, whose eloquence drew thousands at the fairs, the 
market-places, in the fields and along the L.illsides; Daniel 
Rowland, whose stirring Yoice shook the land and brought 
forth throngs from e\·ery quarter of the country; Howell 
Harris, wherse whirlwind oratory like a tempest bore down 
all before it Following these mighty celebrities of Cymric 
eloquence came John Elias, Christmas E,·ans, and \Yilliams 
of \\'tm: Elias, most eminent and popular, the prince of 
pulpit orators, an accomplished rhetorician, a Demosthenes, 
like a tornado his eloquence swep the land, and smote whole 
counties with fear; E\·ans with his winning figures .Allegory 
c.nd Paralola cvnquered all, and was agnominated the John 
Bunyan of the nation; and \\'illiams, philosophic and learned 
was mighty in speech. These with Da,·id Daries, Robert 
RrJ-Jt'rts, and ~Iichatl Roberts, though of less IXJtence yet 
powerful, made Wales ring. Following immediately this hurri
cane vf eloquence came John Jones and Henry Rees: Jones, 
chaste in language and F>ublime in speech; Rees, intense and 
pathetic. Then came the following, whose names are familiar 
to the humblest of the humble, and houschold words in e,·ery 
nc,."Jk of the principality: Gwilym Hiraethog, Lewis Edwards, 
Q,,·en Thomas, Edward ~~Iatthews, Thomas Aubrey, Thomas 
J rJfJf'S, Dr. John Thomas, Thomas Charles Edwards, Robert, 
Llwynhendy, Herbert Evans, Darid Saunders, ano John 
Erans, Eglwysbach. 

These dinnes hare played the principal part in \Ye1sh 
m.t>.·nal life. Thev knew how to touch e\·en7 chord of the 
ernGti(ns, to use t!{e histrionic art, the apostrophe, the direct 
a~·i··eal, and the \'i\·id Hypotyposis to th~ best ad,·antage . 
. \nd as the hundred orators in and around Bo::ton prepared 
the way f0r the coming vf Daniel \\"ebster, the greatest d 
th~ :\mt'rican crat0rs, ~o these ebquent di,·ines prepared the 
way fvr Da\'id Lloyd George, the most distingui:hed of 
T1resmt-day British orators. "The giants of the \\"e1:h 
/JU!j'it," says J. Hugh Edwards, ~LP., "have always rafu:ed 
as the d.ic-f vf his heroes, and his style of oratory has been 
exc!umely modelie-d upon theirs." 
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The fountain of Lloyd George's eloquence arises in the 
well-spring of freedom. His soul was fired at the wholesale 
land evictions in \Yales, and the awful suffering consequent 
thereupon. He thus struck out for the freedom of the Welsh 
church and of the \V elsh people. 

The Right Hon. David Llovd Georrre was born at ~Ian
chester, of \\"elsh parents, in 1S63- Hi~ style of oratory is 
principally "brilliant conversation." In his conciseness he is 
Demosthenic, in repartee he is qi.Lick, and in the use of 
Asteismus he has no superior. His perorations and epilogues 
a.re particularly good and well :finished, and he is master of 
Anaphora, Parenthetical thrusts and Rhythmus. Like most 
great orators, ~Ir. Lloyd George has a :fine poetic conception, 
and is a believer in the efficiency of the platform, as will be 

seen in the following quotation from Jlr. 
Lloyd George in '' The Art of the 
Orator," by Edgar R Jones, M.P.: "I 
once heard ~Ir. Gladstone sav that in a 
conflict between the platforin and the 
press for the direction of public opinion 
in this country, an efficient platform 
would surelv win. Whether that be so 
or not, the "influence of the spoken \Vord 
must· always be great in the government 
of all democratic communities, and in 
every sphere of activity, however exalted. 
it must continue to inspire men and 
fashion their lives. Every aid to the 
efficient discharge of so important a 

Characteristic gesture function must be welcome." 
~-ef.:~i~,c;~~ The Orator. 
" ~[r. Lloyd George has enjoyed from early m his life the gift of clear, 

forceful and eloquent speech .... It is recorded that during his younger days. 
he would walk through the country lanes rehearsin;( his speeches aloud. So 
completely did he master early in his life the art of public speaking, that at 
the present day he finds it po>,ible to deliver a speech with the aid of only 
a few hurried phrases on a slip of paper. ' He is in this respect,' says the 
editor of The Dailv Ke-,j}s, 'the antithesis of :\lr. Churchill .... But it has 
qualities of sudde~ eloquence, ima,:;inatil'e flight and quick wit that make it 
unique in the records of political oratory. .-\bove all, it has a quite unexampled 
air of intimacy. His n.-iftly responsive nature brings him into extraordinary 
close relations with his audience, so that he almost lea\·es the impression of 
o bnllia1tt con~·asation in which all ha\·e been engaged . . . ' "-""The ~ew 
Lloyd George and the Old," by E. \\'. \\'alters; pub. 1915 by J'Oseph John
son, Holborn Hall. 

" He has a flexible, sympathetic voice, a sih·ery mellifluou:> articulation, 
and his action is that of an accompli;hed orator."-" Daily News," April 
2nd, 1890. 

His :1Iaiden Speech in the House of Commons, June 13, tsgo. 
"It v;as a soft·spoken, skilful piece of debating, expressed in e:>Ccellent, 

idiomatic English. It was full of swift debating; thrusts and sharp-edged jests. 
It was in this speech that he described Lord Randolph Churchill and Joseph 
Chamberlain as ' political contortionists who can perform the great feat of 
planting their feet in one direction and setting their faces in another.' Here
was just the kind of humour that the House of Commons loves. It came-
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\\·rll within the line of that traditional parliamentary wit which has to be 
appreciated ew~n by its Yictims. ~Jr. Lloyd Ge.orge by no means despi~es t~e 
tactirs of puiJ!ic appeal. if necessary, he Will usc even the theatncal m 
ordtr to impress the public mind."-" The Prime ~finister," by Harold Spen.
r.lt-r, puiJ. by 1-!odtltr & Stoughton. 

" What are the methods by which the man has attained success? ...• 
CourJgr, oratory, astute use of the Press, and supreme smartness ..... 
,\ssociated with every village, frequently with every chapel, was a Literary 
and Dehatin•r Society, peculiarly adapt'ed fur developing oratory and shaping. 
the powers ~~ debate. The members of various such Societies in a given 
ar~a frequently combined to form societies of a more pronouncedly nationalist 
character, known as ' Cymmrodorion.' None of these may have been exactly 
an ' Oxford L'nion '-but they answered the purpose of sharprning the wit, 
of brightening the intellect, and of trahiing the powers of both oratory and 
debate. Of each and all these facilities young David Lloyd George took the 
flll!Pst ad1antage, and soon became recognised among their ablest debaters. 
Their work was supplemented at the local parliament of the village smithy ... 
1 when', night after night we discussed all the abstruse questions relating to· 
this world and the next, in politics, in theology, in philosophy and science .. !' 
said Mr. LJt,yJ G0orge when Chanceller of the Exchequer."-" Life Romance 
of Lloyd George," by .Geriah Evans, pub. 1916. 

His J'oice and Wit. 
" ,\ voice of singular sweetness and melody, adds an indescribable charm. 

to the concise form of his vigorous utterances .... He has all these qualities 
of quick repartee-of scathing invective, of logical analysis, and of caustic 
wit and humour which make up the necessary outfit of a great Parliamentary 
debater .... On the occasion of his first visit to Carmarthenshire in South 
Walei, thr chairman confessed to the audience that he was quite disappointed 
in Mr. Lloyd George's appearance. ' I had heard so much about Mr. Lloyd 
George,' he declared, 1 that I naturally expected to meet a big man in every 
sense, but, as you can see for yourselves, he is a very small man in stature. • 
~lr. Llnyll George was equal to the occasion: ' I am grieved to find that 
your chai~man is disappointed in my size,' he quietly replied, ' but this. 
is owing to the way you have in the south of measuring a man. In North 
Wal~s we m~asure a man from his chin up, but you evidently measure him 
from his chin down.' "-" From Yillage Green to Downing Street. Life 
of the Rt. Hon. D. Lloyd George," by J. Hugh Edwards, pub. 1908, br 
George \'ewnes, Ltd. 

An Eloquent Peroration. 
" This speech, cogent in its statem!'nts, irrefutable in its arguments, would. 

be famous even if it rested only on its peroration, for here its dialectic_:l1 force 
reachrd it.; culminating point. The Irish Members were supporting the Bill, 
~nd Mr. Lloyd George, in concluding, turned to them, and with a tenderness 
in hi' tone, and appeal in his evt>ry grsture, spoke with an eloquence
rrmmt<r~nt of the gr£'atest of Irish orators:-
' " ' \\'e [tre in a minority,' he said, turning dramatically to face them, 

for one n·a~on, and onP reason only, and I am not ashamed of it. It is be
r3use wr committed ourselves to the cause of Ireland. In 1868 we threw over 
our mo't cherished leaders in this country, Spurgeon and Bright, Dr. AllaR, Dr. 
O:lil', nr.d th~ ri~ht honourable g<'ntlemiln, the Member from West Birminct. 
h:1rr: (\lr. Chamberl~in). \\'e threw them ol'er fer one reason only; v.~e
rrahsPd what was due to Ir~land. It is rather hard, -1 think,' he proceeded in 
a softrnrd tonr, ' to be put in this plight of b~ing beaten down for the cause 
of lrrland, and that Irishmen, of all people, should help our foes and theirs 
to rn:~l~~ our deffat more intolerable. Let them remembrr this: the people 
who will h·nt·fit by this Rill are the people who coerced Ireland and supported 
rwry mr·:;<ure for throwin~ thrir lradrr;; into prison. In Wales we were 
ofTrrrd by thr ~lc·mbrr from \\'est Birmingham, .disestablishment if we would 
throw m r·r Home Rulr. \\'e did not do it, and ~orne of the mrn who declined 
to do it will !;e sold up for rates under this Bill, and probably imprisoned 
und~r thr :mndamus of this Rill. They will remember.' he added, pointing his 
oulstrrt; h'·d finger rropro1·ingly in the direction of the Irish Itenches, • that 
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the instrument under which that happened was forged partly by the Irish 
Members. Even the chiefs of their own church have not been as good friends 
as the chiefs of l\onconformity. Cardinal Vaughan, a priest of their own 
&urch, passes them by when they are fallen by the roadside. I am not 
sure that he did not join in helping their assailants. But Noncomformist 
samaritans, from the Catholic point of view, who are distant as the poles 
in their religious views, declined absolutely to listen to the appeals of religious 
bigotry, and helped them, notwithstanding all the risks which they foresaw. 
I do appeal to honourable :\!embers from Ireland sincerely for the sake of 
their own country. I appeal to them not to join in oppressing Xonconformists 
who ha\'e been their friends, with the enemies of their faith and their 
race.' 

" .... Here was Bright's simplicity of thought, directness of expression, 
and vivid instinctive fighting qualities. It was this fighting quality, together 
with its wealth of rhetorical graces, ... which made this speech surpassingly 
brilliant as a piece of oratory. . . "-" The Life of David Lloyd George," 
by J. Hugh Edwards, ~LP .. pub. 1913. The \\'amley Book Co. 

Empire's Honour. 
"Mr. Lloyd George's characteristic qualities were notably 

exhibited in his invigorating and inspiring speech on the war 
in the Queen's Hall on Saturday afternoon. It touched many 
chords-irony, scorn, pathos, denunciation-and ended with 
a passage of prophetic eloquence. . . . The whole audience 
burst into laughter when Mr. Lloyd George asked, 'Have 
you any £5 notes about you, or any of those neat little 
Treasury £1 notes?' But the mood changed when he went 
on to exclaim, 'If you have, burn them. They are only 
scraps of paper ! ' And there were fierce cheers in response 
to his telling questions and answers : ' What are they made 
of? '-Rags. What are they worth?-The \vhole credit of 
the British Empire.' He fiercely denounced the savage ~nd 
destructive spirit that animates the German troops in dealmg 
with the Belgians .... Then in a peroration of rare eloquence, 
Mr. Lloyd George hailed the rise in this country, as the 
result of the war, of a new patriotism, richer, nobler and more 
elevated than the old."-From "The Times," 1Ionday, 
September 21st, 1914. 

E:ctracts fro111 his Greatest Speech. 
" I have come this aftern~on to talk to my fdlow<ountrymen about this 

great war and the part we are to take in it. I feel my task is easier after 
we have been listening to the greatest battle-song in the word. (Cheers.) 
(1bis was a reference to " :\len of Harlech," which y;as sung before he 
rose.) 1 There is no man in this room who has always regarded the prospects 
of engaging in a great war with greater reluctanc~, with greater repugnance, 
than I have done throughout the whole of my political life. There is no man 
either itJSide or outside this room more convinced that we could not have 
avoided it without national dishonour. (Cheers.) I am fully alive to the 
fact that whenever a nation has engaged in any war she has always invoked 
the sacred name of honour. :\!any a crime has been committed in its name; 
there are some crimes being committed now. But all the same, national 
honour is a reality, and any nation that disregards it is doomed. \\'hy is 
our honour as a countrY invoh·ed in this war? Because in the first place 
we are bound in an hdnou~able obligation to defend the independencE>, the 
liberty, the integrity of a small neighbour that has lived peacefully, but shr 
could not have compelled us because she is weak. (Cries of ' Quite right!') 
~The man who declines to dischar~e his debt because his creditor is too poor 
to enforce it is a blackguard.* (Cheers.) 

1 Anaphora, see Anadiplosis. 
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" t \\"e entered into this treaty, a solemn treaty, to defend Belgium and 
her integrity. Our signatures are attached to the document. Our signatures 
do not stand alone. . . . 

"3 What is a treaty? says the German Chanceiior. "A scrap of paper." 
Have you any fjJ notes about you? I am not calling for them. (Laughter.) 
Have vou any of those little neat Treasury notes? (Laughter.) If you 
have burn them· they are onlv scraps of paper. (Cheers.) 3 What are they 
mad~ of? Rags.' (Laughter.) ·What are they worth? The whole credit of 
the British Empire. (Cheers.) ' Scraps of paper.' I have been dealing with 
scraps of paper within the last month. We suddenly found the commerce of 
the world coming to a standstill. The machine had stopped. I will tell you 
why. We discovered, many of us for the first time, that the machinery of 
commerce was moved by bills of exchange. I have seen some of them
(laughter)-4 wretched, crinkled, scrawled over, blotched, frowsy-and yet 
wretched little scraps of paper move great ships, laden with thousands of 
tons of precious cargo from one end of the world to the other. (Cheers.) 
3 What was the motive power behind them? The honour of commercial men. 
(Cheers.) 2 Treaties are the currency of international statesmanship. Belgium 
has been treated brutally-how brutally we shall not yet know. We know 
alreadv too much. s What has she done? Had she sent an ultimatum to 
Germany? Had she challenged Germany? Was she preparing to make war on 
Germany? Had she inflicted any wrong upon Germany which the Kaiser 
was bound to redress? She was one of the most unoffending little countries 
in Europe. There she was, 6 peaceful, industrious, thrifty, hardworking, 

.giving offence to no one. 7 Her cornfields have been trampled down. Her 
villages have heen burned to the ground. Her art treasures have been 
destroyed. Her men have been slaughtered; yes, and her women and her 
children too. What had she done? Hundreds and thousands of her people, 
their neat, comfortable little homes burnt to dust, wandering homeless in their 
own land. i What was their crime? Their crime was that they trusted to the 
word of a Prussian king. 

Outrages in Bdgium. 
It is enough for me to have the story which the Germans themselves • avow, 

admit, defend, proclaim. s The burning and massacring, the shooting down 
of harmless people. 3 Why? Because, according to the Germans, they fired 
on German soldiers. 9 \Vhat business had the German soldiers there at all? 
(Cheers.) Belgium was acting in pursuance of a most sacred right, the right 
to defer.d her own home. to But they were not in uniform when they were 
shot. 11 If a burglar broke into the Kaiser's palace at Potsdam, 1 destroyed 
his furniture, shot down his servants, ruined. his art treasures, 12 especially 
those he made himself-(!aughter and cheers)-burned his precious manu
script, 9 do you think he would wait until he got into uniform before he shot 
him down? (Laughter.) They were dealing with those who had broken into 
their households. But their perfidy has already failed. They entered Belgium 
to save time. 2 They have not gained time, but they ha\'e lost their good 
name. 

The Cau of Serbia. 
" But Bel~ium was not the only little nation that has been attacked in 

this war, and I make no excuse for referring to the case of the other little 
nation-the case of Serbia .... Russia has a special regard for Serbia .... 
\ustria knew that; Germany knew that; and Germany turned round to 
Russia and said : 13 ' I insist that you shall stand by with your arms folded 
whilst Au~tria is strangling your little brother to death.' (Laughter.) What 
answer did the Rus;;ian Slav give? He ga\'e the only answer that becomes 
a man. (Cheers.) He turned to Au~tria and said: u 'You lav your hands 
o:1 that little fellow and I 'I\ ill tear your ramshackle empire limb from limb.' 
(Prolonged chem.) And he is doing it. (Renewed cheers.) 

2 Epiphonema, * Prooimion, t Pisteis : The Treaty, Outrages in Belgium, 
Case of Serbia, History of Small Nations, The German People, Through 
T~rror to Triumph, etc., etc., A Welsh Army. 3 Sermocinatio. 4 Compound 
\\ords, see also Epitheton. 5 Eperotesis. 6 Synonymia. 7 Parison. 8 Syn
theton, Membrum, Hypotyposis. 9 Erotesis. 10 Hypophora. t I Paradigm, see 
also Paradiegesis and Parabola. 12 Parenthesis, see Parenthetical Thrusts. 13 
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History of Little Nations. 
" That is the story of little nations. The world owes much to littlE 

nations-(cheers)-and to little men.lt (Laughter and chee;s.) This theor) 
of bigness-this theory that you must have a big empire and a big natior 
.and a big man-u well, ·long legs have their advantage in a retreat. 
(Laughter.) 16 The greatest art of the world was the work of little nations 
The most enduring literature of the world came from little nations. Th€ 
greatest literature of England came from her when she was a nation of the 
size of Belgium fighting a great empire. The heroic deeds that thrill humanity 
through generations were the deeds of little nations fighting for their freedom. 
Yes, 11 and the salvation of mankind came through a little nation. God ha! 
chosen little nations as the vessels by which He carries His choicest wines to 
the lips of humanity, 18 to rejoice their hearts, to exalt their vision, 19 to 
stimulate and strengthen their faith ; and 20 if we had stood by when two little 
nations were being crushed and broken by the brutal hands of barbarism, 21 our 
-shame would have rung down the everlasting ages. (Cheers.) 

'The Test of Ot1r Faith.' 
" .... \Vhat about England? ~ 2 Go to Creece, the Netherlands, Italy, 

Germany, France-In all those lands I could point out places where the sons 
of Britain have died for the freedom of those peoples. (Cheers.) France has 
made sacrifices for the freedom of other lands than her own. Can you name 
a single country in the world for the freedom of which modern Prussia has 
ever sacrificed a single life? (Cheers.) By the test of our faith, the highest 
standard of cirilisation, is the readiness to sacrifice for others. 

Trihute to the German People .. 
" I will not say a single word in disparagement of the German people. 

'They are a great people, and have great qualities of head, of hand, and of 
heart. I bl'lieve, in spite of recent events, there is as great a store of kindness 
in the German peasant as in any peasant in the world, but he has been 
drilled into a false idea of civilisation. (Hear, hear.) 23 It is efficient, it is 
capable; but it is a hard civilisaton ; it is a selfish civilisation ; it is a 
material civilisation. They cannot comprehend the action of Britain at the 
present moment; they say so. 13 ' France,' they say, 'we can understand; 
she is out for vengeance ; she is out for territory-i\lsace and Lorraine. 
(Cheers.) Russia, she is fighting for mastery; she wants Galicia.' 24 They 
can understand you fighting for vengeance, they can understand you fighting 
for mastery, they can understand you fighting for greed of territory; but they 
cannot understand a great empire pledging its resources, pledging its might, 
pledging the lives of its children, pledging its very existence to protect a 
little nation that seeks for its defence. (Cheers.) 

Through Terror to Triumph. 
"24 They think we cannot beat them. It will not be easy. It will be 

a long job; it will be a te'rrible war; but in the end we shall march through 
terror to triumph. (Cheers.) We shall need all our qualities, every quality 
that Britain and its people possess : 25 prudence in counsel, daring in action, 
tenacity in purpose, courage in defeat, moderation in dctory-(cheers)-in 
all things faith, and we shall win. (Cheers.) It has pleased them to believe 
and to preach that we are a decadent and degenerate nation. They proclaim 
it to the world, 26 through their professors-(laughter)-27 that we are a non
heroic nation, skulking behind our mahogany counters, whilst we are egging 
on more gallant races to their destruction. 

'A Welsh Army in the Field.' 
" Some have already_ given their lives. There are some who have given 

more than their own lives; they have given the lives of those who are dear to 

Ethopoeia. 14 Hypocatastasis. 15 Aposiopesis and Asteismus. 16 Anacephal
cosis, Parison, see also Accumulatio, and Aparithmesis. 17 Epanorthosis. 
18 lsocolon. 19 Syntheton. 20 Protasis. 21 Apodosis. 22 Symphoresis, see 
Accumulatio. 23 Antithesis and Parison, Asyndeton. 24 Paromology and 
Asyndeton. 25 Exegesis, Isocolon, Parison, and Ar.cumulatio. 26 Asteismus, 
see Parenthetical Thrusts. 27 Epanalepsis, see Emphatic Repetition, Echo. 
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them. I honour their courage and 28 may God be their comfort and th~ir 
~tn·n<'th. But their reward is at hand; those who have fallen have 29 dted 
t'unse:ratcd deaths. They ha\'e taken their part in the making of a new 
Europt-a new world. I can see sig~s of !t coming thro.ugh the glare of the 
Lattlr~·fiPiu. The people of all lands wtll gam more by th1s struggle than they 
c.ompreht-nd al the present moment. They. will be rid of. the .grea.test menace 
to tlwir freedom. That is not all. There IS another blessmg, mfimtely greater 
and more enduring, which is emerging already out of this great contest-a 
11 ~w patriotism, richer, nobler, and more exalted than the old. I see a new 
n .. "·ognitiun amongst ;~II classes high and low, shedding themselves of selfish
ness-ao a new rrcognition that the honour of a country does not 3l depend 
metely on th<> maintenance'of its glory in the stricken field, but also in pro
lectin•' its homes from distress. 2 2 It is a nrw patriotism which is bringing 
a ne\~ outlook for all classes. The great flood of 33 luxury and sloth which 
had submcrgrd the land is receding, and a new Britain is appearing. We can 
~u·, for the first time, the fundamental things that matter in life, that had 
Lrr,n obscurt>d from our vision by the tropical growth of prosperity. 

" !lfay I tell you a simple 34 parable what I think this war is doing for 
us? I know a valley in North Wales, between the mountains and the sea. 
J.\ It is a beautiful valley, snug, comfortable, sheltered by the mountains from 
all the bitter blasts. It is very enervating, and I remember how the boys 
were in the habit of climbing the hill above the village to have a glimpse of the 
great mountains in the distance, and to be stimulated and freshened by the 
breezes which came from the hill tops, and by the spectacle of their grandeur. 
JG !Fe hat'e been living in a sheltered valley for generations. Jlle have been 
too comfortable and too indulgent, many, perhaps, too selfish, and the 
stern hand of fate has scourged us to an elevation where we can see the ever
lasting things that matter for a nation-the great peaks we had forgotten
Honour, Duty, Patriotism, and, clad in glittering white, the towering pinnacles 
of sacrifice pointing like a rugged finger to heaven. We shall descend into the 
valleys again ; but as long as men and women of this generation last, they 
will carry in their hearts the image of those mighty peaks whose foundations 
are not shaken, though Europe rock and sway in the convulsions of a great 
v.·ar." (Prolonged chef:'rs.) 

"A. Great Speech." 
'' The Chancellor of the Exchequer delivered on Saturday 

to an audience composed chiefly of his Welsh fellow-country
men, the greatest speech of his public career. Some speeches 
are deeds, and this is such a one .... The Chancellor of the 
Exchequer attained a height of eloquence that will scarcely 
be surpassed in public references to the war. Yet he was not 
merely eloquent. His speech was closely reasoned and 
nourished \vith historical facts. He dwelt on our constant 
defence of Belgian neutrality and dealt scornfully with the 
' scrap of paper' theory of treaties : .. and he clinched his 
argument with a telling phrase: 'Treaties are the currency 
of international statesmanship.' 

(ThP a hove 1·xtracts are taken mainly from " The Times.") 

~ Paramythia, Epilogue. 29 Pare!(menon. .30 Anadiplosis. 31 Arsis and 
lhl'sis. 32 Emphatic Repetition. .33 Svntheton. 34 Parabola, see also Alle-
1-:0ry. 35 D<•:.rriptio, see also Diatypesis. 36 Peroratio with Allegory, 
An:tphora and Antithesis. 
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WENDELL PHILLIPS: HIS ORATORY, DELIVERY AND 

SOME NOTES FROM EMINENT CONTEMPORARY 

AND SUBSEQUENT CRITICS. . 

Before taking up the orators of the Great War we shall now 
survey the oratory of those whose eloquence still rings in the 
memory of living men though the orator has long since passed 
away. Among these Wendell Phillips stands at the head as the 
greatest talking orator. He was the heavy artillery of the abo
lition movement. With him the abolition of American slavery 
was a holy creed, a religion. He was born Nov. 29; 1811, in 
Boston, the intellectual hub of the United States and the cradle 
of American liberty, and of the hundred orators in and around 
Boston, he was the only Boston boy. 

Wendell Phillips' fame dates from his use of these tw() 
powerful Figures of Thought: Apostrophe and Proso
popceia in the protest meeting against the murder of Lovejoy. 
In the same way William Jennings Bryan leaped into renown 
by employing that wonderful metaphor "Cross of Gold" in the 
Democratic Convention in 1896. He was slow and deliberate in 
his delivery, but had sufficient rapidity to give it that animation 
and freshness which so much charm an audience. 

He was a great scholar and his style was of the highest culture 
and polish, at the same time it was natural. No man has ever 
exceeded him in natural conversational oratory. Phillips was 
distinguished in his use of irony, sarcasm and invective. Of 
modern times, he was the best example of the Greek theory: the 
greatest action with the least apparent effort. The reason of his 
great eloquence was his devotion to a great cause, the cause of 
freedom, for which cause he gave up fortune and a lucrative 
profession. 

"You are looking for a man who is all art, all thunder. Lo !' 
a quiet man glides on to the platform and begins talking in a 
simple, easy, conversational way; presently he makes you smile 
at some happy turn, then he startles you by a rapier-like thrust, 
then he electrifies you by grand outburst of feeling. 'You listen, 
believe, applaud, and that is Wendell Phillips-that is also ora
tory,-to produce the greatest effect by the quietest me.ans.' " 

"Oratory and Orators," by William Mathews, LL.D., published 
by S. C. Griggs and Company, Chicago. 
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"Wendell Phillips, Orator and Agitator," by Lorenzo S~ars, 
L.H.D., published by Doubleday, Page & Co., has the followmg: 

His Perorations 
"There was another and rare\ but most impressive feature 

which has sometimes been overlooked in traditional accounts of 
his prevailing colloquial address-that is, the beauty and sublime 
impressiveness of his closing paragraphs when the subject re
quired it. Occasionally the same perfection of rhythmic speech 
marked the end of some division of an address* especially note· 
worthy also are the perorationst of the addresses entitled 'Under 
the Flag' and 'War for the Union,' 'The State of the Country' 
and 'Lincoln's Election,' 'Christianity a Battle,' 'The Education 
of the People,' 'The Scholar in a Republic,' 'Daniel q'Connell' 
and 'William Lloyd Garrison.' 

After figures of speech and thought or apt anecdotes, nothing 
fastens the gist of a paragraph in the hearers' memory like barbed 
epigramst. Phillips had a condensing invention which could 
mass the weighty discourse of an hour into a single sentence, as 
'Power is ever shifting from the many to the few,' 'On God's 
side, one is a majority,' 'Popular agitation is the life of a repub
lic.' As an agitator his hope rested on this principle.· He be
lieved that the people would eventually side with righteousness 
when they saw it clearly." 

"Upon rising to speak, he slowly buttoned his black frock 
coat, and advanced to his position on the platform with the easy 
deliberation of a gentleman in his drawing-room. Unlike Webster, 
he never appeared in the conventional evening dress. The weight 
of the body was usually supported upon the left foot, with the 
right slightly advanced at an easy angle, his head bent slightly 
forward and gently inclined to one side. The attitude was the 
union of firmness and repose, the perfect economy of muscular 
tffort.. 

His Voice 
The chief weapon of his oratory was his voice. The musical 

register was a baritone, used in the upper series of the chest 
notes. With its absolute purity, and its density of vibratory 
resonance, his voice possessed a carrying power that penetrated 
to every part of any large audience room. It had an intimate 
to11e as if it were speaking to each one as an unknown friend. 
:o\nother el~ment in its magical charm was the easy method of 
i~s productiOn. They (modulations) were the flexible intona
tiOns _of. elevated conversation. His modulation, like his style 
and diction, was the perfection of talkiug to people. 

I_n rate of ut.terance he a~hieved the rare excellence of speaking 
deliberately Without seemmg slow. He was enabled to secure 

tTI1e peroration on "Toussaint l'Ouverture" came first in the 
author's rnumeration. 

tSee Epiphonema. 
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audibility and distinctness by giving sufficient time, or 'quantity' 
to the formation of the open vowels and a clear-cut stamp to 
the consonants. With an indifference to the foppery of culture, 
he would put to frequent use the colloquialisms, 'well,' 'can't,' 
'wasn't' 'don't' 'won't' 'woul~'t' 'shouldn't' but from his re
fined lips they' seemed 'almost to gain authority and propriety. 

His Emphasis, Force, Pause, Etc. 
"In the use of the intellectual and emotional instruments of 

expression-'emphasis' and 'force,' 'inflection' and 'pitch,' 'move
ment' and 'pause,'-he had a felicity which attuned them to every 
shade of sentiment and meaning. Whenever he wished the audi
ence to weigh any important thought he had just uttered, he 
made a most skilful use of the emphatic pause. ~ornetimes the 
pause would be made before the word; then the word came with 
the added value of an aroused curiosity. But when his voice 
stopped, his mind did not. 

The interval was always filled with some expressiveness of 
manner that enhanced the vividness of the thought 'Why cannot 
I make an audience cry as you do?' he once asked Anna Dickin
son. 'Because, Mr. Phillips you never cry yourself,' was the 
truthful reply.' · 

In his poetical quotations he usually lowered his pitch, slightly 
retarded his movement, softened the force and infused the tones 
with his deep appreciation of the sentiment, but he attempted no 
more. In his most pitiless invective his eyes were half closed in 
withering scorn, and his voice was smooth, steady and low.* 

His Gestures 

He made many more gestures than he was supposed to have 
made. He freely used the open palm, now with one hand, now 
with both. In the expression of ideas that were disagreeable to 
him he used the averted palm. In the more moderate emphasis 
of feeling he placed his index finger, or the palm, or the fist 
of one hand on the supine palm of the other. Contrasted ideas 
were almost always symbolized by some expressive antithetic 
gesture. The difficult art of gracefully standing still before an 
audience he observed to perfection. The hands either hung 
quietly by the side, or were clasped behind or in front of him. 
He never walked the platform. He was often an enthusiastic 
observer of actual training in vocal culture and expressive de
livery; and took delight in assisting his young kinsmen in pre
paring their tasks in declamation. 

His Advice-Be Yourself 
'Never use a word in private you would not use in public. 

Be yourself, and you will succeed.'" 
"The Andover Review'' Editorial, Boston, March 1884, pp. 

309-316. 
"He is a natural orator. He is highly cultivated by art, more 
*See Rhythm of Ironia. 
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highly than most of his admirers suspect; but he is, to begin with, 
a natural speaker. When he was twelve years old, he made h.is 
first schoolboy declamation in the old Latin school-house m 
School Street in Boston. 

His figure is lithe and slim. He is of a .sang~ine temperamen~, 
blonde in complexion; and light-brown ha1r, shghtly sandy. H1s 
face beams with an expression of resolute goodness, if we may 
use the term. 

When the applause which always. heralds him to an. audience 
subsides, he quietly commences. The words flow fort~ m a le~el, 
colloquial way, with a rhythm decided, but not forcmg notice; 
and for sometime after he begins he produces a pleasing rather 
than impressive effect upon the hearer. 

The Protest Meeting on the LovejO'j' Murder 
He began by calmly expressing his 'surprise' at the sentiments 

of the last speaker-surprise at such sentiments from such a 
man; but most of all, surprise that they should have elicited ap
plause within these walls. He was vehemently interrupted; they 
tried to put him down, but he went on with a rising and equable 
ardor till he gained the acme of his impassioned diatribe-raising 
his voice till it rang through the outer arches of the now listening 
Hall; and pointing his outstretched finger to the portraits of the 
heroes of the Revolutionary day, frowning from the wall, he 
exclaimed: 'I thought those pictured lips would have broken into 
voice to rebuke the recreant American-the slanderer of the 
dead. The gentleman said (here he fixed his glittering gaze on 
him (Austin) that he should sink into insignificance if he dared 
to gainsay the principles of these resolutions. Sir, for the senti
ments he has uttered, on soil consecrated by the prayers of 
Puritans and the blood of patriots;, the earth should have 
yawned and swallowed him up.' He spoke this as if he would 
dart lightning through his veins; and deafening applause fol
lowed the daring appeal. The resolutions were at once voted on 
and adopted, and the' youthful champion came down from the 
platform a famous man. 

In no sense can he be called a demonstrative speaker. He 
rather seems to suppress than express all he feels. Thus he calls 
the i.maginat~on of the hearer ~nto play to aid the conception of 
the 1dea wh1ch hearer feels hm1 to be struggling with, though 
he does not see the struggle. 

When he utters such ejaculations (referring to the Fugitive 
Slave Law) as 'The United States Constitution is a covenant 
with Hell,' he does not gnash his teeth like the stereotype agi
tator is presumed to do; no, he is as 'bland as a couple of sum
mer mornings,' as it has been expressed. In an address in which 
he was describing European matters in a commonplace, chatty 
way, he uttered the sentence: "There is a {>lace on the pavement 
of Florence upon which is graven these words: 'On this spot, 
three hundred years ago, sat Dante;' he uttered it gently, but 
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with entire change of manner and rhythm as though he was 
impressed for the moment with the shadowy presence of the sad 
man who went down into hell." 

His propositions are few, but enforced with great variety and 
felicity of illustration. He has considerable humor and some wit. 
His fancy is also playful. Careful as his composition is in its 
main features, it is yet a colloquial style. 

His Voice 
On its lower notes it is very rich, though on its general level 

it is thin. Although his tones are level and low, yet the accurate
ness of his articulation renders them audible to an audience of 
several thousands. His tones have a rhythm and a melodious 
flow, but they have no song as of ideal music floating on their 
cadences. 

The orator should frame his style upon the basis of good, 
plain, common sense talk; man to man, face to face, hand to hand; 
the same plain, frank way in which he would say 'Good morning,' 
and 'how are you.' But that style, in its rhythmic flow, and as 
it advances in its more and more imposing diction should lead 
off and lead up toward the vistas of cloud-land and the music of 
the spheres. 

His Quietness Does Not Forewarn 
He is more quiet than any orator we have ever heard, who pre

tended to passion. It is the very style of an agitator, because 
it has no agitation. Y ott are not forewarned by it against excite
ment. We remember noticing in one of his most inflammable · 
appeals a slight but significant indication of the entire repose of 
the body and arms; for the fingers of his right hand were dang
ling and playing on the side of the table upon which it rested, 
while he was delivering the very climax of the appeal. This 
repose of manner is rarely broken. 

He has a certain species of the power of declamatory interro
gation; the power of putting those short, sharp questions which 
smite with their -scornful sarcasm. This was a marked quality 
in Henry Clay's style of oratory-so with a sudden, tempest-like 
squall, the blue-eyed Kentuckian one day startled the opponents 
of the War of 1812 in the House of Representatives. He was 
discoursing on his darling theme-the glory of his country; and 
on a sudden he came down upon them with all his might. On 
the words of one single questioning sentence he seemed to let 
right down on them a storm of indignation: 'If a man is not 
patriotic'-here there was an immense pause, everybody ex
pecting then a prepared descent of declamatory denunciation on 
the wretch who 'is not patriotic'-but the great master dropped 
his voice and he crushed the man who 'is not patriotic' with the 
single sentence,-'what is he good for?' 

Foretokening the Thought 
In Phillips' face, too, you will often see an expression of 

features foretokening the thought whose blow, in an instant more 
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you will feel; just as the lightning o~ the face of he~ven glitters 
in our eyes before the thunder from 1ts depths roars m our ears. 

He was stormy (against Kossuth) ~nd spoke i? a vocifer?us 
key. This he relieved and alt~rnated w!th much. skill, by droppmg 
his voice on sudden, sharp mterrogat10ns, wh1ch he put to the 
imaginary Kossuth; and not unfrequently his tone sunk down to 
a whisper. The transitions from that whisper to the loud, fierce 
clauses of his vituperation were prodigiously effective." 

"The Golden ArYe of American Oratorv." hy Edward G. Parker. 
"Weudell Phillips: The Agitator/' by 'carlos Martyn, published 

in 1890, by Funk and Wagnalls Company, gives a most interesting 
account of Phillips' oratory, a few extracts of which are here 
added: 

"How describe the voice? It was of no great range. In the 
higher register it was thin. But in the middle and lower notes, 
where he usually held it, it resembled the tones of Paganini's 
violin." · 

''In ~Ir. Phillips the rhythm was felt rather than perceived. 
The cadence was lulling and beguiling, never obtrusive. In rate 
of utterance he was neither fast nor slow-slow enough to be 
distinctly heard, yet fast enough to give the impression of ani
mation." 

Thomas Wentworth Higginson says : 
"The keynote to the oratory of \V en dell Phillips lay in this: 

that it was essentially conversational,-the conversational raised 
to its highest power. Perhaps no orator ever spoke with so little 
apparent effort or began so entirely on the plane of his average 
hearers. It was as if he simply repeated, in a little louder tone, 
what he had just been saying to some familiar friend at his 
elbow." 

"The poise of his manly figure, the easy grace of his attitude, 
the thrilling modulation of his perfectly trained voice, the dig
nity of his gesture, the keen penetration of his eye, all aided to 
keep his hearers in hand. The colloquialism was never relaxed; 
but it was familiarity without loss of keeping." 

':Jhen, as t~e argument went on, the voice grew deeper, the 
action m.ore ammated, and the sentences came in a long, sonorous 
swell, still easy and graceful, but powerful as the soft stretching 
of a tiger's paw." 
. "It w~s this ~olloquial quality, infinitely varied yet without 
mterruptwn, wh1ch made him the least tedious of speakers." 

."He had. ex~ctly the manner for an agitator, it was so entirely 
Without agitatwn. This repose, fire under snow enabled him to 
hus~and all his electricity and flash it out t~ magnetize the 
audience." 
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Rev. HENRY WARD BEECHER 
REV. HENRY WARD BEECHER: HIS ORATORY, DE

LIVERY, AND SOME NOTES TAKEN FROM EMI
NENT CONTEMPORARY AND SUBSEQUENT 
CRITICS. 

Henry Ward Beecher, the great American preacher was born 
at Litchfield, Conn., June 24, 1812, and died at Brooklyn, N. Y., 
March 8, 1887. Of all modern divines, he approached nearest 
the eloquence of Demosthenes. Many of the bold Figures of 
Thought for which the noted Athenian was so famous, were 
most skilfully and effectively employed by Mr. Beecher. Among 
his numerous figures, the Aposiopesis, tlie Paralepsis, Paradoxon, 
Aitiology, Mimesis, Eperotesis, Apostrophe, Prosopopreia, As
teismus are noticeably apparent. He used both Pathos and Ethos. 
His oratory was multifarious and of much variety, though the 
basis of it was conversational. 

Beecher's eloquence may be traced: 1st, to his wonderful con
centration. He could so concentrate his mind upon a given 
matter, that he could reproduce it at a moment's requisition in a 
speech or sermon at a future date; 2nd, to the lofty spirit that 
fired him. When discoursing on the glorious theme of liberty, 
he was at his best. His voice then rang out in clarion notes. 
His speech at Liverpool, in 1863, wherein he championed the cause 
of freedom, is universally considered his most eloquent. 

Henry Ward Beecher 
"Mr. Beecher was great as an emotional orator, will probably 

be regarded as the first of that class of the public speakers of 
this country, and as not surpassed in any century. He was born 
an emotional orator." 

"The Christian Intelligencer," March 16, 1887. 
How Beecher Prepared His Sermons 

11 but we would not advise any of our young 
preachers to follow this course, unless they are pretty confident 
that they are incipient Beechers.-'Ed. Universalist.' 

'I read a book for information and inspiration. If, while 
reading, a thought comes to me which is worth expanding, I 
write down the title of the book, the passage which suggested the 
thought, the hour of the day, or the night, the local surroundings, 
in fact everything which will enable me to reproduce my exact 
mood-then I write till I have nothing more to say on that topic. 
I fold my manuscript, write the name of the topic on its back, an1 
lay it away. On Sunday morning I begin my sermon. I know 
what my congregation is thinking about, and my subject is gen
erally in the line of their thought. It flashes into my mind that 
I have written on that topic. I hunt among my manuscripts, 
find the one I want, and have a sermon at hand which with a 
little alteration and addition serves my purpose. I try by reading 
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and re-reading the title of t~e b~ok, the quoted passage, .and 
the narrative of the surroundmg circumstances to get back mto 
the mood in which I was when I wrote the manuscript. Then I 
go into the pulpit and let my mind swing'---;-Life of Beecher. . 

l\Iost of his (Beecher's) time was spent tn general study;. h1s 
Sunday morning sern1on was prepared on Sunday mornmg, 
and his Sunday evening sermon in the afternoon." 

" . . . and it does strike us as somewhat strange that 
preachers who, like Rowland Hill, Berridge, Spurgeon and many 
others, have given loose rein to their bit have been among the most 
eminently successful in their ministry. Mr. Beecher's study of 
oratory at Amherst has undoubtedly been one of the most effi
cient means in the acquirement of his success, and has been an 
attainment the value of which he could not at that time have 
foreseen. 

I well remember the impression produced upon the audience 
by Mr. Beecher one Sunday morning by a single sentence, 
solemnly uttered with upraised hand. 'If I had a son who was a 
slave, and he did not seek for liberty at every hazard and at every 
cost, I would write across his name the word 'disowned.' The 
sentence seems simple enough now, but it thrilled the audience 
then like a flash of electricity from a powerful battery." 

"Henry Ward Beecher" (pub. in 1883), by Lyman Abbott, DD. 
"The introductory was over and he began. He took his posi

tion behind the desk, whose standing place was on a level with 
the platform,-there he took his place, but it was as a place of de
parture, not of performance; a place to rush from and come back 
to, not to stand long at . . . and for two hours of unflagging 
action he talked and he walked before that spell-bound crowd
conversing, denouncing, describing; now telling funny stories, 
making allusions to the slang of the day, making quotations from 
the grand old masters of speech; now breathing out threatenings 
upon the objects of his wrath, and again bursting into benedictions 
upon imagined philanthropies and ideal cures for all the sorrows 
ot the struggling race in slavery. In all that rush of two hours 
he did not speak for any two quarters of an hour alike in tones 
or words.-So easy, so smooth, yet so fiercely moving was his 
orator-course,-the tones flying from the 'ivory rampart of his 
teeth,' faster and faster, now a parenthesis slipping out, swifter 
than thought,-changing, alternating, and verging into slow, 
orotund tones of impressive weight, or flashing into cracking 
emphasis like a volley of pistol-shots ;-curious, steady, strenuous 
sublime. ' 

CJU1pi11 and Beecher. Beecher, under high-pressure of passion, 
walks about much more than Chapin, but whether moving their 
legs or brandishing their anns, passion pulls the pulleys, not art. :If you: hand in gesture' said a wise school-master, 'goes up of 
Itself h~gher than yo.ur head, it is right; for it is sent up there 
by passion, and passwn knows more than art.' A musical voice 
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may seduce senates, but a mighty voice alone can manage the 
multitude, and with these great voices, they deliver themselves 
with most effect when they wind into their rising climaxes of 
thought, and go off in long, swelling, sustained flights, gnashing 
ana chafing and holding you long and high before they let you 
down on a smooth, sinking cadence. 

. . . he abounds in contrasts, violent, unexpected, undigni
fied-and therefore effective; sudden surprises and suspendings 
of voice, and paradoxes of thought, changes of level and quality 
of tone as violent as the intonation of Edwin Forrest in the 
Gladiator. His thought seems to move in shocks rather than sen
tences and the interval between is often filled by the auditors with 
inextinguishable laughter. When surging along in some. grand 
diapason of deep-souled indignation, he will break down into a 
cutting but coarse jest, very telling, but marring the harmonious 
whole. These anti-climaxes were wonderfully effective with 
the mass, but they belong to the mob-orator. But to see Beecher 
in his glory, behold him cheering on what he invokes as 'the 
columns of freedom'-his tones breathe out clarion-notes of 
defiant exultation. Then you behold him one mass of fiery sen
sibility-a sort of poet, philosopher, and madman, all fused into 
one orator. 

Beecher, it must be admitted, sometimes rants, Chapin rarely, 
if ever, does so. There is one great charm about both these 
speakers, which from the fact that they are so rapid in speech. 
would be liable to be unnoticed or unrecognized, though its agree
able effect would always be felt. Rapid fervors, if they have 
free play, always fall naturally in a sort of rhythmicaltdterance, 
amounting on impassioned passages almost to a chant ; and to one 
listening carefully suggest the idea of an utterance more lofty 
than natural and altogether out of the common beat. But it will 
be found on close observation-and here is the charm which we 
mean-that, no. matter how large the audience they speak in
variably from a conversational level; no matter to what degree 
of pathos or of bathos they go, they maintain conversational 
cadences and talking inflections of voice. 

It is incredible how much ease and relief to hearer, and how 
much advantage to the speaker, this produces: the ear of the 
one is never strained by an uninterrupted hammering of sound, 
while the tongue of the other is never parched with its unbroken 
wagging; and what is of no less consequence, this colloquial 
modulation prevents the stilled mannerism into which all inex
perienced speakers are sure to fall; because speaking to an 
audience must be something very much more magnificient than 
speaking to a man." 

"The Golden Age of American Oratory" (pub. in 1857), by 
Edward G. Parker. 

"Beecher has well said that 'there are cases in which by 
a single explosive tone a man will drive home a thought as a 
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hammer drives a nail.' There was a large grove between the 
seminary and his father's house, and it was the habit, he tells us, 
of his brother Charles and himself, with one or two others to 
make the night, and even the day, hideous with their voices as 
they passed backward and forward through the woods exploding 
all the vowels from the bottom to the very top of their voices." 

''Oratory and Orators" (pub. 1879), by William Mathews, 
LL.D. 

His Elocutionary Train·ing 
The "Christian Union" of July 14, 1880, gives the following 

words of Mr. Beecher: "I had from childhood a thickness of 
speech arising from a large palate, so that when a boy I used 
to ie laughed at for talking as if I had pudding in my mouth. 
When I went to Amherst, I was fortunate in passing into the 
hands of John Lovell, a teacher of elocution, and a better teacher 
for my purpose I cannot conceive. The system consisted in drill 
or the thorough practice of inflections by the voice, of gesture, 
posture, and articulation. Sometimes I was a whole hour prac
tising my voice on a word like 'justice.' I would have to take a 
posture, frequently at a mark chalked on the floor. Then we 
would go through all the gestures, exercising each movement of 
the arm, and the throwing open the hand. All gestures except 
those of precision go in curves, the arm rising from the table, 
coming to the front, turning to the left or right. I was drilled as 
to how far the arm should come forward, where it should start 
from, how far go back and under what circumstances these 
movements should be made. It was drill, drill, drill until the 
motions almost became a second nature. Now I never know what 
movement I shall make-my gestures are natural, because this 
drill made them natural to me. The only method of acquiring 
an effective education is by practice of not less than an hour a . 
day, until the student has his voice and himself thoroughly sub
dued and trained to right expression." 

"It is not too much to say that Mr. Beecher was the greatest 
orator that the century has produced-and above all in the ability 
to speak with swiftly flowing eloquence upon a subject which 
had been presented but a few moments before he rose to his feet 

His Person and Speed of Speech 
He was gifted with a massive frame, a fine presence, a power

ful and well-modulated voice, and an impressive demeanor. 
Orciinarily he spoke slowly and with deliberation, but he wo1tld 
now and again indulge in passionate outbursts in which the 
v.:ords came like a torrent. Stenographers and other reporters of 
h1s addresses never felt quite sure of him. He would proceed 
for some minutes at the rate of about one hundred and twenty 
words a minute, and then would suddenly rise to double that 
speed. 

~Ie used but few gestures. His play of feature and his mimetic 
sktll were so remarkable that it was often said of him that he 
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would have been a wonderful actor had he chosen that calling. 
He felt too strongly what he said, however, to have simulated 
passion. When he pleaded for a cause he did so with his whole 
being. His voice would grow husky, his frame would tremble, 
and tears would follow one another down his cheeks. 

"The New York Independent" pays the following tribute to his 
oratory: 'There lies before us the picture of the young, dark
haired man who came to Brooklyn from Indianapolis more than 
forty years ago. We recall the fervor and brilliance of his 
oratory. Such a voice as he had I It was sweet, mellow, most 
delicate and rich in its intonations, now moving steadily alor.g 
a low level of tone, sinking into a tender pathos, bubbling over 
in some quick sally of mirth or humor, and then swelling out i.n a 
mighty volume of force that seemed to crash against the roof.' 

His Health and Cm·e Re. Oratory 
He studied other preachers, but he studied still more carefully 

himself. Health seeming to him the prime condition of good 
preaching, he sought to realize the most perfect health imaginable 
in his own body, and his success was very great. He was 
particularly careful of the condition of his body on his preaching 
days. His Sundays were ascetic. He allowed himself only so 
much food as would prevent faintness. Those who met him 
Saturday in the print-shops and picture galleries often imagined 
that his Sunday sermon was already written, or he would trust 
to luck for it. They were wrong in either case. It was not 
written. But Mr. Beecher was loafing on principle. Saturday 
always was his most careless day. His system was to keeJ' him~ 
,self full by reading and by observation, and then, the subject 
once chosen, it became magnetic to the multitude of observations 
and ideas with which his mind was stored. He was alwavs 
seeking for analogies in his walks about town and in his rambl~s 
in the country, and they returned to him when needed, and 
became the spontaneous method of his thought. 

Beecher Stamping on the Fetters of John Brown 
Mr. Beecher created a great sensation by an address he de

livered at the Broadway Tabernacle in New York City. The 
chains that had bound John Brown in his captivity were placed 
on the desk before him, and inspired him to one of his most 
eloquent and thrilling appeals in behalf of human liberty. In 
the frenzy of his eloquence he seized the clanking irons and 
hurled them to the floor and stamped upon them, and awakened 
a sentiment in his vast audience that filled the place in every 
part, that was lasting, and which took flight across the whole 
anti-slavery section of the country." 

"Life and Work of Henry Ward Beecher" (pub. in 1887), by 
Thomas W. Knox. 

The dramatic scene of the chains is thus described in "Effective 
Public Speaking," by Frederick B. Robinson, AM., Ph.D., pub
lished in 1914, under the heading "The Striking Stimulus to 
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Attention" as "Abrupt Shocki' or "Promises of Reward." 
"Facing the audience, he cried out: 'These shackles bound the 

limbs of a human being; I hate them; I trample them under 
foot' and suited the action to the word. Henry Ward Beecher 
is s;id to have begun a sermon, one hot Sunday morning, while 
mopping his brow, wit~ the remark 'It _is ho.tter than .hell!' 
:t\ aturally this shocked his very moral audience mto attention. 

Rest Necessary for the Orator 
The speaker must have plenty of rest. On this point Bishop 

Buckley said: '\Vhen an important address is to be delivered, 
the orator should begin the special care of his body at least 
twenty-four hours before the time. Henry Ward Beecher, ad
dressing the Clerical Union of Brooklyn, stated that this was .his 
invariable practice, and that, though he had a powerful constitu
tion, he made it a point to eat less and rest more as Sunday ap
proached. On his lecture tours he was in the habit of taking a 
short nap just before going on the platform." 

"Gladstone was often troubled with self-consciousness in the 
beginning of an address. Beecher was always perturbed before 
talking in public. 'I never see anything in nature which does 
not work towards that for which I give the strength of my life. 
The material for my sermons is all the time following me and 
swarming up around me,' said Henry Ward Beecher. Beecher 
stood for hours before the window of a jewelry store thinking 
out analogies between jewels and the souls of men. 

Liverpool Speech His Greatest 
Henn' \Vard Beecher was able to deliver one of the world's 

greatest addresses at Liverpool because of his memory. In 
speaking of the occasion :Mr. Beecher said that all the events, 
arguments and appeals that he had ever heard or read or written 
seemed to pass before his mind as oratorical weapons, and stand
ing there he had but to reach forth his hand and 'seize the 
weapons as they went smoking by.' 

Concelltrated attention at the time when you wish to store 
the mind is the first step in memorizing-and the most important 
one by far. Impressions that are gathered lightlv are ~oon 
obliterated. Only deep impressions can be recalled at will. 
Henry \Yard Beecher once said: 'One intense hour will do more 
than dreamy years.' Listen with the mind and you will remem~ 
ber." 

The Li~·erpool Speech, Oct. 16, 1863 
.. ~obinson i~. hi~, "Effec~~ve Public Speaking'' under heading of 
Dtrcct Hustlltf)', says: The people not only sympathized with 

the. South and hated the North, but they had been inflamed 
ag:unst Beecher. The method here (in the Introduction) is to 
make a~. open, manly appeal for fair play. The manner should 
~e conCJhatory but not subservient. 1Iake it clear that fair plav 
1s. expected f~om s~c~ all: audie~ce. The following extracts from 
h1s IntroductiOn w11l md1cate hts method." 
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T akm from. T hos. W . Knox "Life of Beecher." 
Beecher dominating the turbulent audience at Liverpool. "If you sym

pathize with the weaker party, go sympathize with the devil, he is the 
weaker." "England and America together . . . are a match for the world." 

E xtracts fro m the Speech 
*"For more than twenty-five years I have been perfectly familiar 

with popular assemblies in all parts of my country, except the 
extreme south. There has not for the whole of that time, been a 
single day of my life when it would have been safe for me to go 
south of the Mason and Dixon's line in my own country, and 
all for one reason: my solemn, earnest and persistent testimony 
against what I consider to be the most atrociQUS thing under the 
sun-the system of American slavery in a great free Republic 
(cheers). I have passed through the period when the right of 
free speech was denied me. Again and again I have attempted 
to address audiences that, for no other crime than that of free 
speech, visited me with all manner of contumelious epithets ; and 
now since I have been in England, although I have met with 
greater kindness and courtesy on the p<! rt of most than I de
served, yet, on the other hand, I perceive that the southern in
fluence prevails to some extent in England. (Applause and up
roar ) . And thereforet, 'lflhen I saw so much nervo~s 
apprehension that, if I were permitted to speak (hisses and ap-

· *Exordium. 
t See Figures Anaphora and Aitiology. 
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plause) when I found they were afraid to have me speak (laugh
ter and 'no, no')-when I found that they considered my speaking 
damaging to their cause (applause) when I found that they ap
pealed from facts and reasonings to mob law (applause and up
roar )-I said: 'No man need tell me what the heart and secret 
counsel of these men are. They tremble and are afraid.' Now 
personally it is a matter of very little co.nsequence to m~ w~ether 
I speak here tonight or not. But ~ne thmg 1s yery certam, 1f y~u 
do permit me to speak here tomght you wdl hear very- plato 
talkinO' (applause and hisses). You will not find me to be a man 
that dared to speak about Great Britain three thousand miles 
off and then is afraid to speak to Great Britain when he stands 
on her shore (immense applause and hisses), and if I do not 
mistake the tone and temper of Englishmen, they had rather have 
a man who opposes them in a manly way than a sneak that 
agrees with them in an unmanly way (applause and 'bravo'). 
Now, if I can carry you with me by sound convictions, I shall 
be immensely glad; but if I cannot carry you with me by facts 
and arguments, I do not wish you to go with me at all; and all 
that I ask is simply fair play (a voice: 'you shall have it too'). 

*"You cannot help going with the minority, who are struggling 
for their rights against the majority. Nothing could be more 
generous, when a weak party stands for its own legitimate rights 
against imperious pride and power, than to sympathize with the 
weak. But who ever sympathized with a weak thief, because 
three constables had got hold of him? (hear, hear!). And yet 
the one thief in three policemen's hands is the weaker party.§ 
I suppose you would sympathize with him (hear, hear! laughter 
and applause). Why, when that infamous King of Naples, 
Bomba, was driven into Gaeta by Garibaldi with his immortal 
band of patriots, and Cavour sent against him the army of North
ern Italy,§§ who was the weaker party then? The tyrant and 
his minions-and the majority was the noble Italian Patriots, 
struggling for liberty. I never heard that old England sent 
deputations to King Bomba and yet his troops resisted bravely 
there (laughter a!ld interruption). To-day the majority of the 
people of Rome ~re with Italy-nothing but French bayonets 
keep her from gomg back to the Kingdom of Italy, to which 
she belongs. §§Do you sympathize with the minority in Rome 

*"Beecher, when part of his Liverpool audience favored the South 
b~cau~e !t must always sympathize with 'the weaker people, the 
mmon.ty, answ~red by showing the absurdity of any attempt to carry 
out th1s theory m all cases-Reducto ad Absurdum." "The Principles 
of Argumentation," by George Pierce Baker Prof. of English in 
Harvard University. ' 

§''\\'e don't sympathize with. slavery, but we go for the South be
cause they are the weaker party." Beecher replied "Go then and 
sympathize with the devil-he was the weaker party ats'o wh~n he 
rebelled and was turned out of heaven."-Beecher at Manchester. 

~§See Figure~ Sermocinatio and Erotesis. 
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or the majority in Italy?" 
Those of you who are kind enough to wish to favor my speak

ing-and you will observe that my voice is slightly husky, from 
having spoken almost every night in succession for some time 
past-those who wish to hear me will do me the kindness simply 
to sit still, and to keep still; and I and my friends, the Secession
ists will make all the noise (laughter) . *** 

Beechers Peroration Prophesying Union of England and 
· America in a Future War 
"And now in the future it is the work of every good man and 

patriot not to create divisions, but to do the things that will make 
for peace. On our part it shall be done. On your part it ought 
to be done; and when, in any of the convulsions that come upon 
the world, Great Britain finds herself struggling single-handed 
against the gigantic powers that spread oppression and darkness, 
there ought to be such cordiality that she can turn and say to 
her first-born and most illustrious child, 'Come!' I will not say 
England cannot again, as hitherto, single-handed manage any 
power; but I will say that England and America together for 
religion and liberty are a match for the world.' 

***See Figure Asteismus. 

"He appealed to his hearers for 'fair pla):'-someth_i~g every. Britisher 
is supposed to grant any one. Lastly, the tmperturhabthty of hts manner 
won respect and sympathy, and the easy good nature of his 'I and ~y 
friends the Secessionists will make all the noise' won him sympathetiC 
laughter." 
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HON. WILLIA:\1 JE t NINGS BRYAN 

Principal forms of oratorical express ions used by \Villiam ]. Bryan. His 
master-figures are those in italics. 

Rhytlwws, Pause, :\Ietaphor, Simile, Anaphora, Prooimion, Epilogue, 
Arsis and Thesis. Polysyndeton, Parison, Eperotesis, Ecphonesis, A11ti
thcsis, Hn)othes is. H:l·Pocatastasis and the bold Figures of Thought. 
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Hon. \VILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN 
HO~. WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN: HIS ORATORY, 

DELIVERY, AND SOME NOTES FRO:M EMINENT 
CONTE11PORARY CRITICS. 

William J. Bryan was a member of the Af!Ierican H~use of 
Representatives and w~s Secretary. of State m the Cabmet of 
President \V oodrow \v 1lson. J udgmg from results, Mr. Bryan 
is the greatest of the American orators since the days of Daniel 
Webster for it was his speech at the Democratic National Con
vention in Chicago, in 1896, that caused his nomination for the 
Presidency, and that, for twelve years, gave him absolute control 
of the Democratic party. This speech goes down in history as 
the "Cross of Gold" speech. 

~fr. Bryan is a master of Rhythmus, Pause, Metaphor, Simile, 
Anaphora, Prooimion, Epilogue, Arsis and Thesis, Polysyndeton, 
Parison, Eperotesis, Ecphonesis, Antithesis, Hypothesis and the 
bold Figures of Thought. 

Ur. Bryan's voice is well trained and his gestures are grace
ful. He is a gallant oratorical fighter and a "·orthy, honorable 
opponent. 

"William Jennings Bryan was born in Salem, Ill., March 19, 
1860. In connection with his school he developed an interest 
in the work of literary and debating societies. During his first 
year at the Academy he declaimed Patrick Henry's master
piece, the second year found him again t>ntered with 'The Pal
metto and the Pine,' as his subject. Later in the year he de
elaimed 'Bernardo del Carpio,' and gained the second prize. In 
his sophomore year he entered another contest, with an essay on 
the not altogether novel subject 'Labor.' This time the first 
prize rewarded his work. An oration upon 'Individual Po·.vers' 
gare him the first prize in the junior year. The winning of the 
junior prize entitled him to represent Illinois College in the 
!ntercollegiate oratorical contest which was held at Galesburg, Ill., 
m the fall of 1880. His oration was upon 'Justice,' and was 
awarded the second prize of $50. At the time of graduation he 
was elected class orator by his class and, havincr the hicrhest 
rank _in scholarship during the four years' course, !)delivered the 
Yale.d:ctory. Upon entering the academy he joined the Sigma Pi 
Soc1ety a~d. wa~ an active member for six years, profiting much 
by the trammg m essay, declamation and debate . 
. As a ~onclusion for this sketch I have asked the publishers to 

gwe a p1c!ur: of our library, the place where Mr. Bryan spends 
most of h1s time when at home and where as he has often said 
his happiest hours are passed. 'Our collection of books is more 
compl.ete along the lines of economic subjects and in the works 
and hves of public men. The orations of Demosthenes and 
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Copyright Underwood and Underwood, N . Y. 
Some character istic modes of M r. Bryan : Enforcing a point by slapping 

h is hands ( upper center ) ; outstretched hands in the realm of the Epic, 
Hogarth line of beauty (upper left corner ) ; outstretched arms- shoulder 
line, in the rhetorical realm ( lower left hand corner); a powerful double 
~:;.v nthPt ;r ( ln \v P:r center) . 
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the writings of Jefferso~ afford hi~, the ~rea~est pleas~re." 
"Life of William Jenmngs Bryan, by his wlfe (pub. m 1900), 

by R. H. Woodward Company, Baltimore. 
"Mr. Bryan has taken his place among the great orators. Of 

commanding physique, with a face that frankly expr~sses every 
shade of emotion, he looks the part of an orator. H1s carefully 
trained voice can be heard with distinctness in the largest audi
torium and carries to the farthermost sections when he speaks 
from ~hautauqua platforms. His oratory has the essential sin
cerity of all effective speech. In hearing him address an audience 
one realizes that oratory is conversation raised to its highest 
power. He illustrates the definition of an orator given by George 
William Curtis who described Wendell Phillips on the platform 
as' a gentleman conversing.' As a political speaker he has raised 
stump speaking to the dignity of deliberative oratory." 

"William Jennings Bryan," by :Maynard Lee Daggy. Taken 
from "Famous Living Americans," edited by Mary Griffin Webb 
and Edna Lenore Webb; published in 1915 by Charles Webb and 
Company, Green Castle, Indiana. 

Mr. Bryan's Pauses 
.. Most speakers pitch their voices too high. One of the secrets 

of Mr. Bryan's eloquence is hzs low, bell-like voice. The pause is 
a valuable instrument in the hands of a trained speaker to arouse 
and maintain suspense. We once heard Mr. Bryan say in a 
speech: 'It was my privilege to hear'-and he paused, while the 
audience wondered for a second whom it was his privilege to 
hear-'the great evangelist'-and he paused again; we knew a 
little more about the man he had heard, but still wondered to 
which evangelist he referred; and then he concluded: 'Dwight L. 
Moody.' Mr. Bryan paused slightly again and continued: 'I 
came to regard him'-here he paused again and held the audience 
in a brief moment of suspense as to how he regarded :Mr. Moody, 
then continued-'as the greatest preacher of his day.' Let the 
da.sl~es illustrate pauses and we have the following: 'It was my 
pnv1lege to hear-the great evangelist-Dwight L. Moody.-! 
came to regard him-as the greatest preacher of his day.' 

The unskilled speaker would have rattled this off with neither 
pauses nor suspense, and the sentences would have fallen flat upon 
the audience. It is precisely the application of these small thin<rs 
that makes much of the difference between the successful a~d 
the unsuccessful speaker. 

).Ir. Bryan is a most flueut speaker when he speaks on politic:1l 
problems, tendencies of the time and questions of morals. It is 
t? he suppos.ed he would not be so fluent in speaking on the bird 
hfe of Flonda. ~Ir. Bryan often slaps his hands together for 
great force, holding one palm upward in an easy manner. 

His Exordium to Cross of Gold Speech 
H~ asserts .his ?wn inabili9' to oppose the 'distinguished gentle

man, he mamtams the holmess of his cause; and he declares 
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the writings of Jefferson afford him the greatest pleasure.'' 
"Life of William Jennings Bryan," by his wife (pub. in 191.."()), 

bv R. H. Woodward Company, Baltimore. _ 
·"Mr. Bryan has taken his place among the great orators. Ot 

commanding physique, with a face that frankly expr~ses every 
shade of emotion, he looks the part of an orator. H1s carefully 
trained voice can be heard with distinctness in the largest audi
torium and carries to the farthermost sections when he speaks 
from ~hautauqua platforms. His oratory has the essential. sin
cerity of all effective speech. In hearing him address an aud1ence 
one realizes that oratory is conversation raised to its highest 
pov:cr. He illustrates the definition of an orator given by George 
William Curtis who described Wendell Phillips on the platform 
as • a gentleman conversing.' As a political speaker he has raised 
stump speaking to the dignity of deliberative oratory." 

"\Villiam Jennings Bryan," by 2.Iaynard Lee Daggy. Taken 
from "Famous Living Americans," edited by ~Iary Griffin Webb 
and Edna Lenore Webb; published in 1915 by Charles Webb and 
Company, Green Castle, Indiana. 

Mr. Br)•an's Pauses 
"~1ost speakers pitch their voices too high. One of the secrets 

of ~1r. Bryan's eloquence is his low, bell-like voice. 'fhe pause is 
a valuable instrument in the hands of a trained speaker to arouse 
and maintain suspense. We once heard ~Ir. Bryan say in a 
speech: 'It was my privilege to hear'-and he paused, while the 
audience wondered for a second whom it was his privilege to 
hear-'the great evangelist'-and he paused again; we knew a 
little more about the man he had heard, but still wondered to 
which evangelist he referred; and then he concluded: 'Dwight L. 
~Ioody.' l\lr. Bryan paused slightly again and continued: 'I 
came to regard him'-here he paused again and held the audience 
in a brief moment of suspense as to how he regarded ~Ir. Moody, 
then continued-'as the greatest preacher of his day.' Let the 
da.sJ:es illustrate pauses and we have the following: 'It was my 
pm!lege to hear-the great evangelist-Dwight L. ~Ioody.-I 
came to regard him-as the greatest preacher of his day.' 

The unskilled speaker would have rattled this off with neither 
pauses ~or suspen~e, an~ the sentence~ would have fallen flat upon 
the aud1ence. It IS prwsely the application of these small thin"s 
that makes much of the difference between the successful a~d 
the unsuccessful speaker. 

~.I r. Bryan is a ~nost fluent speaker when he speaks on politico! 
pr0Llems, tendencies of the time and questions of morals. It is 
t? be suppo~ed he would not be so fluent in speaking on the bird 
hfe of Flonda .. ~1r. Bryan often slaps his hands together for 
great force, holdmg one palm upward in an easy manner. 

His Exordium to Cross of Gold Speech 
H~ asserts .his ?wn inabilio/ to oppose the 'distinguished gentle

man, he mamtams the holmess of his cause; and he declares 
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that he will speak in the interest of humanity. This introduction 
completely dominated the audience, and the speech made Mr. 
Bryan famous. Notice how Senator Thurston in his plea for 
intervention in Cuba and Mr. Bryan in his 'Cross of Gold' speech 
constituted themselves the apostles of humanity." 

"No one can advise you when to throw your 'hat in the ring.' 
Only be sure that your opening attitude is well thought out-or 
whether the solemn gravity of Mr. Bryan before the convention 
will prove to be more effective. 

Example is a Powerful ~Means of Suggestion 
'Everybody is going to the big store.' That makes everybody 

want to go. Observe how this principle has been applied in the 
following selections, and utilize it on every occasion possible in 
your attempt to influence through suggestion: 'The war is actually 
begun . . . why stand we here idle ?'-Patrick Henry. 

'With a zeal approaching the zeal which inspired the crusaders 
. . . ever imposed upon the representatives of the people.'

William Jennings Bryan. 
Figurative and indirect language has suggestive force, because 

it does not make statements that can be directly disputed. Note 
in the following Mr. Bryan did not say that Mr. McKinley 
would be defeated. He implied it in a much more effective 
manner: 'Mr. McKinley was nominated at St. Louis . . . 
they beat upon the lonely shores of St. Helena.' 

The successful pleader must convert his arguments into terms 
of his hearer's advantage. Mankind are still selfish." 

"The Art of Public Speaking," by J. Berg Esenwein and 
Dale Camagey. 

"Metaphor and Simile. Perhaps the most famous recent effect 
gained from metaphor is Mr. Bryan's close to his speech at the 
Democratic Convention in 1896. 'If thev dare come out b the 
open field . . . you shall not crucify mankind upon a cross 
of gold.'" 

"The Principles of Argumentation," by George Pierce Baker, 
Prof. of English in Harvard University and Henry Barrett 
Huntington, Asst. Prof. of English in Brown University; pub. 
in 1905 by Ginn & Company. 

"Life and Speeches of William J. Bryan," by J. S. Ogilvie 
Publishing Company has the following respecting Bryan's oratory 
and his 'Cross of Gold Speech': "Bryan neglects none of the 
accessories of oratory. He is happy in attitude and pose. His 
gestures are on the Hogarth's line of beauty. It (voice) is 
strong enough to be heard by thousands. It is so modulated as 
not to vex the ear with monotony, and can be stern or pathetic, 
fierce or gentle, serious or humorous with the varying emotions 
of its master. In his youth, Bryan must have had a skillful 
teacher in elocution. He enriches his speeches with illustrations 
from the classics or from common occurrences of even' dav life 
with equal felicity and facility. But his crowning gift as an 
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ora or is his evident sincerity. . . . 
H e is a person of middle heigh.t, str~ngly <l?d Wlt~out gtv~ 

anv one a fatty impression, stockily built. His eye .IS dark, ~s 
coi'nplexion warthy, with the British, not the Spamsh. s":art;hi
nes . He is cool and of flawless temper. No flush of tmtahon 
e,·er reddened hi. cheek." 

By permi ion oi ::-:c>srs. J. . Ogihrie P ubli hing U>., N. Y. 
\\.illiam J. B1")'2:1, at the age of 36, when he delivered the famous 

.. Cro, s of Gold peech." 

Bryan's Great Speech at the Democratic Convention 
Cheer after cheer went up as Bryan, of Nebraska, tall, smooth

faced, youthful-looking, leaped up the platform steps, two at a 
time, to close the debate. Banners waved from the free-silver 
delegations. At one time the applause became deafening and 
could not be suppressed by Mr. Richardson who was still acting 
a• chairman. \ Vhen quiet had been restored, Mr. Bryan began 
clearly and deliberately as follows: 
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Extracts of Mr. Bryan's Speech 
"Mr. Chainnan and Gentlemen of the Convention: I would be 

presumptuous, indeed, to present myself against the distinguished 
gentleman to whom you have listened, if this were but a measur
ing of ability, but this is not a contest among persons. The 
humblest citizen in all the land when clad in the armor of a 
righteous cause is stronger than all the whole hosts of error that 
they can bring. I come to speak to you in defense of a cause as 
holy as the cause of liberty, the cause of humanity.*" 

"tOur silver Democrats went forth from victory unto victory 
until they are assembled now, not to discuss, not to debate, but 
to enter the judgment rendered by the plain people of this 
country. In this contest brother has been arrayed against brother 
and father against father.:j: The warmest ties of love and ac
quaintance and association have been disregarded. 

"When you come before us and tell us that we shall disturb 
your business interests, we reply that you have disturbed our 
business interests by your course." (Great applause and cheering). 

11§We say to you that you have made too limited in its appli
cation the definition of the business man. The man who is em
ployed for wag~s is as much a business man as his employer. 
The attorney in a country town is as much a business man as the 
corporation counsel in a great metropolis. The merchant at the 
cross-roads store is as much a business man as the merchant of 
New York. The farmer who goes forth in the morning and toils 
all day, begins in the spring and toils all summer, and by the ap
plication of brain and muscle to the natural resources of this 
country creates wealth; is as much a business man as the man who 
goes upon the board of trade and bets upon the prices of grain. 
The miners who go a thousand feet into the earth or climb two 
thousand feet upon the cliffs and bring forth from their hiding
places the precious metals to be poured in the channels of trade 
are as much business men as the few financial magnates who in a 
back room corner the money of the world." 

"We come to speak for this broader class of business men. 
**Ah, my friends, we say not one word against those who live 
upon the Atlantic coast;§~ but those hardy pioneers who braved 
all the dangers of the wilderness, who have made the desert to 
·blossom as the rose-those pioneers away out there, rearing th~ir 
children near to nature's heart, where they can mingle their voices 
with the voices of the birds; out there where they have erected 
school-houses for the education of their young, and churches 
where they praise thejr Creator, and cemeteries where sleep the 
ashes of their dead, are as deserving of the consideration of this 
party as any people in this country." (Great applause.) 

*Prooimion. 
t Arsis and Thesis. 
iPolysyndeton. 
§'Horismos, Parisen and Parallelism. 

**Ecphonesis, Arsis and §~Thesis, with Emp. Rep. Anaphora. 
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"It is for these that we speak. **We do twt come as aggressors. 
Our war is not a war of conquest. We are fighting in the defense 
of our homes, our families, and posterity. (Loud applause.) 
tWe hazJe petitio11ed, and our petitions have be~n scorned. We 
have entreated and our entreaties have been dtsregarded. We
have begged a~d they have mocked, and ourr cala~i~y came. , We 
beg no longer. We entreat no more. \\, e petition no more. 
tWe defy them." · . 

"Mr. McKinley was the most popular man among the Republi
cans, and everybody three months ago in the Republican party 
prophesied his election. *How is it to-day? Why, that man 
who used to boast that he looked like Napoleon-that man shud
ders to-day when he thinks that he was nominated on the anni
versary of the battle of Waterloo. Not only that, but as he 
listens he can hear with ever-increasing distinctness the sound 
of the waves as they beat upon the lonely shores of St. Helena." 

t "Why this cha11ge? Ah, my friends, is not the change ev\dtnt 
to any one who will look at the matter?" . 

~"Therefore we care not upon what lines the battle is fought. 
§§If they say bimetallism is good, but we cannot have it till SC'me· 
nation helps us, we reply that, instead of having a gold standard 
because England has, we shall restore bimetallism and then let 
England have bimetallism because the United States has. (Ap
plause.) If they dare to come out in the open and defend the 
gold standard as a good thing, we shall fight them to the utter
most, having behind us the producing masses of this nation and 
the world. Having behind us the commercial interests, (1) and the 
laboring int~rests, a11d all the toiling masses, we shall answer their 
demands for a gold standard by saying to them, yon shall not 
press down upon the brow of labor this (2)crown of thorns. You 
shall not crucify mankind upon a cross of gold." 

"Then ensued perhaps the most extraordinary scene of the con
vention. As if by the magic touch of a wand delegation after 
delegation rose in solid phalaux and gave vent to the most en
thusiastic demonstration in honor of the Nebraskan orator. 
Westerners shouted, waved handkerchiefs, hats, bags, canes, um
brellas. and anything else conspicuous and portable. Deafening 
c~eers rent the air, ~nd articles of every description were thrown 
h1gh above the surgmg sea of humanity. 

Mr. Bryan's height and weight are gi,·en in the following letter 
addressed to the author:-

"My Dear Sir,-I beg pardon for delay in answering your 
favour of September 28th .••• Height 5ft. IOi inches. Weight 
at 30, 18-at 36, 205-at 48, about 220-at 60, 205 . .. , . Think 
ot~er questions are answered in the two books. . . . . I hope yon 
Will send me a copy of yours. Am interested in it, 

"Yours truly, '.' W. J. BRYAN." 

•:Arsis. . ~:\naphora and Syn_onymia. iEthopreia. 
~ ~crmocmat10 and .Hrpocatas~~sts. tE~erotesis and Ephonesis. 
~ E pdogue, wnh Art10logv and ~ ~Hypothests and Antithesis. 
(!) Polysyndeton. 12) Metlphor. 
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Senator WARREN G. HARDING 
SENATOR WARREN G. HARDING, HIS ORATORY, DE

LIVERY, AND SOME NOTES FROM EMINENT 
CONTEMPORARY CRITICS. 

This illustrious orator is one of the most effective speakers of 
the present day in America. He was born in the State of Ohio, 
in the year 1865, a year, unquestionably the most memorable 
in the history of America excepting that of the American Revo
lution. 

In '65 when Harding was born, the smoke was rapidlv dis
appearing from Chicamauga and Gettysburg, though the. great 
guns were still belching elsewhere. In '65 Grant was commenc
ing operations in Virginia, the battle of Five Forks was being 
fought, Sheridan twenty miles away was making his ride to save 
the day, Petersburg was falling, Richmond being captured, Lee, 
at the famous apple tree, was surrendering to Grant, Davis was 
being taken a prisoner, and the flag of freedom again over the 
whole Union was being hoisted. 

In '65 when Harding was born, the 14th Amendment to the 
Constitution of the Uriited States, wiping away forever the foul 
blot on America's honour, was adopted. 

In this year of great events, the world seemed ablaze with 
the spirit of liberty. Russia was abolishing serfdom in the Trans
caucasian provinces, and the Muscovites were demanding a two 
chamber House of Representatives; France, under Napoleon, 
was withdrawing her troops from Mexico, Spain relinquishing 
her hold on Santo Domingo, and England was inquiring into the 
deplorable condition of the poor and of the working classes. 

In this year the world, economically, seemed to take a new 
start. International industrial exhibitions were being held in 
England, Germany and Portugal; Italy was opening her cable 
with Algeria; Britain, her telegraph line with Bombay; and 
the "Great Eastern" was laying the Atlantic cable to connect 
the old with the new world. 

Senator Harding as a Public Speaker 
The following is taken from the Republican Campaign Text· 

book, 1920: 
"As a public speaker he is calm yet forceful. His voice is 

mellow, yet has wonderful carrying power. He has a command
ing presence, and an almost inexhaustible vocabulary, but his 
utterances are never verbose. His appeals are always to the head 
and to the heart; never to passion or prejudice. He is quick at 
repartee, ready in debate, but never acrimonious; even in the 
fever-heat of discussion he never forgets to be a gentleman. He 
has a charm of expression, and a winning manner which assures 
him an attentive hearing, and carries conviction. 
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SENATOR WARREN G. HARDING 
President-Elect of the United States of America 

Principa l F orms of Ora torical Expression used by ~lr. H a rdin g , gathered 
from his entire speech to the Republican Press. His master-fig ures are those 
in italics :-

.41/egory, .\nadiplosis , Anamnesis, A fla(>hora , .4ntithesis, .41'odosis, Arsis 
a nd Thesis, Epilogue, Epitheton , Hy;o~hora, Hypothesis, Metaphora. P a ren
thesis, Pt~risOfl , Paromology, P~rortaliD, Polysyndeton, Prooimio01 , Protasis , 
Synooymia. Syntheton . 
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·' In his masterly presentation of the name of President_ Ta~t 
fo1 renomination at Chicago to the most turbulent conventiOn m 
the annals of Republicanism, overcoming massed oppo~ition and 
irritatina interruption with good humor and the persuas1ve power 
of hi s eioquence, and in his keynote address at the last national 
cmwention, he acquired a nation-wide reputation a s an orator 
and as a safe and sane thinker. In presiding over the delibera
tions of the last named convention he proved himself a man of 
poi se, and an able parliamentarian. 

A snapshot of Senator Harding, taken by 
Messrs. Underwood and Underwood, photo
graphers, New York City, while the Senator, 
as chairman of the National Republican Con
vention, was delivering an address to that 
body in session in 1916, at the Coliseum, 
Chicago, Ill., U.S.A. 

The Senator is using the "index" in the 
range most powerful of the conversational 
realm. This gesture borders on the rhetori· 
cal, and is much in evidence among great 
orators. It was a favourite with the eloquent 
Robert G . Ingersoll , the renowned Charles 
Haddon Spurgeon, and other popular speakers 
divine and political. 

" In many respects Mr. Harding resembles that other favorite 
son of Ohio-Vvilliam McKinley. Both were of Scottish descent. 
In presence, in manner of speech, in ability to judge of men, in 
ca reful, painstaking mastery of detail and tact in bringing to
gether opposing factions on some common ground, there is a 
remarkable similarity. 

"l\1 r . Harding is first of all a patriot. He believes in America; 
in its fo rm of government; is proud of her past and hopeful for 
her future; and he believes that our highest obligation is to our 
own, and that the problems which vitally concern us are domestic 
and not foreign . 

''His father was a soldier in the Civil War, and the Senator 
grew up amidst the a fterglow of that flaming patriotism which 
preserved the Union and broke the chains of slavery. His youth 
was spent around a fireside aflame with the love of liberty and 
the love of country." 

From "Warren G. Harding, the Man," by Joe Mitchell 
Chapple: 

"He loved to speak pieces, and his rendering of P atrick Henry's 
'Give Me Liberty or Give Me Death' was at least concluded with 
the graceful bow then taught in schools." 

''Rather shy, big and awkward, Warren Harding was known 
as a serious boy, with an inclination to write essays and an oc
cas ional Bight to 'poetry.' He pored over encyclopedias now 
and then, to drink deep in the biography of his favorite Napoleon 
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Senator \VARREN G. HARDING 
SENATOR WARREN G. HARDING, HIS ORATORY, DE

LIVERY, AND SOME NOTES FROM EMINENT 
CONTEMPORARY CRITICS. 

This illustrious orator is one of the most effective speakers of 
the present day in America. He was born in the State of Ohio, 
in the year 1865, a year, unquestionably the most memorable 
in the history of America excepting that of the American Revo-
lution. 

In '65 when Harding was born, the smoke was rapidly dis
appearing from Chicamauga and Gettysburg, though the great 
guns were still belching elsewhere. In '65 Grant was commenc
ing operations in Virginia, the battle of Five Forks wa3 being 
fought, Sheridan twenty miles away was making his ride to save 
the day, Petersburg was falling, Richmond being captured, Lee, 
at the famous apple tree, was surrendering to Grant, Davis was 
being taken a prisoner, and the flag of freedom again over the 
whole Union was being hoisted. 

In '65 when Harding was born, the 14th Amendment to the 
Constitution of the Un'ited States, wiping away forever the foul 
blot on America's honour, was adopted. 

In this year of great events, the world seemed ablaze with 
the spirit of liberty. Russia was abolishing serfdom in the Trans
caucasian provinces, and the :Muscovites \Vere demanding a two 
chamber House of Representatives; France, under Napoleon, 
was withdrawing her troops from Mexico, Spain relinquishing 
her hold on Santo Domingo, and England was inquiring into the 
deplorable condition of the poor and of the working classes. 

In this year the world, economically, seemed to take a new 
start. International industrial exhibitions were being held in 
England, Germany and Portugal; Italy was opening her cable 
with Algeria; Britain, her telegraph line with Bombay; and 
the "Great Eastern" was laying the Atlantic cable to connect 
the old with the new world. 

Senator Harding as a Public Speaker 
The following is taken from the Republican Campaign Text· 

book, 1920: 
"As a public speaker he is calm yet forceful. His voice is 

mellow, yet has wonderful carrying power. He has a command
ing presence, and an almost inexhaustible vocabulary, but his 
utterances are never verbose. His appeals are always to the head 
and to the heart; never to passion or prejudice. He is quick at 
repartee, ready in debate, but never acrimonious ; even in the 
fever-heat of discussion he never forgets to be a gentleman. He 
has a charm of expression, and a winning manner which assures 
him an attentive hearing, and carries conviction. 
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and Alexander Hamilton. In order to have his essays in real 
type, he·was ambitious to become a printer." 

"The literary society, debates, amateur dramatics, in fact all 
activities included the services of the quiet, but ever-ready 
American lad." 

From the above it is noted this distinguished American 
orator, like all the world's great orators, was rocked in the 
cradle of liberty; that his youth was spent amid her exalted 
surroundings ; and that his maturer years have resounded and 
still resound with her noble principles. 

True eloquence is the offspring of liberty. This is the key to 
the mighty eloquence of Demosthenes, Charles James Fox, and 
of "God-like Daniel;" and as the great merit and fame of their 
eloquence rest almost solely on their fervid appeals to the under
standing, so do the merit and fame of Senator Harding's 
eloquence. 

It is a favorite erne of all accomplished orators to intrench 
powerful reasoning behind some master figure or form of ex
pression. Demosthenes did this in his renowned "Orcos" or 
Adjuration: "By the manes of those who fell at Marathon," 
.£schines in his spirited Apostrophe on the Thebans, Chatham 
in his great Metaphora "The Masterfeather of the Eagle's Wing," 
Webster in his magnificent Arsis and Thesis "When My Eyes 
Shall be Turned to Behold for the Last Time the Sun in Heaven," 
Ingersoll's beautiful Allegoria "Shakespeare Was An Intellectual 
Ocean," and Harding's well-balanced Parison and forcible Alle
goria "A Temple of Liberty no Storms May Shake." I quote this 
remarkable passage so that every student of oratory as well as 
the plain American citizen may appreciate the beauty of the 
Parison whose harmony so well satisfies the ear, and the force 
of the Allegoria behind which is intrenched a powerful reasoning 
which so profoundly impresses the understanding and leaves the 
soul vibrating with lofty sentiments. 

"Here is a temple of liberty no storms may shake, here are the 
altars of freedom no passions shall destroy. It was American in 
conception, American in its building, it shall be American in the 
fulfilment. Sectional once, we are all American now, and we 
mean to be all Americans to all the world." 

Since writing the foregoing pages, Senator Harding has been 
elected President of the United States of America. During the 
Presidential Campaign, the President-elect brought a new art 
into the service of oratory. 

Short-Hand to Use of Oratory 
He wrote his speeches in shorthhand and then had them set up 

in type in his newspaper 'office at Marion, and printed on cards. 
I am also informed that he delivered some directly from the 
short-hand manuscript. Short-hand has the great merit of rapid
ly jotting down the thoughts. These thoughts are the opera
tions and activities of the soul. Some call them unconscious. 
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cerebrations, and when jotted in the instant of their activity, this 
faculty of the soul becomes stimulated and strengthened. 

J.fr. Hardi11g's Build 
In build, U r. Harding is six feet and a half inch tall, being a 

half inch shorter than Henry Clay, and weighs 211 pounds. He 
is two and one-half inches taller than Daniel Webster and 
weighs about eleven pounds more. 

I subjoin an extract of one of Mr. Harding's great presidential 
campaign speeches, namely, the one delivered to the press: 

"Gentlemen of the Republican Press: 
"The passing years have wrough~ great chan~es i~ the news

paper business even in the comparatively short ttme smce my ad· 
,·enturous entry upon it. The prolific inventors of printing ma
chinery and other appliances have borne their share in it; the free 
rural delivery, the advance in education, bringing new multitudes 
of readers, have all had their influence in the developments and 
evolutions which have followed. I can remember when in most 
of the county seat towns the possession by one of the papers of 
a power press-even if the power was applied by a husky man at
tached to a cranked wheel-was widely proclaimed as an evidence 
of astounding prosperity and recognized as a potential influence. 

"We who are gathered here have seen the typesetting machines 
come in-not to supplant the hand compositor, but to shift him 
to the 'Ad. Alleys' :1nd the joL cases. They have taught the 
printers as the mowers and reapers have taught the farmers that 
increased capacity in production does not mean a lessening of a 
demand for labor, but on the contrary increased production, 
through increased efficiency, mental, manual or mechanical, opens 
new avenues for employment and brings luxuries into the class 
of common commodities. 

Ez;ery Hope is of Tomorrow 
**''Something has been said lately about looking to the sunrise 

~~ tomorrow, not the sky·line of the setting sun. Every hope in 
lt ie is of tomorrow, \\'e could not live yesterday again if we would. 
But the glory of ten thousand morrows was wrought in the 
wisdom gleaned on yesterday. Mariners and planters and har
vesters-all study the sh:y. Sometimes above the sky·line, in 
land:; where the desert stretches, there is a mirage,t with its lure 
to the fevered and thirsting, with inviting promise of relief. It 
ha3 spee?ed tra~el and revived hopes, and spurned waning 
~trength: 1t ha~ dtverted from proven routes, and left death and 
destruction as 1ts monument to broken promises. In the horizon 
r ,f R<'publicani-.m and maintained constitutionalism there is no 
mirage to lure the American caravan, but we mean td go securely 
on, over the proven routes of triumph for the republic and the 
people thereof. 

t!'\o one agency can render a greater service in holding to the 
~1ar!~d_ ":ay than _a consci~~ti~us and patriotic American press. 

• ~rooilllion. •• Epilogue. ~letaphoraandH ypocat~>tasis:-t AllegorY,- !Per~ 
nrallo arh1 .\naphora, also :\nadiplosis. , 
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But it must remain free, utterly free, along with freedom of 
speech, freedom of religious belief, and the freedom of riabteous 
pursuit, _it m~tst be ~on~st and it. ever must be rejoicing inb Amer
Ican nattonahty which IS our pnceless possession," 

" President Harding is an orator of the somewhat old
fashioned American type, skilled at producing emotional 
eff~ts and eliciting a cheer. In a certain deepening of the 
v01ce, a sudden gesture of appeal, one recognised the orator's 
signal for applause, and it was not slow in coming from the 
galleries. 

But the clapping of hands that greeted every mention of 
the burden and danger of arms changed into fi.erce and pro
longed cheering when the President, after referring to the 
sorrows and horrors of war, exclaimed, with outstretched 
hand'5: " How can humanity justify or God forgive? "
Daily Chronicle, November 14th, 1921. 

Extracts of President Harding's speech, at the opening of 
the World's Conference for the Limitation of Armaments:-

"The call is 1not of the United States alone, 2but rather 
the spoken word of a war-wearied world, 3struggling for 
restoration,hun.gering and thirsting for better relationships; 
of humanity crying for relief and craving for assurance of 
lasting peace. 

"It is easy to understand this world-wide aspiration. 'The 
glory of triumph, rejoicing in achievement, the love of liberty, 
the devotion to country, the pangs of sorrow, the burdens 
of debt, the desolation of ruin-all these are appraised alike 
in all lands. 

"
5Gentlemen of the Conference, the United States wel

comes you witn unselfi.sh hands. 6lV e harbour no fears; we 
have no sordid ends to serve; wt. suspect no enemy; we con
template or apprehend no conquest. Content with what we 
have, we seek nothing which is another's. We only wish to 
do with you that fi.ner and nobler thing which no nation can 
do alone. 

" 1So I welcome you, not alone in goodwill and high_ pur
pose, but wtth high faith. We are met for the serv1ce of 
mankind. 

" 8/n all simplicity, in all honesty, and in all honour, 
'there may be written here avowals of world conscienc~, 
refi.ned by the consuming fi.res of war,. and made more sensi
tive by the anxious aftermath. 

" 
10I hope for that understanding, which will emphasise 

the guarantees of peace, and for commitments to less burdens 
and a better order, which will tranquillise the world. In such 
an accomplishment there will be added glory to your flags 
and ours, and the r<"joicmg of mankind will make transcend
ing music for all succeeding time." 

11) Arsis. {2) ThPsis. (3) Synonymia. (4) Synathroismus and Frequentat~o 
(?i\ Apostrophe. (6) Anaphora and Synonymia. (7) Enthymema. (8) Prot"~t•. 
(9) .-\podosis. (10) Peroratio. 
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Below are given the concluding passages of President 
Harding's great address at the close of the:. Washington 
Conference, February 6th, 1922. \\natever be the result of 
this Conference, he has made his administration historic by 
his courageous initiative, in consequence of which peace and 
disarmament have, in a great measure, been realised. 

"No new standards of 11national honour were sought, but 
an indictment of tzational dishonour has been drawn, and the 
world is ready to proclaim its odiousness, perfidy, or infamy 

"It may be that the naval holiday here contracted will 
expire with the treaties, but I do not believe it. Those who 
live another decade are more likely to witness the growth of 
public opinion, 12 strengthened by this new experience, which 
will make the nations concerned with living to the fulfilment 
of God's high intent rather than with agencies of war and 
destruction. 8Since this conference pointed with unanimity 
to the way of veace t~day, 'like conferences in the future, 
under appropriate conditions, with aims well conceived and 
definite, may illumine the 13highways and byways of human 
activity with the torches of understanding which have been 
lighted and ought to glow and encircle the globe. 14Above 
tht murmurings of a world-sorrow not yet silenced, 
above tlze groar1s of excessive burdens not lifted, but 
lightened, abo~'e the discouragements of a world yet strug
gling to find itself after a surpassing upheaval, there is the 
note. of rejoicing which is not alone ours, or yours, or all of 
us, but comes from the hearts of tht- men of all the world." 

(Ill Antith~sis. (12) Epitheton. (13) Diplasiasmus. : 14) Peroratio, with 
.'.naphora, Protasis and Apodosis, and Arsis and Thesis. 
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Supplement to Forms of Oratorical Expression . 
. \~TEZEL'G~J E~ON : Is a Figun· whereby the Yerb or adjective is placed in 

the commencement clause. 
A:\TI-CLDIAX : Is where the ideas fall off in importance towards the close, 

or where they fall off in dignity. C:\T \BASIS: .Same as Anti-Climax. 
\XTIPTOSIS : Is placing one case instead of another, as dati\'e for the 

accusative; e.g., " Him that O\'(·rconwth will I make a pillar. I ." 
.\PO\ISE~IO~SYSlS: A Form of Speech whereby the orator recites some 

saying or sentence and applies it to his purpose . 
. \R;\: Is a Form of Speech by which the orator ini"Okei a curse or evil; e.g., 

'' Let his day~ be f{'w." " I leave my curse on her and hers for ever." 
llR.\CHYLOGY : :\ concise speech, especially wherein a necessary grammatical 

word or phra,;e is omitted-" I do not think so now, but hare (thought 
so)." 

DJ.4.LL.\(;E: h a Figure whereby st"veral arguments are brought to establish 
ont point. 

DI.\STOLE: Is a Figure by which a syllable naturally short is made long. 
DIEXODOS: .\ rushing through; e.g., "Someone bore this once, I twice. 

nobudv thrice." 
EC H 0 : is a n·1wtition of a preceding word or phras!', and should be in a 

rising inftectitJn with an increased tone of \'Oice; e.g., "Shall l. whn wa• 
horn . . . ~hall I?" " He calls himself a painter, a painter !-fit to 
daub. . . ." 

El'.\;.1.\Dli'LOSIS :The use of the same word at the be~inning and end of 
the same sentence or dausto; e.g., " Sel'ere to his serrants, to his children 
~c\'cre." 

EP.\:\.\LEl'SIS: .\ resumption after a parelllhesis or digrr·ssion; example: 
" \\'ho (0 ~arth, and gods, and men, as many of you as wish to he;u 
th~ truth) who ... " 

EPE~THESIS: .-\ Figure of \\'ords by whi'h a letter or syllable is put in the 
midst of a word. 

FPlCRlSIS: .\ Fi~ure by which the orator recites a maxim or saying of some 
author and arlds his opinion upon it in praise or dispraise. 

ErlTROCH.\S\ll'S: Speedily running over sen•ral things either for brevity 
or tu amaze tho-;!' we speak to. 
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ITTREI'IS:IIl"S : This Form not only numb~rs the (J31"l> btfon·, l•ut alsu 
gives a kind of <.lelinition or d~daration of those p;rrts in th.e same order. 

EXU;ESIS: .\ Fnrm hy which things ;1t first spoken darklr are in the sam~: 
sentence explained. · 

FIGL'RA ETY:IIOLOGIC_\: "The Figures of Etymology are the intentional 
deviations from the ordinary forms of words. There are eight : Aph~resis, 
Prosthesis, as prefixing a letter or letters, bedecked for decked, Syncope, 
as ha'penny; Apocope, Paragoge, Direresis, Synrerf'sis, as condensing two 
sylables in one; e.g., walk'st for walkest; Tmesis, a separating of th~ 
compound by introducing a word or words betwC'en, as, \Vh<tt wav soeve-r 
he turned. -

Figt!res of Syntax are intentional df'viations fron1 ordinary construction of 
words. 

Figures of Orthography are intentional deviations from the ordinary spellin:; 
of ~:ords ; :\1imesis and Archaism; !\limesis, being the mispronunciation 
of v.·ords by false spelling, as " well zur," " I 'II argify the topic 11

; 

Archai!m is as the ancien to; sp!.'lt, e.g., "The gret Kyng bathe. 11 Com
pare Quarkenbos, 

FREQCENT:\TIO: The gathering to~ether of various matters expresse•l 
throughout a paragraph or speech into one ~entence or exp1·ession ; e.g., 
" Thus, when all is done . . . he is covetous, ricious, proud. . . ., 
finallv intolerable to all O!en." Cicero. 

HIR~IOS: .-\ sudden entrance into a confused heap of matters; e.g., "Xoble;;, 
gentry, poor, rich, young, old, merchant, all cry out against the burden." 

HYPOSTROPHE: Is a return to the subject after a pare-nthesis. 
HYPOZErXIS: Is contrary to Zeugma, as it jdns to each subject its proper 

verb; e.g., '' PridE' disdains obedience, idlene;;s 1:eglerts labour, ambition 
strives for honour :. " 

ILLVSTR.-\TI0\1: To make clearer by examples, figurf"s, comparisons nnd 
instances. The real power of oratory is to pass from homely illustrations 
to the dizzy heights of imagination. 

:\fETAST.-\SIS: Is a recrimination of the accuser; e.g., "What I hare don!', 
the accuser has done, or his kinsmen." 

:I!BTESIS: Is the imitation of one's utterance, pronunciation, gesturP, etc. 
P.\RADIEGESIS: Is a proof by example, or when thr orator mentions some

thing which declares his further meaning; an extraneous confirmation 
P.\RADOXO~: ls a figure by which we raise the expectation of s01nethinl:( 

Pnormous and stoop to something that is either of littlP mom~nt or not 
at all criminal ; e.g., " He leans orer the d~parted sufferer . . . whet 
does he do? What does he clo~-(roice still higher)-What lloPs he do~ 
Smells gin and brandy." Rufus rhoatc. 

PARA THESIS: I;; thr immediate wojUI:rtion of two or more nouns; ~.g., 
" City Rome." 

P:\RTITIO: Is dividing the whole into its parts; 
PLEO~:\S:'\1 : Is a figure wh(·rPby ,;omP ,.;uperfluous \\'Ord or wonl,; are addf"d 

to si~nify rmphatically the vt>hE'mrnrf' or r>:lrnrstnf·ss of the speaker, and 
crrtaintv of the matter spoken of. 

SPECIFIC. TER\IS : \Iinute details; r>.g., " . . . "·hose daggers ki!l~d 
Cresar," not the men ; " a minute drtnil of the circumstances connect{'cl 
with the death of a youthful pair. . . . at the battlP of Fontenor ," 
is more effective than a general description of the battle. 

Sl'GGESTJ0\1: ,!s a hint, not a dear statement; e.g., "a certain gentle-
man ...• 

Sl'STE~T.\TIO or SlTSPE~SlON : Before the main point or word i~ said 
there is a suspension or pausP; e.g., " \\'hat do you think hr h~s com
mitted? Some theft perhaps, some robbPry?" Clrero, <~ftrr keepin~ his 
h~arers in susprnse, ;~rlded somPthin:;: morP atrocious. 

SY~.\THROIS~!l"S: Is "·hen thP orator eithl"'r nm1mulates word.;; or phrn.;;rs 
presenting particuhrs of thP samP subject. or 1'.-hfn ~I'Wr:tl mnttrr.;; of a 
diffPrrnt nnturf' Me heaped up together. 

SYSTOLE: Is "·hfn a long syllable by nature, is contramd into a short nn~. 
TAUTOLOGY: \Yhen u;;ed ~~ a figurl', is thP repPtitinn of the siHnP w0nl,;;. 
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1. .-\!ways dri·ve your speech ahead o£ you. This contributes 
to fluency, and fluency is all-powerful especially with the masses. 

See \Yilliam Pitt's advice, p. liS. 
2. Keep your mi11d 011 the idea, and the words will fall in 

lint .. -\ gr.od ,·ocabulary will quickly supply any forgotten word. 
The next idea must always be nearly in the range of mental 

vision- \\"rite out best parts of 3 our speech, extemporise on rest. 
Cicero ~ays that the business of the orator is the memory of things visualised 

and arrangtd in order in different and distinct places at moderate distance>, 
with a miking symbol in each place with which to stimulate the memory to 
call up the ,,-hole, a symbol of a word to call up an entire sentence, or act as 
a heading, seeing to it that the sentence btgins properly lgenerally like a 
\·erst in poctry-;ee Quintillianl, and most especially closes with proper cadence 
and fw. 

GiYe each oratorical foot its full value, not slurring oYer 
it, and proper modulation and mfl.ection within the pausal 
rhythm (pp. 399, 403, and 405). 
Hold head stra1ght, if too high it makes voice shrill, if to,, 
low, indistinct. Take a deep breath, hold it-about twenty 
syllables, including emphasis, accents and inflections, may 
be sair! en same. Gire impression of Fase and reserTe power. 
Sound d:minishes according to distance from centre of expres
sion. Let force be an acute subdual, not loud, apparently loud. 

3. To make the speech flo'w is the chief object, and to deliver 
it as if it were an animated conversation. If audience is very 
large use the walking measure. :\lake only a few gestures, 
letting the stroke of each fall on the accented syllable ot the 
emphatic word which represents the chief idea. 

The emotional emphasis is placed on auxiliaries, etc., as 
mzl!!, <ery. the, etc. (p. 182), "He-who-reigns. . ." (p. 
363: ; the intellectual emphasis explains or intensifies the 
meaning: by setting forth more strongly the key-words, by 
antithesis :p.· 83), by cumulative (p. 145), e.g., "pluck down 
form.:;, windows, anything," by marked contrast (p. 85), or 
balancing or distributing energy over the emphatic group with 
the rising and falling inflection, e.g., "all hail to thee, Thane 
of Owdor. "-Shak. 

Subifct and predicate with their respective modifiers should 
stand out in distinct groups (pp. 362/3); single noun and 
,·erh. ;f emphatic, e.g., man-dies, nation-lives. 

4. Look the audience squarely in the face, and direct the voice 
to dii!erent parts of it, as this wonderfully preserves and 
strcng-thms the vocal powers. The eyes may look in vacancy 
m the musing or meditative parts. 

Touc a11d Health of Voice, etc. 
5· Do not speak when tired, for tired muscles react on the 

\'oice. and make it dull and unsympathetic. 
6. .·h:oid any food that may affect the digestion for indi

gestion in any form impairs beauty and resonance of tone. 
i. Spe:tking immediately after a full meal should be avoided. 

for then the stomach is at its fullest distension. and the lungs 
at smallest; an hour and a half, or two hours after, is better 
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Also avoid speaking without some food in the stomach, as abse1~ce 
of food in the stomach makes voice thin and hollow. 

8. Keep the diaphragm pressed down, and the shoulders 
down so that the lungs may inflate themselves fully and thus 
be able to produce a good tone with carrying power. lt is not 
necessary to protrude it, but keep it taut and lower ribs 
swung out. In women there is more action of the nbs. lt is not 
necessary for carrying power to use excess of voice,-clear 
articulation, distribution of pauses and emphasis are better. 

Vowels have carrying power (see long vowtls, p. 537, 
and just length 403), and consonants, strength and character 
(see p. 183, initial consonant, and good articulation, p. 
xvi.). " Good verbal expression depends upon a perfect 
balance between vowels and consonants" (see vowels and 
consonants alternated, p. 5721. Vocal expression carries con
viction and triumphs over verbal expression, as evidenced in 
.Jfark Antony's "honourable m~n." (d. "The Spoken 
Word," by Louie Bagley.) 

9. Bring voice well forl.('ard in the mouth so that it rerlects 
from the hard palate, and thus produce a clear, ringing tone. 

10. The strong muscles of the sides and stomach are the ones 
to control the column of air to the vocal chords, othenrisc: con
trolled the voice breaks down, hoarseness and sore throat follow. 

11. Stand erect, nothing tight around the stomach. so that 
breathing may be free and easy; and favor your deep tones and 
falling inflections as these are most effective and manly. 

Oratory, according to Quintillian, must not be seasoned 
too much with a variety of stops, intervals and inflections of 
tones (see p. 242, highest art-a whole scene in one inflection), 
and nicety of gestures (see p. 241, proper gesture\ for 
oratory consists in serious pleading, not mimicry. The 
orator must not encroach upon the actor (p. 273). Vivacious 
speaking under control, with the el<>gance of an actor and 
the character of a good and judic1ous man, is the desideratum. 
It should maintain '' the simplicity and dignity of the en· 
larged conversational style."--,T he Spoken W Md. 

12. Above all (a) keep the rhsthm as a disregard of this up
sets voice, mind and beauty of tone; (b) remember th:J.t the 
highest art is to conceal art, and this is done by the orator adopt· 
ing ·nature's forms of expression (p. 318). Concentrate on 
vour subject (p. 478), Beecher; forget all else (p. 415', Clay. 
The loftiest reach of Attic eloquence was intensest passion 
with greatest self-control pp. 259, \\'eshster; 472, 476 , 
Phillips. Figurative language requires no accompanying 
gesture, e.g., '' Knocking at the heavenly gates" n<>eds no 
gesture of knocking to make it forcible. }letaphors from 
living to inanimate are the most copious for the orator, 316. 
Use choicest, most inherent points :pp. xxvii., 202, 214'; argue 
against self, see Gladstone, 448 (4) (pp. 510, xxi:'t., xxxix.). 

" One must study hard to succeed, and this is why ont> 
orator outshines another." -Quintillian. 
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INDEX. 

Nomenclature of the Forms of Oratorical Expression and how 
pronounced.• Current names with the corresponding numbers will be 
found at the end of this Index. 

I' AGE 

A 

.'\ccumulatio ......................... .. 
Aenigma 1 (e-nig'ma) ................. .. 
Aitiology2 (e-ti-ol'o-gi) .................. 2 
Allegory .................................. 30 
Alliteration ........ .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. 33 
Allusion ..................................... 34 
:\mphibology3 ........................ . 

Amphidiorthosis ...................... 46 
Ampliticatio ............. .... ............. 35 
Anabasis (a-nab'a-sis) .................. 48 
Anacrphaleosis' (an-a-sef"a-le-o'sis) 46 
Anaca>nosis (an"a-se-no'sis) ......... 47 
Anacolouthon (an"a-ko-lu'thon) ...... 48 
Anadiplosis~ (an"a·di-plo'-sis) ....... 52 
Anamnesis' lan"am-ne'sis) ............ 48 
Anaphora1 (a-naf'o-ra) ................ 65 
Anastrophe1 (a-nas'tro-fe) ............. iO 
Anathema ............................... 71 
Antanaclasis0 ...... ..................... 71 
Antanagoge 10 (ant"an-a-go'je) ....... 72 
Antezeugmenon ........................ 503 
Anthropopathia ...................... .. 
Anthypophora 11 (an"thy-pof'o-ra) ... 7Z 
Anticat~goria ........................... 73 
Anticipation ........................... 73 
Anti-climax .............................. 503 
Antimera ............................... .. 
Antimttahole 12 ........................ i4 
Antimetathesis ................ ........ 74 
Antip:~rabole ........................... 75 
An tiperist:~tis ......................... .. 
Antiphrasis (an"tif'r;...sis) ............ 75 
Antiptosis .................................. 503 
Antirrhensis .......................... .. 
Antisagoge 
Antistatis 
Anti.toechon 
Anti,;trophc:l 2 (an"ti;'tro-fc) ......... 75 
Antistrophon ............................ .. 
Antithesis14 ... ............................ 77 
:\utitheta ................................. 85 
Antithetott 15 .. ........ .................. 86 
Antonomasia 11 (an"ton-o-ma'zhi-a) 87 
Aparithme.is 11 (apHa-rith-me'sis) ... 88 
.\ph:~n·~i, 1 8 (a-fer'e-sis) ............... 88 

PAGE 

Aphodos ................................ .. 
Apocateresis ........................... . 
ApocopelV (a·poc'o-pe) ................. 88 
Apod~o~is (,~"po-~li"?,x'is) ............ .. 
Apodtxts (a po-dtks ts) ................. 88 
Apodosis ('a-pod'o-sis) .................. 89 
Apomnemonsysis ..................... 503 
Apopha;;is (a-pof'a-sis) ................ 89 
Apoplanesis20 , • ............................ 90 
AporiaH .................................... 90 
Aposiopesis22 (ap"o-si"o-pe'sis) ...... 91 
Apostropheu (a-pos' tro-fe) ............ 107 
Argumentum .............................. 110 
Ara ......................................... 503 
Arsi> and Thesis ........................ 111 
Articulus .................................... 113 
Asphalia (as'fa-lia) ..................... 114 
Asteismus24 (as"tez'mus) ............. 114 
A~ynderon (a-sin'de-ton) .............. 124 
Attitude .................................... 130 
Auxc:si;; (awks-e'sis) ........ · ............ 287 

B 

Basanos ..................................... 375 
Bdeligmia ................................ .. 
~ebreo~i~ (be-be-o'sis) .................. 3i4 
hrachetpta ................................. . 
Brachylogy (bra-kil'o-je) ............ 503 

c 
Catabasis35 (ka-tab'a-sis) ............. 503 
Catachresis36 (kat"a-kre'sis) ......... 139 •. 
Catacosmesis (kat·a-kos'me-sis) .... 139 
Cataplexis17 .............................. . 

Characterismus31 (kar"ak-ter·iz'· 
mus) ................................ . 

Charientismus (ka"ri·en·tiz'mus) .... 139 
Chiasmus (ki-az'mus) .................. 140 
Chronographia (kron-o-graf'ya) .... 140 
Circle (sur'k'l) ........................... 140 
Circumlocution ........................... 141 
Climax31 (kli'maks) ..................... 142 
Coacervation .............................. 143 
Commoratio30 ............................. 143 
Compar ..................................... 143 

• The acute 1 represents the primary stress or accent, the double marks • the secondary.~ 
Furms not pa~<·d will il'l"'•r in the tomplete modtrn tdition. ~• 
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c , I'AC.E 
omparatto ................................ 144 

,Co~pound-words ........................ 145 
Conciliation ............................. .. 
Correctio ................................. .. 
Cumulative ................................. 145 
Curiosity .................................... 145 

D 
Deictic31 (dik-tik) ....................... 146 
Descriptio ................................. 147 
Diabole32 (di-ab-o-le) .................. 154 
Diacope (di-ak'o-pe) ................... 154 
Direresis33 (di-er'e-sis) .................. 154 
Diallage (di-al'a-je) ..................... 503 
Dialogismus34 (di"a-1o-jiz'mus) ...... 155 
Dialysis ..................................... . 
Dialyton ................................... . 
Oiaphora (di-af'o-ra) ............. ; ..... 163 
Diaporesis ( di" a-po-re'sis ....... .... . 163 
Diastole ......................... · ........... 503 
Diasyrmus (di"a-sur'mus) ............. 163 
Diatyposis3" (di"a-ty-po'sis) .......... 164 
Diazeugma (di"a-zug'ma) ............. 441 
Dicreology ................................ . 
Didactic .................................. .. 
Diegesis36 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • 165 
Oiexodos .................................... 503 
Diffuseness ..... ,. ........................... 166 
Digressio .. ... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .... .. .. 167 
Dilemma ................................... 168 
Dilogy ..................................... .. 
Diplasiasmus- (di-pla"si-as'mus) .... 168 
D!re!ll~~s Copulatio .................... . 
DlsS1m1lttudo ............................ .. 

g;:~;r:~~~o ·::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::: 
Doubt ...................................... .. 
Doxatou legotos ......................... 375 

E 
Etho ....................................... 503 
Ecphonesis31 .............................. 168 
Egoism ..................................... 273 
Elegchos ................ ......... : ........ 377 
Ellipsis ..................................... 180 
Emphasis .................................. 180 
Emphatic Repetition .................. 190 
Enallage31 (en-al'a-je) ................. 190 
Enantiosis (en-an"ti-o'sis) ............ 190 
Encomion ................................ . 
Enthymema (en'thi-me"ma) ......... 201 
Enumeratio ................................ 219 
Epagoge (ep"a-go'je) .................. 219 
Epanadip1osis (ep-an"a-di-plo'sis) · 503 
Epanalepsis39 (ep-an"a-lep'sis) 219, 503 
f;panaphora (ep"a-naf'o-ra) ·· ......... 220 
Epanastrophe (ep"a-nas'tro-fe) ..... . 
Epanodos (ep-an'o-dos) ............... 221 
Epanorthosis•0 (ep-an"or-tho'sis) ... 221 
Epenthesis (ep-en'the-sis) ............ 503 
Eperotesis (eper"o-te'sis) .............. 222 
Epexegesis ................................ . 

Epicrisis .................................... f5o3 
Epideicticu (ep"i-dik'tik) ........... . 
~p~dio~thosis4 l (ep"i-di-or-tho'sis) ... 222 
Ep1che1rema (ep"i-kai-re'ma) ....... 110 
Epilogue ................................... 231 
Epimoneu ................................. 266 
Epiphonema44 (ep"i-fo-ne'ma) ...... 266 
Epiphora (e-pif'o-ra) .................. 266 
Epiplexis ................................. .. 
Epiploce ................................. : .. 
Epistatis (ep-is'ta-tis) .................. 267 
Epistrophe (e-pis'tro-fe) ............. .. 
Epithctoi ............................ 375 376 
Epitheton45 

............................. : 267 
Epitimesis ................................. 267 
Epitrochasmus (ep"i-tro--kaz'mus) .. 503 
Epitrope ............................... ,, .. 
Epizeuxis48 (ep"i-zuks'is) ............ 268 
Erotema41 ............................... . 

Erotesis (er"o-te'sis) ........... ; ....... 268 
Ethopreia43 (e"tho--pe'ya) ............. 269 
Ethos and Pathos ..................... 274 
Eucharistia ............................. .. 
Euche ..................................... .. 
Eulogia ................................... . 
Euphemismus (yu"fe-miz'mus) ..... . 
Eutrepismus ............................... 504 
Eustathia ............. ·; .................... . 
Evocatio .................................. .. 
Exegesis ...................... , ............. 504 
Exergasia ................................. . 
Exetasis" ................................... 376 
ExQrdium (egz-or'di-um) .. , ........... 279 
Expediti.l ............... ; ................... 279 
Expolitio (eks"po--Ii'tio) ............. 279 
Exusicitatio5n .......................... .. 
ExuthenismusSi .......................... 282 

F 

Figura Etymologica, Syn, Orth .... 504 
Frequentatio ............................... 504 

G 
Gnome5 ~ (nQm) ........................ 282 

H 
Hebraism (he'bra-izm) 
Hellinism ................................. . 
Hendiadys ............................... . 
Hiatus (hi-a'tus) ........................ 283 
Hirmos .................................... 504 
Homreoprophon ......................... . 
Homreoptoton (ho'me-op-to"ton) ... 285 
t !omreoteleuton53 

(ho"me-o-te-lu'ton) 285 
Homonymia (hom·o-nim'ya) ........ . 
l~orismos56 (ho-ri7.'mos) ............... 286 
Hypallage55 (hy-pal'a-je) ............. 287 
Hyperbaton56 (hi-pur'ba-ton) ......... 287 
HyperboJeH (hi-pur'bo-le) ............ 287 
Hypobole58 lhi·pob'o-le) .............. 281J 
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PAGF 

H 'l'ocatastasis59 
• (hi"po-ka-tas'ta-sis) 289 

Hypophora (hi-pof'o-ra) ............... 290 
Hypo•troph" (hi-pos'trc-fe) ........ , 504 
Hypothesis (hi-poth'e-sis) ............ 302 
Hvpotypo;;is'·" (ho"po-ti-po'sis) ...... · 303 
Hypozeugma61 (hi"po-zug'ma) ...... 441 
Hypozeuxis (ho"po-zuks'is) .......... 504 
Hysterologia ... f ......................... . 

Icont2 !i'lmn) ............................. 306 
ldolopcea .................................. . 
lllustration ................................ 504 
lmprecatio ................................ . 
Incrementum ............................. 306 
lnterrogatio ................................ 306 
lnter-se-pugnantia .................. .. 
I nverso 

l~~~!~;~ (_i_~~~·:·~_i_:~·~· .. ·:':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':': ~! ~ 
K 

Kerdos ...................................... 377 

L 
Leptology (lep-tol'o-gi) .............. . 
Leptotes" (lit'o-tez) .................... 312 

M 
~I art yria .................................... 375 
~!.,dela ..................................... . 
Meiosis (mi-o'sis) ........................ 287 
~lembrum ................................. 312 
Mempsis ................................... 312 
Merismus65 (mer-iz'mus) ............. 312 
~!esozeugma66 (mes"o-zug'ma) ...... 441 
Metabasis (me-tab'a-sis) ............... 313 
~l~tabole67 (me-tab'o-le) .............. . 
~lttolepsis68 (me-ta-1ep'sis) ............ 314 
~letania69 ................................ . 
~letaphora 70 (met'a-for-a) ............ 314 
~letaplasmus ............................ .. 
~letastasis ................................. 504 
\I• tathesis (me-tath'e-sis) ........... . 
~letonvmian (me-ton'i-mi-a) ....... 318 
\limesis .................................... 504 
~I )Tl~rismus (mik"ter-iz'mus) 

N 
\'arratio .................................... 319 
!\n•·m:•12 (no'e-ma) ................... .. 

0 
Olot<<!:Jtio ................................ . 
Ornin;,tio (om"i-na'tio) ................ 323 
Ontdi,mus ............................... .. 
Onomatopa:ia (on"o-mat"o-pe'ya) .. 324 
Optatio (op-ta'tio) ...................... 324 
Orros lor-kos) ........................... 324 
(}~_1 lllorOn (ok"sy•mo'ron) ............ 326 

p PAGE 

P<£anisimus ............................... . 
Palilogia ....... , ......................... .. 
Parabola (parable) ...................... 426 
Paradiastole13 (par"a-di-as'to-le) ... 327 
Paradiegesis ............................... 504 
Paradigma (par'a-dim) ............... 376 
Paradox (par'a·doks) ................. . 
Paradoxon 75 .................... : .......... S04 
Paragoge'6 (par"a-go'je) ............. 327 
Paraineticon (par'' e-net'i-con) ...... 327 
Paralepsis17 (par"a-1ep'(lip)sis) ..... 338 
Parallelism ................................ 341 
Paran:tythi~ ................................ 346 
Parastopests ............................. .. 
Para thesis .................................. 504 
Parecbasis ............................... .. 
Parechesis ................................. 346 
Paregmenon (pa-reg'me-non) ......... 347 
Parenthesis18 .............................. 347 
Pareuresis ................................ .. 
Parison1

' (par'i-son ..................... 350 
Parcemia80 (pa-re'mi-a) ............ .. 
Parcemion81 (pa-re'mi-on) ............ 353 
Paromologyu ............................. 354 
Paronomasia83 (par"on-o-ma'zhia) ... 354 
Parr~~sia8' (pa-re'zhi-a) ............... 356 
Partttto ..................................... 504 
Pathopreia15 lpath"o-pe'ya) .......... 357 
Pause ........................................ 362 
Periergy ................................... . 
Periodicity ................................. 366 
Peristatica ................................. 442 
Periodos .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. 366 
PeriphrasisSG (pe-rif'ra-sis) .......... 369 
Perissology ................................ . 
Peroratio87 ................................. 369 
Persiflage88 (per'si-flagh) ........... .. 
Personification ............................ 371 
Philophronesis ......................... .. 
Pisteisss .................................... 37t 
Pleonasm (ple'on-azm) ................ 504 
Ploce90 ...................................... 381 
Polyptoton (pol"ip-to'ton) ............ 381 
Polysyndeton9 1 (pol"i-sin'de-ton) ... 382: 
Pragmatographia92 ..................... 386 
Probole ................................... .. 
Procatalepsis9J .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. ... 374, 386 
Proclesis .................................. .. 
Prcecthesis (prec'the-sis) ............... 387 
Prodiorthosis94. ........................... 388 
Prolepsis ................................... 390 
Prooimion (pco-e'mi-on) ............... 390 
Propositio ................................. 391 
Prosographia .............................. 392 
Prnsopodosis .............................. 392 
ProsopopceiaH (pros"o-po-pe'ya) .... 392 
Protasis (prot'a-sis) ..................... 397 
Prothesis .................................... 39i 
Prntrope ................................... 39'/ 
ProzeugmJ9e {pro-zug'ma) ............ 441 
Prsma ...................................... 398· 
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R 
Rhetoric97 ................................. 398 
Rhythmus ................ , ................ 399 
Restrictio ................................. . 

s 
Sarcasmus9$ .............................. 411 

I' AGE 

Synecdoche (si-nek'do·ke) ............ r:m 
Syngnome .................................. 4371 
Synreceosisloz (si-ne''si.o'sis) ........ 437 
SynPzeugmenon ........................ .. 
Synonymialoa (si-no-nim'ia) ......... 437 
Synthesis .................................. 438 
Syntheton (sin'the-ton) ................ 438 
Systole ...................................... 504 

Scematismus (see-ma-tiz'mus) ...... 411 S ystrophe ................ \'................. 4.39 
Semeion .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . ... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 377 
S~r~ocin~tio (ser-mos"i-na'tio) .... 412 
Stgntficatwn ............................. . 
Simile ....................................... 426 
Similitudo ................................. 430 
Simulatio ................................... 430 
Soliloquy (so-lil'o-kwy) ................ 430 
Sorites ....................................... 432 
Specific terms ............................ 504 
Suggestion ...................... · ........... 504 
Sustentatio ................................. 504 
Suspension ................................. 504 
Syllabification ............................ 432 
Syllepsis .................................... 432 
Syllogism us ............................... 433 
Symphoresis ............................... 434 
Symploce99 ............................... 434 
Synreresis (see Fig. Etymol) ......... 504 
Synathroismus10° (sin"a-thres'mus) 504 
Synchoresis ................................ 435 
Syncope10 1 (sin'ko-pe) .................. 435 
:Syncrisis .................................... 435 

T 
T a.pinosisl 0' .............................. 287 

i:~:~lo.~:. .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: {~~ 
T ecmerion .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 377 
Thaumasmus ............................. . 
Thesii ...................................... , 439 
Threnos .................................. .. 
Tmesis (see Fig. Etymol) .... .... .. .. 504 

Topographialos ......................... .. 
Topoth~siaiO& ............................ . 
Traductioto7 .............................. 439 
Tricolon .............................. . 
Tu Quoquetos ........... ........ ... . . .. i3 

v 
Vision ....................................... 440 

z 
Z<!ugmal09 (zug'ma) .................. 441 

COMMON NAMES OF FIGURES. 
1, The Riddle. 2, Tell-cause. 3, Double-meaner. 4, The Gh·e-heads. 

!i, The Redouble. 6, The Jog-Memory. 7, Front Repeater. 8, Climber. 
9, The Rebound. 10, Counter-accuser. 11, Counter-arguer. 12, Counter· 
eharge. 13, Counter-turn. 14, The Opposer. 15, The Quarreler. 16, Sur
namer. 17, The Sum-up. 18, Front cut. 19, End cut. 20, Distrac:ter. 
21, The Doubter. 22, The Stop-sudden. 23, Turn-tale. 24, The Civil Jest. 
25, Climb-down. 26, Abuser. 27, The Knock-out. 28, The Sly-nip. 29, The 
Ladder. 30, The Abider. 31, The Clarifier. 32, The Prejudicer. 33, The 
Disintegrater. 34, Right-reasoner, also Cross-tall\er. 35, Live Picturer . 
. 36, Facts-giver. 37, Outcrier. 38, Exchanger. 39, The Pick-up-again. 40, 
After-corrector. 41, The Praiser. 42, After-excuser. 43, The Tarrier. 44, 
Exclamatory approver. 45, The Qualifier. 46, Sharp-repeater. 47, Ques
rioner. 48, Tell-character. 49, Calm-examiner. 50, Feeling-arouser. 51, 
The Belittler. 52, The Sage-sayer. 53, Like-ender. 54, The Definer. 55, 
The Changeling. 56, Transposer. 57, Over-reacher. 58, Both-side-arguer . 
. 59, The lmplier. 60, Vivid-representer. 61, Rear-warder. 62, Argument
homebringer. 63, The Dry-mock. 64, Moderator. 65, Distributer. 66, 
Middle-marcher, 67, Rhythm-changer. 68, Far-fetcher. 69, The Repenter. 
·10, Name-borrower. 71, Misnamer. 72, Hidden conceit. 73, Neithers and 
Nors. 74, Example-resemb1er. 75, The Surpriser. 76, The Add-on. 77, 
Passer-by. 78, Between-comer. 79, The Near-equal. 80, The Proverb. 81, 
Like-letters. ~ Admitter. 83, Nick-namer. 84, The Licentiate. 85, The 
Feeling-mover. ?6, The Round-a-bout. 87, The Ender. 88, Light jester. 
89, Chief Arguer, 90, Double-repeater. 91, Chain-speech, also Many Ands. 
92, Big Deed-teller. 93, Opponent refuter. 94, Fore-corrector. 95, Personi
fier. 96, Ring•leader. 97, Smooth-~>treamPr. 98, The Bitter Taunt. 99, 
Fore-and-aft repeater. 100, Heaper. 101, Wd·cut. 102, Cross-couple. 103, 
Near-same, also Chain-shot. 104, Abaser. 105, Place-describer. 106, Pl:m
ieigner. 107, The Translacer. 108, Retaliator. 109, Common-linker. 



OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

lbe Morning Advertiser. 
" ORATORY AND EXPRESSION. 

"~lr. J. N. Ruffin, B.A., has written an interesting and instructi~e 
book in • Forms of Oratorical Expression and their Delivery; or Logtc 
and Eloquence Illustrated.' (Simpkin, Marshall. 12s. 6d. net.) 

" The author tells of the styles of the various great orators, and also · 
sets out the various forms of expression, and how and when they should be 
used as well as the proper way in which arguments and facts should be 
mar;halled. A study of the book would most certainly be of the 
~rea test use to all tho:e who desire to become effective speakers." 

Scotsman. 
" Conveniently couched in dictionary form with alphabetically ordered 

articles always well furnished with illustrative examples, Mr. Ruffin'• 
work on public speaking is a useful supplement to the ordinary academic 
text-books of rhetoric. It goes through the figures of speech, from 
accumulation down to zeugma, and is fitly adorned with portraits of 
great orators and other pictures ; while the articles, so far from being 
mere dictionary·rubrics are elaborate both in exposition and in the skilful 
explanation of details. The book should prove serviceable to students of 
the technique of eloquence, which, while substantially an art that thrives 
best by public practice, rarely attains an excellence unsusceptible of 
impro\'ement by private exercises such as those here so encouragingly 
displayed." 

Cbristian World. 
" Rhetoric, once the crown and end of education, is now almost a lost 

art. Eloguence still exists, of course; and many orators doubtless know 
and apply such devices as the ' enthymema, epagoge, epanalepsis, hypo· 
typos is, antithesis, prosopopreia.' But they use these devices intuitively, 
without kno\\'ing their names or studying the classic examples. Mr. 
Ruflin 's industrious and curious volum.e is an· attempt to set forth the art 
and science of eloquence on the old models, but in the terms of to-day. 
It \\·ill certainly repay studying-given brains, ideas and language in the 
student." 

[The author agrees with the " Christian World" that they 
use these devices intuitively, because they have been handed 
down to us bv the Romans and the Romans obtained them 
from the Gre~k:.. If these devices were used naturally as 
Spurgeon, Gladstone, Bright, Bryan and ethers used them, 
churche:. and halls would be crowded.] 
Publishers' Circular. 

'' From !llessrs. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & C11., Ltd.
' Forms of Oratorical Expression and Their Delivery: or Logic and 
E1.oquence illustrated,' by J. N. Ruffin. If rules can make one eloquent 
th1s J,ook should do it; for the author discriminates some three hundred 
and thirty ligures of speech, and gives guidance for their application. 
Perhaps, howe\'cr, the chief usefulness of the book for the budding orator 
will l;e in the accounts gil·en of a few famous orators ancient and modern 
with specimens (all too short) of their greatest flights." ~ 

The Times. 

'' This bl:.orious work takes· in alphabetical order and discusses about 
4<.10 f1surrs of spr~ch from Accumulation to Zeugma; with accounts in. 
>:·ned of ~(:rtain g1 (·~t orators of the past who· specially used certain 
f,~ures. .\IltuJOgr, for inst:mce, introduces Demosthenes because it was 
one of his !Jn.urile ti,::ure:s. \\.illiam Pitt comes in because he • adroitly 
u'r·d the :~gures Ecphonesis, Amplificatio, Rhythm us, Sarcasm us,' &c. 
llw bo(ik ts :1 storehw<:e of illustration, analysis, and anecdote." 

" Th!s t·l.tl.oratP work, (If \\·hich the main purpo;;e is to emphasise 
I1olii:. l •'r1:.,.,.ry, is brought up to date." 



Tbe Expository Times. 
" Under the title of Forms of Oratorical Expression and lheir 

Delil•ery, Mr. J. N. Ruffin,_ B.A., has published a dictionary of figures 
of speech, with illustrative quotations. , 

" First there is the derivation of the word, Greek words being some· 
times given in Greek· letters, sometimes not; next, the meaning; and 
finally examples are offered of the use of the figure. 

" Take a short (and therefore not very representative) example : 
" 

1 Diplasiasmus : Greek dia double, twice, two; plasso, to mould, 
fashion; is a figure of words by which the orator makes a repetition of a 
word or name for the sake of emphasis. An immediate repetition with 
added emphasis: " 0 swallow, swallow, flying, flying south. "-Tennyson. 
Also a repetition after one or two words intervening : " Again and 
again "; " On, Stanley, on. "-Scott.' " 

Daily News. 
" Many people must have wondered precisely how Mr. Lloyd George 

compounds his orations. The problem is now solved by Mr. J. N. Ruffin, 
who publishes to-day a work entitled 1 Forms of Oratorical Expression and 
Their Delivery,' (Simpkin Marshall, 12s. 6d. net). Mr. Ruffin has devised 
an analytical method which enables him to b'reak up a speech into its 
elements." · 

Baptist Times. 
" The writei seems to have ransacked all the resources of information 

concerning oratory, and his pages abound with illustrations. It is a 
. veritable gold mine. . . . 

" Perhaps the best part of the book 'is at the end, dealing with recent 
orators and their utterances. Fittingly W. E. Gladstone is at the head 
of this section, and not the least important sketch is that of Warren G. 
Harding, the President-elect of the United States. The sketch of Charles 
H. Spurgeon is very well done, and the illustrations of his oratory are 
exceedingly good. 

" Senator Harding is a well-known Baptist, a man with a strong 
face and sturdy character. The extracts from the oratory of the Presi
dent-elect are very interesting and of considerable force. His words upon 
the American Press have a value !or this country. ' No one agency can 
render a gre\lter service in holding to the chartered way than a con
scientious and patriotic American press, but it must remain free, utterly 
free, along with freedom of speech, freedom of religious belief, and the 
freedom of a righteous pursuit. It must be honest and it ever must be 
rejoicing in American nationality, which is our priceless possession.' 

" ' Oratorical Expression ' is a book for the student, speaker and 
preacher, and will more than repay very careful reading." 

Tbe Vote. 
"WOMEN' AS PUBLIC SPEAKERS." 

"In a recent publication ('Forms of Oratorical Expression,' by J. N. 
Ruffin, B.A.) (Simpkin, l\larshall), 12s. 6d. net (can be obtained at this 
office) certain public women are cited as adepts in public speaking. Lady 
Astor is quoted as possessing rhetorical and rhythmical qualities, flow of 
speech, and a clear, distinct voice. !\Irs. Besant is described as unquestion
ably the most accomplished and eloquent of women orators. !\Irs. Drum
mond and Mrs. Pankhurst are classed with the notable women speakers 
of to-day." 

Justice. 
"FLOWING PERIODS." 

"At the Knickerbocker Hotel, New York, meetings were held every 
day during the election bmpaign which resulted in sending Senator Hard
ing to the White House. On the last day, 48 of the ablest orators spoke 
from noon to midnight; as soon as one orator sat down, another was up, 
streams of people pouring in and ou-t the whole time. 'And 1\lr. Ruffin, 
who relates this anecdote, has produced a book which has a Knickerbocker 
style. He places the orators of the ages-Demosthenes, Cicero, Whitefield, 
Fox, Sheridan, \\'ebster, Clay, Spurgeon, and many others-on his stage, 
and makes them talk, describes their methods, and supplies portraits. 
The secrets of the machinery of their art is laid bare-Apostrophe, 
Emphasis, Hyperbole, Imprecation, Paradox, Sarcasm, Tu Quoque, etc., 
all in alphabetical order. !\Irs. Annie Besant excels in '1\letabasis.'" 

"When Spurgeon warned an old sinner-' Oh, poor tottering, grey
head, wilt thou take the last step into the pit?' he used 'Synecdoche.' 
l\lr. Ruffin recites scores of such learned classifications, and providP,s 
.o,njh.a.rt'l;l"!;nri' :11nc-trnt-;l\""'t" ,..f ...,11 ,..t tlH\nn '' 



THE L ATE DOCTOR ANNA HOWARD SHAW, 
D .D., M.D. 

Photo ki nd ly suppli ed by the Nat iona l \\'oman Suffrage Publishi ng Co., 
Inc., 171 ~l ad ison A,·enue, New York. 

Principa l Forms of Logica l and Ora torica l Expres•ion used by Dr. Shaw. 
Her n1astcr-fi g ures are those in ita lics :-

.\ ccumulat io, .4d .11 elum Argum eut, t i d. Ve ricundiam Argum ent, Aitio
logy, An ad iplos is, .·1 ualogical Disproof, rlna phora , Anastrophe, Ant imetabole, 
An tistroph e~ rlutitlz esis~ rl utouomasia, Apomnemonsys is, Apop lanesis , 
Apos iopcs is , . l pos! roph e, . l rsis a nti Thesis, Asteismus, D educl i<•e R efu tatiou 
F o" "• Ecphou esis, Enthymemata, Enthymeme, Eperol esis, Epilogu e, 
Epiphonema, · Epitheton, Ep izc uxi ,;, Exeges is, Gnome, H omoenptoton , Hypo
th e,is, Hyf•otyposis , Iguo ra lio Elenclzi. I ronia, Mesodiplosis, Mctaphora, 
Parad iasto le, Pa regmenon, Paro m ology , Paronom.nsia, Pa rh os, Peroratio, 
Polyptoton, Polysyndetou , Procat"l etsis , Prooimion, Protrope, Rh ythmus, 
Se•mocin a tio, Simik. Syllogism us, Syna throismus , Synonymia , Syntheton. 

As all the arts and sciences have technical names, so 
has Eloquence, the noblest of the arts and sc iences. At first 
g lance these names may seem difficult, but a few perusals 
will make them familiar. An easy pronunciation of them is 
given in the Index of " F orms of Oratorical Expression," 
which also has their corresponding common names for use 
of those not d esi ring to use the technical. 



THE LATE DR. ANNA HOWARD SHAW, D.D., M.D.* 
IIER ORATORY, DELIVERY, AND SOME NOTES 

FRO~I E~IINENT CONTEMPORARY ·CRITICS. 

Doctor Anna Howard Shaw, the most eloquent of American 
women orators, to whose efforts were largely due the incor
poration of the Federal Amendment into the American Con
stitution, granting suffrage to all American women, was born 
at Newcastle-on-Tyne, England, Feb. 14th, 1847. When four 
years of age, her mother took her with her brothers and sisters 
to join their father in the United States. ~hey reside.d first 
in Massachusetts, where she attended pubhc school t11l she 
was twelve, and later, on a wilderness claim in Michigaa 
which her father had taken up. While her father and 
brothers \Vere away fighting on the northern side in the 
American civil war, she remained at home surrounded by 
redskins, wolves and other perils of the wilds, and developed 
that sturdiness which characterised all pioneers from Lincoln 
down. 

In 1875 Dr. Shaw entered the Theological Department of 
Boston University, and in 1901 the degree of Doctor of 
Divinity was conferred upon her by the Kansas City Uni
rersity. By service in the ministry she hoped to break down 
the traditions which hampered women in their progress, also 
to improre their condition socially and economically, but 
despairing of accomplishing her aim in this vocation, she 
studied medicine, and in 1885 received the degree of M.D. 
from a Boston University, and embarked on this profession 
hopeful of obtaining better results. She soon came to the 
conclusion that the remedy did not lie in medicine, but that 
it could only be secured through the vote, so she consecrated 
herself to the suffrage cause, beginning her work as an 
organiser and lecturer for the Massachusetts Woman Suffrage 
Association. She was so successful ·in this that she was 
elrcted President of the " National American Woman Suffrage 
Association" in 1904, when it had only IJ,OOO members. 
This number she raised to 200,000. In 1904 only four states 
had equal suffrage; in 1915, when she resigned, twelve states 
had adopted equal suffrage. 

Doctor Shaw espoused woman suffrage as a means to bring 
about the impro\'ement of the social and economical status 
of women. She held that women had abilities, and that all 
opportunities and arenues for which they are capable should 
he opm to these abilities. 

On July 2nd, IQI9, in hrr seventy-third year, and in the 
fulnrss of her power, she died, just as the last State was 
about to ratify the Federal Suffrage Amendment, when she 
was lookin~ forward to the great celebration of its adoption 

• To be rt'~d fnllowinf! p. 4!18 of " Forms of Oratorical E:-<pres;;inn." 
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and to assist in putting the new '' League of Women Voters '' 
on its feet. No death ever caused more universal grief nor 
left such a vacancy in the ranks of humanitarian workers, 
not even that of any of the memorable suffrage leaders. Her 
work was constructive. She was a builder who was to push 
forward the superstructure on the foundation which had been 
laid by Julia Ward Howe, Frances E. Willard, Susan B. 
Anthony, Lucy Stone, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Mary E. 
Livermore, Martha Wright, Lucretia Mott and others. For 
more than two score years, without a rival among women 
orators, her voice rang in the advocacy of temperance and 
equal suffrage, and during the last three years of her life 
she had no superior among men in her eloquent appeals for 
loyalty to the Government, and for a League of Nations that 
would scrapheap wars forever.· 

Her Difficulties and Early Training How to Speak. 
Dr. Shaw, in her book " The· Story of a Pioneer," speak

ing of Miss Lucy Foot, a college graduate and a remarkable 
woman, as her teacher in the high school, and who was her 
early inspiration and model, says: " She immediately took 
interest in me, and proved it at once by putting me into the 
speaking and debating classes, where I was given eYery 
opportunity to ' hold forth ' to helpless classmates when the 
spirit of eloquence moved me. As an aid to public speaking 
I was taught to 'elocute,' and I remember in every mournful 
detail the occasion on which I gave my first recitation. We 
were having our monthly ' public exhibition night,' and the 
audience included not only my classmates, but their parents 
and classmates as well. The selection I intended to recite 
was a psalm entitled ' No sect in Heaven,' but when I faced 
my audience I was so appalled by its size and by the sudden 
realisation of my own temerity that I fainted during the 
delivery of the first verse. Sympathetic classmates carried 
me into an anteroom and revived me, after which they 
naturally assumed that the entertainment I furnished was 
over for the evening. I, however, felt that if I let that failure 
stand against me I could never afterwards speak in public, 
and within ten minutes, notwithstanding the protests of my 
friends, I was back in the hall and beginning my recitation 
the second time .... I went through the recitation with self
possession and received some friendly applause at the end. 
Strangely enough, those first sensations of ' stage fright ' 
have been experienced in a lesser degree in connection with 
each of the thousands of public speeches I have made· since 
that time .... Now, however, the nervousness passes after 
a moment or two. 

From that night Miss Foot lost no opportunity of putting 
me into the foreground of our school affairs. I took part in 
all our debates, recited yards of poetry to· any audience WC' 
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could attract, and even shone mildly in our amateur theatri
cals." At 25 years of age Dr. Shaw entered Albion College, 
which she chose because Miss Foot was educated there. At 
Albion, she says: ·• Naturally, I soon plunged into speaking, 
and my :fi.rst speech at college was a defence of Xantippe. 
I hare always felt that the poor lady was greatly abused 
and that Socrates deserved all he received from her and 
more. I was glad to put myself on record as her champion 
... " She was nominated for orator among the students, 
the boys also ,·oting for her. 

Her Wit, Humor, Repartee and Retorts. 

" Anna Howard Shaw was one of the truly big women 
of the country. . . . Tactful, witty, socially agreeable, 
broad-minded, avoiding useless controversy, yet abating 
nothing in the force of her arguments, she made friends 
e\·erywhere for herself and her cause. . . . Enfranchised 
women will place her name high on their roll of honour."
" Indianapolis Star." 

'' Her remarkable ability as a speaker, he1 nec•er-failing 
lmmor, her readiness. to grasp great problems and big ques
tions and her talents for leadership, made her easily one 
of the foremost women of her time.''-" Jersey City Journal." 
She had mastered so well the art and uses of Repartee and 
Retort that no heckler ever stood a chance with her. She 
knew all the phases of this element of oratory, and so well, 
too, that the minute the heckler started, her mind was on 
the way to hurl back a smart repartee, a clever answer, or 
withering retort. But it was nearly always in a strain of 
good humor that left no deadly wound behind. Her re
partees enlivened her discourse, and kept her audience good
natured and sympathetic. 

Doctor Shaw as an Orator. 

" But the cause which \vas the goal of the efforts of the 
leadC'r, the pioneer, the orator, has been won. Woman's 
political freedom is here. The Federal Suffrage Amendment 
has been passed. State by State the formalities of its 
ratification are completed. There are no words with which 
to measure the part which Dr. Shaw played in this monu
mental ,.;ctory. She was of the suffrage struggle its greatest 
orator, its wit, its humor, its deathless spirit. She staked 
her whole life on the cause, she conquered for it and with 
it, and death cannot rob her nor us of the victory that was 
so largely her \vork." -Carrie Chapman Catt, President of 
the X ational American \V oman Suffrage A:sociation. 

As a sidelight on Dr. Shaw's temperament, in the earlv 
'rightics, out of the host of great ~ew Englanders she cam·e 
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into close touch with at Boston: Mary E. Livermore, Lucy 
Stone, J uha Ward H owe, the Emersons, Garrisons Alcotts 
Whittier and W endell Phillips, it is curious to ~ote that 

the descendant of 
the " fighting 
Shaws of Castle 
Loch-an - Eilan ' · 
and the Scottish 
Stotts of orthern 
England should 
choose as her 
favourite the calm 
and beneficent 
poet Whittier , 
who " At our 
meetings," she 
says, " was like 
a vesper - bell 
chiming above 
a battle-field . " 
H er voice was a 
g reat asset , and 
she had tra ined 
it so well and pro
duced it so pro
perly that it was 
as rich and musi
cal at 72 as in 
early years . 

'' H er gift for 
public speaking 
and her spirit of 
freedom began to 
show themselves 
very soon, and 

Or. Shaw when beginning her speeches . her eloquence and 
(Photo kindly supplied by Miss Lucy E. Anthony.) nati ve ability 

attracted the attention of the presiding elder of the district 
conference of the Methodist Church of which she became, 
upon conversion, a member. ... F ew of her speeches are 
recorded , because she always speaks without notes, and few 
reporters or stenographers can go at her pace, for while she 
rpeaks most distinctly, she speaks very rapidly." -Lucy E . 
Anthony. (T aken from " Famous Living Americans," by 
Mary Griffin W ebb and Edna L enore W ebb. ) 

" I had already had occasion to see the extraordinary 
quality of her clear and effective mind, and to know how 
powerful and persuasive an advocate she was."-Wood row 
Wilson, President of the United States. 
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\' It was my great pleasure to speak with her. from many 
a platform in favor of the League, and to enJOY the very 
great priYilcge of listening to her persuasive eloquence, Iter 
genial wit and humor, which she always used. to enforce 
her arguments."-\Villiam Howard Taft (ex-President of the 
United States, the President of the League to Enforce 
Peace). 

" Dr. Shaw was one of the world's most ,remarkable 
women, strikingly exemplifying. qualiti~s that in.spired con
fidence in her cause. She combmed w1th the ab1hty to put 
plain thoughts in plain words the power to move vast audi
ences by eloquence. Yet her appeal was always simple; hard, 
common sense was her weapon of attack."-" Pittsburgh 
Sun.'' 

" A noble woman, with an eloquent tongue, a keen intelli
gence and all her faculties at the service of a moral purpose . 
. . . . "-"New York Tribune." 

Extracts from some of Dr. Shaw's speeches with the Forms 
of Logical and Oratorical Expression marked therein:-

w• Til is is the A merica11 fi11g. It is a bit of bunting, and why is it that, 
11 lwn it is surrounded by the flags of all other nations, your ryes and mine 
turn tirst toward it and there is a warmth at our hearts such as we do not feel 
when we gaze on any other flag. 2/t is not because of the beauty of its colors, 
'for the flags of France and England, which hang on either side of it, have 
the same colors. It is not because of its artistic beauty, for other flags are as 
artistic. 'It is because you and I see in that piece of bunting what we see in 
no otht•r. It is not visible to the human eye, but it is to the aspiring soul. 
6 11' e see ill e-..<ery stripe of red the blood which has been shed through the 
crnturies by m(·n and women who hal'e sacrificed their tires for the idea of 
d"mocracy; u.•e see i11 e<•ery stripe of white the purity of the democratic ideal 
toward which atl the world is tending; and i11 every star in its field of blue we 
sr·e the hope of mankind that some day the democracy which that bit of bunt
ing symbolizrs shatl permeate the Ih·es of men and nations; and 6 we love it 
bct"ause it enfolds our ideals of human freedom and justice." 

** " 7 There is no age of 1rhich the problems that confront a people seem 
so complex and difficult as those of their own age. This is certainly true of the 
tinws through which we are passing. Vast problems meet us on e\·ery hand 
and atl about us is a despairing world, war mad with fear and hate. Beyond 
the seas, thrones are tottering to their fatl, kings are dril'en into exile, nations 
!.lotted from the face of the earth, dead and dying everywhere; homeless, 
haunted, outragrd \\"On:'en with little children perishing of hunger as they sink 
1'\hau,~r·d by th~ 1\'aystdr; in our own country lawless destruction of property; 
the stnkrs of dtscontendcd 11 ork folk ; little children dril'en to the mines anrl 

• " Thos~ who were presrnt will nerer forget the exaltation of a certain 
gro•at ocra:;ion during the progrrss of the \\·ar when she raisf'd her eves tu 
thr lb;! hanging abm·e tlw platform on which she stood and uttered- these 
11 nnk" This maj.!niticr·nt pa,.,age CPrtainly has the \\'ebsterian rin« and roll 
ahout it, it..; rhythm i~ ~ul,Jim~ and its lofty sPntiments coincide ~here\\"ith. 
(I) Apo~trophf; (2) Arsis; (3) .\itiology; (4) Thr!sis; (5) Hypotl'posis anJ 
.\n.1phora; 16) Epiphonema. · · 

. ~"This is from a spt't>ch dt:lin·red by Dr. Shaw, in December, 1915, upon 
n I till~;! . frum the Pre;;idenry of the X ational American \\'om~n Suffra:.;'! 
.\--onatlc>u. ~ 

Iii Prooimion or Exordium. The periods of this Prooimion are full, 
hecau'c the. cause .is wei~~ty ~nd solicitous (see p. 367), as the Americans had 
b~gun to d:>cuss mterl'~ntng tn th~ \\"ar. 
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factories and sweated industries to add to the already bursting coffers of· the 
rich and powerful ; an army of ignorance and vice led to the polls as sheep to 
their own destruction ; and even universities and churches unmindful of their 
high mission muzzled at the behest of a dominating sordid financial power; 
the right too often on the scaffold, the wrong enthroned. 

8How can the United States., in any spirit of a truly great nation, offer 
its services as mediator when it is following the same line of action towards 
its own people? How can it plead for justice in the East, when it denies it to 
its own women? How can it claim that written agreements between nations 
are binding ~Yhen it violates the fundamental principles of its own national 
constitution, which declare that " the right of the citizen to vote shall not be 
denied or abridged by the United States or any State," and yet for forty.fiye 
years Congress has turned a deaf ear to the appeal of our own citizens for 
protection under this law. 9ls it true that the United States Constitution 
too is but a scrap of paper to be repudiated at will? 

When aroused by an outraged public sentiment, the Government makes 
a spasmodic attempt at protecting the sanctity of the home by abortive attempts 
to rt>gulate marriage, diYorce, and especially to suppress polygamy-1"poly· 
gamy, that base and debasing institution which, in all countries wherever 
practised, 11 brutali~es men, degrudes women, blights the liv~s of the children, 
and prostitutes the holiest relations in life to the service of the basest form of 
human lust, using the sacred bond of marriage as a shield for human passions 
under the guise of religious sanction." 

------
* " If it is true that men are so till-governed, so incapable of controlling 

themselves and their opinions, and so incapable of living with otiler people 
who do not agree to everything they say, that political disagreement with a 
wife must lead to domestic tragedy, that is no argument against suffrage. It 
may be an 12argunzent against marriage, but it is certainly not all argument 
against suffrage. • 

There is always a therefore, no matter what the argument; the therejore 
b permanent. 

Then they began to test our brains. The first man 11·ho ever did this 
scientifically was a French scientist, one of the very greatest scientists the world 
has ever produced, and he found that the male brain ll'eighed a certain 
number of grammes more than the female brain, 13tlzcrefore-and that the 
female brain weighed a certain number of grammes more than the brain c.f 
an idiot, 13therefore. But then, this famous scientist died, and, when his 
brain was weighed it was found that it weighed two grammes less than the 
brain of an idiot. And yet he, in his line, was the most eminent scicntil]c 
man of his day or of any other day. 

It was discovered that the convolutions of the female brain, in comparison 
of the size of the brain, were a little deeper than those of the male, and that 
the average amount of gray matter was equal in the male and the female 
brain, 13tllerefore-! 

The anti.suffragists' cries are all like the cries of little children who are 
afraid of the unknown. They are forever crying w• Tl1e gobli11s will catch 
you if you don't watch out! " They feel that anything that 15/ws not been 
should 1101 be, and that all that is is right, when, as a matter of fact, if the 
world believed that, we should be in a static condition and ne1w move unless 
backwards, like crabs. 

By some, women are supposed to be unfit to vote because they are hysterical 
and emotional; and, of course, men \\'ould not like emotion to enter into a 
political campaign. They want to cut all emotion out, and so they would like 
to cut us out. I had heard so much about our emotionalism that I went to 
the last Democratic National Com·ention, held at Baltimore, to observe the 

(8) Eperotesis with Anaphora; (9) Erotesis. 
(10) .\nadiplosis; (II) Accumulatio. 
*Taken from passages here and there. tSynonymia; (12) Fallacy of 

argument called Ignoratio Elenchi, see also .-\poplanesis. (13) Antistrophe. 
(14) .-\d :\Ietum Argument, with (15) Paronomasia. 
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r<jlm rtpo,e of the male contingent. 101 saw some men take a picture of one 
~('ntleman whom they wanted elected, and it was so big they had to walk 
~idt·ways as thcv carried it forward; they were follo"·ed by hundreds of other 
men ,;creaming ·<~ml yelling, shouting and singing the " Hown Dawg " song; 
thc·n, whc:n there was a lull, another set of men would start forward under 
another man's picture, not to be outdone by the " Hawn Dawg " melody, 
scrl·arnin;;, yelling and shouting at other people. 1"1 saw me" jump up on 
the seat and throw their hats in the air and shout: "What's the matter with 
Champ Clark? " . 

Th('n, whPn those hats carne do\m, other men would ktck them back 
into the air, shouting at the top of their voices: 11

" He's all right!!! " 
Th··n I !ward others screaming and shouting and yelling for 11

" L'ndcr'lf.oood! ! 
l.'11daa•ood, first, last a11d all tlte time!!!" 181\o hysteria about it-just 
ptttriofic loyilty, splendid manly deYotion to principle. And so they went on 
and went on until 5 o 'dock in the morning-the whole night long. 16 I saw 
men jump up in their seats, and jump down again, and run around in a ring. 
1"/ saar tu.•o m<'ll run to1roards another man to hug him both at once, and th~y 
,plit his coat up the middle of his back and sent him spinning around. 101 
sa";J.• men knock the hats of other men off whenever they shouted something 
about Champ Clark or Cnd<:rwood ot· someone else. 18.\11 this in the calm 
rrpo,;c of thC' legal male mind in politics! 

I hare br(•n to a lot of women's conrentions in my day, but 16lnevcr saw 
a ;,•om<lll leap up on a chair and take off her bonnet, and toss it up in the air 
<uHl ,hout: ·• \\'hat's tlw matter with " somebody. I nc1·cr saw a woman 
knork anotht·r \\Oman's bumwt off of her head as she shout1•d: " She's all 
ri~ht! " IGJ n~;ocr heard tJ lrody of ·woiiiCII whooping, 19and screaming, 19aud 
y•·lling for tire minut<·>, wh1•n som~hody's name \ras nwntiotwd in the conrcn
tiun. "'\\'" arl' pl'rfertly willi11g to admit that we are emotional. I hare 
actually '*''·n ,,·omPn stand up and \\'ave their handkerchiefs. I have even 
,,.,.n tlwm takf' hold of hands and sing, " Blest be the tic that binds." Nobody 
d<·ni<·s that ''omen are excitablt•, Still, when I hear how emotional we should 
~ct. and how t·xcitable we should become should we get into politics, I 
couldn't hdp n·calling to my mind's t·ye 18t/1e calm repose and dignity of this 
J!,dfillwrc and oth<'r political conrentions. 

She said that it was a great thing to ha1·e 21 ancestors wlw ·were ill tit€ 
H,·:•olutiull, and addl'd: " I dl'scend from a long line of RP\'olutionary 
;tnt·,·,tor,;." " That is what you have done," said I, " you hare 22descended, 
l>ut I hare asrl'nded, ami, as to a long line of Rerolutionary ancestors-1 
would rather 2'asa11d than desre11d from my ancestors, no matter who thl'y 
\\l'ft·.'' 

('Thc'r<: are two cla,>es of people here this afternoon-saints and sinners; 
tlw "'Hwr,; an~ tlw pt·oplc who do not agree with us, and the saints are the 
pt·uplt• who do, g ll'e u•aut ti1e sinners to be seated, 

Tlwre was no mat.l ldt out, they were all in-11 b/ack at!d ·white, rich au.l 
poor, ;,•tsc •llld ofhcra•tse, drtwk aud sober, all men were in, and for the tin;t 
tinw tht· little word " malt•" stood all alon<'. And yet God said in the 
loo·,;innin;.!: " It j, not good for man to stand alone! " 

llu11 •·wr, pulitirians hit upon tht• plan of putting at the head of the 
nrlumn of each political party a symbol, like a rooster, 25ur an eagle, or a 
't.jr, vr a man with a hamm(•r in his hand, to stand for the different political 

(I~) ~ypotypr,~is with .\naphora, ;utd containing the followin,:: Forms:
II' I ~cphutH',l> ; (IS I Ironia ; ( 191 Polysyndt'lun ; (.201 Paromology. The 

,.;<·n• r.tl form of aq:;um(·nt in this Hypotypo,;is being the Deductirc Refutation 
Furtll. 

1211 .\.J \'ericundiam or Chinese .\rgument; (~~) Paronomasia; (~3) 
.\r1!i1111 tJbol•:. 

~ Fron~ a spft'Ch ddirered at Birmingham, ,\Ia., .\pril 16th, 1915. 
~~··nu:.;raphtr:rlly n·portt·d. ~ S l'rooimion containing .\steismus, sec Exordium, 
.d,o Pathos p. vii. 

(24) Syntheton, wirh Paronomasia on word~ " wise " and " otherwise," 
(25) Polysyndeton . 
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parties, so that, if a man has intelligl·ncc enough to kno11· the diffewwc 
betw~en a rooster and an eagle, he knows which party to vote for. The 
people who do not want women to vote for fear of their ignorance, so 
arrange our ballots in the United Stat<•s to adapt them to male illil!·racy! I 
think women could vote a ballot carefully prepared like that, especially if the 
eagle were taken out and 20a I!CII put in ! I am quite sure we could vote the 
ticket! 

And what objections confront such an appeal as this? They may be 
exprt'ssed in beautiful po!·tical phrases about 27

" tile sturdy oak, and t/1e cling
ing ••inc "; hut we know that thry who ohsPrvc more closely the sturdy oak 
about which the ivy clings, find it dead at the top. 28Thc truth is that there 
has been too much of the clinging vine and too much of the sturdy oak theory 
in the world. 

A lady in one of the campaign States whose guest I was, held up her baby 
and said: 290

' Is this not my job?" "It certainly is," I replied," and any 
\\'oman who has that kind of a job has a job that she ought to attend to.'' 
Thrn she exclaimed : " How can I go to the polls and vote? " I said : 
" Your husband, who is the president of a bank, also has a job that requires 
his closest attention, yet he told me that he intended to vote for this amenll
ment." " Oh yes," she cried, " he is very keen about it." Then I said : 
" See what an advantage you have over your husband. He has to leave l1is 
job to go and vote, while you may take your job with you." 

tThe glaring headline ran : " 250,000 men killed since the war began." 
(Alas, what would it be to-day?) I said : t " Two hundred and fifty thousand 
dead men! No woman can comprehend the meaning of such horrible 
slaughter! The horror of it alone would drive her mad. It means that 
two hundred and fifty thousand strong splendid mrn lie d~ad ; there are 
miles of dead men, choking the rivers with their dead bodies, filling the 
trenches with the dead and dying; their blood mingling with the waters of 
rivers turns them to crimson. I for one cannot comprehend the horror of 
such slaughter. But, if you were to tell me that § one man lay dead, and 
if I were to look into the upturned face of one dead soldier and see its 
pallor, * I should k11ow what one woman knows about war. I should kllow 
that years before, a woman, \rhose hPart beat, in sympathy with her love 
and her desire for motherhood, had walked day by day with her face to an 
open grave with a courage which no man has ever surpassed, that she might 
become the mother of a child. And I sl1ould know tllat if she did not fill 
the grave as thousands upon thousands do, if she lived, and a tiny little bit 
of helpless humanity was laid in hrr arms, there went out from that woman's 
heart a cry so deep, so sacred, so full of hope, that it laid hold on the 
Infinite Himself. I slwuld know that that cry was not for herself, but for 
the tiny helpless being that laid in her arms, that her boy might be worthy, 
and that she might know as the years went on that he would live a life of 
usefulness. She did what all mothers must do, and what men have failed 
to understand as the real significance and price of motherhood. Men have 
failed to realise that women are human, that they have the same human 
ambitions 30 and hopes and aspirations and desires as have men, that they 
desire to reach out and grasp th~ problems of life and solve them as do 
men, that they long for intellectual development and power as men do . 

.\len have not yet learned that woml'n are human, hence they as y!'t 
do not realize that the mother lays all these ambitions aside for herself, but 
she never lays them aside for her boy. In her joy of motherhood, she forgets 
her nights of sleeplessness and her days of fatiguing toil year after year until 

(26) Asteismus. 
(27) Gnome; (28) Apom1wmon,;ysi~. 

(29) Dr. Shaw applying the fir:;t ,\ristotelean rule on heckling (see 
'' HPckling ") in disposing of a hPcklf'r. 

t From this point begins Dr. Shm1·'s Epilogue, 11·hich Epilogue ranks 
among the first of the finest and most eloquent Epilogues on record. 
! Ecphonesis. § Antonomasia; * Anaphora ; (30) Polysyndeton. 
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at la,;t hl' has grmrn to be a man, and 31sl1e looking up into~ /lis C)'Cs, beholds 
him '~bolle of her bone, and flesh of her flesh, aye, and life of her life, for 
shr~ has can·~d out twentv wars and more of her life and built them into tht> 
making of a man. In hi;n she beholds the most marvellous work of God, 
"for in all the unircrsc there is nothing more wonderful than a noble human 
b;·ing, "d,·rm of brain, and dean of lzcart, strong of limb, ambitious in h~s 
purpose to lay hold of life ami to master it. 35 How wonderful he is !-but 1t 
took th<' life, toil and joyous sacrifice of a woman to develop him. And then 
his country calls him, and in an hour that wonderful being is dead-36dead. 
:\nd in his "death there died the life, toil, and hope of the mother who ga\'e 
him birth. Looking out into the darkness of the lonely and desolate years, 
she kno11·s that a woman died too, for merely to breathe is not life. Multiply 
that mother's loss by hundreds of thousands and even, 35 God pity them! by 
millions, and, I ask, 31'4\'IJat docs a m~n know about war in face of the 
tragrdy of motherhood? Did you read in your paper this morning that letter 
from Russia? Did you read what the women in Russia know about war? 
Did you read \\·hat the women of GaliciJ, the women in Poland, and all those 
mou~tainous countries, know ~bout war? Did you read the price that women 
are paying? 

1 ne l~<trrinf! n;Jtions are calling theil· men from seYenteen to fifty years of 
a~e and upwards, the \'ery 19 fiower of their people, to be food for cannon! 
.\nd they are leal'ing behind '"the defecti:.oe, the diseased, the det!enerate, tire 
criminal, the unfit, to become the fathers of the children of the future. "The 
aime of crimes in war is the crime against the unborn children, in robbin!:( 
tlwm of 1·irile fathers, and against women in robbing them of fit mates to he 
thP fathers of their children; yet you ask what women know about war! 
ThPy are learning more eYery day, and what they learn leads them to demand 
the ballot, 42not that tht'y may fight, but that they may help men to keep 
from fighting. 

"Oir men! forget your sentimentality and think of women as human: as 
human factors in the world's progress. "Think of their devotion to you and 
to their families, and then nc1·er again say that a woman should have no 
voice in the things that so l'itally concern herself, her family and her country. 
'·'\YhPthrr in war or irr pcun?, the ma~ is not complete without the woman: 
;111d (IS it is impm;sible to conceire of an id<'al home without the man, 10 

it i,; equally impossible to conceiYe of an ideal Republic without the woman." 

.. 13111 l'uil-~nddon; !311 llypotyposi": (321 Polvptoton; (33) .\itiolo~v; (341 
lpith,·ton: 13~1 Ecphon,·,;i,;; (361 Epizeuxis; (3i) Pare~menon; (38J Epe~ote,;i:;. 

, 1391 \J..t,q~hora: (401 Synathroismus; (41) Polyptoton; (42) Paradiastolc; 
14_v) .. Erphon~srs; 144) Prot rope; (45) Peroratio, with Antithesis, Simile or 
!:limllitudo. 



MRS. ANNIE · BESANT 
HER ORATORY, DELIVERY, AND S011E NOTES 

FROM EMINENT CONTEMPORARY CRITICS. 

This most remarkably eloquent woman, whose oratory 
partakes of the powerful reasoning and fire of Demosthenes, 
the beautiful roll and rhythm ot Cicero, and to whom the 
first place as a speaker among British women unquestionably 
belongs, was born in London, October 1st, 1847. She 
married the Rev. Frank Besant in 1867. Her brother was 
the· famous novelist, Sir Walter Besant, who wrote "The 
Children of Gideon," which became the source of spirit
stirring eloquence to a number of women. 

In 1875 she joined the Theosophical Society, alleging as 
her reason the possibility of founding by such a society 
universal brotherhood, the fomentation of aryan literature 
and philosophy, particularly of investigating the unexplained 
laws of nature and physical powers latent in man, and the 
absolute freedom of the religious opinion of its members. 
To-day, she is President of the Theosophical Society, which 
now has its ramifications throughout the civilised world. 
Since 1875 her eloquence has teemed on the aforementioned 
principles and · fulmined all over the vast Indian Empire, 
the Continent and the British Isles: now in the Fabian 
Society to improve the condition of the working girl, now 
in the suffrage movement to attain emancipation and political 
freedom for women, now in educational enterprises to diffuse 
knowledge among the Indians, founding seminaries, institu
tions and colleges, her most noted being the Central Hindu 
College; now in '' Home Rule for India," to secure domestic 
rule under the British crown by the Indian in the Indian's 
own way, as the quickest road to India's highest development. 

The names of Fox, Burke, Sheridan and Bright always 
appeal to the Indian, but no name has ever fired the Indian 
mind to such an extent, nor had such direct influence over 
)SO,ooo,ooo people, as that of Mrs. Annie Besant, and for 
the betterment of the world, the elevation of humanity, 
history discloses none more illustrious, more useful, more 
glorious. 

Her First Awakening to Eloquence. 

The following is ~Irs. Besant's own story from her " .\uta
biography," published in 1893 by T. F. Unwin:-

"The spring of 1873 brought me knowledge of a power 
that was to mould much of my future life. I delivered my 
first lecture, but delivered it to rows of empty pews in 
Sibsey Church. A queer whim took me that I would like 
to know how 1 it felt ' to preach, and vague fancies stirred 
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Princ ipa l Forms of Logica l and O ra tor ica l Expression used by Mrs. Besant. 
Her n1as ter-fi g ures are those in italics :-

Accumula tio, Amplifi cat io , Anadiplcs is, A naplwra , Antimeta thes is , !I nti
tl!csis, Aparithmesis, Apodos is , Afomnemonsysis , A rsis a nd 1"il esis , Asteisrn us , 
Asyndeton , Commora rio , Co ncOJn itant \ ·aria tio ns , Compara, tio , D educti'Z.te 
Disp roof , D eictic, Dilemma . Ecphones is, Empha tic Repe tit ion , E n thyrn enw, 
Enti•y m ern ata, E nu m eratio , Epanad , Epana lepsis, Epano rth os is , E pe·ro tesis, 
Epid iorthosis, E pilogu e, Epimone, Epiphonema , Epithe ton, Epi trochasmus, 
Epizeuxis, Erotes is, Eutrepis1n us , Exordium, Expoliti o, F·requ euta t ;o, Gnome , 
1-l ori•mos, H oma>optoton, H ypobole, Hypo phora, I-l ypot il esis, I r. crementum, 
I nduct ive Disproof, il'f etaba , is. Paradias tole, Pa radiegesis, Pa rad igm , Pa ra 
mythia, Paren thes is, Pa riso n , Pa rity of R easoning, Paromo!og~·. Periodicity, 
P ct o rat io , Polyptoton, Pragn1arogratJhi a, Prooimion, Prosograph ia, Protasis, 
Protrr,pe, Hl1ytllmu .<, Serm ocina tio, Symploce, Synonymia , Syntheton. 

s all a rts and sciences have technical names, so has 
Eloquence, the noblest o f the arts and sciences. At first 
glance these names may seem difficult, but a few perusal s 
will make t hem familiar. A.n ea.sy pronunciation of them is 
gi· en in the Index of " F orms o f Oratorical E xpression, " 
which also has their corresponding common names for use o f 
those not desiring to use the techn ical. 
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in me that I could 
speak if I had the 
chance ... So, locked 
alone in the great, 
s i 1 e n t church, 
whither I had gone 
to practise some 
organ exercises, I 
ascended the pulpit 
steps and d elivered 
my fi. rst lecture on 
the Inspiration of 
the Bible. I shall 
never forget the 
feeli ng of pov.·er 
and delight - but 
especially of power 
-that came upon 
me as I sent my 
Yoice ringing down 
the aisles, and the 

.\ Irs . Besant, at 25, fir ing London \\"ith her eloque nce . passion in me broke 
(Photo kindly lent by F reel. Thorseby, Esq.) into balanced sen-

tences and never paused for musical cadence or for rhyth
mical expression. All I wanted then was to see the church 
fu ll of upturned faces _ ... -i f ever the chance came to 
me of public work , thi s power of melodious utterance should 
at least win hearing for any message I had to bring. 

" But the knowledge remained a secret all to my own self 
fo r many a long month, fo r I quickly fe lt ashamed of that 
foolish speechifying in an empty church; but, fooli sh as it 
was, I note it here, as it was the fi. rst effort of that expres
sion in spoken words which later became to me one of the 
deepest delights of life. And, indeed, none can know, saYe 
they who have fel t it, what joy there is in the full rush 
of language that moves and sways; to feel a crowd respond 
to the lightest touch ; to see the faces brighten or darken 
at your bidding; to know that the sources of human emotion 
and human passion rush forth at the word of the speaker 
as the st ream from the riven rock; to feel that the thought 
which thrill s through a thousand hearers has its impulse 
from you , and throbs back to you the f uller f rom a thousand 
heart-beats. Is there any emotional joy in li fe more brilliant 
than th is, fu ller of pas ionate triumph, and of the very 
essence of intellectual delight~" 

On August 2nd, 1874, :\I rs. Besant heard ~lr. Bradlaugh 
speak in the Hall of Science, London, and was greatly 
impressed wi th his eloquence. She says " the Hall was 
crowded to suffocation, and at the very moment announced 
for the lecture a roar of cheering broke forth , a tall figure 
passed swiftly up the Hall to the platform, and, with a 
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slight bow in answer·, to the voluminous greeting, Charles 
Bradlaugh took his seat ";that he began quietly and simply, 
and as he went from point to point his voice grew in force 
and re~onance till it rang round the hall like a trumpet; 
that his language was splendid, and his eloquence, fire, 
sarcasm, pathos, passion, all in turn, were used, "till the 
great audience, earned away by the torrent of the orator's 
force, hung silent, breathing soft as he went on, till the 
silence that followed a magnificent peroration broke the 
spell, and a hurricane of cheers relieved the tension." 

Her Logical Training. 
The eloquence of Mr. Bradlaugh so confirmed and 

strengthened the already awakened spirit of oratory in 1\lrs. 
Besant, that she decided to devote herself wholly to propa
gandist work and social reform both by tongue and pen, 
for, as she says, " I have to thank Mr. Bradlaugh for the 
influence which led me to read fully all sides of a question, 
and to read most carefully those from which I differed 
most ere I considered myself competent to write or speak 
thereon. He saved me from the superficiality that my ' fatal 
facility ' of speech might so easily have induced; and when 
I began to taste the intoxication of easily-won applause, 
his criticism of weak points, his challenge of weak argu
ments, his trained judgment, were of priceless service to 
me, and what of ~alue there is in my work is largely due 
to his influence, which at once stimulated and restrained. 
. . . . My quick, impulsive nature found in him the restful 
strength it needed and learned from him the self-control it 
lacked. . . . Some of his wise phrases have ever remained 
in my memory: 'You should never say you have an opinion 

.on a subject until you have· tried to study the strongest 
things said against the view to which you are inclined ' ; 
'You must not think you know a subject until you are 
acquainted with all that the best minds have said about 
it.' " Thus, under the guidance of Mr. Bradlaugh, Mrs. 
Besant became one of the most logical of debaters and irresis
tible of orators. 

Method of Preparing her SpeecJus. 
Mrs. Besant says: " I do not prepare, except by studying 

the subject on which I am going to lecture. I studied very 
fully. I wrote my first lecture, but found it hampered me. 
I also wrote the second, and had it on the table, but did 
not read it. After that I only made headnotes, was to 
speak sequentially. The words always come, as do illus~ra
tions, figures of speech and so on. ~ut I arr~?ge the subJect 
in an orderly way so as to present 1t clearly. 

Her Stage Fright or Platform Trials. 
She was very nervous on comm~ncing ~er first lecture, 

which was given at the Co-operative Institute, 55, Castle 
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Street, Oxford Street, on August 25th, 1874· She describes 
the sinking of the heart and trembling of the knees. "But 
all this miserable feeling," she says, •· vanished the moment 
I was on my feet. ... Before a lecture I am horribly 
nervous, wishing myself at the ends of the earth, heart 
beating violently, and sometimes overcome by deadly sick
ness. Once on my' feet, I feel perfectly at my ease, ruler 
of the crowd, master of myself .... and I often fancy 
that the more miserably nervous I am in the ante-room, the 
better I speak when once on the platform." 

Mrs. Besant as an· Orator, Her Voice and Gestures. 
" As a speaker ~irs. Besant, perhaps, stands unrivalled 

in the whole Empire. It is an intellectual treat to listen to 
her. . . . Her speeches, which do not show any labour, are 
the result of hard work. . . . ~Irs Besant never speaks 
without preparation, oftentimes reading cartloads of books 
to prepare a single address. She never writes out or pre
pares the wording of her lectures, though, as she said on 
one occasion, she prepared her perorations which usually 
were left undelivered. . . . To get over this (nervousness) 
she secludes herself for hali an hour before she lectures, and 
walks direct into the hall and begins the address which 
goes forth to the minds of the audience."-" ~~rs. Annie 
Besant. A Sketch of Her Life and Services to India,'' 
published by G. A. Natesan & Co., 1fadras, 1917. 

In ~Irs. Besant's oratory there is no screaming, no 
screeching, nor shouting; no ranting, no crying nor hysterics; 
no false notes, no wild gesticulation nor clawing at the air 
-all is ease, rhythmic, full-toned, and deliberate. Her 
'i.'oice is full and can be made to swell to considerable volume; 
her inflections, especially the falling inflections, are a mellow 
base, and the general vocal drift is in the lower register, 
punctuated with a strong, deep falling inflection on the 
words of emphasis. She always speaks quite naturally, never 
straining the voice. Her gestures are not numerous, at 
least, they do not seem so, because they so coincide with 
the moment of vocal emphasis that they escape attention. 
The ~estures most noticeable are the Lloyd-Georgian index 
(see Illustration, page 466), and the Gladstonian synthetic 
(see page 451). She uses her lips a great deal, which secures, 
by the proper formation of the consonants, both clearness 
of articulation and carrying power. This was a trait of the 
Rt. Hon. John Bright, who also used but few gestures and 
somewhat considerably the lips. ~Irs. Besant states that she 
breathes from the diaphragm, and this is the method of 
breathing employed by all good speakers. In stature she is 
sft. 3in., and somewhat stockily built. 

Extracts from ~Irs. Besant's Addresses with the Forms 
of Logical and Oratorical Expression marked therein:-
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"" 1 Friends: Forty years ago, in the Co-operative Hall, Castle Street, 
Oxford Street, I gave my first public lecture on \\'Oman suffrage. Forty years 
ha\·e passed, and still it is a burning question. For forty years and more 
women have been claiming justice ; for forty years and more that justice has 
been denied. 

But Lord Curzon has found another argument. His is 
The :lrgument from Maternity, 

and he says it is the duty of women to be mothers-'it is their natural 
function ; that is obvious, and " political activity will tend to tnke mvay 
woman from her proper sphere and highest duty, which is maternity." Now, 
there are two ways of looking at that argument. 3ln the first place, is it 
going to be argued that maternity is so disliked by women that to allow them 
to have any other occupation would be to ensure their neglecting that which 
is the very deepest instinct in their nature? •If you are going to be logical
salthough, of course, Lord Curzon as a man must be logical, and I a~ a woman 
cannot be-according to that argument you must shut out women from every 
function except maternity. She ought not to be a doctor; she certainly ought 
not to do any manual labour, 6because maternity is her special duty and the 
whole of her life should be given to that. ;But what about women after the 
child-bearing age is over? \Yhy, women are allowed to sit in the Finland 
House of Representatires, and the majority of them are women orer forty, 
and ar<' married women; so it does not seem as though in Finland maternity 
hindered womrn in any way from taking a share in the duty of the citizen. 
'But \Ybat hypocrisy the whole of that argument is! Do you only hare un
married womrn in the 9 Primrose League? And why does it not interfere with 
thr dutirs of maternity to go about convassing C\'erywhere for all the Con
srn·atir<' candidates? 6Surely that takes up a great deal more time than 
castinl-( a rotc once in fivr or sr\·rn years! And what about the Women's 
Uheral Fe,feration? I ne\·er henrd Liberals object that the duties of maternity 
should pre\'l'nt a woman taking part in politics in that way. Oh, in truth 
you cannot argue on that line; ';for if you are to think of womrn as shrinking 
from motherhood, 6then it would practkillly mean that society is drcaying 
nnd will soon \'anish away. You cannot take woman mray from that which 
is hrr greatest joy. And if you were able to shut her out from cwry other 
intrrest, if you extended this nrgument, as it ought to br extrnckll logically, 
'"ami shut her out from all intellectual rmployment nml all inwllectual 
creation and delight, then, by degmding your women, you would grow a 
'"nation of stupid men. 

Thrrc are two terrible records of hunger-striking, one in Russia and one 
orrr here. 11 In Russia, the prisoners were brought out of the tPrriblr 
fortresses of St. PrtPr and St. Paul to be taken on their way to Siberia; and 
thrir emilciation ;md their horrible condition were described and publishrd hy 
Strpniak in his book, " Russia under the Tsars,'' and I remcmbrr the 
indignation with which that was greeted in England, And yet remember 
that those prisoners had 12thrown bombs, they had murdered a Tsar, they 
hacl b/o;.;m up railways, tl1ey had l1ad 110 regard for human life, tl1ey l1mi bem 
dri<•en mad and desperate, and they mred for nothi11g, 1'because of the cruelties 
inflicted on their relath·es and friends. Now, the only record I ha\·e rearl 
at all like that description of Stepniak's I read the other day in the London 
newspapers. l-nconvicted women, 14 Tl' omen who, if they had been tried, might 
possibly hm·e been acquitted, ar.d they were carried in by warders so weak that 
they could not speak. It was said, even in the Press that hates them, e\·en 
in the Press that misrepresents them, that 12thcir eyes were sunke11, that 
their bodies ·were emaciated. Is it possible that such things can go on in 
England, 15such cruelty, such brutality, szulz staft•ation of women even untried, 

"From a lecture deliw'red at Queen's Hall, London, June 23rd, 1914; 
subject, •· \Yomrn and Politics." (I) Prooimion or Exordium. 

(2) Epiphonema; (3) Hypobole; (4) Hypothetical, Causr and Effect; (Sl 
Enthymemata and Parrnthesis; (6) Enthymema; (71 lndurtil'e Disproof; (8) 
Erphonesis: (9) Deductin' Disproof; (6) EnthymPma; (10) Prore too much. 

(II) Eutrepismus; (!2) Pragmatographia, with .\ccumulatio and .\naphora; 
113) Enthymrma; (14) .\na,;trophr; (15) Erote,;is, .\syndeton, Epitrochasmus. 
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bdore condemnation'! It se('ms in~redible. 
"Ho~u.• ll'ill Posterity Judge l'ou? 

How is Europ<' judging you to-day? For Europe, as you know, has been . 
l•·rturf'd by you, and thf'y ha1·e said : " \\'e are punishin~. crime~, . not 
politics "; but you gav<• refuge and sanctuary to every poltttcal cnmtn~l. 
You gave it 17 to Ma~zini, to Stepniak: to Kropotkin,. to men who had slam 
oth<·rs in thPir rebellion ; 18but you gn·e no sanctuary to your own women, 
11·ho are suffering for a political reason as much as ever did the refugees whom 
vou \V('Iromed to your shor('S. "ll'hat is to be the end of all this? It must 
~omr to an end some time; what is that end to be? It can only be one, 
therr is onlv one way out-giving the vote. But you say: 20

" 011, no! we 
ccm't grant 'it while the attacks are going on." _Well, you do it in Ireland, 
11 hv not h(·rt'? You do it for men ; and when you see their crimes you say 
thr·;·e is a cause and lrt' must remove the cause." 

***" 21 Friends: I am to speak to you to-day on the Lessons of the War, 
nnd in doing that you will naturally understand that I am speaking as a 
ThPosophist on the application of Theosophical teachings to the problems of 
our own timr; for truly the w;e of all knowledge is to illuminate the path of 
art ion. 

~!any of you may not beliere in reincarnation; prob<~bly many of you. do 
not lwli<•l'<' in it, berausr you hal"e not thought it out. 21 Rc:incarnation mPans 
that 1·ach one of us rt·r dying has gainrd a crrtain amount of rxperience, that 
wlwn that exprrience has Lec·n changrd by us in the·higher worlds into power, 
faculty, rapacity, thrn wr romp bark again into this world to use that highl'r 
r:tp~rity nnd powr·r for srrrire. 

So:••, in that thc> war has played a wry, 22very great part. 
\\'hen the;;e youths garc> themselves for the flag, 23wlrat was that flag? 

.\"ot a pic'!'r of bunting, but the sign of national life, of lihrrty in a country 
11 hich h:-t<l guankd more than its own libc:rty, the citadrl of the liberty of 
otlwrs, th<' n·fuge of <'l'rry rebel throughout thP last century. That was th1• 
country for which thry wrrc: willing to die, 2·'willing to sacrifice thrir youth. 

Thr idrals thrn wrrr splendid, though to-day they have bren lost. Thosl' 
,,·,·r<' tlw i,/roal.~ for which those youths went and gal'e thrmselves to mutila
tion and dPath. "Do you think it mr:~ns nothing for England and othP.r 
land.;, that thf•ir hoy;; gare themsell"rs to die in the young spl<'mlour of their 
manhood? It means <'IW}'thing for you in the future. 201'/Josr '<1.•110 sacrilir<'tl 
th<·m.;•·lrl·s for mighty idrals, hoping for nothing for themseh·es, they had in 
th•·m thr gr·rm of thr coming ril'ilisation, tl10se '<l'IIO gare themselves that 
oth,.rs might live, might be happy, might be free .. Those u•lwm you think 
you hal'e lo,;t, you haw not lost from England at <~11. It is they who will br 
th<' ~ation's Builders of To-mmT0\1", they who will come back <~gain to shape 
thr ririli,;ation, 27 not the one for which thry died, but the nobler one tlwy 
n·ro,;ni"·d in thought. You think you ha1·e lost them. 18So, you have not 
lo't thPm; you h;n·e gained them for a greater England. 19Th('se are the 
\ation Buil,lrrs of To-morrow. 

'"lf life be short, make the best of it, but if life be unending, as it :s, 
tlwn 1'not ot~ly make the best of it in the present life, but realise that cut 
of tlw prr»ent grows the future, 1'a future of unimaginable splendour for mao
kin,!. lkyond is life unrnding; 2'realiu that, and as you live to-day you 
,,·ill win your rc·,;ult in nobler rxperirnce to \H'al'e into added faculty and 
pow.·r for yours(•lw·s on the other side of death. "Realise that with addL·d 

t161 Epf·rotc-,;i,;; (17) Epitrorha,;mus; (18) Antithesis; (19) Sermocinatio; 
r201 lhpophora . 

... From on~> of ~Irs. Besant's four lectures delirered in London, October, 
1~19, on ·• The \\'ar and Its Lr,;sons "; the subject of this onr being " ThP 
Huildr·rs of the Commonwc>alth." (21) Prooimion. 

1211 Hot \o;mu,; or Drfinition. 
1221 Epit<·u:-;i,; 1231 Smnocin;ttio, with :\r,;is and ThP,;is; (241 Anadiplo,;is, 
(251 Erot<·ma; (26) .\naphora; (27) .\rsis and Thf'sis; (28) Epanortho;.is, 
:d-o l':rr;,mythia; t2..Qi Epiphonrma. 

(3{)) lhpothr·tical Con<tructiH. 
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powers you will learn to use the experience you have gained in the world. 
You are a7not going to some indefinite life where all you have gained will be 
wasted, *where everyone will have everything they want. 

That is a great truth which as it spreads removes all fear of drath and 
makes us know that everything we make, ' 1we make for humanity and the 
service of the race. 

tt Friends: ! '' Man is born free, and he is in bondage everywhere." 
That was the war-cry of the end of the 18th century, and it contains a great 
truth, though it has been a battle·cry, rather than a suggestion for social 
reconstruction. 

32 Now, if you accept that for a moment, you get a little nearer to the 
instinct for Liberty in man. You find as man unfolds, aa as he climbs the 
ladder of evolution, he does 34 not only want to be comfortable, * he wants 
to be free ; he 34 not only wants to have his cravings satisfied, * to have 
sufficiency of all things, to have luxury and an easy life. 35 On tlze con
trary, you find that the best types of man have preferred hardship with 
Liberty to luxury with bondage. And that is a part of human nature, 
36because human nature is divine, because the All-Self is free, and that instinct 
for Liberty is in every separated self embodied in sentient form, and there is 
nothing that you can do that will destroy it. ** 37 Whether it be in the 
individual, or whether it be in the Nation, you cannot slay it, although you 
may slay the form. 38 If fire could have destroyed it, the stakes of the 
Inquisition would havP. hurnerl it to death ; if water could have destroyed it, 
the rivers of Scotland rising inch by inch over the mouths of the Covenanters 
would have drowned it; if earth could have destroyed it, the prisons of 
tyrants would have crushed it. 39 But these have only strengthened the 
instinct for Liberty. 40 No matter can crush it, no water can drown it, no 
fire can burn it, no person can slay it, else tyranny would have crushed 
Liberty; 39 but it is not so. 4 1 It survives every form of tyranny, every 
form of destruction. You may slay the body; 37 you can never slay the 
yearning for liberty in the spirit that is divine, and 42 the yearning for 
Liberty, the determination to be free, the inner following of the light of 
freedom, that needs no argument and no defence; it is 43 as eternal as God 
Himself is eternal, and until you 37 can annihilate God, you can never anni
hilate the Hlo7•e of Liberty in man. "And that you have to rerkon with."*** 

*the word " but " is left out in the Thesis. (31) Anastrophe. 

tt From !\Irs. Besant's fourth lecture on "The War and Its Lessons," 
subject " On Liberty." ! Gnome beginning the Exordium. 

(32) Deictic; (33) i\lethod of Concomitant Yariations; (34) Paradiastok, 
* " but " is understood; (35) Antitheta; (36) Accumulatio and Enthymema. 
**Amplificatio with (37) Antithesis, (38) Hypothetical Destructive (39) ~n? 
Parison, also Protasi:>, Apodosis, Polyptoton, and lnrrementum; (40) I~pt· 
mone see Expolitio, Asyndeton, and Epitrochasmus; (41) Commoratio with 
t\ntithesis, (42) Anastrophe, (43) Comparatio, (44) Periodicity and (45) Epi· 
phonema. ***Such tremendous applause as greet~d this sublime passagr, 
the author, who was prfse11t, nrver rerreivcd in any merting. 



MRS. W INTRINGHAM , M.P . MRS . DESPARD . SIS 

Mrs. T. Wintringham, of the In
dependent Liberal Party, is the fi.rst 
E nglish-born woman to be elected to 
Parliament. She is a native of Ke1ghley, 
Yorkshire, and was head school mistress at 
Grimsby. . . 

The election of Mrs. Wmtnngham 
demonstrates the truth that high rewards 
invariably attend logicalness of discussion, 
fluency of express ion and forcibleness of 
delivery. Able women speakers from the 
National Union of Societies for Equal 
Cit izenship, the Women's Freedom L eague 

Mrs. Wintringham. and others assisted in the campaign . . 
Photo kindly lent by As an orator she is capable, fluent 
N.U.S .E. Citizenship. and persuasive. 

" An experi enced a nd fluent speaker . . . , ta ll, well built. "-The Tim es. 
" 1\ flu ent spea ker. .. " -The /J ·aily T elegrap/1. " A practised speaker with 
much experi ence of public work. "-Daily Ch·roniclc. " An extremely a ble 
spca ker."-Th e Daily Mirror. _______ _ 

Mrs. Charlotte Despard, the chief fi.gure of the Women' s 
Freedom League, has great forcefulness and beauty of 
expression. The · following are some brief examples :-

*(I} " ;I s 'W C analyse its teaching, 'two points stand out clea rly . First, 
th :~t through the retu rn to the world of long-hidden wisdom, (2} men a n .l 
wonwn nrc com ing to a truer knowledge of them selves. (I) a nd (3) In th~ 
m:\ 7.<' of ignora nce, coovcntion and prejudice, through which they have bPen 
blind ly \\· :~ nde ring; in the gla mour of ma ter ia l conques t; in the pass ion for 
c:~ se , (4} and luxury and splendour, (2) huma n beings h ave put themselves in 
bonds." 

t " In tlwse resea rches , t\\·o truths came out clea rly, in different form s, 
hut :~ I ways the sa me di s tinctness: (5)-tl•nt God, the eterna l source of All 
1.ifP ' IS - tl1at Life 'i s God a nd tha t Dea.U1 is the rending of the ve il , the 
form through which , ' for a fl eeting moment , the Divine m a nifests : that ' tl• ere
forr a ll Life being one in its Divine Source, is .in itself one , a nd that human 
hrotlw rhood is a real ity in na ture. 10 0ver a nd over aga in, the 
wo rldly-wise people have quest ioned the warrior-women, have asked, "' IV h y 
do you do these things ? W ould it not be better to be quiet a nd wait? ' Th<! 
:1. nswcr is nlways the same, 11

' lVe don.' t know why, we ca.nnot help ourselves, 
,. ,,. 11111st go on till we die , a nd then others will ta ke our place ' fo ·r ~u r cause 
c :~ nno t die. ' "Th ev kno'W ' becau se of the spiritual force tha t is behind 
tlw m, because of the new lig ht tha t has shone upon their path. They see 
th :~ t things a re wrong a nd they try to a lter them: "here a little and there a 
littl e, they \\' ill ma ke concess ions ; aged work er sha ll have a pension; destitut e 
rl•i l<i ren shall be fed; by elabora te In urance Acts, hard w orke·rS' sha ll be 
t :~ u g ht the virtue of thrift, a nd t hose v:• lw profit from the fruit of the ir labour 
,h :~ ll be compelled to pay pa rt of the toll : land ta xes sha ll be imposed; labour 
l•u ro •a. ux sha ll be instit ut<'d. "B ut nothing seems to bring sat isfac tion, 4 (or 
"a~lf sid e of the res tles wo rld of politics , in the soul of the mystic, in the 
;:pi r itual 3\\'::l ken ing like tha t of the world, a nd in the intuitive heart of women. 
" til e Citv "Beautiful of the da y that is to be is tak ing form . " 

*From a spPech of Mr;;. Despard 's on "\Vha t Theosophy has done for 
\\' om<'n " : ( I) Protas is ; (2} Apodos is; ( I} with (3} Accumula tio; a nd (4} 
l'ol ysyndeton. 

+From a speech on " The Force Beh ind "; (5) Exeg es is with An aphora; 
(6 ) H yperba ton, (7} Antithesis, (8) P a renthes is; (9) Enthymema · (!0) 
Di plasiasmus, ee a lso Diacope; (Il l E thopce ia w ith Sermocina ti~ a nd 
1\ •~ :~ pho •-a; (12} An :~phom; (13) Synalhroi m us with H ypozeuxis; (15) Protasis 
wit h ccumul ::> tio ; (16) Apodosis with (17} Hyperba ton. 



· · MRS. EMMELINE PANKHURST. 
1\Irs. Pankhurst, the head of the Women Suffrage move

ment in Great Britain, whose eloquence for twenty years 
enrapt the British public, and who was the cynosure not only 
of the English but of the whole feminine movement of 
Europe, was born at Manchester of a highly respectable, 
affluential family. The pnrslavery element in England were 
chiefly the property -class, but her parents were an exception. 
On the great divide, in the American Civil War, her family 
took the abolition side. Her father, Mr. Robert Goulden, 
was a most fervent abolitionist, and was a member of the 
committee to welcome Henry Ward Beecher when he came 
to England to present the anti-slavery side. 

"At nine," Mrs. Pankhurst says, ''I discovered the 
' Odyssey,' and very soon after that another classic which 
remained all my life a source of inspiration. This was 
'Carlyle's French Revolution.'" The awful tales in 
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," connected with the struggles for 
freedom, read· to her by her mother, engaged deeply her 
sympathy and impressed her youthful mind. At fourteen 
the spirit of eloquence was awakened in her by listening to 
Miss Lydia Becker, the Susan B. Anthony of the English 
cause. At fifteen she went to Paris for higher education for 
girls, and returned between eighteen and nineteen. In 1879 
she married Dr. Pankhurst. 

She was Registrar of Births and Deaths at Manchester, 
during which time many distressing cases came to her notice 
regarding the condition of ,YOung women and children, which 
so appalled her that she resolved to do what she could to 
improve these conditions. Following Miss Susan B. 
Anthony's visit to Manchester in 1902, Mrs. Pankhurst 
organised in October, 1903, the ''Women's Social and Politi
cal Union," which had for its sole aim the obtainment of 
"Votes for Women." Since then, her voice has rung out in 
behalf 'of this cause. 

As an Orator-Her Voice, Gesture, Stature, etc. 
As an orator she. stands unsurpassed in clearness of tone, 

distinctness of articulation, deliberateness of delivery, and 
depth of sentiment. Her style is similar to that of the 
Right Hon. John Bright, who for many years represented 
her district in Parliament. Her r oice is sympathetic ( se~ 
page 274) as it bespeaks the deep emotion of her soul and 
earnestness of heart. There is not a ranting note in it, 

.no sing-song nor tune. The upper tones are clear and 
musical, but never shrill, and the lower ones full and 
sonorous. There is no affectation. She is parsimonious in 
the use of Gestures, and when desirous to enforce a strong 
idea she uses the enforcing or synthetic gesture (see descrip
tion' of this gesture, page 242), the stroke of it always 
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Photo k indl y lent by ~·!iss E. ~y l via Pankhurst. 

P rincipa l Forms of Logica l and Ora to rica l Ex pression used by ~l r<. 
Pan l, hurst. Her n1aster-figures are those in ita lics :-

Anadiplos is , .-lnaplw ra, Antith esis. .-\pa r ithmes is, Arcsiopes is, A rsis and 
Tl~esis , Aitiology, Oia cope , Diplasi asmus , Epa n alepsis , Epilogue, Epiphonem a , 
Epi:euxis , Ethol"l'ia , Etlr os, Enthymema, Exegesis, H y po plr o ra, Paradiastole, 
Par<'n thesis, Parison , Parit y of H•a soning, Prot rop~. Simile. Sympl oce. 

As all arts and sciences have technical names, so has 
Eloquence, the noblest of the arts and sciences. _ t fi. rst 
glance these names may seem difficult , but a few perusals 
will make them familiar. .'1 11 easy pronunciation of tltem is 
given in the Index o f '' F onns o f Oratorical E xpression, " 
which also has their corresponding common names for use 
of those not desir ing to use the technicaL 
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falling on the accented syllable of the emphatic word, which 
synthesises the whole idea. She very often h?lds one hand 
behind her tn the lower part of the back, which, no doubt, 
effects a fuller expansion of the lungs. She sometimes uses 
both arms extended (see illustration, " At a by-election," on 
page 74 of "Uy Own Story," written by herself). When 
on the hustings, addressmg an outdoor meeting, she uses 
these two kinds of gestures more frequently,· and her style 
is more rapid than that used in indoor gatherings. S~e 
takes up her position fi.rmly, stands perfectly erect-not stiff 
or forced-and does not move about; in a word, she exem
plifies the great principle of the Greeks, viz., the expression 
of the greatest strength with the least possible exhibition. 
of motion. In Stature she is little below the average height 
of an English woman and looks somewhat frail. She is 
quick at repartee and retort, also adroit in handling hecklers. 

Extracts of some of Mrs. Pankhurst's Speeches, with the 
Logical and Oratorical Forms marked therein :-

*" Th"Y hopPd that by taking away the people that they thought guid~d 
thl' political fortunes of the organization, they. would break the organiza
tion. . . . t II' ell, Go\'ernments hal'e many times been mistaken, gentle· 
m<·n, and I wnture to suggl'st to you that Gol'ernments are mistaken again. 
I think the answer to the Gorcrnment was gh·cn at the Albert Hall 1\leeting 
(lwre {10,000 was subscribed). . . • \Ve hal'e assaulted no one; we hare 
d01w no hurt to anyone; and it was not until ' Black Friday '-1and what 
happr·n('d on ' Black Friday ' is that we had a new Home Secretary. . . . 
\\'e are not 1the kind of people who brag a lot, we are not the kind of 
p<·oplc who bring ourselves into this position unless we were convinced that 
it was the only way. I have tried-all my life I have worked for this 
qut·,tion-3I lrave tried arguments, I have tried persuasion, I have addressed 
a grratPr number of public meetings, perhaps, than any person in this 
Court, and I hare nerer addressed one meeting where substantially the opinion 
of the mr:Ning-'not a ticket meeting but an open meeting, 5for I ha1·e 
n•·1·<·r addressed any other kind of meeting-has not been that where women 
lwar burdens and share responsibilities like men, they should be giren 
privilq::(·s that men enjoy. I am convinced that public opinion is with us, 
that it has been stifled-6wilfully stifled. 'So that in a Court of Justice one 
is glad of being allowed to speak on this question." 

.. , ll'e women have presented longer petitions in support of our 
enfranchisement than were ever presented for any other reform; we have 
surceedcd in holding greater public meetings than men have ever held for any 
rdorm ; in spite of the difficulty which women have in throwing off their 
naturJI diffidence, that desire to escape publicity which we ha1·e inherited 
from g•·rH·rations of our foremother.s. ll'e lrave broken through that. ll'e 
l1a;·c passed hostile mobs at street corners, !because we were told that 
w~ could not ha1·e that representation for our taxes that men hal'e won 
unl•·•.; 11e converted the whole of the country on our side. Because we have 
dorw thi,;, we have bl'f~n misrqm·sented, we hare been ridiculed, we ha1·e had 
cont: mpt pour~d upon u~. and the ignorant mob ha1·e been incited to offer 
u.; 'rol• r~n· •. which. ~~e han• f.arr·d u~armf·d and unprotected by thl:' safeguards 
11 huh .< ai.ml't ~lmr>.H·rs !·njoy. II e lra~·e bct'rl driver~ to do this; we are 
"' t•·rm1n•:d to go on with this agitation because we feel in honour bound. 
'Just as It 11as the of forefathers, it is our duty io make the world 

or from the dock. Aposio!)!=sis; (2) 
Arsis: Epanalf·psis; (4) Parenthesis and · Aitiology; (6) 
Anadiplosis; (i) Enthymeme. ' 

••~pilogue .of a speech delirered from the dock, October, 1908, in which 
the ch1d form ts Anaphora. !Aitiology or Enthymeme: (8) Simile, also 
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a better place for women than it is to-day. 9\\'e are here, not because 
we are 1"law-breakers; we arc here in our efforts to become law
makers."10§ 

§§" The Women's Re1•olution." 
11" There is something that Governments care for more than human 

life, and that is the security of property, and so it is through property that 
we· shall strike the enemy .... "I called upon the women of the meeting- to 
join me in this new militan~y, and I reminded them anew that the women 
who were fighting in the Suffragette army had a great mission, 11 the greatest 
mission the world has ever known-14the freeing of one-half the human race, 
and through that freedom, the saving of the other half. I said to them : ' Be 
militant eacl'\ in your own way. 151'/10se of you who ca11 express your 
militancy by going to the House of Commons and refusing to leave without 
satisfaction as we did in the early days-do so. Those of you who ca11 
express your militancy by facing party mobs at Cabinet ~Iinister's meetings, 
when you remind them of their falseness to principle-do so. Those of yotl 
·who can express your militancy by joining us in our anti-government by
election policy-do so: Those of you wlzo can break windows-break them. 
Those of you who can still further attack the secret idol of property, uso as to 
make the Government realise that property is 17 as greatly endangered by 
women's suffrage as it was by the chartists of old-do so. And my last 
word is to the Government: 18I incite this meeting to rebellion. Take me if 
you dare, but if you dare, I tell you this, ''that so long as those who incited 
the armed rebellion and the destruction of human life in lilster are at 
liberty, you will not keep mQ in prison. So long as men rebels-and voters
are at liberty, we will not remain in prison, first division or no first division." 

(~Irs. Pankhurst, in justification of this course in " ~ly Own Story," 
says that if it is right for men to fight for their freedom-then it is right 
for women to fight for their freedom, and the freedom of the children they 
bear. She cites Patrick Henry as advocating killing people as well as destroy
ing property as the proper means of securing political freedom of men ; that 
the Suffragettes have never done that and never will, and that the deep 
abiding spirit of militancy is reverence for human life). 

'lf2D'' There is only one way to put a stop to this af.{itatiott; there is only 
one way to break down agitation. 211 t is not by deporting- us, it is not 
by locking us up in gaol ; 22it is by doing us justice." 

'll'll23
" I shall fight, I shall fight, 1 shall fight from the moment I enter 

prison to struggle against ovcnrhelming: odds; I shall resist the doctors if 
they attempt to feed me. . . . This movement will go ~ 1 011 and otl until 
we ha\·e the rights of citizens in this country, as women have in our colonies, 
as they will have throughout the civilised world before this women's war is 
ended. 21That is all I have to say." 

We cannot close our narrative of the great leader of the 
militant movement without a brief reference to the oratory 
of some of her principal associates:-

Mrs. Flora Drummond, otherwise known as General Drum-
mond. This lady was the generalissimo of the militant 
Relative Syllogism or 
Enthymcme, also called Conclusa, p. 201 ; (10) Paronomasia ; 
§the sturdy policemen, the reporters, and most of the spectators were in tears 
as this Epilogue was pronounced. 

§§Speeches during the " \\'omen's Re\'olution," about 1911. (II) 
Thesis, Ethopa:ia and (12) Protrope; (13) Anadiplosis; (14) Exl·j:!csis; (IS) 
Symploce, (16) Enthymema; (17) Parison; (18) Epiphon~ma; (19) R<·latirc 
Syllogism or Parity of Reasoning; 'Hparithmesis of another Dock Speech : 
(20) Symploce; (21) Arsis; (22) Thesis. 

nReply to the Judge's verdict: (23) Epizeuxis; (24) Diplasiasmus; sec 
also Diacope ; (25) Epiphonema. 
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forces, is stout and sturdy in build, and has a powerful 
voice. General Drummond's oratory, when she was fi.red 
and at her best, was fluency par excellence. Her ~ords 
flowed and her language was smooth, now and then mter
ceptcd by a stinging parenthetical thrust, witticism, or re
partee (see page 34~). Her gestures wer~ . few, and t~os~ 
which she did make were sharp and dec1s1ve hke those of 
a general drilling his troops, or on the battlefield. " .... 
always eager and impulsive .... Mrs. Drummond, with her 
practical ways and her inexhaustible fund of good humour, 
brought with her a spirit of renewed hope and energy."
" The History of the Women's Militant Suffrage l\fove-
ment," by E. Sylvia Pankhurst. · · 

Miss Annie Kenny, the right hand of Mrs. Pankhurst, is 
just a shade above the average, and " .... speaks with a 
voice that cries out for the lost childhood, blighted hopes 
and weary over-burdened lives of the women workers whom 
she knows so well. . . . Those wide, wide eyes of hers, so 
wonderfully blue, though at rare moments they could dance 
and sparkle like a fountain in the sunshine, were often fi.lled 
with pain, anxiety and foreboding, or with a longing, rest
less searching, unsatisfied and far away."-" The Suffragette," 
by E. Sylvia Pankhurst. Miss Kenny was known as Annie 
Kenny from the Oldham cotton factories, and her general 
tone of oratory is Etho~., or ethical, a plea against wrong, 
and abounds in the upper, complaining tone, but not shrill. 
She frequently speeds up her delivery, but is never precipitate. 
Her sentences are of moderate length and abound in 
simplicity, and she speaks with an earnestness that carries 
conviction. She does not move about much during her speeches, 
but uses largely the index to accentuate her points. 

Mrs. Dacre Fox is above the average height, strongly built, 
and has a voice with great carrying power. She is very 
fluent, and excepting news-paper clippings and documentary 
matter for establishing proofs, she uses no notes. Her 
oratory is largely that of combat, her gestures, consequently, 
abou?ding in the synthetic, although she frequently uses 
~he mdex. Sometim~s .. her gestures come thick, especially 
m a pcnod of exconat10n or attack. Although her voice 
dwell<> much in the upper tones, approaching almost to thin
ness, yet for her accentual and emphatic words she always 
takes the falling inflection a Ia basso profunda which she 
d(x's with \'Cry telling effect, and which sounds ' as it were, 
ljkc the touching of a heavy note on thd violoncello. 
She has good command of language, and when interrupted 
by a hcckler, with repartee, retort, or sharp, clever answer 
~he quickly disposes of him, and keeps on the even tenor 
of her way. The concensus of opinion is that her best 
speeches were those delivered during the war at Hyde Park, 
the London Chamber of Commerce, and the Royal Albert 
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Hall, where to large multitudes, enthusiastic and applauding, 
she described the greatness of Britain as attained through 
trials and blood and sacrifices, which reminds. one of Cicero's 
sublime passage in the " Fourth Oration against Catiline," 
commencing with " Think, think, 0 Romans! with what 
toils that Empire was reared. . . . " (See page 104). . 

Miss Christabel Pankhurst and Miss E. ::,ylvia Pankhurst 
are daughters of Mrs. Pankhurst, and both, we should think, 
have great oratorical futures before them, upon which writers 
later on, no doubt, will dilate, but we must be content briefly 
to say that Miss Christabel's eloquence largely runs in the 
forensic, is considerably argumentative, and generally con
versational, clear in articulation and deliberate in style, the 
falling inflection on emphatic points being much in evidence. 
Her voice is well trained and under good command, so much 
so that she can rise with ease from her conversational level 
to the dizzy heights of oratory. Miss Sylvia's eloquence 
principally abounds in the Ethos, is mainly sentimental, in 
that it stirs the heart with the vein of pathos running 
through her tones which are sympathetic. It ranges much in 
the upper notes, which are produced not with shrillness, but 
with purity, clearness and beauty, and is characterised with 
rhythm and fluency. As she speaks on and on, her voice 
reaches the furthest listener of her audience. She is sparing 
in gestures. 

Mrs. Pethick Lawrence was the treasurer of the Women's 
Social and Political Union. She took up the work when it 
was penniless, opened a banking account, arranged for a 
regular audit, and laid the foundation for raising those 
enormous funds of the W.S.P.U. that aroused the envy 
of other great political organisations. As her home at 
Weston-super-Mare was always thrown open to Liberal candi· 
dates and Liberal speakers, she heard from childhood 
speeches and discussions which not only awakened in her 
the spirit of eloquence, but impressed her with the struggles 
for winning greater extension of liberty to people who were 
still suffering from various kinds of oppression. She be· 
came much agitated over Sir Walter Besant's "Children 
of Gideon," wherein is pictured the hopeless fight for exis
tence upon starvation wages which befell the working girls' 
lot. She was so impressed that she decided to devote her 
life to the alteration of these conditions. 

One of her greatest speeches was that delivered at the 
Aldwych Theatre, London, after the long procession from 
11arble Arch, which was in celebration of her release from 
prison, April 16th, 1909. "It was a wonderful speech that 
Mrs. Lawrence then delivered, full, not only of enthusiasm 
and deep feeling, but of logic and common sense, and of 
unanswerable arguments for the women's cause." - 11 The 
Suffragette," by E. Sylvia Pankhurst. 
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As to ~Irs. Lawrence's power as an orator, the f?llowing 
analysed extract is selected from her speech, defendmg. her
self in Court, Sunday, June ith, 1913, v. Messrs,. Robmson 
& Cleaver, Ltd., and others for damages done to wmdows :-

·• Gentlemen of the Jury,-1 am asking you to "put yourselves as men 
in the position in which women find themselves to-day, 1so that you under
stand the motil'e of the charge that has been brought against us. 'I want 
you to imagine that \'OU as men, not only you yourselves, but your whole 
sex, are governed by laws that are made for you solely and entirely by 
women. I 'lL'ant you to imagine yourselves transgressing those laws, and 
then being forced to go before women judges, to gain your case before a 
jury of women; and I tl'ant to ask you whether, in such a case as this, 
you would not consider this to be an intolerable position? 

If Babies lV ere Pigs. 
There are roughly 1,000,000 children born into this country every year, 

and the rate of mortality amongst them is 100,000. • We are told by doctors 
and by the people who prepare these reports, that this tremendously heavy 
death·rate is due to preventable causes. I venture to put it to you that 
if there were a death-rate of 100 pigs out of every thousand, there would 
immediately be a commission-the thing would be discussed in Parliament, 
drastic remedies would be taken and put into force. 4 11'hy is that? r. Because 
pigs belong to men's sphere; "men are concerned ~·ith the care and nurture 
of pigs; 'but cl1ildren-babies-belong to women's sphere. 'The reason why 
these windows are \'alued is because they cost money, and it 'costs money 
to replace them. I want to ask you, 10tl1en, 11who pays for human life? 
Is it not true that whate\'er men pay for, the great cost of human life is paid 
for hy women? " . . . . I tell you those holes in these windows were 
mouths 11calling att;•ntion of the public to the fact that 100,000 little children's 
lil'<·s are destroyed e\'ery year, and that suffering of 100,000 mothers has bern 
gi\'en in vain. ~'Do you ·wonder, "Gentlemen, at the indignation felt J,y 
wonwn? Do vou think it needed our words or our incitement to drh·e women 
to protest? · 

-II I want you to see behind those broken windows what the women saw 
who broke thrm. I mean, 15

[ want you to see the broken human li\'es. 
"I ask you to rq~ard 1'the grierances, the compassions, the pro\'Ocations anrl 
the reprr>sions that have called forth this political protest, and to take thr·m 
into account whf·n deciding your \'erdict." 

\\'miEN IN RELIGIO~ A~D I~ POLITICS. 

~Iany women are prominently figuring on the platforms of 
different religious and political societies and organisations as 
c,rators and expounders of their respective doctrines, and are 
maki~g great success. In the pulpit, the late Dr. Shaw, in 
Amrnca, upon whose oratory we hare already extensi,·ely com
mented,, and ~fiss ~laude Royden, in England, have already 
won umversal attention and admiration. Uiss Royden's 
rersat1hty, conrersancy with the Scriptures, and her splendid 
dcll\wy, are of farourable comment wherewr she preaches. 

As the. ri~ht of franchise has so recently been extended to 
\\'CJ!lH'n, 1t IS too soon to expect of them great oratorical 
Je,·elopmrnts in the political arena, but from the numerous 
classrs that women hare formed for their instruction in public 

. •:\~am·no;;i,;; (I) Enthyml'ma; (2) :\naphora; (3) ~lartyria, see al;;o 
Ept~·n'".; 141 S~·rmofinatio with (S) Enthymrma; (6) Anastrophe; (i'l 
.\ntuh,.,,,; (8) Parity of Reasoning-, i.t., >amt> as thl'" pi;::s "; (9) :\nastrophr·; 
1101 Enthymo·ma ; (II) Eperott>;;is, also I nterro;:ptil·f' Reasoninj:! Form ; (I~ 1 

l'o;ro;onit~rat~on.; (.13), Epl;rotr·;;i,;. wit~ .\naphora; .114~ .\pl•,;trophe; ~Epilogue 
\\ 11h (!.I E\o ;.!,.,,, and I o·roratto Wllh (lti) l'aratnrttcon, set> abo Prorrof!C; 
fli) Enumo::r~tio. 
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speaking, and from the close application they are making to 
the study of eloquence and logic, the latter particularly to refute 
the charge that women do not reason; and considering the com
parative neglect of these studies by men, who take it for 
granted that they need no preparation for public speaking, the 
auguries point very favourably to some of the world's greatest 
orators being supplied from the ranks of women in the future. 
Already a number have won, and are still winning political 
as well as oratorical laurels, notably in England: Mrs. Lloyd 
George, wife of the Prime Minister; Viscountess Astor, M.P., 
of the Conservative Party; Lady Bonham-Carter, of the 
Liberal Party; Countess Warwick, of the Soc1al 1\Iovement; of 
N.C.W. of Gt. Brit. & Ire., Countess of Selborne, Lady Bai
four; of the Coalition, Miss F. L Stevenson, Private Secretary 
to the Prime Minister, 1\Irs. H. L. Fisher, wife of the 11inister 
of Education; Miss Rosamond Smith, 1Iiss Norah H. March, 
B.Sc.; of the International Woman Suffrage Alliance, Mrs. 
Millicent Garrett Fawcett, LL.D., 1Irs. Abbott; 1Iiss Chrystal 
1Iacmillan, ~LA, B.Sc., LL.B.; of the Women's International 
League for Peace and Freedom, Mrs. H. l\1. Swanwick, 1\Iiss 
~Iargaret Ashton, Councillor of l\Ianchester, Miss I. 0. Ford, 
l\Iiss Catherine ~Iarshall; of theN ational Union of Societies for 
Equal Citizenship, Miss Eleanor F. Rathbone, of the Liverpool 
City Council, Miss l\lacadam, Mrs. Fawcett, Miss Picton 
Turbervill, Miss Corbett Ashby; of the Women's Freedom 
League, Mrs. Schofield Coates, J.P., Miss Anna Munro, Urs. 
Mustard, Mrs. M. \V. Nevinson, L.L.A., J.P., 1Iiss M. 1. 
Neal, 11rs. Whetton; of the Labour Party, Mrs. Philip 
Snowden, 1\Iiss Margaret Bondfield, Miss Susan Lawrence, 
L.C.C., Mrs. Sydney Webb, Dr. 1\Iarion Phillips, Mrs. Bruce 
Glasier; of the Communists, ~Irs. Helen Crawfurd, 1Iiss E. 
Sylvia Pankhurst, Miss Mary Bamber, ~Irs. l\Ielvina Walker, 
Mrs. D. B. )Iontefion; of the Women's Co-operative Guild, Miss 
Llewelyn Davies, Mrs. Councillor Barton, 1Irs. Dews
bury; of the National Federation of Women Workers, Miss 
Jessie Stephen, Councillor of Bermondsey; in Ireland, Countess 
Markiericz, ~LP.; in Canada, 1Irs. !rene Parlby, 1finister with
out Portfolio, Provincial Cabinet of Alberta; ~Irs. Ralph 
Smith, Cabinet Minister of the British Columbia Legislature, 
Victoria, President of the Executive Council. 

In America: ~Irs. Harding, wife of President Harding, 
Congressman Alice Robertson of the U.S. House of Repre
sentatires, ~liss jlary Garrett Hay; of the International 
Wo11,1an Suffrage Alliance, 1\Irs. Carrie Chapman Catt, 
Woman's Partr, :Jiiss A. Paul, ::\Iiss L. Burns; of the National 
League for \'Votnm Voters, 1\Irs. Maud Wood Park, Mrs. 
Richard Edwards, l\Iiss Katherine Ludington; of the Women's 
International League for Peace and Freedom, 1Iiss Jane 
Addams, President, :\Iiss Balch. A more complete list of 
America's eloquent women we hope to have for another edition 
of this work. 



PART V 

FORMS OF 

ORA TORI CAL STYLE 

PURITY. 
CLEARNESS. 

DIGNITY. 
HARSHNESS. 

VEHEMENCE. 
SPLENDOUR. 

VIGOUR. 
AMPLIFICATION. 

BEAUTY. 

CELERITY. 

SIMPLICITY. 
CHARMINGNESS. 

ACUMEN AND ACRIMONY. 
EQUITABLENESS. 

GRAVITY. 

SINCERITY. 

CLEVERNESS. 

POETRY AND HOW DELIVERED. 



"Poeta nascif.ur, orator fit." 

THE GREATEST ASSET TO ANY CAUSE OR 
POLITICAL PARTY IS 

A Favourable Press, and Compentent Good Orators: 

The one, to impress in silent reflection, 

The other, to satisfy gregarious nature, 

Which impels individuals 

To form villages, towns, cities, capitals, 

To form crowds, congregations, multitudes 

Wherein to laugh with others who laugh, applaud with other! 

Who applaud, denounce with others who denounce,-abov~ all 
To listen to a Good Speaker 

With a Good Delivery 

AND A GOOD STYLE. 

ALL Rights Rumtd. Copyright-1922 tn U.S.A. by J, N. RujJi11. 
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No better introductory treatise or prolegomena, so campact, 
can precede ORATORICAL STYLE-ITS ART AND 
SCIENCE, than the resumen below translated from the Ger-
man text of 

The Peri Idion ITEp[ 'Iotwv 

By HERMOGENES, THE GRECIAN 
who;r eloquence tired all Rome and whose rhetorical work$, for three centuries, 
were the text-books in the Roman Schools. 

A Summary Translation from the Greek Text and Richard Volkmann's 
,. Herrna~oras " oder Elemente der Rhetoric, published in Leipsic in 1865. 

Hcrmogenes gives seven Forms of Oratorical Style and their subdivisions, 
and shows how, by skilful application of them, the orator is certain to gain 
his end ; also comments on the Figures which mainly correspond to each Style. 

The teaching of the varieties of style has received a peculiar and indeed, 
a~ we often hear, an independent development at the hands of Hermogenes. 
His \'iew, when closely examined, is only the consequent development of three 
thoughts, which we already meet with in the earlier orators. Firstly, that 
the varieties of style are by no means exhausted in the said division into three 
or four parts, that there are at least many subdivisions, all sorts of transitions 
by many different steps from one kind to another. Secondly, that the speaker 
must have unlimited power over all the varieties of style. Thirdly, that the 
different kind of style in its peculiar idiosyncrasy, is more affected by the 
contents and form than by a fixed use of Figures and a special composition. 
Hermogenes develops his theory of ideas, and force from these thoughts. 
His teaching amounts, principally, to the following: Hennogenes regards as a 
pe1fect model of Oratorical Style, that of Demosthenes. In this, all the primi· 
tive forms or ideas of style are set forth with equal mastery and in the most 
varied diversitv, so that earh comes to its full value or effect at the proper 
time and in the proper place There are seven of such primitive forms : 
Saplleneia (clearness), Megethos (exalted expression), Kallos (beauty), Gorgotes 
(\'ivacity), Etlws (characterization), .4leiiJPia (fen·our, sincerity), Deinotes (true 
eloquPnce)-Hermogenes pp. 268, 274. (See p. 447.) 

Tbe style of the sprt•ch, then, firstly consists of on'e or more thoughtS: 
sProndly of the method, that is to s~y the exposition of the thoughts, and 
thirdly of the Expression which is connP.cted with both. With the Expression 
arr :•lsn ronnedrd the figures, the formation of the cola, the composition and 
ro1wlusion, which togrtlwr gi\'r the rhythm, that, in addition, has something 
of ito; own. .\cconling tn thP different ideas (forms) these el!'ments are of 
diffcrrnt importance. On the whole, it depends first on the thought, then on 
tlH· r·xpr~.;,ion, IWXt on the figure of words, and then on the figures of thought, 
which forms the method. In the Deinotes, it is true, the figure of thought 
is of tlPci;;i\'1' importance. At the end come the composition and the conclusion. 
(p. 272.) 

Tlte First Form of Oratorical Style-Clearness. 
The fin;t idea is the Sapluneia, that is to say clearness of the style. It 

is rrratrd hy Eurrinria (lucidity) and Catharotes (purity, cleanness). *The 
thought is pure when it is intelligible in itself. The method consists in the 
~implr communication of the facts without the use of accessories. The 
l'ni.<I<Jtica (drtails, circumstances) are excluded. The expression or style 
rrquirPo; intelligibl~ words with an avoidance of tropes and of words that are 
h~,·d-soun<lin:;! in themc;r·lre,;. The figure is the Orthotes, that is to say one 
rd.1tr.; in tlw no111in:tth·t> and not in a s11hordinate participial construction. The 
Hyperbaton is atlowable throughout. The cola must be short, commatic, and 
tn .. r"' s•·n'e of thr·nN·h·t·s, Thr· composition is simplr• without troubling about 
thr 3\'oidanre of the Hi;ttuo;. The Rhvthm must be iambic or trochaic-these 
rh\'thmc; are connected most closely ~·ith ordinary speech-at the beginning 
of th~ cola ; further on in the sentence they must be more numerous than 
d:H'tl·l• and anapests; at the conclusion they must again appear v.·ith or v.·ithout 
ratal~11i~. The Catharotn (purity) comP~ to the assistance of the Eucrituia. 
Jt consists, principally, in the method of communicating things in their 
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natural order, therefore setting forth arguments (objections) before giving the 
solution of the same. All thoughts are clear which form a transition to the 
following thought and at the same time introduce it. Divisions, propositions, 
transitions, dassification and enumeration are designated as Figures of Clear
ness. To these, also, belong questions ·which the speaker addresses to himself 
and then answers, also short recapituations and reference to what has already 
been said (epanalepsis). The opposite of the Sapheneia (clearness) is Asapheia 
(iralistinctness), and used in a degenerate or common form, it leads to Eusteles, 
(paltryness) and Tapeinon (poverty). The opposite of Eucrineia (orderly 
arrangement) is Sy11crisis (confusion). 

The Second Form of Oratorical Style-Grandeur. 
In order to avoid the degenerate form there must be a certain grandeur 

and dignity, so Hcrmogenes thus advances to the consideration of the second 
idea, the Jfegethos (greatness), a synonym with Ogkos (roil, weight, 
importanee, grandeur). 

We may here remark that Ogkos as used by the orators has by no means 
a bad signification, as our word '' bombast," but the " os magnum " which 
expresses sublimity. Sophocles had ahady spoken of the Ogkos (exalted 
expression, grandeur) of .'Eschylus. Therefore Ogkos is the speech provided 
with exalted expression. The Megethos (grandeur) is brol;en up into sub· 
di~isions as follows: Semnoles (dignified thought), Peribole (amplitude), 
Trachytes (harshness or abruptness), the Lamprotes (brilliancy of portrayal), 
Acme (the force of the portrayal), and Sphodrotes (the vehemence of the 
expression), which is quite identical with Trachytes (harshness). ~Of these, the 
two first stand by themselvrs. the others affect one another in a more or 
less contrary manner. (1) First of all, therefore, is Senmotes (Dignity). 
Dignified thoughts are thoughts of the gods, without antropopathic admixture, 
religious thoughts in general, thoughts concerning the universe and what is in 
it, thoughts about natural phenomena, the ethical thoughts concerning the 
soul and the immortality of the same, concerning duty, law and the like, 
thoughts about the important events of history and the life of man. The 
dignified method indulges in definite statements, it is true, but it is fond of 
the allegorkal and the symbolic. The dignified expression requires a certain 
breadth and fulness in the dclin·ry, especially in the vowels and in the final 
syllables, and especially words with many long vowels and diphthongs-with 
the exception of '' ie " and cotTPsponding final syllables; also words with a 
ong final syllable and the vmwl "o" in the one preceding. Tropes are also 
re4uired, but not in gre:~t numhrr. In the speech, the use of the nouns and 
nominal words, such as partiriplrs and pronouns, must predominate; as few 
verbs as pm;sihlr. .\11 the fi~un's whirh mnke the expression pure, assist in 
lending it dignity; thrn the Epicri,.:is, that is to say the explicit confirmation 
of a previou-; thought in a gr•tH·rally current, not merely subjective or limiting 
form; while it is oth!•rwi,;e dignilird. :\postl"ophes and Hypostrophes, that is 
to ~ay parenthetical itlll•rp"lations, are to be aroi<lrd. As in the case of 
purity, thr cola must he as short as po~;dble. The composition is not too 
panicular abom the hiatus. It is fond of dactyls, anapests, preons, some· 
time;: iambic, and still more spondaic rhythms, also epitrites, but avoids trochaic 
and Tonics. One of th(·sc· rhvthms must also form the conclusion, but without 
catalexis, in order to avoid the trochaic, if possible with a noun of three or 
more syllables of preponderate length, and, if possible, full-toned vowels. 

Secondly, the Trachytes, that is the harshness or abruptness of the exprr~
sion. .\ll thoughts are harsh in which prrsons of lower rank make reproaches 
in a bare, unconcealed mannrr to any one of a higher rank or to the judg~s 
or the as,~mbled company. The cxprt'ssion is rendered harsh through words 
which are harsh in themsell"es, and through abrupt or harsh metaphors. As 
a figure, the form .Of·command or the reproachful interrogation are suitable. 
The commatic construction of the sentence is preferable. In the composition, 
the hiatus is specially aimed at, and everything of a rhythmical nature avoided. 
The conclusion must be formed, now by one foot, now by another. . The 
v~hemencr of rxpre•sinn, the TrMI1ytes, is related to the Sphodrotes. In this 
ca•e, h!Jrne and rrproaches nrr not ndolrrssed to those of a higher standing, 
but against such persons whose condemnation is agreeable to those present. 
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In it abuse is hurh•d forth (Demosthenes \'S, Aristogiton). The method is 
the s~me as for harshne;:s, also the expression. The speaker may ~ere form 
harsh words himstlf. Of the ligures, the Apostrophe may be used.wtth a.dv~n
tagc, also the question addressed to the opponent, at t~e same t1m~ pomtmg 
at him with the finger. The commata are used as httle as posstble. The 
composition is also the same as in the case of harshness. 

The Lamprotes (Brilliancy of Expression) renders the harshness and 
l'ehemence somewhat milder, so that it does not degenerate into roughness. 
The thoughts at·e brilliant to which the speaker can give utterance with a 
certain confidence because he knows that he can reclwn on the applause of 
the auditors. Th~ughts which possess a certain moral greatness and a justifi. 
aiJie pride (Demosthenes on the ~rown) and which should ~e delive_red 
confidently, without doubting or wavenng, may assuredly be called. mto servtce. 
The dionified expression is also brilliant. Of the figures, Negations are em
ployed ~ " not with stones and bricks have I walled this city round," and 
Apostascis, that is to say one separates the thoughts from one another, and 
with these forms single sentences. The cola must he rather long, and are 
a;;yndetically joined to one another; the OrtiJOies (relating in the nominative, 
etc.) is interrupted by Plagiasmos, that is to say by the employment of 
dependPnt participial construction in the '' casibus obliquis " (oblique cases). 
In brilliant expression, amplification should be ~mployed. The composition is 
the same as in th!' Semnotes (Dignity). In the formation of a dignified con· 
elusion, trochaic rhythm can, however, appear. 

The Acm~ (Force of Expression) consists in the union of the Harshne59 
and the \'ehPment with the Brilli;;nt, and indfed the thoughts and methods 
are the same as those in the harsh and vehement. The expression is a mixture 
of those and of the brilliant; the same is the case in regard to the figures, 
and el'erything else is as in the brilliant. 

The last subdivision. of the Grand and Dignified is the Peribole (the 
Amplitude of the expression). Demosthenes has made the greatest use just 
of this. The opposite of this is the Purity mentioned at first. The amplifica· 
tion shows itself in the thought when, in addition to that of which it is a 
qu~stion, something outside i$ added, as genus to species, the undefined to the 
defined, the whole to the part. Such additions may also add to the clearnes~, 
however opposed the latter may otherwise be to the amplification; further, 
"'·h~n the things are not simply announced beforehand or prewarned, but with 
du~ regard for the Peristatica (Circumstances), and by bringing in all kinlk 
of amplifying additions, if the matter in question would not have taken place, 
a~ ··~II as whirh has not taken place. In this method the natural order ol 
ev~nts i.; invrrt~d, the l:tSt is said first, then reference is made to what has 
alrtady bH-n 5aid, the foundations and amplifications being placed before the 
prriod its~lf. 

It gives no special exprmion to this sort of portrayal if one does not 
r~rkon tht piling up of synonyms with it, which really belongs to the said 
mPthod, as also the Epi111one (the long dwelling on, or also rP.petition of one 
and till' same figure). Of the figures, all those are suitable for amplification 
in which to a single thought others are brought together, therefore enumera· 
tit.n<, dil·isions, construction of parts and everything similar, the taking up 
ag;tin of a thrt>ad which has been broken by an interpolation, hypothetical 
divisions, drpfndent participial construction, the Figure Arsis and Thesis, that 
i• to say a " hut " after a preceding negation, and the parenthesis. There is 
nnthin;.! special to be said concerning cola, condusion, and rhythm. Every 
cornpo•ition is all<nw:d except that whkh is characteristic of the K!i>~~arotes 
( l'urit) ). A \'rry dd~iled Penbole (Amplitude) has the special name Mestotes 
(fulness of expression). 

Tile Tltird Form of Orato,ical Style-B1auty. 
To thP Di5tinctness and Grandeur of Expression, a crrtain beauty must 

no"' bP add.-d. This is the third idra Kallos (beauty). The eJ~:pression must 
ha1·,. a r~rtain c.olourin;:! (Chroma). This beauty shows itself in the symmrtry 
of thP. ron,tr~ttt?n of the ~art~ and divisions, in connection with an agreeable 
,·,,l,urll1;,! ldu,·n ~~ HPoil' dt,trihutfd o1·rr the \\'hole Ethos (Character), see Fig. 
Lth'"· l'l..tu mtans this, 11 ht-n he sJys in Ph:.~:drus a beautiful speech 



SECOND FOR~! OF ORATORICAL STYLE 

natural order, therefore setting forth arguments (objections) before giving the 
solution of the same. All thoughts are clear which form a transition to the 
following thought and at the same time introduce it. Divisions, propositions, 
transitions, classification and enumeration are designated as Figures of Clear
ness. To these, also, belong questions ·which the speaker addresses to himself 
and then answtrs, also short recapituations and reference to what has already 
been said (epanalepsis). The opposite of the Sapheneia (clearness) is .4sapheia 
(indistinctness), and used in a degenerate or common form, it leads to Eusteles, 
(paltryness) and Tapei11011 (porerty). The opposite of Eucri11eia (orderly 
arrangement) is Sy11crisis (confusion). 

The Second Form of Oratorical Style-Grandeu1. 
In order to avoid the degenerate form there must be a certain grandPur 

and dignity, so Hermogenes thus advances to the 1:onsideration of the second 
idea, the ;1/egethos (greatness), a synonym with Ogkos (roil, weight, 
importanee, grandeur). 

We may here remark that Ogkos as used by the orators has by no means 
a bad signification, as our word ·• bombast," but the " os magnum" which 
expresses sublimity. Sophocles had al:'eady spoken of the Ogkos (exalted 
expression, grandeur) of .-Eschylus. Therefore Ogkos is the speech provided 
with exalted expression. The Megethos (grandeur) is broken up into sub· 
divisions as follows: Scmnotes (dignified thought), Peribo!e (amplitude), 
Trachytes (harshness or abruptness), the Lamprotes (brilliancy of portrayal), 
Acme (the force of the portrayal), and Sphodrotes (the vehemence of the 
expression), which is quite identical with Trachytes (harshness). 110f these, the 
two first stand by themselvPs, the others affect one another in a more or 
less contrary manner. (I) First of all, therefore, is Semnotes (Dignity). 
Dignified thoughts are thoughts of the gods, without antropopathic admixture, 
religious thoughts in general, thoughts concerning the universe and what is in 
it, thoughts about natural phenomena, the ethical thoughts concerning the 
soul and the immortality of the same, concerning duty, law and the lil<e, 
thoughts about the important events of history and the life of man. The 
dignified method indulges in definite statements, it is true, but it is fond of 
the allegorical and the symbolic. The dignified expression requires a. certain 
breadth and fulness in the deliwry, especially in the vowels and in the final 
syllables, and especially words with many long vowels and diphthongs-with 
the exception of '' ie " and cotTI'sponding final syllables; also words with a 
ong final syllable and the vowrl "o '' in the one preceding. Tropes are also 
required, but not in great numhrr. In the speech, the use of the nouns and 
nominal words, such as parliciples and pronouns, must predominate; as few 
verhs as possihir. .\11 the li;.::urrs whi•·h mnke the expression pure, assist in 
lenuing it dignity; thrn the Epirrisis, that is to say the explicit confirmation 
of a previous thought in a grn{·r:tlly current, not merely subjective or limiting 
form; while it is othend;;e tlignilird. :\postrophes and Hypostrophes, that is 
to ~ay parenthetical intPrpnlatiuns. are to be a,·oitlrd. As in the case of 
purity, thr cola must he as short as po~sibiP. The composition is not too 
particular abotil the hiatus. It is fond of dactyls, anaprsts, p~ons, some· 
time;: iambic, and still more spondaic rhythms, also epitrites, but avoids trochaic 
and Tonks. Onr of tht·SP rhvthms must also form the conclusion, but without 
catalexis, in order to avoid the trochaic, if possible with a noun of three or 
more syllables of preponderate length, and, if possihle, full-toned vowels. 

Secondly, the Trachytes, that is the harshness or abruptness of the exprP~· 
sion. All thoughts are harsh in whirh prrsons of lower rank make reproaches 
in a bare, unconcealed mannrr to any one of a higher rank or to the judges 
or the as.;emhled company. The expression is rendered harsh through words 
which are harsh in themsell'cS, and through abrupt or harsh metaphors. As 
a figure, the form .Of command or the reproachful interrol'(ation are suitable. 
The commatic construction of the sentence is preferable. In the composition, 
the hiatus is specially aimed at, and en~rything of a rhythmical nature avoided. 
The ronrlusion must be formed, now bv one foot, now by another. . The 
,·ehemPnce of expression, the TrMI1vtes. is related to the Sphodrotes. In this 
ca>e, hbme :~nd rrproachPs ~rr not ad.1ressed to tho~e of a higher standing, 
but against such persons whose condemnation is agreeable to those present. 



THIRD FOR~I OF ORA TORI CAL STYLE: 

In it abuse is hurkd forth (Demosthenes vs. Aristogiton). The method is 
the s~me ;1s for harshness, also the expression. The speaker may ~ere form 
harsh words himself. Of the ligures, the Apostrophe may be used With advan
tagr, also the qut'stion audressed to the opponent, at t?e same tim~ pointing 
at him with the finger. The commata are used as little as poss1ble. The 
compo~ition is also the same as in the case of harshness. 

The Lamprotes (Brilliancy of Expression) renders the harshness and 
l'ehemence somewhat milder, so that it does not degenerate into roughness. 
The thoughts are brilliant to which the speaker can give utterance with a 
certain confidence, because he knows that he can reclwn on the applause of 
the auditors. Thoughts which possess a certain moral greatness and a justifi. 
al>le pride (Demosthenes on the Crown) and which should be delive!ed 
confidently, without doubting or wavering, may assuredly be called into servtce. 
The dignified expression is also brilliant. Of the figures, Negations are em
ployed; "not with stones and bricks have I walled this city round," and 
.4postascis, that is to say one separates the thoughts from one another, and 
with thrse forms single sentences. The cola must be rather long, and are 
asyndetically joined to one another; the Ortlzotes (relating in the nominative, 
~tc.) is interrupted by Plagiasmos, that is to say by the employment of 
drpendrnt participial construction in the '' casibus obliquis " (oblique cases). 
In brilliant expression, amplification should be employed. The composition is 
the same as in thl' Semnotes (Dignity). In the formation of a dignified con
clU!•ion, trochaic rhythm can, however, appear. 

The Aml£ (Force of Expression) consists in the union of the Harshnm 
and the \'ehement with the Brilliant, and indeed the thoughts and methods 
are the same as those in the harsh and vehement. The expression is a mixture 
of those and of the brilliant; the same is the case in regard to the figures, 
and el'erything else is as in the brilliant. 

The last subdivision. of the Grand and Dignified is the Peribole (the 
Amplitude of the expression). Demosthenes has made the greatest use just 
of this. The opposite of this is the Purity mentioned at first. The amplifica
tion shows itself in the thought when, in addition to that of which it is a 
quP,tion, something outside i~ added, as genus to species, the undefined to the 
defined, the whole to the part. Such additions may also add to the clearnes~, 
howe1w opposed the latter may otherwise be to the amplification; further, 
\\'hen the things are not simply announced beforehand or prewarned, but with 
duP regard for the Peristatica (Circumstances), and by bringing in all kinck 
of amplifying additions, if the matter in question would not have taken place, 
a~ li'Pii as which ha~ not taken place. In this method the natural order of 
event' is invl'rttd, the last is said first, then reference is made to what has 
alread~ b!"f'n said, the foundations and amplifications being placed before the 
ptriod it~tlf. 

It gives no special expression to this sort of portrayal if one dots not 
rPrkon lht piling <.lp of synonyms with it, which really belongs to the said 
method, as also th~ Epinrone (the long dwelling on, or also repetition of one 
and the same figure). Of the figures, all those are suitable for amplification 
in whirh to a single thought others are brought together, therefore enumera
tic.n.', di1·ision~. constn.rction of parts and everything similar, the taking up 
;~~:~11: of a thread whrch has been broken by an interpolation, hypothetical 
d1vr>~ons, drpendent participial construction, the Figure Arsis and Thesis, that 
i• to. s2y a •: but " after .a precedin.g negation, and the parenthesis. There is 
noth1n>!. ~p~rr.al to be sard concerntng cola, conclusion, and rhythm. Every 
rornpmltiOI1 1s all<nnd e:o:cept that which is characteristic of the K!i·'~arotes 
(Purity). :\ \'Prv dl'l~iled Penbole (Amplitude) has the special name Mestote1 
(fu!nf,;s of expr~ssion). 

Til~ Tlti,d Form of Oratorical Style-B•auty. 
To thP Distinctnf'ss and Grandeur of Expression, a Cl'rtain beauty must 

nmv bP addt:d. This. is the third idl'a Kallas (beauty). The expression must 
ha1·1' a art:un r.olounng !Chroma). This beauty shows itself in the symml'try 
uf thf'. ron,tr~rtr~n of thl' ~art<; and dil'isions, in connection with an agreeable 
cul"tlltll;i 11 twh " fl'enll' d"tributPd ol'er the \\'hole Etltos (Character), see Fij:! 
Lthu.;, l'l.~iu tnt·ans thh;, \lh~n he says in Pha:drus a beautiful speed; 
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resembles a living organically constructed being. The beauty of expression, 
otherwise closely connected with Brilliancy and Force, consists essentially in 
the Expression and Composition connected with it, but not in the singularity 
of the thought or of the method. 

The expression is beautiful when it is simple, or pure. Therefore, }so
crates who laid special weight on the beauty of exprmion, has made use of 
tropes to a limited extent Short words and those consisting of few syllables 
possess quite special beauty, and the character of carefulness. Of the figures, 
the domain of the Parison belongs to this place, which appears largely in 
lsocrates, but which is scarcely represented in Demosthenes, at least in a 
pure state, as the latter laid more stress on Deinotes than exactly on the 
beauty of the expression. Then there are the Epanaphora at the head of thP. 
cola, the Antistrophe at the end, the Epanastrophe and such like; the Climax, 
but to be used in moderation, the Hyperbaton, the figures Antiphrasis, Double 
Negations which appear, and the Polyptoton. The cola require moderate 
length and careful avoidance of the Hiatus. · \\'hen several cola are connected 
with one period, the last must be longer than the preceding one. The com
position must be rhythmical throughout and clo:;ely related to verse, without 
really being verse. For this purpose, the feet of which the rhythmical Jines 
consist, must relate to one another and suit one another; the divisions of 
the speech, of which the rhythm consists, must not have the same number of 
syllables, the same quantity and the same accent. The conclusion requires a 
long, final syllable with one or two short ones preceding it. A long closing 
word of one syllable is of great effect. 

1'/!e Fourth Form of Oratorical Style- Vh•acity. 

The fourth luea is the Gorgotes (Vivacity of Expression). It must be 
added to the three mentioned, so that these may not prove wearisome employed 
alone. Thought. as such, cannot be termed Ji\'ely, penetrating; witty thoughts 
would, then, have to be added. Vivacity lies much more in the 
method than in the expression. The former consists of bringing in everywhere 
as many telling passages as possible. For this purpose, short objections and 
their equally short rerudiations, and the .~postrophe, are used. The monotony 
of the speech is avoided by Hypostrophe, that is to say short interpolations. 
The Figures by which the speech gains in telling passages are especially the 
commatic Asyndeton, commatic enumeration of names, commatic Epanaphora, 
short Symploce, which, however, must not stretch over the whole period. 
The expression also gains in vivacity by the already mentioned Plagiasmos and 
Systrophe, that is to say by roundin~ off the sentences. The words must be 
as short as possibl!'. The composition requires careful avoidance of the 
Hiatus and trochaic rhythm. A trochaic word, however, must form the 
conclusion. 

The Fifth Form of Oratorical Style-Characterisation. 
The fifth idea is the Ethos, one might say the characterisation of the 

portrayal or character in the expression. It may be equally divided over the 
whole speech, but may also appear mixed among the other ideas. It is pro
duced by F.pieikeia (fairness, equity), .~pheleia (simplicity), and in the true 
and close Endiatlzeton (from the heart) which appear in them. The Barytes 
(gra1·ity of manners, solemnity, etc.) belongs to this to a certain extent; it 
can, hol\·e,·er, only appear in combination with other kinds of Ethical Expres. 
sian. The Aplzelcia is what we designate Nai1·ete. The thou~hts are hom<'ly 
and simple, childish, indeed they border on the trh·ial. Examples from the 
animal \\'Orld, especially those taken from naturr are nail'e. El'erything 
coincides with Catlwrotes (cleanness, purity). The combination of Naivete and 
BPtllltv leads to Glvcvtes (sweetness), to the charm of expression, which do~s 
not ditTrr from .JI,·ro-ks (!lrlirary), :1nd Lo~os Or:lios (thr \\"Ord in thP right 
placr ;.1nd at the right timr) (p. 368). .\11 thr mythical narrathr.; (Drmos· 
thenrs \'S • .\ristonatrs 65 ff.) are charmin~, only thr ~prakcr must, \\·hrn 
making use of them. deli1·Pr them in a some"·1!:1t lh·rly ntannPr, thus prm·i1lin~ 
them with Gor.~oles (l·i,·acity). Thr following j..; the pass:1gr :1hm•r mrntionC"rl 
respecting mythical narration, Arist. 65 :-"We, men of .\thrns, created 
Charidemus a citizen, nntl by means of such grant we admitlttl him to civil 
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and religious communion, to partake in our legal rights in all that we ourselves 
enjoy. There are many institutions among ~s of a character nut to Le f?und 
elsewhere but one there is the most peculiar of all, and the must htghly 
venP.rable: the court of Areopagus, respecting which we have more glorious 
traditions and myths, and more honourable testimonies of our own than we 
have of any other tribunal; of which it is proper you should hear one or two 
by way of example. In ancient. times, as we are informed by traditio~, ~he 
Gods in this Tribunal alone detgned both to demand and to render JUSttce 
for murder, and to sit in judgment upon disputes between each other; so says 
the legend : !\eptune demanded justice of ~Iars on hehalf of his son Halirr· 
hothius, and the tweh·e Gods sat in judgment between the Furies and Orestes. 
Such are its ancient glories, despot nor oligarchy nor democracy have ventured 
to deprive it of its jurisdiction in murder : all people consider that any process 
of !heir own invention would be less eflicacious than that dc\'ised by the 
Areopagus-In contempt of this jurisdiction and of the legal remedies attached 
to :t, the author of the present decree has empowereu Charidemus in his 
lifetime to uo what he pleases, and, in case any di,.;aster should befall him, 
has given the means of persecution to his friends." Further narratives, ctn· 
tinues Hermogenes, from the heroic period, whkh touch on the pure myt.l, 
and then, everything which awakens our fancy, such as descriptions of beautiful 
neighbourhoods, no Ieos than whatever flatters our self-10\·e. Thoughts :ore 
also charming in which lifeless things and those without will, are treated as 
having a soul and a will, as the naive statement of Socrates in the Platonic 
Pha:drus, p. 230 0., or the address which Herodotus puts into the mouth of 
Xerxes, and which the latter addressed to the sea, chast!sed by him; and 
also when animals have feelings and sensibilities attributed to them. The 
naive and poetical expression is charming. Therefore, the interweaving of 
poetical words in prose makes a charming expre>sion, while this is, however, 
not equal to the express quotation of a poetical passage. The poetical Epitheta 
also make the speech charming. Figures and composition are the same as in 
Beauty; the dignified rhythm must preponderate. The Drimytes (wit) and 
Oxytes (penetration, sharpness, cleverness, pungency) are connected with the 
naive, therefore the thoughts, as Hermogenes says, in which a certain depth 
is visible on the surface. They lie, however, more in the method and in thP. 
construction than in the thought, as for example, in the equivocal, double 
play with the different meanings of a word, the Paronomasia, the surpassing 
of a single metaphor by a bolder. The Epieikeia (the well-meaning, modest 
equitableness) shows itself, when anyone instead of exacting his full rights, 
contents himself, in the consideration of mitigating circumstances, with 
mod1·rate demands, when the speaker puts himself on the same le\'el as the 
hearers, when he shows that they would act exactlv in the same manner as 
hi.! himself, and when he emphasises the point that ·he is to a certain extent 
forced by the opponent to take up his legal position. On the other hand, the 
accused can also say that he has only been put into thi~ position because he 
could not make up his mind to take harsh measur<'s. The mE-thod consists in 
•peaking with a certain modestv of oneself, and willin<1lv to slur O\'er one's 
gooti qualities, and to mitigate -that which has to be s~fd with hE-at against 
the opponent, without exclusion, however, of irony. The orator speaks cau· 
tiousl~. with doubt and within limits. Figure Paralepsis is admittl"d. The 
Epitikeia (fairness, equity) is, in other respects, the same as the Katharott$ 
(cleanness), and Apheltia (simplicity). 

The S•'xth Form of Oratorical Stvle-Fer..•our. 
The Stamp. of Truth a11d Fervour, that is to "say the inward participation 

of the speaker 111 what he says, the .4letlleia (truth and fen·our frankness and 
sinn·rity) was fixt>d by Hermogenes as the sixth !dea ; in th~ second book, 
how~l'er, on p. 375. there appears the Logos .Ht'lltes or .4lel/liuos (the true, 
actual, sincere words) as a subdivision Ia secondan• kind) of th(' ethical or 
Ethos: should the expression which prf'suppo,;es nain"te :lnd motier:!tion of 
~~.f thou~ht ren·ive utterance, etc., in a prf'pundl·r:,tin~ u~gn·e throllgh :'l!ethod 
f ';.:ur~. '.hen the e;{clamations, which are h~"re in pbce, be they im·oluntary 
a•,r\Prallons ancl appeal.; to the gods. altf'<t:,fions of a~toni<hmt>nt or admira· 
tion, aLuse of the uppc~ltnt, all Ltloog to the domain of ~lethod. Here great 
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care must be taken not to announce the utterance of an emotion whereby the 
whole e!Tect would disappear. E\'erything must rome in, as it were, of itself. 
Therefore, in order to gi\'c the expression the stamp of truth, the removal of 
objections (rejoinders) mU>I be introduced asyndttically. Another method con
>ists in the designed or intentional :\nacolouthon as a conseqLtence of the too 
strong emotion. The bringing in of something as if one had almost forgotten 
it, or as if it occurred to one just at the right time, also belongs here. The 
expr<>ssion must be harsh, \'iolent, it may contain words formed by oneself. 
All the figures of the Sphodrote (\'ehemence) may ,also be employed here, 
fur1her, ;\posiop£·sis, Epicrisis, Epidiorthosis. The composition is as in the 
Spl,ndrntes. ~hnuld th~ •r~~kPr, h<'II'CI'Pr, wi'h to ~xdt~ svn~;-·•thv through 
the logos endiathetos drotes (heart to heart, voice of tears), then, the expression 
must fake the character of the Apheleia (simplicity). The Barytes (gravity of 
manners, weight, importunity, harshness) complains of ingratitude experienced 
and proceeds very often in reproaches, often with an ironical Epieikeia (fair· 
ness); irony is, indeed, its principal method. 

The Seventh Form of Oratorical Style-T"" Eloquence. 
In the application at the right time of all the Ideas cited up till now, as 

well as the employment of all the other rhetorical rules; the last idea consists 
in the Deinotes (p. 388) (true eloquence), which must be distinguished from 
merely apparent Deinotes of the older and newer sophists, who in the case of 
the want of genuine, inward contents, mostly sought to call forth the appear
ance of eloquence by the art of the expression (p. 395). The genuine Deinotu 
gives the logos politicos (stately speed1, befitting a statesman), the perfect 
artistic representation or expression, as in the classical orators, and above all, 
of Demosthenes. 

It is divided into three kinds: the judicial, drliberative (cnunselling) and 
the panegyrical speech. In the judicial speech proper, the Ellws prevails, 
.4pheleia (simplicity) and Epieikeia (mildness); the. llarylcs (hnrshness) 
retires; in the deliberative, the !den of Greatrw•;s prc\'ails, the Ethos retires, 
the greatness lies in the prolixity of the ·thouf(ht; in the panef(yriral proper, 
the greatness comes to the forewound, with the exrlusion of harshness ancl 
wht>mence; nail'ete and charm p~rvade everywhr·re. It is nearly all narrative, 
therefore the vil'acity of expression almost disappear.;. This is not the place 
to submit the theory of Hermogt"nes in single part,; to criticism. Only one 
thinf.( is clear and that is this, it would hill'f' gained in cl•·arness hy the 
consideration of the kinds of oratorical style which arP not oratorical. 

* Catharotes or Purity consists in not using oh,;olete terms or construc
tions, nor those that are newly coined, neither foreign nor pr01·inrial ; propriety 
in avoiding \'ulgarisms, and discriminating hetween words of the same root
civil, civilian-precision in discriminating between synonyms-behaviour, ron
duct. The Saphenei<l or Clrarness avoids ohscurity, bad arrangement, 
amphibology, wrong ellipsis, equii'Ocation and ambi!(uity. .~cme or Force i> 
vivacious and strong, a\'oids all unnecessary words (see Asyndeton). It pms 
the weaker idea first, and casts, for deeper effect, contrasts in the Porison or 
lsocolon, e.g., " Homer was the greotPr genius, \'irgil the hetter artist; in 
one we admire the man, in the oth~r. the work." 

I The .Uegetlws or Dignified has its own prruliar cast; the Suhlime is 
generally framed in the simplest languag~-" God said let there he light and 
there was light." The elements of sublimity are rhiefly : the vast, the 
powerful, the obscure, as a mountain towering through the mist, darkness, 
stillness, disorder, as rocks naturally lying in confusion. These, when 
described, give pleasurable. emotion of elevation, and as these emotions are 
of short duration, because " too Yiolent to be lasting," the expression should, 
therefore, be clear, forcible. conrise and simple. The Kallas or Beautiful is 
different, as the emotions aroused are like those MOused from contemplating 
a pleasant object, and as they continue longrr the langu~ge may be more 
expanded, and ornament m~y he u~ed. The description may he less rapid, less 
vehement, more gentle and ~ubdued-Cicrro'.; orations were beautiful, Demos· 
thenes' sublime. The Deinotes almost treads on the verge of poetry, it is 
smooth, it is flowing; it is rhythm, ne,•er 1t>rse; it is harmony and unity. 
It is true eloquence. 



ORATORICAL STYLE;;: 
ITS 

ART AND SCIENCE 

The styles discussed here are not used as some would 
suppose, first one style, .and then another, but a~ the r~sp~c.tive 
thoughts require; one IS employed, or there IS a JUdicrous 
blending of two or more styles. A summary of the styles 
will be found under "The Peri Idion" by Hermogenes, the 
Greek Rhetorician, which is a translation of Richard Volk
mann's resumen of this work as appearing in his "Herma
goras," Leipsic, r865. 

THE PLAIN STYLE 
PL.\[\~ESS THE FIRST FORM OF ORATORICAL 

STYLE was termed by Hermogenes, Sapheneia ( '2aqrql'£ia) 
meaning plainness, simplicity, clearness. Plain comes from 
the Latin pl.::mus=plain, a level, flat surface, and signifies 
an C\'en, smooth surface, a body without projections, eleva
tions or depressions; open, clear to the senses or the mind; 
nident, easily distinguishable or recognisable, unmistakable; 
without embellishments or decorati,·e colouring; simple, bare, 
!Jald; straightforward, direct; free from ambiguity, evasion 
or subterfuge. The Plain style is made up of Purity, which 
Hcrmogencs terms Catharotes ( J\(,tJuptjn1s ), and Clearness, 
which he terms Eucrineia ( tx~:ou£iu ); these make up its two 
subordinates which are closely connected. The Romans called 
this style Pcrspicuitate, from perspicere, to see through; the 
Engli~h being perspicuity, meaning clearness of statement or 
c:--,:pos:t10n. 

*To be read follo~Ying page 522. 
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PURITY. 
PURITY THE FIRST SUBORDINATE OF THE 

PLAIN STYLE.-The word pure comes from the Latin 
purus=clear, unmixed; and in connection with thought, tt 
means free from anything not properly belonging to that 
thought, free from anything extraneous. Purity corresponds 
to the Greek word catharotes, which means clear of dirt, clean, 
spotless, unsoiled; opposed to the Greek tholeros, which means 
muddy, troubled, or troubled by passion (mephorically), also 
foul, filthy, greasy. It signifies free from admixture, without 
a blemish in its kind. 

We shall use the subdivision employed by Hermogenes in 
Purity, as well as in the rest of the styles, namely: Ist The 
Thought ( fl'llo.n ) ; 2nd, Method ( p.iiJuovs ) ; 3rd, Diction or 
Wording ( Ai~t$ ); 4th, Figures ( OXliJL'lTQ ); sth, Members 
( Kw\a ) ; 6th, Arrangement or Composition ( uvvti~HJ) j ;th, 
Rhythm or Oratorical Numbers ( (w/Jpos ); and 8th, Cadence 
or Conclusion ( lmi'll"cwuts ). 

(I) THE THOUGHTS.-They must be pure, and be easily 
understood by common intelligence, also such as would occur 
or seem to occur to any person. They must be clear and 
make sense of themselves, must contain nothing abstruse or 
recondite, neither must they contain anything deep nor any~ 
thing that requires interpretation or thinking out as to the 
meaning. They must be such as not to be mistaken or 
misunderstood, or be taken in any other sense than 
that conveyed by the words used, e.g., "The thirty 
tyrants are said to have borrowed money from the 
Laceda::monians to attack those in Pira::us. "-Demosthenes 
vs. Leptines, section I I, and Demos. vs. Spudias, sec. 1 : 
11 Spudias the defendant and I, men of the jury, are married 
to two sisters, the daughters of Polyeuctus." These thoughts 
cannot be construed in any other sense, nor are they mixed 
with other thoughts going before them to make them con
fused, neither are they indistinct nor mistakable as to their 
meaning. There are numerous examples of pure thought in 
Demosthenes' judicial speeches, but few in his public ones. 

(2) METHOD.-T,here is onlv one method of purity because 
we generally speak purely when a naked or simple narration 
of anything is made, or when we make a simple beginning, 
or do not introduce anything from without, or add anything 
superfluous, as would be the case when we add genus to 
species, whole to parts, indefinite to definite, difference from 
other things, etc. All such additions, introductions, etc., 
belong to the style called Amplification which is opposed. to 
Purity. In a word, the method is a simple communicatiOn 
of facts without accessories, e.g., Demosthenes vs. Dionyso
dorus I: 11 I am a partner in this loan, men of the jury." 
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The following ~xample is not total~y pure1 but h~~ the 
appearance of punty, although th~ begmnmg 1s pu~e: Men 
of Athens an outrage of such v10lence was comm1tted upon 
me bv Co~on the defendant, that for a long time I was given 
oYer ·by my relations and medical attendants."-Demos. vs. 
Conon, I. 

The method consists in purity of thoughts, and in such 
elocutionary accompaniments of the same, as speaking in the 
middle voice or conversational tone which Delsarte called 
dental pronunciation, that is, .the voice impinges just behind 
the front teeth and the words seem to dance as it were at 
the point of the lips, the voice being brought well forward 
in the mouth. The voice is moderate, delivery .is quiet, body 
moves moderately, and such gestures as there are, are con
fined mostly to the countenance, not' face-making. The letters 
must all be perfectly well articulated, and not uttered imper
fectly .. 

(3) DICTION OR WORDING.-This should be pure, that 
is, its meaning be apparent to anyone of common sense 
and within the understanding of all. There must be no 
transposition of words or letters, as such belongs to the Sub
lime style. The diction or words must not require interpreta
tion as would be the case in this example: " Now, contrariwise, 
the statesmen dispose of emoluments; through them everything 
is done; you the people, enervated, stripped of treasure and 
allies, are become as underlings and hangers-on, happy if these 
persons dole you out show-money or send you paltry beeves, 
and the unmanliest part of all, you ar~ grateful for receiving 
your own." -Demos. Olynthiac I 1 I. The diction in the fore
going is metaphorical, as 11 stripped," etc.; is harsh, as the 
words "hangers-on," etc., which belong to the Harsh style 
and are reprehensive, and is subject to ·interpretation or 
elucidation as the words 11 Now, contrariwise" and 11 ener
\'ated" show, since they point to what goes before, namely, 
"How is it that all went prosperously then, and now goes 
wrong? Because anciently the people, having the courage 
to be soldiers, controlled the statesmen, and disposed of all 
emoluments; any of the rest was happy to receive from the 
people his share of honour, office, or advantage." 

Another example from Demosthenes, which though evident, 
nerertheless is not pure because it contains metaphors, harsh 
words, and is of grand signification: " But I observe that all 
people,_ beginning with you, hare conceded to him a right, 
whtc~ m former times has been the subject of contest in every 
Grec1an war. And what is this? The right of doing what 
he pleases, openly fleecing and pillaging the Greeks, one after 
another, attacking and ensla<:ing their cities."-Demos. Phil. 
II l, 22. 
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The diction should contain no obsolete terms and construc
tions, no newly coined words and compounds, nor any 
vulgarisms. A proper discrimination should be made between 
words of the same root as " civil " and " civilian," and 
precision in selecting the suitable word among synonyms, as 
"behaviour" and "conduct." Only words must be used 
that perfectly belong to the genius of the language. No 
foreign words are permissible, as '' delicatesse" for "deli
cacy," nor any provincial expressions. Solecisms make the 
diction impure, as "it repents me" for "I repent,'' "his 
evening of life" for " the evening of his life," also do 
v·iolations of the rules of grammar or syntax, faulty concord 
1for instance, when the leading verb is in the past tense, the 
rest must be in the past tense also, e.g., "Ye will not come 
unto me that ye might have everlasting life," the word 
"might" should be "may." The transitive verb and pre
position, or two d·ifferent prepositions with the same object 
should be avoided, e.g., "We confide in and respect the 
good "; better say "We confide in the good and respect 
them," also "I called on and had a conversation with him"; 
better to say: " I called and had a conversation with him." 
.In fact, the words in Purity must be of reputable use, be 
national and of present-day currency. "It consists in using 
proper terms to pass the ideas from one mind to the other, 
as it gives them easy entrance. One source of correctness is 
the use of connectives, that not too much be interspersed before 
the correlative connective is paid back, as ' although ' ... 
1 yet ' between which words and the like, not too much should 
be interspersed; also as in this: 'But I, after he spoke to me, 
for Cleon came up beseeching me, went taking both of th~m.' 
It consists ·in using terms that are distinct and not vague, 
and in not using circumlocution unless on purpose; in using 
concordance of gender, number and person in order that they 
be easily pointed out, and in selecting the verb which concords 
when there are different senses, e.g., 1 perceive colour and 
sound ' not.' see colour and sound.' Purity is the basis of all 
style.'' -Aristotle. 

(4) FIGURES.-The principal figure is the one Hermogenes 
called " Orthotes," that is, relating in the direct case or direct 
manner, viz., in the nominative case or with the noun coming 
first and the other parts of speech following in their usual 
grammatical order, e.g., "I, Oh Athenians, encountered a dis
honest and contemptuous man ''; another: '' There is one 
Sannio, as you are aware, who trained choruses for tragedy; 
he was convicted of military service, and he has fallen into 
misfortune."-Demos. vs. Midias, sec. 53- See also vs 
Spudias, 1, " married to two sisters." 

It does not use "Plagiasmos," which Hermogenes defined 
as relating .in the oblique case, or employing participial sub-
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ordinate clauses which bring in other thoughts, e.g., "Cresus 
being a Lydian by blood, sor:t of _Alya~,us, was. ruler of the 
people who lived o~ the Alyth1an nvers. In th1s form. there 
is a certain suspensiOn of the sense or thought, whereas m the 
direct mode the sentence would br·iefl v be thus : " Cresus was 
a Lydian by blood, was the son of Alyatus, and ruler of 
the people who lived on the Alythian rivers.". . 

The following example from Demos. vs. M1d1as 13, has the 
Plagiasmos or participial clauses at the beginning, as well as 
middle : '' When the Pandonian tribe had not a choir-master 
for two years, and when the assembly having met, at which 
the Archon is required by law to allot the flute-players for each 
chorus, there was a discussion and a wrangling, the Archon 
blaming the Superintendents of the tribe, and the Superin
tendents the Archon; whereupon I came forward and volun
teered to take the office of choir-master, and on the drawing 
of lots, I got the first choice of flute-pia yer." The foregoing 
is, both in thought and figure, the style of Amplification 
(Peribole), and can be changed to the Plain style and made 
pure thus: " The Pandonian tribe had not a choir-master for 
two years ... ," and the rest of the sentences put into the 
declarative sentence form or the Orthotes form. So all the 
fi.gures are pure which are remote from the Peribole or Amplifi
cation style, which do not go into details and circumstances, 
etc., called Peristatica (a figure given by Hermogenes), and 
which do not transpose words, called Hyperbaton. 

(5) ME~IBERS.-The members or cola should be short, 
concise and compact, and make sense of themselves, that is. 
if standing alone or freed from the other sentences or parts. 
They should not be prolix, nor should there be any ambages 
or circumlocution in them, for long members tend to elevation 
of style. 

(6) :\RRANGE::\IE:JT OR CO~fPOSITIO~.-This should 
be pure and simple, and should not bother itself about the 
concourse of vowels or consonants, as such belongs more to 
elaboration, art and elegance than to simplicity and purity. 
It should be made up of iambics u- and trochees- u, as 
these feet are less lofty and coincide more with every-day 
speech or con\'ersation. It is not necessary that these feet 
should run throughout the expression; it will be sufficient if 
they are found in the extremities, that is, at the beginning 
of the member and at the end of it, and that further on in 
same, dactyls v v, anapa:sb v v -, and similar feet 
should appear, or these or other feet mixed with the trochees 
and iambics, so that the expression might not become verse 
or meter. 

It. aroids, howerer, an unnecessary clashing of vowels by 
placmg long ,·owels with short ones, or accented Qnes. with. 
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unaccented, e.g., " go on." Such clashing- as, "you unite'' it 
avoids but is not over anxious about 1t, 'also such as the 
heaping up of consonants. The composition, then, is 
familiar, current, steady·going, and void of formal rhythm, 
and is not too punctilious or tedious in elaborating or ex· 
patiating, but leaves some to the hearer's imagination and 
understanding, as to desist from telling everything is compli· 
mentary to the intelligence and comprehension of the hearers, 
and does not imply a slur on their understanding and ability. 

(7) RHYTHM OR ORATORICAL NUMBERS.-Rhythm 
and feet are convertible terms. The feet should be those 
which come nearest to ordinary, every·day talking, that is, 
they should be principally iambics and trochees, and should 
be so arranged as not to disclose any appearance of art, nor 
should the same foot follow itself, in other words, appear 
more than three or four times consecutively, otherwise verse 
or meter will result. It should be metrical up to a certain 
point, then other feet brought in to break up the meter; in a 
word, it should be metrical, and not metrical, and mixed 
with meter, e.g., I won't, you shan't happily remove, but we 
shall move. The trochee or iambic should begin the expres· 
sion to give it the stamp of a pure style. The feet do not 
amount so much; it is the thoughts, method, diction, figures 
and members that have the greatest importance or value. 

(8) CADENCE OR CONCLUSION should be iambic or 
trochaic, and it is not necessary to go further back than three 
feet to form the cadence. 

CLEARNESS. 

Clearness, the second subordinate of the Plain Style, was 
-called by the Greeks eucrineia ( ~~~"'''''ria ), meaning dis· 
tinctness, eucrines=well separated, well open, not confused, 
well arranged, in good order. The Latin equivalents are 
lucidus=lucid, from lucere=to shine, meaning translucent, 
marked by clearness of reasoning, expression or arrangement; 
.and clarus=clear, meaning manifest, unclouded, manifest to 
the mind or judgment, easy to see through. Clearness par· 
takes largely of Purity, .in fact, th~ purer the expression the 
clearer it is. " Thien delight in listening to what they easily 
understand." -Aristotle. "Clearness," says Quintillian, 
" requires, not that the hearer may understand, but that he 
.must understand whether he will or not." 

(1) THE THOUGHTS.-They are those which turn on 
placing things in order, in reducing them to a beginning or 
principle, and on seeing that the order of the expression, of 
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the words, clauses etc., be such that it at once distinct! y 
indicates or disclo~s the speaker's meaning, and in such a 
way, as not to be confounded with anything else. 

(2) JIETHOD.-It con~ists in. communi~ating things in 
their natural order, that 1s, puttmg the thmgs that belong 
first in the beginning or first place, the second in the second 
plac~, and the others following accordingly, e.g., Demos
thenes on the Crown, •I7 & 21: " It is necessary also, and per, 
haps proper, men of Athens, that you may consider every 
single measure in reference to the occasion . . . (21) The first 
who spoke and mentioned the peace was Aristodemus, the 
.actor; the seconder and mover, fellow-hireling for that purpose 
with the prosecutor, was Philocrates the Agnusian-your 
associate .tEschines not mine, though you should burst with 
lying. Their supporters-! know not the cause-1 pass that 
for the present-were Eubulus and Cephisophon. I had nothing 
to do with it." Example of natural order is the following: 
"day and night, men and women, rising and setting."
Quintillian; also is the placing of objections before their refuta
tions, arguments before their solutions. This !socrates nearly 
.always did, but not always Demosthenes, who put them where 
they seemed most useful to him, namely, in the beginning or 
first place, or at the last, or in the middle. Sometimes Demos
thenes placed the solutions before the objections, sometimes 
.after them, and sometimes in the middle. (See further under 
Peribole or Amplification.) 

Thoughts and propositions are clear which .inform and 
·delineate, giving the order of things, e.g., Demos. vs. Aris
tocrates 18: "Perhaps, as I have undertaken to prove three 
things, first, that the decree has been moved in violation of 
the laws; secondly, that it is disadvantageous to the common
wealth; thirdly, that the party for whom it has been drawn is 
unworthy to obtain such honours, it is right that I should give 
to you, my hearers, the option what you would like to hear 
first, what second, and what last. Consider, then, which you 
would like, that I may begin with that. Do you wish me to 
begin with the breach of the laws? Then, to that I will address 
myself ... " Thoughts are clear which show the end of things 
which hare already been treated on and which prepare the way 
for saring what follows, as the beginning of a new statement, 
.e.g., Corona 136: "Such is one of this boy's political acts, 
-similar, is it not? to what he charges me with. Now let me 
remind you of another." After this, the expression assumes 
another beginning: "When Philip sent Python of Byzantium 
!ogrth.er with an embassy from all his own allies, with the 
mtent10n of putting our commonwealth to shame and proving 
her in the wrong, then-when Python swaggered and poured 
.a flood of abuse upon you-I neither yielded nor gave way; I 
rose and answered him, and betrayed not the rights of the 
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commonwealth." And this one against Leptines, 41 : " But 
you have not only to see, men of Athens, that Leucon be not 
wronged, whose anxiety about his privilege would be for the 
sake of honour and not emolument, but that no one else be 
wronged, who has befriended you in the day of his prosperity, 
and to whom the grant of exemption which you .then made 
him has come to an advantage." 

The ~fethod of delivery should be easy and current, and 
have no appearance of art, nor be studied in manner, but 
should be natural, otherwise it would not persuade; and the 
thoughts should be clear in the mind, otherwise fluency would 
not be possible. Aristotle says that men are prejudiced against 
what is obscurely said, dying as it is spoken, as if he knew 
not what he is saying or is afraid of having it understood. 

(3) DICTION OR \VORDING.-It is the same as that in 
Purity. The words should be plain, such as those whichr 
correspond to the objects of our senses, as denote things we
see, hear, touch, smell, feel, taste. Instead {)f using general 
notions and abstractions, it is clear to use the individual, the
special, the concrete, e.g., instead of saying, "Their civilisa
tion is judged by their indulgence in amusements, customs, 
swanking and punishments," say " bullfights, cockfights, silk 
hats, silk stockings, hanging, etc." In the former, the mind 
has to bring up examples to make the general terms clear; 
but in the latter, the individual is cited and, therefore, clearer. 
Aristotle says that the prophets used general terms without 
saying when, where, how, etc. The Delphic oracle's terms 
were general and ambiguous, so that if it happened, thus did 
the oracle predict; and if it didn't, likewise may the oracle be
construed. Bain says that the use of the noun, adjective, and 
adverb is clearer than the abstract noun, e.g., "our compre
hension of this truth ... " is dearer, if we say, "we com
prehend this as true." " The understanding of this truth 
precludes human misery," is clearer put thus: " If we clearly 
understand this truth we shall be saved of what makes us. 
miserable." The positive is clearer than the negative, e.g., 
" Loss of blood destroys strength " is clearer thus: " abun
dance of blood gives strength." 

Homely expressions drawn from ordinary life, as " stomach
ing" things, and which border on the vulgar or slang, but 
are saved by their expressiveness, are, according to Demetrius, 
clear. Technical words are to be avoided, as "tack to the· 
larboard, and stand off to sea '' are clear to seamen, but not 
to others generally. The words must not have the appearance· 
of art or study, but as if springing forth spontaneously, 
because art puts people on their guard, as if against adulterated 
wine, says Aristotle, and "the deceit is passed off neatly by 
the selection of words from ordinary com·ersation." 

All words pointing out connection are clear: this, that,. 
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accordingly first second , third, etc., to resume, I shall point , , "I out you are acquainted with, I shall now pass to, pass 
that for the present" (see example under l\1ethod), etc., and 
those forms of expressions under the figures, Deictic, ~nd 
Metabasis also under fi.g. . Pause page 364; also express10ns 
as "on the contrary, on the one hand, on the other hand"; 
in summing up as, "in short, on the whole," etc.; for tran
sition as, "hitherto, formerly, so far, thus far." First, 
second! y, etc., the Greeks di~ not like, as such numerical 
indications seem to abate pass10n. They used other expres
sions. It is appropriate here to quote Aristotle, that when 
Enthymem is used, no passion is to be in the utterance. 

(4) FIGURES.-For a complete definition of all the figures 
given here and in the other styles, as well as examples of same, 
see Forms of Logical Expression, and Forms of Oratorical 
Expression. Orthotes is the chief figure of Clearness, that is, 
relating in the nominative case. The following are useful for 
clearness: Horismos or definition, at the beginning, so that 
the hearer may clearly understand, that, this is this, and that 
is that, which is very important at the commencement of a 
speech or discussion, as it avoids misunderstanding and useless 
debate; Distributio which is, first, a division of the general or 
genus by reckoning up the species or special kinds, secondly, 
a partition of the whole into its parts, thirdly, an enumeration 
of the accidents of the subject (see genus and species, cause 
and effect, subject and attribute, etc., under Forms of Logical 
Expression); Catacosmesis, that is, things placed in their 
natural order; Deictic, that is, pointing out clearly, much used 
by Demosthenes; Epanalepsis, that is, a resumption after a 
parenthesis, etc., a figure which Hermogenes says that Demos
thenes employed to a great advantage, by which figure, after 
stating a thing, he threw many things into the middle, and 
resumed the commencement afterwards for clearness; Sermo
cinatio, that is, when the orator interrogates himself and gives 
the answer, e.g., Demos. Olyn. II, 3: "To dilate, Athenians, 
on Philip's power, and by such discourse to incite you to 
y~ur duty, I think ii?proper, and why? For all that may be 
sa.Id on that score mvolves a matter of glory to him and 
misconduct on our part," which example also illustrates how 
he added causes to the proposition. This same figure he used 
when what follows, or when the consequences might become 
obscure; to avoid which he used the interrogation, "did I 
say " or "do I say," e.g., Corona, 130: "For lately-lately 
do I say ?-yesterday, and rery recently, he became at once 
both an Athenian and an orator. .. " See p. 223. See a 
further example in Demosthenes on the Embassy, 25: "Why 
hare I begun by reminding you of these things, and going orer 
th~se speeches? Chie.fly and principally, men of Athens, for 
tl11s reason, that, when you hear me speak of any proceeding, 
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and it appears outrageously bad, you may not cry in astonish~ 
ment, ' Why did you not speak at the moment and inform 
us?' but remembering the promises of these men, by means of 
which, on every occasion, they prevented others from being 
heard, and also the specious announcement of .tEschines 
you may see he has injured you in this way among others, 
because you were not suffered to learn the truth at the instant 
when it was needful, but cheated by hopes and .impostures and 
promises." After interjecting many things and amplifying the 
expression, he then resumes by repetition and makes it clear 
by the following 11 Such was the chief .and principal cause of 
my entering ·into these details. What was the second? one of 
no less importance, that you remember his political principles 
before he was corrupted .... " Thus Sermocinatio, and 
Epanalepsis, are used to give clearness, so that what follows 
may not become obscure. 

Metaphors, as Cicero says, should be of the ordinary, con
versation type, as 11 fields are thirsty,'' 11 wine sparkles with 
jewels," because both town and rustic use these. Antithesis 
gives clearness, as when we say, "on the contrary, on the 
other hand, conversely, although ... yet," etc., and 11 moral 
as opposed to physical." Antonomasia, Amplification within 
bounds; Onomatopceia; Illustration; Comparatio; Cacaphony; 
Thesis; Diegesis; Pisteis, that is, stating the con:firmative and 
refutative proofs, or reasons; Syllogismus; Metabasis; Eutrepis
mus; Epanodos; Anacephaleosis, as when we say: 11 In short, 
in a word, to sum up, to recapitulate," etc .. 

Synonymia, tautology, or pleonasm for the purpose of 
greater clearness, and more exact comprehension, as when we 
say "sense and sensibility,' '"I have saved you, you were 
spared by me." Taxis; the use of the connective particle 
" indeed," which sets us back, as it were, to the beginning, 
a kind of Epanalepsis; Epizeuxis or repetition of the same 
thing twice for greater clearness and certainty. Parisen and 
Parallelism contribute much to clearness, also Paralepsis (see 
Corona 21, example under ~Iethod). 

(5) ME:MBERS.-The members or cola are short, and make 
sense of themselves, especially when they are pure. Long 
members, generally, belong to elevation of style. 

(6) ARRANGEMENT OR COMPOSITION.-In English 
it is: adjective, noun, adverb, predicate or verb, and object, 
e.g., the resplendent sun clearly illumes all things. This 
natural arrangement is not only clear, but it saves the mind 
much work, because as the expression goes on, the mind con
ceives the meaning, which would not be the case differently 
arranged, for the mind would, then, have double work: first, 
to reconstruct the expression in the natural order; secondly, 
to conceive-then, its meaning. This arrangement is what the 
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Greek called Orthote~, i.e., na~ural orde~,. o~ relating i~ the 
nominative case, not m subordmate, partic1p1al co~structlons. 

Clauses which are formed on the same plan, as m the case 
of Parison or Parallelism, are clearer, e.g., "In short, Sir, 
as I couli at first see no reason for sending our troops to 
Flanders ~nless .it ~as to furnish ministers with a pretext to 
load us ~ith the maintenance of r6,ooo Hanoverians, so I can 
see no reason for retaining them, unless it is to afford a pretext 
for continuing that load." -Chatham. 

Arrangements by compar~son are clear in
11
which ~greemen~s 

and differences correspond m places, e.g., The w1se man. 1s 
happy when he gains his own applause, the fool when he gams 
others." The arrangement, says Aristotle, "should be such, 
that the concordance of gender, number and person might be 
easily pointed out," e.g., "of reason existing always men are 
ignorant "; it is not clear to which word " always " refers. 

The following arrangements destroy clearness: Obscurity, 
which is the use or arrangement of words or constructions in 
such a way as it is difficult to gather any meaning: Equivoca
tion, which is the putting of words in such a place as to make 
them susceptible of more than one interpretation; and 
Ambiguity. 

I.-Obscurity. (a) An improper ellipsis, e.g., "I look on it 
as a greater evil than anarchy itself, as much as a savage 
is a happier state of life than a galley-slave. 11 Insert the 
following elliptical, italicised parts to make it clear: " as 
much as the state of a savage is happier than that of a galley
slare." (b) Wrongly placed words, as at the beginning of a 
sentence we imagine a certain meaning is conveyed, when 
further on we find it is a different one, e.g., "I have hopes 
that when Will confronts him and all the ladies cast kind 
looks at him, he will be happy." The verb 11 cast " puts a 
new ~onst:uction on the preceding, so in order to keep the first 
meanmg mtact, the word 11 when " should go before ladies 
thus: "When Will confronts him and when all the ladies cast 
kind. looks at him, he will be happy." 

M1splaced adverbs bring about obscurity, especially only 
and not only, e.g., "He not only owns a house, but also a 
large farm." As 11 not only " stands in the foregoing, 1t 
mod !lies the . verb " owns," which makes us suppose that 
~no.th~r ''.erb IS to follow, namely, but" lives" in it, etc. But, 
~f 1t ~~ mtended to modify "house," it should be placed 
1mmedtately before "house," then it would stand: "he owns 
not only a house, but a farm." 

Jlisplaced adjuncts or clauses, e.g., "Here is a horse 
ploughmg with one eye," 11 with one eye 11 is wrongly placed. 
Use of same word at short inten·als in different senses- but 
not when employing the figl!re Ploce, 'e.g., "He turned t~ the 
left and left." 11 Lysias promised his father that he would 
never forget his ad rice" would be better if arranged thus: 
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"Lysias promised his father, 'I will never forget thy advice.' " 
Long parentheses produce obscurity, also it is not clear 

when too much is put before the connective is paid back, as 
sometimes occurs, when a sentence is started with although, 
before it is paid back by its corresponding connective, but. 
Amphibology also obscures, that is, when a word looks both 
ways, e.g., "The duke yet lives that Henry will depose," 
will Henry depose the duke, or will the duke depose Henry? 

H.-Equivocation. The word or words should be placed 
with words that fix their meaning, e.g., "A five-pound note 
for five pounds avoirdupois of gold." " The reformation of 
Luther," is it a change wrought in Luther, or a change wrought 
by Luther? The word "of" is equivocal. "They were 
both more ancient than Zoroaster, or Zerdusht." Are these 
two persons or one? The word " or " is equivocal, place its 
correlatire either before "Zoroaster" and it becomes clear, 
thus : '' They were more ancient than either Zoroaster or 
Zerdusht." " I have learned to like nothing but what you 
do "; insert the verb like instead of " do," and clearness is 
~ecured. 

IlL-Ambiguity, as in the misplaced relative pronouns, 
especially who, e.g., "Solomon the son of David, who built 
the temple ... " should be: " Solomon, the son of DaYid and 
builder of the temple." The arrangement can begin with 
the accusative case instead of the nominative, in which form 
clearness will result, e.g., " It is said of John that he is 
rich," which is the same as, " John is said to be rich." ( cf. 
Rhetorics of Quackenbos, and Bain.) 

In a word, the Composition is generally the same as in 
Purity. 

In the argumentative, oratorical Clearness, the American 
Senators, Hon. Henry Cabot Lodge of Massachusetts, and 
Hon. William M. Calder of New York, are unsurpassed. 

(7) RHYTHM OR ORATORICAL NU1IBERS.-The 
composition as to feet is the same generally as in Purity, 
namely, that the members should begin either with iambics 
·or trochees, as these rhythms are more closely connected with 
ordinary speech or conversation, and further on in the member, 
dactyls, anap~sts, or a mixture with other feet, should be 
more numerous. 

(8) CADENCE OR CO:JCLUSION.-This should contain 
iambics or trochees. It usually consists of three feet, and 
finally terminates the sentence. 

Clearness has always been the forte of the popular orator, 
·anci it is in this style that the great, stirring speeches of the 
Rt. Hon. Arthur Henderson, )f.P., the Rt. Hon. John R. 
Clynes, ::\I.P., the Rt. Hon. J. H. Thomas, ~I.P., and Lieut.
Col. Josiah \V edgwood, Jl. P., of the Labour Party, have been 
chiefi y cast. 
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THE SUBLIME STYLE 
The Sublime style was called by Hermogenes megethos 

~ ,\JeydJos ), meaning gr~atness, height! both ~odily and mentally, 
:ts height of a mountam. In ~heton~, ~oftmess of st~·le. ~he 
Latin equivalent to megethos IS subhm1tatem, the adjct. bemg 
wblimis, meaning raised on high, limis, limen, meaning thr~s
hold, plus sub, meaning up; up ~rom the threshol<;f, and s1g-
1ifying: of ideas, truths, su~Ject, etc.= belo~g~ng to the 
1ighest regions of thought, reality or human activity; of per
;ons, their attributes, feelings, actions= standing high above 
)thers by reason of nobility or grandeur of nature or character; 
)f high intellectual, moral or spiritual level; of language, 
;tyle, or writer= expressing lofty ideas in a grand and elevated 
nanner; of things in nature and art= affecting the mind with 
1 sense of O\'erwhelming grandeur or irresistible power, calcu
lated to inspire awe, deep reverence, or lofty emotion by reason 
)f its beauty, rastness or grandeur. 

A synonymous term to sublime is grand, which comes from 
:he Latin grandis or grandem, meaning in class, full grown; 
md of e,·ents, signifying, great, important, above all others 
)f the kind; of a ceremony, public performance or the like= 
:haracterised by great solemnity, splendour or display; con
ducted with great form or on a great scale; of persons, their 
belongings or surroundings= fine, splendid, gorgeously 
arrayed, also gi,·ing evidence of wealth or high social position; 
uf ideas, composition, etc. =lofty and dignified in conception, 
treatment or expression; of appearance personally=stately, 
noble, dignified. The Grand Style is a style fitted to the 
expression of lofty ideas and great subjects in literature and 
art. See ~I urra v' s Dictionarv. 

The Sublime Style is divid~d into the Dignified, the Harsh 
or "\brupt, the Vehement, the Splendid, the Vigorous, and the 
Amplificatire. 

DIGNITY. 

DIG~ITY THE FIRST SUBORDINATE OF THE 
SGBLDIE STYLE was called by Hermocrenes Seumotes 
( ~~l"''mlr ), ~nd in th~ Greek means gr~rity, dignity, 
s:1lemmty, maJesty; of thmgs, stateliness. The Greek ad jec
tl\·e SL'IIlnos means, I st, august re,·erend honoured holv 
solemn; of things divine, demted' to the gods; 2nd, ol thing~ 
human, rcrerend, august, solemn, stately, majestic. 

_rr) THE THOC'GHTS.-The thoughts are grave and dig
mfied; by grare we mean heavy, serious, important. The word 
comes from the Latin $'a':is, signifying heary, ,.,·eighty; and 
granty, a matter of 1mportance, something serious, solemn 
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conduct, staidness, is opposed to levity and gaiety. Dignity 
comes from the Latin dignitatem, meaning merit, worth, and 
signi:fi.es nobleness, loftiness, impressiveness, worth. 

The grave or digni:fi.ed thoughts are (a) those concerning 
God without anthropopathic admixture; (b) those concerning 
nature, the universe, earthquakes, and the like; (c) ethical, 
those concerning the soul, its immortality, etc., man's duty, 
law, and the like, e.g., Demosthenes' sublime de:fi.nition of law, 
vs. Aristogiton I, I 5 : " The whole life of men, Athenians, 
whether they inhabit a great city or a small one, is goYerned 
by nature and by laws. . . Nature, if it be depraved, has 
often vicious desires; therefore you will :fi.nd people of that 
sort falling into error. Laws desire what is just and honour
able and useful; they seek for this ... and that is law which 
all men ought to obey for many reasons and especially because 
every law is an invention and gift of the gods, a resolution 
of wise men, a corrective of errors intentional and unintentional, 
a compact of the whole state according to which all who belong 
to the state ought to live." Another example from Demos
thenes, though sublime because it is above the ordinary 
threshold or passage or walk, and is concerned with ethical 
practice, also with temperance, and justice, yet does not 
helong, according to Hermogenes, to the style of Dignity as 
Dignity is the decorously grand and is what be:fi.ts, that is, 
great in thought and be:fi.tting in language, e.g., Corona 243: 
"A false accuser, my countrymen, is a monster, a dangerous 
monster, querulous and industrious in seeking pretences of 
complaint. And such .is the very nature of this fox in human 
shape-a stranger to everything good or liberal-this theatrical 
ape, this strolling player, this blundering haranguer." The 
foregoing belongs to another style. 

(d) Thoughts about great events and the life of man are 
among the sublime, such as the battle of Marathon, of Salamis, 
the Hellespont, etc. As an example of noble efforts, Demos
thenes on the Crown, 97, is apt: "And yet neither of these 
steps took they, lEschines, for benefactors, nor were they 
blind to the danger; but they would not for such reason 
abandon people who sought their protection; for the sake of 
renown and glory, they willingly exposed themselves to peril; 
just and noble was their resolve ! . For death is the close of 
life to all men, even though one should shut himself up in a 
cage, but it behooves good men always to aspire to what is 
noble, proposing to themselves favourable hopes, and to endure 
with fortitude whatever Providence may allot them." For the 
beginning of this sublime passage, see Leland's translation on 
page I 8 I, up to the word " resoh·e ! " and the remainder, 
p. 218. 

This style is one of the components of the :fi.rst division of 
active human feelings which the Greeks called pathos ( 'll'oOr.s ), 
and which represents power in action. F~om the foregoing 
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definitions and examples, it will be seen that _Dig~ifi.ed 
Thoughts are those which are concerned about pubhc dtsplay 
of power, multitudes, colossal fortunes, great results from 
small beginnings, ocea~ billows, tornadoes, vol~anoes, rum
bling earthquakes, roanng thunder, report of ~hll~ry, crack
ing conflagrations, cataracts, vast heavens, btg ctttes, h~ge 
buildings, great fleets, icebergs, trul?pets, organ pea~s, to~lmg 
of big bells, growling bears, howhng wolves, roar~ng hons, 
the human voice, especially the. loud, grave a~d s_welhng _notes. 
~1oral sublimity, as fi.rmness m truth and JUstice, as m the 
case of Socrates, of the martyrs ; self-sacrifi.ce, as in the case 
of Coriolanus, " Mother, thou hast lost thy son, but saved 
Rome?" ; fearlessness ; exalted patriotism, as in the case of 
\Volfe, " I die happy." 

(2) METHOD.-This consists in speaking, not hesitatingly 
or doubtingly, as, "I think," or "it may be that," etc., but 
with dignity befi.tting the subject, because speaking without 
hesitancy or without doubt shows acquaintance with the sub
ject, and with " hemming and hawing " shows uncertainty ; 
but to say, " I do not know whether they were heroes or gods 
or devils," is not speaking with doubt or hesitatingly, but a 
declaration that one does not know. Where the allegorical 
and symbolical are used in this style, emphasis is employed 
to bring out the signifi.cation or hidden meaning. T·he de
livery is slow and stately, the syllables require breadth and 
f ulness, and such pronunciation as fi.lls the mouth. It is like 
the slow morement of a large pendulum, or a great mass in 
action. The arm or oratorical weapon may be brought into 
play and be extended. This style, and the Splendid, together 
with some of the qualities of the Amplifi.cative, are called 
the "eloquent." The method, therefore, may be considered 
all that contribute to lofty eloquence, as language, voice, ful
ness of pronunciation, decorum, gesture, phraseology, subject 
and occasion. 

(3) DICTION OR \VORDING.-The dignifi.ed style 
aboun~s in defi.nite statement, although it sometimes uses the 
allegoncal and symbolical. The diction is clear, strong, con
cis~ and simple. It must be grave, with words of syllables 
~h1ch are ample and which :5.11 the mouth with their pronuncia~ 
t10n, such words as name powerful, vast and exciting objects, 
effects and qualities, e.g., crush, clash, wreck: 11 the wreck 
of matter and the clash of worlds," 11 grows dim with age, 
and na~urt> sinks in years," destruction, planets, armies, ex
panse, mfi.mte, fleets, wars, battles, empires, thrones, ages, 
years, mllhons, trillions, magnanimity, resolution, freedom ; 
words .~·It,h,long ':owels and diphthongs, excepting the diph
thong e1, as tl11S c~oses the mouth or n~arly so ; wo~ds with 
long fmal syllable, With the vowel 11 o" m the precedmg one, 

B 
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as in " orontes." 
Short Saxon words are good for leading up to the important 

word which, from its length, largeness and detaining quality, 
can be in a Lati~ derivative; however, this important word 
can be a Saxon word, providing it is long-syllabled and full, 
e.g., " give ample room the characters of hell to trace " ; the 
"11" in " hell" .is one of the most sonorous of liquids, and 
can be held quite a time. Privatives are sublime, as " bound-. 
less," "fathomless," etc. Tropes must be moderately used, 
e.g., Demos. Crown 97: " ... proposing to themselves favour
able hopes . . . '' is better than ·' they hope good things.'' 
Nouns, nominal words, and pronouns must predominate, and 
few verbs as possible appear. All superfluous words are re
jected, e.g., "the first sight of it strikes the mind with awe, 
and awfully .impresses all its faculties" ; the last clause is 
superfluous. The diction should be the same as in Purity, only 
the vowels and syllables are extended in pronunciation, so as 
to concord with the sublimity of the subject-matter, e.g., 
"freedom! tyranny is dead! ... " "0 Tiber! Father Tiber, 
to whom the Romans pray ... " " I appeal to . . . I call to 
witness, you, 0 ye hills and groves of Alba! ... "-Cicero, 
see p. 108. See also Chatham's lofty appeal on page I8J. 
"I love God and little children," is sublime because it is 
simple, and the comparison, or antithesis, is brief. Compound 
and coined words are to be avoided. 

(4) FIGURES.-All the figures used in purity are service
able in the sublime. The Orthotes, or direct form, is the 
principal figure. Ample definition, explanation with examples 
will be found of each figure under "Forms of Oratorical, and 
Forms of Logical Expression." Also one of the chief figures 
is Synezeugmenon, that is, the use of one verb to join or link 
several words, phrases, clauses, or thoughts, which verb may 
be placed either at the beginning, or at the end, e.g., "licen
tiousness overcame modesty, fear, madness, reason." Orcos ; 
Diatyposis ; Hypotyposis as: "the live thunder leaps from 
crag to crag," Metaphor as: "the mountain lifts its awful 
head," "high-arched, foam-crested waves" ; Particle preced
ing to .infuse feeling, e.g., "Oh, it is the felon act of human 
history! it is the monster crime of the world! " " 0 Zeus' seed, 
son of Lc.ertes, Odysseus of many an art, is it true . . . ! " 
11 But lo when we came to ford the river." Such amplified 
begin~ings as the foregoing contribute to the sublime, as also 
such Ecphoneses as~ 11 ah ! " " ah me ! " " alas ! " " oh me ! " 
(( And the twin rocks-one of twain with ·its peak towers up to 
the skies " " The blood of our ·fathers-let it not have been 
shed in ~·a in "-\V ebster. Anthypallag;e-that is, pleonastic 
beginnings, or enlarging the single, as, "Nireus ... , Nir~us, 
son of ... , Nireus, the goodlie:;t," gires much more we1g~t 
and importance to Nireus than if simply said once. Emphatic 
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Repetition, e.g., "they were huge s~rpent~, huge and m~ny." 
PersoniJication ; Protrope ; Pathopce1a, as m the lamentatiOns: 
"0 Jerusalem, Jerusale~ ... ," "9 my country! house ?f 
Priam . . . ! '' Procles1s or E rocatlo, as the Latms call 1t, 
that is a callina out to e.g., "Princes, potentates, awake, 

' b ' d . " arise ... ," "Strike for your altars an your s1res ... ! 
" To arms, to arms, the Greeks, the Greeks, they come! " 

Pragmatographia, that is, description of wars, .battles, ~e~
pests shipwrecks conquests, triumphs, destruction of c1t1es 
and ~ountries ; Onomatopceia, as "they huzzahed him," it 
came down with a crash. Allegory, e.g., "their cicales shall 
chirp on the ground," meaning such will be the destruction 
that no trees will be left for the cicales to chirp in. Polyptoton, 
as 41 the Grecian heavens " for " Grecian hearen." Erotesis, 
e.g., Coleridge's description of ~It. Blanc: "Who sank thy 
S!!nless pillars deep in the earth? \Yho Jilled thy countenance 
with rosy light? \\'ho made thee father of perpetual streams? " 
Epicrisis and Epiphonema are weighty and digniJied. The 
Jigures Apostrophe, Hypostrophe, Hyperbaton, and Parenthe
sis are to be aroided. 

(5) )!E~IBERS.-The members or cola are the same as 
those in Purity. They must be short, almost aphoristic, that 
is, pithy and of few words. Short balanced members are 
admissible, if sparingly used. 

~6) .-\RR.\XGEjfEXT OR COJIPOSITIOX.-The ar
rangement is the same as in Purity. Words arranged, says 
Bain, " in a certain, harmonious disposition is a wonderful 
instrument of lofty utterance." Harmony disposes to stateli
ness and dig-nity. "Phrases built upon phrases," says Longi
nus on the Sublime, "raises to the sublime." (a) The words 
which C~re not so ririd should come Jirst; (b) in the second or 
1a~t place, should come those that are more ,·irid ; thus pre
scribes Demetrius. ConnectiYes make small things great, also 
the explrti re particle " lo." In the following example, the 
\~Wd "fl~,od" is more ,.i,·id than "play," hence it is placed 
la~t: "\\'hen a man suffers music to play upon him and flood 
his soul." 

T!:e \\WGS must be lofty, and equal or befitting the subject, 
nc;t as T~ro~o;npus did in magnificently describing the descent, 
r~;; T c,nzmus says, of the Persian king upon Egypt, wherein 
l1e set " paltry bags and sacks of cakes" in the midst, which 
wc,\tld ha' e been more becoming had he said, " multitudes of 
hra•ts r:..f burden carryin!; eYerything that ministers to the 
luxur~· r,f thi' tabl("." The members should be so arrang-e:! 
that tl:ey be:;in with a long syllable, and end with one. The 
cnncrc~e and specific are more impressi,·e or striking than the 
a:J~:ra~t c'r gt'neral, e.g., "men are disposed ... ,'' is better 
tl;;,n "t> n:ind is di5posed." 
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Alternate terse words with the elegantly profuse, alternate 
the figures, "now a simile," as Bain says, "or a metaphor, 
then a metonymy, now a contrast, again an epigram, a hyper
bole, an interrogation, or a climax." Striking effects are 
alternated with those that give little excitement. Cicero says, 
"refer like to like, contrary to contrary, and terminate with 
a cadence. Work up to the great parts, if not, the speaker 
will be like a drunken man among sober men." A clear, con
cise, and simple arrangement is required. Rugged words, 
such as " shrieking " for " crying " are better. 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus says that the words must be 
finnly planted like columns and placed in strong positions and 
at appreciable distances from one another. New combinations 
in describing imposing objects, operations or eYents, as original 
comparisons, metaphors, and other figurative effects, are the 
chief means to the sublime in composition. Also harmony 
and keeping, that is, mutual support of language and subject, 
flow of language, similes, strong epithets suitable to the 
objects, and rich cadences contribute to this end. Variety and 
due alternation of effects, in the length and structure of sen
tences, in use of figures, in contrasts as in passing from scien
tific or abstract to poetic or concrete, tragic to comic, sublime 
to pathetic, or ridiculous ; well-balanced clauses sparingly used, 
all contribute to dignity. External objects are more sublime 
than subjective, e.g., "men'' .instead of "humanity." All 
that aids to easy understanding, as to avoid the crowding 
of images, etc., lends to dignity. Soaring, or flights to the 
sublime, requires a keeping of language, climax of thought, 
and a cadence gradually falling into repose-d. Bain's" Eng
lish Composition and Rhetoric.'' 

Demosthenes made his greatest impressions when he used the 
topics of dignity. The aim in the composition is to heighten 
some actual subject by force of comparisons, illusions, impres
sive circumstance and grouping, e.g., Plato in his description 
of the human body, styles "the head the citadel," thus 
" head" is heightened by a super-added foreign attribute. 
The composition is not orer-anxious about the hiatus. 

(7) RHYTHM OR ORATORICAL NU~IBERS.-Th~ 
dignified style is fond of dactyls v v, p~ons- ;:_, v v, 

v- v v, v v -, v v v -, sometimes iambics "'-, and 
still more spondees--, and epitrites v---. - v--, 
--v-, ---....,,but avoids trochees-v, dnd iomcs 
-- v v, and pyrrhics v v. If the thoughts are strong and 
dignified, the rhythm should be slow and stately. The 
spondee --, which is grave, slow, and majestic, is full of 
dignity, e.g., "Lo, I rule Argos, Pelops to me left his 
sceptre," "0 Tiber, father Tiber to whom the Romans pray 
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'' Three spondees arc used .to ~x a deep impr~ssion. The 
~Iolossus --, which is d1gmfi.ed and subhme, IS for 
striding, e.g., long, dark night. 

Iambics v-: " to arms, to arms, th~ Greeks, th~ Greeks, 
thev come!" The .\napa::st v v- is stately: . " from the 

• f h d 1 d d ""F d th. plains, rom t e woo s, an s .~n grores, or ea IS 

the close of life to all men. . . The dactyl '-' v IS liD-

pressire: bird of the wilderness. T_he Cretic- .__,- is noble 
and strong: east and west groans p1erced hearen_. Pa::ons are 
at horne in dignity: " steep is the ascent by which we_ mount 
to fame, nor is the summit to be gained, but by sagac1ty and 
toil." Epitrite: midnh:;ht dark deep, sad ind lonesome. 

The concurrence of rowels suits the dignifted, e.g., ... \nd 
.\ias, the mighty at Hector, the brazen-helmed erermore was 
aiming his lance."-Homer. It is highly dignified when the 
concurrence is of long rowels: " roll on, thou dark and deep 
blue ocean roll "; here the long " o" is much in e,·idence. 
"That rock he heared uphillward ( r,w .:,u,ow )." The line 
is longer too through the Hiatus, and actually reproduces the 
m:ghty hearing of the stone. The concurrence of diphthongs, 
excepting " ei," contributes to dignity, an example of which 
is gi,·en by Demetrius in the following: Hp~11pawt ~mtr.iJs. 

The " Speech of the Crown," Dionysius of Halicamassus. 
rhythmically analyses the beginning thus: " First of all, men 
of Athens, I pray to all the gods and goddesses," as com
menced with a bacchius --v, then follows a spondee 
--, next an anapa:-st ..., v -, then another spondee --, 
then three cretics - v in succession, and a spondee as the 
last foot. In second clause: .. that all the loYal affection I 
bear my whole life through to the city and all-of you/' fi.rst 
comes a hypobacchius v -, then a bacchius-- ...,, or if 
~·t,u prefer to take it so, a dactyl- v v, then a cretic- v -. 

after which there are two composite feet called pa:ons; next 
,,.,:!IJWS a molossus, or a bacchius, for it can be scanned either 
way, and the last comes a spondee --. The third clause: 
" rna r as full r be accorded b,· rou to support me in this 
trial," is opened b,· two hrpcbacchius ~-- '-'-- a 
cretic - v- follo"·s, to ,,:hich a· spondee - ~ is add~d, 
then again, a bacchius or a cretic - v -, last a cretic and 
terminal syllable. 

Is ~ot a. beautiful cadence ine,·itable in a passage which 
c0ntam~ ne1ther a pyrrhic nvr an iambic, nor an arnphibracn, 
nor a smgle choree or trochee? The iCTnoble rhrthrns are m
trvduced at inten·als and interworen with the noble ones. :see 
\\'. Rh,·s Rvberts' "Divnrsius of Halicamassus--De Com-
po>itione. ") · 

'S) CADE~CE OR CO~CLCSIO~.-The cadence should 
crJntain a long, :final syllable, that is, a foot \\ithout a catalexis, 
"') that a trochee may not appear at the end. The feet 
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should be grave and generous. It must not contain trochees 
as these feet are too rapid for the close of a dignifi.ed, massive
and weighty matter. A combination of any of these feet will 
suit the dignifi.ed cadence: dactyl, anapcest, pceon, sometimes. 
an iambic, spondee, molossus, and epitrite, but not the fourth 
epitrite -- v, as this has a catalexis and partakes of a 
trochee. The dactyls, anapcests, p<eons and epitrites, though 
they usurp the body of an expression, do not make good 
cadences or closes. One of them, however, may appear once, 
which is also the case of a dochmius, that is, a fi.ve syllabled 
word. The fourth pceon, v v v -, is prescribed by Aris
totle as a good closing foot. The trouble with these many 
syllabled words is that they make the cadence too numerous if 
they appear more than once. 

If possibl~, there should be a word of one syllable but long, 
or ot a full-toned vowel. The vowel "o" long, is a good one: 
this is sounded in the cup of the palate, and gives the orotund 
quality. -

HARSHNESS. 
Harshness, the second subordinate of the Sublime Style, was 

called by Hermogenes trachytes ( •P~~x~•'l; ). The word harsh 
comes from middle English harsk, meaning rough to the touch, 
and signifi.es jarring to the ear, grating upon the mind, offen
'sive to the sense of justice or kindness, unfeeling, cruel. It:; 
equivalent .is the Latin derivative asperity, which means rough
ness of surface, opposed to smoothness, roughness of manner 
or temper as opposed to mildness. 

(1) THE THOUGHTS.-All the thoughts are harsh when 
they are bitter, scolding, reprehensive, upbraiding, when they 
contain reproof, open not occult, cast upon persons of higher 
rank by those of a lower rank, and upon those assembled, e.g., 
Demosthenes vs. Halonnesus 45: "He, by constant opposi
tion to you, acquires honour and signal advantage to himself: 
Athenians who exhibit zeal, not for their country, but for 
Philip, are wretches that ought to be exterminated by you, 
if you carry your brains in your temples, and not trodden 
down in your heels." See also Philip IV., 6: "We, men of 
Athens, are not only in these respects behindhand; we cannot 
even be awaked; like men that have drunk mandrake or 
some other sleeping potion; and methinks-for I judge the
truth must be spoken-we are by reason thereof held in such 
disrepute and contempt, that, among the states in imminent 
danger, some dispute with us for the lead, some for the place 
of congress; others have resolved to defend themselves 
separately rather than m union with us." " If you consider 
the dignity of the Senate or the Areopagus, go and hide your 
face."-Demos. referring to the judgment .in favour of Aris
togiton; and this example: " seeing other people resist, have 
you not the courage to resist also? " See also Olynthiac III.~ 
3 r : " enervated and stripped of treasure and allies. " 
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Embassy 224 contains a bitter excoriation and scolding. 
" And I fear I fear (all my thoughts shall be declared to 
you), hereafte~ you may .drag ~e who am inn~ent along with 
them, but you will remam passive now. Fo.r.1t se~ms to ~e, 
0 Athenians, yoJt are wholly paralysed, waztzng tzll calamzty 
falls upon you; and while you see other people suffer, you 
take no precaution, nor give a thought to the commonwealth, 
now so long in many fearful ways declining." And in 
Olynthiac Ill., 20: " It becomes not a wise or magnanimous 
people to neglect military operations for the want of money, 
and bear disgraces like these; or while you snatch up arms to 
march against Corinthians and ~fegarians, to let Philip en=laYe 
Greek cities for lack of provisions for your troops." 

Hermogenes says that pure harshness is difficult to be found 
in Demosthenes, because he mixed this with other styles and 
thoughts to smooth it, as is seen in this example: '' I know 
well that calamity will befall me, but it will not be by your 
ill-will, it will be by your thoughtlessness.'' Although the 
thoughts are harsh, they are mitigated by the method of 
placing something before or after them, e.g., mitigation after: 
"you shall pay for that with your repentance," with a mitiga
tion before, commencing with a dubitation: "It seems to me 
neither to be a sin nor a falsehood when I say that you are 
\'ery negligent, for you neither have regard for your own 
honour nor the shame of others, because for the ,·ery things 
you absolved Aristogiton, you have condemned Demosthenes.') 
Hermogenes says that this passage is told with such correction, 
at the same time, such mitigation by dubitation, that it elicits. 
admiration. 

The thoughts generally are those which are influenced by 
anger, hatred, abuse, disgust, execration, sarcasm, em·y, malice 
warning, fright, fear, terror, surprise, frenzy, mocking laughter 
or ridicule . 

. (2) .METHOD.-The method is one, namely, bare, naked 
mrecti\'e, reprehension, reproof; and the introduction with 
thoughts that are harsh something that tempers or mitigates. 
their harshness. This mitigation is placed either before or 
after. The prevailing tone of voice particularly on the words 
that are harsh, is low and guttural, and, if intense, coloured 
with aspiration, e.g., in the word horrible, the letter "h" 
has.a stron~ aspirated guttural sound. The gestures, if any, 
go m a straight line, and are without flourish, as all passional 
gestures in nature take straight lines." 

(3) DICTION OR WORDING.-The diction is rendered 
harsh by words that are harsh in themselves, or bv harsh 
metaphors, as, " to take to one's heels," " to tread under 
foot"; rugged words as "shrieking" for "cryinO'" and 
others that may have a tinge of harshness; words ~ f com-
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pound infle'ction, as "come to cringe," " to whine "; guttural 
aspirated sounds, as " detestable town "; compound words as 
" dirty-wretched-thwart-eyed thug "; words of clashing sounds 
and those which sound like one being jolted while ridmg over 
a rough road; sarcastic words, e.g., " I have gone hunting 
many times, but never took such a swine before," said the 
conqueror to the Duke of Saxon, who was a fat man and had 
been taken a prisoner of war. 

The following are some examples taken from Demosthenes: 
Embassy 224, see under (1) Thoughts; Olynthiac III., 31: 
" enervated and stripped. . . "; Aristogiton I., 62 : " Upon 
this, the men in prison passed a resolution, not to share fire 
m light, meat or drink, with Aristogiton, and that none of 
them should either give him anything or take anything from 
him. To prove my statement, call me the man himselt whose 
nose this brutal wretch bit off and swallowed." Philip III., 
22: " But I observe that all people beginning with you, have 
conceded to him the right, which in former times has been the 
subject of contest in every Grecian war. And what is this? 
The right of doing what he pleases, openly fleecing and 
pillaging the Greeks, attacking and enslavin'{ their cities." 
Also 28: " And we, the Greek community, seeing and hearing 
this, instead of sending embassies to one another about it 
and expressing indignation, are in such a miserable state, so 
.ntrenched in our towns that to this day we ca~ attempt 
:nothing that interest or necessity rec;,~:ires; we cannot combine, 
-or form any association for succour or alliance; we look uncon
crrnedly on the man's growing power, each resolving, me
thinks, to enjoy the interval that another is destroyed in, 
not caring or striving for the salvation of Greece: for none 
can be ignorant, that Philip, like some course or attack of 
fever or other disease, is coming even on those that yet seem 
Yery far removed." 

(4) FIGURES.-They are chiefly reproachful, having the 
·character of a command, in other words, the reproachful 
Erotesis or interrogative imperative. Example of reproachful 
imperative: " Remember the judgment of Aristogiton and go 
hide yourselves." Rebuking interrogative: " ' What? do you 
deliberate, when you have the Thebans in the Island, how to 
deal with them, how to proceed? Will you not cover the sea, 
Athenians, with your galleys? Will you not start up and 
march to Pir~us? Will vou not launch your vessels?' Thus 
Timotheus spake and you acted, and through both together 
success was obtained." -Demos. 

Aristocrates 109: " If the Olynthians can foresee the future, 
how is it that you, who are Athenians, can not foresee it?" 
Ser also Embassy 263. 

All the figures that tend to abruptness are apt. Allegory: 
"Dionysius at Corinth," meaning that haughty monarch is at 
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Corinth leading an humble life, so wip ;·~u-haugh~y king. 
Apostrophe: " 0 Persian laws "-Qumtllhan, mea~mg. how 
abominable they are. Parentheses, such as parenthetical Jeers, 

H . "b t" . "tht sneers, etc. ypocatastas1s, e.g., eas , , mea_nmg . . a 
fellow is a horrible beast." Jletaphor, e.g., ' The1r patnot1sm 
is a full belly," and if metaphor is too bold, precede it with 
the phrase "if I may say" or "as it were," etc. 

Paralepsis, e.g., I say nothing ab.out his thieving and pilfer
ina. Polvptoton, as in the followmg example where Demos
th~nes se~ms suddenly to split one person into two persons: 
" He who-0 thou most abandoned .... " Diasyrmus, that 
is, dragging through the mire. Aposiopesis. Homely expres
sions such as " stomaching the dirty stuff." Hiatus, Irony, 
.and taunting Asteismus. 

~j) J!EJIBERS.-The members or cola are verv short, e.g., 
Demosthenes vs. Philip 1, 10: " When then, Athenians, will 
voa act as becomes you? In what event? In that of neces
sity, I suppose. And how should we regard the events hap
pening now? J!ethinks to freemen the strongest necessity is 
the disgrace of their condition. Or tell me, do ye like walking 
about and asking one another: ' Is there any news? 1 Why 1 

could there be greater news than a man of J!acedon subduing 
.-\thenians, and directing the affairs of Greece? ' Is Philip 
dead?' :\o, but he is sick. And what matters it to you? 
Should anything befall this man, you would soon find your
selres another Philip, if you attend to business thus." 

Also Philip I, 44: "One thing is clear, he will not stop, 
unless some one oppose him. And shall we wait for this? 
.\nd if you despatch empty galleys and hopes from this or 
that person, think ye all is well? Shall we not embark? Shall 
we not sail with at least a part of our national forces, now 
though not before? Shall we not make a descent upon his 
coast? Where, then, shall we land, some one asks. . . . " 

r6) .\RR.\~GEjfE~T OR CQjfPOSITIO~.-It should 
be in phrases instead of members. Prolixity paralyses harsh
nfss. It is order in disorder, or disorderly order. The 
Hiatus is aimed at, the clashing \·owels and sounds are called 
into ser.rice, and all rhrthm is destroyed. Hypponax shat
tered liiS rerse, destroymg rhythm, which he considered as 
best suited to energetic inrectiYe and satire, and the correct 
and mrlodi?us as best suited to eulogies. Clauses are not to 
he parallel m structure or sound, nor a sla,·e to rigid sequence, 
but ~rce, excited, suggesting nature. It is plain-spoken, un
nmt.shed, says Dionysius. Antithesis, and Homreoteleuton, 
that 1s, rh~·ming terminations, are to be aroided. The displa\' 
of anger 1s sublime if it does not stir up disappro,·al and 
hostl11ty. 
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(7) RHYTH~f OR ORA TORI CAL NUMBERS.-The 
feet must be different, dissonant, and ~disagreeable to the ear. 
Pyrrhics v v represent passion: dirty silly jack. Trochees 

v good to begin rebuking commands: silly, go and hide 
yourself. Iambics v- for stubborn passion and springin(l' 
anger: I won't, you shan't. Come what will, here I stand~ 
thou wretch, thou slave. Impatient anger and threatening· 
Oh, ye gods, ye gods. Oh, that I had him in my hands. 

(8) CADENCE OR CONCLUSION.-The cadence should 
be formed now by one foot, now by another, thus makinO' it 
disagreeable. A frrm, final close is good. :::. 

VEHEMENCE. 
Vehemence, the third subordinate of the Sublime Style, was 

called by Hermogenes sphodrotes (,~,l1,ti•TJs ), sphodra, the 
Greek adverb, meaning very much, exceedingly, violently. 
Vehemence comes from the Latin vehere, to carry, and mens· 
mind, meaning to carry away the mind; and signifies to be 
impetuous, violent (marked by strong mental excitement); as 
to language, it is indicative of strong feeling, intense feeling; 
as to thought, it is passionate, ardent. See ~Iurrav'" 
Dictionary. · · 

Hermogenes says that the difference between Harshness and 
Vehemence is, that in Harshness the reprehensions are made 
against those in high rank, or those assembled, whereas m 
Vehemence the reprehension is against those in inferior rank, 
against the opponent, or against those in high rank of whom 
the audience delights to hear bad things, e.g., Demosthenes 
vs. Philip 1 1 1, 31 : " ... but not even a barbarian of a place 
honourable to mention; in fact, a vile fellow of 
Macedon . ... " 

(1) THE THOUGHTS.-The thoughts of Vehemence are 
not to be confused with those of Harshness. Vehemence has 
something stronger than Harshness, and is more open, frank, 
and unreserved. Also one cannot use Vehemence against a 
person more important or higher in rank than himself, except~ 
ing in cases where the a:ccusation or reprehension affords special 
pleasure to the hearers. The thoughts are such as would be 
denominated bitter, abusive, reproving, critically adverse, as 
in the abuse hurled against Aristogiton, e.g., 11, So: " ... ; 
and now he practises juggling tricks and impostures, and 
professes to cure epileptic people, being himself an epileptic 
with every kind of baseness. This person, I say, will petition 
for him; this poisoner, this pest whom any one would regard 
as an object of evil omen rather than wish to address; a man 
who has pronounced himself worthy of death by bringing such 
an action." Another 1 see Corona 209 vs. £schines: 
" Accursed scribbler! you, to deprive me of the approbation 
and affection of my countrymen, speak of tro~hies and battles-· 
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and ancient deeds, with none of which had this present trial 
the least concern· but I-Oh you third-rate actor !-I that 
rose to counsel th~ state how to maintain her pre-eminence ! in 
what spirit was I to mount the hustings? " 

Corona 121: "Do you hear, £schines, the law distinctly 
saying: 'unless where any are roted by the people or the 
council; such may be proclaimed '? Why, then, wretched man, 
do you play the pettifogger? Why mamt/acture ar ~zmzents? 
1V lty don't you take hellebore for your malady?" (Hellebore 
was a remedy used by the ancients to purge the brain and to 
cure insanity.) See also Corona 127: " ... and what lan
guage he carps at, after uttering such as any decent man would 
ha\'e shuddered to pronounce. Why, if my accuser had been 
an £acus, or Rhadamanthus, or a Minos, instead of a 
pratter, a hack of the market, a pestile.nt scribbler, I don't 
think he would have spoken such things. . . . Accursed one!" 
And in Phil. IV., 73: " ... your father was a thief if he 
resembled you." The foregoing thoughts are harsh, but they 
partake more of the Vehement, hence are classified with the 
Yehement, and such vehemence could not have been used against 
those in higher rank unless welcomed, and gratifying to the 
hearers. 

(2) ~IETHOD.-This is almost the same as that in Harsh
ness, in that the reprehension or rebuke is made undisguisedly 
and openly. Vehemence, however, is not mixed with anything 
to mitigate it as is the case in Harshness. The fi.nger i:; 
sometimes shaken at the opponent. Vehemence is concise, 
disputative, contentious, and generally hasty in delivery. 

(3) DICTIO~ OR \VORDING.-It is nearly the same as. 
that in Harshness, excepting in this, that the speaker may form 
harsh words himself, when using Vehemence, as Demosthenes, 
" Iambic-mouther," and ( 'YP"Jlf111To~ev¢wv ) " crooked hand 
:vnter," i.e., one just in the course of being trained or of learn
mg. or one who pores over writing. See Demos. vs. £schines 
~ 39: . "-nothing that he ever did for you, can this malicious 
zambzc-mouther show-not a resolution has £schines great 
or small, concerning the interests of the state." See' others 
under (1) Thoughts. Ru~ged and picturesque words can, with 
ad\'antage, be brought mto service, e.g., 11 hew his way," 
"elbowed ~hrou~h," "slipped through." A heaping up of 
consonants IS telhng, e.g.," struggled," "thwarted," twisted, 
etc . 

• r4) FIGURES.-The Apostrophe is very serviceable in 
\ehemence, e.g., Corona 82: 11 

••• for the ambassadors, 
who came ~1ere from Clitarchus and Philistides, lodged with 
you, £schmes, and you were their host. The commonwealth 
regarded them as enemies, whose efforts were neither just nor 
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advantageous, and expelled them; but they were your friends." 
An Apostrophe with reprehensive interrogations to the oppo
nent, which interrogations are beyond contradiction, e.g., 
Corona 62: " Ought she, JEschines, to have cast off her spirit 
and dignity, and, in the style of Thessalians and Dolopians, 
helped to acquire for Philip the dominion of Greece, and extin
guish the honours and rights of our ancestors? Or, if she did 
not this-which would, indeed, have been shameful-was 1t 
right that what she saw would happen, if not prevented, and 
was for a long time, it seems, aware of, she should suffer to 
come to pass?" 

See also Corona 66: " But I return to the question. What 
should the commonwealth, JEschines, have done, when she 
saw Philip establishing an empire and dominion over the 
Greeks? Or what was your statesman to advise or move ?-I, 
a statesman at Athens ?-for this is most important." 

Although the Apostrophe, and reprehensive interrogative or 
Eperotesis, are the principal fi.gures in Vehemence, yet the 
figures Diabole, that is, invective or accusation, and Com
pound Words, play an important part, e.g., Corona 139, also 
see Corona 41: "The agent and auxiliary who helped to 

, win for him such confidence-who brought false reports here 
and cajoled you-he it is who now bewails the sufferings of 
the Thebans, and dilates upon them pathetically, he himself 
being the cause both of these calamities, and those in Phocis, 
and all the rest which the Greeks have sustained." Vehemence 
is shown in the italicized words, also in such words as " iambic
mouther," "accursed scribbler," and the like. The figures, 
it will appear, are between the vehement and the harsh. Cata
goria is another useful figure, that is, a form of speech by 
which the speaker discloses and detests some secret wicked
ness of his opponent, and lays it before his face, e.g., " He 
that dips his hand ,in the dish, he shalt betray me." The use 
of this figure is to accuse, and reprehend hypocrisy, and in
tolerable impietv. Polyptoton: " 0 nuptials, nuptials, the 
producer of such a creature." Metaphors, e.g.: "Python 
blushing and rushing upon you in full flood," and in Corona 
296: "Men who are flatterers who have maimed their own 
fatherland, each one of them, who have toasted awi.ly their 
liberty first to Philip and now to Alexander, who measure 
happiness by their belly and their lowest desires, and who 
have overthrown that libertv and that freedom from despotic 
mastery, which to the Greeks of earlier time were the rules 
and standards of good." 

Asyndeton: "He passed through the assemblv puffing o_ut 
his cheeks, raising his eyes, walking with ... " Epizeux1s, 
Aposiopesis, Anadiplosis, Hyperbaton, Thaumasmus, and 
Hypophora with the rery vivacious form. 

(S) ME~fBERS.-They are different from _those in Harsh-
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ness in that they are not so short, neve~th~le~s, vehement. mem
bers are concise. They are charactenstlc m the creation of 
names, e.g., "this pest/' 11 this vile iambic-r~10uther." .The 
commata or expressions by phrases are used as ltttle as possible. 

(6) ARRANGEMENT OR COMPOSITION.-This is 
about the same as in Harshness. At the end should come the 
more forcible expression. Massed periods in succession car~y 
well in vehemence; they should, however, be short, as prohx 
or many-membered periods produce more the feeling of 
elaboration and beauty than that of force. Addressing ques
tions to the audience without disclosing one's own view is a 
good stroke in vehement composition, as it pricks up the ears 
of the auditors: " . . . in doing so, was he wronging us, 
or was he not? " Introducing the Enthymem by such words 
as, 11 it is cruel, infamous, base, shameful, abominable, shock
ing," e.g., 11 Would not your conduct have been shameful 
and dreadful, Athenians, if, while you set up in brass and 
reward with highest honours those who have performed such a 
feat at Athens, you had proscribed as outlaws men of other 
countries who showed the same devotion to their fatherland? " 
Demos. vs. Aristocrates. The foregoing is harsh, as it is 
addressed to those assembled, but the length of the members 
gives it the stamp of the vehement. There is also used in the 
composition the figure Thaumasmus, that is, a form by which 
the orator marvels or wonders at something strange or won
derful, why a thing is left done and not punished, or why 
undone ; marvels at the cause, wonders at the boldness and 
impudence of wicked deeds, sometimes at the negligence of 
men in not preventing danger, or at their security while the 
battle of destruction yet wages around them ; sometimes at 
the impunity when he sees great wickedness pass without 
punishment or rebuke, e.g., "I marvel not at that, the con
trary would have been marvellous, if we, doing none of the 
duties of war, had beaten one doing all."-Demos. Olyn. 
~I'· 24. Another e~a~ple from Demosthenes which, though 
1t 1s harsh because 1t IS .addressed to the hearers, still it par
takes of the vehement m that the members are longer than 
those .of the har~h: " This surprises me that formerly, 
Athemans, you resisted the Laced~monians for the rights of 
Greece ... now you are slow to contribute in defence of 
you.r O\vn possessions . . . though you have saved other 
nations of Greece, under your own losses you sit still." 

As to the number of metaphors and the time, Longinus says 
that strong and timely passion is the best guide and teacher 
as to bow many sh~uld go in a sentence, and that it is, when 
the passage ro.lls h~.::e a torrent and sweeps a multitude of 
them down their resistless flood ; see a number in Corona 296. 

(J) RHYTH~I OR ORATORICAL NU~fBERS are the 
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:same as in Harshness. 

(8) CADENCE OR CONCLUSION.-This is the same as 
in Harshness. The cadence must be unpleasant as a rule, e.g., 
" He turns upside in his folly and his impiety too, things 
:sacred and things holy too." 11 This man is a Syrian, for 
.he must have his ears pierced, and so it was." The short, 
.abrupt ending impresses more than an expansion of the same 
idea would have done. 

SPLENDOUR. 

Splendour, the fourth subordinate of the Sublime Style, was 
called by Hermogenes lamprotes ( A«JJ'IrfJiiTIJ.I ), meaning bril
liancy, clearness, distinctness ; Iampros, well-known, radiant ; 
·of persons, well-known, illustrious by deeds, station ; magnifi
cent; of language, it implies brilliancy, clearness, grandeur 
with an ornate colouring ; and of the voice, it means clear, 
sonorous, distinct. Splendour comes from the Latin splendere 
to shine, splendidus shining, bright; and means impressive 
by greatness or some similar excellence. This style is also 
called brilliant, from the French briller to sparkle, glitter; 
to persons, it means very distinguished or celebrated ; and 
generally it means illustrious, distinguished, striking the 
Imagination. 

The Splendid Style, therefore, is ornate dignity, in that ~t 
has a certain amount of order and beauty, not beauty for its 
·own sake, but elegance consistent with dignity and grandeur ; 
not that simplicity, equation or symmetry, and elegance which 
are characteristic of the Beautiful Style, but that beauty which 
makes harshness and vehemence milder, so that the expression 
falls pleasingly upon the ear, so that it does not degenerate 
into roughness. The Splendid Style is called by some, " the 
Impassioned Style." 

(1) THE THOUGHTS.-They are those which the speaker 
declares· with confidence, because they are glorious, because 
they have a certain moral greatness about them of which the 
hearers are proud, and will be pleased and delighted to hear. 
The speaker utters them with confidence because he knows 
he can count on the applause of his audience. These thoughts 
deal with vital truths connected with the joys and sorrows, 
the hopes and fears, the affections and interests, the ideals and 
duties of universal, human life. Such thoughts of justifiable 
pride and greatness are found in the " Oration on the Crown " 
by Demosthenes, e.g., "As to those public works so much the 
object of your ridicule, they undoubtedly deserve a due share 
of honour and applause, but I rate them far beneath the great 
merit of my administration. For it is not with stones or bricks 
I fortified the city, nor is it from works like these I derive 
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my highest pride. Would you know my method of fortifying? 
Examme and you will fi.nd them in the defences, the. towns, 
the territories, the harbours I have secured ; the nav1es, the 
troops, the armies I have raised." See another example from 
the Crown, 188: " That was the commencement and the fi~st 
step in the negotiation with Thebes ; before then the countnes 
had been led by these men into discord and hatred and 
jf'alousy. That decree caused the danger which then beset the 
city, to pass by just as a doud." Another, Co~ona 96: 
"Well then, men of Athens-when the Laceda:momans were 
master~ of land and sea, and held the country round Attica 
by governors and garrisons, Eubcea, Tanagra, all Breotia, 
Megara, £gina, Cleona:, the other islands ; when our state 
possessed neither ships nor walls ; you marched out to Har
liartus, and again not many days after to Corinth ... " and 
the rest, closing with the passage, "For death is the close of 
life to all men. . . . Providence may allot them." 

See a further example in Corona 98: " This did your an
cestors, thus did the elders among yourselves. For though 
the Laceda:monians were neither friends nor benefactors, but 
had done many grievous things to our state, yet when the 
Thebans, victorious at Leudra, sought their destruction, you 
prevented it, not fearing the power and reputation then pos
sessed by the Thebans, nor reckoning up the merits of those 
for whom you were about to fi.ght." See also Corona 100: 
" However it was glorious that you saved the island, but far 
more glorious that, when you had got their persons and their 
cities in your power, you fairly restored them to people who 
had ill-used you, and made no reckoning up of your wrongs 
in an affair where you were trusted." 

Daniel Webster's Bunker Hill Oration: "But ah! ·Him~ 
the first great martyr in this great cause! Him ! the premature 
victim of his own self-devoting heart! Him! the head of our 
ci\'il councils and the destined leader of our military bands, 
whom nothing brought hither but the unquenchable fire of his 
own spirit! Him, cut off by Providence in the hour of over
whelming anxiety and thick gloom, falling ere he saw the star 
of his country rise, pouring out his generous blood like water, 
before he knew whether it would fertilize a land of freedom 
or. of bondage !-how shall I struggle with the emotions that 
stifle t.he utterance of thy name! Our poor work may perish; 
but thme shall endure! This monument may moulder away ; 
the solid ground it rests upon may sink down to a level with 
the sea ; but tlw memory shall not fail ! Wheresoerer among 
mrn, a heart shall be found that beats to the transports of 
patriotism and liberty, its aspirations shall be to claim kindred 
wtth thy spirit! 

"\'rnerable men! you are the remnant of many a well
fought field. You bring with you marks of honour from 
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Trenton and Monmouth, from Yorktown, Camden, Benning
ton, and Saratoga. Veterans of half-a-century! when in your 
youthful days you put everything at hazard in your country's 
cause, good as that was, and sanguine as youth is, still your 
fondest hopes did not stretch onward to an hour like this ! 

" 
The American Senator, Hon. Bert l\1. Fernald of Maine. 

happily blends the Beautiful and the Charming. 

(2) METHOD.-This consists in a confident deliYery, that 
is, speaking without wavering or doubting ; in bringing the 
thoughts forward in a certain order, and presenting them with 
dignity. The narration must not be broken up or intercepted, 
that is, it must generally be straightforward, e.g., "This. 
decree ·caused the danger which then beset the city to pass by 
just as a cloud."-Corona rSS. There is no interception, 
parenthesis, intersection, epanalepsis or resumption, in the fol
lowing example from lEschines: " You summon him against 
yourself, you summon him against the laws, you summon him 
against democracy.'' 

Another.method consists in saying glorious things gloriously, 
that is, with becoming dignity, magnificently, in a manner 
compelling admiration, as in this example from Demosthenes, 
Corona 208: " . . . But it cannot be, it 'Cannot be, my 
countrymen, that you have acted wrong in encountering 
danger for the liberty and safety of Greece. No! By those 
generous souls of ancient times who were exposed at Marathon! 
By those who stood arrayed at Platcea! ... " See full pas
sage under Fig. Orcos, p. 326. This splendid manner, namely, 
the mingling of the figures Epanaphora, Asyndeton, Parisen, 
Apostrophe and Orcos, i.e., an oath by which the heroes are 
deified; and the glorious manner in which the passage was 
unwaveringly and confidently uttered, give splendour and 
dignity to this celebrated adjuration. 

The Splendid Style appears judiciously combined with 
tbe Beautiful 1n the eloquence of the Rt. Hon. David Lloyd 
George. 

(3) DICTIO~ OR WORDING.-This should be gra\'e, 
the same as in Dignified Style. The words should be out of 
the ordinary, as the ordinary are too cheap and current for 
the Splendid Style. The Splendid implies an ornate or figura
tive diction well sustained. It is oratorical prose, and blank 
verse is the nearest approach to it. Weighty words that say 
much in little space are used, also words that are at home in 
poetry or prose heighten the expression. Oratorical imagery, 
impressive imagery, emotional figures, rhythmical disposition 
or setting, sonorous words and phrases, balanced phrases and 
clauses, majestic roll of sentences and dignified cadences make 
up the diction of the Splendid Style. Latin words or words 
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of some length with short ones, or Saxon, judiciously inter
mingling, constitute the Splendid, e.g., 11 co?federati?n, main, 
refuo-e clime civilization, eradicate, trepidation, mcapable 
and 

0 

iuilty ~dministration. ''-John Bright; 11 .Bounteous, 
behold, metropolis, venerable, unutterable, ere, stnfe, gloo:r?; 
rhythmical constructions: venerable men,. roar of h?stile 
cannon, ere you slumber in the grave; balancmg constructions: 
the head of our civil councils and the destined leader of our 
military bands."-Daniel Webster. Emotional figures. 
11 behold how altered ! . . . " 11 How can I struggle with the 
emotions that stifle the utterance of thy name! " 

(4) FIGURES.-Orthotes predominates in giving it purity, 
but must haYe some of the Peribole Style, that is, Amplification 
added to it, especially at the commencement of the members, 
in order to give the expression splendour, because the pure 
Orthotes would be too quiet, as will be seen in the following 
pure Orthotes expression : " Thirty tyrants borrowed money 
from the Laceda:monians to attack those in Pira:us."-Demos. 
YS. Leptines I I. Although the preceding example is intro
duced without a copulatire, it is not splendid. The following 
sentence is splendid, though Orthotes prevails, but is ele\'ated 
to the splendid by Plagiasmos, that is, participial, subordin
ate constructions at the beginning, which contributes to the 
amplification and lengthening of the thought: Corona g6: 
"Well, then, men of Athens-when the Laceda:monians were 
masters of land and sea ... " and the rest, see under (I) The 
Thoughts. Amplification of things and explanation of quali
ties are proper to Splendour. Splendid differs from the pure 
in that it is more occupied with the qualities of things and 
their amplification and explanation than their simple narra
tion. (For full explanation of all Figures see 11 Forms of 
Oratorical," also " Forms of Logical Expression.") 

The .\rsis, that is, negations, is employed, e.g., "Not with 
~tones or bric~s did I fortify the city ... " ; Apostaseis, that 
1s, the separat1on of one thought from another, in other words. 
forming single sentences of them. Asyndeton is one of the 
~hief figures. Antiptosis, e.g., "Him, the first great martyr 
m this great cause ... " ; Polyptoton: "the same heavens 
~re ... " (plural for singular) ; Antimetathesis, that is, address
mg the second person as if present, e.g., "never launched thou 
forth on such lashing seas"; Diatyposis, e.g., " the same 
ocean rolls at your feet . . . "; Paralepsis: 11 I have not accus
~?med n~yself to look into the gulf below .... " ; Periphrasis: 

. th~y JOU~ey along the path of destmy " (meaning they 
dJt.?d;. Articulus, Orcos (see Demosthenes' famous adjuration, 
" h;· the n:anes of ~fara.thon ") ; Oratorical Imagery (see page 
3 59; ; . Pen?do; ~Ietaphor: " the general pilots the state" ; 
.\mphficat10n; Prosopop<ria, that is, inanimate things repre
~rnted as speaking, e.g., " ... if the whole Republic should 
thus address me, ' ~!arcus Cicero, what are you doing? An· 

c 
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you suffering him whom you have found to be an enemy ... ' " 
Ecphonesis ; Epizeuxis ; Anadiplosis ; Aposiopesis ; Meris

mus ; Isocolon ; Parison ; Parallelism ; Simile: " as a drop of 
dew contains the image of the earth and sky, so all there is 
1n this life was mirrored forth in Shakespeare's brain "; Para
mythia ; Synecdoche: " all hands to the pump " ; Systrophe: 
"A history is the testimony of times, the light of verity, the 
maintenance of memory, the cheerfulness of life, and the mes
senger of antiquity."-Cicero Epanaphora ; Epanadiplosis; 
Apomnemonsysis; Rhythmus; Hypotyposis; Anaphora; Pro
tasis ; Apodosis ; and Vision. 

(5) MEMBERS.-The members or cola should be somewhat 
Jong, as splendid deeds, acts, events, etc., are not despatched 
quickly. The mind likes to dwell on things that give pleasure, 
and that are noble, things that are of justifiable pride. Like 
a beautiful tune, the desire is to hold it, so with splendid 
emotions, they find their best accommodation in members that 
are long. 

(6) ARRANGEMENT OR COMPOSITION.-The mem
bers should be asyndetically introduced, that is, have no 
.::onjunctions. The Orthotes or straightforward expression 
should have the Plagiasmos or participial construction at the 
commenmement of the members, so as to give the expression 
splendour. The composition is the same as in the Dignified 
Stvle. There should be variety in length and structure of sen
tences. The less Yivid first and the more vivid second or 
last. It must be distinctly out of the ordinary, there must 
be harmony and keeping; and lofty, splendid and glorious 
things must be brought in; also the arrangement be in a cer
tain order,· and the setting distinctly rhythmical, e.g., " This 
decree caused the danger which then beset the city to pass by 
just as a cloud." Longinus on " The Sublime" says that 
if you change the order of this sentence or cut off a single 
syllable or elongate it, the passage will lose its sublime effect 
upon the ear; that it is made up of the dactylic rhythm which 
is most noble and productive of sublimity ; " just as a cloud " 
begins with a long rhythm which consists of four metrical 
beats, but if one syllable be cut off and we read, " as a cloud," 
we immediately maim the sublimity by the abbreviation. The 
structure should be grave and decorous. 

Such rhythmical arrangement disposes the minds of the 
hearers to stateliness and dignity-these, together with the 
use of sonorous words, of balancing of phrases and clauses, 
with a stately roll and a dignified cadence, should be the 
arrangement or composition of the Splendid Style. 

· (7) RHYTHM OR ORA TORI CAL NUMBERS.-The 
feet are the same as those used in the Dignified Style (Sem-
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~o~es). The trochaic feet may sometimes be used without 
mJunng Splendour, providing tha~ the arrangement be that 
of dignity. Long, sonorous feet, hke dactyls and p<eons, ~re 
favoured as these permit long, grave, lengthened and swellmg 
sounds, those chiefly with the long "o" giving the orotund. 
Numbers should be moderately slow and stately, the sen
tences should be opened, and ended with an impressive foot, 
e.g., v v v, v v v -,and have a good harmonic cadence 
(see p. 404). 

All the generous feet make the passages splendid: the 
cretic- v-" Sink ~r swim, ilve ~r d!e, survive or perish, 
I am for the Declaration of Independence . . . " which fi.nd 
full expression in what is termed the orotund ; the spondee 
--, and j!olossus --, are stately, e.g., Spondee" tell 
me, politician, in how many months ... , tell me, man of 
military science . . . , tell me, student of history . . . , if 
you can find a parallel to this ! "-Everett's Oratorical Apos
trophe. " Y e crags and peaks, I am with you once again." 
Oratorical sentiment: "Happy that our fathers enjoyed no 
such patronage, happy that they fell into no such protecting 
hands ; happy that our foundations were silently and deeply 
cast in quiet significance beneath a charter of banishment, 
persecution and contempt."-E,·erett. The word "happy" 
may also, if you prefer it, take the trochaic, e.g., " Happy 
that ... " 

God grant that it may never be. " God forbid that we 
should arrogate to ourselves the glory of being singular in 
renouncing it." -Pitt, the Younger. Iambic feet: I hear the 
sounds of their anrils ... ; I see the smoke . . . ; I see the 
Yisages of those who by stealth and at midnight labour ~n 
this work of hell, foul and dark ... "-Webster on Sla,•ery. 
:\Iolossus: " . . . that the Republic still stands strong."
\\' ehster. 

Trochaic feet: " Read the Declaration of Independence 
. . . , publish it from the pulpit. . . "-\V ebster. The trochaic 
is also expressive of highest passion. Another example of the 
troch.aic: " Was it winter's storm. . . , was it disease . . . , 
was 1t the tomahawk ... , was it the deep malady of blighted 
hope ... that hurried them to their melancholy fate? "
E n:rett. See further feet under the Dignified Style ~Scm
notes). 

~S) CADEXCE OR COXCLCSIO~.-The cadence must 
be of dignified feet, similar to those in the Dignified StYle. 
The sentence being somewhat long, the cadence should. be 
cor~e~ponumgly long, grare and splendid, although the com
positiOn be trochaic. A trochai~ foot may, howerer, appear 
m th~ cadence. ~Iason quotes C1cero as gi,·ing the ditrochee, 
that Is, a double trochee, as a sweet and decent close, e.g., 
"temrritas filii comprobarit," a close s~ gracef~l. An Iambic 
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preceded by a bacchic or antibacchic which makes a dochmiac,. 
that is, a five syllable foot v-- v -, " this is a firm, 
stately close "; also an iambic preceded by a spondee -
" stands very well." 

A dactyl- v v makes a good close when preceded by a 
cretic v -, but never when preceded by a spondee, " trea
cherous knavery." Feet that are composed of the iambic 
make a good close, as the cretic - v- which Tully says. 
is '' a good final close '' ; the pl:fon posterior v v v '' closes 
admirably well" ; and Anapl:fst v v is good when pre
ceded by one that is long." A Spondee-- makes a good 
close. A Spondee preceded by a short makes a bacchic v- -, 

preceded by a long makes a Molossus--- "a very majes
tic foot " ; preceded by a trochee - v makes an Epitrite 
- v-- which Tully much d~Ilghts "'in"! preceded by a 
Cretic - v - " Quintillian well approves this close " ; pre
ceded by a dactyl - v v '

1 stands very well at the end of a 
sentence " ; preceded by a Pyrrhic v v " the rapid movement 
of the former is agreeably corrected by the slowness of the 
latter.'' 

But there should never be three shorts v v v which is. 
called tribrach, nor double Pyrrhic v v, v v m the cadence. 
A Spondee preceded by a Spondee -- makes 11 an extreme 
slow movement," e.g., "Civis Romanus sum," I am a Roman 
citizen. Such three or more Spondees are for fixing an im
pression. 

VIGOUR. 

Vigour the fifth subordinate of the Sublime Style was called 
by Hermogenes Acme ( a•p.l1 ), meaning strength, vigour, 
force. Vigour comes from the Latin vigor, meaning liveli
ness, force, active force; vigorous its adjective, powerful, 
strong ; of language, energetic, forcible, intense ; strong as. 
opposed to weakness, fatigue, age, etc., and as to feeling, 
intense conviction ; as to argument, demonstrative force ; and 
positiveness, as to refusal. Vigour, then, is the Greek acme, 
which literally means point, edge, hence the highest or cul-. 
minating point of anything, the bloom, the flower, prime, 
zenith. 

(1) THE THOUGHTS.-The thoughts are the same as. 
those in Harshness and Vehemence. 

(2) METHOD.-The method is the same as in Harshness 
and Vehemence. The vigour or animation in the expression, 
should have such active force or liveliness as accords with 
Splendour's dignified pronunciation and delivery, which pro-
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nunciation and delivery do not like too much rapidity or 
briskness. 

(3) DICTION OR WORDING.-:---r:he dict_ion is common ~o 
Harshness and Vehemence, but is mtxed with the Splendid 
form as will appear in the following example from Demos
thenes, Embassy, 259: " For a plague, 0 Athenians, ~as 
fallen upon Greece, a grievous and severe one, that reqmres 
some extraordinary good fortune and carefulness on our part." 
The trope " plague " is harsh. See other words harsh and 
vehement under these two styles. These harsh or vehement 
words are intermingled with those of the splendid. In the 
example above, the indication is more of harshness than 
splendour. See further examples under (4) Figures, Cor. 48, 

,and 71. 
There are no copulatives or conjunctions, and the expletive 

., there is " must be avoided, e.g., "There is nothing which 
disgusts us sooner than the empty pomp of language,'' which 
should be thus: Nothing disgusts us more than empty pomp 
of language. 

(4) FIGURES.-The frgures of the Harsh and Vehement, 
mixed with those of the Splendid come into service in the 
Vigorous. Vigour can avail itself of the Apostrophes and 
Reprehensive Interrogations of the Vehement, e.g., Cor. 63: 
" Was it proper then, IEschines, that the state, abandoning 
its own sentiments and dignity, should in the character of the 
Thessalians and Dolopians, assist Philip in acquiring dominion 
over the Greeks, and in overthrowing the honours and rights 
of our ancestors?" See also in Demos. vs. Phil. IV., 46: 
11 You have quitted, 0 Athenians, the position in which yout 
ancestors left you; you have been persuaded by these politi
cians that to stand foremost of the Greeks, to keep a permanent 
force and redress injured nations, is all vanity and idle 
expense; you imagine that to live in quiet, to perform no duty, 
to ahandon one thing after another and let strangers seize on 
all, brings with it marvellous welfare and abundant security." 

Uuch of the vigorous oratory of the American Senator, 
Hon. Hiram W. Johnson, of California, emanates from this 
style. 

Another Cor. 61 : " Philip started, men of Athens with a 
great ad,·antage. It happened that among the Greeks-not 
some but all alike-there sprang up a crop of traitors and venal 
u•retcltes, such as in the memorv of man had never been 
seen." . See also ~hil. 111, 68 & 6g: 11 Many things could the 
Olyn~h1ans mention now .... , many could the Crites 
'!lent10n ... , many the Phocians .... As lo"t as the vessel 
zs saft ... " and the rest. See Demosthenes on the Embassy, 
155: "spouted some wretched phrases, talked pompously ... " 

Apostrophe, though a figure of Vehemence, plavs sometimes 
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the role of Character Style, e.g., " It is proper, .lEschines, to 
hold out the palm as a speaker, but not proper to hold out the 
palm as an ambassador."-Demos. vs. Leptines, 102. This 
has vehemence and character in it, nor does anything in 
character impede vehemence, e.g., of irony, Demos. Olyn. 
I I 1, 2 7 : " So fared matters under the statesmen I have men
tioned. How fare they under the worthies of our time? ... " 
And Corona 1 29: '' . . . . how your mother, by her morning 
spousals in the cottage by Hero Calamites, reared you up, tht 
beautiful statue, the eminent tlzird-rate actor! " (There was 
a statue to Hero Calamites, the healer, near the place.) Cor. 
316: " You say that I am nothing like the ancients. Are you 
like them .lEschines? . . . ." Fig. Asyndeton comes into 
service. 

(5) ME:MBERS.-The members or cola are the same in the 
Splendid Style. They refer not so much to prolixity as to 
their formation into one whole, each member being separate, 
that is, not connected by a wnjunction with what precedes it. 
Vigour is the result of the mixture of the long members of 
Splendour and its arrangement, rhythm and cadence with the 
thoughts, methods, figures and wording of the Harsh and 
Vehement, e.g., Demos. Cor., 48: "Consider, now-for, 
though the time of the event is past, the time for under
standing them is ever present to the wise: Lasthenes was styled 
Philip's friend up to the period of his betraying Olynthus; 
Timolaus, until he destroyed Thebes; Eudicus and Simus the 
Larissceans, until they surrendered Thessaly to Philip. These 
being driven away and insulted, and subjected to every 
calamity, the whole world has become full of traitors." The 
foregoing is addressed against persons, but is vigorous and 
splendid; ·also is the following vigorous and splendid : 
Corona 71 : " But I ask-the man who was appropriating to 
himself Eu~a and making fortresses against Attica, and 
seizing Porthmus, and setting up Philistides as tyrant in 
Oreus, Clitarchus in Eretria, and subjugating the Hellespont, 
and besieging Byzantium, and destroying some of the Greek 
cities, restoring others to exile-was he, by all these proceed
ings, committing injustice, breaking the truce, violating the 
peace or not? " The asyndeton appears in the parts follow
ing " -was he. . . " 

In the eloquence of the Rt. Hon. Winston Churchill, this 
style is very visible. 

Aside from partaking of figure Parison which belongs to 
the Splendid, the Cor. 48 & 71 partake of Splendour's con
fident manner of speaking, as the orator is not accusing but 
confirming what he knows his hearers admit as true, and can 
therefore speak unwaveringly and feel certain of their appro
bation and applause. Take also this expression from Corona : 
" For, men of Athens, no one bestows bribes, seeking the 
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traitor's interest or, when he has got possession of his pur
chase, uses no l~nger the traitor to adrise him in futur~ pr<;, 
ceedings: else no man could be more fortunate than a traitor. 

(6) ARRANGE~IE~T OR COJIPOSITIO~.-This is the 
same as in the Splendid Style. The arrangement should be 
such as to give Vigour, which is the cumulative result of the 
harsh or vehement thoughts, of the fi!.';ures, chiefly .. the 
Asyndeton, of method; and of the members, composition, 
rhythm and cadence of the splendid, such as in this climax 
wherein the members climb higher and higher: 11 I did not 
speak thus, yet not move the resolution; I did not mo,·e the 
resolution, yet not serre the embassy; I did not serre the 
<"m bass y, yet not convince the The bans." See under ( 5 l 
~!embers, and examples Cor. 48 and 71. The whole together 
gives Acme or Vigour. Demetrius says that had it been 
arranged thus: 11 baring expressed my views and moved a 
resolution, I acted as an ambassador, and ·;::onvinced the 
Thebans," it would ha,·e been a mere narration or recital of 
events, and would have had nothing forcible about it. This 
short comparison under the Figure Syncrisis, that is, where
contrary things, and diverse persons are compared in one 
sentence, is very effective and vigorous: 11 Homer was the 
r,reatest genius, Virgil the greatest artist ; in the one, we most 
admire the man ; in the other, the work: Homer hurries us. 
with a commanding impetuosity, Virgil leads us with attractive
majesty ; Homer scatters with a generous profusion, Virgil 
bestows with a careful magnifi.cence."-Pope. The foregoing 
partakes more of the Splendid Style, but shows the cumula
tive effect of the members in making one whole sentence. 

Sometimes the most striking or important· words, phrase, 
or clause, should be placed at the end, and sometimes at the 
beginning in order to give greatest effect and force: "As 
presents he gi\'es him a horse, a robe, a linked collar, and the 
ass·:rance tlzat his co·mtry should no longer be pl-tndered."
Xenophon. The novel gift at the conclusion would haYe lost 
all its force, had it been put fi.rst, thus: " He gives him a3 
presents, the assurance that his country should no longer be 
plundered, and also a horse, a robe, and a linked collar." 

Soffi:etimes the beginning is best, e.g., "On razor's edf[e, 
Athemans, our fortunes lie." To say "Athenians, our for
tunes lie on razor's edge" is not so Yigorous, because the 
orator. d:-sires not to stop for the purpose of addressing the 
Athema~s fi.rst, but to go f.orthwith to the emphatic point, 
that thm hopes of success he on arms, and on arms whose 
edge is as keen as that of a razor. Sometimes it is more 
rigorous to place the emphatic matter in the middle. 

(7) RHYTH~f OR ORATORICAL NU~IBERS.~ These 
are the same as in Splendour. - ----. 
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(8) CADENCE OR CONCLUSION.-This is the same 
as in Splendour. 

AMPLIFICATION. 

Amplifi.cation, the sixth subordinate of the Sublime Style, 
was called by Hermogenes peribole ( 7rtfJ•I3o'A.It ), meaning extent, 
amplitude. The verb Amplify comes from the Latin 
ampli-us large, and fie or fac to make, meamng to make large. 
"To enlarge (story or statement) by telling it more diffusely 
or fully, or by adding fresh details, illustrations or reflections. 
Amplifi.cation is enlargement, augmentation in extent, import
ance, signifi.cance. (Of words and phrases) extention of mean
ing, (of Rhet.) the extension of a simple statement by such 
devices as tend to increase its rhetorical effect, or add import
ance- to the things stated."-Murray's Dictionary. Demos
thenes placed Amplifi.cation above all the other styles.-cf. 
Hermogenes. 

(1) THE THOUGHTS. They are those which are con
cerned with the augmentation or ampli:fi.cation of a simple 
statement by introducing something from without, as, by 
adding the indefinite to the definite, e.g., " Many advantages 
has kschines over me in this trial; and two especially, men 
nf Athens. First, my risk in the contest is not the same ; for 
it is not the same thing for me to lose your affection, and for 
him to gain his suit. ... My second disadvantage is, the 
r.atural disposition of mankind to take pleasure in hearing 
invective and accusation, and to be annoyed by those who 
praise themselves."-Demos. De Corona. Another: "A 
wicked thing, 0 Athenians, a wicked thing is a calumniator. 
. . . But this creature is a reptile by nature . . . , a counter-
feit orator.J1-Cor. 242. . 

By adding the whole to the parts, e.g. : "Oh, but this in
c;cription stands in some ordinary place ! No. Whilst the 
whole of yonder citadel is sacred and of considerable extent, 
i~ stands on the right by the great bronze statue of Pallas .... '' 
The citadel is not gunus, nor is the place to the right of 
Pallas, species of the citadel, nor still is it an indefi.nite thing 
j0ined to a de:fi.nite ; but is the whole joined to the part. By 
:adding differences, as: "I have promised no one," then aug
ment this simple statement thus: "no one of the wealthy, not 
even any one of those who were immune from these services, 
not even any one of the other administrators of the Republic, 
although I, being immune, but having administered many 
things in the Republic, in dispensing gifts and in preparing 
ships." By narrating things not by themselves, but 'with 
their consequences, as of place, time, person, etc., e.g.," When 
the Pandonian tribe had not a choir-master for two years, ... 
whereupon I came forward ... I got the first choice of :B.ute
player."-Demos. vs. ~fidias, 1 3· Another vs. Midias, 69: 
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"''Instead, however, of doing this, . : . he fell upon ~e .. : ." 
The difference from other persons ts the first amphficatlon . 
.Another amplification consists in speaking of things done and 
things omitted to be done, e.g., Corona 149: 11 When clothed 
with the dignity .of. the stat~, he ~rnved am?ng the 
.Amphictyons dism1ssmg and d1sregardmg all besides, he 
.hastened to e~ecute what he was hired for." 

Generally desiring to amplify anything, it i~ P?ssible .to 
invent many. enthyn;temes and example~, first m I~defimte 
thincrs then m defimte, not only can thmgs be amphfied but 

-every part, leaving nothing une~plored, as by the addition of 
:!'imilars, contraries, genus, species, the whole, the greater, the 
-equal, the 1ess, peculiarities, differenc~s, removals, simil~riti~s, 
·Dissimilarities, causes, effects, compansons ; persons, the1r dis
position, occupation,, manner of living, feelings, designs, etc., 
time, past, present and future, e.g., "a noise was heard, 
:afterwards you fled," subsequent; means, definition; assump
·t;on of a fictitious case, e.g., 11 If Cataline with the troop of 
villains he took with him, could judge of this affair, he would 
·mndemn Lucius Mu<fna" and "If this had happened to you 
:at supper over those monstrous cups of yours ... and if the 
.Republic had a voice ... " ; and analogies, etc. Although 
the formation of enthymemes from the foregoing belong par
ticularly to the realm of argumentation, still they are suitable 
for amplification, and constitute the bases of thoughts in the 
Peribole. ~fuch of the excellence of the addresses of the 
·ex-Premier, the Rt. Hon. H. H. Asquith, M.P., arises from 
·the Amplificative Style. 

(2) METHOD.-It consists in the inversion of the order 
·of things, that is, the usual order, and in interposition or 
puenthesis, or in taking up the thread again by joining on 
t11e principal or first facts after being intersected by the paren
thesis, or in saying first that which is last done, e.g., " But 
when we had returned from the embassy for the oaths which 
is the subject of your inquiry-we not ltaving obtained a 
P11rticle, great or small, of what was promised and expected 
when you made the peace, but having been. cheated in every
tiling, and these men having a second time outstepped their 
duty as ambassadors. and neglected your orders-we went 
before the council."-Demos., Embassy 17. In the foregoing 
·~xample the orator interposes a parenthesis, and in the follow
·ug he r~sumes the first facts: " ... either on the journey or 

·0n the JOUrney back, did they receive the oaths i but in the 
mn before the temple of Castor and Pollux-if any of you 
has been at Pher<f, he knows the place I mean-here the oaths 
were a1ministered, w~en Philip was marching hither with his 
army, m a manner d1sgraceful, 0 Athenians, and unworthy 

·of vou," which is an amplification of quality. Demosthenes 
·could have m.ade t~,e. amplification in another way, by placing 
·the parenthetical: tf any of you has been at Per<f, he knows 
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the pl.ace I mean," at the beginning. But in cutting throught 
the ~1ddle of th~ thought, he. not only made an amplification, 
but mfused feelmg by velocity, thus bearing the stamp of 
truth. Therefore, to invert the natural order of things is the 
method of amplification. Proofs and confirmations of the
proposition, also amplifications of 1t are placed before the· 
proposition itself, thus the order which naturally puts the pro
position first is inverted by amplification. The following 
example is given by Hermogenes from the " Oration on the
Crown," 102: "Seeing, men of Athens, that your navy was 
decaying, and that while the rich were getting off with small 
payments, citizens of moderate or small fortunes were losing 
their substance, and the state, by reason thereof, missing her· 
opportunity, I, therefore passed a law by which I compelled 
the one class (the rich) to perform their duty, and stopped 
the oppression of the poor ; and what was most useful to the
country-! caused her preparation to be made in time." 

The proposition of the foregoing is " I had a law most use
ful to the country passed, causing her preparation to be made· 
in time," and comes after the proofs and the confirmations. 
He confirms this proposition by " I compelled the rich to per
form their duty, and stopped the oppression of the poor,"· 
and puts his amplification of that proposition at the beginning, 
thus: " Seeing, men of Athens, that your navy was decaying 
... " Hermogenes says that this affords an opportunity for· 
gravity and skilfulness. 

He gives, as another example, Demos. vs. Philip, 1, 1 : 

" If the question for debate had been anything new, Athenians, 
I should have waited till most of the usual speakers had been· 
heard ; if any of their counsels had been to my liking, I had· 
remained silent, else proceeded to impart my own ; but as. 
the subject of discussion is one upon which they have spoken 
oft before, I imaf{ille, though I rise the first, I am entitled 
to indulgence." The proposition is the one in italics. The. 
confirmation is " but as the subject of discussion is one upon 
which they have spoken oft before," and the amplification is. 
the two members which precede and which are introduced by 
"if." 

Things are not announced simply or by themselves, at the· 
commencement as they usually are, but are preceded by giving 
the circumstances, by bringing in different kinds of amplifying 
matter, such as what would not have occurred, as well as:. 
what has not occurred, etc. Chiefly the principal thought
comes last as in a period, or periodicity. 

(3) DICTION OR WORDING.-Hermogenes does not 
think that words properly belong to Amplification, as they do· 
to other forms, unless the piling up of synonyms be so re
garded, e.g.," What shall we say? What shall we discuss?'" 
Another example, Cor. 37: " I, men of Ath.ens, considering-
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and weighing these consequences, moved ~he d~cree to s~il for 
whatever place Philip was in, and receive his oath w1thout 
delay .... " 

These are not by themselves amplifi.cation, _but _it is th.eir 
juxtaposition which has the character of amphfi.cation, which 
savours more of method than of the division of wording. 
Not only words, but we sometimes place near each other or 
in iuxtaposition, entire synonymous sentences when we strongly 
fed something, when we, then, use the fi.gure called Epimone 
or commoratio, e.g., Demosthenes in the De Corona 63: "Was 
it necessary or not, 0 .tEschines, that the state abandoning 
its own sentiments and dignity, should in the character of the 
Thessalians and Dolopians, assist Phillip in acquiring dominion 
over the Greeks, and in overthrowing the honours and rights. 
of our ancestors? Or if she did not this-which would have
been truly shameful-was it right that what she saw would 
have happened if unprevented, and was for a long time, 1t 
seems, aware of, she should suffer to come to pass? But I 
would willingly ask now the person . . . ? " Here the mean~ 
ing is amplifi.ed more than four times in successive sentences, 
the greater part of which consists of interrogations and apos
trophe, that is, the thought of dignity is dwelt upon that its 
credibility might be impressed, and at the same time he vehe
mently presses his adversary with frequent interrogations, not 
letting him rest for a moment. When the thought is strong, 
embodying powerful feeling, amplifi.cation bv Epimone or 
Commoratio, is possible. but not so when the reason is a light 
one. Consequently, only use Epimone or Commoratio, that 
is, long dwelling on a thought or amplifi.cation, when the feel
ing is strong. Also a pleonastic diction is another mode of 
amplifying strong feeling, e.g., "And then it occurred to him 
to do this, and in this manner he acted against me." The 
last clause is redundant or superfluous. 

(4) FIGURES.-All the fi.gures suitable for amplifi.cation 
of a thou~ht are here appropriate, such as bring in second or 
even third thoughts, after which is added the thought upon 
which we will especially speak, as the Fig. Enumeratio, that: 
is, specifying seriatim, counting off, mentioning separately,. 
e.g:, "in the fi.rst place, this; in the second place, that ... ," 
wh1ch belong to the Plain style, as they lend to lucidity and 
simplicity. to which Style, Epanalepsis, that is, taking up 
the thought again after its interception by a parenthesis, mav 
also be added as it makes a sentence dear, e.g., Embassy 25~ 
"Chiefly and principally, men of Athens, for this reason, 
. . . " then Demosthenes resumes, after fi.nishing his paren
thesis, " such was the chief and principal cause of my entering 
into these details. What was the second? ... " Hermogenes 
calls the following an Enumeration: " Mt>n of Athens, in the 
fi.rst place, I pray to the Gods and Goddesses, that the same-
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affection which I ever cherished toward the state, and all of 
you, may be shown me on this trial ; in the next place, I pray 
-and this especially concerns yourselves, your religion and 
your honour-that the Gods may put it into your minds not 
to take counsel from my opponent touching the manner in 
which I am to be heard; (for this would be cruel indeed)-but 
of the laws and of your oath, in which in addition to other 
obligations, it is prescribed that you shall hear both sides 
alike.''-De Corona. 

The Hypothetical Figure attracts other thoughts to it for its 
completion, the conditions or divisions generally preceding, 
-e.g., Embassy 42: "If matters, iEschines, had gone so far, 
that the Thebans even could not have helped themselves, why 
has it not been executed? " Thereupon the following thought 
is necessarily brought in or attracted: " If they discovered 
it in time to prevent the execution, who let out the secret? 
Was it not this one?" (JEschines). A good example of 
Hypothesis, or the Hypothetical figure is seen in the reply to 
the overtures of Bonapart, by William Pitt, who was a most 
skilful user of Amplification, e.g., "If we compare this view 
-of our own situation with everything ... ; if we can trace 
him labouring under equal difficulties ... ; if we know that 
in the course of the last year, ... " etc.-{see p. 179). 

When if is used, some other thought as a consequence is 
attracted to complete it. It supposes a condition. Another 
example, Corona 23: "If, indeed, I had been bribed by 
Philip to prevent the con junction of the Greeks, it was your 

business not to be silent, but to cry out, to protest and inform 
the people." Thereupon the following thought is attracted 
as necessary to supplement or complete it : '' But you never 
did sQ-!--your voice was never heard to such a purpose, and 
no wonder .... " 

The figure called Obliquity, that is, relating in the dative, 
genitive, oblique or ablative case, in participial or parenthetical 
"Constructions, in other words, not in the direct manner, 
attracts other thoughts, e.g., Corona 'I 8 : " When the P hocian 
·z'Jar was brought about-not through me, for I had not then 
commenced public life-you were in this position .... 11 Thi:; 
'ittracts the following thought: 11 You wished the Phocians 
to be saved .... " Amplification is also by the parenthesis, 
" not through me. . . . " See also Demos. vs. Midias I 3 : 
"'When the Pandonian tribe had no choir-master .... " 

A very noticeable figure is Distributio, that is, an orderly 
arran~ement of the parts into which any whole is divided ; 
division. arrangement or classification ; or a division of the 
general by reckoning the special kinds ; briefly: rst, Distributio 
is by a division of the general ; 2nd, by a partition of the 
whole ; 3rd, by enumeration of the accidents of the subject, 
-e. g., Cor. 6o: " As to what Phillip seized and acquired before 
1 commenced life as a statesman and orator, I shall pass over, 
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for I consider that they do not concern me ; but those in which. 
ht" was baffled from the day I entered upon such duties, I shall 
recall these to your recoll~ti~n, ~n~ render . an . account of 
s:1me ... ," etc. If the d1stnbutio IS long, 1t g1ves fulnes~. 
of amplification ; if short, it contributes to vehemence, e.g., 
Cor. 16g: "It was evening, a person came with a message to 
the presidents, Elata:: was taken. They rose f~om supper ... _, 
others sent for the generals ... " If copulatlves are used, It 
makes the expression beautiful and elaborate, e.g., Demos
thenes vs. Leptines, 26: '' All will agree, that our means of 
providing for these services ough~ ~~ be the most ~mp~e: for 
by the expenditure in choral exhibitions, pleasure IS g1ven to 
the spectators only for a short portion of a day ; but by un
stinted supplies for the service of war, safety accrues to the 
commonwealth for ever." The two members set in pairs, one 
answering the other both in form and disposition of wording, 
making thereby a distributio by copulation, constitute beauty 
and symmetry of expression. Besides, distributions make the 
t>xpression full, when one thought attra-cts another to itself, 
r..g., Demos. vs. Philip, 1: "Had the question for debate 
been anything new, Athenians, I should have waited till most 
of the usual speakers had been heard" ; before he brings in 
the thought that in tum is attracted by the preceding, he 
interposes some distributio, e.g., "if any of their counsels. 
h1d been to my liking, I had remained silent, else proceeded 
to impart my own." After this interposition he adds the 
thought that in turn is attracted thus: " But as the subject of 
discussion is one upon which they have spoken of before, I 
imagine, though I rise fi.rst, I am entitled to indulgence." By 
this the expression is made full. 

Distributio, which intermingles one thing with another, as. 
flowing one out of the other, makes the expression ample and 
full, e.g., Demos. vs. Arist., 103: "This decree, however, b,· 
gi\'ing security to the chief ministers of Cersobleptes, and 
puttmg the generals of the princes in fear and dread of being 
accused, renders the latter powerless, and the former, a single 
monarc.h, strong." Before he dismisses the thought, he adds 
s0methmg else clearing away the fi.rst, thus: " renders the 
latter powerless, and the former strong." 

Digressio, :\mplifi.catio, see p. 35 ; Polysyndeton ; Anthy
P~}lage, that 1~, appositi?n, e.g., " Nireus brought three ships, 
~~reus .Aglcea s son, N1reus the goodliest man, ... " here 
~ 1reu~ 1s mad~ .important. by the An~hypallage, as well as by 
the tnp}e repetition. Honsmos, that IS definition, e.g., instead 
of a Circle say, " a plane superficies whose circumference is 
a~ all points equi-distant from the centre." Circumlocution, 
e.g., ."It will take a lot of talking to make me belie,·e that,'' 
meanmg, ~~I do~'t believe it." Anastrophe; Antistrophe; 
Commoratlo ; Ep1mone ; Argumentum ; Epexegesis, that is, 
when the orator mterprets a word or sentence preceding ; Eutre-
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:pismus ; Epanodos ; Periphrasis ; Exegesis, that is, explana
tion, confirmation, or elucidation of what goes before that may 
have been obscurely said, e.g., " Time, at one instance, seem
ing both short and long, short when pleasing, long when wait
ing for our desires." Euphemismus, that is, veiling with 
periphrasis, putting a fair name for a foul, or interpreting 
l.l.Ilcertain things to better parts, e.g., "she celebrated daily 
marriages," Demos. vs. JEsch. "He stopped a bullet" for 
" he was killed." Exergasia, that is, a figure by which the 

·orator dwells upon a thought, repeating it with other words, 
sentences and adornments, e. g., the thought is a beautiful 
woman: " She has a beautiful countenance, a pleasant eye, an 
.amiable presence, a cheerful aspect. She was the object of 
his thoughts, the entainment of his discourse, the content
.ment of his heart. Your beauty, sweet lady, has conquered 
my reason, subdued my will, mastered my judgment." Ex-

_politio, that is, the Latin figure for practically the same as 
Exergasia, only, this figure dwells upon the thought in dif
ferent manner of ways or fashions of expression or delivery. 
Direresis ; Epicheirema ; Epitheton ; Frequentatio ; Hirmos ; 
Icon, that is, a figure by which the orator paints the image 

·of a person or thing, by 'comparing form with form, quality 
with quality, and one likeness with another:, sharp wit being 
required to make it beautiful, e.g., describing ravenousness: 
" The cart of covetousness is borne upon four wheels, pusil-
lanimity, discourtesy, contempt of God, and forgetfulness of 
death; it is drawn with two cattle in one yoke: greedy catch-

.ing, and false holding; to these, there is but one driver, 
vehement desire of increasing. The driver, to move speedily 
forward, uses two sharp whips: greediness of getting, and 
fear of losing." This is the beautiful in the style of Ampli
fication. Dissimilitudo, that is, where divers things are com-

·pared in respect to divers qualities, e.g., ''The foxes have 
hdes, and the fowls of the air have nests, but the Son of man 
hath not where to lay his head." Diremens Copulatio, that 
is, when we bring forth a sentence with an exception before 
it, and immediately join another after it that seems greater, 

·e.g., "You not only have taken away my calamity, but also 
seem to augment my dignity."-Cicero. This figure is prac
tically the same as the Greek one called Arsis and Thesis, 
which latter is one of the chief figures of Amplification. Para
diegesis; Merismus; Partitio, as where Solomon divides the 

·whole of knowledge 
Period is one of the principal ,figures of Amplification, also 

Periodicity. Longinus tells us that Thucidides starts a 
·thought, leaves off, heaps up things upon things parentheti
cally from external sources, alarms his hearers lest the whole 
structure, by weight of words, should fall to pieces, and com
pels sympathy with the speaker's peril, then unexpectedly 

:adds the long-looked-for conclusion in the right place at the 
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end. " For the ri,·er Achelous, flowing from :Mount Pindus 
through Dolopia and the land. of the :Agrianians and A~
philochians, baring passed the mland _nty, Stratus, and ~Is
gJrging itself into the sea near <;£mada::, a~~ s~rroun~mg 
that town with a marsh makes a wmter expedition Impossible, 
owmg to the floods."~ Thucydides. ~~i~ rounded ~eriod, 
with its amplifi.cation by dependent participial ~ons~ructlon, or 
Obliquity fi.gure, is grand and stately, and 1s h1ghly com
mended by Demetrius. 

An important fi.g~re of Peribole or the. A~plifi.cation Style 
is, Arsis and Thesis, an example of wh1ch IS the followmg 
from Demosthenes on the Embassy, 12: " ... this man is 
put into the embassy, not as one of a party who would sell 
your interests, not as one of those who trusted Philip, but as 
ane who would help to watch others .... " On the one side 
is the negative following "not," and on the other the posi· 
tire following 11 but." The Arsis, that is, with negative only, 
is g-enerally a fi.gure of the Splendid Style; for instance, Arsis 
<'nly appears in the following, Corona r8: "When the Phocian 
war broke out-no/ tlzrough me, for I had not then commenced 
public life-you were .... " The next fi.gure of interest is 
the Peristatica, that is, going into details, circumstances, 
bringing in all kinds of amplifying additions, what one does 
-or does not do, what took place, and what did not, etc. 

The following is a good example of arrangement as to 
amplification, taken from G. P. Quackenbos: 11 Alexander 
·conquered the Persians," which is in the fi.gure Orthotes of 
the Pure Style, and is amplifi.ed or put into Peribole, thus: 
" About 330 years before Christ, Alexander the Great, son 
·of Philip of ~Iacedon, after a long series of splendid vic
tories, succeeded in demolishing the empire of the Persians, 
the ancient and im·eterate enemies of Grecian liberty." The 
example giren under (4) Figures of Purity, namely: "There 
is one Sannio, ... " Hermogenes says that it is not ampli
fication, but purity of members. Generally all figures that 
.:~nd~ce .to amplification, either by interposition, apposition, 
d1s.tnbut10n, pleonasm, synonymia, anacephaleosis, accumu
latiO, etc., and such as attract other sentences and other 
thoughts which make the expression full, complete, and per
fect, are suitable to Peribole or Amplification. 

(S) ~IE~IBERS.-There is nothing special to be said con
'Cernmg the length of the members . 

. (6) ARRAKGE~IENT OR CO~IPOSITION.-Every one 
IS allowed ~xcept that of Purity. First exp-ound thought, then 
sum up, usmg any of the fi.gures Aparithmesis, Anacephaleosis, 
0r Frequentatio. Second, make a general statement then 
amplify by giving a particular statement and afterw~rds a 
part1cular application, e.g. (general st~ternent): 11 ~fusic 
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among those who are styled the chosen people was a religious 
art"; (particular statement): " The songs of Sion, which we· 
have reason to believe, were in high repute among the courts. 
of the Eastern Monarchs, were nothing else but psalms and 
pieces of poetry that adored or celebrated the Supreme Being ";. 
(particular application): "The greatest conqueror in this holy 
nation, after the manner of the old Grecian lyrics, did not 
r:mly compose the words of his divine odes, but generally set 
them to music himself ... "_,Addison. Third, precede the .. 
first or chief thought by an incident, anecdote, apologue, 
paradigm, pardiegesis, or happy illusion, e.g.: "Ariosto tells. 
a pretty story of a fairy who, by some mysterious law of her 
nature, was condemned to appear at certain seasons in the· 
form of a foul and poisonous snake. Those who injured her 
during this period were forever exluded from participation in 
the blessings which she bestowed. But those who, in spite of 
her loathsome aspect, pitted and protected her, she afterwards. 
revealed herself in the beautiful and celestial form which was 
natural to her; accompanied their footsteps, granted all their· 
wishes, filled their houses with wealth, made tliem happy in. 
love and victorious in war. Such a spirit is Liberty. At 
times she takes the form of a hateful reptile. She grovels, she· 
hisses, she stings. But woe to those, who in disgust, shall 
venture to crush her! and happy are those who, having dared 
to receive her in her degraded and frightful shape, shall at 
length be rewarded by her in the time of her beauty and glory.,,.. 

The Earl of Balfour, philosopher, scholar and statesman,. 
i> one of the greatest livin·g exponents of this style. 
Long sentences should be alternated by short ones. The
short ones are serviceable for transitions. The natural order 
i~ generally inverted, the weaker passion or emotion coming 
first and leading up to the stronger. The period with the
interpositions lends to stateliness. Confirmations, proofs, 
::~.mplifications, etc., precede the proposition; enumeration of 
effects go before the announcement of the causes; of attributes 
of the things, before the things themselves, etc. The long
period gives room for expansion, for colouring, shading, 
climax, rhythm, and cadence. 

The Rt. Hon. Sir John Simon's oratory bears largely the
impress of this style. 

(7) RHYTHM OR ORATORICAL NU1fBERS; there is 
nothing special to be said, as Amplification takes the rhythms. 
0f all the other forms, excepting Purity. 

(8) CADENCE OR CONCLUSION; neither is there any
thing special to be said, as Peribole or Amplification takes the
cadence of all the other forms, or rather, of the form that 
happens to be used at the time. 
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BEAUTY. 
Beauty, which is the third form of oratorical style, was 

called by the Greeks kallos ( Kri.\Ao~ ). Beauty comes from the 
Latin hellitatem, the adjective being bellus= beautiful: Beauty 
is combined perfection of form and charm of coloun~g. By 
colouring, the literal idea of paintin.g in dark, bn.ght, ~r 
other colours is present in the fi.gurat1ve; and rhetoncally 1t 
means to embellish, to imbue with its own tone and character. 
The predominant idea in beauty is form. A beautiful speech 
i::;, as Plato says, like the human body; it should have a head, 
a middle, and an extremity, nothing confused or excrescentl 
all parts corresponding and joining together in a symmetrical 
whole; and the cutis which covers all, should give to it a 
colouring. Beauty requires its parts to be neatly joined, well
proportioned and elegant, and a certain care, painstaking and 
elaboration. It is concerned more w1th the wording and with 
the other parts that follow--figures, members, composition, 
rhythm, and cadence-than it is with thoughts. 

(I) THE THOUGHTS.-Beauty is concerned more with 
the other divisions as above stated than with thoughts. 

(2) ~fETHOD.-This consists in giving the parts and divi
sions a symmetry of construction, and in joining them smoothly 
together; also in distributing evenly over the whole an agree
able colouring (Ethos), that is, characteristic tone, soft, gentle, 
calm, subdued, excepting where harsh words and metaphors 
are used. in the form of beauty, namely, in a symmetrical 
constructiOn. 

(3) DICTION OR WORDING.-This should be simple and 
pure. Short words, especially those alternated with long 
ones, and those of few syllables possess beauty and show 
care and painstaking; words of a pleasing sound, as names 
of double "1," as Callistratus, of double "n," as Annon; 
smooth words, mostly of Yowels, e.g., "aias." Harsh 
~·ord~ and metaphors have great force and some beauty, as 
1:1 t11IS example; Demosthenes on the Embassy r 3 : " And 
until his return home from the first embassy m~n of Athens 
I certain! y never discovered that he was corruPted and had sold 
l1in_zself." Olyn. III, 3I: " ... you the people, enervated, 
strzpped of treasure and allies ... " Also see example in 
Co:o~a, I : " ... and this especially concerns yourselves, your 
re{zgzon, and your /zonour-that the gods may put it into your 
~mds. n0t to take counsel of my opponent touching the manner 
m whiCh I am to be heard." 

(4) FIGURES.-The Parison takes predominance in the 
Bcaut1ful Style, e.g.," I went from Athens to Stageira because 
of the' great king, and from Stageira to Athens because of the 

D 
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great storm.''-Demetrius. Another: ''This implies that 
neither those who are asked, disown; nor those who care, 
censure the occupation."-Thucydides. Demos. vs. Andro
tion, I : " ... seek justice for the commonwealth and satzs
faction on his own account." It is not possible to find a pure 
Parisen in Demosthenes, as he modifies it by interjecting some
thing to throw out the equality of the members, the similarity 
of endings, or similitude of syllables, e.g., Olyn. 1, 10: "If a 
man keep what he gets, he is thankful to fortune; if he lose 
it by imprudence, he loses withal his memory of the obliga
tion." " If he lose it ... " is lengthened to avoid similitude 
or equation of the two members. 

Note here the variety of this Parison, Embassy, 8: " If, 
then, I prove and demonstrate clearly-that JEschines, the 
defendant, has report~d what was untrue, and prevented the 
people hearing the truth from me--that he has given advice 
totally opposed to your. interests, and fulfilled none of your 
instructions on the embassy-that he has wasted time in which 
many important opportunities have been lost to the common
wealth-and that for all this, he has received presents and 
wages in conjunction with Philocrates-convict him, punish him 
as his crimes deserve: if I prove not these statements, or not 
all of them, look with contempt on me, and acquit the 
defendant.'' 

Demosthenes generally used Parisen of members in pairs, or 
three in a pair at most, which shows beauty as wdl as vivacity, 
e.g., Cor. II9: "To receive the gifts then, you confess to be 
legal; the requital of them, you indict as violating the law." 
Thus he expresses beauty and vehemence, and at the same time 
makes a Chiasmus; see this fig. p. 140. 

Demosthenes also used the pairing of words at the beginning 
of a sentence, a figure called ParCPmion, see p. 353, see also 
example in the" First Olynthiac," I: "prosekei prothumos." 

Epanaphora at the head of the members or cola, e.g., Corona, 
48: " When Lasthenes was styled Philip's friend, until he 
betrayed Olynthus; when Timolaus, until he destroyed Thebes; 
. . . etc." -Demos. Anaphora, which is much the same as 
Epanaphora, e.g., "0, Evening Star, thou bringest all that's 
best, the sheep, the goat, the child, thou bringest home t6 
rEst."-Sappho. Anastrophe, called also by Hermogenes 
Epanastrophe, e.g., Cor. 13: "For it was not possible to 
prosecute Ctesiphon on account of me, me would he have 
accused had he thought conviction possible.''-Demos. Climax, 
but with short mem~rs and used moerately. Cor. 179: " I 
did not speak thus ... " See p. 143; Paronomasia; Anti
phrasis, and Polyptoton; also Epizeuxis, as "Maidenlzood, 
maidenhood, whither away, forsaking me?" and her maiden
hood replies using the same figure: " Not again unto thee, 
shall I come for aye, not again unto thee !"-Sappho. Other 
figures are Antonomasia; Chronographia; Anadiplosis; Chias-
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nms; Isocolon; Ploce; Synceceosis; Synthesis; .and Distributio, 
that is, partitions or divisior:s which ~·hen jomed together by
<:opulatires make the express10n beautiful because of the sym
metry and brevity of the members, or equation of the same. 
Parentheses, when they are short, not only give beauty to the 
{Xpression, but velocity. Double negation which makes an 
affirmative is beautiful; e.g., " it is not unattractive 11

; Demos. 
rs. Leptines, I : " It is not obscure 11 -it is evident. H;yper
baton, e.g., Olynthiac I I, I5: " ... preferring to a lzfe of 
safety the honour of achieving what no Macedonian king ever 
did." 11 To a life of safety 11 should have been placed at 
the end of the sentence. An example of H yperbaton by paren
thesis, wh~h gives vivacity : 11 Such he appears, and true it is, 
a vile fellow." Kainoprepe, a fi.gure used by the Greeks, by 
which a new word, phrase or conjunction is employed; see 
examples in the 11 Third Olynthiac, 11 3 I ; and in 11 Aristo
crates," I 12: 11 Independently of this, it is notorious that you, 
Athenians, never betrayed any of your friends, while the Thes
salians ha\·e betrayed all theirs. A1zd yet even under these 
circumstances, you see ... " Polyptoton contributes much 
beauty, and if the members are short adds vivacity; see 
examples p. 38I, and in 11 Corona" 188: "That was the 
commencement and the fi.rst step in the negotiations (pragma
ton)" ... ending with 11 hupo toulon." A Simile adds 
considerably to beauty, e.g., "Like the waves tumbling"; 
11 as a drop of dew contains the image of the earth and sky, 
so all there is ~n this life was mirrored forth in Shakespeare's 
brain "-R. G. Ingersoll. Aristotle says that a period is the 
more graced as it has metaphor, personification, antithesis, 
equipoise or equation of members. 

(S) ME11BERS.-The members should have some ornament, 
be smooth sounding, gently fluent but not too bold. They 
should be of moderate length, joined by conjunctions which 
unite them into a single whole, and the last member be longer 
than the preceding ones, e.g., Demos. vs. Leptines, 1: "It is 
not obscure, men of Athens, that Leptines, or whoever else 
dcfcn~s the law, will have nothing to say for it on the merits, 
but ~·11l allege that certain unworthy persons obtaining im
mumty have e\·aded public services, and will lay the greatest 
stress upon this point." See another example under (2) 
~Iethod m the style of Clearness, Leptines, 41 : " But you have 
nut on! y to see, men of Athens, that Leucon ... Jl :\!embers 
that are moderately long alternated with short ones are more 
beautiful. 
. There are many e~ampl~s of impetuous, vivacious speaking 
m Demosthenes, wl11ch evmce beauty and elaboration. 

(6) ARRAXGE~IENT OR CO:\IPOSITIO~.-The Or
thotes or relating in the nominative case or direct form is used. 
The composition must generally be subdued and fluent and 

• I 
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arranged like a beautiful edifice, all th~ parts being hannonious. 
and well joined. 

A long sentence containing members similar in structure is. 
beautiful. There must be unity of design, all tending to one· 
symmetrical whole. The best and most beautiful lose all their 
charm if not connected with the subject. The composition: 
approaches to verse, that is, encroaches upon it, but must never
be verse, e.g. :-

" Here and there an angry spot of thunder 
With bossy beaten work of mountain chain 
Spreading low along the pasture lands 
By furiou~ pulses of contending tide."-Ruskin. 

In the symmetry of members there should be variety and' 
different feet so that the members may not be alike. The· 
symmetrical divisions must not have the same number of 
syllables, the same quantity, nor the same accents. 

(7) RHYTHM OR ORATORICAL NUMBERS.-The feet 
must be of that kind, which are natural to beauty, and must 
not be of that class which make the expression bulky, rolling 
or voluminous or grave. The expression, rather composition, 
must be rhythmical throughout, and closely related to verse 
without being verse. The actual feet or measure must not force 
themselves on the attention, and the attention is not called 
when the expression or words are said connectedly; e.g., "At 
Elia in Italy sojourning, an old man now and stricken with 
years." "The close of each member," says Demetrius, " has 
something of a metrical cadenc~, but the fact is disguised 
through the linking of the words in one series: and great 
charm results. The Dactyl is nimble and tnpping, and to 
sustain flight needs the spondee; this, together with the 
anapcest, forms the basis, and these feet are to be arranged in 
such a way as to be flasy-going; e.g., Dactyl '"'.::; "Take 
her up tend~rl}·." " There came t~ the shore a poor ex~le of 
Erin. The dew on his thin robe lay heavy and chill." Of 
this last example, make the first syllable unemphatic, or a back. 
stroke called Anacrisis. The Anapaest :..:, '-'- is pensive, 
meditative, e.g., "It will come, I suppose, at the close of life." 
The Amphibrach v---- :·has the gradual swell and the quality 
of gently singing beautiful things into existence; e.g., "How 
lovely is Venus the star of my heart." The rhythms or feet 
are most agreeable when the vowels and consonants alternate, 
e.g., "celeritv. intimidation. Liquids, as r, 1, m, ng, flat 
mutes b, v, d, 'th (them), g; and silibants s, sh, z, th are flowing, 
e.g., prurient." Clashing of \·owels should be avoided; e.g., 
"potato only," and heaping of accented words, e.g., "Good 
Lord give us bread now "; also avoid the heaping up of un-
accented words or syllables, e.g., "peremptoriness, ferriery, 
lowlily," and of consonants as "tediousness. is" (contains a 
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1:rowdincr of s's). Cicero says that the " words must ~ so 
:arranged that their junction may not be roug~ and gap1~g, 
but smooth in joining extremities of the precedmg word w.1th 
the beginning of following word, nor mu.st there be a v.:1de 
hiatus in the words." There must be m each rhythm1cal 
division or pausal section-difference, inequality and variety, 

" ... th~u h~ve been 1 b~lght~d 1 trn now, 1 wlnt~r~d 1 

~nd froz~n. I cloud~d 1 ~nd ~cilpsed, I damped ind 
b~numbed, I smoth~red 1 ~nd stup~fied I trn now, I now God I 

comes t; the~, 1 not 1 is In th~ dawning 1 ~£ th~ day, I not 1 

;s in th~ bud 1 ~f th~ Spring, I b~t I ~s th~ sun ~t noon I t~ 
~n~strite 1 all! shad~ws, 1 as 1 th~ sheaves ''in han,~st 1 t~ filii 
all I pen~ri~s. II 

(8) CADENCE OR CONCLUSION.-This should be of a 
·grave word, or of a long, final syllable. Were it to be of a 
·short word or syllable, it would be too running and rapid, and 
thus close too quickly. Example of a cadence with a grave 
word, Lr.ptines, I : " . . . persons obtaining immunity have 
-evaded the public service . . . " (the closing Greek word is 
Jeitou1ias). Such a closing is grave, stable and firm. Though 
the following is running, yet it is made stable and grave by 
the long word at the end: " ... and will lay the greatest 
stress on this point." Another, Olyn. I, I : " ... so that from 
them all you may easily choose what is profitable " (the Greek 
being genesthai). Though light as to feet, the sense is grave 
and full, the Greek containing long o's and a grave word at 
the end. All such rhythms are suspensive, that is, they stop 
activity. Closing a member with a monosyllable gives a 
beautiful and sonorous cadence, though such monosyllable be 
not a grave word, nor so g-rave an ending, e.g., Corona, 112: 
" ... but of the law5 and of your oath." such monosyllabic 
ending belongs to heroic poetry. Such cadences as " ambrosian 
nights " belong more to the Sweet or Charming Style than to 
the Beautiful. A good cadence may be made with an anaprest, 
or better one word of a long syllable, which is very effective, 
e.g., " ... the tall lotus here uplifted her silvery flowers and 
the crimson flamingo floated over the tide." The anaprest 
preceded bv one that is long is beautiful. It is beautiful to 
dose the different cola of a sentence with different feet, e.g., 
cc He was-

Th~ d~ltv~r~r I ~f nati~ns, I 
Th~ s~pport I ~f th~ empire, I 
Th~ b~Iwirk I of Hollind, I 
Th~ r~duc~r I~£ frel;nd, I 
A;d th~ terr~r ~f France. 
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CELERITY. 

Vivacity or celerity was called by Hermogenes gorgotes 
(fopyon1•) meaning hastiness, quickness. The Greek gorgo.i 
refers to horses and means hot-spirited; of language= rough~ 
of style=nervous, concise. The Latins called it concitatus 
speech, that is, at full speed, swift, aroused up. Vivacity, 
vivacious comes from the Latin vivax meaning tenacious of 
life, lively, animated, brisk, sprightly; vivere to live. As to 
the intellect, Murray's dictionary says vivacity is: 11 animation, 
acuteness; quickness or liveliness of conception or perc::eption ~ 
spirit, energetic action, especially, lively or spirited conduct, 
manner or speech." Celerity comes from the Latin celeritatem, 
meaning swiftness, speed (quickness in moving from one place· 
to another); celer, swift. It is opposed to languid, supine~ 
careless, indolent. · 

(1) THE THOUGHTS.-As no thought can be termed 
rapid in itself, celerity consists in the manner of saying the 
thoughts, as rapid narration, expressing rage, wrath, mirth, 
raillery, impatience, irritability, anger, jov, excited states. 
generally, aversion, distaste, decision, unimportant passages. 
(quicker than the rest), parentheses, etc. In thoughts of others. 
which we discard or censure we use celerity of expression; but 
in those which we approve, we use slower time. Celerity, then, 
is to be considered in the Diction, method, and the other sub
divisions. 

(2) METHOD.-This consists in bringing in as many telling 
passages as possible. It is different from the manner of harsh, 
acute and bitter speaking, and is opposed to the languid and 
supine. Brief objections are made in anticipation of the 
opponent's arguments and brief repudiations, e.g., Cor. 24: 
"Besides, it is the contrary that he most traduces by his false
hoods. For, if you were at the same time calling on the 
Greeh to tak.J ar~,u, and sending your own ambassadors to 
treat with Philip for peace, you were performing the part of 
an Eurybatus, not the act of a commonwealth, or of honest 
men. But it is false, it is false. For what purpose could ye 
have sent for them at that period? For peace? They all had 
it. For war? You were yourselves deliberating about 
peace. . . " See also Corona 2 5 I : 

11 Yes, some one will say : 
but it was glorious in Cephalus never to have been indicted. 
Yes, by Jove, it was fortunate for him. But the man who was 
frequently acquitted, and never convicted of injustice, how 
can he be fairlv more exceptionable on that account? Apos
trophes make the expression rapid, e.g., Cor. 82: "For the 
ambassadors ... lodged with you, JEschines, and you were 
their host "; and especially when they are in an unbroken 
succession; see last part of example above in Cor. 24. Apos-
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trophes containing appeals, now to the judge, now to the 
audience, now to the opponent, plying them with questions, 
contribute to celerity. The method also consists in using short 
interpolations or hypostrophes, that is, short parentheses, as 
these quicken the expression. The vowels are shorter in length. 
In out-door speaking there is more celerity than in-door, but 
newr too swift so that articulation becomes indistinct, and 
Hiatus results, which latter belongs more to the Harsh style. 

(3) DICTION OR WORDIKG.-This should be terse, con
cise, laconic, and as short as possible. Animation or liveliness. 
implies a certain rapidity in the flow and cadence of the lan
guage. It may largely consist of what is styled "ele,·ated 
rapid conversation," much used by Lord Chatham. 

(4) FIGURES.-Some are by nature swift and conci~e, and 
for this reason take the style of velocity; others are adapteci 
naturally to the remiss and supine, and t;ke beauty of e..xpres
sion. Concise speaking is attained chiefly by the figures that 
are rapid by nature, also by numbers. The Asyndeton is. 
especially swift, e.g., Demos. vs. Timo:::rates, I I: "He com
municated with the council; an order of council was drawn ... ·• 
Also asyndetic, commatic enumeration of names, e.g., Olyn. 
I, 9: "Again, when the news came that Pydna, Potida?<l, 
Jfetlzone, Pagasm, and other places (not to waste tii!1e in 
tnumf'rating them) 1Yere besieged ... "; commatic enurr!eration, 
e.g., Olyn. I, S: '' ... when we returned from succouring the 
Euba:ans, and Hierax, and Stratocles of Amphipolis came to 
ti1!S platform ... ";and Olyn. I, 13: "Ha,·ing first taken 
Amphipolis, then Pydna, Potida:a next, ~Iethone afterwards, 
he evaded Thessaly. Having ordered matters at Phe~. 
Pagasa:, J!agnesia, e\·erywhere exactly as he pleased, he de
partrd for Thrace ... " See another example in Cor. 6q: " I 
put the question to you dismissing all else: Amphipolis, Pydna. 
Potida:a, Halonnesus-I mention none of them: Serrium, 
Doriscus, the raraging of Peparathus ... " Hypostrophe, a 
kind of Epanalepsis, is rapid and has much value in narration, 
e.g., Embassy, 19: " He is the first, Athenians (as lze declared 
in lzis specclz), who discovered that Philip was plotting against 
the Greeks, and corrupting certain leading men of Arcadia." 
~Ie returns to the narration after interposing, " as he declared 
m lm speech," to "who discorered ... " Another in Cor. 
IS: "When the Phocian war broke out, not through me . .. " 
h~ returns to th\ narration, " you were in this position: you 
w1sherl the Phoc1ans to be saYed. . . ; and would ha,·e been 
glad for the Thf'bans to han• suffered anything ... " Excur
rf'ns~ that is, Die-ressio. adds to celerity, e.g., Demos. vs. 
~~lid!as. P: '' \l.'hen the Pandonian tribe .. (the Archon 
Uvnint; tl1e S•tferintendents of lite tribe, and tlze S•tperin
tendn:ts the A.rrlton) ... " Epitrochasmus; all figures of 
correction, as Epidiorthosis, Epanorthosis, etc., are rapid; also. 
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brief distributions and brief returns, e.g., Cor. I69: " It was 
evening, a person came announcing to the Presidents, Elatea 
was taken." Concise Epanaphora, e.g., JEschines: 11 You 
summon him against the laws, you summon him against your
self, you summon him against democracy." 

Copulatives or conjunctions, in other words, Polysyndeton, 
do not lend to celerity unless the members are short, or 
moderately long, e.g., Corona 7I : " But I ask-the man who 
was appropriating to himself Eubma, and making it a fortress 
against Attica, 1nd attempting Megara, and seizing Oreus, and 
tazing Porthmus, and setting up Philistides as tyrant in Oreus, 
Clitarchus in Eretria, and subjugating the Hellespont, and 
besieging Byzantium, and destroying some of the Greek cities, 
restoring exiles to others-was he by all these proceedings 
committing injustice, breaking the truce, violating the peace, 
or not?" 

The figures Systrophe, that is, a short rounded period, and 
Obliquity or Plagiasmos intersecting an expression, but not 
appearing to make such intersection, give celerity, e.g., Phil. 
I 1 I, I: "If the question had been anything new .. ," then 
the apparent intersections are all that follow up to " I imagine, 
though I rise first, I am entitled to indulgence ... " Example 
of a Systrophe or brief comprehension of words, etc., Phil. I I, 

I3: 11 But, forsooth, he was compelled-this plea remains
he made concessions against his will, being surrounded by 
Thessalian horse and Theban infantry. Excellent! So of his 
ir.tentions they talk; he will trust the The bans; and some carry 
news about, that he will fortify Elatea. All this he intends 
and will intend, I dare sa v; but to attack the Laceda:monians 
on behalf of Messene and Argos he does not intend; he a.ctually 
sends mercenaries and money into the country, and is e>.~ected 
himself with a great force. The Laceda:monians, who are 
eP"mies of Thebes, he overthrows; the Phocians, whom he him
self before destroyed, will he now preserve?" 

Other figures are: Ellipsis; Innuendo; Suggestion, e.g., 
-(( He did his party all the harm he could, he spoke for it and 
voted against it." Epigram, e.g., "When unadorned, most 
adorned." Hyperbaton, e.g., "go I must"; Hypophora ~n
troduces a lively conversational element. Dialogismus rap1d, 
or Pysma, that is sharp questions and answers with sustentat!ve 
:flourishes. Rapid Description; see Demosthenes' description 
·of Philip's rapid advance, also 11 Early 1\forning " : 11 One 
whines and purrs about him, another frisks and capers, does 
everything but speak. .... " An animated Didactic: "Blood," 
says pride of life, 11 is more honourable than money. Mind is 
the noblest part of man, and of mind virtue is the noblest 
distinction. . . Virtue takes place of all things. It is the 
nobility of angels. It is the rna jesty of God ! " Ecphonesis : 
(I Stop, stop! the rapids, the rapids! pull for the shore! ... 
pull hard! ... over the rapids they go ... " Gay, lively mirth: 
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"
1 Haste the nymph, and bring with thee mirth and youthful 

jollity." Alarm, fear: " But hark! hark! a deep sound 
strikes like a rising knell ! . . . and there was hot haste. . . '' 

.Animated Descriptio: 11 Suppose you see at once all th~ hours 
of the day, and a~l the seasons of th~ year, a _m_ornmg of 
.Spring and a mornmg of Autumn, a mght of bnlhant stars, 
.and .1 night obscure with clouds, fields waving with harvest, 
woods heavy with frosts of w!nter. You will then. have~ just 
notion of a spectacle of the umverse ... and there 1s no nsmg, 
nor setting, nor zenith, nor east, nor west, nor night, but one 
l.'.nalterable day." Animated Narratio: " To form an idea of 
c~sar' s energy and activity. . . His soldiers are employed 
in pitching their tents. . . Confusion and disorder. . . Every
thing alarming. . . What to do!. . . He causes the banner 
to be erected, charge sounded, runs from place to place, puts 
.himself at the head. Remember your valour!" Animated 
Protrope: " Look forward to the triumph that awaits you. 
Fight the good fight, finish your course, keep the faith: there 
is laid up for you a crown of righteousness. . . What though 
in the navigation of life, you sometimes have to encounter the 
wars of element3! What though the winds rage, though the 
waters roar and dangers threaten around! Behold! at a dis
tance the mountains appear. . . Already the feast is pre
pared. . . No tempest assails those blissful regions which 
approach to view .. .'' Animated Hypotyposis: " Happi
ness "--by Cotton. ' 1 Yet when unsought she is found, and 
when unexpected, often obtained. Anthony sought her in 
Jove. Brutu3 in glory, Ca:sar in dominion. The first found 
disgrace; the second, disgust; the last ingratitude, and each 
destruction. On some she smiles but only to make her frown 
more terrible. . . She is travelling incognito to partake of a 
-dinner of herbs in a cottage. . ." Animated courage 
(Ecphonesis): 

'' Awake souls-away our fears, Jet every trembling thought 
be gone! Awake and run the heavenly race, and put a cheerful 
'courage on, Sw1ft as the eagle cuts the air. .. " Joy: " Bright 
garlands of immortal ioy shall bloom on everv head; white 
sorrow, sighing and distress like shadows, all are fled." 
Ep1trochasmus; Hypocatastasis: " rats, rats! bosh! Sot!" 
Apostronhe: " I mount, I fly! 0 Grave! where is thy vic
tory. 0 Death! where is thy sting!'' Hypophora; Allusion; 
Brachylogy; Compound words; Emphasis; Aparithmesis; 
:onacepha_leosis; Epizeuxis; F requentatio; Hirmos; Membrum; 
Parathec;1s: " stump-orator "·, Ploce · Peroratio · Sorites· Paro-

l 
. I I I 

rr.o ogy; Syn~horesiS; Synecdoche; and all figures which give 
cle~mess, wh1ch ra.1se the expression out of tardiness, amplifi
-catiOn, and ,·olummou~ness conduce to celerity. 

(5) ~rE~rBERS.-The members or cola must be as concise 
:as possible. 
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(6) ARRANGEMENT OR COMPOSITION.-The com
position requires careful avoidance of the Hiatus, must seldom 
or not at all have collision of vowels, nor long pause. Brevity 
requires emphasis, else the expression will be obscure; and in 
attaining this end, often the grammatical order, that is, sub
ject, verb, or object, is changed, e.g., "Fallen, fallen is. 
Babylon," imtead of " Babylon is fallen," " go I must "~ 
adverb fi.rst: "up goes my hat ";negative adverb fi.rst: " not 
in the regions 0f hell "; phrase of noun and preposition 
" action for trespass." The emphatic word coming fi.rst i:; 
one of the chief arrangements of the fi.gure Hyperbaton. The 
aptest words 0r fi.gures should be selected in celerity :-com
parisons, metaphors, antitheses, epigrams and ellipses. 
Celerity expres:;es itself in the briefest possible manner;. 
11 presents," as Quackenbos says, " the thought but once, and 
then in its most striking light." Balanced structure, as in 
Gnomes or proverbs, give brevity as: " least said soonest 
mended." Metaphors contribute to celerity: " I sat at her 
cradle, I followed her hearse." In rapid description state only 
the essential things, and in animated or vivid narrative only 
events which carry other events with them, e.g., " the buzzing 
fly" gives at cnce the greatest loneliness, or the squeak of a 
mouse the solitude of a house. Celerity goes straight to the 
point, no time to lose : " On razor's edge, our future lies," 
means the keenest contest with the sharpest weapon. For out
door speaki!Jg, Spurgeon says one must keep himself alive, and 
round off his sentences. See further Celenty under Deinotes. 

(7) RHYTHM OR ORATORICAL NUMBERS.-The· 
trochaic rhythm should abound, and there should seldom or 
never~ any Hiatus, as this latter belongs to Harsh speaking 
The trochee corresponds to the radical stress, adds vivacity 
and cuts the air. The Tribrachs 0' v-'...; impart quickness but 
not force The vowels have a shorter sound, e.g., "Fight the
good fight." The consonants which make good explosives. 
are: b, v, d, g, z, f, q, p, t, k; and good expulsives: 1, m, 
n, h, th (them), s, c (cease). The trochaic has the pungent 
and piercing effect of awakening attention and kindling emo
tions. Brisk, gay and lively feelings are distinguished by 
brief quantities and correspondingly short pauses. Pyrrhics . 
.J ·,_, are ehg1ble when rapidity of language is required, and no 
stress is laid on the close of the sense. The short feet with 
long ones run. The short feet are quick and precipitate. 
Force (volume of voice) diminishes in proportion as it is distant 
from the centre of expression; cf. Delsarte. The great error 
in regard to the proper renaition of vivacious pieces is the sub
stitution of am])hibrachs ·...., - '"' w1th their median stress for 
the sharp-cut, qUick trochee - ...., or radical stress. The
trochaic rhythm runs. In Dcmosthenes the trochaic is seldom 
found pure, a5 he mixed it with other feet, varying celerity~ 
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now with grave thoughts, now adding som~ other rhythm or 
method, or some of the other forms, now a contrary. The 
beginning in ::el,:rity should always be of the trochaic feet 
a~though other feet may be brought into service. 

(S) CADENCE OR CONCLUSION.-Celerity naturally 
requ-ires that the closing foot of the cadence should be a 
trochee, becau:;e such a foot runs smoothly and is not grave
celerity runs smoothly and quickly. 

CHARACTER 
Character, wh~ch is he Fifth Form of Oratorical Style, was 

called by Hermogenes Ethos ( 'H&u•) meaning habit, disposi
tion, nature, character. Mores is the accepted Latin term for 
the Greek Ethos, from which the word moral is derived. :Moral 
comes from mos (mores meaning manners, morals, character) 
signifying: of or pertaining to character or dispositions con
sidered as good or bad; of or pertaining to the distinction 
between nght and wrong, or good and evil, ethical; of con
cept or terms= involving ethical praise or blame; of actions : 
having the property of being right or wrong; used to designate 
that kind of probable evidence that rests on the knowledge 
of the general tendencies of human nature, or of the character 
of particular individuals or classes of men. Morale is con
duct, behaviour, especially in regard to hope, confidence, zeal, 
:;ubmission to discipline. CharacterisatiOn touches on the 
custom or usage either of an individual or a community. It 
may further be styled the mannered kind, in that it refers to 
manners of a specified kind, coming from the Latin manus 
meaning the hand, mode of handling, hence the customary 
mode of behaviour or of acting. Characterisation is the 
delineation or description of the character of a person or thing, 
the individuality impressed by nature and habit on man or 
nation, the moral qualities strongly developed or strikingly dis
played; or the impartation of a distinctive nature, trait, feature, 
essential peculiarity, style, sort or kind, to any person, or 
thing. Hermogenes says that the Character or Ethos Style 
may be used throughout the whole of the discourse if necessary 
o~ it !Jlay be mixed with all the preceding forms, that is, 
w1th \ ehemence or Beauty or the rest; but treated specifrcally 
here, it dirided into (1) Simplicity, called by the Greeks 
Apheleia: (2) Sweetness, mildness, suavity, called by the 
Greeks Glycyte5; (3) Acrimony, wit, pungency, called by the 
Greeks Drimytes; (4) Modest equitableness, well-meaning, 
moderation, called by the Greeks Epieikeia; (5) Gravity, pon
derosity, called bv the Greeks Barytes. This is done by. 
attributing- suitable words to certain persons and imitating 
their pec:.~liar manner of saying them. 
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(6) ARRANGEMENT OR COMPOSITION.-The com
position requires careful avoidance of the Hiatus, must seldom 
or not at all have collision of vowels, nor long pause. Brevity 
requires emphasis, else the expression will be obscure; and in 
attaining this end, often the grammatical order, that is, sub
ject, verb, or object, is changed, e.g., 11 Fallen, fallen i:; 
Babylon," imtead of 11 Babylon is fallen," 11 go I must "; 
adverb first: "up goes my hat ";negative adverb first: " not 
in the regions 0f hell "; phrase of noun and preposition 
" action for trespass." The emphatic word coming first i:; 
one of the chief arrangements of the figure Hyperbaton. The 
aptest words or figure3 should be selected in celerity :-com
parisons, metaphors, antitheses, epigrams and ellipses. 
Celerity expresses itself in the briefest possible manner;. 
"presents," as Quackenbos says, "the thought but once, and 
then in its most striking light." Balanced structure, as in 
Gnomes or proverbs, give brevity as: 11 least said soonest 
mended." Metaphors contribute to celerity: " I sat at her 
cradle, I followed her hearse." In rapid description state only 
the essential things, and in animated or vivid narrative only 
events which carry other events with them, e.g., " the buzzing
fly" gives at once the greatest loneliness, or the squeak of a 
mouse the solitude of a house. Celerity goes straight to the 
point, no time to lose: "On razor's edge, our future lies/' 
means the keenest contest with the sharpest weapon. For out
door speaking, Spurgeon says one must keep himself alive, and 
round off his sentences. See further Celerity under Deinotes. 

(7) RHYTHM OR ORATORICAL NUMBERS.-The· 
trochaic rhythm should abound, and there should seldom or 
never lx! any Hiatus, as this latter belongs to Harsh speaking 
The trochee corresponds to the radical stress, adds vivacity 
and cuts the air. The Tribrachs 0',; ...; impart quickness but 
not force. The vowels have a shorter sound, e.g., "Fight the 
good fight." The consonants which make good explosives. 
are: b, v, d, g, z, f, q, p, t, k; and good expulsives: I, m, 
n,-11~ th (them), s, c (cease). The trochaic has the pungent 
and pierring effect of awakening attention and kindling emo
tions. Brisk, gay and lively feelings are distinguished by 
brief quantities and correspondingly short pauses. Pyrrhics. 
0 • ...... are eligible when rapidity of language is required. and no 
stress is laid on the close of the sense. The short feet with 
long ones run. The short feet are quick and precipitate. 
Force (volume of voice) diminishes in proportion as it is distant 
from the centre of expression; cf. Delsarte. The great error 
in regard to the proper renaition of vivacious pieces is the sub~ 
stitution of am1)hibrachs '\..J - ....., wrth their median stress for 
the sharp-cut, qutck trochee - ....., or radical stress. The
trochaic rhythm runs. In Demosthenes the trochaic is seldom 
found pure, a:,; he mixed it with other feet, varying celerity~ 
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now with gra\'e thoughts, now adding some other rhythm or 
method, or some of the other forms, now a contrary. The 
beginning in ::el,:rity should always be of the trochaic feet 
although other feet may be brought into service. 

(S) CADENCE OR CO~CLUSION.-Celerity naturally 
requires that the dosing foot of the cadence should be a 
trochee, because such a foot runs smoothly and is not grave
celerity runs smoothly and quickly. 

CHARACTER 
Character, which is he Fifth Form of Oratorical Style, was 

called by Hermogenes Ethos ( 'HI:Jo,) meaning habit, disposi
tion, nature, character. Mores is the accepted Latin term for 
the Greek Ethos, from which the word moral is derived. :Moral 
comes from mos (mores meaning manners, morals, character) 
signifying: of or pertaining to character or dispositions con
sidered as good or bad; of or pertaining to the distinction 
between nght and wrong, or good and evil, ethical; of con
cept or terms= involving ethiCal praise or blame; of actions : 
having the property of being right or wrong; used to designate 
that kind of probable evidence that rests on the knowledge 
of the general tendencies of human nature, or of the character 
of particular individuals or classes of men. l\Iorale is con
duct, behaviour, especially in regard to hope, confidence, zeal, 
submission to discipline. CharacterisatiOn touches on the 
custom or usage either of an individual or a community. It 
may further be styled the mannered kind, in that it refers to 
manners of a specified kind, coming from the Latin manus 
meaning the hand, mode of handling, hence the customary 
mode of behaviour or of acting. Characterisation is the 
delineation or description of the character of a person or thing, 
the individuality impressed by nature and habit on man or 
nation, the moral qualities strongly developed or strikingly dis
played; or the impartation of a distinctive nature, trait, feature, 
essential peculiarity, style, sort or kind, to any person, or 
thing. Hermogenes says that the Character or Ethos Style 
may be used throughout the whole of the discourse if necessary 
or it rna y be mixed with all the preceding forms, that is, 
with Vehemence or Beauty or the rest; but treated specifically 
here, it dirided into (1) Simplicity, called by the Greeks 
Apheleia: (2) Sweetness, mildness, suavity, called by the 
Greeks Glycytes; (3) Acrimony, wit, pungency, called by the 
Greeks .Drimytes; (4) Modest equitableness, well-meaning, 
mode:at1on, called by the Greeks Epieikeia; (5) Gravity, pon
derc~;nty. called bv the Greeks Barytes. This is done by. 
attnbutm~r suitable words to certain persons and imitating 
their peculiar manner of saying them. 
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SIMPLICITY. 
Simplicity is the First Subordinate of the Character Style, 

and denommated by Hermogenes as Apheleia ('A¢iXe•n) mean
ing simplicity. Simplicity comes from the Latin word 
simplicitatem, simplex: sin spelt sim before "p," means 
without, plex from plicare= to fold; signifying: without a fold 
as opposed to duplex, multiplex, etc. It means plain', 
-elemental. 

(1) THE THOUGHTS.-A simple thought is one which 
has nothing added to it, and is pure in that it is bare, naked, 
and can be considered or taken by itself. Its meaning is clear 
and such as is evident to all persons. Thoughts are simple 
which penetrate the common understanding, which have no 
profundity, and require no thinking out, e.g., Embassy, 8: 
" If I prove not these statements, or not all of them, look on 
me with contempt, and acquit the defendant." Also: "You 
<:ailed me a criminal and let that fellow go free." The 
thoughts here are simple and are quite clear, therefore the 
simple is clear. Clear meaning must never be separated from 
simplicity, nor simplicity from clearness. Thoughts are simple 
which are na1ve,( that is, when they are natural, unaffected, 
artless, free from pretence or conventionality. As to persons 
'Or animals, the meaning is, unsophisticated, .).lnspoiled, 
deficient in knowledge or learning, lack of acuteness or quick 
apprehension. They are also simple and clear such as belong 
to children, to men and women who are growing childish, to 
foresters, rustics, or broadly speaking to persons who are simple 
but guileless: " 0! what a pretty mammy I have." There 
are infinite examples in Menandro of women speaking, of 
young cooks, lovers, coy beautiful virgins, maidens, etc., 
indicating dispositions and peculiar manner of talking. Some 
of these clear and simple thoughts are more suitable than 
others for polished or political oratory, some not at all. They 
are only useful in polished oratory when they represent some 
<:ustom, or manners of such persons, or illustrate some point, 
anrl. may appropriately be called moral. Otherwise simple 
sayings which appear suitable to the lowly are not suitable for 
polished speaking. Simple thoughts are those which are taken 
from argumentations attributed to irrational animals, to plants, 
etc., and proofs, as "the ox injures w1th his hom, the horse 
with his hoof, the dog with his mouth, the wild boar with his 
teeth." Those are more simple which savour of S\Yeetness, 
mildness, pleasantness, also those of some significance or 
magnitude but not astonishing or marvellol!s. Referring to 
animals, note the simple expressions attributed to Doctor Monk 
or Judge Monk in the dispute between the two mice and their 
rights to a piece of cheese, Br'er Rabbit, etc. Homely thoughts 
are simple, and sometimes they border even on the trivial, also 
sometimes proceed from worthless, commonplace, vile or vulgar 
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things, e.g., EI?bassy, 227: " ... the a~cursed ~yrebion wh,~ 
plays his part zn the .1Jrocesszon revels wzthout. hzs mask . ... 
In the foregoing the thought is common, and m the followmg: 
it is vile with an admixture of irony and vehemence, Cor. 129: 
11 

••• or how your mother, by her morning spousals in the· 
cottage by Hero Calamites, reared you up, the beautiful statue, 
the eminent third-rate actor." There is a disparagement or 
Yileness in this: 11 When arriving at manhood, you recited the· 
books for your mother when initiating . . . rising up after the 
purification, and directing them to say, ' I have escaped the 
bad, I found the better,' glorifying in the circumstance that 
no one could equal you in howling, for I do not think that he 
can declaim so powerfully, without being also extraordinarily 
great in howling; but in the daytime leading your noble bac
chanalian choirs through the streets crowned with fennel and 
with poplar, grasping those snakes (called) panzs, and raising 
tlwn over your head, and crying out, ' Evoe, Saboe,' and 
performing the dance called 'Hyes Attes, Attes Hyes,' being 
styled leader, and director, and ivy-bearer, and van-bearer, 
and such like epithets, by the old women, receiving as wages 
for these services tarts, and biscuits, and new-baked crusts; in 
consequence of which who would not justly congra~ulate both 
himself and his fortune ?"-Corona, 260. The epithets are· 
vile, likewise the other parts italicised. These commonplace, 
trivial, or vile thoughts, Hermogenes says, are all right in 
judicial or private causes, but in polished and dignified ora
tory, or matters of grave importance, they are not suitable. 

(2) METHOD.-This is the same as in Purity, but not in 
the thought; and consists in narrating things by parts, in going 
into particulars, or telling the circumstances, e.g., Cor. 5 I : 
11 I reproach you with the friendship of Alexander! Whence 
gotten, or how merited? Neither Philip's friend nor Alexan
der's should I ever call you; I am not so mad; unless we call 
reapers and other hired labourers the friends of those who hire 
them." It also consists in adding that which is indefinite, 
and general, or in dwelling upon particulars-all of which 
make the expression simple, e.g., "the reapers, common 
labourers, harvesters, the shepherds, ploughmen, etc." See 
also example in John Bright's 11 Crimean War" speech where, 
preceding the great climax " the stormy Euxine is his grave," 
the details or circumstances (called the fif;ure Peristatica) are 
g-one into, even " \Vesterton's the booksellers near Hyde Park 
~orner " is mentioned. The confirmation of anything- is 
s1mple when done by sweanng, not by the things themselves, 
but by something else chiefly held sacred, inducing thereby 
beli~f or p~obability; e.g., Cor. 141: "In your presence, men 
Att1c Terntory belongs, and Pythian Appollo the Father-God 
of our state; and I emplore them all! As I shall declare the 
of Athens, I invoke all the gods a11d goddesses to whom the 
truth to you, as I declared it in your assembly at the time, the 
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very moment I sa\}' this wretch putting his hand to the 
work. . . " These adjurations by things sacred, either to the 
auditors or the opponent, which show character, such as are 
made in judicial arguments, or in disputes, are of the Simple 
Style; but when they transcend simple oaths or confirmations 
{"by Jove, by Molly Starks, by the Coran, by heavens," etc.) 
then they go into the Splendid Style, as is the case of Demos
thenes' famous adjuration " by the manes of Marathon, by all 
those illustrious sons of Athens," etc.-See Corona 208, and 
under Fig. Orcos, p. 326. The following example in Embassy, 78, 
is simple because it does transcend the simple " by heavens ! " : 
" If, to compensate for the Phocians and Thermopyl~ and the 
rest of our past losses, he alleges that the Chersonese is pre
served to us, by heavens! men of the jury, do not admit the 
·excuse; do not endure. that, in addition to the injuries which 
you have sustained by the embassy, he should by his defence 
cast reproach upon the state, as if you made a reservation for, 
certain of your possessions, whilst you sacrificed the welfare 

·of your allies." It is a simple method when the orator appeals 
to the audience, or even to his adversary, under the figure 
-called Anaccenosis. 

(3) DICTION OR WORDING.-This is simple and clear, 
:and generally the same as used in Purity, such as " to cry, 
to smile, to be brotherly,'' and similar. The words must be 
suitable to the character produced; if of a pirate, they should 
be abrupt, insolent, audacious; if of a judge, an old man, a 
woman, etc., correspondingly said and delivered in the right 
and characteristic manner, that is, said angrily if one is in
jured; whisperingly, if secret, cunning or apprehensive; if 
horror, loathing, despair, etc., then said with hoarseness, 
aspirated vocality, etc.; if pompous, self-important, the 
orotund to be used; falsetto, for the weak, acute, senile, 
anguishing, mirthful, etc.; plaintive or semi-tone, for mild 
reproach, fond desire, sympathy, supplication, hope, etc.; 
tremor, for self-gratulation, chuckling, plaintive, intense emo
tion, alarm, etc.; joy leaping from pitch to pitch, for light 
things, etc. The animals that are brought in should speak 
approgriately to their character, that is, if serious or comical. 
Names of some of the comical animals are: " goose, ass, 
donkey, toads, goats, chicks, fat elephant, lamb, owl, monkey, 

'litt!.e robin, pigs, mice, rabbits, bull dog, kitten, sleeping pup, 
crane on his knees, hedgehog, featherless duck, dog with jaw 
tied up with the toothache, penguin, pelican's big mouth and 
throat with its wise nod and blink, little bears, 1

' etc. 

(4) FIGURES.-They are those which are simple and clear, 
as Peristatica; Hirmos; Apologue, e.g., " says a little fish. 
seeing a little boasting frog in a brook, ' Come in little frog, I 
takes you out of the wet ' " and swallows him; as Ethos: 
Ethopceia; Hvpotyposis; Mimesis (only the chief points of 
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character or of manner of speaking are suitable for imitation 
bv the orator, and not too much at that, 'says Cicero); Diaty
p~sis; Pysma; Dial.ogismu~, a~ when vari?us characters are 
introduced as speakmg, wh1ch IS very pleasmg, and when t~e 
orator, in bringing in such characters, states the manner m 
which certain things were done so that they become, thereby, 
more probable, e.g., " as he said these words, he wept," or 
~tormed, or fumed, or smiled, as the case may be. 

(5) \!E~IBERS.-The members or ola should be short, con
cise ;md compact, and make ~ense of themselves, that is, if 
standing a!one or freed from the other sentences or parts. 

(6) ARRANGE1IENT OR COl\IPOSITION.-This is the 
same as in Punty. Those members are simple which are less 
fettered, that is, which make sense by themselves, and are of 
<:asy solution, e.g., Cor. 6: " Such being the matter at stake 
in this cause, I conjure you and implore you all alike to hear 
my defenre to the chorge i11. that fair manner which the laws 
presail>e." 

(7) RHYTH~I OR ORATORICAL NUMBERS.-The 
feet ought to be moderate in movement, and chiefly those of 
Purity. They ought to be smoothly-going. Nursery rhymes 
ar~ generally in trochaic feet. 

(8) C\DE~CE OR CONCLUSION.-Although the basis 
of the Cadence of Simplicity may be grave, yet is it more 
suitable that the close be rapid or precipitate, because a grave, 
abiding close is more suitable to the Style of Beauty. 

CHARM I NGN ESS. 
Charmingness., Mildness, or Sweetness was considered by 

Hermogenes as the Second Subordinate of the Character Style, 
and was termed by him Glycytes ( l'.\u•.llnJs ) meaning sweet
ness, pleasingness, mildness, charmingness. The Latins called 
it sua7..'is = sw~et, agreeable, meaning gracious, kindly; 
of persons, blandly polite or urbane, soothingly agree
able. The English derivative suavity=sweetness as 
to sound, harmony, expression. The word charm comes 
from the Latin camzen=a verse, a song, incanta
tion; and signifies enchantment, any attribute, feature, etc., 
which exerts a fascinating or attractive influence, exciting love 
or admiration; and the verb, signifying to calm, soothe, 
assuage, powerfully to engage (the mind, senses, etc.), or 
attract by beauty, sweetness. The Charming does not differ 
from the delicate (soft, tender, dainty, pretty, not coarse, fmely 
and exquisitely constructed) and delicacy (soft or tender 
beau~y). Sweet means pleasing to the taste, but not to excess; 
lJleasmg to the sense of smell; to the ear, as musical, melodious; 
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to the eye, as lovely, charming in appearance; to the mind or 
feeling (only in unemotional use); amiable, good-mannered~ 
cheerful, good-humoured, blandish-d. Murray's Dictionary. 

The Charming or Sweet Style is a mixture of the Simple, and 
the Beautiful. 

(1) THE THOUGHTS.-Sweet and mild thoughts are 
those which give delight, amusement, pleasure, and are of a 
fabulous, mythical, fanciful nature. An example of one of a 
mythical nature is in Demos. vs. Aristocrates, 65: " ... the 
Gods at this tribunal alone deigned both to demand and render 
justic for murder ... ; so says th~ legend: Neptune demanded 
justice of Mars . . . , and the twelve Gods sat in judgment 
between the Furies and Orestes ... " Example of a fanciful 
nature : " When Venus was born, all the Gods, and Poro the 
little son of Ira, gave feasts and parties." 

But in serious political and polished oratory, things that are 
fabulous produce paltriness. Demosthenes amended or 
moderated these with things properly belonging to Celerity. 
Another fable: "The eagle perishes of hunger when its beak 
grows more and more bent. This fate it suffers because once 
when it was a human, it broke the laws of hospitality."
Aristotle. All thoughts that awaken or please our fancy, aso 
arising from the sight of beautiful neighbourhoods, are charm
ing; also what flatters our self-Jove. Thoughts are charming 
in which things having no will or decision have added to them 
things of will and of human attributes. 

(2) METHOD.-This must clearly show the sense which is 
fantastic, and the delivery of mythical narratives must be 
somewhat lively. First, fabulous or fable-like thoughts are 
introduced, as they are a source of sweetness, amusement or 
delight; secondly, narrations are brought in, which come close 
to the fabulous, as should anyone narrate things of the Trojan 
war; thirdly, narrations which have something in common with 
the fabulous, but which are of greater belief than fables. There 
are other things which give pleasure to the sight, taste, touch, 
etc. ; things which are naturally pleasing though mixed with 
the fabulous, also those that are not ugly as to thoughts, as 
11 the blue waves undulate like rolling hills," and such other 
things after the fashion of the poet, also, generally, all 
amatory thoughts. Things also which please us, as laudation 
either of ourselves or of our fathers. Those things which are 
by nature pleasing are charming, also it is charming to add to 
things that have no intelligence or volition those that have 
intelligence and volition; e.g., " The fields and trees in the 
country can teach me nothing, onlv persons in the city can." 
11 Can teach , is a metaphor. The method also consists m 
attributing ~o irrational animals reason and human action, as 
the dog is sad, down-cast, now he laughs, he distrusts dothesr 
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this one is prudent. " Why, this bird is a flatterer and a 
rogu~." Here the bird is ~pbraided as a p~rson, a~d t~e e~
pression is, thereby, charmmg. Herodotus IS charmmg m his. 
narration of Xerxes flogging the Hellespont, commandmg the 
waves to be quiet, using the followi)lg barbarous and monstrous 
words : '' 0 unruly waters, God impose thi5 punishment upon 
thee for this in jury to Xerxes who has done t~ee ~o harm. 
King Xerxes will pa5s anyhow whether you desue It or not; 
and upon thee rests this penalty : never shall man offer sacri
fice in thy honour, you unruly a)ld _deceitful w~ters .. " Thus 
Xerxe5 disputes with the water wh1ch has no mtell1gence or 
volition, and this gives extraordinary pleasure. The method 
is also to produce suavity or sweetness by adding the naive or 
simple to the beautiful, also charm of expression which includes 
delicacy, that is, pleasingness, softness, daintiness. 

(3) DICTION OR WORDING.-The charming or mild 
diction partakes more of simplicity than of purity. Words 
which are beautiful in themselves are charming, such as " earth 
myriad-garland is rainbow-hued "; those representing things 
beautiful to sight,-1

' roseate," "blossom-laden hue"; those 
pleasing in sound, for instance euphonious words and combina
tions: " Albion " for England, " Erin " for Ireland, 
'' Columbia" for America, " Caledonia" for Scotland, and 
other poetic names of countries. The nouns must be adorned 
with adjectives in a poetic manner, as " terraced-gardens," 
"plumy palm, rainy green." Word painting is charming, as 
" sleeping in the sun, . . . flaky veil of the mist"; with 
adverbs, " flowing softly "; with alliteration, " bossy beaten 
work." Such words that are poetical, and that are interwoven 
in the expression in such a manner as not to make it a poetic 
passage, line or verse, are charming. Such please the ear and 
fancy, and by some is called " imaginative diction." 

Poetic quotations or poetic passage of one's own making. 
Herodotus used very much the Ionic dialect because 1t was 

poetical and naturally suave and pleasing. The diction must 
be neat, not coarse, ornament not of the elevated or sparkling 
kind, carefully freed from superfluities, and the right words 
be used in the right place and at the right time. The introduc
tion in an oration of poetry and poetic expression gives 
pleasure: " Shall we not agree with Hesiod, ' that some of this 
generation will die, that the gods of the earth are pure, good, 
liberators from evil, and guardians of mortal man?' Shall we 
not bcliere htm ~:· There are many examples in Xenophon, also 
in Plato's" Symposium " where poetic expressions are intro
duced. Plato moderated the expression by words of his own 
preceding so that the poetical quotation might not appear com
pletclv apart, or, in other words, without connection. Thus 
he said : " It occurs to me this verse," or " to express this 
r;octically," and then, he recites immediately the verse: 
" Peace to erery man, good nature to the sea, tranquility to 

E 
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the winds, bed and sleep to the weary." As to the manner of 
introducing poetic quotations into an oration, the following ex~ 
amples from Demosthenes will indicate, Corona 267 : '' Come 
now, let me read the evidence to the jury, of public services 
which I have performed. And by way of comparison, recite 
to me the verses which you murdered: 

'From Hades and the dusky realms I come.' 
And ' Ill news, believe me, I am loth to bear.' " 

The orator then abruptly converts the second quotation into 
an imprecation on .iEschines thus: " Ill betide thee,-may the 
gods fi.rst and then those present, visit you with per~ 
clition, a vile citizen, a traitor, and third-rate actor." The 
foregoing is not genuine suavity, but it indicates one manner 
of poetic introduction. Another example from Demosthenes, 
Embassy, 247: "You are of course aware, that in all tragic 
pieces it is a sort of special privilege for third-rate actors to 
come on as tyrants and sceptre-bearers. See then what the 
verses are in this drama, which the poet has put into the mouth 
of Creon .iEschines, which he neither conned over to himself to 
serve him on the embassy, nor repeated to the jury: 

'Ye cannot tell the spint of a man 
His wisdom nor his worth, till he be tried 
In public life and acts of policy. 
The statesman, who to serve the common weal 
Adopts not what in council is the best, 
But closes up his mouth for fear of danger, 
Base have I ever deem'd and deem him still. 
And whoso dearer than his country loves 
A private friend, as nothing I esteem; 
For I (bear witness, thou all-seeing Jove!) 
Should not keep silence, if I saw destruction 
Advancing toward my people 'stead of safety; 
Nor e'er would I accept as a friend of mine 
My country's enemy; for well I know, 
'Tis she preserves us all; in her embark' d, 
While steadily she sails, we lack not friendship.' " 

He then applies these verses (a fi.g. called Epicrisis) thus: 
u None of these verses did .iEschines repeat to himself on the 
embassy: instead of the commonwealth he deemed Philip's 
friendship of greatest importance and advantage to himself, 
bidding long farewell to the sage Sophocles: when he saw 
destruction advancing high, the expedition against the Phocis, 
he gave no warning or notice, but on the contrary helped to 
conceal and forward it, and those who wished to give infor
mation he prevented; not remembenng that she it is who pre
serves us all, . . . " The following IS another example of how 
poetry is introduced into an oration, Corona, 289: "Read this 
epitaph, which the state chose to inscribe on their monument, 
that you may see even by this, .iEschines, \vhat a vile and 
malicious wretch you are. Read : 
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' These are the patriot brare, who side by side 
Stood to their arms, and dash'd the foeman's pride: 
Firm in their valour, prodigal of life, 
Hades they chose the arbiter of strife; 
That Greeks might ne'er to haughty victors bow, 
X or thraldom's yoke, nor dire oppression know; 
They fought, they bled, and on their country's breast 
rsuch was the doom of heaven) these warnors rest. 
Gods never lack success, nor strive in vain, 
But man must suffer what the fates ordain.' , 

He then applies the above thus: " Do you hear, lEschines, 
in this very inscription, that ' Gods never lack. success, nor 
strive in vain ?' Not to the statesman does it asr.nbe the power 
of giving victory in battle, but to the Gods. \Vherefore then, 
accursed wretch, do you reproach me with these matters? 
Wherefore utter such language? I pray that it may fall upon 
the hea~s of you and yours., 

Coined word.; are charming, e.g., "The more self-centred I 
am, the more myth-enamoured I become." The word " self· 
centred " is more charming than 11 solitary." The words 
must not be vagu~, but pure, and must be adorned with 
adjectiYes in a polished manner, such adjective nouns as 
11 muse-sounding," etc. These are pleasing, and for this 
reason Stesichoros uses considerably the adjective. Acute 
words (acute accent) whose acute form is pronounced instantly, 
are ch1rming and sweet. 

(4) FIGURES.-They are the same as those in Simplicity 
and Purity, e\·en of Beauty, especially those of the ornate 
class. They must be such as are required by the fi.gure called 
Orthotes, that is, relating L.1 the nominative case. This form 
must hare no other mi.xture. ~fention, however, might be 
made of th::! figures Antonomasia; Paradoxon which contains 
the unexpected, also inwrts familiar sayings. as " He went to 
his imc.gination for his facts, and to his memory for his 
tropes"; Para,mia, that is, proverbs, maxims, e.g., "The 
sweetest rose hath its thorns," which is equal to, " The best 
man is not without his faults "; 11 ~Iany drops pierce the 
stone," equal to" constancy and perseverance succeed; "He 
skinned a flint." Parcemia is a form of speech by which the 
orator makes a comparison or similitude in a pwrerbial manner, 
and must be w1tty and well-proportioned. Witty comparisons 
are full of c~arm, e.g .. , Demetrius says: "You compare a cock 
to the Persnn Kmg because of the brilliant plumage in his 
helmet, or because when the cock crows we start up with fear 
as though \\'.'! heard the loud .call of that monarch." Sappho 
employs two or three ParCPmla (proverbs, or Gnomes) to load 
her style with eleganci~s. 

(S) ~IE~!BERS.-The members or cola must be a little 
longer than :he parenthetical one, e.g., "Children, says (JTle of 
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the frogs, you never consider that though this may be play tCf 
you, it is death to us." The italicised member is shorter. The
members should be of moderate length and be carefully freed 
from super.fiuities. 

(6) ARRANGEMENT OR COMPOSITION.-The part:. 
must be suave and beautiful, and subdued as to the words, 
that is not be bold or pompous, and be joined, as they give 
pleasure by the number of parts. The composition is the same 
as in Beauty. There must be no collision of vowels-these 
must be surrounded by consonants. Some of the members may 
come very near to verse:, but must never be actual verse or 
metre. It is necessary that the composition gives not only 
pleasure as to the thoughts, but suavity. Like a beautiful 
edifi.ce, the parts must be harmonious and well joined together. 
The following example shows how adjectives and adverbs give· 
richness and depth to austere outlines of verbs and nouns; 
such give embellishment or colouring; " The Flowery Crea
tion": ''The snowdrop, foremost of the lovely train, breaks 
her way through the frozen soil in order to present her early 
compliments to her lord dressed in the robe of innocency, she 
steps forth fearless of .danger long before the trees have ven
tured to unfold their leaves, even while the icicles are pendant 
on our houses-next peeps out the crocus, but cautiously and 
with an air of timidity. She hears the howling blast and 
skulks close to her low situation. Afraid she seems to make 
large excursions from her root while so many ruffian winds are 
abroad and scouring along the heather. Nor is the violet last 
it! this shining embassy of the year, with all the embellishments 
that would grace a royal garden, she condescends to line our 
hedges and grow at the feet of briers. Freely and without any 
solicitation she distributes the bounty of her emissive sweets, 
while herself, with exemplary humility, retires from sight, 
seeking rather to administer pleasure than to win admiration 
Emblem, expressive emblem of those modest virtues which 
delight to bloom in obscurity, which extend a cheering in~ 
fluence to multitudes who are scarce acquainted with the source 
of their comforts. Motive engaging motive to that ever-acting 
beneficence which stays not the importunity of the distressed, 
but anticipates their suit and presents them with the blessings 
of its goodnt"ss.!'-Hervey. 

(7) RHYTHM OR ORATORICAL NUMBERS.-Sweet~ 
ness or Charm requires feet that lend suavity and mildness to 
the expression, at the same time make it easy-going. Th~ 
Ionic feet are good, that is, feet consisting of two longs-
and two shorts..._,'-'· The two Ionics are, a majore-- -v ~. 
a minore v v- -, and with these sometimes the double 
trochee or dichoree -· v- v 1s interchanged. Those of a 
graver kind mav abound or come in, such as Dactyls- v....; 
and Anapcests v v ---:, and should be so disposed that they 
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.have relation to one another and easily join. 

(8) CADENCE OR CONCLUSION.-Although this 
should be grave and 5table, yet the movement should . be 
moderate for which reason the Anapaest forms a good closmg 
foot. The cadence should be as in Simplicity. 

ACUMEN AND ACRIMONY. 

Acumen and Acrimony constitute, according to Hermo
genes, the Third Subordinate of the Character Style. Th~se 
he called Drimytes (~fl~.utir11s) and Ozytes ('U!tr'l/s) meanmg 
sharpness of wit and keen ~ittemes~. The Latins treated UJ??? 
this style thus: " De Oratzone am, acuta, venusta et mollz ; 
.acri, acer=o£ intellect, keen, penetrating; acuta=o£ intellect, 
shrewd, sagacious; ~·enusta (Venus)=loveliness, grace, charm, 
elegance; mollis=so£t, tender, mild, gentle. The Acumen and 
Acrimony Style means sharpness of wit, keenness of percep
tion, and bitterness of feeling, also of speech. 

(1) THE THOUGHTS.-The thoughts have a certain 
depth risible on the surface. This style is occupied more with 
the method and construction than with thoughts. 

(2) METHOD.-This consists not in speaking abstrusely, 
but in so expressing the meaning that one has to think it out. 
It consists in the double play with the different meanings 
of a word, in its equivocal sense, in saying gravely nonsensical 
or silly things, and in surpassing a single metaphor by a 
bolder and more acrimonious one. It degrades by means of 
humour directed on a point of character not grave in faults 
or vices, but foibles, peculiarities, caprices, extravagances, 
anxieties, jealousies, childish fondnesses, vanity, self-conceit, 
etc.; by means of raillery in ridiculing bad handwriting, etc., 
e.g., "some of Kant's sentences were two feet eight inches 
long by six inches wide ... and were fit for a pre-Adamite." 
A House of Commons that had wasted its time-the Speaker, 
replying to the Queen asking what had passed in the House, 
said eight weeks had passed. The aim is to raise a laugh 
but going beyond this, it is to ridicule, and adds ignorance, 
cowardice, profligacy, dishonesty. A laugh is also raised by 
humour, as in acting a whimsical part in an assumed character, 
mimicing minute peculiarities such as of pronunciation, gram
matical faults; the characteristic ,·oice being assumed on pur
pose. Humour enlirens and kindles the tones, makes them 
melt and flow, its tones are higher than for gaiety, and louder 
and quicker, and are r~nging, being a mixture of the head 
and chest tones. Raillery has a smiling countenance, voice 
sprir;htly, pure tone, animated force, medium stress, high 
pitch, ware of the 3rd note, e.g., 11 See the napes of your 
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necks and see your good selves." Wit takes a pure tone. 
radical stress, laughing voice, high pitch, equal wave of the 
3rd, e.g., " ... wit enough to keep warm." "Brevity," says 
Quintillian," should always be observed in jocular sayings"; 
and that gravity adds much to the force of a jest, when he who 
utters it does not laugh, but makes others laugh, although a 
humorous cast of countenance aids sometimes. Pleasure has 
an unconstrained, mild, tender, cheerful and languid voice. 
One method is to fill oneself full with wit and humour, and 
then let go. 

(3) DICTION OR WORDING.-Acumen or wit is formed 
from words, that is, it is the words which make it, and if it 
be separated from the words which go before it or the meaning, 
wit ceases to be. This is not the case in the other forms. 
Acumen signifies a thought that really is not on the surface, 
but which thought or meaning is collected afterwards, and 
such acumen gives jollity and charm, and makes the expres
sion pungent. Hermogenes gives the following example from 
Xenophon: "The dogs stopped pursuing the wild beast, 
which some of them did from weakness, some from want, 
some for this, some for that reason, some, in fact, turned back 
for humanity's sake." There is no "humanity's sake" in a 
dog, humanity belongs only to man and we do not ascribe 
it to anything else. But in a certain sense it really signifies 
the thing better than a proper, natural word would. The 
first species of acumen is made from words that are similar, 
as in the case of a Parechesis (Homynyn) as the words "bear 
and bare." This is used with greatest effect in irony, ridicule, 
mockery, joking, and the like. Another example of similitude 
of diction is in Demosthenes on the Chersonese, 27: " Hence 
their clamours-he is preparing a siege! he is giving up the 
Greeks. So concerned are many of these persons for the 
Asiatic Greeks perhaps quicker to feel for strangers than for 
their country." The Greek word mellei which means "he is 
preparing " is the same in voice as the Greek me!ei which 
means "so concerned." The two words have a totally dif
ferent meaning though they are similar. 

There is another species of acumen and acrimony which is 
not from similitude of words, but which is effected by Parono
masia, e.g., Demos. vs. Phil., III, 'I7: "He says he is 'not 
at war, I cannot however admit such conduct to be an obser
vance of the peace; ... unless you call peace not the placing 
of batteries as acts of war, but only when they apply them to 
the walls." After saying this he adds Philip's bellicose 
activities against the Athenians themselves in these words: 
" Then can I allow, that one who sets such a battery at 
work against Athens is at '/Jeace with her? Quite the con
trarv." Another example from a word similar to another, 
similar but acrimonious, e.g., Demos. vs. Phil. Oration II, 
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I 5 : " All this he inteJZds and will intend, I dare say; but to 
attack the Laceda:monians on behalf of Messene and Argos 
he does not intend; he actually sends mercenaries and money 
into the country, and is expected himself with a. grea~ force." 
The foregoing example, and the one followmg, Illustrate 
Acumen and Acrimony in passing from a milder to a bolder 
trope, Embassy, 289: ''It al~rms me 1ZOI~ -w:hether P~il~p is 
alive but whether the abhorrmg and pumshmg of cnmmals 
are dead in the commonwealth. If all is sound with you, 
Philip alarms me not." The Paronomasia " alarms me not ·' 
is mild at the beginning, but very acrimonious at the en~, so 
that in this species the acumen and acrimony result entirely 
from what goes before. Respecting injustice, perjury and 
falsehood touching on Philip's rapacity and artifi.ce, Demos
thenes passes from a mild trope to an acrimonious one in Olvn. 
II, 10: " ... such things last for once, or for a short period; 
maybe they blossom fairly with hope; bt:t in time they are 
discovered and drop away ... " Here "blossom" is mild 
and sweet, but " and drop away " is a:erimonious. To the 
formation of what precedes the acrimonious part, the words 
which may be used, mav be of a simple, suave, pleasing or 
soft kind, or specious if so preferred as they are all ~:v· 
same in the sense, there being difference only in the name. 
Adjectives and poetic nouns and words may be used, as these 
are appropriate to things that are loving, amiable, and mild. 

(4) FIGURES.-These are the same as those in Beauty, that 
is, in speaking the mild, suave, pleasing part that precedes 
the acrimonious or bolder trope that is to follow. Therefore, 
Parison, Parallelism, rather symmetry of members, and similar 
construction come in place here. The figure Asteismus, espec
ially that part called " Wit," Epigram; Signifir:atio, e.g., as 
explanation of letters, abbreviations, etc., M.L.L.; D.D. (not 
Doctor of Divinity, but 11 dirty dog"); Syllogismus. that is 
witty conclusion left to be drawn; Circle, and Ambreba:on, 
e.g., after each sentence or so, devoted for instance to criti
cising some foibles or abomination, let the same sentence recur, 
for ~xample, as if one should add 11 surely all the lunatics are 
not m the asylum yet"; Ellipsis; suggestion: Allusion; and 
~ersiflage are all good fi.gures. An apt figure is N ,:;em a which 
IS a f.o~m of speech by which the speaker signifies someth:ng 
so pnv!ly that the hearer must seek out its me'lning either 
by sharpness of wit, or long consideration, e. g., 11 Hortensiu<; 
said he was ne,·er made friends with his mofher and sistPr: 
meaning that there were never any debates or contentions 
between them," which figure is not to be used rmlv to people 
who are quick witted and wise. Syna:resis; Diastole; Syn
cope; Paragogee, that is, adding on a syllable, e.g .. "if you 
floggee •. flo~gee" for flog, Aph<Presis, Aoocope, Epenthesis. 
are a\·a!lablr. The Figura Etymolotzica, h::on, Antanaclasis, 
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Antistrophe, Repartee, Retort, Mreosis, and Tapinosis, e.g., 
" ... rat tat, tat, what a nice little king is that "; Anticipation; 
Curiosity; Parenthesis; Onomatopreia; Paronomasia; Pareche
sis; Mimesis; Oxymoron; Antanagoge; Quibbles; Fallacies 
exposed; Parodies; Synrecenosis, etc., make good figures, 
when appropriately applied, in this style. 

(5) MEMBERS.-In the witty or Acumen part, the mem
bers or cola are short and epigrammatic, whereas in humour 
they are moderate. In the beautiful, pleasing, soft and suave 
parts they are symmetrical, and the observations given under 
this subdivision in the Style of Beauty are applicable here. 

(6) ARRANGEMENT OR COMPOSITION.-In wit or 
Acumen the opposites are arranged in juxtaposition, as in 
the Oxymoron: "When you have nothing to say, say it," 
"I heard him speak and did not hear him.'' In }aronomasia, 
and Parechesis, the punning words follow immediately after 
a short interval, e.g., "The baker says all men need bread, 
and he wishes the public to know he also kneads it and is 
desirous to feed all who are hungry, and hopes his good works 
will be in the mouths of all.''-Quackenbos. The composi
tion of the ludicrous is degradation of some person or interest 
associated with power, dignity, or gravity. No strong emo-
tion must be raised, as pity, anger, or fear by the degradation. 
The burlesque, mock-heroic, :hrody, travesty, caricature are 
the modes of ludicrous composition. ln Humour the com
position is of a kindly and loving nature. It is innocent 
raillery or harmless jesting, in which the degradation has a 
redeeming feature, and is chiefly on insignificant points of 
chara:cter, as bad handwriting, etc., on which one does not 
pride himself. The degradation may be as a compliment, 
as Kant's sentences being 11 fit for a pre-Adamite.'' It infuses 
kindly feeling, e.g., as at one's own expense "if we put our 
neads together, we can do it," that is, repair the pavf'ment. 
Combining wit and poetic beauty with the ludicrous, soothes 
the sting and wounded pride of the sufferer and of his sym
pathisers, 11

• • • do you believe this story to be true ?-a 
lot of fatheads do." · The degradation gratifies the agent or 
his sympathisers, as it throws down anything from a height, 
e.g., 11 A god sitting on a cloud complaining of the errands 
he has to run," "The English have sixty religions and one 
sauce." It is to raise a laugh at what others resoect, by the 
surprise of an unexpected depreciation of what is by nature 
serious, grand, or respected; to aggrandise an insignificant 
thing by pompous composition or language. In Wit or Acu
men, the composition must be (I) of an unexoected turn, e.g., 
"She's gone to rest, and so am /," also as in flashes, sallies, 
strokes, hits of sharp, biting, racy effect, and must be sudden 
and new; (2) composition must be ingenious, (3) skilful in 
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form so as to be admired, as play on words, epigrams, in
nuendoes conundrums, felicitous brevity, devices tor brevity 
and poidt in the amatory-mollis versus, that is, amatory 
poetry, etc.-convivial and .moral, also . in other s~~tab~; 
figures.-d. Bain's "Rhetonc and English Compos1t1on. 
Further, in contradicting familiar sayings, ptoverbs, and in 
inverting the order of things, e.g., "Sick man," 'hold out 
vour tongue. What is the matter with you? ' '' Everything 
I take flies to my stomach." The usual saying " flies to my 
head" is inverted. Acumen or jokes for large outdoor 
audiences may be composed on coarser lines than those for 
indoor. 

(7) RHYTH~f OR ORA TORI CAL NUMBERS.-They 
are those of the Beautiful and Simple, that is, when the suave, 
gentle, graceful, beauteous are used. The trochee is tripping, 
-e.;;., "jolly mortals flll your glasses, noble deeds ~re done by 
wine."-Twining. All tetrameters show it as they are a kind 
-of dancing rhythm; namby-pamby was a species of immodest, 
lascivious dance. The trochee ;.J is also for the soft and 
tender, and the amphibrach ~- ~ for sympathetic playful
ness: " 0 I see you have been with Macbeth." Pyrrhics 
..; v, trochees v and double trochees - ·,;- ~ are frolic
some, and suggest the effeminate movements and dance tunes. 
The trochee is also useful for nursery rhymes. 

(8) CADENCE OR CONCLUSION.-This should be the 
same as used in the Beautiful, Simple, or Suave Style, that is, 
the style being used in the part which is not bitter, and in 
the Acrimonious it should be similar to the Harsh. 

EQUITABLENESS. 
Equitableness, the Fourth Subordinate of the Character 

Style, was called by Hermogenes E pieikeia ('.EJr,£,kf•'') meaning 
fairness, modesty, moderation, equitableness. The Latins 
called this style cequitatem, from cequus=even, fair. 

(1) THE THOUGHTS.-They are well-meaning, modest, 
moderative, and are according to the ,Latins: "de oratione 
moderate si·ve cequitatis plena," that is, moderate in one's 
claims, ?r not exacting one's full rights. An example of 
demandmg le~s than one's due is seen in Demosthenes against 
Conon, I : " ~fen of Athens, an outrage of such violence was 
c?mmitteed on me by Conon the defendant, that for a long 
time, I was giYen over by my relations and medical attendants. 
Contrary to expectation, I recovered; and then commenced this 
action against him for assault. Jiy relations and friends, 
whom I consulted, said that for what he had done, he was 
liable to be imprisoned for robbery, or indicted for a gross 
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outrage; but strongly advised me not to undertake too arduous. 
a task, or appear as prosecutor on a charge unsuited to my 
years .. ; . I followed their advice and brought an action. 
though I should gladly have prosecuted the defendant for a 
capital crime ... " Here Demosthenes, instead of a prosecution 
for a capital c\ime, prosecutes for a smaller offence, namely, 
assault. He shows modesty in his demand. Equitable 
thought does not exact the rigidity of the law, but tempers such 
rigidity by the dictates of humanity, e.g., vs. Con on, 24: 
"Now take the statute of outrage, and that concerning high
way robbers. You will see that he is amenable to both. Read 
them ... " The next thought is putting oneself on a par with 
the hearers as to what they would do under similar circum
stance, e.g., Demos vs. Midias, I: "I have done what each 
of you injured would have done, had you been grossly 
assaulted." This affords an opportunity for Deinotes, that 
is, skilful, ingenious oratorv. Another thought is to concede 
to your adversary more than is his due, which is equitable and 
lenient, e.g., Demos. vs. Aristocrates, 24: "And only see how 
fairly and equitably I shall deal with the question: for while 
I rank him in that class in which he will obtain the highest 
honour, I do not consider that privileges which even we native 
citizens do not enjoy, ought in contempt of law be accorded 
to him." Another thought is that of being forced to defend 
oneself, e.g., Demos. vs. Aphobus, I: "If Aphobus, men 
of the jury, had been willing to act like an honest man, or to 
submit the matter in dispute between us to the arbitration of 
friends, there would have been no need of lawsuits or trouble
some proceedings. I should then have been contented to abide 
by their decision, which would have put an end to all our 
differences. Since, however, the defendant has declined the· 
umpirage of persons well acquainted with our affairs, and has 
chosen to come before you, who have but slight knowledge of 
them, I am compelled to seek for redress at your hands." The 
chief place for moderation of speaking is in the method. 
There is equitableness in this; Demos. vs. Aristocrates, 5: 
" I myself-by all the gods, I assure you-should have shrunk 
from preferirng this indictment, only I thought it would be 
highly disagreeable to keep quiet and hold my tongue, now 
when I see people contriving a measure injurious to Athens ... It 

(2) :\iETHOD.-This consists in speaking with a certain 
modesty in regard to oneself, and in willingly slurring over 
one's good qualities, e.g., De Corona, So: " ... Afterward 
I despatched all the armaments, by which Chersonesus was 
preserved, and Byzantium, and all our allies; whence to you 
there accrued the noblest results-praises, eulog-ies, honours 
crowns thanks from those vou succoured. . . " See also
Coron~, 206: " What I deClare is, that principles are vour 
own; I show that before my time such was the spirit of the 
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commonwealth; though certainly in the execution of the 
particular measures I claim a share also for myself." 

Irony is not excluded, though it belongs more to the grave 
than to the equitable, yet there is something of moderation 
in it, as in this example, vs. Midias, 6g: " ... whether you 
like to call it madness, 0 Athenians (for madness, perhaps, 
it is to do anythzng beyond your strength), or patriotism ... " 
See also Cor. 180: " ... shall I call myself Baialus, your nick
name for reproach?" There are two ways of extenuating; I st. 
where an indication is made that one will speak moderately 
of the enemy or opponent; 2nd, when no mention is made. 
\Vhen an indication is made, the expression has something 
strong, brief and vehement, e.g., Demos, vs. Leptines, 102: 
11 It seems to me, 0 Athenians, that Leptines (and pray do 
not be angry, for I shall say nothing disrespectful of you) 
either has not read the laws of Solon, or does not understand 
them ... " Lept., 2: " I will pass by the injustice of such 
a proceeding, for a complaint against some to take the honour 
from all. . . " Another method is when the orator speaks 
with caution or with doubt, e.g., Demos. for the 1fegalopoli
tans, ·16: "It seems to me, the Laced~monians are acting 
the part of crafty men ... " 

The words 11 I fancy," 11 it seems to me," abate the vehe
mence of the expression which follows and moderates it, as 
it indicates a speaking with reflection or doubt, there being no 
affirmation or denial. It is different in the expression regard
ing Philip, as he directly calls him 11 a crafty fellow," 
11 unscrupulous," e.g., Olyn. I, 3: "For the danger is, that 
this man, being unscrupulous and clever at turning e\·ents to 
account. .. " In the foregoing there is no doubting. 

Examples of abatement of vehemence, or moderation under 
the figure Paralepsis, against an opponent, Corona, 131: "Of 
the speeches, which it may possibly be contended he has made 
for. the good of the country, I will say nothing: of the acts 
wh1ch he was clearly to have done for the enemy, I will 
remind you ... " Phil. IV., 10: 11 He purchased Antrones ... 
~!any transactions, I omit; Pher~, the march against Ambracia, 
the massacres at Elis, and numberless others. . . " :Modesty 
respecting things in reference to oneself, e.g., Corona, 258: 
11 When I entered upon state affairs, I chose such a line of 
politics, that both by my country and many people of Greece, 
I have been crowned many times, and not even my enemies 
venture to say that the line I chose was not honourable. Such 
has been the fortune of my life: I could enlarge upon it, but 
I forbear, lest what I pride myself in should gi\'e offence." 
Another: 11 Hundreds of cases I could mention I pass orer
;;ea~fi.ghts, land-marches, campaigns, both in ancient times and 
m your own, all of which the commonwealth has undertaken 
for the freedom and safety of the Greeks in general." Another 
example, Phil. I I I, 26: 11 I pass orer Olynthus, ~fethone. 
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Appollonia, and two and thirty towns on the confines of 
Thrace." De Corona, 268 : " Such has been my character in 
political matters. In private, if you do not know that I have 
been liberal and humane and charitable to the distressed ... 
I am silent, I will not say a word, I will offer no evidence on 
the subject, either of persons whom I ransomed from the 
enemy, or of persons whose daughters I assisted to doweries, 
or anything else of the sort. .. " Here the orator appears to 
slur over his accomplishments and good deeds, also over the 
things he complains about, nevertheless says them at the same 
time, but with the mollifying words " I pass over " or " I 
shall not mention," etc. Amplification is permitted in this 
method, as when the orator adds the indefinite to the definite, 
or rather when things about which there is no doubt are asso
ciated with the doubtful or indefinite, which gives the latter 
probability and a certain belief. Of this, see example above 
in Corona, ·131: "Of the speeches which it may possibly be 
<:on tended. . . " 

The third method is to make the expression so pure and 
simple that the audience may have no difficulty in under
standing it. The method under Paralepsis enables the speaker 
to commend himself, but without appearing to do so. 

(3) DICTION OR WORDING.-From the beginning the 
words should give the expression an abating or equitable 
<:haracter. They should be simple and pure. 

(4) FIGURES.-The figures are the same as those in the 
Pure and Simple. Paralepsis is one of the chief figures; 
Leptotes, Anacrenosis, and l\1edela are good. The latter 
(Medela) is a form by which the speaker extenuates offences, 
excuses infirmities, appeases displeasure and reconciles friends 
offended, by making allowances, e.g., the charge against 
Ccelius; Cicero said: "Something should be allowed for his 
age." The offence is manifest, and the effort is to appease by 
emollient words. The figure Dicceology is apt, which is a 
form by which the orator defends his cause by equity, or 
excuses it by necessity, or else extenuates it by alleging some 
other occasion, e.g., " I forsook my friend, but the law com
pelled me too"; " I kept friendship most faithfully as long as 
the laws permitted. . . " Antimetathesis, that is. use of the 
third person for the first or the speaker, e.g .. 11 The speaker 
has been the recipient of your highest praises," or the speaker 
did so and so, instead of " I did so and so "; it is more 
modest. Epitrope, that is, I put the case in your hands and 
leave it to your iudgment as to its righteousness and fairness. 
The figure Parrhesia is very serviceable in this style. 

(5) MEMBERS.-They are the same as in Purity and 
Simplicity. 
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(6) ARRANGEMEN).' 0~. CO~fPOSITION.-This is the
same as in Purity and Stmphctty. 

(7) RHYTHM OR ORATORICAL NUMBERS.-Same as 
in Purity and Simplicity. 

(8) CADENCE OR CONCLUSION.-Same as in Purity 
and Simplicity. 

GRAVITY. 

Gravity, the f1fth subordinate of t~e Chara~ter Style, called 
also Ponderosity, and by the Latms oratz~ onerosa, ~as. 
denominated by Hermogenes Barytes ~ 13?p1Jr7J' ), ~ea~mg 
gravity, troublesomeness; the Greek adJeCtlve barys Slgmfy
ing heavy to bear, stern, severe, onerous. Irony plays a 
gre~t part, especially caustic, bitter irony. 

(1) THE THOUGHTS.-They are upbr~iding, reproach
ful taunting, ironical. They dwell on ingratitude for benefits 
rec~ived, and censure with pretended praise, Cor. 204: " 
and this vou esteem so noble and congenial to your principles." 
Upbraid[ng, e.g .. , "You crowned this unworthy man with 
honours, and did the contrary to me who bestowed benefits." 
Thoughts are of an onerous nature which seem equitable and 
moderating, in which there is irony, as when some one con
cedes to the opponent an argument, then mars it with a stinging 
retort, see examples p.p. 354 and 435; also in the following, 
Demos. vs. Midias, 69: " Instead, however, of doing this by 
v.;hich he would have honoured the people; instead of taking 
any such spirited course, he fell foul upon me; me who, in a fit 
of-whether you like to call it madness, 0, Athenians (for 
madness, perhaps, it is to do anything beyond your strength) 
or patriotism-undertook the office of choirmaster; and so 
openly and brutally did he continue his persecutions, that, at 
last, he could not even keep his hands off my sacred robes or 
my chorus or my person." It is ironical to call " madness '' 
" zeal." Another example : '' So fared matters with them 
under the statesmen I have mentioned. How fared they with 
you under the worthies of our time? Is there any likeness or 
res~mb~ance ;>''-Demos. Oyn. 3, 27. Thoughts are not onerous 
or tro~1cal. by themselves, must be made so by method. The 
followmg ts from De Corona, 180; "Now .IEschines how 
would you have me describe you., and how myself, updn that 
day? Shall I call myself Batalus, your nickname of the stage, 
Cresphontes or Creon, or the CEnomaus whom you execrably 
murdered once at Colyttus? Well, upon that occasion I the 
Batalus of P<eania was more serviceable to the state than you 
the CEn.omaus ~f Cothocid<e. You were no earthly use; I did 
everythmg wh1ch became a good citizen." The words 
11 

Batalus " and " CEnomaus " mean the opposite to what they 
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·express. " Batalus " was said to signify " an effeminate 
flute player in Asia Minor," but Demosthenes was of a higher 
birth, and '' CEnomaus " the king of Elis, and hero of a 
tragic play, whose part .!Eschines played and spoiled. 
JEscihnes was of a humble birth, thus Demosthenes taunted 
bim. 

(2) METHOD.-The method is that which is made by irony 
Dr dissimulation. Cicero says: " Dissimulation, or the humour 
of saying one thing and signifying anothe(, which steals into 
the minds of men in a peculiar manner, is extremely pleasing 
when well managed, and said not in a vehement strain of 
language, but in a conversational style." It is simliar to an 
aggravation, a surcharge, a making worse. Generally when 
the words are addressed to the judge, not to the opponent, the 
aggravation is made clear as in this example: " If anyone 
should, 0 Athenians, call madness, to do anything beyond 
-one's strength." But when the words are used against the 
adversary, then character expression is stronger; in fact, it 
is very onerous, and clear, as in this example: " In what state 
Df affairs are your things by these good men?" 

It is sometimes effective, ironical taunting to say passionately 
things that are simple and unimportant. 

(3) DICTION OR WORDING.-It is more proper to the 
ironical or onerous style that they be of the grave kind, especi
ally in the character form, as well as simple, and of the equity 
and moderation class also; but the method will show the real 
meaning lurking under the dissimulation, or the opposite idea 
to what is said. 

(4) FIGURES.-All the fi.gures which set contraries to con
traries, as Ironia, Antiphrasis, also forms of questions are 
·suitable for upbraiding, dissimulating and taunting. Interroga
ion, that is, the fi.gure or form of question, in which things 
clear, admitted or certain, are adduced as if they were 
ambiguous; or to doubt them when placed in such a fi.gure, is 
very effective,, e.g., Corona 107: " Thank ye I but slightly 
helped the poor Athenians, or the rich to escape doing what 
was right?" After this dubitation Demosthenes makes a con
firmation thus: " I glory, however, not only in having refused 
this compromise and having been acquitted on the indictment, 
but because my laws were beneficial, and I have proved it so 
by trial." To prove necessary that which in tum is not neces
sary to prove, e.g., Corona 8: "As I am, it appears, on this 
day to r~nder an account both of my private life and my 
public measures, I would fain, as in the outset, call the Gods 
to my aid; ... " here the words "it appears" which make 
a dubitation,, are joined on to a confirmation of things well 
known. 
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It is irony to doubt things ~dmitt~d, and the expl~ation or 
aggregation of matter follmnng, g1ves scope for demotes or 
skilful oratory. . . 

).fysterismus may be. used, that 1s, a &gure of a clos~ or pnvy 
kind of scoff or mockmg, yet not so pnvy but that 1t m~y be 
well perceived; it is near to Sarcasm wh1ch is more mamfest, 
and is chiefly used to repr~ss pnde, rebuke folly, and ta.unt 
vice, e.g., " When a certam man that was bald, railed 
Diogenes, after a little pause Diogenes answ~red him thus: 
' my friend I have done thee no harm, but th1s I may say to 
thee, I much commend the hairs that are fallen from thy head, 
for I suppose they were wise in that they made haste to leave 
the company of so foolish a skull.' " 

Onedismus has its place here, that is, a &gure by which the 
crator upbraids his adversary for ingratitude and impiety, 
being used especially to reprove and rebuke, e.g., Dido up
braiding .+:neas for the manfold benefits he received from her, 
and accusing him of unkindness and cruelty, and comparing 
these together increases her wrath and exclaims against him 
thus: " A Goddess never was thy dame nor Dardans kind, 
thou traitor, wretch, but under rocks and mountains rough 
unkind thou wert begot, some brood thou art of beast or 
monster wild, some tigress thee did nurse and gi\·e to thee her 
milk unmild," and then adds the following: "To steadfast 
truth there is, this naked miser up I took, whom seas had cast 
ashore, and of my realm I part gave, his fleet I did relieve and 
from their death his people save." The opponent can have 
recourse to the &gure called Pareuresis, a form of speech in 
which the rebuked couches his objection or defence, e.g., 
£neas confesses her kindness, denies utterly departure by 
stealth, wedlock was never h1s meaning or coming, he greatly 
desired to restore his ancient city Troy, the Oracle called him 
from Carthage to Italy, that it delighted her to dwell in her 
native land, why not then he in his native land. The ligures 
Paromolgy, and Synchoresis have place in this style. 

(5) ~IEjfBERS; (6) ARRAXGE1IENT OR COMPOSI
TIO~; ( 7) RHYTH~I OR ORA TORI CAL NU~IBERS; and 
(8) CADE~CE OR COXCLUSI0:\1 are governed by the 
Character Style, chiefly the Equitable and 1Ioderating. 

SINCERITY. 
Sincerity, the Si.xth ;Form of Oratorical Style, was termed 

by Herrnogenes aletlzeza ( a,\,Fi<in ) meaning truth, sincerity, 
frankness, fervour; the adjective being alethes=unconcealed. 
The ~atins calle~ this style oratio sincera, meaning sincere 
speakmg. The Smcere style is also called the Fervid Style, 
from the Latin /e:'Jere to glow, to be hot. Fervour has warmth 
or glow of f~eling, has the idea of passion, vehemence, intense 
zeal; for this class of speaking Hermogenes used the term 
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endiatheton, meaning words springing from the heart. 
Although true and sincere speaking occupies itself somewhat 
with Thought, it is more concerned with Method, Figurest 
Diction, etc. 

(1) THE THOUGHTS.-All thoughts must be simple that 
are concerned with sincerity of speech, likewise thoughts of 
the moral, and equitable kind which may be brought into 
service in this style. Besides those before-mentioned, thoughts 
of indignation belong to this class, e.g., Demosthenes on the 
Embassy, 113; " ... being himself, I think, a wonderful 
general, Oh Zeus." Here, after ironical gravity, he adds 
" Oh Zeus ! " Now this indignant " Oh Zeus ! " is another 
thought contrary to the preceding ironical one. Such is also 
Demos. vs. Androtion, 78: " But you, my countrymen, are 
so far gone in thoughtlessness and folly, that even with such 
examples before your eyes, you will not follow them; but 
Androtion is repairer of your sacred utensils; Androtion, 
0 earth and heaven! And can any impiety, think ye, surpass 
this?" Hermogenes says that this is, perhaps, a matter of 
method, not of thought. But this passage, Demos. vs. Aris
tocrates, 210: "And are you deliberating whether you shall 
lock up Charidemus ? Charidemus ? 0 h nzy ! " expresses a 
certain personal thought in the " Oh my ! " You will :fi.nd 
thousands of similar instances in Demosthenes. These thoughts 
in sincere speaking are evident, clear and simple, as of indig
nation as well as plaintive speech. The thoughts are sincere, 
real, true, frank and sympathetic. 

(2) METHOD.-This is plain and easy to understand., as 
in the example above Androtion, 78, and by the manner of 
delivery. Although uttering solemn vows indicates fervour, 
sincerity and soul emotion, yet the method must be simple as 
to expression, since it shows character, see Corona, I : " Men 
of Athens, in the :fi.rst place, I pray to all the Gods and all the 
Goddesses, that such affection . . . " Should simplicity and 
moderation predominate,, then method and :fi.gures come into 
prominence, and eX'clamations, inroluntary, assererations and 
appeals to the gods,. expressions of astonishment, wonder, 
admiration are in place here, and care must be taken not to 
announce beforehand the emotion or feeling which is to follow, 
otherwise the whole effect will be destroyed. The speaker 
manifests his character as a good man, that he has the cause 
at heart. He expresses himself as one in earnest and sincerely 
interested. In the pulpit it is called by some "holy unction," 
that is, warmth of address. He inwardly participates in what 
he says, is soothing in depths of misery and depression. He 
is moved by things of warmest interests of others, as attach
ment to family, friends, country, etc.; acts of goodness affect 
bim, as philanthropy, self-abnegation, self-sacri:fi.ce; and the 
love of high ideals fires him. 
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In Yows and prayers also the method is simple, as well a:.. 
asseYerat!cns by the gods, Corona 141 : " In your presence, men 
of Athens, I invoke all the gods and goddesses to whom the 
Attic territory belongs, and Pythian Appollo, the Father-god of 
our state; and them all! As I shall declare the truth to you, as 
I declared it in your assembly at the time, the very mom~nt I 
saw this wretch putting his hand to the work-for I perceived, 
instantly perceived it-:so may they gra~t me favo~r and pro
tection! If from mahce or personal nvalry, I bnng a false 
charge against my opponent, may they cut me .off from every 
blessing!" This is swearing by a sacred thmg. Demos
thenes on the Embassy, 172,, is an example of a Commoratio~ 
that is, a dwelling on a point, which is of the sincere and 
clear kind of speaking: " But had I got off the appointment, 
I could not have made a private excursion there with propriety 
and safety: for, but that I desired to release the captives, 
perdition seize me, if I would have taken a very large sum of 
money to be the colleague of this man. And I can prove it for 
you thrice elected me for the third embassy, and I thrice ex
cused myself; <md during my whole absence on this I opposed 
them in everything." This is one method of making vows and 
swearing in a simple way. For an example of the figure Euche, 
that is,, a solemn vow arising out of vehement affection, which 
figure is interjected in this passage, see Demos. vs. Midias 78 : 
" When I brought action against my guardians for my paternal 
inheritance, being quite a stripling, ignorant even of this man's 
existence, and having no knowledge of him (would I had not 
any now ! ) when the cause was coming on to be tried in about 
three or four days, he and his brother rushed into my house, 
and tendered me the trierarchy!' 

To wonder at, or be surprised at anything, gives the speech 
character and sincerity, e.g., Demos. Embassy 199: "Don't 
these people know that in early life you used to read books for 
your mother at her initiation~, and as a boy were rolled about 
among the orgieists and drunkards ?-that afterwards you were 
an office under-clerk, and did dirty work for two or three 
drachms ?-that it is but lately you got a wretched livelihood 
for your services as a third-rate player on the boards of other 
men?" Another Demos. on the Chersonese 74: "What! do 
you deliberate, when you have the Thebans in the land, how 
to deal with them, how to proceed? Will you not cover the 
seas with vour galleys? Will you not start up and march to 
Pir<rus ) Will you not launch your vessels?" 

The method of the true and genuine is simplicity, and such 
emotiOns as won~er, admiration, grief, fear, wrath, pity, faith, 
enm.1ty, trust, d1strust, annoyance, etc., which typify some 
feehng of the soul, have place here; likewise the manner in 
~vhich they are deliwred, that is, if in anger, said angrily; if 
m wonrl<"r, then in a wondering tone, etc. 

Anothc>r meti1od consists in speaking confidently after the 
style of the figure Asphalia, e.g., Demos. vs. Philip r, 29: 

F 
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" I am ready to join the fleet as a volunteer, and submit to 
anything if this be not so." 

Another is to speak with Celerity, no connectives being used, 
employing the Asyndeton, in abuse of opponent, removal of ob
jections, taking care not to announce beforehand the emotion 
of feeling, e.g., Philip I, 44: "One thing is clear: he will not 
stop unless some one oppose him. And shall we want this ? 
And if you despatch empty galleys and hopes from this or 
that person, think ye all is well? shall we not embark? shall 
we not sail with at least a part of our national forces, noV~ 
though not before ? Where then shall we land ? some one wilt 
ask. The war, men of Athens, will discover the rotten parts 
of his empire, if you will make the trial .... " The re
joinder is made at the end. Also, " Do you mark and con
sider, men of Athens, the approaching season of the year ... 
get the Hellespont clear of you and deliver it to Philip ? . . . 
I think the last.'' See also all the examples under the figure 
Enthymema regarding " I marvel, I wonder, it surprises me," 
pages 2II and 212., also words which introduce the Enthy
mema, page 205, and under the figure Hypothora, especially 
respecting rejoinders from pages 291 to 298. It further 
belongs to sincere speaking the addition without a copulative, 
e.g., "Yea, it is disgraceful to explain on any occurrence 
when it is too late, ' who would have expected it? however 
this or that should have been done, the other left undone.' 
Many things could the Olynthians mention now, which if fore
seen at the time, would have prevented their destruction. Many 
could the Orites mention, many the Phocians, and each of the 
ruined states ... " A concession is made, then a rejection 
of the concession follows: " But what would it avail them 
now?" then he adds these without copulative: " As long as 
the vessel is safe, whether it be great or small, the mariner, 
the pilot, every man in tum should exert himself and prevent 
its being overturned either by accident or design : but when 
the sea has rolled over it, then efforts are vain. And we like
wise, 0 Athenians, whilst we are safe, with a magnificent city 
plentiful resources, lofty reputation-what must we do? many 
of you, I dare say, have been longing to ask .... Well then 
I will tell you; I will move a resolution, pass it, if you please." 
The addition must be made unconnectedly and without prepar
ation or announcement, which method makes the expression 
sincere and fervent. This is further seen under figures 
Synchoresis and Paromology. The rejoinder or refutation of 
the concession takes the method of Celerity. 

Aposiopesis is full of sincere and soul-stirring speech, e.g., 
Cor. 3 : " It is assuredly not the same for me to forfeit your 
regard as for my adversary not to succeed in his indictment. 
To me-but I will say nothing untoward at the outset of my 
address. The prosecution, however, is play to him." See 
also Demosthenes " pro the Megolopitans," 18 : " I imagine, 
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the qu.estion between us and them would soon be about other 
matters. However-/ will forbear to say wl:at occurs to me
only I think, we should in many respects be endangered." 

Another method by which sincerity is expressed is by the 
fi.o-ure Anacolouthon, that is, that there is no sequence of speech 
o; connection of thought which seems to proceed from anger 
(such is the way anger proceeds), and the parts are broken 
away under some feeling, e.g., De Corona, 126: " Since a 
righteous and true verdict has been m_a~e clear to all-but I 
must, it seems-though not fond of ra1hng, yet on account of 
so many calumnies uttered by my opponent, reply to so many 
falsehoods ... " down to the words u you undoubtedly 
heard from his lips. 11 In no place is there connection or 
sequence, but anger which appears to be sincere and soul
stirring. There is no pre-signiflcation or announcement before
hand which belongs to sincere and eager speaking. This 
passage is unannounced : " why if my accuser had been 
-Eacus, or Rhadamanthus, or ~Iinos, instead of a prater, a 

hack of the market, a pestilent scribbler, I don't think he 
'>\'Ould hare spoken such things, or found such offensive terms, 
shouting as in a tragedy, ' 0 Earth! 0 Sun! 0 Virtue! and 
the like 11

; (see end of speech of .tEschines vs. Ctesiphon). 
And again in another place, where Demosthenes breaks through 
and says, " ... accursed one!" There is a passionate show 
of anger, and the speaking, therefore, appears the more felt 
and true. It is clear from the example itself, that the use 
of railing without leading up to it belongs to true and sincere 
speaking, as it seems to spring- up spontaneously out of ang-er, 
and the words to come forth of their own accord. The 
following example from .tEschines, which announces his feel
!ng, becomes thereby apparently deliberated, and not as the 
outoouring of a mind stirred up, therefore does not persuade: 
"Grant me the license to call him Cynadum." 

Another method of sincere and fervid speech, almost iden
tical with the aforesaid, but having some difference, is the 
recurring to an expression, not in railing, but under the .fi.gure 
Anamnesis. It is abrupt, and seems to spring forth spontan
eously, as if mo\·ed but not with deliberation, e.g., Demos
L.e:l_e:s rs ~Iid:as, I 10;" ... he indicted for desertion of post, 
hanng lun:self deserted his post thrice; and the troubles in 
Euba:a whJCh were camed by his friend Plutarch_rl had 
~early forgot.ten this)-he attempted to lay to my charge\efore 
It became endent to all that the thino- had been contriYed by 
Fluta~ch." Also see De Corona 4~; " Truly must you, 
~schmes, must you griere at these eYents, and compassionate 
tne Thebans, when rou ho!d property in Ba:otia and farm their 
lands .... . B·tt I /z~·e fallen upon a subject which it may be 
more ccnren:ent to ~hscuss by-and-by. I shall return, then, 
t" my proofs, showmg how the iniquities of these men have 
brought abo:.:t the present c:tate of things." This occurs in 
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expressions like, " but really it all but escaped me," " but I 
have ch3.11ced upon arguments which it will be fitting to bring_ 
forward presently." 

(3) DICTION OR WORDING.-They are for the most 
part those of the Harsh, and Vehement Styles, and are expres
sive of anger, indignation, the outgrowth of irritation, con
tention, and passion, and are abruptly said, e.g., " Oh 
wretched and incorrigible scribe," " this wretch conscious of 
such detestable things," and the like; with pity when Demos
then~s says "the miserable Phocians," and again " this. 
miserable man is dishonoured and scorned." The demonstra
tive pronoun, and surprise, e.g., " This man reproaches me 
with the friendship of Alexander. ' I reproach you with the 
friendship of Alexander ! where did you get it, and how did 
you merit it?'' It is impossible to find ~xamples with fear 
among orators, as these belong more to tragedy. Examples. 
of indignation are shown by such phrases as " Charidemus? 
Oh my!" and again " Androtion, Oh Earth and Heaven ! " 
and of speaking confidently, as " I am ready to join the fleet 
as a volunteer, and submit to anything if this be not so." 
Every utterance which is harsh and vehement, which has, 
character, which is of anger, especially in denunciations, and 
in expressions that are not sequential, but break into expres
sions as in the Anacolouthon, and Aposiopesis, have place here. 
But in indignation or denunciations made abruptly, as before-· 
mentioned, harsh and vehement words have greater force,. 
e.g., "Eater of iambics," and "that crooked hand-writer," 
form sincere and eager speaking, and all that suggest im
petuosity and celerity having in themselves an impetuous. 
nature. In plaintive or lamenting speech, that is expressing 
sufferings, etc., none of these modes are suitable; purity, 
simplicity, suavity and mildness alone are suitable, and all 
words that correspond to these feelings. In addressing an 
out-door crowd ;-the mob likes big phrases, as liberty, 
fraternity, patriotism, dignity, justice, admirable instincts of 
women, the glorious aspirations of the people. Such words as 
the following awake tender feelings: mother, father, sister, 
brother, son, child, husband, wife, house, hearth, friend, 
country; God; good, fond, devoted, pity, fellow-feeling; sad
ness, tears, adversity; fatherless, grief, widow, doomed, the 
grave, heartfelt, etc.· (see Bain's list). 

In this list come Hermogenes' endiatheton, that is, words. 
which speak from the heart, and expressions in which no vain 
words are used. 

(4) FIGURES.-All the figures of Sphodrotes, that is, 
Vehemence, may be used here; those of attack as observed under· 
this style, as the Apostrophe, e.g., De Corona, 82: "Thev 
put up at your place, JE.schines, and you entertained them., .. 
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The Apostrvphe joined. to an Interrog~tio has more of the 
sincere and eager speakmg because of 1t~ refutatory natur~, 
one by its own nature and the other by 1ts 0\\'11 force, as m 
the Embassy, 290: " For, why on earth, Eubulus, that on the 
trial of Hegislaus, who is your cousin, and in the case of 
Thrasybulus recently, the uncle of ~liceratus ... you got 
up and ne,·er spoke a word on their behalf, but begged the jury 
to excuse you?" And this one from De Corona, 318: "You 
say that I am nothing like the ancients. Are you like them 
JEschines? Is your brother, or any of your speakers? I 
assert that none is," which is produced with sharp acrimony 
mixed with true and sincere speech. The demonstrative pm
noun in connection with the figure Distributio or Dissipatio, as 
1/zis man, 1/zis boy, this woman, etc., lends t~ eager and sin
cere speech, because it is also ,-e.hement, e.g., 11 This is the 
man who now bewails the sufferings of the The bans!" Another 
figure is Aporia or Dubitation, connected with the interroga
tire Apostrophe: "\Yhy, you-I know not what name to call 
you-when you saw me robbing tlle state of an ad,·antage and 
connection so important as you described just now, did you 
erer express indignation ?"-De Corona, 22. This is not a 
prewarning, but a dubitation or doubt. Adjudication, that is 
where a judgment is passed on a matter, is a good figure. 
After Demosthenes complained bitterly, he increased his sin
-cerity by a decisire judgment: 11 For no man, 0 Athenians, 
spends his money for the traitor's benefit, or when he has got 
possession of his purchase employs the traitor to ad,·ise him 
in future proceeding, else nothing could ha,·e been more 
fortunate than a traitor. But it is not so-it neYer could be
it is far otherwise. "-De Corona, 47- Another with indigna
tion increasing the sincere and fen·id speech by Adjudication, 
De Corona, 139: 11 That he should openly co-operate with 
Philip before the war, \\'as shocking-0 hearen and earth! 
For how could it be otherwise ?-a crainst the fatherland ! " 
Adjudication with addubitation has le~s force in the sincere and 
t>ager speaking than in the Equitable or ~Iodest kind, as in 
De Corona, 8: 11 As I am, it appears, on this day to render 
an ac~ount. .. 11 There are many examples of this mode of 
spe~kmg, namely, to make as an assumption, a thing that is 
by 1ts nature admitted as true, or that has alreadv been estab
li~ed as a fact. e.g., Demos. ,-s. Timocrates, 1: '' Timocrates 
h1mself must admit, men of jury, that he has no one but him
self to blame for the present prosecution. For with intent to 
denrire the. state of a considerable sum of money, men of 
Athens. he mtroduced a law in ,-iolation of all existincr laws, 
which is neither proper nor iust." Xot e\·en the conj~nction 
" for 11 

IS omitted. See Ah~lute Partition next pa!!e . 
. Yet another figure is Epidiort!l05is, that is, an after correc

~lon, to add something strong-er or for the sake of strengthen
mg. as De Corona, 130: 11 Very lately-lately did I say-
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it was but yesterday that he became both an Athenian and an 
orator, by adding two syllables to his name. . . " This 
figure is more frequently used for rhetorical effect than for 
soul-stirred expression. Another .good figure is Distributio 
dissoluta which also is called Absolute Partition, that is, 
though the parts or divisions are dissolved, yet there is no 
loosening of the connection. It is almost the same as a decisive 
judgment (Adjudication), e.g., Embassy, 238: "But in the 
very exercise of your dignities, one of you has committed a 
ci·ime, and a crime, too, of such a nature, do you not deserve: 
more execration than pardon? Much more in my judgment." 
The adjudication is that I deem it "much more." It is 
nothing more than a judgment; for without loosening the 
connection, he immediately goes on: "They will, perhaps, 
with loud voices and impudence, and with the plea ' it is 
pardonable to assist a brother'. . . " Euche i5' a figure 
applicable here, that is, a form of expression by which the 
orator makes a solemn vow or promise, made with a condition, 
or spontaneously arising out of some vehement feeling or 
affection. Catagoria, that is, a form of speech by which the 
orator opens or discloses, and ,detests some secret wickedness 
of his adversary, and lays it before his face, e.g., "He that 
dippeth his hand with me in the dish, the same shall betray 
me." -Christ disclosing Judas. It is used chiefly to accuse 
and reprehend hypocrisy. Obtestatio is evident, that is, a 
figure by which the orator expresses his most earnest request, 
petition, or prayer, and is used in necessity and distress as a. 
means to seek and obtain relief and comfort in miseries, in 
hunger, perplexity, peril, etc., e.g., Terrence: 11 Oh Chremes, 
I beseech thee for God's sake, and for our old ,friendship's sake 
which has continued ever since we were children . . . help 
me in the matter." Threnos also, is evident, a form of 
speech by which the orator laments some person or people 
for the misery they suffer, or the speaker his own calamity, and 
is used to move pity and compassion in the hearers, e.g., " 0 
that my head were full of water, and mine eyes a fountain of 
tears that I might weep day and night for the slain of the 
daughters of my people." The greater part of Jeremia;h's 
lamentation is framed from this form of speech. A further list 
is of the following: Ecphonesis; Orcos; involuntary assevera-. 
tions-11 blessed be God"; Hypophora; Epanorthosis; One
dismus: 11 Miser, I took thee up. . . "; Anathema; Optatio; 
Ironia; Eustathia, a figure by which the orator promises and 
professes his constance concerning something, its use being to 
manifest the secret affection of the heart, to declare the firm 
and immovable purpose of the mind, and express the deep
rooted affection, as by contempt of torture, and of death 
itself, e.g., "Let lion's claws tear out our bowels, let gibbets 
hang us, let fire consume us, let the sword cut us asunder, let 
beasts tread us under their feet : yet we christians are by 
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prayer prepared to abide all pain and torture," and " who 
shall s~parate us from the love of Christ. . . ?" Exuscitatio 
is another form of speech by which the orator being moved 
by some vehement ~ffection ill: himself, .shows it by. the utterance 
of his speech, movmg the mmds of h1s hearers e1ther to ~eat 
praises or dispraises, and rna y be used for reprehens10n, 
accusation, or defence, e.g., 1

' What man is he? be he neve:;.
so envious, never so malicious, never so ambitious of honour, 
but must needs commend this man ... "-Cicero. In dis
praising: 11 Who is so careless a mind, that seeing these things 
can hold his peace and let them pass? You put my father to 
death before he was condemned, and being put to death you 
registered him among the condemned men, you thrust me out 
of my house by violence, you possessed my patrimony, what 
will you more? . . "-Cicero. Bdeligma, a form of speech 
by which the speaker shows how much he hates or abhors a 
person, word, deed, or thing, e.g., 11 Oh you wretch," 11 he 
upon it," 11 away with it," 11 bury it in silence, whose eyes. 
can look upon it." Cataplexis, a figure by which the speaker 
denounces a threatening against some person, people, city, 
commonwealth or country, containing and declaring the cer
tainty or likehood of plagues or punishments to fall upon them 
for their wickedness, impiety, insolence and general iniquity, 
e. g., see denunciation against Jerusalem, the curse against 
Babel, against Egypt. Preanisimus, a ·figure of speech by 
which the orator expresses his joy, either for the cause or good 
thing obtained or some evil avoided, is used in triumphs, 
victories, joys, etc., e.g., 11 0 death where is thy sting! 0 
grave where is thy victory!" Egoism, e.g., 11 I defy them 
as I ever did ... " (seep. 273); Chiasmus: "If e'er to bless 
thy sons, my voice and hands deny; these hands let useful 
skill forsake, this voice in silence die." -Dwight. F requenta
tio, Epitimesis, Diabole, and Thaumasmus, also Synchoresis, 
and Paromology. Thaumasmus also is a very prominent 
figure in this style. It is a form of speech by which the orator 
declares how much he marvels at something, as either whv a 
thing is done or left undone, at some strange effect whose 
cause. makes him wonder, and it is used to praise highly personc; 
or thmgs, as when the orator declares his admiration at thei:
goodne~s and excellency; in dispraising most hatefully, as by 
wondenng that such a notorious and wicked person is :1ct 
cut off b~ the la~s of men, or .destroy~d by .the judgments 
of God; m reprovmg and rebukmg, as m saymg "I marvel 
at :Vh.at moved you to do it "; in blaming the negligence 0r 

omt.ssJOn of some nece~sary or profitable thing, and by mar
v~lh~g- at the cause: m fact it has many uses, and is very 
s~gmficant an~ emphatic. Example: " Oh the depth of the 
nches of the w1sdom and knowledge of God." Bv this figure 
the o:ator sometimes wo?ders at the boldness and impudence 
of w1cked deeds, sometimes at the negligenr':! of men in not 
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preventing danger; or at their security when the battle of 
destruction is yet raging over their heads; sometimes at ~he 
impunity when he sees great wickedness pass free without 
punishment or rebuke; and sometimes in the accusation of somr 
person of whom he has a good opinion. See pages under 
£nthymema mentioned above, also under Hypophora. 

(S) ~1Ej1BERS.-The members or cola are the same c.s 
those prescribed by the respective style which is being used 
at the time. 

(6) ARRANGEjfE~T OR COMPOSITION.-This is the 
same as in the Vehement, when this style predominates. There 
should be no announcement of the feelings, they should come 
in spontaneously and be the result of anger, fervour or eager
ness. The arrangement is that which some rhetoricians call 
the direct, in that there is no preparation, the bold figures as 
Apostrophe, Obtestatio, Ecphonesis, Optatio, Exucitatio, and 
the like are used. The indirect is when the orator describes 
lamentable circumstances, lamentable histories and other provo
<:atures by which he hopes to move pity or compassion; in 
other words by mere force of language, by the subdual of 
emotion to meier-statement, keeping in advance the grounds 
-or provocatures which ought to move the hearers. This in
direct mode is much used before assemblies composed mostly 
of educated people. The populace is more swaved bv the 
direct mode, by feelinC?"s, impassioned TJbrases, bv gestures, 
as the commotions of the people are grea~, and the interests 
of the Republic embrace big things, as Cicero says. The com
position of the pathetic and pitiful is simple. 

(7) RHYTH:\'1 OR ORATORICAL ~UJfBERS.-The 
same as in the style used at the time. 

rs) CADENCE OR CONCLUSION.-Same as in the stvle 
used at the time. 

CLEVERNESS. 

The Se\'enth Form of Oratorical Style was termed by Hermo
genes Deinotes ( .lF, ,,;-'Is), meaning cleverness, skilfulness, 
shrewdness. The Greek adjective deinos has the meaning- of 
the powerful, wondrous passed into the able, clcrer,. skilful; 
of practical abil!ty; and comes from deos properly deeznos=of 
anything strange and unusual. The Latins called this kind 
of speaking solertia oratoria, that is, skilful oratory; also apt 
ora ton', that is, having the requisite qualifications. appropriate, 
suitable. The word skilful comes from Ice I. skilja =to distin
guish, and means having practical ability, practical knowledge 
in combination with ability; capability for accomplishing any-
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thng with precision and certai~ty. Clever, from Mid-E~g. 
clivers=claws in the sense of mmble of claws, sharp to seize; 
also in the s~nse of adroit, dexterous, that is, " having the 
brams in the hand "; nimble, agile. 

Another synonym is adroit, from d droit, meaning according 
to riaht to the right, signifying rightly, properly. So that 
.collecting from the above, Deinotes would be: ~kilf~l, cl~~er, 
adroit, and apt oratory. Hermogenes says that m his opm10n 
apt and skilful oratory is nothing more than the right appli· 
-cation at the right time of all the forms up to the present 
treated of; also the body of an oration, consisting of the" 
exordium, the diege3is, proposition, the proofs confirmatory 
and refutative, and the epilogue. This, generally speaking, 
seems to me to be true eloquence and skilful oratory. 

(I) THE THOUGHTS.-The thoughts turn on skill and 
promptness in grasping and handling an .idea, in putting it in 
the right place and applying it at the right time; swiftness in 
dialectics, in applying the different oratorical forms or figures, 
.and the different oratorical styles and the blending of the same 
where required; and to seize upon whatever happens, turning 
it to advantage (see Whitefield's seizing upon passing events 
.and turning them to account, page 227). Hermogenes says 
that the thoughts are outside of the common rut or opinion, 
and are j)rofound paradoxical, violent, forcible and recondite, 
e.g., Demosthenes' "First Olynthiac," 4: "For the danger 
is, that this man being unscrupulous and clever at turning 
events to account, making concessions when it suits him, 
threatening at other times (his threats may well be believed), 
slandering us and urging our absence against us, may convert 
and wrest to his use some of our main resources. Though 
strange to say, Athenians, this very cause of Philip's strength 
is a circumstance favourable to you." After alarming the 
people by showing the strength of their adversary, he skilfully 
turns off to a topic of encouragement: "His having it in his 
sole power to publish or conceal his designs, his being at the 
same time general, sovereign, paymaster, and everywhere 
accompanying his army, is a great advantage for quick and 
timely operations in war; but for peace with the Olynthians, 
~vh.ich h~ would gladly ~ake, it has the contrary effe~t. For 
1t IS plam to the Olynth1ans that they are now fightmg, not 
for glory or a slice of territory, but to save their country from 
destru~tio1_1 and servitude. They know how he treated those 
:\mnh1rohtans who surrendered to him their city, and those 
Pydneans who gave him admittance ... " An example also 
in Demos. \'S. Philip, I, 2: " First I say, you must not 
despond, Athenians, under your present circumstances, 
wretched as they are; for that which is worst in them as regards 
the past is best for the future. What do I mean? That vour 
'"lffairs are amiss, men of Athens, because you do nothing which 
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is needful; if notwithstanding you performed your duties, 1t 
would be the same, there would be no hope of amendment." 

The following has great driving force or cogency, Demos. 
Embassy, ·189: "I say that I have not been your colleague at 
all in the embassy, but that you did many heinous things a:;. 
ambassador, and I did what was best for these people. }'hila
crates has been your colleague, and you his and Phryyon: for 
you all did these things and approved of them. But where 
is the salt? Where the social board and libations?" The 
salt, etc., mean the ceremonies used at a council table, expres •. 
sive of friendship. 

The following thought may be called recondite or abstruse,. 
De Corona, I I 8 : '' To show you that he himself bears testi
mony to my having been crowned for what I had no account 
to render of, take and read the whole decree drawn up in my 
favour. By the portions of the bill which he never indicted,. 
it will appear that his prosecution is calumnious,'' and in this: 
"These were my donations; none of which have you accused: 
the rewards which the Council says I deserve for them are what 
you arraign. To receive the gifts, you confess to be legal; 
the requital of them, you indict for illegality. In the name
of heaven! what sort of person can a monster of wickedness 
and malignity be, if not such a person as this." A pointed, 
sharp conclusion follows, e.g. : " to receive the gifts, then you 
confess to be legal" and these words then follow from the
thought: "you did not accuse," then he interrogates: " what 
sort of person ... ?" 

The thoughts are, therefore, those that are skilful, and 
harsh, severe; sincerity and character joined with elegance 
and vehemence; and those of the Sublime style as Amplifica· 
tion, Vigour, Celerity, Beauty. The thoughts in political 
oratory embrace, as Aristotle says, the state, religion, laws~ 
constitution of the state, alliances, treaties, etc., war, peace, 
revenues; in the Panegyrical they are laudatory; in the 
Forensic, they are judicial. 

(2) ~fETHOD.-It is that which is suitable to thoughts. 
abore·mentioned, namely, the abstruse, the recondite, and to 
those that are properly of the Sublime Style, also to the 
Character style, to Beauty, Vigour, to the trope kind, on 
account of the meaning or sense signified, and further to the 
skilful and fluent (well.expressed, ready). It also consists in 
blending all the styles as needed, in using art, as well as art 
to conceal art; in combining proper tone and gesture for ex· 
pressing the respective idea. It seems to me that Quintillian's 
general description of eloquence very well applies to Deinotes: 
"He will be able to speak gravely, austerely. sharply. strongly, 
spiritedlv. copiously, bitterly, affably, gently, artfully, sooth· 
ingly, mildlv' agreeably I succinctly' politely. He will not 
always be alike yet always consistent with himself." Aris-
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totle says that if the words, tu~e ~d gesture all properly 
combine to express the one respectn·e 1dea, the express10n then 
has been well made. 

As political oratory is to persuade a body or nation to a~?Pt 
a policy for_ the good of s~i~ty, Bain's "En_glish Compos1~1on 
and Rhetonc" says that 1t 1s composed: (I) proposed obJect, 
(2) means to be pro\·ed, argument to prore expediency of 
means, (3) exhortation as to the desirable end. (See page 336, 
and Betham's fallacies, p. 122, respecting the "higher 
grounds of utility, etc., and such ends as " The earth has been 
assigned to each generation, etc .... ") The different ways 
of composition are: (a) By some of the simple modes of com
munication, as description, narrati\·e, exposition (see Burke's 
description of Warren Hastings p. 151); narratire of eYents; 
exposition by definition, as Demosthenes' definition of law, of 
a citizen, Hall's definition of slarery; by similes, metaphors, 
antitheses, epigrams, balanced construction, as "repeal the 
union, restore the heptarchy." (b) All the forms of argument, 
!:-ee " Forms of Logical Expression." The use of Parity of 
Reasoning or parallel arguments, which is the same as red!Jctio 
ad absurdum, or driving an argument home as it is popularly 
called, Examples, and Analogy especially in the negati,·e (see 
Bain's analogy of the small boy being able to eat turnips, 
raw apples and digest them, so has England its period of 
strong digestion, but it cannot do it later on in its manhood)
such are the forms of logical expression that hare most carry
ing power with the populace. Do not be too earnest or 
assemble too much in the refutation, as it com·eys the idea 
of strength in the opponent's argument. Whately says that 
so much infantry mars!:lalled shows that the opponent's posi
tion must be Yery strong. Strike just sufficiently the wedge 
so that the elasticity of the wood will not throw it out, 
establish a just principle, leare the rest to the audience to 
image or deduce. (c) Feelings, as to whether pain or pleasure 
will ensue; attainment of wealth, friends, health, fame; sym
pathy with others, fear, terror, dread; loYe, tenderness, admira
tion; what hearers lo,·e, we lm·e; what thev hate, we bate. 
Vanity, pride, power as ~apoleon held out' the hig'hest rank 
to th~ lowest of his soldiers. Anger, indignation, ridicule, etc., 
const1tute different phases of the feelings and their manage
T'lent. In political oratory, let all that touches the peop1e be 
the major premises of Your composition, and your propos:tion 
be the minor. As ~Iason says: "Furnish Yourse1f with a 
copia of synonyms for selecting the right word and one of 
g_ood rhythm, and let Your care be a clear and strong e:\:ures
c;Ion of \·our sentiments, and what is roug-h and bars~ in 
n•1mbers can be rectified afterwards." " There is a sort of 
sc.arcely perceptible chanting in oratorical language."
Cicero. There should be harmonv and unitv in the co:n
position, eYerything should conspire· to one who~e. as the parts 
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of the human body join harmoniously to the formation of the 
whole. Do not look down on the platform in front of you. 
Do not place the scene described, events narrated, etc., between 
yourself and the audience, as this makes such scenes appear 
smalL The grouping of words wonderfully improves the 
voice in fulness and clearness, and flowing speech causes 
thoughts to flow into one's mind. 

A. great Asset to any cause or political party.-Upon this 
important point in connection with political oratory, it is 
appropriate to quote ''Elements of Rhetoric ''-by Richard 
Whately: "He who is sure to detect and skilfully expose any 
error of his opponents, and who may be relied on, if not to 
propose always good measures, at least never to propose any 
of which he cannot give a plausible vindication, and always 
ready to furnish for those already prepared to side with him, 
some specious reason to justify their vote-such a man will be 
a powerful supporter, and a formidable adversary. It may 
be added that, in proportion as he is able or skilful to transfer 
the admiration from his eloquence to his supposed political 
wisdom, the more will his influence be increased." 

In the Panegyric, no harshness nor vehemence is permitted, 
and the composition is elegant and agreeable, suave and sim
ple. It is nearly all narrative, therefore vivacity almost 
disappears. 

Quintillian says that the plain style is for informing, in
structing! the florid for conciliating, pleasing; and the grand, 
for moving the feelings. 

The method as to delh'e7J', according to Quintillian, should 
be correct, clear, elegant, and to the purpose. It is correct 
when it contains nothing rustic or foreign. It is clear when 
it is not dull-sounding, stiff, hard, thick or thin, weak, squeaky, 
small, soft, effeminate, while the breathing at the same time 
be neither short, unsustained nor difficult to recover. The 
pronunciation is clear when the words are uttered entire, 
no part swallowed up. Phrases are clear when the 
speaker begins and stops where he ought, e.g., "arma 
virumque cano" I stop here, " trojae qui primus ab oris," 
another suspension. · Pauses are to be made with res
piration ; ~n the other hand, take breath without any 
perceptible ·pause in . passages where we must steal a 
respiration, as it were. If made at the wrong place it obscures. 
The delivery is elegant when it is supported by a voice. tllat 
is easy, powerful, fi.ne, flexible, fi.rm, sweet, well-sustamed, 
clear, pure, that cuts the air and penetrates the ear.. A 
voice heard by its peculiar excellence of tone, neither 
lowest nor highest, as the lowest is far from clear, 
and the highest too shrill to endure long. In the lowest 
key the voice wants force, in the highest it is weak and likely 
to crack. The middle tone siflould be cultivated, as it is from 
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this we can raise it to speak with rehemence, or lower it to 
speak with gentleness. . . 

There must be equality and vanety of tone: equahty, so 
that our speech may not proceed by starts with irregular inter
vals and the short vowels not confused with the long ones, 
nor 'the acute accents with the grave, as if on legs of unequal 
l~ngths. Variety relieves the voice. Our pronunciation must 
be fluent not precipitate, well regulated, but not slow. We 
must not' take breath too frequently, as it breaks the sentence 
into pieces. 

Delivery is to the purpose when on cheerful subjects it flows 
in a full and clear tone, and is itself, a'S it were, cheerful; 
when in argument it rouses itself and strains to speak with 
every nerve ; in anger, is nerce, rough, thick and interrupted 
with frequent respirations for the breath cannot be held long 
when it is expelled in extraordinary quantities; in flattering, 
apologising, confessing, supplicating, it is gentle and submis
sive; in persua:ding, promising, advising, or consoling, is 
grare ; in expressing fear or shame, it is staid ; in exhortation, 
is strong; in 1dispute, is voluble; in expressing pity, is tender 
and mournful and somewhat weakened purpnsely; in oratorical 
digression, is flowing and of tranquil clearness ; in statement 
of facts as well as familiar conversation, is even in tone, inter
mediate between acute and grave; in expressing the more 
rehement feelings, it rises, and in the calmer ones it falls ; 
and in other cases higher or lower according to the degree of 
intensity. 

Respecting the method of delivery in Celerity, the follow
ing from Quintillian regarding pauses is here applicable: 
"Not only members and phrases ought to be well begun and 
ended, but even in the parts which are closely connected and 
allow no respiration, there ought still to be certain almost im
perceptible rests ; there ought to be a stress in the middle parts 
which causes a slight pause, as the foot of the runner, though 
it does not stop, yet leaves an impression. Who can doubt, 
for example, there is but one thought in the following words, 
and that they ought to be pronounced in one breath or without 
respiration?: animadurti, judices, I omnem accusatoris ora
tionem I in duas I divissum esse partes ; yet the frrst two 
words, the next three, the two following, and the last three 
hare respectively, as it were, their own numbers which allow 
relief to breath." 

. (3) DIC'I_'ION. OR wqRDING.-This consists in employ
mg. at the nght time and m the right place, the different words 
wh1ch properly belong to the respectire style then in use. 

(4) FIGURES.-They are: chiefly those of the Sublime 
Style, especially those of Grandeur, Harshness·, Vehemencr, 
Vigour, Splendour, and Amplifrcation; also those of Beauty, 
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and lastly but not least, the figure or form of an entire speech, 
see pages VI. & VII. Among the figures, however, Systrophe, 
<:ailed conversus by the Latins, which is the short rounded 
period, is particularly applicable in Deinotes because it has, 
by its own nature, great force, as will be seen in this example 
from Demosthenes' third oration against Philip, II., 13: "By 
Jove, it may be said, he knew all this, yet he so acted, not 
from ambition or the motives which I charge but because the 
demands of the Thebans were more equitable than yours-of 
all the pleas, this now is the least open to him : he that bids 
the Lacedcemonians to give up Messene, how can he pretend, 
when he delivered Orchomenos and Coronea to the Thebans, 
to have acted on a conviction of justice." The rounding of 
the period, as Hermogenes gives it, starts with the italics and 
-end with the words in italics. 

Hermogenes says, the following instance with Systrophe, is 
the kind of expression which seems to be apt eloquence, Olyn~ 
thiac, I, 8 : " You must not then, Athenians, forego the lucky 

{)pportunity, nor commit the error which you have often done. 
For example, when we returned from succouring the Eubceans, 
and Hierax and Stratocles of Amphipolis came to this platM 
form, urging us to sail and receive possession of their city, 
if we had shown the same zeal for ourselves as for the safety 
of Eubcea, you would have held Amphipolis then and been 
.rid of all the troubles that ensued." The Systrophe is given 
by Hermogenes as commencing with the words in italics and 
-ending in italics. 

(S) MEMBERS.-The members or cola are the same as 
those of the style being used at the time. 

(6) ARRANGEMENT OR COMPOSITION.-The same 
as in the style that is being employed at the time. But men
tion might be made of political oratory, which is the deliberat
tive, in which the idea of greatness prevails, and in which 
prolixity abounds; the speech befits the statesman, and is 
lofty. Cicero says that for a popular assembly, as the conM 
cerns of the Republic are important, and the commotions of 
the multitude are of extraordinary violence, the style is grand 
and imposing, and that the sort of language to be used, must 
be flowing with a kind of equable smoothness, regular and 
continuous." The harsh, of course, would not have the 
smoothness aforementioned. 

Among British orators of the past, The Earl of Chatham, 
~he Rt. Hon. Charles James Fox, and the Rt. Ron. William 
E. Gladstone held the first place in Deinotes ; and among 
American orators of the present, Ron. William J. Bryan, 
ExMU.S.A. Secretary of State, and U.S.A. Congressman Ret 
\V. Bourke Cockran hold pre-eminence. 
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In the pulpit the ReY. George Whitefield, the Rev. Charles 
Haddon Spurgeon in England, and the Rev: Hen.ry Ward 
Beecher in America, hare held the fi.rst place m Demotes. 

(7) RHYTHM OR ORATORICAL NUl\IBERS.-Do not 
slur over the feet as some orators do, desiring to hurry on to 
the emphatic word, upon whic~ they pounce. Give each .foot 
its full measure. The central 1dea of rhythm turns on differ
ence, inequality, and variety. The rhythmical structure 
widens into undulating sweeps, rising, hovering, descending 
with wing-like motion-d. Saintsbury. It swells out into 
pc:eons, and dochmiacs, the emotional and harmonious passages 
taking the ionic-- v '"'• v v- -, or third pceon 
0 '"' - '-'• also cretic- ;_, - and fi.rst pceon, as " beauty 
may be lost may be for years out-lived ... ," also the amphi
brach ·v- 'V. uo not gire too much attention to numbers 
as it cools the ardour, or indulge too much in self-correction, 
or 11 iron the speech down to a recitation." Let tone be pure, 
that is not split into one or more tones, 120 words per minute 
is clear but if more than this number, the expression will 
become indistinct. Quick time is used for sentiments we dis
card or censure; slower time for those we approve. If the main 
word or syllable is to be low the syllable or syllables preceding 
it should be high; and if the main one is to be high, then a 
syllable or two preceding should be low. Quintillian says 
that what is sublime should march majestically; calm, leisurely; 
spirited, should run; tender, should flow. The spondees 
-- and iambics ·v - are for tumour, pomp; chorei (tro
chees)- v and Pyrrhic v \.J for comic. In a word, all the 
rhythms rna y be used that are gi\'en in the respective style 
the orator may be using at the time. 

II 6 el;qu;nt, I just, I ind mighty I Death! I whom none 
I c~uld ad,1se. I thou I hist p~rsuad~d; 1 wh~t none 1 h~th 

dared, ! thou ! hist done; 1 ~nd whom au i th~ world 1 h~s 
flatt;red, I thou only 1 hist cast out 1 ~£ th~ world 1 ind 
d~sptsed. I Thou I hist drawn 1 t;geth~r 1 in th~ far-stretched 

I greatn~ss, 1 ;u th~ pride, 1 cru"elt), 1 ~nd ambition 1 ~f man, 
I ~nd cor~red It I all ;;,.~r 1 ";th these 1 two narr~w 1 words 1 

H1c lfac~!. 1 
It is well w~rth notice how there is actually the strong 

and. al~ost meticulously arranged balance of euphuistic anti
thesis .111 cl<J~se; but how t~e euphuistic sing-song and snip
snap IS ent1rely drowned m the marvellous rhrthmic flow 
of the J?aSsage, Which never trenches upon verse (even the 
c?nsecutn·e .anapa:sts do not, to my ear, produce anything 
like a rnctncal effect). how the abundant monosyllable feet 
arrest and solernnise the cadence, while the anapcests them
sdres, and not the rare pceons, prerent any dragging or 
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mumbling." 
The above from Saintsbury's "History of English Prose

Rhythm" shows how Skilful Oratory interweaves the Anti
Bacchius, Bacchius, Amphibrach, Anap<:est, Dactyl, Iambic, 
Ionic, P:::eon, Spondee, Trochee, and other feet. 

Note the clever progression in following containing 
difference, inequality, and variety: 

'' Th~ strong 1 flourishing 1 ~nd beaut~ful. I'' 
(8) CADENCE OR CONCLUSION.-This must be care

fully studied, for it is here, says Cicero, that the hearer ex
pects to be gratified. " It is not necessary," says Quintillian, 
" to go back further than three feet to form the conclusion," 
rather the cadence. Walker gives these rules; unless modified 
by emphasis, when the cadence is composed of four accented 
words or four feet, the first foot should be with a falling in
flection; the second foot, with a rising inflection; the third foot, 
with a rising inflection also; and the fourth foot, with a falling 
inflection, e.g., " A brave man struggling in the storm of 
fate, and greatly falling with a falling state." If the cadence 
consists of three feet or three words accented, the rule is: first 
foot is to be with a falling inflection; the second foot or word, 
with a rising inflection; and third foot or word, with a falling, 
e. g.' " whoever is master of this, shall gain much greater 
applause."-Cicero. There is another way to form a cadence 
of three feet, as follows : first foot or word is given the rising 
inflection, the second word or foot the rising also, and the 
third foot falling. The feet in the cadence must fall into a 
gradual, final dose, that ·is, the voice should gradually drop 
and end with a finality which carries with it the idea that there 
is nothing more to be said, or " I have nothing more to say." 
The cadential falling inflection is distinct from the continua
tive falling inflection, which is at the end of a clause that 
properly receives the falling inflection. This continuative 
falling inflection has an upward turn or suspension at the end, 
which shows that something . more is to follow in the same 
sentence. In a word, all the cadences are used which corres
pond to the particular style in use at the time by the orator. 

The following are the feet upon which the orator may draw 
for the expression of his 1deas accordingly as the thought and 
style require:- • 

Feet of two svllables. 
Iambic v- · 

Pyrrhic v v 

Spondee-
Trochee-...., 

Feet of three syllables. 
Amphibrach '-' 
A.napoest v v -

Anti~Bacchius '"' 
Bacchius
Cretic 
Dactyl--v ._, 
~1olossus --
T ribrach '-' ,_, '-' 
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Feet of four syllables. 
Antip~st '-' - v 
Choriambic - '-' v -

Di-Iambic v- v
Di-Spondee ---
Di-T rochee - '-' v 

Ionic a Majore -- v .... 

Ionic a minore v v -
P~ns:-

-vvv 

~-.JG 
v-vv 

vv-v 

vvJ-

Feet of five syllables. 
Dochmiac:-

--vvv 

vv v..._, 

---vv 

--vv-

v--v-

Although the Dochmiac admits of 30 variations, Saintsbury 
says that in English the combinations containing two longs 
and three shorts are, perhaps, commonest ; and Quintillian 
says that the combination of a Bacchi us-- v and an 
Iambic v - thus: - v v -, 'and the combination of 
an Iambic v and a cretic C- thus: v v make 
a good closing Doch.miac foot, that is, either one of them. 

The following symmetrical construction showing variety in 
cadential feet, variety in rhythms, and lengths of clauses, 
illustrates the Beautiful in Deinotes or Clever Oratory: 

II The Character of King William." "He was I b~t is no' 
more 1 the head, 1 heart ;nd hand 1 ;£ thi 1 c;nfed~racy: 

His thoughts w~re wise, s~rene a~d secr~t, 
His words few ~nd fa!th£~1, 
His acti~ns many ~nd h~roic, 

1,1 - \,/ "" "" - - ._, 'ttl 

His government without tyranny, 
His justice without rlgo~r, 
And his r~ilgi~n without s~p~rst1ti~n. 

H~ was 
M~gnanimo~s without pride, 
Valia~t without v1~Ience, 
Vlct'Ori~~s without tn~mph, 
Active without wearin~ss, 
Cauti~us without fear, 
And m~ritorio~s without thanks. 



POETRY & HOW DELIVERED. 

WHO WILL NOT ADMIT THAT THE SPEECHES OF 

Demosthenes are like the Finest Poems 
AND LYRICS: 

Particularly his harangues against Philip 
and his pleadings in public law suits? 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus. 

As Chatham, Sheridan, Fox, Gladstone, ,Bright, Spurgeon, Lloyd-George, 
Phillips, Beecher, Bryan, and others used most effectively verse, some having 
themselves written poetry, and as poetry elevates and enriches the mind, instils 
the sense of rhythm, flow and music of speech, also charms and soothes the 
hearer, and gives a speech delicious variety, it is appropriate to devote a few 
remarks here, with rules on the delivery of the same. Rules from Walker: 
" Fundamental Principle of all poetic pronunciation : ' Wherever a sentence, or 
member of a sentence, would necessarily require the falLing inflection in prose, 
it must always have the same inflection lin poetry.' " 

RULE I.-As the exact tone of the passion, or emotion which the verse 
excites, is not at first easy to hit, it will be proper always to begin a poem 
in a simple and almost prosaic style, and so proceed till we are warmed with 
the subject, and feel the emotion we wish to express. 

RULE Il.-In verse every syllable is to have the same accent, and every 
word the same emphasis, as in prose • . . if rhythmical arrangement 
tends to give an emphasis to such syllables as have properly no accent, th~ 
rhythmus or music of the verse must be entirely neglected. Thus the article 
the ought never to have a stress, though placed in that part of the verse wher~ 
the ear expects an accent, e.g., 

" What the weak head with strongest bias rules, 
Is pride; the never-failing voice of fools. "-Pope. 

An injudicious reader of verse would be very apt to lay a stress upon the article 
the, but a good reader would infallibly neglect the stress on this, and transfer 
it to the words, what and ·weak. 

RULE IlL-The vowel e, which is often cut off by an apostrophe in the 
word the, and before r, as in dang'rous, gen'rous, etc., ought to be preserved 
in tne pronunciation, because the syllable it forms is so short as to admit of 
being sounded with the preceding syllable, so as not to increase the number 
of syllables to the ear, or at all hurt the harmony. 

" But of the two less dang 'rous is the offence . . . " · 

RULE IV.-Aimost every verse admits of a pau~e in or. ~;ar ~he mi?d!~ 
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harmonious place for the capital pause is after the fourth syllable, it may, 
for the sake of expressing the sense strongly and suitably, and sometimts for 
the sake of vartery, be placed at several other intervals. 

" 'Tis hard to say-if greater want of skill . . . 
Than from his closing eyes-thy form shall part " 

Besides the capital pause, there are certain subordinate pauses • 
d~mi-cresura : 

" Glows I while he reads II but tremblts I as he writes. 
From storm I a shelter II and from heat I a shade." 

RULE V.-At the end of every line of poetry must be a pause proportioned 
to the intimate or remote connection subsisting between the two lines. Sheridan 
has insisted largely on the necessity of making a pause at the end of every 
line in poetry, whether the sense requires it or not. Dr. Lowth, Mr. Garrick, 
and Dr. Johnson agreed with 1\Ir. Sheridan. (:Vir. Walker disagrees.) 

RULE VI.-ln order to form a cadence in a period in rhyming verse, 
we must adopt the falling inflection with r.onsirlerable force, in the c<esura of 
the last line but one : 

" Like kings we lose the conquests gain 'd before, 
By vain ambition still to make tht:m more; 
Each might his sev'ral province well command, 
Would all but stoop to what they understand." 

In repeating these lines, we shall find it necessary to form the cadenc~, by 
giving the falling infl~ction with a little more force than common to the word 
province. 

RULE VIL-A simile in poetry ought always to be read in a lower 
t .. ne of voice than that part of the passage which precedes it. " Such as ot 
1ate o'er pale Britannia past . . . " See page 429. 

RULE VIII.-Where there is no pause in the sense at the end ot the 
verse, the last word must have exactly the same inflection it would have in 
prose: ' O'er their heads a crystal firmament, 

Whereon a sapphire throne, inlaid with pure 
Amber, and colours of show'ry arch . . . "-Milton. 

In this example the word pure must have the falling inflection 
RULE IX.-Sublime, grand and magnificent description in poetry, tre

~uently requires a lower tone of voice, and a sameness nearly approaching ttJ 
a monotone, to give it variety . . . nay, a monotone connected with 
preceding and succeeding inflections, is a real variety; . . . which con 
sidered apart, is perfectly monotonous, but taken with what goes before and 
follows, is among the finest beauties of composition. 

" Where brooding darkness spreads his jealous wings, 
And the night raven sings; 

There under ebon shades and low-brow'd rocks, 
In dark cimmerian desert ever dwell." 

Letters in italics take tje monotone. 

Of the noble and generous passions, the pathetic seems the favourite an~ 
most endearing theme. Those readers, therefore, who cannot assume a plain 
tive tone of voice, will never succeed in reading poetry. . . . This approach 
to a monotone, especially in plaintive poetry, makes it often difficult, and 
sometimes impossiblt>, to distinguish whether the slides that accompany the 
pauses and empha-;is of verse are rising or falling. 

William Russell in "The Reading of Hymns " says: " The rule of appro. 
pt iate intonation in stanzas, is, keep the voice up at the end of the second 
line, unless emphasis, or independent sense, or abrupt style authorises or 
rtquires a downward slide; and let the voice take a lower pitch, at the 
beginning of the third line : 

" There is a land of pure delight, 
Where saints immortal reign ; 
Eternal day excludes the nij!ht, 
And pleasures banish pain." 

Russell says that the voire should be kept up or suspended at the word nifln 
as the sense is not indrpendently completed, since the words and ·whtrf- are 
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required mentally to fill up the elt.ipsis between the second and the third lines 
of the stanza. False intonation commonly consists in overlooking the distinctive 
slide of verse, as contrasted with that of prose. The former varies but little 
from the monotone and does not in most passages transcend the limits of the 
interval of the second, or the slightest rise except the plaintive semitone. The 
use ·Of larger intervals of thirds and fifths, turns poetry into prose. The fault 
lies in raising or lowering the voice too much, as if in questions and answers, 
instead of keeping it nearly level. Behnke in " The Speaking Voice " says: 
" The words which rhyme should be slightly accentuated so as lo show th,. 
end of each line." 

PAUSES and ACCENTS.-In verses of seven syllables, the strongest 
accent on the third, and a pause after the third or fourth syllable, are the most 
beautiful, e.g., 

" Fill the bowl-with rosy wine, 
Round our temples-roses twine • . 

In verses of eight syllables, pause generally after the fourth or fifth 
syllable, e.g., 

" To my great song-rebellious prove . " 
u In mighty numbers-mighty things. 11 

In verses of ten syllables, the prevailing accent is on the eecond, fourth 
and sixth syllables, and the pause after the forth or sixth, e.g., 

" And lovers both,-both thy disciples were. 11 

or after the seventh, where accent falls, when it happens to be on the Ia~t 
save one, e.g., 

" Now when the ~ar is over-is it peace." 
" The ten syllable line is the heroic line of the English language." 

In verses of twei'Ve syllables, the verse is more flowing and easy, when 
the pause is after the sixth syllable, e.g., "The prince pursu'd and march'd
along with equal pace. 11 These are truly heroic in measure and sound. 

"And murm'ring with disdain,-the beauteous body leaves." 
The orator when impassioned approaches very close to the poetic. See 

page 239. For " H:~rmonic Inflection," see page 404: "A brave man 
struggling . . . " How Wendell Phillips delivered poetry, see page 474. 
Quintillian says that a sentence in prose begins like a verse in poetry ends. 

For varying the position of ,the c<esura, which adds such beauty, 
variety and music to verse, Milton and Shakespeare are the best 
examples 

·'Now, Lycidas, II the shepherds weep no more; 
Henceforth II thou art the genius of the shore, 
In thy large recompense, II and shall be good, 
To all that wander ll in that perilous fiood."-Milton. 

" As Cresar loved me, II I weep for him; 
As he was fortunate, I! I rejoice at it; • 
As he was valiant, II I honour him; 
But II as he was ambitious, I I slew him: 
There is tears for his love II joy for his fortune; 
Honour for his valour; II and death for his ambition."-Shak. 

DEDUCTION: A verse in poetry should begin with a soft tone, gently 
falling in each line toward the centre and rising at the end, and all lints 
should end with a rising inflection as long as the sense is suspended or is 
incomplete, also every line in the Protasis; and a falling inflection in all lines 
in the Apodosis, and where tlzere is emphasis, independent or comPlete sense, 
that is, a fallinK inflection as if you had somethi11g more to say; and cs falling 
inftection dropping gradually into a close, as if you had nnthin~ more to say, 
{o1 all cadences or poetic petiods. All should now in liquid lines. 
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To deliver poetry well, one must have some idea of its 
composition, kind, terms and application. 

TERMS AND KINDS OF POETRY. 
~IETRE, from the Greek metron, means measure, and is 

peculiar to poetry which is a regular flow of syllables 
and short, accented and unaccented, reduced to a spec1fic 
measure called feet. 

IAMBIC FOOT (pp. !84-5, 249, 400-1, 527-8, 534, 541, 
615-6), is a short and a long v -, and is used for the epic, 
the drama, the ode, the elegy, and all serious and sustained 
kinds of poetry. Blank verse is usually defi.ned as an un
rhymed line of fi.ve feet, each of two syllables, every second 
syllable receiving a stress or accent, e.g.-

" I have ! thee n6t I and yet I I see I thee still. I " 
TROCHAIC FOOT (pp. 184, 401-2, 528, 534, 583, 616), 

is a long and a short - v, and is used for verses of rapid 
movement (p. 249), where sentiment is not so serious and 
weighty, for the soft, playful and tender (p. 593), also at 
times to relieve the monotony and heaviness of the iambic, 
e.g.-

( l) " Should you I ask me I whence these I stories, I 
Whence these !legends I and tra I clition!;. I "-LonJfellow. 

(2) Xthen'5, I tM eye I Of Greece, 1 mother 1 Of arts." 

A Trochee often occurs at the beginning of a line in blank 
verse to give incisiveness, and after the cresura in the third 
or fourth foot, e.g.-

" Ring the I alarum bell, II murder I and treason."
Shakespeare. 

DACTYL FOOT (pp. 402, 527, 540, 555-6, 588), is one 
long and two shorts, - v v. The gallopmg or andante 
kind is tripping and nimble, e.g., 3j8 time:-

" This is the I forest pri I meval,-the I murmurmg i pines 
and the I hemlocks. I " 

There is a slight pause after val, as mdicated by the dash. 
This triple beat or accent is different from the stately march 
of the quantitative dactyl in the Greek and Latin poems and 
the sublime dactylic rhythm of Demosthenes (see " This 
decree . . . " p. 554); e.g. (Virgil's stately .!Eneid): 

''Armii vi I riimque, ca I no,- 1-Trojae qui I primtlS ab I ori'l" 

Accordmg to Joshua Steele this should be stepped off in a 
measure of moderate walk, each step occupying a second of 
time and corresponding to a, bar or dactyhc foot. At tim~ 
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of saying above, put down the right foot on A.r, lift the !eft 
with ma vi, put 1t down on rum, bring nght up again on 
que ca, down on no, left up under the pauses - -, the right 
up on Tro, down on jae, left U!J on qui, down on pri, right up 
on m:ts ab, down on o, left up on ris. See p. 612. 

The dactyle, having two u11sl.ressed syllables, may be con
sidered as one of the feminine endings (the addition of an 
unstressed syllable or S) llables after the last accent as a · 
flourish, p. 402, rule IV.), used by Shakespeare, e.g., "My 
thought, 1 whose mur 1 der ~·et 1 is but 1 fantas(tical)." It 1s 
used for transient effects and to prevent colliding with a 
strong stressed end syllable every few mmutes. These 
feminine endings were a~propriate in pohte and graceful 
conversation of society. (See dialogue between Duncan and 
his hostess in " Macbeth " on the arrival of the court at 
Inverness.) They also appear in )facbeth's broken frenzy 
in his address to the ghost; in the vehement and argumenta
tive parts in the soliloquy 1-7, 1-28, and where he is in 
feverish debate with himself. In quiet meditative soliloquies 
the hen-decasyllables are infrequent (cf. David L. Chambers). 
The? g1ve variety when added before c:esural pause, e.g.
" In ruth I less ec(stacy), II Duncan I is in I his grave. I " 
In an Alexandrine: II The air I is del(icate), II see, see I our 
h6n I oured h6s(tess). I " 

For sustained flights (p. 572), the dactyl needs a liberal 
interspersion of spondees to steady it and arrest its rapidity, 
e.g.-

" We that hiid jloved hlm so, I followed him, I honoured him, 1 

Lived in his 1 mild and mag 1 nificent 1 eye, · 
Learned his great. IIangiiage, 1 caught his clear 1 accents, 
Made him our I pattern to Jlive and to I dle."-BrOlcning. 

Genung says: " Here the two spondees of the third line, 
as also the cut-off endings, do much to steady a measure 
which otherwise might become too galloping. fhe Catalectic, 
i.e., a syllable lacking in the last foot or terminating in an 
imperfect foot, adds stability also. 

ANAP JESTIC FOOT is the reverse of the dactyl and 
consists of two shorts and one long v u -, used more for 
meditation (p. 431); for martial songs and impassioned 
harrangues (pp. 185, 401-2, 527, 534, 541-2, 556, 572, 588, 
616), e.g.-

" Groan1ng decks I and stmken wrecks." 

The interior feet " are much changed about: (1) anap:ests 
and iambics. dactyls and trochees freely interchanging."
Gemmg. Shakespeare used it for speed:-

"In my ! 1olup I tliOtisness, I yl:\ur wires, your daugh(tfrs)." 

(li II I won i der'd what I might ail ' the bird; 
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For no 1 thing near I it c6uld,l I s_ee, , 
Save the grass / and green herbs I underneath I the old 

tree.''-Coleridge. 
A~1PHIBRACH FOOT (pp. 402, 572, 616). is one short, 

one long, one short v v, and is used for sympathetic 
playfulness (p. 593); for pity, tenderness (p. 186):-

" There dime to I the beach a I poor exile I Of Erin, 
The dew on I his thin rob~ /lay heavy I and chill." 

• (p. 5'12-dactyl) 

The trisyllabic measures are more impetuous because of the 
unaccented syllables, and are susceptible of more irregularities 
and interchanging. When ending a verse the unaccented ones 
are omitted or the measure shortened, e.g.-

'' The black bands i came over I 
The Alps with ! the snow - I'' 

In the iambic and anap<est, the contrary takes place, un
accented syllables are added on as supernumeraries. The 
trochaic is interchanged with the iambic for variety and 
greater emphasis, and more liberty o'f interchanging is taken 
in the trisyllabic. 

AMPHIMACER FOOT, from the Greek amphi-an both 
sides-macros-long-that is, a long syllable on both s1des, 
called by the Latins a cretic v (pp. 185, 400-1, 541, 
555-6, 615-6). It is used for the bold, eager, noble, splendid. 
and as an occasional intermediate foot, ,e.g.-

" ThOu, I undismayed, I shall o'er I the rii I ins smile, I "
Campbell. 

SPONDEE FOOT (pp. 185, 187, 244, 249, 401-2, 540, 
555-6, 615-16), is two longs -, and is used for the grav~, 
majestic, solemn and slow; for pomp, tumour and dignity, 
also for (1) off-setting now and then the iambic or trochaic 
foot, particularly in giving weight to the latter. Note the 
epic effect in these opening lines :-
~So all I day long 1 the noise 1 of bat 1 tie roll'd, i · 
Among I the moun I ti'iins by I the win I ter sea."-Tennyscm. 
( 1) " i held / the truth, / with him I whO sings / 

To one I clear harp I in di I vers tones, I 
That men I may rise I on step I ping-stones I 

Of their I dead sel,·es I to high I er things."~ Tennyson. 

DIFFERENT KINDS OF METRE. 

IAJIBIC PE~TA3IETER is five iambic feet v v -
v - v - u - and used for heroic verse, elegiacs, as 
Gray's elegy, epic and dramatic blank verse. 

1:\~IIC TETRA:.IETER is four iambic feet u - u 



v - v - and used for pensive and moralising verse, 
satire, and poetic feeling moderately intense. It is lighter 
and less dignified in sweep than the pentameter, and, alter
nated with the trimeter, is the so-called ballard measure. 
(cf. Genung.) 

Tetrameter Iambic:-
'' He that is valient and dares fight, 

Though drubbe·d can lose no honour by't. . "-Butler. 
Ballard Measure :-

''The child may rue that is unborne, 
The hunting of that day." 

Genung gives this example from Longfellow's '' Hiawatha," 
and states that this metrf' i!l. not adapted for serious work:-

·~~ Out of childhood into manhood 
Now had grown my Hiawatha, 
Skilled in all the craft of hunters, 
Learned in all the love of old men." 

The following shows how the metre lends to parody:
" But he left them in a hurry, 

Stating in emphatic language 
What he'd be before he'd stand it."-Lewis Carroll. 

ALEXANDRINE METRE is an iambic of six feet with 
a cresura after the third foot, '-' v v II v -
'-' - v and is used for the conclusion of a period. 

DACTYLIC HEXAMETER is composed of five dactyls 
with a spondee or trochee, - v v I - v v I 
-vv ! --vu I -\..JJ I --vv ! -uu I - - I Long
fellow's " Evangeline " is in imitation of the Latin and 
Greek epic verse. (cf. Genung.) e.g.-

" Sometimes I find myself dreaming at mghts about the 
arches and bridges." 

Enjambments: Run-01zs and Light Endings. 
ENJAMBMENT is a running over of a sentence from one 

line into another, and is increased when the c:rsura is moved 
nearer the end of the line. Within this comes the " run-on" 
line wherein the sense and voice are carried forward without a 
pause into the next line that follows. The5-e run-ons make 
narrative fluent and conversation rapid, give variety, 
vivacity and ease, and are better fitted for the vari-coloured 
portrayal in Romances than massy weight of great tragedies, 
e.g.-

" By many of these trains both sought to win me 
Into his power, and modest wisdom plucked me 
From our credulous haste; but God above 
Deal between thee and me ! . . . . '' -Shak. 

LIGHT ENDINGS are the monosyllables coming at the 
end of lines upon which the voice, to a certain small extent, 
dwells. They comprise the pronouns: I, thou, he, etc., the 
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auxiliaries: do, has, may, etc., the. relatives, who, which, 
what, etc., winged words as prepo~1t10ns, by, fr~m, etc., 
conJunctions, and, if, but, nor. A ·shght pause IS before 
them, aher wh1ch the verse darts on, e.g.-

" But fear not yet 
To take upon you what is yours: ilyou may 
Convey your pleasure in a spacious plenty. . . "_: Shak. 

The iollowing is an excellent example with cresuras 
marked, taken trom Genung:- · 
·-Storm and what dreams,ttye holy Gods, what dreams! (2) 

For thrice I waken'd after dreams. II Perchance (4) 
We do but recollectllthe dreams that come (3) 
Just ere the waking: llterrible ! for it seemed (2!) 
A void was made in nature ;llall her bonds (3!) 
Crack'd;lland I saw the flaring atom-streams (1/2) 
And torrentsllof her myriad universe (l!) 
1<.unning along the illimitable inane, (-) 
Fly on to clash together again,lland make ( 4) 
Another and another frame of things (-) 
Forever;l!that was mine, my dream. I knew it." (1!) 

- Tennyson 
The dash represents the run on line and the number at the 

right, feet preceding the ca:sura. The shiftmg of the cresura 
destroys monotony, and sometimes only the phrasal segmen
tation, e.g., "the voice 1 of days of old 1 and days to be. 1 " 

Mustral Element in Poetry. 

The Pause (pp. 612-13), is equal to an utterance either by a 
rest or prolongation, and although we P.ause the rhythm 
flows on (p. 407), and the succeeomg utterance is taken up 
on the proper beat of the rhythm, e.f., "Oh -happiness!
our being's end and aim! " The - after .- Oh " represents 
a pause and gives it the full value of a whole foot, the -
aiter u happiness " represents a longer pause. 11 Happmess " 
would run off the tongue before the end of the bar (p. 406), 
so the vacant time is made up by a crochet pause and the 
rhythm therehy continued without interruptiOn. ( cf. Steele.) 
The pause is determined by the seat of accent; for instance, 
m a ten-syllable line the seat of accent should be on the 
fourth or sixth syllable and a pause after same when sense 
will allow if the line is to be smooth, e.g., " Against the 
insultsllof wind and tide," is wrong, because the accent is on 
the fifth syllable and the pause after. It becomes smooth if 
the accent is put on the sixth syllable and pause after, thus : 
"Against the insults b6thllof wind and tide." The un
accentt>rl sylla.ble is ~he same as the up beat preparatory for 
the accent wh1ch begms the next measure, in other words, an 
Anacrusis (p. 572), which is a syllable at the beginning of a 
verse before the just rhythm. (cf. Kennedy.) When a line 
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begins with an up beat, musical rhythm observes the compen
sation by ending with a measure lacking just that remainder 
of being full; so end answers to the beginning, and the 
beginning, however insignificant, has 1ts integral part of the 
whole. (cf. Genung.) The noun and verb, according to 
Steele,. have each a different poise. 

Shades are numerous between full-stressed and un-stressed 
syllables, of which there are nine grades: subweak, weak, 
superweak; submean, mean, supermean; substrong, strong 
and superstrong. ( cf. A. J. Ellis.) These intermediate 
stresses help to guard against monotony. In some lines there 
are primary and secondary accents, in one, two or three feet, 
e.g., "To cry, I hOld h6ld! I Great Gla I mis w6r I thy 
Cawdor."-Shakespeare. 

Though rhythm may be strongly marked when practismg 
in private, yet in delivering the fi.nal production, it should 
be delicately touched (see p. 406, and poetic monotone, 
p. 153). However, in the fervid, impassioned parts, when 
sentiment runs high, the imagination is stirred (p. 150), and 
the speaker is transported with enthusiasm, expression then 
may become highly rhythmical (see pp. 353 and 618), Demos
thenes' public harangues being like poems and lyrics (see also 
the approach to poetry, p. 239), blank verse being its 
nearest (p. 552), and splendid thoughts (p. 550). The audi
ence having become animated and carried away, welcomes 
such prosaic poetry, e.g., p. 353, and poetic expressions (p. 
145) as the following: 

the record 1 and 1 remembrance 1 

Thus the poetic and musical element runs through the 
finished oration as will be seen marked in Webster's oration 
(pp. 250/1) with the oratorical feet (pp. 615/6) noted therein 
as scanned by the author : . 

" They !are in I the distant I regions I Of fU I tiirit~\ I they I 
exist I only in the I all creating I power I Of God, whO shiill stand 
here'! a hiindrM I years hence, I to trace I through iis, I their 
descent I from the I Pilgrims, I and to SUITey, as we I ha:re now I 
sur"eyed, I the progress I of their 1 country ! during 1 the lapse I Of 
a 1 century." 

The rests are usually rhetorical pauses (pp. 362-3), or pro
longations added to the grammatical, indicated by the punctu· 
ation. See further pp. 251, 406. 

Though the bar is placed before each accented syllable 
in the rhythmical notation on page 250, that does not destroy 
the oratorical foot, as the above shows, and the following 
example from Genung's "Working Principles of Rhetoric": 
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Break, break, 

3 
4 

Dactylic I: 

r I 
IJ ' Af • ter - -

I. j I , • it, fol • low - ~ 

I 
> 
I J I J tl II tJ. 

it, Fol-low the Glcm 
~ ~ 

The following extracts from Russell's "Orthophony," 
published in 1846, show the lines with the feet marked 
therein and the same lines with the rhythmtcal notations: 

1.- 11 /amtic Metre." 

II The wiy I w'ds long, J t!li wind I wb oo!J j I 
Till min· I sttel w1s I infirm llnd old:" 

""'"The I way I "'!was I long, I ~"'I t:l'i the l wind I '-'lwo..s I «.1J; 
""~I . 

"1 The I!Dinstrcll"' wu in- I fum I "'and old." l"'~""ll"'''lllll 
Eltgi« Sl4IWJ: Linn of Te~~ Sy/JaUa, rhyming O:U,ntJUJy. 

II Fi\ll m_in-1 'l gem,! ~rpur-1 lst ri'ty I eertne, I 
TM dirk, I unfat.l- I clmed elves I of 0-J cein lx!ar.J 

.F~Illllin- I 1 l BOwer Ia bOr.s I t6 bliiah I unseen 1 
And wame I its IWOOl•Jil~S! on lth~ dis- I tn 'k." I 

. """Full I many a I gem, I"" ofl purest 1 ray 1 "'ee- 1 rene, r "'i"'' r · 
"' The I dark I "'' un- I fathomed I cave_s of I ocean I "1"'' I bear : 

1"'~"'11"'1"'11 
.., FuJII mz.ny a j fiower I ""~ is I born to J blush nn·l eeen, I ""1111 I 

""'All.d I waste I ""'ite I sweetness I"'' on the I desert I air." I"~"' 
,., ... 1 

IT.-" Trochaic" 1'lctre. 
"Softlt l11weet, in I LNian I masures, 
SOOn he I 60othed his I 60ul t~ I pl~.~-- I 
War, Ml silng, is 1 toil &nd 1 t!"Juble, 
}IOnorJ 1 bt!t an 1 emptJ'I bubble." 

*' SoCt!y I Eweet, I ., .in I Lydlan I ceasures, I ~Wi I 
Soon I "1 he I soot.hed his I soul I "1 to I ple~sures. -I 

..,.., I 
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War I"' he I sung, I"' is I toil I"' and I trouble, I Wl"'j 
Honor, I "' bnt ll!l I empty I bubble.'' I "'1"1 I "!"! I 

III.-.A7UZpczstic !IIetre. 

u HCI'w ti.l(1t I -I Ys a glance I ~r thl mind ! 
C~mpireJ I \nth the spi:ed 1 tlflts ffight, 1 

Th~ t~mp- I ~st Itself 118..,11'9 bthind, I 
lnd uus swift 1 w~nged ar· 1 rows of light." 

"' " How I fleet I "'_ia a I gianoe of the 1 mind ! I "1"'11 "flo! I 
"' Com- I pared with the I apeed of its I flight, I "'1., I 

"' Th~;~l tempestj "' it- I aelf I "1"1 I lags be- I hindd 

"'"'I "' .And t~e I swift-winged I arrows of !light.'' I "'"'' I 
. "1"11 

1 .b 41 iauibus '1 iQDlelime.l occur~ u the Ant foot.iaan "lll&fluii.:" liM. 
''Rhymes are not confined to the close of separate verse, 

but are sometimes found in the middle and at the end of the 
same verse." -B ain. , 

" I bring fresh showers for the thirsting flowers 
From the seas and the streams; 

I bear light shade for the leaves when laid 
In their noon-day dreams.'' -Shelley. 

Where the rhyme is highly wrought or impassioned, the 
delivery extends into the 3rd and 5th notes, and takes the 
explosive or expulsive orotund (p. 245), as in the following 
example of poetic, impassioned style:-

•' Where rests the sword? Where sleep the brave? 
Awake! Cecropia's ally save 
From fury of the blast! 
Burst the storm on Phoci's walls; 
Rise! or Greece forever falls; 
Up! or Freedom breathes her last! " 

How poetry is introduced into an oration is given on page 
585. 11 In poetry the rhythm is strongly marked and should 
be maintained. The words which rhyme should be slightly 

. accentuated so as to show the end of each line. To read 
poetry without its right metre and rhythm, as if it were prose, 
is quite wrong. In the desire to avoid a • sing-song' style, 
some persons go to the opposite extreme, and endeavour to 
eliminate from a composition every sign that is poetry, 
although written purposely in measured cadence, rhythm and 
rhyme. The practice is objectionable."-'' fhe Speaking 
Voice."-Behnke. 

Modulation, phrasing, metre with its light touch and un
protrusiveness (p. 572), pause and rhythm, all enter into the 
proper rendition of poetry. Commit to memory the best 
poetic parsages, recite them (see Gladstone, p. 449); they 
purify the mind, elevate it, and help the formation of a 
good style. 



The following eight women Members of Parliament were 
r<eturned at the General Election, 1923: Miss Dorothy Jew
son, who stands the highest in number o f votes, polled 19.304 
votes ; Viscountess Astor next, whose delivery is d escribed on 
]J]J. 398 of the Rhetorlogue, in connection with her maiden 
speech, polled I6, I 14; Miss Margaret G. Bondfield, I 5,556; 
Lady Terrington, 14,910; Mrs. Wintringham, whose maiden 
speech and delivery are given on p. 5 I5 of the Rhetorlogue, 
I 2, I04; l\1rs. Hilton Phillipson, 10,636; the Duchess of Athol!, 
9,235; and Miss Susan Lawrence, 8,727. 

THE FIRST vVOMAN MEMBER OF THE BRITISH 
CABINET. 

Miss Margaret Bondfield was born in Somersetshire in 1873 . 
At the age o f I 3 she was acting as a supply teacher in an 

elementary school. ln I 888 she was 
apprenticed to a firm of Colonial out
:fi.tters, and for eleven years was an 
assi stant. She was elected Member for 
Northampton at the General Election in 
1923, and, as soon as the Labour Par
tycame into office , was appointed Parli'l
,nentary Secretary to the Ministry of L:J. 
)OUr. The author had the pleasure 
on two occasions of hearing Miss Bond. 
fi eld spea k: once a t Trafalgar Square 
to a large d emonstration ag ainst war 
with Russia. Her ,·o ice was full and 
clear, not pitched high; her clauses 
fl owed smoothly, and her periods well 

Miss Ma rga ret Bond field , 1\ 1. P . tnrned, with proper cadence, rolled 
forth one after the other. H er gestures, which abounded in 
the synthetic but seld om above the shoulder line, fell with 
timely stroke. The author regrets he cannot give a verbatim 
extract of thi s speech which he regards most perfect in deliYery, 

Miss Bondfieid is representative of the British Government on 
the governing bod yof the International Labour Office. 

Miss Lawrence, judging from her maiden speech in the 
H ouse of Commons, January I 7th, I 924, is analytical, dia
lectic, and foren sic; her legal preparation giving her excep
tional adnntage in matters o f law. 

The Duchess o f Atholl, who is a member of the Scottish 
Ed uca tion Authorit~ · , concluding from her maiden speech in 
th<' H ouse o f Commons, January Igth , IQ24, is a speaker o f 
hi ghest accompli shment. '' She can deal well with hecklers," 
sa,·s Tlt e \l"o111an' s L eader which also describes her as "a 
clear and ca re ful speaker.,', She is concise in statement, 
resonant in Yoice , fluent in deli,·ery , energetic in reasoning, 
spirited and Yigorous without being vehement and impetous. 
H er sentences are neatly balanced, and fl ow with delectable, 
flawless rhythm. 
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ey. 

The Polytechnic School of Speech Training and Dramatic 
Art, Regent Street, London (formerly the Polytechnic School 
of Elocution) has been in existence for a number of years, 
but was restarted in J anuarv, I 9 I 3, under the direction of 
Miss Louie Bagley and Mr. George Goodes, both well-known 
as successful artistes and teachers . Earl v in the war, Mr. 
Goodes joined the army. He received th~ ;\I.C. for conspic
uous service in the field. He was killed in November, 19I6. 
His professional career and his military career were both emi
nently successful. 

Miss Bagley's reputation as an orator is. eclipsed by her 
fame as a dramatist and teacher. As a lyceum and lecture 
hall orator, she is unsurpassed. Her diction is elegant and 
rhythmical; her deliverr com·ersational, deliberate, and 
natural; her tones resonant, mellow and musical; and her 
t>mphasis, modulation and cadence most agreeable: these, 
together with her pleasant countenance, self-possession and 
dignified bearing, contribute to the entertainment, fascination 
and attractiveness of her lectures. 

Since I9IS, Miss L ouie Bagley has been the director of the 
School. It has grown greatly in size and scope under her 
leadership. There is now a staff of seven visiting professors, 
all specialists in their particular branch o f the work. 

The School has been recognised by the Teachers' Registra
tion Council as a Training College for Teachers in Speech 
Training and Dramatic Art, and has also adopted the course 
of training required for the University Diploma in Dramatic 
Art. 

Many eminent speakers, members of Parliament, and others 
acknowledge their indebtedness to the training they have 
received from Miss Bagley. 

The author was present at a lecture she gave on " Painters 
of Pictures in Sound," when Sir· Henrv Newbolt took the 
chair. The chairman urged that the lect~re be printed. 



· Beres ford, Londun. 

THE RIGHT H O . HE I\'RY HERBERT i\SQUITH , M.P. 
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The.Rt. Hon. 
HENRY HERBERT ASQUITH., K.C., MP 

HlS ORATORY, DELIVERY, AND SOME NOTES 
FROM EMINENT CONTEMPORARY CRITICS. 

Henry Herbert Asquith, th~ incomparable orator. of the 
intellect, was Home Secretary m the Gladstone Cabmet and 
recently Prime ~Iinister of England. He was born at .Morley 
of an old Yorkshire family September 12th, 1852, and was 
educated at Oxford, where he became a member of the 
Oxford Union Debating Society, one of the greatest centres 
for oratorical training and public life in the country, and in 
1870 entered Balliol College, where he won a fellowship. 

~ir. Asquith is to-day the highest exemplifi.ca.tlOii of stately 
oratory. His lofty rhythm, well-balanced clauses, roll and 
richness of periods; his indulgence in pa:ons, dactyls and 
dochmiacs characteristic of Demosthenes, discl05e many traces 
of the great Athenian, indeed, according to the opinion at 
Oxford, "his oratory certainly was of the Ca::sarian or 
Dcmosthenic rather than the Ciceronian type." In close 
reasoning and careful preparation of his speeches he certainly 
.follows in the footsteps of Demosthenes, who held that care
ful preparation was a mark of a good democrat, in that it 
shows respect for the people. The great Englishman, how
ever, lacks the fire, the whemence, the rapidity and thunder 
of the great Athenian, who so skilfully fused in his speeches 
passion and reason. Nevertheless, no one will controvert the 
fact that the erudition, the dialectic power, the self-possession, 
the melodious voice, and mellow-toned cadences eminently 
hefit the Liberal sage to be classed among the highest of 
Parliamentarv orators. 

In stature .Mr. Asquith is of middle build, about 5ft. 7i~. 
in height. In addressing an audience his posture is erect, 
and he rarely makes a gesture. 

Une of the best descriptions and criticisms of his style of 
speaking- is to be found in the work entitled "Mr. Asquith," 
by J. P. Alderson, published by Messrs. ~fethue.n & Co., in 
1905, from which work the following is quoted:-

As an Orator, Debater, and Platform Speaker. 

"The secret of much of ~fr. Asquith's success lies in the 
thoroughness .with which he get up his case, and the com
pleteness of h1s knowledge about the subject he takes in hand. 
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There is no sign of slipsh?d preparation about his speeches, 
and he never speaks pubhcly on any question about which 
he is not well iftformed. 

"He possesses an admirable parliamentary manner, his 
debating talents being peculiarly suited to an intellectual 
audience. He is never flurried, has complete control over his 
emotions, and is never provoked into making a scene. His 
oratory is not of the rousing, exciting type; if anything, 1t 
suffers from being too hard, passionless, and unemotional, 
though the House of Commons has not in recent sessions 
shown itself fond of a too fervid style of speaking, and it is 
distinctly 1averse to anything in the nature of ranting. At 
the same time, all competent parliamentary observers agree 
in their criticism that Mr. Asquith's delivery lacks warmth, 
and that it would be far more effective were it more alive, 
vivid· and inspiring. But it is not denied that he has-to use 
Mr. T. P. O'Connor's word regarding him-' the true 
oratorical gift.' Nature has given him a voice of admirable 
compass and abundant power, a mobile actor's face, and the 
gift of arranging and dramatising simple thought which is 
the peculiar spell of oratory. 

"His manner and bearing, too, are pervaded with that 
high culture which irresistibly charms and fascinates an 
audience. He is fond of Latinised speech and sonorous 
phrases. Some of his sentences are long, but they are 
beautifully balanced, and have the majestic rhythm and 
natural cadence of the born orator.' There is a grace and. 
strength about his oratory of which one never tires, and it 
has the great advantage over passionate rhetoric that it does 
not blur and hide, but illumines and interprets the thought 
it embodies. 

41 Despite his cold and calm methodical manner of exposi
tion, he has a remarkable capacity for thoroughly gripping 
the attention of his hearers, of making them intensely 
interested, or associating them as it were in the process of 
his reasoning, and of completely satisfying his supporters 
and of unsettling and confounding his opponents. His 
speeches, though never fiery and sensational, alway~ leave 
their impress on the minds of his audience. He occaswnally 
indulges in humour, and when he does, it is extremely 
effective, somewhat dry and grim, but very good and to ~he 
point. He has, however, a great tal~t for humorous sattr;, 
and in the paraphrasing or apt quotatiOn from ~n opponents 
speech, he is unrivalled. He has the superlative v1rtue of 
never being guilty of verbosity. 

"As a Platform Speaker, Mr. Asquith is not seen to. such 
advantage as he is in Parliament. J:Ie lacks t~at ca~ac1ty !o 
let. himself go, to embody t'he feelings of h1s audJence, m 
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inspmng and enthusing speech, to arouse their energies and 
fi.re their sympathies . H1s n:anne~ IS ~oo sta1d and unemo
tional to awaken great pass10n m his audience? and he 
d isdains to employ the method of, to use a colloquial f>hras~, 
' playing to the gallery,' which popular audiences m th~s 
country expect, and are treated to_ by many emment polt
ticians.. It is not that Mr. Asquith has been demed the 
genius of penetrating and interpreting the social and political 
aspirations of his countrymen. . . But he has apparently 
not been endowed with, and he has not acqUJred a style of 
oratory calculated to stimulate_ vast masses of people_ by 
passionate appeals to their emot10ns, to wild demonstrations 
of enthusiasm for causes of wh1ch before they were only 
tepid supporters. 

~ 
Asquithian urbanity . Delivering a great peroration. 

-The Daily Graj>hic . -The Daily Graj>hic. 

"But there remains to him a great and most potent advan
tage denied to more fervid orators which accounts for the 
exceptional demand in which he finds himself as a public 
speaker. His speeches bemg addressed more to the intellect 
than to the emotions of his hearers, and being delivered in a 
calm, reasoning but withal melodious tones have a mort" 
lasting effect . He concentrates the attention 'of his listeners 
on the fundamental truths he desires to propagate and the 
fatal errors he wishes to expose. 

'' There are no irrelevant digressions of passionate clap
trap, the object he has in view is to give his audience a sense 
of co-operation. so that he and they shall reason both 
together the problems before them. To this end he uses 
language of the utmost clearness, and he adopts the manner 
and style of speaking which he believes are likely to enable 
hi_s hea~ers to follow him most intently and with the least 
di stractiOn, and probably there is no politician of the day 
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who leaves a deeper impressiOn on, and bnngs home g reater 
conviction to the mmds of thmkmg people than does Mr. 
Asquith." 

CHOICE EXTRACTS ANALYSED. 
As all arts and sciences have technical names, so has 

Eloquence, the noblest of the arts and sciences. At first 
glance these names may seem difficult, but a few perusals 
w~ll make them familiar. A n easy pronunciation of t ltem is 
g zven m the Index of "Forms of Oratorical Express ion " 
which al-so has their corresponding common names for use ~f 
those not desiring to use the technical . Full explanat ion o t 
each term is given in " Forms of Oratorical Expression." 

" Mr. Balfour had not sugges ted 
an y practical solu tion. "-H . of C. , 

1906. 

" lf a r~ tion al F ree Trade policy 
had been embodied in th e Treaty at 
Pari,, things woufO have been very 
different to-uay. "- feb. , 1922. 

Extracts of the Speeches of Mr. Asquith, with the Logical 
and Oratorical Forms marked therein :-

" If I am asked what we a re fi.ghting for, l reply in two 
'ientences. In the ' fi rst place, to fulfi.l a solemn international 
obligation, an "oblig ation which, if it had been entered into 
between priYate persons in the ordinary concerns of life 
would have been regarded as an obligation not only of law 
but of honour, which no self-respecting man could possibly 
have repudiated . I say 'secondly, we are fi.ghting to vindi
cate the principle that sma ll nationalities are not to be 
crushed in defiance of international good faith , by the arbi
trary will o f a strong and overmastering Power. I do not 
believe any nation ever entered into a greater controversy-
3and this is one o f the greatest hi story will ever know-with 
a clearer conscience and a stronger convict ion that it :s 
fi.ghting, •not for aggression, •not for the maintenance even 

(I ) Eutrepismus. (2) Anadi plosis. (3) Pa renthesis. (4) Arsis . (5) Thesis. 
(6) Protasis . (7) Syn thr ton. (8) Apodosis . (9) Synonymia . (10) Anaphora. 
(11) Erotema . (12) Accumula tio. 
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of its own selfish interest, 5but that it is fighting in defence 
of principles, the maintenance of which is vital to the 
civilization of the world. 

"
6With a full conviction, not only of the 7wisdom and 

justice, but of the obligations which lay upon us to challenge 
this great issue, 8we are entering into the struggle . . . 
It is not my purpose-it is not the purpose of any patriotic 
man-9/o inflame feeling, to indulge in rhetoric, to excite 
international animosities. The occasion is far to grave for 
that We have a great duty to perform, we have a great 
trust to fulfil, and confidently we believe that Parliament and 
the country will enable us to do it."-House of Commons, 
August 6th, 1914. 

University Oration. 
" In the long run a university will be judged 'not merely 

or mainly by its success in equipping its pupils to outstrip 
their competitors in the crafts and professions. It will 4not 
be fully judged even by the excellence of mental gymnastics 
or its contributions to scholarship and science. 5/t will be 
j~tdged also 10by the influence which it is exerting upon. the 
imagination and the character; by the ideals which it has 
implanted and nourished; by the new resources of faith, 
tenacity, aspirations, w1th which it has recruited and rein
forced the untrained and ;mdeveloped nature; by the degree 
in which it has helped to raise, tb enlarge, to enrich, to com
plete the true iife of the man, and by and through him, the 
corporate life of the community."-Ancient Universities and 
the Moderil World. 

The. One Thing We Fight For. 
"

11What is it that stirred the imagination, 12aroused the 
conscience, enlisted the manhood, welded into one compact 
force the energies and the will of the greatest Imperial struc
ture the world has even known? That is the question which, 
for a moment, is well worth asking and answering. Let me 
say then first, negatively, that we are not impelled, any of 
us, by some of the motives which have occasioned the bloody 
struggles of the past. In this case, so far as we are con
cerned, ambition and aggression play no part. 13What do 
we want? What do we aim at? What have we to gain? 
We are a great, world-wide, peace-loving partnership. 14By 
the 15wisdom and the courage of our forefathers, by the 
great deeds of heroism and adventure on land and sea, by 
the insight and corporate sagacity, the tried and tested 
expt':'rience of many generations, we have built up a dominion 
which is buttressed by the two pillars of libertv and law. 

" 
16M en of Wales-of whom I see so many thousands in 

(13) Eperotr~is. (14) Anaphora. (15) Syntheton. (16) Apostrophe. (17) 
Orcos, see Demosth<>nes' '' Famous Adjuration." (18) Enumeratio. (10) 
Hirmn<:. 1:?0\ "i\'nthP<i< • ..., ~kn P~r~th.,cio 
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this splendid gathering-let me say one last word to you. 
Remember your past. Think of the valleys and the moun
tains which in old days were the shelter and the recruiting 
ground of your fathers in the struggles which adorn and 
glorify your annals. Never has a stronger or a more com
pelling appeal been made to you. 17 By all that you as a 
nation honour and hold true, be worthy of those who went 
before you, and leave to your children the richest of all 
inheritance-the memory of fathers who in a great cause put 
self-sacrifice before ease, honour above life itself. ''-Speech 
at Cardiff, October znd, 1914· 

The Call to Arms. The Empire's Response. 
" Our self-governing Dominions throughout the Emvire, 

without any solicitation on our part, have demonstrated with 
a spontaneousness and unanimity unparalleled in history their 
determination to affirm their brotherhood with us and to make 
our cause their own. 18Canada, Australia, South Africa, New 
Zealand, and Newfoundland, children of the Empire, assert, 
not e.s an obligation but as a privilege, 15their right and their 
willingness to contribute 15money and material, and, what is 
better than all, the strength and sinews, the fortunes and the 
lives of their best manhood. 

" India, with no less alacrity, ha,c; claimed her share in the 
:ommon task. 19Every ucldss and creed, British and native, 
princes and people, Hindus and Mohanzedans, vie with one 
another in a noble and emulous rivalry. Two divisions of 
our magnificent lndian Army are already on their way. We 
welcome with appreciation and affection their proffered aid, 
and in an Empire which knows no distinction of race or caste, 
where all alike, as subjects of the 2°King-Emperor, are joint 
and equal custodians of our common interests and fortunes, 
we here hail with profound and heartfelt gratitude their 
association, 21side by side and shoulder to shoulder with 
our home and Dominion troops, under the flag which is the 
symbol to all of a unity that the world in arms cannot 
dissever or dissolve. 

" 22And, finally, let us recall the memories of the great 
men and the great deeds of the past, commemorated, some 
of them as you have reminded us, in the monuments which 
we see ~ound us on these walls, not forgetting the dying 
message of the younger Pitt, his last public utterance made 
at the table of your predecessor, my Lord Mayor, in. this 
very hall: - 23' England has saved herself by her exertions, 
and will, as I trust, save Europe by her example.' 24England 
in those days gave a noble answer to his apneal, and did not 
sheathe the sword until, after 20 years of fighting, the freedom 
of Europe was secured. Let us go and do likewise."-Speech 
(l/ Tlte Guildhall, London, September 4th, 1914. 

(21) Diplasiasmus. (22) Eptioeue. (23) Gnome. (241 Peroratio.*Metaphora. 



* Anent the above respecting India, mention may be made 
of the edoquence of two of her most distinguished orators 
whom the author recently heard in London, The Right Hon. 
V. S. Scrinivasa Sastri, P.C., Member of Council of State, 
whose 'dignity, easy, flowing speech from which he occasionally 
rose to sublime oratorical outbursts, with his logic, his eye con
tinually on his audience, his· clear articulation, his gestures, 
few, effective and forcible, place him among the first of orators; 
and S. Saklatvala, Esq., Member of the British House of 
Commons, whose perfect English, whose fluency marked with 
the falling inflections which so distinguish a finished orator, 
whose re-enforcing of ideas, sometimes " driving a substantive 
and six," whose graceful gesticulation in which predominates 
the index, whose well-turned periods and splendid cadences, 
set him in the role of the best of popular orators. 
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PART VI· 

" Attend to the idea and the words will attend to them 
selves.''-Willi•11n Pitt. 

I D E A S 

VOCABULARY OF IDEAS 

SYNONYMOUS IDEAS. 

THE PASSIONS 

THE EMOTIONS 

PRINCIPAL IDEAS 

Relating Thereto 

AND HOW DELIVERED 
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"Furnish yourself with a copia of equivalent words, or words 
of the same idea; that you may have it in your power to substitute 
one of a good number in the room of another that is a bad one: 
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*PROLEGOMENA 

William Pitt, the younger, held that every person who addressed 
a public assembly, and was anxious to be understood, and to make 
an impression upon particular points, must either be copious upon 
these points, or repeat 1them. Pitt preferred amplification; Fox, re
petition, see p. 175. Public assemblies, especially popular audiences, 
are composed of all classes of people : the educated, who like com
pact, spirited, energetic expression with moderate action, p. 239; 
the uneducated who like expansion, amplification and considerable 
action; the inattentive; the slow of hearing, etc.; therefore all im
portant ideas should be enlarged upon, dwelt upon, amplified, other
wise one would become as stiff as a beam, as states Aristotle, who 
gives the following expansion of the idea, offence: "This is he 
who robbed you; this is he who defrauded you; this is he who, at 
least, endeavoured to betray you." See p, 167. In the separation 
of one idea into several parts, giving it the air of greatness and 
plurality, abounded the celebrated speech of Sheridan against Warren 
Hastings, p. 328. See eniargement of ideas under Amplification, 
especially, p. 39, also 568, "Particular statement '' and Ariosto; series 
of synonymous adjectives, called "substantive and six," p, 267, to
gether with the expansion of an idea into synonymous phrases, then 
sentences, etc., under Synonymia, pp, 437/8, Epimone, p. 266, Ex
politio, p, 2i9, and Public Speaking, p, xiii. The first of the series 
~hould be plain and clear to all, e.g., old, ancient, antiquated, then 
follow the brilliant, intellectual, more complex, after the manner of 
statement and arguments, that is, '' First calmly and clearly lay 
down statement and arguments, then make a passionate appeal upon 
the previous, deliberate convictions of the hearers."-Whately, Hence 
the use of Synonymous Ideas. 

''Every word of more than one syllable has an accented syllable; 
en'r)' grammatical group of words has an accented word; and every 
'entence or association of groups has an accented or emp/zatic idea."
Rell. The new idea in a sentence is emphatic, e.g., "No useless 
ro./frn enclosed hi~ brea~t.'' See ah.o new ideas in italics in Wolsey's 
fan·well under "Grief'' (The :i3rd Passion). 

Idea is fully defined under" Idea'' in the list of Synonymous Ideas. 
One should use synonymous idras to sustain the emotion, or passion; 
to a~sist in extemporisation; and to engrave thoughts upon the minds 
of others, because one word is clearer and has more force on some 
than on others, and because the synonymous assemblage, on ~the 

• principle of association, enables hearers better to remrmber. As a 
magnet draws cognate particles to itself, so does an idea draw cognate 
ideas to itself, therefore one should provide himself with the most 
'uitable run of words or synonymous ideas, so that when an idea 
;1ri~es in the mind, one does not have to resort to that most irritating 
course of hemming and hawing and floundering about to find an 
appropriate word. To destroy this_ disgusting practice, to facilitate 
Hurney and help extemporaneous speech, <n extensive list of Synony
mous Ideas is given, covering a large number of the transactions 
of human life, and the principal Emotions, Passions, and Motives. 

The Emotional and Passional Ideas are divided according to the 

* A~ this work on IDEAS is Part \'1. of THE RHETORLOGUE, 
tht> page of the refnence numbers can onl~r be found in that work, 
and in FOR~IS OF OR.\ TORIC.\L EXPRESSIOX up to page 510. 



GESTURES, INFLECTIONS 

ancient Greeks, . into Ethos, the gentle and assuaging; and Pathos 
the ti.er;oy and stmmg, see p. 274. The Emotions and Passions ar~ 
descnbed, not that the orator may go through the pantomimic signs 
given,. as ~rimng and ;;nashing his teet~ 475, stamping and 
throwmg h1s arms about, ttc., which is quite proper for an actor 
but that he may use the descriptire words which ought to be suflicienf 
to arouse the corr~spo~ding feeling in his audience, and especially 
when he ad~s a. slgUJhcant gesture c~nd gives the proper emphasis 
on the culmmat111g idea of the respective emotion or passion. The 
orator deals, not in acting, but in serious matters affecting human life. 

· Delivery of Ideas tiS to Gestures. 
As we are ruured br one sentiment at the time one gesture if 

any! to t~e chiet,. culminating idea is all that i~ necessary, ~nd 
until the Idea whiCh the gesture marks or emphasises is finished 
this should ?e held though the facial expression be changed, se~ 
p. 239. PasSlO•lal gestures, p. 240, take straight lines; the emotionai 
rhetorical, epic, and grand, the spml, pp. 239, 240. The orato; 
should take his gestures, not f!om the stage, but, as Cicero says, 
from the camp, and the gymnasmm, p. 241. 'fhere are usually four 
gestures suitable for the urator: the sz,pine, the Prone, the i11dex, 
and S}'nthetic, see pp. 241 2; see the few gestures used by Webster; 
p. 259, his gestme of fin .sse with a siogle finger, p. 217: Phillips's 
climax of appeal accompanied only with the dangling of the fingers 
of his right hand on the table at his stde, p. 476. The great Roman. 
Quintillian, allowed a step torwa1 d, see \\' ebster, p. 54; but to stand 
rigidly for some time dues not permit the blood to circulate so 
well, a little ;11orement gi\·es better circulation which, in turn, helps 
mental activity and impr:n·es the \·oice, see movement of Spurgeon, 
pp. 460;1, and of Beecher, p. 479. Because of the good circulation 
of the blood due to proper, deep breathing, trained orators are among 
those who live longest. 

The vowel should be prolonged sufficiently so as to give time for 
the gesture to make its proper stroke. 

Delivery of Ideas tiS to Inflections. 
Inflection is the gradual rise and fall, or sliding, in the tone 

of \'oice, and if the inflection is to rise, a comparatively lower pitch 
is begun on one or two preceding syllables or unaccented words, 
e.g., constitution; and it it is to fall, a comparatively higher, on 
one or two preceding, e.g., constitution: the intermediate syllables 
may be left the same as the first. A dirert rise and return to the 
speaking level may be made, see ''Downward Third,'' p. 188. 

RJSIXG IXFLECTIO.\ (see p. 24-1) is for all ideas which are 
attractive as love, admiration; for pity; for the subject of a sentence 
with all 'its modifiers; for ideas of great animation and vivacity; 
wonder amazement, surprise, the Yoice being usually pitched in a 
high tdne, alarm, rage, fright, consternation; vehemence with un- · 
controllable and unrestrained urterance, invective (see Upper Tones, 
p. 24-!); joy: laughter; ideas of ecphonesis or exclamatio~., if one 
word e.g. 6h!; if in a clause, the first part takes the nsmg and 
the s~cond the falling, e.g .. ''He is coming! he is coming! God 
have mercy on his soul"; all ideas of attack; all we discard. 

FALLIXG INFLECTIO~ (see p. 244) is for all cadences, all 
predicates with their modifiers to di~tinguish them f_rom the subject; 
all ideas of anger. hatred. detestatiOn: and the hke, though loud 
in vocal power are pitched in the lowest ker; all serious, gra\·e 
and earnest id~s; gloom, melancholy; all ideas of authority, com-· 
mand, reprehension, denunciatio~, r.g., . '' Y1o.u blo~ks, you stones." 

Though the voice be !'itched htgh, fa\hng mftectto~~ m~y abo.und 
in the same: and rom·er-ely. though. ptt.:hed l01r. n'mg mftPrttom 
rna~· abound therein. 



LENGTH OF INFLECTION, COMPOUND 

LEXGTH OF 11\FLECTION gives the emotional coloUfing (see 
p. 2H). A slide of the voice over a half interval (distance between 
two points) of the musical scale, i.e., semitone, is for all plaintive, 
sad, tender, gentle, pathetic ideas; never for those of great energy, 
and generally affects slow time and long quantity,. e.g., fire l " Pity 
the sorrows of a poor old man . . '' in which the semitone is heard 
on every syllabie, however short. A slide over or through the 
interval of a tone is a musical second and is for all ideas of the 
discourse which are plain; is for calm reasoning, simple description, 
see diatonic melody, p. 153; plain narrative, p. 322; for ideas of 
reverence, devotion, despair, majesty, awe, solemnity, deliberate and 
dignified speech, which are usually expressed by an equal wave of 
the second, or full and prolonged median swell so slight as barely 
to be discernible, with the effusive orotund, low pitch, subdued force, 
e.g., "His praise, ye winds that from the four quarters blow." An 
equal wave (which is the union of two inflections) is for pleasing, 
happy ideas; unequal, for disagreeable and ironical. A Third, that 
is a slide of two whole intervals = three notes, taking in a tone 
and half (minor third) and two tones (major third); the former 
for sad ideas, see diatonic scale, p. 153, " farewell "; the latter for 
cumulative, climatic ideas, as in a series of numbers, the last but 
one: one, two, three, four, five, six; for ideas of wit, humour, play
fulness, argumentation! conversation, description, oratorical thought, 
see " Downward Third," p. 188, ''distinctive slide,n p. 322; pointed 
antithesis, half humorous style, e.g., ''We are accounted poor citizens, 
the patricians good.,; e.g., equal wave of the third pure tone, animated 
force, radical and median stress, middle pitch : "Let every man 
resolve to do right now, leaving then to do as it can .... But the 
common error is to resolve to act right after breakfast or after 
dinner, or to-morrow morning, or next time. But now, just now, 
this once, we must go on the same as ever.'' See Raillery, p. 589, 
and under 5th Emotion; Wit, p. 590; une4ual wave of the 3rd and 
5th on adminble grammarian~,.. under 5th Passion, Irony and Derision; 
also examples under the 8th .t'assion, "Contempt." The Fifth is the 
slide of the voice through five notes of the musical scale (see pp. 
170, 1~8, and description, with example, p. 244) is for all ideas of 
strong feeling, of dignified oratory. The Eighth (see pp. 188/9 for 
EXamples and description) is a slide of the VOice over eight notes 
of the musical scale and is for all ideas of great astonishment, 
intense fear, great exultation, impassioned interrogation and exclama
tion, e.g., Shylock's Rage: "I am a Jew. Hath not a Jew eyes? 
Hath not a Jew hands, organs, dimensions, senses, affections, pas
sions ? Fed '~ith the same food, hurt with the same weapons, subject 
to the same diseases, healed by the same means, warmed and cooled 
by the same winter and summer as a Christian is? .... " The 
eighth is the Exclamatory interval. 

CO~fPOUND INFLECTION or circumflex is a union of the rising 
and falling, or of two simple slides of the voice with one accent 
(see pp. 186/7) is for disagreeable, ironical ideas, contrast, reproach, 
and takes the unequal wave, e.g., give my earnings to you. I would 
uot give them to the king. The compound helps one to be 
conversational. A compound terminating with a rising inflection v 
i' for doubt, questions, appeals, vehemence, insinuation, warning. 
etc; and terminating with a falling A, for sarcasm, irony, reproach, 
contempt, malignity, hatred, etc., e.g., "Hath a dog m~ney? Is it 
po~'ible tor a cur to 'lend three thousand ducats."-Shak. The 
termination may he prolonged through any number of unaccented 
'' llabb. r.g .. "Bnttus is an h~b!e man." .\llit>d to the com
l•Ound is thl' up and do1-~~rz ~"1·ve of equal lengths ,... is for pleasing, 
h.tllP). idra'. e.g .. h;ppy, happy pair; lucky dogs; "\Vh~n can their 
gl''" iad,·": th,· dol<'ll and up 11·are, thus L is used for un
ll'I L1int>, antiLiJlation, ~..onneLtion, t;;Lc., e.g., wW, 11'i:ll, I beli~ve so; 



ACUTE ACCENT, GRAVE ACCENT, TONES 
.AI ... 

the trvtbl'e wave, e.g., poor poor souls! and the conti11uous wave, 
e.g., 0, he's back and as jolly as ever. The u11equal wave thus , 
is for chuckling effects conveying sheer, ridicule, etc. The circumflex 
should be pronounced with emphasis to bring out the unexpressed 
antithesis, e.g., " you say you are a better soldier, let it appear so : 
make your vauntings true." 

Delivery of Ideas as to Accents. 
ACUTE ( r ) affirms something in the emphasis without denying 

its opposite in the antithesis, see pp. 180; 1, and is for all ideas 
of weak emphasis, e.g., thy power cannot stop me. The rising in
flection or acute on tlzy affirms, but does not deny that some other 
power can stop him. ~ee State, p. 183; eccentric vowels, p. 172. 

GRAVE ( \ ) affirms with emphasis and denies ;ts oppo~ite in the 
antithesis, e.g., "I am tortured even to think of the proud victor,·· 
which excludes the idea of ·• to speak of" him, and is for all ideas 
of strong emphasis. See pp. 18011. 

STACCATO, which is frequent accentuation) taking an inflection 
in the same direction, every syllable being separately and similarly 
accented, is for ideas of strong emotion, of exclamation, interrogation, 
surprise; ideas of recrimination, acrimoniousness, and any marked 
sentimental emphasis, e.g., "Gone to be married? Dost thou stand 
by the tomb of the glorious dead?'' Emotwnal emvhasis : ''He-who
reigns-in-the-sky.'' "Away~ he is lying by lance and shield!'' The 
staccato was used effectively by Spurgeon. In this example:
.. \rhat-man-could-do-wfve-done-already," each word is accented and 
followed by a short emphatic pause because each is more or less of 
the same importance and emphasis. 
SOSTE~UTO is an equable accentuation and is for all ideas of 

admiration, tenderness, love, things pleasing, charming, delightful. 
Largo e sostenuto, a uniform loudness to the sound of each syllable 

(see p. 403) is for addressing large audiences, see Spurgeon's sustained 
vocality (p. 462) in which the vowels were given fully and with 
swelling clearness. For ideas to be well communicated, Whately 
says that the words should be pronounced distinctly, especially the 
consonants, the vowels being dwelt upon and lengthened, loudness 
not being necessary. 

Delivery of Ideas ,zs to To11es. 
MIDDLE TO~E is the speaking level or progress of the voice 

in speaking called speaking melody from which one rises and falls, 
and is for ideas of moral reflection (see 3rd Emotion), wisdom, 
ordinary narrative, simple description, calm reasoning and the like, 
e.g., "In peace there's nothing so becomes a man as modest stillne!'s 
and humility." See Plain Style, p. 523; Pure Style, pp. 523-528; 
and Clear Style, pp. 528-534. 

LOW TOXE (see p. 243) or falling of the voice below the middle, 
is for ideas of fear, secrecy, grief, melancholy, solemnity, awe, 
humility, gloom, dejection, concentrated passion, deep-seated feeling 
as malice, affirmation, of love- and· veneration which are soft and 
low. The predicate with 1ts modifiers, is said in a lower or at least 
a different tone from the subject, so as to distir.guish it from the same. 

HIGH OR UPPER TOXE (see p. 2-U) rises above the middle 
or speaking level, is for n~arly all passi.ons, for el~v~ted feeli~g, 
ideas of levity, boldness, pnde, defiance, JOI'. denunClatwn, confli.ct, 
:udour threat a!limated description (pp. 1.53, 577), animated narrative 
(pp. 322/3). 'In the Upper Tone, other inflections than the rising 
may come, as in indignation. p, 358, and in the following : 

"On, on, you noble English. 
""hose blood is fetched from fathers of war proof 
Fathers that, like so many .\lexii.nders, . 



PRAXIS FOR TONE DEVELOPMENT 

Have in these parts, hom morn till even fought 
And ~heathed their swords for lack of a!gument.'' 
" The evil that men do I lives after them 
The good 1 is oft interred with their bones."-Shak. 

Praxis for Developing Good Tones. 
(1) Say the series of members below, commencing with a low 

tone on the first member, then a higher and more forcible tone on 
the second, and so on, giving each a falling inflection, except the 
last but one which takes the rising inflection (see p. 35, "more 
and most"; 'Diagram, p. 113; Cumulative, p. 1~5; " wife-b.ri~e," 
p. 182), thereby placing the sense of each membe: m a more d1stmct 
point of view, and adding force and agreeable vanety to the whole 

"I conjure you by that which you profess, 
(However you wme to know it) answer me; 
Though you untie the winds and let them fight 
Against the churches: though the yesty waves 
Confound and swallow navigation up; 
Though bladed corn be lodg'd and trees blown down; 
Though castles topple on their warders' heads; 
Though palaces and pyramids do slope 
Their heads to their foundations; though the treasure 
Of nature's germins tumble together, 
E'en till destruction sickens, answer me 
To what I ask you."-Macbeth. 

Walker, a contemporary of Garrick, says ''By placing the falling 
inflection, without dropping the voice, on each particular, giving 
this inflection a degree of emphasis; increasing from the first to the 
sixth, we shall find the whole climax wonderfully enforced and 
diversified; this was the method approved and practised by the 
inimitable Mr. Garrick. 

(2) " I would fain ask one of those bigotted infidels, supposing 
all the great points of atheiesm as the casual or eternal formation 
of the world, the materiality of thinking substance, the mortality 
of the soul, the fortuitous organisation of the body, the motion 
and gravitation of matter, with the like particulars, were laid 
together and formed into a creed, according to the opinions of 
the most telebrated atheist : I say, supposing such a creed as this 
were formed and imposed upon the world, whether it would require 
an infinitely greater ml:'asure of faith than any set of articles which 
they so violently oppose. "-SPectator. · 

(3) " Nature has laid out all her art in beautifying the face, 
she touched it \\'ith vermillion; planted in it a double row of ivory; 
made it the seat of smiles and blushes; lighted it up and enlivened 
it with the brightness of the eyes ; hung it on each side with curiou's 
organs of sense; given it airs and graces that cannot be described; 
and surrounded it ll'ith such a flowing shade of hair, as sets illl 
its beauties in the most agreeable light." -SPectator 

(4) Series of Serieses, i.e., a series of pairs or synthetones (p. 438), 
triplets, antitheses, words, etc., within a series of members, take 
a harmonic tone or inflection, or tone of a marked contrast 
(see p. R5), e.g. :- • 

" For I am persuaded, that neither death nor life; nor angels, 
nor principalities, nor powers; nor things present nor things to come; 
nor height nor depth: nor any other creature, ~hall be able to separate 
us from the love of God, which i' in Christ Jesus, our Lilrd." Setting 
out each portion distinct, w·ith a higher and mort' forcible tone and 
rorre<pon~ing inflection \\·ithin each, presents it with the gr~atest 
po,~1ule Ioree, beauty aud vanety. \\'hen furLe, lJfecisiuu, or dis-



P!RAXIS FOR TONE, MONOTONE. 

tinction is necessary, the falling inflection happily expresses the 
sense of the sentence and forms an agreeable climax of sound to 
the ear; but where the language is plaintive and poetical, ornamental 
and pathetic, where a distinct and emphatic enumeration is not so 
much the object as a noble and tender one, and where the members 
commence with a conditional, or suppositive conjunction, the rising 
inflection is more suitable to terminate the particulars with, the 
falling being too harsh, e.g. :-

" When the gay and smiling aspect of things has begun to leave 
the passages to a man's heart thus thoughtlessly unguarded; when 
the kind and caressing looks of every object without, that can flatter 
his senses, have conspired with the enemy within, to betray and put 
him off his defence; when music likewise, hath lent her aid, tried 
her powers on the passions; when the voice of singing men, and 
the voice of singing women, with the sound of the viol and the 
lute, have broke in upon his soul, and in some tender notes have 
touched the secret springs of nipture,-that moment let us dissect 
and look upon his heart ;-see how vain, how weak, how empty 
a thing itis!"-Sterne's sermon on" The House of Mourning." 

"When mellowing years their full perfection give, 
And each bold figure just begins to live; 
The treacherous colours, the fair art betray, 
And all the bright creation fades away."-Pope. 

(5) Let the orator step off the piece below, lifting his foot up 
on the light or short syllable marked above letter thus v and 
putting it down on the heavy one marked thus-, one syllable to 
a foot or two to a step, or as many syllables to a step as there 
are syllables between two vertical lines, see p. 403, and when there 
is no unaccented syllable a pause, which must be observed always 
in rhythm, takes its place, e.g., , break I , break, see p. 627, 
all the time letting the tones fuse into each other and the inflections 
glide from one to the other, not being jerked out:-

" A strange 1. PlCt~re I w~ make II on ~ur way I , t; o~r I 
chimer~s II ceaselessly I marchii~g, 11 gnidgi~g I ~urselves I th~ tline 
I f~r rest; I l-ind~ j fatig~bl~, i ;dvent~roti's I p1~ne~r. II it is t;ue I 
th;t w~ shvau never 1 reach th~ goal; I lit i~ ev;n 1 ~ore th~n pr~b
~bl~ I th~t there -is 1 no such place; II ~nd It I w~ lived I f;r (en
t~ries 'II a"nd were "endowed i ~th th~ pow~rs I ~f i god II w~ sh~uld 
:6.iid I ~ursetves 1 not much I neare~ I i wh~t w~ wanted II ~t th~ end. 
II 5 , 1 toili~g hands 1 ~f m-ort~ls ! II 5 ., 1 ~nwear~d feet I trav~l
ling I y~ know not 1 whTth:r! 11 Soon i 1 soon , I it seems t~ you, II ..., ...,; --\ttl-...,_.,;_...,""' 
I you must come forth, I on some I conspicuous I hilltop, II , and 
·but I ~ little way I furthe~, II ~gainst I th""e setting I sun, , II 
d:scry I th~ spires I ~f El I D~rado':"-Robert Louis Stevenson. 

In making up his rhythm, the orator should let his strokes fall 
at short intervals or long ones, according to the sentiment, see Quin
tillian, p. 615; "Republic of Rome," p. 404, and in highly wrought 
parts, his strokes fall at much the same position, see Cicero, pp. 
143, 540. "To instruct' the ig"norant, relieve' the nee"dy, and 
com'fort the affiict"ed "; and pp. 620, "as Cresar . . ." The 
verb seldom takes the primary accent unless it is more important 
than the act of affirmation, e.g., is it so? and is joined with the 
nominative in secondary clauses, or when previously expressed or 
implied, t.g., "Can man' conceive" beyond' what God' can do"." 

MONOTONE is for ideas of awe, terror, .sublimity, for the 
solemn, the elevated, e.g., "Roll on thou deep 'and dark blue ocean, 
rut!." See n. 2.U. 



TIME, VOWELS 

OROTUND (see description on pp. 244/5) is that. ringing, rever
berating tone emanating from the hard palate, filhng the mouth, 
see Sublime Style, p. 537, under "Diction," and is chiefly for ideas 
of grandeur, patriotism, devotion, sublimity, etc. · 

Delivery of Ideas as to Speed. 
MODERATE TIME for all ideas of ordinary narration and 

description, for didactic ideas, calm reasoning, calm argumentation, 
and unimpassioned speech. 

QUICK TIME for ideas of joy, mirth, raillery! avers.ion, distaste, 
boldness, decision, excitement, hurry and c?mmot10n, vrolen,t anger: 
passion, animated exhortation (p. 184), ammated. courage (p. 57!), 
animated Hypotyposis (p. 577), attack, reprobation. See Celenty 
Style, pp. 574-579. 

SLOW TIME is for ideas of deep feeling, lingering love, medita
tion, wisdom, deliberatio~, caution, gentleness, awe, dignity, venera
tion, reverence, solemn d1scourse. 

Time, as well as modulation, stress, inflection, monotone and 
aspiration, may be used for emphasis. 

Some ideas of gentleness, tenderness, delight, etc., may take 
a soft upper tone. 

Delivery as to Vowels, Consonants and Diphthongs, 
VOWELS have the carrying power and musical element, and 

are capable of considerable prolongation. They "should all be 
sounded in the front of the face."-The Spoken Word,-L. Bagley. 

EE; Y; I-ll; A-le; E-ll; A-n; A-sk; AH are the LINGUALS be
cause the tongue plays the principal part in their formation. (1) EE 
is the most closed lingual, has the middle of tongue raised and 
pressed against the back, upper teeth, tip against the lower teeth, 
upper lip raised, larynx at its highest point, and sounds most 
tesonantly at high pitches; e.g., adequate, allegory, nefarious, reality, 
vegetate,-idea, weary, sweet, appreciate, alleviate, agreed, breathe, 
free, trustee. (2) Y has the tongue still raised at the back, but 
not so high as for EE. (3) I-ll bas the tongue depressed about 
half way between ee and a-le, e.g.1 abdicate, amplitude, mountain, 
similitude, virility,-anticipate, admtttance, ambitious, nibble, avidity, 
pillage, rescind, million, ringlet. (4) A-le keeps the tongue against 
the lower teeth all round, excepting the tip, which does not quite 
touch the lower front teeth, upper lip raised, teeth about jth of an 
inch apart, e.g., archai~m, dotage, dissipate, counterpane,-chaos, 
gayety, gracious, straight, acquaintance, babyhood, bravery, de
cadence, plaguey, lamely, braised, assail, vagrant. Bell says that 
giving the vanishing sound of e in A-e, as in mate, MA-eTE; lake, 
LA-eKE, distinguishes good English pronunciation. (5) E-ll down · 
to AH brings down the middle of the tongue and enlarges the wholf! 
cavity of the mouth. This is the most common vowel, it is the 
bleat of the sheep, and enlarges the oral channel by depressing the 
forepart of the tongue. The long sound of it is e-re, as in b&te, 
e.g. (short), biped, forest, temptation, effuse, embellish, encamp, 
exculpate,-blighted, blottedst, penitent, washest, breaketh, soulless, 
government, happiness,-lethargy, detriment, petulant, help, yelp, 
ebbing, perishable, negative, melancholy, medley, rebel, egg, im
pregnable. (Long before R), bearable. fairy, comparing, tearing, 
pear, wear, where. Bell gives a vowel and articulative effect 
in words wit\ long r, as fairy, as if divided, thus fai-erry, firy= 
fi-erry, companng, etc (6) A-n has the tongue quite free from the 
back teeth. tip slightly higher than the front teeth, and the middle 
depressed backward. It is so near e-ll as to be confounded with 
it, e.g., accumulate, hallucinate, collateral, lampoon,-accident, 
affable, attitude, category, machinate, halcyon, agonism, vanquish, 
babble, palliate, vagabond, abnegate, advocate, agitate, dangle, 
gamble, lamb, yansy, vandal, yam . . (7) A-sk is more open than a-n, 
and like a as tn Ia or mal, e.g., ab1hty, adorn, calamity, capacious, 



PRAXIS FOR TONE, MONOTONE. 

tinction is necessary, the falling inflection happily expresses the 
sense of the sentence and forms an agreeable climax of sound to 
the ear; but where the language is plaintive and poetical, ornamental 
and pathetic, where a distinct and emphatic enumeration is not so 
much the object as a noble and tender one, and where the members 
commence with a conditional, or suppositive conjunction, the rising 
inflection is more suitable to terminate the particulars with, the 
falling being too harsh, e.g. :-

" When the gay and smiling aspect of things has begun to leave 
the passages to a man's heart thus thoughtlessly unguarded; when 
the kind and caressing looks of every object without, that can flatter 
his senses, have conspired with the enemy within, to betray and put 
him off his defence; when music likewise, hath lent her aid, tried 
her powers on the passions; when the voice of singing men, and 
the voice of singing women, with the sound of the viol and the 
lute, have broke in upon his soul, and in some tender notes have 
touched the secret springs of rapture,-that moment let us dissect 
and look upon his heart ;-see how vain, how weak, how empty 
a thing itis!"-Sterne's sermon on "The House of !vlounzing." 

" When mellowing years their full perfection give, 
And each bold figure just begins to live; 
The treacherous colours, the fair art betray, 
And all the brlght creation fades away."-Pope. 

(5) Let the orator step off the piece below, lifting his foot up 
on the light or short syllable marked above letter thus v and 
putting it down on the heavy one marked thus-, one syllable to 
a foot or two to a step, or as many syllables to a step as there 
are syllables between two vertical lines, see p. 403, and when there 
is no unaccented syllable a pause, which must be observed always 
in rhythm, takes its place, e.g., , break I , break, see p. 62i, 
all the time letting the tones fuse into each other and the inflections 
glide from one to the other, not being jerked out:-

"A. stra~ge 1 pict~re 1 w~ mike 11 on ~ur iay I , t~ o~r I 

chimer;s 11 ceasel~ssly 1 marchi~g, 11 gnidgi~g I ~urselves I th~ tline 
I f~r rest; ll·ind~ I fatig;bl~, i ~dvent~rous I Pl~ne~r. II I't is true I 
th;t w~ shall nev~r I reach th~ goal; 11 it i~ ev~n 1 ~ore th~n pr~b
~bl~ I th~t there is 1 no such place; 11 ~nd 1£ I w~ ll'ved 1 f~r cen
t~ries 'II a"nd w~re "endowed j with th~ pow~rs I ~f ; god II w~ should 
fii'id I ~urselves 1 not much 1 neare~ 1 i what w~ wanted II ~t th~ end. 

I! 5 i j to~i~g ~ands J ~t mort~~s! II 5 ~ 1 ~nw~ar~d fe~t I ~av~l-
ling I ye know not I whither ! II Soon j I soon , I it seems to you, II 
I you m~st come forth, I ~n some I consp1cuo~s I hilltop, II i ~nd 
·b~t I ~ little way I fiirthe~, II ~gainst I th"e setting I siin, , 11 
de~cry I th~ spires I ~f El I D~rad~"-Robert Louis Stevenson. 

In making up his rhythm, the orator should let his strokes fall 
at short intervals or long ones, according to the sentiment, see Quin· 
tillian, p. 615; "Republic of Rome," p. 404, and in highly wrought 
parts, his strokes fall at much the same position, see Cicero, pp. 
143, 540. "To instruct' the ig"norant, relieve' the nee"dy, and 
com'fort the affiict"ed "; and pp. 620, "as Cresar . . ." The 
verb seldom takes the primary accent unless it is more important 
than the act of affirmation, e.g., is it so? and is joined with the 
nominative in secondary clauses, or when previously expressed or 
implied, t.g., "Can man' conceive" beyond' wlzat God' can do"." 

MONOTONE is for ideas of awe, terror, .sublimity, for the 
solemn, the elevated, e.g., "Roll on thou deep and dirk blue ocean, 
rliil." See n. 2U. 



TIME, VOWELS 

OROTUND (see description on pp. 244/5) is that. ringing, rever
berating tone emanating from the hard palate, filhng the mouth, 
see Sublime Style p. 537 under ''Diction," and is chiefly for ideas 
of grandeur, patriotism, devotion, sublimity, etc. 

Delivery of Ideas as to Speed. 
MODERATE TIME for all ideas of ordinary narration and 

description, for didactic ideas, calm reasoning, calm argumentation, 
and unimpassioned speech. 

QUICK TIME for ideas of joy, mirth, raillery, aversion, distaste, 
boldness decision, excitement, hurry and commotion, violen,t anger: 
passion,' animated exhortatio~ (p. 184), animated. coutage (p. 577), 
animated Hypotyposis (p. 517), attack, reprobatiOn. See Celenty 
Style, pp. 574-579. 

SLOW TIME is for ideas of deep feeling, lingering love, medita
tion, wisdom, deliberatio~, caution, gentleness, awe, dignity, venera
tion, reverence, solemn dtscourse. 

Time, as well as modulation, stress, inflection, monotone and 
aspiration, may be used for emphasis. 

Some ideas of gentleness, tenderness, delight, etc., may take 
a soft upper tone. 

Delivery as to Vo7Mls: C onsonantJ and DiPhthongs, 
VOWELS have the carrying power and musical element, and 

are capable of considerable prolongation. They "should all be 
sounded in the front of the face."-The Spoken Word,-L. Bagley. 

EE; Y; I-ll; A-le; E-ll; A-n; A-sk; AH are the LINGUALS be
cause the tongue plays the principal part in their formation. (1) EE 
is the most closed lingual, has the middle of tongue raised and 
pressed against the back, upper teeth, tip against the lower teeth, 
upper lip raised, larynx at its highest point, and sounds most 
tesonantly at high pitches; e.g., adequate, allegory, nefarious, reality, 
vegetate,-idea, weary, sweet, appreciate, alleviate, agreed, breathe, 
free, trustoe. (2) Y has the tongue still raised at the back, but 
not so high as for EE. (3) I-ll bas the tongue depressed about 
half way between ee and a-le, e.g., abdicate, amplitude, mountain, 
similitude, virility,-anticipate, admittance, ambitious, nibble, avidity, 
pillage, rescind, million, ringlet. (4) A-le keeps the tongue against 
the lower teeth all round, excepting the tip, which does not quite 
touch the lower front teeth, upper lip raised, teeth about ~th of an 
inch apart, e.g., archai~m, dotag!', dissipate, counterpane,-chaos, 
gayety, gracious, straight, acquaintance, babyhood, bravery, de
cadence, plaguey, lamely, braised, assail, vagrant. Bell says that 
giving the vanishing sound of e in A-e, as in mate, MA-eTE; lake, 
LA-eKE, distinguishes good English pronunciation. (5) E-ll down · 
to AH brings down the middle of the tongue and enlarges the whol@ 
cavity of the mouth. This is the most common vowel, it is the 
bleat of the sheep, and enlarges the oral channel by depressing the 
forepart of the tongue. The long sound of it is e-re, as in Mte, 
e.g. (short), biped, forest, temptation, effuse, embellish, encamp, 
exculpate,-blighted, blottedst, penitent, washest, breaketh, soulless, 
government, happiness,-lethargy, detriment, petulant, help, yelp, 
ebbing, perishable, negative, melancholy, medley, rebel, egg, im
pregnable. (Long before R), bearable, fairy, comparing, tearing, 
pear, wear, where. Bell gives a vowel and articulative effect 
in \\'Ords witi. _long r, as fairy, as if divided, thus fai-erry, firy= 
fi-erry, companng, etc. (6) A-n has the tongue quite free from the 
back teeth, tip slightly higher than the front teeth, and the middle 
depressed backward. It is so near e-ll as to be confounded with 
it, e.g., accumulate, hallucinate, collateral, lampoon,-accident 
affable, attitude, category, machinate, halcyon, agonism, vanquish: 
babble, palliate, vagabond, abnegate, advocate, agitate, dangle 
gamble, lamb, pansy, vandal, yam. (7) A-sk is more open than a-n' 
and like a as in Ia or mal, e.g., ability, adorn, calamity, capacious: 



LABIAL VOWELS, CONSONANTS. 

lament, sympathy, dilemma,-aftenvards, ask, draft, master, nasi\·, 
sample. (~) Ali is like the Italian a, h<J.s the tongue evenly d~~ 
pressed, free in lower jaw, not constricted <~:t the root, lying flat in 
the mouth, jaw drops about an inch, upper lip raised so as to show 
the rim of the upper teeth. The larger the cavity, the more resonant 
it sounds. Ah has a drawing in sensation and sounds best in medium 
pitch, e.g., alegar, articulate, barbaric, participate

1 
sarcastic, wizard. 

(Long before R) arch, arctic, artifice, depart1 harKen. larcency, par
simony; (before R final or followed by a vocal or voiced consonant), 
abiter, arduous, argue, arm, barbarous, carnal, farthing, ViJ.rlet; 
(final and before- vocal consonant>, l silent), alms, balm, mamma, 
papa. 

E-her; U-rn; U in but; A".; O-re; O-ld; 0, pot; 00; U. 
pull, are the LABIAL because the lips predominate in the action, 
and as the aperture contracts the root of the tongue depresses, 
expanding the internal channel. (9) E-her slightly contracts the lips 
from the position of AH, and generally precedes r or re, t>.g., 
circumference, ferment, perfidious, servility; (bdore r and re final 
after long vowels) dear, near, here, ne'er, boar, more, four, sure, 
poor; (in terminations er, ir, yr, re) weigher, ire, alloyer, lucre, 
zephyr,-perpetuate, earth, versatile, percolate, sir, stir, prefer, re
verberate, terminate, merge, bird, earnest. (10) U-rn has the lips 
same as in e-her, but the tongue drawn further back so as to dirrct 
the breath further back against the palate, and is long before final r: 
but in short u as in but, the tongue is almost flat, but higher than 
for ah, quite free from all teeth, loose and unrestrained at the root. 
teeth wide apz.rt, e.g., (short) buffoon, rusticity, susceptiblr, un
popular, impulse; (in suffixes, o•Js, us, ion, ~tc.) pestiferous, con
~cious, incubus, selection, extortion,-cuff, suffocate, supple, utter
ance, cultivate, multiply, blubber, mother, shovel, hurricane, summit: 
(long before r) purple, surfeit, curtain, cursory, churlish, absurd, 
occurred, urge, slur, wr. (11) AW has the corners of the lips a 
little rounded, or wrinkled, teeth apart three-quarters of an inch, base 

Continued top of next page. 
CONSONANTS or Articulations. "The energy of vocal action 

is disjunctive in good sp~ak~g . . . downwards from articulations 

Position. 
P Lips meet lightly and are closed firmly, as in ... 
B Like P, lips more protruded, is vocal 
M Lips lightly closed, and quickly separated 
WH Lips as if to whistle, is whispered, as in when= hwen 
W Lips protruded as in oo, and smart recoil .. . .. . 
F Lower lip, interior part lightly touches edge of top teeth 
V Lips like F, is vocal 
TH Tongue, tip lightly touches edge of top teeth 
~H Tongue like TH, tip flat, is vocal 
S Tongue, tip curled, stiff and tense, is whispered 
Z Tongue like S, is vocal, is buzzed 
R Tongue, tip trilled ., . .. . ... ... . .. . .. 
L Tongue, tip spread out on palate rim, breath over sides 
T Tongue, edges on whole of palate rim, is whispered ... 
D Tongue, like T, tip squared, is vocal .. . .. . . .. . ... 
N Tongue against palate rim; teeth, lips and tongue held motwnless 
SH Tongue as in S, middle humped and drawn back, is whispered 
ZH Tongue like SH, is vocal ... ... :.. ... . .. 
Y Tongue, back rounded=ee,+oo, is vocalised in English 
K Tongue, back on rear of palate, forepart kept horizontal 
G Tongue like K, is vocal . .. ... .. . .. . . .. 
NG Tongue humped at back, all vocalisation through the nose 
H Is whispered and aspirates what fol_lows 

to vowels "-Bell, e.g., bestow, from h to e, st to ow, thus enabling 



LABIAL VOWELS, CO~SONANTS. 

of tongue >O depressed as to be felt with 1he finger, tip against 
tlu: batk of the lower teeth. \\'hen aw=on, for (preposition), odd, the 
larvnx stands a little higher than for aw =for (conjunction). Aw 
is the most mellow-toned of the vowels, e.g. (short), on, for, cogni
tion, combustion, conspiracy, nocturnal, obnoxious, ·posterity,
colossus, cottage, doctrine, gossip, operate, possible, dominate, policy, 
'oluntary, dogmatise, dog, fog, modulate, pod, shone, yon; (long) 
altogether, audacious, discord, mortality, ordain, joy, war, for (conj.), 
forfeit, fortunate, orgies, warble, warn, auction, caution, wrought, 
waltz, soldier, all, broad, fawn, gnaw, fraudulent, squaw, walnut, 
laud, draw, paw, macaw, yaw. (12) O-re is long=ore, four, e.g., 
forebode, forego, fourteen, portmanteau, pourtray, deportation,-· 
glorious. quorum, decorum, censorious, portly, portion, de
portment, horde, bore, explore, res'tore, ignure, hoarse. (13) O-ld, 
of! has the lips rounded and close to the teeth, tip of the tongue 
Mar the lower gum, back well depressed, the lower jaw drops about 
half an inch, forming, in all, a well rounded 0 in the mouth, which 
is a most mellow-toned \'6wcl. The short 0 as in pot, not, has 
the tongue flat, lips circled, larynx lower than for aw. Examples 
of O-ld, olz: approbation, annotate, benevolence, domestic, polrmic, 
\'olition,-stoic, owing, appropriate, copious, dissociate, ferocious, 
iwgotiate, potentatr, trophy, bonus, foliage, atone, mode, poll, vogue, 
lotH\ although, know, toe, woe. B'rll says that giving the tapering 
"ound of oo in 0-ov, as in home, HO-ooME; note. 1\0ooTE, is the 
mark of finished pronunciation. (14) 00 protrudes the lips as in 
whistling, depre~ses the back of the tongue so much so as to round 
off chin and neck, tip prt>sses gently bt>low loll'er gum, which slightly 
rah;cs the back. teeth about a quarter of ~n inch apart, is most 
rr~onant at low pitrhrs. Short U as in pull has the larynx 10\rer 
than for oo, circle of lips also larger. Examples of 00 : anteroom, 
bivouac, bniialitr, cesspool, fwition, rendl'Z\'OIIs,-together, unto: 
cruel, poor, trui~m, ruin, booty, inscrutable, recruit, uncouth, youth, 
ruminate, approve, boon. mood, shrewd, whose, through, woo, you. 
(Short oo or u) brook, b1:tcher. nook, pulpit, foot, cushion, bullock, 
goody, pulley, woollen, bulwark, hood, should, stood, full. 

Initial. Final. Between Vowels. · Before Consonants 
pierce peep pauper apricot 
blade web liberty fabricate 
mop jam dreamer lamp, imbecile 
while awhile 
weave beware (W is a vowel. placed otherwise) 
feasible chief deference rebuffed 
vocal save poverty javelin 
thank wealth cath::>lic earthquake 
I hose with either lithesome 
seethe chess crisis hospitable 
zigzag breeze wheezing fizgig 
ravage fiery (R untrilled is a vowt>l, e.g. storm) 
laniate boil banot paltry 
token fight haughtiness outrage 
dinner meed mood\· loudness 
new then shining rancid, stanza 
sh~af lash motion wishful, Grecian 
giraffe rouge intrusion hedgehog 
.)'our fille lawyer (Y final is a vowel, as in very. try) 
keep brick chuckling excellent 
garb pig vigour dogmatise 

hatred 
pang hanging lengthen, mingle 

abh::>r (tinges all ideas unfavourably, 
also intensifie'i them) 

the rowel ~ound to tra\·el uninterruptedly to the utmost confines of 



DIPHTHONQS, ABBREVIATIONS 

an audience. The explosive finals P, b, t, d, k, g should be well 
sounded (see Spurgeon's distinct articulation, especially final ones 
p. 461). The lower jaw should float; the tongue, soft palate, pharyn~ 
and lips should be mobile (a feature of the oratory of the Rt. Hon. 
John Bright, also of Mrs. Besant, see p. 511). "Lip laziness is fatal 
to clear, distinct speaking."-L. Bagley. Proper pronunciation of 
consonants consists in the contact of the right organs, a firm contact 
and rapid release. 

DIPHTHONGS: l=ah+ee: OU or OW=ah+oo; U=ee+oo; 
OI =aw + ee. (1) I is composed of the extreme linguals, al! + ee, 
e.g., iambic, idea, dilate, primeval, gratify,-bias, liable, science, 
society, tyrant, likely, idem, bridle, lithesome, rhyme, why, vie, try. 
(2) OU or OW =the extremes on the labials, ah+oo, e.g., however, 
foundation, vouchsafe, outbid,-ploughing, coward, countenance. 
town, browbeat, powder, endow, thou, mow. {3) U is a union of 
the lingual and labial extremes, ee+oo, e.g., mute, resolute, secure, 
demure, pure, endure, lure. (4) OI is longer than ah+ee, e.g., 
envoy, rhomboid, counterpoint,-boyish, moiety, oyster, appoint, boiler, 
voidable, oil, troy, loin. 

Although this work on IDEAS is to help readiness of conversation, 
and chiefly to facilitate fluency in public speaking, nevertheless, 
it is to be noted that great orators are not good conversationists, 
because they are generally thinking about the conquest of multitudes, 
not of single individuals, see Phillips, p. 477, "always preparing.'' 

As knowledge is more forcibly communicated by contraries, some 
Contrary Synonymous Ideas are added to the Positive Ideas, the 
reader may complete the list. 

Owing to the materialistic spirit of our times, the enthronement 
of mammon, on the one hand; and intellectual laziness, mental 
poverty which decries learning to shield its own ignorance, and the 
poor stimulation given to study, particularly that of speaking, on 
the other, it is prudent not to lay too high a claim to erudition, it 
is prudent to be modest (see Modesty under 3rd Emotion); never
theless, one must study hard, must repair to the best schools in 
his country, which teach correct speaking,-in the British Empire, 
the School of Speech Training of the Polytechnic, Regent Street, 

, London; under royal patronage, is the best,-he· must conceal his 
rhetorical training, saying, like Anthony: "I am no orator, as Brutus 
is . . . . I only speak right on,'' saying, " I do not know how 
to' elocute' to' to orate,' all is natural with me,'' (see pp. 243 and 318. 
how to be natural, to disguise study and a prepared speech); he must 
pronounce his words properly, giving to each syllable its proper 
accent, fusing or liquifying hi~ letters so that they flow one into 
the other, not jerking or shooting them out, but perfectly finishing 
them, striking them "neatly by the proper organs, distinct, sharp. 
in due succession and of due weight "; he must give each oratorical 
foot its proper quantity, makin~ the foot long, if long, if short. 
short, e.g., knowingly, not, knowingly, swallowing no part, nor slur~ 
ring over any (see Saintsbury, p. 405), giving each sound its just 
length (see p. 403), swelling out his vowels clearly and fully, and 
articulating distinctly, as did Spurgeon, see p. 462. and '\Vhitefield. 
p. 227: he must always ask himself, 'how would the best orator of 
to-day say the same, how would Demosthenes, Cicero, Pitt, Fox, 
Webster, Gladstone, Bryan have said it?' 

Abbreviations : pre f. =prefix or prefixes; suf. =suffix or suffixes ; vt. 
or v.t.=transitive verb; vi. or v.i.=intransitive verb; n=noun; 
syn =synonym; der. =derivative; vs. =contrary; adj.= adjective; L. 
or Lat.=Latin; Gr. or Gk.=Greek; Ger.=German; A.S.-::Anglo
Saxon; F. or Fr. = French; Sw. or Swed. = Swedish: Teut. = 
Teutonic; I eel.= Icelandic: F.. or Eng.= English.; 0. =Old; M.E. = 
Mid-English; Mod.= 'Modern. 



630 

I D E A S 
PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES 

PREFIXES: GREEK, LATIN, AND ANGLO-SAXON. 

Idea: To Intensify Positive Ideas, 
Implying: Entirely, Fully, ~'ery, 

Exceedingly, Strongly etc. 

AD, Be; Con; De; En; Ex; Extra; Per; Preter; Re; 
Super, Sur. Ad (Lat. ad, to, meaning here to intensify), as, 
admix, to mix thoroughly, to compound by mixing; and 
assumes for the sake of euphony, the forms of a, ac, af, ag, 
al an ap, ar, as, at, according to the consonant which fol
lo~s, 'e.g., ascend, accede, affix, etc. Be (A.-S. be, 
thoroughness, completeness, utterness) used as an intensifier, 
e.g., beshiver, to shiver to pieces; bescorn, to scorn utterly; 
and often to change intransitive verbs into transitive; as, 
speak, think= bespeak, bethink; also to form verbs from 
nouns or other verbs, as, befriend, to make friendly; becalm, 
to quiet. Con (Lat. cum, with, together) is used here in
tensively, in the sense of fully,-and is changed, according 
to the consonant which follows, into co, cog, col, com, and 
cor, as, coequal, cognate, collect, combine, correct; as an 
intensifier, conjure, to implore earnestly; conserve, to keep 
whole or sound. De (Lat. de, down, from) is, as an in
tensifier, equivalent to entirely, fully, e.g., defunct, entirely 
done or gone through with. En (A.-S. also French, en, in, 
on, into, to make) becomes em before b, p, m, as in embalm, 
employ, emmew; converts an adjective or noun into a verb, 
as enrich, to make rich; and intensifies, i.e., very, as en
feeble, to make very weak; enchasten. Ex (Lat. ex, out of,. 
out, off, from) is used to increase the power of the simple 
word, e.g., exasperate, to make ver;' angry; and becomes e, 
ec, ef, as in eject, eccentric, efflux, etc. Extra (Lat. extra, 
beyond, without) intensifies in the sense of much more, extra
ordinary, much more than the ordinary, that is something 
very special. Per (Lat. per, thoroughly, through, by, for) 
intensifies in the sense of very much, throughout, thoroughly, 
e.g., perfect, thoroughly made; perplexed, entangled very 
much; perspicuous, very evident. Prefer (Lat. prrEter, 
beyond, b~>.side, by, more than), as, preterite, overpast; preter
natural, more than natural. Re (Lat. re, back, again) in
tensifies in sense of doubly, e.g., recommena. to commend, 
then back again to commend= to commend doublv or highly; 
reassure, to assure again=so strongly to assure one as to 
free him from fear. Super, sur (Lat. super, ahove, over, in 



640 PREFIXES 

excess) intensifies in the ~ense of very much, e.g., superman, 
very much above the ordmary man; and sur from the French 
is substituted for it, as, surcharge, very much to overload. 

Idea: To Negative Positive Ideas or A.ssign Privatives. 
A; Anti; _ant; Be; Cat a; cat, cath; Contra, contra, counter, 

con; De; D1s; For, fore; Hetero, heter; In; ~Ial. male; Mis; 
N; Non; Ob; Re; Un. A, an (Greek, a, an privative with-

' b I . h ' ' out, noth as, a yss, a p ace wlt out a bottom; anarchy, with-
out a government. Anti, ant (Greek anti, against, counter, 
opposite) is ~~ed attributively with a noun, as antigod, anti
pope; prepositionally to govern a noun or noun idea expressed, 
as, antislavery, against slavery; implied in an adjective, 
e.g., antidysenteric, against anything dysenteric; merely the 
reverse of the adjective, e.g., antigrammatical, against what 
is grammatical; antilogical, against what is logical; opposi
tion in effect or activity, e.g., antifat, antirust, good against 
rust; diametrical unlikeness, opposition in kind, reverse, 
e.g., antihero, anticlimax, antipathy, a feeling against; anti 
becomes ant before a vowel, e.g., antagonist, one against 
another in combat. 
See Arsis and Thesis, pp. 111-113; Antithesis, pp. 77-85; 
Antitheton, p. 86, the greatest oratorical vehicles for Positive 
and Negative Ideas. 

Be (A.-S.) ts used adversatively or privatively, as in, be
head, to take off the head; belirnb, to deprive of limb. Cat a, 
cat, cath (Greek, against) is used before words of Greek 
origin, sometimes corning through the Latin, e.g., catabaptist, 
one opposed or against baptism. Contra, con, abbr. of 
contra (Lat. against) has also the form· counter, contro, as, 
countermand, an opposite order; contradict, to speak against; 
controvert, to turn against. De (Lat. down, from) has also 
a negative and privative sense; as, derange, deform, destroy. 
Dis (Lat. the opposite of, not, privative), as, disadvan
tageous, not advantageous; dissimilar, not similar; disoblige. 
E, ex (Lat. out of, from, without, privative), as, enervate, 
to deprive of nerve: e.ralbuminous, without albumen. For, fort' 
(A.-S.) negatives the action indicated by the verb, or done 
in a bad sl:'nse, e.g., forbid, to bid not; and means also, 
prohibition, exclusion, failure, neglect, omission, or refusal 
to do, e.g., forsay. exclude:' bv command: forslug, neglect 
through sluggishness; implying detrime~t, or bad sense, 
e.g., forgab, to defame, publish the mtsdeeds. . Hetero, 
heter (Greek, different, other than usual, oppostte), as, 
heterogeneous, of a different kind; heterodox, contrary to 
some acknowledged standard. In (Lat.) (Gr. en)=against, 
not; and is changed into ig, il, im, ir ( signi fyi~g: .not in 
acfiectives and nouns) as in ignoble, not noble; zntctt, not 
P<"rmitted; imprudent, not prudent; irregular, not regula_r; 
impinge, to dash or strike against. Mal,- male (Lat.), ev1l, 
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ill, opposite, ba~ly, e.g., m~ladminis~ration, bad administra
tion; malformatwn, formation opposrte to good one; male
drction, evil speaking. Mis (A.-S.J=amiss, badly, wrongly, 
perversely, mistakenly, when prefixed to verbs, e.g:., mis
construe, to construe badly, wrongly, or perversely; mzsapply, 
apply wrongly i equivalent to bad, wrong, erroneous, per
verse, also expressing negation (of something good or de
sirable) equivalent to dis, in, or u.n, e.g., misadvantage; 
equivalent to wrongly, erroneously, perversely when prefixed 
to adjectives, e.g., misspent, spent wrongly. N (A.-S.) as a 
negative particle is equivalent to not, e.g., neitner, not either; 
never, not ever. 

Non (Lat. not) reverses the sense of the word it precedes, 
ana is equivalent to not, un, in, being used with or without 
the hyphen; as, non-atteniion or nonattention; nondescript, 
not described. Ob, obs (Lat. against, reversely), as in 
object, to throw against; obovate, to ovate 'reversely or oppo
sitely; and commonly becomes oc, of, og, op, before c, f, 
g, p; e.g., occasion, offend, oppose. Re (Lat. against), as, 
repugn, to fight against; reclaim, to claim against. Un (A.-S.) 
is equivalent to not, non reversal, deprivation, and is used 
with verbal substantives, participial adjectives and agent
nouns: verbal substantives or verbs formed out of nouns, 
meaning privation of quality, state, thing, etc., e.g., unsex, 
uncliild, unchurch (to expel from church); participles and 
parbcipial adjectives, negativing their meaning, e.g., undone, 
not done, ruined. Un has a wider application than the Latin 
In which is mostly used before words of Latin origin or 
words formed by Latin suffixes; but the orator may use the 
prefi.x un at will, prefi.xing it almost to any adjective, or 
participle used ad jectively, or to any adverb, less frequently 
to nouns, e.g., to adjecttves; unabolishableo. not to be 
abolished; undistinguishable, ungrammatical i to past partici
ples or adjectives formed after the analogy of past partici
ples, e.g., unaccustomed, not accustomed, unaccursed, uncon
Yinced, unutilised: to presrnt participies from intransitive 
verbs, or themselves employed as such, e.g., unaccommo
dating, unhesitating; to nouns, unwisdom. 

(LESS which is a Suffix and should come under Suffixes, 
is such an important negation of Positive Idea that it is 
introduced here, see Description by Negatives, pp. 150-1. 
Less comes from the Anglo-Saxon /([!s and with a noun forms 
an adJective, meaning- privation, without, e.g., childless, 
without a child, worthless, not worth anything; with a verb, 
meaning unable or without power, e.g., resistlns, not to be 
rf'sisted.1 

Idea: From or Awav. 
A, ab, abs; Apo; De; Di, dif, dis; E, ex; Off,- Out; Pro. 
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A, ab, abs (Lat. from, away), as, avert, to tum from; 
absolve, to release from; abstract, to draw from. Apo (Greek, 
away, from), as, apostacy, a departure from professed prin~ 
ciples; also Ap, e.g., aphelion, away from the sun. De (Lat. 
down, from), .as depend, to hang down from. Di dif dis 
(Lat. asunder, apart, a parting from), as diverge, 'to i~cline 
apart; differ, to bear from; dissent, to think differently from. 
E, ec, ef, ex (Lat. and Gr., out of, from, without), as, 
eject, to throw out from; eccentric, out. from the centre; 
effusion, a pouring out; exodus, a going out from. Off 
(A.-S. from), as, of.fspring, descended from. Out (A.-S. 
from, beyond), as, outburst, a bursting from. Pro (Lat. out, 
forth), as, proceed, to issue from or out. 

Idea: To, Toward. 
A; Ad. A (A.-S. to), as, afield, to the field. Ad, a, ac, 

af, ag, al, an, ap,ir, as, at (Lat. to), as, adhere, to stick to; 
attest, to bear witless to. 

Idea: In, Into. 
A; En; In; Intra; Intro. A ( A.-S. in, on, at), as, abed, 

in bed. En, em (Greek, in, on), as, energy, work or power 
in; emphasis, a speaking with force of the voice on. In, il, 
im, ir (Lat. in, into, on) arr used with verbs and nouns, e.g., 
incluBe, to shut in; incur, to run into; inuminate, to throw 
light into or on; im, when b, p, or m follows, e. g., immure, 
to wall in, imbibe, to drink in, import, to carry in; irradiate, 
to emit rays of light into. Intra (Lat. within. on the inside, 
interior), as, 'intramural, within the walls. lntro (Lat. within, 
in, into), as, introduce, to lead into. 

Idea: Before. 
ANTE, ant, ant; Fore; Prre, pre; Pro . .4nte, ant, anti 

(Lat. before, either in time or place), as, antecedent, going 
before; anticipate, to take before. Fore (A.~S. in front of, 
g-oing or coming first), as, forenoon, the fore part of the 
Clay; foretell, to tell beforehand. Prce, pre (Lat. before, in 
front of), as, precede, to g-o before; preiunice, to judge 
beforehand. Pro (Greek, before\ as, prologue, something 
spoken before; prolegomenon, introductorv discourse prefixed 
to a book or treatise. 

Idea: With or Together. 
CON: Svn. Con, co, cog, col, com, cor rLat. cum. with, 

together), as, concur, to run tog-ether: coequal' equal with; 
COgnate, born together; conect, g-ather tO!"f'ther: combine, to 
put two or more things tog-ether: correlative. having mutual 
relation with. Syn, sv, svl, svm (Greek. witt-> tog-ether). as, 
svntax. putting tog-ether ·in orclf'r: .f1'Strm, the1t which is 
formed of parts put tog-ether; .q,nable. Sf'Vf'ri!.l lettrrs takf'n 
together to form a sing-le sound: .r11m, before b, !J. m. e.g., 
SJ'mpathy, a feeling with another: J1•mboL th<lt which is put 
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together with something else; symmetry, ha vmg the parts of 
tile same weasure with. ~ 

Idea: J.<.ound, ~.ibout. 
AM, amb, ambi; Amphi; Lucuill; .ten. .1m, amb, ambi 

lLat. round, about, on both s1aesh as, ammem, gomg about; 
amputate, to cut around or on; am01guous, gomg round 
about, aoubtful. Amphi (GreeK, aoout, around, on ail s1des, 
on both sides), as, amphitheatre, a theatre on all s1des, or ot 
a round, oval form. Circum, urcu (Lat. around, about), as, 
wcumnav1gate, to sail round; ctrcumJacent, lymg around; 
cmuit. f eri l Greek, round, iiLout), as, penod, a way, 
round. 

Idea: Half. 
DEMI; Semi; Hemi. JJemi (Lat. dimidius, half, part), 

as, demigod, half a god, a deined hero; demitone, half a 
tone; demi-monde. ~emi (Lat. half, half of, in part), as, 
semicircle, half of a circle; semi-vowel, a· consonant having 
in part the sound of a vowel, e.g., /, l, m, n, r, s. Hemi 
l Greek, half), as, hemisphere, a half sphere or globe. 

Idea: Through, Across. 
DIA; Per; Trans. Dia (Greek, through, across, asunder), 

as, diameter, the measure through the centre. Per (Lat. 
through, by), as, pervade, to extend through. Trans, tra, 
tres (Lat. across, through, from one to another, bey~nd), as, 
transparent, that which may be seen through distinctly; 
traverse, trespass. 

Idea: A.bove, Beyond. 
HYPER; Meta; met; Over; Preter; Super. Hyper (Greek, 

huper, above, beygnd, over), as, hypercritical, over criticising. 
Meta, met (Greek, beyond, over), as, metaphor, that which 
carries a word beyond its usual meaning. Over (A.-S., above, 
beyond), as, overdo, to do more than enough; overreach, 
reach beyond. Preter (Lat. beyond, more than), as, preter
natural, beyond what is natural. Super (Lat. above, over, in 
excess), as, supernatural, above nature. 

Idea: Many. 
~IULT, multi; Poly. Mult, multi (Lat. multus, many), as, 

multiform, having many forms or shapes. Poly (Greek polus, 
many), as, polyglot, speaking many languages. 

Idea: Under, Beneath. 
SUB; Subter; Hypo. Sub, sue, suf, sug, sum, sup, sus 

(Lat. under, below), as, subscribe, to write under. Subter 
(Lat. below, beneath), as, subterranean, under ground. Hypo 
(Gr. lzupo, under, beneath, also ind1cating less quantity), as, 
11ypocrite, one who keeps his real character under; hypothesis, 
the placing under, i.e., supposition. 

The foregoing are principal prefixes to which the orator 
may add other or minor ones; as, ana (Gr. up, up through, 
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back, e.g., an~lysis, a loosening . up through); epi, ep, eph 
(Greek, on durmg, npon, e.g., epztaph, a writing on a tomb
stone; ephemeral, existing during a day); eu, ev (Gr., well, 
goo~, ~.g., eulog~:, good language, praise); iso (Gr., equality, 
~1m1lanty, e.g., zsochronous, occurring in equal times, or at 
mtervals of the same duration, as the beat of the pulse)· 
homo (Gr. ~omos,.similar, alike, same, e.g., homogeneous, of 
the same ~~~d); JUXta (Lat. nex~, near, e.g., juxtaposition, 
a near posi.tion); post (after, behmd); retro; se (Lat. aside, 
apart, by Itself), e.g., Secede; sine, sim, sm Lat. without, 
e.g:., simple, ~ithout a fold, plain); uni (Lat. unus, one, e.g., 
untform, havmg one form or th~ same form; etc. 

G:e~eral_ rule: _let the prefi.x be classical if the suffix is, e.g., 
decistve, 1ve bemg Latm, the prefi.x should be Latin, as, in, 
thus, indecisive; if, English suffix, then an English prefi.x, 
e.g., decided, ed, being English, the prefix should be English, 
thus, undecided. But un is now prefixed to almost every 
vet5, ~dverb, and adjective, being at the orator's discretion. 

SUFFIXES: GREEK, LATIN, FRENCH, AND 
ANGLO-SAXON. 

Idea; To be Full Of. 
ABLE; Ate; Ful; Ose, ous; Some; Ulent; Y. Able, Ible, 

Ble, and Uble (Lat. abilis, fit to be, may be, full of, causing, 
as soluble, may be dissolved; arable, can be plowed) forms 
an adjective, and is now mostly used in the passive sense. 
Ate (Lat. atus, full of), adj., passionate, full of passion. 
Ful (A.-S. ful, full of), as joyful, full of joy. Ose, ous 
(Lat. osus, full of) forms an adjective, as, JOcose, full of 
jokes; populous, full of people. Some (A.-S. sum, full of) 
forms an adjective, as, gladsome, full of gladness; toilsome, 
full of toil; also causing, as, troublesome, causing trouble. 
Ulent (Lat.), as, fraudulent, full of fraud. Y (A.-S. ig, 
full of), adjeCtive, as, cloudy, full of clouds; flowery, full of 
flowers. 

Idea: To Be Like, of, or Pertain To. 
AC; Aceous, acious; AI; An, ane; Ar; Ary; Esque; Ic, 

1cal; Ile; Ine; Ique; Ish; Like; Ory. A.c (Greek akos, ?f, 
like, pertaining to), adj., as demoniac, like a demon; car~1ac 
pertaining to the heart. Aceous, acious (Lat. aceus, of, l~ke, 
havi~g~, adj., crus~aceous, like crust. 4l. (Lat. alis, of, ~1ke, 
pertammg to), adJ.,. as mental, pertammg to the. mmd; 
social, like a compamon. .4.n, ane (Lat. anus, of, ~~~' per
taining to) adj., human, like man; mundane, pertammg to 
the world.' Ar (Lat. aris, of, like, relating to), adj., insular, 
relating to an island; globular, like a _globe. Ary (Lat. 
arius, relating to), adj., salutary, relatm~ to the health. 
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J::.sque (.French, esque, like, belonging to), .adj., picturesque, 
VIVIdly like a picture. ic, icai (Lat. zeus, hke, pertammg to, 
made of), adJ., g1gantic, hke a g1ant; historzcai, pertammg 
to history. ite (Lat. iliJ, relating to), adj., puerzle, relatmg 
to a boy. lne (Lat. inus, of, belonging to), adJI·• femmine, be
longing to a woman. lque (.Fr. ique, belongmg to), adj., 
antzque, belonging to what IS ancient Ish (A.-~., like, 
somewhat), adJ., girlish, hke a girl; reddish, somewhat red. 
Like (A.-S. iic, like, resembling), adj., warlike, resembling 
war. Ury (Lat. orium, relating to), adJ., prefatory, relating 
to a preface. 

Idea: One Who or That W hie h. 
AN; Ant; Ar; Ard; Ary; Ate; Ent; Er; ice; lst, St; lte, 

yte; Or; Sor, tor, trix. An, as, historian, one who writes 
history. Ant (Lat.), merchant, one who buys and sells goods . 
. i.r, as, beggar, one who begs. Ard (A.-S. one who, that 
which), as, sluggard, one who is lazy; placard, that which is 
pasted up in a public place. Ary, as, luminary, that which 
gives light. Ate, as delegate, one who is sent by others. 
lint (Lat. ens; genitive, entis, one who, that which), as, pre
sident, one who presides. Er (A.-S. ere, one who, that 
which), as, teacher, one who teaches; fender, that which fends 
off. lee (Lat. itia), that which, justice, that which is just. 
1st, st (Greek istes, one who), as, annalist, one who writes 
annals. lte, yte (Lat. itus, one who, that which), as, fav'our
ite, one who is favoured; appetite, that which creates a desire 
for food; proselyte, one who is brought over to a particular 
faith. Or (Lat. or, one who), as, actor, one who acts. Sor, 
tor, trix, as, sponsor, victor, executrix. 

Idea: The Being, or .4.cting. 
ANT; Ent; Fie; lng; lve. Ant (Lat. ans, nominative 

case, participle, meaning, being), adj,., dormant, being asleep; 
verdant, being green. Ent (Lat. ens, being) has the force of 
ing; as, ardent, burning; pendent, hanging down. Fie (Lat. 
facere, to make::::;causing, making), as, pacific, making peace. 
lng (A.-S.) terminates the imperfect participle, and forms 
substantives from verbs, meaning the act of, or the result of 
the act; as, his riding home. lve (Lat. ivus, able to do, or 
doing) has here the sense of action in being, going on; as, 
in the midst of an army of workers, he stood, directive of 
their movements= giving directions to their movements. 

Idea: To Make. 
Ate; En; Fy; he, ize. Ate (Lat. atus, to make, put, 

take) ends verbal ideas or verbs; as, debilitate, to make 
feeble; animate, to put life into; eradicate, to take up by the 
roots; and may be used as an ending of participles, or as a 
participal adjective, equivalent to ed, as, situate= situated; 
animale=animated En (A.-S.) to mak«, cause; as, fasten, 
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to make fast; harden, to make hard. Fy (Lat. facere, to 
waKe;, as, quaHry, to maKe nt; lOrttfy, to ma.Ke strong; 
aanOll.f, r renchtty, etc. lse, zze 1_lir. zzo, to ma.Ke, give, 
pracuse;, as, cnu~zse, g1ve JUagmeu~; civwse, to ma.Ke ctvll; 
tyranmse; apologise, etc. 

idea: State Of or Condition. 
AClTY, icity, oCity; Acy; Age; Ance, ancy; Dom; Ence, 

ency; .l:food; wn; lsm; lty, ty; 1Vlent; Mony; Ness; ~h1p; 
Tuae; Ure. .':!.city, ie1ty, ocity (Lat. aceus, state of), as, 
veracity, state of agreeing with fact; duplicity, state of being 
double as to speech and heart; ferocity, state ot being savage . 
.':l.cy (Lat., state, condition), as, celioacy, state of being un
married; contumacy, state of being puffed up. .1ge (Fr. 
age), as, bondage, state of being bound; vassalage, condition 
ot a vassal. .1nce, ancy (Lat. antia, state or quality), as, 
Ignorance, state of being ignorant; constancy, state of being 
constant. Dom (A.-S. rank, condition), as, freedom, the 
condition being free. Ence, ency (Lat. entia, state of being, 
a doing, being), as, absence, the being away; innocency, 
state ot being mnocent. Hood (A.-S., state or quality of 
being), as, girlhood, state of being a girl. Ion (Lat. io in the 
nominative case, meaning, act of, state of being, that which, 
ing), as, salvatzon, the state of being saved. Ism, sm (Gr. 
ismos, state, act, doctrine), as, barbarism, state of a bar
barian. lty, ty (Lat. itas, state or quality of being), as, 
security, state of being secure; liberty, state of being free. 
Ment (Lat. metztum, state of, act of, being), as excitement, 
state of being excited. M ony (Lat. mania, state of being, 
that which), as, 'acrimony, state of being sharp or bitter; 
testimony, that which is affirmed by a witness. Ness (A.-S. 
nes, state or quality of being), as, firmness, the state of 
beirig firm; gentleness, the quality of being gentle. Ship 
(.-\.-S. scipe, state, form, office), as, friendship, state of a 
fnend. Tude (Lat. tudo, being, state of being), as, altitude, 
the state of being high. Ure (Lat.), as, composure, the state 
of being composed. . 

I de a : To Be Little or Diminutive. 
ASTER; En; le; Ing; ling; Let; Ule. Aster (Fr. astre) 

forms diminutives; as, poetaster, one making petty verses. 
En (A.-S.), as, kitten, a little cat. Ie (A.-5.), as, lassie, a 
little lass; doggie, a little dog; Willie, a little William. lng, 
ling (A.-5.) lord'Zing, a petty lord; farthing. Let (A.-S. 
lytel) as suffixed to nouns, as, leaflet,. a little leaf; dri~let, 
a little drop; streamlet. Ock (A.-S. httle), bullock, a httle 
bull. Ule, le, de, cule (Lat. ulus), as, globule, a little globe: 
particle, a little part; sickle, a little scythe, animalcule, a 
h ttle animal. 

Idea: Manner, How. 
LY; Ways, wise. Ly (A.-S., a softene.d form of like, 
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meaning, manner), as an adjective, e.g., fnendly, like a 
friend; treely, in a free manner; as an adverb, e.g., bod1ly, 
gally, softly. Ways, wise (A.-S., wis), adverb; as, cross
wise, in a cross manner; likewise, in like manner; lengthways, 
in the manner of its length. 

The foregoing are the principal suffixes, to which may be 
added others, as: ana (Lat. anus, collections of memorable 
thoughts, sayings, etc., e.g., J ohnsoniana); eer, ier, engineer, 
brigadier; ene, adj., terrene, obscene, erty, ern lA.-S. 
to, in the direction of, adj. and adv., northerly, 
southern); ess, u (feminine ending, tiger, tigress); est (A.-S. 
superlative degree of adjectives, small, smallest); eth, cometh, 
goeth; id (Lat. idus, adj,. pertaining to, quality, acid, having 
the quality of sourness); ple (Lat. ple:x, plicare, to fold, adj. 
double, twofold, quadruple, fi.vefold); yer (A.-S. one who), 
sawyer, one. who saws wood, lawyer, one who deals in law. 

A suffix is put after a word, or a root, to modify its 
meaning; although sometimes significant, there are many 
suffixes which have no significance, simply being paragogical, 
that is letters or syllables added on without any meaning, 
merely servmg to lengthen the word or give it a rhythmical 
flourish, or fill in the rhythm, e.g., historic, historical. Hybrid 
words, i.e., those made up of different languages, the ~tern 
and the prefix or suffix being the one of English and the 
other of Classical origin, are not governed by any hard and 
fast rule, e.g., falsehood, false is Latin, and hood is English; 
useless, conceited, unjust, the italics being English. Any 
rule rejecting such formations IS arbitrary and groundless. 
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VOCABULARY OF IDEAS 

SYNONYMOUS IDEAS. 

Discriminations-Contraries-Similes-:-Quotations. 

-A-

idea: l'o Leave . 
.From the Latin tinquere, to let go. ~ynonyms :-

ABANDON: Desert; 1orsa.Ke; relmqUisn; y1eld; cede; 
leave; qUit; let alone; let be; evacuate; w1tharaw ±rom; bid 
tareweli; adieu; good bye; aepart; decamp; retue; run away 
±rom; dereliction; apostasy; bac.Ks110mg. JJ erzvative syno n y
mous ideas: abandoned; left ott; leavings; scraps; retuse; 
remains; cast off; rej,ected; lost; reprobate; aepraved; pro
fligate; dissolute; wicked; corrupt; worthless; permit; 
allow; bequeath; demise; cease; desist from. (a) Contrary 
synonymous ideas: adhere to; cling to; hold tast; abide 
by; cleave to; grip; clutch; clmch; retain, detain, restrain; 
continue; remain; last; dwell; abide; stay; have; occupy. 
(b) Derivatives: maintain; support; preserve; feed; tend; 
protect; guard; embrace; cherish; entertain; regard; con
sider; esteem; celebrate; commemorate; solemnise; honour; 
admit; receive; take in. 

Discrimination ; Abandon; desert; forsake; and relinquish 
are different from each other in degrees of intensity, e.g., a 
father abandons his children, deserts his comrades, forsakes 
his friends, and relinquishes his hope. 

Similes and quotations: " ... as silent lightning leaves 
the starless night."-Shelley. "Abandoned like the waves 
we leave behind us."-Donald G. Mitchell. 

Idea: To Give Up. 
From the Anglo-Saxon gifan, to hand over. Synonyms:-

ABANDON (transfer to another, e.g., the debtor a?an
dons all to his creditors); deliver; alienate; estrange; yield; 
concede; forego; resign; renounce; abdicate; abnegate. 
Derivative synonymous ideas: reject; cast off; repudiate; 
disown; discard; throw off; disclaim; deny; decline; abjure; 
recant· disavow· dismiss· discharge. (a) Contrary synony-

' l ' • • • " mous ideas: holq back; retam; withhold; reserve (see m to 
leave "). (b) Derivative synonymous contrary ,ideas: ob
serve· obey· celebrate; honour (see others in "to leave"). 

' ' h h " . Quotation: " All hope abandon, ye w o enter ere. -
Dante's Inferno. 
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Idea: To Lower. 
Teutomc lag a, lying fiat hke lowlands. Synonyms:-

ABASE : Humble; degrade; d1sgrace; aebase; low + 
comparative er = lower (low lymg near the ground, not 
!ugh or elevated) = to let down, ormg low, sink, dimm1sh; 
lowest; lowermost; lowly; lowlmess; sunk; depressed. 
1Jerivati1.1e synonymous iaeas: cheap; not dear; not luxur
ious; simple; plain; mean; abject; base; unworthy; feeble; 
poor; vulgar; meek; mild; gentle; submissive; modest; un- . 
pretending. 

Discrimination : Abase; humble; degrade; disgrace; de
base; (1) abase vt. suffixes, ing, ment; prefi.x a, in, at; 
Latin basis, base = at the base, down in the basement = 
to bring low, cast down; self -humiliation; meanness, in
feriority, poorness; (2) humble vt. to bring low, suffixes, ly, 
ness; Latin humus, ground, i.e., down on the ground=hu
miliate, modest, meek, acquiescent, unassuming; (3) degrade 
vt. prefi.x de, down, away, gradus, rank, grade = to take 
down from one's rank, bring down from a higher to a lower 
degree, deprive of title. Syn. Lessen, belittle, depre
ciate, lower, let down, diminish, decrease; ( 4) disgrace vt. 
suffixes, ful, ly, ness, prefi.x dis, privative not, away, from, 
gratia, favour = to lower in the favour of one or in estima
tion, to fall from grace, not regard with the same kindness 
as before. Syn. Disparage, defame, discredit, dis
favour, discountenance, dishonour, reproach, disesteem, op
probium, disrepute, shameful, infamous, scandalous, igno
minious; (5) debase vt. suffixes, ing, ment; prefix, de down. 
Latin, basis, base, lower from the base, lowest one can lower 
himself, lowermost-reduce from a higher to a lower state 
of worth. Syn. grovel, crawling, cringing, fawning, 
sneaking, crouching, truckling, lurking, skulking, creeping, 
squatting, cowering, knuckling; adulterate, deteriorate, cor
rupt, pollute, depreciate, injure, contaminate, vitiate, impair, 
degenerate, taint, debased. 

Similes and quotations : " Low as thtl. grave," 11 Humble 
as a lamb," " Humbly like a prayidg nun."-Holmes. 
" Debased by gross alloy : as gold in mines lies mix' d with 
'dirt and clay."-Mallet. Demosthenes' Oration on th{'J 
Crown has '' a genuine ring of patriotism about it; but the 
other (.tEschines') rings like debased metal coated over thickly 
enough with an affectation of high principle; but still trans
parent to the naked eye as coin that will not pass. "-Arthur 
Holmes (seep. 20). " Meek as a Saint."-Pope. 

Con/ran• Synonymou.f Ideas of LowPT. Ht>ightf'n, raise 
higher, lift up, hoist, elevate; Contr. Der. Syns. Ideas: 
Towering, ascending, soaring, mounting, surpassing; versus 
A. base: uplift, exalt, elevate, glorify, dignify, cheer, ani
mate, excite, awaken, rouse; vs. Humble: proud, vain, lofty, 
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haughty, arrogant, presumptuous, lordly, bragging, boastful, 
ostentatious, loua, angry, violent, stormy, turbulent, m
fiamed; vs. JJegrade: promote, better, decorate, advance, 
honour! ennoble, entitle, distinguish; vs. JJisgrace: favour, 
repute, esteem, consideration, credit, renown, fame, venera
tion, respe~t, reverence, probity, honesty, integrity, rectitude, 
high-prmCiple, ornament, boast; vs. Debase: purify, cleanse, 
defecate, purge, refine, polish, genume, pure, smcere, open, 
candid, frank, upright, ingenuous. 

Idea: To Lessen . 
. \BATE; Yt. abatiTi:, to beat d,)Wllc::lessen: Sn1. de

cline; subside; relax; diminish; slacken; moderate;" reduce; 
mitigate; qualify. 

Idea; Mental Wandering. 
ABERR.\110N ab, awa), t:fluh lv wauut:f; .':>) 11. 1Je\ld

uon; divergence; ramoung; megwamy; • eccentrlCILY; 
anomaly; aonorruny; aelu::iiun; uauucmauon; mama. 

Jaea: .L o J:ieip (baa sense). 
A-.S. helpan, cuntrHJuLe to tne au vantage OL Synonyms:-

ABE 11 uR: .Accessory; accompuce. JJzscmmnatzon: llJ 
.10ettor, abet vt. surs. eo, mellt, prenx ao, ad, to; 0 . .F. 
beter, to bait, !eel. oezta, to set uogs on to 111ake them bite. 
lhe abettor helps by encouragmg, proposmg, settmg on 
toot. Syns. .a:..gg on, toment, secona, bacK, w1nk at, con
ruve at, succour, support, mcne, mstigate, goad, overlook, 
condone, promote, bunk; \2) Accessory, prenx ac, ad, to; 
cedere, to come, go go to the aid ot. Syn. A subordmate 
assistant, contnbutor, supporter, auxiliary, ancillary, helper, 
aider, subsidiary, subservient; L3) .-iccompllce, IS one of the 
executors, ac, ad, to; complere, to fulfil; also cum, con, with 
plicare, to fold, plait, wmd = folded in with, complicated 
m, entangled with, mixed up with. Syns. Confederate, 
co-criminal, co~executor, coadJutor, ally, associate, partici
pant, conspirator. 

fliea: I o Do Skilfully. 
ABLE: Dexter<:ts; address. Discrimination: (1) able, 

suf., ly ity. Latin habilis, easy to handle, habere, to hold 
(see Clever Style, p. 608. Syn. Skiltul, fitted, keen, 
shrewd, apt, quick at, clever, expert, competent, efficient, 
qualified, experienced, practised, ease, agile, quick-w.itted, 
active. Derivative Syn. Ideas: Strong, powerful, gifted, 
highly endowed, masterly, telling, talent, genius, turn, 
faculty, capability. (2) Dexterous, suf., ous, ly, ity; Latin, 
dexter, right hand, refers mostly to mechanical or manual 
ease. Syn. Versed, ingenious, adroit, contriving, ready, 
apt, handy, prompt, tactful, deft, artful, cunning, adept. 
(3) A.ddress, ad, to, French dresser to direct =:;: to direct 
one's self to, skilful application to the p9int. ·• Clever as 
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paint."-Anon. "Clever as sin."-Kipling. 
Contrary Syn. Ideas: Clumsy, awkward, unskilled, bung

ling,-lubber, fumbler, botcher,-ungainly, unhandy, unable, 
lumbering, heavy, untoward, blundering, cobbling, patchy, 
incompetent, unqualified. Con. Der. Syn. Ideas: Green, 
raw, unfamiliar, dunce, dullard, numskull, stupid, block
head, simpleton, dolt, ignoramus, rude, rustic, clownish, 
half-witted, nincompoop, muddling, unsophisticated, silly. 

Idea: Out of the Ordinary. 
ABNORMAL: suf., ly, ality, prefi.x ab, away, from; 

norma, rule=contrary to law, rule or system. Syn. Irregu
lar; monstrous; unnatural; strange>; unusual; extraordinary; 
uncommon ; outlandish; unprecedented ; unaccustomed; rare; 
unwonted; remarkable; wonderful; marvellous; astonishing; 
signal. 

Similes: " Rare as a blue rose." -Anon. " As rare as 
wings upon a cat." -Oriental. " As strange as a wedding 
without a bridegroom."-Anon. "As extraordinary as an 
imp in heaven, or a snowball in limbo." " Uncommon as 
common sense." -Anon. 

Idea: To Do Away With (laws, acts, etc.). 
ABOLISH : Abrogate; repeal; revoke; annul; cancel. 

Discrimination: (1) abolish, vt., suf., able. tion, tiomst; 
prefix, ab, away, from, oleo, olere, to smell = to do away 
with in such a manner as to leave no smell of it. It refers 
to things long established, e.g., abolish an institution, cus
tom, practice. Syn. Wipe out, put an end to, destroy, 
annihilate, subvert, overthrow, extirpate, extinguish, eradi
cate, kill, exterminate. (2) Abrogate, vt., suf., tion, tive; 
prefix, ab, away, off, rogare, to ask-to ask the act to be 
done away with. In Rome, no law was valid or could be 
unmade without asking the consent of the Roman people. 
Syn. Invalidate, set aside, re-scind, reverse, void, unmake. 
(3) Repeal, vt., n., suf., er, able; re, back, again, appelere, 
to ca11 = to unsay what has been done or said. rescind. ( 4) 
Revoke, vt., suf., able, ation, atorv; re. hack, vocare, to 
rrtlT = to recall, countermand. rs' .4 nnul, vt., suf., ment: 
prefix an, ad, to, ne + ullus, not anv one, unulus dim. of 
unu.r, one = to make not onF Cof!nrttr nuhil. to reduce to 
nothing. Svn. Null, of no fore~". nu11ifv, inanplicable, de
control. (6) Cancel, vt.. suf .. ation: cancellare, to draw a 
line across a deed, cancellus. lattice-work. rlimin. of cancer, 
a rr::~h. This word chi,.flv r,.f,.rs tn c::1ncellin"" deeds. obli
P'~tion!-i, honds, etc., th::!t which hao; hern writtFn. Svn 
Blot out, ohlitf'ratf', err~o;e, rFmove, efface. rtth out, retract, 
exnung-P, c;cr::~tch out. nrD"ativr. v.t. 

!den: To rut Shnrt. 
'\'RRTDGF: rurtail: contr::1rt ni~rriminntirm: rn 

Abridge, v.t., c;uf., ment; prefix, nh, ad, to; bre1•i.r, short-
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to cut short, referring chiefly to quantities, e.g., "Abridge a 
~over's pain."-.{\ddison. Syn. Shorten, deprive of, dimin
Ish, retrenth,. divest, rob, despoil, take away, curb, check, 
control, qualify. (2) Curtail, v.t., F. courte, short; tailler, 
cut = cut short in length. Syn. Cut off, dock, lop, clip, 
crop, reduce, lessen, restrain, coerce, check, hold back, curb. 
(3) Contract, v.t., shorten; v.i., to shrink. Suf., ed. ible, 
ity, tion; prefix, con, cum, with, trahere, to draw to make 
smaller, reduce to a less compass. Syn. Bound, limit, cir
cumscribe, confine, narrow, condense, restrict, cramp, straiten, 
pinch, compress, press, squeeze, crowd, constrict, stint. 

Quotations: " It is ungenerous to abridge the liberty of 
any one, or curtail him of his advantages while he makes no 
improper use of them; otherwise it is advisable to contract 
his means of doing mischief." -Crabb. " God has given no 
man a body as strong as his appetites; but has corrected the 
boundlessness of voluptuous desires by stinting his strength 
and contracting his capacities.'' -South. 

Idea: Uncontrolled. 
Un, not, counter, against, roll=move around as he pleases. 

ABSOLUTE; Despotic; Arbitrary; Tyrannical. Discrimin
ation: (1) absolute, suf. ly, ness, ism; prefix, ab, away, 
from, solvere, to loosen= to set free from all restraint or 
control, unlimited, as referring to persons; as to things, un
controlled. Syn, Unconditional, unlimited, boundless, 
undisputed, ungoverned, unrestricted. Autocratic, non
relative, peremptory, unqualified, perfect, supreme, irre
sponsible, immeasurable, infinite. (2) Despotic, suf. ism, al, 
ly; Greek ~€U7T'OTY/ master=like a lordly master. He is 
less than an absolute. Syn. Domineering, imperative, dic
tatorial, lording over, hullving, browbeating, overbearing, 
intimidating, storming. Deriv. Syn. Ideas: haughty, 
arrogant, dogmatical, magisterial, overawing, blustering, 
swaggering, oppressive, crowing, vaunting, bragging. (3) 
Arbitrary, suf. ly, ness; Lat. arbitmrius, uncertain, as the 
decision may be the consequence of a whim or caprice of the 
umpire; arbitrare, to hear and decide; is voluntary. Syn. 
Optional, capricious, whimsical. ( 4) Tyrannical, suf. ly, 
ness, tyrannous, tyranny. Greek rvootJVOii', a lord. a usurper, 
one who gained supreme control in a republic. Svn. Seize 
unlawfully, hold by force, lord over, tyrranise. Der. Syn. 
Ideas: cruel, exacting, extortionate, severe, grinding, 
oppressive, iron-ruling, inhuman. appropriating-, usurpine-, 
rigorous, expropriating, confiscatine-. rapacious, unjust, per
secuting, harassing, afflicting, plundering, pillaging. 

Idea: Hidden. 
ABSTRUSE, suf. lv, ness; abs, away, trudere, to thrust; 

to thrust awav, hrnce difficult to understand. Svn Obscure, 
recondite, dark, mystical, occult, latent, mysterious, unin-
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telligible, deep, unfathomable, secret, invisible, cabalistic, 
inscrutable. 

Idea: Contrary to Reason. 
ABSURD, suf. ly, ness, ity; L. absurdus, indistinct, 

opposed to manifest truth. Syn. Foolish, irrational, pre· 
posterous, ridiculous, nonsensical, silly, unreasonable, un
wise, shallow-brained, senseless, idiotic-immoderate, exor
bitant, inordinate, injudicious, stupid. Absurd as eating 
onions with ice cream. "Foolish as to flash a roll of bills 
before a lawyer."-Obid. · 

Idea: bz Great Quantity. 
ABUNDANT, suf. ly, ance; L. ab, away, undare, to 

fiow==so much that it flows away. Syn. Plentiful, plen
teous, exuberant, overflowing, copious, ample, rich, teeming, 
affluent, wealthy, pregnant, full, replete, swarming, nume
rous, profuse, rank, glutted, plethoric, "Full as a summer's 
rose."-Thomson. Full as a tick. 

Idea: Not t'o Treat Properly. 
ABUSE: MISUSE. Discrimination: .4.buse, v.t., n., 

suf. ive, ly, ness; L. ab, away, from, utor, to use=to use 
away or wear away by using. Abuse ill-treats a thing, e.g., 
when it receives an injury of any kind in the using of it. 
Syn. ~Ialtreat, injure, damage, spoil,· hurt. Der. Syn. 
Ideas: deceive, cheat-vilify, revile, insult, outrage, reproach, 
accost, censure, inveigh against, rail against, defame, traduce, 
calumniate, affront. (2) Misuse, n., v.t., suf. age; prefix, 
mis, amiss, wrong, utor, to use=to use wrongly. Anything 
is misused when it is not used at all or applied to a wrong 
use, e.g., money is abused when pieces are chipped off or its 
val'ue lessened; but it is misused when it is spent wrongly, as 
in excesses, debauchery, etc. Syn. 1Iisemp1oy, misapply, 
pervert, waste, squander, desecrate, profane, prostitute, mis
appropriate. 

Idea: To Do. 
ACCO~fPLISH: Effect; Execute; Achieve. Discrimina· · 

tion: (1) accomplish, v. t., suf. ed, able, ment; L. ad ac, to 
cumplere, to fJJlfil=to do right through to the end, finish 
entirely. Syn. Complete, realise, consummate, fulfil, per· 
feet, conclude, finish, terminate. (2) E.rmtte, v.t.; suf., ive, 
ion; L. ex, out. sequi, to follow=to follow out. This 
rrquires some fitness or skill for doing or carrying out. 
Svn. Pursue, perform, prosecute, carrv out, follow up. (3) 
Arhiez•e, v.t. suf. ed. able, ment; L. ad caput venire, to come 
to an rnd or a head. F. ·uenir a chief, arrive at one's object. 
Tt carrie-s with it something grand or as a chief would do it, 
ami implieo:: talent, as achieve glorious de!"ds, an enterprise, an 
undertaking. Svn. Do, obtain, attain :-exploit, deed, feat, 
pe-rformance. (4) Effect, v.t. suf. e·d. ible, ual, ly, tive, ly, 
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ness, efficient, efficacious, effectuate. L. ef, ex, out, ficere, 
to make out to the least so that nothing remains to be done. 
Effective is operative, efficient is actively doing, efficacious 
does the desired thing, and effectual has produced the desired 
thing. Syn. Effective, operative, powerful, cogent, con
vincing. Efficient, active, energetic, ready, able, competent, 
capable, causing effects, producing results. Efficacious, 
adequate, commensurate, requisite, sufficient. Effectual, suc
cessful, prevailing. 

Idea: Highest Point. 
ACME, Greek tiiCJLYJ (akme) edge. Syn. Apex, climax, 

culmination, summit, zenith, crown, consummation, top, 
head, crest, peak. Der. Idea: crisis of a thing. 

Idea: To Get. 
ACQUIRE; Obtain; Attain; Gain; Win; Earn. Dis-

crimination: (1) acquire, v.t. suf. ment, acquisition, tive, ly, 
ness. L. ac, ad, to; qumrere, to seek. This seeks or gets 
by one's own exertion. Syn. Get, gather, procure, secure,-

. learnmg, kn.owledge, mental gain. (2) Obtain, v.t. suf. 
ment, able, tty; L. ob, near, close to; tenere, to hold=to get 
close enough to get hold of. This gets by our labours or 
those of others. (3) Attain, v.t., suf. ment, able, ity; L. 
at, ad, to tangere, to touch=to get within one's touch. We 
keep on acquiring, but we stop when we have attained, as 
it is the point arrived at. (4) Gain, n. v.t., i. suf. able, less, 
ing, ful, F. gagner, to get (as a profit), v.i. =to advance, get 
ahea:d, go forward. Syn. Gainful, profitable, advan
tageous, lucrative, remunerative, paying. (5) Win, v.t. L. 
vincere, to conquer, A-S winnan, to strive. This gets by 
striving, labouring, struggling, contesting. (6) Earn, v.t. 
Ger. ernten, to reap, harvest=to get by labouring. Syn. 
Earn, reap, deserve, merit. " They who have earned their 
fortune by a laborious and industrious life are naturally 
tenactous of what they have painfully acquired."-Blair. 

Idea: To Let. 
AD MIT; Receive; Accept; Allow; Permit; Suffer; Tolerate; 

Grant; Agree; Accede; Consent; Comply; Acquiesce; Con
cur; Coincide. (1) Admit, v. t. su f. table, ance, sory, sion, 
sive, sible, ity. Let into a place or the mind, as no well 
governed community will admit any deviation from good 
order. Syn. Admit, acknowledge, confess, concede, recog
nise, own, i.e., as true. (2) Receive, v.t. to let by our own 
consent, either politely, rudely, or warmly. (3) Accept is to 
let with aporobation, jov, pleasure. Syn. Welcome, enter
tain. (4) A.llow, v.t. suf. able, lv, ness. This lets by posi
tively granting, is voluntary, while admit is involuntary and 
negative in that it is simply not refused or prevented. Syn. 
Sanction, approve, ratify, countenance, warrant. (5) Per
mi1, v.t. i. n. suf. ssible, ssive, ssion. This actively lets 
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while allow tacitly does so, as permit another to use his 
name. Svn. License, authorise, give liberty. (6) Suffer, 
v.t. i. suf. er, able, ance, L. sub, under, ferre, to bear, so 
what is suffered is let because it can not be avoided, i.e., 
can not help himself. Syn. Undergo, endure, sustain, bear, 
experience, brook, submit to, take patiently, be resigned to. 
(7) Tolerate, v. t. suf. tion, able, ly, ance. L. tolerare, to 
endure, allied to tollere, to lift,=to let an evil, then bear it, 
as there are some abuses in society necessary to tolerate if 
not verv injuriousl otherwise a greater abuse might result. 
(8) Grant, v. t. L. credentia, trust, belief= to let as a belief or 
trust, e.g., two and two are four. 

Contrary Syn. Ideas: insufferable, unendurable, unbear
able intolerable, insupportable, inadmissible,-disallow, pro
hibit, forbid, reject, disapprove, deny, refuse, prevent, 
hinder, interdict, inhibit, preclude, stop, thwart, frustrate, 
avert, anticipate, impede, obstruct, obviate, oppose, arrest, 
debar, barricade, contravene, defrat, rerel, chrck, confront, 
withstand, rrsist, foil, baffle. 

Idea: Some Good. 
ADVANTAGE; Benefit; Utility; Profit; Help. (1) Ad

·vantage, v.t., n. suf. eous, ly. Lat. ad, to, venire, to come= 
some good coming to one according to his desires. It is 
chiefly extrinsic good, as honour, convenience, etc., e.g., a 
large dwelling and a high position have their advantages. 
Syn. Gain, convenience, superiority, service, good, boon, 
blessing, benediction, excellence, upperhand, ascendancy. 
(2) Benefit, v.t., n. suf. ficial, ly, ciary. L. bene, well, good, 
facere, to do, factum, done=some good done, or made to 
one's wishes. It looks to the consequences of actions, events, 
etc., e.g., he walks for the bem•fit of his health. Syn. 
Favour, good turn, behoof, interest, account, avail, kindness, 
grace, gift, boon, generosity, grant, largess, bounty, bene
faction. (3) Utility, ise, v.t. L. utor, to use=the good 
which can be got from the use of a thing-. Utilitarianism, 
the greatest good for greatest number. There is no utility 
in misused riches. We buy articles because of their utility. 
Syn. Production of good, intrinsic value, use, service, 
application, employment. (4) Profit, v.t., i. n., suf. able, 
ly, ness, L. pro, for, in behalf of, facere, to make=that 
which makes for one's good. It is properly~ pecuniary gain 
or good. Syn. Gain, emolument, returns, remuneration, 
recompense, requital, repayment, wag-es, fee, salary, stipend. 

Contrar:v Synonymous Ideas: disadvantageous, hurtful, 
injurious, harmful, prejudicial, detrimental, inconvenient, 
inferior, worse, curse. Unb("neficial, unfortunate, ungene
rous, had, ill, ill-turn, evil, unwholrsome. Inutility, useless
n<>ss, fruitlessnrss-barren, sterile, unproductive, idle, vain, 
unserviceable, disserviceable. Profitless, unprofitable, un
availing, unproductive, loss, waste, squandering, ruin. 
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Idea: To Be Against. 
ADVERSE; Contrary; Opposite; Inimical; Hostile; Re

pugnant. (1) Adverse, suf. ary, ly, ity; L. ad, to, vertere, 
to turn=to turn against. It takes in persons and things. 
Syn. Counteracting, conflicting, cross, thwart, contra
vening, unpropitious, countervailing, unfortunate, perverse, 
calamity, misfortune, sorrow, trouble, ill-luck, distress. (2) 
Contrary, adj. n., suf. ies, iety, ily, iness, iwise; L. contra, 
against. It regards plans, purposes, designs, etc., of per
sons, e.g., contra to expectation, facts contrary to descrip
tion. Syn. Inconsistent, discordant, different, contentious, 
perverse, froward, wayward, stubborn, refractory,-variance, 
disagreement. (3) Opposite, oppose v.t., suf. tion, tionist, L. 
op, ob, against, in the way of, ponere, to put, set. It respects 
the relative nature and the situation of things, the contrast, 
as one thing placed over against the other, e.g., people of 
opposite opinions and tendencies can not pull together. Syn. 
Facing, antagonistic, contradictory, diverse,-oppose, com
bat, withstand, encounter, confront, resist, deny, oppugn, 
obstruct, bar, hinder, dispute, gainsay, obiect, except, con
trast, reject. ( 4) Inimical, ly, ness, L. in not, amicus, 
friend=not a friend, against one. This acts directly to 
in.i:ury, e.g., criticisms inimical to liberty. A merchant is 
inimical to anything against trade. Syn. Un'friendly, ill
disposed, pernicious, hurtful, injurious, mischievous, damag
ing, deleterious, noxious, harmful, unfavourable,-animosity, 
enmity, ill-will, malevolence. (5) Hostile, ity, L. host, an 
army, ilis, relating to=relating to an army or belonging to 
an enemy. This refers chiefly to the conduct, temper, 
situation of persons, or bodies regarding public matters. 
Syn. Fighting against, warlike, enemy-like,-aggressor, foe, 
assaulter, invader, assailant, attacker, adversary, enemy, 
stormer, charger,-antipathy, hatred, aversion, ill-will, 
animosity. (6) Repugnant, ly, ance, L. re, back, pugnare, to 
fight=to fight back or against; repug-n is the verb. This 
refers chiefly to things as ag-ainst things. Syn. Irrecon
cilable, incompatible, distasteful, offensive, repelling, un
willing, reluctant, averse, incong-ruous, unsuitable, discreoant, 
jarring, disinclined, recalcitrant, clashing, colliding, crash
ing, impinging, discordant. 

Idea: To Yield. 
AFFORD; Impart; Supply; grant; give; furnish ;-bestow; 

offer; communicate; spare; bear the cost of. 
Idea: To Make Greater. 

AGGRANDISE; augment; exalt; advance; dignify; 
ennoble; enrich; elevate. 

Idea: Thing Sought After. 
AIM; Object; End; View; Aspiration-. (1) Aim, v. t. t. 
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n. Gaelic anzas hitting, marking, L. aestimare, estimate=the 
thing looked at with the mind or eye, to the attainment of 
which all is bent, ·• Oh, happiness! our being's end and 
aim."-Pope. It is good or bad as is the character of the 
person, attainable, or otherwise. Syn. Endeavour, design, 
intent, labour, effort, attempt, application, purpose, drift, 
tendency, scheme, course, tenor, direction, bearing, leaning, 
proclivity, attention, struggle, exertion. (2) Object, v.t., i., 
n. suf. ion, ive, ity, or ionable. L. ob, in the way of, 
towards, against, jacere, to throw=thing set before the mind 
or senses, e.g., it is foolish to struggle without an object. 
Syn. Final purpose, goal, mark, point, target, butt, 
teleology, finality, winning-post, destination. (3) End, n. 
It refers to the thing that ends the wishes and exertions 
of any one, is the ultimate object, .the consummation. The 
right means must be taken to secure right ends (see p. 123. 
End justifies the means). It is sophistry to hold that the 
means taken are justified by the end. Syn. Con
summation, completion, termination, conclusion, final 
condition, issue, consequence, result, finish, perfection, 
realisation, landing-place, haven, port. (4) View, v.t., i., n. 
L. 1·idere, to sfe=the reach of the sight, and chiefly respects 
motives and opinions which may be correct, false, interested, 
or disintrrested. 

" Not present ill or joy the curse, 
But future views of better or worse." -Pope. 

Syn. Sight, survey, prospect, scene, vista, perspective, pic
ture, sketch, notion, sentiment, opinion, judgment, impres
sion,-behold, eye, scan, explore, contemplate, examine, con
sider, ponder. (5) Aspire, v. i. suf. ing, ation, ant, er. L. 
a, ad, to, after, spirare, to breathe, to sigh after, pant after. 
This sets something great before one's self. Our aspirations 
are directed to those things which we consider we merit or 
are enfitled to. Not many aspire to a throne, but many 
aspire after honours, wealth, affluence, distinction, what is 
great, unusual, and sometimes improper. 

" Aspiring to be gods, if angels fell, 
Aspiring to be angels, men rebeJ.l'-Pope. 

Syn. Longing-, yearning, craving, hankering, ambition, 
itching, wistfulness, earnest desire, emulation, avidity, 
eagerness. 

Idea: Mention Indirectly. 
Alludt"; c:;ug-g-est; intimate; glance at; advert to; refer; 

hint: rrmark :--insinuation, innuendo, implication, inference. 

Idea: To Get Hold of for Exploiting . 
. ~LLU~E; Tempt; Seduce; Entice; Decoy. (t) Allure, 

v.t. suf. mg, ment. F. a leure, to the bait or lure to hold 
out a bait to catch an animal=to present somethi~g good, 
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pleasing, real or apparent, to the senses. It may be used in 
a good or bad sense. It draws by gentle means, e.g., 
"June 26th, 1284, the rats and mice by which Hamelen was 
mfested, were allured, it is said, by a piper to a contiguous 
river in which they were all drowned." -Addison. Svn. 
Attract, coax, persuade, wheedle, flatter, cajole, captivate, · 
inviting, winning, inveigle. (2) Tempt, v.t., suf. ing, ly, 
er, ation. Lat. temptare, tentare, to touch, feel, try the 
strength of; frequentative of tenere, to hold. Tempt acts 
by duect and cqntinued exertions to get hold of one, pre
senting reason and motives to effect decision, and trying the 
power of one's resistance. "The country has its allurements, 
the city its temptations." Syn. Try, test, prove, incite, 
instigate, prompt, goad, spur, induce. (3) Seduce, v.t. suf. 
ible, er, tive. ly, ness, tion, L. se, apart, aside, ducere, to 
leaa-to lead aside or astray, and is used chiefly in a bad 
sense, e.g., false art and charms are seductivf! from rectitude 
and duty's path. Syn. Mislead, corrupt, deprave, showy, 
specious, fair, plausible, colourable, deceptive. (4) Entice, 
v.t. suf. ing, ly, ment, O.F. enticher, to excite. To draw 
on oy exciting hope or desire, e.g., 11 There was a particular 
grove which was called the labyrinth where many were 
enticed to chase, but few returned with purchase."-Addison. 
Syn. Blandishment, soft words, flattery, fawning, 
coquetry,-mellifiuent, siren, smooth, beguiling, gulling, 
duping. (5) Decoy, v.t., n. Ger. koy, a cage for birds
to draw into a place for getting into one's power, as a 
decov-duck does. It is used in bad sense and has danger 
in the end. Syn. Entrap, ensnare, cozen. cheat, catch,
trap, pitfall, ambuscade, ambush, gin, strategem, guise, 
mask, pretence, pretext. 

Idea: Uncertain in Meaning. 
Ambiguous; duhious; indeterminate: inae:finite; equivocal; 

enigmatical; vague; evasive. indistinct, uncertain, puzzling, 
perplexing, obscure, mystical, questionable, confused, 
sinuous. 

Idea: Worthy of Love. 
Amiable; lovable; pleasing; sweet; engaging ;-delightful, 

kind, agreeable, cheerful, good-humoured. 
Idea: To Be Friendly. 

Amicable; friendly; peaceable; fraternal; brotherly; 
cordial; neighbourly; kind; k~ndl_v; sympathetic; congen_ial i 
sociable; well-disposed; well-mclmed: hearty; compamon
able; conversable; accessible; genial; cognate. 

Idea: To Enjoy One's Self. 
AMUSEMENT: beguile; divert; entertain; recreation; 

pastime. (1) Amusement, amuse, v.t. suf. ing,· ive, L. a, ad, 
to, musa one of the nine goddesses who preside over the arts, 
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also a song, meaning to allure .the attentton by anything as 
llght and atry as a song. Amuse occup1es the mml.l 11gm1y, 
iuils It, k11ls tune, and oamshes thought. ::,orne are amusea 
at watdupg t11e motes m the sunbeams, .t.mperor lJom1t1an 
was amused m kt1lmg tile&. · · Creaulous people are easily 
amused by any idle tale, and thus prevented from pene
tratmg the des1gns of the arti ul." ::,yn. Humour, gratliy, 
please, charm, tascmate, de!ignt, solace,-delude, deceive by 
talse hopes or representations, gull, fool. (2) 15eguile, v.t., 
suf. ing, ly, ment, prehx be Is to change·noun into a verb,_ 
guile, U.F. deceit. To deceive, to make one think what h~ 
has, he hasn't it. lt makes us lorget, and reters to memory 
and consc10usness. MUSIC, plays, scenery, vanety, etc., 
beguile our mtstortunes, and hours ot labour. lt 1s the result 
ot amusement. The heaviness of a long journey 1s beguiled 
by cheerful conversation. Syn. Amuse, cheat, delude, .de• 
ceive, trick, impose on, insnare,-sletght, Juggle, freak, 
antic, vagary, wh1m, fancy, capnce, prank, sport, gambol, 
caper, insk, frolic, JUmp about, play. (3) 1Jzvert, v.t. sui. 
ing, sion, L. de, from, apart, vetere, to turn=to turn the 
mind from an object. That which diverts produces mirth 
and laughter. It may be lively, active or tumultuous. Tricks 
of animals, comedy, pantomimes divert; punch and judy 
shows and the like divert the ignorant. The Romans gave 
great shows to keep the people contented and governable. 
Diversion more concerns the youth, and the active, as fairs, 
exhibitions, racing, cricket, huntmg, etc. Syn. Turn aside, 
draw away, exhilarate, enliven, gladden, inspirit, animate, 
rejoice, elate, cheer, invigorate, brace, vivify, quickening, 
exulting, triumphing, enrapturing, vitalise. (4) Entertain, 
v.t., i. suf. ing, ly, ment, L. enter,. inter, among, reflexive, 
tenere, to hold, keep=to keep the mind fi.xed on one thing,_ 
to have pleasures among themselves. It acts on the senses 
as well as the understanding, and must be rational. It is 
mostly social and more intellectual, e.g., coqversing enter
tains, thoughtful people are entertained. On the day of his 
death, Socrates entertained himself, discoursing with his 
followers, on the immortality of the soul. Theatres, con
certs and the like entertain. Syn. Entertainment, hospit
able treatment, feast, banquet, collation, reception, treat, 
festival, holiday, repast, regale, symposium, levee, fete,
hold, cherish, consider, show hospitality to, encourage, 
comfort. (5) Recreation, ate, v.t. suf. ive, re, again, creare, 
to make, to make over again. This pleasure consists in 
relaxing the mind from severe occupation, e.g., gardening 
recreates one who studies, company one who is busily en
gaged in commerce. Syn. Refresh, revive, relax, ease, 
renovate, renew, restore, recruit, reanimate, re-establish, refit, 
repair, reconstitute, recover, replen.ish, reinforce. (6) Pastime, 
n. F. passe-temps= to pass the time. It has respect to the 
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leisure hour, and alternates with diversion, sport or simple 
amusement. It is mostly accidental, and IS whatever serves 
to pass the time away agreeably. Syn. Play, games, trifle. 

Idea: To Pledge for Perfomzance. 
Answerable; amenable; responsible; accountable; liable; 

bound; subject to. 
Idea: Lack of Feeling. 

APATHY, insensibility, indifference, unconcern, un!eel
ingness, stoicism, coldness, phlegm, msmteresteaness, 
fngidity, dispassionateness. 

Idea: To Excuse. 
Apology, excuse, vindication, defence, justification, plea, 

explanat1on,-exculpate, absolve, pardon, extenuate, palliate, 
exempt, let off, uphold, maintain, exonerate, acquit, clear, 
release, free, forgive, discharge, overlook, condone, mitigate, 
soften, cloak, cover, release. 

Idea: A Taking by the Mind. 
APPREHEND; understand; comprehena; conceive; sup~ 

pose; imagine; fancy. (1) Apprehend, v.t., 1. suf. sive, iy, 
sion, ible. It is the fust effort of the mind, z.e., taking an 
idea, and may be quick or dull. It is the lowest form of 
belief. Syn. Cognise, perceive, catch, believe, fear, sus~ 
pect, take hold of, see, note, observe, d1scern, feel, descry, 
behold. (2) Understand, v.t. i. suf. ing. lhe mind has 
taken things in so well that there is a free use ot the reason~ 
mg faculties, so that the relation between cause and effect is 
seen, likewise the adaptation and fi.tness ot things to each 
other, e.g., that which is expressed in plain terms is under~ 
stood. Syn. Recognise, know, interpret, decipher, con~ 
strue, render, translate, defi.ne, elucidate, expound, make 
clear, analyse,-understanding, knowledge, notion, idea, 
intellect, mind, sense, reason, brains. (3) t.:omprehend, v.t. 
suf. sible, ly,. ity, sive, ly, ness. L. com, cum, with, t~ 
gether, pra!hendere, to seize, grasp, take. This is a more 
extensive use of the mind than the two preceding words, and 
takes in everything together, weighing all and drawing con~ 
elusions by reasoning. Understand applies to practical 
matters, comprehend to theoretical, speculative. Syn. Com~ 
pnse, embrace, include, judge, decide, conclude, reck_on, 
consider, deliberate, determine,-comprehensive, extens1ve, 
wide, ample, inclusive. (4) Conceive, v.t., i. suf. ing, able, 
ly, ness; concept, ion, tive. L. _con, cum, toget~er, c~pere, 
to take=to put together in the mmd, to form an ~dea 1!1 the 
mind, e.g. one first conceives a plan then perfects It. It 1s the 
product of reflection and combination of what has been 
apprehended. Syn. Devise, project, concoct, scheme, plan, 
contrive, invent, excogitate, originate, qrew, hatch, plot, 
.intrigue, machinate, forge, fabricate, incubate. (5) Suppose, 
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v.t. suf. ston~ suppositional, L. sub, sup, under, instead of, 
ponere, to put=to put one mental t~king instead of. another. 
It refers to things existent only m the 1magmat10n, and 
admits of some doubt, as it lays down without proof. Syn. 
Presume, assume, conjecture, surmise, guess, divine, reckon, 
postulate,-theory, hypothesis, speculat10n, calculation, esti
mation, uncertainty. (6) Imagine, v.t., i. suf. ation, tive, 
ness, imaginable, ly, L. imago, likeness, imaginare, to picture 
a likeness of. Both the Improbable and the impossible may 
be imagined. ~yn. Picture, fancy, paint, draw, portray, 
depict, represent, fi.gure, sketch,-imagmary, unreal, false, 
vis10nary, chunerical,-tmaginallve, poetical, creative, inven
tive, dreamy,-imagery, mental pictures, similes, tropes, 
metaphors, false ideas, phantasms, dreams. (7) Fancy, v.t. 
ful, ly, ness. Gr. phainein, to appear=to figure to one's 
self, and is engaged mostly on trivial and light objects, is 
the result of disordered state, its products are real and 
unreal according as chance directs. The imagination seeks 
out true resemblances, and soars above common objects, 
engaging in full play the intellectual powers. Syn. Wish, 
desire, ltke, think,-fondness, inclination, taste, whim, con
ceit, crotchet, fantasy, freak, notion,-tantastic, odd, queer, 
notional. 

Idea: Attended with much Labour. 
Arduous, hard, trying, laborious, painful, exhausting, 

diif!cult, intricate, toilsome, tiresome, onerous, fatiguing, 
indefatigable, wearisome, tedious, irksome, heavy, respon~ 
sible, operose, dreary, burdensome, troublesome. 

Idea: To Get at what is True. 
ARGUE; Dispute; Debate; Evince; Prove; Evidence; Rea

son. (1) A.rgue, v.t., i. suf. ment, mental, tation, tative, L. 
aguere, to make clear=to make it clear that a thing is true 
or false by adducing reasons or proofs. An argument serves 
for defence, and Is either strong or weak. We explain the 
reasons and proofs in our support. vVe confute arguments 
by showing their fallacy, while refute relates to practical and 
personal, e.g., an accusation, calumny, slander, etc., are 
refuted by showing the innocence of the party attacked. 
Syn. Expostulate, elucidate, demonstrate, establish, dis
cuss, show, confirm, ratify, verify, substantiate, make good, 
corroborate, support, maintain, sustain, defend. Rationale 
is a detailed explanation of the grounds or reasons of a 
fact, or principle. (2) Dispute, v.t., i., n. suf. ant, ation, 
ative, atious, ly, ness, L. dis, apart, from, putare, to think= 
to think differently, to assert a different opinion as to the 
truth of a thing. We call mto question a statement, by 
putting forward an objection to it. Some dispute for victory 
and dispute's sake. Syn. (jpestion, object, except, contro
vert, contest, doubt, impugn, differ, deny, oppose, contra-
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vene, demur, contradict, gainsay, combat. (3) Vebate, v.t., 
1., n. de, down, batuere, to beat or hght=to contend for or 
agamst m beatmg down that wh1ch 1s talse or true. 1t 
1mplies a crowd or many, with clashmg and opposmg 
opunons. Syn. Contend, contest, wrangle, altercate,
controversy, strife, squabble, Jangle, sparring. (4) Evince, 
v.t., suf. 1ble, ive, L. e, out, fully, vincere, to overcome, 
conquer=to bring the truth out so clearly to light that it 
overcomes all doubt, e.g., "The tenor ot a person's conver
sation may evince the refinement of his mind and the past 
of his life." -Crabb. Syn. Make evident, manifest, show, 
evidence, exhibit, expose, establish. (5) i:rO'i.'e, v.t., i. L. 
probare, to test, try, examine; probus, good=it has been 
tried by experience and found true, and thus made bood. 
It stops all discussion. Proofs are positive and clear, and 
invalidated. Syn. Sound, true, vahd,-try, test, examine, 
sift, scrutinise, investigate. (6) Evidence, v~t., suf. ent, ly, 
tial, ly, L. e, ex, out, videre, to see-to see throughout all of 
it. This requires no great effort or stretch of the mind to 
perceive, e.g., it is evident two straight lines will not meet. 
Obvious and Evident: the :first requires no eftort of mind to 
under~tand as the matter presents itself in the way of our 
view, and proves itself, e.g., two and two equal four is 
obvious, likewise, the whole is greater than its parts; the 
second is evident when it is clearly proved, and witnesses 
eye and ear are brought in. Syn. Evident, visible, dis
cernible, perceptible, clear, apparent. Obvious, patent, 
palpable, explicit, open, distinct, conspicuous, incontestable, 
notorious, manifest, public, glaring, unquestionable, overt. 
(7) Reason, n. suf. able, ly, ness, L. reor, I think, ratio, 
reckoning=the thing thought or believed m support of 
another thing as true. In questions of belief and practice, 
reasons are adduced. Doctrines, heresies, etc., are attacked 
by a course of reasoning. Syn. Motives, cause, ground, 
principle, consideration, object, design, purpose, aim, in
ducement, account, incentive, instigation, spur, incitement. 

Idea: To Cheat out of One. 

ART; cunmng; deceit; :fiction; trick; :finesse,; stratagem. 
(1) A.rt, suf. ful, ly, ness, istical, ly, i:fice, L. ar, to :fit, ars, 
skill=to put so well together that it gains credence. It im
plies circumvention and artificial means to secure an end. 
Youngsters tell their stories so artfully as to impose on the 
most penetrating. Artificial is ars plus /acere, ficere, to 
make=made up by art, e.g., a ringlet is artful, but the hair 
very likely is artificial. Artifice is made up by art to cheat 
one. The opposite to artful is unskilful; to artificial is 
natural. In a good sense art means the application of know
ledge, power, rule.s, or laws to practical. purposes, animals 
use art in :fighting those of greater strength. Syn. Skilful, 
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ingenious, dexterous, ready, contriving, expert, practised, 
adept, clever, able, mventive, well adapted, versed, prompt, 
handy, schemmg, qUick,-mgenuity, Knack. (2) Gunnzng, 
adj., n., su!. ly, nessi Mid Engllsn cumzen, to know. It 1s 
thoughtful and knowing, als.o uses disguise m carrymg out 
1ts plan, has self always m v1ew. Ammals are .curuung when 
they conceal Lllt:ir plans in obtainmg their desues, usmg:, as 
it were underhand, manreuvring. Syn. SlyJ wily, crafty, 
shrewd: subtle, guileful, tricky, knowing, insidious, arch, 
roguish, astute, knavish, acute, sharp. (3) Deceit, n. suf. 
ful, ly, ness, deception, tive, tious, deceivable, deceive, L. 
de, from, away, capere, to take::.:to take away from one 
unawares. Low, ignorant and weak people use deceit, its 
meam; and end are base. It practises falsehoods and lies 
upon others. Syn. Mislead, impose upon, cheat, ensnare, 
entrap, swindle, delude, misguide, pass off, palm upon, 
circumvent, gull, defraud, rob, diddle, chouse, dupe, fool, 
bamboozle, hoodwink,-deceitful, fraudulent, treacherous, 
knavish, designing, illusory ,-deceit, duplicity, double-deal
ing, hoax, cant, trick, gammon, cozen, covin, collusion, 
shift, hypocrisy, mountebankery, quackery, cheatery, 
cajolery,-impostor, humbug, rogue, juggler, charlatan, 
sharper. ( 4) Fiction, fictitious, L. fingere, to feign=made 
up, is opposed to real, and has no foundation of truth in it. 
Fiction is an invented story. Beggars tell fictitious tales of 
affliction to move compassion and get money. Syn. Feign, 
force, fabricate, counterfeit, dissemble, affect, pretend, simu
late, sham, invent, devise. Fiction, figment, novel, romance, 
fable, feint, falsehood. Fictitious, false, unreal, not 
genuine, supposititious, spurious, feigned. (5) Trick, suf. 
ery, ish, ness, ster i Dutch (s)treak, a prank, Ger. (s)tr'eich, 
a stroke= to stroke or pat one on the back to get something 
out of him, and cheats rather more the senses than the 
understanding. " Men without honour or honourable means 
of living are apt to practise various tricks to impose upon 
others to their own advantage."-Crabb. It has a dis
honest intent. There are many tricks of the trade. If a 
trick is innocent, it amuses, as sleight of hand. Syn Im
position, fraud, sleight, legerdemain, cheat,-trickish, tricky, 
pranky. (6) Finesse, v. i, n. L. finus, fine; F. fin, subtlety 
or mental acumen. It is a cheat in which art and cunning 
are combined in managing an affair, and mixes concealment, 
falsehood, invention and knowledge. Diplomats mostly use 
fmesie in their negotiations. Syn. Subtlety, smoothness, 
acuteness, shrewdness, sagacity, ingenuity, craftiness, 
cleverness. (7) Stratagem, suf. ist, y, ical, ly, Gr. o"rparrryor:r 
strategos, a general, leader of an army. It is a cheat or 
artifice, especially in war, and displays art in plotting, and 
mventing a disguise to obtain a given end. Any one may 
use strategy, a writer in surprising his reader. n The 
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stratagems and tricks of little hearts." A well-timed 
s~ratagem to surprise the enemy gives military advantage. 
Syn. .Manreuvre, dodge, ruse, lure, wile, evade, elude. 

ContrarY. Synonymous Idea: Artless, simple, plain, naive, 
!rue, u~skilful,. unlearned, unsophisticated, credulous, silly, 
mexpenenced, Ignorant, green, raw. Stupid, dull, sluggish, 
obtuse, blunt, unintelligent, stolid. Honest, candid, open, 
sinc~re, undesigning, faithful, loyal, fair, j,ust, right, 
straightforward, mgenuous, frank, undisguised. Un
feigned, real, genuine, actual, authentic, substantial, verit
able, positive. Not tricky, conscientious, scrupulous, high
principled, honourable, punctilious. No fi.nesse, open, public, 
a~ove-board. Non-strategical, square-fighting, equal, same, 
alike. 

Idea: Give as a Cause. 
Ascribe, assign, impute, attribute, fi.x, consider as due, 

charge. 

Idea: To Injure Character or Reputation. 
ASPERSE ; Detract ; Def arne; Slander; Calumniate. (1) 
Asperse, v.t. suf. er, ion, L. a, ad, to, spagere, to sprinkle, 
scatter::; to stain one's character by indirect representations, 
by implying something real, bad, or supposed, e.g., to speak 
slightingly of someone and insinuate something against his 
conduct, as not upright, his motives as not pure. Syn. 
Foully speak of, falsely mention, insinuate, hint, slight, 
allude to, suggest, imply, glance at. (2) Detract, v.t., i., 
ion, ive, or, L. de, from, trahere, to take=to take from 
another that which is his due or which he desires to keepJ 
especially the merit from any action, e.g., he is charitable, 
but his motives are gain. Syn. Lessen, disparage, depre
ciate, undervalue, decry, underrate, derogate from, under
estimate, lower, degrade. (3) Defame, v.t., suf. er, ation, 
tory, L. de, away, from, fama, report, dif/amare, to spread 
abroad a bad one. · It operates openly and adduces a serious 
charge against one's character. It publishes injuriously to 
one's good name. Syn. Libel, traduce, accuse falsely, 
belie, dishonour, disgrace, maliciously to publish. (4) 
Slander v. t., suf. er, ous. In this, we spread abroad what 
we hea; and do not stop to ascertain whether it is true or 
false. it exposes another's faults behind his back. Syn. 
Malign, vilify, harm, injure, abuse, run down, . repr~ach, 
hurt, maltreat. (5) Calumniate, .v.t., suf. or! IOn, 1ous, 
calumny, L. calumnia, false accusation. It knowmgly makes 
detrimental matter and spreads it abroad. " The be?t . w~y 
to silence calumny says Bias, is always to be exermed m 
such things as ' are praiseworthy."-.Addison. Syn. 
Calumny, evil·speaking, back-biting, lying, tattle. 
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Idea: Constant in Application. 
Assiduous, unwearied, sedulous, persevering, indefatigable, 

diligent, attentive, laborious, unintermitted, constant, indus~ 
trious, busy. 

Idea: Place of Safety. 
ASYLUM; Refuge; Shelter; Retreat. ( 1) Asylum, Greek 

auu;\ov a, privative, syte, nght of seizure, of plunder=a 
place exempt from plunder, seizure. Syn. A sanctuary, 
shrine, refuge, stronghold, escape. Shelter, shield, cover, 
protection, guard, haven, harbour, covert, security, safe
keepmg. Retreat, background, haunt, den. 

Idea: To Do Violence to. 
ATTACK; Assail; Onset; Encounter; Charge. (1) 

Attack may be simple violence offered without producing 
any result. A public man's reputation is attacked by re
proaches and censures. Robbers attack. It may be slight 
and indirect. Syn. Inroad, charge, fight. (2) Assail, v.t., 
~uf. ant, able, L. as, ad, to, salire, to leap, rush forth; 
saltus, leap=assault whirh makes with blows and weapons a 
sudden and vehement attack or leap upon. Assail is less 
vigorous. To capture a fort by assault. Syn. Fall upon, 
onslaught, assault, descent, aggression, thrust, storm. (3) 
Onset begins the battle, first brunt. (4) Encounter, v.t., n., 
L. en, in, in, contra, against=violence coming against vio
lence. Syn. Confrontation, sudden meeting, engagement, 
combat, fight, collision, clash, concussion, shock, conflict. 
(5) Charge, a furious attack by cavalry. 

Idea: Something Set A. bout to be Completed. 
ATTE~IPT; Trial; Endeavour; Effort; Essay; Under

taking; Enterprise. (1) Attempt, L tentare, to try. It sets 
about a thing with desire of succeeding or effecting. Syn. 
Seek, strive. (2) Trial, F. tenter, to stretch=to stretch the 
power, i.e., to set about to see the result and uses both the 
senses and understanding, e.g., the thief tries every bolt, 
lock and fastening to find out where he can easiest get 
entrance. Syn. Trial, testing, examination, experiment, 
proof. (3) Endeavour is a continued and repeated attempt, 
implying partial failure. Syn. Labour, struggle, aim, pains, 
contention. (4) Effort, L. e/, ex, out, forth, fortia, strength= 
strength put forth or power required in an attempt. Syn. 
Exertion, strain, strength, force, might, power, puissance. 
(5) Essay, L. exagium, a weighing or trial of weight. It is 
an imperfect attempt, or attempt to execute something diffi
cult, is mostly intellectual. Syn. Tract, dissertation, dis
quisition, brief discourse. (61 Undertaking is mostly private 
and requires thought and judgment in the many parts com
posing it. Syn. Engage in, embark in, enter upon,
promise, ad\'enture, risk, stake. (7) Enterprise, suf. ing, L. 
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enter, inter, among, predete, to take m hand. A thing set 
about to be done by many, ts generally public and for some 
great general or nat10nal end. Resolution, perseverance and 
personal sacrifi.ce are required in enterprises. ' 

Idea: Money Loving. 
Avaricious, miserly, parsimonious, greedy, graspmg, close

fisted, sordid, savmg, cupidity, covetousness, penunousness,' 
sparingness, frugality, av1dity, hankering. 

L de a: Move to Action. 
AWAKEN i Excite; Provoke; Rouse; !:>tir up. (1) 

A.waken IS to arouse from sleep, and is done by gentle action, 
hence tender feelings are awakened. " We are awakened 
from an ordinary state by ordinary means." -Crabb. Syn. 

· Kindle, light, ignite, stimulate. (2) Excite is to call out of a 
state of rest and takes in generally, the passiOns. .t.mulation 
is excited among students by competition; rebellions, com
motions, etc., are excited by the activities of indiv1duals. 
Syn. Incite, inflame, animate, agitate, disturb, instigate, 
urge, goad, incense, enrage, ferment, flurry, heat. ( 4) 
Provoke, L. pro, forth, 'i./Ocare, to call=to call forth into 
action. This chiefly refers to the calling into action the 
angry passions, as seen in the looks, words, and actions. 
Syn. Exasperate, infuriate, enrage, irritate, offend, anger, 
vex, annoy, affront, insult, madden, embitter, exacerbate, 
displease. (5) Rouse, 0. Swed. rusa, to rush,:=to rouse a 
sleeper by sudden movement. ''We are roused from an 
extraordinary state by extraordinary means. Oppression and 
tyranny mostly rouse the sufferers to the sense of their 
injuries."-Crabb. Syn. Startle, alarm, shock, shake, 
frighten, stun, astound, stagger, confound, amaze. (6) Stir 
up, moves to action from an ordmary state tu an extra
ordinary one. " Notl1ing is calculated to stir up the re
bellious spirit of men as the harangues of political dema
gogues.'' -Crabb. 

-8-

Idea: Superfluous Idle Talk. 

BABBLE; Chatter; Prate. (1) Babble, v. i., n. from 
ba-ba imitative of a child's effort to talk. In adults it is 
unintelligibly and imperfectly uttering words. Self-im
portant men mostly babble, women chatter. To stand up 
and babble to a crowd in an ale house. (2) Chatter, v. i., n., 
er chatty, chat, v. i. monkeys and birds, especially sparrows 
chatter also parrots and magpies. This utters the words 
rapidly and indistinctly, and is self-conceited! desirous to 
display volubility, caring not to be understood, JUSt so heard. 
Chat may be used in a good sense, as chat the hours a\vay. 
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(3) Prate and prattle, from the Dutch praat, tattle, Ger. 
prasseln, cackle, le added to prate is frequentative. This 
talks much and to no purpose, and is the practice of children, 
prate being- the consequence of childish ignorance and 
assumption, prattle of unaffected gayety and unsophisticated 
mind. Syn. Babble, twaddle, blab, piffle, rot, nonsense, 
rubbish. Chatter, jabber, gabble. Prate, prattle, tattle, 
gossip, tell-tale,-idly talking, newsmongering. 

Idea: Lack of Good Qualities. 
Bad, evil, ill, hurtful, injurious, unwholesome, wicked, 

depraved, abandoned,-dishonest, unfair, vile, sorry, mean, 
shabby,-unlucky, unfortunate, unwelcome, wrong, iniqui
tous, cross, surly, ugly, baneful, detrimental, noxious, per
nicious, heinous, nefarious, villainous, unholy, criminal, 
atrocious, vicious, profligate. 

Idea: To Upset. 
BAFFLE; defeat; disconcert; confound. (1) Baffle v.t., 

F. baffler, disappoint=elude by shifts and turns, hence upset 
mentally, also refers to plans, etc., as art, skill, perseverance, 
baffle. " When the mind has brought itself to close think
ing, it may go on roundly. Every abstruse problem, every 
intricate question, will not baffle, discourage or break it."
Locl<e. (2) Defeat, v.t., n., L de, to, facere, to do=to 
undo. This also refers to arguments, as when the opponent 
is stronger in reasoning, and more just in sentiment. (3) 
Disconcert, v.t., suf. tion, L. di.r, apart, con, cum, together, 
certare, to strive=to upset united striving, break up the 
harmonious progress of. (4) Confound, L. con, cum, to
gether, fundere, to pour-to upset so as to jumble all to
gether, to mix in general aisorder. Confound and discon
cert, take in both the thoughts and feelings, e.g., awkward 
situations disconcert, the visitation of Heaven confounds. 
Svn. Raffle, balk, frustrate, elude, foil, unsettle, thwart, 
hinder, cross, traverse, disappoint, escape from, disarrange, 
abash. Defeat, undo, overthrow, overturn, vanquish, beat, 
conquer, checkmate, discomfit, rout, worst, overpower, 
scatter. Disconcert, discompose, disturb, disorder, derange, 
ag-itate, ruffle, disorganise, break up. Confound, confuse, 
mix, mingle, abash, perplex, embarass, bewilder, dismay, 
astonish, ruin, puzzle, .distract, mystify, daunt, paralyse. 

Idea: A Lawless Fellow. 
Bandit, brigand, robber, outlaw, freebooter, highwayman, 

plunderer, pillager, depredator, thief, buccaneer, marauder, 
corsair, rover, looter, pilferer, pickpocket, filcher, purloiner. 

Idea: To Fight. 
Battle, combat, fight, engagement, action, encounter, con

test, struggle, conflict, scrap, scuffle, duel, skirmish, brush, 
fray, affray, contention, hroil, feud, strife, altercation, 
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~ickering 1 sparring, pummelling, thumping, thrashing, pound
Ing, beatmg. 

Idea: .1 Showy Trifle. 

Baubl~, trinket, plaything, gewgaw, gimcrack, toy, kick
shaw, tnfle, bagatelle, straw, bubble. 

Idea: Come to Pass. 
Befall, bechance, overta.ke, betide, occur, take, place, 

supervene, happen, present Itself. 

Idea: To Depend on as True. 

BELIEF; Faith; Trust; Credit. (1) Belief n. believe 
v.t., i., able, er, ing, ly. Sre Pistei;, pp. 371-SO. Lat: 
libel, it pleases-tfie pleasure or assent of the mind. Belief 
is passive and does not extend beyond the assent of the mind 
to any given proposition that It IS true. (2) Faith, n., suf. 
ful, ly, ness, less, ly, ness. Lat. fzdes, belief-active, belief, 
because it impels to action because it believes a thing to be 
true, e.g., ''faith will remove mountains," not belief. Igno
rant people have faith in the nostrums of their class. (3) 
Trust, v.t., i., suf. ily, iness, Icelandic traust, confidence, 
protection; old Ger. thruven, to hold true-to depend upon 
as true. Trust looks forward and credit backward, the one 
is future, the other is past. Trust in God does away with 
all anxiety for the future. We credit the news as good, and 
trust it will not turn out bad. (4) Credit, n., v.t., suf. able, 
ly, ity, creed, ulous, ly, ness, ity, credent, credible, ly, ity, 
credenda (truths to be believed), L. credere, to believe. Cn,dit 
reposes on the authority of one or more persons. " With 
the bulk of mankind assurances go farther than anything 
else in obtaining credit; gross falsehoods pronounced with 
confidence will be credited sooner than plain truths told in an 
unvarnished style."-Crabb. See also P. 248. Quintillian, 
" persuasion." The events of life are given credit according 
to the standing and authority of the narrator. Syn. Belief, 
regard as true, think as true, agree, assent, acquiesce, admit, 
concede, persuade-Faith, fidelity, constancy, promise, en
f[agement,-sincere, honest, true, loyal, attached, conscien
tious, feal. Trust, reliance, hope, expectation, dependence, 
stav, staff, confidence. Credit, reoutation, esteem, regard, 
honour, merit, influence, standinf[,-credulity, silliness, 
gullibility, stupidity, simplicity, easiness to credit on the 
slightest evidence, easiness to be imposed upon. 

Contrary Synonymous Ideas: Disbelif'f, scepticism, doubt, 
unbelief hesitation, dubiety, question, scruple, wavering. 
Faithles~ perfidious treacherous, deceptive, false, disloval, 
false-hea~ted, traito~ous,-infidelity, un-faithfulness. . Dis·· 
trust, mistrust, suspect, fear, apprehend. Discreditable, 
mendacious, story-telling. 
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Idea: Doing Good. 
BENEFACTION; Beneficence; Bountifulness; Generosity; 

Munificence; Liberality; Benevolence; Benefit; Benignity; 
Civilitv · Good Office, Humanitv; Kindness; Tenderness; 
Servic~.' (1) Benefaction, L. bene, good, facere, to do. The 
benefactor uses his influence, counsel and money in his good 
actions for others. (2) Beneficence, is generic and covers all 
that is done for the good of others. God is beneficent in 
constantly protecting us. (3) Bountiful, L. bonus, good. 
It is a mode of action or sentiment. God is bounteous in 
giving some more than others of this world's goods. (4) 
Generosity is a mode of action or sentiment. "There never 
was a heart truly great and generous that was not also tender 
and compassionate."-South. (5) Munificence is also a mode 
of action or sentiment. Lat. munus, present, facere, ficere, 
to make=-to make presents. The quality may savour of 
ostentation or dignity, e.g., the munificence of a monarch 
is seen in the presents he sends to another through his ambas
sadors. (6) Liberality is the mode of action shown in the 
warmth of heart and expansion of mind. It does not stoop 
to inquire the reason, but gives when occasi0n ::~.rises. 
(7) Benevolence, L, bene, well, volo, I wish. It wishes happi
ness to everyone and is pleased when it can act. (8) Benefit 
relieves actual necessity, and usually comec:. from superiors as 
favours also do. (9) Benignity, L. bene, well, gignere, to be 
born=well born. This is associated with power to do good, 
and is attributed to stars, princes, monarchs. The good 
fortune some have is ignorantly assigned to the influence of 
a star instead of to the bounty of God. (lO) Civility, L. 
Civis, citizen, is what one citizen will do as a good to another, 
and may therefore be between strangers. (11) Good Office, 
is good done between those who are equals, one's credit, 
influence and mediation are brought into play. (12) 
Humanity, humanus, belonging to man. 'Wherever man is 
in distress, humanity flies to relief. (13) Kindness, Mid 
English Kinde, native of the land. It is good done mostly 
between those who are known to each other, and is fitted for 
social beings. All can show kindness and a11 are pleased to 
rl"ceive it. (14) Service comes from inferiors or equals. (15) 
Tenderness, L. tenuis, soft, thin. It is chiefly between 
those who are close and dear. Syn. Benefaction, grant, 
donation, endowment, gift, bequest, gratuity, boon, alms, 
largess, prl"sent. Beneficence, charitable, profitable, helpful. 
Bounty, g-oodness, fulness, abundance, plenteousness. ~Iunifi
CI"nCI", princeliness, mag-nifict:-nce, splendidness, superbness. 
Generositv, disinterestedness, open-heartedness, mag-na
nimity. Liberality, catholicity, warmth, cordialitv. Bene
voll"nce, good-will, goodness, benediction, g-ood-disposition. 
Benignity,-benign, gracious, propitious, favourable, con-
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descending. Humanity, humanitarianism, mankind, philan
thropy, sympathy, compassion. Kindness, fellow-feeling, 
hospitality, obligingness. Service, homage, marked respect, 
deference. Tenderness, pity, softness, sensitiveness. 

Idea: To Influence the Mind. 
BENT; PREPONDERATION; Bias; Inclination; Pre~ 

possession; Prejudice. (1) Preponderation, suf. ate, v. i., t., 
ant, ance, ing, Lat. pre, before, pondus, weight=an extra 
weight put in the scales beforehand. This preponderation 
may be to influence either in a good sense or bad. (2) Bent, 
bend, v.t., i. n., Icel. benda, to stretch a bow by putting a 
string to it. Bent applies to the will, affection and power in 
general. (3) Bias, n. suf. ed. F. biais, a weight :fixed on 
one side of a bowl to turn its course the way towards which 
the bias leans. Lat. bifacem, squinting, one looks sidelong. 
Bias refers to the state of mind as leaning to this side or 
that, determining thereby one's feelings or opinions. See 
p. 209 " feel in their bones." One's feelings or affections 
may bias, but not pervert his judgment and fairness. ( 4) 
Inclination, incline, v.t., i., suf. able, L. in, towards, 
clinare, to lean= to lean towards. It respects the state of 
feelings. (5) Prepossession, prepossess, v.t., ing, L. pre, 
beforehand, possidere, to possess= to take pos.session of the 
mind beforehand. It refers to the feelings and is a weak 
kind of bias, and may be favourable or unfavourable, good 
or bad. (6) Prejudice, n., v.t., suf. cial, ly, L. pre, before
hand, judicare, to judge=to judge before hearing the merits, 
or before trial or examination, and supposes something un
real or false which misleads the mind or judgment. 

Syn. Bend, lean, incurvate, swerve, sway, direct, inflect, 
stoop, deviate, divaricate, swing, turn, wield. Bias, pro
pensity, predisposition, partiality, ·tendency, proclivity, 
proneness, course, drift,-interested, one-sided, unfair, 
affected, selfi.sh. Inclination, leaning, direction, aptitude, 
tenor, bearing. Prepossessing, inviting favourable opinion, 
attracting, winning, captivating, fascinating. Prejudice, 
predilection, prejudgment, preference,-warp, distort, per
vert, twist, misrepresent, corrupt, wrest, wina,-prejudicial, 
hurtful, injurious, damaging, mischievous, detrimental, 
harmful, baneful, pernicious. 

Idea: To Signify. 
Bespeak, prearrange, indicate, imply, betoken, foreshow, 

mark, denote, portE'nd, prognosticate, proclaim, manifest, 
augur, presage, forebode, foretell, predict. 

Idea: To Stop tlte Growth Of. 
Blight, wither, shrivel, nip in the bud, dry up, waste, 

droop, perish, parch, shrink, dwindle, scorch, roast, ruin, 
hang down, languish. 
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Idea: To Do Away With as Undesirable. 
Blot out, wipe out, erase, scratch out, cancel, obliterate, 

efface, delete, expunge, extinguish, annihilate, destroy, 
quench, extirpate, abolish, eradicate, exterminate, kill, car
nage, slaughter, massacre, butcher, slay, murder, assassinate. 

Idea: To Break Open. 
Break, tear, rend, split, burst, crack, sever, sunder, divide, 

separate, shiver, shatter, snap, pop, explode, cleave, bisect, 
disunite, rive, rupture,-breach, rent, chasm, aperture, :n
fringement, violation, gap, interstice, crevice, hiatus, divisio:1. 

Idea: To Bring into Existence. 
Breed ( bredan, nourish, Dutch broeden, to brood), en

gender (L. en, in, generare, to generate=to lay the seed in 
for production, produce immediately, as cause and effect). 

Syn. Breed, incubate, hatch, brew, foment, bring up, 
nourish, foster, nurture,-train, educate, teach, instruct, 
quicken, scheme, concoct,, encourage, race, breed, offspring, 
progeny, issue, root, family. Engender, generate, cause, 
occasion, produce, beget, bring forth, create. form, make, 
conceive, contrive, fructify, fecundate, father, procreate, pro
pagate, originate, bear, begin, constitute, mould, fashion, 
invent, frame,-the prime mover, prime cause of existence, 
author, parent, fabr::ator. 

Idea: To Bridle. 
Control, master, check, curb, repress, subdue, govern, 

manage, rule, conquer, stop, impede, hinder, restrict, quell, 
tame, subjugate, dominate, command. 

Idea: Defence. 
Bulwark, rampart, fortification, redoubt, outwork, bastion, 

-security, guard, fort, fortress, stronghold, safety, shield, 
sentry. 

Idea: What one Does. 
BUSINESS; Occupation; Employment; Engagement i 

Avocation; Trade; Profession; Art; Official. (1) Business, 
busy, Dutch bezigen, to use, employ, bezig, active. Business 
is general and .takes up one's time, talents and interest. One 
pursues a business. (2) Occupation, occupy, L. oc, oh, upon, 
capere, to seize=to lay'hold upon, hence doe!' 'from choice, as 
he has a full portion of business without any pressure. ~3) 
Employment, Gr. 1€p:rrA.lKw empleko, that which fixes a per
son= employment fixed for one, as a labourer is employed, 
and may be in idle diversion of thought or idle pursuit, as 
pick up logs carry them to o!'le place, then bring them back, 
to the same place, and do it again. (4) Engagement, engag~. 
French, engager, to pledge=to bind as a pledge. He who ts 
engaged cannot be otherwise employed, as for instance 
curiosity, gratification, social pleasures, football, cards, 
theatres, etc. (5) Avocation, L. a, ah, away, vocare, to call= 
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business which calls one away from his regular business. (6) 
Trade chiefly buys and sells, are shopkeepers, retailers. (7) 
Profession, al, ly, L. pro, before all, publicly, fiteri, fateri, 
to declare,-to declare publicly what one does. This implies 
special skill and learning, such as physicians, solicitors, etc. 
(8) Art, L. ar, to fit=skill in putting agreeably· and pro
perly together, as do musicians, painters, etc. (9) Official
all who form the official class in filling public charges for the 
benefit of others. 

Syn. Business, pursuit, activity, livelihood, subsistence, 
maintenance, support, transaction, affairs, matter, living,
busy, industrious, assiduous, engrossed, active, diligent. 
Occupation, holding, tenure, use,-:lill, take up, cover, hold. 
Employment, work, service, labour,-employ, use, hire, com
mission, make use of, intrUst, enlist,-employee, hireling, 
wage-earner. Engagement, promise, word, pledge, assurance, 
obligation, commitment, compromitting, committal. Trade, 
traffic, barter, commerce, dealing, exchanging, buying, 
selling, bargaining, purchasing, interchange, reciprocity. 
Contrary Synonymous Ideas: Unbusinesslike, unoccupied, 
vacant, free. easy, leisurely, convenience, spare-time, ease, 
quiet. Unemployed, vagrant, strolling, roaming, straying, 
roving, rambling,-wanderer, beggar, tramp, vagabond, 
mendicant, pauper. Disengaged, free, loose, released, re
lieved, untied, at liberty. Tradeless. Professionless. In
artistic. Inofficial. 

Idea: Pertaining to the ll e'ad. 
Capital, chief, principal, leading, controlling, prominent, 

cardinal, important, pre-eminent, first, prime, perfect, para~ 
mount, supreme, highest, superior, foremost, ruling, best, 
predominant, greatest, most advanced. 

C-

Idea: The lV hy or Source of a Thing. 

CAUSE; Reason; Motive; Will. (1) Cause, n., v.t. suf. 
ation, al, ity, less, ly. L. casus, cadere, to fall=:othe thing 
falling or happening before another as the source of its 
being. See pp. ix., x.xiii. There is a necessary connection 
between cause and effect. Whatever gives birth to another 
thing is in nature the adequate cause of it. " Causes are 
tor things, reasons for actions; causes are natural, reasons 
are logical; causes are hidden or evident, reasons are true or 
false i cause produces effect, reason produces a conclusion."
Crabb. (2) Reason, n., v.t., i. suf. able, ly, ness, ing, er, 
L. reor, I think::::the exercise of thought, especially in draw
ing inferences from facts and premises. Whatever one does, 
he should give a sound reason for it. 'The same relation 
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between cause and effect does not exist between reason and 
conclusion morally speaking, for some will not believe who , 
have reason to believe, nor accede to reasons which conduce 
to right belief. 11 Forcible reason in strong language pro
duces conviction." (3) Motive, L. movere, to move, set in 
motion, stir,-the thing which moves one to action, different 
from cause and effect, because every motive is not attended 
with action, nor is the action sometimes in accord with the 
motive. (4) Will, v.t. i., n., ing, ly, ness, wilful, ly, ness, 
L. velle, volui, I will, I chose, I wish. The will impels to 
execution or action because we do not will anything which 
we cannot execute. The will should be under the direction 
of reason, or mischief may result. 

Syn. Cause, origin, source, spring, creator, agent, pro
ducer, fountain, agency, efficiency. Reason, ground, under
standing, argument, rationale, consideration, account, judg
ment. Motive, inducement, incentive, incitement, spur, 
stimulus, prompting, impulse, constraining influence, push, 
momentum, instigation, encouragement. Will. volition, deter
mination, choice, election, wish, desire, preference, option. 

Idea: To Be Real or Sure. 
CERTAIN (1. certus, from cernere, to see, perceive-seen, 

hence real), actual, fixed, established, positive, settled, deter
minate, unquestionable, undoubted, plain, sure, confident, 
constant, unfailing, genuine, categorical, confirmed, indis
putablt". incontestable, indubitable, infallible, unerring. 

Idea: Happening Independent of our Intentions. 
CHANCE. L. cadentia, that which falls out especially 

favourable, cadere, to fall=happening apparently without 
cause. What has happened, the chances are will happen 
again. Fortune, Lat. fors, chance, is blind, forms plans and 
designs, but is chanceful in hitting this or that one with its 
good or evil. Fate, Lat. fari, to speak::::that spoken or 
decreed. It knows, plans, and decides resolutely. Hazard, 
Italian zara, a game at dice. Is always unfavourable. 

Syn. Chance, accident, hap, casualty,-chanceful, acci
dental, casual, incidental, contingent, uncertain. precarious, 
dubious, questionable, adventitious, problematical. Fortune, 
luck, fortuity, favourable issue, result,-fortunate, lucky, 
prosperous, favoured, propitious, auspicious. Fate, inevit
able necessity, doom, destiny, predestination, necessi
tarianism, lot, end, death, compulsion, decree, 'destination, 
foreordination,-fatal, deadly, ruinous, necessary. inevit
able, unavoidable, unalterable. Hazard, risk, adventure, 
danger, peril, jeopardy. 

Idea: To Put in Place of Another. 
CHANGE; Alteration; Variation; Vicissitude; Incon

stancy; Firlde; Versatile. (1) Change, L. cambinrf', to ex-
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change, suf. able, ly, ness, ful, ling. Changeable refers to 
sentiments an_d opinions, a? rejecting what one approved 
once and takmg up somethmg new. (2) Alteration, Lat. 
alter, another, alterare, to make otherwise than what it was 
before. (3) Variation, vary, v.t., i. suf. able, ly, ness, iance, 
variegate, ion, . ity, L~t. variare, to diversify, change the 
aspect of, vanety=shghtly differing. (4) Vicissitude, L. 
vice, turn, change, stead. This is alternately or reciprocally 
different and the same. (5) Inconstancy, Lat. stare, to stand 
=not standing in the same place for long, especially putting 
one affection or temper in place of another, as inconstant 
persons do liking nothing for long. (6) Fickleness, 0. Saxon 
fekn deceit, from the root of fidget, North English fick, to 
be in a restless state, as one, through lightness of mind, 
likes many things successively, or at the same time. (7) 
Versatility, Lat. versare, to turn, versatilis, easy to be turned. 
It is used generally in a good sense, e.g., as a gift to turn 
easily from one subject to another. 

Syn. Change, mutation, transmutation, innovation,
changeable, shifting, vacillating, wavering, fluctuating, 
oscillating. Alteration, transformation, conversion, meta
morphosis, transfiguration. Variation, modifi.cation, devia
tion, departure, diversity, variety, medley (things are so 
different that do not coalesce), digression, deflection, diffe
rence, divergence, swerving. Vicissitude, alteration, ups and 
downs, difficulties, embarrassments, troubles, interchange. 
Inconstancy, instability, unsteadiness, unsettledness, reeling, 
rottering. Fickleness, irresoluteness, fi.tfulness, capricious
ness, volitility, spasmodicalness, desultory, fanciful, fantas
tical, flighty, flitting, flirting. 

Idea: To Disturb Publicly. 
Commotion, public disorder, disturbance, excitement, per

turbation, convulsion, agitation, noise, bustle, ado, uproar, 
disquietude, clamour, turmoil, turbulence, confusion, hurry. 

Idea: Force Applied to Influence C ondttct. 
Compel (con, cum, together, intensive, pellere, to drive. It 

is a direct power or force on the will ·;thich leaves no 
choice, e.g., if we have no money we are compelled to walk. 
Force is properly physical or a violent kind of moral force. 
0 blige is indirect force and may be acceded to or opposed 
at discretion. Obligation is the binding force of law, vow 
or duty. Necessitate, L. nee, not, plus esse, not to he= 
not to be otherwise than it is, as anything which puts it out 
of our control or power to do otherwise, necessitates us. 

Syn. Compel, coerce, urge, drive, hurl, press, carry on. 
Force, active strength, energy, might, potency, cogency, 
vehemence, violence. Obligation, duty, promise, vow, debt 
of gratitude, agreement, engagement, favour, serv~ce, 
pleage. Necessity, indispensableness, inevitableness, fatahty, 
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need, requisite, essential. 
Idea: To Seek Same Thing. 

Compete, Lat. cum, com, with, petere, to seek:;:to seek the 
same thing with another. Emulate, L. cemulari, to try to 
equal. Emulation and competition are laudable. Rival~y, 
Lat. rivalis, one who uses the same stream or brook With 
another, which naturally is a source of discord as the stream 
is in common use. Rivalry more refers to the feelings, is 
always selfi.sh as to object and often is unscrupulous in the 
selection of the means. States rival each other in power, 
splendour and greatness. A rival sea power, rival land 
power. 

Syn. Compete, contend for a prize, strive, vie, cope, try. 
Emulate, vie with, outdo, surpass. Rival, oppose, match, 
equal, pit against. 

Idea: To Bring into Unison. 
Conciliate, Lat. cum, con, together, calere, to call, con

ciliare, to bring or call together as from a state of indiifer~ 
ence or hostility. In conciliating we gain the goodwill of 
others for ourselves. Reconcile, Lat. re, back, to call back 
those into unison who have quarrelled or been at variance. 
Our manners conciliate, our influence reconciles. Reconcile is 
mostly used to bring persons into unison with what is natu
rally disagreeable to them. 

Syn. Conciliate, win, draw over, pacify, appease, har
monise, attract, engage. Reconcile, reunite, propitiate, con
form, adapt. 

Idea: To Settle the Truth. 
CONCLUDE; Infer; Deduce; Decide; Convince. (1) 

Conclude, v.t., i. suf. ing, sive, ly, ness, sory, ion. Lat. 
con, cum, together, or intensive, claudere, to shut. Conclude 
so effectively draws the truth from facts and practical 
matters, that it shuts off argument and reasoning. Con
clusive is fi.nal. We conclude what a person intends to do 
by his declaration. Lack of judgment and fi.rmness of mind 
are the causes of hasty conclusions. (2) Inference, infer, v.t. 
suf. able, entail, Lat. in, in, ferre, to bring=that which is 
brought in, is particular, but indecisive. It is one of the 
links in the chain of reasoning. " Contrary inferences are 
frequently drawn from the same circumstances to serve pur
poses of party and support a favourable position; the deduc
tions m such cases are not infrequently true when the in
ferences are false."-Crabb. (3) Deduce, tion, ive, ly, ible. 
Lat. de, down, from, ducere, to lead=the drawing of one 
thing from another as a refutation, See pp. 203, xxxvii. 
Deductions are made from arguments, reasons, or assertions. 
(4) Decide, Lat. de, from, off, ccedere, to cut. Things are so 
clear that an end is put to all wavering, and determines the 
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will. It is practical. Commanders are decisive, ii otherwise, 
they lose their power and authority. (5) Convince, v.t. suf. 
ment, ible. Lat. con, cum, with, thoroughly, vincere, to 
conquer. This refers to arguments only. Much may con
vince, but nothing conclude. 

Syn. Conclude, determine, judge, close, finish, terminate, 
gather,-final, ultimate, definitive, unanswerable,-Infer, 
cons1der probable,-consequence, corollary, result. Decide, 
resolve, purpose,-decisive, final, positive, peremptory, dog
matic,-judgment, decision, resolution, resolve. Convince, 
satisfy, persuade, prevail on, induce. 

Idea: To Agree in Opinion. 
Concord, harmony, unity, good understanding, consonance, 

unison, concert, correspondence, friendliness, amicableness, 
oneness, unanimity, co-operation, fellowship. 

Idea: To be Worthy Of. 
Condign (L. con, cum, intensive, dignus, worthy), merited, 

meet, just, suitable, adequate, highest, severest, deserved, be 
entitled, appropriate, rightful1 proper, due, nghteous, great-
est, extremest, fullest, sternest. . 

Idea: To Further an End. 
Conduce, contribute, avail, tend, subserve, conspire, help, 

promote, forward, minister to, co-operate in, advance, fur~ 
ther, accelerate. 

Idea; It May Be. 
Conjecture, guess, supposition, surmise, suspect, uuagme, 

assume, divme, forecast, reckon, believe, tancy, presume, 
postulate, deem, thmk,-conjectural, hypothetical. 

Idea: To Get tlte Better Of. 
CONQUER; Vanquish; Subdue; Overcome; ~urmount. llJ 

L~onquer, Lat. con, cum, together, mtensive, quu?rere, to seek, 
to seek after diligently, hence obtain by searclung, or the 
mastery of by force, figurative or literal, as a person conquers 
himself, or his likes and dislikes, antipathies, feelmgs, etc. 
(2) Vanquish, L. vincere, to conquer; A. S. wigan, to stnve, 
fight. The victor of the vanquished is contented with vic
tOJY only. Vanquish gets the better of partially. (3) Sub
due, L. sub, away, under, ducere, to carry, overpower so as 
to carry away as were the Sabine women, also sub plus do, 
dare, to give=to put under. The idea in subdue is to get 
the better of completely, mostly by force of arms. ( 4) Over
come, over, rbove, plus come, and has reference to objections, 
scruples., pr~judices, difficulties, etc. " Who overcomes by 
force, overco\'lles but half his foe. "-Milton. "We overcome 
by patience ~·r forbearance." -Crabb. (5) Surmount, Lat. 
sur, super, ahove, above plus mount=~O mount aboye. I~ 
surmount, we \get the better of difficulties, obstacles, Impedi
ments, opposit~'Jn, etc. 
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Syn. Conquer, overpower, overthrow, defeat, master, 
humble, crush. Vanquish, rout, quell, discomfi.t, wigging,
victory, triumph, success, superiority. Subdue, overbear, 
tame, repress, suppress, reduce, subj,ugate, curb, check, con
trol. Overcome, beat, crush, overcome, break down. Sur
mount, rise above, surpass, exceed, scale. 

Idea: To Follow Something Else. 
CONSE<.JUENCE; Result; Effect; Issue; Event. (1) 

Consequence, Lat. con, cum, with, together, sequi, to follow= 
to follow together with something else, as of itself or of 
necessity, and it is good or bad. The consequence of 
extravagance is ruin. (2) Result, Lat. re, back, silere, leap, 
sultus, that which springs back or follows as the sum total 
of the preceding actions or things. The course of a cannon 
ball is the result of explosive force of the powder, elevation, 
gravitation, etc. (3) Effect, Lat. ef, ex, out, from, ficere, 
fectus, to make, made= that which follows something else as 
being made or produced by that something else, e.g., cause 
is followed by its effect, see pp. ix, xxiii, xx1v. Disease is 
the effect of uncleanliness and intemperance. ( 4) Issue, Lat. 
e:nre, to go out, come out=that which flows out from a par
ticular effort, as the issue of a combat, of nP-gotiations, etc. 
(5) Event, Lat. e, ex, out, forth, venire, to come out, to 
happen= that happens or comes out particularly qf compli
cated affairs or undertakings in which chance plays some 
part, such as the event of a war, a campaign, of the admini
stration or policy of a party, measures, etc. " It has always 
been the practice of mankind to judge of actions by the 
event.''-Johnson. 

Syn. Consequence, that which follows, comes after, suc
cession, ensuing, proceeding, arising, flowing, attendance, 
pursuit, sequence, consecution, concatenation. Result, con
clusion, end, n.:::;umen, SUlliTilary I product, resume. Effect, 
outcome, fruit, offspring, descendant, lineage. Issue, spring, 
flowing from, emanation, egression, outlet, emergence. Event; 
occurrence, eventuation, hap, chance. 

Idea: To Injure the Purity Of. 
CONTAMINATE; Defile; Pollute; Corrupt; Taint. (1) 

Contaminate, L. con, cum, with, tangere to touch. An impure 
thing touching a pure one contaminates it. " A drop of 
water after its progress through all the channels of the street, 
is not more contaminated with filth and dirt than a simple 
story after it passes through the mouths of a few modern 
talebearers."-Hawkesworth. (2) Defile, 0. F. defouler, to 
tread under feet. Defi.le refers mostly to the natural sense, 
as lewdness and dissipation defi.le the body, but pollute the 
mind. It means to make foul or impure. 
"When from the mountain tops with hideous cry 

And clatt'ring wings the hungry hapies fly, 
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They snatch the meat, defiling all they fmd, 
And parting leave a loathesome stench behind."-DrydeiL 

(3) Pollute, Lat. pol, por, through, thoroughly, luere, to wash, 
as when a river washes over the banks and pollutes them 
with mud. Pollute is mostly used in a moral sense, as lewd
ness pollutes the mind. (4) Conupt, Lat. cor, cum, wholly, 
rumpere, to break m pieces=to destroy, as indiscriminate 
mixing in all kinds of society, corrupts young people's 
manner before they become of age. (5) I aint, Lat. tingere, 
to stain, confused with tangere, to touch= to stain with dele
terious matter. 

Syn. Contaminate, sully, tarnish, infect, dirt, soil, spoil. 
Defile, ravish, violate, deflour, debauch, rot, putrefy, befoul, 
constuprate, decay, decompose, stink, besmear, be
spatter, bedaub, besprinkle, besmirch. Pollute, sml, vitiate, 
dishonour, bemir, make muddy, make nasty, make filthy, 
dirt, make unclean, make impure. Corrupt, debase, deprave, 
pervert, demoralise, adulterate, impair, destroy, deteriorate, 
demoralise, ruin, injure, poison, envenom. Taint, imbue, 
impregnate, tinge, blot, spot, stain, infuse, saturate, tincture. 

Idea: To Xeep to an Object. 
CONTINUE; Remain; Stay; I)ersevere; Persist; Pursue; 

Prosecute. (1) Continue, v.t., i. suf. al, ly, ity, uaole, ance, 
ous, ly,· Lat. con, cum, intensive, or together, tznere, to hold= 
active holding on. " Continue resolute in pressmg it"
Temple. (2) Remain, Te, back, behind, manere to tarry, 
stay=to stay behind, implying a state of rest, e.g., a stone 
remains in Its place, a sentinel at his post of duty. (3) 
Stay, Lat. staTe, to stand, to be stationary; suf. ing, adj. 
staid=steady, grave, of fi.rm, uniform duration. Stay is 
mostly a voluntary act as staid at a friend's house, or hotel. 
(4) Perseveu, Lat. per, thoroughly, through, severare, to 
stick to= to stick to thoroughly or through to the end. Apart 
from exercising judgment and reflection perseverance sticks 
to the object without desiring to change, and is used in 
things of moment requiring steady purpose of mind. 
u Patience and perseverance overcome the greatest difficul
ties."-Ric.~ardson. (5) Pnsist, per, through, sistere, to 
make a stand to a thing, generally trifling matters, and is 
mostly used in a bad sense, as folly, obstinacy, caprice, e.g., 
he persists in lying. (6) Pursue, Lat. pTa, pur. forward, out, 
sequi, to follow out, especially according to some plan, 
manner or fixed rule, made by ourselves or started by 
another. (i) PTosecute is greater than pursue which is its 
d'Jublet, as to prosecute an undertaking, discovery, etc. 

Syn. Continue, hold on, cling to, adhere, cleave to, 
cohere, stick to,---continual, continuous, uninterrupted, un
broken, unintermitted. Remain, rest, abi.de, last, endure, 
repose, dwell, tarry, sojourn.· Stay, stop, reside, live,-
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staid, permanent, abiding. . Perse~ere, hold out, be firm, 
toil, stick at,-perseverance, .mdefatlga~leness, stea~fastne~s, 
constancy J steadiness! tenac1ty, . resolut10n. Pers1st, mam
tain, stand to,-pers1stent, obstmate, stubborn, headstrong, 
unyielding, intractable, obdurate. Pursue, follow out, attend, 
carry out, fulfil, execute, consummate. Prosecute, accom
plish, perfect, complete, effectuate. 

Idea: To Think Upon Seriously. 
Contemplate, observe, st11dy, ponder, muse, meditate on, 

dwell on, consider, weigh, revolve, reflect, examine, de
liberate, cogitate, ruminate, brood, perpend, debate mentally. 

Idea: Something to Go By. 
Copy, model, pattern, specimen, standard, precedent, 

example, transcript, original, archetype, guage, sample, 
exemplar, instance, criterion, test, rule, measure, illustration, 
case in point, touchstone. 

Idea: To Make Right, or as it should be. 
Correct, rectify, amend, adj,ust, remedy, redress, purify, 

make righl 

Idea: Covered Over. 
Covert, hid, secret, private, disguised, concealed, clande

stine, underhand, hidden, occult, mysterious, obscure, dark, 
abstruse, recondite, latent, sly, secluded, sequestered, 
cloaked, masked, screened, veiled. 

Idea: l'o Offend Socially. 
CRIME; Vice; Sin; Misdemeanour; Guilty; Culprit; 

Malefactor; Felon; Convict. (1) Crime is an offence against 
the laws and regulations of society, whether the injury be 
individual or collective. (2) llice is the doing of harm to 
one's self, as drunkenness which as an example, has a bad 
effect upon society. (3) Sin is an offence against divine law, 
or rule or duty. It comprehends crimes and vices, e.g., the 
~orst of sins 1s religious hypocrisy. ( 4) Misdemeanour is 
any petty indictable offence. (5) Guilty is the real offender 
who actually commits the social offence. (6) Culprit is one 
caught in the act. (7) Malefactor is a promoter of evil as 
opposed to one who does good. (8) Felon, Lat. felo, fello, 
a rebel, a traitor, is one who offends by the greatest viola
tions of the law. (9) Convict, one who has been convicted 
of a crime. 

Crime, wrong, offence, transgression, delinquency, wicked
ness, iniquity, injustice, grievance, infringement, violation, 
breach, infraction,-criminal, criminous. Vice, defect, fault, 
blemish, imperfection, immorality, bad. Sin, ungodliness, 
u~righteousness, wickedness, evil, iniquity, irreligion, im
piety, unholiness, atrocity. ~Iisdemeanour, misbehaviour, 
misdeed, trespass, misconduct, fault. Culprit,-culpable, 
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blamable, censurable, reprehensible, reproachable, reprovable. 
Malefactor, evil-doer, mischief maker. Felon,-felonious, 
villainous, nefarious, atrocious, outrageous, monstrous, 
flagitious, heinous, diabolical, fi.endish. 

Idea: The Decisive Moment. 
Crisis, turning-point, acme, height, emergency, exigency, 

conjuncture, strait, urgency,-crucial, critical, testing, trying, 
decisive, severe. 

Idea: To Cause Pain to Others. 
Cruel, inhuman, barbarous, brutal, ferocious, savage, hard

hearted, pitiless, merciless, truculent, fi.erce, rough, blood, 
bloodthirsty, insensible, unfeeling, wild, rapacious, untamed, 
rude. 

Idea: To Improve or Better. 
Cultivate, ferttlise, improve, elevate, refi.ne, study, prose

cute, promote, foster, cherish, till, forward, advance, aid, 
further, encourage, nurse, tend, nurture, stimulate, harbour, 
entertam, comfort, strengthen, increase, enhance. 

-D-
Idea: To Do Superficially. 

Dabble, trifle, meddle, tamper, play, toy, interfere. 
Idea: To Put Off. 

Delay, defer, postpone, procrastinate, prolong, protract, 
retard, detain, hinder, impede, linger, tarry, lag, loiter, 
dally, fi.ddle, dawdle, adjourn, idle, saunter (sancta terra, 
lagging back in the holy land), demur, hesitate,-dilatory. 

Idea: To Outline. 
Delineate, design, sketch, figure, depict, paint, draw, pic· 

ture, portray, describe, symbolise, set forth, represent. 
Idea : To Pull Down. 

Destroy demolish, raze, dismantle, ruin, throw down, 
devastate,' extinguish, annihilate, dilapidate, dash to pieces. 

Idea: To Leap from one to Another. 
Desultory, rambling, roving, erratic, i.mmethodical,, discur· 

sive inconstant, unsettled, cursory, shght, loose, mexact, 
fi.tf~l, spasmodic, eccentric, impulsive. 

Idea: Not to be Easy. 
Difficult (dis, not, facilis, easy:::;no~ easy .to do), laborious, 

perplexing, enigmatical, o~scure, mtncate, u:volve~, hard to 
please, fastidi.ous_, compl~cated,-ob~tacle, Impediment, ?b
struction obJection, ex1gency, distress, trouble, tnal, 
stumbling-block, affliction. 

·Idea: To See Intellectually. 
DISCERN; Penetrate; Discriminate; Judge. (1) Discern, 
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Lat. dis, apart, cernere, to separate=separating all obscurity 
so as to see clearly. L-haracter, motlves, tenaency, etc., are 
wscernea, i.e., considered apart trom the rest and the proper 
value arnved at. (2) fmetrate, L. penitus, Within, is to see 
mto the mtenor, e.g., to penetrate arttfi.ce however thickly 
coated over. 1t sees underneath the veil ot falsehood, de
tects hypocrisy, and deception. (3) 1Jiscriminate sees a 
dlilerence as between the characters of men, their merits, etc. 
(4) judge, judgment, J..,.at. jus, law, right, dtcare, to point 
out, pronounce=do see what is right and say so. Judgment 
occupies 1tself wtth practical matters, takes note of what is 
to be done, and looks to the future. lt sees things in their. 
relatwn, their connection, and foresees their etfects and con
sequences. '' When called upon to act, we use j,udgment 
that any step taken will be the right one or have good and 
desired consequences.'' -Crabb. 

Syn. Discern, perceive, observe, recognise, note, sift. 
Penetrate, pierce, detect, espy, discover, descry,-penetratwn, 
msight, astuteness, shrewdness, sagacity, introspection, 
subtlety, sharpness,- acumen, ingenuity. Discrimination, dis
tinctiOn, separation. Judgment, wisdom, prudence, advised
ness, intelligence, circumspection, sense, considerateness, cau
tion, carefulness, discreetness. 

Idea: To Free from Difficulty. 
Disengage, liberate, free, discharge, relieve, release, extri· 

cate, disentangle, disburden, disencumber. 

Idea: To Inconvenience. 
Discommode, incommode, disturb, disquiet, annoy, molest, 

harass, trouble, inconvenience. 
Idea: To Lower the Value Uf. 

Disparage (mjurious comparison), detract, depreciate 
(language ts mild, using mnuendoes), degrade, decry, dero
gate, under-value, underrate, traduce, denounce, rail against, 
disesteem,--disparity, unlikeness, disregard, neglect, slight,· 
overlook. 

Idea: To Make Unfit. 
Disqu~lify! unfit, incapacitate, disable, weaken, cripple, 

unman, Impau. 

I d~a: To Scatter. 
Disseminate, spread, diffuse, propagate, cuculate, disperse, 

dispense, promulgate, distribute (implies division into a num
ber of parts, see pp. 564, 571, 606 as fruit into apples, pears, 
etc.), deal out. 

Idea: To Collide. 
Dissentiou (dis, apart, from, sentire, to think=colliding of 

thinking). Conte11tion (con, with, tendere, to strain=strive 
with or tight with each other. Is a colliding of interests 
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whose chief cause is selfi.shness). Disco1d (dis, apaTt cor, 
heart, hearts apart~ is a colliding of feelings, te~pers, 
humours, affection, etc.). Strife is generally m an angry 
manner, and is a colliding of words, of acts of violence, 
threats, and the like. 

Syn. Dissention, variance, disagreement, difference,
dissent, differ, wrangle. Contention, competition, litigation, 
conflict, altercation, dispute, high words,-contentious, 
quarrelsome, pugnacious, disputatious, cavilling. Discord, 
dissonance, jarring, incongruity, contradictory, repugnance, 
contrariety, harshness, inharmoniousness, disunion, incon
sistency. Strife, struggle, enmity, fi.ght, contest. 

Idea: Something Remarkable. 

Distinguishid (persons are distinguished by qualities of 
character or external marks. " A man of distinguished 
talent will be apt to excite envy if he be not also distinguished 
ior his private virtue." -Crabb); conspicuous (con, cum, with, 
thoroughly, specere, to see, easy to be seen, e.g., a mansiOn 
is conspicuous that stands on an elevation. Affectation likes 
to be sufficiently conspicuous that all eyes may look upon it. 
Conspicuous attracts the attention of the vulgar); stgnalzsed, 
signal; memorable (worthy to be fixed in the memory, not 
to be forgotten); noted (nocere, to know, gnotus, known= 
something that makes one well known, e.g., fame lovers do 
not mind the notoriety which eccentricities, absurdities, vice, 
etc., give them); eminent (e, out, minere, to jut, project=:= 
standing out above the rest, is used in a good sense, e.g., 
eminent as a scientist); illustrious (il, in, upon, in, lucere, 
to shine=that which makes one shine before the world, is 
always used in a good sense). · 

Syn. Distinguished, marked, characterised, noble, deco
rated, great. Conspicuous, visible, promment, apparent, 
discernible, evident. Signal, extraordinary, remarkable, 
special. Memorable, commemorated. Noted, notorious, 
celebrated, renowned, famous, eulogised, applauded, panegy 
rised, honoured. Eminent, high, lofty, towering, exalted, 
elevated, surpassing. Illustrious, brilliant, radiant, splendid, 
glorious, bright, shining, refulgent, resplendent, effulgent, 
gorgeous, sublime, magnifi.cent, eclat. 

Idea: Giving Out or S;zaring Out. 
Dole, deal out, distribute, allot, apportion, assign,-alms, 

gift, pittance. · 

Idea: Not to be in Action. 

Dormant, sleeping, quiescent, slumbering; sluggish, lazy, 
latent, suspended, inactive, inert, torpid. 
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Idea: To Think Idly. 
Dream (A.S. dredm, a sweet sound or music:::: someth!ng 

sweet in the imagination only or in one's sleep. Somethmg 
visionary. "He who indulges himself in idle dreams lays 
up a store of disappointment for himself when he recovers 
his recollection and finds that it is nothing but a dream."
Crabb); reverie, a raving, idle talking, is incoherent, usually 
happening when one i~ awake. It is also an irregular train 
of thought. "I continued to sit motionless with my eyes 
fixet.l upon the curtain some moments after it fell. When I 
was aroused from my reveries, I found myself almost alone." 
-Hawkesworth. 

Syn. Dream, fancy, hallucination, vagary~ trance, vision, 
phantasm, delusion, idle thought, imagination, fancy. 

-E-

Idea: To Recede. 
EBB, retrocession, regress, return, subsidence, decline, 

decay, decrease, diminution, reflux. 
Idea: To Use with Prudence. 

ECONOMISE, utilise, husband, save, retrench, curtail. 
reduce=economy, good husbandry, frugality, thriftiness, 
parsimony, stinginess, regulation, management, carefulness, 
prudence. 

Idea: To Train. 
EDUCATE (Lat. e, out, ducere, to bring, to bring out), 

cultivate, bring up, instruct, drill, teach, inform, mature, 
rear, discipline, edify, enlighten, improve, nurture, indoc· 
trinate, exercise, correct, chasten, form. 

Idea: To Thrill. 
ELECTRIFY (Greek ~AEKTCtlpelektor, to beam like the sun, 

plus the Lat. facere, to make), startle, rouse, stir, astonish, 
excite, give a sudden shock, thrill, awaken, animate, kindle, 
stimulate. 

Idea: To Clasp. 
E~fBRACE (French embrasser, to throw the arms around), 

hug, encircle, encompass, include, comprise, contain, com
prehend, welcome, lay hold of, seize, grasp, catch. 

Idea: To Give Strength To. 
ENABLE, fit, qualify, empower, prepare capacitate, 

renaer competent, adapt, equip, arm. ' 
Idea: Tr (all Tnt() Action, or Move in the Good Of. 

ENCOURAGE; Cheer; Animate; Inspire; Advance; In-
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cite:. Impel; Urge; Stimulate; Instigate. (1) Encourage, Lat. 
en, m,. cor, heart, to put heart into. Encourage acts as a 
persuasive not to relax or abandon efforts, and respects the 
en~, as to encourage one in some great good, a child in 
laziness or rudeness in not correcting him. When one encou
rages, he appeals to the fi.ner feelings, and puts heart as it 
were, into resolution, removes the doubts and fears of the 
weak, clears away their difficulties. (2) Cheer refers chiefly 
to enlivening the spirits, to arouse them when they become 
depressed. (3) Animate, Lat. animare, to give life to. " In 
this the strong becomes stronger, their hopes augmented, 
prospects heightened and powers invigorated, efforts in
creased." -Crabb. It acts on the fi.ner feeling as does en
couragement, e.g., kindness encourages, hope of recompense 
animates. (4) Inspire, Lat. in, into, spirare, to breathe=to 
breathe spirit into, to communicate a strong moral sentiment 
or passion to. (5) A.dvance is to make move forward, or to 
go forward. (6) Incite, suf. ant, ation, ment, Lat. in, in, 
towards, citare, to urge=to urge forward toward the object. 
This moves to ·action through the desires, as be was incited 
by the desire of conspicuousness, refers to the passions, and 
is largely used in a bad sense, e.g., incite to intemperance, 
perilous incitement. (7) Impel, suf. lent, sion, sive, ly, ness; 
impulse; Lat. im, in, toward, pellere, to drive, to drive for
ward the object, and is usually vehement and momentary. 
It generally acts from within, e.g., motives of humanity im
pel us to relive misery. (8) Urge, Lat. urgere, to drive, to 
press earnestly, or to force forward. It acts largely on the 
will and leaves but little choice, e.g., desperate circumstances 
urge combatants to give themselves up to the mercy of the 
enemy. (9) Stimulate, Lat. stimulare, to prick or goad 
forward, to spur. We are stimulated by appetites and 
passions, as tlie earnest are stimulated in their ~fforts by ambi
tion. (10) Instigate, Lat. stig, prick, stick, instigare, to prick 
on, ~oad on. It is generally from outside sources and used 
in a bad sense, as hatred and malice instigated revenge upon 
the enemy. 

Syn. Encourage, embolden, countenance, comfort, sanc
tion, strengthen, reassure, fortify, intensify, corroborate. 
Cheer, gladden, enliven, refresh, exhilarate, elate, quicken, 
rej'oice. Animate, revive, vivify, invigorate, reanimate, 
resuscitate, vitalise, nerve, brace. Inspire, inhale, breathe 
into, instil, infuse, inspirit. Advance, accelerate, further, 
adduce, progress, forward, hasten, promote. Incite, pro
voke, prompt, stir up, irritate ,, awake, exasperate, dictate, 
rouse, agitate, kindle, ignite. Impel, drive, push, influence, 
actuate, fi.re on,-impulse, push, shove, thrust, momentum, 
impetus. sudden thought,-impulsive, violent. rash, hasty. 
Urge, press on, hurl, oblige, importune, entreat, solicit,
urgent, instant, cogent, vehement, importunate. Stimulate, 
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y.rhet, sharpen, stir. Instigate, spur, inflame, prick, goad, 
mcense. 

Idea: To Load, or Hamper. 
ENCUMBER,· clog, oppress~ overload, embarrass, per· 

plex, impede, hinder, obstruct, retard, hamper, shackle, 
detain. 

I de a: To Expose to Loss. 
ENDANGER, imperil, hazard, jeopardise, risk, com

promit, adventure, venture, jeopard, chance, 

Idea: To Be Active. 
ENERGETIC (Greek €vep'Yoc; energos, en, in~ ergos, 

work= active}, vigorous, active, forcible, powerful, potent, 
effective, strong, nervous,-energy, spirit, manliness, life, 
zeat, pluck, courage, mettle, hardihooa, intrepidity. 

Idea: To Deprive of Nerve, Weaken. 
ENERVATE, weaken, enfeeble, unnerve, debilitate, relax, 

unhinge, unstring, paralyse, exhaust, prostrate. 
l de a : To Hallow. 

ENSHRINE, consecrate, tre.asure, preserve, embalm, 
cherish, hallow, sanctify, set apart, devote, value, idolise. 

Idea: To Be Short-Lived. 
EPHEMERAL, diurnal, transient, evanescent, transitory, 

fleeting, fugitive, momentary, brief, passing, short, hasty, 
flying, flitting. 

Idea: To Do the Wrong Thing. 
ERR (Lat. errore, to wander, go astray, is generally any 

wanaering from what is right). Mistake (mis, amiss plus 
take= to take amiss or wrongly. People who are careless 
mostly make mistakes). Blunder (Swed. blunde, to shut the 
eves, hence anything done blindly. It is a gross mistake. 
People who are Ignorant, stupid and conceited are blunderers. 

Syn. Err, 'deviate, go astray, do wrong, trip, misjudge, 
misaoprehend,-erroneous, wandering, false, mistaken,
rrratic, not stationary, wandering, nomadic, eccentric, 
changeable, capricious. Mistake, misunderstand, take one 
for another, take the wrong one, be at fault,-oversight, 
slip. Blunder, bull, false step, blunderbuss,-blundering, 
stumbling. 

Idea: To 'Be Necessary. 
ESSENTIAL (Lat. esse, to be=to be necessary to the very 

being), innerent, innate, vital, requisite, indispensable, in
born, indwelling, inbred, natural, immanent,-essence, being, 
life, entity, substance, essential part. 

Idea: To Slip By. 
EVADE; Equivocate; Prevaricate; Shift; Subterfuge. (1) 

Evade, Lat. e, out of, vadere, to go=to get out of the way, 
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by artfully turning the subject or attracting the attention 
elsewhere, see p. 90, Fig. Apoplanesis. We evade when the 
cause is bad. (2) Equivocate slips by in using words that 
have two different meanings, and in that meaning which is 
least suspected. (3) Prevaricate, Lat. prCE, before, varicus, 
straddling, pr(evaricari, to spread the legs in walking, to 
walk crookedly. This avoids in giving a direct answer, and 
is used largely by criminals to avoid detection. (4) Shift. 
A.S. sciftan, to divide, change=to change from one place or 
position or course to another. One who is shiftless lacks 
expedients. " The shift is the trick of a knave; he who has 
not the courage fo turn open thief, will use any shifts rather 
than get money honestly."-Crabb. (5) Subterfuge, 
Lat. subter, under, secretly, fugere, to flee=to escape 
secretly but makmg use of some screen or shield, not from 
the hope of gain, but fear of loss. " He wants to justify 
himself in a bad cause has recourse to subterfuge." -Crabb. 

Syn. Evade, elude, steal away, avoid, shun, dodge, 
escape from, slip, pass unnoticed,-evasive, slippery. Equi
vocate,-equivocation, ambiguity, doubtfulness, dubiety, 
obscurity. Prevaricate, quibble, cavil, palter, shuffle, trifle, 
carp, hyporritize, confuse. disorder, muddle up, mix up, 
sophisticate,· confound, obscure, darken, mystify, bewilder. 
Shift, change, alter, manage, contrive, veer, turn, twist. 
Subterfuge, excuse, artifice, pretext, pretence, show, mask, 
colour, semblance. 

Idea: To Find Out What is Unknown. 
EXAMINE (by questions and answers), search, inquire 

(to ask the way), investigate (vestigum, track, get on the 
track of, requires penetration and patience), research is a 
more extended search, scrutiny (scrutari, to search among the 
broken pieces, the rubbish). 

Syn. Examination, inquisition, interrogation, catechising, 
query. Search, pursue, explore, pry, peer, look into closely. 
Research. Scrutiny, minute examination, sifting, detailed 
exploration, canvass,-ransack, rummage, overhaul. 

Idea: To Go Beyond. 
EXCEED (refers mostly to measure, quantity, quality, 

degree), surpass, excel (ex, out, cellere, to lift, generally to 
go beyond in good things, as in learning, arts, eloquence), 
transcend. Exceed, outstrip, outdo, go beyond,-excessive, 
superabundant, superfluous, exuberant,-surplus, overplus. 
Excel, outvie, eclipse,-excellent, worthy, valuable,
eminence, superiority, greatness. Surpass, surmount, rise 
above, overstep,-transcendent, pre-eminent, unequalled, un
rivalled, peerless. 

Idea: To Want Urgently .. 
EXIGENCY, pressing, necessity, demand, urgency, dis-
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tress, want, emergency, crisis, pinch, strait, difficulty, squeeze, 
narrows. 

Idea: To Further an End, or Means to an End. 
EXPEDIENT (ex, out, pedi, foot, expedire. to extricate 

the foot= to make ready or fit, hence suitable means to 
accomplish an end, or means devised or employed in an 
exigency); resource (re, again, sugere, to rise, spring= a new 
spring or source). It is mostly a natural resource. That 
upon which one depends for a supply. 11 Robinson Crusoe 
adopted every expedient in order to prolong his existence at 
a time when his resources were at the lowest ebb." -Crabb. 

Syn. Expedient, fit, suitable, proper, profitable, useful, 
desirable, convenient,-shift, contrivance, resort, substitute, 
devise, scheme. Resource, instrumentality, appliance, riches, 
wealth, funds, supplies, store, stock, provision, magazine, 
depot, warehouse, capital, hoard, reserve, treasure. 

Idea: To Overdo. 
EXTRAVAGANT (extra, beyond, 1.1agare, to wander, to 

go. Extravagance is shown in a person's dress, pictures, fur
niture, etc., in language when inapplicable and forced ex
presswns are used. It is when one goes beyond his means 
and spends it on himself); profuse (pro, forth, fundere, to 
pour, is to pour one's substance or overdo in giving it away. 
This spends on others, as dinners, entertainments, revels, 
banquets, fetes, presents to friends, acquaintances, and in 
thanks when he savs more than should be or oftener than 
required. Excess ·In giving is its characteristic); prodigal 
(overdoes in giving nut in great quantities); lavish (lavere, to 
wash, to pour away like water) deals out without regard 
to the worth of the matter or object. We lavish compliments 
when we scatter them here and there, and on food when it 
makes no difference what it costs, so we have it. 

Syn. Extravagant, excessive, inordinate, exorbitant, · 
wasteful, expensive. Profuse, diffuse, exuberant, overabound
ing,-profusion, superabundance, copiousness, overflowing .. 
Prodigal, reckless, wasteful, imprudent, wild,-prodigality, 
wasteful expenditure. Lavish, unrestrained, scattering, 
-str~w. 

F-

Idea: To Be Easily Done. 
FACILE., docil~. tractable, pliable, flexible, manageable,

facility, dexterity, expertness, cleverness, adroitness, skilful
ness, qUJckness, knack, ductility, pliancy. 

Idea: Thing Done. 
FACT (facere, to do, factum, done), deed, performance, 

act, event,-incident, occurrence, circumstance,-reality, 
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tr~th, achievement, feat, verity, actuality,-principle, law, 
ax10m. 

Idea: To Lack Success. 
FAIL (fallere, to elude, come short of. It mostly refers 

to ~oral co~duct, as to fail in one's duty, obligation, 
fi.dehty, promise, etc., and reflects on the doer or agent bring
ing upon him displeasure, compassion or other feeling, as 
the failure of Xerses' expedition redounded with disgrace 
upon himself); miscarriage (mis, amiss, plus carry, is a more 
extensive lacking of success than failure, and refers largely 
to the course of events, as the miscarriage of a military cam
paign because of bad weather, the miscarriage of nation's 
plan, or of justice, etc.); abortion (ab, away, from, oriri, 
arise, to depart from success at the very begmning, hence to 
pass away before it comes to maturity, to die in the bud, 
and refers to animals, thoughts, designs, plans, etc.). 

Syn. Fail, decay, sink, decline, cease, disappear, miss, 
fall short, be unsuccessful, break, neglect, disappoint, miss, 
-fallible, erring, frail. Miscarriage, mishap, mischance,
carry wrongly, bear wrongly. Abortion, misproduction, mis
adventure, vain attempt. 

Idea: To Deceive. 
FALSE (fallere, to deceive, untrue, not conformable to 

fact), incorrect, erroneous, untruthful, lying, mendacious, 
dishonest, deficient, treacherous, perfidious, faithless, 
spurious counterfeit, forged, feigned, hypocritical, decep
tive, fallacious, disappointing, suppositious,-falsehood, un
trutb fiction, fabrication, lie, fi.b, imposture,-falsify, mis
repre~ent, misstate, garble, belie, disprove, refute, 'contra~ict, 
-fault, frailty, failing, foible, defect, blemish, imperfection, 
wrong, offence, misdemeanour, delinquency, vice, error, 
mistake, blunder, omission. 

Idea: To Make Firm. 
FIX, set, settle, place, locate, plant, establish, secure, 

determine, rivet, consolidate. 

Idea: To Succeed. 
FLOURISH (florescere to flower), to grow luxuriantly, to 

be prosperous, thrive, su~ceed, prosper, increase, advance,-
wave, brag, boast, vaunt, brandish, toss around. · 

Idea: To Contemn. 
FLOUT, treat with contempt, jeer, ridicule, insult, moe~, 

deride taunt gibe sneer, scoff scout, banter, laugh at, twit. 
1 I I I 

Idea: ToFlow. 
FLUENT (fluere, to flow), liqui~, . glid~ng, curr~nt. 

smooth, easily flowing,-voluble, cop10us, ghb, talkative, 
flippant 
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I de a: To Act Without Sense. 
FOOL; Idiot; Buffoon. Fool (Lat. follis, a pair of bellows. 

wind-bag, folles, puffed cheeks, a silly perso~, o~e w~o IS 
destitute of reason or violates common sense m his act10ns. 
Foolhardy is cour~ge without sense, the adventurous has 
design, the rash violence and impetuosity. The holh~rdy 
rushes in in dcftance of the consequences and runs frUitless 
risks.) Idiot (Lat. idiot a, an ignorant, uneducated perS<?n, 
one unskilled in the ways of the world). Buffoon (Italian 
buffare, to joke, jest=make grimaces in jesting, amuses by 
low tricks, antic gestures, jokes, etc. He intentionally acts 
without common sense. 

Syn. Fool, a natural sirnpleton,-foolish, frivolous, idle, 
absurd, shallow-brained, irratiOnal, silly, senseless, non
sensical, unwise, ridiculous, indiscreet, preposterous, vain, 
trifling, fatuous, weak,-foolery, folly, fatuity, stupidity, 
dullness, extravagance, nonsense;-foolhardy, rash, precipi
tate, headlong, reckless. Idiot, . a simpleton, imbecile, a 
dunce, innocent,-idiotic, guileless, inoffensive. Buffoon, 
clown, jester, mountebank, antic, quack. 

Idea: .4. Gay FeLlow. 
FOP, coxcomb, dandy, puppy, prig,-foppish, spruce, 

dandyish, dandyfi.ed, dressy, finical, over-nice, fastidious. 
Idea: To Be Strong. 

FORCE. Strength lies in the internal organisation, in 
the vital or muscular parts; power from the Lat. posse, to be 
able, is external, e.g., a man has the strength to rise up, 
but not the power if he be bound down by ropes, etc. Force 
is strength put in motion, as the force of a waterfall, a 
stream, is mostly concerned with reason and equity, as the 
force of an argument. An argument may have strength 
whether it is used or not, but can have no force unless it is 
applied. A person gathers his strength to strike with power 
or force; his strength resists assaults, but his force routs the 
enemy. Vigour is strength in its sound and flourishing state. 
\'iolence from the Lat. ·violare, to treat with force=to injure, 
transgress, to em~loy strength in acting against, usually 
against the law, e.g., the robber uses violence. 

Syn. Strength, robustness, stoutness, brawniness, D.rm
ness, solidity,-strong, muscular, able, compact, athletic, 
sturdy, stalwart, rugged, lusty, sinewy, hale, sound, hearty, 
Herculean. Power, might, energy, efficiency, control, sway, 
potrncy, puissance,-powerful, active, energetic, cogent. 
Forcl', \'alirlity, a~rncy, momt>ntum, impulse, stress, emphasis, 
army, troop, regiment, squadron. Vigour, soundness, 
healthiness, hardiness,-flourishing, thriving, intense, ner
\'OU~, racr \'ioJence, vehemence, impetuousity, boisterous
ness, p~sston, fury, rage, fierceness, injustice, injury, outrage, 
up pressiOn. 
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I de a: To Precede with What is Coming. 
FORERUNNER, precursor, messenger, harbinger (Teut. 

herbinger, one who foreran to provide an inn for a prince, 
etc.,) herald, sign, prognostic, omen, prelude, crier, pro
claimer. Messenger, emissary, courier, introduction, pro
logue, exordium, foreshadow. 

Idea: To Be Sweet-Smelling. 
FRAGRANT, odorous, odoriferous, sweet-scented, redo

lent, ambrosial, balmy, spicy, aromatic, perfumed, refreshing. 
Idea: To Be Open. 

FRANK (francus, free= free in uttering sentiments. It 
shows itself in outward behaviour. The frank person is not 
as indiscreet as the open person is; the latter says all he 
knows and what passes through his mind, nor is he like the 
free man who speaks about others' concerns as well as his 
own); plain (Lat. planus, flat. The man who is plain speaks 
without any colouring or deceit in his language, is not false, 
is clear in his expressions); candid (Lat. candne, to shine, 
be bright. Candour does away with misunderstandings, 
conceals nothing, admitting even what is against itself); 
ingenuous eschews disguise and artifice, bringing everything 
to light, and is mostly seen in unsophisticated youth, in 
words, looks, actions. 

Syn. Frank, unreserved. Free, unrestrained, familiar,
freedom, license, swing, scope. Open, unfolded, expansive, 
unbridled, unrestricted, disclosed, bare, naked. Plain, clear, 
manifest, obvious, explicit, distinct, unambiguous, unvar
nished, unadorned, undeceiving. Candid, impartial, un
biased, equitable, sincere, honest, real, true, straightforward. 
Ingenuous, honourable, liberal, artless, undisguised, simple, 
inartificial, undesigning. 

Idea: Not to Yield to Reason or Thing Required. 
FROWARD, untoward, unyielding, unmanageable, re

fractory, wayward, disobedient, petulant, obstinate. 
Idea: To Steal, Be Sly. 

FURTIVE (furtum, theft), sly, secret, stealthy, clandes
tine, surreptitious, wily, hidden, concealed, covert, under
hand. 

-G-

Idea: To Store Up. 
GARNER, gather, accumulate, treasure up, deposit, hoard, 

save, collect, amass, muster, cull, pick, reap, hive, assemble, 
marshal, harvest. 
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Idea: To Take In Many. 
GENERAL, common, usual, universal, total, catholic, 

ecumenical, extensive, vague, widely spread, prevalent, wide, 
comprehensive, broad, customary, hab1tual,-generahty, 
mass, bulk, majonty, main body, common run, whole, aggre~ 
gate. 

Idea: To Be of Great Size. 
GIGANTIC, huge, enormous, colossal, immense, pro~ 

digious, cyclopean, mrghty, prodigious, vast, herculean, im~ 
mea~urable, illimitable, unbounded, unfathomable. · 

Idea: To Be Splendid, Brilliant. 
GLORY (Lat. gloria or glosia, gloss, glitter. Moral glory 

is represented by the halo pamted around Christ's head. 
lilory inspires to splendid, great and extraordinary under~ 
takings, and is connected with public concern of great im~ 
portance. Glory is obtamed by nations by their splendid 
victories, superiority in art, learning, etc. Se~ Splendid 
~tyle, p. 550); honour (Hebrew hon, wealth, substance) is 
something more solid than glory, and not so glittering and 
splendid. 

Syn. Glory, splendour, magnificence, radiance, effulgence, 
renown, celebrity, distinction, praise, fame, lustre, heavenly 
state, halo, aureola,-glorify, praise in words, extol, make 
glorious, brighten, laud, magnify, celebrate, boast (v.i.). 
Honour, repute, esteem, consideration, credit, dignity, eleva~ 
tion, rank, veneration, respect, probity, rectitude, high prin~ 
ciple,-honourable, noble, principled, upright. 

Idea: To Be Worthy of Approbation. 
GOOD (AS. god, Teut. base, gad, to fit, suit), suitable, 

seasonable, fit, proper, convenient, virtuous, honest, just, 
true, pious, excellent, useful, valuable, profitable, beneficial, 
benevolent, friendly, unblemished, unimpeached, fair, able, 
li~dlful, qualified, pleasant, agreeable, considerable, great. 

Idea: To Swallow With Greediness. 
GORGE, gulp down, stuff, cram, satiate, fill, sate, gor

mandise, gluttonise, bolt, guzzle,-hoggish. 
Idea: To Lay Fast Hold On. 

GRAPPL~, grasp, grip, clutch, contend in close fi.ght, 
struggle, cope, contest, wrestle, encounter, engage, vie, 
~trive with. 

Idea: To Watch Over. 
GUARD (looks out for danger and gives alarm. Like a 

parent, the guardian watches over, prote'cts, counsels and 
administers); sentinel (watches the movements of the enemy 
ana serves in moments of peril); heed (A.~S. he had to take 
care=take notice of. This is exercised chiefly where errors 
are liable to be made). 
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Syn. Guard, defend, protect, shield, safeguard, watch, 
keep, sa.ve,-guarded, watchful, reserved, reticent,-guar
dian, warden, keeper, protector, conservator, preserver, tutor. 
Sentinel, sentry, watchman. Heed, regard with care, mind, 
ohserve, attend to, mark, note, consider,-heedful, vigilant, 
cautious, circumspec~, wary, observant, mindful, careful. 

-H-

Idea: To Manage. 
HANDLE (A.-S, handlian, to touch, hold with the hand), 

wield, manipulate, use, treat well, discourse on, discuss, 
swing, sway, employ, entertain, argue, reason about. 

Idea: To Be Unmoved By. 
HARD; Callous; Obdurate; Unfeeling; Insensible; Cruel; 

Unmerciftd; Merciless; Harsh; Rough; ~evere; Rigorous. 
(1) Hard, usually qualifies some word as hard-hearted, hard
hsted, hard-featured, hard-visaged. Referring to a person as 
hard simply indicates what he is. That which is hard 
usually pains and hurts what it touches. It applies to those 
who arc superiors or who have in their power to inflict pain, 
as creditors toward a debtor. One is hard who is not easily 
moved by tender feelings, e.g., misery does not affect him; 
and he becomes hardened as the result of time, as when he 
takes pride and ple;],sure in a vicious course, or by continued 
mdulgence in wrong or vice becomes unmovable by any other 
impression or feeling. (2) C allous

1 
Lat. callus, hard skin, 

t:allere, to have a hard skin. It IS so hard-hided that its 
skin does not move or yield to the force of motives to action. 
Persuasion has no effect on him because he has persevered so 
long in his vicious practices and given rein so much to his 
passi~ns. He used to be alright but has now become very 
different. " A child is callous when entreaties, threats, 
punishments cease to move him to repentance." -Crabb. (3) 
Obdurate, Lat. ob, against, durare, to harden=to harden 
the will or feeling against, it indicates an intention settled 
and confirmed to follow a wrong or abandonPd course irre
spective of consequences. (4) Unfeeling represents a person 
having no feeling or no regard for the feeling of others. 
People who enjoy continual health are likely to be unfeeling 
toward cases of illness. (5) Insensible, lack of sense or un 
moved by it. The surgeon must be insensible to the actual. 
pain he causes in the operation. (6) Cruel, Lat. crudus, raw 
flesh, cruor, blood. It delights in blood as do wild animals 
of prey, and is ready to inflict pain. Sight of blood does 
not move it, nor do starving animals, starving children, nor 
injury of those who look up to them for· kindly treatment. 
(7) Unmerciful is not moved by mercy nor compassion nor 
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favour. It chiefly refers to one who has pr:;wer over another. 
The avarice of a' creditor makes him unmerciful to his 
debtor. (8) Merciless, Lat. merces, pity=unmoved by pity 
or clemency. It is more intense than unmerciful. (9)"Harsh, 
Mid. Eng. harsh, rough to the touch=rough to touch, taste 
as unripe fruit, ear, or feelings. This is unmoved by gentle 
expression or pleasant words, because it is always mingled 
with ahger or personal feeling. See Harsh Style, p. 542. 
(10) Rough, A.S. rush, hairy, shaggy,-not smooth, uneven, 
rugged, and refers to tone of voice, mode of address or of 
handling an object. (ll) Severe is difficult to endure, strict, 
and is necessary in schools, armies, etc., to preserve good 
order. (12) Rigorous, Lat. rigere, to be stiff=unmoved by 
warmth or bowing or excuses, and exacts compliance and 
obedience. It is indispensable in dealing with men of stub
born wills and passion. 

Syn. Hard, sqlid, compact, stern, unjust, bitter, unyield
ing,-harden, indurate, inure, season, sear, tanuilanse, tram. 
Callous, unsusceptible, impervious, impenetrable, Impassable, 
Impermeable. Obdurate, stubborn, intlexible, mexorable, 
firm, impenitent, reprobate, resolute. Insensible, mditferem, 
Imperceivable, senseless, unconcerned, cool. Lruel, hara
hearted, inhuman, unrelenting, brutal, bestial, savage, 
bloody, bloodthirsty. Unmerciful, merciless, pitiless, ru~n
less, unforgiving, unmild, incompass10nate, mctemem, fell, 
truculent. Harsh, rude, bitter, sour, uncivil, Jarnng, gratmg, 
discordant, disagreeable, sharp, grievous, poignant. Kougn, 
craggy, jagged, uneven, unhewn, shapeless, uncut, violent, 
tempestuous, boisterous, stormy, brusque, blunt, bnstly, 
shaggy, churlish. Severe, austere, stern, caustic, distressmg, 
extreme, intense, cold, ascetic, strait-laced. Rigorous, stm, 
chilly, exact, stnct, unbending, rigid, unpliant, frigid, bleak, 
precise, stringent, uncompromising. 

Idea: To Quicken ·.4.ction. 
HASTEN is planless, unsuitable quickening, hence the 

proverb, " More haste less speed." This is opposed to delay; 
hurried is opposed to deliberation and caretul proceeding, 
and is always injurious and unwise, adults may hasten, 
youngsters may hurry. Hasty, is overqUick and obstructs 
consideration, whereas hurry is flurried arising from dis
vrdered motion due to a disordered mind. Irritable persons 
very often speak before thinking and make hasty expressions. 
Hurry is marked by a blind impulse of undirected feeling. 
(2) .4.ccelerate, Lat. ad, ac, to, celere, to quicken=to quicken 
forward a particular purpose, e.g., accelerate the construction 
of tbe canal by putting on more workmen. See Celerity 
Style, p. 574. (3) Speed is simply quickness which enables 
one to come sooner to his end. (4i Expedite, Lat. ex, out, 
pes, foot=out of the way of the foot so it can go the quicker, 
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hence to hasten or quicken the executiop of anything. (5) 
Despatch, des, from, apart, pecher, hmder=lo move out of 
the way any hindrance so as to go qmckJy, as to despatch 
considerable business m a given t1me. 

Syn. Hasten, push on, hurry, precipitate,-hasty, rash, 
irritable,-hurry, urgency, bustle, commotiOn, flurry, con
tusiOn. Accelerate, move faster, quicken, forward, turther,
celerity, swiftness, velocity, fleetness, rapimty. .)peed, 
qmckness, prospenty, success. hxpedite, aovance, execute,
expeditious, prompt, diligent, active, reaoy, alert. Despatch. 
perform, conclude, hnish, speed on. 

Idea: To Be From the Heart. 
HEARTY, real, unfeigned, undissembled, warm, cordial, 

zealous, earnest, araent, eager, active, energetic, v1gorou5, 
sound, healthy, hale, strong, sincere, gemal, largely. 

idea: To Give .'ita I o. 
HiLP, succour, support, second, back, remedy, cure, heal, 

relieve, prevent, promote, forward, contribute to, co-operate 
in, assist, befriend, comtort, countenance. 

Contrary Syn. ldeas: Feeble, weak, powerless, imbwle, 
impotent, abandoned, exposed, defenceless, unprotected} 
memediable, beyond help. 

Idea: A Mixed Mass. 
HODGE-PODGE (.French, hocher, to shake, or hotch-pot 

=a pot shake up of a mixed mass of ingred1ents), medley, 
farrago, miscellany, olio, ollapodrida, gallimaufry, hotch
potch, jumble, hash. 

idea: To Deal Rightly. 
HONESTY (See equitable Style, p. 593, IS applied to 

persons, principles, as au honest action, honest servant, 
tradesman who pays what he owes and g1ves proper measure 
and pq_re goods. Honest is closely allied to fair which says 
all that can be said' pro and con respecting anything. It is 
plain dealing opposed to fraud); honourabLe Is actuated ex
clusively by a ±air regard for the honour, repute and esteem 
oi other persons; probity (Lat. pro bare, to j,udge, to try= 
tried virtue or sohd goodness which gives to each man his 
due as to property, repute, honour, and anything else of 
worth and 1s opposed to insincerity); uprigftiness bears up 
in a straight course against whatever temptatwn which may 
arise. lt refers chiefly to a judge, and supposes conhdence 
as well as intelligence; integrity (Lat. in, not, tangere, to 
touch=purity, soundness of principle and refers to the faith· 
ful discharge of public trusts and consultation of others' 
interests) is official virtue. 

Syn. Honest, fair, just, conscientious,. trusty, straight
forward, equitable, plam-dealing, .sq~are-dealing.. Honour
able, true, estimable, virtuous, pnnc1pled. Probity, good-
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ness, tried virtue, righteousness. Upright, comformable to 
moral rectitude, erect, straight. lntegnty, wholeness, recti
tude, moral soundness, purity. 

Idea: I o Join :idverse Expressions. 
HOWEVER; Yet; Nevertheless; Notwithstanding. See 

p. 364. (1) However (in what way so ever it may be) is an 
adversative conjunction, the most indefinite and general and 
serves to draw a conclusive deduction from the whole, e.g., 
1 am not, however, of those sentiments, supposes that many 
are and that much may be uttered in favour of them, 
but I am not of them. However, you may depend 
on me for aid, implies that in what ever manner 
things turn out, you may depend on me for aid. (2) 
Yet, shows simple opposition or contrast, e.g., Fox was 
not a good writer, yet he was a most eloquent orator. (3) 
Nevertheless (not the less) points out the contrast more 
specifically than "yet " and is used to put two spec1fic 
propositions in opposition, and supposes effects and conse
quences opposite to those we would naturally look for as to 
follow, e.g., he did not act squarely, nevertheless I shall 
befriend him. ( 4) Notwithstanding (not opposing) is used in 
the same way as "nevertheless " respecting specific proposi
tions in opposition and effects and consequences, e.g., not
withstanding what he said, he voted against the measure; he 
is still solvent, notwithstanding his losses, that is his losses 
not standing in the way, he is still solvent. 

Syn. However, at least, at all events, in whatsoever 
manner, still. Yet, although, at the same time, in addition, 
besides, further, still, hitherto, thus far, after all. Notwith
standing, not opposing. 

-I-

Idea: To See in the Mind. 
IDEA; Thought; Imagination; Fancy; Conceit. (1) Idea, 

Greek, l6f.'iv idein, to see, iU.a the look or semblance of a 
thmg=the thing seen in the mind. It is a picture formed 
by the mind of anything external, whether sensible or 
spiritual, e.g., we see the moon upon looking mto the skies, 
and when we see the same moon after we have shut ourselves 
m the room, we have an idea of the moon. The ideas are 
the crude materials which the thinking faculties employ. The 
idea also is a conception of a thing in its most perfect state, 
e.g., " ideal happiness is the happiness which is formed in 
the mind without having any direct and actual prototype in 
nature; but It may nevertheless, be something possible to be 
realised.' '-Crabb. If a cow is mentioned the word bnngs 
to the mmd the idea of an animal, and whatever we say 
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about the cow, would be a notion, that 'is what I know about 
the cow. We form ideas of the moon, earth, sun, stars, and 
all material objects. (2) Thought, allied to the old Latin, 
tangere, to think, to know=the result of thinking, which 
reflects, combines and associates the ideas and busies itselt 
with the surrounding things. Thoughts are serious, grave, 
elevated, joyful, chase, etc. (3) Imagination, Lat. imaginari, 
to picture to one's self. Image is from imago, a likeness. 
The imagination forms mental images of anything; it takes 
the ideas, improves upon them, enriches them, creates new 
ones out of them, and endows them with human qualities 
which they do not possess, see Charming Style, p. 584, " the 
dog looks sad, hills roll." Imagination continues discovering 
resemblances in things, and it may he even wild and extrava
gant. ( 4) Fancy, Greek cbavTti'e'v phantazein, to make appear. 
It combines ideas real or unreal as chance directs in such a 
way as to make them appear novel, strange, and pleasing for 
the mind to contemplate. It sees only the appearances ol 
things, and not their nature, and occupies itself with dreams, 
and light, frivolous things. " Timid people fancy they hear 
wolves howl when it is a dog, and see fearful things in the 
dark. Those who are apt to fancy never fancy anything to 
please themselves; they fancy that things are too long or too 
short, too thick or too thin, too cold or too hot; with a 
thousand other fancies equally trivial in their nature, thereby 
proving that the slightest aberration of the mind is a serious 
evil and productive of evil." -Crabb. A pain in the fi.nger, 
they fancy the fi.nger might have to be cut off. (5) Conceit, 
Lat. con, cum, together, or intensive, capere, cipere, to take= 
to take together in the mind, is internal mostly, and largely 
the product of nervousness, e.g., a nervous person may con
ceit that he is always ahout to die, or that all the world is 
against him. The deranged or insane may conceit them
selves kings and queens. One may conceit himself learned 
when he is foolish, very heautiful when she is ugly. 

Syn. Idea, concept, conception, archetype, form, pattern, 
impression, apprehension, ideal, intellectual, imaginary, 
visionary. Thought, opinion, consideration, notion, judg
ment, contemplation, meditation, cogitation. Imagination, 
invention, plastic power, ideality,-imaginative, poetical, 
creative, inventive, originative. Fancy, liking, fondness, 
taste, supposition, groundless opinion, whim, caprice, 
crotchet, fantasy,-fancy, suppose, believe, think,-fanciful, 
fantastic, capricious, chimerical, visionary, strange, exotic, 
outlandish, new, novel. Conceit, an affected idea, an affected 
expression, vagary, vanity, image. 

Idea: S01111~ E1'il rer.1' ,Near. 
IMMINENT (Lat. in, upon, over, miner.e, to jut out; to 
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project over=near at hand; or im, not, manere, to remain, 
not remaining behind, in an mstant it is upon you, and in 
an instant it IS off); impending (L. im, on, over, pend ere, to 
hang=overhanging evil which has existed sometime and is 
gradually commg nearer, e.g., this impending danger has 
been forewarned and it IS necessary to provide against it); 
threatening denounces evil against, and intimates that it is 
coming, as black clouds threaten the coming storm, the 
amassing of troops threatens the attack. 

Syn. Imminent, near, at hand, nigh, close, proximate. 
Impending, hovering, hanging over, flying about. Threat
ening, menacing, denouncmg, portending, presaging, fore
boding, forthcoming. 

Idea: Not to Die. 
lMMORTAL, undying, deathless, impenshable, mcor

ruptible, indestructible, unfading, eternal, endlessJ everlast
mg,-immortalise, perpetuate, make tamous,-forever, per
petual,, indecomposable, indelible, inetlaceable, interminable, 
unceasmg. 

Idea: Not to be Partial. 
IMPARTIAL, equitable, just, fair, unbiased, unprejudiced, 

disinterested, reasonable, right, unselfi.sh, liberal, indifferent, 
stra1ght, correct, proper. 

Idea: Not to be Ruffled. 
IMPERTURBABLE, unmoved, undisturbed, sedate, com

posed, ·collected, cool, calm, quiet, tranquil, settled, serene. 
staid, sober, serious, contemplative, self-possessed, undis
concerted, fi.rm, dispassionate, grave, steady, regular. 

Idea: To be .Fairly Understood. 
IMPLICIT (Lat. im, in, plicare, to fold, folded in= fairly 

understood though not expressed in words), implied, inferred, 
tacit, gathered, drawn from, concluded from,-whole, entire, 
absolute, unreserved, confi.dent, unhesitating, fi.rm,-imply, 
involve, import, mean, signify, denote,-imphcation, implied 
sense, tact conclusion, necessary inference. 

Idea: Not the Right Step Taken. 
IMPOLITIC, ill advised, ill judged, indiscreet, incautious, 

inexpedient, unwise, imprudent, injudicious, inconsiderate, 
foolish, hasty, rash, unfi.t, disadvantageous,-impolicy, bad 
policy, indiscretion, inexpedience, imprudence. 

Idea: Cannot Be. 
IMPOSSIBLE (Lat. im, not, posse, to be able=not able to 

be in fact or conception), inconceivable, impracticable, un
feasible, unattainable, inexcusable, imperformable, highly im
probable, insurmountable, impassable, 
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Idea: To Lack Strength. 
IMPOTENCE, weakness, feebleness, imbecility) incapacity, 

mcom:fletence, 1_nefficiency, inability ,-llllpotent, powerless, m
capacitated, disabled, helpless, abandoned, infi.rm, ener
vated, frail, faint 

Idea: Not To Be Stormed. 
IMPREGNABLE, inexpugnable, unassailable, invincible, 

immovable, inconquerable, mdonutable, unassaultable, m
attackable. 

Idea; To Begin. 
INAUGURATE, install, commence, begin, open, start, set 

about, set on foot, enter upon, institute, found,-inaugura
tion, inception, rise,-incipient, originating, commencing, in
ceptive. 

Idea: To Give Trouble. 
INCOMMODE, inconvenience, disturb, annoy, trouble, 

embarrass, disquiet, infest, harass, pester, tease, plague, 
molest, torment, bother, vex, irritate, worry, bore, provoke, 
hamper, perplex, fatigue, tire, weary, fret. 

Idea: To Grow. 
INCREASE (Lat. in, in, on, crescere, to grow=to become 

greater in bulk, quantity, number, degree, value, intensity, 
authority, reputation, etc.), enlarge, grow, multiply, extend, 

· prolong, advance, heighten, raise, enhance, aggravate, swell, 
mtensify, add to, augment, widen, amplify, expatiate, dilate, 
expand, stretch out 

Idea: To Run Into. 
INCUR (Lat. in

1 
into, cu11ere, to run i to run into, to 

expose one's self to), bring on, run the risk of, become liable 
to, contract. 

Idea: Not To Be Undone. 
INDEFEASIBLE, irreversible, unalterable, irrevocable, 

urepealable, unchangeable, immutable, invariable. 
Idea: To Be By Itself. 

INDEPEXDENT, not subject to the control of others, 
unrelated, unconnected, unrestricted, free, self-directing, 
absolute, irrespective of, easy, bold. 

Idea: To Be in Want. 
INDIGENCE poverty, penury, destitution, need, pauper

ism, beggary, p;ivation, mendicancy,-indigent, po?r, nee~:y, 
straitened, necessitous, distressed, moneyless, penniless, piti
able, miserable, wretched, deplorable, penunous. 

Idea: To Bring In, as in Reasonzng. 
INDUCTION (Lat. in, in, ducere, to bring=to bring in 

as what we gather reasoning from a part to a whole, or from 
particulars to generals), conclusion, inference. 
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Idea: To Make Foolish. 
INFATUATE, besot, stupefy, stultify, craze, mislead, 

delude, bewilder, intoxicate. 
Idea: To Be of the Lower Regions. 

INFERNAL, Tartarean, Stygian, devilish, satanic, dia
bolical, fi.endish, malicious, demoniacal, impish, wicked, 
helhsh, atrocious, nefarious, impious. 

Idea: To Invent Cleverly. 
INGENUITY, skilful in inventing, largely refers to 

science, art, mechanical contrivances
1 

invention, etc. In
genuity is the consequence of long thmking. " A thought is 
ingenious as it displays acuteness of intellect and aptness to 
the subject."-Crabb; wit (Anglo-Saxon witan, to know=to 
know how to combine ideas with a happy and ludicrous effect, 
or in an unexpected way, and to make clever repartees. See · 
p. 116, and Acumen Style, p. 589. Wit is qUick and sharp, 
and strikes the understanding with its pointedness. " Wit 
consists chiefly in joining things by distant and fanciful 
relations which surprise us because they are unexpected."
Kames). 

Syn. Ingenuity, power of ready invention, inventiveness, 
ingeniousness, skill, ability, aptitude, knack,-ingenious, 
shrewd, clever, inventive, contriving, ready, well adapted. 
Wit, understanding, pleasantry, jocoseness, wits, presence oi 
mind, sound judgment,-witty, sharp, acute, arch, waggish, 
humorous, funny, droll. 

Idea: To Exist ln. 
INHERENT; Inbred; Inborn; Innate. (1) Inherent, Lat. 

in, in, hrerere, to stick; to stick fast in=a permanent quality 
or property as opposed to an accidental or transitory one, 
e.g., solidity is an inherent property of matter. Truth can 
never be totally destroyed in man, hence it is an inherent 
property in him. (2) Inbred, respects what is bred in us or 
nurtured in us from our youth, is acquired from habit or 
gradual ingrafting. (3) Inborn is that which is formed in 
us, or existed in us from formation, i.e., planted by nature 
and is opposed to that which is artifi.cial or learned. It is 
wholly apart from education and environment, e.g., man 
everywhere has an inborn love of freedom. (4) Innate, Lat. 
in, in, nasci, to be born; to be born in, is the same as inborn, 
only poetry generally uses inborn, and pliilosophers innate. 
Locke says that there are no innate ideas, in that they are 
nothing more than sensible impressions on the soul being 
acted upon by external objects. The power and character of 
the- ~oul so to be acted upon and to register such impressions. 
are mnate. 

Syn. Inherent, indwelling, immanent, intrinsic, internal, 
natural, inner, real, genuine. Inbred, ingrafted, inculcated, 
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implanted, infixed, nurtured, instilled, infused, schooled, 
nursed, reared in. Inborn, natural, native, ingrained, con
genital, from birth, indigenous, inartificial, vernacular, 
mother. Innate, natal. 

I de a: To Gain Favour. 
INSINUATE (Lat.' in, into, sinuare, to wind, sinus, bend; 

to wind or work into one's favour, introduce gently, adopt
ing every means to steal into a person's good will, self-in
terest being the spring, and the changing of dislike into like 
by unnoticeably stealing upon another with winning ways); 
ingratiate (Lat. in, into, gratia, favour) does not take arti
ficial means to win the favour and good-will of another. '' It 
is commendable in young men who wish to ingratiate them
selves with those they esteem and respect." 

Idea: To Restore to its .Former State. 
INSTAURATION, renewal, repair, renovation, recon

struction, redintegration, reconstitution, re-establishment, 
restoration, resuscitation, reinstatement, return, restitution, 
reparation 

Idea: To Be a Tool, or Means. 
INSTRUMENT, tool, utensil, implement, means, agent, 

document, charter, writing, deed,-instrumentality, agency, 
mediation, intervention, subordinate means, interposition, in
tervention, arbitration, action, operation. 

Idea: To Forbid. 
INTERDICT, prohibit, inhibit, disallow, prevent, debar, 

stop, avert, forbid, turn aside. 

Idea: To Become Old In, or Rooted. 
INVETERATE (Lat. in, in, veterare, to render old= 

firmly established by long continuance), obstinate, deep
rooted, confirmed, ingrained, habitual, fixed, settled. 

. Idea: Not To Be Broken. 
INVIOLABLE, sacred, holy, obligatory, unalterable, 

binding, hallowed, consecrated, venerable, devoted. 

-J-

Idea: War of Words. 
JANGLE (Mid. English, janglen, to quarrel, talk loudly, 

La~. gannire, to yelp as a dog; Dutch janken, to howl. In 
jangling, cross questioning, retorting, and perverse answers 
abound more than differences of opinion); jar (creak like a 
door, Lat. garire, to croak. In jarring, adverse opinions and 
discordant feelings play the largest part. Those who have 
no good-will for each other are sure to jar w:hen coming into 
contact with each other); U'Tangle (Anglo-Saxon, wrang, to 
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keep on pressing, that is to argue vehemently, to dispute 
noisily. Disputation is nearly always nothing more than 
wrangling). 

Syn. Jangle, jargon, confused talk, hubbub, din, racket, 
n01se, clamour. Jar, harsh noise, agitation, collision, dis
cord, disagreement, variance, opposition. Wrangle, alterca
tion, bickering, brawl, quarrel, controversy, squabble, con
lt>ntion, dissention. 

Idea: To Strike Against. 
JOSTLE, run against, hustle, push, jog, thrust, jolt, 

elbow, shake. 

Idea: The Least .4.ssignable Quantity. 
JOT (Greek letter iota), whit, grain, tittle, scrap, mite, 

particle, atom, bit, morsel, fraction, fragment, crumb, mole
cule, infinitesimal, chip, iota. 

-- K-

I de a : To Hold in 0 11e' s Possession. 
KEEP, retain, detain, hold from mischief, preserve, main

tain, guard, protect,-abide by, observe, fulfil, obey, cele
brate, commemorate, feed, support, sustain, save. 

Idea: The Thi~tg Known. 
KNOWLEDGE (Lat. g11ocere, to know=acquaintance 

practically, or familiarity acquired by experience); science 
(Lat. scire, to know, is knowledge reduced to a system or 
order, and is very good wheu based on experience); learning 
is acquired by study or individual instruction. Generally 
and practically it is more serviceable to one than science; 
erudition (Lat. e, out, from, rudis, rude, erudire, to free 
from rawness, rudeness or ignorance, and bring into a state 
of perfection), i.e., knowledge obtained from the study of 
books. Patience, perseverance, good memory and penetra
tion are requisite for erudition.-c f. Crabb. 

Syn. Knowledge, cognition, information, acquaintance, 
notice, understanding, cognizance,-science, learning, in
struction, lore, erudition, scholarship, extensive reading, deep 
knowledge. 

-L-

Idea: Expressing much in few words. 
LACONIC, short, sententious, pithy, brief, concise, terse, 

curt, energetic, compact, pointed, axiomatic, succinct, con
densed. 

Idea: To Slide. 
LAPSE, slip, glide, pass slowly, fall from virtue, fail in 
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duty, apotatize, become void,-lapse, 'fault, error, failing. 
Idea: To Have ScDpe. 

LATITUDE, ~readth,_ width, room, space, extent, range, 
~cope, fre~dom, hberty, ~ndulgence, free play, laxity, loose 
mterpretat10n, scope, swmg. 

Idea: To Plunge Into. 
LAUNCH, cast, hurl, let fly, slide into the water send 

forth, despatch, expatiate, dive, pitch, dip, douse. ' 
Idea: To Skow The Way. 

LEAD; Conduct; Guide. (1) Lead, A.-S. Uadan, to shew 
the way, ldd, path=to go before, e.g., a marshal leads his 
troops when he goes before them into the field. and conducts 
them in directing their movements. (2) Conduct supposes 
judgment as well as ability to manage, as to conduct a law 
case, an orchestra, or business of any class. (3) Guide sup
po~es su.:perior knowledge or information, as the professor 
gmd~s h1s pupils in their course of reading and study, or as 
a gmde to a traveller. 

Syn. Lead, precede, head, influence, prevail on, escort, 
convoy,-leading, most important, highest, first, most in
fluential. Conduct, direct, manage, administer, command, 
preside over, govern, control. Guide, pilot, cicerone, mentor, 
aaviser, counsellor,-steer, advise, counsel. 

Idea: Given to Unlawful Indulgence. 
LEWD, lustful, libidinous, licentious, sensual, lecherous, 

incontinent, unchaste, profligateJ lascivious, salacious, un
curbed, uncontrolled, voluptuous, dissolute, concupiscent, 
prurient, debauched, rakish, depraved. 

Idea: To Bring up to a Higher Place. 
LIFT; Raise; Erect; Elevate; Exalt. (1) Lift from the 

Swed. lyfta, to lift=loft, garret. It implies some force 
applied as to lift a child so it can see better, and opposed to 
lower, drop, etc. Lift is generally used in a bad sense, 
because one is rarely lifted up on account of his merit, 
generally one is lifted up to office to carry party ends, or 
one is lifted up by pride and conceit. (2) Raise is generally 
used in a good sense or an indifferent one because he may be 
raised to office, etc., by his own merit and worth, or by 
study, industry, self-improvement which are applaudable. 
Raised is opposed to let down. (3) Erect. Lat. e, out, 
regere to rule, set=to set upright out of, as the erection of 
a mo~ument is by placing one stone on top of the other, or 
one object built above another. Erect is opposed to pull 
down. ( 4) Elevate, Lat. e, out, up, above, levis, light, 
levare, to make light or lift up=to raise to a higher place 
mostly perpendicular, e.g., a mountain is so many feet eleva
tion. It is generally used in science, and ·mostly in a good 
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sense, as one's moral qualities and high principles elevate 
him. Elevate is opposed to bring down. (5) Exalt, Lat. ex, 
out, thoroughly, altus, high; exalt are, to lift up high out of. 
A person is very rarely exalted except by superior acquire
ments. Elevate is opposed to debase. 

Syn. Lift. hoist, heave. Raise, heighten, advance, pro
mote. Erect, construct, build up, edify: F1Pv:-~te, set up, 
dignify, ennoble, cheer, animate, elate. , "t;'xalt, raise on 
high, magnify, extol, glorify, honour. 

Idea: To Bind. 
LINK, tie, bind, conjoin, fasten, secure, attach, knit, unite, 

connect, cement, clinch,-link, connective, copula, vinculum. 

Idea: To Flow. 
LIQUID, fluid, flowing, mellifluous, sweet, dulcet, soft 

and clear,-liquify, dissolve, colliquate, fuse, melt, amalga~ 
mate, blend. 

Idea: To Have Being. 
LIVE, exist, subsist, breathe, be alive, remain, continue, 

endure, dwell, abide, reside, feed, be nourished, be sup~ 
ported, obtain livelihood, enjoy life, be happy, fare, lead, 
pass,-live, animate, quick, not . dead, burning, active, 
earnest, vivid, glowing,-lively, nimble, smart, alert, 
sprightly, prompt, blithe, jocund, vivacious, gay, light, airy, 
forcible, expressive, spirited, brisk, effervescent. 

Idea: To Be Talkative. 
LOQUACIOUS, garrulous, talkative, chatty, conversable, 

babbling,-loquacity, excessive talking, gabbling, jabbering, 
gabbling. 

Idea: To Be Big Soundint. 
LOUD (high in tone or pitch, opposed to soft, low); noisy 

(Lat. nocere, to hurt; to offend or hurt the ear=an overloud, 
confused, senseless sound, as children are noisy if not con
trolled, is opposed to quiet); high-sounding (pitch in a high 
key so as to be heard afar, and contains also bigness of 
words. "High-sounding praises give forth flatterers. If 
there is no corresponding worth or quality, high-sounding 
titles serve only to cause contempt."-Crabb. It is opposed 
to modest, low); clamorous (Lat. clamere, to cry out=to cry 
out with a loud voice, to shout loudly, demand importunately, 
as the clamorous sea gull; clamorousness serves party purposes 
in that it excites the ignorant). · 

Syn. Loud, noisy, turbulent, obstreperous. boisterous,
noise, cry, din, clatter, outcry, racket. High-sounding, 
grandiloquent. magniloquent, stilted, hi!2'h-flown. turgid, 
inflated, grandiose, swelling. strutting, bombastic, ostenta
tious, ranting, gasconading, rhodomontading, declamatory. 
Clamorous, uproaring, vociferous, blaring, storming, tumul~ 
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tuous, bawling, mouthing, bellowing, shouting, halloo. 
Idea: To Be V eTJ Sweet or Riclt. 

LUSCIOUS, honeyed, delicious, savoury palatable cloy-
ing, sweetish, surfeiting, satiating, overfilling. ' 

-M-
' I de a: To Be Great M indea. 

MAGNANnfOU.S (Lat. magnus, great, animous, mind), 
noble, ~enero~s,. ch1valrous,-magnanimity, high-mindedness, 
generosity, d1smterestedness, unsel:fi.shness. 

I de a: To Conduct A. flairs . 
. MANAGE (French menager, to keep house), carry on, 

direct, conduct, . regula.te, govern, administer, superintend, 
rule, control, gUJde, wteld, handle, influence, make subser
vient, bring about, effect, husband, economise, manreuvre, 
contrive ways, act for, do for,-management cunning tact, 
care, direction. ' ' 

Idea: External Object to Go By. 
MARK, impression, sign, note, symptom, token, indica

tion, trace, vestige, foot-step, track, badge, stigma, brand, 
stamp, print, dint, symbol, index, proof, evidence, target,
consequence, distinction, regard, character. 

Idea: To Flow Sweetly. 
MELLIFLUOUS (Lat. mel, honey, fluere. to flow=to flow 

as with honey), smooth, dulcet, euphonious, pleasing, charm
ing, melodious, soothing, polished, unruffled, equable, bland, 
mild, softening. 

Idea: To .4.gree Regularly in Sound. 
MELODY; Harmony; Accordance. (1) Melody, Greek 

p.l'Aor: melos, song, and 'roo17 ode. ode. Hebrew, mela, 
vt"rse=an agreeable succession of sounds m{'asured after the 
manner of verse into separate, distinct members and parts; 
a rhythmical succession of musical tones. When the musical 
tones are not much diversi:fi.ed, the succession or rhythm is 
called simple melody. A bird's song is melodious because it 
contains a succession of sounds which are regular and there
fore agreeable to the musical ear. Melody is opposed to 
irregularity or disproportion. (2) Harmony, Greek' app.ovla 
armonia, a joint, joining, proportion, f "P€tv arein, to fit, 
join together, especially when sounds agree or fit in one 
with the other, and there are no clashings or jarrings, see 
Beautiful Style pp. 569-573. It is a just adaptation of 
parts to each other, also the adapting and suiting of different 
modulated sounds to each other, in other words fusing a 
varietv of notes m with each other, as in a concert, a band, 
etc. Melody is opposed to discord, disagreement. (3) 
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A .. ccordance or Accord, is the making agree or correspond, 
correspondence, on which melody and harmony are founded. 

Syn. Melody, air, tune, song, strain, movement, verse, 
numbers, rhythm, recurrence,-melodious, tuneful, musical, 
dulcet, euphonious. Harmony, concord, unison, consonance, 
congruity, fitness, good understanding, _peace, agreement,
harmonious, mellifluous, consistent, agreeable, amicable. 
Accordance, correspondence, tallying, matching, coinciding, 
symphony. 

Idea: To Act For Pay. 
MERCENARY (Lat. merces, wages, reward). hired, hire~ 

ling, venal, sordid, base, avaricious, covetous, grasping, 
vendible. 

Idea: To Be Showy. 
\TERETRICIOUS (resembling the arts of a harlot), gaudy, 

tawdry, showy, flashy,-lustful, deceitful, spurious, sham, 
tinsel, flaunting. 

ldea: To Have Pluck. 
METTLE. nerve. life, spirit, courage, ardour, pluck, reso~ 

lution, hardihood, intrepiditv, spunk, strengtfi.-mettlesome, 
plucky, fiery, spirited, spunky. 

Idea: To Take in a Wrong Sense. 
MISCONSTRUE: Misinterpret. (t) Mirconstrue, Lat. 

con. cum, together,· struere, to build, arrange, plus the A.-S. 
nrf'fix mis, wron~lv. amiss=to arranf!e or put tog-ether in a 
wrong way. It takes the sense of a person's words or actions 
in the wrong light or sense, e.g., smooth and light words to 
chiklren are susceptible of misconstruction. Misconstruction 
is the result of ig-norance, as to misconstrue the laws for the 
lacl<: of knowledg-e of them. It is opposed to understand 
riP"htlv. (21 Misinterpret, Lat. interpretare, to expound, plus 
mis, wrong-ly=to expound or explain wrongly. Prejudice 
oft~"n misinterprets certain words. This is opposed to explain 
ri(!htly or properly. 

Svn. ~1isconstrue, misunderstand, misrender, mistrans~ 
latf". mic;conreive, mistake, misapprehend. Misinterpret, mis
explain, mis!'xpound, distort, misrepresent, twist, wrest. 

I de a: To Soften. 
MITT GATE (Lat. mitis, mild, soft; to soften in severity or 

harshness), assuage, allay, soothe, lessen, palliate, subdue, 
diminish, moderate, modify, abate, appease, pacify, mollify, 
relieve, temper. 

Idea: To Vary the Sound. 
~10DlTLATE (Lat. modulari, to measure according to a 

standard; to form, as a sound to a certain key, or to a certain 
proportion: to vary sounds; to pass from one key to another), 
attune, inflect, harmonise, vary in pitch. 
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Idea: To Be Excellent in Conduct. 
MORAL (Lat.. mos, moris, manner; relating to the manners, 

c~stoms, o~ duties of men toward each other), ethical, 
VIrtuous, JUSt, blameless, upright, well-conducted, true, 
honourable,-accountable, rational, responsible,-probable, 
not demonstrable, circumstantial, regular, strict. 

Idea: To Collect. 
MUSTER (Lat. monstrare, to show; troops collected for 

show in parade), marshal, rally, collect, convene, gather,
come together, meet together, congregate, assemble, display, 
array, draw up, set in order, convoke, amass, summon, call, 
convoke. 

Idea: To GivP rmd Take. 
MUTUAL (Lat. mutare, to change; to change from one to 

the other; reciprocally given and received). interchanged, 
common, alternate, interchangeable, correlative, ·reciprocate, 
give and take, by turns, pertaining to both sides. 

-N-

Idea: To Be Clean, to Shine. 
NEAT (Lat. nitere, to shine, nitidus, shining, clear, hand

some, elegant), nice, spruce, trim, well-finished, well-fitting, 
cleanly, unsoiled, unstained, pure, chaste, in good taste, pre
cise, exact, neat, elegant. 

Idea: To Let Alone, Omit. 
NEGLECT (Lat. ne, neque, not, legere, to gather, select, 

collect; not to gather=to pass by), omit, leave out, pretermit, 
pass by, slight, overlook, disregard, let alone by carelessness, 
miss,-negligent, heedless, careless, regarOless, indifferent, 
remiss,-negligence, inattention, thoughtlessness. 

Idea: To Be Not One or the Oiher. 
NEUTRAL (Lat. ne, not, uter, other; neither one or the 

other), neuter, on neither side, indifferent, intermediate, im
partial, unbiased, disinterested, unconcerned,-neutralise, 
render neutral, counteract, counterbalance, countervail, make 
of no effect, compensate, make up for. 

Idea: To Pinch. 
NIP (M. English, nippen, Swed. knipa, to squeeze, pinch), 

compress, squeeze, pinch, clip, cut off, blast, bite, destroy, 
ruin, blight, shrivel, parch, dry, wither. 

Idea: To Be of Great Excellence. 
NOBLE (Lat. nocere, to know; worthy of knowing), is 

worth or excellence arising from rank, intellect, or character, 
for instance a building is noble because it is imposing, 
beautiful and large. ·s~e Sublime Style, p. 535 "Dignity." 
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(2) Grand is very great, supposing great expense or outl~y, 
as a grand building because of its great cost, a grand famlly 
on account of the expensiveness and opulence of its manner 
of living. 

Syn. Nob.le, exa.lted,. eminent, honourabl~ renowned,
patrician, anstocratlc, titled=s~ately, sple~d1d, lof~y, . sub
lime, celebrated, famous, glonous, conspicuous, dig.mfied, 
august. Grand, sumptuous, pompous., gorgeous, m~gmficent, 
expensive, dear, superb, costly, luxunous, showy, d1splaymg, 
wealthy. 

Idea: To Be Nobody, or Nothing. 
NONENTITY (Lat. non, not, enti, ens, being, esse, to 

oe; not to be), non-existence, nihility, nothing, nobody, nega
tion, a thing not existing,· nothingness, nought, zero, cipher, 
trifle, bagatelle. 

Idea: To Be Vain. 
NUGATORY (Lat. nugari, to trifle), futile, inoperative, 

ineffectual, insignificant, vain, empty, unsatisfying, unavail
ing. useless, fruitless, sterile, barren, unproductive, profitless. 

-0-

Idea: To Be Unyielding, Persistent. 
OBSTINATE; Contumacmus; Stubborn·. Headstrong; 

Heady. (1) Obstinate, Lat. ob, against, stare, to stand; 
to take up a stand against, to adhere pertinaciously to 
an opinion or purpose, otlsettmg reason to reason. Obstinate 
IS opposed to obedient, yieldmg. (2) Co~ttumacious, Lat. 
con, contra, agamst, tumere, to swell, puff up=an unylelamg
or resisting by puthng up agamst, a swellmg contempt 01 

others, particularly oi supenors. As to resisting laws; 
contumacy resists now and then, rebellion does so w1t11 
organisation, and violence, contumacy contradicts shieldmg 
Itself under the plea JUStice and equity. (3) Stubborn, A.-':::!. 
styb, stub, stiff, plus born, hence born like a stub, stift or 
uny1elding by nature. lt wills what it wills and is seen 
usually in those who have to bow to the will of another, and 
1s opposed to weak willed. ( 4) H eaastrong 1s associatea 
usually with violence and impetuosity, resolute to have his 
own way, ~d is opposed to weak neaaed, weak minded. 
·• We blindly by our headstrong passiOns !ed, are hot tor 
action."-Dryden. (5) Heady IS full of one's own head, 
following its turn; hurried on by will or passion, apt to 
affect the head. •· Heady confidence promises viCtory witn
uut a contest."-Johnson. 

Syn. Obstinate, immovable, unyielding, not easily sub
dued, firm, pertinacious, dogged, refractory, perverse, 
troward, mtractable, inflexible. Contumacious, haughty, re-
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bellious, contemptuous, disobedient. Stubborn, self-willed, 
sour, sullen, surly, unruly, unmanageable, fixed in opinion. 
Headstrong, violent, Impetuous, venturesome, daring. Heady, 
rash, ~asty, intoxicating, inebriating, foolhardy, thoughtless, 
precipitate, reckless. 

I de a: To Smell iweetly. 
ODOROUS, fragrant, sweet-smelling, aromatic, periumed, 

spicy, balmy, sweet-scented, odoriferous, redolent, ambrosiaL 
Idea: To Act Upon. 

OPERATE (Lat. ope1a1i, to work, labour;, work, labour, 
act upon, act, have etlect, have influence, move, perform,
operation, agency, act10n, force, mtluence, ettect, pertorm
ance, process, manipulation, movement, mana:uvre, elfort. 

Idea: Something to {j,uiet. 
OPIAT .E, narcotlc, anodyne, sedative, soothing syrup, 

emoli1ent, balm, tranqullllzer, mitigator, soother, d.Ssuager, 
rattler, trinket, mpp!e, pac1her, palliative. 

Idea:· [o Suppose, Think. 
OPlN£ (Lat. opinaTi, to suppose), think, suppose, juuge, 

believe, conceive, presume, be of opimon, imagme, conJ.ecture, 
-opimon, sentiment, notion, persuasiOn, Iuea, estimatiOn, 
belief, conviction, creed. 

Idea: To Be at the 1!1opu Time. 
OPPORTUNE lLat. ob, op, in front of, po1tus, harbour, 

port; in tront of the harbour ready to come Ill), umely, 
seasonable, convenient, tit, weli-timed, appropnate, tellcitous~ 
proper, present at the proper time, early, m good tune, 
SUitable. 

Idea: l<.egula1 A11angement. 
URDER, method, regularity, symmetry, fit condition, 

proper state,-rule, regulation, prescnption, canon, law,
precept, mjunction, command, direction, instruct10n,-rank, 
class, degree, grade, classifi.cation, proportion. 

Idea: To Be Avowed. 
OSTENSIBLE (Lat. ob, before, tendere, to stretch; that 

which is stretched out before one), professed, presented, 
apparent; manifest, exhibited, overt, specious, seeming. 

Idea: To Put Out. 
OUST (F. oster, to put out), eject, expel, rembve, evict, 

dispossess, dislodge, disseize, turn out, dismiss, discard,_ 
exclude. · 

Idea: Too Fond of One's Self, or One's Own. 
OPINIONATED; Conceited; Egoistic. (1) Opinionated, 

Lat. opinari, think; unduly fond of one's own opinion w~ich 
he values as the best possible that can be formed, and gives 
out freely so that everyone may model -his own opinion 
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accordingly. (2) Conceited, Lat. con, cum, with, together, 
capere to take; to be taken up with one's self, so much so 
that h~ does not follow the usual course of obtaining things, 
" his conceit suggests to him that his talent will supply what 
labour, application, reading and study, and every contrivance 
which men have commonly employed for their Improvement; 
he sees by intuition what another learns by experience and 
observation; he knows in a day what others want years to 
acquire; he learns of himself what others are contented to 
get by means of instruction."-Crabb. See also page 123 
"m a single glance.'' A person of this sort is not fit to 
co-operate in etfectuating an enterpnse whose consummation 
requues talent and JO!Jlt etfort. l4) Egoistic, Lat. ego, l. 
The egoistic is not a suitable associate oecause he does not 
appreciate the thmgs wluch interest other people, bemg ~o 
earned away with llirnself as his darling tllerne, ·· his ch11-
dren, his house, his garaen, his rooms, and the like, are the 
mcessant theme of his conversation, and become mvaluab1e 
from the mere circumstance of belonging to him.'' -Crabb. 

::,yn. Opinionated, opinionative, self-opimoned. Con-
ceited, vain, self-sufhcient, proud, ostentatiOus. t.goistic,
self-praise, self.importance, seH-love. 

Idea: To Be Too Muck. 
OVERFLOW is so much so that it runs over, e.g., the 

heart overflows with gladness, with sorrow, grief, etc., is 
opposed to ample, sufhcient. inundate, Lat. in, upon, over, 
unda, wave; so much so that it overflows with vehemence 
and comes in faster than desired, arising to a troublesome 
height, e.g., the villages become mundated by people from 
the city so much so as to annoy the villagers. J.Jeluge, Lat. 
de, away, apart, luere, to wash; to be so much that it over
flows the bounds and washes away everything with its im
petuosity or superabundance, e.g., the city was so deluged 
with advertisements in such protusion and coming so thickly 
one upon the other that ads. of more value were swamped. 

Syn. Overflow, overrun, spread over. Inundate, over-
whelm, drown, submerge, immerse,-inundation, rush, 
cataclysm. Deluge, flood, superabundance, swamp, super
fluity. 

-P-

Idea: To Excuse. 
PALLIATE (Lat. pallium, cloak, mantle), cover, excuse, 

cover with excuse, clothe, robe,-allay, soothe, alleviate, 
soften, mitigate, assuage, cloak, exculpate, justify, extenuate, 
let off, overlook, pardon, apologise for, exonerate. 
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Idea; To Do Well. 
PALMY, flourishing, prosperous, for Lunate, victorious, 

joyous, thriving, succeeding, triumphant. 
Idea: To Be Worthless. 

PALTRY (Sw. palta, rag), mean, ragged, sorry, con
temptible.J pitiful, worthless, vile, shabby, beggarly, small, 
little, trifling, trivial, frivolous, poor. 

Idea: To Affect a Part. 
PARTIAL (Lat. pars, part; affectmg a part, not total or 

entire), limited, incomplete, imperfect,-biased, prejudiced, 
warped, interested, unfair, one-sided, predisposed, distorted. 

Idea: To Form in tlte Mind. 
PERCEPTION; Idea; Conception; Motion. (1) Percep

tion, Lat. per, through, capere, to take; to take m through 
the senses, that IS knowledge so obtained. This is the fust 
process in the acquisition or formation of knowledge. A 
drunkard has no clear perception. One has a perceptiOn of 
the moon as he looks at 1t. If there be no clear perception, 
neither will there be a clear idea. (2) Idea, see under lDEA. 
This is a revival in the mind of the impressions made on 
the senses. An idea is also obtained by reading the descnp
tion of anything, and it becomes complex when it (the idea) 
is formed of many images of objects we have already per· 
ceived. (3) Conception, Lat. con, cum, with, together, 
capere, to 'take; to take together in the mind, or an image 
formed out of the ideas, e.g., " if an object differing in 
shape and colour from anything else I have seen, presents 
itself to my mind it is a conception." (4) Notion, Lat. 
nocere, to know, notions are formed of actual objects, al
though the properties and condition we attribute to them may 
be unreal. Notions are true or false, correct or incorrect in 
accordance with the amount of knowledge we have. If the 
moon is no larger than as we see it, then our notion has given 
an unreal property to the moon, a real obj,ect. 

Syn. Perception, seeing, discernment, observation, sensa
tion, cognition, apprehension, perceive, see, feel, note. Idea, 
see under IDEA. Conception, projection, devising. 

Idea: To Remain Through. 
PERMANENT (Lat. per through, manere, to remain; to 

last; continuing without ch~nge), lasting •. durable, abid~ng, 
fixed, enduring, perpetual, constant, holdmg out, unendmg, 
stable, unalterable, steadfast. 

Idea: To Stick To a Thing. 
PERSEVERE (Lat. perseve~are, to adhere to a th!ng), 

continue, proceed steadily, stlc~ to,-perse~erance, mde· 
fatigableness, steadfastness, steadmess, resolutwn, constancy. 

Idea: To Convince by A.dvice. 
PERSUADE (Lat. per, thoroughly, suadere, to advise; 
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to advise thoroughly; influence successfully by statement of 
motives, considerations, etc.; move or incline the will or 
judgment), prevail on, induce, influence, allure, actuate,
persuasive, cogent, convincmg,-seductive, enticing,-per
suasion, inducement, motive, reason, creeo, convictwn, 
belief. 

Idea: To Be Diplomatic. 
POLITIC (Greek, politikos, belonging to the state, or 

citizens, from polis, city, wary or artful like one who lives 
in the city), political, civil, civic,-wise, prudent, judicious, 
provident, artful, cunning, shrewd, sagacious in contriving, 
dexterous in the use of means. 

Idea: To Be Able. 
POWER (Lat. posse, to be able; latent or inherent ability 

to act; faculty of doing or performing something), might, 
torce, energy, strength, ability, competence, efficiency, 
cogency, faculty, gift, rule, sway, control, authonty, 
domimon, command, influence, monarch, potentate, ruler, 
governor,-powerful, robust, able-bodied, vigorous, puissant, 
strong, valid, potent. 

Idea: Able to be Done. 
PRACTICABLE, possible, feasible, performable, attain

able, achievable. 
Idea: I o Do Before the Proper Time. 

PREMATURE (Lat prr.e, before, maturus, ripe; ripe 
before the natural or proper time), precocious, predeveloped, 
untimely, early, unseasonable. 

Idea: To Be the Basis, or Beginning . 
.PRINCIPLE (Lat. principium, beginning; that from which 

anything proceeds), cause, spring,. source, origin, element, 
subtratum, postulate, rule, axiom, law, fundamental truth, 
origmal element, motive, reason, integrity, uprightness, 
rectitude, honesty, virtue, righteousness. 

Idea: To Make Known Publicly. 
PROCLAD-1 (Lat. pro, forth, clamare, to cry out; to make 

known by public announcement), announce, publish, promul
gate, declare, enunciate, spread, disseminate, divulge, dis
close, pronounce. 

Idea: To Be Well-Advanced in :lnything. 
PROFICIENT (Lat. pro, forward, facere, to make), 

skilled, sk1lful versed, conversant, competent, qualified, 
expert, trained, accomplished, practised, fitted, capable, 
clever. 

Idea: Most Wretched Human State. 
PROFLIGATE (Lat. pro, forward, fligere, to strike, dash; 

so far dashed forward into vice as to be completely ruined. 
He dashes ahead, or outstrips all m vicious, unprincipled 
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conduct); abandoned (Lat. a, ad, to, Ger. ban, ban, pro
clamation of outlawry, under ban, hence given over entirely 
to wickedness, being impelled by his passions to all kinds of 
excesses); reprobate (Lat. re, again, intensiVe, pro bare, to 
test, try, prove; to prove and reprove so often that he IS 

found absolutely worthless and insensible to further reproof). 
Syn. Profligate, corrupt, dissolute, depraved, vicious, 

wicked, uncurbed, wanton, debauched, rakish, libidinous, 
lascivious. Abandoned, lost, hardened, cast away. Repro
bate, discarded, steeped in vice, lost to virtue, rejected, 
vitiated. 

Idea: To Be Mixed Up. 
PROMISCUOUS, mingled, confused, huddled, dis

ordered, indiscriminate, heterogeneous. 
Idea: To Make Favourable. 

PROPITIATE (Lat. propitiare, to render favourable), 
conciliate, reconcile, draw over, compose, harmonise,-pro
pitious, kind, favourable, benign, benevolent, friendly, 
auspicious, lucky, fortunate, promising, encouraging. 

Idea: To Make Succeed . 
.PROSPER (Lat. pro, for, according to, spes; according to 

one's hopei to render successful, favour, to be successful), 
befnend, aid, forward, assist, help, patronise,-succeed, 
flourish, thrive, advance, increase, make gain, progress, grow, 
-prosperous, fortunate, flourishing, lucky, auspicious, pro· 
pttious. 

Idea: To Make Ready Beforehand. 
PROVIDE (Lat. pro, before, videre, to see; to make ready 

for the. future), prepare, arrange, get, collect, turnish, supply, 
procure, make provision,-provident, forecasting, cautious, 
discreet, considerate, prudent, frugal, economical, thrifty, 
foreseeing. 

Idea: To Be Practically H'ise. 
PRUDENT (a contraction of provident,-wise from fore

thought, foreseeing, having prudence; applies to persons and 
things, and is opposed to inconsiderate, prudential= accord
ing to rules of prudence, as opposed to voluntary), cautious, 
wary, circumspect, considerate, discreet, judicious, provident, 
careful, economical, sensible, rational, sagacious, well-judged, 
well-advised,-prudence, sagacity, JUdgment. practical wis
dom, astuteness. 

Idea: To Be Unmixed. 
PURE (Lat. purus, clean, not mixed with anything else. 

See Pure Style, p. 524), unmixed, genuine, unadulterated, 
real, clear, clean, unsullied, unstained, immaculate. undefiled, 
fair, true, virtuous, honest, innocent, guileless, modest, 
chaste, meer, sheer, absolute,-purify, purge, cleanse, clean, 
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lustrate, clarify, defecate,-purity, excellence, sincerity, inno 
cence, honesty, mtegrity, genuineness, cleanness. 

Idea: To Be Little Spirited. 
PUSILLANE\IOUS (Lat. pusus, a little boy, pusillus, 

very small, animus, mind, spirit=destitute of manly c~u!age 
or firmness of mind), cowardly, dast~rdly, mean-spmt~d, 
faint-hearted timid weak feeble, chicken-hearted, white
livered, timo:ous, sk~lking, 'poltroon-like, sneaking, jackdaw
like. 

-Q-

Idea: To Lose Spirit. 
QUAIL, shrink, cower! blench, flinch, quake, tremble, 

quake, shudder, quiver, shiver,-crush, subdue, quell. 

Idea: The Make Up of a Thing. 
QUALITY; Property; Attribute. (1) Quality, Lat. quaiis, 

of what sort, kind, how constituted; It respects what sort a 
thing really is, is inherent and co-existent in it, and IS 

opposed to adventitious or accidental. The entire obj.ect 
would have to be changed if the quality of the object were 
changed. (2) Property, Lat. proprius, one's own=whatever 
is one's for the time being. The property of anything may 
be given or taken away without wholly aestroying lt:i 
identity. (3) AttriJ.ute, Lat. ad, at, to, tribuere, to give, 
besfow =quality, disposition, characteristic given to a person 
or thing bestowed upon another. Attributes are given at 
discretion. 

Syn. Quality, nature, peculiarity, kind, sort, character, 
constitution, breed, specie, description,-qualify (to make ot 
the sort required), fit, equip, prepare, aaapt, capacitate, 
modify, restrict, restrain, abate, dimmish, solten, moderate, 
-qualification, fitness, endowment; accomplishment, suitable
ness. Property, goods, possessions, riches, wealth, owner
ship. Attribute, characteristic, mark, symbol. 

Idea: To Move Quickly. 
QUICKNESS; Swiftness; Fleetiness; Celerity; Rapidity; 

Velocity. (1) Quickness, Mid. English kickenen, to become 
alive, is opposed to slowness. (2) Swiftness, Teut. swip, to 
mov~ swiftly or suddenly. (3) Fleetiness, probably from fly, 
and 1s quicker than swiftness. Fleetiness is peculiar to winds, 
horses, etc. (4) Celerity, Gr. keles, a racer. See Celerity 
Style, page 574. When an ordinary thing is to be executed, 
we s.ay do it with .celerity, also we say thoughts pass with 
celenty from one thmg to another. (5) Rapidity, Lat. rapere, 
to selZe, snatch and hurry away or along. This refers to 
tlungs which hurry things along with them, e.g., the flooding 
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river sweeps along. Look out for the rapids, seep. 576. (6) 
Velocity, Lat. Vlllare, to fly, surpasses all other motions of 
quickness, e.g., a cannon ball's velocity, a heavenly body's. 

Syn. Quickness, speed, haste, expedition, nimbleness, 
despatch, agility, activity, briskness, liveliness, sagacity, 
shrewdness, penetration, dexterity, sharpness, adroitness, 
facility, alertness,-quick, impetuous, hasty, passionate,
quicken, resuscitate, revive, reinvigorate, refresh, hasten, 
excite, animate, stimulate. Swiftness, readiness, promptness, 
eagerness, suddenness, instantaneity. Fleeting, flitting, 
flying, brief, fugitive, transient, transitory, evanescent, 
ephemeral. Celerity, speed, acceleration. Rapid, fast, hur
ried, precipitate, impetuous. 

-R-
Idea: To Take Another's Property Violently. 

RAPINE; Ravage; Plunder; Desolate; Pillage; Devastate. 
( 1) Rapine, Lat. rapere, to seize and carry off: act of taking 
with violence, seizing with eagerness whatever falls in the way 
of one, e.g., troops are guilty of rapine when they invade an 
enemy's country and carry away whatever comes in their 
way. Mischief and bloodshed attend the course of rapine. 
(2) Ravage, Lat. ravir, to bear away suddenly, with violence 
=a tearing, breaking, and destroying, as hurricanes, tem
pests, flames, etc., do. (3) Plunder, Ger. plundern, sack, 
ransack, to remove with one's baggage, to take the goods by 
torce. Loss accompanies plunder. If a soldier enters a 
nouse or any place full of goods, property, etc., and take any 
of it, he plunders. Plunder removes and carries away. (3) 
DeJ'olate, Lat. de, fully, solare, to make alone=so fully to 
take away everything or destroy it as to leave it only itself, 
to reduce to solitude, to lay waste, deprive of inhabitants, 
such as wars, plagues, famine, etc., do. ( 4' Pillage, Lat. 
pitare, to strip, deprive of hair= searching after, as when a 
regiment enters a village, strips it of everything po~sible to 
be found and carries it away. Distress and ruin are the 
wake of pillage. (5) Devastate, Lat. de, fully, vastare, to 
lay waste (an unused desert), as hordes of barbarians enter a 
country and leave it a desert. 

Syn. Rapine, spoliation, depredation, prey, despoiling, 
robbery,-rapacious, predatory, preying, raptonal, predacious, 
fleecing. Ravage, break, sack, ruin, destroy, tear up, 
demolish, subvert,-ravenous, greedily devouring, rapidly 
destroying. Plunder, booty, loot, spoil, rifle, strip. Desolate, 
depopulate, dispeople, unpeople,-desolate, comfortless, 
ruined, solitary, companionless, cheerless, forlorn, wretched, 
lone, deserted, uninhabited, pitiable, mis~rable, deplorable, 
calamitous, unhappy, sad, melancholy. Pillage, divest, dis-
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possess, denude, ransack, rummage. . Devastate, lay waste, 
play havoc with, slaughter, massacre, slay, decimate. 

Idea: To Be Too Quick. 
RASH; Temerarious; Hasty; Hurry; Precipitate. ( 1) 

Rash, Ger. rasch, quick=too quick in counsel or action; 
uttered without reflection. Temporary ardour or vehement 
character may be the cause, and it refers mostly to what we 
do, as, 1f we should jump into deep water and could not 
swim. Rashness is opposed to steadiness and thoughtful
ness. (2) Temerarious, from the Lat. Iemere, to be in the 
dark, to act blindly. It refers chiefly to lack of considera
tion, presumptuousness and overweening confidence are its 
cause. It is no calculation of consequence and is opposed to 
consideration. (3) Hasty is the product of heat of action, is· 
both passionate and forward, and is opposed to slow. ( 4) 
Hurry, Old Swed. hurra, to whirl around, whiz. It supposes 
eagerness to finish and fear of interruption, also confusion, 
trepidation, lack of collected thought, e.g., a thing hurriedly 
done is never accurately and well done. Hurry is opposed to 
careful, cool. ( 4) Precipitate, Lat. prCE, fore, forward, forth, 
caput, head=head forward, or capere, to take; to take before 
a thing ought to be taken or done, as to precipitate a mea
sure, is opposed to cautious. 

Syn. Rash, foolhardy, heedless, thoughtless, unguarded. 
T emerarious, reckless, over-confident, presumptuous, mind
less, incautions, indifferent. Hasty, irritable, easily excited, 
passionate, forward, early ripe, premature. Hurry, urgency, 
pressure, bustle, confusion, commotion. Precipitate, head
long, heady, headforemost, rushed forward. 

Idea: To Think, Draw Conclusions. 
REASON (Lat. Reor, I think, ratio, reckoning; the faculty 

of mind which draws conclusions or inferences from facts 
and premises, as to the truth and right, motive, cause, 
justice), judg-ment, understanding, intellect, sense, cause, 
ground, motive, principle, consideration, wisdom, argument, 
ratiocination, rationale,-reasonable, rational, judicious, 
right, equitable, just, fair, moderate. 

Idea: To Come Back On. 
REDOUND (Lat. re, red, back, undare. to surge, to roll 

back as a wave), result, tend, conduce, contribute. 
Idea: To Be Faithless to Party or Principle. 

RENEGADE (Lat. re, again, negare, to deny; deny again 
and again; one faithlr.ss to party or cause), apostate, recreant, 
traitor, deserter, rehel, vagabond, backslider. 

Idea: To Make Good Again. 
REPAIR (Lat. re, again, parare, to get, prepare; to restore 

to a sound or good state after decay or injury, etc.), mend, 
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patch, retouch, restore, recover, retrieve, redress, go to, 
·amend, rectify, correct ,-reparation, indemnification, amends, 
satisfaction, compensation, atonement. 

I de a: To Exhibit the I mage 0 f. 
REPRESENT (Lat. re, again, presentare, to present, hold 

out; to bring before one again), exhibit, show, express, 
delineate, depict, portray, describe, personate, stand for, act 
the part of, take the part of,-representation, simulation, 
account, relation, portraiture, likeness, resemblance 

Idea: To Decide, Purpose. 
Resolve, decide, determine, purpose,-resolute, fixed, deter

mined, steadfast, unshaken, firm, steady, inflexible,-resolu
tion, determination, decision, constancy, co~rage, boldness, 
purpose, intention, firmness. 

Idea: To Return Like for Like. 
RETALIATE (Lat. re, again, back, talis, like; like back 

again), repay, requite, revenge, return,-retaliation, reprisal, 
retribution. 

Idea: To Give in Return For. 
REWARD, repay, re-compense, compensate. remunerate,

pay, 15uerdon. bounty, premium, desert, requital, retribution,' 
punishment, due. 

Idea: To ,4bound in Possessions. 
RICH, wealthy, opulent, affluent, costly, precious, superb, 

gorgeous, sumptuous, delicious, savoury, generous, plentiful, 
abundant, fertile, luxuriant, fruitful. 

Idea: To Keep Straight. 
RIGHT (Lat. regere, to keep straig-ht=according with 

truth and duty), straight, direct, rig-htful, JUSt, equitable, 
lawful, correct, true, accurate, sound, fit. suitable, proper, 
rectitude, goodness, integrity, uprightness, privilege, preroga
tive, 1mmunity. 

Idea: To Be Hale and Strong. 
ROBUST . (Lat. robustus, oaken, strong, like an oak), 

strong, evincing strength, muscular, lusty, sinewy, sturdy, 
hale, hearty, sound, vigorous. 

Idea: To Bloom, or Be Florid. 
ROSEATE, rosy, ruddy, red, blushing, blooming, charm

ing, ruddy, florid, reddish, flushed, rubicund, sanguine, 
crimson. 

Idea: To Tumble. 
RUIN (ruere, to fall down, tumble; that change in any

thing which destroys it), destroy, demolish,_ ove~hrow, sub
vert, overwhelm, impoverish, spoil, mar,-downfall, perdi
tion, destruction, havoc. 
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-S-

. Idea: To Perceive Quickly, Wise. 
SAGACIOUS (Lat. sagax, sagire, to perceive quickly, to 

scent as a hound, acute in penetration and judgment), 
shrewd, discerning, wise, sage, judicious, intelligent, sharp
witted, longheaded, sapient, knowing, acute, prudent. 

Idea: To Be Striking. 
SALIENT (Lat. salire, to leap, to shoot out or up), pro

jecting, jutting, in relief, prominent, striking, remarkable, 
conspicuous. 

Idea: To Shock. 
SCANDALISE (Greek u~eavSaA.ov skandalon, a snare, 

offence, stumbling-block), shock, offend, disgust, horrify, dis
grace, vilify, traduce, slander, libel, lampoon, reproach,
scandal, dishonour, shame, infamy, ignominy, disrepute, 
opprobrium, defamation, detraction, calumny, obloquy, back
biting, defamatory speech. 

Idea: To Plan. 
SCHEU£ (Grf'ek O''X~Ila schmta, form, appearance, tht> 

outward fashion, the adorning a speech with rhetorical 
figures, outline, shape, plan; a combination of things con
nected and ad jus ted by design), plan, contrive, project, 
design, devise, imagine, frame, intrigue, plot,-plan, system, 
purpose, device, machination, design, contrivance, draft, out
line, horoscope, rhetorical figure (see Forms of Oratorical 
Expression, from pages 1 to 441). 

Idea: To Free From Care. 
SECURE (Lat. SP, fret> from, cura, care: free from care or 

anxiety, safe, sure), certain, sure, assured, confident, safe, 
snug, sheltered, protected, fixed, stable, immovable,-make 
safe, make certain, guard, get, acquire, procure,-security 
(safety respects the present moment, is absence of danger, 
and looks to the past: security puts a thing beyond the reach 
of danger, respects the future also the present,· and is the 
freedom from all care, fear or apprehension, as gold is 
deposited in fire-proof safes for security), safe-keeping, de
posit, warrant, guarantee, pledge, pawn, protection, safe
guard, shelter. 

Idea: To Appl_r One's Self. 
SEDULOUS; Assiduous; Dilig-ent. (1) Sedulous, Lat. 

udere, to sit; to sit at with much attention. It is regular 
and close application and is opposed to inert. (2) Assiduous 
is partial, e.g., assiduous in our attention~ to anyone, whereas 
sedulous is permanent and respects the important concerns of 
life. (3) Diligent, Lat. dis, apart, Iegere, to choose, chiefly 
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implies something agreeable. One who is diligent goes at a 
thing by fits and starts as his humour or choice moves him. 
In Spanish " una diligencia " is a special task or errand to 
which one applies himself to fill. Diligent is opposed to 
dilatory. • 

Syn. Sedulous, constant, laborious, industrious, perse-
vering, unremitting,-ass1duous, attentive, studious. Dili-
gent, active, careful, earnest. 

Idea: To Petceive. 
SENSE (Lat. sentite, to feel, perceive; the faculty or 

power by which external objects are perceived: sight, touch, 
taste, hearing, smell), feeling, sensibility, sensation, mind, 
intellect, reason, understanding, judgment, sagacity, wisdom, 
conception, mother-wit, notion apprehension, meaning, signi
ti.cation, import, persuasion, conviction, consciousness,-sense-
1ess, stupid, unreasonable, silly, foolish, absurd, unwise, un
feeling, apathetic,-sensible, cognisable, visible, tangible, 
cogmsant, aware, judicious, wise, intelligent, reasonable·, 
sober, sound,-sensitive, perceptive, impressible, susceptible, 
tender, delicate, shrinking,-sensua1, carnal, fleshy, lewd, 
voluptuous, lewd, licentious, dissolute,-sentence, doom, 
judgment (passes on matters of sense for practical use), con
demnation, proposition, axiom,-sententious, short, compact, 
axiomatic, pointed, terse, laconic,-sentient, feeling, think
mg, reflecting, sensitive,-sentiment (makes us alive to the 
happiness and misery of others as well as our own), emotion, 
feeling, notion, idea, saymg. max1m, toast,-sentimental, 
romantic, fanciful, maudlin, impressible, tender, affecting, 
touching. 

Idea: To Put On. 
SHOW; Outside; Appearance; Seem; Semblance. (I) 

Show, A.S. sceawian, to look, see; to appear, present to view, 
a.nd refers mostly to action and persons. Anything is a 
mere show when what is shown is all that exists of it. A 
show is purposely got up to present to view. A lady makes a 
show so as to be seen by others. Show is opposed to modest, 
retiring. (2) Outside is made up of only what is outside and 
no attention is paid to the inside, and is that which the eyes 
can see. It is opposed to inside, interior. (3\ .1ppeatance, 
Lat. ap, ad, to, parere, to come into sight, and means that 
which is on view, the reality not being seen. Tt respects the 
conduct of a person and his reputation, is opposed to true, 
genuine. ( 4) Seem, Lat. simi/is, like; it looks like it, but is 
not so. (5) Semblance, Lat. similate, to assume the appear
ance of. Any person who carries the semblance of friend
ship does- not deserve the confi.dence of a friend; is opposed 
to unassumed. 

Syn. Show, spectacle, exhibition, representation, parade, 
pomp, ostentation, display, pretence,-:-showy, gaudy, gay. 
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Outside exterior, external, outward, outer, superficial, visible. 
Appear~nce, look, fraud, deception, imposition. Semblance, 
assumption, put on, likeness, resemblance, form. 

Idea: To Be A Sign. 
SIGN; Signification; Implication; Meaning; Import. (1) 

Sign, Lat. signum, a mark, token; that by which anything 
is made known or represented. (2) Signification is that by 
which a thing is made known, and is usually taken in the 
literal sense, e.g., a house signifies that which is built for 
people to live in. (3) Implication, Lat. im, in, in, plicare, 
to fold, to fold in, an idea in any object. It points out the 
value and force of one's action, e.g., silence implies consent, 
residence implies a building superior to a house, words 
which are simple imply a lot by the mode, connection and 
tone they are said in. (4) Meaning refers to the intention, 
e.g., 11 What means this shouting."-Shak. (5) Import, 
Lat. im, in, into. in, portare, to carry=that which is carried 
or conveyed to the understanding, it is the entirety which is 
comprehended under a word, which meaning is collected only 
from examples, etc. 

Syn. Sign, token, mark, .symptom, indication, symbol, 
type, signal, beacon, omen, pressage,-signifv. denote, be
token, intimate, express, utter. Implication (see under this 
word). Meaning, intention, design, purpose, aim, object, 
interpretation, acceptation, explanation. Import, drift, gist, 
sense, tenor. 

Idea: To Be Like. 
SIMILE (Lat. similis, like. It associates objects by reason 

of anv likeness between them, as godlike Daniel (Webster); 
similitude is a simile going into minute likenesses; comparison 
takes in everything both likenesses and contraries, see Fig. 
C:omparatio, page 144. 

Svn. Simile, likeness, resemblance, similarity, image. 
Similitude, analogy, counterpart, agreement, correspondence, 
parallelism. Comparison, likening, collation. 

Idea: To Be Pure, Genuine. 
SINCERE (Lat. sine, without, cera, wax=honey without 

wax, that is pure honey, is opposed to false. See Sincere 
Stvle. p. 599. It is being what it appears to be), pure, 
unmixed, unadulterated, true, genuine, unvarnished, un
affected, frank, upright, undissembling, honest,-sincerity, 
truthfulness, integrity. 

Idea: Hara to Keep. 
SLIPPERY (A.S. slipan, to glide. pass away; Dutch, 

slippen, to escape=hard to keep or walk on), smooth, glassy, 
glib, unstahle, unsteady, mutable, treacherous, shuffling, 
erring, falling. 
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Idea: To Be Grave. 
SOBER (Lat. so, apart from or without ebrius drunken· 

without being drunken=habitually temperat~ see G~ave Style' 
p. 597), abstinent, abstemious, sedate, grav~ moderate, tern~ 
perate, collected, staid, dispassionate, cal~, self-possessed, 
reasonable, cool, grave, solemn, serious. 

Idea: Anything Audible. 
SOUND (Hebrew shoon, a noise or anything audible); 

tone (Greek Tovo'l tonos, a thing stretched, particularly 
a sound from a stretched string) is a species of sound ansing 
from notes to express special feelings or to produce harmony. 

Syn. Sound, noise, report, resonance, din, cry, clamour, 
r~cket .. Tone, note, accent, intonation, modulation, empha
sis, tensiOn, style, manner, tenor, drift. 

Idea: To Throw Away. 
SPENDTHRIFT is one who is prodigal with money; 

expend is to lay out in quantities; waste, to throw away 
money to no purpose; dissipate (dis, apart, supare, to throw 
away in different directions, especially in pleasures); 
squander (E. swatter, to throw water about as geese do in 
drinking) to spend lavishly. · 

Syn. Spend, disburse, consume, exhaust. Expend, lay 
out, pay out,-expensive, costly, dear, high-priced, lavish, 
extravagant, profuse, excessive. Waste, useless expenditure, 
loss, worthless matter. Dissipate, disperse, scatter, strew, 
spread, distribute,-dissipation, diversion, distraction, de
bauchery, dissoluteness, drunkenness, profligacy. Squander, 
dash away, pour out. 

Idea: To Bear the Weight Of. 
STRESS (Lat. stringere, to draw tight, strain, pressure, 

and in reference to the voice it means the elevation or pro-
; longation of it, e.g., we lay special stress on our reasoning 

by staying longer upon it than. upon .the other parts); str~in 
is the undue stressmg or forcmg of the vmce beyond 1ts 
natural pitch, which injures the speaker and annoys the 
audience, also the strain or manner of delivering, say, a 
panegyric which strain poets call accents in which they. pour 
forth their love; emphasis is the bringing out of particular 
points by stronger expression or epithets, see page 189 ; 
accents is the stress of voice laid on a syllable or part of a 
word to distinguish it from the other parts, and words. 

Syn. Stress, force, weight, pressure, urgency, burden .. 
Strain, exertion, stretch, overuse, force.- Emphasis, stress ~f 
voice on words, weight, moment, u~portance,-emp.h~tlc, 
powerful, forcible, impressive,_ energetic, earnest, stnkmg, 
positve, decided. Accent, stram, style, manner. 

Idea: To Be Higher .. 
SUPERIOR (Lat. superior, comparative of superus, high, 
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meaning higher), upper, more. elevated, noble, surpassing, 
predominant,-superiority, ascendancy, advandge, excel
lence, pre-eminence. 

Idea: To Uphold. 
SUPPORT (Lat. sub, sup, under, portare, to carry, bring; 

to place something under to keep up), prop, brace, cherish, 
nourish, maintain, assist, help, befriend, back, patronise, 
furthrr, forward, advocate, perform, play, undergo, bear, 
endure, accompany, confi.rm, substantiate, corroborate, 
sustain, aid, comfort, approve, sanction, justify. 

Idea: To Be of Like Measure With. 
SY1BIETRY (Greek uvv with, JLe:rpov metron, 

measure; an adaptation of parts to each other or to the 
whole, as the symmetry of features), proportion, harmony, 
regularity, order, equality of ratio, shapeliness, equipoise, 
equation, balancing (see Figs. Parison, p. 350, and lsocolon, 
p. 311). 

Idea: To Be of Like Meaning. 
SYNONY~fOUS, equivalent, interchangeable, identical, 

alternative, of same idea. 

-T-

Idea: To Know and Do the Required Thing. 
TACT (Lat. tangere, to touch; peculiar skill in handling, 

in knowing and doing what is required), adroitness, dex
terity, jurlgment, management, address. 

Idea: To Talk Too Much. 
TALKATIVE (Icel. tzllka, plead one's case; given to too 

much talking); loquacious, loqui, to speak, ous, full of; too 
much talking, always in an unfavourable sense; garrulous, 
from the Latin garrire, to prattle; an excessive desire to talk, 
and is a fault in old people because they generally have much 
to sav. 

Sy~. Talkative, prattling, chatty, conversible, communi
catn·r. Loquacious, babbling, gabbling, jabbering. Garru
lous, chattering, prating, tattling, chin-wagging. 

Idea: To Taste, Experience. 
T.\STE (Lat. taxare, intensive of tangere to touch; to 

try or perceive by the touch of the tongue. See page 315), 
exprrience, ~uffer,. try, prove,-savour, relish, flavour, gusto, 
ciash, mft~s1on, tincture, sprinkling, fondness, liking, par
tiality, discernment, judgment, perception, sensibility,
tastdul, rlr;::-~nt, refined, toothsome, palatable. 

Idea: To Hold Fast. 
TE:-\ACIOUS (Lat. tenere, to hold, o11s full of; full of 

fast holding ~nd may be used in a good o; bad sense, as a 
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person is tenacious of trifles thinking that they affect his 
importance; he is tenacious of his honour); /Jertinacious, Lat. 
per, very, throughout, and tenere, to hold; to hold fast 
throughout, especially very firmly to an opinion and to insist 
on everything likely to bear on or concern that opinion, e.g., 
he is pertinacious in maintaining an absurdity; " A liar is 
tenacious of his reputation for truth; sophists, freethinkers, 
sceptics are the most pertinacious objectors to whatever is 
established." -Crabb. 

Syn. Tenacious, retentive, adhesive, sticky, obstinate. 
Pertinacious, determined, resolute, steadfast, stubborn, 
inflexible. 

Idea: To Draw Conclusions. 
THEREFORE (for this reason, or cause, see page 2, Fig. 

Aitiology, also pp. 201, 205, 364, marking also a deduction, 
being- used especially in abstract reasoning., e.g., injudicious 
people are likely to do the wrong thing, therefore they ought 
willingly to yield to the opinion of those who know best); 
consequently (Lat. con, cum. with, together, sequi, to follow; 
to follow together with, and used in reasoning or narrative, 
e.g., people of to-day are materialistic and money-mad, con
sequently only a strong intellectual and spiritual stimulation 
will reinstate mental culture. 

Syn. Therefore, wherefore, hence, thus, so, then, so then, 
consequently, accordingly, for, because, since, inasmuch as. 

Idea: To Exercise the Min a. 
THINK (A.S. thencan, supoose, iudge=to have ideas, 

compare things or terms in the mind), co!!itate. rf'flPd, 
ponder, contemplate, deliberate, consider, reason. conclude, 
determine, jud~;e. imagine, conceive, regard, hold, esteem, 
reckon,-thoughtful, careful, studious, wary, circumspect. 

Idea: To Knuckle to lite Times. 
TIME-SERVER is one who complies with the times, 

adapts himself semlelv to prevailing- ideas of the hour, also 
declares those opinions which W111 suhserve hi<; aim and end, 
as sycophants, courtiers, etc., do. Temporiser. Lat. temftUs, 
season, time, opportunity, complies with the occasion or timf'. 
and ooes not declare any opinions which may for the time 
being hurt him. He is passive. 

Syn. Time-server, temporiser, sycophant, fawner, toady, 
hanger-on, cringer, truckler, croucher. 

Uea: To Perceive hy Feeling. 
TOUCH (French, toucher, to come in contact with, see p. 

315), hit, strike, feel. oierce, prick, meet, abttt on, reach, 
arrive at, handle, meddle with, interfere with. affect, move, 
impress, melt, concern, regard, relate to,-touchy, irritable, 
peevish, petulant. 
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Idea: To Be of Little Value. 
TRIFLING is to act or talk with levity, not reqmrmg 

consideration, is opposed to weighty, as trifling objections 
have no weight against sound arguments. T rzvial, Lat. tri, 
three, via, way; cross roads= that which belongs to the cross 
roads or picked up there, hence, common, and is opposed to 
profound. A trivial remark lays one open to the charge of 
shallowness. Petty, French petit, little, small; beneath one's 
consideration, being- looked down upon as cheap. Frivolous, 
Lat. frio, friare, to crumble into dust=coming to nothing, 
s11ly, and refers mostly to our attachment or pursuit, e.g., , 
people who make dress their pursuit are frivolous. Futile, 
fundere, to pour=to pour forth light, vain talk, especially in 
reasoning, e.g., futile objection. 

;::,yn. fntimg, slight, ummportant, insignifi.cant, worth
less, mconslderab1e,-m.he, toy, play, dally, tnbble, wanton, 
-bauble~ bagatelle, gewgaw, kickshaw~.. straw, bubble. 
1 rlVla11 common, oramary, vulgar, 1mmatena1, stale, tnt~ 
.tetty, llttle, smaLl, 01mmuuve, mterior, paltry, mean, teeble, 
weaK. frivolous, vam, sill.Y, foolish, Idle, a1msy. }utlle, 
useless, worthless, prohtless, unavaL1mg, inettective. 

Idea: I o Change froiJl Its Original Sense. 
TROPE (Greek Tpe7rHII trepein, to turn, Lat. tropus, fi.gure 

ot speech), metaphor,-tropical, fi.gurative, metaphoncal, 
Howery, ornate, florid. 

Idea; To Be Uneasy. 
TROUBLE (M.E. troublen, to disturb, Lat. turbare, to 

disturb, turbula, a disorderly crowd=to put into confused 
motion, make uneasy), agitate, disturb, disorder, derange, 
perplex, distress, afuict, grieve, harass, annoy, tease, make 
anxious,-suffering, calamity, misfortune, adversity, sorrow, 
mistry, inconvemence, embarrassment, plague, torment,
troublous, trymg, tumultuous, atrlictive, troublesome, vexa
tlOus, disgusting, uksome, tuesome, tedious. burdensome, 
. weansome, importunate. 

Idea: To Accord with Fact or Reality. 
TRUTH, fact, reality, verity, principle, law, axiom, truth

fulness, honesty, sincerity, integrity, faithfulness, fi.delity, 
constancy, exactness, accuracy, precision,-truthful, real, 
genuine, candid, sincere, reliable, trustworthy,-true, actual, 
ventable, pure, unadulterated, steady, loyal, upright, posi· 
tive, certain. 

-U-

Idea: To Lie Beyond. 
ULTERIOR (Lat. ulter, beyond, ulterior is the compara

tive form=wore Geyond), further, remoter, more distant, 
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interior, hidden, removed, invisible. 
Idea: To Be Unva1ying. 

UNIFORM (Lat. unus, one, foTma, form; having always 
the same form, manner or degree), unchanged, undeviating, 
equable, regular, constant, consistent, consonant, even, 
steady, immutable, stated. 

Idea: To Make One. 
Unite (Lat. unire, to make as one, unus, one=to put to

gether or join; to become as one), join, combine, connect, 
attach, incorporate, embody, consolidate, blend, merge, 
couple, conjoin, associate, concur, agree, coalesce, league, 
confederate,-unity, oneness, individuality, umon, concord, 
harmony, unanimity, unison. 

Idea: To Be Cou1teous. 
URBANITY (Lat. urb-s, city, urbane, pertaming to a city, 

refined), politeness, suavity, affability, refinement, courteous
ness, complaisance, c1vihty,-urbane, well-breo, obhgmg, 
elegant, genteel, accessible, conversible, respectful. 

Idea: To .t,mploy to .i.dvantage. 
USE (Lat. usare, uti, to use, be wont or accustomed, 

occupy; use,-that which is actually employed to advantage), 
employ, occupy, engage, apply, practise, exercise, expend, 
consume, exhaust, accustom, inure, habituate, treat,-usage, 
custom, treatment, prescriptiOn (what has been written long 
beforehand to be done),-useful, proi.i.table, llelp!ul, bene:h
cial, available, serviceable, good,-usual, wonted, habitual, 
familiar, common, frequent, general,-utility, benefit, avail, 
profit, worth, value. 

-V-

Idea: To Be Empty. 
VACANT (Lat. vacare, to be empty; not filled or occu

pied), void, unfilled, free, open, unoccupied, disengaged,. 
thoughtless, idle,-vacuous, unfilled, void, empty,-vacUity, 
emptmess, manity, vacuum, en1pty space. 

Idea: To Be Wo1thless. 
VAIN (Lat. van us, empty= having no substance, value, or 

importance), unreal, dreamy, shadowy, unsubstantial, un
availing, useless, fruitless, worthless, unsatisfying, light, in
constant, conceited, proud, ostentatious, mrlated,-vanity, 
worthlessness, unreality, self -sufficiency, egotism. 

Idea: To Have Fore e. 
VALID (Lat. valere, to be strong,-having sufficient 

strength or force, well-founded), efficient, powertul, cogent, 
sound, weighty, just, good, logical, cencluslVe,-vahdJty, 
force, cogency, strength. 
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Idea: To Act With Great Force. 
VEHEMENCE (Lat. vehere, to carry, mens, mind; to 

carry away the mind=impulsive power;. force d~rived f~om 
velocity, see Vehement Style, p. 546), v10lence, 1mpetu.os1ty, 
force, might, intensity, ardour, heat, fervency, passlOn,
vehement, furious, passionate, hot, very eager, earnest, 
zealous, strong, intense, vigorous. 

Idea: To Be Green. 
VERDANT (Lat. viridis, green; covered with growing 

grass, flourishing), growing, fresh, · flounshing, green, 
thriving, prospering, blooming, ignorant, inexperienced, raw, 
undisciplined 

Idea: To Make Good or True. 
VERIFY (Lat. verus, true, good, facere, to make==to 

prove to be true or correct)), authenticate, attest, confirm, 
establish, corroborate, substantiate,-verily, really, truly, 
certamly, positively,-veritable, actual, true, certain, positive, 
absolute,-verity, truth, certainty, reality, true assertion, 
positive fact. 

Idea: To Be Giddy. 
VERTIGINOUS (Lat. vertere, to turn; to turn around), 

turnmg around, whuling, rotary, revolving, giddy, dizzy, 
twirling, spinning, gyratmg, steep, precipitous, swimming. 

/d.ea: I o Perform Spiritedly. 
VERVE (French, nervous energy in the composition or 

performance of artistic works), force, spirit, lire, enthusiasm, 
rapture, animation, lively spirit. 

Idea; To Be On the Lookout. 
VIGILANT (Lat. vigilare, to watch=attentive to discover 

and avoid danger or to provtde for safety), wakeful, watch
tul, cucumspect, caut10us, careful, observant, heedful, wary, 
prudent. · 

idea: Io Be Lively, Actively Forceful. 
VIGOROUS (Lat. vigere, to be lively, ous, full=full of 

physical strength or actlve force; strong in mind or body. 
:::>ee Vigorous ::,tyle, p. 556), powerful, strong, forcible, in
tense, energetic, effective, impetuous, pushmg, pressing, 
active, healthy, robust, sounJ, hardy, flourishing, thriving, 
spuited, nervous, piquant, racy, impass10ned,-vigour, 
robustness, l1ealth, might,-vinle, manly, masculine. 

Idea: To Prove To Be Just. 
VINDICATE (Lat. vindicare, to lay legal claim== To mam~ 

tain as true, lawful, or right against), justify, defend, up
hold, support, assert, claim,-vindication, plea, excuse, 
apology, advocacy, maintenance. 
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Idea: To Have Goodness, A.ctive Quality. 
VIRTUE (Lat. vir, man, virtus, manly excellence=having 

active quality or strengt~), strength, force, efficacy, potency, 
exceijence, morahty, upnghtness, worth, goodness, chastity, 
purity,-virtuous, blameless, just, moral, chaste, pure,
virtual (being in essence or effect, not in fact), potential im-
plied, constructive, indirect ' 

Idea: To See Falsely. 
VISION (Lat. videre, to see; a sight; anything seen, is 

anything imaginary. A visionary is one who forms imprac
ticable schemes. The vision will be fallacious, erroneous or 
bad if the sight be aefective, e.g., he will see Lhings double 
that are only single, crooked which are straight. VIsion 1s 

opposed to reality. d.pparition, Lat. ad, ap, to, parere, to 
come m sight, appear= something wh1eh appears and may be 
true or false, e.g., people who are creduwus anu timid ire
quently take trees and posts to be appant10ns. i!hantom 
(Greek ¢avTa,E£v phantazezn, to appear, is chiefly a false 
appearance, that Is the appearance ot a thing otherwise than 
it really is. It is ignis fatuus commonly called Jack-o'
Lantern} e.g., ·· tlug the delusive phantoms oi nope.'' 
:ipectre and &l.ost are i.mruaterial substances wmcll are the 
product usually of the imagination of the young and Ignorant. 

Syn. Vision, sight, seemg, dream, delusion. Apparition, 
spint, shade, shadow, image. Phantom, spectre, ghost. 

-W-
Idea: I o Be vVithout. 

WANT (!eel. vant, to be deficient, lacking) IS lo be without 
that which contributes to our comfort, or as the thmg aesued, 
and is opposed to plenty. Need is to be without tnat which 
our existence requires, or is essential to our purpose, and 1s 
opposed to mdependent. Lack is chie.tly to be without some 
particular object, as a wealthy man may lack eaucation, vutue 
or understanding. " He who wants nothing IS a happy man; 
he who needs nothing may be happy If he wants no more 
than what he has; for then he lacks that which alone can 
make him happy which is contentment.'' -Crabb. 

Syn. Want, defi.ciency, scarcity, scantiness, indigence, 
penury, poverty. Need, necessity, pressing want, exigency, 
urgency, strait, extrem1ty, destitution,-needful, requisite, 
essential, mdispensable. Lack, be wanting, be poor in, 
want. 

Idea: To Be Moderately Hot. 
WARM (A.S. wearm, having heat in a moderate degree), 

calescent, sunny, genial, pleasant, close, muggy, oppressive, 
ardent, zealous, fervent, glowing, cordial, keen, lively,
warmth, glow, fervency, cordiality, earnestness. 
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Idea: I o Detemzine by Clzoice. 
WILL, ordain, decree, command, direct, bequeath, dev1se, 

choose, elect, desire, wish,-determination, volition, choice, 
desire, discretion, good pleasure, inclination, disposition,
willmg, minded, disposed, ready, spontaneous. 

Idea: To Know How To Do. 
WISE (Teut. wisa, skill, hence the way or mode of doing a 

thing), wise, sapient, judicious, discreet, sagacious, learned, 
skiltul, dexterous, k.."lowing, rational,-wisdom, sense, judg
ment, prudence, circumspection, expediency. 

Idea: To Combine Ideas Happily and Ludicrously. 
WIT (A.S. witan, to see, to know, especially how to asso

ciate ideas seemingly incongruous. See Acumen and 
Acrimony Style, p. 589, and pp. 114 and 115), ingenuity, 
jocousness, pleasantry, mind, intellect, understanding, imagl
nation,-witty, ingenious, sharp, acute, smart, fancirul, arch, 
facetious, waggish, jocular, droll, funny. 

Idea: I o Ezert Strength. 
WORK (A.S. wyrcan, thing done, to do a thing=to exert 

one's self in performing a task, duty, or the like, is the most 
general term for exerting strength, and is opposed to play); 
labour is hard work, from which one rest; toil (Old Dutch 
tuylen, to till or manure the lands, is more intensive or pain
ful labour, e.g., some people have to toil incessantly for the 
m1serable pay or pittance they receive; drudgery is labouring 
in mean or unpleasant offices or degraded work; task is work 
imposed by a task-master, and is burdensome. 

Syn. Work, act, operate, move, perform, ferment, effect, 
accomplish, exert, strain,-business, deed, achievment, occu
pation, employment, craft, production, feat, composition, 
hook. Labour, travail, childbirth, effort, exertion, effort, 
industry, pains, task, undertaking, strive, take pains, endea
vour, suffer, roll heavily, pitch,--laborious, toilsome, tire
some, irksome, onerous, fatiguing, difficult, diligent, indus
trious, in de£ atigable. Toil, task, labour with fatigue. 
drudge, slave, plod. 

-Y-

Idea: To Long For. 
YEARN (A.S. gyrnan, to be desirous of), crave, long for, 

hanker after, hunger for, covet, lust for, wish for, pine for, 
desue earnestly. 

Idea: To Give Back in Retum. 
YIELD ( A.S. gieldan, to pay, restore, give up, render; 

to gi\'e in return lor labour), produce, hear, afford, furni~h, 
exh1bit, allow, admit, concede, grant, render, res1gn, sur-
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render, relinquish, forgo, submit, relax, give way, assent, 
comply,-yielding, submissive, complying, accommodating, 
unresisting. 

-Z-

Idea: To Be Fervid. 
ZEAL (Greek ~~IXo~ zelos, fervour, ardour, heat=pas

sionate ardour in the pursuit of anything), eagerness, earnest
ness, enthusiasm, energy, fervour,-zealous, ardent, 
strenuous, warm, passionate, enthusiastic, vigorous, Jiery, in
tense, keen,-zealot, enthusiast, fanatic, bigot, one over
zealous, devotee, dogmatist. 

Idea: To Enjoy Keenly. 
ZEST (Mod. F. zeste, a piece of the peel of a citron or 

lemon, whence zester, to cut up lemon rind=something that 
gives or enhances a pleasant taste or gives flavour to, or the 
taste itself), flavour, savour, gusto, smack, twang, relish, 
twang, keen enjoymyent. 



THE EMOTIONS. 

PRINCIPAL IDEAS 

Relating Thereto. 

1st EMOTION. 

CuTTen/ Idea: To Lie at Rest. 

729 

REPOSE (Lat. re, back, again, intensive, pausare, to pause, 
or ponere, to place, put-to, put or place one's self back in an 
attitude of rest. Repose represents the lowest degree of the 
Emotrons. The ideas corresponding to these emotions 
gene1ally take the normal quality of voice and median stress 
fot their delivery for instance, tranquillity, see pp. 186 and 
35 7, also as in the fallowing : 

" Oft in the stilly night, 
Ere slumber's chain has bound me, 

Fond memory brings the light 
Of other days around me, 

The smiles, the tears, 
Of boyhood's years, 

The words of love then spoken; 
The eyes that shone 
Now dimmrd and gone, 

The cheerful hearts now broken I 
Thus in the stilly night 

Ere slumber's chain has bound me, 
Sad memory brings the light 

Of other days around me."-Thomas Moore. 
" Leans o'er its humble gate and thinks awhile

Oh ! that for me some home like this would smile, 
Some hamlet shade, to yield my sickly form, 
Health in the breeze, and shelter in the storm!" -Campbell. 
There is a general relaxation of the body, the muscles are' 

not exerted, the inflections are moderate, features horizontal, 
tone subdued, st,ress median, pitch middle, time slow, pauses 
long. If one is addressing a large audience, these ideas take 
the moderate orotund. 

SynonynJOus Ideas: Repose, stillness, serenity, rest, ease, 
tranquillity, relaxation, lull, quiet, composure, placidity, 
·1blivion, recumbency, peace, solitude, slumber, calm, collected, 
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· dreamy, sedate, settled, subsided, appeased, pacified, mild, 
unruffied, soft, gentle, mellow, mitigated, undisturbed, silent, 
pensive, breathless, smouldering, taciturn, retired, gliding, 
sleeping. 

2nd EMOTION. 
Cu11ent Idea: To have the Least Motion. 

LANGOUR (Lat. languere, to be faint; drooping or flag
ging from exhaustion; indisposed to exertion) may be placed at 
the head of this idea. The general trend of the delivery of the 
ideas coming under this head is in a pure, effusive tone of 
voice, semitone, oral in quality with voice in forepart of mouth, 
subdued force, feeble and plaintive expression, slowest move
ment, sometimes half-nasal, also falsetto and high pitch, head 
hanging to one side. For exhaustion and fatigue, the aspir
ated or oral quality, suppressed force and tremour are mostly 
used, e.g., " Dear master, I can go no further! Oh I die for 
the want of food! Here I lie down and measure out my grave. 
Farewell! kind master."-Shak. Resignation takes a low 
pitch. The poetic monotone with its unimpassioned force, see 
p. 153, the following taking a partial cadence note of the 
second, and high soft pitch : '' For mine 1s the lay that lightly 
floats, and mine are the murmuring dying n 6 tes that fall as 
soft as snow on the sea.'' Languishing Love: "0, it came 
o'er my ear like the sweet South that breathes upon a bank of 
violets, stealing and giving odour." -Shak. The " Castle of 
Indolence," by James Thomson, depicts well this Second Idea, 
as these few extracts will show : 

" A pleasing land of drowsy-head it was, 
Of dreams that wave before the half-shut eye: 

And of gay castles in the clouds that pass, 
For ever flushing round a summer sky: 

But what'er smacked of noyance or unrest, 
Was far, far off expelled from this delicious nest. 

Soft quilts on quilts, on carpets carpets spread, 
And couches stretched around in seemly band; 
And endless pillows rise to prop the head; 
So that each spacious room was one full swelling 

bed." 
Synonymous Ideas: Langour, weakness, faintness, weari

ness, lassitude, listlessness, fatigue, ennui, feebleness, heavi
ness slowness, dullness, idyll, laxity, zephyrs, frailty, languid, 
sickly, droll, pining, inanimate, monotonous, spiritless, wither
ing, yawning, sighing, gasping, lingering, sauntering, loung
ing, murmuri~g, gli_m?lering, _musi~g,. droning, trinkling, 
fading, noddmg, _ghdmg, curlmg, md1fferent, unconcern~d, 
drowsy, indolent, Idle, checkered, tardy, gentle, lazy, torpid, 
bland, balmy, droop,_ wither, flag, pine, languish, decline, 
hang down, be dispinted. 
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3rd EMOTION. 

Current Idea: To have Moderate Motion as in Wisdom, 
Modesty. 

WISDOM (see "Wise" under letter "W ") stands at the 
head and all which proceed from purely intellectual operations, 
as a;gument, reasoning, drawing conclusion, logic, didactic 
matters, matters of fact, chastened opinion, calm argumenta
tion that is uncharged with passion, plain uncoloured narration. 
Typifying this is the wise owl, the blinking pelican. The in
tellectual delivery is moderate in time, unimpassioned in 
speech, using the smooth normal quality of voice coming from 
the upper and back part of the mouth for expressing ordinary 
thoughts, wisdom, conversation, etc., medium quantity 
(quantity being the length of time for uttering a sound or 
syllable) that is intermediate between long and short for ordin
ary narration, simple description, didactic thought, and all 
words which are not emphatic and which form the hackgrouno 
and bring into contrast the strong words of emotive language, 
see further Logic XVII. and The Plain Style, pp. 525, 528/9 
Clearness; and Meditative Sentiments, p. 431. The lips are 
mobile and muscular. This delivery is allied to the feeling 
of semi-repose or quasi-relaxation. 

"WISDOM" by Dr. Isaac Barrow: "Wisdom makes all 
the troubles, griefs, and pains incident to life, whether casual 
adversities or natural afflictions, easy and supportable by 
rightly valuing and moderating the influence of them. It 
suffers not busy fancy to alter the nature, amplify the degree 
or extend the duration of them, bv representing them more 
sad, heavy and remediless, than they really are." 

The humbleness of wisdom is here pictured : "Those who 
have the greatest gifts and are of the most usefulness, are the 
most humble; like boughs and branches of trees which are 
richly laden with fruit, bend downward and hang lowest." 
-Gill. 

Synonymous Ideas: Wisdom, prudence, instruction, counsel, 
deliberation, advice, meditation, contemplation, see further 
under letter '' W," word 11 wise .. " 

Current Idea: To Keep One's Self in Due Bounds. 
~fODESTY (Lat. modus, measure, modestus, kept within 

bounds or measure, especially keeping the opinion of one's self 
in due bounds, that is not too high) is opposed to self-suffi
ciency and conceit. Bashful show itself by downcast looks 
and timid airs, hangs head down and stammers when spoken 
to. Modesty has a low voice, submissive tone, words few, and 
a olacid downcast countenance. It has a diffidence attended 
with a delicacy in our sense of whatever is mean, indecent, or 
dishonourable, or fear of doing these things or having them 
imputed to us. Cf. Walker. See Equitable Style, p. 593; Cor. 
258, p. 595; Fig. Paralepsis, p. 338. The head hung down 
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indicates shame, humility. 
" In peace there's nothing so becomes a man 

As modest stillness and humility. 11-Shak. 
Modesty is the characteristic of great wisdom; if otherwise 

manifested, it creates, as Aristotle says, 11 envy." The orator 
must not display his le~rning nor his knowledge of speaking 
art, better do as .JEschmes the great orator who said he did 
not know rhetoric, or better say "it comes natural," " I don't 
believe in all these studies of how to speak '' ; but woe to the 
orator wh?se speech is faulty, whose grammar is bad, who pro· 
nounces h1s words wrongly, and betrays ignorance. Kipling 
well puts: 11 And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise." 

Synonymous Ideas: Modesty, moderation, honesty, diffi
dence, coyness, bashfulness, humility, shyness, meekness, 
chastity, purity, sobriety,-modest, reserved, fair, unobtrusive, 
temperate, chaste, unassuming, becoming, pure-minded, 
moderate, unexcessive. not extravagant. 

4th EMOTION .. 
Current Idea: To Suffer Some. Loss. 

SADNESS; Sorrow; Melancholy; Grief; Suffering; Pity; 
Tenderness; Consolation; Sentiment, moral and humanitarian; 
Sympathy; Timidity; Irony; Regret; Remorse, Self:reprl'\ach 
form the 4th Emotion in which the general condition of th~ 
body is still relaxed, there being scarcely any tension. The 
movement is still somewhat slow in degree. The idea of loss 
in some form runs through these emotions. We shall take them 
up in order. 

SAD (A.S. saM, tired, weary; Mid. English, sadden, to 
settle-settled sorrow) is a continued sense of loss, silent and 
thoughtful, head sometimes shakes, and the quantities are long 
and soft, e.g.: 

11 For them no more the blazing hearth shall burn, 
Or busy housewife ply her evening care: 

No children run to lisp their sire's return, 
Or climb his knees, the envied kiss to share."-Gray. 

The following is taken from Edward Everett's oration on 
the " Pilgrim Fathers " :- · 

(Pure orotund, subdued force, median stress, low pitch, 
prevalent falling inflection of the minor third, slow movement, 
long pauses, softened emphasis, grave and piaintive expres
sion.-cf. Russell.) 

" It is sad indeed to reflect on the disasters which the little 
band of Pilgrims encountered! Sad to see a portiOn of them, 
the prey of unrelenting cupidity, treacherously embarked in 
an unsound, unseaworthy ship, which they are soon obliged to 
abandon, and crowd themselves into one vessel; one hundrea 
persons besides the ship's company, in a vessel of one hundred 
and sixty tons. One is touched at the story of the long, cold 
and weary autumnal passage; of the landing on the inhospit· 
able rock at this dismal season; when they are deserted befor~ 
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long by the ship which had brought them, and which seemed 
their only hold upon the world of fellow-men, a prey to the 
elements and to want, and fearfully ignorant of the numbers, 
the power, and the temper of the savage tribes, that filled the 
unexplored continent upon whose verge they had ventured." 

Synonymous Ideas: Sad, cheerless, dejected, downcast. 
gloomy, affecting, moping, dimmed, forlorn, forsaken, friend
less, solitary, dull, heavy, sombre, depressed, disheartened, 
dismal, dreary, lonesome, comfortless, loneliness (p. 242, 11 last 
rose "). 

SORROW (A. S. sokt, sorg, uneasiness or pain of mind 
produced by loss, or painful depression of spirit upon the de
privation of good or the arrival of evil), when moderate, the 
countenance is dejected, eyes cast down, arms hang loosely, 
sometimes a little raised to fall suddenly, voice plaintive. In 
"The Death of an Infant," by Mrs. Hemans, the stress of 
voice is median, tone effusive, pure, force subdued, the swell 
of the median very gentle and scarcely perceptible: 

11 Calm on its leaf-strewn bier, 
Unlike a gift of value to decay, 

Too rose-like, too beautiful, too dear, 
The child at rest before its mother lay." 

In sorrow the quantities are long, according to the speaker 
and sentiment, and are best on vowels and continuant sounds, 
as I, m, n, r, v, w, y, z, th, ng, zh,-a, e, i, o, u, oo, oi, ou, aw, 
see p. 185, p. 537, "Diction"; the features elongate, lips 
depressed. 

Synonymous Ideas: Sorrow, privation, deprivation, bereave
ment, destitution, affliction, mourning, distress, trouble, un
happiness, misfortune, hardship, wretchedness, hurt-sorry, 
poor, mean, worthless, paltry, shabby, disconsolate, doleful. 
woeful, doleful, woebegone, calamitous, rueful, discouraged, 
despondent, irrecoverable, irreparable, disastrous, lugubrious, 
necessitous, needy, bare, scanty, naked, chill, cold. 

MELANCHOLY (Greek ~t€Xav , melan, dark, black, 
gloomy, xoA.~ • chole, bile, jaundiced; full of gloomy bile) 
is sorrow so long indulged in that it posses the mind and be
comes habitual, e.g., of deep melancholy: 11 She never told mf" 
of her love, but let concealment like a worm i' th' bud, feed on 
her damask cheeks. She pin'd in thought and with a green 
and yellow melancholy, she sat like patience in a moument 
smilin~ at grief."-Shak. Melancholy has the falling mflec· 
tion, hme slow, quantity long, the relaxation is almost total. i~ 
mute and reflective (see pp. 430 and 431), and tranquilly 
resigned, head hangs to one side and jaw falls. Green, in his 
11 Cures for 11elancholy," says: 

'' Laugh and be well. Monkeys have been 
Extreme good doctors for the spleen; 
And kitten, if the humour hit. 
Has harlequined away a fit." 
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Synonymous Ideas: Melancholy, dejection, moodiness, 
vapours, hypochondria, spleen, gall, bitterness, bile, grumps, 
ill-humour, cloudiness, smokiness, despondency,-sour. 
crabbed, low-spirited, morose, sullen, castdown, damped, 
crest-fallen, depressed. 

GRIEF (Lat. gravis, heavy, grave, sad=heaviness or dis
tress of mind caused by the loss of friends, by affliction, etc.) 
when moderate 1s slow, silent and relaxed. The idea of loss 
still subsists, only more intensive,, and voice tends slightly to 
the tremulous. The eyes melt, the lips are depressed and pro
jected, and sometimes soliloquy creeps in, seep. 430. Grief in 
Ethos or Emotion is silent, e.g., 11 are mere shadows to the un
seen grief, that swells the silence in my torture." -Shak. 

Grief with pity : 
" Grief fills the room up of my absent child, 

Lies in his, walks up and down with me; 
Puts on his pretty looks, repeats his words, 
Stuffs out his vacant garments with his form: 
Then I have reason to be fond of my grief." 

Synonymous Ideas: Grief, dejection, affliction, mourning, 
mournfulness, moaning, woe, anguish, trouble, tribulation,-
cause of sorrow, trial, grievance, burden, oppression, hardship, 
injury, wrong,-grievous, painful, afflictive, · distressing, 
heavy, offensive, provoking, h1utful, destructive,-great, 
atrocious, heinous, flagitous,-grieve, aggrieve, arnict, wound, 
injure, trouble, annoy, vex, mourn, lament, weep, deplore, be
wail, feel regret. 

SUFFERING (Lat. sub, sui, under ferre, to bear; to under
go) takes the semi tone as a rule, and is not without hope that 
it will pass away, nor without sympathy for others who suffer, 
see 11 Iriendly feeling," p. 330. It is alliea to misery. In 
this emotion, the Fig. Apocateresis (Gr. apo, away, kateresis, 
a bearing patiently; taking away patient endurance) on which 
the Greek laid much stress, particularly after suffering and 
misery have been depicted or describea, that hope be not 
omitted as it turns the sufferer's attention to something else, 
e.g., " Let the widow weep, and the fatherless children lament, 
let kinsfolk sorrow and friends mourn, yet cannot all this pre
vail, for he is gone and cannot be called again, his absence 
must needs be suffered, when his presence cannot be redeemed. 
and therefore think on men that live and let the dead rest." 
Shakespeare used this . Figure to ~reat advantage i~ his 
tragedies. See also Frg. Paramyth1a, p. 346. The vwlent 
form of suffering comes under the Passions, see Anguish; the 
gentler form takes a soft, low pitch, e.g., Longfellow's 

· " Resignation" : 
"There is no flock however watched and tended, 

But one dead lamb is there! 
There is no fireside, however defended, 

But has one vacant chair." 
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Synonymous Ideas: Suffering, distress, misery, indigence, 
poverty, loss, mishap, mischance, want,-suffer, ~ear, ll:ndergo, 
experience, sustain, support, tolerate, permit,-miserable, 
neglect, poor, hungry, starving, wan, helpless, naked, pain
enduring, forebearing, injured. 

PITY (Lat. pitatem, pietas, piety=sympathy, mercy) is 
benevolence to the afflicted, and is " a mixture of love for an 
object that suffers and a grief that we are not able to remove 
these sufferings. It shows itself in a compassionate tender· 
ness of voice, a feeling of pain in the countenance, and a 
gentle raising and falling of the hands and eyes, as if mourn
ing for the unhappy object. The mouth is open, the eye
brows are drawn down, and the features contracted or drawn 
together. ''-Walker. 

" Ah, Richard ! with eyes of heavy mood 
I see thy glory like a shooting star 
Fall to the base earth from the firmament! 
Thy sun sets weeping on the lowly west 
Witnessing storms to come, woe and unrest, 
Thy friends are fled to wait upon thy foes, 
And grossly to thy good all fortune goes." 

The foregoing is "pity for fallen greatness," and the 
following is" pity for a departed friend:'' 

'' Alas ! Poor Yorick ! I knew him Horatio; 
A fellow of infinite jest, of most excellent 
Fancy; he hath borne me on his back a thousana times, 
Where be your gambles? Your songs ? Your flashes 
Of merriment that were wont to set the table on a roar? 
Not one to mock your own grinning! Quite chop fallen!" 

Loss still obtains, but is sustained by some one else, and the 
sorrow which is the generic term for the 4th Emotion is not 
sufficient to brace the sinews; but in extreme pity, see p. 246, 
which weeps and is impassioned, there is some tension which 
converts this emotion into the Passion. See delivery of pity 
on page 188, " Pity the sorrows of a poor old man"; see Fig. 
"lnterrogatio," p. 307, and its keenness in the old and young, 
p. 333, in the one, at suffering held undeserving; in. the other 
as a misfortune likely to befall age. Pity sometimes looks 
on the suffering object as weak, hence, inferior, little. paltry. 

Synonymous Ideas: Pity, compassion, mercy, commisera~ 
tion, condolence, pittance, sympathy, fellow-feeling, fellow
suffering ,--compassionate, commiserate, feel for, sympathise, 
-pitiful, merciful, miserable, gentle, tender, saa, piteous, 
mournful, sorrowful, affecting, wretched, paltry, mean, little, 
despicable, pitiable, woeful. 

SENTnrENT (Lat. sentire, to feel) refers mostly to the 
heart. Srmow which still pervades, is extended toward 
others. The delivery of this idea is gentle, moderate, slow but 
not lagging and drawling which make it formal and heavy. 
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It i~ subdued, chasened opinion (sentiments of power, and in~ 
tox1cating glory, p. 236 tend more to the Passions), mqral senti· 
ment, p. 237, as benevolence, humane sentiment as seen in the 
following: _ . 

" Blest is the man whose softening heart 
Feels all another's pain; 

To whom the supplicating eye 
Is never raised in vain; 

Whose breast expands with generous warmth 
A brother's woes to feel 

And bleeds in pity o'er the wound 
He wants the power to heal." 

Oratorical Sentiment takes according to Russell the follow
ing delivery: Pure tone, declamatory force, thorough stress 
(that is quantities prevailingly long; see p. 187) of moderate 
energy, varied inflection but prevalent downward slide of the 
fifth and third, moderate movement and pauses, energetic 
emphasis, vivid expression, e.g., "Happy that our fathers 
enjoyed no such patronage; happy that they fell into no such 
protecting hands i happy that our foundations were silently 
and deeply cast in quiet msignificance, beneath a charter of 
banishment, persecution and contempt; so that when the royal 
arm was at length out-stretched against us, instead of a sub· 
missive child, tied down by former graces, it found a youth
ful giant in a land, born amidst hardships, and nourished on 
the rocks, indebted for no favour and owing no duty .... 
Their banishment to Holland was fortunate; the difficulties 
which they experienced in getting royal consent to banish them· 
srlves to this wilderness, were fortunate; all the tears and heart 
breakings of that ever memorable parting at Delfthaven, had 
the happiest influence on the rising destinies of New England. 
All this purified the ranks of the settlers. Those rough 
touches of fortune brushed off the light, uncertain, selfish 
spirit,l'-Edward Everett. See p, 555. See Bright, p. 457. 

Synonymous Ideas : Sentiment, emotion, thought prompted 
by feeling, fidelity, honesty, virtue, goodness, benevolence 
(p. 238), candour,-sentimental, tender, sensible, feeling, im
pressionable, susceptible, high.toned, high-motived, conscien
tious, impressible, maudlin, altruistic. 

TENDERNESS (Lat. tenuis, thin, tender-hefted, tenaer 
handled, gentle to the touch=easily moved to pity, easily in
jured or impressible) has pure tone, subdued force, median 
stress, midle pitch, prevalent semitone, slow movement, gentlf' 
emphasis, and long pauses, as in the following : 

" Poor stumbler on the rocky coast of woe, 
Tutored by pain each source of pain to know.'' 

Synonymous Ideas : Tender, soft, fragile,· delicate, feeble, 
weak, fond, gentle, humane, touching, kind, susceptible, melt
ing, moving. 
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CONSOLATION (Lat. con, cum, with, fully, solari, to 
solace= gently to assuage the loss or sorrow of others, ~ighten 
it, offset it, e.g., one is consoled by the de~th of a fnen~ or 
dear one that he has exchanged imperfection for perfection, 

·see Fig.' Paramythia, p. 346. The delivery is the sa~e. as 
Tenderness but more solemn, and frequently takes the nsmg 
inflection as in conciliation, as in the expression: "Well, I did 
the best I could; well, well ! l really meant to come.'' The 
following is delivered as " Poor stumbler .... " : 

" Peace I humble soul, whose plaintive moan, 
Hath taught these rocks the notes of woe· 

Cease thy complaint-suppress thy groan, 
And let thy tears forget to flow: 

Behold, the precious balm is found 
To lull thy pain, to heal thy wound." 

-Dodderidge. 
Synonymous Ideas: Consolation, solace, alleviation, relief, 

encouragement, balm, mitigation, diminution, palliation, abate
ment, moderation, soothing syrup,-console, heal, soothe, calm, 
pacify, quiet, still, appease, comfort, allay, relieve, lessen, 
repress, abate, help, cheer, sustain. 

SYMPATHY (Greek svv syn, 1ra86'iv pathein, to suffer, ex
perience, feel; a feeling with another; like feeling; a feeling 
corresponding to that which another feels) is delivered after 
the style of Tenderness, and Consolation, the rising inflection 
largely abounding. Seep. 236. 

Synonymous Ideas: Sympathy, commiseration, pity; agree
ment, harmony, correspondence, affinity, union, concert, 
fellow-feeling. 

TIMIDITY (Lat. timere, to fear) generally takes the oral, 
expulsive quality. It is trembling hesitation, a lack of courage 
to meet danger. 

Synonymous Ideas: Timid, faint-hearted, pusillanimous, 
shrinking, retiring, diffident, timorous, cowardly, apprehen
sive, retreating, chicken-hearted. 

REGRET (Lat. re, privative, gratus, pleasing; a feeling the 
reverse of pleasing) has the idea of sorrow for anything unto
ward. It has not the sting of compunction, and is less than 
remorse, see the passions for poignant regret. The delivery 
of Regret is usually in the pure orotund, force softened, stress 
median, pitch low, movement slow, pauses long, expression 
subdued, and prevalent falling inflection of the minor third, 
e.g.: 

" That brlng to my remembrance from what state 
I fell, how glorious once !-above thy sphere, 
Till pride and worse ambition threw me down 
Warring in heaven against heaven's :Matchless King." 

-Milton. 
Synonymous Ideas: Regret, repentance, penitence, com-
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punction,-regretful, regrettable, repining. 
REMORSE (Lat. re, again, mordere, to bite; to bite again, 

to vex) ha~ the idea of sorrow or gnawing pain excited by 
~ense. of. gmlt, or for some wrong act; .and the style of delivery 
IS s1m1lar to that of Regret exceptmg that the expression is 
deepened in every trait. See pp, 430/1. When Remorse 
transcends the quiet emotions, it then enters the realm of the 
Passions. One of the best examples of Remorse is that by 
Richard Savage :-

"Far be the guilt of .home-shed blood from all 
On whom, unsought, embroiling dangers fall; 
6till the pale dead revives, and lives to me, 
To me, through pity's eyes condemn'd to see! 
Remembrance veils his rage, but swells his hatP., 
Grieved I forgive, and am grown cool too late. 
He might have lived till folly died in shame, 
Till kindling wisdom felt a thirst for fame. 
He might have saved some worth now doom'd to fall; 
And I perchance, in him, have murdered all." 

"The Miser." 
" The wind was high, the window shakes: 
With sudden start, the miser wakes! 
Along the silent room he stalks; 
Looks back, and trembles as he walks I 
Each lock and every bolt he tries, 
In every creek and corner pries; 
Then opes his chest with treaiure stored 
And stands in rapture o'er his hoard: 

But now with su'dden qualms possest, 
He wrings his hands and beats his breast. 
By conscience stung he wildly stares; 

And thus his guilty soul declares: 
Had the deep earth her stores confrn'd, 
The heart had known sweet peace of mind, 
But virtue's sold I Good heavens I What a price 
Can recompense the pangs of vice?" 

Synonymous Ideas: Remorse, qualm, self-condemnation, 
throe, pang, scruple, misgiving,-remorseful, conscience
struck, penitent. 

SELF -REPROACH (Lat. repropiare, to bring near to, 
hence to cast in one's teeth) has the idea of violating some posi
tive law moral or divine, and self-censure for the same. 
Violent self -reproach goes into the P~ssions. Sorrows still 
exists. The delivery of Self-reproach IS the sam_e as Remorse, 
but deepened and rendered more intense throughout. 

Synonymous Ideas: Self-reproach, self-co_ndemnation, ~elf
censure self-rebuke, self-reproof, self-reprovmg, self-accusmg, 
self -upbraiding, self -shaming. 
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5th EMOTION. 

Current Idea: ·To Be Pleasing. 
Cheerfulness; Mirth; Gaiety; Mimicry, . Buffoonery; 

Raillery ; Humour; G ladn~ss; Laughter; Joy; Dehght; Charm
ingness; Pleasure; Happmess; Beauty; Love form. the ~th 
Emotion through which runs the idea of gently pl~asmg wrth 
respectrve modifrcations wh1ch each of the foregomg makes. 
Here relaxation begins to alter. Quantities are short and 
pauses brief. 

CHEERFULNESS (Lat. cara, face, countenance; M.E. 
chere, face, look) adds a smile to repose or tranquillity, and 
opens the mouth a little more. It puts a gentle smile on the 
face and has an unruffled flow of s.Pirits; is permanent and 
habitual, and the voice leaps from prtch to prtch .. 

Synonymous Ideas: Cheer, enliven, animate, exhilerate, 
elate,-cheerful, genial, lively, lightsome. 

MIRTH (Gael. miraeg, a sporting, frolic, play) increases 
the alteration to relaxation and adds more activity. The idea 
is temporary gentle ebullitions, singing, laughter, dancing, 
high excitement of pleasurable feelings in company, at dinners, 
card parties, etc. In mirth the mouth opens horizontally, cheeks 
are raised high, the aperture of the eyes is lessened, and teeth 
exposed. 

"Haste thee nymph, and bring with thee 
Mirth and youthful jollity." · 

11 Lady Gay: 'Gloriously! Max! Gloriously"! There were 
sixteen horses in the field, all metal to the bone; ... Now for 
the first time I gave Blueskin his head-ha! ha !-away he flew 
like a thunderbolt. . . .' " 

Synonymous Ideas : Mirth, merriment, glee, hilarity, 
festivity, jollity, laughter, pleasantry, prank, gambol, sport, 
fun, joviality, conviviality, buoyancy, jocularity, merry
rnaking,-mirthful, playful, sportive, frolicsome, sprightly, 
jocund, joking (see p. 115), gushing, facetious, conversable, 
diverting, vivacious, airy, merry, blithe, blithesome, light~ 
hearted, brisk. 

GAIETY (G. gehen, to go, as in the English slang, " to be 
full of go") leaps from pitch to pitch, the quantities and the 
pauses are short. Syn. Animation, show, gaudiness, finery, 
tawdriness,-gay, gleeful, bright, brilliant, loose, dissipated . 
. 11I.MI~RY (Gr. J.UJHKos, Mimikos, imitative, belonging to or 

hke ~ mrme; Lat . . mimicus, farcical) has the idea of pleasing 
runmng through rt, and generally takes the expulsive nasal 
tone. See p. 115, Mimicry suitable for the orator as pre~ 
scribed by Cicero. 

BUFFOONERY (Italian, buffan, to joke, jest, puff out the 
ch~eks, in allusion to the grimacing of jesters, which is the 
prmcipal part of their business; a man who amuses by low 
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tricks, antic gestures, jokes, etc.) generally takes the expulsive 
nasal tone. 

Synonymous Ideas: Buffoon, clown, jester, fool, merry
Andrew, droll, joker, clodpole. 

RAILLERY (Fr. railler, to jest, Span. rallar, to scrape, vex, 
grate) has no animosity, puts on an aspect of cheerfulness, a 
smiling countenance, with a tone of voice that is sprightly and 
pure. The force is animated; stress, median; pitch, high; and 
an equal wave of the third. It is gentle apologies for youth
ful armours, playful ridicule, good-natured, satirical merriment, 
with a circumflex or curve of the voice. See example p. 589, 
also the following : 11 Men, 1 I know you can do very little 
alone; for your helps are many; or else your actions would 
grow wondrous single: your abilities are too infant-like for 
doing much alone. You talk of pride: Oh ! that you could 
turn your eyes towards the napes of your necks, and make but 
an interior survey of your good selves ! ' "-Shak. 

Synonymous Ideas; Raillery, pleasantry, banter, ridicule, 
jeer, twit, sport, flout. 

HUMOUR (Lat. humere, to be moist) is exuberant, enliven
ing, effusive and playful, the eye twinkling in fun and winking 
in cunning pleasantry. See pp. 114/5/6 & 589. It is some
what akin to Wit (wissen, to know; to know and to discover 
agreement and disagreement of ideas, see also foregoing 
pages). The following is interesting on the 11 Humorous and 
Playful " taken from Russell's " Orthophany '': 

" Perfect purity of tone is indispensable to the utterance of 
fanciful and humorous emotion, unless in the few instances in 
which, for mimetic or enhanced effect, a peculiar and character
istic voice is assumed on purpose. Humour, in its genuine 
expression, not only enlivens and kindles tones, .but seems as it 
were to melt it, and make it flow into the ear and the heart, 
as the full clear, sparkling stream gushes into the reservoir. 
The playful and mirthful style of utterance seems to be the 
voice let loose from restraints which would impose upon it 
any rigidness, dryness, or harshness of sound. Humour goes 
beyond mere gaiety or exhilaration in the unbounded scope 
which it gives to the voice: its tones are higher, louder and 
quicker in movement. Humour excells even gaiety, in effusive 
purity of tone which seems to come ringing and full from the 
heart, with all the resonance of head and chest combined. 
Humour demands, however, not a mere fulness, but an actual 
exuberance and overflowing of feeling, in order to give it ex
pression. An approach to the style of laughter should be per
ceptible in the quality with which it inspires the voice. The 
exercises following should be practised with all the playful, 
half-laughing style of voice which naturally belongs to this, 
vivid effusion of blend.ed humour and fancy." E.g.: 11 Oh! 
then I see queen Mab hath been with you." 
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Synonymous Ideas: Humour, fancy, whim, caprice, freak, 
facetiousness,-humorous, jocose, playful, pleasant, comicalJ 
funny (see comical animals, p. 582), diverting, ludicrous, 
ridiculous, farcical, sportive, droll, burlesque, laughable, wag· 
gish, amusing, queer, odd, quaint, fanciful, curious, crotchety, 
frolicsome, caricaturing, parodying. 

GLADNESS (A. S. Glad, shining, bright, cheerful, 
pleased, well-contented) is little more than cheerful and less 
lightsome than joy, and has the expulsive, normal quality of 
voice. · 

Synonymous Ideas: Glad, gratified, pleased, blithesome,· 
satisfied, contented, gladsome,-gladden, please, gratify. 

LAUGHTER (allied to the Greek KXwuunv klossein, to 
chuc~e like a hen; M.E. laughen. It is an involuntary 
movement of the muscles of the face, or a peculiar expression 
of the eyes indicative of merriment; convulsive expression of 
mirth, ridicule, etc.) uses the explosive, normal quality of 
voice, and exposes the teeth. 

Synonymous Ideas: Laughter, laughing, laugh, cachinna
tion,-laugh, cackle, giggle, titter, roar, chuckle, grin, snigger, 
-laughable, droll, comical, funny, ridiculous, ludicrous. 

JOY (Lat. guadere, to rejoice, Span. joya, a jewel; an emo
tion excited by the acquisitiOn of some good or the expectation 
of it, or an elation over gQod coming or actually attained, or 
deliverance from or expulsion of evil) opens the countenance 
with smiles, and has a kind of sprif!g in the body as if to fly, 
is mostly short and fleeting. This is its mild state, the 
ecstatic state is passional, see Passions, and p. 188. 

Synonymous Ideas: Joy, merriment, gladness, glee,-joy· 
ful, very glad, gay, joyous, blithe, festive. See 30th Passion 
for other synonyms. 

DELIGHT (Lat. de, full, lacere, to allure; delicere, to 
allure steadily, is largely of feeling or sight) is a high degree 
of satisfaction, or joy moderated. It affords leisure to dwell 
on the pleasing object, see p. 358 and example. The follow
ing is " Delight in Love " : 

., When you dance, I wish you 
. A wave o' the sea, that you might ever do 

Nothing but that ..... '' 
Synonymous Ideas: Delight, pleasure, enjoyment, amenity, 

agreeableness,-delightful, delicious, highly pleasing, capti
vating, fascinating, alluring, attractive, inviting, engaging, 
winning, tempting, magnetic, delectable, gratifying, lingering. 
CHAR~llNGNESS (Lat. carmen, song; 0. F. char1ne, en

chantment; to subdue by occult influence or incantation; 
attract irresistibly) is sweetness or pleasingness to all the 
~nses and to the mind, but principally the sight. See Charm
mg Style, pp. 583 to 589, and the Fig. Chronographia, p. 140. 
Charmmgness does not attain to so high a degree as joy or de
light. 
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Synonymous Ideas: Charm, allure, entice, draw, attract, 
mvite, fascinate, enchant, subdue, overpower, win, bewitch 
(which takes away all power of resistance), enrapture,
charming, comely, handsome, pretty, graceful (p. 149), lovely, 
amiable, neat, trim, tasteful, elegant,-charmingness, be
witchery, amenity, conjuration, sorcery. 

PLEASURE (Lat. placere, to please, akin to placare, to 
appease, reconcile; to .excite agreeable sensations or emotion 
in) may be from without or within, from ourselves or from 
~thers, and takes in all the senses, as when we eat, drink, see, 
smell, feel, or hear. It is opposed to pain, sorrow, etc. In 
pleasure the eyes swim (see. further, p. 243) and the rising 
m.flection mostly obtains. 

Synonymous Ideas: Pleasure, satisfaction, comfort, enjoy
ment, preference, choice, gratification, solace, pick, selection, 
sensuality, voluptuousness, fruition,-please, satisfy, indulge, 
humour, content,-pleasant, prepossessing, amusing, enter
taining, diverting, desirable, affable, pleasing, agreeable, 
acceptable, amusing. 

HAPPINESS (Ice!. happ, hap, chance, good luck, blessing 
as ascribed to chance, hap; fell out well; possession and en joy
ment of any good) is applied to almost every kind of enjoy
ment, except animal appetites. Landscapes, music, fragrance 
and the like please us, but the consciousness to enjoy these 
pleasures makes us happy. It is a continual state, is inward 
and rises from consciousness. The pleasing idea which runs 
through the 5th Emotion will be seen in the following: 

u It was a valley with sweetest sounds, 
A languid music haunted everywhere, 
Like those with which a summer eve abounds, 
From rustling corn and song birds calling clear." 

~~The Happy Valley "-Thomas Miller. 

"Oh, happiness! our being's end and aim! 
Good, pleasure, ease, content! whate'er thy name: 
That something still which prompts th' eternal sigh, 
For which we bear to live, or dare to die; 
Which still so near us, yet beyond us liesJ.. · 
O'er look'd seen double, by the fool and wise."-Pope. 

See delivery of the first line "Oh, happiness .. . :' o~ ~age 
625 see also " Happiness," by Coton, p. 577, wh1ch 15 m a 
pur~ tone, moderate force, vivid median stress. 

Synonymous Ideas: Happiness, contentment, well-being, 
welfare, prosperity, felicity, fruition, bliss, blessedness, grace, 
elegance, success, weal, good-fortune,-happy, blest, lucky, 
fortunate, successful, ready, apt, dexterous, e~pert, ~e.ason, 
able, opportune, favourable, prop~tious, app~opnate, fehc1tous, 
satisfying dt:>sire,-happ1ly, lucklly, gracefully, dexterously, 
success£ ully. 
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" How happy is he born or taught, 
That serveth not another's will; 

Whose armour is his honest thought, 
And simple truth his highest skill: 
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Who hath his life from rumours freed; 
Whose conscience is his strong retreat; 

Whose state can neither flatterers feed, 
Nor ruin make oppressors great : 

"The Happy Man "-Sir Henry Wotton 
BEAUTY (Lat. bellus, fme, fair) has the idea also of pleas 

ing especially to the eye or sight, although it may please tht 
ear or mind, and consists mostly in the form and colouring 
(see Beautiful Style, p. 569, p. 149). Beauty generally takes 
a soft tone, is gentle, calm, smooth, and subdued, and has 
a gentle median stress. 

Synonymous Ideas: Beauty, grace, symmetry, elegance, 
comeliness, fairness, loveliness, fine part, special feature, 
special quality, beautiful woman, belle, ornament, shapeliness, 
proportion, regularity, harmony, adornment, decoration, orna
ment, beau, fme fellow, dandy,-beautiful, symmetrical, grace
ful. neat, polished, refined, well-formed, spick and span, ex· 
cellent, nice, elegant, nne, trim, tidy, beauteous, handsome. 

LOVE (Teut. lub, covet, desire; an ardent attachment to a 
person, object, or pursuit; a marked preference for one of the 
opposite sex) stands at the head of the 5th Emotion. It is a 
desire kept temperate by reverence or apprehension of offend
ing, and it approaches with utmost delicacy. The idea is desire 
for something lovely, that pleases, is still gentle and dwells 
largely on the charming '(see pp. 584, 585 and 588). Whatever 
is pleasing or beautiful excites it, and before marrying it is 
love; after marrying it is affection. Beauty of form, shape, 
colour, etc., are lovely, but the kind, gentle, tender, affection
ate, etc., are amiable. A flower may be lovely, an evening, a 
sunset. Much of the loveliness and beauty of women is due to 
their fragility, p, 149. The objects of love are numerous, hot
able among which are; home, hearth, mother, children, women, 
birds, country, birth place, seep. 236. The gentleness of love 
may be seen from the following selections: 

" But soft! What light through yonder window breaks; 
It is the east, and Juliet is the sun! 
The brightness of her cheek would shame those stars 
As daylight doth a lamp; her eyes in heav'n 
Would through the airy region strram so bright, 
That birds would sing! and think it were not night. 

Rom. She speaks. 
Oh, speak again, bright angel! for thou art 
As glorious to thi'l siP'ht, hring o'er mv head. 
As is a winged messenger of heav'n, · 
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Unto the white-upturned, wond'ring eyes 
Of mortals, that fall back to gaze on him, 
When he bestrides the lazy-pacing clouds, 
And sails upon the bosom of the air. 

Rom. It is my soul that calls upon my name. 
How silver-sweet sound lovers' tongues by night, 
Like softest music to the attending ears !"-ShakespeaTt. 

" The Effects of Love and Happiness on the Mind," by 
Miss Harriet Martineau :-

" There is a vivid love of God in the child that lays its cheek 
against the cheek of its mother, and clasps its arms about her 
neck.'' 

" All thoughts, all passions, all delights, 
Whatever stirs this mortal frame, 
Are all but ministers of love, 

And feed this sacred frame. 

Oft in my waking dreams do I 
Live o'er again that happy hour, 
When midway on the mount I lay, 

Beside the ruined tower. 

The moonshine, stealing o'er the scene, 
Had blended with the lights of eve; 
And she was there, my hope, my joy, 

My own dear Genevieve ! 

I played a soft and doleful air, 
I sang an old and movin~ story
An old rude song that su1ted well 

That ruin wild and hoary. 

She wept with pity and delight, 
She blushed with love and virgin shame; 
And like the murmur of a ,dream 

I heard her breathe m:v nainc. 

'Twas partly love, and partly fear, 
And partly 'twas a bashful art, 
That I might rather feel than see 

The swelling of her heart. 

I calmed her fears; and she was calm, 
And told her love with virgin pride; 
And so I won my Genevieve, 

My bright and beauteous bride!" 
--Samuel Taylor Coleridge. 

Synonymous Ideas : Love, affection, strong liking, warm 
admiration, regard for, fondness, courtship, amity, kinaness, 
-lover, sweetheart, darling, one loved, suitor, wooer, beau, 
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flirt, gallant, spark, flatterer,-love, admire, worship, adore, 
woo, court, like, be enamoured, to be fond of, cherish, fondle, 
-loving, sweet, devoted, kind, tender, dear, treasure'd. 

6th EMOTION. 

Current Idea : Seeking to get. 
Desire; Longing; Hope. Hope is the chief in the 6th 

Emotion through which the idea of seeking after something to 
get is current. 

DESIRE (Lat. desidere, to long for, yearn after; composed 
of de, away, from, and sidera, stars, to turn the eyes from 
the stars, because an unlucky star 1s among them, hence to 
miss, regret= to long for, demanding gratification; to want 
and not get) has a suppliant voice but lively and cheerful; ex
pressions fluent and copious; face smiling, eager and wistful; 
arms outstretched toward the object as if to grasp it; body 
forward and eyes open; eye-brows raised, mouth open; if 
attended with distress then sighs abound. See Strange 
Country of Desire, p. 165. 

Synonymous Ideas : Desire, desiderate, wish, yearn, long 
for, hanker after, covet, want, wish, crave, fancy, ask, solicit, 
entreat, seek, pant after, sigh for, like,-appetency, eagerness 
(natural eagerness to obtain an object from which pleasure is 
expected), aspiration, inclination, appetite, avidity, request,
desirable, enviable, covetable, eligible, pleasing, preferable. 

LONGING (Ger. langen, to reach after; A. S. longian, to 
long after, crave) is impatient sometimes, and is a continued 
kind of desire. It takes the pure tone of voice, subdued 
force, final stress tsee p. 185, Anapcestic foot, p. 431), high 
pitch, plaintive semitone, slow movement, long pauses, and i!l 
generally earnest,· e.g., " Quit Oh! quit this mortal frame!" 

Synonymous Ideas: Longing, yearning, itching, earnest 
desire, wistful eye, hankering, hungering for, lusting for,
long for, pine after, wish for, crave. 

HOPE (M.E. hopen, to expect; Greek mr€vo opeuo, to 
look at with pleasure) has the idea of desiring something wel
comed or pleasing. We always hope for good, while we expect 
either good or bad, e.g., we hope for good weather, we expect 
bad weather. Hope is a special trait of young people who 
~ope mu~h as they have years before them, see p. 333. Hope 
IS a desue of some good, accompanied with expectation of 
obtaining it, or a belief that it is obtainable. It is a mixture 
?f desire and j~y agitating the mind, anticipating enjoyment; 
It erects and bnghtens the countenance, spreads the arms with 
the hands open as to receive the object of its wishes. The 
voice is plaintive and inclined to eagerness breath drawn in 
more forcibly than usual in order to expre;s our desire more 
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strongly and our earnest expectation of receiving the object of 
our wishes. Cf. Walker. 

" Oh hope! sweet flatterer, whose delusive touch 
Sheds on afflicted minds the balm of comfort, 
Relieves the load of poverty, sustains 
The captive bending with the weight of bonds, 
And smooths the pillow of disease and pain; 
Send back th' exploring messenger of joy. "-Glover. 

Some extracts from Thomas Campbell's " Pleasures of 
Hope " are good illustrations :-

" Auspicious Hope; in thy sweet garden grow 
Wreaths for each toil, a charm for every woe; 
Won by thy sweets, in Nature's languid hour, 
The wayworn pilgrim seeks thy summer bower; 
There, as the wild bee murmurs on the wing, 
What peaceful dreams thy handmaid spirits bring! 
What viewless forms th' JEorian organ play, 
And sweep the furrowed lines of anxious thought away. 

Hope ! when I mourn .with ~y~pathi~ing mind, 
The wrongs of fates, the woes of human kind, 
Thy blissful omens bid my spmt see 
The boundless fields of rapture yet to be; 
I watch the wheels of Nature's mazy plan, 
And learn the future by the past of man. 

Eternal Hop~ ! .wh~n .yo~d~r ~ph~re. sublime 
Peal'd their first notes to sound the march of Time, 
Thy joyous youth began-but not to fade.-
When all thy sister planets have decay' d; 
When rapt in fire the realms of ether glow, 
And Heaven's last thunder shakes the world below; 
Thou, undismay'd shalt o'er the ruins smile, 
And light thy torch at Nature's funeral pile." 

Synonymous Ideas : Hope, expectatiOn, anticipation, trust, 
confidence, faith, belief, reliance, dependence, prospect, 
promise, pregustation,-hope, believe, expect, feel ronfident, 
flatter one's self, long for, look for,-hopeful, expectant, 
promising, confident, propitious, auspicious, encouraging, 
favourable. 

7th EMOTION. 

Current Idea: To Praise. 
COMMENDATION which praises, presents as worthy of 

confidence or regard, takes a mild tone of voice and gently 
~preads the arms. Quintillian says that in praising, flatter
ing, etc., the voice should be smooth and flowing, A reason 
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is generally given, e.g., a man is com~ended for his conou~t, 
his constancy, sobriety. The sufferer 1!3 commended on recit
ing his sufferings, p. 236. Encomium (Greek 1f;YKWf.£tov 
enkomion, a set of verses for praising, a laudatory ode) 
generally praises in verse and on some object. Eulogy praises 
persons, exploits, and character, and takes a flowing, clear 
tone m the middle voice. Panegyric (Greek 7Tav pan, whole, 
a'lvpa agura; a gathering, a crowd; to praise before the whole 
crowd) is usually the praising of an individual in a set oration. 
Flattery (Lat. flatus, breath=to say what is light as air; 
feigned devotion) gives praises and thanks for little things, 
Adulation (Lat. adulari, to fawn, to wag the tail as a dog 
does) is fulsome praising. Complimmt IS to praise by way of 
courtesy, regard, or admiration. 

Synonymous Ideas : Commendation, recommendation, 
approval. approbation, good word, praise, applause,-com
mend, laud,-encomium, eulogy, panegyric,-flattery, obse
quiousness, wheedling, cajolery, toadyism, false commenda
tion, feigned praise, humouring,-adulation, servile flattery, 
sycophancy, parasitism, servility, fawning, cringing, hanging 
on,--compliment, present, gift, favour,-cornplimentary, con-
gratulatory, laudatory. · 

8th El\IOTION. 

Current Idea: I o Give Heart To. 
ENCOURAGE refers to action, it strengthens resolution, 

and gives heart to the timid, generally recurring to the finer 
feelings of one's nature, e.g., encouraged by kindness. See 
more extensively under letter " E," word " Encourage." Ex
hort puts before one to hearten him, matters of duty, of neces
sity, obligation, right, good example, worth, see pp, 184, 335, 
397, also see gesture for same, p. 338. The voice softens with 
lore mixed with firmness, e.g., "Why look you sad? Be 
great in act as you have been in thought." Persuade, ani
mated exhortation which takes lively movements, heartens one 
or wins him by the agreeableness or kindness of his expression. 
See further under letter "P," the word "Persuade." 

Synonymous Ideas: Encourage, Exhort, Persuade, etc., see 
list under respective word. 

9th EMOTION. 

Current Idea: To Have a Sense of Favours. 
GRATITUDE is silent and lasting and thankful is tempor

ary and outward in that it speaks out in making its acknow
ledgment of benefits. The voice is smooth and flowing in 
giving thanks, c f. Quintillian. Walker says that the right 
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hand with fi.ngers spread and placed upon the breast just over 
the heart, expresses very properly, a sincere and hearty 
obligation. . 

Synonymous Ideas : Gratitude, thankfulness, gratefulness, 
-grateful, beholden, indebted, obliged, bound. 

lOth E~IOTION. 

Current Idea: To Ask Something. 
Prayer; Entreaty; Supplication; Imploring; Beseeching; 

Beg. Prayer (Lat. preco, I pray) is the generic idea in the 
lOth Emotion, which is the application to some person for any 
favour to be granted. Entreaty (Lat. en =in, upon, tractare, 
to treat, handle, manage) is more argumentative, more urgent, 
more deeply interests the feelings. See delivery p. 358. It 
is gentle in tone, tremulous in utterance, and sometime makes 
cries for help, see Fig. Obtestatio, p. 606. 

Supplication (Lat. sub, down, under.~ plicare, to bend :::to 
bend down the body, or get on your knees) generally takes the 
rising inflection, as give me a penny' please; when sad and 
solemn the pitch is low but mflection rising, e.g., " Pity me, 
hear my supplication." 

lmploring (lat. im. in, on, upon, plorare, to wail, weep) is 
when there is distress, and begs by weeping which makes 
it border upon the Passions. Beseeching (be, to, 1I.E. sekerz, 
seek; to seek) is urgency, necessity wh\ch prompts the prayer. 
Beg is more the act of a beggar or the poor, asking alms. The 
foregoing have as a common gesture the hand supine, that is 
the palm up, see page 241, and fi.gure, p. 217. 

Synonymous Ideas: Prayer, petition, suit, request, orison,
pray, solicit, crave, petition, ad jure, invoke, conjure,-en
treaty, importunity,-entreat, press, dun, importune, urge,
supplication, invocation,-suppliant, suing, precatory,-sup· 
plicate, plead, sue, prosecute,-implore, call upon, appeal to,
beseech,-beg, desire, beggar, mendicant, pauper. 

11th EMOTION. 

Cu11ent Idea: To Regard Reverently. 
Reverence (Lat. re, intensive, vereri, to fear, feel awe; rever

entia, respect; to regard with awe, fear mingled with respect 
and esteem) stands at the head of the Emotions. It is the 
highest idea in Ethos or the Emotional (see p. 274) which 
checks frivolity. It makes one stand in awe of, but awe of 
the mild, chastened kind. It is a strong sentiment of respect 
awakened by the understanding. Objects which are exalted 
and noble, produce reverence and inspire an· outward mark of 
obeisance and humiliation. Age, wisdom, and virtue united 
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in one person are approached reverentially. The possession of 
these give such a person dignity which checks " the haughti
ness of the arrogant, silences the petulance of pride and self
conceit, stills the noise and giddy mirth of the young, and 
communicates to all around a sobriety of mien and aspect." 
Altars, tombs, flags, country, age, God, battlefield, and the 
like are objects of reverence. 

The delivery of Reverence is in the orotund quality of voice, 
with quantities long, force subdued, stress median, pitch low, 
monotone prevalent, movement slow, pauses long, e.g.: 

u Father thy hand 
Has reared these venerable columns, thou 
Didst weave this verdant roof .... 

. . . The century living crow 
Whose birth was in their top, grew old and died 
Among their branches; till at last they stood 

As now they stand, massy and tall and dark.'' 
"The Forest Hymn "-William Cullen Bryant. 

Synonymous Ideas: Reverence, awe, honour, adoration, 
veneration, homage, obeisance, respect, esteem, devotion, 
deference, worship,-revere, adore, venerate, idolise, value, 
bow to, honour,-reverent, humble, submissive, respectful, 
reverential, venerable, grave, sage, wise, oracular, sacred, 
sainted, hallowed, devoted, consecrated, inviolable, dedicated, 
enshrined, cherished, sanctified, treasured, holy, sober, seri
ous, staid. 
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THE PASSIONS. 

PRINCIPAL IDEAS 

Relating Thereto. 

Current Idea: To Begrudge. 
ENVY (Lat. in, no, videre, to look; not to look at=to look 

a.skance at, gru~gingly, or as if wanting it yourself; pain ex
cited by the sight of another's supenority or success see 
page 240) is a mixture of joy, sorrow and hatred. It 'is as 
Walker says, a sorrow arising from the happiness of others 
enjoying a good which we desire and think we deserve, or a 
pleasure we receive upon their losing this good, for which we 
hate them. It is nearly akin to malice in its tone and gestures. 
The following is a good example:-

Ey'd them askance, and to himself thus plain'd, 
The happier Eden, shall enjoy their fill 
Of bliss on bliss; while I to hell am thrust", 
Where there is neither joy nor love, tlut fierce 

desire.-~filton. 

Envy sickens, grieves at another's good. A woman envies 
another for her superior beauty. It is irritating want. 

Envy takes the falling inflection, low pitch, rapid move· 
ment, brief pauses, intense emphasis, fierce expression, aspir
ated, pectoral, guttural quality, impassioned force, explosive 
radical (cf. Russell), e.g,:-

" But other powers as great 
Fell not, but stand unshaken,-from within 
Or from without,-to all temptation armed." 

The orator allays envy in a bright and encouraging tone: 
and arouses it in a low, rough, guttural, aspirated voice, pic
turing how undeservedly they have suffered, see p. 332. 
Speaking" Against Envy," Sir George Mackenzie says: "We 
may cure envy in ourselves, either by considering how useless 
or how ill these things were, for which we envy our neighbours; 
or else how we possess as much or as good things. If I envy 
his greatness, I consider that he wants my quiet; as also I 
consider that he possibly envies me as much as I do him; and 
when I begin to examme his perfections, and balance them 
with my own, I found myself as happy as he was .... Thus, 
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when I envy a man for being learned, I consider how much of 
his health and time that learning consumes: if for being great, 
how he must flatter and serve for it; and if I would not pay his 
price, no reason I ought to have what he has got." 

Synonymous Ideas: Envy, avidity, covetousness, chagrin, 
mortincation, discontent, vexation,-envy, begrudge,---envi
able, envidious. 

2nd PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Fear Rivals hip. 
JEALOUSY (Greek NA.o<; zelos; zeal to keep what is ours 

and fear to lose it; uneasy under the fear that another may or 
has engaged the affections of one we love) has corners of mouth 
down, lips showing teeth, and between sexes is a ferment or 
love, hatred, hope, fear, shame, anxiety, grief, pity, pride, 
rage, cruelty, vengeance, madness, and every other tormenting 
passion which can agitate the human mind. It expresses itself 
by peevishness, thoughtfulness, anxiety, restlessness, and 
absence of mind. Sometimes it bursts into piteous complaint 
and weeping. then a gleam of hope that all is yet well, lights 
up the countenance into a momentary smile. Immediately the 
face clouds up with a general gloom! shows the mind overcast 
again with horrid suspicions and frightful imaginations. The 
jealous man is a prey to the most tormenting feelings, and is 
alternately tantalised by hope and plunged into despair. Ct. 
Walker on "Suspicion and Jealousy." Suspicion (Lat. sub, 
under, spicere, to look~ to look at from under the eye lid; to 
imagine to exist) is fear of another's endeavouring to prevent 
our attainment of the goo'i:l desired or designing to dt" us some 
injury, or harbouring some bad design. Jealousy is noble as 
when the people are jealous of their rights, or a good man 
jealous of his honour. Tension now begins which gradually 
gets stronger and stronger till the loftiest reach of Attic elo
quence, which the Greeks prized so highly, and which was in
tensest passinn with the greatest self-control, is attained, see 
pp. 259, 472, 476. Here the passionate Figures Anacalouthon, 
pp. 48, 603; Aposiopesis, p. 91, Ecphonesis, p. 168, come into 
play. Shakespeare uses them in the following passages to 
indicate his inability to express thP. varying feelings of 
jealousy and suspicion, in making Othello cry out :-

How blest am I 
In my just censure ! in my true opinion ! 
Alack for lesser knowledge! how accurs'd 
In being so blessed! There may be in the cup 
A spider steep'd, ano one may drink, depart 
And yet partake no venom .... 
. . .but if one present 

The abhorr'd ingre-dient to his eye, make known 
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How he hath drunk, he cracks his gorge, his sides, 
With violent hefts.-] have drunk and seen the 

spider ! "-Shak. 
-Jealousy mixed with Grief. 

Jealousy mixed with regret : 
If I do prove her haggard . . . . 
Oh the curse or marriage 
That we can call these delicate creatures ours' 
And not their appetites ! 

Synonymous Ideas: Jealous, apprehensive, anxious, solitit· 
ous, emulous, rival, vigilant, watchful, intolerant of rivalry, 
circumspect,-suspicion, doubt, distrust, mistrust, misgiving, 
conjecture, guess, surmise, - suspicious, questionable, 
scrupulous, sceptical, misbelieving, 

3rd PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Incline to Inju~e Others Without Cause. 

MALICE (Lat. malus, bad, Greek pD .. as melas, black; a 
disposition to do evil, mischief, or harm to friend or foe) is 
active in doing harm. Malignant is dormant or passive, e.g., 
a malignant disposition is one that may be easily excited to do 
injury. Spite is a petty kind of malice in that it offends in 
trifling matters. Malice stands at the head of this evil pas
sion, and watches occasion to exert itself on the despised ob
ject. This hateful disposition sets the jaws or gnashes the 
teeth, sends blasting flashes from the eyes, stretches the mouth 
horizontally, the tone of voice same as that of anger, but not 
so loud, e.g., 11 Ho~ like a fawning publican he looks, I hate 
him for he is a christian, he lends out money gratis and brings 
down the rate of usury. If I catch h1m once upon the hop I 
will feed fat the ancient grudge I bear him. Cursed be my 
tribe if I forgive him." The delivery of Malice is in an 
aspirated voice, pectoral and guttural; force, impassioned; 
stress, vanishing (p. 185); pitch, low; inflection, prevalent fall
ing of the fifth; movement, slow; pau~es, long; emphasis and 
expression intense, e.g., "All hope excluaed thus, behold in
stead of us outcast, exiled, his new delight-mankind created 
and for him this world.' 

Synonymous Ideas: Malice, ill-will, malevolence, rancour, 
vindictiveness, hate, pique, bitterness, animosity, virulence, 
enmity, grudge, umbrage, personal hatred, venom, acrimony, 
poisonousness,-malicious, ill-disposed, evil-minded, mis
chievous, scorpion-tailea, resentful, rancorous, sullen, cur-like, 
evil-doing, harmful, injurious, hurtful, pernicious, noxious, 
wicked,-slanderer, calumniator (p. 282), malefactor, evil
doer,-malignant, ill-disposed, bitterly hostile, unpropitious, 
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jll.omened, dangerous,-spite, spleen, defiance, despite,-vex, 
thwart,-spitef ul. 

4th PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Sneak Something Valuable. 
STEALTHINESS (Greek uTep~(J) stereo, I deprive, uT~'A"'A.&tJI 

stellein, to get ready, to be still, having secretness and stealth) 
has generally an aspirated (p. 189) whispered tone, and if in
tense, it approaches to fear, the force, then is suppressed and 
the whispering becomes expulsive, e.g. " Soldiers! you are 
now within a few steps of the enemy's outpost. ... Let every 
man keep strict silence under pain of death." In intense 
alarm, the whispering becomes explosive, that is vivid, abrupt 
and instantaneous because it bursts out suddenly, e.g, 
" Hark ! I hear the bugles of the enemy ! They are on their 
march along the bank of the river. We must retreat instantly, 
or be cut off from our boats. I see the heads of their column 
already rising over the height. Our only safety is in the 
c;creen of this hedge. Keep close to it; be silent; and stoop as 
you run. For the boats, forward ! '' 

The foregoing may also be repeated in a half whisper. In 
whispering, the voice is clear on the tonics or vowels, and sub
tonics. 

Synonymous Ideas: Stealthiness, furtiveness, secrecy, con
cealment,-stealthy, furtive, sly, clandestine, surreptitious, 
secret, hidden, covered, screened, disguised, masked, creepy, 
wormy, unperceived, grovelling, burrowing, weaseling, 
sneaking. 

5th PASSION. 

Cu1fent Idea: To Signify the Reverse. 
IRONY (Greek eZpetv eirein, to say; to say less than one 

means or thinks, is censured praise with the slight reservation, 
if it were true) is another thief. It attacks under a false face, 
steals upon one by disguise, i.e., under the guise of praise, 
censures; it carries a meaning opposite to that literally ex
pressed, e.g., "we are fools, you are wise, seep. 190, Fig. 
E nantiosis, see also pp. 310/11, 597; it is an agreeable and com
mendable disguise to convey a meaning contrary to the words 
used, and as Aristotle says : " It becomes a man of good breed
ing to use an ironical jest" Very refined, abstruse Irony be
comes Noema. NOEMA (Greekvo~J.Lanotma, to see so as to 
~iscern or remark, imply; voJ.La noma, thought, understanding) 
ts a Figure of Speech used by the orator to signify something 
so privily that the hearer must seek out the meaning either by 
sharpness of wit or long consideration, e.g., Hortentius said 
he was never made friends with his mother or sister: mean
ing that there was never any debate or contention between 
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them. This f1gure, however, is seldom used except to the 
wiser sort of hearers to whom the sense 1s not so abstruse, as 
the purpose of the orator is perspicuity. See also species of 
Irony under the Fig. Mycterismus, p. 599, see examples 
under "1\Iethod '' in form of ridicule, p. 589. "Fine out
burst of Irony," p. 10. 

Irony is hypocritical mirth; is sly, arched and satirical; tone 
is droll; look, eye-brow raised and eyelid drooped, e.g. : 

"Yet none in lofty numbers can surpass 
The bard who soars to elegise an ass : 
How well the subject suits his noble mind! 

A fellow feeling makes us wondrous kind." 
-Byron. 

It is a simulated ignorance by pretenoing to desire informa· 
tion or instruction from the opponent to expose his ignorance; 
is used also by the orator to disguise a prepared speech, e.g., 
"What is the last thing I said?'' "What do you call it?" etc. 

In addition to the quiet rhythm of Irony mentioned on page 
311, the delivery of Irony and Derision is in a pure tone, 
aspirated force, compound inflection, high pitch, stress vary
ing from radical to median, e.g., "How l:lid Garrick speak the 
soliloquy last night? " '~Against all rules, my Lord, most 
ungrammatically! " " Admirable grammarian! But in 
suspending his voice, was the sense suspended? " " I looked 
only at my stop watch, my Lord ! " " Excellent observer." 

Synonymous Ideas: Irony, dissimulation, raillery, 
obliquity, duplicity, wit, burlesque, innuendo, derision, satire, 
indirect insinuation, distant hint, suggestion. 

6th PASSION. 

Current Idea: To be WJzat 01Ze is Not. 
HYPOCRITE (Greek'v1rohypo, under, Kp{vop.a~ krinomai, to 

contend; to contend under, to appear under a mask as one does 
when playing on the stage) gets something under false pre
tence. He sails under false colours and feigns to be what he 
is not, different from a dissembler who makes himself appear 
unlike what he really is, that is conceals what he really is. -He 
is a wolf in sheep's clothing, and makes a pretence to virtue, 
talking in the tones of virtue. The orator's voice roughens 
in denouncing the hypocrite. 

" The Hypocrite," by Joseph Hall: - 11 At church sits where 
he may be seen best, turns his bible with noise .... when he 
should give he looks about and says, 'Who sees me?' that 
which he oislikes in presence, in absence he censures not. ... 
He comes to the sick bed of his step-mother and weeps, when 
he secretly fears her recovery .... an angel abroad, a aevll 
at home, and worse when an angel than when a devil." 
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11 Oh, for a forty parson power to chant thy praise, Hypo
crisy."-Don Juan. 

11 Hold with the hare and run with the hounds." 
"A hypocrite is like unto an apple that is very fine an~ 

beautiful without, but within corrupt an.d rotten. "-Anthon~e 
Fletcher. 11 A hypocrite had left off h1s mask and stood m 
naked ugliness. He was a man who stole the livery of the 
court of heaven to serve the devil in."-Pollock. 

11 Can you tell why a hypocrite's eye, 
Can better descry than you or I 
On how many toes, a pussy cat goes? 
A man of deceit can best coun(her)terfeit, 
And so I suppose, can best count her toes." 

Synonymous Ideas: Hypocrisy, deceit, deception, pretence, 
imposture, pharisaism, cant, formalism, sanctimoniousness, 
deceitful appearance, insincerity, artifice, imposition, trickery, 
falsity, fraud,-hypocrite, feigner, deceiver, impostor, mis
leader, counterfeit, defrauder. . 

7th PASSION. 

CuTTen/ Idea: To Cast a Sneer under Disguise. 
SARCASM (see definition on page 41f) attacks un:Oer the 

softening disguise of epigram, innuendo, irony, and other 
figurative embellishments and partly shows its canine teeth. 
It is a biting taunt, and IS chiefly bitter and personal, or per
sonal resentment; a cutting jest or rebuke uttered with some 
degree of scorn, contempt, see "slept on his speech," p. 264. 
" Brutus is an honourable man." It uses the expulsive nasal 
quality of tone and has upturned nose. See further on pages 
116, 186, 411, 543, 599, Repartee and Retort, p. xxix. It is a 
concealed scoff or dissembled derision, e.g., "If he is ashamed 
to beg, we are ashamed to give.'' 

"A .true sarcasm is like a sword-stick, it appears, at first 
sight, to be much more innocent than it really is, till, all of a 
sudden, there leaps something out of it-sharp and deadly and 
incisive-which makes you tremble and recoil." -~.Sydney 
Smith. 

Synonymous Ideas: Sarcasm, taunt, retort, sneer, scoff, in
direct rebuke, reviling, twitting, gibing, flouting, jeer, mock, 
quizzing, making sport of, banter. 

8th PASSION. 

CuTTen! Idea: To Look On as Worthless. 
CONTE~IPT (Lat. con, cum, wholly, temnere, to despise, 

look on just enough to see its worthlessness) measures its ob
ject from head to foot, twitches up the nostrils, curls up lip, 
uses in its derision, the aspirated quality (p. 189) guttural ex
pulsive, nasal expression, impassioned force, median stress, 
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high pitch, unequal wave of the 3rd and 5th or compound 
infiection (p. 186), e.g., 

(3 and 8). 
" A p!asant's san (3 and 5), a wandering beggar bOy 
H~ar him, my Lord, he's wondrous condescending" 

(5 and 8). 
The following takes, according to Russell, the guttural, 

aspirated orotund, radical stress, middle pitch, prevalent fall
ing inflection, brisk movement, short pauses, vehement em
phasis; abrupt expression : 

" None left but by submission; and that word 
Disdain forbids me, and dread of shame 
Among the spirits beneath, whom I seduced 
With other promises and other vaunts 
Than to submit, boasting I could subdue 
The Omnipotent.' -Milton. 

The following Contempt and Derision take the aspirated, 
pectoral, guttural quality, impassioned force, vanishing or 
final stress (p. 185), high pitch, unequal wave, compound in-
flection: .

1 
" Shall! . (semitone and octave) 

They chose their magistrate : 
And such an one as he who puts his shlll, 
His popular sh~U against a graver bench 
Than ever frown in Greece.'' 

--Coriolanus to the Tribunes. 
See further examples under Fig. Exuthenismus, "scornful 

exclamation " and Demosthenes vs . .JEschines, p, 282. The 
circumflex or curve of the voice, and toss of the head are strik· 
ing marks of Contempt. 

Synonymous Ideas: Contempt, scorn; disdain, derision, 
sneer, jeer, slight, mockery, disregard~-contemptuous, super
cilious, haughty, insolent, insulting,-contemptible, despic
able, vile, abject, worthless, mean, base, paltry, sorry, scurrile, 
vulgar. 

9th PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Be Distasteful. 
DISGUST (Lat. dis, not, gustus, taste; not agreeable to 

the taste=to dislike, loathe) curls the lips down in disgust, 
twitches up the nostrils, and roughens the voice, see p. 189, 
also 543. It is an aversion to what is unpleasant to the organs 
of sense. 

Synonymous Ideas: Disgust, loathing, nausea (Gr. naus, 
sea-sick), dislike, distaste, repugnance, displeasure, dissatis
faction, offensive, disagreeable, obnoxious, disgusting, dis
pleasing, 
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lOth PASSION. 

Cu11ent Idea': Deep-seated Dislike. 
HATRED (Teut. base hat, connected with hunt, to pursue=

dislike which pursues and desires evil to befall the person 
hated; different from Detest (Lat. de, from, testor, witness i 
witnesses from outside call to it; and is loud and expressive) 
is largely guttural in quality of tone, and explosive in force 
when violent, see pp. 189, 237, 240, " Harsh Style," p. 542, 
and Figure Bdeligma, p. 607. The following is descriptive: 
"When by frequent reflection on a disagreeable object, our 
disapprobation of it is attended with a disinclination of mind 
toward it, it is called hatred. When our hatred is accom
panied with a pamful sensation upon the apprehension of its 
presence or approach, there follows an inclination to avoid it 
called aversion. The body draws back to avoid the hated 
object, hands thrown out as if to keep it off; the face is turned 
away from that side toward which the hands are thrown out; 
the eyes looking angrily and obliquely the same way the hands 
are directed, eye-brows contracted; upper lip disdainfully 
drawn up and teeth set; the pitch of voice low, but loud and 
harsh, the tone chiding, unequal, surly, and vehement, the 
sentences are short and abrupt," -Walker, e.g., "Hatred 
cursing the object hated ": 

" Poison be their drink, 
Gall worse than gall, the daintiest meal they taste, 
Their sweetest shade a grove of cypress trees, 
Their sweetest prospects murd'ring vasilisks, 
Their softest touch as smart as lizard's stings, 
Their music, frightful as the serpent's hiss, 
And boding screech-owls make their concert full; 
All the foul terre rs of dark-seated hell." -Sh~k. 
11 For the sweet nightingale, may ravens croak, 

Toads pant, and adders rustle through the leaves; 
May serpents, winding up trees, let fall 
Their hissing necks upon them from above."-Young. 

" Pulpit Elocution " describes the delivery of hatred thus : 
" Aspirated orotund, intense force, thorough stress, pitch 
varying from low to middle, prevalent falling inflection, move
ment varying from slow to moderate, and thence to rapid, 
pauses varying in length with the rate of the movement, in
tense emphasis and frerce expression, e.g., Satan's Soliloquy: 

" 0 thou that with surpassing glory crowned, 
Look'st from thy sole dominion like the god 
Of this new world at whose sight all the stars 
Hide their diminished heads, to thee I call, 
But with no friendly voice and add thy name 
0 sun; to tell thee how I hate thy beams." 

" How like a fawning publican he stands, I hate him. "-Shak. 
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Synonymous Ideas: Hatred, odium, ill-will, hate, ani
mosity, enmity, rancour, imprecation, detestation, loathing, 
abhorrence, repugnance, antipathy, malevolence,-hateful, 
abominable, execrable, repugnant, repulsive, disgusting, for
bidding, heinous, atrocious, monstrous, flagrant, flagitious, 
virulent, wicked, criminal, enormous, accursed,-hate, loathe, 
detest, abominate, abhor, dislike, nauseate, execrate, curse. 

11th PASSION. 
Current Idea: To Invoke Evil Upon. 

CURSE (Gr. Kupow a sanction=a bad wish under oath or in 
a solemn manner; A.S. cur sian, to imprecate evil in the name 
of the cross upon another; to invoke evil upon for a grievous 
offence; a threat of evil or harm) is delivered in the following 
manner: "Aspirated, pectoral and guttural, utmost impas
sioned force, explosive radical stress, low pitch, deep falling 
inflection, movement varying from rapid to slow, pauses vary· 
ing from brief to long, strongest emphasis, expression vary· 
ing from fierceness to grief. "-" Pulpit Elocution," e.g, (See 
fig. Ara.) 

11 Be then his love accursed ! since love or hate 
To me alike it deals eternal wo; 
Nay cursed be thou; since against His thy will 
Chose freely what it now so justly rues." 

Example of impassioned force 'Force extends from whisper· 
ing to shouting); " Faliero's Dying Curse on Venice," by 
Byron : " Ye elements ! in which to be resolved I hasten, let 
my voice be as a spirit upon you ! Ye blue waves! which bore 
my banner! Ye winds! . . . . Thou my native earth which I 
have bled for! Ye skies . . . attest ! I am not innocent, but 
are these gtfiltless? I leave my curse on her and hers forever." 
This style, says Russell, becomes intense and greatly 
transcends even the usual energy or vehemence of declamation. 
This degree of force is generally speaking, restricted to poetry 
or to prose of the highest character of emotion. Head is rigid 
and thrust forward in curse, imprecation, brutality, barbarity. 

Synonymous Ideas: Curse, imprecation, malediction, 
malison, execration, ban, excommunication, anathema, plague, 
scourge, torment, affliction, trouble, vexation,-cursed 
accursed, i:letestable, wicked .• abominable, unsanctifi.ed, blasted 
by a curse, deserving a curse, unholy, impious, confounded, 
ungodly, profane, damnable, hellish,-curse, accurse, anathe~ 
matise, hate, execrate, harass, torment. 

12th PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Inflict Injury for Injury. 
REVENGE (Fr. re1.mncher, whence the phrase en revanche, 

in return; to inflict harm, pain, injury in return for injury or 
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pain received, or for some insult, wrong or the like; passion 
for retaliation; a spiteful, wrong, malignant spirit) is " an eye 
for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth." An injury is revenged, 
a crime is avenged. See delivery on page 357. It becomes 
loudly-boasting exultation when injury is paid. Eager 
Revenge: 

" But gentle heav'n cut short all intermission 
Front to front bring thou this :fiend of 
Scotland and myself within my sword's 
Length, if he 'scape, heav'n forgive him, 
Revenge ! revenge ! revenge ! revenge ! 'I 

Synonymous Ideas: Revenge, retaliation, retribution, 
reprisal, requital, punishment, payment, reward,-revenge, 
avenge, vindicate, retaliate, requite,-revengeful, vin
dictive, resentful, spiteful, vengeful, malicious, retaliatory, 
retributive, unforgiving, unrelenting, implacable. 

13th PASSION. 

Current Idea: To cast an Unfavourable Opinion Upon. 
REPROACH (Lat. repropiare, to bring near, hence to cast 

in one's teeth~an unfavourable opinion of a person or thing 
cast up to one in his teeth; censure mingled with contempt) is 
an angry or contemptuous treatment of others, as the name of 
puritan is term of reproach given to some who affect greater 
purity than othersJ the name of a christian is a name of re
proach in Turkey. It is an expression of blame, and settled 
anger in chastising the object of dislike by casting in his teeth 
the severest censures on his Imperfection or misconduct1 lip 
turns up with scorn, brow contracted, the heaP, shaking, voice 
low as if abhorring, whole body expressive of aversion. " Re· 
proaching with stupidity and inconsistency " : 

" Wherefore rejoice? What conquest brings he home? 
. . .... You blocks, you stones ...... '' 

Reproach for the want of manliness, or courage and spirit: 
" 'fhou slave, thou wretch, thou coward, 

Thou little valiant, great in villany I 
Thou ever strong upon the stronger side ! 
Thou fortune's champion, thou dost never fi.ght 
But when her humorous ladyship is by 
To teach thee safety." -Shak:. 

Blame (Fr. blemir, to blemish) censures for blemish; rebuke 
(re, back, bouche, mouth, boucher, to stop one's mouth) is to 
check or put down with reproof, and is by word of mouth, 
having in it !!lore anger and indignation (see p. 544); reproof 
(Lat. re, agam, probare, to test; to retest, hence, to reject on 
second trial) is mort personal, (see Fig. Epitimesis, p. 267), 
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that is one person to another' ana puts on a stern aspect, 
roughens the voice, gesture similar to that of threatening, but 
not so lively. It is hke reproach, but without the sourness and 
ill-nature. 

"And as a bird each fond endearment tries. 
To tempt its new-fledged offspring to the skies; 
He tried each art, reproved each dull delay, 
Allured to brighter worlds and led the wav." 

-Goldsmith. 
See· further "Gravity Style,'' p. 597, Figure Onedismus, 

599, and gesture of reproach, p. 241. · 
Synonymous Ideas : Reproach, upbraiding, condemnation 

stigma3 obloquy, scum, hireling, reprehension, remon
strance, disrepute, discredit, dishonour, scandal, opprobrium 
shame, disgrace, infamy, censure, vilification,-reproachful, 
condemnatory, vituperative, contumelious, abusive, offensive, 
-rebuke, chide, reprimand, scold, admonish, rate, check, 
blame, abuse,-blame, charge, tax, disapprove, accuse,-re· 
proof, reprehension,~reprovable, culpable, blameworthY!_-re
prove, inculpate, reprobate, criticise, animadvert, find fault 
with. 

14th PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Warn of the Consequence of an Offence. 
ADMONITION (Lat. ad, to, monere, to remind, advise, 

put seriously in the mind of, to put on guard) generally comes 
from superiors and is prospective, reprehension is retrospec· 
tive. See delivery on page 323, Figure Ominatio, also 
"war,ning," p. 241. Admonition is given with mildness and 
gravity; warning with impressive force and warmth; and 
caution with clearness and precision. 

The following is a good example of Admonition from 
Shakespeare : 

"Remember March, the ides of March remember! 
Did not great Julius bleed for justice sake? 
What villain touch' d his body, that did stab 
And not for justice? What! shall one of us, 
That struck the foremost man of all the world, 
But for supporting robbers; shall we now 
Contaminate our fingers with base bribes? 
And sell the mighty space of our large honours 
For so much trash as may be grasped thus? 
I'd rather be a dog and bay the moon 
Than such a Roman.'' 

Synonymous Ideas: Admonition, caution. reproof, moni
tion, forewarning, advice,-admonish, reprove gently, caution, 
advise, counsel, censure, chide, warn, premonish, reprehend,
admonitory, precautionary, forewarning, counselling, wary. 
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15th PASSION. 

CuTTent Idea: To Demand Reasons for a Thing 
EXPOSTULATION (Lat. ex, from, postulaTe, to demand i 

expostulaTe, to demand urgently) has the tone of authority in 
it, and passes censure, and cla1ms to be heard .. Remonstra
tion requests to be heard, reasons and presents 1ts case, apd 
complains, e.g., " Artabanes remonstrated with Xerses on the 
folly of his projected invasion." Expostulation presents 
wrong, urges redress, to desist, and to prot~ct, whereas 
remonstration presents and urges reasons agamst an act, 
measure, etc. 

See delivery of Expostulation on page 359. 

Synonymous Ideas : Expostulate, expostulation, expostula~ 
tory,-remonstrate, remonstrance, reproof, remonstrant. 

16th PASS ION. 

Current Idea : To Accuse Publicly. 
DENUNCIATION (Lat. de; fully, down, nunciare, to 

announce, nuntius, a rues5enger; to charge or blame publicly 
with some offence or crime, as a messenger use to do when sent 
from or to people) takes the orotund voice, prevalent monotone, 
median stress, long pauses, low p1tch, subdued force, but dear 
and ringing, see page 358 for example, 11 Harsh Style,'' p. 
543 " invective " under 11 Method " ; " Vehement Style," p. 
549, Fig. Thaumasmus; Figure Cataplexis, p. 607. 

Synonymous Ideas: Denunciation, diatnbe, philippic, 
charge, accusation, blame, mvective (when against indi
viduals), arraignment, crimination, impeachment, animad
version, criticism, stricture,-denounce, give formal notice of, 
point out as reprehensible, inform against, accuse, arraign 
(call to account, as some fault), declaim (against public 
measures), brand, stigmatise, condemn, decry, proscribe, 
menace, threaten. 

17th PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Feel Aroused Against Something Unworthy. 
INDIGNATION (Lat. in, not, dignus, worthy; anger at 

what is unworthy; displeasure at it; a feeling aroused against 
the unworthy and atrocious conduct of others) flows from a 
high sense of honour. For vehement indignation, see deliver~' 
on page 187, "Chatham's rebuke"; see pp. 237, 240, 332, 
358. A toss of the head represents indignation. See 
'' Splendid Style," called also " impassioned style," p. 550, 
Webster and Pitt, p. 555; "Vigorous Style," Cor. 63, Cor. 
61, p. 557; lEschines vs. Demosthenes, p. 304. The guttural 
quality of the voice is used on some of the words in Oratorical 
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Invective, that is the kind produced in the upper part of the 
mouth. The following is vehement indignation delivered 
similar to "Chatham's rebuke'' illustrated on page 187: 
"We send out mandates for the certain death of thousands 
and ten thousands ! Boys and girls and women that would 
groan to see a child pull off an insect's legs, all ready for war. 
The best amusement for our morning meal i . . . . Like mere 
abstractions, empty sounds to which we join no feeling and 
attach no form! As if the soldier died without a wound; as 
if the fi.bres of this god-like frame, were gored without pang: 
as if the wretch who fell in battle, doing bloody deeds, passed 
off to heaven translated, and not killed; as though he had no 
wife to pine for him-no God to judge him ! Therefore evil 
days are coming on us, 0 my Countrymen, and what if all
avenging Providence, strong and retributive, should make us 
know the meaning of our words, force us to feel the desolation 
and agony of our fi.erce doings?"-Coleridge. 

Synonymous Ideas: Indignation, wrath, ire, fury, zeal, 
rage, exasperation, resentm,ent, frenzy,-indignant, irate, 
angry, wrathful, exasperated, provoked, incensed, enraged, 
infuriated. 

18th PASSION. 

Cu11ent Idea: To Be Exercised Over InJury, Injustice, Etc. 
ANGER (Lat. an, ad, to, ago, I act, agere, to drive; some 

untoward or contrary act that excites sudden .displeasure; an 
impatient agitation against any one who acts contrary to our 
inclinations or opinons; a strong emotion of the mind excited 
by injury, !njustit:e, etc.) brings great tension into the body, 
braces it, and stiffens its sinews. -It is well portrayed in King 
Henry V. by Shakespeare: 

11 In peace there's nothing so becomes a man 
As modest stillness and humility : 
But when the blast of war blows in our ears, 
Then imitate the action of the tiger; 
Stiffen the sinews, summon up the blood, 
Disguise fair nature with hard-favoured rage; 
Then lend the eye a terrible aspect; 
Let it pry through the portage of the head 
Like a brass cannon; let the brow o'erwhelm it 
As fearfully as doth a galled rock 

O'erhang and jutty his confounded base, 
Swilled with the wild and wasteful ocean. 
Now set the teeth and stretch the nostrils wide, 
Hold hard the breath, and bend up every spirit 
To its full height ! . . . . 

The corners of the mouth are down, the iips show the teeth, 
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the eyes burn, are fi.erce and savage. See pp. 184, 237, 240, 
543. It is largely guttural in quality of tone, made on the 
chief word or words being all that is really necessary. 
Opinions on Anger: Walker says: "When hatred and dts
pleasure rise high on a ~udden f~om ~n apprehension of. in~ury 
received, and perturbatiOn of mmd m consequence of 1t, 1t IS 

called anger, and rising from a very high degree, and ex
tinguishing humanity, becomes rage and fury. Anger, when 
violent, expresses itself with rapidity, noise, harshness, and 
sometimes with interruption and hesitation, as if unable to 
utter itself with sufficient force. It wrinkles the brow, en
larges and heaves the nostrils, strains the muscles, clenches the 
fi.st, stamps the foot and gives a violent agitation to the whole 
body. The voice assumes the highest tone il can adopt con
sistently with force and loudness, though sometimes to express 
anger with uncommon energy, the voice assumes a low and 
forcible tone," e.g., it becomes rapid in utterance, flint-eyed, 
acute voiced, and tongue-stumbling. . 

" Tut! tut! Grace me no grace, uncle me no uncle .... " 
-Shak. 

Anger in the explosive orotund, as Russell says, is pro
duced by a violent and abrupt exertion of the abdominal 
muscles, acting on the diaphragm, the breath being dashed 
against the glottis causes a loud and instantaneous explosion, 
e.g., Anthony to the conspirators: 

"Villains! you did not threat wlien your vile daggers 
hacked one another in the sides of Cresar ! You showed your 
teeth like apes, a.1d fawned like hounds, and bowed like 
bondsmen, kissing Cresar's feet, whilst damned Casca, like a 
cur behind, struck Cresar on the neck. Oh! flatterers ! " 

A bold angry and threatening command, abrupt, explosive 
style of utterance: Satan's address to Death:-" Whence and 
what art thou? exercrable shape that dar'st, thougli grim and 
terrible, advance. Thy miscreated front, athwart my-To 
yonder gates .... " 

Anger shows canine teeth, gnashes them, aspirates the voice, 
and threatens. See Demosthenes' anger, p. 14. Resentment 
broods more; wrath and ire pertain more to superiors; choler 
(bile) is more sud a en and virulent than anger; rage (Lat. 
rabere, to rave, to be mad; rajax tremble or shake with violent 
madness) is vehement ebullition of anger; fury (Lat. fur ere, 
to rage, ferr~, to carry away) is an excess of rage. Rage 
breaks forth mto extravagant expressions and virulent distor
tions; passionate is eagerness to repay. Anger lasts till cause 
IS removed. See causes of Anger as given by Aristotle on 
page 330. 

11 Oppose not rage while rage is in its force, 
But. give it way awhile and let it waste!'-Shak. 

Synonymous Ideas: Anger, resentment, indignation, wrath, 
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exasperation, rage, vehemence, violenceJ frenzy, fury, impetu
osity, passion, ire, choler, displeasure, disapprobation, vexa
tion, irritation, aggravation, exacerbation,-angry, passionate, 
hot, raging, furious, tumultuous, choleric, inflamed, irate, 
threatening,-anger, nettle, provoke, vex, fret, offena, annoy; 
gall, incense, infuriate, imbitter, molest, harrass, tantalise, 
disturb, plague, torment, chafe, worry, fret. 

19th PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Be Afraid Of. 
FEAR; Terror; Consternation. Fear (A.S. far, a coming 

suddenly upon, a sudden peril; a painful emotion excited by 
an expectation of evil, or the apprehension of impending 
danger; to have reverential awe of) discomposes and debili
tates the mind upon the approach or anticipation of evil, and 
" when violent and sudden, opens wide the eyes and mouth, 
shortens the nose, gives the countenance an air of wildness1 
covers it with deadly paleness, draws back the elbows parallel 
with the sides, lifts up the open hands with fingers spread to 
the height of the breast, at the same distance before it, so as 
to shield it from the dreadful object. One foot is drawn back 
behind the other so that the body seems shrinking from danger 
and putting itself in posture for flight. The heart beats 
violently, the breath is quick and short, and the whole body is 
thrown into a general tremour. The voice is weak and trem
bling, the sentences are short and the meaning confused and 
incoherent."-Walker, e.g., Fear from a dreadful object: 

" Angels and ministers of grace defend us, 
Be thou a spirit of health or goblin dam'd, 
Bring with thee airs from heav'n or blasts froin hell 
Be thy intents wicked or charitable. 
Thou com'st in such a questionable shape 
That I will speak to thee. 
Save me and hover o'er me with your wings 
You heav'nly guards I What would your gracious 

figure ?" -Shak. 
See pp. 236, 243 description and example by Cicero. The 

tone generally is aspirated in quality; force, suppressed; stress, 
tremulous; pitch, high; semi tone; pauses preceding and fellow· 
ing, long. Suspicion is fear one ~ill do some positive e.vil. 
we fear at the approach of a hurncane, and prepare agamst 
its danger; the hurricane itself excites terror and terror urges 
us to flight. 

TERROR (Lat. te11ere, to tremble, to frighten) has the 
additional idea to escape from danger, and tone sometimes 
aspirated, expulsive force in great terror, expression soft and 
vivid. Terror from Committing a Murder: 
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Mac: " I have done the deed-did'st not thou hear a 
noise?" 

Lady Mac: " I heard the owl scream and the crickets 
cry." 

Terror of being discoverea in a murder : 
" Alas, I am afraid they have awak' d 

And' tis not done; th' attempt, and not the deed, 
Confound us-Hark! I laid the daggers ready, 
He could not miss them ..... " -Shak. 

See example also on page 245. The following is from " The 
Eve of Waterloo": 

" And there was mounting in hot haste; the steed, 
The mustering squadron, and the clattering car, 
Went pouring forward with impetuous speed, 
And swiftly forming in the ranks of war; 
And the deep thunder peal on peal afar; 
And near, the beat of the alarming drum, 
Roused up the soldier ere the morning star_; 
While throng'd the citizens with terror dumb, 
Or whispering, with white lips-" The foe! they come! 

they come !''-Byron. 
CONSTERNATION (Lat. con, cum, with, wholly, to

gether, sternere, to throw down~ prostrate) has the idea of 
terror and amazement mixed. A sudden calamity fills and 
seizes the whole mind, confounds the faculties. It is wild
faced, mouth-opened, eye-opened, nostril contracted, having 
the elbows drawn back and pinned to the sides, short-breathed, 
voice trembled, fingers spread, death-pallid, hot-haste, clatter
ing, fluttering, shrinking and in attitude for flight, confused 
and incoherent. See Figure Pragmatographia, p. 386. There 
is great il;larm (a, ad, to, a11nes, arms=to arms) which takes 
the explosive orotund. 

Synonymous Ideas: Fear, anxiety, concern, dread, dis
trust, suspicion, timidity (takes the oral expulsive tone), diffi
dence, mistrust, apprehension, veneration, misgiving,-fear
ful, afraid, frightened, timorous, nervous, shrinking, pusillani 
mous, apprehensive,-terror, dismay, intimidation, terrorism, 
-terrible, shocking, frightful, terrifi.c,-terrify, dismay, 
scare, appal, daunt, paralyse,-consternation, trepidation, 
alarm, agitation, panic, alarming fear, sudden fright, surpris
ing dread, hurry and commotion (t.aking lively movement, 
e.g .• "Send out for more horses, skim the country round; 
hang those that talk of ·fear! Give me mine armour."), shak
ing, quivering, fluttering, perturbation, disturbance, excite
ment, tremor, disorder. 

20th PASSION. 
Current Idea: To Strike Dumb, 

A~1AZE~1ENT; Astonishment. Amazement (a, in maze, 
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a maze, wilderness; in a rna~, something unusual that be
wilders1 confounds) has an expulsive pectoral quality of voice, 
low, loud and slow, that is energetically low; shakes the head, 
holds the breath, whispers. rolls the eyes, wrinkles the brow, 
nods the head, opens the eyes, raises the hands, grasps the 
wrist, as seen in the following, "Amazement at Strange 
News," from Shakespeare: 

" Old men and beldames, in the streets, 
Do prophesy upon it dangerously : 
Young Arthur's death is uncommon in their mouths; 
And when they talk of him they shake their heads 
And whisper one another in the ear, 
And he that speaks doth grip the hearer's wrist, 
Whilst he that hears makes fearful action 
\Vith wrinkled brows, with nods, with rolling eyes; 
I saw a smith stand with his hammer thus · 
The whilst his iron did on the anvil cool."-King John. 

ASTONISHMENT (Lat. at, to, ton ere, to thunder; to 
strike, as it were, with the noise of thunder; to strike dumb 
with an unusual thing) astounds, that is strikes with fear and 
wonder, strikes dumb with sudden fear or terror. See page 
189. " Pulpit Elocution" says, respecting the delivery of 
Astonishment, that it is with. a slightly aspirated quality, de
clamatory force, compound stress, highest pitch, rising inflec
tion of the fifth and octa~e, slow movement, long pauses, in
tense emphasis and expression, e.g., from Edward Everett on 
the " Pilgrim Fathers":-" And is it possible that neither of 
these causes, that all combined, were able to blast this bond of 
hope ?(1) Is it possible that from a beginning so feeble, so 
frail, so worthy, not so much of admiration as of pity, there 
should have gone forth a progress so steady, a grow.t:h so won
derful, an expansion so ample, a reality so important, a 
promise yet to be fulfilled, so glorious?" (1) The effect, says 
.. Pulpit Elocution," of increasing astonishment is to produce 
impassioned force, vanishing stress, and falling inflections of 
the fifth in the last sentence. See 31st Passion, "Was 
it . . . . ? , 

The following is an Emphatic Climax of Astonishment: 
" Sir Richard, what think you? Have you beheld, 

Or have you read or heard ? or could you think 
Or do you almost think, although you see, 
That you do see? Could thought without the object, 
Form such another ? This is the very top, 
The height, the crest, or crest unto the crest 
Of murder's arm: This is the bloodiest shame, 
The wildest savagery, the vilest stroke, 
That ever wall-ey'd wrath, or starving Rage 
Presented to the tears of soft remorse. "-King John. 

Svnonvmous Ideas: Amazement, perplexity, confusion,--
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amaze, electrify, startle, shock, bewilder, stupefy, puzzle, con
fuse,-astonishment, astonish, astound, stun, aumbfound,
astonishing, extraordinary, thunder-struck, overpowered. 

21s.t PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Shudder. 
HORROR (Lat. horrere, to bristle, horreo, I shudder= 

dread with reference to the bristling of the hair through fear 
or terror; a shuddering as in a cold fi.t which precedes a fever) 
takes the pectoral, expulsive quality of voice, with the letter 
" h " well aspirated (the pectoral quality of voice is that veiled, 
hollow, half-whispered tone which comes, as it were, from the 
chest, e.g., "Is this the dagger I see before me. The handle 
turned toward my hand? Come let me clutch thee," the 
italics taking the pectoral); and averts the head. The 
actual spectacle of murdering is horrible. Horror at a dread· 
ful apparition: 

'' How ill this taper burns ! ha ! Who comes here ? 
I think it is the weakness of my eyes, 
That shapes this monstrous apparition. 
It comes upon me. Art thou anything? 
Art thou some God, some angel, or some devil, 
That mak'st my blood cold and my hair to start? 
Speak to me. What art thou?'' " Julius Ccesar " 

-Shak. 
Horror mixed with Awe: "Aspirated quality, impassioned 

force, thorough stress, low pitch, prevalent falling inflection of 
the fifth, slow movement, long pauses, intense emphasis and 
expression."-Russell, e.g., from Edward Everett's oration, 
" The Pilgrim Fathers." 

"The awful voice of the storm howls through the rigging. 
the laboring masts seem strained from their base; the dismal 
sound of pumps is heard; the ship leaks, as it were, madly 
from billow to billow; the ocean breaks, and settles with en
gulfing floods over the floating deck, and beats with deafen
ing, shivering weight against the staggered vessel." 

Two double verticles, II il, indicate the longest pauses; a 
single, the shortest i e.g. Horror: 

" The hand was cold ! !Ill a frozen thing : 1\11 it (lropped 
from his like lead! 1111 

He looked up to the face above-Ill\ the face I was of the 
dead." -Mrs. Hemans. 

Synonymous Ideas: Horror, scare, great alarm, detestation, 
loathing, disgust,-horrible, terrible, shocking, hideous, 
appalling, for~idable, dr~adful,, horrific, horrid, bristling, 
pn.ckly, alarmmg •. offensive, disagreeable, ghastly, grim, 
gnsly, ugly,-hornfy, appal, shock, dismay, scare. 
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22nd PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Fear with Admiration or Reverence. 
A WE (Dan. ave, check, restraint; restraint on regarding 

with solemnity and fear, sublime, sacred and solemn objects 
as they awaken awe, the beholder stopping to consider whether 
he is worthy to approach nearer) takes the effusive orotund, and 
long quantities, see page 359. Reverence is the outward 
marks of obedience to such hallowed objects. See " Sublime 
Style/' pp. 535 to 542; 536 (a), (b), (c), (rl); DignifieCl 
Thoughts," p. 537; tornadoes, 1cebergs, clash of worlds, p. 
537; example of vastness, p. 359. The following examples of 
Awe are mixed with other ideas. 

Awe, solemnity and tranquillity : Orotund and pectoral 
quality, e.g., 'Evening in the graveyard":-

" The moon is up, the evening star 
Shines lovely from its home of blue; 
From the shores of light the beams come down 
On the river's brink and cold gravestone. 
Thou Father of all! in the worlds of light, 
Fain would my spirit aspire to Thee; 
And through the scenes of this gentle night 
Behold the aawn of eternity: 
For this is the path which Thou hast given, 
The only path to the bliss of heaven." 

Delivered in the :Moderate Orotund : 
" How still and peaceful is the grave 

Where life's vain tumult's past, 
The appointed house by heaven's decree 
Receives us all at last." 

"The suppressed force (whisper or half whisper for awe 
with tenderness). All passages of deep awe require a degree 
of suppression and hence aspiration or breathing effect which 
always produces more or less impurity of tone, in consequence 
of the restraining effect of awe upon the organs and the un
avoidable escape of unvocalized breath along with the sound 
of the voice. "-Russell. 

Example: " The Eve of Waterloo," by Byron: 
"There was a sound of revelry by night, 

And Belgium's capital had gathered then 
Her beauty and her chivalry, and bright 
The lamps shone o'er fair women and brave men; 
And all went merry as a marriage bell; 
But hush! hark! a deep sound strikes like a mmg 

knell! 
Did ye not hear it? No; 'twas but the wino, 
Or a car rattling o'er the stony street, 
On with the dance! 
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But hark !-that heavy sound breaks in once more, 
As if the clouds its echo .. would repeat; 
And nearer, clearer, deadlier than before! 
Arm! Arm! it is-it is-the cannon's roar! " 

760 

The above example is taken from " Student's Elocution 
Book," by L. Bagley and G. Goo des. !he words i~ italics 
are to be delivered with suppressed force, 1.e., deep wh1sper, as 
above described. 

Synonymous Ideas: Awe, reverential fe~r, veneration, 
adoration reverence, respect, homage, obetsance,-awful, 
venerable; majestic, tremendous, appalling, unsightly. 

23rd PASS ION. 

Current Idea: To Be Lofty or Great. 
SUBLIME; Grand; Splendid. Sublime (Lat. sublimis, 

raised on high; idea being excellence and superiority), takes 
long quantities, effusive orotund, see p. 359, also 153; " Sub
lime Style," p. 535; "0 Tiber!" p. 187. The force is 
median; pitch, low; movement, slow; pauses, long; emphasis, 
moderate; expression, powerful; and the inflection prevalently 
falling and monotone, p. 244, e.g. : 

" Hail holy light! Offspring of Heaven's frrst-born 
Or of the eternal co-eternal beam. 
May I express thee unblamed ? 
Since God is light 
And never but unapproachable light." 

The following contains Sublimity mixed with other ideas:
Pathos with sublimity, solemnity: "Pathos, repose· and 

solemnity, if united with grandeur, assume the orotund voice, 
although without this union they do not transcend the com
paratively moderate limits of pure tone. The orotund is the 
distinctive quality of grandeur and power."-Russell, e.g., 
"Treasures of the deep.''-Mrs. Hemans. 

"Yet more, the depths have more. The waves have rolled 
Above the cities of a world gone by, 
Sand hath &lied up the palaces of old, 
Seaweed o'er grown the halls of revelry! 
Dash o'er them ocean! in thy scornful play, 
Give back the lost and lovely ! those for whom 
The place was kept at board and hearth so long." 

Pathos and sublimity: "Rome. 11-Byron. 
" 0 Rome! my country! City of my soul! 

The orphans of the heart must turn to thee, 
Lone mother of dead empires .... " 

GR~ND (L~t. gran.dis, great) has the idea of immenstty, 
1 extensiOn; whi!e subhme, the tdea of elevation because it 
1 elevates the imagination above the surrounding and less im-
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portant objects, e.g., mountains, cliffs, etc., are sublime (see 
Coleridge, p. 269; vastness of the ocean, p. 359, which techni
c.ally speaking is grand). Armies moving ahead in one great 
mighty impulse ; bustle and commotion of crowded thorough
fare with the hurrying people; multitudes, great assemblies, 
tumults, uproars, acclamations of great bodies of people are 
grand; likewise are gales which are brisk, sonorous and steady, 
blasts which blow impetuously, as of a trumpet; gusts which 
are sudden and vehement; storms which convulse the whole 
atmosphere as if the elements accompanied with wind, hail, 
and rain, were in war; tempests with thunder ana lightning; 
hurricanes with violence and mighty sweep; passions which are 
gusty, stormy, sudden, outbursting and furious; patriotism, 
and lofty oratory which take the expulsive orotund; empires, 
cities, centuries (see list, p. 537). See " grandeur," p. 244. 

SPLENDID (Lat. splendere, to shine, see further "Splendid 
Style, p. 550 and under " Glory " letter " g ") glitters with 
its superiority, see " splendid thoughts " in the " Oration on 
the Crown," p. 550; the splendour of Webster's "Bunker Hill 
Oration"; the famous adjuration under Fig. Orcos, p. 326. 
and "We've sworn by our country's assaulters," same page; 
11 When my eyes shall be turned to behold for the last time . 
. . . '' p. 112; "Not with brick and stones ... is achieved the 
greatness of a nation," p. 113; rhythmical words, p. 407, and 
rhythmical constructions, " venerable men," p. 408. 

Synonymous Ideas: Sublime, high, elevated, exalted, lofty, 
towering, eminent, tall, superior, noble, surpassing, conspicu
ous, majestic,-grand, chief, principal, pompous, august, 
stately, great, hugh, vast, bulky, massive, ample, immense, 
immeasurable, grandiose, imperial, royal, superb, imposing, 
gorgeous, limitless, magnanimous, sumptuous, numerous, con
siderable,-splendid, renowned, dignified, illustrious, cele
brated, venerable, glorious, commanding, magnificent, famous, 
shining, bright, showy, brilliant, resplendent, immortal. 

24th PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Mark as with Religious Rites. 
SOLE~IN (Lat. sollus, entire, complete, annus, year, ennus 

in composition; occurring annually like a religious rite, festive, 
solemn, having the idea of something occasional and extra
ordinary) has long quantities and slow movement. All solemn, 
grave and deep passions have long quantities, i.e., vowels and 
liquids prolonged, comparatively speaking, and pauses long, 
not only in the vocal sounds but rhythmical divisions as well, 
e.g.: 

" Night II sable goddess, II from her epon throne, I 
In rayless majesty I now stretches forth 
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Her leaden sceptre I o'er a slumbering world. 
Silence II how dead! II II and darkness II how profound!'' 

The single vertical I is the shortest and two doubles II II the 
longest of the pauses withm a sentence. 

The admonition of a parent on his death bed will have a 
peculiar solemnity. 

Synonymous Ideas: Solemn, formal, ritual, ceremonial, oe
votional, devout, sacred, religious, grave, serious, impressive, 
sober, sedate, momentous, important, weighty. 

25th PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Address Loudly. 
CO~E\1AND; Calling; Apostrophe. Command (Lat. com, 

cum, intensive, manus, hand, dare, to give; to give into the 
hands of, appoint as a task) usually enjoins m strong vOice, as 
does a general, and emanates from a superior, having in it 
the sense of authority. It takes long quantities, falling in~ 
flection, explosive orotund, as in " Strike for your sires .... " 
on page 245, and in the angry, threatening command "Whence 
and what art thou .... " see under" Anger,'' expulsive orotund 
as in the "lofty command," p. 187. 

CALLING (M.E. callen, to cry aloud, speak loudly; to 
address loudly, to give a strong expression to the voice; 
Hebrew kol, to raise the voice) is sometimes a command, and 
takes long quantities as in the examples on page 245, " The 
Herald's message," and p. 246 "Liberty! Tyranny! " ... 
"Some come to the pulpit, and cry .... ," expulsive calling, 
" Princess ! Potentates ! . . . " p. 187. One calls the gods, 
calls ghosts from the tomb. Explosive force is used for ex
cited calls, as " Come quick! quick!" 

APOSTROPHE has a full definition under Figure Apos· 
trophe, p. 107, and calls on or addresses one present or absent. 
It takes long quantities, as will be noted in the following: 
'' Shut now the volume of history . . . . man of military 
science .... " p. 107; " 0 ye hills and groves," p. 108; " Stop 
Gabriel. ... " p. 110; " One of thy rays, 0 Liberty!" p. 244; 
"Oratorical Apostrophe to Future Generations."-Webster, p. 
250 and p. 555. The following illustrate the long quantities 
in the Apostrophe : 

II 0 WOnderful Stream is the river time 
As it runs through the realm of tears, 
With a faultless rhythm and a musical rhyme, 
And a boundless sweep and surge sublime 
As it blends with the ocean of years." 

"Isle of Long Ago."-Taylor. 
Examples of Shouting which is very similar to Calling, tak-
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mg the expulsive, with vehement, thorough stress: Morris on 
"The Fate of Naples" 

"Shout, Tyranny, shout 
Through your dungeons and palaces, freedom is o'er.'' 

Synonymous Ideas: Command, mandate, order, injunction, 
charge, direction, behest, precept, control, sway, management, 
-command, bid, require, rule,-commanding, authoritative, 
imperative, imperious, dictatorial. Call, bid, invite, summon, 
convoke, cry, shout. 

26th PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Rejoice over Success 01 Victoty. 
TRIUMPH (Lat. ttiumphus, a public rejoicing for a vic

tory; pompous joy over success, victory; an exultation which 
comes from the Lat. ex, out, salere, to leap, meaning leaping 
for joy, and is interchangeable with triumph) is usually mixed 
with other ideas as the. followmg: Rapture, joy, triumph and 
exultation which take the expulsive orotund, impassioned. 
force, powerful stress of the thorough stress. " The Dying 
Christian," by Pope, is delivered thus: (rapture, exultation 
and triumph) pure orotund, intense impassioned force 
approching to shouting, thorough stress, high pitch, prevalent 
falling inflections of fifth, movement rapid and constantly 
accelerating in the first three or four following lines : 

Heaven opens to my eyes ! in mine ears 
With sounds seraphic ring! 
Lend, lend your wings !-I mount! l fly 
0 Grave! where is thy victory? 
0 Death ! where is thy sting ?" 

then retarded by the last two lines, pauses corresponding to the 
rate of movement, emphasis intense, expression ecstatic,-Cf. 
Russell. ' 

Tell's exclamatory exultation on his escape: 
" Ye crags and peaks, I am with you once again ! 

I hold to you the hands you first beheld, 
To show they still are free! Ye guards of 
Liberty, I'm with you once again! 
I call to you with all my voice." 

See also ''Where rests the sword .... " p. 628, and Figure 
Pceanisimus, p. 607. " Awake, awake, put on thy strength, 
0 Zion; put on thy beautiful garments, 0 Jerusalem, the holy 
city: .... loose thyself from the bands of thy neck, 0 Cap
tive Daughter of Zion." The Chironomia says a small circle 
made by the finger over the head indicates triumph. 

'Synonymous Ideas: Triumph, victory, conquest, achieve
ment, ovation, jubilation, success, exultation,--triumphant, 
triumphing, exultant, jubi)ant, rejoicing, succeeding. 



27th PASSION, BOASTING 

27th PASSION. 
Current Idea: To Trust Fully. 

773 

CONFIDENCE (Lat. con, cum, intensive, with, fully, 
fidere, to trust; usually to trust fully to one's self, rrliance on 
one's own ability to carry out what he undertakes) is extra
ordinary trust, whereas trust is ordinary. The confident n!an 
trusting too much to himself, usually fails because he does not 
take the necessary means to insure success. SeH-l:onfidence is 
opposed to diffidence, and is cured by self-knowledge. Con
fidence is hope elated by security of success in obtaining its 
object. It holds its head erect with the eye fixed, projects its 
breast, has a clear and open countenance, clear and strong 
accents round and not too rapid, fi.rm and even voice, e.g., 
"Confidence in one beloved": 

" His words are his bonds, his oaths are oracles, 
His love secure, his thoughts immaculate." 

Confidence in success of combat : 
"As confident as is the falcon's flight 

Against a bir.d, do I wxth Mowbray fight. 
Oh thou the earthly author of my blood, 
Add proof unto mine armour . . . . " 

COURAGE (Lat. cor, heartj power of mind to encounter 
danger, bear up against evil in prospect, and difficulties WJth
out fear and shrinking, and to advance coolly against them) 
1s a virtue because it reasons, prepares for real dangers, and 
smiles at imaginary one. It holds the head turned up, takes 
the explosive orotun.<l, and uses long quantities. It is the 
result of reflection, is collected, cool, and calm. It has the 
same characteristic as Confidence in respect to countenance, 
voice, ~tc. Courage is a contempt of any unavoidable danger 
in the execution ot what is resolved upon. Mob " admires 
courage and must be faced boldly," see page xi., and "cour
age," p. 245 i animated courage, p. 577. 

A 1lob, says Emmerson, is cowardly for lack of cohesion 
and a leader, meet hooting with a smile, parry abuse with a 
jest. The mob would not let Wendell Phillips speak, rather 
kept interrupting, so he turned to the reporters and commenced 
to deliver his address to them, and the mob became silent at 
once. He was permitted to go on. He said if you will not hear 
1 shall talk to the country through the reporters. 

BOASTING (Mid. E. host, vain-glory, bragging) exagger
ates the appearance~ in Confi.dence by being loud, blustering 
and ~wa~gering, w1th 1~s legs takmg large strides, its voice 
swellmg mto bombast, hps pouted, head on one side, e.g. : 

"Show me what thou'lt do 
Woo't weep! woo't fight, woo't eat crocodile, 
I'll do't. I'll rant as well as thou." 

Synonymous Ideas: Confidence, affiance, assurance, hope, 
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trust, reliance, dependence, belief, boldness, self -sufficiency, 
expectation, credit,-confi.dent, certain, positive, sure, pre
sumptuous, undaunted, dogmatic. Courage, heroism, intre
pidity, valour, boldness, daring, &rmness, hardihood, resolu
tion, bravery, fortitude, gallantry,-courageous, valiant, 
doughty, redoubtable, formidable, dauntless, fearless, daring. 
Boast, brag, vaunt, vapour, glory, exult, bounce, parade, puff, 
bluster, flourish, roar, storm, crow, swank, show off, swagger, 
flaunt, flutter, self-glorify, self-commend,-boasting, swanky, 
boisterous, ostentatious, windy, bombastic, self-trumpeting,
boaster, braggart, swaggerer,-boast, braggadocio, swank. 

Current Idea: To Challenge. 
DEFIANCE (Lat. de, from, apart, fides, faith; to renounce 

faith in, to set at nought) has the explosive orotund, thorough 
stress, eyes fierce, with the idea of holding cheap that which 
opposes, of insolently resisting, of bearing resolutely whatever 
may be inflicted, of provoking to combat, e.g., " Setting man
kind at de&ance. "-Burke; " The soul secure in its existence 
smiles at the drawn dagger and de&es its point." -Addison. 
See Figure Eustathia, p. 606, '' Let lion's claws tear out our 
bowels. . . . " ; " Let the consequences be what they wrll ... , '' 
p. 185/6 which takes pectoral, declamatory force in delivery; 
"You shan't," p. 184; Fig. Egoism, and" I defy them .... ," 
p. 273; Campbell's " War Song of the Greeks " and delivery 
of same, p. 326; JEschines vs. Demosthenes, "You summon 
him against yourself ... ,'' p. 399. The determination and 
positiveness which Defiance has take explosive force and the 
falling inflection, see p. 244. "Come one~ come all," is 
typical of deJiance. 

Defrance mixed with revenge is delivered as follows: the 
quality of tone varies from thl" aspirated pectoral to pure 
orotund, then reverts to the former; the force is impassioned 
of the greatest intensity; stress thomugh; pitch varying from 
slow to rapid and retmnmg to slow again, and then to rapid 
again; movement, emphas1s and expression are of the deepest 
and fiercest character, e.g. : 

'• So farewell hope; and with hope farewell fear. 
Farewell remorse: all go::>d to me is lost; 
Evil be thou my good; but thee at least 
Divided empire with heaven's king I hold. 
By thee; and more than half perhaps will reign 
As man ere long, and this new world shall know." 

Synonymous Ideas : Defiance, challenge, summons to com
bat, cartel, contempt, despite, opposition, determination, pro
vocation,-defy, challenge, brave, dare, face, provoke call 
out, disregard, contemn, spurn, despise, trample on, ;et at 
naught 
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28th PASS ION. 

Current Idea: To Be Wrapped in One's Own. 
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PRIDE; Vanity. Pride is probably connected with parade 
as it signifies that high flown temper in a p~rson which ma~es 
him paint to himself all that is in him,. beautiful and splendid. 
It is inordinate, self-esteem, self-valumg. The proud person 
is wrapped up in his own estimation., and d'Yells on his own 
perfections. Although largely used m.an unf.avourable sen~e, 
it is used in a good sense, as noble pnde ,which seeks to diS· 
play itself in everything that commands the respect, esteem or 
admiration of mankind, e.g., pride of wealth, power, in one's 
work, etc. 

Pride: " When our esteem of ourselves, or opinion of our 
own rank and merit is so high as to lessen the regard due to 
the rank and merit of others, it is called pride. When it sup
poses others below our regard, it is contempt, scorn or disdain. 
Pride assumes a lofty look bordering upon the aspect and 
attitude of anger. The eyes are full open but with the eye
brows considerably arawn down, the mouth pouting, mostly 
shut and the lips contracted. The words are uttered with a 
slow, stiff, bombastic affection of importance; the hani:ls some
times rest on the hips, with the elbows brought forward 
akimbo; the legs at a distance from each other, the steps large 
and stately." Walker, e.g., "Pardon me .... I am too high 
born to be property's, to be a secondary at control. "_,_King 
John. 

The head turned up shows pride, presumption, and arro· 
gance. 

'' Ask for what end the heav'nly bodies shine, 
Earth for whose use? Pride answers, 'Tis for mine:' 
For me kind Nature wakes her genial pow'r, 
Suckles each herb, and spreads out ev'ry :llow'r; 
Annual for me the grape, the rose renew 
The juice nectarious, and the balmy dew; 
For me the mine a thousand treasures brings; 
For me health gushes from a thousand springs: 
Seas roll to waft me, suns to light me rise; 
~fy footstool's earth, my c-anopy the skies."-Pope. 

VANITY (Lat. vanus, empty, valde, useless=exceeding 
emptiness, displaying itself in trifles, as dress, mode of walk
mg, etc.) is fruitless desire or endeavour, empty pleasure, as 
pictured in Dr. Johnson's" Vanity of Human Wishes": 

"Unnumbered suppliants crowd Preferment's gate, 
Athirst for wraith and burning to be great; 
Delusive Fortune hears th' incessant call, 
They mount, they shine, evaporate and fall." 
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Synonymous Ideas: Pride, self-exaltation, conceit, hauteur, 
haughtiness, loftiness, arrogance, vain-glory, insolence, self
importance, lordliness, disdain, egotism, self-estimation,-self
respect, dignity, elevation, ornament, brightness, splendour, 
glory,-proud, supercilious, haughty, boastful, arrogant, im
perious, presumptuous, showy, gaudy, swollen, turgid, in
flated, puffed up, tumid, bloated, dictatorial, flaunting, lofty, 
splendid, magnifi.cent, grand, stately. Vanity, emptiness, un
substantialness, worthlessness, insanity, unreality, self-suffi
ciency,-vain, dreamy, shadowy, unavailing, useless, empty, 
worthless, unsatisfying, light, inconstant, conceited, ostenta 
tious, fi.nical (in speech, clips his words, etc.), foppish (in 
dress and manners), spruce, fastidious. 

29th PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Pause Mentally at Something Uncommon. 
WONDER; Surprise; Admiration. Wonder (1I.E. wonden, 

to falter, a variation of wander because wonder throws the 
mind off its bias; idea being a little more than tne pausing of 
the mind, a suspension of the thinking faculties at an object 
which arouses our curiosity, at something out of the ordinary; 
an uncommon obje~t causing the mind to pause) has circumflex 
or curve of the voice, opens the eyes and makes them appear 
very prominent. It sometimes raises thern to the skies, but 
more frequently fi.~es them on the object; mouth is open and 
the hands are held up nearly in the attitude of tear; the voice 
is at fi.rst low but so emphatical that every word is pronounced 
slowly and with energy; when by the discovery of something 
excellent in the object of wonder, the emotion may be called 
admiration, the eyes are raised, the hands lifted up or clasped 
together, and the voice elated with expressions of rapture."
Walker. 

The orator must not wonder too much as it shows ignorance. 
Ignorant people wonder at everything because they know 
nothing. See Fig. Thaumasmus and examples on page 607. 

If mixed with awe, dread or terror, wonder takes a high tone, 
but voice pitched low. Wonder is natural and agreeable to the 
laws of nature, a marvel is incredible, a monster violates the 
laws of nature, is unnatural, and a miracle is supernatural and 
strikes the senses. It is wonderful that an oak tree grows from 
so small a seed. The following from" The Dying Christian." 
-Pope: 

" The world recedes; It disappears!" 
has the aspirated orotund; iptense, impassioned force; explo
sive radical stress; high pitch; rapid movement; brief pauses; 
intense emphasis and expression. ''-Russell. 
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SURPRISE (Lat. super, sur, above, upon, prehendere, to 
take=to take napping, to take off one's guard, to startle at the 
unexpected, the uncommon) is when an uncommon object 
appears suddenly. We are surprised if that does not happen 
which we calculated would happen. Surprise takes the com
pound stress, e.g., " What! all? did they all fail?" See com
pound stress explained, p. 186. Surprise at an unexpected 
~vent: 

" Gone to be married, gone to swear a peace ! 
False blood to false blood join'd! Gone to be friends! 
Shall Lewis have Blanch? and Blanch those provinces? 
It is not so: Thou hast mis-spoke, misheard?" 

ADMIRATION (Greek ttet~al:tV medcein to smile; Lat. ad, 
' at, mirari, to wonder, smile at=wonder mingled with appro

bation or delight; Heb. marah, to look at, look at attentively) 
has the 1dea of looking on with a smile, rapture or liking mixed 
with esteem and veneration at the excellent thing in the won
derful. See under " Wonder, above. Admiration esteems 
and prizes highly. The ignorant cannot admire because they 
cannot appreciate the value of anything. See pp. 170, " Oh, 
the depth of the riches .... " ; and 307. 

Synonymous Ideas: Wonder, marvel, portent, miracle, 
phenomena, curiosity, rarity, sight, prodigy, monster, mon
strosity, oddity, novelty, uncommonness, infrequency,-won
derful, astonishing, wondrous, strange, marvellous, great, 
prodigious, huge, enormous, extraordinary, astounding. Mar
vellous, amazing, incredible, improbable, unbelievable, 
unlikely. Miracle, miraculous, supernatural, preternatural! 
unaccountable. Surprise, surprising, startling, striking, unex
pected. Admiration, appreciation, approval, adoration, 
esteem,-admire, esteem, delight in, extol, respect, prize 
highly,-admirable, praiseworthy, delightful1 excellent, com
mendable, choice, valuable, exquisite. 

30th PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Be Elated over Good. 
JOY; Ecstasy; Rapture; Transport. Joy (see definition 

under " Joy,'' 5th EMOTION) as a Passion, breaks aloose 
from those restraints which are common to the emotions,and in 
the l~west passionat~ form, takes the expulsive, normal form 
of vo1ce, pure tone, 1mpass10ned force as in the following Joy 
mixed with Admiration : 

" How beauteous mankind is! Oh! brave new world, 
That has such people in't."-Shak. 

Joy inexpressible : 
'' lmoinda, Oh ! this separation 

Has made you dearer, if it can be so, 
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Than you ever were to me : you appear 
Like a star to my benighted steps 
To guide me on my way to happiness. 
Imoinda's found! 
And every thing I would have in her . ~ .. 
This little spot of earth you stand upon 
Is more dear to me than the extended plams 
Of my great father's kingdom; here I reign 
In full delight, in joys to pow'r unknown 
Your love my empire and your heart my throne.'' 

-Southern's Oroonoko. 

foy bordering on .~orrow, see p. 431: 
" Oh my soul's joy! 

If after every tempest come such calms. 
May the winds blow till they have waken'd death! 
And let the labouring bark climb hills of seas 
Olympus high, and duck again as low 
Hell's from heaven! If it were now to die, 
'Twere now to be happy, for I fear 
My soul hath her content so absolute 
That not another comfort like to this 
Succeeds in unknown fate. 11 

Scream of Joy takes the explosive, falsetto quality, see page 
188. 

ECSL-\i:)I lGr. '€" ek, out, uTa sta, base, state; out of one's 
self) has the elation so great that it takes one out of himself, 
beyond his control, sometimes taking away the power of 
speech and often of tho1.,1ght. Ignorant people are ecstatic, 
ardent people, children and all persons who have not their 
feelings under control. Ecstasy mingled with joy takes a 
pure tone, impassioned force, median stress, high pitch, falling 
inflection, lively movement and intense expression, e.g.: 

'' Ring out the old, ring in the new, 
Ring happy bells, across the snow, 
The year is_going; let him go; 
Ring out the false, ring in the true. 
Ring out the grief that saps the mind 
For those that here we see no more; 
Ring out the feud of rich and poor, 
Ring in redress to all mankind." 

-"Ring Out, Wild Be!I."-Tennyson. 
RAPTURE (Lat. rapere, to seize and carry away) is applic· 

able to superior minds, circumstances that elate, violent im
pulse of joy which calls the powers into action, and frequently 
arises from deep thought. It takes the pure orotund quality 
of voice, intense, impassioned force, raclical stress (see p. 
184), high pitch, fallmg mflection of the fifth, lively move
ment and vivid expression. 
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TRANSPORT (Lat. trans, beyond, port are, carry; to 
carry beyond one's self) is closely allied to Rapture in that 
it is a violent impulse of joy, or it may be anger, which 
hurries one forward; a sudden outburst of passion which 
from its vehemence, may lead to intemperate action. "Re
ligious contemplation produces raptures in the zealous, pious 
mind; in the transports of rage, men have committed enor
mities which have cost them bitter tears of repentance after. 
Youth is the period in which transports of delight are mostly 
felt. Example of Joy approaching Transport:-

" Oh joy; thou welcome stranger 
Twice three years, I have not felt 
Thy vital beam, but now it warms 
My veins, and plays about my heart.''-Dr. Young. 

" Wheresoever among men a heart shall be found that 
beats to the transports of patriotism and liberty, its aspira
tions shall be to claim kindred with thy spirit."-Webster's 
Bunker Hill Oration. 

Synonymous Ideas: Joy, gaiety, exultation (p. 170), bliss, 
jubilation,--joyous, rejoicing, shouting with joy, triumphing, 
exulting, jubilant Ecstasy, ravishment, trance, enthusiasm. 
Rapture, delight, felicity, gladness. Transport, passion, en
ravishment, vehemence. 

31st PASSION. 

Cu11ent Idea: To Be Earnest. 
ARDOUR (Lat. ardere, to burn, be hot) is warmth of 

heart, see " Sincere Style," pp. 599-608; words from the 
heart "endiatheton/ p. 604 ;"Celerity Style," 574; "Vigo
rous Style," p. 556; William Pitt respecting "eloquence .. 
brightens as it burns," p. 175. The delivery of Ardour is 
generally with the aspirated orotund, impassioned force, 
thorough stress, middle pitch, falling inflection, rapid move
ment, and vivid expression. . Great Ardour takes the ex
plosive form, and largely the upper tone of voice, see page 
244. Extreme ardour or earnestness has the eyes fixed and 
takes half whispered, suppressed force, explosive radicaf, high 
pitch, prevalent falling inflection, animated movement, 
er~rnr.st emphasis, brief pauses, and intense expression-d. 
Russell. See example of this on page 109 in "He my 
mastf'r .. " By Henry Clay, and in the following:-

" Hark! they whisper. Angels say, 
Sister spirit come away." 

For Oratorical Sentiment see delivery under 4th Emotion. 
'' Sentiment "; Earnest Interrogation takes orotund quality, 
declamatory force, radical stress, high pitch, rising inflection 
of the third note, moderate movement, long pauses, earnest 
emphasis and expression, with a circumflex or curve of the 
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voice on the last word at the end or emphatic word near 
end, e.g., " Was it winter's storm, beating upon the house
less heads of women and children; was it disease; was it the 
deep malady of blighted hope, a ruined enterprise, and a 
broken heart aching in its last moments, at the recollection of 
the beloved and left, beyond the sea: was it some or all of 
these united, that hurried this forsaken company to their 
melancholy fate? "-Edwa1d Eve1ett. See Demosthenes, 
''What was the part of a faithful citizen? " p. 309. See also 
Oratorical Apostrophe, p. 107, " Shut now the volume of 
history . . . ? , whose delivery Russell gives as follows : 
orotund quality, declamatory force, thorough stress, middle 
pitch, prevalent falling inflection of the fifth note, moderate 
movement, and pauses, energetic emphasis and bold expres
sion. Energetic Declamation according to " Pulpit Elocu
tion" takes orotund quality, declamatory force, moderate 
thorough stress, middle pitch, prevalent falling inflection, 
moderate movement and pauses, energetic emphasis and 
strong expression, e.g., "No effeminate nobility crowded into 
the dark and austere ranks of the pilgrims. No Carrs or 
Villiers would lead on the ill-provided band of despised 
puritans. No well-endowed clergy were on the alert to quit 
their cathedrals, and set up a pompous hierarchy in the frozen 
wilderness. No craving governors were anxious to be sent 
over to our cheerless El Dorado of ice and snow. No, they 
could not say they had encouraged,· patronised, or helped 
the pilgrims; their own cares, their own labours, their own 
councils, their own blood, contrived all, achieved all, bore 
all, sealed all." -Edwa1d Eve1ett. 

See Vivid Hypotyposis, p. 577, "Happiness," by Cotton, 
which takes a pure tone, moderate force, median stress, and 
lively movement. Synonymous Ideas : Ardent. fiery, intense, 
fierce, vehement, eager, zealous, keen, fervid, fervc .. t, pas
sionate, earnest, hot, heated, glowing, energetic, forcible, 
vigorous, warm, enthusiastic, animated, impassioned, ex
cited, burning, lively, inspiriting, rousing, electrifying, 
spirited, sincere, urgent. 

32nd PASSION. 

CuTTen! Idea: To Be Ext1emely Pained Borlily 01 Mentally. 
ANGUISH (Lat. ange1e, to stifle, choke, strangle; Greek 

ayxuv anchein, to strangle, agonizo, to contend a'YwvtC(J) 
or strive; agony, a severe struggle with pain and suffering) 
has the idea of reflecting on evil that is past and in the sense 
oi agony, of witnessing what is immediate and before the 
eye. Anguish is mostly mental, and Agony bodily, e.g., 
parents suffer anguish in seeing their children, by a life of 
recklessness, disappointing their high hopes; they experi-
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ence agony in seeing them hurned or drowned without being 
able to save them. " The agony of death, the anguish of 
despair." The features contract in pain, voice falsetto, ex
plosive; and the lips are compressed in agony. The delivery 
of Anguish is generally in the aspirated orotund with the 
force impassioned; stress median; pitch, the highest; inflec
tion double and plaintive, and a wave of the voice with 
a minor third; expression intense; movement, the slowest, 
e.g., "Oh! the pain .... " 

Synonymous Ideas: Anguish, pain, torture, pang, suffer
ing, affliction, distress, misery, agony, torment, throe, 
paroxysm, rack. 

33rd PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Experience Great Loss. 
GRIEF; Sorrow. Grief (Lat. gravare, to burden; see fur

ther definition under the 4th Emotion, Grief) has great 
sorrow or loss which weighs heavily at he.art. Grief is an 
inward act, mourn is outward; although grief hangs down 
the head and sometimes is loud, wrings the hands and beats 
the breast, complains, etc. Affliction is silent and suffers; 
lament sobs and cries, see pp. 243 and 358; Figure Threnos, 
p. 606; deplore sheds tears and is very deep. Grief if tinged 
with anguish and bitter complainings, is active and bracing. 
Excessive grief takes the downward slide or falling inflection 
of the 5th, e.g., 11 0 my son Absolom! my son, my son 
Absolom I Would to God I had died for thee. 0 Absolom, 
my son, my son." See p. 307 Fig. Interrogatio for sorrow, 
etc. ; and Gracchus, p. 171 11 Whither shall I turn? '' median 
stress, p. 186, " Did mourn and mourn ... "; tremor, p. 
246. The complainings groan, and the lamentations are 
sometimes violent screams with an expulsive falsetto voice. 
An example of Grief deploring happiness, p. 431 :-

" 0 now forever 
Farewell the tranquil mind; farewell content, 
Farewell the plumed troop and the big war 
That makes ambition virtue! 0 farewell, 
Farewell the neighing steed, and the shrill trump, 
The spirit-stirring drum, the ear piercing fife, 
The royal banner, and all quality, 
Pride, pomp and circumstance of glorious war! 
And, 0 you mortal engines, whose ruae throats, 
The immortal Jove's dread clamours, counterfeit, 
Farewell I Othello's occupation's gone." -Shak. 

In Wolsey's farewell to greatness, the italics represent 
the new ideas introduced as noted by Bell; the vertical line 
shows expressive pause :-

" F arewe/1, a long farewell to all my greatness! 
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This is the state of man: to-day h(' puts forth 
The tender leaves of hope to-morrow blossoms 
And be_ars his blushing ho;ours thicl.., upon him'; 
The thud day comes a frost, a killing frost; 
And,-when he thinks, good easy man, full surely 
His greatness is a ripening, nips his root 
And then ... he falls . . . as I do. I I have ventured 
Like little wanton boys, that swim on ·bladders, ' 
These many summers, in a sea of glory. 
But far beyond my depth. I My high-blown pride 
At length broke under me . . . and now has left me 
Weary and old with service, to the mercy ' 
Of a rude stream that must forever hide me 
l' ain pomp and glory of this world, I h~te ye! 
I feel my heart new open'd. J 0 how wretched 
Is that poor man that hangs on princes' favours! 
There is, betwixt that smile he would aspire to, 
That sweet aspect of princes, and his ruin 
More pangs and fears than wars or women have I 
And-when he falls, he falls like Lucifer, 
Never to hope again."--5hak. 

Grief approaching distraction :-
"An hour but married. Tybalt murder'd, 

Then might'st thou speak, then might'st thou tear thy hair, 
And fall upon the ground as I do now 
Taking the measure of an unmade grave." 

Rom. & ,Tuliet. 

Synonymous Ideas: Grief, dejection, calamity, misfortune, 
affliction, mourning; woe, moaning, tribulation, trial, griev
ance, burden, hardship,-grieve, bemoan, bewail, mourn, 
afflict, deplore, lament, hurt,-grievous, burdensome ... 
(See further under " Grief " under the 4th Emotion). 

SORROW (see definition under " Sorrow," 4th Emotion) 
raises the voice to the loudest complainings when it is mixed 
with agony or pain, and sometimes even cries and shrieks, 
wrings the hands, beats the head and breast, tears the hair, 
and throws itself on the ground, and similar to other passions, 
appears to border on frenzy. Sorrow takes the pectoral 
quality of voice in its deepest groans. 

The following is an example of deep sorrow of the least 
energetic type of the Passions; and the delivery is with 
occasional minor thirds, median stress, slow movement, long 
pauses, and expression deeply plaintive:-

" But riot to me returns 
Dav or the sweet approach of evt- or morn, 
Or 'sight of vernal bloom or summer's rose, 
Or flocks or herds, or human face divine." 

The more violent forms of sorrow are practically identical 
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with Grief as in the examples under same. Passionate sorrow 
discovers itself by simple, vehement expression, but when it 
becomes affliction it is then too deep for vehement expression. 

Synonymous Ideas: Sorrow (see full list under 11 Sorrow," 
4th Emotion). 

34th PASSION. . . ~ .. ~ .. 

Current Idea: To Be Pained for some Guilt or Wrong. 
RE~IORSE; Reproach; Remorse (see definition under 

"Remorse,.,., 4th Emotion), pricks the conscience, denoting a 
gnawing or biting, similar to the feeling of bodily pain 
expressed by the grinding and gnashing of the teeth, see 
p. 431 for delivery. Example -of keen remorse for drunken
ness:-

" I remember a mass of things, but nothing 
Distinctly; a quarrel, but nothing wherefore. 
0 that men should put an enemy in 
Their mouths to steal away their brains! 
That we should, with joy, pleasure, 
Revel and applause, transform ourselves 
Into beasts ! I will ask him for my 
Place again ; he shall tell me I am 
A drunkard: Had I as many mouths as 
Hydra, such an answer 
Would stop them all. To be now a 
Sensible man, by and by a fool ana 
Presently a beast ! 0 strange! 
Every inordinate cup is unblessed 
And the ingredient is the devil."-Oilzello. 

Remorse for treachery and ingratitude:-
" I am alone the villain of the earth; 

And feel I am so most. 0 Anthony 
Thou mine of bounty, how would'st thou have paid 
~fy better service, when my turpitude 
Thou dost so crown with gold ! This blows my heart. 

. . . . 
1 fight against thee ! No I will go seek 
Some ditch wherein to die; the foullest best 
Fits my latter part of Iife."-Ant. & Cleo. 

REPROACH (see 11 Self-reproach" under 4th Emotion for 
definition) has the same delivery as "Self.reproach," but 
more intense throughout, explosive radical on chief word, as 
will be seen in the following example of reproach and remorse 
for the muraer of an innocent child:-

11 Oh, when the last account 'twixt heaven and earth 
Is to be made, then shall this hand and seal 
Witness against us to damnation! 
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How oft the sight of means to do ill deed 
j!akes deeds ill done! Had'st thou not been 
A fellow, by the hand of nature, mark'd 
Quoted and sign'd to do a deed of shame, 
This murder had not come into my mind."-King John. 

Synonymous Ideas: see list under respective words in the 
4th Emotion. 

35th PASSION. 

Current Idea: To Lose ,1ll Hope. 
DESPAIR (Lat. de, away, from, sperare, to hope; to give 

up all hope or expectation) has once hoped, but it has now 
lost it; despair is positive, hopeless is negative: the hopeless 
person has never hoped. A matter is hopeless when its con
dition is such that it raises no hope of success, and it becomes 
desperate when the hope of success once entertained is now 
given up. We must have hoped beforehand to have become 
desperate afterwards. Between despair and desperation; the 
former is positive and the latter negative: despair interrupts 
and checks exertions, desperation impels to greater exertions, 
as one in a comer fights desperately. Despair, according to 
Walker, clouds the forehead, rolls the eyes frightfully, opens 
the mouth horizontally, bites the lips, widens the nostrils, 
and gnashes the teeth. The arms are sometimes bent at the 
elbows, the fist clinched hard, the whole body strained and 
violently agitated; while groans of inward torture are more 
frequently uttered than words. If any words, they are few 
and expressed with a sudden, eager bitterness, the tone of 
voice often loud and furious, and sometimes in the same note 
for a ~;onsiderable time, e.g., 

" If thou be'st Death I'll give thee England's treasure, 
Enough to purchase such another Island, 
So thou wilt let me live and feel no pain. 

King H. 
Ah what a sign it is of evil life 
What death's approach is seen so terrible. 
He dies and makes no sign: 0 God forgive him."-Shak. 
Distraction is tossed first by hope then by fear; despair is 

settled into the all-hope-gone state; desperation has some 
violence, see violence, which braces the sinews, p. 243. 

Synonymous Ideas: Despair, despondency, hopelessness, 
men:tal gloom, deep dejection, desperation,-desperate, rash, 
precipitate, frantic, irretrievable, irrecoverable, memediable, 
forlorn, headlong, furious, violent, reckless, irreparable, fool
hardy, wild, forsaken,-desperado, outlaw. 
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36th PASSION. 
CuTTen! Idea: To be Mentally Entangled or Uneasy. 

PERPLEXITY; Harass; Reflection; Deliberation; Hesita
tion; Anxiety. Perplexity (Lat. per, thoroughly, plexus, 
entangled, pp. of pletere, to plaid, to wind around) has an 
uneven tone of voice, see pp. 431/2 and example with delivery. 

HARASS (Gr. rappauu(JJ harasso, to beat) is to perplex or 
worry considerably, as provocations and hostile measures 
harass, strategems and ambiguous measures perplex. The 
beseiged are harassed by incessant attacks, the beseigers are 
perplexed by manreuvres and plans of the beseiged. De
livery more or less the same as that of perplexity. 

REFLECTION (Lat. re, back, fleet ere, to bend; to turn 
back or upon itself, or bend the mind back upon itself) has 
the idea of turning on the past, or the mind back on things, 
comparing and judging them, as to reflect on past follies and 
profi.t by them. 

DELIBERATION (Lat. de, thoroughly, librare, to weigh, 
balance) has the idea of weighing and balancing well the 
matter, and estimating it. As Deliberation is closely linked 
with Reflection, the following delivery and example will 
serve both: 

The tone pure orotund; force, moderate; stress, radical; 
pitch, middle; inflection, prevalent falling; movement shift
ing from moderate to animated; pauses, from moderate to 
brief ; emphasis and expression augmenting in intensity from 
moderate to fi.erce, e.g., 

u But say I could repent and could obtain 
By act of grace my former state; how soon 
Would height recall high thoughts, how soon unsay 
What feigned submission swore ! Ease would recant 
Vows made in pain, as violent and void. 
For never can true reconcilement grow 
Whrre wounds of deadly hate have pierced so deep; 
Which would but lead me to a worse relapse 
And heavier fall; so should I purchase dear, 
Short intermission bought with double smart. 
This knows my punisher; therefore as far 
From granting he as I from begging peace." 

HESITATION (Lat. hesitare, to stick fast, French, hesi
ter, to stagger, stammer, tarry) has the idea of wavering in 
deciding or acting, and generally takes in delivery an 
aspirated orotund; force suppressed; stress, of the radical 
form; pitch, high; inflection, prevalent falling; movement, 
moderate; pauses, long; and expression, earnest, e.g., 

'' Yet why not ?-some other power 
As great might have aspired, and me though mean 
Drawn to his part." 
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Hesitation is the result of the interrupliuu of thought, of 
mental entanglement. A person who is not accustomed to 
speaking in public, or in the habit of collecting his tho1:1ghts 
into an arranged form is likely to hesitate even in ordinary con· 
versation. Hesitation generally takes the rising inflection, 
see p. 244, e.g., s6-yes-n6, I think he is alright (this latter 
expresses also indecision), see doubting, p. 307. Waver is 
like a wave that goes backward and forward. 

ANXIETY (Lat. angere, to choke, strangle) has the idea 
of uneasiness of mind for the present, mixed with fear for 
the future, see delivery under Perplexity, p: 431. 

Synonymous Ideas: Perplexity, difficulty, labyrinth, maze, 
complexity,-perplex, involve, entangle, complicate, puzzle, 
bewilder, confuse, distract, embarrass, harass, distress, 
fatigue, annoy, implicate, disconcert. Reflect, meditate, 
ruminate, consider, cogitate, return,-reflection, image, 
musing, meditation, abstraction, dreaming. Deliberate 
(weigh fact and arguments with a view to a choice or deci. 
sion), consider maturely, take counsel with, ponder, weigh, 
perpend, debate, excogitate, contemplate, study, examine, 
counterbalance,-deliberation, thought, circumspection, cau
tion, coolness, prudence, consultation, discussion,-deliberate, 
tboughtful, considerate, serious, studious, prudent, well con
siderea, well advised, grave, calm, collected. designed, of set 
purpose, careful. Hesitation, doubt, suspense, uncertainty, 
dubiety, indecision, stammering, stuttering, scruple, irreso
lution, shilly.shallying, dilly.dallying, inconstancy, qualm, 
misgiving, hesitancy, irresoluteness, dubiousness,-hesitate, 
falter, demur, pause, doubt, scruple, waver, fluctuate, totter, 
tremble, stutter, stammer, be in doubt, make objection, vacil~ 
late, oscillate. 

Anxiety, care, uneasiness, disquietu~e, watchfulness, rest
lessness, concern, apprehension, misgiving, solicitude, trouble, 
-anxious, disturbed, distressed, troubled, uneasy, disquieted, 
apprehensive, watchful, eager, unsettled, perplexed, dis
traded, restive, impatient, vigilant. 

37th PASSION. 

Cu11ent Idea: To Assert Positively. 
AFFIRM (Lat. af, ad, to, firmare, make firm; to give 

strength to) declares that a thing is, and has a voice low and 
solemn; but if mingled with rage or resentment is more open 
and loud, the words become quicker; and the countenance has 
all the confidence of strong, positive, peremptory assertion, 
using much the falling inflection, see p. 244. Under this 
heading may come Animated Didactic which takes the expul· 
stve orotund; force, moderate; stress, median; and an ener
getic- radical. e.g., '' Blood says pride of life is more honour-
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able than money. Mind is the noblest part of man, and of 
mind virtue is the noblest distinction . . . . Virtue takes 
place of all things. It is the nobility of angels. It is the 
nobility of God."-Virtue by Fawcett. 

Synonymous Ideas: Affirm, aver, asseverate, assure,. vouch,, 
assert, substantiate, maintain (repeatedly assert), vindicate 
(stand up for), declare, support, back, verify, corroborate, 
make good, ratify, establish, sustain . 

. ,;···. -

38th PASSION. 

Cu11ent Idea: To Be Weighty. 
liRAVlTY (Lat. gravis, heavy, .French grave, stately, is 

opposed to light, see further " Gravity Style.," pp. 597-599) 
has the idea of weighing the mmd down, and prevents buoy
ancy, weight in intellectual operations which makes them 
proceed slowly. See delivery and example, p. 359. Russell 
says the Grave "assumes something of tlie expulsive tone of 
firmness and authority, although in a gentle and moderate 
.style. The grave differs from the solemn in not descending 
to so low a pitch. The disturbing causes usually vitiates the 
purity of the tone in the grave style. It is a false, hollow, 
pectoral voice which merely murmurs in the chest without 
commg forth impressively to the ear, e.g., " The Throne of 
Eternity is a throne of mercy and love. God has permitted 
and invited us to repose ourselves and our hopes on that 
which alone is everlasting and unchangeable.'' 

" Thou unrelenting Past I 
Strong are the barriers round thy dark domain; 
And fetters sure and fast 
Hold all that enter thy unbreathing reign." 

......J' The Past."-Bryant. 
ln the following, the tone is pure; force, moderate; stress, 

median, gentle and pure, the median or expulsive being used 
for impressive effect: " The excuses of youth for the neglect 
of religion are those which are most frequently offered, and 
easily admitted . . . . " 

Gravity also upraids and uses irony, see "Shall I call 
myself a Batalus . . . " See p. 597. 

Synonymous Ideas: Gravity, sobriety, seriousness, solem
nity, sedateness, importance, moment, weightiness,-grave, 
stern, austere, heavy, important, pressing, sage, staid, 
demure, thoughtful, sedate, solemn, sober, serious, severe; 
ngorous, plain, not showy, deep, low in pitcfi, contemplative, 
composed, momentous. 

No close to the Passions is more fi.ttmg tlian that impas
sioned figure of eloquence-Oratorical Invective, see p. 761 · 2. 

The following Oratorical lm.:eclive of Edmund Burke 
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against Warren Hastings, is delivered with the expulsive 
orotund, in the declamatory style, whose action implies the 
wide sweep and bold descent of energetic emphasis:-

" By the order of the House of Commons of Great Britain, 
I impeach Warren Hastings of high crimes and misdemean~ 
ours; I impeach him in the name of the Commons of Great 
Britain in Parliament assembled, whose parliamentary trust 
he has abused; I impeach him in the name of the Commons of 
Great Britain, whose national character he has dishonoured, 
I impeach him in the name of the People of India, whose laws, 
rights, and liberties he has subverted; I impeach him in the 
name of human nature itself, which he has cruelly outraged, 
injured, and oppressed, in both sexes; and I impeach him in 
the name and by virtue of those eternal laws of justice, which 
ought equally to p~rvade every age, condition, rank, and 
situation, in the world." See pp. 88, 187. 

CHARACTERlSTIC IDEAS OF DIFFERENT PEOPLE 
Met with, or Composing a Public Audience. 

THE YOUNG (see p. 333) are: impulsive, changeable, 
fastidious, easily imposed on, sanguine, nature~warmed, 
courageous, hopeful, short-memoried, overdoing, omniscient, 
all-knowing, opinionated, jovial, companionable, j~st~loving, 
all-pitying, violently angered, anger-executing, fervent, 
ardent, strongly-longing, ardently-craving, soon-satisfied, 
v1ctory-wanting, superiority-desiring, hot-loving, honour
loving, eager, credulous, easily deceived, easily bamboozled, 
rash, hasty, passionate, inconsiderate, vacillating, variable, 
buoyant, sportive, spirited. 

THE OLD (see p. 333, prevailing idea: the opposite to 
the young) are: indecisive, unassertive, undetermining, 
doubtful, doubting, questioning, vim-lacking, all-erring, 
dark-side-viewing, undertermined, dist,ustful, suspicious, 
peevish, waspish, timid, profi.t-seeking, covetous, parsi
monious, close-fi.sted, sordid, money-holding, little-hoping, 
reason-dwelling, misfortune-pitying, complaining, calculation
making, evil-presaging, mirthless, loquacious, garrulous, 
illiberal, disbelieving, misbelieving, mistrusting. 

THE MIDDLE-AGED (see pp. 333-4, prevailing idea: 
intermediation between the young and the old) are: befi.tting, 
becoming, judicious, prudent, rational, sagacious, wise, dis
creet, well-judged, deliberate, well-advised, coolly-spirited, 
not-too-hopeful, not-over~desirous, not-easily-angered, not
over-feanng, moderately-hazardmg, not-over-confi.dent, not
too-daring. 

THE RICH (see p. 334) are: proud, luxurious, epicurean, 
pleasure-seeking, dainty, purse-proud, fastidious, wealth
boasting, overbearing, insolent, contumelious, effeminate, 
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affectedly-delicate ill-mannered, voluptuous, ostentatious, 
pompous, showy, gorgeous, grand, sumptuous, good-breeding
violating. 

THE NOUVEAU RICH (seep. 334 with all the faul~s of 
the old rich) are: wealth-inexperienced, wealth-apprenticed, 
intemperate, assaulting, adulterous (see Aristotle). 

MEN IN POWER (seep. 334, resembling the rich but more 
ambitious) are: industrious, sober, serious, diligent, assidu
ous power-seeking, dignified, manly-carrying, grave, 
sed~tely-graceful, greatly-injuring, high-souled, high-prinJ 
cipled, stately. 

PROSPEROUS MEN (see p. 334 being a compound of 
the noble rich and powerful) are: religious, proud, incon
siderate, 'overbearing, successful, flourishing, lucky, fortu-' 
nate. 

POOR MEN (see p. 335; obscure men, powerless men, men 
in adversity) have characteristics j,ust the opposite to above 
described. 

PEOPLE ARE ANGERED (p. 330) when they are: 
neglected, slighted, contemned, disparaged, disgraced, 
mocked at, cross, scoffed at, derided, contradicted, jested 
upon, belittled, disappointed, disrespected, forgotten, unre
membered, unsympathised with, unconsidered, annoyed, irri
tated, petulant, enraged, provoked. 

PEOPLE ARE PLACATED (seep. 330) when they are: 
amused, mirthful, festive, rejoicing, good-humoured, happy, 
successful, healthy, unpained, cheered, triumphant, victorious, 
appeased, revenged, satisfied, benefited, reverenced. 

SYMPATHETIC AMICABLE PEOPLE are those who 
are :' co-suffering, uncontentious, unquerulous, bonny, good
humoured, neat, comely, unrivalling, non-competing, partici
pating, co-labouring, congratulating, sharing, comrade-like, 
witty, well-dressed, emulating. 

P~OPLE FEAR the irreparable, retaliating, fully
appnsed, well-posted, harmful, wronged, evil, wicked, over
bearing, aggressive, powerful, superior, free-spoken, cruel. 

THE CONFIDENT are: good-omened, unafflicted, 
aggressing, recoverable, uninjured, unrivaled, lucky, success
ful, wealthy, well-armed, innocent. See pp. 328-334 other 
people and things. ' 
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Before cl~~ing. th~· Rhetorlogue a few pages are here given 
from the forthcoming Spanish Edition containing all the 
Spanish Orators, which is dedicated to 

The Great Catholic Monarch, 
HIS AUGUST MAJESTY, 
ALFONSO XIII 

King of Spain. 
In Spain was born Marcus Fabius Quintilianus, whose 

immortal work, " Institutes of Oratory," has been, over 
nfteen centuries, the standard of all students of eloquence. 

The pages selected are from the incomparably eloquent 
address of Sr. D. Emilio Castelar on" Religious Liberty." 

While the British House resounded with the eloquence of 
' Disraeli, Gladstone and Bright; the American Senate with 
that of Clay, Webster and Calhoun; the Spanish Cortes rang 
with that of Castelar, which shook all Spain and penetrated 
the farthest confmes of the "Great Western Kingdom." 

SESSION DEL 12 DE ABRIL DE 1869. 
Rectifi.cation de Castelar a Su Discurso en Defensa 

De la Libertad de Cultos. 
Extractos. 

SeiioresDiputados: *lnmensa desgracia para mi, pero mayor 
desgracia tadavia para las Cortes. verme forzado por deberes 
de mi cargo, por deberes de cortesia, a ocupar casi todas las 
tardes, contra mi voluntad, contra mi deseo, la atencion de 
esta Camara. . . . 

( Que dije yo, Senores, que dije yo entonces? 1Yo no 
ataque ninguna creencia, yo no ataque el culto, yo no ataque 
el dogma. Yo dije que la Iglesia cat6lica, organizada, como 
vosotros la organizais, organizada, como ::n poder del Estado, 
no puede menos de traernos grandes perturbaciones y grandes 
conflictos, porque la Iglesia cat6lica con su ideal de autoridad, 
con su ideal de infalibilidad, con la ambicion que tiene de 
extender estas ideas sabre todos los pueblos, no puede menos 
de ser en el organismo de los Estados libres, causa de una 
gran purturbacion, causa de una grande y constante amenaza 
para todos los derechos. 

2Seiiores, si alguna duda pudierais tener, si alguna remor
dimiento pudiera asaltarnos, l no se ha levantado el Sr . 
.Manterola con la autoridad que le da su ciencia, con la autori
dad que le dan sus virtudes, con la authoridad que le da su 
alta representacion en la Iglesia, con la autoridad que le da la 
altisima representacion que tiene en este sitio, no se ha 
levantado a decirnos en breves, en sencillas, en elocuentfsimas 
palabras, 3cual es el criter1o en la lgiesia sobre la tolerancia 6 
mtolerancia religiosa, sobre el porvenir de las naciones? 
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'A medida que vtene la libertad, se a:flojan los lazos mate
nales; a medida que los lazos materiales se a:flojan, se aprie
tan los lazos morales. Asi es necesario, para que una sociedad 
hbre pueda vivir, es absolutamente indispensable que tenga 
grandes lazos morales, que tenga grandes lazos de ideas, que 
tenga derechos, que tenga deberes, deberes impuestos, sno por 
la autoridad civil, no por los ejercitos, sino por su propia 
razon, por su pro pia conciencia. . . . . "Me decia un 
principe Ruso en Ginebra que habia mas libertad en San 
.t>etersburgo que en Nueva-York; y preguntandole yo el por 
que, me contestaba: " por una razon muy sencilla, porque yo 
soy muy aiicionada a la wusica y en San Petersburgo puedo 
tocar el violin en Domingo, nnentras no puedo tocarlo en 
Nueva-York." "He aqui como la separacion de la Iglesia y el 
Estado, como Ia libertad de cultos, como la libertad religiosa 
engendra este gran principia, la aceptacion voluntaria ·de la 
rehgion o de la metafisica, o de la moral que cada individuo 
tenga en su consciencia. Ya sabe el Senor Manterola lo que 
San Pablo dij,o: 'Nihil tan voluntarium quam religio. 

Por consigUiente, el Sr. .Manterola en todo su discurso no 
habla hecho mas que pedir lo que pedian los antiguos peganos, 
que no comprendian, que no comprendieron jamas esta gran 
idea de la separacion de la Iglesia y del Estado; lo que pedian 
los antiguos peganos, que consistia en que el rey fuera al 
mismo tiempo Papa, 6 lo que es igual, que el Pontiiice sea al 
mismo tiempo, rey de Espana. 

Se ha concluido para siempre el dogma de la proteccion de 
las Iglesias por el Estado. ~ El Estado no tienne religion, no 
la pueda tener, no Ia debe tener. El Estado no coniiesa, el 
.Estado no comulga, el Estado no se muere. Yo quisiera 
que el Sr. Manterola tuviese la bondad de decirme en que 
sitio del valle de J osafat va a estar el dia del juicio el alma 
del Estado que se llama Espana. 

Por consecuencia, el Sr. Manterola no tiene razon, 9abso
lutamente ninguna razon, al exigir, en nombre de catolicismo, 
en nornLre del cristianisrno, en nombre de una idea moral, en 
nornbre de una idea religiosa, fuerza coercitiva, apoyo 
coercitivo al Estado. Esto seria una gran retroceso, porque, 
Sei'lores 6 creemos en Ia religion porque asi nos lo ·.dicta 
nuestra conciencia, 6 no creemos en la religion porque tambien 
la consClencia nos lo dicta asi. 

Si creemos en Ia religion porque nos lo dicta ouestra con
ciencia, es inutil, completamente mutil la proteccion 
del Estado. Si no creemos en la religion porque nuestra 
conciencia nos lo dicta, en vano es que el Estado nos imponga 
ta creencia; no llegara basta el fondo de nuestro ser; no 
llegara basta rl fondo df' nuestro espiritu: y como la 
religion, despues de todo, no es tanto una relacion social 
como uua relacion del hombre con Dios, podre1s enganar con 
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la religion impuesta por el Estado a los demas hombres, pero 
no e:qganareis jamas a Dios, 10a Dios, que escudrina con su 
mirada el abismo de la conciencia. . . . . 
i Ah, Senores! 11 Haced esta ligera reflexion conmigo: no 

ha sido posible, 12lo ha intentado Cesar, lo ha intentado 
Alejandro, lo ha intentado Carlo-Magno, lo ha intentado 
Carlos V., lo ha intentado Napoleon; no ha sido posible con
stttuir una sola nacion : la idea de variedad y de autonomia 
de los pueblos ha vencido a todos los conquistadores : y 
tampoco ha sido posible crear una sola religion : la idea de la 
libertad de conciencia ha vencido a los Pontifices. 

'
3Cuatro razas fundamentales hay en Europa: la raza 

latina, la raza gernuinica, Ia raza griega y la raza slava .. 
Pues bien: en la raza latina, su amor a la unidad, su amor 

a la pisciplina y a la organizacion se ve por el catolicismo : 
en Ia germanica, su amor a la COIICiencia y al derecho per
sonal, su amor a Ia libertad del individuo se ve por el pro
testanismo: en la raza griega, se nota todavia lo que se 
notaba en los antiguos tiempos, el predominio de la idea 
metafisca sobre la idea moral; y en la raza slava . . . se 
ve lo que ha sucedido en los imperios autoritarios, lo que 
sucedi6 en Asia y en la Roma impenal, una religion auto
cratica. Por consiguientes, no ha sido posible de ninguna 
suerte, encajar a todos los pueblos modernos en la idea de la 
unidad religiosa. 

Pues bien : ~ cual es el caracter de Ia raza indo-europea que 
ha creado a Grecia, Roma, y Germania? El predominio de 
la idea de particularidad y de individualidad sobre la idea 
de unidad. l Cual es la caracter de la raza semitica que ha 
creado las tres religiones, el mahometismo, el judaismo, y el 
cristanismo? El predominio de la idea de unidad sabre la 
idea de variedad. Pues todavia existe eso: asi es que los 
cristianos de la raza semitica adoran a Dios, y apenas se 
acuerdan de la segunda y tercera persona de la Santisma 
Trinidad, mientras que los cristianos de la raza indo-europea 
adoran a la Virgen y a los santos, y apenas se acuerdan de 
Dios. l Por que? Porque la metaiisica no puede destruir lo 
que esta en el organismo y en las leyes fatales de la 
naturaleza. . . . 

Espana es una nacion eminentemcnte momirquica; y se 
recoge esa idea y cunde y se repite por todas partes hasta el fm 
de los siglos: Espana es una nacion intolerante en materias 
religiosas, y se sigue esto repitiendo, y ya hemos convenido 
todos en ello. . . . uLa intolerancia religiosa comenz6 
en el siglo XIV, continuo en el siglio XV por el predominio 
que quisieron tomar los reyes sabre la Iglesia; se empez6, digo, 
una gran persecucion contra los j1udios . . Ahora bien, 
Sefiores, nos decia el Sr. Manterola que los judios no se 
llevaron nada .de Espaiia, absolutamente nada; que los judios 
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lo mas que sabian hacer eran babuchas, que los j,udios no 
brillaban en cienc1as, no brillaban en artes, que los judios no 
nos han quitado nada. Yo, al vuelo, voy a citar unos cuantos 
nombres europeos de hombres que brillan en el mundo y que 
hubieran brillado en Espana sin la expulsion de los judios .. 

Spinoza: podreis participar 6 no de su idea, pero no podets 
negar que Spinoza es qulZaS el £.16sofo mas alto de toda la 
fi.losofia moderna; pues Spinoza, si no fue engendra~o en 
Espana, fue engendrado por progenitores espanoles, y a 
causa de la expulsion de los judios fue parido lejos de 
.t.spafia, y la intolerancia nos arrebat6 esa gloria. . 

Y sin remontarnos a tiempos remotos, t no se gloria hoy la 
lnglaterra con el ilustre nombre de Diraely, enemigo nuestro 
en politica, enemigo del gran movimiento moderno; tory, 
conservador reaccionario, 1~aunque ya quisiera yo que muchos 
progres1tas de aqui fueran como los conservadores. lngleses? 
Pues Disraely es un judio, pero de origen espanol; Disraely es 
un gran novelista, un grande orador, una grande hombre de 
Estado, una gloria que debia reivindicar hoy la nacion 
espanola. 

Pues que { cree el Sr. Manterola en el dogma terrible de 
que 7 los hiJos son respon~able de las culpas de sus padres? 
l Cree el Sr. Manterola que los judios de hoy son los que 
mataron a Cristo? Pues yo no lo creo; yo soy mas cristiano 
que todo eso. , 

16Grande es Dios en el Sinai; el trueno le precede, el rayo 
le acompana, la luz le envuelve, la tierra tiembla, los montes 
se desgajan; pero hay un Dios mas grande, mas grande 
todavia, que no es el magestuoso Dios de Sinai, sino el 
humilde Dios del Calvaria, elevado en una cruz, herido, yerto, 
coronado de espinas, con Ia hiel en los labios, y sin embargo.!. 
diciendo: '' Padre mio, perdonalos, perdona a mis verdugos, 
perdona a mis perseguidores, porque no saben lo que se 
hacen! II Grandees la religion del poder, pero es mas grande 
la religion del amor; grande es la religion de la justicia im
placable, pero es mas grande la religion del perdon miseri
cordioso; y yo, en nombre de esta religion; yo, en nombre 
del Evangelic, vengo aquf a pediros que escribais al £rente 
de nuestro C6digo fundamentalla libertad religiosa, es decir, 
Iibertad, fraternidad, igualdad entre todos los hombres. 

(Freneticos y prolongados aplausos. Individuos de todos 
los !ados de Ia Cimara se acercan a Castelar dandole calu
rosas muestras de felicitacion. LOS ORADORES DE 18G9 
-par F1ancisco Canamaque, Madrid, 1879.) 

~-----

.~ Exordio. (~)., Sermocina~i6n. (~) Ap6strofe. (3) lnterro
gac!On. (4) Proposlclon. (5) ArSlS y TeSlS, Asteismo. (6) Epifonema 
Y Anafora. (!) Epicrisis. (8) A~afora. (9) Anadiplosis. (10) Epizeusis. 
Ill) Ecfonem. (12) Apantmes1s. (13) Eutrepismos. (14) Xarraci6n. 
(l.i) Optatio. (16) Epilogo. 
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Translated Extracts of Castelar's Eloquent Address 
In the Cortes, April 12th, 1869, on 

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY. 

" I attack no creed, I attack no religion, I attack no 
dogma. I say that the Catholic Church organised as you 
organise it, organised as a power of State, can bring nothing 
less than great perturbations and great conflicts, because the 
Catholic Church with its ideal of authority, with its ideal of 
infallibility, with its ambition to extend these ideas over all 
peoples, can, in the organism of free states, be nothing less 
than a source of great disquietude, a source of a great and 
constant menace to all rights. 

In proportion as liberty increases, materialistic ties relax; in 
proportion as materialistic ties relax., moral ties tighten. 
Thus it is necessary, in order that a free community may 
thrive, absolutely necessary that it have great moral scope; 
that it have great scope of ideas; have rights; duties, duties 
imposed not by civil authorities, not by military, but by 
one's own reason, by one's own conscience. 

The dogma of protection of clmrch by the state is ter
minated forever. The state has no religion, it cannot have 
one, it ought not to have one. The state does not confess, 
the state does not receive sacrament, the state does not die. J 
would like for Mr. Manterola to have the kindness to tell me 
in what 'place in the valley of Jehoshaphat, on the day of 
Judgment, will be the soul of the State which is called Spain. 

Therefore, Mr. Manterola is incorrect, :bsolutely incorrect 
in demanding from the State, in the name of catholicism, in 
the name of Christianity, in the name of any moral idea, in 
the name of any religious idea, coercive force, coercive aid. 
This would be a great retrocession, because, Sirs, either we 
believe in religion because thus our conscience dictates, or we 
do not believe in religion because thus our crmscience likewise 
dictates. 

Castelar's Powerful Aparithmesis. 
Ah ! Sirs, make with me this brief reflection: it has not 

been possible, it has beep attempted by c~sar, it .ha~ been 
attempted by Alexander, it has been attempted by Charle
magne, it has been attempted by Charles the Fifth, it has 
been attempted by Napoleon; it has not been possible to 
found one, entire nation; the idea of diversity and of 
autonomy has overcome all conquerors: neither has it been 
possible to create one, entire religion; the idea of liberty of 
conscience has conquered' the Pontiffs. 

Spain is a nation eminently monarchial; this idea is 
cherished and grows, and will continue 'so till the end of 
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time; Spain is a nation intolerant in religious matters. . . . 
Religious intolerance commenced in the XIV century, con
tinued in the XV century according to the superiority the 
kings desired to have over the church; it commenced with a 
great persecution of the Jews. . . . . . Well, 1\Ir. 
~Ianterola told us that the Jews took away with them nothing 
from Spain, absolutely nothing. . . . I shall hurriedly 
mention a few European names of men who shine in the world, 
and who would have shone in Spain had it not been for the 
expulsion of the Jews. 

Spinoza: you may or may not partake of his idea, but you 
cannot deny that Spinoza is, perhaps, the greatest philosopher 
of all modern philosophy; well, if Spinoza was not begotten 
in Spain, he was begotten by Spanish progenitors, and on 
account of the expulsion of the Jews, was born far from 
Spain, and on account of intolerance we have been robbed 
this glory. 

And without going to remote times, does not England 
to-day pride nerself with the illustrious name of Disraeli, 
enemy to. our politics, enemy to great, modern revolt; tory, 
reactionary conservative; be it as it may, would that many 
progressives here were like the English conservatives? Well, 
Disraeli is a Jew, but of Spanish origin; Disraeli is a great 
novelist, a great orator, a great statesman, a glory which, 
to-day, the Spanish nation ought to have had. 

Well, then, does Mr. Manterola believe in the terrible dogma 
that the sons shall suffer for the sins of tlie fathers? Does 
Mr. Manterola believe that the Jews of to-day are those who 
killed Christ? Well, I do not believe it; I am more Christian 
than that. 

Castelar's Sublime Epilogue. 
Great is God on Sinai; the thunder precedes Him, the 

Iig'htning accompanies Him, splendour inwraps Him, the earth 
quakes, the mountains rend asunder; but there is a God 
greater, g-reater still, not the majestic God of Sinai, but the 
humble God of Calvary, raised on the cross, wounded, rigid, 
crowned with thorns, gall on his lips, nevertheless, saying: 
"Father, forgive them, forgive my torturers, forgive my 
persecutors, for they know not what they do! 11 Great is the 
religion of power, but greater is the religion of love; great 
is the religion of inexorable justice, but greater is the religion 
of merciful pardon; and I, in the name of this religion; I, in 
the name of the gospel, come here to ask you to write, at the 
head of our fundamental code, religious liberty, that is, 
liberty, fraternity, equality among all men. 11 
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ADDENDA. 

The following Ideas are to be read with those on p. 720 : 

Idea: To Be Sturdy. 
STALWART (A.S. stelferhdh, a man of iron mood), bold, 

brave, strong, redoubted, daring, mtrepid, brave, stout, 
muscular, brawny, robust, sturdy, strapping. 

Idea: How One Stands. 
STATE (Lat. stare, to stand=the position or circumstance 

a thing or one stands at a given time), impfies a compara
tively stable or fixed circumstance, e.g., a merchant's affairs 
are in a good state if he can meet all calls upon him and 
keep up his credit, a person's state of health, of mind. A 
building is in a bad state if any of its structural parts as 
the roof, joists, etc., are unsound. Predicament, Lat. prce, 
before, dicere, to say; to stand compromised by something 
one has said before, which he wishes he had not said, as 
it puts him in an embarrassing circumstance, to commit one's 
self by an assertion, a trying situation, e.g., one is in a 
predicament if what he says favourable to one friend offends 
another. Plight from ~I.E. pliht, danger, hence a promise 
to do something which involves danger or risk. It is any 
circumstance which disagreeably entangles one. 

Syn. State, situation, condition, position, attitude, 
posture. Predicament, embarrassment, perplexity, entangle
ment, complication. Plight, difficulty, trial. 

Idea: To Be Gentle, Easy. 
SOFT (A.S. s6fte, light, gentle, easily yielding to pres

sure), impressible, . susceptible, yielding, plastic, pliable, 
smooth, delicate, fine, weak, tender, mild, gentle, effeminate, 
simple, silly, quiet, easy, light, mellifluous. 

Idea: To Look Carefully Into. 
STUDY, attention, research, investigation, meditation, 

survey, thought, contemplation, examination, scrutinisation, 
inspection,-studious, attentive, contemplative, assiduous. 

Idea: To Be the Essential Part. 
SUBSTANCE (Lat. sub, under, stare, to stand; the 

thing that stands under as the foundation of it), body, 
matter, essence, gist, texture, wealth, property, m~ans, estate, 
life, being, quitessence,-substantial, real, tangible, actual, 
true, positive, solid, stout, massive, firm, sound,-substan
tiate, make good, make strong, corroborate, confirm. 

Idea: To Be on the Surface. 
SUPERFICIAL (Lat. super, above, on, facies, face; on 

the face or surface), external, outer, ~hallo~ (va~iation of 
hollow), :flimsy (see through it), smattermg1 shght, tmperfect, 
weak, empty, trifling. 
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To Arouse, Allay and Counteract Feelings. 
(ti) On Diverting, Allaying, Nullifying, and ~iving a New Direc

tion to Emotions and Passions, a few quotatwns from Whately's 
Rhetoric are here given : H When the occasion or object in question 
is not such as calls for or as is likely to excite in those particular 
hearers, the emotions required, it is a common rhetorical artifice 
to turn their attention to some object which will call forth these 
feelings, and when they are too much excited to be capable of judging 
calmly, it will not be difficult to turn their passions, once aroused, 
in the direction required, and to make them view the case in a 
very different light. Thus vehement indignation against some crime 
may be directed against a person who has not been proved guilty 
of it; and vague declamations against corruption, oppression, etc., 
or against mischiefs of anarchy ; with high fiown panegyrics on 
liberty, rights of man. etc., or on social order, justice, the con· 
stitution, law, religion, etc., will gradually lead the hearers to take 
for granted, \\'ithout proof, that the measure proposed will lead to 
these evils or disadvantages; and it will, in consequence, become the 
object of groundless abhorrence or admiration. For the very utteranct> 
of such words as have a multitude of what may be calle~ stimulating 
ideas associated with them will operate like a charm on the minds, 
especially of the ignorant and unthinking, and raise such a tumult 
of feelings as will effectually blind their judgment." To expose 
this is a great asset, see p. 612. To Allay or annul passions (see 
Garfield immediately after Lincoln's assassination, p. XI), use an 
opposite or incompatible passion, e.g., if anger has been aroused, 
kill it by depicting fear and punishment from those angered against ; 
if fear, kill it by courage; if compassion, counteract it by disappro
bation, jealousy, fear, ridicule, disgust or horror; if envy, by good 
will, or contempt; if laughter and jest, by seriousness, or hold aloof 
awhile from it by introducing suitable topics till you get the hearers 
in the mood required-serious or grave-then bring them up to the 
point. Repressing or moderating our own feeling creates a reaction 
in the hearers more so than labouring to work up their feelings, see 
pp. 239, 361. Let the fire gradually kindle, see rule, p, 361. 

To Recover Voice after being on those passions requiring high 
pitch, lower it by entering those passicns requiring a low pitch, as 
shame, hatred, admonition, etc., e.g.:-

" Think we, such toils, such cares disturb the peace 
Of heaven's blest inhabitants? Alike I scorn 
Thy person and imposture."-Milton, 

The voice goes to a high pitch on "inhabitants " and lowers on 
" scorn." 

It would here be in order to give a few ideas of Hermogenes 
on what. he ,~tyled ';,The Polish~d Expression," "The Comic 
Expresswn, and The Trag1c Expression." 

(I) The Polished Expression ought to have beauty or 
rlegance ~hroughout all its parts, but the beauty should not 
be too evident as to the feet, etc. He claims that Demos
thenes' or~tions are. the most ele~ant of polished oratory, in 
that. there IS an admixture of Punty, Character, Amplification, 
Acnmony, Ve.heme~ce, G.randeur,, Splendour, Vigour, and the 
rest. . That. h1~ deliberative orations partake of Sublimity, 
Gravity, D1g~Ity, C~~racte~, or rather Ironical Epieikeia, such 
as those agamst Ph1hp. wh1ch ar~ sublime, full of impetus, 
Vehemc-nre, also Aspenty and V1gour. In the panegyrical 
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method of polished oratory, the muses are invoked : the dicti<m 
is poetic, pure; the fi.gures are properly of poetry, likewise are 
the thoughts; and the members, composition, rhythm, and 
cadence are those that are proper to poetry. 

As to Comic Expression and how used by the orator, 
Hermogenes gives three ways; 1st, Per Allusionem, that is, by 
allusion,. which consists generally in an exchange or substitu~ 
tion of letters, see pages 354 and 355, Fig. Paronomasia, e.g., 
" He is the clown prince " for " he is the crown prince.'' Here 
the position of a clown is stated, but the allusion is to a crown 
prince, which of course would be clear from the subject matter 
the orator might have under discussion. Example from Corona, 
130: " ... and by adding two syllables, he transformed his 
father from Tromes to Atrometus .... " " Tromes" meant 
slave, and 11 Atrometus" intrepid. 2nd, Ex lnopinato, that 
is, from an unexpected tum, e.g., "He proceeded wearing 
under his feet-chilblains." The hearers expected the orator 
to say " sandals '' but were agreeably disappointed in their 
expectation. 3rd, Per Similitudinem, that is, a comparison of 
things repugnant in thei' nature, or by parody, e.g., Corona, 
242: 11 But this creature is a r~ptile by nature (or as Leland 
translates it), a fox in human shape-a stranger to everything 
good and liberal-this theatrical ape, this strolling player, 
this blundering haranguer." 

As an example of Tragic Expression, Hermogenes cites 
Demosthenes' oration on the Embassy, 65; "Results more 
awful and momentous, 0 Athenians, have not been wrought 
in Greece within our time, nor I should think in any time here
tofore. Yet such mighty results has Philip been able to 
accomplish during the existence of the Athenian common
wealth whose hereditary privilege it is to take the lead in 
Greece, and not permit any proceedings of this kind. (65) 
The ruin which has fallen upon the poor Phocians may be seen 
not only by these decrees, but by what has actually been done 
-a shocking and pitiable spectacle, 0 Athenians ! On our 
late journey to Delphi we were forced to see it all-houses 
razed to the ground, walls demolished, a country stripped of all 
its adult population, a few women and little children and 
miserable old men. No language can come up to the wretched
ness now existing there. . . . Who was the deceiver? · 
lEschines-who but he?" (See complete passage under fig. 
Prosopopreia, p. 394). Burke's description of the Carnatic on 
page 151 is a splendid modern example of Tragic Expression. 
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The Rt. Bon. J. RAMSAY MACDONALD, M.P. 

'' 0 Caledonia, stem and mild, 
Meet nurse fo .. a poetic child."-Scott. 

Land of metaphysicians and logicians, economists and 
philosopher3, theologians and rhetoricians; land where Stewart 
wrote the Philosophy of the ~lind, Reid taught the Intellectual 
Powers of Jlan, and Burne inquired into the Understanding; 
where Mill wrote his logic and Smith the Wealth of Nations; 
where Knox and Chalmers established divine truth; and Blair 
and Campbell, and Bain made their rhetorics-to thee let us 
111ow turn. 

Here, in thy land of great thinkers, in 1866, was born 
James Ramsay }lac Donald. In that year the smoke of guns 
internecine was clearing in America, the intervention of Max
milian was collapsing in ~lexico, the unification of Italy was 
dawning on Garibaldi, and the gigantic colossal work of the 
Suez was hastening to conclusion by De Lesseps. 

Like Lincoln, JlacDonald was born in the back country ·, 
in poH-rty; like Lincoln, he was a son of the soil, and by dint 
of application and oratory, rose to eminence and distinction. 
He is the first Labour Premier the British Go\'eroment has had. 

His childhood imagination was fired by the songs and 
legends of battles, adventures, fairies and witches told to him 
by his grandmother. At the age of twelve, he stood at the 
head of his class in the school in which he afterwards became 
a pupil teacher. " Cassell's Popular Educator," and " Science 
for All," Henry George's "Progress and Poverty," Scott, 
Dickens, and biographical works played an important part in 
the formation of his youthful mentalitv. At the age of 18. 
he commenced to practise public speaking, and, when 19, came 
to London, where he studied at Birkbeck College. While 
private secretary to jfr. Thomas Lough, the Radical candidate 
for West Islington, he put in four years of hard study of 
rconomics, hiology, and geology, and zealously devoured 
historv, poetry, and biography. He was engaged as one of 
the writers of the " Dictionary of National Biography." 

His inclination to oratory was much quickened on his hear· 
ing ~1r. Thomas Davidson, scholar, writer, and orator, who 
founded the society called " New Fellowship," in which 
abounded e\'erlasting argument, debate and hair splitting, 
and from \\'hich he emerged as a lecturer. 

J!r. JfacDonald frequents the 1917 Club, which is in 
Grrrard Street, and which is composed of writers, artists, 
persons in '' mO\·ements ''-men and women who are known 
as " intellectuals." 

Charactrristically, Jfr. ~facDonald is reticent, and in 
travelling usually buries himself in a book. Reticence and 
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incommunicativencss are traits of all great orators who look 
more to the preservation of the voice for the rostrum, the 
hustings and the forum, than wearing it out by perpetually 
conversing. Such was the trait, we are told, of Charles James 
Fox, such of Henry Clay. The late Theodore Roosevelt, 
while on a political campaign, always buried himself in a book 
from the time he entered the train till its next stopping place 
where he was to speak. On election tours, Mr. MacDonald 
neither smokes nor uses alcohol, for these interfere with the 
voice, the latter particularly because it distends the small 
vessels around the vocal mechanism. With sufficient bodily 
rest just before speaking, a good digestion and deep breathing, 
the orator is sure to keep himself in prime condition for 
speaking. 

The author has heard him twice, once at Queen's Hall, 
which was crowded. His voice carried well, and was distinctly 
heard throughout this large building. His tones were good, 
and his manner, at times, vehement. He has a good com
mand of the Figures of Thought, among which the Anaphora 
(see this figure explained on page 65 of the Rhetorlogue) was 
much in evidence. The Anaphora has always been the effec
tive weapon of vehement and great orators. Another Figure 
of Thought called Aposiopesis (see explained p. 91 of The 
Rhetorlogue) finds favour with him, an illustration of which 
may be taken from his speech in Colston Hall, Bristol, in 
which over s,ooo people, while enraptured with a magnificent 
soaring of eloquence on the exposition of a political doctrine, 
were ,impressed by his suddenly pausing, and, in a voice 
changed to lower tone, pronouncing these words: " In 1895 I 
stood in a public place in Bristol, and three people carne to 
listen to me. Who will say that there is not the finger of 
Providence in these things-" ? 

As to gestures, Mr. MacDonald uses largely the synthetic 
(see explained on page 242 of The Rhetorlogue) to enforce 
his points. He generally speaks from a few notes orderly 
arranged on a small sheet of paper. 

The following excerpts from the press will give the reader 
a further conception of him as an orator. The following 
taken from "Ramsay MacDonald's Life Story.'' published 
by Reynold's N ezus, is of interest: 

" At his best and in his most charactrristic line he has few, 
if any, equals among present~day orators. His speeches are 
not so incisive and compact as Philip Snowden's; they have 
not the unique Asquithian blend of monumental style, sly 
humour, and blunt forthrightness. Neither the unbroken 
stateliness of a Marquis Curzon nor the sustained and polished 
brilliancy of an Oswald Mosley is to be found in ~IacDonald's 
oratory. There is something wayward about it, something of 
the impromptu. 
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Where he does excel is in the combination, or alternation, 
of adroitness, logic, and huma~ feeling, and these are alm~t 
always touched with a somethmg I must call poetry, wh1le 
underlying the whole, and sometimes coming out in clear 
assertion, is his strong moral sense. 

Add to these qualities his free· gestures, his handsome 
presence, and his rich, musical, and sensitively \'aried voice, 
and you ha\'e a picture of ::\IacDonald as a speaker. 

To fill in the details, I may say that he has still so much of 
the Scotsman in his prcnunciation that the ' t ' in his ' not ' is 
often inaudible, and that he says 'ote ' for ' ought ' and 
' thote ' for ' thought.' 

He utters many fine passages, but very few flawless ones. 
His Parliamentary tribute to 1Ir. Bonar Law was, however, as 
nearly perfect as any in the long series of such orations. He 
often writes copious notes for his speeches, but does not stick 
closely to them. . 

Nature and early training ha\'e given him one of the most 
'aluable assets of the public man-a tall (but not too tall), per
fectly proportioned, athletic figure " 

'''Vigorous l\Ir. MacDonald,' by Sir John Foster Fraser. 'He 
has the most stentorian voice of any Prime Minister within memory. 
There is virility in his manner and his ,~·ords come with hard Scotch 
directness. Hr has caught the Balfourian habit of frequently gripping 
the lapels of his jacket, rising on his toes and sharply falling back on 
his heels.'" Tlte Evmiug _Sta11d.ud. 

CHOICE EXTRACTS AXALYSED FROM 
The Prime Minister's Speech, February 12th. 1912, in the House of 

· Commons. 
1" X o Prime l\linister has ever met the Hou~e of Commons in cir

cum!>tances similar to those in which I meet it. For the time being no 
party in this House has a majority. The party opposite is the largest 
of the three, but on account of the circumstances of the election it was 
irnpo-sible for the House to ask them to remain in power. As the 
mond party, the Labour Party has accepted the responsibility of 
ofrice .... 

THE POPLAR ORDER. 
I am aho told that the cancelling of a certain order oy my right · 

hon. friend the ~Jinister of Health was the signal that the red flag 
11 as to be flown by every hoard of guardians from John o' Groats to 
Land's End. (Laughter.) I was perfectly amazed at it. Everyone 
kno''"" pl'rfrctly well that that order had leased to operate. 2Every
bodr knows perfectly well that the question of the cancellation of the 
order had been again and again under consideration in the Depart
tuent concerned. Everybody knows perfectly well that as a matter 
of fact the order has ne1·er been effective. E1·crrbody knows perfectly 
11cll that an Act of Parliament was passed in 1923 which changed the 
method~ by which extravagance by boards of guardians was to be 
< hec hd .... Such storil's as those that were told by the right bon. 
~lt.:mber for Billhead (Sir R._ Horne) 1rhen he set foot here, apparently 
at a ttme ol the most t•xce~stl·e mental distress after his arrival from 
Canada and his discmbarcation from a storm)· sea (laughter), 3such 
lllttTVlt:\1"~ as he gave, ~uch statements ,b he made regarding 4not what 
1,; lil uur mind. 5but what wa,; in our nature-a somewhat different 
thing-nut regarding whai we had deliberately set out to do, but what 
we were bound to do by the laws of God Himself beincr Labour to 
d\'moy the nation, de;.troy it:i crtdit, to make capit~l fir ~ff in a siate 
or \nld exm\:IDtnt and terror, and so on (laughter)-the sooner that 
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sort of thing is proved to be sheer rubbish, the better it would be for 
everyone concerned. (Cheers.) .... Are we going to pursue the policy 
of tranquillity? No, we are not. (Cheers.) \Ve are going to pursue 
a fuller policy. We are going to pursue the policy of confidence~ 
yes, 6confidence, not merely confidence in one section, but confidence 
on the part of the whole of the nation. 

FINANCIAL POSITION. 
COMMITTEE TO BE APPOINTED. 

If ever it were necessary for a 7complete honest, able, scientific 
survey of our national finance, I think now is the time for it. 81 
believe it is possible to create such a Committee. 21 believe it to be 
possible to get men of business, in the actual production side of busi
ness, the finance side of business, economists,9men of experience, men 
whose work and whose judgment will be accepted br the whole 
intelligent business community. I believe an exploration by such a 
Committee would be one of the greatest benefits that could come to 
this country~ and one of the best guarantees the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer could have. 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS, RUSSIA AND FR.\XCE. 
Now, as Foreign Minister, I recognise Rus~ia without delay and 

with tbe full approval of the Government. ... I made up my mind on 
this at the same time, that 10if you trr to face these things-12debt, 
foreign relation, treaties of doubtful validity, disagreements which were 
threatening war almost every day, propaganda, :\ orth, South, East, 
and \Vest-if any Foreign Secretary sat down and tried to ~t:ttlc those 
questions with a representative of Russia, who was not t·1·en a Charge 
d' Affaircs, if he lived to the age of ~lethuselah 11he ne1·er ll'ould settle 
them. The prcliminan' for settlement was recognition. 13Therefore 
I recommended the Cabinet to recognise, and that 1ras done. 

A FINAL APPEAL. 
My final appeal and statement is this. The Government will con

cern itself with what it considers to be great national and international 
interests, which it will present to this House fron'! its own stand
point. ... 14If we wind up this week, if misfortune befalls us before 
the wee.k comes to an end, we shall have made our mark on the history 
of these islands. (Cheers.) 15\Ve have done something, in the recog
nition of Russia, towards the beginning of a Ill'\\' European policy, 
and in the new attitude towards France we hare startl'd a fre'h and 
successful exploration of problems that, had they not bt•rn taken in 
hand now, probably would have pro\'ed them5eln'' insoluble, and in 
consequence the nations of Europe would ha \'l' been doomed to go 
through once more the horrible operatirms of armaments and war. 

16Th is country requires stimulation in it~ hopl'~. 2! t requires to 
settle down to trade and development. It requires to be given cour
age and confidence, so that it may use its latent power. Above all the 
common man and the common woman must bt• brought inTo partner
ship with national prosperity. The unemployed, the partially unem
ployed, and others in like condition, must be taught that \\'hen we are 
talking here of national greatness and pru~perity 1\'l' mean to be 
partners in that prosperity, and unless we can assure them of that we 
shall never be content that we are doing our duty. (Cheers.) 171 
appeal to everybody, whatever their class or function may be, at this 
time of irrational timorousness, when pessirni~m and optimism are 
striving for the mastery-2I appeal to everybody, l appeal to the House, 
18to go out with hope, to go out with determination, to go out not for 
tranquillity, but for security and confidence, ba~ed on good· will, with 
the aim of being just and worthy of respect. In that spirit the Labour 
Party propose to act. (Cheers.)." 

1Exordium; 2Anaphora; 3Epanalepsis; 4.'\n:is & 5Thesis; 6Anadi
plosis; 7Synonymia; 8Accumulatio; 9Taxi~: lOProtasi': 11Apodosi:;; 
12llinno,;, or S~n6throi,mu,;; 13,-\itiology: 141 [ypotht·:-is; 15.\parithml'sis; 
16Epilogo; 17Pcroratio with .-\po~truphe, .-\naphora, and lBPari~on. 
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The Rt. Hon. John Robert Clynes, M.P., Lord Privy Seal 
and leader of the House of . Commons, who rose, as 
"T.P.'s Weekly" gives it, from the "sunless 
slums of Oldham," is one of the closest of reasoners. In 
speaking, he is deliberate, self-possessed and eminently logical, 
and expresses himself with that smoothness and rhythm which 
arc the results of his early predilection for words of harmon
ious and beautiful sound, and of his extensive readmg. Early 
in life, his emotions and passions, likewise his reasoning, were 
awakened by the vehement discussion and heated argument 
of three blind men who would thump and bang the table with 
their fists and beat the floor with their sticks after young 
Clynes, whom they gave a few pence to read to them, had 
read some fiery passage out of the Irish N ationa1ist and 
English Radical weeklies. 

We learn from Mr. T. P. O'Connell, M.P., that Mr. 
Clynes and Ur. Byrne used to have "mock and rehearsal 
debates in a disused quarry," and that ~~ Byrne was all fire, 
and Clynes-often at least in language-all ice." It was in 
the weekly debates and discussions in the Irish organization 
in Great Britain that Mr. Clynes acquired practical experience 
in argumentation and speaking. It was here Mr. J. Wheatley, 
the Minister of Health, clever, of clear and strong voice, logical 
and argumentative, also got his first experience in public 
speaking. 

~1r. Clynes usually casts his reasoning into those forms of 
oratorical expression called by the ancient Greeks, Erotesis and 
Eperotesis (see pp. 268, 2~2), two powerful interrogatory forms 
that always arrest the mind and summon the attention. The 
extract below is a good instance. 

As an illustration of Mr. Clynes' ability as a reasoner, the 
following argument, taken from his address on the Speech 
from the Throne, shows his skilful use of deductive reasoning 
(see p. 203 of The Rhetorlogue-that powerful weapon em
ployed by expert reasoners and forceful orators to reduce a 
proposition to absurdity):-

" If we are not careful about anything else which appears in the 
Spel'ch from the Throne, we ought to be careful, at least, about ·the 
far~>. What is the position in respect to Russia? Russia is a great 
foreign Power. Are our relations friendly with that foreign Power? 
If 1re are on terms of friendship with Russia, how is it that we have 
not )·et decided to carry our friendship to the point of receiving here 
her representatives, as we long ago properly received the represtatives 
of (;crmany? (Hear, hear.) Is it bcau~e Russia has not undertaken to 

1 par her debts? If the fact of not undertaking, or not actually taking 
1 'tcps, to pay the debts of a nation is to be a bar to recognition, how 
: i,.; it thut we have the representatives of France here? Is it that we 
I do not need the trade which full diplomatic relations with Russia 
1 might \\'ell afford? Certainly, we do need it, for our difficulties in 
1 rl'gard to economic and trading conditions are such that we cannot 
l a fiord not to trade, even with an avowed enemy, should anybody class 
'Russia in that category." 

. The Rt. Ron. Philip Snowden, M.P., Chancellor of the 
1·.\clwqu(~r, \\'uuld he prillll>Unced by any authority on elo-
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quence, after making a proper scans ion of the sublime epilogue 
o f his speech gi1·en below, on "The Chri st That Is To Be, " 
as one of the hncst, most po li shed, and accomplished orators 
o f the d ay . In thi s epilogue, the sublime style, the beautiful 
sty le , the cha rming sty le , and the s incere style, are skilfull y 

blended. Thi s ep ilogue, constructed 
on the ora torical form called P ;:naL 
Ieli s1n (sec p. 341 o f: The Rheto1. 
Iogue) contains ,hap]Jil y interspersed, 
the following fi g ures of thought 
and o f words , or rather forms o f 
ora torical ex press JOn: Compat p. 143 
most hi g hly approYed by Cicero, bY 
wh1ch like word or word s, groups 

. or phrasing , ar·e placed in like 
pos ition in a sentence; Isocoion 
~ nd Pari son (pp. 3 1 I, 350), hy 
which clauses and phrases are neat . 
lv ba lanced, and succeed each other 
1~r i t h eq ual o r a lmost equal leng th s; 
Anaphv ra, p. 65, a fi g urP o f g reat 
beaut y , by which like word, or 

wording , begins phrases , clau ses 
Th e Rt. Hon. Philip Snowden, M.P. or sentences ; Syntheton (p . 

438), by which words or phrases are grouped in well-balanced 
pairs ; Epitheton and Sy nony mia (pp. 267, 437) , by which 
adjectives , a d1·erbs and phrases s imilar in meaning are ele
gantly assembled one a fter the other; Arsi s and Thesis (p. 
I I r) , the vehicle for magnificent soaring, the master figure o f 
ora torica l streng th and beauty , by which sentences unfold like 
a telescope, and a ppropri a tely close ; H yperbaton (p . 287), by 
which word s are transposed in a sentence , to give greater effect, 
grace and emphasis ; Accumulatio (p. r ) , by which phrases and 
sentences , more or less of the same tenor, a re heaped up; and 
Asyndeton (p. I 24) , by which force and celerit y are secured. 

In a word, thi s epi logue, with its oratorical numbers so 
well di stributed , its felicity o f expression so charming, its 
word painting so fa scinating , Its Ciceronian sweep so rhyth
mical, and it s peroration so well chosen, p laces Mr. Snowden 
in the category o f the old masters. Compare John Bright' s 
great epilogue in the speech at Durham (see p . :<.'34) , and 
Daniel W ebster' s noble utterance (p. 555), with this epilogue 
o f Mr. Snowden: 

'' I see a vis ion of what the world will be when this spiri t of love 
<Jnd sacrifice which has ac tuated some nobl e spirits in all ages, and 
which shone "·ith the glory of full perfection in the life and example 
of J esus of Nazareth,-! som etime~ see , "as through a glass darkl y," 
a vision of what the world wil I be when this spirit of love and sacri
fi ce shall animate all men. I see that old things have passed awa,·, 
and a ll th ings have become new. r oee thi s sordid $truggle for a 
material exi stence superseded by a social order· in which men seek the 
gratificat ion of their natural ambitions, not by the amount of tribute 
they levy on their fe llows, but by the greatness of the service they can 
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render to them. see men freed from arduous toil by the gifts of 
nature being free!)· ba red. l see an industrial order " ·here honest 
labour i a guarante against starvation. and where men are not dnven 
b\· the fear of undeserved misfortune and the terror of a despised old 
age to a self-inflicted death. I ~ee no children depri ved by early 
toil of the joys of childhood . I see no woman at unwomanly toil ; but 
I see woman raised to her rightful sphere-" gained in mental breadth 
nor failed in childward care. " I see the workman educated to take 
an interest in his work, a nd the machine minder once more the crafts
man whose brain directs and evolves the \York of his hands. I see 
the children sha r ing ,,·ith the old folk s in a thousand joys which the 
loving care of the strong can confer. I see the children's welfare no 
longer sacrificed to secta ria n end s, but provision made by which every 
child can develop to tbe utmost its latent possibilities. I see our 
modern towns swept away, a nd in their place beau tiful c ities whose 
buildings reflec t the pride of the community in their common life , 
and "·hose hea lth)· homes - ho,,· the value societ y attaches to the in
dividual life. I see everywhere a change come over the face of the 
lan d scape; eve ry meadow smil es with plenty, every va lley blossoms 
as the rose, ever)· hi ll is green with the glory of Leba non. I see a 
revived a rt an d a rev ived literature; I see a people hea lthy, happy, 
cultured. contended , whose wea lth is life , full and free. " whose ways 
are \\·ars of pl easantness , "·hose fl o ,,·e ry pat hs a re paths of peace. " 
And m y vis ion extends, though more dimly , beyond the confines of my 
u\\·n dea r lan d . an d I see this spiri t of brotherhood amon g the nation s 
has broker. down internat ional ba rriers, an d international hatred is no 
more : the sword is bea ten into a plough-sha re, the spear into a pruning 
hook , and the peoples of an lands are one, each freely sharing of its 
spec ial boun ties to a dd to the comforts vf a l l. I s this but a vision or 
is it a p rophecy of a day that sha ll ye t dawn on a world ranso~ed 
by love and sacri fi ce' T hat day will com e. a nd whether it be soon 
or late depends upon us. But the only way to regain the earthly para
di se is b)· the ol d , hard road to Calvary-through persecution, through 
po,·erty. through temptation. by the agon)· a nd bloody sweat , by th"! 
crown of thorns , by the agomsmg deat h. And then the resurrection 
to the :\" e"· H umanity-purified b)· suffe r ing- , triumphant through 
Sacri fi ce.· · 
I :\ the delivery of the Rt. Hon. J. H . Thomas, M. P., Secretary 

o f State for the Colonies, these 
styles come into prominence: 
the ,·igorous style, the sincere, 
and the beautiful. Of the 
latter, the following, with its 
beautiful rhythmic progression, 
is a specimen : " that constitu
tion so broad, so wide, so 
democratic. His cli
maxes are fu ll, sonorous and 
good , and the wit and humour 
he introduces into h is speeches 
gi,·e them grace and admira
tion. A few extracts from his 
speech on Australia Day are 
here given : 

The Rt . Hon. J H. Thomas , 

' · I am proud to be present for 
many reasons. I had al ready learned 

murh from their land. I bad di sco\·
e red tha t , of the nume1 ou Prime 

M. P . Ministers who existed in 191!, 
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onh one n•o1v survived. The moral I drrw wa~ that anvone \Yho 
wanted to remain a Minister of the Crown should not get mixed up in 
any more wars. (Laughter.) .. 
When I visited the Colonial Office on Tuesday last, I presented myself 
with all humility and the modesty characteristic of my party. 
(Laughter.) I was met by a porter on the steps, I said I wanted to 
go to the Colonial Office. ' Whom do you want to see?' he asked. In 
reply, I said, 'I am not quite sure; I want to see the office.' ' Yes, 
but •who do you want to see?' Then, thinking I had better get at it 
right away, I said, 'I am the Colonial Secretary.' He looked at me. 
and then, turning to another porter, but in a voice audible to me, said, 
'Oh, another shell-shock case.' (Loud laughter.) 

I am more proud of our Empire than I e\·er was before. \re had 
passed through a momentous period; a sort of bloodless revolution had 
taken place; the most that had been spilt was ink. not blood .... 
Many people had been apprehensive. The least apprehensive was 
their guest of to-day-the Prince of Wales. (Cheers.) The only ex
ception to him I would make would be his illustrious and distin
guished father. (Cheers.) Ther were the least disturbed of all 
people, because they were the most wise becau~e they knew their 
people better than others did. because they had long recognised that 
patriotism, love of Empire. sen·ice and duty were not the gift or 
monopoly of any class or creed; because they recognised that there 
were men born in humble circumstances, denied the ordinary oppor
tunities of a universit\' education, denied those privileges that came 
from real learning, whose sense of duty, love of country, and patriot
i~m were equal to those of any other type of men ; because they v.·w' 
not unmindful of th fact that in the dark periodof 1914-18 this great 
Empire of ours was defended and preserved by the man from the slum 
as well as the man from the palace, recognising a common dutr. 

I accepted the seals of office with pride and gratitude-pride be
cause I could look back to the da1· when I was a little errand bol' 
nine rears of age, and gratitude on account of the constitution thit 
enabled the engine-cleaner of yesterday to be the Minister of to-day. 
That constitution so broad, so wide, so democratic, must be presen·ed. 
and the Empire which provided it must be maintained.'' (Cheers.). 

In the next edition, the author hopes to give some of the 
other orators of the Labour Party, as the Ht. Hon. Arthur 
Henderson, M.P., Home Secretary, the Rt. Hon. l'. P. Trevel
yan, M.P., Minisfer of Education, the late ~lr. Anderson, 
~LP., who gave to the vanishing stress that delicate attenua
tion of sound which, to-day, is a feature in the remarkable 
eloquence of the Rev. Gipsy Smith, etc., also to gi,·e some of 
the noted orators of the Conservative Party. 

He hopes that his work will aid all who desire to become 
proficient in speaking, and incidentally will help relieve the 
distress of a public bored by so many croaking, screeching, 
coffee-grinding, shouting mouthers, untrained and impro
ficient speakers. An answer to those v.·ho ask " What's the use 
of cultirated speaking?" is giren in the tremendous effect on 
the political situation of the country, made by the recent 
election tour, the greatest eYer here, greater than the nfid
lothian campaign, of that accomplished orator, the Rt. Hon. 
DaYid Lloyd George. 

0 Calliope! may this \rork to all thy derotees result a boon. 
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INDEX. 

Nomenclature of the Forms of Oratorical Expression and how 
pronounced. • Current names with the corresponding numbers will be 
found at the end of this Index. 

PAGE PAGE 

A Aphodos ................................. . 
Apocateresis ............................ 734 

Accumulatio ..... .. ....... ...... .... ... 1 
Adjudication ......................... 605 
Aenigma 1 (e-nig'ma) .................. . 
Aitiolo!tv2 le-ti-ol'o-11i\ ..... ..... ?. 

Apocopel9 (a-poc'o-pe) ................. 88 
Apodioxis (a"po-di-ox'i.s) ............ .. 
Apodixis (a"po-diks'is) ............ :.... 88 
Apodosis ('a-pod'o-sis} .................. 89 

Page 806 is the 

CONCLUSION 

of the present edition. 

We haYe laid before you the natural Forms of Oratorical 
Expression, Logical Expression, Styles, Ideas, Emotions and 
Passions, we have laid before you the most eminent 
authorities, we have laid before you the world's most 
eloquent men; 1t now rests with the reader to adopt that 
which expert advice, his own nature, his own judgment may 
best determine. 

, ..... : ... ~l'-6."''·" ·······*··················· 1\l 
Ant1c1pauon ...................... ..... 73 
Anti-climax .............................. 503 

nracuetpta ................................ .. 
Brachylogy (bra·kil'o-je) ............ '03 

Antimera ............................... .. 
Antimetabole 12 .. ...................... 74 c 
Antimetathl'sis .............. 74, 596 
Antiparabole ........................... 75 
Antiperistatis .......................... . 
Anti(ihrasis (an"tif'ra-sis) ............ 75 
Antiptosis .................................. 503 
Antirrhensis .......................... .. 
Antisagoge ............................. . 
Antistatis .............................. . 
Antistoechon ......................... .. 
Antistrophe' 2 (an"tis'tro-fe) ......... 75 
Antistrophon ............................ . 
Antithesis" ... ................. ........... 77 
:\ntitheta ...... ........................... 85 
Antitheton 15 

............................ 86 
:\ntonomasia 16 lan"ton-o-ma'zhi-a) 87 
:\parithmesis17 (ap"a-rith·me'sis) ... 88 
.\ph:t>resis1

8 (a-fer'e-sis) ............... 88 

Catabasis2s (ka-tab'a-sis) ... 306 503 
Catachresis2' (kat"a-kre'sis) ....... :. 139 
Catacosmesis (kat·a-kos'me-sis) .... 139 
Catagoria .. . .. .. ......... .... ... .. . .. . 606 
Cataphasis .. . .. .. .. .. ... .. .. . ... .... ... 90 
Cataplexis27 

............................ 601 
Characterismus28 (kar"ak-ter·iz'· 

mus) ................................ . 
Charientismus (ka"ri-en-tiz'mus) .... 139 
Chiasmus (ki-az'mus) .................. 140 
Chronographia (kron-o-graf'ya) .... 140 
Circle (sur'k'l) ........................... 140 
Circumlocution ................. 141 565 
Climax29 (kli'maks) ................... :. 142 
Coacervation .............................. 143 
Commoratio30 

................... 143 601 
Compar ................................... 

1 
.. 143 

• The acute 1 repr~sents the primary st h • 
Fomls not pag~:d will apJ.lE:3r in the complt:~~s~l~dt:~c~d\ii~n~ double marks the secondary 
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Feeling-mover. 86, Th~ Round-a-bout. 87, The Ender. 88, Light jes,er. 
89, Chief Arguer. 90, Double-repeater. 91, Chain-speech, also Many Ands. 
92, Big Deed-teller. 93, Opponent refuter. 94, Fore-corrector. 95, Personi
fier. 96, Ring-leader. 97, Smooth-streamer. 98, The Bitter Taunt. 9g, 
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INDEX. 

The following Index serves a pouble purpose, first as an 
Index to IDEAS, the number at beginning of each word 
representing the corresponding page in the Rhetorlogue, and 
that at the end, the page in the author's separate work titled 
IDEAS; and second, to present in juxta-position opposite and 
contradictory words, for thus the mind better comprehends, 
and is trained to view both sides of a question, thereby to 
avoid hasty judgment, precipitation and partiality. 

Let the reader, in making his list, distinguish between 
opposites and contradictories: opposites are quantative, see 
p. xxxi., and refer to degrees, admitting a medium, third or 
middle course, e.g., a stone is hard, harder, hardest,_ between 
soft and hard, medium, etc. ; contradictories are qualitative, 
p. xxxi., and refer to quality, kind, sort, character. and 
rigidly adhere to the Law of Excluded Middle, namely that 
everything must either be or not be,· a thing cannot be other
wise than it really is, it cannot both be and not be at the same 
time, no quality can both be present and absent simultane
ously, seep. xxxiv. on, " is not-is," "is not-is not." This 
law demands as an answer ''yes" or" no," e.g., a stone is 
hard or not-hard, and it cannot by nature be soft. If the 
opposite " soft " be substituted for the contradictory " not
hard," fallacy immediately arises, and this substitution or 
confusion of opposites and contradictories causes much 
fallacious argument, because all statements, or inferences 
" implying a combination of contradictory qualities must be 
taken as impossible and false." An action is either good or 
bad, it is either virtuous or not virtuous, etc. 

Demosthenes' favourite figure was the Antithesis, and 
Cicero says that the orator must have talent to speak on either 
side. 

Contradictories with a positive character are better than 
simple privatives, or negations, e.g., it is better to say day and 
night, than day aud not-day; good and evil : the one actively 
and positively benefits, the other actively and positively 
harms. 

Privative. opposite and contradictory prefixes are on 
pp. 640 and 641 ; and suffix, p. 641. 
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POSIT lYE-AFFIRMATIVES. 

A 
ABANDON. 648, Leave, run away 

from, back out,-Give up
1 

re
nounce, surrender, relinqmshed, 
disposed of, left, unculled. 
Left off, lo~t, sunk, virtueless, 
abandoned, incorrigible, irre-
claimable, miscreated, contra 
bonos mores ........................ 10 

ABASE, 648-9, Lower, descend, 
subside, dismount, fall, droop, 
descendent, decurrent, declining, 
declivitous, descension, declina
tion, downfall, deb:icle. Humble, 
degrade, condescend, humiliate, 
snub, humility, abasement, lowli-
ness .............................. 11, 12 

ABATE, 650, Lessen: decrease, 
dwindle, wane, extenuate ...... 12 

ABERRATIO:\', 650, clemency, in
coherence, dementation, lycan-
thropy, rave, dote, ramble, 
drivei,-non compos, moon-
struck, corybantic ............... 12 

ABETTOR, 650, Help: abet, 
further, reinforce, incite, fan, 12 

ABLE, 650, clevrr, talented,. con
versant, d;edalian, tactful ... 12 

ABNORMAL, 651, exceptional, 
anomalous, arbitrary, unparal
leled, denaturalised .. . .. .. .. . .. 13 

ABOLISH, 651
1 

subvert, extirpate, 
pull down, d1sannul, repudiate, 

13 
ABRIDGE, 651, shorten, curtail, 

truncate, deprive, dispossess ... 13 
ABSOLUTE, 652, unconditionaL 

self-existent, inexorable, severe, 
H 

ABSTRUSE, 652, undecipherable, 
paradoxical, enigmatical, con-
cealed ................................. 1-! 

ABSURD, 653, sophistical, reason
. less, stultiloquent, cock and bull. 

15 
ABUNDANT, 653, uberous, ex

haustless, saturated, plentiful, 15 
ABUSE, 653. misemploy, desecrate, 

ill-use, villify, lampoon, dupe, 15 
ACCOMPLISH, 653, perform, 

finish, consummate,-final, com-
plete ................................... 15 

ACME, 6;j~, pinnacle, meridian. 
perfection, culmination ........ 16 

ACQUIRE, 654 reap, procure, get, 
. 16 

.\D'MIT, 65~, let in, intromit. in
ge,;t, ingurgitatt•, con<Nk. allo\1', 

lti 

NEGATIVES-CONTRA
DICTORIES. 

Pursue, carry on, prosecute, run 
after. Retain, keep, withhold. 
Tenacious. rett.>ntive, undeprived 
undisposed, unforfeited ... Vir
tuous, meritorious, laudable, ex
cellent, pure, noble, matchless, 
exemplary, godlike ... 

Ascend, uprise, mount, scale, esca-
lade, surmount,- ascendant, 
scandent, soaring,-elevation, 
sublevation, erection, sublima· 
tion. Presume, strut, swank, 
swagger, glory. Pride, super
ciliousness, snobbishness, elation, 
gaudery, vanity ... 

Increase, 698, dilate, develop, ag
grandise, magnify,-undimin-
ished ................................... 60 

Sanity, rationality, sobriety, luci· 
ditr, reasonable, compos,. sober· 
minded, undcranged, sens1ble. 

Dissuade, indispose, deter, damp, 
dehort, countercheck. 

Inapt, helpless, undisciplined, 
inexperienced, ill-qualified. 

Regular, prevalent, established, 
conventional, usual, common· 
place. 

Construct, produce, edify, uphold, 
maintain, conserve. 

Lengthen, elongate, protract, re
habilitate, reinvest, restore. . 

Limited, dependent, negatlve, 
lenient, indulgent, gentle. 

Intelligible, perspicuous, palpable, 
obvious, disclosed. divulged. 

Logical, reason~ble, ~ound, sen
sible, sage, mse, ratiOnal. 

Insufficient, denucnt, scanty, desti
tute, famished, stinted. 

Employ well, turn to account,. re
q~renre, benefit, laud, undecel\'e. 

Xeglect, lea\'e undone, abandon,
unaccomplished, ·unexecuted. 

Bottom, !'Uh~tratum, hd, imperfec
tion, subordinacy. 

Lo~e, forfeit, miss. 

Emit, rjert, rraruatr, rli~;gorgr,_ dr
trud1•, rebut, contravene. 
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ADVA~TAGE, 655, good, superi
ority, success, swnmum bonum, 

17 
.\DVERSE, 656, antagonistic,

counteract, thwart, repugnant, 
ill-fated .............................. 18 

AFFORD, 6.36, render, accrue, to 
be rich,-lucrative ............... lR 

AGGRA~DISE, 656, ~J,mplify, en
large, ennoble, signalise, honour, 

18 
AIM. 656; course, intention, des

tination, ambition . ... .. .. . .. .. .. 18 
ALLUDE, 657, insinuate, imply. 

infer, adumbrate .................. l9 
ALLURE, 657, entice, inveigle, 

seduce ................................. 19 
AMBIGUOUS, 658, slippery, de

batable, indecisive, obscure ... 20 
AMIABLE, 658, gracious, sym

pathetic, accommodating .. .. .. 20 
A.MICABLE, 6.58, friendly-, well

affected. unhostile, cordial ... 20 
-~~lUSEME~T, 65R, diversion, re

creation, relaxation .. .. ... ..... 20 
.\::\S\YERABLE. 660, incumbent 

on, obligatory, chargeable on, 22 
APATHY, 660, callousness, dull

ness, coldness, indifference ... 22 
APOLOGY, 660, vindication, re

gret, penitence, amends .. .. .. 22 

APPREHEND, 660, know, under
stand, cognise, make out ... 22 

ARDUOUS, 661, operose, labori
ous. difficult, insuperable .. . 23 

ARGUE, 661, discuss, debate, 
evince, indicate, connote, typify, 

23 
AR.T, 662, skill, cunning, decep-

twn, representation .............. 24 
ASCRIBE, 664, father upon, ac

count for, invest ~rith, assign as 
a cause .............................. 26 

ASPERSE, 664. depreciate, run
down. blow up, lampoon ...... 26 

A~SIDC'OUS, 66.5, unremitting. 
Intent, in harnr·ss ............... 27 

ASYLl'M, 66.3, fastness, anchor-
age, haven, citadel ............... 27 

.\TT.\CK, 6().j, aggression, cannon
ade, fusiladc, broadside ...... 27 

ATTEMPT, 66.), t>ndeavour, ad
renturc, embarcation . ........ 27 

.\\'.\RICIOUS. 666, ungcnerou~. 
nwr<rl);try, parsimonious ..... 2~ 

.\ \\'.\KE :\', fi6G, quickl•n. impa.;
>ion, dectrify, animate· .... :. 2tl 

B 
B.\BBLE, 666, )1rate, jabber, 

gabble, de~cant, ,,al,l\er, bibble-

Disadvantage, evil, drawback, in
utility, inferiority, failure. 

Unopposed, co-operating,-concur, 
fraternise, operative, partial to, 
halcyon. 

Ill-afford,-unyielding, to be poor. 

Decrease, diminish, dishonour: 
humiliate, mortify. 

Obliquity, desultoriness, hap-
hazard, random, promiscuity. 

:\Iean nothing, to be unmeaning, 
misinfer, misimply. 

Dissuade, dehort, disenchant, deter. 

Unambiguous, certain, catagorical 
indubious, clear. 

Unamiable, ungracious, disoblig
ing, ill-natured. 

Inimical, unfriendly, hostile, dis· 
cordant. 

Boredom, ennui, ~rearisomeness, 
tedium, unamusive, sorporific. 

Unans~rerable, irresponsible, ex
empt, unbound, scott free. 

Feeling, perceptivity, vivacity, ex
citement, affectibility. 

Accusation, inculpation, arraign-
ment, condemnation, impeni-
tence. 

Misapprehend, ignore, miscon-
ceive, misunderstand. 

Easy, performable, achievable, 
superable. 

Quibble, dodge, judg:e, intuitively, 
take for granted, unoppose. 

Artlessness, indcxterity, simplicity, 
veracity, misrepresentation. 

To chance, hap, light upon, 
gamble. 

Flatter, fawn up, wheedle, 
humour, adulate, blandish. · 

Inactive, dilatory, shilly-shally, in· 
dolent, lumpish. 

Pitfall, reefs, quicksands, breakers, 
snare. 

Defence, repulse, fortification, con
travallation, rampart. 

Forbearance, refraining, avoidance. 

Prodigal, profuse, wa~teful, lavi:.;h, 
extravagant. 

Compose, calm. allay, Jlacify, 
mollify, tranquillise. 

To be silent, taciturn, hold one's 
tongue, say nothing, suppress, 
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babble, gibble-gabble, catque-
terie .................................... 28 

BAD, 667, disserviceable, preju
dicial, inauspicious, :Mephitic, 29 

BAFFLE, 667, outgeneral, out
manreuvre, circumvent, capsize, 

29 
BANDIT, 667, buccaneer, thug, 

marauder, despoiler ............... 29 
BATTLE, 667, contest, grapple 

with, encounter .. .. ...... ...... .. 29 
BAUBLE, 668, triviality, frippery, 

discommodity, fiddle-faddle ... 30 
BEFALL, 66B, eventuate, issue, 

turn up, come about .. .. .... . .. . 30 
BELIEF, 668, opinion, conviction, 

notion, faith, religion ......... 30 
BENEFACTION, 669, charity, 

bountr, endowment, boon .. . 31 
BENT, 670, direction, inclination, 

proclivity, predilection, bias, 32 
BESPEAK, 670, purport, convey, 

import, express. point to ... 32 
BLIGHT, 670, evil, injury, blast, 

prostration, collapse ............ 32 
BLOT OUT. 671, obliterate, 

delete, expunge, deface, extir-
pate .................................... 33 

BREAK. 671, disjoin, sunder, 
craunch, disse\·er, disruption, 33 

BREED, 6il, procreate, progener
ate. multiply, engender ...... 33 

BRIDLE, 671, control, manage, 
govern, superintend, check, rein 
in, sway .............................. 33 

BUL \VARK, 6il, palladium, cir
cumvallation, rampart, refuge, 33 

BUSINESS, 671, concern, agmda, 
pursuit, employment, career, 33 

c 
CAPITAL, 672, rhief, top. superla

ti\·e, excellent, paramount, pe
cuniary, monetary_ wealthy ... 3-l: 

CAUSE, 672, origin, primum 
mobile, why, wherefore, motive, 
reason ................................. 3-l: 

CERTAIN, 673, absolute, in
eyitable, avoid less, special,. spe: 
nfic .................................... 3a 

CHAXCE, 673, indetermination. 
lottery, contingence, pot-luck, 35 

CHAXGE, 673, ~[utation, revolu
tion, inconstancy, vicissitude, ebb 
and flow ........................... 3.j 

COM.MOTIOX, 67·t, agitation, 
jactitation, hurlr-burlr, tumult, 
stir .................................... 36 

COMPEL, 674, coerce, oblige, rn
force, constrain, conscript ... 86 

stop one's mouth, muzzle, gag, 
muffle. 

Good, innocuous, beneficial, un
sophisticated, inestimable. 

Succeed, prosper, triumph, to be 
unbeaten, win. 

Good man, hero, demigod, angel, 
saint. 

Agree, harmonise, fraternise, be at 
peace. 

Utility, service, worth, merit, gain, 
applicability. 

Must be, impend, foreordain, pre
destine, doom. 

Disbelief. suspicion, distru:-t, in
credulity, scepticism, infidelity. 

Illiberality, meanness, malevolence, 
uncharitableness. 

Deviation, divergence, disinclina
tion, nolition, indifference. 

Conceal, suppress, hush up, hide. 

Behoof, behalf. luck, windfall; 
bonanza. godsend, refreshment. 

Record, note, chronicle, • mould, 
shape, produce, create. beget. 

Conjoin. unite, re-embody, im
pact, interlink, enterlace. 

Destroy, grub up, smash, eradicate, 
exterminate, kill. 

Misrule, misgovern, give loose 
rein, free, let loose, relax. 

MaskeJ battery, mine .• spring-gun, 
trap, pitfall, snare, reefs. 

Leisure. indolence, idleness, vaga
bondage, vagrancy. 

Bottom. undermost, nethermost, 
unprofitable unimportant, impe
cunious, rr{oneyless, penniless, 
poor. 

Effect, consequence, resultance. 
creature caprice, \rhim. 

Uncertain; precarious, problemati
cal. slippery, general. 

Aitiology, attribution, predetermina
tion, teleology, purport. 

Permanence, stability, ·Slutus f/!10, 

immobility, in variableness. 

Listlessnc~s, dronishntss. lethargy. 
somnolence, torpidity. 

Disengage, release, emancipate. 
deliver, extricate. 
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cmiPETE, 675, rival. emulate, 
countenrork, pit against ...... 37 

COXCILIATE. 675, set at ease, 
gratify, content, satisfy, ap..: 
pease ................................. 31 

CO:\'CLl7DE, 675, infer, deduce, 
gather, end, terminate, reckon, 

37 
COXCORD, 6i6, amity, rapproche

mmt, correspondence, parallel
ism, melody, rhythm, euphony, 
assent, acquiescence .. .. .. .. .. .. 38 

COXDIGX, 676, due, merit~d, de
served, lawful, warranted ... 38 

COXDL"CE, 6i6, tend, redound to, 
incline. accrue, contribute .. . 38 

CO:\'JECTURE, 676, assumption, 
postulation, hypothesis ......... 38 

CO:\'QUER, 6i6, overcome, sur
mount, master, succeed ...... 38 

CO:\'SEQUE:\'CE, 6ii, result, 
effect, outgrowth, eventuality, 39 

COXTAMIKATE, 6i7, sophisti
cate, debase, infect, taint, be-
foul .................................... 39 

CO:\'TI.:\'L"E, 6i8, carry on, per
severe, endure, remain ......... 40 

CO:\'TE.\IPLATE, 6i9, introspect, 
meditate, excogitate, purpose, 
expect ................................. 41 

COPY, 6i9, counterpart, ectype, 
duplicate, imitation .. .......... 41 

CORRECT, 679, rectify, redress, 
put straight, improve ............ 41 

COVERT; 679, hidden, invisible, 
masked, surreptitious .. .. .. .. . 41 

CRIME, 679, felony, delinquency, 
atrocity, enormity ............... 41 

CRISIS, 680, pinch, exigency, diffi-
culty, opportunity ............... 42 

CRUEL, 680, excruciating, rack
ing, inhuman, pitiless ......... 42 

CULTIVATE, 680, advance, im
prove, till, retouch, forward ... 42 

D 
l DABBLE, 680, have hand in, pot

ter, tinker, meddle, fribble. 
faddle, fiddle-faddle, piddle, 42 

· DEL\Y, 680, procrastination, tar
diness, lateness .. ...... ......... 42 

. DELl.:\'EATE, 680, represent, por-
tray, describe ..................... 42 

iiDESTROY, Ol'U, deface. mutilate, 
, annihilate, deva,;tatc ............ 42 
! DESULTORY, 680, rhapsodical, 

~pa~modic, fitful, immethodical, 
42 

JIFFICl'LT, 680, intricate, tick-
. ll,h, fa5tldl0us ..................... 42 

League, concert, conspire, colluJe, 
confederate, coalesce. 

Dissatisfy, discontent, mortify, 
lament, regret, grumble. 

Does not follow, non sequitiur, 
nihil ad rem, begin, originate! 
misjudge. 

Discord, variance, dissention, dis
proportionateness, disparity, dis
sonance, cacophony, dissent, 
protest. 

Unmerited, undeserved, unentitled, 
unwarranted. 

Flow from, emanate, derive from. 
hinder, check. 

Fact, truth, authenticity, actuality, 
axiom, positivity, 

·Fail, lose, miscarry, be defeated, 
founder, capsize. 

Cause, source, principle, preordina
tion, destiny, 

Improve, ameliorate, purify, disin
fect, depurate, defecate. 

Discontinue, cease, desist, refrain, 
abandon. 

Xictitate, disregard, skim. impro
vise, burst upon, bounce upon. 

Prototype, original, matrix, arche
type, photoplast. 

Harm, injure, corrupt, disorder, 
pollute, deteriorate. 

Manifest, obvious, enunciative, 
patent, distinct. 

Probity, rectitude, good actions, 
piety> integrity. 

Easine~s, disencumbrance, free· 
dom, unseasona'bleness. 

Pleasant, gratifying, cordial, 
heart-felt, kindly, human~. . 

Injure, retard, neglect, tmpatr, 
hinder, obstruct. 

Desist, wash one's hands of, let 
alone, refrain, let pass by, lie by. 

Promptitude, expedition, punctu
ality. 

1\lystify, bewilder, conceal, confuse . 

Obtain, produce, form, fashion, 
construct, edify. 

SPquent, continuous, successive, 
regular, unconfused. 

Easy, facile, attainable, accessible, 
conformable. 
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DISCERN, 680, perceive,-dis
criminate, descry, judge ...... 42 

DISENGAGE, 681, disconnect, 
liberate, divert, diE burden ... 43 

DISCOMMODE, 681, inconveni
ence, disaccommodate, vex ... 4:3 

DISPARAGE, 681, depreciate, dis
respect, vilipend, underestimate, 

43 
DISQUALIFY, &11, incapacitate, 

disable, debilitate, disentitle, 43 
DISSEMINATE, 681, dispense, 

circumfuse, publish, pervade, 4ij 
DISSENTION, 681, discordance~ 

recusancr, variance ............ 4i1. 
DlSTIXGUISHED, 6!:!2, great, 

famous, illustrious, honourable, 
44 

DOLE, 682, deal out, dispense, 
parcel out ........................... 44 

DORMAXT, 682, latent, de-
litescent, undeveloped, smoulder-
ing .................................... 44 

DREAl\I, 683, phantasmagoria, 
vision, ignis fatuus, jack OLan
tern, will o' the wisp, illusion, 
wandering .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. 45 

E 
EBB, 683, regress, retrogression, 

retrogradation, declension, death, 
45 

ECONOMISE, 683, save, retrenchJ 
put in order, discipline ......... 45 

EDUCATE, 683, instruct, edify, 
indoctrinate, train, qualify . . . 45 

ELECTRIFY, 683, excite, awaken, 
kindle. surprise, astonish . . . . . . 45 

EMBRACE, 683, comprise, com
prehend, compose, embodr, hug2 
enclose .............................. 4o 

EXABLE, 683, empower, streng-
then, fortify, reinforce ......... 45 

ENCOURAGE, 683, persuade, ex
hort aid countenance, comfort. 
gi~e.'. hope, assure, embolden, in: 
sp1nt ................................. 4o 

ENCUMBER, 68.5, saddle with, 
load with, overlay ............... 47 

ENDANGER, 685, expose, com
promise, imperil, jeopardise ... 47 

EXERGETIC, 68.5, active. vigor
ous, puissant, Herculean, viva-
cious .................................. 47 

E.\'ERYATE. !k'<.3, Emasculate. 
debilitate enfeeble ............... -li 

E.\'SHRI.\'E, 68J, consecrate, 
hallow ............................... ..li 

EPHEM.ERAL, 685, fugacious,; 
gallopmg, cursory ............... 41 

Overlook, lose sight of. avert the 
eyes, nictate, misjudge. 

Engage, occupy, prosecute, take in 
hand, encumber. 

Ease, accommodate, favour. sen·e, 
administrr to. 

Appreciate, respect, overestimate: 
venerate, hallow. 

Qualify, empower, enable, in
vigorate, entitle, fit. 

Assemble, muster, conglomerate, 
be absent, vacate. . . 

Assent, concordance, unamm1ty, 
harmony, peace. . . 

Inconsiderable, unknown, mglon
ous, infamous, dishonourable. 

Receive, take, catch at, jump at, 
accept. 

1Ianifest prominent. in the fore
ground, developed, active. 

Entity, substance, substantiality, 
reality, actuality, fact, tqe r\'al 
Simon Pure, circumspection. 

Progression, advance, ascension, 
increase, life. 

Spend freely, prodigalise, lavish, 
derange, topsy-tl!lrvy. . ' 

.Miseducate, unteach, . m1steach, 
mystify, misinform, pervert. . 

Compose, calm, repress, lemfy, 
smother, expect. 

Exclude, reject, eliminate, omit. 
segregate, repe I, repulse. 

Disable, cripple, incapacitate, 
paralyse. 

Discourage, dissuade, cont:ave~c, 
hamper, aggravate, despair, gn·e 
up, quail, dishearten. 

Unload, expedite, give a lift, lend 
a hand. 

Safeguard, shield, protect, en-
sconce, secure. . 

Inactive, !ifele~s. weak. effemmate, 
nerveless, indolent. 

Innervate, invigorate, stimulatr, 
brace. 

Profane, desecrate, 1:nile. 

Perennial, permanent, intransient, 
enduring. 
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ERR, (:)~5, mistake, blunder, trans-
gress, lapse, sin .................. 4i 

ESSEXTIAL, 685, intrinsic, inher-
ent, inherited ..................... 47 

EVADE, 685, give the slip, avoid, 
escape, elude, get around ...... 4i 

EXAMI.KE. m.i6, scrutinise, 
fathom. delve into, analyse ... Jt::~ 

EXCEED, (:jt-\u, eclipse, overstep, 
transcend . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... 48 

EXlGDiCY, 6~6, crisis, pinch, 
embarrassment, need ............ 4~ 

EXPEDIENT, 687, means, the 
wherewith,.:...._suitable, season-
able, ................................... 49 

EXTRA \'AGA~T, 6~7, absurd, 
foolish, costly, lavish, inor-
dinate ................................. 49 

F 
FACILE, 68i, feasible, perform-

able, submissive .................. 4fl 
f..\CT, u8i, sober reality, verity, 

truth, event, phenomenon ...... 49 
FAIL, 6SS, fall short, defalcate, 
mis~, founder, default, decline, 

~ 50 
FALSE, 688, untrue, unfounded, 

erroneous, illogical, ~purious, 50 
FIX, tit\8, place, lodge, wedge in, 

solidify, arrange .................. 50 
FLOURISH, 688, brandish, pros

per, fructify, swagger ......... 50 
FLOuT, 688, grin at, ridicule, 

sneer at, hiss, hoot ............... 50 
FLUEXT, 688, voluble, glib, lo-

ttuacious, flippant ............... 50 
FOOL, 689, simpleton, huddy

daddy loggerhead, noodle . .. 51 
FOP, ()89, macaroni, popinjay, cox-

comb, dandy .................... ·;. 51 
FORCE, 689, puissance, energy, 

power, strength, coercion, glow, 
verve, raciness, sententiousness) 
eloquence .. .. .... ...... .. ........... 51 

FORERU~J~;ER, 690, precursor, 
pioneer, priority, omen ......... 51 

FRAGRA~T, 6!JO, aromatic, redo-
lent, balmy, scented .......... 52 

FRA:\K, GUO: artless, open, sin-
<('rc, honourable .................. 52 

FRO \\".-\.RD, ()90, perverse, can-
tankt·row• ........................... 52 

·TI.HIVE., (:)90, surreptitious, 
,1\ulking, in~idious ............... 52 

G 
~AR:\ER, 690, collect. accumu-
b~t·. ~tore, sare .................. 52 

;E:\EI<.\L li(ll, collt•cti\'f•, rncy
Liop.~·diLal, meetJing, [JTcvalent, 

sa 

To be true, hold good, act well, 
acquit oneself. 

~on-essential, accidental, extrane
ous, adventitious. 

Take in hand, hold, pursue, keep 
to, to be incumbent on. 

Skim over, glance over, read 
superficially, scamp. 

Come short of, fall short, keep 
within bounds. 

Disencumbrance, disentanglement, 
means, ease. 

Destitution, straits, penury,-inex
pcdient, improper, inadvisable. 

Unexaggerated, logical, intelligent, 
cheap, inexpensive, parsimoni
ous, moderate. 

Unachievable, stubborn, unyield
ing, difficult. 

Mirage, inexistence, mistake, un
truth, fallacy, futurity 

Shoot ahead of, transcend, perfect, 
succeed, pay, flourish. 

True, positive, certain, logical, 
genuine, pure. 

Displace, dislodge, oust, rarefy, 
derange. 

Fail, abort, botch, decay, decline, 
cower, crouch. 

Respect, revere, esteem, venerate, 
hallow. 

Taciturn, reserved, mute, incom
municative. 

Sage, savant, luminary, academi
cian, Magi. 

Slouch, puritan. 

Impotence, impuissance, helpless
ness, debility, freedom, tame
ness, frigidity, poverty, mono
tony. 

Successor, posterity, sequel, after
math. 

F<rtid, rancid, putrescent, mouldy, 
foul. 

Artful, crafty, undisclosed, hypo
critical, dishonourable. 

Gentlemanlike, urbane, affable. 

Expressive, enunciative, undis-
guised, unfeigned. 

Dispcr5C, ~catter, ~trew, wa~te, 
exhaust. 

Spt'dal, individual, definite, cer
tain, partial. 
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GIGANTIC, 691, colossal, stupen-
dous, Brobdignagian ............ 53 

GLORY, 691, illustriousness, 
splendour, pride, halo .. .. .... . 53 

GOOD, 691. benefit, behoof, gain, 
value, virtue ....................... 53 

GORGE, 691, ingurgitate, guzzle, 
bolt, gormandise, gluttonise ... 53 

GRAPPLE, 691, struggle, contend, 
encounter .. ...... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . .. 53 

GUARD, 691, protection, sentinel, 
wardenship .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 53 

H 
HANDLE, 692, manage, conduct, 

54 
HARD, 692, indurate, solid, diffi

cult, grievous, pathetic, sour ... 54 
HASTEN, 693, expedite, quicken, 

forward, speed .. ................. 55 
HEARTY. 694, healthy, willing, 

cordial ............................... 56 
HELP, 694, aid support, auxiliary, 

utility, remedy . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 56 
HODGE-PODGE, 694, mixture, 

salmagundi, confusion, mess, 56 
HONESTY, 694. pure, continent, 

true, faithful, upright, fair ... 56 
HOWEVER, 695, except, yet, not

withstanding, at all events,· al
beit, howbeit .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 57 

I 
IDEA, 695, notion, thought, belief, 

knowledge, cognition .......... 57 
IMMINENT, 696, impending, 

forthcoming .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 58 
IMMORTAL, 'tm7, perpetual, 

glorious, illustrious .. .......... 59 
IMPARTIAL, 697, equitable, fair, 

evenhanded .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 59 
IMPERTURBABLE, 697, in ex

citable, dispassionate, collected. 
59 

IMPLICIT, 697, understood, meta
phorical, allusive, firm ...... 59 

IMPOLITIC, 697, foolish, impru
dent, improvident .. . .. .. .... .. .. 59 

IMPOSSIBLE, 697, unfeasible, 
impracticable .. .. . .. .... ... .. . .. .. . 59 

IMPOTENCE, 698, imbecility, in-
validity ................ ; ............. 60 

IMPREGNABLE, 698, unassail
aole, invulnerable, inexpug-
nable ................................. 60 

INAUGURATE, 698, begin, cele
brate, install .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 60 

INCOMMODE, 698, annoy, dis
accommodate, hinder .. .. .... . 60 

INCREASE, 698, enlarge, ex
pand, amplify, aggrandise ... 60 

Puny, pigmy, microscopic, Lillipu
tian. 

Ingloriousness, discredit, ig-
nominy, humiliation, umbrage. 

Drawback, detriment, mischief, 
badness, vice. 

Disgorge, vomit, fast, starve, 
famish, hunger. 

Tranquilise, pacify, harmonise, 
quiet. 

Risk, insecurity, precariousness, 
defencelessness. 

Mismanage. 

Soft, plastic, easy, performable, 
delightful, sweet, dulcet. 

Retard, impede, obstruct, counter
act. 

Diseased, sickly, disinclined, un
willing. 

Hinder, balk, adversary, inutility, 
curse. 

Homogeneity, purity, simpleness, 
discipline, system. 

Incontinent, salacious, faithless, 
crooked, knavish. 

Always, invariably, never other
wise, without exception 

Uniformly. 

Matter, cl.isbelief. incomprehension, 
ignorance. 

Gone by, expired, retrospective, 
pre-existent. 

Momentary, inglorious, base, dis
creditable. 

Partial, inequitable, unfair, one
sided. 

Excitable, perturbable, impetuou~, 
enthusiastic. 

Unmeant, unimplied, non-figur<J· 
tive, dubious. 

Politic, prudent, discreet, con
siderate, wise. 
Possible, feasible, attainable. 

Power, potentiality, might. 
potency. 

Insecure, vulncrabk. attackabk, 
assailable. 

End, terminate, conclude. 

Accommodate, suit, adapt, a~si,t, 
further. 

Decrease, diminish, shrink, decay, 
attenuate,_ wane. 
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IXCUR, 608, e~pose oneself, to be 
liable, ................................. 60 

INDEFEASIBLE, 698, impre-
scriptable, inviolable ............ 60 

INDEPENDENT, 698, irrelative, 
absolute, wealthy, free .. .... 60 

INDIGENCE, 698, pauperism, 
mendicity, sufficient, scant ... 60 

INDUCTION, 698, investigation, 
particularisation, cross-question-
ing .................................... 60 

INFATUATE, 699, make foolish, 
drivel, dote, indurate, fascinate, 

61 
I~FERNAL, 699, diabolical, fien-

dish, hell-born ................... 61 
INGENUITY, 699, shrewdness, 

tact, adroitness . . . . ... . . . . .. . .... . 61 
INHERENT, 699, essential, de

rived from within, inborn ... 61 
INSINUATE, 700, interpenetrate, 

meander, mean, imply, hint, 
sneer ................................. 62 

INSTAURATION, 700, restora
tion, reviviscence, rejuvenes-
cence ................................. 62 

INSTRUMENT, 700, Implement, 
deed, security . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . 62 

INTERDICT, 700, inhibit, debar, 
disallow, limit ........... ........ 62 

INVETERATE, 700. habitual, in
grained, inured, old, immemorial, 

62 
INVIOLABLE, 700. imprescrip

tible, high-principled, undisclos-
able .................................... 62 

J 
JANGLE, 700, grating, stidor, 

cacophony, discord, squabble, 62 
JOSTLE, 701, clash, repugnance, 

discongruity, appulse, impact, 63 
JOT, 701, molecule, speck, par

ticle, granule, memorandum, 
note ................................... 63 

K 
KEEP 701, retain, imprison, ob

serv~, celebrate, persist, feed, 63 
KN 0\\'LEDGE, 701, erudition, 

lore .................................... 63 
L 

LACONIC, 701, succinct, concise, 
terse .................................. 63 

LAPSE, 701, flight, past time, pre
terition, downfall, degeneracy, 
fault .................................. 63 

LATITUDE, 702, scope play, 
breadth, amplitude, freedom, 6-l 

L.\CXCH, 702, let fly, dash. begin) 
institute. ad\·enture, expatiate, 6-l 

Evade, elude, be exempt, be f.ree 
from. 

Defeasible, annullable, dispens
able. 

Relative, dependent, indigent, 
poor, constrained. 

El Dorado, opulence, affiuence,
copious, inexhaustible. 

Deduction, generalisation, infer· 
ence, universalising, theorisa
tion. 

Rationalise, render sane, soften, 
loathe, abominate. 

Celestial, immaculate, angelic, 
divine. 

Indexterity, dulness, stupidity, 
maladroitness. 

Non-essential, derived from with
out, accidental. 

Uncurl, straighten, not mean, ex
press, blurt, divulge, praise. 

Relapse, retrogradation, retrogres
sion, deterioration. 

Gewgaw
1 

scrap _of paper, valueless
ness, msecunty. 

Permit, tolerate, indulge, give 
licence, authorise. 

Unhabituated, uncustomary, unin
ured, novel, new-fangled. 

Annullable, dispensabJe, dis· 
honourable, disclosable. 

Melody, euphony, harmony, accord, 
unison. 

Consentaneousness, repercussion.J 
concurrence, recoil, rebound. 

Mass, heap, colossus, leviathan, 
non-inscription. 

Relinquish, liberate, discard, dis
continue, starve. 

Ignorance, illiteracy, nescience. 

Diffuse, long-winded, prolix, am
bagious. 

Time to come, futurity, ascent, 
melioration, innocence. 

Inextension, narrowness, incapaci
ousness, subjection. 

Haul, pull, terminate, endJ intenc 
abbreviate, condense. 
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LEAD, 702, precede, dispose, in
cline, direct, induce, govern, 64 

LEWD, 702. concupiscent, libidin-
ous, dissipated ..................... 64 

LIFT, 702, elevate, exalt, aid, 
lend a hand, as~i~t ............... 64 

LINK, 703, relation, tie, vinculum, 
intermedium ........................ 65 

LIQUID, 703, fluid, fluent, melli
fluous, dulcet, smooth-flowing, 65 

LIVE, 703, exist, continue, dwell, 
gain honour, vivacious, acute, 
enthusiastic, glowing, pithy, elo-
quent ................................. 65 

LOQUACIOUS, 703, gurrulous, 
talkative, glib, :flippant .. .. .. 65 

LOUD, 703, clamorous, vociferou~. 
obstreperous, stentorian .. .. .. 65 

LUSCIOUS, 704. ambrosial, delec
table, pleasing, grateful ... 1 .. 66 

M 
MAGNANIMOUS, 704, disinter-

ested, high-minded ............... 66 
MANAGE, 704, superintend, super-

vise .................................... 66 
MARK, 704, trace, vestige, destina

tion, target, object .. . .. .. .. .. . 66 
MELLIFLUOUS, 704, . euphoni

ous, numerous, rhythmical ... 66 
MELODY, 704, rhythm, unison, 

chime, homophony, euphony, 66 
MERCENARY, 705, venal, covet

ous, avaricious, sordid .. .. .. . 67 
MERETRICIOUS, 705, spurious, 

false, vulgar, in bad taste, rak- . 
ish .................................... ·67 

METTLE, 705, spirit, pluck, 
nerve ................................. 67 

MISCONSTRUE, 705, misinter~ 
pre't, misapprehend, distort . . . 67 

MITIGATE, 705, abate. relieve, 
ease, calm, allay, improve ... 67 

MODULATE, 705, harmonise ... 67 
MORAL 706, right, fit, in duty 

bound,' virtuous, righteous, pro-
verbial ............................... 68 

MUSTER, 706, assemble, congre-
gate .................................... 68 

MUTUAL, 706, interchangeable, 
correlative ................... .. : .. . 68 

N 
·NEAT, 706, spruce, sleek, clean, 

tidy, unornamented, plain ... 68 
NEGLECT, 706, disregard, ~light, 

disuse, dispense with, break, 
leave undone. omit, evade ... 68 

NEUTRAL, 706, intermediate, 
middle ............................... 68 

Succeed, disincline, misdirect. 
curb, tolerate, misrule. 

Chaste, continent, vir.tuous, 
modest, pure. 

Let down, lower, detrude, depress, 
tie the hands, impede. 

Dissociation, irrelation, inconnec
tion. 

Solid, dense, coherent, coagulated, 
ear-deafening, ear-piercing, split
ting. 

Perish, disappear, discontinue, 
cease, vacate, lose caste. droop
ing, unlivelr. obtuse, dull, luke
warm, lanquid, jejune. 

Taciturn, silent, resen·ed, incon
versable, mute. 

Low, inaudible. muffird, soothing, 
purling, mellifluous. 

Unsavourr, acrimonious. unpalat
able, painful, unpleasing. 

Narrow-minded, ~elfish, illiberal, 
ungen~rous. 

Mismanage, misdirect. 

Erasure, deletion, chance-medley. 

Stiff, cramped, harsh, inelegant 

Discord, dissonance cacophom 
Babel, cats' conce;t. · ' 

Prodi?al, extravagant, profuse. 
laVIsh. 

Authentic, genuine, classical in 
good taste, decent, pure. ' · 

Frigidity, faint-heartedness, pusil· 
lan·imity. 

Interpret, construe, decipher, elu
cidate, unravel. 

Storm, burst out, aggravate, l'X· 

plode, fume, deteriorate. 
Croak, jar, be discordant. 
Wrong, unbound, at liberty, 

vicious, sinful, wicked. 

Scatter, disperse, disseminate. 

Independent, irrespective, uncon
nected. 

Grisly, dirty, filthy, :florid. mag
niloquent, ornamented. 

Regard, recogni~e. use, apply, ob
serve, execute, fulfil, discharge. 

Interrsted, bias. partial. 
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XIP, 706, destroy, shiver, cut off, 
68 

XOBLE, 706, ennobled, generous, 
disinterested. righteous . .. .. . 68 

'\0.\'ENTITY, 707, nullity, in-
existence . ....... .. . .. . ...... .. . ... . . 69 

XL'GATORY. 707, non-existent, 
useless, futile ..................... 69 

0 
OBSTINATE, 707, opinionative, 

dogged, pertinacious, mulish, 
pig-headed, prejudiced ......... 69 

ODOROUS, 708, redolent. pun-
gent ................................... 70 

OPERATE, 708, induce. incite, 
provoke, work, exercise . .. .. . 70 

OPIATE, 708, dull, obtund, 
moderate, appease, benumb. 
hebetate .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .... .... 70 

OPINE, 708, believe. entertain, 
hold, consider ..................... 70 

OPPORTUNE, 708. well-timec.l, 
seasonable, expedient. ju!'t the 
thing ................................. 70 

ORDER. 708. regularity, law, 
edict, ordnance . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . iO 

OPIXIOXA TED, 708. self-
opinioned, wilful . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 70 

OSTEXSIBLE, 708. o\·ert, con
spicious, plausible. IJretended, 70 

Ol1ST. 708, displace. dislodge, dis
possess, unseat .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 70 

OVERFLO\r. 709. di~embogue, 
superabound ....... : ................ il 

p 
PALLIATE. 709, heal, mitigate, 

ease, excuse, apologi<;e ....... 71 
PALMY. ilO, halcyon, thriving, 

blooming, rejoicing ............. 72 
PAL TRY. 710, mc·an, beggarly, 

despicable, shabby, little ...... 72 
PARTIAL. 710, unequal, dis-

parate, special, unjust, unfair. 
inclined . ... .. . .. .. .. .... ... . .. . ... .. 72 

PERCEPTION, ilO, image, no
tion, impression, sensation ... 72 

PER\IANENT, 710, continuing, 
unintermitting, immutable ... 72 

PERSEVERE, 710. be resolved, 
adhere to, stick to, plod, keep 
on ...................................... 72 

PF:RSUADE, 710, induce. influ
ence, win over, teach, advi,e, 72 

POLITIC, 711, wi<:f', prudent. skil-
ful, cunning ........................ 73 

PO\\'ER. 711, efficacy, authority, 
influence, force, 'pirit, \'«'n·e. Ia 

PRACTICABLE, ill. feasible. 
facile, superable .... ~- ........... 73 

Revi\·ify, quicken, conjoin, unite. 

Disgraced, illiberal, ungenerous, 
virtueless, unrighteous. 

Entity, actuality, existence, fact. 

Real, beneficial, serviceable. effec
tual. 

Changeful, mobile, ductile, vacil
lating, unbigoted, unwarped. 

Inodorous, scentless, odorless. 
Cool, calm, remonstrate, expostu

late, undo, let alone. 
Break out, detonate, effervesce, ex

cite, feel, perceive. 

Disbelieve, doubt, dismiss, dream. 

Inopportune, ill-timed, intrusive, 
unsuited, in the way. 

Irregularity, disorder, outlawry, 
brute force. 

Unsteady, double.faced, fast and 
loose, time-serving. 

Concealed, hidden, unapparent, 
improbable, unlikely. 

Situate, establish. lodge, restore, 
induct, rehabilitate. 

Fall short of, moderate, \rant, need, 
withhold. 

Deteriorate. aggravate, inculpate, 
criminate. 

lmprosperous, on the wane, joy
less, dispirited. 

High-minded, signal, notable, big, 
ample. 

Equal, equiponderous, general. 
equitabl~, fair, disinclined. 

Matter, point, numbness, deadness. 

Temporary, fugitive, stationary, 
ephemeral, mutable. 

Vacillate, waver, be idle. dally, 
give up, discontinue. 

Dissuade, damp, restrain, I!,lisin
form. pervert, unteach. 

Impolitic, imprudent, indiscreet. 
foolish. unskilful. 

Impotence, inefficiency, anarchy, 
feebleness, tameness, monotony. 

Impracticable, impossible, imur
mountable. 
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PREMATURE, 711, precocious, 
anticipatory . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. 73 

PRINCIPLE, 711, element, cause, 
source, truth1 orthodoxy, law, 
rule, uniformity, tenet, opinions, 
dogma, motive .................... 73 

PROCLAIM, 711, publish, promul-
gate ................................... 73 

PROFICIENT, 711, adept, ready, 
knowing, alive to, versed in ... 73 

PROFLIGATE, 711, depraved, 
lost, dissolute .. .. .... .. ... .... ... . 73 

PROMISCUOUS, 712, 'irregular, 
indiscriminate, heterogeneous, 74 

PROPITIATE, 712, forgive, re
concile, melt, soften, atone, fast, 

74 
PROSPER, 712, succeed, fiourish, 

advance, thrive .................. 74 
PROVIDE, 712, furnish, purvey, 

prepare, anticipate ............... 74 
PRUDENT, 712, cautious, circum

spect, wise, discreet, politic ... 74 
PURE, 712, simple, unmixed, un

sophisticated, true, clean, veraci
ous truthful, honest, innocent, 
guiitless, virtuous . .. . ... ... .. .. . 7 4 

PUSILLANIMOUS, 713,cowardly, 
timorous, chicken-hearted . .. 75 

Q 
QUAIL, 713, quake, shudder, 

cower, apprehend ............... 75 
QUALITY, 713, power, endow

ment, nature, kind, nobility ... 75 
QUICKNESS, 713, velocity, 

promptitude, transientness, fu
g!lcity, activity, briskness, skill. 
dexterity; irascibility, feeling, 75 

R 
RAPINE, 714, spoliation, dragoo~-

ade, evil, havoc, sack ......... 16 
RASH, 715, reckless, hot-headed, 

careless, inqmsiderate .. .. .. .. . 77 
REASON, 715, cause, the why, 

motive, intellect, mind, wisdom, 
wisdom in action, moderation, 
temperateness .... .... .. .... .. ... .. 77 

REDOUND. 715, conduce, contri
bute, accrue, supervene . ... .. 77 

RENEGADE, 715, apostate, 
Judas, slubber de gullion, turn
coat, deserter .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 77 

REPAIR, 715, mend,. r.efresh, re
cruit, restore, rehabilitate, com-
pensate .............................. 77 

REPRESENT, 716, delineate, 
imitate, personate, denote, com-
mission .............................. 78 

RETALIATE, 716, retort, pay off, 
revenge avenge, settle accounts. 

' 78 

Belated, postli.minious, post-
humous, postenor. 

Inextension, immateriality, effect, 
issue, heresy, multiformity, ab
normity, anomaly, scepticism, 
caprice. 

Conceal, secrete, suppress. 

Bungling, ignorant, unaware, un
conversant. 

Virtuous, good, moral, righteous, 
dutiful. . 

Regular, orderly, intentional, teleo
logical, homogeneous. 

Revenge, avenge, irritate, harrow, 
indurate, taboo. 

Miss, fail, falter., tumble, decline, 
decay. 

Waste, disperse, exhaust, render 
unprepared, improvident. 

Imprudent, uncalculating, improvi
dent, witless, unintelligent. 

Impure, mixed, untrue, false, 
dirty, filthv, truthless, dishonest, 
guilty, culpable, \'irtueless, im
moral. 

Courageous, high-spirited, ~tout
hearted, enterprising. 

Be courageous, confront, defy, 
face. 

Impotence, incapacity, accident, 
commonalty. 

Slowness, dilatoriness, retardation, 
permanence, longevity, inac
tivity, dronishness, unskilfulness, 
inexcitability. 

Bestowal, oblation, deliverr, good
turn, blessing, 

Cool, steady, careful, heedful, con
siderate. 

Unreason, absurdity, effect, cap
rice, materialism, matter, un
wisdom, folly, short-sightedness, 
intemperateness. 

Detract, undo, hamper, be vain, be 
useless, subduct. . 

'l ealot, enthusiast, devotee, btgot, 
believer, fanatic, disciple. 

Undo. break, fatigue. exhaust, dis
possess, deprive. 

Misrepres~nt, distort, origin~te, 
vary, to be unlike, mean nothmg, 
cashier. 

Let alone, forgive, remit, overlook, 
conciliate, .placate. 
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REWARD, 116. guerdon. re-
muneration. retribution ......... 78 

RICH, 716, affluent, opulent, abun
dant, savoury, toothsome ...... 78 

RIGHll, 716, just, privilege, pre
rogative, duty, honour, principle, 
-straight . . ... .. . .. . ... .. . .. ... ..... 78 

ROBUST, 716, strength, main 
force, stamina ..................... 78 

ROSEATE, 716, ruddr, rube-
scent, rosy .......................... 78 

JUT\, 716, decay, disorganisation, 
failure, loss, evil, curse, adver
sity, catastrophe, remains .. . 78 

s 
SAGACIOUS, 717, intelligent, 

skilful, quick-witted ............ 79 
SALIENT, ill, projecting, sharp, 

important, serious .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 79 
SCANDALISE, 717, disgust, de

fame, objurgate, reproach ... 79 
SCHEME, 717, devise, plan, pro-

ject .................................... 7il 
SECURE, 717, fasten, protect, 

make safe, engage, ~~ :quire, rest 
assured ............................... 79 

SEDULOUS, 717, active, persis-
tent. untiring ..................... 79 

SENSE, 718, intellect, wisdom, 
common sense, meaning ...... 80 

SHOW, 71~, manifrst, express, 
seem, appear, evince, argue, 
demonstrate, substantiate, prove, 

80 
SIGN, 719, indication. forerunner. 

record. prodigy, evidence ...... 81 
SIMILE, 7HJ, relation, association, 

rrsemblance. comparison, meta-
phor .................................... 81 

SINCERE, 719, veracious, truth
ful. ingenuous candid ......... 81 

SLIP~ERY, 719, smooth, velvety. 
uncertain, dangerous, trustless, 

81 
SOBER, .720, moderate, temperate, 

ab.stemiOus, sane, in one's right 
mmd, sound, calm, imperturb-
able, grave ........................... 82 

SOUND, 720, noisy, audible, 
healthy, hale, perfect, faultless 
good, unvitiated, analytical true' 

· srnsible, investigative ..... : ... 82 
SPEXDTHRIFT. 720, prodigal, 

squanderer ......................... 82 
STRESS, 720, weight, emphasis. 

main, effort ........................ R2 
Sl'PERIOR. 720, greater, major. 

tmportant, good, choice ......... R2 
SUPPORT, 721, 'ustain. uphold. 

corroboratt>, rndorse, aid, pre-
>rne, <'ndurr, tolerate:' ......... R3 

Penalt~·. penance, forfeit, amerce
ment. 

Poor, impecunious, scanty, defi
cient, unsa voury, unpalatable. 

Wrong, unjust, usurpation, im
munity, turpitude,-devious. 

Weakness, debility, emasculation, 
decrepitude. 

Green, virescent, verdant, verdi
gris-like. 

Convalescence, organisation, gain, 
success, good, blessing, fortune, 
prosperity, Satttrnia regna, con
tinuation. 

Unintelligent, unskilful, dull, 
lubberly. 

Retiring, cavernous, blunt, unim
portant, trifling. 

Commend, compliment, panegyrise, 
eulogise. 

Disorganise, disconcert, confuse. 

Loose, unfasten, jeopardise, com
promise, disengage, lose, incur 
Joss, thow away, despair. 

Unoccupied, inactive, dilatory. 
shilly-shally. 
Senseless, imbecility, folly, im
prudence, nonsense. 

Be latent, suppress, disapnear, bt 
real, tell another story, disprove. 
silence, rebut, invalidate. 

Ohscurit~·. vagueness, unillumina
tion. successor, untraceableness, 

Irrelation, disconnection, di~simi
larity, unlikeness, disparity. 

'Insincere, false, truthless, crafty, 
insidious, vulpine. 

'Rough, unpolished, unsmooth, cer
tain, sure, safe, trustworthy. 

Im~oderate, intemperate, inab
stment, debauched, doting, 
cracked, absurd, excitable, de
lirious, hilarious. 

Still, hushed, diseased, ill, imper
fect. faulty. bad, spoiled, unin
quisitive, illogical, unreasonablt>. 

Miser, skinflint, curmudgeon, 
churl. 

I n~ignificance, lightness, relaxa
tion, halt, pause. 

Inferior. lesser, subordinate, im
materiaL vilest, worst. 

Depend. dangle, countervail, 
weahn. hinder, neglect, dis
allow, interdict. 
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SY.IIL\IETRY, 721, uniformits 
regularity, order, e\·en tenor, 
beauty, belle toumure, grace, 
sameness, poise . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 

SYXOXY~rors, 721, identical, 
conn:•rtible, tantamount ...... 83 

T 
T.\CT, 721, touch, skill, clever

ness, wisdom, critique, dis
crimination . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 

T.\LKA TIVE, 721, loquacious, 
rhattv ................................ 83 

TASTE, 721, sapidity, expt:rience, 
refinement, discrimination .. . 83 

TEXACIOCS, 721, retentive, 
;n·aricious, resoh·ed, obstinate, 
prejudiced, pig-headed .. .. .. . 83 

THEREFORE, 722, consequently, 
thus, accordingly, for that 
reason, ergo, then ............... 84 

THIXK, 722, cogitate, ponder, 
meditate, believe, credit, hold, 84 

TUIE-SERVER, 722, turn-coat, 
sycophant, flatterer ............... 84 

TOL-CH. 722, contact, relation, re
ference, mixture, sprinkling, al
loyage, modicum, speck. fellow
feeling, test, experzmentum cru-
cis ..................................... 84 

TRIFLI~G, 723, unimportant, 
trivial, scanty .... .......... ....... 85 

TROPE 723. metaphor, image. 
figure' ....... : ......................... 85 

TROL'BLE, 723, derange, evil, 
nuisance, pain, care, cross, work, 
exertion, travail .................. 8.5 

TRl-TH, 723, verity, fact, princi-
ple, \·ery thing ........ .......... 85 

u 
FL TERIOR, 723, remote, far off, 

eventual. coming ................. 85 
L'XIFOR1f, 7_24. homogeneous, 

homologous. simple, orderly, 
~ystematic, regular, constant, 
well-set, accordant ............... 86 

t!XITE, 724, join, agree, tally, 
co-operate assemble, converge, 

' 86 
CRBAXITY, 724. courtesr, good 

breeding, politeness ............. 86 
t·sE, 724, employment, wear, ser

vice, function._ habit, rule .... 86 

v 
VACAXT, 7:?-l, void. blank, ab

Eent. missing, thoughtless, fool
ish. scanty .. .. .. .. ... ... .. ...... . .. . S6 

YAIX, 7~4. unreal. profitless, con-
ceited. um-alued ................. 86 

VALID, 724, strong, powerful, 
cogent, adequate, infil~t:ntial, ~ti 

Irregularity, malformation, dis
order. jumble, ugliness, defor
mity, misproportion, inequality, 
imparity. 

Anonymou5, different, dis~imilar, 
inconvertible. 

Xumbness, unskilfulness, a\\'k-
\\'ardness, folly, indiscrimination. 

Close-tongued, reserved, taciturn. 

Insipidity, tastelessness, intoler
ance, vulgarity, coarseness. 

Relinquishing, renunciatory, pro
digal, unresoh·ed, changeful, un
warped, unprejudiced. 

for. because, since, inasmuch as, 
as, proPter hoc, for as much as. 

o,·erlook. jump over, drop the sub
ject, disbelieve, question. 

Censor, critic, detractor, carper, 
caviler. 

Chasm, irrelation, inconnection, 
elimination. purity, deal, heap, 
unfeelingness, 110n sine qua non. 

Important, momentous, consider
able. 

Plain speech, literality, non-imi
tation. 

Bonus, utility, pleasure, enjoy
ment, ease, comfort. le1sure, re
laxation, repose. 

Error, fallacy, mistake. dream. 
delusion. 

Proximate. nigh, retrospective, b)·
gone. 

Heterogeneou•. intermixed, di,or
derly, immethodical, irregular. 
anomalistic, unsymmetric. discor
dant. 

Disunite, disjoin, jostle. disagree, 
antagonise, disperse, di\·erge. 

Discourtesy, ill-breeding, impolite
ness, rudeness. 

Disuse, desuetude. reinforcement. 
inutility, non-observance. 

Substanth·e, 
thoughtful, 

bodily, 
weighty, 

present, 
replete, 

Real. profitable, modest, ,·alued. 

Ill\·al!d, m~ak. poll'erles, inade
quate, uninfluential. 
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VEHEUEXCE. 7~.3. \iolence, im
petuositY, agitation, flurry ... ~~ 

VERDA.\T, 1~.j, green, sylvan, 81 
VERIFY, 725, test, prove, judge, 

ralue ................................. 1<7 
VERTlGI.\"OUS, 125, light-

headed, giddy, flighty ......... 87 
VER \'E, 725, impiration, imagina

tion, spirit .. ... .. ......... ........ 87 
VIGILANT, 725, attention, cir-

cum>pection, care ............... 87 
\'IGOROUS, 725, strong, healthy, 

active, alert, energetic, racy, 87 
\'INDICATE, 725, justify, set 

right, excuse, make good ...... 87 
\'IR TUE, 726, goodness, rectitude, 

power, validity, valour ......... 88 
VISION, 726, sight, apparition, 

spectre, spook ..................... 88 

w 
WANT, 726, desire, the very 

thing, desideration, scantiness, 
povrrty, incompleteness ...... 88 

\rARM. 726, hot, ardent, angrr, 88 
WILL, 727, volition, mind, testa-

ment ................................... 89 
WISE, 727, intelligent, sage, 

thoughtful .. .. . .. .... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 89 
WIT, 727, intellect, humour, 

pleasantrr,-wise, keen-eyed, 89 
\VORK, 727, product, employment, 

action, book .. .. .... .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. 89 
y 

YEARN, 727, desire,-tenderness, 
lore, sad. 

YIELD, 727, submit, obey, accrue, 
pay, gain ........................... 89 

z 
ZEAL. 728, activity, spirit, feel-

ing, fervency . ....... ............. 90 
ZEST, 728, relish, palatableness, 

enjoyment .. .. .. . .. .. .. .... ... .. ... .. 90 

~!odcration, gentleness, impertur
bation, etfUanimity. 

Rubicund, crimson. 
Expose, invalidate, misjudge, mi'

cstimate. 
Rational, comPos, sober-minded. 

Dulness, unimaginativeness, tame
ness. 

Inattention, distraction, neglect. 

\\. eak, diseased, suffering, inac
tive, inert, lifeless, jejune. 

Inculpate, brand with, accuse, in
validate. 

Vice, wickedness, immorality, im
!>Otence, in validity, cowardice. 

Blindness, disappearance, reality, 
substantiality. 

Indifference, abundance, . wealth, 
completeness, entirety. 

Cold, passion less, calm. 
l\ ecessity, blind impulse, chance. 

Unwise,, unintelligent, thoughtless. 

Witlessness, ignorance, flatness, 
infcstivity,-short-witted. 

Idealisation, disuse, inaction. 

Indifference, pity lessness,-hate, 
cheerful. 

Reject, disobey, resist, spend, lose. 

Inactivity, remissness, frigidity, 
supiness. 

Unsavouriness, unpalatableness, 
sorrow. 
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THE EMOTIONS 
REPOSE (an Emotion), 729, quies

sence, immobility, quietum ... 91 
LAXGUOR (an Emotion), 730, re-

laxation, atony .................. 92 
\YISDOM (an Emotion), 731, in

telligence, judiciousness ...... 93 
MODESTY (an Emotion), 731, 

humility, demureness, timidity, 
93 

SAD~ESS (an Emotion), 732, de
jection, infestivity, badness ... 94 

SORROW (an Emotion), 733, 
grievousness, commonness, pal
triness, smallness, insignifi-
cance ......... : ....................... 95 

MELANCHOLY (an Emotion). 
733, distressing, cheerless, de
pression .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 95 

GRIEF (an Emotion), 734, dejec
tion, 'heaviness, joylessness ... HG 

SUFFERING (an Emotion), 73.J.. 
aching, heartache, disease ... 96 

PI~Y (an Emotion), 735, compas; 
s10n, regret ........................ 9t 

SE~TIMENT (an Emotion), 725, 
tenderness, affectibility ....... 9i 

TENDERNESS (an Emotion), 
736, compassionateness, suscepti-
bility ................................. 98 

CONSOLIDATION (an Emotion), 
737, relief, alleviation ......... 99 

SYMPATHY (an Emotion), 737, 
goodwill, good-feeling ......... 99 

TIMIDITY (an Emotion), 737, 
diffidence, shyness ............... 99 

REGRET (an Emotion), 737, sor-
row, penitence, compunction, 99 

REMORSE (an Emotion), 73~. 
qualm, pang . .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... 100 
SELF -REPROACH (an Emotion), 

738, blame, self-reproof ...... 100 
CHEERFULNESS (an Emotion), 

739, liveliness ................... 101 
GAIETY (an Emotion), 739, flow 

of spirits, laughter ............ 101 
MIMICRY (an Emotion), 739, per-

sonation, simulation ............ 101 
BUFFOO.NERY (an Emotion), 

739, tomfoolery, mummery, 101 
RAILLERY (an Emotion), 740. 

ridiculing, persiflage .......... 102 
HUMOUR (an Emotion), 740, 

caprice, takingness, indulgence, 
102 

GLADNESS (an Emotion), 741, 
delight, joy ........................ 103 

LAUGHTER (an Emotion), 741. 
giggle, chuckle ............. : .... 103 

JOY (an 'Emotion), 741, glee, 
,..\,.,.,,. 111':! 

Mobility, inquietude, transition. 

Energy, vigour, tonicity. 

Ignorance, sillines,, imprudenrr. 

Vanity, pretentiousness, self-con-
fidence. 

Cheerfulness, jocundity, excel· 
lence. . 

Felicity, distinction, importance, 
greatness, significance. 

Gratifying, gladsome, exhilaration. 

Sprightliness, mirth, sportiveness, 
jubilation. 

Sensuality, contentment, health, 
soundness. 

Unsympathy, callousness, apathy. 

Apathy, coldness, insusceptibility. 

Impassibility, frigidity, indiffer-
ence. 

Exacerbation, aggravation, exas
peration. 

Ill-will, venom. antipathy. 
Audacity, self-confidence, cox-

combry. 

Impenitence, induration, irrepen
tance. 

Uncontriteness, obduracy, unatone-
ment. 

Propitiation, expiation, penance. 

Gloom, weariness. heaviness. 

Dismalness, dumps, blues. 

Non-imitation, originality, novelty. 

Disgust, gravity, seriousness. 

Respect, deference, esteem. 

Disagreeableness, intrrdiction, in-
disposedness. 

Dissatisfaction, annovance. hurt, 
sadness. 

Weeping, c-rying, scowl. 

Woe, grief, distress. 
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DELIGHT (an Emotion), 741, 
sumhine, gratification ......... 103 

CHAR~fl.\"GXESS (an Emotion), 
7 H, fascination, attractiveness, 

103 
PLEASURE (an Emotion), 742, 

will, delectability .............. 104 
HAPPIXESS (an Emotion), 742, 

elysium, felicity, expediency, ap
propriateness .. .. . ... .. .. . .... .. .. 104 

BEAUTY (an Emotion), 743, sym-
metry, grace ..................... 10.) 

LOVE (an Emotion), 743, attach-
ment, inclination ............... 105 

DE:;IRE (an Emotion), 745, long
ing, wish, appetite, ambition, 107 

LO.\GIXG (an Emotion), 745. 
hankering, coveting ............ 107 

HOPE (an Emotion), 745, expecta
tion, reliance .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... 107 

CO~IME~DATION ian Emotion), 
746. laudation, praise ......... 108 

ENCOURAGE (an Emotion), 747, 
animate, aid, comfort .. .. . ... Hill 

GRATITUDE (an Emotion), 7-!i, 
recognition, thankfulness . .. lOU 

PRAYER (an Emotion). 74tl, en-
treaty, supplication ............ 110 

REVERENCE (an Emotion), 748, 
respect, esteem, salutation ... 110 

Displeasure, botheration, dissatis
faction. 

Unpleasantness, displeasingness, 
disenchantment. 

Painfulness, necessitation, trouble
someness. 

L'nhappiness, infelicity, wretcht>cl-
ness, inappropriateness, un-
seasonableness. 

Ugliness, misproportion, disfigure
ment. 

Hate, aversion, alienation. 

Indifference, inappetency, unam· 
bitiousness. 

Spurning, disdain, contumely. 

Despair, forlornness, hopelessness. 

Reprobation, animadversion, invec
tive. 

Discourage, dishearten, discounten
ance, relinquish. 

'Ingratitude, forgetfulness, thank
lessness. 

Deprecation, protestation. 

Irreverence, disrespect, disesteem. 
discourtesy. 

THE PASSIONS 

EXVY (a Passion), 750, covetous
ness, chagrin, mortification. 112 

J EALou:;r (a Passion), 751, sus
picion, concern, solicitude ... 113 

~[ALICE (a Passion), 7.52, spite, 
ill-will, gall, uncharitableness, 

114 
STE.\LTHI:\ESS (a Pa:<sion),/33, 

!'CHeer, incognito, slyness ... ll!i 
I RO .\ \' (a Pa~~ion), 'i5:l, ridicule, 

di,gui,e .. .. ... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .... 115 
HYPOCRITE (a Passion), 7.54, 

drc(•irer, pretender ............ 116 
~.\RC.-\S~l (a Pa"'ion). 755, jest, 

snet'r, taunt, rebuke ............ 117 
CO.\TD1PT (a Passion), 755, 

~corn, wntumclr, disdain ... 117 
DISGUST (a Pa,sion), 7!i6, dis

like, rrpugnarH c·. off en 'iveness, 
118 

HATRED Ia Pa,,ionl, /.5i, odium, 
animo~it,·, noxiou-no·,~ ...... ll!J 

CLJRSE (a Pa .. ~iun), i.j:O:, exf·cra-
tion. bane. e\ il ............... 120 

REVEXGE (a Pa-,iun), i.j:-, re
taliation, rindictireness .... 120 

Altruism, disinterestedness, con
tentedness. 

Confidence, faith, uncon((:rn, in
difference. 

Benevolence, goodwill, kind-
heartedness. 

Unstealthin<.'ss, disclosure, revela
tion. 

'Respect, openness, simplicity, 

Saint, derotee, dupe, \'ictim. 

Laudation, pa:an, benison, acclima
tion. 

Esteem, consideration, deference, 
homage. 

Liking, predilection, attractiveness. 

Lon·, regard, part~ality, innoxious· 
nt·~ .... 

Hrm:diLtiun, remedy, cure, benefit. 

Forgiveness. oblivion, condon a· 
tion, exculpation. 
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REPROACH (a Passion), 75!!. 
blame, obloquy, disgrace, disre-
pute .................................. 121 

ADMONITIOl\ (a Passion), 7HO, 
advice, premonition, reproof, re
prehension .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. 122 

EXPOSTULATION (a Passion), 
761, depreciation, expostulation, 
remonstrance, reprimand .. . 123 

DENUNCIATION (a Passion), 
761, accusation, fulmination, ar
raignment .. .. ... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ... 123 

INDIGNATION (a Pa~sion), 761, 
resentment, displea~ure, wrath, 

123 
ANGER (a Passion), 762, choler~ 

fume, explosion, paroxysm ... 124 
FEAR (a Passion), 764, cowardice, 

poltroonery, dastardness ... LUi 
CONSTERNATIO(-;' (a Passion), 

765, alarm, panic, dismay ... 127 
AMAZEMENT (a Passion), 765, 

wonderment, thaumaturgy, ad
miration . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 127 

ASTONISHMENT (a Passion), 
766, bewilderment, stupefaction, 

128 
HORROR (a Passion), 767, detes

tation, abomination, odium, 
monstrosity . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 129 

A WE (a Passion), 7!iK, dread. re·· 
verential fear .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 130 

SUBLIME (a Passion), 769, high, 
exalted, glorious, brilliant, mag
nanimous, disinterested ...... 131 

GRAND (a Pas~ion), 769, impor-
tant, great, r.onsiderable, glori-
ous ................................... 131 

SOLEMN (a Passion), 770, august, 
imposing, sacred. reverent, 
grave, serio.us. staid, weighty, 
momentous ........................ 132 

COMMAND (a Passion), 771, or
der, authority, sway, grip ... 133 

CALLING (a Passion), 771, in
voke. appeal to, summon ... 133 

APOSTROPHE (a Passion). 771, 
appeal, address, overture, allo-
cution . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . 133 

TRIUMPH (a Passion), 772, suc
cess, trophy, ovation, exultation, 
jubilation, boasting, fanfaron
ade, blustrr, rrlcbration ..... 134 

CO:\fFIDEXCE (a Passion), i7a. 
assurance, hope, rt>liance, pr.r: 
sumptwn .. .. . . .. ... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. l:l> 

COURAGE ('I Pa,sion). 773. 
bravery valiance, resolution, 13.3 

BOASTLNG (a Passion), 773, brag
ging, puffery, hraggadlicio ... 135 

Approbation, commendation, rc
vute, eclat. 

Laudation, commendation. 

Imploration, solicitation, impor
tunity, commendation, approba
tion. 

Vindit.:ation, exoneration, exculpa
tion, whitewashing. 

Pleasure, satisfaction, delight. 
C(•olness, impassivity. 

Apathr, stoici~m, dispassionateness. 
impurturbabilit~'· 

Courage, valour, fearlessness. in
trepedity. 

Indisturbance, quiescence, immo
bility, tranquillity. 

Vnamazed, expectation, impassive
ness. 

Expcct:c~ ~e. anticipation, equa-
nimity. 

Adoration, enchantment, beauty, 
symmetry, naturalness. 

Defiance,. irreverence, desecration. 

Low, subjacent, inglorious, re
nownless. selfish, narrow-mind. 

Little, unimportant, secondary, dis-
creditable, disgraceful, in-
famous. 

Vile, ribald, unnoticed impious, 
irreverent, sacrilegi~us, light, 
giddy, trivial, unimportant. 

Countermand, revocation, laxness, 
toleration, dethronement, an-
archy. 

Si!Pnce, deprecation ... 
Interlocution, communication. 

Failure non-success, ruin, catas-
troph~, wailing, lamentation, 
humility, unostentatiousness. 

~[i,giving, hesitation, despair, for
lorniw~s. diffidence. 

Coll"ardice, pusillanimity, white 
fl'ather, effeminacy. 

Reticence. delitescence, modesty, 
meeknr!'~, condescension. 
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DEFIANCE (a Passion), 774, dar-
ing-. challenge, threat ......... 136 

PRIDE (a P;mion), 77:3, ~uper-
ciliou:<Jw~s. rainglory ......... 137 

\'AXITY (a Pas,ion), 775, con
ceitedness, gaudery, \rorthlPss-
ness, futility ..................... 137 

\\'0:\DER (a Pas~ion), 716, mar
\"C'l, thaumaturgy, prodigy, 
monster . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . 13H 

SURPRISE (a Passion), 777, start-
ling, non-exp('ctation, disappoint-
ment ................................. 139 

ADMIRATIOX (a Passion), 777, 
wonder, fascination, approba-. 
tion ................................. 139 

JOY (a Passion), 777, ravishment, 
third heaven, exultation. bliss, 

139 
ECSTASY (a Passion), 778, bea

tification, heyday, wildness, 
high-spirited .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. HO 

RAPTURE (a Passion). 778, sum-
mum bon1mt. enchantment ... 140 
TRANSPORT (a Passion). 779, 

excitation, intoxication, para
dise . .... ... .... .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. . ... . . 141 

ARDOUR (a Passion), 779, fire, 
incandescence, fervency, zeal, 

141 
A?\Gl'ISH (a Passion), 780, tor

ment. rack, anxiety, mortifica
tion .... .. . . .. .... ... .. ...... .. .. .. ... 142 

GRIEF (a Passion), 781, prostra-
tion, lamentation, plaint, wail, 

143 
SORROW (a Passion), 782, dis

tre~s, affliction, woe . . . .. . . .. 144 
RE!\IORSE (a Pas,ion), 783, de

ploration. self-condemnation, 115 
REPROACH (a Passion), 783. re-

buke, reprobation, disgrace, 
stigma 145 

DESPAIR Passion), 784, des-
peration, recklessne<;s, foolhardi-
ne:,s .................................. 146 

PERPLEXITY (a Passion) 1 785, 
disorder, imbroglio, lhaos, diffi
culty, t·mbarra5~ment, inexplic
ablt·ne,;s, maze, labyrinth ... 147 

H.\R,\SS (a Pa~sion). 785, \\'orry, 
dragoun, fatigul', annoy ...... Ui 

RLHLCTIOX (a Pa~sion), 7t:Jii, 
' thought. nwrlitation ............ Hi 

DEL!BElUTJO:\ (a Pas;;ion), 
7~5, pondering, attention. cir-
cumspection ..................... 147 

, HESITA TIO~ (a Passion), 785, 
irre<olution, ft~ar, distrust, W'P~ 
lit 1~1)) ..................... 14· 

Timiditr, flutter. fright, trepida
tion. 

Self-abasem<:>nt, humiliation, de
mun'ne,s. 

Modesty, re~erve, constraint, 
utility, serviceableness. 

Commonness, usualness, natural
ness. 

Expectance, anticipation, forestal
ling, prospection, calculation. 

Commonness, unamazedness, dis
approbation, depreciation. 

Grief, agony, excruciation, prostra
tion. 

Crucifixion, martyrdom, torture, 
quietude, low-spirits. 

Throe, pain, anguish, disenchant
ment. 

Composure, collectedness, spasm, 
helL 

Frigidity, ~ukewarmness, indiffe~
ence, supmeness. 

Bodily enjoyment, voluptuousness, 
felicity, content. 

Rejoicing, laughter, shout, merry
making, exultation. 

Pleasure, happiness, sunshine, en
joyment 

·Rrmorselessness, impenitence, irre
pentance, uncontriteness. 

Approbation, acclamation, honour, 
glory. 

Hope, confidence, prudence, de
liberation. 

Per~picuity, order, facility, disen
tanglement, clearness, compre· 
hension. 

Treat well, assist, refresh, restore. 
tickle, humour. 

lrrefll'ctiveness, incogitancy. 

I nattt>ntion, thoughtlessness, prf'
cipitation. 

Indecision, indetermination, con
fidence, trust, credence. 
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ANXIETY (a Passion), 7~6. trial, 

solicitude, fear, desire, longing, 
Pleasure, ease, security, assurance 

indifference. ' 
148 

AFFIRM (a Passion). 786, assert, Deny, negative, dispute, contra-
put forth, ratify, say yes ... 148 diet, protest. 

GRAVITY (a Passion), 787, 
weight, dullness, seriousness, im- Lightness, jocularity, levity, insig-
portance, significance ......... 149 nificance, unimportance. 

ADD E N D A. 
STALWART, 796, strong, sturdy, 

tall, towering, large, big ... lti8 
\rcak, strengthless. squatty, short, 

little, pigmy. 
State, 796, condition, nation, osten

tation, pomp, property, posses
sion, inform, telL describe, set 

.liiY~TIFY, bewil(ler, conceal, confuse 

forth ................................. 158 
SOFT, 796, not hard, moderate, Hard, immodc~ate. loud, 

sounding, stentorian, 
high

rough, · tempered, inaudible, low, 
muffled, smooth, weak, easy, 
silly, nonsensical . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 158 

STUDY, 796, thought, learning, 
research, exploration, intention, 
design, copy, imitation ...... 158 

olrong, prudent, wise. 

Incogitancy, inattention, ignor-
ance illiteracY skimming acci-
dent: chanc(', ·~riginal. ' 

X othing, naught, immateriality, 
spirituality, inextcnsion, exteri
ority, stint, va~-rueness, plaything, 
poverty. 

SUBSTANCE, 796, thing, matter, 
materiality. interiority, quantity, 
meaning, import, importance, 
wealth ............................... 158 

SUPERFICIAL, 796, shallow, ig- De('[J, IJrofound, educated, well-in
norant, green, empty-headed, 

158 ' formed, well-read. 

Page 

ll 

,, 

" 
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,, 

" 
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CORRIGENDA 
664, 20th line from top, "spagere " read 

"spargere," 26 
666, 1st line from top, 11 predere '' read 

1
'
1 prendere " 28 

667, 23rd line from top, "de, to" read "de, 
not'' 29 

693, 4th line from bottom, " celere " read 
" celerare " 55 

703, lOth line from bottom, 11 clamere " read 
11 clamerare '' 65 

700, 4th lint:> from bottom, 11 garire" read 
" garrire " 62 

706 4th line from bottom, 11 nocere '' read 
"'noscere " 68 

710, 20th line from bottom, 11 nocere" read 
" 1toscere '' 72 

714, 22nd line from top; "Lat " read 
11 

Fr. 
ravir '' 76 . 

7 45, 9th line from top, 11 desidere '' read 
11 desiderare" 107 

748, 9th line from top, 11 preco" read 11 precari" 110 
766, 18th line from top, "tonere" read 

11 tonare" 128 
776, 16th line from top, " M. E. wonden" 

__ _J 11 r __ "·'"'"'~~ .. '' t~R 



CORRIGENDA 

Page tx., 8th line from bottom, "principle 11 should read 
"principal." 

Page x., 11th line from bottom, read " people shown as 
slighted. 11 

, xxviii, 16th line from bottom, " Beckley 11 read 
"Buckley." 

, xxxvi., 25th line from top, "cause of" read " cause or." 
, xl, 16th line from bottom, "pistets" read " pisteis." 
, 25, 23rd line from bottom, " diminish" read 

" diminishes." 
, 33, 7th line from top, "and the pre-'' read " the pre-." 
, 37, 24th line from bottom, should read " Chersonesus 

or Byzantium." 
, 46, 15th line from bottom, " Deinosis " read 

" Deinotes." 
, 47, 12th line from top, should read "many things." 
, 67, 20th line from bottom, '' use this" read " use 

frequently this." 
79, I 4th line from bottom, should read " than the 

burst of irony." 
, 87, 2oth line from top, should read ''the Briton." 
, 106, 19th line from top, " which he " read " to which 

he." 
, 113, 18th line from bottom, "human" read "humane.'' 
, 114, 23id line from top, " in wit 11 read " of wit." 
, 148, 6th line from top, "Odessey " read "Odyssey." 
., 162, 24th line from bottom, u Maker " read "make." 

Page 163, 7th line from top read, "injustice" read "justice." 
, 176, 1st line, bottom, "pernaps 11 read "perhaps." 
, 185, 1st line, bottom, "thund~rlng drum" read 

" thu-nd~ri~g drum." 
194, 8th line from top, "Odessey" read" Odyssey." 
198, 23rd line from top, " Ithica " read " Ithaca." 

,, 217, 9th line from bottom, "or no 11 read "or not." 
, 220, 19th line from bottom, "most periods " read 

" many periods." 
, 233, 1st line, top, "policy of " read " policy is." 
, 258, 20th line from bottom, "go " read "goes." 
11 267, 22nd line from bottom, "a small '' ·read " as a 

small.'' 
, 268, 18th line from top, " quarter " read "quaver." 
, 281, 9th line from top, " Diomodes " read "Diomedes." 
,, 284, 25th line from top, "has something" read " have 

something.'' 
, 312, 22nd line from bottom, " and establishing" read 

" establishes." 
,. 326, 7th line from top, " phany '' read " phony." 
.. 357, 6th line from bottom, "exaltation " read " exul

tation." 



, 357, 6th line from bottom, 11 it" read " if." 
, 358, 14th li~e from top, "give" should read "gives." 
, 391, 25th lme from top, "we intend" read "he 

intends." 
II 3991 sth line from bottom, should be transposed tO 6th 

to read: '' all he can without discrimination." 
, 415, 17th line from top, " grave " should read " grace." 
, 427, 12th line from top, " Paricles" should 

"Pericles." 
, 459, 27th line from top, "has born" read 11 was born.'' 
,, 461, 17th line from bottom, should read 11 sermon." 
, 485, 1st line, bottom, " Protesis" read '' Protasis." 
11 501, 13th line from bottom, "C. A. Vance'' should read 

11 C. A. Vince." 
, 508, 13th line from top, " In 1875" read "In 1889." 
, 514, 19th line from top, ''embodied in " read 11 em

bodied." 
,. 570, 7th line from bottom "moerately " read 11 mo'der

ately." 
572, 13th line from bottom, " anacrisis " read 

11 anacrusis. '' 
, 581, 2nd and 4th lines from bottom, transfer, read 

" men of Athens." 
,, 599, 4th line from top, "Mysterismus" read 

" M ycterismus." 
Page 642, 3rd line from top, 11 apostacy " read " apostasy." 

, 663, 5th line from bottom, U'tpanJYoU" read urparr/Yo~. 

Page vi, lines 21 and 42, read : 
Deductive, viii, Genus to Species xxii Definition, 208,337 Systrophe, 439. 
or Figures, the inexpedience, injustice, disgracefulness, 
Page vii, line 49, read: Asyndeton used here, see pp. 124, 127, 369, 370. 

Page ix, line 29 read: 
complex destructive to constructive, com·ert major premise by contraposition,

Page xix, liue 24, read: 
I am rich, or I am dishonest." The Dilemmatic Form becomes fallacious 

Page xx, lines 18, 19 and 48, read: 
Cesare: (e) No religious persons are untrustworthy, (a) all liars are un

trustworthy, therefore (e) no liars are religious persons. 
stances are gravitating bodies; therefore (i) some gravitating bodies are 

Page xxi, line 61 read: 
three propositions, major and minor premises, and conclusion. (3) The middle 

Page xxix, lines 20 and 22, read: 
questions and get an audience. When hecklers become nuisances I mildly 
HECKLER .... Of course, I ' wrap up ' the innuendo and sweeten the pill, 
Page 509, line 23, read: (Photo kindly lent by The Theosophical Pub. Ho.) 

Page xviii. 
Add the 'l'iord "if," which is same a.s "because" or "since" before the 
reason, e.(]., he can not pay his fare, if ~e has no money. 

Page uw. 
Add (1) effect appears in ahsence of cause; (2) the eft"ect failed to appear 
when the alleged cause is pr~sent and no c?unte~acting.cause o~erating; (3l 
search has not heen exhaustive; (4) there 1s an mtPnmxture of eft Pets. 

Paor 63R, 2nd unll·lllllbcrrd paoc Oe8turr.~. Jnftrrtiou8: 
Lifting np of the hand is equal to v or pause , Jl' lifti.ng np of the foot, 
bringing down the hand or stroke of gesture, to- or puttmg down the foot. 
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INDEX. 

-A-
ACu~1E~ AND ACRIMONY 

STYLE (character) ............ 589 
The Thoughts, Method, 589; Dic

tion, 590; Figures, 591; Mem
bers, Arrangement, 592; Rhythm, 
Cadence. 593. 

·• All" or " some," " some " before 
affirmative attribute; " all," be
fore negative; all or none for 
middle term; all for double 
affirmatives, XXV. 

AMPLIFICATION STYLE (Sub-
lime) ................................. 560 

685, 29th line from top, "blunde '' read 
" blunda " 4 7 

713, lOth line from bottom, "kickenen" read 
" quickenen " 75 

Pag-e 827, 12th line from top, "quantative "read'' quantitative.'' 
, 8:31, Gth line from top, " non-sequitiur " read " non 

sequitur.'' 
., 8·1!, 13th line from top, " impurturbability" read "imper

turbability.'' 
, 861, 8th line from top, " homogenous " read " homo· 

geneous. '' 
522. 3rd unnumbered page following, 8th line from 

bottom read thus : 
H)perbaton is not allowable . The cola must be short, commatic, and 

~7;'5: pa~t master of flattery, 2i6; 
Anaphora. "you summon him 
. . . " 2116; hyperbole, " longer 
than the Iliad . . . " 288; hypo
phora against Demosthenes, 295; 
hnJOtypo,is, "But >ince you were 
not in person . . . " 304/5; in-
terrogatio, "shall we ... '1 

" are 
ther now not going ... Alexan-
der's Court . . .'' 309; poly
')·ndeton, "and " at the head, 
;j.'IJ, :3~:3; error in pre-stating out
bur,.;t. and excuse, 388/9; proso
POIHl'ia. "leaping,'' 395; pro
t roiH', " do not I entreat you 
... '' :l97/8; rh)·thm, '' you ~urn
man . . . .. agg : Sermocinatio. 
"shall not .. .'' 412; pretend 
not know, rh<>toric, 132. 

.\lfonso XIII, King of Spain, i90 

.M.D., ~lorell M.D., 
XV.; Lennox Brown, M.D., 
Rupert Garry, C. H. Spurgeon, 
J. E. Carpenter, Louie Bagley, 
XVI. 

ARGUMENTS, :\RRANGE-
MENT from strongest, IX. 

Rules for analysing, arguments, 
XXII. 
Figures used in argument, xl xli, 
vi, vii. . 

Oratorical styles 111 argument : 
plain for simple proof~. etc. ; 
sublime, invectin>, quality of 
a<.:t · beautiful antithetic, reason
ing'; celerity,' discarding argu· 
ments, brirf objections; character, 
-simple. for simple oaths, etc., 
<.:harming, reason to plants, 



, 357, 6th line from bottom, 11 it" read " if., 
, 358, 14th line from top, "give" should read "gives.'' 
, 391, 25th line from top, "we intend" read "he 

intends.'' 
II 399, 5th line from bottom, should be transposed to 6th 

to read: '' all he can without discrimination.~~ 
, 415, 17th line from top, "grave" should read" grace." 
, 427, 12th line from top, " Paricles" should 

"Pericles." 
, 459, 27th line from top, "has born " read "was born.'" 
, 461, 17th line from bottom, should read "sermon." 
, 485, 1st line, bottom, " Protesis" read " Protasis." 
, 501, 13thli~e f~o~_~ott~~~ "C. A. Vance'' should read 

............ - ...... , ... , ...... r·~- ... ~·- -·~~~--~··-··--;, , .. , --- ~~-- ... --- ""'*~ 

trustworthy, therefore no liars are religious persons. 
stances are gravitating bodies; therefore (i) some gravitating bodies are 

Page xxi, line 61 read: 
three propositions, major and minor premises, and conclusion. (3) The middle 

Page xxix, li11es 20 and 22, read: 
questions and get an audience. \\'hen hecklers become nuisances I mildly 
HECKLER .... Of course, I 'wrap up' the innuendo and sweeten the pill, 
Page 509, line 23, read: (Photo kindly lent by The Theosophical Pub. Ho.) 

Page xviii. 
Add the \\ord "if," \\hich is same as " because" or "since" before the 
reason, e.g., he can not pay his fare, if he has no money. 

Page x.riv. 
Add (1) effect appears in absence of cause; (2) the effect failed to appear 
\\"ben the alleged cause is present and no counteracting cause operating; (31 
~enrch has not heen ('Xhaustive; (4) tlwr<> iR an intermixture of t>tfpds. 

Poor 6.38. 211d unnumlJcml puor Grstltrrs, Inftrt·fions: 
Lifting up of the hand is equal to v ot· pause , Jr lifting up of thr foot, 
J,ringing dmm the hand or stroke of gesture, to- or putting down the foot. 
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INDEX. 

-A-
ACDIEX AND ACRIMO::;"Y 

STYLE (character) ............ 589 
The Thoughts, Method, 589; Dic

tion, 590; Figures, 591; Mem
bers, Arrangement, 592; Rhythm, 
Cadence, 593. 

Adams, John, 54; Synchoresis, 
" be it so '' ........................ 435 

Addenda .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. 796 
.\d Rem, real point, to keep away

Ignoratio Elenchi, IX. 
Ad\'ersati\"e prefixes ............ 640 

. ESCHIXES 1see Contents). 56-6•j 
On pure Attic. his splendid voice, 
compared \rith Demosthenes, 56; 
Exordiums, the Hypohora, per
oration, ;'ii; Epiphonema, fea
tures of his style, figura etymo
logica, 51'; as an orator, training, 
style, 59; person, failure of 
peroration, 60; fatal weakness 
of the speech, perorations com
pared, no prothesis, 61; style, 
fine peroration badly finished, 
62; stately delivery, flowing sen
tences, three great apostrophes, 
G3; emphasis, 84; apostrophe, 
lUi; diatyposis, " since you were 
uot present ... " 165; epidior
thosis, '' rather to that ... " 223; 
Ethopo:ia. " this sophist, with 
apostrophe, with diatyposis, 270; 
Ethical speaker, of a witness, 
2i•i: pa~t master of flattery, 2i6; 
Anaphora. "you summon him 
. . . " 2S6; hyperbole, " longer 
than the Iliad ... " 288; bypo
phora against Demosthenes, 295; 
hypotyposis, "But since you were 
not in person . . . " 304/5; in
terrogatio, " sha II we . . . " " are 
they now not going ... Alexan
der's Court . . .'' 309; poly
~yndcton, "and " at the head, 
:{.~a. :31".); error in pre-stating out
bur~!. and excuse, 388/9; proso
POJHL'ia, " leaping,'' 395; pro
t rtJIW. "do not l entreat you 
... " :M'/8; rhythm, " you sum
mon . . . " :~99: Sermocinatio. 
"5ha 11 not . . . '' 412; pretend 
not know. rhetoric 132 . 

. \\f(Hlso XIII, King' of Spain, i90 

··All" or " some," " some'' before 
affirmative attribute; "all," be
fore negative; all or none for 
middle term; all for double 
affirmatives, XXV. 

AMPLIFICATION STYLE (Sub-
lime) ................................. 560 
The Thoughts, 561; 560; Method, 
Diction or \\' ording, 562; 
Figures, 563; Members, Ar· 
rangement, 5ti7; Rhythm, Ca
dence, 568. 

Analogy, resemblance, co~t.rast, 
comparison, two cond1t10ns • 
points of similarity, outnumber, 
VIII; es~ential attribute, not ac
cidental paternal and tyrannical 
go\'ern~ent, XXIV. 

Anaximines . . . defines Antithe
sis, 77. 

Animated Conversation for speech, 
IX. 

AXTHOLOGY AKD MEMOR
ABILIA, XIV-XVI. 
From : Aristotle, Cicero, Quin
tillian,John Walker, XIV; James 
!ian, 1 ohn 1r alker, XIV; 1 ames 
\\"inans, Thos. Sheridan, 
Alexander Bain, Whately, Suc
cess Puh. Co., Delsarte, An
gelique Arnaud, L'Abbe Delau
mon:-e, Robert I. Fulton, Thos. 
I. Trueblood, H. C. Curtis. 
J\l.D., ~Iorell l\Iackenzie, M.D., 
XV.; Lennox Brown. M.D., 
Rupert Garr)', C. H. Spurgeon, 
J. E. Carpenter, Louie Bagley, 
XVI. 

ARGUMENTS, .WRAl\GE-
MEKT from strongest, IX. 

Rules for analysing, arguments, 
XXII. 
Figures used in argument, xl xli, 
vi, vii. . 

Oratorical strles 111 argument: 
plain for simple proof,, etc. : 
sublime, in vectin·,, quality of 
act; beautiful, antithet_ic, reason
ing; celerity, discardmg argu
ments, brirf objections; character, 
-simple, for simple oaths, etc., 
charming. reason to plants, 
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poetry, etc., acumen, ridiculing 
arguments, repartees, etc., equit
able, gravity, ironical taunting: 
sincerity, confidence, indigna
tion; clever, skilfully pm;enting 
all, xli, xlii. 

Argumentation, Digest of, XXXI; 
is Persuasion by inducing belief 
and action with cogent reasons, 
XXXII. 

Argumentative Forms and Term:;, 
VIII, IX. 

ARISTOTLE-Words, tones, ges
tures .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Title Page 
Three instruments of persuasion, 
IV, seven arguments to the 
People, X; stiff as a beam, 
XIII; Men delight in tht: easily 
wmprehensible, XIV; objcdion 
by contrary fact, XXXIX; dicta 
de omni, XXXVIII; vary, 54; 
opposites, SO; excellent in aiti
ology, 2; amplification, tl, 4-1: 
antitheta, 85; wit, astcismu::;, 
114/5; contrary to expectation, 
119; delivery of Asyndeton, 128; 
compound word:;, under Passion, 
145; description by negatives, 
lyreless, 150;1; object of diege
sis, 165; enthymemes, inherent 
and peculiar, refutative, best, 
202 i examples, similitude, 204; 
enthymeme and examples, 
207-211; choicest particulars for 
enthymemes, and ready, the 
orator, 214; leave off enthymeme 
in exciting passion, 216; pas
sionate renders audience en
thusiastic, 243; must prove 
strongly and insinuate imprt>ss 
of character, 299: rules when to 
ask questions, 307; metaphors. 
perspicuous, novel and sweet, 
Mn·rocles rogue at 30%, aim at 
three things, metaphor, antithesis 
and personification, 317; N ana
tion or Diegesis, rules, pas~ion
ate characteristic, 320; Exhorta
tioi; elements in Deliberative 
Oratory, :-128; in Demoqstrativ<' 
Oratory, points men are alive to, 
329; angry p<:>rsons,. frien~ly, 
confident, 380·1: grautude, pity, 
shame, 322; Young. old, middle 
aged,-poor men, 333-33;); per
oration " I have spoken.'' 370; 
Enthv~eme and passion, :377 ; 
argument inter,prrsed with otlwr 
topics. 378; Prooimion, must be 
one if only ornament, 390; 

rhythm, not be· meter, paoon 
Plud<·s detrction, :399: Aristotle 
to mah man rational Jll; Simu
latio. good to put a '\rrong pas
sion, thrall's off hearer, .};~(): 
envy, 732. 

Arnaud, Ang<·lique~-suund dimin
ishes, XV. · 

Asquith, H. H. (see Contents), 
561, 631-6:3ti 

Astor, Viscountess ......... 398, 629 
A tho II, The Duchess of ......... 629 
Auben, H. W., "Cicero in Cata-

linam .............................. 98/9 

-B-
Ba?en .. \\". W., anadiplosis for 

1I.v~lli1~SS 1 54; 67; 71; 76; if; 
Chiastic, 80. 

Bagley, Louie-good articulation. 
XVI; 358; Plate ......... 630, 76!! 

B.\1:\', ALEXAXDER ... Danger 
Oratoncal flattery, XI. 
of urging too forcibly XV · 
Analogy, disparity 'limits' 
XXXVII; analogical refutation' 
single · exception to major' 
XX.XIX; knowledge through 
antitheton, . 86; Demosthenes· 
flou!1dering, 9-!; laughter, special 
elation of po\\'er, 116; Descrip
tion, 147/8; oratory of the feel
ings, 236;7: metaphor, 315; 
stream of events, :i~l; celebrated 
adjuration of Demosthenes, 3~5: 
prudential exhortation, svs
tematic scheme, love and hatred, 
major premi~es, maxims, Wlfl: 
Demosthenes' definition, ClLate 
feeling, similes, metaphor, Anti
thesis, Epigrams, balanced con
struction used in persua~ion. 
337; parallel construction, 344/.5; 
balancing clau~es, 350; period, 
368; 380; sarcasm, softened vitu
Jl<'ration, 411; simile, 427; flights 
to the sublime, 540; acumen 
style, convivial. 593; political 
oratory, three things. parallel 
arguments, reductio ad absurdum, 
1\ apolcon I held out highest 
rank, 611. 

BAILEY . . . analysis of argu-
ments, twelve rules ......... XXII 

BALFOUR, Earl of ..... , ...... 56R 
l3ARRO\\', ISAAC, Dr., Wit, 11-1: 

Wisdom, 7~1. 
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BE.\UTIFUL STYLE ......... 569 
Thought5, \Iethod, Diction, 
Figures, iiti9; Members, Arrange
ment, 5i1; Rhythm, 572; Ca
dence, .ml, 74:3. 

BEECHER, HEXRY \\'ARD (see 
Contents) ..................... 478-486 
Elocutionary training, 481; rest 
nece~sary, 483; Liverpool speech, 
483. 

BEH:\'KE, Mrs. E. . . . . 183; 
rhythm, every sentence a key 
note, 409. 

BELL. A. MEL VILLE ... " Spur
geon's sustained vocality '' ... 462 

BELL. EDWIX ... General pro
position, eYidence,~. XIX; apa
goge, 219; show antecedent prob
ability of fact, 361; set up an 
argument to knock it down, 386. 

BEXTH.Uf, JEREMY ... fal
lacies, 122, 123; 611. 

BESAXT, A~~IE (see Contents), 
:.na .............................. 508-514 

Logical training,-310; as an orator 
1·oice, gestures, .Jll; extracts of 
best speeches, .512-514. 

BLAIR, Dr .... on Demosthcnes: 
three kinds of oratory .. . 24-25 

BLASS. F. . .. Alliteration of 
Demosthcnes, " Sage Sophocles," 
a:l; anacolouthon, 51; use of An
tithe~is, i9: homo otduton and 
antithesis, 82; aposiopesis, aston
i~hmcnt, 91; apostrophe of 
.Eschines, lOi; diatyposis of 
.Eschines, 165; epidiorthosis, 
222; ethopaja, supposed case, 
2i2; Ethos of .Eschines, 275; 
parah·psis, emphasis what fol
lows. 340/1; paronomasia, 355; 
prodiorthosis, 3f:l8; 394. 

BO~DFIELD, M. G .... Plate. 
ti29 

BR.\DU.t:GH, CHARLES, M9; 
his eloquence. 509-510. 

BRY.\~T, \riLLIA.M CVLLE~. 
" father thy hand . . .'' 749; 
" Thou unrelenting Past!" 
Bryant-Gravity, 7ki. 

B n ton . . . on Carrie k and Pitt, 
13.3 

BRIGHT. JOH:-.;r (see Contents). 
456-4.59 

F11ilogue at Durham, n~j.5 :ethos. 
277.8; rhythm. 407 8; oratory, 
~.)(): hi' roice; ~i],·ni mPditation. 
4.)1'; Crimean •peech, 4.j8 19, 5i'3. 

BRY\X, \n!. ]. (~ef' Contents), 
:l().j . . . . ................ 4~7 .. J!1:1 
1\lU'<'', 4~!1: mo~t fluent, 4~fl; 
Cn <~t 'P''l' h. 4!Jl-:i; on Lincoln. 
447. 

Brougham, Lord ... Demosthenes, 
''Walls,'' Pitt .................. 23-24 

BROWN, LEX::'\OX ... hot fluids 
relax, pastry, suet puddings, 
p('pper, pickles ... .... .. .. .... XVI 

Burke, Edmund ... description, 
Carnatic, }.jl; " why, whence 

.. .'' 21:3. 
BULLINGER. E. W .... aiti

ology, 2; anacolouthon, 48; 
Antistrophe, 76: Apophasis, 90, 
!12; cycloids, refrain, 141; Dia
logue, 155; enthymeme, 201; 
epitimesis, as censure, 267; Syl
logism us, 4-38. 

Byles, C. E .... on Demosthenes. 
the bema ........................... 6; 7 

BYROX, LORD, "The Ocean,'' 
15:~; 359; irony, 7,54; fear, 
"Waterloo,'' 765; "There was a 
oound of re\'elrr . " i68, " 0 
Rome," 769. 

C-

Campbell, Thos., "Leans o'er its 
humble gate." 169; " Song of the 
Greeks, •· 326; " Auspicious 
Hope," 74G ........................ 729 

Carpenter, J. E ... vocal exercise, 
decarbonisation .... ~.. .... .. ... XVI 

Castelar, Emilio . . . Speech, 
790-795 

Cause to Effect-deny fact, ade
quate cause of the effect, no 
other agency to prevent effect, 
IX; physical, moral, conditional, 
final; rule, 'one antecedent in 
common, XXIII. 

CELERITY STYLE (Sublime), 
The Thoughts, .Method, 574; Dic
tion. Figures, 57.5; Members, 
oii: .-\rrangement, Rhythm. 578; 
Cadence, 579. 

Chain of Argument, attack weakest 
link, VII I. 

CHARACTER STYLE ......... . )7!! 
Characteristic Id(·a~ of D:.'!erent 

People .......................... /bt\-789 
CHAR~fiNG STYLE (character). 

5Fl3 
The Thoughts, Method, 584; Dic
tion, 585; Figures. Members, 
ri87; Arrangfment. Rhythm, 588; 
Cadence, 580. 

CH.\ THA~l, Earl of (m Con-
tents) ......................... 131-139 
A~phalia. JU; attitude, 130; out
bur,ts. ]:l!; best of modl'isj 1:i5; 
'Pl'<'ch. 1:{6-139: digrmion, 167, 
187 j 406, 438. 
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CHURCHILL, WINSTON ... 558 

CICERO . . . Pronunciation, Ac-
tion .................. Sub-title Page 
See Contents; Ornaments of 
thoughts, and Rhetoric, V; Elo
quent only with big audience, 
XI, describes eloquence, voice 
gains in strength, XII; write 
Exordium last, XIV; Milo, 
XVIII; proposition not in exact 
terms, XXXII; accumulation, 1. 
2; compared with Demosthenes, 
13-18; on Demosthenes, 26; plain 
first metaphor after, 31 ; re
proaches Anthony, 35; profusion 
\\'here hearer is to be flooded 
with words, 41; amplification 
greatest glory, orator talent to 
speak on both sides, 43; Anadip
losis, 53; Anaphora, a witness, 
65; Antistrophe, 76j7; Antithe
ton, one side, modesty, 86/7; 
Aporia, I cannot \\'ell declare, 
!:!0; His studies, taught by Malo 
and Minippus, 95; True glory, 
96; Influence on the pulpit, 
musical construction, rhetorical 
form of the Catilinarians, 97; de
livery, slow and measured, 98; 
period, 99; pro Milone, analysed, 
100-102; speech against Cataline, 
103-107; Apostrophe, 0 ye hills 
and groves of Alba, 108/9; Epi
cheirema, no j becomes to excite 
laughter, 114; wit, humour, 
mimicry, jokes, 115; things ab
surd 117; not over mimic, 
nor 'story without application, 
123; asyndeton, 127; compar, 
words match, 143; diatyposis, 
" Put before .your eyes . . .'' 
164; digression, 167; short and 
happy, H.i8; crctic, good clos
ing foot, 185; Emphatic Repe
tition, " Has not the nig~tly 
guard ... " l!JO; enumeratiOn, 
Anthony cause of Civil War 
. . . '' 219 ; epanaphora in long 
periods, 220; synonymous epana
phora, " You mourn,-you 
lament ... " 221; tones, anger, 
lamentation, fear. violence, 243; 
Epizcuxis, "thou, thou, Anthonr 
. ·. . '' 268; language grave· and 
~impil' if subject magnificent, 
277; Exordium Ja:;t, 27!.!; Hiatus, 
28-1; horismos, " This is not forti
tud~ . . . " 286; Hyperbole, 
" wliat Charybdis . . .'' ·~ 288 j 

hypotyposis, 303; dissimulation 
or saying one thing, 311; narra
tive intersected with dialogues, 
gratifying, 320; scourging a 
Roman citizen, a:W; persuading, 
worth, concerns of Republic 
grand, desire of glory, 335; care, 
young 1\Iarcus, 319; Parrhesia, 
" I speak 1\'ith great peril ... '' 
3,37; wailing, 358; blood boil, 
360; Ciceronian period, 367 .i 
length, haxameter, Aulus C:ecina, 
368; procatalepsis, 386; Pro
oimion, to win audience, amus
ing, 390; Prosopodosis, 392; pro
sopopu·ia, ''For if my country 
... '' 393; Prsma, 398; Protrope, 
" look to your wives. . .'' 397; 
Rhythm, flow of numbers con
fined to measure, variety, espe
cially cadence, 399. -100; rhythm 
of conclusion '' De Oratore," 
-10-1; a kind of underhum in 
speaking, JU;); Sermocinatio. 
pleasing, •· some one \rill say 
... ?" 412; Similitude, "Even 
as the light 430; 
Simulatio, a certain uncon
trolledness 430; " Symploce, 
"who ... '? the Carthagenians,'' 
increase of word, "my father, 
my dear father .. .'' 434; syllo
gism us, 433; Synonymia, "you 
determined . . ." -137; in sen
tences, "who more worthy ... " 
-137; 8; Systrophe, " a history is 
. . . " 439; Vision, order gives 
distinction to memory, fancy dis
tinct places at moderate dis· 
tances, and symbols, one to call 
up entire sentence, best retained, 
those of the senses, 440; Zeugma, 
"could call back ... "JH; clear 
style, metaphors, conver~ational 
type, 1)3~; ditrochee for splendid, 
555; and cretic, 556; Beautiful, 

· junction not rough, 573; Simple 
Character, imitation not too 
much, 583; Equitable Style 
'' something be allowed for his 
age,'' 596; Sincerity Style, repre
hension, accusation, defence, 
" What man is he, be h~ never 
so . . . " " who is so careless a 
mind ... '' oOi; populace swayed 
by the direct, impassioned 
phrases . . .. , !illS; perceptible 
chanting in oratorical language, 
!ill; ~trle grand for popular as
sembly, GlJ; Clever Style, " who 
ever is ma~tcr of this ... " 616. 
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Clark, A. C .... "Ciceronianism," 
9i: "Pro !\Iilone," 100-~ .. 

CLAY, HEXR \" (sre Contents). 
414-428 

Alliteration, ~-1; apodixis, 88; 
apostrophe, 109/10; 219; 273; 
3i9; 412; modulated voice, 414; 
deliberate and ~teady, 421; plea 
for the union, 42•j. 

CLEAR STYLE (Plain) ......... 52R 
The Thoughts, •i28; Method, 529; 
Diction or Wording. 530 ; 
Figures, 531: Members, Arr<~nge
ment or Composition, 532; 
Rhrthm or Oratorical ~umbrrs, 
Cadence or Conclusion, .53-1. 

CLEVER STYLE ................. 608 
The Thou'ghts, 609: ~fethod. 610; 
Diction, Figures, 613; Members. 
Arrangement, 614; Rhythm, Gl."i; 
Cadence, 616. 

CL YNES, JOHN R ....... 534, 803 
His early life, debates, 803; Ex
tract from his address on the 
speech from the Throne, 803. 

Codling, G. Bower, rhythmic divi-
sion ................................... 410 

COLERIDGE, SAMUEL TAY
LOR, "And thou, 0 silent moun
tain . . . " 269; Grnevirve-Love, 
7 44; "we send out mandates 
... " indignation, 762. 

Collins ... " There honour comes 
a pilgrim gray " ............... 220 

Comic ................................. 798 
Conclusion, contain major as 

pred., minor as subj .. IX. 
Cone. R. C., speaking must be in 

lower portion . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . X II 
Contraposition form turns to opp. 

position, XXI. 
Contradictory prefixes ...... 641, 827 
Cope, E. ~I. ... analysis-Aris

totle's rhetoric, Fil; order of ar
gument, 373,7; prooimion, to put 
audience in good humour, 390. 

Cornwall, B. . . . " tht' stormy 
Jlrtrel" .............................. 53 

COSGRAVE, \\'. T .... Plates, 
following p. 4H 

Extract; of speech at graveside of 
Arthur Griffith. 
Extracts of speech at memorial to 
Arthur Griffith and GenE>ral 
~1ichael Collins. 
Extracts speech on Irish Free 
State's :J.dmi5>ion to League of 
:\ ations. 

tTRRY, S. S., pause, 3; on De
mosthenes, and Dickens . .. . .. 24 

Quibbling of mind, 34; \Vebster, 
U4 ; 1.52; pause, 362; rhythm of 
breathing, 409. 

Curtis, H .... hold chest steady, 
XV 

-0-

Dawson, Thomas ... /Esrhine~. 56 
Deduction, viii from universals; 

drductivr form gen. to indi
vidual. XXI. 

Definition logical form; genus and 
spec. with difft>rence; rules, 
XXII. 

DELSARTE. XV, initial con
sonant, 183, 172: pause, 216: 
divides arm into three parts and 
diagram, 217/8; one gesture 
needed, 23fl: srntbetic. 242; 
sound diminishes a~ to distance 
from center, 57~. 

DEMETRIUS . . . Account of 
Demosthene~ . .. ....... ... .... ....... 6 
Like a man inspired, " by earth, 
bv all her fountains ... " 7: 
allegory and hynerbole, "the war 
\\TOte it .. , '' force and the ele
vated, 32: USf' of Amplification, 
at beginning, "0 Zeus ... " 42, 
4!1; cautions against aimless use, 
kept in bounds, 43/.f; Anadiplo
sis, 54; JEschines' training. 59; 
Anaphora in the elegant and for
cible. 6R; Antithesis, rhyming 
tf'rminations and homO"oteluton 
to br. a\·oid in forcible. 80. 
81; excessive antithesis, out of 
place. 83; Aposiopesis used in 
forcible strle, 92 '93: Asyndeton, 
hand maid of force, 127; Climax 
for forcible, "I did not speak 
thus ... " 142/3: Dialogismus, 
};j5; vividness, 157; Enthymetne, 
201 ; hiatus, clashing of letters, 
284; Homrroteluton. force and 
cumulati\·e result, 286; pr~ter
mission, 340: exact parallelism 
should be avoided, 344; polr
syndeton, particle repeated in 
long sustained outburst, 384; 
homely expressions, " stomach· 
ing " 530 · on dignitv 539 · " I 
di no~ sp'eak thus . .' :" vig~rous 
~tyle, 5.J9; obliquity figure com
mended as ~tat{·ly in Amplifica
tion style, 567; beauty of parison, 
iiiO; disgui>e metrical cadence, 
5i2; witty comparisons are 
charming, 587. 
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DEMOSTHEXES ... see Con
tents, brief summary to impress, 

XLI 
l! nsurpa~sed in Amplification, 
X.LI; I· orms o~rn st)'le, his 
thghts, .~; prepared his speeches, 
6; . ~ehvery above all, 8; He
P.etltlon, Irony, 10; descrip-
t~?n, 11 ; compared with 
Ctccro, 13-18; Oration on 
the. , Crown ~nalrsed, lD-23; 
Blau s. Rh~tonc, Demosthenes, 
24; alhteratwn, sopho Sophocles 
33; speed, intensity, H; Arsi; 
and thesis, de liven· 45 · ex
amples of amplificat'ion, '4:3/6; 
examples of Anacolouthon b\' 
Rehdantz-Blass, 40 '50; by B la:-i, 
51; examples of Anadiplosis 
53/4; compared with !Esc hines' 
56; sublime peroration 57 ; 
laborious rhetor, 59; pero~ation~ 
compared, 61 ; corona 48 ex
ample,~ Anaphora, 66; by 'look, 
by vmce, 68,·9; Antithesis, you a 
teacher, 82j3; aposiopcsis, 
Blass, 91, · thud Philippic, D3; 
Apostrophe, 107; Asyndeton, ad
vance of· Philip, 124 5; N arra
tive, 125; "silent is .t'Eschin<'S, 
126; Circle, "thr story,'' it 
alarms, 140/1; ,climax, " I did 
not ~peak thus, 143; style. t\ro 
P.artlcles, ~46; Dialogismus, in
timacy w1th Alexander, 155 · 
Diatyposis, "only see " 164: 
single emphasis, glory 'and re: 
nown, 181; intermediate member 
"yatriot minister,'' 182; expul~ 
s1ve utterance, 185; Fox com
pared with ... 193; Enthymeme, 
·'therefore," "for," 201; Enthv
memata, although, but, 20.5; 
further enthymemata and ex
amples, 206/7; ''on the other 
hand," " I marvel," 211; "mon
strous,'' " cruel," 212; enthr
mematic antithesis, "Although, 
yet," 213; equalization of form, 
" it is shocking," 214; origin of 
the great adjuration, 21.5;" For
death is the close· . . . " 218; 
Epidiorthosis, '' a foul, a most 
foul .... '' 222; Embassy speech, 
Cor. -180, Olynth, III, as ex 
am pies, 223-224; Epilogue of 
Crown Oration, 233/4; \\. ebster 
compared, 2.56; Ethopll'ia direct 
quotation, with Apostrophe, and 
Diatyposis, 270; " \rho, Doris
e us? Who. Cersobleptes ?" 271; 
hypothetical, and suppos<'d rases, 

271;'2; mythical narratives livelr 
~~~; "a calumniator, l\len of 
Athen~ ... ,. 282; Fond of Hypo
phora, 2HO; example~. rhetorical 
questions pn'ccding, most perfect 
torm, 2Dl; more viraciou:;, form 
of yerh.aps, :W2; popular form, 
antitheSIS, protasis following 
29:!; strrngthening a pithy word' 
after " by J ore, ·• stiffened transi~ 
tlon, 294; in ncgatirl' construc
tion, 295; question to himself 
206; not a) ways used the hypo~ 
phora as Lys1as did, allegation 
and. answer as a qu<•stion. give 
n.otm• of a rejoinder, of transi
tiOn,," .o~, but. this inscription 
. . . 291; lum or refutation 
form may be varied 299 · hrpo
phoric word, ,, but:'· 300'; most 
viva.ciou~, form, 301/2; hypo
thesis, For if I deliberated 
. . . your speakers . . . •· 303; 
Interrogatio, '' consider I beSl'<'Ch 
rou ... " :30fl)O; mctaba'i'. shift 
noted for clearncs,, :ll4; Bla''' 
?.emosthencs, the great Orcos, 

by the l\Iancs .. .'' ;i~ij; text 
of the celebrated Orcos, "For if 
rou now pronounce . . . " 3~6; 
Paralepsis, at beginning, (good 
form), coming after, 33\J; 
modesty in speaking of self. 340: 
rhythmically divided b\' Blass 
Parallelism, 34:3; parenthesis: 
'' For these rea,ons ... " 349 · 
" Had I \rhen speaking in th~ 
Assembly . . . " 350; Parono
masia, 3.55/6; Polysyndeton, ex
amples, 383; Prodiorthosis, 
promise of brevity, 388; not err 
as lEschines in excusing out
burst, 388; prosopopa'ia. "the 
present jun;:ture . . . " " Could 
your ancestors," hypothetical, 
394; temperate in u'e of it, 396; 
Sermocinatio, "if I as a Senator 
. · . . certainly not . . . '' 412; 
Simile, " like sums in arith
metic, 427/8; Oratorical Syllep
sis, the first Philippic, 433; 
Synonymia with view to climax 
or rhythm, 437; Pure style, "I 
am a partner . . . " 524; clear 
style, giving order, \'5. Aristo
rrates, 529; examples, 529-.533; 
Dignified style, Crown, 97, " For 
death ... " .536; tropes moderate. 
'' fa \'Curable hopes . . . " 538, 
greatest impression, with topics 
of dignity, 540; Harsh style, 
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\\Tetrhes, ti~Z; pillaging and 
fleecing, 5.!4; Vehement ~trle. 
accursed scribber, . 546; "petti
fogger," "hellebore," "a hack," 
" iambic mo:·~ther," 547; Splen
did !ityle, Crown orations, ''A~ 
to those public works . . . not 
with brick,"Corona, 188 and 98, 
551; examples, ZJ;32-544; Vigorous 
'tyle, "plague," reprehensive 
interrogation, '' \\'as it proper 
.. .'' and examples; ;);ji, t:1; Am
plification. whole (O parts. 560; 
inversion of order, ''we \\'ent 
... " :361; epanalepsis, " chiefly," 
563; hypothetical, obli4uity, dis
tributio, partition of \\'hole, 
enumeration of accidents. 564 5; 
:\rsis and thesis, '' not as one, 
but . . ." 567; Beautiful style, 
" your religion and your 
honour,'' 569; Parison, variet), 
'· If then I pron ... " " \\'hen 
Lasthenes . . ."' 5i0; Celerit}: 
Style, brief repudiations. "for 
peace ? they had it . . . " 57 4; 
Commatic enumeration, " Pydna, 
Potid.ea," Digression, etc., 575; 
intersecting an expression, '' ex
cellrnt," .5i6; 'trochee mixed in 
celerity, 578; Simplicity, Em
bassy, 8; "grasping those snakes 
... tarts. biscuits .. .'' Cor. 260, 
"reapers," 5~1; simple oaths, 
" by heavens,,. 582; charming 
moderated with celeritr, 584; 
"verses you murdered,'' "ye can
not tell the spirit of man ... " 
.386, "Thrse at(' the patriot 
brave .. .'' 5~i; Acumen Style, 
parechesis, 590; Equitable style, 
Conon, 1, smalh•r offence, and 
other examples. ,j93 4; modesty, 
Paralepsis, "I pass over,'' i)!Jii; 
'' I "ill offer no evidence ... " 
596; Gravity style, "you cro\\'n 
that unworthv man ... " " I the 
Batalus," 597; after dubitation, 
" it appears," :3H8; Sincerity 
Style, "Oh Zeus~·· '' 0 earth and 
heaven!'' "Oh m)' !'' ''I pray 
tn all the Gods ... " 600; "per
c'ition seize me,'' !'Urpri,rd at 
"\\'hat! do you deliberate ... " 
rr,J : confidently, ·' I am ready to 
join . . .'' with rr\eritv '' shall 
\\'(' not embark:··· concession and 
rejection, .-\po,iopc~is, •' Tell me 
-but .. .'' tiO~: .\nacolouthon 
'· but I must, it !'eems-" no 
prr-signification. "if m1· accuser 
... an tEacus .... , Anamnesis, 

"but I have fallen upon a sub
ject ... " 60:'1; Epidiorthosis, 
" very lately, lately did I say 
... " 605; Clever Style, the re
condite, " Philip's strength, 
fa\'ourable to you . . ." 609; 
Corona 118, 610; short, rounded 
period applicable in deinotes, 
"Br Jove, it may be said ... 
he that bids the Laced.emonians 
. . . " systrophe, 614; speeches 
likP finest poems and lyrics, 618; 
tragic expression, 79R. 

Dcspard, Charlotte (see Contents), 
5lij 

Detractive prefixes ............... 641 
Dia logi!'mus, disjunctive conclu

sion, VIII. 
Dilemma, other alternatives, rebut 

by another dilemma, IX. 

DIONYSIUS OF HALICARNAS
SUS ... Austere composition, 
clauses, not parallel, no supple
mentar)' \\'Ords to round off 84; 
hiatus in austere style, '28-l: 
\'arietr of rl1ythm. Herodotus, 
Plato, and. Demosthenes hold 
foremost place, ''you summon 
... " from .f:schines, 399; digni
fied st)·le, words firmly planted, 
541; plain spoken, 545; speeches 
of Demosthenes like the finest 
poems and !~Tics, 618. 

Disproof, cause and effect, seven 
wars; of proposition: principle, 
rrason, and relation, XXIV. 

Distribution ... of terms, to all 
its parts, VII I. 

Dodderidge, '' Peacr humble soul 
... ,, ................................. 737 

Drummond. Flora .................. ,)1~ 
·Dryden ... "Fallen, fallen .. .'' 

221 
Dyer ... "~ow I gain the moun-

tain's bro\\' .. .'' ............... 151 

E-
Emerson, Ralph W., on Philips 

and the mob . . . 773, repartee 
... XXX. 

Emotions- Principal Ideas, 729-i 49 
Enthymematic form, proposition or 

conclusion omitted. XVII. 
Enumeration-all known cases, 

happiness, IX. 
EpichPirema, proof to major and 

minor, use for >peaking, I X. 110. 
EQFITABLE STYLE (character). 

593 
~[ethod, 594; Diction, Figures, 
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~[embers. .)96; Arrangement, 
Rhythm, Cadence, .iDi; modesn·, 
731. 

Erskine, Lord . . . avoid e\·ery
thing not on the question. 
XXVII, 130. 

Esenw·~in, J. B. . . . emphasis, 
"""ebst('r, Choate ... " l!:l~: 
pau~cs of \\'. ]. Bryan, 36.5. 

Ercrctt. Edward . . . apostrophe 
" . . . man of militarv science 
... " 107; description, 'v54; ora
torical sentiment, ia6; sad, 732: 
horror, "The awful voice ... " 
76i; earnest interrogation, ar
dour, " was it winter's storm 
.. .'' 780; "El Dorado of ice 
. . . " 780. 

-F-
FALLACIES. purely logical : four 

terms, undist. middle, illicit pro
cess, and negatiw premises; 
Semi-Logical: equi\'ocation, am
phibology, paronrm. composi
tion (united, p. 1~0), division, 
accent. speech; ~[aterial : fallacy 
of accident, gen. to special case, 
spec. to gen (120, 203). spec. 
to spec.; Ignoratio Elenchi: beg
ging question, X on sequitur: non 
causa; plures interrogationes, de
compose them, (p. 120). XX\', 
XXVI. Fallacies in General: of 
Authority, ad ignoratiam. ad 
superstitionem, ad amicitiam 
(XX\'l): of Dangn, ad odium
hoscitur and noscitur. ad metum 
-look out!; of Delay, ad 
quietum, comolation, ad socor
diam; of Confusion, ad ju
dicium (XXII!)-\·ague generali· 
ties, bewilder the mind, ad cap
tandum, ad populum (:'\XIII). 
sweeping classifications, sham 
distinctions, ad superbiam. ad 
hominem (XXIII), anti-rational 
-as utopian. speculatire ... ad 
invidiam-men not measures, end 
and means (123), XXVI, XXYII: 
From apparent Enthymemes
string heads of sy 1., exaggeration 
-crime too great, omission, 203, 
XXXIV, 120. 

FALSE REASOXIXG: Question 
begging-grass grows because it 
grows, epithets, mixing confirma
tive and refutatiYe, when and 
how omitted, apparent compari
sons, gi,·e opposite in ad popu
lum ~797). false analogy-

Liverpool and to Heaven. re
ductio ad absurdum-'r ebster 
t11·enty-four ma5ters, by defini
tion, trick, defences-verbal 
quibbles. " what do you mean,'' 
"any sensible person knows'' 

. 121-1:22: se lf-authorit\·
" not prepared,'' comolation
" people orer thrTP,'' '·no one 
thinks so,'' " slow " ... 122-12:t 

Feelings-Exciting and .\llaying, 
59i 

Fernald, Bert, ~[. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . ,),j_? 

FIGl'RES, of Thought, \rords, 
prolegomena ... facing ... p. 1. 
Oratorical, 1-J.U . . . Logical, 
1st fig., for .propertie~; 2nd fig . 
for distinctiom ; 3rd fig. for in
stances, objections; Jth fig. di~
co,·ery and exclu5ion of specie•. 
XIX. XX, reduction of last thre:· 
to first fig. XXI. Figures used 
in Argument: Enthymeme, Hy
pophora. Pi;;tei~;, Procatalepsis. 
etc .. XL, XLI, YI, \'TI. Figure of 
Thought Defined. Ir: Figure of 
Language Defined. n·; Defini
tion of a Figure, \'. 

F'ORTCX.HJ..\~TS . . differ-
ence betll'een hy-pophora and an
thypophora. 291; other modes of 
introducing the hypophora, and 
anthypophora, caution as to use, 
298/9. 

Forsyth, \rilliam ... '·Life of 
Cicero '' .............................. 99 

FOSTER, ]. EDG.\R ... exor-
dium in lo1r \'Oice, :28:2; mental 
picture, 305; deli\'ery of narra
tion. 322: direct and indirect 
appeal. 361: oratorical pause! 
a66; period, 36i /~; delirery of 
Cro11·n oration, 3~9; soliloquy, 
430. 

FOX CHARLES J.\MES (see 
C.o~tents), Fi1·e different argu
ments, XIX; do his best, XXIX: 
repetition. 10, 119 ......... 192-200 
Dialogue, 156; Ecpho~esis, _li~; 
his oratory, fun. 19.J; p1stm 
ethica, 2i&. 3i2; hypobole, 289. 

Fox, ~acre ......... : .................. 5~~ 
Frankhn. Ben]amm ............... 3 __ 
Fulton, Robert I., gestures .... X\' 

-·G 
GARFIELD, Gen .... Clouds and 

darkness .. ... ........ .... .. ... ..... XI 
Hypobole, favourite method, 289. 
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Garrick, Darid ... compared \\·ith 
Pitt, 13.5; \rhitt'field's "Oh," 
227; perfect pronunciation, 403, 
423. 

GEXUXG, J. F., descripti\'e 
prose, Ruskin, 150; arrest atten
tion, 280; hypotyposis, word 
painting, 303. 305/6; parison, 
311; parallelism, 344; per
petual pairing, 351 ; rhythm, roll 
and richness, 407; important 
thought, 438. 

Genus and species, affirm or deny 
of gen. is true of species, XXIII. 

GEORGE, DA \'ID LLOYD (see 
Contents) ............... 465-471, 552 
Synthetic gesture, 242; the orator, 
466; voice, and wit, 467; an elo
quent peroration, 467; empire 
speech, 468-471 ; splendid style, 
5.52; recent election tour, 806. 

Gilbart ... com·ersational reason
ing, 201. 

GLADSTONE, WM. E. (see Con
tents), 130, 370, 44.8/4:35. 
Master of Aristotle and Thucv
dides, 448; eloquence, manners 
and appearance, 4.50; as a bud
get orator and debater. 452; 
Waverley speech, 4.53. 

Glo\'er, "Oh hope, sweet flatterer 
. . . " 746. 

GOLDSMITH, OLIVER ... "As 
a bird . , ." 760. 

GORGIAS ... antithesis, 80/1; 
Gorgianic parison, 84; destroy 
adversary's jest by earnestness, 
378. 

GRAVITY STYLE (Character), 
597 

The Thoughts, 597; Method, Dic
tion, Figures, 598; Members, Ar
rangement, Rhythm, Cadence 
599; 760. 

GRAY, THOS., " For them no 
more ... " ........................ 732 

Gwatkin, T .... J£schines' speech, 
no regular divisions ......... 61/2 

-H-
Hall, Dr., speak slowly ruin to a 

little man ............... XIII, 263 
HARDI~G. WARREN G. (see 

Contents) ..................... 494-499 
As a public speaker, 494; short
hand to use of oratory, 496; 
speech at the world's conference 
for limitation of armaments, 
498/9. 

Harris, James ... "Beauty mar 
be lost ... " ........................ rt06 

HARSH STYLE (Sublime) ... 542 
The Thoughts, 546; Method, Dic
tion, .343; Figures, 544; Mem
bers, Composition, 545; Rhythm, 
Cadence, 5-16; denunciation, 761. 

HA WKIKS, E. L. ... dilemma, 
XVIII; hypothetical syllogism, 
XIX, 302. 

Hearers : just, free to act . . 
XXXI. 

HECKLING : the four rules, draw 
out an absurdity . . . XXVII ; 
establish conclusion, having as
certained one proposition by in
quiry, state conclusion, XXVIII; 
make opponent contradict him
self or general opinion, 
XXVIII, 307; reduce him to 
sophistical answers, 307. How 
to answer equivocal questions
by distinction; by anticipation; 
by explanation and assign cause 
... XXVIII, 308, plures interro-
gationes, 121. · 
Different \\"ays of Handling Heck
lers ... XXVIII, XXIX. 

Hemans, Mrs., "calm on its leaf
strewn bier " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 133 
Horror, 767; sublime, "yet more 
.. .'' 769 . 

Henderson, Arthur ......... 534, 806 
Henry Patrick ... sudden burts, 28 

HERMAGORAS . . . Anaphora, 
67; Aposiopesis, 93; Paralepsis 
contributes to deinotes, 340; 
Prosopopcria,-awe when the 
dead are introduced-and cau
tion, 395-6. 

HERMOGE~ES ... on the alle
g-orical, 32; Amplification, 44/5; 
on Anacolouthon, 51/2; Ana
phora,, 67; Anastrophe. 71 ; An-
tistrophe, 76; Antithesis of 
Demosthenes, 80, 82, 83; 
Aposiopesis, stamp of truth, 93; 
Apostrophe, for vehemence, 108 ;' 
Arsis and thesis, 111; Climax, 
142/3; 274; Ethos prevails in 
judicial, 277; method, to slur 
over one's good qualities, mythi
cal narratives, lively manner, 
2i8: Hiatus in dignity, avoided 
in beauty, 284; hypophora for 
short objections and repudiations. 
295; Parison, 350; pareche>is 
contributes to beauty, 34i; 
Paronomasia, the best, six rules, 
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. 355/6; Prodiorthosis, 388; Or
thotes, pure style, 526; Dignified 
style, 536; sublime style, harsh, 
542; pure harsh difficult, 543; 
vehement style, 546; vigorous 
style, 556; Amplific_ation, 560; 
example from Crown, 562; 
enumeration, 563; 567; Celerity 
style, 574; Character style, 579; 
Charming, 583; Acumen style, 
589; " dog . . . for humanity's 
sake," 590; Equitable style, 593; 
Gravity style, 597; Sincerity 
strle, 599; endiatheton, 604; 
style, 608/9; systrophe, 614; the 
polished, comic, and tragic ex· 
pression, 797-8. 

Holmes, Arthur . . . Crown Ora
tion analysed . .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. 20-23 

Homer ... amplification, 42; Odys. 
sey, 194. 

Hullah, John ... lower register at 
first unnatural .................. XII 

-·-Index to Forms of Oratorical ex-
pression .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . 823 

Index to Ideas-Positive and 
Negative ........................... 827 

Induction viii fresh proposition; 
inductive form, particulars to 
generals, XXI. 

Ingersoll, Robert G .... on Shake
speare, 341; 571. 

Illustrations, Plates, etc. (see 
Contents). 

Intensifying Prefixes ...... 639, 827 
Introduction ........................... IV 
ISAEUS . . . chiastic antithesis, 

80; hypophora, 290. 
ISOCRA T ES, antithetical heighten 

expression, 80; synonymia, 437. 

-J-
Jebb, R. C., Logical proof the 

body, all else appendag~, ~V, V 
On Attic orators, supenonty of 
Greek to Roman oratory, 27; 
Modern oratory, sudden bursts, 
28; goal of oratory; tEschines' 
peroration, 61. 

Jefferson, Thomas . . . 54. 
Jesbury, Miss ... "Through life, 

whate'er . . ." .................. 127 
JEVONS, W. STANLEY . _. . 

dilemma; XVIII; Log1cal 
figures and modes, XIX-XX. 

J ewson, Do_rothy ·;........... .... . 6~~ 
Johnson, Huam " ................ 5ot 

Johnson, Rossiter, 33; every man 
a Boswell, 34; direct appeal, 
47 i 52. 

JOHNSON, SAMUEL ... 122; 
2ti3; ''Vanity of human wishes 
... " 775. 

Jones, Rev. Sam. . . . debauchery 
.................................... 94 

Jones, Sir William . . . " The 
morn that .. .'' 74. 

-K-
Kennedy, Charles Rann ... Crown 

Oration Analysed ............ 20-23 
Kenny, Annie ........................ 519 
Kingsbury, S. S. . . . sums up 

Rehdantz amplification, 40, 43i 
Kirk, W. W .... Demosthenic 

style, figures ..................... 65 
Knowledge perfect, Leibnitz, Des

cartes, XVII. 
Knowles, J. S .... Cresar's energy, 

322-3 

-L 
LANGLEY, LARUT ... poetic 

lines of figures, 30 ; 47 ; 70; 72; 
74; 78; Antonomasia, 87. 
Apophasis, 89; Aporia, 90; 91 ; 
Asyndeton, 124 ; 139; 142; E~
phonesis, 169; 220/1; 2~2; Ept
phonema, 266; Erotests, 26~; 
Hyperbole, 288; HypotypoSIS. 
303; Paronomasia, 355; Polypto
ton, 381; Polysyndeton, 382; Pro
lepsis, 390; Symploce, 435; Syn
choresis, 435. 

Lawrence, Mrs. Pethick ......... 520 
Lawrence, Susan .................. 629 
Leland Thomas ... Demosthenes. 

I 12 
tEschines's style, 62. 

LINCOLN, ABRAHAM ... 4~5-447 
Histraining,Manner of Dehverr. 
445; His Wit, His F~gures, Hts 
Language, 446; Hts. Cooper 
Union Speech, 447: Hts Gettys
burgh Speech, and Two In
augurals following p, 447. 

LODGE, HENRY CABOT . 
257; 534. f 

Logical Expression, Forms o , 
XVII 

Longfellow, " There is no flock 
. .. " ................................. 734 

LONGINUS ... on the Sublime, 
Cicero and Demosthrnes com-
pared ................................. 26 
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On Amplification, exagerration of 
all the Constituents, Cicero. pro
fusion 41; oratorical imagery, the 
oath, 214/5; forcible style, 
hiatus, 283; on Theopompus, 
sublime, 539; on splendourl 
" pass by like a cloud .. .'' 554; 
on Thucydides heaping up paren
thesrs, speaker's peril and srm· 
pathy, 566/7. 

Lrsias . . . continued hypophora 
for objections. 290; alway intro· 
clueing with "but," 297. 

M 

Uacaulay, T. B. ... on Pitt, 132; 
on ''O'Connell," 443; Pitt, the 
Younger, 176; "Father Tiber 
.. .'' 187. 

~IACBETH, ]. \\" .... anathema, 
71 ; hypocatastasis, " beast . . .'' 
290; '' ... by yon heaven ... " 
325; oratorical syllepsis, 433. 

~IACDO~ALD. ]. RAMSAY, 
799, 803 

Plate ........................ facing 799 
His early studies, 799; His 
His Gestures, 800; as a speaker, 
&01; Choice Extracts of His 
Speech in House of Commons, 
analysed, 801-802. 

~Iackenzie, Morrell, no food, thin 
roice ................................. XV 

~L\SO X, J 0 H X ... three or four 
fe~'t-\'erse, " Character of King 
\\'illiam,'' 352; rules of rhythm, 
-liJ~/:3; S!Jlendid feet, 555; furnish 
~·If 1rith copia of ~rnonrms, 611. 

~L\THE\\'S. \\'ILLI:Ul ... cele
brated apostrophes, 6::1; on Sheri
dan, 160; on Rufus Choate, l6l:l; 
on Fox, 106; on \'an Buren, 217; 
on \\'eb-ter, :w2; Choate's sub
qanti re and six, 2Gi; on 
Cicero's low qui\'ering at begin
ning, 281; Clar, Calhoun and 
\\' t·b~ter compared, 422. 

~IETHOD OF 
.\vreement to find causr, show 
uther cau;.e~, \'III, XXX\'. \'1. 
D!lfuence to find effect, om-it. or 
n·mo1e, \"III. \'I, XXXV, 
\\XVI. 
]utnt Agret>IJWnl and Difference to 
llltreaoe J•rubaLilit)·. J•le5tllt and 
al,-cnt, \"Ill, \'!. X\XV 
Concomitant Variations to find 
<onncction, \'III. 
Re~1du!'s to find effect of rrmain
dfr. \'III. 
Chain uf Argument, tu find out 
my~ter), thev1 r, \"I I I. 

Middle Excluded .................. 827 
Middle Term, affirm or deny of a 

whole class, XXV. 
Middleton, Conyers . . . Life of 

Cicero ................................. 97 
Miller, Thos .... "Happy Valley," 

742. 
~IlL TO X, JOHX, 70; Antithesis, 

83; 90; Simile, 429; regret, 737; 
Envy, 750; Contempt, "none 
left . . . " 756; defiance, "so 
farewell hope," 774; 797. 

!l[ontgomery . . . " while we livP 
. . .'' 72. 

1100RE, THOMAS, " Oft in the 
stilly riight ... " " Life of Sheri-
dan ... " .................. 159, 729 

-N-
. 

Xapoleon . . . troops to highest 
rank ................................. XI 
Overtures, 170, 198. 

X egativing prefixes ............... 640 
X egris Alexander ... £schines' 
subli~e peroration ............... 58 

-0-
0bjections-general; besides ques

tion, begs it, fact overlooked, IX. 
O'COXXELL, DANIEL Tara 

Hill, 8: Antithesis, 82; nick
names, 145 . .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. 442-444 
Soliloquy, 431; His training, his 
voice, gestures, 442; His Figures, 
443; Choice extracts of speeche~ 
analysed, 4-14. 

O'Connor, john ... £schines' 
happy introduction, 63-4; Cicero 
against Cataline ............... 103-4 

Oratorical Style-Its Art and 
Science .. .. .. . .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 523 

-P
PA.XKHCRST, BmELIXE (see 

Contents), as an orator, 516; ex-
tracts ........................ 516-518 

Pankhurst, Christabel ............ 520 
Pankhurst. Syh·ia ................. 520 
Parity of reasoning, form, 

other similar cases, XXI, 
~08, XX\Tll, 611, XXX\'III, 
XXX, IX. 

Parke, '\"alter ... " ... six 
baboons .. .'' ..................... 118 

Parker, Edward G. . . . " Golden 
.\g!' uf American Graton·.'' 

5.5, 4i7 
Pa~~ions-Principal Ideas, i5U-i1'9 
Part I. Forms of Logical Expres-

sion ................................... III 
Part II, Forms of Oratorical Ex

!Jre;;sion and Ancient Orator". 
facing XLII 
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Part III. Forms of Oratorical Ex
pression and ~Iodern Orator' 

facing "iao 
PART IV, Recent and Contempor-

ary Orators ............. facing 44:-' 
Part V-Oratorical Style, facing5:22 

Part_ . VI, IDEAS, Emotions-: 
Pa~swns . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . .. . . 681 

PHILLIPS, \YEXDELL (see 
Contents), 183; 203; voice, quiet
ness. foretokening the thought, 
4i6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 4i2-4ii 

Phillip~on, Hilton .................. 6:!9 

PITT. \riLLLUI l~ee Contents), 
amplification, li5-li6; sJa,·e 
trade, 169 ..................... li 4-180 

PLAIX STYLE .................... 523 
Plates, Illustrations, list of ... see 

Contents. 
POETRY ............................. 618 

Rules of De liven·. Terms 618-620; 
and Kinds of Poetrr, feet, 621~ 
623; Different Kinds of i\Ietre, 
623. 4; Enjambments, Endings, 
62415; Musical Element in 
poetry, 625/6: ~[ usical Element in 
Speaking, 626; :,: otation of Feet, 
627; Rhrme, 628. 

Polished .. . ..... . .. .. .... . .. .. . . ... . .. . 79i 
Portal, Andrew . . . Exordium of 

.Eschines .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. 59 
Predicate. VIII, comprehend its 

meaning. 
PREMISE, major, minor, VIII; 

pocket interest and likes, major 
... XXXIII. 

Pri,·ative prefixes .................. 640 
., suffix ..................... 641 

Probability, ''more'' and " most." 
XXIV. 

Proof-principle admitted. a fact? 
imply truth of thesis, IX. 

POPE, ALEXAXDER. "Oh hap
piness, i 4:2; Pride, '' .\sk for 
what end .... , 775; '' a hero ... ·· 
iS; 87; 390. 

Prolegomena to Forms of Oratorical 
Expression .................. facing I 

Prolegomena to Oratorical Style, 
betwet:n pp . . j22 & 52:3 

Prolegomena to Ideas. 
bet\reen pp. 63$ & 639 

Ge~ture;, Inflections, accent5. 
tones; Praxis for Tone Develop
ment; Timr. \'owels: Con
~onant'. and Diphthongs, 

benn:en pp. 638 & 630 

PROOFS COXFIR~IATIVE: 
Diagram-A Speech, its succes
si,·e order ... VI; Principle or 
facts admitted, believed or not 
disputed (313); 2nd, similarity 
between principle and point to 
establish; similarity and dis
similarity= proof and disproof; 
ll'eaker proofs in block . . . 
XXXII. Three fold: Ethos, i.e., 
suitable expression-description, 
narration, exposition, definition
good on one side, bad results the 
other 18o) ... XXXII; 2nd, 
Pathos, i.e .. emotions, passions
oratory of the feelings. for 
pL·ople '• feel in their bones " 
more (p. 209), no persuasion 
\rithout appealing to passions
ad populum, ad 1·ericundiam. ad 
hominem . . . XXXIII; 3rd, 
Proof Proper, deliberati,·e (3i1-2 
will or \rill not happen, result 
unju"1, bad, inexpedient, im
portance, les~ degree, seven 
topics, pisteis ethica-course 
right or wrong), probability-
strong, presumptive . . 
XXXIII;; examples (:336 most 
effect in deliberative-desire ex
cited, connection, gratification) 
from similar circumstances best 
for orator, fables (204), dissimi
lar, Socrates (216) ... XXXIII
XXXIV; positive proof-is, is 
not- is, is-is not, is-is not, is not 
... XXXIV; positive assertions, 
3ii; signs, fallible-may ~r may 
not, not always, weighty, JOm~d, 
semeion and icos, i.e., habits and 
passions, associations (3ii) 
speaker -;hould know, 203, 329-
330-, infallible-it must, or can
not have been, tecmerion (3ii) 
. .. XXXIV. Enthymeme-con
firmative from acknowledged 
premises, refutative, inference 
not admitted, is a form of proof, 
one premise omitted and forms 
conclusion, e.g., we are depen
dent, therefore should be humble, 
the major dependent creatures 
should be humble, is left out, the 
b~.:st antithetical, single proposi
tion without reason, good . . . 
:\XXI\', 120, 201-~08, 21_3. Con
firmati,·e proof~: mduct1ve .. a~~
logical, deductire ... xxx;\. 

Inductire: draw from ~recedmg 
p:trtirulars, '·the .\themans 
the Thebes, •: therefore all . . . 
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called contingent, will happen 
again under similar circum
stances, moral causes more diffi
cult . . . XXXV; method of 
Agreement-uniform companion
ship, heat in Asia, Africa, there
fore everywhere ... XXXV, VI, 
YIII; method of Agreement and 
Difference, or presence and ab
sence, countries where liberty 
exists and not ... XXXV, VL 
YIII; Method of difference shows 
absence of other causes save one, 
argument much resorted to, e.g., 
fe\·er, poverty and overcrowding 
~ure cause absent. therefore pol
luted water ... XXXV-XXXVI. 
\'I, nu; 11ethod of concomitant 
variations-variation of Method 
of Dif., also proportional, Crom
well, as one is to ten ... XXXVI, 
\'II I. 204; method of residues
all known effects subtracted, 
ascribe remainder to ... XXXVI, 
expeditio, 2i9; intermixture of 
effects-course of a cannon ball 
. . . XXXVI ; and examples
from similar and dissimilar 
points, dictionarr makers, Cicero, 
destroy false idea of genius, 
fables, Darius (204), put them 
at end, many for beginning 
(~07). Valentine's "bat,'' (117}, 
speaker's own assertion good ... 
xxxn, VI. 

.\nalogical : two essentially re
semble. true of one true of other 
(:313); relation (209) !lfars and 
Earth, mother country, common 
property would be inductive, 
parit\· of reasoning form of Ana
logical ... XXXVII, VI, VIII, 
XXIV, XXI, 208-9, ratio 30~~ 
kna re 317, similar cases in 
hearer's mind, icos. make utter
ances of speaker probable 376. 

Deductive : puts particular case 
first then adduces principle to 
prove it; for, because, mark de
ductive; prevailing type of argu
ment; persons, things, places, 
time. causes, means, persons 
(~29-3~~), bad character because 
... xxxrii. consequence, to learn, 
prr.pn to ttach, 1210); causes. 
\'I. IX. XXIII; whole and parts, 
di1 i;;ion lXXII-III); deducti\·e 
concerns dicf,l de .omni et 1111llo 
(p. XX\'): definition (110), genus 
and <;prdrs, difference, proper!\' 
··-rna n anima I that bughs, rea~on;;, 

XXII XXXVIII, VI, VIII. 
Caution against established pre
judices-strike wedge just suffi
ciently, more probable my 
o;1inion, 3i9-380. 

PROOFS REFUTATIVE: V:II, 
XXIV. XXXVIII; ins 1st 
strongly, be eloquent especially 
on praise, blame, just and unjust 
(111, 216); two forms of negation 
--did not happen, did happen not 
the matter in question; Modes of 
refuting--whether true, difinition 
whether concerns cause, quality 
whether honourable, vindictive, 
etc. ... XXXVIII. Precedents 
-two cases unlike, not justifiable 
... XXXVIII. Charges of op
ponent with proofs repeated only 
to weaken or ridicule . . . 
XXXVIII. Bad cause-introduce 
foreign matter, taken evident in 
another sense, not too anxious 
to refute all (380 and 611) . . . 
XXXVIII, XXXIX. 

Inductive refutation-cite contrary 
instance, most cases otherwise 
(202), destroy false idea of 
genius, examples to contrary, 
VI I XXXIX, 204, 373, 381. 

Analogical - expose · defective 
similarity, false analogy different 
to Liverpool and to heaven (121); 
false if not a majority of resem
blaqces, paternal government 
(XA.1V); opponent's misstate
ment elsewhere (372); irony, best 
for ridiculing arguments (378) 
... VII, XXXIX; similar to 
another proposition untenable, 
202. 

Deducti\·e - parallel case in 
contradiction, especially in the 
negative form, small boy, raw 
apples and England (611), votes 
for women (203); reductio ad ab
surdum (121); object by contrary, 
XXXIX. ~Iajor except to 
general affirmation. ~ingle ex
ample sufficient, in contra or 
other proposition . . . XXXIX. 
Minor-irrelevant, refuse its ap
plication ... XXXIX, XXIV, 
contradicton· instances. 381. 
Cause and ·Effect-effect. cause 
absent; effect fails alleged causP 
pre5ent; inexhaustire: intermix
ture ; counteracting causes : 
plurality of cause5 ... XL, IX, 
\'I I, XX\'I (non causa), 202, 
208-210. 
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PROPOSITION : subject and pre
dicate-clear . defined . . . VI ; 
state pr!nciple-give objects; re
state d1fferently-syns; obverse 
restatement-predicate opposite; 
examples-par. instances; illus
tration; positive proofs-Ariosto, 
corollaries . . . XXXI ; not de
fine too subtly; indirect for un· 
favourable audience-cause to 
effect, "dead men ... "XXXII, 
208, 391, 439. 

Prove Too Much. other untenable 
points would follow, IX. 

Proverbs as proofs, not invented 
for particular cases, XXXVI I. . 

PURE STYLE (Plain) ......... 524 
The Thoughts, Method, 524; Dic
tion or Wording, 525; Figures, 
526; Members, Arrangement, 
527; Rhythm, Cadence, 528, 
\Visdom, 731. 

PUTTENHAM, GEORGE 
" tell cause,'' 2; 47; 76; 91; 127; 
285; merismus, 313. 

-Q-
QUACKENBOS, G. P .... Apo

phasis, "-nothing,'' 89; descrip
tion, things, person, 147; suitable 
in the sublime, beautiful, 149; 
152. 

QUESTION: conjectural-pos-
sible or impossible (335) ; •quali
tative; quantitative, legal . . . 
XXXI. 

QUINTILLIAN . . . All elo
quence relates ... " Preface page, 
clap hand, stamp feet, XI; lone 
lamp, and low tone to commit 
speech, keep shoulders down, 
XI'-:; question, proposition, 
XXAI ; weak proofs in block, 
XXXII; reign supreme in 
quality and quantity, xli; why 
the ignorant speak with force, 
xlii; Aitiology by a question, 3; 
on Cicero and Demosthenes, 26; 
Amplification defined, 35; all re
sources for Amplification, 42/3; 
anticipation, 73; no lamenting 
in Antitheses, 84; Aposiopesis 
attests passion, 91; Apostrophe 
for odium. 108; Argumentation, 
lively, 111; jocular story and ab
surd reasoning, 116; in all modes 
of arguments, 120; Asyndeton, 
127; greatest comparison, equals, 
144; Diegesis, and delivery, 

165/6; digression, 167; emphasis, 
180; sentence begins as verse 
ends, 186; emphatic repetition, 
"Ah Corrdon, Corydon . . ." 
190; thousand and one figures in 
argument, 216; Epanodos, 
" Pelias came . . . " 221; ges
ture, calm and flowing, 242; 
forensic epilogue, 246/7; perora
tion, uniform tone, soothe musi
cal cadence, 247; persuasion, 
florid and majestic styles in the 
Epilogue, 248/9; rhythm and 
feet-elevated portions long and 
sonorous syllables; peroration, 
more subdued; grave, the sub
lime; demonstrative, numbers 
free and flowing; calm, lengthen
ing the vowels, 249; striking 
thoughts, 266; Exordium, not in
solent, calm, 281; description, 
diffuse, when to embellish, 305; 
membrum, no force separated, 
312; statement of facts, persons, 
motives, etc., 320; full and I:'X· 
pressive, 321; persuade and dis
suade, the subject, people, 
speaker, 335; gesture in exhorta
tion, confident way, 338; wrath 
not in antithesis, 344; sentence 
begins as verse ends, 345; 
periods, 366/7; Prrecthesis, clear, 
brief, credible, 387; proposition, 
clear, division, 391; rhythm, feet, 
not more than three back for 
cadence, rhythm of language, 
401; systrophe, delivery, 439; 
Traductio, literal and figurative 
join '' purchased immortality by 
death," 439; Vision, lively 
imagination, we imagine a sofa 
in its place in the room, un•· 
scene calls up its essentials, clear 
scene fluency, 440; approves 
Cretic for dose in the splendid 
style, 556; brevity in jocular say
ings, 590; clever style
Deinotes: "to speak gravely, 
austerely ... " 610; grand style 
for moving the feelings; method 
delivery \-Clever Style-correct, 
clear, elegant and to the pur
pose, 613; delivery of celerity as 
to pauses almost imperceptible, 
613; combination of a Bacchius 
and an Iambic, or Iambic and 
Cretic make a good closing 
Dochmaic foot, 617. 

-R-
Rapin, R. . · . Demosthenes and 

Cicero compared ... 13-19. 
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REHDANTZ-BLASS ... Allitera
tion of Demosthenes, 33; on 
Amplification, 36-38, 40; Ana- , 
colouthon, 49/50; "Rhetorischer 
und Stilisticher Index,'' Ana~ 
phora, harmonious arrangement 
of homogenous parts, 65/6; 
asrndeton for the excited, 127; 
alternated with polysyndeton, 
128; "a wife-a mistress . . .'' 
129; enthymeme, from c-ontraries, 
201; illustrations from Demos
thenes, 205; parataxis, 211/213; 
rqualisation of form, 214; most 
perfect form of hypophora, 291 ; 
lusis or refutation varied, 299. 

REPARTEE: XXIX, \Vit for wit, 
element of self-defence, shuts 
off further questioning-" What 
do· you mix your colours with?" 
'With brains, sir!' "You are 

. going to hell." 'I have got a 
return ticket.' Uses of Repartee 
-~·Check presumption and give 
vivacity, Alert intellect, seize 
weak point ... XXX. 

Retort : bitter, sarcastic, XXIX; 
reply in kind, censure for cen
sure, see Antistrophe, 75, 76, 208, 
XXX. 

Richards, S. C .... on repartees, 
~ XXX 

Richardson, Rufus, B .... Figures 
of .tEschines ..................... 58/9 

Roberts, \V. Rhys ... On Longinus 
on the sublime . . . 153; 541. 

Robertson, J. C. . . . Antitl)esis, 
81, 84. 

Robinson. F. B .... abrupt shocks 
... 482/3. 

ROMANUS, AQUILA ... Ana
phora, "hO!c ftgura . : ." 67; 
Asyndeton defined, 124; diaty
posis defined, 164; prodiorthosis, 
precedent correction, 388. 

Royden, Maude ..................... 521 
RUFI~IA~WS, JVLIUS . . . 

Figure of Thought, IV; Aiti
ology, 3; Anadiplosis, 53; Anti
thesis, 78; Asyndeton, 124; 
Climax, 142; Ethopo::ia defined, 
:?Gfl; Ethopa·ia for reprehension, 
~73; Paronomasia, scheme lexeos, 
355. 

Rl'~H, JAMES . , . descriptive 
.... prose. 153; emphasis, 183; lofty 

appeals, 187; stress, 188; de
li 1·ery of hypothr,isJ 303; iso
colon, 311; narrati\'e, 3~2; para
lt•p>is, 3!0; defines Parison, 350; 
thythm, Mrs. Siddons, 403/4. 

RUSSELL, WM .... description, 
153, up and down movement, 
gesture, 241; orotund, 244; nar
rative style, distinctive slide, 
322; admonition, 323; animated 
exhortation, 337; pathopreia, not 
to drag, 357; phenomena of the 
universe, 386, also see animated 
description, 577 ; rhythm, just 
observation of pauses, 406; 
soliloquy, melancholy, 431; sad 
emotion, 732; sentiment, 736; 
humour, 740; Envy, 750; horror, 
767 ; triumph, " Y e crags and 
peaks , ... " 772; Ardour, 780. 

-S.-
SAINTSBURY, GEORGE . . . 

rhythm of irony, 34; Arsis and 
thesis, "When all is done ... " 
11:!; rhythm of irony, 311; 
balance and rhythmic sweep, 
351/2; rules, axioms, etc., on 

·rhythm, 405; euphuistic sing
song drowned, 615/6; dochmiac 
admits of 30 variations, 617. 

Sandys, John Edwin . . . Demos
thenes' long syllables . . . 23; 
.tEschines' clear voice, 63. 

Sappho ... "0 Evening Star," 67. 
Savage, Richard , .. remorse, 738 
Scott, Sir Walter ... "Ill would 

it ... " 89; "0 Caledonia ... " 
108; " ... fair Melrose ... " 369. 

SHAKESPEARE . . . allegory, 
31 ; 4 7 ; 66 ; 92 ; 266 j 288 ; 325 ; 
730; Love, 743; jealousy, 
Othello. 751; contempt, Corio· 
Janus, 756; Hatred, 757; Re
venge, 759; reproach, 759; Ad
monition, 760; Anger, 762; 
fear. 764; astonishment, 766; 
horror, Ccesar, 767; Confidence, 
773; Boasting, 773; joy, 777; 
Grief, "Oh now forever fare
well thr tranquil mind," 781; 
''Farewell" Wolsey, 781/2; Re
morse, Othello, Anthony, 783; 
despa1r1 784. 

SHAW, ANNA HOWARD (see 
Contents) ..................... 500-507 
Wit, repartee, as an orator, 501; 
extracts of speeches, 503-7. 

SH~RIDAN, R. B. (see Contents), 
158-163 

Antithesis, 8.5; Asyndeton, 127; 
Dialogue, 156; fluency, voice, 
159. 

Siddons, 1\lrs. . . . 159; in 
"Grecian Daughters," 240. 

Simon, Sir John .................. 568 
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SIMPLE STYLE (Character), 580 
The Thoughts, 580; 1\Iethod, 581; 
Diction, Figures, 582; Members, 
Arrangement, Rhythm, Cadence, 
583. ' 

SINCERITY STYLE ............ 599 
The Thoughts, Method, 600; Die. 
tion, Figures, 604; Members, Ar· 
rangement, Rhythm, Cadence, 
608. ' 

Smith, Gipsy .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .... ..... 806 
Smith, Sydney ... Wit, 116; " ... 

distinction," 410. 
SNOWDEN, PHILIP ..... 803·804 

Plate ................................. 804 
His Figures and Oratorical Num. 
bers, 804; . Epilogue of his 
Speech on "The Christ that is 
to be," 804·805. 

Socrates . . . Socratic disputation, 
dialogue, 155; choosing a steer. 
man, 426. . 

Speaker : who, credit, age, good 
reasoner, asset, XXXI, 335, 612. 
615. 

SPEECH ..................... VI, VII 
Its SuccessiveOrder orstages,VI, 
VII ; Prooimion, Diegesis, The· 
sis, Pisteis, VI; Pisteis, Procata· 
lepsis, Epilogue ............. ,. VII 

Speech to the People-Pro<I'mion, 
Diegesis, Prothesis and Pisteis; 
Winans, Garfield, Cicero, and 
Quintillian, X, XI. 

SPENCER, HERBERT ... Anti· 
thesis, 78/9; Asynd~to~, 128(9; 
climax, 142; use of stmtle, 428;9. 

SPLENDID STYLE ............ 550 
The Thoughts, 550; Method, Dic
tion, 552; Figures, 553; Members, 
Arrangement, Rhythm, 554; Ca
dence, 555; 761; 769. 

Subject and attribute. presence or 
absence inferred, XXIII. 

SPURGEON, C. H. (see Con
tents), all up, if you get angry 
when interrupted, XVI; 460-464. 
Apostrophe, 108; \rit, 118; riddle, 
119; dialogue, 156; open air, 281; 
304; pause, 365; voice, manr~er, 
460; naturalness, 461; vocahty, 
462. 

Steele, Joshua ... rhythm, "ralk
ing measure .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 403 

SUBLIME STYLE ............... 535 
Dignity-The Thoughts, 535; 
Method, Diction, 537; Figures, 
538 · Members, Arrangement or 
Co~position, 539; Rhrthm, 540; 
Cadence, 541; 769. 

Supplement to Forms of Oratorical 
Expression ..................... 503/4 

SYLLOGISM, VIII, relative 
major, form for clearness, VIII; 
simple syllogistic form, XVII; 
complex syllogistic form more 
than three terms, XVIII. Con
junctive syllogistic form: hypo
thetical, constr. and destr., rule; 
disjunctive with "or" affirms 
that not denied; relative; con
nexive denies or affirms in the 
minor, XVIII. CompoJind Syl
logistic form: Epicheirema (p 
IX); Dilemmatic divides whole 
into parts by " or " and infers 
concerning the whole (pp. IX, 
168, 210), simple, complex with 
u or " or " nor" in the conclu
sion, constr. and destr., when 
fallacious; Prosyllogistic, episyl
logistic, conclusion forms major 
or minor of following syllogism, 
XVIII, XIX; Sorites (P. 432) 
joins last pred. with first subject, 
XIX. Rules of syllogisms, XXI, 
XXII. 

Synonymous Ideas .......... 648-72R 

-T-
T~~lor, "Isle of Long Ago ... " 

Ill. 
TENNYSON, ALFRED, Ecstasy 

''Ring out the Old ... " 778. 
Terrington, Lady ................. 629 
Theopompus ... against Philip, 83. 
Thomas, J. H ...................... 805 

Plate ............................ 531, 805 
His Style, Wit, Humour, 805; Ex
tracts of Speech on Australia 
Day, 805-806. • 

Thompson ... " \\ hy need I men-
tion ... " 89. 

THOMSON, JAMES, "Castle of 
Indolence," 730. 

Thucvdides ... Antithesis, 78; 82; 
avoids smoothness, 284; heaping 
up parentheses, 566 7. 

Tiberius, 111, artistic form of hy
pophora, 290. 

Traductive form, neither more or 
les~ general, XXI. 'ii:J!:l 

Tragtc ............................... .. 
Trevelyan, R~. Hon. C. P .... 806 
Trevelyan. Str George D. . . · 

Early History of C. ]. Fox, 19?. 
Trueblood, Thomas C., four ges

tures, XV. 
Tu Quoque, you who robbed, IX., 
Trier, \V. S. . . . Demosthenes 

·antithesis "' a teacher " . .. .. . 83 
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\THDIEXT STYLE .......... 5-!6 WHATELY, R., XV, indirect de-
The Thoughts, 546: ~Iethod, Die- scription, 148; persuasion, ob-
tion, Figures, 54i; l\lembers, ject and means, 336; long 
54S; Arrangement or Composi- established prejudices, not too 
tion, Rhythm, 549; Cadence, earnest in refuting, 379/80; 
.:i.:iO; Denunciation, 761. greatest asset to a political partr, 

612. 
VIGOROVS STYLE ............ 556 

The Tho_ughts, 1fethod, 556; Die
two, f1gures, 557; Members, 
558; Arrangement, Rhythm. 559 ; 

_Cadence, 560 ;_ Ardour, 779. 
\ ngd . . . D1do, 48; Audacious 

\rinds, 92; 314; 339; 392; 433; 
559. 

\'OCABULARY OF IDEAS, 
648-728 

\' olkmann . . . Aposiopesis, 93; 
paralepsis, 340; prosopopa::ia, 
3!J.); syllogismus, 433. 

-W-
\rALKER, JOH~ ... converse 

at different intervals, streng-
thens .............................. XIV 
Emphasis, 181/2, 183; rules on 
tcrrogative, 308; delivery, 310; 
deli1·ery of admonition, 323; ex
horting tones, 337; parenthesis, 
and rules, 3-t.i-350; gravity, 3.59; 
Republic of Rome, 403/4; har
monic, -1-04; simile, 429; remorse, 
-t-:31; 432; rules for delivery of 
poetry, 618-620.pity, sentiment, 
73j; hatred, 757. 

\\' anrick, Countess of ............ 522 
\\TBSTER, Daniel (see Contents), 

252-265 
Adams. J E'fferson, 54; Ah ! him, 
li~J; " \rhen my eyes,'' 112; 183; 
2li; 2-i5; oratorical apostrophe, 
:2.)() 1; tilt-hammer, 2.)3; style, 
~~1 :.) a:(~.: 3~~-; 385; 391; 407 ; 
i)d] /-; ;),),3 j .););), 

\YHITEFIELD, George (see Con-
tents) .................. XIII, 226-231 
Anadiplosis, 55; apostrophe, 
" Gabriel !'' llO; dialogue, l.j7; 
"God forbid it" 169 · 172 · ar
ticulation, 227; 'bursts.' 228 ;' 233. 
Hypotyposi~ 303 · 351 · 362 · 371 · 
609. -· ' ' ' , 

\filkins, H. M .... Demosthenes, 4 
\\"inans, Albert ] . ... Uob does 

not think .. .. .... .. .... .. ... .. X. XI 
Audience touch each other, XIV; 
73; curiosity, U5; 238; pocket
book, 337. 

\fintringham, Mrs. (see Contents), 
515, 629 

.\r omen in Religion and Politics, 
521-522 

Womrn Members of Parliament, 
529 

Wotton, Henry . . . " The Happy 
11an,'' 7 43. 

-·X-
Xenorhon ... "a linked collar," 

5;')9; charming style ......... 58tj 
Xerxes ................................. 583 

Y-
YODXG, Dr. . . . Transport

" Oh ior. thou welcome stranger 
. . . " 7'i9; " sweet harmonist 

" 78. 

l.oni.'on: 
SAl':\llH~ c·:.. (rJLTil(JRI'E. Printers, 39a \Vestbourne Terrace North. \\'.2. 
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